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STYLE AND FORMAT OF THE
WASHINGTON STATE REGISTER
ARRANGE MENT OF THE REGISTER
The Register is arranged in the following nine sections:
(a) PREPROPO SAL-include s the Preproposal Statement of Intent that will be used to solicit public comments on a
general area of proposed rule making before the agency files a formal notice.
(b) EXPEDITED REPEAL-inc ludes the Preproposal Statement of Inquiry that lists rules being repealed using the
expedited repeal process. Expedited repeals are not consistently filed and may not appear in every issue of the
register.
(c) PROPOSED -includes the full text of formal proposals, continuances, supplemental notices, and withdrawals.
(d) EXPEDITED ADOPTION -includes the full text of rules being changed using the expedited adoption process.
Expedited adoptions are not consistently filed and may not appear in every issue of the Register.
(e) PERMANEN T-includes the full text of permanently adopted rules.
(f) EMERGENC Y-includes the full text of emergency rules and rescissions.
(g) MISCELLA NEOUS-incl udes notice of public meetings of state agencies, rules coordinator notifications,
summaries of attorney general opinions, executive orders and emergency declarations of the governor, rules of the
state Supreme Court, and other miscellaneous documents filed with the code reviser's office under RCW 34.08.020
and 42.30.075.
(h) TABLE-includes a cumulative table of the WAC sections that are affected in the current year.
INDEX-includes a cumulative index of Register Issues 01 through 24.
(i)
Documents are arranged within each section of the Register according to the order in which they are filed in the code reviser's office during the pertinent filing period. Each filing is listed under the agency name and then describes the subject matter, type of filing and the WSR number. The three part number in the heading distinctively identifies each document, and the
last part of the number indicates the filing sequence with a section's material.

1.

•
•

PRINTING STYLE-IND ICATION OF NEW OR DELETED MATERIAL
RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of certain marks to indicate amendments to existing agency rules. This style quickly and
graphically portrays the current changes to existing rules as follows:
(a) In amendatory sectionsunderlined material is new material;
(i)
(ii) deleted material is ((liRed 01:1t between d01:1ble parentheses));
(b) Complete new sections are prefaced by the heading NEW SECTION;
heading
(c) The repeal of an entire section is shown by listing its WAC section number and caption under the
REPEALER.

2.

MISCELLA NEOUS MATERIAL NOT FILED UNDER THE ADMINISTR ATIVE PROCEDUR E ACT
Material contained in the Register other than rule-making actions taken under the APA (chapter 34.05 RCW) does not
necessarily conform to the style and format conventions described above. The headings of these other types of material have
been edited for uniformity of style; otherwise the items are shown as nearly as possible in the form submitted to the code reviser's office.

3.

4.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF RULES
(a) Permanently adopted agency rules normally take effect thirty-one days after the rules and the agency order adopting
them are filed with the code reviser's office. This effective date may be delayed or advanced and such an effective
·
date will be noted in the promulgation statement preceding the text of the rule.
(b) Emergency rules take effect upon filing with the code reviser's office unless a later date is provided by the agency.
They remain effective for a maximum of one hundred twenty days from the date of filing.
(c) Rules of the state Supreme Court generally contain an effective date clause in the order adopting the rules.

EDITORIAL CORRECTI ONS
Material inserted by the code reviser's office for purposes of clarification or correction or to show the source or history of
a document is enclosed in (brackets].
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I All documents are due at the code reviser's office by 12:00 noon on or before the applicable closing date for inclusion in a particular issue of the Register;
040.

4A

see

RCW

4

see WAC 1-21-

2A filing of any length will be accepted on the closing dates of this column if ii has been prepared and completed by the order typing service (OTS) of the code reviser's
office; see WAC 1-21-040. Agency-typed material is subject to a ten page limit for these dates; longer agency-typed material is subject to the earlier
non-OTS dates.
3Al least twenty days before the rule-making hearing, the agency shall cause notice of the hearing to be published in the Register;
represent the twentieth day after the distribution date of the applicable Register.
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34.05.320( 1).

These dates

minimum of forty-five days is required between the distribution date of the Register giving notice of the expedited adoption and the agency adoption
date. No hearing
is required, but the public may file written objections. See RCW 34.05.230, as amended by section 202, chapter 409.. Laws of 1997.
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REGULATO RY FAIRNESS ACT
The Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter 19.85 RCW, was enacted in 1982 to minimize the impact
of state regulations on small business. Amended in 1994, the act requires a small business
economic impact analysis of proposed rules that impose more than a minor cost on twenty
percent of the businesses in all industries, or ten percent of the businesses in any one industry.
The Regulatory Fairness Act defines industry as businesses within a four digit SIC classification,
and for the purpose of this act, small business is defined by RCW 19.85.020 as "any business
entity, including a sole proprietorship, corporation, partnership, or other legal entity, that is owned
and operated independently from all other businesses, that has the purpose of making a profit,
and that has fifty or fewer employees."
Small Business Economic-Im pact Statements (SBEIS)
.A small business economic impact statement (SBEIS) must be prepared by state agencies when
a proposed rule meets the above criteria. Chapter 19.85 RCW requires the Washington State
Business Assistance Center (BAC) to develop guidelines for agencies to use in determining
whether the impact of a rule is more than minor and to provide technical assistance to agencies
in developing a SBEIS. All permanent rules adopted under the Administrative Procedure Act,
chapter 34.05 RCW, must be reviewed to determine if the requirements of the Regulatory _
Fairness Act apply; if an SBEIS is required it must be completed before permanent rules are filed
with the Office of the Code Reviser.
Mitigation
In addition to completing the economic impact analysis for proposed rules, state agencies must
take reasonable, legal, and feasible steps to reduce or mitigate the impact of rules on small
businesses when there is a disproportionate impact on small versus large business. State agencies
are encouraged to reduce the economic impact of rules on small businesses when possible and
when such steps are in keeping with the stated intent of the statute(s) being implemented by
proposed rules.__ Since 1994, small business economic impact statements must contain a list of
the mitigation steps taken, or reasonable justification for not taking steps to reduce the impact
of rules on small businesses.
When:

When is an SBEIS Required?

The proposed rule has more than a minor (as defined by the BAC) economic impact on
businesses in. more than twenty percent of all industries or more than ten percent of any one
- industry.
When is an SBEIS Not Required?
When:
The rule is proposed only to comply or conform with a federal law or regulation, and the state
has no discretion in how the rule is implemented;
There is Ids than minor economic impact on business;
The.rule ~DUCES costs to business (although an SBEIS may be a useful tool for demonstrating
this reduced -impact);
The rule is- adopted as an emergency rule, although an SBEIS may be required when an
emergency rule is proposed for adoption as a permanent rule; or
The rule is pure restatement of state statute.
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Washington State Register, Issue 99-17
WSR 99-17-009
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Filed August 5, 1999, 3:41 p.m.]

Contact by November 2, 1999. Proposal filing expected to be
November 3, 1999.
August 6, 1999
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Volunteer cooperative
project selection and funding.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 75.08.080, 75.52.050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: A better selection mechanism and ensuring use of available funding will increase the
effectiveness of the volunteer program.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Dave Gadwa, 600 Capitol Way North,
Olympia, WA 98501-1091, phone (360) 902-2806. Contact
by August 31, 1999. Expected proposal filing September 1,
1999.
August 5, 1999
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

WSR 99-17-016

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Filed August 6, 1999, 3:03 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Creating implementing rules for the sea urchin and sea cucumber commercial
dive fisheries license bill. Creating implementing rules for
the shift of the Puget Sound emerging commercial shrimp
fisheries to a limited entry fishery along with such other
requirements necessary for the management of the fishery.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 75.08.080 and ESHB 2107 and E2SSB 5658.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Required by legislative
action.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Morris Barker, Marine Resources
Division Manager, 600 Capitol Way North, Olympia, WA
98501-1091, phone (360) 902-2826, fax (360) 902-2944.
Contact by November 2, 1999. Proposal filing expected to be
November 3, 1999.
August 6, 1999
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

WSR 99-17-013
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Filed August 6, 1999, 2:56 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: General rules to govern the commercial marine fish and shellfish fishery.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 75.08.080.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Rules may be needed to control marine fish harvest to meet conservation and management concerns; require commercial fishery compliance with
the intent of established conservation and sanctuary zones;
and improve the implementing language governing the shellfish harvest log book requirements.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Morris Barker, Marine Resources
Division Manager, 600 Capitol Way North, Olympia, WA
98501-1091, phone (360) 902-2826, fax (360) 902-2944.

WSR 99-17-024

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
[Filed August 10, 1999, 11:01 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amendments to WAC
388-290-400, 388-290-525, 388-290-850, 388-290-920, 388290-950, and related sections in chapter 388-290 WAC,
Working connections child care (WCCC), as well as possible
·
new rules in chapter 388-290 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.04.050, 74.13.0903, Public Law 104-193,
Sections 407 and 605, and 45 C.F.R. Parts 98 and 99 (Child
Care and Development Fund Rule).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: To modify currently existing
[ 1]

Preproposal

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17

WSR 99-17-027

WSR 99-17-033

rules on WCCC overpayments, family composition, application effective dates and processing time, lump sum payments,
and related topics.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Through regular
meetings and review drafts, DSHS includes the following
stakeholders in the rule-making process: Childcare advocates, CSO staff, and other state providers.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub1ication by contacting Roger Long, Program Manager,
Department of Social and Health Services, WorkFirst Division, P.O. Box 45480, Olympia, WA 98504, phone (360)
413-3259, fax (360) 413-3482, TTY (360) 413-3001, e-mail
longrv@dshs.wa.gov.
August 10, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Filed August II, 1999, 3:58 p.m.J

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Catch reporting rules
and conforming department identification.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 75.08.080.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Require accounting for crab
delivered but not retained in order to improve allocation
between competing interests. Housekeeping changes to conform department identification.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub1ication by contacting Morris Barker, 600 Capitol Way
North, Olympia, WA 98501-1091, phone (360) 902-2826,
fax (360) 902-2944. Contact by November 2, 1999.
Expected proposal filing November 3, 199~ .
August 11, 1999
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

WSR 99-17-027
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed August 10, 1999, 4:22 p.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amend WAC 308400-030 to include standard filing forms definition. Amend
WAC 308-400-095 to establish nonstandard forms fee in
rule.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 62A.9-409, 60.11.040, 60.68.035.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The UCC program needs to
move to standard forms so that it can move forward and use
current technology to meet the requirements of proposed
changes to Article 9, reduce repetitive processes, allow for
electronic filing and the electronic payment of filing fees. A
nonstandard form fee needs to be established so that customers using nonstandard forms will pay a fee commensurate
with the increased handling these forms will require.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Jon Donnellan, Administrator, Uniform Commercial Code, Department of Licensing, P.O. Box
9660, Olympia, WA 98504, phone (360) 586-4905, fax (360)
664-2550.
August 9, 1999
Jon Donnellan
Administrator
Pre proposal

WSR 99-17-036
PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE
[Filed August 12, 1999, 9:13 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Parking fees at The
Evergreen State College.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 28B.40. l 20(12).
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
~hat The~ Might Accomplish: An increase in parking fees
is needed m order to provide lot maintenance and additional
parking spaces as the college adds new buildings, which will
require the construction of parking spaces.
. Process for Developing New Rule: On-campus consultation, consensus building consistent with normal institutional practices.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
t?e ~ew rule and f~rmulation of the proposed rule before pubhcat10n by contactmg Art Costantino, Vice-President for Student Affairs and Interim Vice-President for College
~dvancement, The Evergreen State College, Library Buildmg, Room 3236, Olympia, Washington 98505, (360) 8666000 ext. 6296, fax (360) 866-6823.
August 9, 1999
D. Lee Hoemann
Rules Coordinator
[ 2]

WSR 99-17-053

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17
WSR 99-17-038

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

GAMBLING COMMISSION
[Filed August 12, 1999, 12:51 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Miscellaneous gambling rules.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 9.46.070.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Housekeeping changes to
cure reviser's notes and correct grammar.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subthe Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agenand
ject
cies: None.
Negotiated rule
Process for Developing New Rule:
making.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub1ication by contacting Ben Bishop, Deputy Director, P.O.
Box 42400, Olympia, WA 98504-2400, (360) 438-7640;
Sherri Winslow, Deputy Director, P.O. Box 42400, Olympia,
WA 98504-2400, (360) 438-7654 ext. 301; or Susan Arland,
Rules Coordinator, P.O. Box 42400, Olympia, WA 985042400, (360) 438-7654 ext. 374.
Meetings at Cavanaughs at Yakima Center, 607 East
Yakima Avenue, Yakima, WA 98901, (509) 248-5900, on
September 9 and 10, 1999; and at the Shilo Inn, 707 Ocean
Shores Boulevard, Ocean Shores, WA 98569, (360) 4894600, on October 14 and 15, 1999; and at Port Ludlow Conference Center, 9483 Oak Bay Road, Port Ludlow, WA,
(360) 437-2222, on November 18 and 19, 1999. · .
August 12, 1999
Susan Arland
Rules Coordinator

Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Mary Lou Mills, 600 Capitol Way,
Olympia, WA 98501-1091, phone (360) 902-2834, fax (902)
2944 [(360) 902-2944]. Contact by November 2, 1999.
Expected proposal filing November 3, 1999.
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

WSR 99-17-053

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Children's Administration)
[Filed August 13, 1999, 11 :35 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 388-24 WAC
describes eligibility and other factors related to the aid to
families with dependent children-Foste r care (AFDCFC)
program. This program has been changed to the temporary
assistance to needy families program. The department will
repeal these rules and incorporate needed sections into the
rules on the foster care program. Changes will reflect principles of clear rule writing. The entire chapter is proposed for
repeal with the provisions of WAC 388-24-2430 moved to a
more appropriate chapter of WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.13.031, 74.04.050, 74.04.055.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The rules are proposed [to]
repeal out-of-date rules and to conform rules to clear writing
standards per Executive Order 97-02.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The United States Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) regulates aspects of out-of-home care and
provides some financial assistance to the state through Title
IV-Band Title IV-E of the Social Security Act.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Children's
Administration , with input from the Attorney General's
Office, will convene a work group consisting of department
staff, assistant attorneys general, and stakeholders, including
foster parents and their representatives to participate with
Children's Administration in the review and development of
revised rules for foster care. These rules proposed for repeal
will be included in those discussions. Any revisions will be
distributed generally for review and comment before finalization.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may ask to participate in the stakeholder work group that will work with staff to develop the
rules by contacting Jill Montgomery, Confidential Secretary
to the Director, Division of Program and Policy Development, at (360) 902-7913 or e-mail MONJ300@dshs.wa.gov.
In addition, interested parties may provide recommendations
for inclusion in the proposed rule. They may review and
comment on the proposed rules in writing, by electronic mail,

WSR 99-17-041

PREPROPOSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Filed August 12, 1999, 2: 12 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Marine preserve and
conservation area boundaries.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 75.08.080.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Certain boundaries have
been described using physical objects (such as a boundary
circumscribing a ~et pen), and some of these physical objects
have been moved or otherwise the boundary is not adequately
described. Use of a more readily identifiable object or location would afford sµrety to users of the location of the marine
preserve or conservation area.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: ·None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
[3]
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or by telephone. They may participate in and offer testimony
in public hearings that will be scheduled for the purpose of
soliciting comments on the proposed rules.
August 11, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

in public hearings that will be scheduled for the purpose of
soliciting comments on the proposed rules.
August 11, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 99-17-055

PREPROPOSA L STATEMENT OF INQUffiY

WSR 99-17-054

DEPARTME NT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Children's Administration)

PREPROPOSA L STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTME NT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Children's Administration)

[Filed August 13, 1999, 11 :37 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Revisions to existing
rules and possible new rules to update licensing fees for child
day care and to provide waivers for child residential programs and to reflect principles of clear rule writing. Rules
proposed for revision may include, but are not limited to,
WAC 440-44-025 and 440-44-026.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 43.20B. l 10.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The review is [to] assess possible need for revision to existing rules and to consider writing rules clearly waiving payment of fees for licensees providing residential out-of-home care to children and to conform rules to clear writing standards per Executive Order 9702.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The United States Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) regulates aspects of out-of-home care and
provides some financial assistance to the state through Title
IV-Band Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. The department will offer HHS, Region 10, staff the opportunity to participate in a stakeholder group to work on revising these rules
and other rules related to child welfare services and out-ofhome care and will provide proposed rules for review and
comment.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Children's
Administrati on, with input from the Attorney General's
Office, will convene a work group consisting of department
staff, assistant attorneys general, and stakeholders, including
foster parents and their representatives to participate with
Children's Administration in the review and development of
revised rules. These draft rules will be distributed generally
for review and comment before finalization.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may ask to participate in the stakeholder work group that will work with staff to develop the
rules by contacting Jill Montgomery, Confidential Secretary
to the Director, Division of Program and Policy Development, at (360) 902-7913 or e-mail MONJ300@dshs.wa.gov.
In addition, interested parties may provide recommendations
for inclusion in the proposed rule. They may review and
comment on the proposed rules in writing, by electronic mail,
or by telephone. They may participate in and offer testimony

[Filed August 13, 1999, 11:36 a.m.)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Revisions to and
repeal of existing rules and new sections to update rules relating to social services for families and children, including
child protective services, foster care, adoption services,
homemaker services, and family rei::onciliation services. And
also to reflect principles of clear rule writing. Rules proposed
for revision may include, but are not limited to, WAC 38815-130, 388-15-132, 388-15-134, 388-15-150, 388-15-160,
388-15-220, and 388-15-570.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.13.031, 74.04.050, 74.04.055.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The rules are proposed to
update program standards, update or repeal out-of-date rules,
and conform rules to clear writing standards per Executive
Order 97-02.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The department will offer HHS, Region 10, staff the
opportunity to participate in a stakeholder group to work on
revising and repealing these rules and will provide proposed
rules for review and comment.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Children's
Administrat ion, with input from the Attorney General's
Office, will convene a work group consisting of department
staff, assistant attorneys general, and stakeholders, including
foster parents and their representativ es to participate with
Children's Administration in the review and development of
revised rules. These draft rules will be distributed generally
for review and comment before finalization.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may ask to participate in the stakeholder work group that will work with staff to develop the
rules by contacting Jill Montgomery, Confidential Secretary
to the Director, Division of Program and Policy Development, at (360) 902-7913, or e-mail MONJ300@dshs.wa.gov.
In addition, interested parties may provide recommendations
for inclusion in the proposed rule. They may review and
comment on the proposed rules in writing, by electronic mail,
or by telephone. They may participate in and offer testimony
Pre proposal
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in public hearings that will be scheduled for the purpose of
soliciting comments on the proposed rules.
August 10, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager

in public hearings that will be scheduled for the purpose of
soliciting comments on the proposed rules.
August 10, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 99-17-057

WSR 99-17-056

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPAR TMENT OF
SOCIA L AND HEALT H SERVIC ES
(Children's Administration)

DEPAR TMENT OF
SOCIA L AND HEALT H SERVIC ES
(Children's Administration)

[Filed August 13, 1999, 11 :40 a.m.]

[Filed August 13, 1999, 11 :38 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Revisions to existing
rules to update standard s for Children 's Adminis tration's
Office of Constituent Relations and to reflect principles of
clear rule writing. Rules proposed for revision may include,
but are not limited to, WAC 388-74-010 and 388-74-030.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 74.13.045.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The rules are proposed to
update standards for the Children's Administration's Office of
Constituent Relations and to conform rules to clear writing
standards per Executive Order 97-02.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The United States Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) regulates aspects of out-of-home care and
other services and provides some financial assistance to the
state through Title IV-Ban d Title IV-E of the Social Security
Act. The department will offer HHS, Region 10, staff the
opportunity to participate in a stakeholder group to work on
revising and repealing these rules and will provide proposed
rules for review and comment.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Children's
Admini stration , with input from the Attorne y General 's
Office, will convene a work group consisting of department
staff, assistant attorneys general, and stakeholders, including
foster parents and their representatives to participate with
Children's Administration in the review and development of
revised rules. These draft rules will be distributed generally
for review and comment before finalization.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may ask to participate in the stakeholder work group that will work with staff to develop the
rules by contacting Jill Montgomery, Confidential Secretary
to the Director, Division of Program and Policy Development, at (360) 902-7913 or e-mail MONJ300@dshs.wa.gov.
In addition, interested parties may provide recommendations
for inclusion in the proposed rule. They may review and
comment on the proposed rules in writing, by electronic mail,
or by telephone. They may participate in and offer testimony

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Review and revisions
to existing rules and new sections as necessary to update the
chapter governin g the domestic violence perpetrator treatment program and to reflect principles of clear rule writing.
Rules propose d for revision may include, chapter 388-60

WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 26.50.150.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The rules are proposed to
update domesti c violence perpetra tor treatme nt program
standards and to conform rules to clear writing standards per
Executive Order 97-02.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Children's
Admini stration , with input from the Attorne y General 's
Office, will convene a work group consisting of department
staff, assistant attorneys general, and stakeholders, including ·
perpetrator treatment provides to participate with Children's
Adminis tration in the review and develop ment of revised
rules. These draft rules will be distribu ted generall y for
review and comment before finalization.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may ask to participate in the stakeholder work group that will work with staff to develop the
rules by contacting Jill Montgomery, Confidential Secretary
to the Director, Division of Program and Policy Development, at (360) 902-7913 or e-mail MONJ300@dshs.wa.gov.
In addition, interested parties may provide recommendations
for inclusion in the propose d rule. They may review and
comment on the proposed rules in writing, by electronic mail,
or by telephone. They may participate in and offer testimony
in public hearings that will. be scheduled for the purpose of
soliciting comments on the proposed rules.
August 10, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
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WSR 99-17-065

PREPROP OSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

PREPROP OSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLI FE

DEPART MENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Children's Administration)

[Filed August 13, 1999, 1:51 p.m.]

[Filed August 13, 1999, 11 :41 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Revisions to existing
rules to update requirem ents for shelters for victims of
domestic violence and to reflect principles of clear rule writing. Rules proposed for revision may include, but are not
limited to, WAC 248-554-001, 248-554-005, 248-554-010,
248-554-015, 248-554-018, 248-554-020, and 248-554-030.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 70.123.030, 70.123.040.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accompl ish: The rules are proposed to
update standards for shelters for victims of domestic violence
and conform rules to clear writing standards per Executive
Order 97-02.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: We will consult with the Departme nt of Health and
individuals or groups having experienc e and knowledge of
the problems of victims of domestic violence in the review
and revision of these rules.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Children's
Adminis tration, with input from the Attorney General's
Office, will convene a work group consisting of department
staff, assistant attorneys general, and stakeholders, including
providers of services to victims of domestic violence to participate with Children 's Administ ration in the review and
development of revised rules. These draft rules will be distributed generally for review and comment before finalization.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication. Interested parties may ask to participate in the stakeholder work group that will work with staff to develop the
rules by contacting Jill Montgomery, Confidential Secretary
to the Director, Division of Program and Policy Development, at (360) 902-7913 or e-mail MONJ300@dshs.wa.gov.
In addition, interested parties may provide recommendations
for inclusion in the proposed rule. They may review and
comment on the proposed rules in writing, by electronic mail,
or by telephone. They may participate in and offer testimony
in public hearings that will be scheduled for the purpose of
soliciting comment s on the proposed rules.
August 10, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
Preproposal

[6]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Recreational fishing
rules.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 75.08.080.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accompl ish: The Ocean Shores Boat
Basin has a net pen program that can offer recreational opportunity.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Lew Atkins, 600 Capitol Way North,
Olympia, WA 98501-1091, phone (360) 902-2651, fax 9022944. Contact by November 2, 1999. Expected proposal filing November 3, 1999.
August 13, 1999
Evan Jacoby
Rules Coordinator

WSR 99-17-076

PREPROP OSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Surgical Technology Program)
[Filed August 13, 1999, 4:41 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 335, Laws of
1999 became effective July 25, 1999. This legislation establishes a new profession called surgical technologists under
the secretary, Department of Health. This profession will be
registered by the secretary. The rules will address application
requirements, application appeal procedures, renewal cycle
and all applicable fees.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 335, Laws of 1999.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The rules will address application requirements, application appeal procedures, renewal
cycle and all applicable fees.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: The department will
hold two open rules writing workshops to work with students,
surgical technologists, schools and facilities who employ surgical technologists. Following the workshops a public rules
hearing will be held to take additional input. All persons on
the interested persons mailing list, schools and targeted facilities will be contacted to participate in this open public process.

•
•
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Interest ed parties can particip ate in the decisio n to adopt
the new rule and formula tion of the propose d rule before publication by contact ing Kendra Pitzler, Program Manag er,
Depart ment of Health , P.O. Box 47864, Olymp ia, WA
98504, phone (360) 236-47 23, fax (360) 236-473 8.
August 13, 1999
M.C. Selecky
Secreta ry

WSR 99-17-079

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPAR TMEN T OF TRANSPORTATION
[Filed August 16, 1999, 10:38 a.m.]

Subject of Possibl e Rule Making : Amend ment to Highway Adverti sing Control Act, chapter 468-66 WAC.
Statutes Authori zing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject : Chapte r 47.42 RCW, RCW 47.42.0 60.
Reason s Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accom plish: Defines new "certifi cation
process " by incorpo rating into chapter 468-66 WAC, the provisions of SB 5832 of the 56th legislat ure, 1999 regular session. Amend s addition al section s of chapter 468-66 WAC, to
clarify provisio ns of addition al rules.
Other Federal and State Agenci es that Regulat e this Subject and the Process Coordin ating the Rule with These Agencies: There are no other federal or state agencie s that regulate
highwa y advertis ing control on state highwa ys.
Negotia ted rule
Process for Develo ping New Rule:
ated with
coordin
ents
agreem
and
tions
negotia
making and
Federal Highwa y Admini stration , Washin gton State Outdoo r
Adverti sing Associa tion and the Departm ent of Transpo rta-

new control technol ogy requirem ents. Modific ation of small
quantity emissio n rates. Routine update of ASILs .
Statutes Authori zing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject : RCW 70.94.3 31 (2)(c) and 70.94.1 52.
Reason s Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomp lish: WAC 173-400 -110(5) provides that de minimis exempt ion levels for toxic air pollutan ts
are specifie d in chapter 173-460 WAC, but they are not. This
amendm ent would establis h these de minimis levels in chapter 173-46 0 WAC. Develo pments in control technol ogy
should be reflecte d in the regulat ions. Clarific ations wi II
make the rule easier to follow and adminis ter.
Other Federal and State Agencie s that Regulat e this Subject and the Process Coordin ating the Rule with These Agencies: The 1990 amendm ents to the federal Clean Air Act
establis hed numero us requirem ents for a nationw ide strategy
for reducin g toxic air pollutio n; many of the require ments are
to be implem ented by state and local authorit ies upon receiving approva l from the EPA.
Process for Develo ping New Rule: Followi ng APA pro-

cedures .
Interest ed parties can particip ate in the decisio n to adopt
the new rule and formula tion of the propose d rule before publication by contact ing Steve Cross, P.O. Box 47600, Olympia, WA 98504-7 600, (360) 407-687 5, stcr46l@ ecy.wa .gov,
http://w ww.wa. gov/eco logy/leg /nsr_int ro.html .
August 9, 1999
Mary Burg
Program Manage r

WSR 99-17-081

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

GROW TH MANA GEME NT
HEAR INGS BOARDS

tion.

Interest ed parties can particip ate in the decisio n to adopt
the new rule and formula tion of the propose d rule before publication by contact ing Toby D. Rickma n, State Traffic Engineer, Washin gton State Departm ent of Transpo rtation, P.O.
Box 47344, Olymp ia, WA 98504- 7344, phone (360) 7057280. fax (360) 705-682 6.
August 16, 1999
Gerald E. Smith
ry, Operati ons
Secreta
Deputy

[Filed August 16, 1999, 3: 14 p.m.]

Subject of Possibl e Rule Making : From time to time, the
Joint Boards (Centra l Puget Sound, Wester n and Eastern )
need to amend their rules of practice and procedu re to reflect
changes in the law and practice .
Statutes Authori zing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject : RCW 36.70A .270(7) .
Reason s Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomp lish: The boards' rules were last
revised in January of 1998. Several section s of the W ACs
can be streaml ined and clarified .
Other Federal and State Agencie s that Regulat e this Subject and the Process Coordin ating the Rule with These Agencies: The boards are quasi-ju dicial boards, the W ACs govern
only the boards' practice and procedu re.
Process for Develo ping New Rule: Draft rules amendments develop ed jointly by the boards based on experie nces
and issues raised by particip ants in the review process .
Interest ed parties can particip ate in the decisio n to adopt
the new rule and formula tion of the propose d rule before publication by contact ing Ed McGui re, Central Puget Sound
Growth Manage ment Hearing s Board, 1215 Fourth A venue,

WSR 99-17-080

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPAR TMEN T OF ECOLO GY

[Order 99-02-F iled August 16, 1999, 2:25 p.m.]

Subject of Possibl e Rule Making : Consoli dation, clarification, and repeal of new source review for criteria and toxic
air polluta nts current ly in chapter s 173-40 0 and 173-46 0
WAC, into new chapter 173-465 WAC. Inciden tal changes
to chapter s 173-400 , 173-401 , 173-405 , 173-410 , 173-415 ,
173-434, 173-490 , and 173-491 WAC. Adoptio n of de minimis exempt ions levels for toxic air pollutan ts. Adoptio n of
[7]
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Suite 322, Financial Center, Seattle, WA 98161-1001, phone
(206) 389-262 5, fax (206) 389-258 8, e-mail CPS@G MABOARD S.W A.GOV.
August 16, 1999
E.G. McGuire
Board Member
Rules Coordinator

WSR 99-17-104

WSR 99-17-087

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPAR TMENT OF AGRIC ULTUR E

WASHI NGTON STATE PATRO L

[Filed August 18, 1999, 9:03 a.m.]

[Filed August 17, 1999, 9:36 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Amends WAC 44630-010 Purpose.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 46.12.330.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomp lish: Update WAC to state the
correct RCW.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: Department of Licensing, agency study.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Ms. Carol Morton, Washington State
Patrol, P.O. Box 42635, Olympia, WA 98504, phone (360)
412-8934, fax (360) 493-9090.
August 9, 1999
Annette M. Sandberg
Chief

WSR 99-17-097

PREPRO POSAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

LIQUO R CONTR OL BOARD
[Filed August 17, 1999, 12:24 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Advertising regulations for liquor licensees, chapter 314-52 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 66.08.030, 66.08.060, 66.04.010, 55.28.010
[66.28.0 10], 66.28.4 0 [66.28.0 40], 66.28.11 0, 66.28.12 0,
66.28.160, 66.44.120, 66.44.200, and 66.44.270.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The Liquor Control Board is
currently undergoing a review of all of its rules to make them
clear and usable, per Governor Locke's Executive Order 9702. This notice concerns the board's intent to review its rules
that outline advertising guidelines for liquor licensees.
Process for Developing New Rule: Input from retail licensees, local governments, and other interested parties will
be obtained through series of notices and at least one public
hearing.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pubPre proposal

lication by contacting Teresa Berntsen, Rules Coordinator,
P.O. Box 43080, Olympia, WA 98504-3080, (360) 664-1648, •
fax (360) 704-4920, e-mail teb@liq.wa.gov.
•
August 13, 1999
Eugene Prince
Chair

[8)

Subject of Possible Rule Making: To place additional
noxious weed species on, and to otherwise modify, the existing noxious weed seed and plant quarantine lists, chapter 16752 WAC, and to review and update provisions of this rule.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapters 17.10 and 17.24 RCW.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Amendment of the existing
noxious weed seed and plant quarantine rule was requested
by the Washington State Noxious Weed Control Board and
the Washington State Weed Coordinators Association. The
existing rule lists those noxious weed species which are
attractive (i.e. pretty flowers or foliage) for nursery sale.
However, the current trend towards unusual herbs, medicinal
plants, and other, lesser known species has made expansion
of the quarantine list desirable, since formerly unavailable,
invasive noxious species are now entering distribution channels. The quarantine is intended to prevent the introduction
and spread of these species in this state.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
APHIS regulates a small number of species under the federal
noxious weed regulati ons. Howeve r, the federal list is
mainly intended to apply to international shipment, and the
federal agency is not usually active in interstate or intrastate
noxious weed regulation. The state office of USDA APHIS
will be notified. The Washington State Noxious Weed Control Board establis hes the state noxious weed list under
authority of chapter 17 .10 RCW. It requested changes in
Washing ton State Departm ent of Agricul ture quarant ine
rules to complement its own and the county noxious weed
boards' efforts.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Washington
State Noxious Weed Control Board and the Washington State
Weed Coordinators Association have requested the changes
to this rule. Representatives of the Washington State Department of Agriculture discuss options for specific provisions of
the proposal with the board, county agencies, and stakeholders such as the Nursery Advisory Board, and then publish the
rule proposal.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub1ication by contacti ng Mary A. Martin Toohey, Assistan t
Director, Washington State Department of Agriculture, Laboratory Services Division, P.O. Box 42560, Olympia, WA
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98504-256 0, phone (360) 902-1907, fax (360) 902-2094;
and/or Lisa Lantz, Executive Director, Washingto n State
Noxious Weed Control Board, 1851 South Central Place,
Suite 211, Kent, WA 98031-7507, phone (253) 872-2972, fax
(253) 872-6320.
August 18, 1999
Mary A. Martin Toohey
Assistant Director

Director, Washington State Department of Agriculture, Laboratory Services Division, P.O. Box 42560, Olympia, WA
98504-256 0, phone (360) 902-1907, fax (360) 902-2094;
and/or Lisa Lantz, Executive Director, Washingto n State
Noxious Weed Control Board, 1851 South Central Place,
Suite 211, Kent, WA 98031-7507, phone (253) 872-2972, fax
(253) 872-6320.
August 18, 1999
Mary A. Martin Toohey
Assistant Director

WSR 99-17-105

PREPROPO SAL STATEMEN T OF INQUIRY

DEPARTM ENT OF AGRICUL TURE

WSR 99-17-106

[Filed August 18. 1999, 9:04 a.m.]

PREPROPO SAL STATEMEN T OF INQUIRY

DEPARTM ENT OF AGRICUL TURE

Subject of Possible Rule Making: To place additional
aquatic weed species on the existing aquatic weed quarantine
list, WAC 16-752-500 through 16-752-590 Noxious weed
control/wetland and aquatic weed quarantine, and to review
and update provisions of this rule.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapters 17.10 and 17.24 RCW.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Amendment of the existing
wetland and aquatic weed quarantine rule was requested by
the Washington State Noxious Weed Control Board. Aquatic
weeds can be extremely invasive and have an economically
significant impact. Aquatic noxious weeds are considered
particularly urgent problems, as escapes almost immediately
become a public responsibility, and there are few (sometimes
no) tools to control them. The quarantine of additional
aquatic weeds is intended to prevent the introduction of these
species in this state.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: The United State Department of Agriculture (USDA)
APHIS regulates a few species under the federal noxious
weed regulation s. However, the federal list is mainly
intended to apply to international shipment, and the federal
agency is not usually active in interstate or intrastate noxious
weed regulation. The state office of USDA will be notified.
The Washington State Noxious Weed Control Board establishes the state noxious weed list under authority of chapter
17.10 RCW. It requested this change in Washington State
Department of Agriculture quarantine to complement its own
and the county noxious weed boards' efforts. Washington
Departments of Ecology and Fish and Wildlife have related,
but different authorities, have indicated preliminary support,
and will be included in the process.
Process for Developing New Rule: The Washington
State Noxious Weed Control Board has requested the
changes to this rule. Representatives of the Washington State
Department of Agriculture discuss options for specific provisions of the proposal with the board, other affected agencies,
and stakeholders such as the Nursery Advisory Board, and
then publish the rule proposal.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Mary A. Martin Toohey, Assistant

[Filed August 18. 1999, 9:06 a.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: To amend chapter 16218 WAC, Hops-Cert ification analyses-F ees.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 22.09 RCW.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: A nongovern mental hop
industry group, Hop Growers of America (HGA), proposed
establishing a new marketing tool for United States hops, a
voluntary procedure for certification of hops as to variety.
The varietal certification would be performed by HGA as a
private entity; however, HGA would base certificatio n on
results of analyses performed on a fee-for-service basis by the
WSDA Chemical and Hop Laboratory. Analysis for specific
oil components, which is not currently a service offered by
the lab, is required for this proposal. A new fee for this service would be needed. A review of the existing services and
fee schedule is also in process.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: United States Departmen t of Agricultur e (USDA)
GIPSA exercises federal oversight of state inspection of all
United States hops for physical grade. However, analysis of
chemical components of hops is conducted solely under state
authority. The USDA has been notified of the proposal.
The Washington Hop Commission regulates some
aspects of hop inspection, assessment, and marketing; however, it does not exercise any direct regulatory authority over
this proposal. The commission has been notified of the proposal.
Process for Developing New Rule: Washington State
Department of Agriculture representatives discuss proposed
rule change with affected government agencies and stakeholders and then publish the rule proposal.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Mary A. Martin Toohey, Assistant
Director, Washington State Department of Agriculture, Laboratory Services Division, P.O. Box 42560, Olympia, WA
98504-256 0, phone (360) 902-1907, fax (360) 902-2094;
and/or Royal Schoen, Program Manager, Washington State
Department of Agriculture, Chemical and·Hop Laboratory,
[9]
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21 North 1st Avenue, Suite 106, Yakima, WA 98902, phone
(509) 225-262 I, fax (509) 454-7699.
August 18, 1999
Mary A. Martin Toohey
Assistant Director

WSR 99-17-112

PREPROPO SAL STATEMEN T OF INQUIRY

SECRETA RY OF STATE
(Productivity Board)

[Filed August 18, 1999, 11:11 a.rn.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Changes and clarifications to the State Employees' Suggestion Awards and Incentive Pay Act, chapter 4 I .60 RCW, chapter 383-06 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 41.60 RCW.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Pursuant to the amendment
of chapter 41.60 RCW, Laws of 1999, chapter 50, and to
ensure the effective implementation of the Act, adoption of
these rules will amend chapter 383-06 WAC to:
•
Clarify rules relating to the Statewide Employee Suggestion "Brainstorm" Program and create new rules for
the administra tion of an Agency Unique Suggestion
Program.
Update program policy changes.
Develop a new payment award scale for suggestion
awards.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before pub1ication by contacting Michelle Wilson, Manager, Productivity Board, Office of the Secretary of State, 505 East Union,
P.O. Box 40244, 1st Floor, Olympia, WA 98504-0244, (360)
664-4278, fax (360) 664-4250.
August I 7, 1999
Tracy Guerin
Deputy Secretary of State

WSR 99-17-113

PREPROPO SAL STATEMEN T OF INQUIRY

SECRETA RY OF STATE
(Productivity Board)

[Filed August 18, 1999, 11: 11 a.rn.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Changes and clarifications to the State Employees' Suggestion Awards and Incentive Pay Act, chapter 41.60 RCW, chapter 383-07 WAC.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: Chapter 41.60 RCW.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: Pursuant to the amendment
of chapter 41.60 RCW, Laws of 1999, chapter 50, and to
ensure the effective implementation of the Act, adoption of
these rules will amend chapter 383-07 WAC to:
Preproposal
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Clarify rules relating to the Teamwork Incentive Program (TIP).
Update program policy changes.
Develop a new payment award scale for TIP team
awards.
Process for Developing New Rule: Agency study.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Michelle Wilson, Manager, Productivity Board, Office of the Secretary of State, 505 East Union,
P.O. Box 40244, I st Floor, Olympia, WA 98504-0244, (360)
664-4278, fax (360) 664-4250.
August 17, 1999
Tracy Guerin
Deputy Secretary of State

WSR 99-17-115

PREPROPO SAL STATEMENT OF INQUIRY

DEPARTM ENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTR IES
[Filed August 18, 1999, II :36 a.rn.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Chapter 296-13
WAC, Practice and procedure -Electrica l board; chapter
296-402 WAC, Electrical testing laboratory accreditation;
and chapter 296-403 WAC, Amusement rides or structures.
Statutes Authorizing the Agency to Adopt Rules on this
Subject: RCW 19.28.060, 67.42.050.
Reasons Why Rules on this Subject may be Needed and
What They Might Accomplish: The department is proposing
to update chapter 296-13 WAC, Electrical board practice and
procedure, add a new section to chapter 296-402 WAC, Electrical testing laboratory accreditation, specifying which firms
qualify to perform field evaluations on products and eliminate a two-year evaluation requirement, and amend chapter
296-403 WAC, Amusemen t rides or structures, to clarify
when a temporary operating permit may be issued for amusement park rides. Additionally, all sections will be reviewed
in accordance with Executive Order 97-02.
Other Federal and State Agencies that Regulate this Subject and the Process Coordinating the Rule with These Agencies: None.
Process for Developing New Rule: The department, in
conjunction with the Electrical Board and industry stakeholders, will develop the proposed amendments following the
process mandated by the Administrative Procedure Act.
Interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt
the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting Janet Lewis, Chief Electrical Inspector,
Department of Labor and Industries, Specialty Compliance
Services Division, P.O. Box 44460, Olympia, WA 985044460, (360) 902-5249, fax (360) 902-5292.
August I 6, 1999
Gary Moore
Director
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WSR 99-17-010

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTM ENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICE S
(Economic Services Administration)
(Division of Child Support)
[Filed August 6, 1999, 10:40 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9909-003.
Title of Rule: Termination of support enforcement services; case closure. Amending WAC 388-14-42 0 Once a
support enforceme nt case is opened, under what circumstances can it be closed? New WAC 388-14-421 Under what
circumstances may DCS deny a request to close a support
enforcement case? New WAC 388-14-422 Who is mailed
notice of DCS' intent to close a case? New WAC 388-14-423
What if I don't agree with the case closure notice? and new
WAC 388-14-424 What happens to payments that come in
after a case is closed?
Purpose: Reviewed and revised the case closure rules
because ( 1) federal regulation 45 C.F.R. 303.11 was amended
and (2) reviewed under Governor's Executive Order 97-02
for clarity.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 26.23.035,
34.05.220, 74.20A.310.
RCW 26.23.035,
Statute Being Implemented:
.
74.20A.310
34.05.220,
Summary: These rules set forth the requirements for
closing a case once the Division of Child Support (DCS) has
been providing support enforcement services. The rule provides who can request closure, who receives notice of closure, and who can object to case closure, and incorporate
changes in the federal regulations dealing with case closure.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implemen tation and Enforceme nt: Nancy Koptur, DCS
Rules Coordinator, P.O. Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507,
(360) 664-5065.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: These rules set forth the requirements for closing a
case once DCS has provided support enforcement services,
explain who can request closure, who gets notice of closure,
and who can object to closure.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Prior
version was one rule, WAC 388-14-420. This rule has been
revised and clarified as well as split into WAC 388-14-420
and new sections WAC 388-14-421, 388-14-422, 388-14423, and 388-14-424.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This change does not
meet the requirements for a small business economic impact
statement because it does not affect small businesses.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
This rule is not a significant legislative rule. It deals with
case management and procedures.

WSR 99-17-010

Hearing Location: Lacey Government Center (behind
Tokyo Bento Restaurant), 1009 College Street S.E., Room
104-B. Lacey, WA 98503, on September 21, 1999, at 10:00
a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Paige
Wall by September 10, 1999, phone (360) 664-6094, TTY
(360) 664-6178, e-mail wallpg@dshs.wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
Paige Wall, Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6187, by September 21, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: September 22, 1999.
August 4, 1999
Manager
edifer,
Marie Myerchin-R
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-13-092,
filed 6/ 18/97, effective 7/19/97)
WAC 388-14-420 ((TePtHieeliee ef)) ~support
enforceme nt ((seniiees.)) case is opened. under what circumstance s can it be closed? (((I) After the IV D ageHey
begiHs previdiHg sep,·iees 1:rnder ehepter 74.:20 RCW eHd
RCW 26.:23.045 (l)(e), (b), (e), (e), or (f), the IV D ageHey
may termiHete serviees wheH:
(e) There is HO e1:1rreHt s1:1pport order eHd the s1:1pport debt
is less thaH five httHdred dollars or eeHHot be eHforeed 1:1Hder
the laws of the state of WeshiRgtoH;
(e) The IV D egettey determiHes that the respottsiele par
eHt or p1:1tetive father is deed eHd has HO available assets,
iReome, or estate s1:11:ijeet to eolleetioH eetioH;
(e) The IV D ageHey determiHes that the respoHsible par
eHt does Hot have efly eveilal:lle assets, ifleoFRe, or estate s1:1b
jeet to eolleetioH eetioH, eHd is eHd will be 1:1Heble to pay s1:1p
port beee1:1se the pereflt is:
(i) IHstittttioHalized iH a psyehietrie faeility;
(ii) IReereernted withottt possibility of perole; or
(iii) Meaieelly "'erified as totall)' afla permattetttly Elis
ables with HO eviaeHee of s1:1i:iport poteHtiel.
(a) The ei:ii:ilieeflt, egeHey, or i:iersoH reeeiviRg HOHessist
eHee serviees s1:1bmits a ·.vritteH reft1:1est to termiRete serviees,
afld HO ettrreHt assigHmeRt to the state of medieal s1:1pport
rights exists. If there is aeer1:1ed debt 1:1Hder a s1:1pport order
that is essigHed to the state:
(i) That portiofl of the ease shall reFReifl epeR; aHd
(ii) The IV D ageHey may elose the HOflassisteRee per
tioH of the ease.
(e) The P/ D ageHe}' makes reesoHeble efforts to iaeHtify
or loeete the respoHsible pareHt, HSiHg loeel, state, aHa feaeral
loeate so1:1rees over a three year period aHd does Rot fiHd Rew
loeate i11forFRetiofl;
(f) The IV D egeRe)' is 1:1Hable to eoHteet e HOHessistaHee
physieel e1:1stodiefl withifl a thirty day period ttsiHg both e
telephofle eel! aHd oRe or more registerea letters;
(g) The IV D egeHey doe1:1me11ts:
(i) lflstattees of the physical ettstodiafl 's failttre or refl:lsal
to cooperate with the IV D ageHey; eRd
(ii) That the physieal e1:1stoaia11's eooperatioR is esseHtial
for the Hext step iR providiHg s1:1pi:iort eHforeemeHt serviees;
[1]
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(fi) Tfie IV D ageHey eaHHOt obtaifl a f!ateFHity oFder
beea1:1se:
(i) Tfie f!tttati ..·e fatfier is dead;
(ii) A gefletie test has exel1:1ded all lrnowfl fll:ltati·re
fatfiers afld HO otfier fll:ltati·re father eaH be idefltified;
(iii) The efiild is eigfiteeft years of age or older; or
(iv) Tfie deflartmeHt, a eo1:1rt of eomf!eteHtj1:1risdietiofl, or
aft adj1:1dieath·e flFOeeediHg determiHes that flBteFHity estab
lishmeHt wo1:1ld Hot be ifl the best iHterest of the ehild iH a ease
iHvolviHg:
(A) IHeest;
(B) Rafle; or
(C) PeHdiHg adOfltioH.
(i) Tfie eef!EH'tmeftt Of a eo1:1Ft of eOmfleteflt j1:1riseietioft
fiHds tfie f!ersoft reeeiviHg serviees has wreHgfully def!rivee
tfie reSflOHsible flBFeftt of pfiysieal e1:1stoey of a depeHdeftt
efiile 1:1Heer WAC 388 11 065(3);
(j) Tfie departmeHt or a eo1:1rt of eompeteftt j1:1riseietioH
fiHds tfiat aetioH establishiHg or eHforeiHg a SHflfJOFt obliga
tioft eaHHOt flFOeeed vlitfio1:1t risk of fiarm to the efiild or the
ehild's ettstodiaH;
(k) Tfie IV D ageftey fias flFOYided loeate oHly seniees
iH respoHse to a req1:1est for state flBFeflt loeator sen·iees;
(I) Tfie respoHsible pareHt is a eiti;left of, aHd li'.·es iH, a
foreigft eo1:1Htry aHd:
(i) Does Hot ha'+'e aHy assets whieh eaH be reaefiee by the
IV D ageHey; afid
(ii) WasfiiHgtofl state has beefl 1:1Hable to establish reei
proeity iH ehile s1:1pport matters with that eo1:1Htry; or
(m) The eepeHdeflt ehild is eoflfiflee to a jH't'eHile reha
bilitatioH faeility for a perioe of HiHety day or more; or
(H) AH)' other eire1:1mstaHees exist whieh 'N01:1le allow
elos1:1re 1:1Heer 45 CPR 303.11 or aHy other federal stat1:1te or
reg1:1latioH.
(2) After the IV D ageHe)' flFOviees seff'iees 1:1Hder RCW
26.23.045 (1 )(d), tfie IV D ageftey shall:
(a) TermiHate s1:1pport eHforeemeHt serviees;
(i) If a eo1:1rt of eoffipeteHt jttrisdietioR oreers the IV D
ageHe)· to termiHate seniees based OH:
(A) AH BflfJFOved alteFHate paymeHt f!IBH 1:1f1der RC'.¥
26.23.050; Of
(B) /'< fiHdiHg that it is Hot ift the ehilcl's best iftterest for
the IV D ageHey to eoHtiH1:1e pro'+·icliHg seP1iees.
(ii) After filiHg a satisfaetioH ofj1:1dgmeHt with the eo1:1rt
as provided trnderWAC 388 14 205; or
(iii) If the resflOHsible flEtFeflt is dead aHd the IV D
ageHey reeeives flFOOf there is HO a·railable estate.
(b) TermiHate serviees, exeept reeorcls maiHteHaHee aHd
paymeHt prneessiHg:
(i) For the reasoHs stated 1:1Hder s1:1bseeti0Hs (l)(e), (d),
(e), (f), (g), (j), (le), (I), or (m) of this seetioH; or
(ii) If the payee 1:1Hder the order fails to s1:1bmit aft appli
eatioH for s1:1pport eHforeeffieHt sen·iees.
(3) Sixty days before termiHatiHg sen·iees, the IV D
ageHey shall mail a Hotiee to the ph)·sieal e1:1stodiaH. The IV
D ageHey shall:
(a) Seftd the Hotiee by reg1:1lar mail to the last kHOWfl
aderess of tfie pfiysieal ettstodiaH;
(b) 1Hel1:1de iH the Hotiee the reasoHs for termiHatiHg ser
viees; afld
Proposed
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(e) State ifl the Hotiee that the physieal e1:1stodiaH may ask
for a heariHg to eoHtest the deeisioH termiHatiHg serviees.
(4) After termiflatiHg Sl:lflflOFt eHforeemeHt serviees, the
IV D ageHey shall ret1:1rH Sl:lflflOFt moHey the IV D ageHey
reeeives to the payor exeept as pro>videe 1:1Heer s1:1bseetioH
(2)(b) of this seetioH)) Once the division of child support
CDCS) starts providing support enforcement services under
RCW 26.23.045 and chapter 74.20 RCW. the case must
remain open, unless DCS determines that:
(1) There is no current support order. and the support
debt owed by the noncustodial parent CNCP) is less than five
hundred dollars. or cannot be enforced under Washington
law;
(2) The NCP or putative (alleged) father is dead with no
assets. income or estate available for collection;
(3) The NCP has no assets or income available for collection and is not able to provide support during the child's
minority because of being:
(a) Institutionalized in a psychiatric facility;
(b) Incarcerated without possibility of parole: or
(c) Medically verified as totally and permanently disabled with no evidence of ability to provide support.
(4) The applicant. agency or recipient of nonassistance
services submits a written request for closure. and there is no
current assignment of medical or support rights;
(5) DCS has enough information to use an automated
locate system. and has not been able to locate the NCP after
three years of diligent efforts;
(6) DCS does not have enough information to use an
automated locate system. and has not been able to locate the
NCP after one year of diligent efforts:
(7) DCS is unable to contact the applicant. agency or
recipient of services for at least sixty days;
(8) DCS documents failure to cooperate by the physical
custodian or the initiating jurisdiction. and that cooperation is
essential for the next step in enforcement;
(9) DCS cannot obtain a paternity order because:
(a) The putative father is dead;
Cb) Genetic testing has excluded all putative fathers:
(c) The child is at least eighteen years old;
(d) DCS. a court of competent jurisdiction or an administrative hearing determines that establishing paternity would
not be in the best interests of the child in a case involving
incest. rape. or pending adoption; or
(e) The biological father is unknown and cannot be identified after diligent efforts. including at least one interview by
DCS or its representati ve with the recipient of support
enforcement services.
(I 0) DCS. a court of competent jurisdiction or an administrative hearing determines that the recipient of services has
wrongfully deprived the noncustodial parent of physical custody of the child as provided in WAC 388-11-065(3 ):
( 11) DCS. the department of social and health services. a
court of competent jurisdiction or an administrativ e hearing
determines that action to establish or enforce a support obligation cannot occur without a risk of harm to the child or the
physical custodian:
(12) DCS has provided locate-only services in response
to a request for state parent locator services CSPLS);

t

•
•

•
•
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(13) The NCP is a citizen and resident of a foreign coun.try. and:
(a) NCP has no assets which can be reached by DCS: and
•
(b) The country where NCP resides does not provide reciprocity in child support matters.
04) The child is incarcerated or confined to a juvenile
rehabilitation facility for a period of ninety days or more: or
(15) Any other circumstances exist which would allow
closure under 45 CFR 303.11 or any other federal statute or
regulation.
NEW SECTION

•
•

WAC 388-14-421 Under what circumstanc es may
DCS deny a request to close a support enforcemen t case?
(1) The division of child support (DCS) may deny a request
to close a support enforcement case when:
(a) There is a current assignment of support or medical
rights on behalf of the children in the case;
(b) There is ac.crued debt under a support order which
has been assigned to the state;
(c) Support or medical rights on behalf of the children
have previously been assigned to the state;
(d) The person who requests closure is not the recipient
of support enforcement services; or
(e) A superior court order requires payments to the
Washington state support registry (WSSR).
(2) If there is no current assignment of support or medical rights, DCS may close the portion of the case which is
owed to the physical custodian, but if there is accrued debt
under a support order which has been assigned to the state,
DCS keeps that portion of the case open.
(3) If a superior court order specifies that the noncustodial parent (NCP) must make payments to the WSSR, but the
physical custodian does not want support enforcement services, DCS keeps the case open as a payment services only
(PSO) case, which means that:
(a) DCS provides payment processing and records maintenance, and
(b) DCS does not provide enforcement services.

NEW SECTION

WAC 388-14-423 What if I don't agree with the case
closure notice? (1) Only the person who applied for support
enforcement services, also known as the recipient of services,
may request a hearing to challenge closure of a case.
(2) If the recipient of services requests a hearing, the
other party may participate in the hearing.
(3) The closure of a child support case does not stop the
physical custodian or noncustodial parent from filing an
application for support enforcement services in the future, but
the reason for closure may affect whether the division of
child support will open a new case.
NEW SECTION

WAC 388-14-424 What happens to payments that
come in after a case is closed? After support enforcement
services are terminated, DCS returns support money to the
noncustodial parent except if the case remains open as a payment services only (PSO) case as described in WAC 388-14421(4).
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PROPOSED RULES

BOARD OF BOILER RULES
[Filed August 11, 1999, 8:31 a.m.)

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9905-021.
Title of Rule: Chapter 296-104 WAC.
Purpose: To comply with actions taken by the Board of
Boiler Rules and to clarify and update current rules using
clear rule writing.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.79.030,
70.79.040.
Statute Being Implemented: Duties of board make definitions, rules and regulations; Boiler Construction Code;
Rules and Regulations - Scope.
Summary: Amends WAC 296-104-001 through 296104-170 and 296-104-502 to clarify, use clear rule writing,
comply with RCW changes and to delete obsolete wording or
sections.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To comply with actions
taken by the Board of Boiler Rules to clarify wording, make
existing W ACs consistent with nationally accepted codes and
standards, recent RCW changes and to respond to industry
requests and public safety factors.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Board of Boiler Rules, 7273 Linderson Way S.W., Tumwater, (360) 902-5270; Implementation and Enforcement: Dick
Barkdoll/Pat Carlson-Bro wn, 7273 Linderson Way S.W.,
Tumwater, (360) 902-5270.
Name of Proponent: Board of Boiler Rules, governmenta!.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.

NEW SECTION

WAC 388-14-422 Who is mailed notice of DCS'
intent to close a case? (1) Sixty days before closing a case
the division of child support (DCS) sends a notice of intent to
close, advising the parties why DCS is closing the case.
(a) DCS does not send a notice when closing a case
under WAC 388-14-420 ( 11) or ( 12).
(b) DCS does not provide sixty days' prior notice when
closing a case under WAC 388-14-420(4 ).
(2) DCS mails a notice by regular mail to the last known
address of the physical custodian and the noncustodial parent.
(3) In an interstate case, DCS mails the notice to the
physical custodian by regular mail in care of the other state's
child support agency.
(4) If DCS is closing an interstate case because of noncooperation by the initiating jurisdiction, DCS also mails the
notice to the other state's child support agency.
[ 3]
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Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: WAC 296-104-001, administration, clarifies, deletes
obsolete wording, uses clear rule writing.
WAC WAC 296-104-002, approval by director, delete,
obsolete.
WAC 296-104-010, definitions, retitles and lists definitions alphabetically. Clarifies certain definitions.
WAC 296-104-015, administration, deletes unnecessary
wording, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-018, administration, clarifies stakeholder
request for interpretations, adds information, uses clear rule
writing.
WAC 296-104-020, administration, clarifies filing
requirements to comply with RCW change, changes
"ASME" to "construction" codes, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-025, 296-104-030, 296-104-035, 296104-040, 296-104-045 and 296-104-055, administration,
clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-050, administration, clarifies examination requirements, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-060, administration, clarifies and clear
rule writing.
WAC 296-104-065, administration, clarifies process of
obtaining a commission, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-100, inspection, clarifies and revises
inspection frequency of boilers and unfired pressure vessels,
uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-102, inspection, changes NBIC to 1998
edition.
WAC 296-104-105, inspection, clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-107, inspection, delete, covered in RCW
70.79.080.
WAC 296-104-110, inspection, clarifies procedure when
unsafe condition is found, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-125, inspection, clarifies certificate
requirement, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-135, inspection, replaces "ASME" with
"code," uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-140, inspection, clarifies applying state
stamp to new vessel, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-115, 296-104-130, 296-104-145, 296104-150, 296-104-151, 296-104-160, and 296-104-170,
inspection, clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-155, inspection, clarifies preparation for
internal inspection, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-165, inspection, clarifies removal of covering prior to inspection, uses clear rule writing.
WAC 296-104-502, repairs, clarifies requirements for
repairs and alterations.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
above.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The Board of Boiler
Rules and the department have considered whether these
rules are subject to the Regulatory Fairness Act and have
determined that they are not for the following reasons:
The changes made below are for clarification of existing
rules of chapter 296-104 WAC and consistency with national
codes and standards and changes to chapter 70.79 RCW.
Clear rule writing was used in the clarifying and those rules
Proposed
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covered elsewhere or were obsolete were deleted. No fees
were increased.
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RULE: The boiler section of
the Department of Labor and Industries is proposing multiple
changes to chapter 296-104 WAC, Board of boiler rules. The
proposed amendments will make the current standard consistent with national codes and standards, and make the intent of
the standard more clear.
Based on discussions with program staff, the proposed
changes will generate no economic impact on business.
Small Business Economic Impact Statement: The
Regulatory Fairness Act, chapter 19.85 RCW, requires that
the economic impact of proposed regulations be analyzed in
relation to small business, and outlines the information that
must be included in a small business economic impact statement (SBEIS). Preparation of a SBEIS is required when a
proposed rule has the potential of placing a more than minor
economic impact on business.
However, in this instance, the proposed rule does not
have the potential of placing a more than minor economic
impact on business. Thus, a SBEIS is not required.
Evaluation of Probable Costs and Probable Benefits:
The department is further exempted from evaluating the
probable costs and probable benefits of the proposed rule as
required by RCW 34.05.328 ( l)(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act, based on the fact that the proposed rule is not
considered "significant," as defined by the legislature.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption. RCW 34.05.328 exempts the Board of
Boiler Rules from the significant rules requirements and
although the criteria does not apply, the board chooses to
apply the criteria.
Hearing Location: Labor and Industries, 7273 Linderson
Way S.W., Tumwater, on September, 21, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Dick
Barkdoll by September 20, 1999.
Submit Written Comments to: Dick Barkdoll, Labor and
Industries, Boiler Section, P.O. Box 44410, Olympia, WA
98504-4410, fax (360) 902-5272, by September 20, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 15, 1999.
August 11, 1999
Frank Sanchez
Chair

•
•

•
•

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Promulgation, filed
3/23/60)
WAC 296-104-001 ((PP8Rlttl~eti8R.)) Administration-To what do these rules apply? The following rules
and regulations apply to all boilers and unfired pressure vessels except those exempt under ((seetioR 8, ehfl13ter 32, L!tws
of 1951 ())RCW 70.79.080((1)). Boilers and unfired pressure
vessels listed under ((seetioR 9, eh!l13ter 32, L!lws of 1951
f))RCW 70.79.090((1)) are exempt from inspection and fees,
but shall comply with all rules for construction, installation,
repairs and general requirements.
((The fellowiRg rules aRd regulatioRs were formulated iR
aeeord!lRee with the law !lRd are hereby preffl:ulgated.
Date: Deeemeer 18, 1958.))

•
•
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direct application of energy from the combustion of
fuels or from electricity. solar or nuclear energy.
"Reinsta lled boiler or unfired pressure vessel"
shall mean a boiler or unfired pressure vessel
removed from its original setting and reset at the
same location or at a new location without change of
ownership.
• "Rental boiler" shall mean any power or low pressure heating boiler that is under a rental contract
between owner and user.
• "Second hand boiler or unfired pressure vessel"
shall mean a boiler or unfired pressure vessel of
which both the location and ownersh ip have
changed after primary use.
"Standar d boiler or unfired oressure vessel"
shall mean a boiler or unfired pressure vessel which
bears the marking of the codes adopted in WAC
296-104-200.
• "Unfired pressure vessel" shall mean a closed vessel under pressure excluding:
* Fired process tubular heaters:
parts of com* Pressure containers which are integral
ponents of rotating or reciproca ting mechanic al
devices where the primary design considera tions
and/or stresses are derived from the functiona l
reguirements of the device;
* Piping whose primary function is to transport fluids
from one location to another:
vessels defined as low pressure heating boilThose
*
ers or power boilers.
"Unfired steam boiler" shall mean a pressure vessel in which steam is generated by an indirect application of heat. It shall not include pressure vessels
known as evaporators. heat exchangers. or vessels in
which steam is generated by the use of heat resulting
from the operation of a processing system containing a number of pressure vessels. such as used in the
manufact ure of chemical and petroleum products,
which will be classed as unfired pressure vessels.
"Certific ate of competen cy" shall mean a certificate
issued by the state board of boiler rules to a person who has
passed an examinat ion prescribe d by the board of boiler
rules.
(("Chief iespeetaP " shall meaH the iHspeetor appoiHted
1:1ntler RCW 70.79.100.))
"Commis sion" shall mean an annual state commission/commission card issued to a person in the employ of the
state, an insuranc e company or a company owner/us er
inspection agency holding a certificate of competency which
authorize s them to perform inspectio ns of boilers and/or
unfired pressure vessels.
(("Caede111:eed hailer e• tt1tfired pressttPe vessel"
shall ffieaH a boiler or tiflfired press1:1re vessel that has been
inspeetet l anti tleelaretl 1:tflsafe Of tlisq1:1alifietl by legal
feqt1iremeats by an inspeetof who has applies a stamping of
marlcing tlesignating its eoHdemnation.))
"Departm ent" as used herein shall mean the department of labor and industries of the state of Washington.
(("E>epttty impeder " sltall mean ftfl it1speetor
apf3oit1tetl l:!fltler RCW 70.79.120.))

AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendi ng WSR 98-22-02 4,
filed 10/28/98, effective 11128/98)
WAC 296-104- 010 ((BefiBi8e1ts.)) Adminis trationWhat are the definitio ns of terms used in this chapter?
"Agricul ture purposes " shall mean any act performed on a
farm in production of crops or livestock, and shall include the
storage of such crops and livestock in their natural state, but
shall not be construed to include the processin g or sale of

crops or livestock.
"API-510 " shall mean the Pressure Vessel Inspection
Code of the American Petroleum Institute with addenda and
revisions, thereto made and approved by the institute which
have been adopted by the board of boiler rules in accordance
with the provisions of RCW 70.79.030.
"ASME Code" shall mean the boiler and pressure vessel code of the American Society of Mechanical Engineer s
with amendments thereto made and approved by the council
of the society which have been adopted by the board of boiler
rules in accordance with the provisions of RCW 70.79.030.
"Attenda nt" shall mean the person in charge of the
operation of a boiler or unfired pressure vessel.
"Automa tic operation of a boiler" shall mean unattended control of feed water and fuel in order to maintain the
pressure and temperature within the limits set. Controls must
be such that the operation follows the demand without interruption. Manual restart may be required when the burner is
off because of low water, flame failure, power failure, high
temperatures or pressures.
"Board of boiler rules" or "board" shall mean the
board created by law and empowered under RCW 70.79.010.
"Boilers and/or pressure yessels" - below are definitions for types of boilers and pressure vessels used in these
regulations:
''Condem ned boiler or unfired pressure yessel''
•
shall mean a boiler or unfired pressure vessel that
has been inspected and declared unsafe or disgualified by legal reguirements by an inspector who has
applied a stamping or marking designating its condemnation.
"Low pressure heating boiler" shall mean a steam
or vapor boiler operating at a pressure not exceeding
15 psig or a boiler in which water or other fluid is
heated and intended for operation at pressures not
exceeding 160 psig or temperatu res not exceeding
250 degrees F by the direct applicatio n of energy
from the combusti on of fuels or from electricity .
solar or nuclear energy including lined potable
·
water heaters.
or unfired pressure vessel"
boiler
dard
"Nonstan
shall mean a boiler or unfired pressure vessel that
does not bear marking of the codes adopted in WAC
296-104-200.
"Power boiler" shall mean a boiler in which steam
or other vapor is generated at a pressure of more
than 15 psig for use external to itself or a boiler in
which water or other fluid is heated and intended for
operation at pressures in excess of 160 psig and/or
temperat ures in excess of 250 degrees F by the
[ 5]
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"Director" shall mean the director of the department of
labor and industries.
"Domestic and/or residential purposes" shall mean
serving a private residence or an apartment house of less than
six families.
"Existing installations" shall mean any boiler or
unfired pressure vessel constructed, installed, placed in operation, or contracted for before January 1, 1952.
"External inspection" shall mean an inspection made
while a boiler or unfired pressure vessel is in operation and
includes the inspection and demonstration of controls and
safety devices required by these rules.
(("Hat water heater" shell meeR a elosetl ;·essel
tlesigRetl to supply hot water fer external use to the S)'Stem.
All yessels must be listetl b)' a RetioRelly reeogRizetl testiRg
egeRey eRtl shell Rot exeeetl BR)' of the fello·uiRg limits:
(e) Pressure of 160 fl Si ( 1100 kfle);
(b) Temperature of 210 tlegrees F (99 C);
(e) Cefleeity of 120 U.S. gelloR (454 liters);
(ti) IRput of 200,000 BTUAu (58.58 kw).
Eeeh '1•essel shell be flFOteetetl with 88 Bpf'FO\'ea temfleF
eture eRtl flFessure safety relief velYe.))
"Inspector" shall mean the chief boiler inspector, a deputy inspector, or a special inspector.
"Chief inspector" shall mean the inspector
appointed under RCW 70.79.100 who serves as the
secretary to the board without a vote.
"Deputy inspector" shall mean an inspector
appointed under RCW 70.79.120.
"Special inspector" shall mean an inspector holding a Washington commission identified under
RCW 70.79.130.
"Internal inspection" shall mean an inspection made
when a boiler or unfired pressure vessel is shut down and
handholes, manholes, or other inspection openings are open
or removed for examination of the interior. An external ultrasonic examination of unfired pressure vessels 36" inside
diameter and under, shall constitute an internal inspection.
(("La'N pressttre heatieg hailer" shell meeR e steam or
vapor boiler OfleretiRg et a pressure Rot exeeetliRg 15 psig or
e boiler iR whieh \veter or other fluitl is heetetl eRtl iRteRtletl
fer operetioR et pressures Rot exeeetliRg 160 flsig or temfleFe
tures Rot eKeeeaiRg 250 E:legrees F by the E:lireet Bflfllieetioft of
eRergy from the eombustiot1 of fuels or from eleetrieity, soler
or 1rneleer et1ergy iRelutliRg liRetl f'Otel9le water heaters.))
"Nationwide engineering standard" shall mean a
nationally accepted design method, formulae and practice
acceptable to the board.
"NBIC" shall mean the National Board Inspection Code
of the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors with addenda and revisions, thereto made and approved
by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors and adopted by the board of boiler rules in accordance
with the provisions of RCW 70.79.030.
(("Naestaetlart l hailer ar tteliretl pressttre ''essel"
shell meeR a boiler or uRfiretl pressure vessel that E:loes Rot
beer merkiRg of the eotles etloptetl iR WAC 296 104 200.))
Proposed
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"Owner" or "user" shall mean a person, firm, or corporation owning or operating any boiler or unfired pressure ves- ~
sel within the state.
•
"Owner/user inspection agency" shall mean an owner
or user of pressure vessels that maintains an established
inspection department, whose organization and inspection
procedures meet the requirements of a nationally recognized
standard acceptable to the department.
"Place of public assembly" or "assembly hall" shall
mean a building or portion of a building used for the gathering together of 50 or more persons for such purposes as deliberation, education, instruction, worship, entertainment,
amusement, drinking, or dining or waiting transportation.
This shall also include child care centers (those agencies
which operate for the care of thirteen or more children), public and private hospitals, nursing and boarding homes.
(("Pawer hailer" shell meeft a boiler iR whieh steam or
other 'rBflOF is geRereteE:l et a f'Fess1:1re of more theft 15 f'Sig fer
use external to itself or a hoiler iR whieh water or other fl1:1ia
is heetea et1E:l iRteRE:lea for Ofleretiot1 et flFess1:11es iR exeess of
160 psig et1tl/or temfleretures ift exeess of 250 E:legrees F hy
the tlireet af'f'lieetioR of eRergy from the eomhustioA of fttels
or from eleetrieity, soler or R1:1eleer eRergy.
"Reiestalletl hailer ar ttnfired pressttre vessel" shell
meeR a boiler or uRfirea pressure ·vessel remoYetl from its
origiaal settiRg aRtl reset et the same loeetioR or at a ae·,,,.
loeetioa without eheRge of owRership.
"Reetal hailer" shell meaR aRy flOWer or low f'Tessare
heetiag boiler that is URE:ler 8 Fefttel eoRtreet betweeft OWRer ~
eRa 1:1ser.
•
"Seeeed haetl hailer er tteliretl pressttre vessel" shell
ffle8R 8 boiler Of l:IRfirea flFeSSl:lfe •;essel of whieh both the
loeatioa et16 owRershifl have eheRgea after prifflery 1:1se.))
"Special design" shall mean a design using nationwide
engineering standards other than the codes adopted in WAC
296-104-200 or other than allowed in WAC 296-104-230.
(("Speeial iespeeter" shell ffleeR BR iRSfleetor holaiRg e
WashiagtoR eofflfflissioa itleRtifiea 1:1Rtler RCW 70.79.130.
"Staetlartl hailer er tteliretl pressttre vessel" shell
ffleea a boiler or 1:1afirea flress1:1re vessel ·Nhieh beers the
fflerkiRg of the eetles aaoptea iR WAC 296 104 2eo.
"Uefired pressttre ·;essel" shell meeR e elosetl ·1essel
uRaer press1:1re exel1:1tliRg:
(e) Fires proeess tuhular heaters;
(19) Press1:1re eoataiaers whieh are iRtegrel f'Ellts of eoffl
f'OReRts of rotetiRg or reeiproeetiRg meeheRieel tleYiees
where the primary tlesigR eoRsiaeretioRs eRcllor stresses are
cleriYecl froffl the fttRetioRel requireffleRts of the E:leviee;
(e) PipiRg whose 13riH1ery fuRetioR is to treRsport fl1:1 itls
from oRe loeetioR to eftother;
(ti) Those ·vessels tlefiaecl es low pressure heetiRg boilers
or power boilers.
"Ueliretl steam hailer" shell meeR a pressure ·tessel iR
·uhieh steaffi is geRerateE:l b)' a:A iAaireet BflplieetioR of heat. It
shell Rot iael1:1ae f'Fess1:1re Yessels kRoWR es eYaporetors, heat
•
exeheagers, or Yessels iR whieh steeffl is geRereteE:l by the use
•
of heat resaltiRg froffi the operetieR of a proeessing systeffl
eoRteiRiRg e RUfflher of pressure vessels, s1:1eh es usetl iR the

t
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Department of Labor & Industries
Boiler Section
7273 Linderson Way SW
Tumwater. WA 98501

maHttfuetttre ef ehemieal aHa 13etrelettm 13reattcts, which viii!
be elassea as ttHfirea 13ressttre vessels.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9/15/95, effective 10/16/95)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9/15/95, effective 10/16/95)

WAC 296-104-015 Administration-((R ssrtl meet
~))When and where are the board meetings held? The
board of boiler rules shall hold its regular meetings in January, March, May, September and Novembe~ of each year.
The time, place, and date of each regular meeting shall be set
by the chairman of the board and published annually. Special
meetings may be called by the ((chairmaH wheH eeHstaerea
Heeessary b~· the bears. The chief iHs13eeter will serve as see
retary te the bee.re withettt vete)) chair.

WAC 296-104-020 Administration-((~
rettairemeets he~re iestsllstise.)) What are the filing
reguirements for boilers and pressure yessels before their
installation? Manufacturers data reports on boilers and pressure vessels as required by the provisions of the ((ASME))
construction code.s_ shall be filed by the owner or his agent
with the chief inspector or the National Board of Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Inspectors before installation. When the boilers or pressure vessel are of special design or construction not
covered by the ((ASME)) construction code.s_ (unless otherwise exempted by the rules and regulations), the owner or
user shall apply to the board of boiler rules in writing for permission to install such boilers or pressure vessels and shall
supply such details of design and construction as may be
required by the board of boiler rules and approval shall be
secured before construction is started. When second hand
boilers or pressure vessels are to be reinstalled, the owner or
user shall file a data report or construction details, as
required, and secure approval from the chief inspector before
starting installation.

AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 92-11 :070,
filed 5/20/92, effective 6/20/92)
WAC 296-104-018 Administration-((lb tle ieterpre
tstise sed revisise.)) How are rules interoreted and
revised? Stakeholders may request clarifications and interpretations of these rules by contacting the .chief ~nsp~cto~.
Interpretations will be brought to the board 1f the mqmrer is
aggrieved by the interpretation of the chief inspector (RCW
70.79.360). The board will consider written requests for
interpretations and revisions to these definitions, rules, and
regulations. Inquiries shall be limited to requests for interpretation of the rules or t~ proposed revisi?ns to the existing
rules and shall be submitted m the following format:
(I) Scope. ((IH,·elve)) Identify a single rule or closely
related rules that are in dispute.
(2) Background. State the purpose of the inquiry, which
should be either to obtain an interpretation or to propose a
revision to existing rules. Provide concise information
needed for the board's understanding of the inquiry, including
references to the WAC section as well as other code and/or
standards paragraphs.
(3) Inquiry structure. Provide statements in a condensed
and precise question format and, where appropriate, compose
in such a way that "yes" or "no" (perhaps with provisos)
would be an acceptable reply.
(4) Proposed reply. State what it is believed the rule
requires. If in the inquirer's opinion a revision to the definitions, rules, and regulations is needed, recommended wording should be provided.
Inquiries shall be submitted by mail to:
Board of Boiler Rules
% Chief Inspector
Department of Labor & Industries

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-081,
filed 10/16/96, effective 11/16/96)
WAC 296-104-025 Administration-(( Oweer ts
estii'y ehiei' iespeetsr sf seeideets.)) What are the notification reguirements following an accident involving a
boiler or pressure vessel? When an accident occurs which
renders a boiler or unfired pressure vessel inoperative, the
owner or user shall notify the chief inspector, and submit a
detailed report of the accident. In cases of accidents, such as
explosions or those resulting in personal injury, notice to the
chief inspector shall be given immediately by telephone or
electronic means designed to assure its earliest possible
receipt. Neither the boiler or unfired pressure vessel nor any
parts thereof shall be removed or disturbed before an inspection has been made by the chief inspector, or his designee
except for the purpose of saving life or limiting consequential
damage. The inspector making the investigation and inspection shall report to the chief inspector as soon as possible. The
boiler or pressure vessel owner shall be responsible for all
costs of the department's investigation.

((B&C818))

Boiler Section .
P.O. Box 44410
Olympia, WA 98504-4410

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9/15/95, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-030 Administration What is the
nenalty for operation of unsafe boilers or unfired pressure vessels((.))1 In the event that a boiler or unfired pressure
vessel is unsafe to operate, the inspection certificate shall be
suspended. Any person, firm, partnership, or corporation

or
Inguires shall be submitted by delivery to:
Board of Boiler Rules
% Chief Inspector
[ 7]
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causing such objects to be operated under pressure without a
valid certificate of inspection shall be in violation of RCW
70.79.320 and subject to the penalties specified in WAC 296104-701.

repair or operation of high pressure boilers or unfired pressure vessels as a mechanical engineer, steam engineer or ~
boiler maker, or shall have had at least three years experience •
as an inspector of high pressure boilers and/or unfired pressure vessels. A credit of two years of the required experience
will be given to applicants holding an engineering degree
from a recognized college of engineering.
Application for examination for certificate of competency shall be in writing upon a form to be furnished by the
director stating the school and education of the applicant, a
list of ((fl.is)) employers, ((fl.ts)) period of employment and
position held with each employer. Applications containing
willful falsification or untruthful statements shall be rejected.
If the applicant's history and experience meet with the
approval of the board of boiler rules, ((he)) the candidate
shall be given a written examination ((tlettff.ttg)). The test will
deal with Washington state boilers and unfired pressure vessels law as well as the construction, installation, operation,
maintenance and repair of boilers and/or unfired pressure
vessels and their appurtenances((, aRd the ai:ii:ilieaRt shall ee
aeeei:ited er rejeeted eR the merits ef this examiRatiefl. If the
ai:ii:ilieaflt is stteeessful ifl meetiRg the reqt1iremeflts ef the
examiRiflg beard, a eertifieate ef eemi:ieteRey will ee
fssttetl)). If the applicant is accepted on the merits of this
examination. a certificate of competency will be issued by the
chief inspector.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9/15/95, effective 10116/95)
WAC 296-104-035 Administration-((CeeAiet ef
ietePest;s.)) What are conflicts of interest for insoectors?
Inspectors commissioned by the state of Washington shall
not engage in the sale of any service, article, or device or promote any other activity for personal gain relating to boilers or
unfired pressure vessels or their appurtenances.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115/95, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-040 Administration-((les11eeteP's
ies11eetiee Pe1J8Pts1)) When should inspectors submit
inspection reports and on what forms? Inspectors shall
submit reports of inspections of boilers and unfired pressure
vessels on appropriate forms approved by the chief inspector.
Routine reports of inspections shall be submitted within
thirty days of inspection. Reports of reinspection after suspension of an inspection certificate shall be submitted by an
inspector employed by the in-service inspection agency as
soon as notice of corrective action has been received((~
the vessel eertifieate eaR ee reiRstated aRd the eeiler er
tIRfired i:iresst1re vessel la·wfully ei:ierated)).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-12-014,
filed 5/21/93, effective 6/21193)

WAC 296-104-055 ((ExaHtieatiae fees.)) Administra- •
tion-What are the examination fees? A fee of sixty dollars will be charged for each applicant ((takiflg the)) sitting
for an inspection examinationW ((for a eertifieate ef eemi:ie
teRey er afly examiRatiefl S(38f1Sere6 ey the Natieflal Beard ef
Beiler aRcl Presst1re Vessel lflspeeters)). If an applicant fails
to pass the examination this fee shall be good for one year
during which a reexamination may be taken. Checks for
examination fees shall be made payable to the state treasurer.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115/95, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-045 Administration-((IHSHP&Hee
e81HIJ&Hies' Pes11eesiltiliUes.)) What are the insurance
companies' responsibilities? All insurance companies shall
notify the chief inspector within thirty days of all boiler
and/or unfired pressure vessel risks written, canceled, not
renewed or suspended because of unsafe conditions. Special
inspectors shall perform all in-service inspections of boilers
and unfired pressure vessels insured by their employer. After
a repair or alteration the in-service inspector is responsible to
assure ((ttft--R-1.)) a Record of Welded Repair form is completed and submitted to the department.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-21-002,
filed 10/5/94, effective 11/5/94)
WAC 296-104-060 ((CaMMissiaes as ies11eetePs.))
Administration-When shall inspectors' commissions be
issued. suspen_ded. or reyoked? Upon the request of any
company authorized to insure and insuring against loss from
explosion of boilers and/or unfired pressure vessels in this
state, or upon the request of any company with an owner/user
inspection agency operating boilers and/or unfired pressure
vessels in this state, the chief inspector shall issue a commission as a special inspector and an identifying commission
card to any inspector actively engaged in boiler and/or
unfired pressure vessel inspection in this state ((if the iflsi:iee
ter)) as long as he/she:
~
ls employed by the requesting company~ and ((tf.tfte
iRsi:ieeter))
• Has passed the written examination. and holds acertificate of competency as set forth in WAC 296-104050.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-21-002,
filed 10/5/94, effective 1115/94)
WAC 296-104-050 Administration-( (Examieatiee
fep ies11eeteP.)) What examinations must a boiler inspector take? Examination for certificate of competency shall be
held at locations selected by the board, four times each year,
namely, the first Wednesday and following Thursday of the
months of March, June, September and December. Special
examinations ((will)) may be held when considered necessary by the board.
Applicants for examination shall have had at least three
years practical experience in the construction, maintenance,
Proposed
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The fee for the commission is twenty-five dollars. The
commission shall be held at the home office oft.he employing
company. Inspectors shall carry identifying commission
cards while they are inspecting. A commission shall be valid
for one year and may be renewed annually at the request of
the employing company for a fee of ten dollars. The employing company shall return the commission and the identifying
commission card at once to the chief inspector when the
inspector to whom the commission was issued is no longer in
its employ, or at the request of the chief inspector.
The department may suspend or revoke a certificate of
competency and commission issued to an inspector upon ten
days notice to the inspector and to the inspector's employer
for~

Incompetency or untrustworthiness; ((fef))
Willful falsification of any matter or statement contained in ((~)) the application, or in the report of
any inspection((, er iR BR}' ether applieatim'I)); or
Eor other sufficient reason.
The holder of a certificate of competency is entitled to a
hearing before the board prior to the revocation or suspension
of the certificate of competency. A person whose commission
has been suspended, except for untrustworthiness, may apply
to the board for reinstatement. A person whose commission
has been revoked, except for untrustworthiness, may apply to
the board to take a new examination for a commission after
ninety days from the date of the revocation.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-081,
filed 10/16/96, effective 11/16/96)
WAC 296-104-065 Administratio n-((ReeipraeB I
eaetRtissiaes.)) How should a certified or commissioned
inspector obtain a Washington state commission? Upon
the request of a boiler insurance company authorized to
insure and insuring against loss from explosion of boilers
and/or unfired pressure vessels in this state, or a company
with an owner/user inspection agency, a commission as a
special inspector of boilers and/or unfired pressure vessels
shall be issued by the chief inspector to an inspector in the
employ of such company provided the inspector has had the
experience prescribed in RCW 70.79.130 and:
(1) Passed an examination covering the Washington
state boilers and unfired pressure vessels law. chapters 70.79
RCW and 296-104 WAC: and
ill Holds a certificate of competency or commission
issued by a state which has adopted one or more sections of
the ASME Code, or a national board commission, in either
case having taken and passed a written examination equivalent to that required by the state of Washington; or
((~))ill Is certified by the American Petroleum Institute in accordance with API-510, having taken and passed a
written examination equivalent to that required by the state of
Washington.
Application for a reciprocal commission shall be made
on a form to be furnished by the chief inspector, and shall be
accompanied by a copy of the applicant's certificate of competency or a National Board Commission; or an API certificate and evidence of having passed the API examination.
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-024,
filed 10/28/98, effective 11/28/98)
WAC 296-104-100 Inspection-Ho w often must boilers and unfired pressure vessels be inspected? (1) Power
boilers shall be inspected:
(a) Internally and externally while not under pressure Annually.
(b) Externally while under pressure - Annually.
(2) Organic vapor boilers shall be inspected:
(a) Internally and externally while not under pressure Biennially.
(b) Externally while under pressure - Annually.
(3) Low pressure heating boilers shall be inspected:
(a) Externally while under pressure - Biennially.
(b) Internally while not under pressure (except where
construction does not permit an internal) - ((BieRRiall}·))
Every 4th year.
(c) Internally, all steam heating boilers will have as a
minimum, an internal of their low water fuel cutoff - Biennially.
(d) Internally, none required for nonvapor boilers using
glycol, oil or adequately treated with a corrosion inhibitor.
(4) Hot water heaters shall be inspected:
(a) Externally - Biennially.
(b) Internally - None required.
(5) Unfired pressure vessels shall be inspected:
(a) Externally - Biennially.
(b) Internally:
(i) When subject to corrosion and construction permits Biennially; or
(ii) Vessels in an owner/user inspection program may
follow intervals established by the NBIC or APl-510, provided nondestructive examination (NDE) is performed at the
biennial external inspection; or
(iii) Pulp or paper dryer rolls may be inspected on a fiveyear basis in accordance with TAPPI TIS 0402-16, provided
the owner has established a written inspection program
accepted by the inspector that requires the minimums in section 8 of T APPi TIS 0402-16; or
(iv) Vessels not subject to corrosion do not require an
internal.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-024,
filed 10/28/98, effective 11/28/98)
WAC 296-104-102 Inspection-W hat are the standards for in-service inspection? (1) Where a conflict exists
between the requirements of the standards listed below and
this chapter, this chapter shall prevail.
(2) The standard for inspection of nonnuclear boilers,
unfired pressure vessels, and safety devices is the National
Board Inspection Code (NBIC), ((-19%)) 1998 edition, with
addenda. This code may be used on or after the date of issue
and becomes mandatory twelve months after adoption by the
,
board as specified in RCW 70.79.050(2).
is
items
nuclear
of
inspection
for
standard
(3) T)1e
ASME section XI. The ASME Code edition and addenda
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shall be as specified in the owner in-service inspection program plan.
(4) Where a petroleum or chemical process industry
owner/user inspection agency so chooses, the standard for
inspection of unfired pressure vessels used by the owner shall
be the API-510 Pressure Vessel Inspection Code, eighth edition, with supplements. This code may be used on or after the
date of issue.
(5) T APPi TIS 0402-16, dated 1995 may be used for
both pulp dryers and paper machine dryers when requested
by the owner. When requested by the owner, this document
becomes a requirement and not a guideline.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115195, effective 10116195)
WAC 296-104-105 Inspection-((Netifieetiea ef
ies1teetiee.)) How much time is required for notification
of inspection? Seven days will be considered sufficient notification. The owner or user shall prepare each boiler and
unfired pressure vessel for internal inspection and shall prepare for and apply a hydrostatic pressure test whenever necessary on the date specified by the inspector. ((Se·feR days
·,;·ill be eoRsidefed s1:1ffieieRt RotifieatioR.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115195, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-110 Inspection-((Uesefe e• defeetive
hailers e• eefired 1t•essere vessels.)) What will be done
when boilers or unfired pressure vessels are deemed
unsafe or defective? ((If aR iRspeetof,)) llpon inspection of
a boiler or unfired pressure vessel or appurtenances. if an
inspector finds hazardous conditions such that it is unsafe to
operate under pressure, remedial action shall be initiated at
once. A red tag indicating "unsafe - do not use" shall be
attached to the principle operating control and the owner or
user advised that further operation is prohibited until specified repairs or other action are taken. The chief inspector
shall be notified immediately, followed by a report on the
condition. Any certificate in force is considered suspended.
When reinspection establishes that necessary repairs have
been made or corrective action taken so that the boiler or
unfired pressure vessel is safe to operate, a report of reinspection shall be submitted to the chief inspector. The certificate
of inspection will then be reinstated or a new certificate
issued as appropriate.
If other defects, but not unsafe conditions, are found, a
routine inspection report containing a noncompliance report
shall be submitted to the chief inspector ((ftfttl)).,__Ihe owner
or user shall be allowed to operate the object for a period as
specified by the inspector ((tiflttt)) so long as corrective
action is completed in the allotted time.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Part III, filed
3/23/60)
WAC 296-104-125 Inspection-((Certifieete fees.))
Are certificate fees required? If upon inspection a boiler or
unfired pressure vessel is found to be suitable for use and to
conform to these rules and regulations, the owner or user
shall pay certificate fees as scheduled in WAC 296-104-700
directly to the chief inspector ((fees as sehed1:1led iR RCW
70.79.290. lRspeetioes life)). The inspection process is not
complete until the certificate of inspection is posted.
If the owner or user of each boiler or unfired pressure
vessel required to be inspected refuse~ .to allow an inspection
to be made, or refuses to pay the above fee, the certificate of
inspection shall be suspended by the chief inspector until the
owner or user complies with the requirements.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058, •
filed 9115195, effective 10/16/95)
•
WAC 296-104-130 Inspection-((Velidity ef ies1tee ·
tiee eertifieete.)) When are inspection certificates yalid?
An inspection certificate, issued in accordance with RCW
70.79.290, shall be valid until expiration unless some defect
or condition affecting the safety of the boiler or unfired pressure vessel is disclosed or the conditions of RCW 70.79.300
apply.
When ((pettaele 1:1Rfired press1:1re Yessels are iRspeeted
ftRd eeftified by)) an agreement exists between the state ((61'))
and the city jurisdictions of Spokane, Seattle or Tacoma, the
certificates for portable boilers and unfired pressure vessels
will be considered valid ((eertifieates pfovided they afe
posted OR or Rear the ;•essel, aRd provided there is aR agree
ffieRt eetweeR that eity ftRd the State)).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115195, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-135 Inspection-What are the
requirements for restamping of boilers and unfired pressure vessels((T))1 When the stamping on a boiler or unfired
pressure vessel becomes indistinct the inspector shall instruct
the owner or user to have it restamped. Request for permission to restamp the boiler or unfired pressure vessel shall be
made to the chief inspector and proof of the original stamping •
shall accompany the request. Restamping authorized by the •
chief inspector shall be done only in the presence of an
inspector, and shall be identical with the original stamping

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115195, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-115 Inspection-((E>efeetive eeedi
tiees eeeeeeled hy eeveria~.)) What will be done when
Proposed

defective conditions are concealed by coyering? If upon an
external inspection there is evidence of a leak or crack, •
enough of the covering of the boiler or unfired pressure ves- •
sel shall be removed to satisfy the inspector in order ((thttt
he/she Rtay)) to determine ((ttS-te)) the safety of the boiler or
unfired pressure vessel((,-eF)).._If the covering cannot be
removed at the time, ((fie)) the inspector may order the operation of the boiler or unfired pressure vessel stopped until
such time as the covering can be removed and proper examination made.
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except that it will not be required to restamp the ((ASME))
code symbol. Notice of completion of such restamping shall
be filed with the chief boiler inspector by the inspector who
witnessed the restamping of the boiler or unfired pressure
vessel together with a facsimile of the stamping applied.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-081,
filed 10/16/96, effective 11/16/96)

WAC 296-104-140 Inspection -((St:ete st:emp.)) IDm:
should a state stamp be aoplied? Upon completion of the
installation, all boilers and unfired pressure vessels shall be
inspected by the chief inspector, a deputy inspector, or a special inspector. At the time of this inspection, each boiler or
unfired pressure vessel shall be marked with a serial number
of the state of Washington followed by the letter (("W," saia
leHer ans fig1:1res ta he net less than 5/ 16 in. in height. The
ffiarlcing shall net he eeneealea by lagging er vaint ana shall
he eX:vesea at all tiffies.)) "W."
Data sheets shall be made available at the time of first
inspection if not filed with the national board.
Washington special numbers when assigned by the chief
inspector shall be preceded by the letters((~)) :_ws.:_
All rental boilers used in the state of Washington shall be
marked with the serial number of the state of Washington followed by the letters "WR." This will indicate that the boiler
is a rental unit.
The state of Washington markings. numbers and letters.
referenced above. shall not be less than 5116 ((ffieh)) inches
in height((. The ffiarlcing)) and shall not be concealed by lagging or paint and shall be exposed at all times.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9/15/95, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-145 Inspection ((ef syste1DS1)) How
are eroups of yessels operatine as a sinele unit classified?
A group of unfired pressure vessels operating as a single unit
such as the vessels in a refrigeration system, evaporators,
ironers and paper machines may be given one number, designating the different vessels of the unit as a-b-c, etc. The
inspector's report shall cover all pressure vessels in the system individually. One certificate shall be issued for the unit.
Certificate charge shall be as outlined in RCW 70.79.290, for
each vessel of the system.
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Every rental boiler used in the state of Washington will have
an internal inspection completed once a year. An operating
inspection under pressure shall be conducted by the chief
inspector, a deputy inspector, or a special inspector at each
and every rental location before being placed into service.
((Atty-)) A rental boiler. which has never been in rental
service in the state of Washington. will have a satisfactory
hydrostati c test completed along with an initial internal
inspection prior to having a state number issued. Each operating inspection will be reported to the state of Washington
using the standard inspection form and a copy of this report
will be posted on the rental boiler.
Inspections will be the responsibility of the rental boiler
owner but may be completed by the user's special inspector.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115195, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-1 55 Inspectio n-((Prepe retiee fer
i&ter&el i&speetiee .)) What preparatio ns are necessarv
prior to internal inspection s? The owner or user shall prepare a boiler for internal inspection in the following manner
or as required by the inspector:
((W)) ill Water shall be drawn off and the boiler thoroughly washed.
((fbJ)) ill All manhole and handhole plates and wash-out
plugs and water column connections shall be removed, the
furnace and combustio n chambers thoroughly cooled and
cleaned.
((fej)) ill All grates of internally fired boilers shall be
removed.
((f61)) {±1 At each annual inspection brickwork shall be
removed as required by the inspector in order to determine
the condition of the boiler headers, furnace, supports, or other
parts.
(((ej)) ill The steam gauge shall be removed for testing
or evidence of testing shown.
((fB)) ® Any leakage of steam or hot water into the
boiler shall be cut off by disconnecting the pipe or valve at
the most convenient point.
((tgj)) ill The low water cutout shall be disassembled to
such a degree as the inspector shall require.
Unfired pressure vessels shall be prepared for internal
inspection to the extent deemed necessary by the inspector.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058 ,
filed 9/15/95, effective 10/16/95)

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115195, effective 10/16/95)

WAC 296-104-160 Inspectio n-What happens if a
hoiler((8)) or unfired pressure vessel((8)) ~improperly
prepared for inspection((T))1 If a boiler or unfired pressure
vessel has not been properly prepared for an internal inspection, or the owner or user fails to comply with the requirements for hydrostati c test as set forth in these rules, the
inspector may decline to make the inspection or test and the
certificate of inspection shall be withheld until the owner or
user complies with the requirements.
((Unfired fJFe!m1re Yessels shall he fJFefJarea for instJee
tien ta the eX:tent aeeffiea neeessary by the instJeeter.))

WAC 296-104-1 50 Inspectio n-How are unfired
steam boilers((.)) classified? Unfired steam boilers operating at pressures of 50 psi or more shall be inspected as power
boilers. Unfired steam boilers operating at less than 50 psi
shall be inspected as unfired pressure vessels.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-081,
filed 10/16/96, effective 11/16/96)
WAC 296-104-151 Inspectio n-((Reete l hailers.))
What are the requireme nts for rental boilers? ((Atty))
[ 11]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-19-058,
filed 9115/95, effective 10/16/95)
WAC 296-104-165 Inspection-((lleMavel af eaver
iag ta perHtit iaspeetiaa.)) When should coyerings be
remoyed for inspection? If the boiler or unfired pressure
vessel is jacketed ((se)) such that the longitudinal seams of
shells, drums, or domes cannot be seen, or if pertinent information cannot be determined by other means. the following
may be ordered by the inspector: Enough of the jacketing,
setting wall, or other form of casing or housing shall be
removed so that ((the si2:e of the rivets, f}iteh of the rivets, aHe
other data)) information necessary to determine the safety of
the boiler or unfired pressure vessel ((may)) can be obtained
((flFOYieee Sl:leh iHformatiOH eaHHOt be eeterFHiHeO by Other
ffletlffl)) to the satisfaction of the inspector.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-081,
filed 10116/96, effective 11116/96)

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 296-104-002

Approval by director.

WAC 296-104-107

Inspection-Which unfired
pressure vessels in places of
public assembly are subject
to these rules?
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PROPOSED RULES

WAC 296-104-170 Inspection-((Shap iaspeetiaas.))
When are shop inspections reguired? Shop inspections
shall be as required in the applicable sections of the ASME
Code. Only inspectors holding a national board commission
with the appropriate endorsements and a commission issued
by the state of Washington shall make shop inspections in
this state. Supervisors of inspectors who perform shop
inspections in the state need only a National Board Commission with the appropriate endorsements.
Upon request from a boiler or pressure vessel manufacturer holding an ASME Certificate of Authorization within
the jurisdiction, the department shall provide inspection services as required by the ASME Code. The manufacturer
receiving such inspection services shall reimburse the department for the time and expenses in accordance with the fee
schedule established in WAC 296-104-700.

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
[Filed August 11, 1999, 10:01 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9911-041.
Title of Rule: WAC 458-20-246 Sales to or through a
direct seller's representative.
Purpose: Explains the exemption from wholesaling and
retailing business and occupation (B&O) tax for persons
meeting the statutory requirements as direct sellers.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.32.300.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 82.04.423.
Summary: This rule explains the application of the B&O
tax exemption available for sales of "consumer products" by
certain out-of-state persons to or through direct seller's representatives. It provides pertinent definitions, and identifies the
statutory requirements the out-of-state person must satisfy to
qualify for this exemption. The rule also explains that the
out-of-state seller is required to collect and remit the appropriate retail sales or use tax, even if the sales qualify for the
B&O tax exemption. The proposed changes provide additional guidance regarding the specific requirements of the
statute.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The proposed revisions
to this rule result in the application of the B&O tax exemption
in a manner consistent with the statutory requirements.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Leslie Cushman, 711 Capitol Way South, Suite #303, Olympia, WA, (360) 664-0057; Implementation: Claire Hesselholt, 711 Capitol Way South, Suite #303, Olympia, WA,
(360) 753-3446; and Enforcement: Russell Brubaker, 7 I I
Capitol Way South, Suite #303, Olympia, WA, (360) 5860257.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The proposed rule amendment is intended to bring

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-024,
filed 10/28/98, effective 11/28/98)
WAC 296-104-502 Repairs-What are the requirements for nonnuclear boilers and unfired pressure vessel
repairs and alterations? Repairs and alterations to nonnuclear boilers and pressure vessels shall be made in accordance
with the rules of the National Board Inspection Code (NBIC)
as adopted in WAC 296-104-102.
Repairs/alterations may be made by:
(1) An organization authorized by the jurisdiction and in
possession of a valid Certificate of Authorization for use of
the "R" symbol stamp, issued by the National Board provided
such repairs/ alterations are within the scope of the authorization.
(2) An organization authorized by the chief inspector and
in possession of a valid ASME Certificate of Authorization
provided such repairs/alterations are within the scope of the
organization's Quality Control System. The chief inspector
may limit or restrict repairs/alterations for cause.
Owner/user special inspectors may only accept
repairs/ alterations to boilers and unfired pressure vessels
operated by their respective companies per RCW 70.79.130.
Proposed

Where required, ((rep0ffS)) record of welded
repairs/alterations, signed by the organization and a commissioned inspector shall be submitted to the ((eef}artmeHt)) ..
chief inspector.
•
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department practice into line with the statutory requirements.
• Since the enactment of the exemption in 1983, the depart.ment has in some cases incorrectly applied the exemption
more broadly than it should have. The rule is being revised to
provide explicit and descriptive information as to who is eligible for the exemption and under what circumstances a person is eligible. The proposed changes to the existing rule are
consistent with the requirements in the statute and are consistent with the federal criteria upon which the statutory conditions were based.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
proposal is a revision to an existing rule. Additional information regarding eligibility is being added to the rule in order to
give taxpayers and department personnel more guidance and
explicit direction.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement is not required because the rule and
the proposed amendment do not impose any requirements or
burdens upon small businesses that are not already specifically required by statute.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
This is an interpretive rule that sets forth the Department of
Revenue's interpretation of RCW 82.04.423, which it administers.
Hearing Location: Evergreen Plaza Building, 2nd Floor
Conference Room, 711 Capitol Way South, Olympia, WA,
on September 29, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Ginny
Dale no later than ten days before the hearing date, TDD 1800-451-7985, or (360) 586-0721.
Submit Written Comments to: Leslie Cushman, Department of Revenue, P.O. Box 47467, Olympia, WA 985047467, fax (360) 664-0693, e-mail LeslieC@dor.wa.gov, by
October 15, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 22, 1999.
August 11, 1999

t

Russell W. Brubaker
Assistant Director
Legislation and Policy Division
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-3, filed
11/30/84)
WAC 458-20-246 Sales to or through a direct seller's
representative. ((URder RCW 82.04.423, the bttsiRess aRd
oeeHpatioR tax does Rot aflfll)' to aft)" 011t of state persoR iR
respeet to the gross iReoFRe derived froFR the b11siRess of mak
iRg sales iR this state of "eoRsttmer prod11ets" at wholesale or
retail to or throttgh a "direet seller's represeRtati·;e," s11ejeet to
eertaiR refjttireFReRts explaiRed FRore fully aelov+'. The effee
tive date of this exeFRptioR is A11g11st 23, 1983. For aR otttliRe
of the tax liability of persoRs FRakiRg sales of goods whieh
origiRate iR other states to e11stoFRers iR WashiRgtoR, other
thaR sales to or throttgh a "direet seller's represeRtative," see
WAC 458 20 193B.

Detteittees
For ptirposes of the exeFRptioR explaiRed hereiR, the fel
lowiRg defiRitioRs shall apply:
The terFR "eoRSttFRer prodttet" FReaRs aRy artiele of taRgi
ble flersoRal flFOflerty, or eOFRflOReRt part thereof, of the ty(le
sold fer flersoRal 11se or eHjoymeRt. The terFR iRelttdes oRI)'
those kiRds of iteFRs of taRgible flersoRal flFOflerty whieh are
e11stoFRarily sold at stores, shofls, aRd retail 011tlets OfleR to the
1311blie iR geReral. It iRel11Eles stteh thiRgs as hoFRe furRishiRgs,
elothiRg, persoRal effeets, hottsehold goods, food prodttets,
aRd similar iteFRs pttrehased for flersoRal 11se or eoRSttFR(ltioR.
The terFR does Rot iRel11de eoFRfftereial efjttiflFReRt, FRaRttfae
ttlriRg iteFRs, iRdttstrial tlSe predtlets, aRd the like, iRelttdiRg
eoFRf}E>ReRt flaFts thereof. However, if a prodttet is 13riFRarily
ttsed fer 13ers0Ral 11se or eHjoyFReRt, it reFRaiRs a "eeRSttFRer
flTOdttet" withiR this tlefiRitieR RetwithstaRdiRg that a 13ortioR
ef the flFOdttet's distribtttieR is fer eoFRFRereial, iRdttstrial, er
maRttfaettlfiRg fltlffJOSeS.
A "direet seller's represeRtative" is a persoR who (a) b11ys
"eoRStlFRer prodtlets" OR a btt)' sell basis or a deflosit eofft
missiofl easis fer resale, ey the ettyer Of aft)' other perSE>fl, ifl
the heFRe or other thaR iR a permaReRt retail establishFReRt or
(e) sells or solieits the sale of, "eoRSttFRer prodttets" iR the
hoFRe or other thaR iR a fleFFRaReRt retail estaelishFReRt. IR
ordef"te Be eOHSidered ft "direet seller's repreSefltfttive" ft 13er
seR FRttst also she·u that:
1. SHestaRtially all ef the reFRttReratioR paid, whether or
Rat paid iR eash, fer the perforFRaRee of serviees is direetl)'
related to sales er other 011tput, iRelttdiRg the perferFRaRee of
serviees, rather thaR the RttFRber of ho11rs ·uorked; aRd
2. The serviees (lerfermed are perferFRed fltlTSttaRt to a
Wfittefl eotftfaet eetweefl S1:teh person aftd the peFSOfl for
whoFR the ser·;iees are 13erforFRed aRd s11eh eoRtraet f}FOYides
that the peFSE>fl wilJ ROt ee treated as ftfl eFR13ieyee with
respeet to s11eh serviees for federal tax flttFpeses.

Bttsieess eed Oeeupetiee TH
V/lteleselieg ftftd Febtilieg. The ettsiRess ftftd eeettpa
tioR tax does Rot apply to aft Otlt of state seller FRaki Rg
Nholesale or retail sales to or throttgh a "direet seller's repre
seRtative." The 011t of state seller FRttst show that it is repre
seRted ifl this state by a "direet seller's represeRtative," as
defiRed aeo't'e. IR addition, the 011t of state seller Ffltlst also
show that it:
1. Does Rat owR or lease real 13roperty withiR this state;
2. Does Rot reg1:1larly rnairHain a stoek of taRgiale per
soRal propert)' iR this state for sale iR the ordiRary eourse of
BttSiReSS;
3. Is Reta eorporatieR iReorporated ttRder the laws of this
state; aRd
4. Makes sales iR this state eitelt1sivel)' to or thro11gh a
"direet seller's represeRtati't'e."
Thtts, a re~reseRtative who selieits sales of "e0Rst1mer
13rodt1ets" iR this state, other thaR iR a permaReRt retail estae
lishFReRt, aRd also FReets the other FefjttireFReRts of the la·w as
set forth aaoYe, Ejt1alifies as a "direct seller's representative."
If the ot1t of state seller aRd the instate represeRtatiYe eaR fae
t11ally establish €0ffifllianee with all of the aeove listed
1
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reqt1ireffte1Hs, the Otlt of state seller is exempt frOfft et1siness
and oeet1pation tax.
The exeFRption is availaele only where an ot1t of state
seller is present in this state and represented exelt1si;·ely e~· a
"direet seller's representati;·e." If an ot1t of state seller FRakes
wholesale or retail sales of "eonst1ffter prodt1ets" in Washing
ton to or thrm1gh a "eireet seller's ref}resentati">•e" ant! also has
a eraneh offiee, loeal Ot1tlet, Of other loeal plaee of et1siness,
OF is represented ey any other eFRployee, agent, Of Other rep
resentati">·e, no portion of the sales are exempt froFR et1siness
anEI oeet1pation tax.
The et1siness anEI oeet1f}ation tax likewise applies to the
gress ineoffte of a "Elireet seller's representative" who et1ys
"eonst1ffter preElt1ets" fer resale and does in foet resell the
pr0Elt1ets. The FReast1re of the et1siness ans oeet1pation tax is
the gross proeeeEls of sales.
Seriiee. The law pro;•iEles ftO siFRilar et1siness and oeet1
pation tax exeFR13tion with regare to the eom13ensation paid to
the "Elireet seller's representative." Tht1s, the re13resentati·,.e
·.viii reFRain st1ejeet to the et1siness anEI oeet1pation tax on all
eofflFRissions or other eoffl13ensation earneEI.
Sttles

ttRd

Use TH

An ot1t of state '<'enElor is reqt1ireEI to pay or eolleet anEI
refftit the tax iFR13ose6 ey ehapter 82.08 Of 82.12 RCW if the
veneer regt1larly solieits or FRakes retail sales of "eonst1ffter
proElt1ets" in this state throt1gh a "t!ireet seller's representa
ti Ye," as defines aeove, even thot1gh st1eh sales are exefftf}t
frofft et1siness ant! oeet113atioft tax pt1rst1aftt to RCW
82.04.423.
E't•ery 13erSOft who engages in this state in the et1siness of
aeting as a "Elireet seller's re13resentati;•e" fer t1nregistereEI
prinei13als, ant! who reeei·<'es eoFRf}eRsation ey reason of sales
of "eonst1ffter 13roat1ets" of st1eh prineipals fer t1se iR this
state, is reqt1ireEI to eolleet the t1se tax froFR f}t1rehasers, anEI
refflit the saffte to the de13artfftent of reYent1e, in the FRanner
anEI to the extent set forth in WAC 458 20 221.)) (1) Introduction. RCW 82.04.423 provides an exemption from the
business and occupation <B&O) tax on wholesale and retail
sales by a person who does not own or lease real property in
the state. is not incorporated in the state. does not maintain
inventory in this state. and makes sales in this state exclusively to or through a "direct seller's representative." This
rule explains the statutory elements that must be satisfied in
order to be eligible to take this exemption.
(2) Background. The statutory language describing the
direct seller's representative is substantially the same language as contained in the federal Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act CTEFRA) of 1982. PL 97-248. See 26
USC 3508. The federal law designates types of statutory
nonemployees for social security tax purposes. The purpose
of the direct seller provision in the federal tax law is to provide that a direct seller's representative is not an employee of
the direct seller. thereby relieving the direct seller of a tax
duty. Under the federal law. the direct seller is a business that
sells its products using a representative who either purchases
frorri the direct seller and resells the product or sells for or
·solicits sales on behalf of the direct seller. Retail sales are
Proposed
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limited to those occurring in the home or in a temporary retail
establishment. such as a vendor booth at a fair.
The 1983 Washington state legislature used the same criteria to delineate. for state tax purposes. the necessary relationship between a direct seller and a direct seller's representative.
(3) The direct seller's exemption. The exemption provided by RCW 82.04.423 is limited to the B&O tax on
wholesaling or retailing imposed in chapter 82.04 RCW
<Business and occupation tax). A direct seller is subject to
other Washington state tax obligations. including. but not
limited to. the sales tax under chapter 82.08 RCW. the use tax
under chapter 82.12 RCW. and the litter tax imposed by
chapter 82.19 RCW.
(4) Who may take the exemption. The B&O tax
exemption may be taken by a person (the direct seller) selling
a consumer product using the services of a representative
who sells or solicits the sale of the product as outlined in statute. There are ten elements in the statute that must be present
in order for a person to qualify for the exemption for Washington sales. The person must satisfy each element to be eligible for the exemption. The taxpayer must retain sufficient
records and documentation to substantiate that each of the ten
required elements has been satisfied. RCW 82.32.070.
(a) The four statutory elements describing the direct
seller. RCW 82.04.423 provides that a direct seller:
Ci) Cannot own or lease real property within this state.
For example. if the direct seller's representative is selling
vitamins door to door for the direct seller. but the direct seller
owns or leases a coffee roasting factory in the state. the direct
seller is not eligible for this exemption: and
Cii) Cannot regularly maintain a stock of tangible personal property in this state for sale in the ordinary course of
business. This provision does not. however. prohibit the
direct seller from holding title to the consumer product in the
state. For instance. the direct seller owns the consumer products sold by the direct seller's representative when the representative is making retail sales for the direct seller. However.
the personal property must not be a stock of goods in the state
that is for sale in the ordinary course of business. The phrase
"sale in the ordinary course of business" means sales that are
arm's length and that are routine and reasonably expected to
occur from time to time: and
(iii) Is not a corporation incorporated under the laws of
this state: and
(iv) Makes sales in this state exclusively to or through a
direct seller's representative. This provision of the statute
describes how sales by the direct seller may be made. To be
eligible for the exemption. all sales by the direct seller in this
state must be made to or through a direct seller's representative. The direct seller may not claim any B&O tax exemption
under RCW 82.04.423 if it has made sales in this state using
means other than a direct seller's representative. This
requirement does not. however. limit the methods the direct
seller's representative may use to sell these products. For
example. the representative can use the mail or the internet. if
all other conditions of the exemption are met. The direct
seller's use of mail order or internet. separate from the representative's use. may or may not be found to be "sales in this
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state" depending on the facts of the situation. If the direct
seller's use of methods other than to or through a direct
seller's representative constitutes sales in this state. the
exemption is lost. Additionally. a direct seller does not
become ineligible for the exemption due to action by the
direct seller's representative that is in violation of the statute,
such as selling a product to a permanent retail establishment.
if the department finds by a review of the facts that the ineligible sales are irregular. prohibited by the direct seller. and
rare.
If a seller uses a direct seller's representative to sell "consumer products" in Washington. and also has a branch office,
local outlet. or other local place of business. or is represented
by any other type of selling employee. selling agent. or selling representative. no portion of the sales are exempt from
B&O tax under RCW 82.04.423. For example. a person who
uses representatives to sell consumer products door to door
and who also sells consumer products through retail outlets is
not eligible for the exemption. The phrase "sales exclusively
to ... a direct seller's representative" describes wholesale
sales made by the direct seller to a representative. The phrase
"sales exclusively ... through a direct seller's representative"
describes retail sales made by the direct seller to the consumer. The B&O tax exemption provided by RCW
82.04.423 is limited to these types of wholesale and retail
sales.
Cb) The six statutory elements describing the direct
seller's representative. RCW 82.04.423 provides the following elements that relate to the direct seller's representative:
Ci) How the sale is made. A direct seller's representative
is "a person who buys consumer products on a buy-sell basis
or a derosit-commission basis for resale. by the buyer or any.
other person. in the home or otherwise than in a permanent
retail establishment. or who sells. or solicits the sale of. consumer products in the home or otherwise than in a permanent
retail establishment." The direct seller sells the product using
the services of a representative in one of two ways. which are
described by two clauses in the statute. The first clause C"a
person who buys ... for resale" from the direct seller)
describes a wholesale sale by the direct seller. The second
clause (a person who "sells or solicits the sale" for the direct
seller) describes a retail sale by the direct seller.
(A) A transaction is on a "buy-sell basis" if the direct
seller's representative performing the selling or soliciting services is entitled to retain part or all of the difference between
the price at which the direct seller's representative purchases
the product and the price at which the direct seller's representative sells the product. The part retained is remuneration
from the direct seller for the selling or soliciting services performed by the representative. A transaction is on a "depositcommission basis" if the direct seller's representative performing the selling or soliciting services is entitled to retain
part or all of a purchase deposit paid by the consumer in connection with the transaction. The part retained is remuneration from the direct seller for the selling or soliciting services
performed by the representative.
(B) The location where the retail sale of the consumer
product may take place is specifically delineated by the terms
of the statute. The direct seller may take the exemption only
if the retail sale of the consumer product takes place either in
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the home or otherwise than in a permanent retail establishment. The resale of the products sold by the direct seller at
wholesale is restricted by the statute through the following
language: "For resale. by the buyer or any other person. in
the home or otherwise than in a permanent retail establishment." This restrictive phrase requires the product be sold at
retail either in the home or in a nonpermanent retail establishment. Regardless of to whom the representative sells. the
retail sale of the product must take place either in the buyer's
home or in a location that is not a permanent retail establishment. Examples of permanent retail establishments are grocery stores. hardware stores. newsstands. restaurants. department stores. and drug stores. Also considered as permanent
retail establishments are amusement parks and sports arenas,
as well as vendor areas and vendor carts in these facilities if
the vendors are operating under an agreement to do business
on a regular basis. Persons selling at temporary venues. such
as a county fair or a trade show. are not considered to be selling at a permanent retail establishment.
Cii) What product the direct seller must be selling. The
direct seller must be selling a consumer product. the sale of
which meets the definition of "sale at retail." used for personal. family. household. or other nonbusiness purposes.
"Consumer product" includes. but is not limited to. cosmetics. cleaners and soaps. nutritional supplements and vitamins.
food products. clothing. and household goods. purchased for
use or consumption. The term does not include commercial
equipment. industrial use products. and the like. including
component parts. However. if a consumer product also has a
business use. it remains a "consumer product." notwithstanding that the same type of product might be distributed by
other unrelated persons to be·used for commercial. industrial.
or manufacturi'ng purposes. For example. desktop computers
are used extensively in the home as well as in businesses. yet
they are a consumer product when sold for nonbusiness purposes.
Ciii) How the person is paid. The statute reguires that
"substantially all of the remuneration paid to such person.
whether or not paid in cash. for the performance of services
described in this subsection is directly related to sales or other
output. including the performance of services. rather than the
number of hours worked." The remuneration must be for the
performance of sales and solicitation services and it must be
based on measurable output. Remuneration based on hours
does not gualify. A fixed salary or fixed compensation. without regard to the amount of services rendered. does not gualify,
Remuneration need not be in cash. and it may be the consumer product itself or other property. such as a car.
Civ) How the agreement is memorialized. The services
by the person must be performed pursuant to a written contract between the representative and the direct seller. The
reguirement that the contract be in writing is a specific statutory condition of RCW 82.04.423. A series of writings used
to establish the intent is insufficient to comply with this provision.
(v) What the agreement must contain. The sale and
solicitation services must be the subject of the agreement. and
the agreement must be specific as to the federal tax status of
the representative.
[ 15]
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(vi) The status of the representative. The agreement
must state that the representative is not an employee of the
direct seller for federal tax purposes. A person satisfying the
requirements of the statute should also be a statutory nonemployee under federal law. since the requirements of RCW
82.04.423 and 26 U.S.C. 3508 are the same. The direct seller
must maintain proof the representative is a statutory nonemployee.
(5) Tax liability of the direct seller's representatiye.
The statute provides no tax exemption with regard to the
"direct seller's representative." The direct seller's representative is subject to the service and other activities B&O tax on
commission compensation earned for services described in
RCW 82.04.423. Likewise. a direct seller's representative
who buys consumer products for resale and does in fact resell
the products is subject to either the wholesaling or retailing
B&O tax upon the gross proceeds of these sales. Retail sales
tax must be collected and remitted to the department on retail
sales unless specifically exempt by law. For example. certain
food products are statutorily exempt from retail sales tax (see
WAC 458-20-244).
(a) Subject to the agreement of the representatives. the
direct seller may elect to remit the B&O taxes of the representatives and collect and remit retail sales tax as agents of
the representatives through an agreement with the department. The direct seller's representative should obtain a tax
registration endorsement with the department unless otherwise exempt under RCW 82.32.045. (See also WAC 458-20101 on tax registration.)
(b) Every person who engages in this state in the business of acting as a direct seller's representative for unregistered principals. and who receives compensation by reason of
sales of consumer products of such principals for use in this
state. is required to collect the use tax from purchasers. and
remit the same to the department of revenue. in the manner
and to the extent set forth in WAC 458-20-221. (Collection
of use tax by retailers and selling agents.)
(6) The retail sales and/or use tax reporting responsibilities of the direct seller. A direct seller is required to collect and remit the tax imposed by chapter 82.08 RCW (Retail
sales tax) or 82.12 RCW (Use tax) if the seller regularly solicits or makes retail sales of "consumer products" in this state
through a "direct seller's representative" even though the
sales are exempt from B&O tax pursuant to RCW 82.04.423.

2. To clarify rules and help make them more comprehensible.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110,
46.12.040, 46.16.216.
Summary: WAC 308-56A-056 Names separated by
words "and," "or," or the slash symbol"/." and 308-56A-150
Certificate of vehicle inspection.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Meet criteria supporting
Governor Locke's Executive Order 97-02.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Patrick J. Zlateff, 1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia,
902-3718; Implementation and Enforcement: Eric Andersen,
1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia, 902-4045.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The anticipated effects will be a clarification of the
above mentioned requirements.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Clarify
sections needed and repeal those no longer required.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement is not required pursuant to RCW
19.85.030 (l)(a). The proposed rule making does not impose
more than a minor cost on businesses in an industry.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The contents of the proposed rules are explicitly and specifically dictated by statute.
Hearing Location: Highways-Licenses Building, Conference Room, 1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia, WA
98507, on September 22, 1999, at 10:00.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Patrick
J. Zlateff by September 21, 1999, TDD (360) 664-8885, or
(360) 902-3718.
Submit Written Comments to: Patrick J. Zlateff, Rules
Coordinator, Title and Registration Services, P.O. Box 2957,
Olympia, WA 98507-2957, fax (360) 664-0831, by September 21, 1999.
Date oflntended Adoption: October 16, 1999.
August 10, 1999
Deborah Mccurley
Administrator
Title and Registration Services
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NEW SECTION

WAC 308-56A-056 Names separated by the words
"and," "or," or the slash symbol"/." (1) Does the department use the words "and," "or," or the slash symbol "/"
when recording multiple interests on a certificate of ownership? The department no longer uses these designations
when recording ownership interest. For those certificates of
ownership which may have been issued using one of these
designations, any registered owners so shown are considered
t? have equal registered owner interest in the vehicle and any
hen holder so shown is considered to have equal security
interest in the vehicle.
(2) Will the department use the words "and," "or,"
or the slash symbol "/" if another jurisdiction has

WSR 99-17-030

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed August 11, 1999, 10:45 a.m.)

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9913-006.
Title of Rule: Chapter 308-56A WAC, Special procedures for obtaining a vehicle ownership document.
Purpose: 1. To meet the criteria set forth in Governor
Locke's Executive Order 97-02.
Proposed
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(h) Vehicles referree for it1speetioR for aRy FeasoR not
listee above: TeR days.)) (1) When is a certificate ofvehicle
inspection required? A certificate of vehicle inspection.
signed by an authorized inspector. must accompany the application for certificate of ownership and Include the applicable
statutory inspection fee whenever the applicant's vehicle is:
(a) From a state. jurisdiction or province other than
Washington;
(b) Reported destroyed since the last certificate of ownership was issued;
(c) A homemade, assembled. or rebuilt vehicle not previously titled as such;
(d) One whose identification number has been removed.
defaced. altered. destroyed. or has become illegible or is
missing;
Ce) One with a structural change in. or modification of.
body or frame changing the class designation or body type
currently shown on the record;
{f) A used vehicle and no Washington record can be
found:
(g) A kit vehicle not previously titled as such;
{h) A street rod not previously titled as such;
(i) A glider kit not previously titled as such: or
(j) Questionable as to ownership.
(2) Is a fee always charged for a certificate of yehicle
inspection? No. a fee is not always charged when a vehicle
has been referred for inspection for any other reason other
than subsection (1) of this section; provided that the request
for inspection is made by a commissioned law enforcement
officer. an employee of the department of licensing. a vehicle
license agent or other competent inspecting agency designated by the director.
(3) Who is authorized to perform a vehicle inspection? Vehicle inspections may be performed by:
(a) The Washington state patrol;
(b) Other competent inspecting agencies designated by
the director if the vehicle is located in a foreign state or province and the requirement for inspection by the Washington
state patrol will cause undue hardship.
(4) How long is a yehicle certificate of inspection
valid? The vehicle certificate of inspection is valid for the
following periods of time after the inspection date:
(a) Thirty days for vehicles:
(i) Reported destroyed;
(ii) Homemade. assembled. rebuilt. street rods. kit vehicles and glider kits:
(iii) With identification number removed. defaced.
altered. destroyed. illegible or missing;
(iv) With structural change in. or modification of. body
or frame changing the class designation or body type;
(v) Referred for inspection for any reason not listed.
(b) Sixty days for vehicles:
{i) From a foreign jurisdiction;
(ii) With no Washington record or no manufacture statement of origin/manufacture certificate of origin.
(c) One year for vehicles required to be inspected under
subsection (l)(a) through (i) of this section and held for sale
by a licensed dealer.

recorded multiple interests on the foreign certificate of
ownership using one of these designations? The department does not use these designations when recording ownership interest.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-07-014,
filed 3/ 1l /97, effective 4/11/97)
WAC 308-56A-150 Certificate of vehicle inspection.
(( (I) Afl aflfll ieatiot1 foF eeftifieate of owt1eFshifl fflttst be
aeeoffif}at1ied by a eertifieate of it1sf3eetiot1 sigt1ed b;· afl
attthorized it1sf3eetor at1d mttst it1elttde the af3f3lieable stattt
tofy it1sf3eetiot1 fee whet1evef the af3f3lieat1t's ·1ehiele is:
(a) Froffi a state, jt1risdietiot1 or f3FO.,.it1ee otheF that1
Washit1gtot1;
(b) Reflorted destroyed sit1ee the last eertifieate of owt1
ershifl was isstted;
(e) A hoffleffiade, asseftlbled, or febttilt 't'ehiele Rot previ
ottsly titled as stteh;
(d) 0Re whose ideRtifieatiOR flttffibef has beefl reffioved,
defaeee, altefed, destroyed, Of has beeoffie illegible Of is
fflissiRg;
(e) 0Re with a StfttetttFBI ehaRge iR, OF FROdifieatiOR of,
body or fraffie ehaRgiRg the elass desigt1atiOR Of eoey tyf}e
ettFFeRtly sho·wR OR the reeord;
(f) A usee ;·ehiele aRd RO WashiRgtoR feeord eaft ee
~

(g) A kit 't'ehiele Rot f}feviottsly titled as stteh; or
(h) A stfeet fOd Rot flreYiottsly titles as stteh.
(2) No fee will ee eharged wheR a vehiele has eeeR
fefeFFed for iRSfleetioR for aRy other feason; flFOVided that the
Feqttest for iRSfleetiOR shall haYe beefl Fflftde by a eOfflffliS
sioRetl law eRfofeeffleRt offieer, an eFRflloyee of the deflart
ffleRt of lieensiRg, or a 't'ehiele lieense agent.
(3) lRSfleetiORS will ROrFRally Be aeeOHlfllished ey the
WashiRgtoR state f}atrol.
(4) The direetof FRay desigRate other eoFRpeteRt iRspeet
iRg aget1eies to f}effoFffl iRSfleetiORS reqttired ttRder Sttbsee
tioR (I )(a) of this see ti OR if the vehiele is loeated ifl a foreigR
state Of flFO'l'iRee 8Rd the FeqttireffleRt for iRspeetiOft ey the
WashiRgtoR state fllitrol \Viii eattse ttRdtte hardship.
(5) WheR the it1speetiofl is doRe b;· the Washit1gtoR state
f}atrol, the eeFtifieate of iRspeetioR will be valid for the fol
lowing flerioes of tiFRe after the iRSfleetion date:
(a) Vehieles froFR a state or flFOYinee other thaR Wash
it1gtoR: Sixt;· days;
(b) Vehieles ref}ortee destroyed: TeR days;
(e) Hoffiemaee, assembled, rebuilt vehieles, street rods,
and kit vehieles: TeR days;
(d) Vehicles 'Nith itleRtifieatioR number removed,
eefaeed, altered, destroyed, illegiele or fflissiRg: Ten days;
(e) Vehieles with struetuFBI change ifl, or modifieatioR
of, bod)' OF frame ehaRgiRg the elass desigftatiOfl Of eotly
type: Tet1 days;
(f) Usee ;·ehieles with RO 'NashingtoR record: Sixty
~

(g) Vehieles reqttirecl to ee iflSf}eeted ttRder subseetiOR

(l )(a) throttgh (h) of this seetioR aRe held for sale by a

lieeRsed dealer: One yeaF; and
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width in geometrics and no other geometric points. Prioritization of SWR projects shall be on the basis of total SWR RAP •
rating points shown on the project worksheets and the pro- •
spectus form of the project application.

PROPOSED RULES

COUNTY ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BOARD
[Filed August 12, 1999, I :25 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 34.05.310(4).
Title of Rule: Title 136 WAC.
Purpose: Amend WAC 136-130-070.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 36.79 RCW.
Summary: Revision to WAC 136-130-070, the rural
arterial program.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Karen Pendleton, Olympia, 753-5989;
and Enforcement: Jay Weber, Olympia, 753-5989.
Name of Proponent: County Road Administration
Board, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal Jaw, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This amendment will revise the rural arterial program.
.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Amends Title 136 WAC.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: 2404 Chandler Court S.W., #240,
· Olympia, WA 98504-0913, on October 14, 1999, at 2:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Karen
Pendleton by September 30, 1999, TDD (800) 833-6384, or
(360) 753-5989.
Submit Written Comments to: Karen Pendleton, fax
(360) 586-0386, by September 30, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 14, 1999.
August 9, 1999
Jay P. Weber
Executive Director
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PROPOSED RULES

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION

[Commission Docket No. A-990298-Filed August 13, 1999, 8:55 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9909-028.
··Title of Rule: Chapter 480-140 WAC, Commission general:__Budgets, requirements for reviewing budgets of regulated companies.
Purpose: To implement the requirements of Executive
Order 97-02, requiring agencies to review significant rules
for need; effectiveness and efficiency; clarity; intent and statutory authority; cost and fairness. The proposal would repeal
the existing rules, reorganize and rewrite the substance of the
text for compliance with Executive Order 97-02, and promulgate new sections incorporating the redrafted provisions. In
addition, the proposal adds provisions to set existing policies
in rules, updates definitions, and deletes obsolete provisions.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 80.01.040 General and 80.04.160 Utility.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 80.04.300 through
80.04.330.
Summary: See Explanation of Rules below.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Fred Ottavelli, 1300 South Evergreen Park Drive S.W.,
Olympia, WA 98503, (360) 664-1297; Implementation and
Enforcement: Carole J. Washburn, Secretary, 1300 South
Evergreeri Park Drive S.W., Olympia, WA 98503, (360) 6641174.
Name of Proponent: Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: These rules address how the Washington Utilities
and Transportation Commission reviews budgets of regulated companies. This review is in compliance with Executive Order 97-02 and reviews the chapter for clarify, intent
and statutory authority, need, effectiveness and efficiency,
coordination, cost and fairness. This proposal would redraft
the rules to comply with the executive order, would incorporate and formalize policies, and would eliminate rules that are
obsolete.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
proposal would repeal existing rules and substitute reorganized and redrafted rules. The proposed substantive changes
to rule text include the following: ( l) Deleting and adding
definitions as needed; (2) clarifying who must file, when to
file, and what to file; and (3) deleting obsolete and redundant
requirements.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-01-021,
filed 1217/98, effective 117/99)
WAC 136-130-070 Project prioritization in southwest region (SWR). Each county in the SWR may submit
projects requesting RATA funds not to exceed thirty percent
of the SWR biennial apportionment. No bridge replacement
projects will be funded. Each project shall be rated in accordance with the SWR RAP rating procedures. SWR RAP rating points shall be assigned on the basis of fifty road condition points, consisting of twenty-five points for structural
condition and twenty-five points for surface condition,
((thtffy)) fifty points for geometrics, ten points for traffic volume and ten points for traffic accidents, except that portland
cement concrete surfaces and asphalt surfaces with cement
concrete bases shall have fifty points for road surface condition and no points for structural condition and except that
gravel roads shall have thirty-five points maximum for surface condition, and fifteen points maximum for roadbed
Proposed
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(2) To request a rule exemption, a person must file with
the commission a written request identifying the rule for
which an exemption is sought and giving a full explanation of
the reason the exemption is requested.
(3) The commission will assign the request a docket
number, if needed, and schedule the request for consideration
at one of its regularly scheduled open meetings or, if appropriate under chapter 34.05 RCW, in an adjudication. The
commission will notify the person requesting the exemption,
and other interested persons, of the date the commission will
consider the request.
(4) The commission will enter an order granting or denying the request or setting it for hearing, pursuant to chapter
480-09 WAC.

No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19 .85 RCW. The rule implements
state law, limits the companies that must file, and reduces the
amount of information to be filed. The agency does not
believe that any increase in cost will result from adopting
these rules.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The commission is not an agency to which RCW 34.05.328
applies.
Hearing Location: Commission Hearing Room, Second
Floor, Chandler Plaza Building, 1300 South Evergreen Park
Drive S.W., Olympia, WA 98504, on October 13, 1999, at
9:30 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Carole J. Washburn, Secretary, P.O. Box 47250, Olympia, WA 98504, or e-mail to
<records@wutc.wa.g ov>, or fax (360) 586-1150, by September 8, 1999. Please include Docket No. A-990298 in your
communication.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 13, 1999.
August 12, 1999
Terrence Stapleton
for Carole J. Washburn
Secretary

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-363,
Docket No. U-911075, filed 12/31191, effective 1/31/92)
WAC 480-140-020 Who must file. ((All pt1blie serYiee
eoftlpanies shall file b1:1dgets with the eOftlfflissioH exeept (I)
gas, 'HateF, teleeOffiffll:fRieations, telegFaph, and eleetrieal
eoffipaHies vthose BHH1:tal grnss operatiHg revent1es tfo Hot
exeeed Otte ht1ndretl fifty thot1saHd dollars aHd (2) water eoftl
panies who are required to file water systeffl platts with the
departfflent of healtl1 ill eelflplianee with WAC 24 6 290 100.
Water eoffipanies Fef)1:tired to file s1:1eh plans with the depart
ffieRt of health shall eeaeuFFetttly file a eep;· of st1eh plan ·.vith
the eomfflissieA.)) The following public service companies
with annual gross operating revenues exceeding two hundred
fifty thousand dollars must file budgets with the commission:
( 1) Gas companies;
(2) Electrical companies;
(3) Telecommunications companies that serve more than
two percent of the access lines in the state of Washington.
except those companies classified as competitive by the commission: and
(4) Water companies that are not reguired to file water
system plans with the department of health in compliance
with WAC 246-290-100. A copy of the water system plan
must be filed with the commission.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-5, filed
616169, effective 10/9/69)
WAC 480-140-010 Definitions. (((I) The tefffi "pttblie
sen·iee eoffiptuiy" shall ffieaH eveF)' persoH, fir!fl, eorporatioH,
or assoeiatioH, or their lessees, tn1stees, or reeeiYers, How or
hereafter eHgaged ill bt1siHess ill this state as ft pt1blie t1tility
a11d st1lajeet to regt1latioH as to rates aHd serviee by the Wash
iHgto11 t1tilities aHd traHsportatioH eofflfflissioH.
(2) The terffl "eoffiffiissioH" wheH ttsed iA those rt1les ftlld
regt1lati0Hs shall meaH the WashiHgteH t1tilities aHfl ffaHsper
tatioH emt1missioH or st1eh boa;· as ma;· stteeeea to the pow
ers aHd d1:1ties HOW exereisea by it.
(3) The term "b1:1aget" wheH 1:1sed ill these rt1les aHd reg
ttlatioHs shall meaH a fiHaHeial stateffieHt pFeparea by eaeh
pt1blie serviee eompaHy sho·.viHg the estiffiated re'>"eH1:1es,
so1:1rees aHd amot1Hts of money whieh eaeh p1:1blie serYiee
eompany shall, ill its j1:1dgmeHt, reE:Jt1ire d1:1ring the ens1:1ing
year for ftlaintenaHee, operations and eoAstr1:1etioH elassified
b;· aeeo1:1nts as preseribed by the eOfflffiissioR.)) Commission
means Washington utilities and transportation commission.
Net utility plant in service means plant in service less
accumulated depreciation and amortization.
Public service company means every gas company.
electrical company. telecommunications company. and water
company subject to regulation under the provisions of Title
80 RCW as to rates and service by the commission.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-5, filed
616169, effective 10/9/69)
WAC 480-140-030 When to file. The budget for the
ensuing fiscal year ((~)) must be ((pFepared and)) filed
with the commission within ((+o)) ten days of the date it is
approved by the company, but in no event((~)) will it be
filed later than ((the litst day of the year preeeding that for
whieh the b1:1dget is applieable)) sixty days after the beginning of the fiscal year.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-363,
Docket No. U-911075, filed 12/31/91, effective 1131192)

NEW SECTION

WAC 480-140-040 ((PPepRPetiee1)) What to file.
((Bt1dgets shall be fftfttle in dt1plieate on forffls furnished by
the eefflmissieH. The origittitl and three eopies shall be filed
'Nith the eomfflissioR aad one eopy shall be kept by the eem
pan;· for its files. Eaeli q1:1estion ffi1:1st be answered full;· and

WAC 480-140-015 Exemptions from rules. (I) The
commission may grant an exemption of any rule in this chapter, if consistent with the public interest, the purposes underlying regulation, and applicable statutes.
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aeet1rately. Where the ·uord "HoHe" tFtJly aHd eoFHpletel)'
states the fact, it FHay be giYeH as the aHswer to ftfl)' partiet1lar
iHqt1ir)' or portioH thereof. Do Hot lea·t'e blaHk liHes. lteFHs aHEI
sehedt1les which do Hot apply to the reportiHg eoFHpEtH)''s
bt1siHess aHd therefore CftHHOt be filled iH, shall be aHswered
"Hot applicable." IA HO ease shall ftfl)' t1tility deYiate froFH the
reqt1ireFHeHts of these FtJles elteept 1:1poH a showiHg of good
CfttlSC, ftfld theft OHi)' to the Cltteflt fttlthorizeEI by the COFHFHis
sioH iH ·writiHg. For the p1:1rpose of the b1:1dget report aH "iHdi
"'idt1al FHajor project," is defiHed aeeordiHg to the followiHg
sehed1:1le:

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 480-140-050

Approval.

WAC 480-140-060

Supplemental change.

WAC 480-140-070

Emergency expenditures.

WAC 480-140-090

Conformity of accounts.

WAC 480-140-100

Donations.

WAC 480-140-110

Dues.

CeffiJ'lllR) CeRstn1e1ieR 8111lge1
$2.'i,000 er less

$2,000 er ffiere

WAC 480-140-120

Wage scales.

$25,0011e $50,000

$2,500 er ffiere

$50,001 ce $100,000

$I 0,000 er ffiere

WAC 480-140-130

Tax expenditures.

$100,00 I le $500,000

$15,000 er ffiere

WAC 480-140-140

Affiliated interests.

$500,00 I le $1,000,000

$50,000 BF ffi8Fe

$1.000,001 le $5,000,000

$100,000 er ffiere

WAC 480-140-150

Advertising.

$5,000,00 I er ffiere

$500,000 er ffiere

WAC 480-140-160

Salaries.

WAC 480-140-170

Operations covered.

Mejer Prejeel

All other iHdi ..·id1:1al projects shall be listed by flftFHe,
loeatioH, aHd estiFHated eost. For eoFHpaAies ·uith t1tilit)' oper
atioHs iA FHore thafl OAe state, the FHajor project threshold
shall be applied to all projects proposed to be located iH the
state of WashiHgtoA aHd to all projects ·.vhieh will be partly or
wholl)' allocated to WashiHgtoH operatioHs: PF<nitleti, That
individ1:1al project deseriptioA sheets shall be req1:1ired oHly
for those f:JFojeets for ·.vhieh the assigHed or allocated costs to
WashiHgtoH eq1:1al or elteeed the thresholEI set forth iH this
fl:tle.:.)) Budgets must show construction expenditures and the
operating income. including operation and maintenance
expenditures during the ensuing year. All major construction
projects must be identified in the budget. Major construction
projects for water. gas. and electrical companies include all
projects where the Washington-allocated share of the total
project is greater than five-tenths of one percent of the company's latest year-end Washington-allocated net utility plant
in service, but does not include any project of less than three
million dollars on a total project basis. For telecommunications companies. major projects include all construction
projects where the intrastate Washington-allocated share is
greater than one million dollars.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
(Division of Child Support)
[Filed August 13, 1999, 11 :33 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9816-090.
Title of Rule:
WAC 388-14-490 All Washington
employers must report new hires to the Washington state support registry.
Purpose: Removes prior exemptions from requirements
to report new hires under RCW 26.23.040. Allows employer
to comply with reporting requirements by filing a completed
copy of the employee's W-4 form.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 26.23.040.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 26.23.040.
Summary: Implements the new hire reporting requirements of RCW 26.23.040; allows Washington employers to
comply by supplying a copy of the employee's W-4.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Employer efficiency and
ease of reporting.
·
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Naricy Koptur, DCS
Rules Coordinator, P.O. Box 9162, Olympia, WA 985079162, (360) 664-5065.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, Division of Child Support, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Removes prior exceptions to RCW 26.23.040,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order R-43, filed
415n3 and 4118173)

WAC 480-140-080 Secrecy provision. The commission may, in its discretion, to the extent permitted by ((seetiett
31, ehaf:Jter 1, Laws of 1973)) RCW 80.04.095 and chapter
42. 17 RCW, upon the request of any public service company,
withhold from publication, ((d1:1riHg st1eh tiFHe as the COFHFHis
sioH FHft)' deeFH advisable,)) any portion of any ((origiHal or
St!f:JpleFHeHtal)) budget ((relatiAg to f:JFOf:JOSed Caf:Jital eltf:JeHdi
ttlfes)) designated as confidential pursuant to WAC 480-09015.
Proposed
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(2) The minimum information that must be reported is
the employee's name, date of birth. social security number
and date of hire.
(3) An employer who submits a copy of the employee's
completed W-4 form complies with the filing requirements of
RCW 26.23.040(3).
(4) An employer may choose to voluntarily report the
other statutory elements.

requirements for employers to report new hires to the Washington state support registry. Provides that an employer complies with RCW 26.23.040 by filing a complete copy of the
employee's W-4 form.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Amends WAC 388-14-490.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. RCW 34.05.328
(5)(b)(iii) provides that there is no need for a small business
economic impact statement when the rule adopts by reference
without material change a Washington state statute. In addition, the cost of administering this rule for business will not
be more than a minor cost.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Exempt per RCW 34.05.328 (5)(b)(iii); this is not a significant legislative rule.
Hearing Location: Lacey Government Center (behind
Tokyo Bento Restaurant), 1009 College Street S.E., Room
104-B, Lacey, WA 98503, on September 21, 1999, at 10:00
a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Paige
Wall by September 10, 1999, phone (360) 664-6094, TTY
(360) 664-6178, e-mail wallpg@dshs.wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers.
Paige Wall, Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, by September 21, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: September 22, 1999.
August 13, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

WSR 99-17-063

PROPOSED RULES

STATE TOXICOLOGIST
[Filed August 13, 1999, I :21 p.m.]

Supplemental Notice to WSR 99-10-019.
Expedited Adoption-Proposed rule-making notice was
filed as WSR 99-10-019.
Title of Rule: Administration of breath alcohol program.
Purpose: To correct a drafting error in an amendment to
this section effective April 1, 1999 (WSR 99-06-048). This
would make permanent the emergency change adopted in
WSR 99-10-018. The error has caused some confusion about
the appropriate criteria for an acceptable test.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.61.506.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 46.61.506.
Summary: The change makes clear that in order for
breath alcohol tests conducted on or after April l, 1999, to be
admissible in judicial or administrative hearings on or after
April 27, 1999, the external standard test results must be
between 0.072 and 0.088. For tests conducted prior to April
1, 1999, the rules in effect at that time would apply.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Barry K. Logan Ph.D.,
2203 Airport Way South, Seattle, WA 98134, (206) 4645435.
Name of Proponent: Barry K. Logan Ph.D., State Toxicologist, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This adoption would make permanent a previous
emergency provision (WSR 99-10-018) that was put in place
to assist with the interpretation of breath alcohol test results.
This provision would otherwise have expired August 24,
1999. The change makes clear that in order for tests conducted on or after April I, 1999, to be admissible on or after
April 27, 1999, the ex tern al standard test results must be
between 0.072 and 0.088. For tests conducted prior to April
1, 1999, the rules in effect at that time would apply. The
anticipated effect is that any breath alcohol test conducted on
or after April 1, 1999, that meets all other required criteria,
and in which the external standard test result is between
0.072 and 0.088, would be admissible in administrative or
judicial proceedings conducted after April 27, 1999.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
provision corrects a drafting error in an amendment to this
section effective April 1, 1999 (WSR 99-06-048). This
would make permanent the emergency change adopted in

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 3403, filed
619192, effective 7 /10/92)

WAC 388-14-490 ((ERtplayer repartieg pragrftlft
E""eRtptiaes)) All W ashimiton employers must report new
hires to the Washington state support registry. ( 1) ((ffi
additioH to the exeHtptioHs esta81ishecl ttHcler)) RCW
26.23.040((, the eHtployers assigHee the followiHg staAearcl
iHclttstrial elassifieatioH (SIC) eocles are exeHtpt froffi the
reqttireffieHts of the eHtployer reportiHg prograffi as atttho
Fi"tecl ttHcler ehapter 26.23 RC'N:
(a) SIC eode 7363, teHtporary serviees;
(8) SIC eocle 8011, offiees aHcl eliAies of Hteclieal doe
ters-;

(e) SIC eocle 8021, offiees aHcl eliHies of cleHtists;
(cl) SIC eocle 8031, offiees of osteopath physieiaHs;
(e) SIC eocle 8041, offiees aHcl eliHies of ehiropraetors;
(f) SIC eocle 8042, offices aHcl eliHies of optoHtetrists;
(g) SIC eocle 8043, offiees ttHcl eliHies of podiatrists;
(h) SIC eocle 8049, offiees of health praetitioHers;
(i) SIC eocle 8071, Hteclieal laeoratories;
U) SIC eocle 8072, cleHtal laboratories; aAcl
(k) SIC eocle 8092, kiclHey dialysis eeHters)) requires all
employers doing business in the state of Washington to comply with the employer reporting requirements regarding new
hires.
[ 21
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WSR 99-10-018. The error has caused some confusion about
the appropriate criteria for an acceptable test.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. Rule applies only to law
enforcement agencies and administration of legal breath alcohol test.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Agency compliance not required per subsection (5)(a)(i).
Hearing Location: Washington State Toxicology Lab,
2203 Airport Way South, Seattle, WA 98134, on September
29, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Beth
Bizzell by September 22, 1999, (206) 464-5435.
Submit Written Comments to: Barry K. Logan Ph.D.,
fax (206) 389-2738, by September 28, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 6, 1999.
August 10, 1999
Barry K. Logan Ph.D.
State Toxicologist
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-20-025,
filed 9/27/95, effective 10/28/95)
WAC 448-13-060 Validity and certification of test
results. A test shall be a valid test and so certified, if the
requirements of WAC 448-13-040, 448-13-050 and 448-13055 are met, and in addition the following criteria for precision and accuracy, as determined solely from the breath test
document, are met:
( 1) The internal standard test results in the message "verified."
(2) In order to be valid, the two breath samples must
agree to within plus or minus ten percent of their mean. This
shall be determined as follows:
(a) The breath test results shall be reported, truncated to
three decimal places.
(b) The mean of the two breath test results shall be calculated and rounded to four decimal places.
(c) The lower acceptable limit shall be determined by
multiplying the above mean by 0.9, and truncating to three
decimal places.
(d) The upper acceptable limit shall be determined by
multiplying the mean by 1.1 and truncating to three decimal
places.
(e) If the results fall within and inclusive of the upper and
lower acceptable limits, the two breath samples are valid.
(3) The simulator external standard result must lie
between .090 to .110 inclusive for tests conducted prior to
April 1. 1999. and .072 to .088 inclusive for tests conducted
on or after April l, 1999. This provision is remedial in nature
and applies to any judicial or administrative proceeding conducted after April 27. 1999.
(4) All four blank tests must give results of .000.
If these criteria are met, then these and no other factors
are necessary to indicate the proper working order of the
instrument, and so certify it, at the time of the breath test.
Proposed
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed August 13, 1999, 3:07 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9910-057.
Title of Rule: Chapter 308-93 WAC, Vessel registration
and certificates of title.
Purpose: l. To meet the criteria set forth in Governor
Locke's Executive Order 97-02.
2. To clarify rules and help make them more comprehensible.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 88.02.070 and
88.02.100.
Summary: Amending WAC 308-93-030 Vessels subject
to excise tax, registration and titling, 308-93-140 DecalsPlacement, size, and color and 308-93-145 Vessel registration numbers-Display, size, color; and repealing WAC 30893-040 Vessels exempted from excise tax but required to be
registered and titled, 308-93-135 Vessel number required,
308-93-155 Form of number, and 308-93-320 Registration
certificate and decals follow vessel on transfer.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Meet criteria supporting
Governor Locke's Executive Order 97-02.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Patrick J. Zlateff, 1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia,
902-3718; Implementation and Enforcement: Eric Andersen,
1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia, 902-4045.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The anticipated effects will be a clarification of the
above mentioned requirements.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Clarify
sections needed and repeal those no longer required.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement is not required pursuant to RCW
19.85.030 (l)(a). The proposed rule making does not impose
more than a minor cost on businesses in an industry.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The contents of the proposed rules are explicitly and specifically dictated by statute.
Hearing Location: Highways-Licenses Building, Conference Room 107, 1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia,
WA 98507, on September 29, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Patrick
J. Zlateff by September 28, 1999, TDD (360) 664-8885, or
(360) 902-3718.
Submit Written Comments to: Patrick J. Zlateff, Rules
Coordinator, Title and Registration Services, P.O. Box 2957,
Olympia, WA 98507-2957, fax (360) 664-0831, by September 28, 1999.
Date oflntended Adoption: October 16, 1999.
August 13, 1999
Deborah McCurley, Administrator
Title and Registration Services
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order TL-RG 8,
filed 9/13/84)
WAC 308-93-030 Vessels subject to excise tax, registration and titling. ((The felle·NiHg vessels must be regis
tered eHd titled Bftd flBY the exeise tax if they ere eH er usiRg
the waters ef this state.
All vessels sixteeH feet er leRger equivfled with flFE>flUI
sieRer)· meehiRer)' er sails, uHless sveeifieelly exemflted))
What vessels are subject to excise tax. registration and
titling? Unless specifically exempted under chapters 88.02
and 82.49 RCW. all vessels sixteen feet or longer equipped
with propulsionary machinery or sails, are subject to excise
tax. registration and titling, including the following:
(I) Amphibious vessels (vehicles);
(2) Houseboats;
(3) Inflatable vessels with motors;
(4) Ski type vessels (jet ski, wet bike, etc.);
(5) Racing vessels.

ors blue. international orange. green. and red, in rotation
beginning with blue for decals that expired in 1985.
(3) Which vessel decal shall be displayed? To legally
operate your vessel on Washington waters. you must display
the decal that shows your vessel is registered for the current
registration year.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order TL-RG-2,
filed 6/21/84)
WAC 308-93-145 Vessel registration numbers-Display, size, color. (((1) Eeeh registratioR l!Uftleer iss1:1ed fflttst:
(a) Be JlBiHted 011 or vermeHeHtly attaehed to eaeh side of
the forward half ef the ·1essel exee13t as allewed ey subseetio11
(2) ef this seetioH or required by subseetieft (3) ef this see
tie!r,
(e) Be ifl fllBiR 'tertieel sleek ehareeters of Het less theft
three iRehes ifl height;
(e) CeRtrast with the eelor ef the beekgrot1Rd 8Rd be dis
ti11etly visible eRd legible;
(d) Have sJJeees er hyflheHs that ere eqt1el te the width of
e Jetter other theH "I" er e Rl:lmber other that "l" betweeR the
letter eHd Rl:lffteer grot1fliHgs (ell:emvle: DC 5678 EF er DC
5678 EF); aRd
(e) Reed froffl left te right.
(2) WheR 8 'lessel is 1:1sed ey a fft8Rl:lfaet1:1rer er by 8
dee)er for testiRg Of demeHstretiHg, the fll:lmber may be
veiHted OR er etteehed to Feffleveele vletes that ere tefflfJE>
rerily bt1t firmly etteehed te eeeh side of the ferward half of
the ·,·essel.
(3) 011 vessels so eeHfigttree that e Httftlber OH the ht11l or
St1flerstrt1eture wot1ld Het be easily visible, the Ht1mber mt1st
be flBiRted ElR Elf attaehed te 8 eeekiHg fl)Ette that is etteehed te
the forwenl belf ef the Yessel se tbet the Hl:lftleer is visible
froftl eeeh side ef the vessel.
(4) Eeeh fll:lftlber disvlayed efl e teHder eM:emvted t1Hder
RC\l/ 88.02.030 FRttst ftleet tlie req1:1ireFReflts of s1:1bseetioR
(I) ef this seetieH e11d have a sveee or hyflheH that is eqt1el te
other theH "I" er e Rl:lfflber other that "l "
tbe width ef e letter
I
eetweeR the Sl:lffiX aHd the fll:lftlber.)) Cl) What yessels are
required to display a yessel registration number? All vessels that are required to be registered under chapter 88.02
RCW except vessels documented with the United States
Coast Guard. are required to display the vessel registration
numbers.
(2) What are yessel registration numbers? Vessel registration numbers are configured in accordance with 33 CFR
174.23 a:nd:
(a) Uniquely identify the vessel. similar to license plate
numbers for vehicles:
Cb) Are assigned 1'y the department when you apply for
initial registration for your vessel:
(c) Are printed on your registration certificate and certificate of ownership:
Cd) The department does not provide any physical material for you to apply to your vessel. .
(3) How do I disolay the assigned yessel registration
number on my vessel? The registration 'number assigned
shall:

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 90-08-018,
filed 3/28/90, effective 4/28/90)
WAC 308-93-140 Decals-Place ment, size, and
color. {(UflE>R registnitiOR, the BflfllieeRt will be issued 8 reg
istratieR eertifieete 8Rd twe deee)s. 0Re deee) must be affixed
te eeeh side eR the feruerd half ef the Yessel, ell:eevt wheR the
registratieH Rumber is fllaeed es flFOVidetl by WAC 308 93
145 (2) 8Rd (3). The registratiOft deee)s must be fllBeed ill Jifte
with eftd withi11 sill: iHehes of the aft of the registretio11 11um
Ber. The aeeels must ftleet the requireftle11ts of S1:tbseetio11s ( l)
e11d (2) of this seetio11. ORiy the eurreftt registretio11 year
deeels may be disflleyed.
(l) Deeels must be aflflFOllimately three i11ehes sqttare.
(2) The )'ears ill whieh YelidetioR deeels ell:flire must be
i11dieetetl b}' the eolors blue, iHternatioHal omHge, gree11, af!d
red, ifl rotatiofl eegiflfli11g with eltte fer deeals that ell:flire
with 1985 eJ1:viratio11s.)) Cl) Where do I place the decals I
receive when I register my vessel in Washington? These
decals shall be placed on the vessel for which they were
assigned. Decals. must be affixed on (see illustration):

'4 •.~7
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(a) Both sides of the bow: and
(b) Within six 'inches aft of, and directly on line with. the
vessel registration number as provided by WAC 308-93145(4 ).
(c) For documented vessels. one decal must be affixed to
each side of the forward half of the vessel for which it was
assigned so it is easily visible for law enforcement.
(2) What do the vessel decals look like that are issued
by the department? In accordance with 33 CFR, vessel
decals are approximately three inches square. The years in
whiCh validation decals expire must be indicated by the col[ 23)
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Ca) Be painted on or permanently attached to each side of
the forward half of the vessel except as allowed by subsection
(6) of this section or required by subsection (7) of this section:
Cb) Be in plain vertical block characters of not less than
three inches in height:
(c) Contrast with the color of the background and be distinctly visible and legible:
Cd) Have spaces or hyphens that are equal to the width of
a letter other than "I" or a number other than "I" between the
letter and number groupings (example: WN 5678 EF or
WN-5678-EF): and
Ce) Read from left to right.
C4) Are yessel registration numbers transferable from
vessel to vessel? Vessel registration numbers are not transferable between vessels. Once assigned. a vessel registration
number cannot be reassigned to another vessel.
(5) Does a Washington licensed dealer need to display
registration numbers and decals when demonstrating or
testing a vessel held for sale? Washington licensed vessel
dealers shall display dealer registration numbers and decals
assigned and issued by the department. Dealer registration
numbers and decals shall be displayed in the following manner:
(a) The department assigned dealer vessel registration
number must be painted on or attached to a backing plate:
Cb) The department issued decal must be affixed within
six inches aft of and directly on line with the dealer registration number as provided by WAC 308-93-145(4 ); and
(c) The backing plate shall be attached to the forward
half of the vessel so that the number is visible from each side
of the vessel.
(6) How do I display my yessel regjstration number if
my vessel's hull or superstructure is configured so that
the vessel registration number would not be easily visible? In this case. the vessel registration number must be
painted on or attached to a backing plate that is attached to the
forward half of the vessel so that the number is visible from
each side of the vessel.
(7) Is a tender as described in chapter 88.02 RCW
required to display a vessel registration number? Vessels
used as a tender. while exempt from registration under RCW
88.02.030. must display the numbers of the parent vessel with·
an additional numeric digit following the last alpha character
of the vessel registration number. <Example I) WN 5678 EF
I or WN-5678-EF- I. The second tender vessel registration
number will be the next consecutive number. (Example 2)
WN 5678 EF 2 or WN-5678-EF-2.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 308-93-040

Vessels exempted from
excise tax but required to be
registered and titled.

WAC 308-93-135

Vessel number required.

Proposed
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WAC 308-93-155

Form of number.

WAC 308-93-320

Registration certificate and
decals follow vessel on transfer.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed August 16, 1999, 10:31 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9913-187.
Title of Rule: Chapter 16-449 WAC, Washington controlled atmosphere storage requirements for winter pears.
Purpose: According to the petition submitted to the
department, the proposed rule will provide the consumer a
better quality winter pear. In addition, growers should recognize a higher packout due to the lack of scuffing, belt burn,
scald and shrivel because packers/shippers will be able to
pack their winter pears earlier in the season. The earlier the
packers/shippers can apply ethoxygin and TBZ, the better the
storage conditions are for the long pull. The delay in packing
(90 days) contributes to scald, decay, scuffing and shrivel,
which equates to lower packouts to the grower, more condition problems for the packers/receivers and less returns for
the growers.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 15.17 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 15.17.30 [15.17.030].
Summary: Agency response to industry requests concerning lowering the requirements from ninety to sixty days
for qualifying winter pears as controlled atmosphere storage.
This will provide the consumer with a higher quality winter
pear because the packer/shipper will be able to pack and market winter pears from controlled atmosphere thirty days earlier. Growers will realize higher packouts without added
increases in quality defects.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Request from the Upper
Wenatchee River Pears Association, and supported by the
Washington State Horticulture Association.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Jim Quigley, Olympia,
Washington, (360) 902-1833.
Name of Proponent: Upper Wenatchee River Pears
Association and the Washington State Horticulture Association, public.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Amendments to the existing rule, chapter 16-449
WAC, Washington controlled atmosphere storage requirements for winter pears. This change will allow for the packing and shipping of controlled atmosphere (CA) winter pears
thirty days earlier. Proponents have indicated that the change
from ninety to sixty days will allow growers to realize higher
packouts due to earlier packing times, which will assist in

..
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reducing scuffing, belt burn, scald and shrivel. This will
allow the consumer to receive a higher quality winter pear.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
proposal will now qualify winter pears as meeting controlled
atmosphere (CA) storage requirements after the completio n
of sixty days instead of the previous requirem ent of ninety

days.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. On June 9, 1999, the
Upper Wenatch ee River Pear Associat ion petitione d the
Washing ton State Departm ent of Agricultu re (WSDA) to
amend the current rules, thereby reducing the amount of days
(from ninety to sixty) for qualifying winter pears as meeting
the controlled atmosphere storage requirements. The Washington State Horticult ure Associati on also supporte d the
request. The intent of the proposal is to allow winter pears to
qualify thirty days earlier as meeting the controlle d atmosphere storage requirement. The shorter storage period will
allow for the earlier packing/shipping and marketing of winter pears. Currently, there is no mandatory requirement for
winter pears to be stored in controlled atmosphe re storage.
Winter pear growers, packers and shippers have the option to
either market their winter pears directly from the orchard,
regular type storage or from controlled atmosphe re storage.
Because the proposed rule is at the request of industry and
because the proposed rule allows for more marketing options
and is not a mandatory storage requirement, there is no small
business impact statement.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: On October 4, 1999, 10:00 a.m., at
the State Departme nt of Agriculture Building, 21 North 1st
Avenue, Yakima, WA 98902; and on October 5, 1999, 10:00
a.m., at the Washing ton Apple Commiss ion Office, 2900
Euclid Avenue, Wenatchee, WA.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Cathy
Jensen by October l, 1999, TDD (360) 902-1996 , or (360)
902-1976.
Submit Written Commen ts to: Jim Quigley, F&V Program Manager , WSDA Commod ity Inspectio n Division,
P.O. Box 42560, Olympia, WA 98504-2560, fax (360) 9022985, by October 5, 1999.
Date oflntende d Adoption: October 8, 1999.
August 13, 1999
William E. Brookreson
Deputy Director
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amendin g Order 1543, filed
11/8177)
WAC 16-449-0 10 Requirem ents. Winter pears to be
classified as controlled atmosphere storage pears, which meet
the following requirements, other than those specifically set
forth in chapter 15.30 RCW.
(1) Oxygen content of each room shall not exceed 5 percent oxygen within 20 days after sealing of room.
(2) Winter pears shall be retained in a controlled atmosphere storage, under required degrees of temperatu re and
percentage of air components, for a period of not less than 45

days for the Bose variety, and not less than ((9e)) 60 days for
all other varieties of winter pears, to qualify as having been
stored in controlled atmosphere storage.
(3) No person in this state shall place or stamp the letters
"CA" or a similar designation in conjunction with a number
or numbers upon any container or sub-container of any fruits
or vegetables, unless the director has inspected such fruits or
vegetable s and issued a state lot number for such fruits or
vegetables in conjunction with a certificate stating their quality and condition , that they were stored in a warehou se
licensed under the provision s of this chapter and that they
meet all other requirements of this chapter or rules adopted
hereunder: Provided, That if such fruits or vegetables are not
allowed to enter the channels of commerce within two weeks
of such inspection or a subsequent similar inspection by the
director the letters "CA" and the state lot number shall be
eradicated by the licensee.
(4) Preconditioned winter pears: In order to bear the
"CA" stamp, all winter pears must be certified as meeting
controlled atmosphere storage requirements prior to the preconditioning.
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WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSE D RULES

DEPART MENT OF REVENU E
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed August 17, 1999, 8:06 a.m.]

WAC 458-20-238, proposed by the Departme nt of Revenue
in WSR 99-04-020 appearing in issue 99-04 of the State Register, which was distributed on February 17, 1999, is withdrawn by the code reviser's office under RCW 34.05.335(3),
since the proposal was not adopted within the one hundred
eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

WSR 99-17-084
WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSE D RULES

DEPART MENT OF COMMU NITY,
TRADE AND ECONOM IC DEVELO PMENT
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed August 17, 1999, 8:07 a.m.J

Chapter 365-18 WAC, proposed by the Department of Community, Trade and Economi c Developm ent in WSR 99-04072, appearing in issue 99-04 of the State Register, which
was distributed on February 17, 1999, is withdraw n by the
code reviser's office under RCW 34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted within the one hundred eighty day
period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register
[ 25 J
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WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATI ON
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed August 17, 1999, 8:07 a.m.]

WAC 180-18-05 5 and 180-51- 107, proposed by the State
Board of Education in WSR 99-04-082 appearing in issue
99-04 of the State Register, which was distributed on February 17, 1999, is withdrawn by the code reviser's office under
RCW 34.05.335 (3), since the proposal was not adopted
within the one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register
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PROPOSED RULES

OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTI ON
CONTRO L AUTHOR ITY
[Filed August 17, 1999, 9:28 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Exempt from preproposal statement of inquiry under
RCW 70.94.141(1).
Title of Rule: Amend Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority (OAPCA) Regulation 1 Article 5 Registration and
Article 7 Notice of Construction.
Purpose: Revise exemption lists for Registration and
Notice of Construction programs. Simplify Notice of Intent
to Operate to one section in Article 7.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.94 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 70.94.141.
Summary: This proposal will revise the list of sources
that are exempt from the registration and notice of construction programs. This proposal also combines the notice of
intent to operate into one new section (7.02).
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To address discrepancies
between registration and notice of construction, incorporate
current OAPCA policies, and simplify the regulation.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Jennifer DeMay, 909 Sleater Kinney Road S.E., #1, 4388768; Implementation and Enforcement: Charles Peace, 909
Sleater Kinney Road S.E., #1, 438-8768.
Name of Proponent: Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority (OAPCA), governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The proposal will revise the list of sources that are
exempt from the registration and notice of construction programs. This proposal is anticipated to have little or no effect
on sources since most changes are part of current OAPCA
policy.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Revisions were made to the list of sources exempt from registration to address discrepancies and incorporate current OAPCA
policies. The list of sources that require notice of construeProposed
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tion was removed and a reference to the exemption list in
Article 5 Registration was included.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This agency is not subject to the Regulatory Fairness Act (chapter 19.85 RCW)
because air pollution control authorities are not deemed state
agencies (RCW 70.94.141).
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Pursuant to RCW 70.94.141( 1), RCW 34.05.328 does not
apply to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: Olympic Air Pollution Control
Authority, 909 Sleater Kinney Road S.E., #1, Lacey, WA
98503, on October 13, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Craig
Weckesser by October 6, 1999, (360) 438-8768.
Submit Written Comments to: Charles Peace, fax (360)
491-6308, by October 13, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 13, 1999.
August 16, 1999
Charles Peace
Executive Director

Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 99-18 issue of the Register.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTM ENT OF REVENUE
[Filed August 17, 1999, 9:41 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9813-053.
Title of Rule: Chapter 458-29A WAC, Leasehold excise
tax, WAC 458-29A-100 Overview and definitions, 458-29A200 Taxable rent and contract rent, 458-29A-4 00 Exemptions, 458-29A-500 Liability, and 458-29A-600 Collection
and administration.
Purpose: Explains administration of the leasehold excise
tax.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.29A.140.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 82.29A RCW.
Summary: This rule chapter explains administration of
the leasehold excise tax imposed on the use and possession of
public property by private persons. It provides pertinent definitions, and explains the exemptions and credits available
under the program. The chapter also provides direction on
how taxable rent is to be computed and under what circumstances and by which methods taxable rent will be established by the department. It provides direction for distinguishing "contract rent" from other kinds of payments
between the lessee and the lessor. The rules also address the
issues of liability for collection and remittance of the tax.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The proposed rules will
enhance the consistent application and administration of the
leasehold excise tax program.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Margaret J. Partlow, 711 Capitol Way South, #303, Olympia,
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WA, (360) 753-6769; Implement ation: Claire Hesselholt,
711 Capitol Way South, Suite #303, Olympia, WA, (360)
753-3446; and Enforcement: Russell Brubaker, 711 Capitol
Way South, Suite #303, Olympia, WA, (360) 586-0257.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose: and Anticipated
Effects: The proposed chapter is intended to implement the
leasehold excise tax chapter. It will provide guidance regarding the specific requirements of the leasehold chapter. The
rules provide explicit and descriptive information regarding
the application and administration of the tax.
Proposal does not change existing rules. There are no
existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement is not required because the rule and
the proposed amendments do not impose any requirements or
burdens upon small businesses that are not already specifically required by statute.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
This is an interpretive rule that sets forth the Department of
Revenue's interpretation of chapter 82.29A RCW, which it
administers.
Hearing Location: General Administration Building,
Conferenc e Room #201, 11th and Columbia , Olympia,
Washington, on September 21, 1999, at 9:30 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Ginny
Dale no later than ten days before the hearing date, TDD 1800-451-7985, or (360) 586-0721.
Submit Written Comments to: Margaret J. Partlow,
Departmen t of Revenue, P.O. Box 47467, Olympia, WA
98504-7467, fax (360) 664-0693, e-mail margaretp@ dor.
wa.gov, by September 22, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: September 24, 1999.
August 17, 1999
Russell W. Brubaker
Assistant Director
Legislation and Policy
NEW SECTION
WAC 458-29A-100 Leasehold excise tax-Overv iew
and definitions . (1) Introducti on. Chapter 82.29A RCW
establishes an excise tax on the act or privilege of occupying
or using publicly owned real or personal property through a
leasehold interest. The intent of the Jaw is to ensure that lessees of property owned by public entities bear their fair share
of the cost of governmen tal services when the property is
rented to someone who would be subject to property taxes if
the lessee were the owner of the property. The tax is an
excise tax triggered by the private use and possession of the
public property. RCW 82.29A.030.
(2) Definitions . For the purposes of chapter 458-29A
WAC, the following definitions apply unless the context
requires otherwise.
(a) "Department" means the department ofrevenue.
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(b) "Concession" means the right to operate a business in
an area of public property.
(c) "Contract rent" means that portion of the payment
made by a lessee (including a sublessee) to a public lessor (or
to a third party for the benefit of that lessor) for a leasehold
interest in land and improvements or tangible personal property.
(d) "Franchise" means a right granted by a public entity
to a person to do certain things that the person could not otherwise do. A franchise is distinguishable from a leasehold
interest even when its exercise and value is inherently dependent upon the use and possession of publicly owned property.
(e) "Leasehold interest" means an interest granting the
right to possession and use of publicly owned real or personal
property as a result of any form of agreement, written or oral,
without regard to whether the agreement is labeled a lease,
license, or permit.
(i) Regardless of what term is used to label an agreement
providing for the use and possession of public property by a
private party, it is necessary to look to the actual substantive
arrangeme nt between the parties in order to determine
whether a leasehold interest has been created.
(ii) Both possession and use are required to create a
leasehold interest, and the Jessee must have some identifiable
dominion and control over a defined area to satisfy the possession element. The defined area does not have to be specified in the agreement but can be determined by the practice of
the parties. This requirement distinguishes a taxable leasehold interest from a mere franchise, license, or permit.
For example, Sam sells hot dogs from his own trailer at
varying sites within a county fairgrounds during events. Sam
is not assigned a particular place to set up his trailer nor does
he store his trailer on the fairground between events. Sam's
right to sell and his use of the property is considered a franchise and not a leasehold interest. The necessary element of
possession, involving a greater degree of dominion and control over a more defined area, is Jacking.
(iii) The use or occupancy of public property where the
purpose of such use or occupancy is to render services to the
public owner does not create a leasehold interest. The Jessee's possession and use of the property is in furtherance of
the public owner's purposes, and it is the public owner who
benefits from the governmental services rendered in respect
to the property.
For example, Contractor A operates a snack bar at a publicly owned facility where food and beverages are sold to
members of the public, and derives a profit from the proceeds
of the snack bar sales. Contractor B operates a cafeteria
where food is provided at no charge to persons with appropriate I.D., and is reimbursed on a cost-plus basis. Contractor A
is engaged in a business enterprise the same as any other restaurateur. Contractor A is using the public property for a private purpose, arid has a taxable leasehold interest on the premises. Contractor B is merely providing a service to government personnel that the government agency would otherwise
provide. Contractor B is using public property for a public
purpose, and does not have a taxable leasehold interest.
(iv) "Leasehold interest" includes the use and occupancy
by a private party of property that is owned in fee simple,
[27]
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held in trust, or controlled by a public corporation, commission, or authority created under RCW 35.21.730 or 35.21.660
if:
(A) The property is within a special review district established by ordinance after January 1, 1976; or
(B) The property is listed on, or is within a district listed
on, any federal or state register of historical sites in existence
after January 1, 1987.
(v) "Leasehold interest" does not include:
(A) Road or utility easements;
(B) Rights of access, occupancy , or use granted solely
for the purpose of removing materials or products purchased
from a public owner or the lessee of a public owner, including
permits to graze livestock, cut brush, pick wild mushrooms,
or mine ore; and
(C) Any right to use personal property (excluding land or
buildings) owned by the United States (as a trustee or otherwise), or by a foreign government, when the right to use the
property is granted by a contract solely to manufactu re or
produce articles for sale to the United States or the foreign
government.
(f) "Lessee" means a private person or entity with a
leasehold interest in public property who would be subject to
property tax if the person or entity owned the property in fee.
(g) "Lessor" or "public lessor" means an entity exempted
from property tax obligations pursuant to Article 7, section 1
of the state Constitutio n that grants a leasehold interest in
public property to a private person or entity.
(h) "License" means permission to enter on land for
some purpose, without conferring any rights to the land upon
the person granted the permission. For example, a permit to
enter federal lands to launch rafts into the water for the purpose of conducting whitewater river rafting tours is a license,
not a leasehold interest.
(i) "Managem ent agreement" means a written agency
agreement between a public property owner and a private
person or entity for the use and possession of public property
under the following circumstances:
(i) The public property owner retains all liability for payment of business operating costs and business related damages (other than costs and damages attributable to the activities of the private party);
(ii) The public property owner has title and ownership of
all receipts from sales of services or products relating to the
manageme nt agreement (whether such amounts are collected
by the private party on behalf of the public owner or whether
the public owner permits the private party to retain a portion
of the receipts as payment for services rendered by the private
party), and the full discretion of whether to eliminate, reduce
or expand the business activity conducted on the property;
and
(iii) The public property owner has full control of the
prices to be charged for the goods or services provided in the
course of use of the property.
If each of these criteria is met, the arrangement between
the parties is considered a "true" manageme nt agreement
which does not, by itself, create a taxable leasehold interest in
the property.
G) "Permit" means a written document creating a license
to enter land for a specific purpose.
Proposed
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(k) "Product lease" means a lease of public property
which will be used to produce agricultural or marine products ..
(aquaculture) wherein the lease or agreement requires that:
•
(i) The leasehold payment be made by delivering a stated
percentage of the agricultural or marine products to the credit
of the lessor; or
(ii) The lessor be paid a stated percentage of the proceeds
from the sale of the agricultural or marine products.
(I) "Public property" means all property owned by an
entity exempted from property tax obligations pursuant to
Article 7, section 1 of the state Constitutio n (and, in some
instances, property held in trust by the United States).
(m) "Renegotiated" means a change in the leasehold
agreement, other than one specifically required by the terms
of the agreement itself, which alters:
(i) The agreed time of possession and use of the property;
(ii) The restrictions on the manner in which the property
may be used; or
(iii) The rate of cash rental or other consideration paid by
the lessee to or for the benefit of the lessor.
The term also includes the continued possession of the
property by the lessee beyond the original date when, according to the terms of the agreement, the lessee had the right to
vacate the premises without incurring further liability to the
lessor.
(n) "Taxable rent" means the amount of rent upon which
the measure of leasehold excise tax is based. It is either the
contract rent or an amount established by the department in ..
accordanc e with the procedure s set forth in RCW •
82.29A.020(2). (See also WAC 458-29A-200.)
(o) "Utility easement" means the right to use publicly
owned land for the purpose of providing access or installation
of publicly regulated utilities.
NEW SECTION

WAC 458-29A-200 Leasehold excise tax-Taxa ble
rent and contract rent. (1) Introducti on. Ordinarily, the
amount of taxable rent is the amount of contract rent paid by
a lessor for a taxable leasehold interest. The law does authorize the department to establish a taxable rent different from
the contract rent in certain cases. This rule explains the
exclusions of certain moneys and other property received by
or on behalf of a lessor from the measure of contract rent. It
also explains the conditions under which the department is
authorized to establish a taxable rent different from the contract rent.
(2) Contract rent exclusions. Even when a leasehold
interest is present, not all payments made to a lessor constitute taxable contract rent. For example, payments made to or
on behalf of the lessor for actual utility charges, janitorial services, security services, and for special assessments such as
storm water impact fees attributable to the lessee's space or
prorated among multiple lessees, are not included in the measure of contract rent, if the actual charges are separately
stated and billed to the lessee(s). "Utility charges" means
charges for services provided by a public service business
subject to the public utility tax under chapter 82.16 RCW,
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and, for the purpose of this section only, also includes water,
sewer, and garbage services and cable television services.
However, if such deductions are determined by the department to reduce the amount of contract rent to a level below
market value, the department may establish a taxable rent in
accordance with section (6) below.
For example, Dan leases retail space in a building owned
Port of Whistler. He pays $800 per month for the
the
by
space, which includes building security services. Additionally, he is assessed monthly for his pro rata share of actual
janitorial and utility services provided by the Port. The Port
determin es Dan's share of these charges in the following
manner: The average annual amount actually paid by the
Port for utilities in the prior year is divided by 12. Dan's
space within the building is approximately ten percent of the
total space in the building, so the averaged monthly charge is
multiplie d by .10 (Dan's pro rata share based upon the
amount of space he leases), and that amount is added to Dan's
monthly statement as a line item charge for utilities, separate
from the lease payment. The charges for janitorial services
are treated in the same manner. In this case, Dan's payment
for utilities and janitorial services are not included in the
measure of contract rent. His payments for security services
are included in the measure of contract rent, and subject to the
leasehold excise tax, because they are not calculate d and
charged separately from the lease payments.
Contract rent also does not include:
(a) Expenditures made by the lessee for which the lease
agreement requires the lessor to reimburse the lessee;
(b) Expenditures made by the lessee for improvements
and protectio n if the lease or agreeme nt requires the
improved property to be open to the general public (e.g., a
public boat launch) and prohibits the lessee from enjoying
any profit directly from the lease;
(c) Expenditures made by the lessee to replace or repair
the facilities due to fire or other catastrophic event including,
but not necessarily limited to, payments:
(i) For insurance to reimburse losses;
(ii) To a public or private entity to protect the property
from damage or loss; or
(iii) To a public or private entity for alterations or additions made necessary by an action of governm ent which
occurred after the date the lease agreement was executed.
(d) Improvements added to public property if the
improvements are taxed as any person's personal property.
(3) Combine d payments . When the payment for a
leasehold interest is made in combination with payment for
concession, franchise or other rights granted by the public
lessor, only that part of the payment which represents consideration for the leasehold interest is considered part of the contract rent. For example, if the payment made by the lessee to
the public lessor exceeds the fair market rental value for comparable property with similar use, the excess is generally
attributable to payment for a concession or other right.
(4) Lease payment s based on a percenta ge of sales.
The measure of contract rent subject to the leasehold excise
tax may be based upon a lease which provides that the rent
shall be a percentage of business proceeds. The manner in
which the rent is calculated does not, in itself, determine the
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character of the underlying right or interest for which the payment is made.
(5) Expendit ures for improvem ents. Expenditures by
the lessee for nonexcludable improvements (see WAC 45829A-200(2)) with a useful life of more than one year will be
treated as prepaid contract rent if the expendit ures were
intended by the parties to be included as part of the contract
rent. Such intention may be demonstrated by a contract provision granting ownership or possession and use to the public
owner of the underlying property and/or by the conduct of the
parties. These expenditures should be prorated over the useful life of the improvement, or over the remaining term of the
lease or agreemen t if the useful life of the improvem ent
exceeds that term.
(6) Departm ent's authority to establish taxable rent.
RCW 82.29A.020(2) authorizes the department to establish a
"taxable rent" that is different from contract rent in some situations.
(a) If the department determines that a lessee has a leasehold interest in publicly owned property and that such leasehold interest has not been established through competiti ve
bidding, or negotiated in accordance with statutory requirements regarding the rent payable, or negotiated under circumstances, established by public record, clearly showing that the
contract rent was the maximum attainable by the lessor, the
department may establish a taxable rent computation for use
in determining the tax payable under authority granted under
chapter 82.29A RCW. The department shall base its computation on the following criteria:
(i) Consideration shall be given to rent being paid to
other lessors by lessees of similar property for similar purposes over similar periods of time; or
(ii) Consideration shall be given to what would be considered a fair rate of return on the market value of the property leased less reasonable deductions for any restrictions on
use, special operating requirements or provisions for concurrent use by the lessor, another person or the general public.
(b) If the department establishes taxable rent pursuant to
subsection (a) and RCW 82.29A.020 (2)(b), and the contract
rent was established in accordance with the procedures set
forth in that section, but the lease is ten or more years old and
has not been renegotia ted, the taxable rent for leasehold
excise tax purposes shall be prospective only. However, if
upon examinat ion the department determin es that the contract rent was not set in accordance with the statutory provisions of RCW 82.29A.020(2) and the rent is below fair market rate, the department may, in its discretion (and in most
instances, will) apply the taxable rental rate retroactively for
purposes of determining the leasehold excise tax, subject to
the provisions of RCW 82.32.050(3).
(c) The department will not establish taxable rent if one
of the following four situations apply:
. (i) The leasehold interest has been established or renegotiated through competitive bidding;
(ii) The rent was set or renegotiated according to statutory requirements;
(iii) Public records demonstrate thati the rent was the
maximum attainable; or
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(iv) A lease properly established or renegotiated in compliance with (6)(a)(i), (ii), or (iii) has been in effect for ten
years or less without renegotiation.
·
(d) Where the contract rent has been established in
accordance with one of the first three criteria set forth above,
and the lease agreement has not been in effect for ten years or
more, or has been properly renegotiated within the past ten
years, the taxable rent is deemed to be the stated contract rent.
(e) If land on the Hanford reservation is subleased to a
private or public entity by the state of Washington, "taxable
rent" means only the annual cash rental payment made by the
sublessee to the state and specifically referred to as rent in the
sublease agreement.
NEW SECTION
WAC 458-29A-400 Leasehold excise tax-Exemptions. (I) Introduction. RCW 82.29A.130 establishes a
number of exemptions from the leasehold excise tax. To be
exempt from the leasehold excise tax, the property subject to
the leasehold interest must be used exclusively for the purposes for which the exemption is granted.
(2) Operating properties of a public utility. All leasehold interests that are part of the operating properties of a
public utility are exempt from leasehold excise tax if the
leasehold interest is assessed and taxed as part of the operating property of a public utility under chapter 84.12 RCW.
For example, tracks leased to a railroad company at the Port
of Seaside are exempt from leasehold excise tax because the
railroad is a public utility assessed and taxed under chapter
84.12 RCW and the tracks are part of the railroad's operating
properties.
(3) Nonprofit schools and colleges. All leasehold interests in facilities owned or used by a public school, college, or
university to provide housing to students are exempt from
leasehold excise tax if the student housing is exempt from
property tax under RCW 84.36.010 and 84.36.050. For
example, the leasehold interest associated with a building
used as a dormitory for Public University students is exempt
from the leasehold excise tax.
(4) Subsidized housing. All leasehold interests of subsidized housing are exempt from leasehold excise tax if the
United States, the state of Washington, or any political subdivision owns the property in fee simple and residents of the
housing are subject to specific income qualification requirements. For example, a leasehold interest in an apartment
house that is subsidized by the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development is exempt from leasehold excise
tax if the property is owned by the state of Washington and
residents are subject to income qualification requirements.
(5) Nonprofit fair associations. All leasehold interests
used for fair purposes of a nonprofit fair association are
exempt from leasehold tax if the fair association sponsors or
conducts a fair or fairs supported by revenues collected under
RCW 67.16.100 and allocated by the director of the department of agriculture. The property must be owned in fee simple by the United States, the state of Washington, or any public political subdivision. However, if a nonprofit association
subleases exempt property to a third party, the sublease is a
Proposed
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taxable leasehold interest. For example, a leasehold interest
held by the Local Nonprofit Fair Association is considered
exempt from leasehold excise tax. However, if buildings on
the fairgrounds are rented to private parties for storage during
the winter, these rentals may be subject to the leasehold
excise tax.
(6) Public employee housing. All leasehold interests in
public property used as a residence by an employee of the
public owner are exempt from leasehold tax if the employee
is required to live on the public property as a condition of his
or her employment. For example, a cabin used as a residence
by a forest ranger in the Northwest National Forest is exempt
from leasehold excise tax if the cabin is owned by the United
States, the ranger is employed by the U.S. Forest Service (an
agency of the United States government), and the ranger is
required to live in the Northwest National Forest as a condition of his/her employment.
(7) Interests held by enrolled Indians. Leasehold
interests held by enrolled Indians are exempt from leasehold
excise tax if the lands are owned or held by any Indian or
Indian tribe, and the fee ownership of the land is vested in or
held in trust by the United States, unless the leasehold interests are subleased to a lessee which would not qualify under
chapter 82.29A RCW, RCW 84.36.451 and 84.40.175 and
the tax on the lessee is not preempted due to the balancing test
(see WAC 458-20-192).
Any leasehold interest held by an enrolled Indian or a
tribe, where the leasehold is located within the boundaries of
an Indian reservation, on trust land, on Indian country, or is
associated with the treaty fishery or some other treaty right, is
not subject to leasehold excise tax. For example, if an
enrolled member of the Puyallup tribe leases port land at
which the member keeps his or her boat, and the boat is used
in a treaty fishery, the leasehold interest is exempt from the
leasehold tax. For more information on excise tax issues
related to enrolled Indians, see WAC 458-20-192 (IndiansIndian reservations).

(8) Leases on Indian lands to non-Indians. Leasehold
interests in any real property of any Indian or Indian tribe,
band, or community held in trust by the United States or subject to a restriction against alienation imposed by the United
States that are held by a non-Indian not otherwise exempt
from tax due to the application of the balancing test under
WAC 458-20-192 are exempt from leasehold excise tax if the
amount of contract rent paid is greater than or equal to ninety
percent of fair market rental value. In determining whether
the contract rent of such lands meets the required level of
ninety percent of market value, the department will use the
same criteria used to establish taxable rent under RCW
82.29A.020 {2)(b) (WAC 458-29A-200).
For example, Harry leases land held in trust by the
United States for the Yakima tribe for the sum of $900 per
month. The fair market value for similar lands used for similar purposes is $975 per month. The lease is exempt from
the leasehold tax because Harry pays at least ninety percent
of the fair market value for the qualified lands. For more
information on the preemption analysis and other tax issues,
see WAC 458-20-192.
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(9) Annual taxable rent is less than two hundred fifty
dollars. Leasehold interests for which the taxable rent is less
than $250 per year are exempt from leasehold tax. For the
purposes of this exemption, if the same lessee has a leasehold
interest in two or more contiguous parcels of property owned
by the same public lessor, the taxable rent for each contiguous parcel will be combined and the combined taxable rent
will determine whether the threshold established by this
exemption has been met. To be considered contiguous, the
parcels must be in closer proximity than merely within the
boundaries of one piece of property. When determining the
annual leasehold rent, the department will rely upon the
actual substantive agreement between the parties. Rent payable pursuant to successive leases between the same parties
for the same property within a twelve-month period will be
combined to determine annual rent; however, a single lease
for a period of less than one year will not be projected on an
annual basis.
The following examples identify a number of facts and
then state a conclusion. These examples should be used only
as a general guide. The status of each situation must be determined after a review of all of the facts and circumstances.
(a) The yacht club rents property from the Port of Bay
City for its clubhouse and moorage. It also rents a parking
stall for its commodore. The parking stall is separated from
the clubhouse only by a common walkway. The parking stall
lease is a part of the clubhouse lease because it is contiguous
to the clubhouse, separated only by a necessary walkway.
(b) Ace Flying Club rents hangars, tie downs, and ramps
from the Port of Desert City. It has separate leases for several
parcels. The hangars are separated from the tie down space
by a row of other hangars, each of which is leased to a different party. Common ramps and roadways also separate the
club's hangars from its tie-downs. The hangars, because they
are adjacent to one another, create a single leasehold interest.
The tie downs are a separate taxable leasehold interest
because they are not contiguous with the hangars used by Ace
Flying Club.
(c) Grace leases a lot from the City of Flora, from which
she sells crafts at different times throughout the year. She
pays $50 per month for the lot, and has a separate lease for
each season during which she sells. She has one lease from
May through September, and a separate lease for the time
between Thanksgiving and Christmas, which might run thirty
to forty days, depending on the year. The leases will be combined for the purposes of determining the leasehold excise
tax. They relate to the same piece of property, for the same
activity by the same lessee, and occur within the same year.
(d) Elizabeth owns a Christmas tree farm. Every year
she rents a small lot from the Port of Capital City, adjacent to
its airport, to sell Christmas trees. She pays $125 to the port
to rent the lot for 6 weeks. It is the only time during the year
that she rents the lot. Her lease is exempt from the leasehold
excise tax, because it does not exceed $250 per year in taxable rent.
( 10) Leases for a continuous period of less than thirty
days. Leasehold interests that provide use and possession of
public property for a continuous period of less than thirty
days are exempt from leasehold tax. In determining the dura-
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tion of the lease, the department will rely upon the actual
agreement and/or practice between the parties. If a single lessee is given successive leases or lease renewals of the same
property, the arrangement is considered a continuous use and
possession of the property by the same lessee. A leasehold
interest does not give use and possession for a period of less
than thirty days based solely on the fact that the public lessor
has reserved the right to use the property or to allow third parties to use the property on an occasional, temporary basis.

(11) Month-to-mont h leases in residential units to be
demolished or removed. Leasehold interests in properties
rented for residential purposes on a month-to-month basis
pending destruction or removal for construction of a public
highway or building are exempt from the leasehold excise
tax. For example, if the state or other public entity has
acquired private properties for highway expansion, airport
expansion, or capitol campus expansion, and rents those residential units pending their removal for construction, these
leases do not create taxable leasehold interests. This exemption does not require evidence of imminent removal of the
residential units; the term "pending" merely means "while
awaiting." The exemption is based upon the purpose for
which the public entity holds the units. For example, State
University has obtained capital development funding for the
construction of new campus buildings, and has purchased a
block of residential property adjacent to campus for the sole
purpose of expansion. Jim leases these houses from State
University pursuant to a month-to-month rental agreement
and rents them to students. Construction of the new buildings
is not scheduled to begin for two years. Jim is not subject to
the leasehold excise tax, because State University is holding
the residential properties for the sole purpose of expanding its
facilities, and Jim is leasing them pending their certain, if not
imminent, destruction.
(12) Public works contracts. Leasehold interests in
publicly owned real or personal property held by a contractor
solely for the purpose of a public improvements contract or
work to be executed under the public works statutes of Washington state or the United States are exempt from leasehold
tax. To receive this exemption, the contracting parties must
be the public owner of the property and the contractor that
performs the work under the public works statutes.
For example, during construction of a second deck on the
Nisqually Bridge pursuant to a public works contract
between the state of Washington and Tinker Construction,
any leasehold interest in real or personal property created for
Tinker solely for the purpose of performing the work necessary under the terms of the contract is exempt from leasehold
tax.
(13) Correctional industries in state adult correctional facilities. Leasehold interests for the use and possession of state adult correctional facilities for the operation of
correctional industries under RCW 72.09.100 are exempt
from leasehold tax. For example, a profit or nonprofit organization operating and managing a business within a state
prison under an agreement between it and the department of
corrections is exempt from leasehold tax for its use and possession of state property.
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(14) Camp facilities for disabled persons. Leasehold
interests in a camp facility are exempt from leasehold tax if
the property is used to provide organized and supervised recreational activities for disabled persons of all ages, and for
public recreational purposes, by a nonprofit organization ,
association, or corporation which would be exempt from
property tax under RCW 84.36.030(1) if it owned the property. For example, a county park with camping facilities
leased to a nonprofit charitable organization is exempt from
leasehold tax if the nonprofit allows the property to be used
by the general public for recreational activities throughout
the year, and to be used as a camp for disabled persons for
two weeks during the summer.
( 15) Public or entertainme nt areas of certain baseball
stadiums. Leasehold interests in public or entertainmen t
areas of a baseball stadium with natural turf and a retractable
roof or canopy, located in a county with a population of over
one million people, with a seating capacity of over forty thousand, and constructed on or after January I, I 995, are exempt
from leasehold excise tax.
"Public or entertainment areas" for the purposes of this
exemption include ticket sales areas, ramps and stairs, lobbies and concourses, parking areas, concession areas, restaurants, hospitality and stadium club areas. kitchens or other
work areas primarily servicing other public areas, public rest
rooms, press and media areas, control booths, broadcast and
production areas, retail sales areas, museum and exhibit
areas, scoreboards or other public displays, storage areas,
loading, staging, and servicing areas, seating areas and suites,
the playing field, and any other areas to which the public has
access or that are used for the production of the entertainment
event or other public usage. and any other personal property
used for such purposes. "Public or entertainment areas" does
not include locker rooms or private offices used exclusively
by the lessee.
( 16) Public or entertainme nt areas of certain football
stadiums and exhibition centers. Leasehold interests in the
public or entertainment areas of an open-air stadium suitable
for national football league football and for Olympic and
world cup soccer, with adjacent exhibition facilities, parking
facilities, and other ancillary facilities constructed on or after
January 1, I 998, are exempt from leasehold excise tax. For
the purpose of this exemption, the term "public and entertainment areas" has the same meaning as set forth in subsection
(15) above.
(I 7) Public facilities districts. All leasehold interests in
public facilities districts, as provided in chapter 36.100 RCW
or Title 35 RCW are exempt from leasehold excise tax.
NEW SECTION
WAC 458-29A-500 Leasehold excise tax-Liabilit y.

(I) Introduction . The event triggering a leasehold excise tax

liability is the use by a private person or entity of publicly
owned, tax-exempt property.
Where a lessee is also a tax-exempt government entity,
the tax will apply against a private sublessee, even though no
contractual arrangement exists between the sublessee and the
public lessor.
Proposed
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(2) Lessor's responsibilit y to collect and remit tax.
The public lessor is responsible for collecting and remitting
the leasehold excise tax from its private lessees. If the public
lessor collects the leasehold excise tax but fails to remit it to
the department, the public lessor is liable for the tax.
(a) Where the public lessor has attempted to collect the
tax, but has received neither contract rent nor leasehold
excise tax from the lessee, the department will proceed
directly against the lessee for payment of the tax and the lessee shall be solely liable for the tax, provided, the lessor notifies the department in writing when the lessor is unable to
collect rent and/or taxes, and the amount of the leasehold
excise tax arrearage is $1000 or greater. If the lessor fails to
notify the department, the department may, in its discretion,
look to the public lessor for payment of the tax.
(b) If, upon examining all of the facts and circumstances,
the department determines that the public lessor in good faith
believed the lessee to be exempt from all or part of the leasehold excise tax, the department will look to the public lessor
for assistance in collection of the tax due, but will not hold
the public lessor personally liable for payment of such tax.
To satisfy the requirement of "good faith" the public lessor
must have acted with reasonable diligence and prudence to
determine whether the leasehold excise tax was due from the
lessee.
(3) The following examples, while not exhaustive, illustrate some of the circumstances in which a public lessor may
or may not be held liable for the leasehold excise tax. These
examples should be used only as a general guide. The status
of each situation must be determined after a review of all of
the facts and circumstances.
(a) Doug has been newly hired in the accounting department at City Port and is assigned the responsibilit y for its
rental accounts. He is unaware of the leasehold excise tax
laws and fails to bill new tenants for the leasehold excise tax.
In this situation, City Port does not avoid possible liability for
the tax. Accounting errors and lack of knowledge regarding
City Port's responsibility to collect and remit the leasehold
excise tax do not qualify as reasonable diligence and prudence.
(b) Sybil rents an apartment in a building owned by State
University but she is not a student of the University and the
building is not used for student housing. She pays $900 per
month in rent. The terms of the lease require her to give at
least thirty days' notice of intent to vacate. In the month of
March, she fails to pay her rent, and State University serves
her with a notice to pay or quit the premises. On April I, she
sends a check to State University for $2016 (two months' rent,
plus leasehold excise tax). The bank does not honor the
check, and Sybil abandons the premises in mid-April without
notice. When State University discovers that she has left, it
timely notifies the department of the unpaid rent and leasehold excise tax. State University has acted with reasonable
prudence and diligence and will not be held liable for the
unpaid leasehold excise tax. In serving Sybil with a notice to
pay or quit when she first defaulted, State University
attempted to mitigate the amount of rent and taxes which
were unpaid, and it complied with all other requirements
regarding its duty to report the arrearages to the department.
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(c) Sonata City owns several houses on property which
may be used in the future for office buildings, a fire station,
or perhaps a park, depending on its future needs. The city
leases the houses on six-month terms, mainly to students who
Over the past four years that the city
- attend the local college.
has rented the properties, it has not collected leasehold excise
tax from the tenants, because city officials believed the property to be exempt since they planned someday to use the
property for a public purpose. Following an audit, it is determined that there is no definite plan for destruction of the
houses nor any funds allocated for construction of public
buildings on the site. Further, the houses were not rented on
a month-to-month basis. Therefore, leasehold excise tax is
due. Most of the prior tenants have left the area, and there is
no convenient way for the city to collect the unpaid leasehold
tax. Sonata City is liable for the tax because although its managers did not believe the tax was due, the lack of knowledge
regarding the city's responsibility to collect and remit the
leasehold excise tax does not qualify as reasonable diligence
and prudence. Sonata City had a duty to make a good faith
effort to determine its obligations under the applicable leasehold excise tax statutes and rules.

•
•

•
•

NEW SECTION
WAC 458-29A-600 Leasehold excise tax-Colle ction
and administra tion. ( 1) Introducti on. Leasehold excise tax
is levied by the state under RCW 82.29A.030 and by counties
and/or cities under RCW 82.29A.040. The administrative
procedures contained in chapters 82.02 and 82.32 RCW
apply to the administration and collection of the leasehold
excise tax.
(2) Tax imposed. The rates at which leasehold excise
tax is levied are contained in RCW 82.29A.030 and 82.29A.040. The department publishes documents containing the
applicable rates, credits, and formulas. These documents are
updated as necessary and are available upon request.
(3) Separate listing requireme nt. The amount of leasehold excise tax due must be listed separately from the amount
of contract rent on any statement or other document provided
to the lessee by the lessor. If the leasehold excise tax is not
stated separately from the contract rent, it is assumed that the
leasehold excise tax is not included in the amount stated as
due.
(4) Credits allowed against leasehold excise tax.
Because the leasehold excise tax is intended only to equalize
treatment between private property owners and lessees of
public entities, the amount of leasehold excise tax should not
exceed the amount of property tax that would be due if the
leased property was privately owned. Therefore, in calculating the taxes imposed under RCW 82.29A.0 30 and
82.29A.04 0, RCW 82.29A.12 0 authorizes the following
credits:
{a) Leasehold interests created after April 1, 1986, or
situations where the departmen t has establishe d taxable
rent. Where a leasehold interest other than a product lease
was created after April 1, 1986, or where the department has
established taxable rent in accordance with RCW 82.29A.020
(2)(b), and the amount of leasehold excise tax due is greater
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than the amount of property tax that would be due if the property was privately owned by the lessee, without regard to any
property tax exemption under RCW 84.36.381, a credit equal
to the difference between the leasehold excise tax and the
comparable property tax will be allowed.
If the property is subleased, the credit must be passed on
to the sublessee. Lessees and sublessees of residential property who would qualify for either a partial or total exemption
from property tax under RCW 84.36.381 if they owned the
property in fee are eligible for a corresponding reduction in
the amount of leasehold excise tax due. The leasehold excise
tax for the qualifying lessees or sublessees is reduced by the
same percentage as the percentage reduction in property that
would result from the property tax exemption under RCW
84.36.381.
(b) Product leases. A credit of thirty-three percent of
leasehold excise tax due is allowed for product
total
the
leases.
(5) When payment is due. The leasehold excise taxes
are due on the same date that the contract rent is due to the
lessor. If the contract rent is paid to someone other than the
lessor, the leasehold tax is due at the time the payment is
made to that other person or entity. Any prepaid contract rent
will be deemed to have been paid in the year due and not in
the year in which it was actually paid if the prepayment is for
more than one year's rent. If contract rent is prepaid, the
leasehold tax payment may be prorated over the number of
years for which the contract rent is prepaid. The prorated
portion of the tax will be due in two installments per year,
with no less than one-half due on or before May 31 and the
second half due no later than November 30 of each year.
(6) Collection and distributio n of tax by the department. The department collects and distributes the leasehold
excise taxes authorize d by RCW 82.29A.0 30 and
82.29A.040.
(a) Taxes levied by the state. All money received by
the departmen t from leasehold taxes levied under RCW
82.29A.030 is transmitted to the state treasurer for deposit in
the general fund.
(b) Taxes levied by counties and cities. Prior to the
effective date of the ordinance imposing a leasehold excise
tax, the county or city imposing the tax must contract with the
department for administration and collection services. The
department may deduct a percentage, not to exceed two percent, of the taxes collected as reimbursement for administration and collection expenses. The department deposits the
balance of the taxes collected in the local leasehold excise tax
account with the state treasury, and the state treasurer
bimonthly distributes those moneys to the counties and cities.
County treasurers must proportionately distribute the
moneys they receive in the same manner they distribute moneys collected from property tax levies in accordance with
RCW 84.56.230, provided that no moneys are to be distributed to the state or any city, and the pro rata calculation for
proportionate distribution cannot include any levy rates by
the state or any city.
(7) Leasehold interests in federally owned land or
federal trust land. Lessees with a leasehold interest in federally owned lands or federal trust lands must report and
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remit the leasehold tax due directly to the department on an
annual reporting basis.
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PROPOSED RULES

EMPLOYMEN T SECURITY DEPARTMEN T
[Filed August 17, 1999, 11 :30 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9911-089.
Title of Rule: Employer records-Farm operator.
Purpose: To repeal WAC 192-12-050 and make it conform to Governor Locke's Executive Order 97-02. This
WAC is being renumbered WAC 192-310-050. We have
removed from WAC 192-12-050 subsection (1 )(j) relating to
farm operators and created a separate rule.
· Other Identifying Information: We have removed the
section on farm operators and created a separate rule numbered WAC 192-310-055.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 50.12.010 and
50.12.040.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 50.12.070.
Summary: Chapter 50.12 RCW allows the commissioner to adopt or amend rules in accordance with Title 34
RCW. RCW 50.12.070 Employing unit records and
reports-Unifie d business identifier account number records,
specifies that "each employing unit shall keep true and accurate work records, containing such information as the commissioner may prescribe." This rule clearly defines the intent
of the agency as to what those records should be.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The proposed regulations
will clarify records requirements for unemployment insurance tax purposes for employers and/or their representatives
as related for farm operators.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
George Mante, 212 Maple Park, Olympia, WA 98507, (360)
902-9642, Implementation and Enforcement: Dale Ziegler,
212 Maple Park, Olympia, WA 98507, (360) 902-9303.
Name of Proponent: Employment Security Department,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This rule is intended to clearly set forth the requirements for the business and financial records that are to be
retained by employers for purposes of unemployment insurance taxes and detailing the information to be maintained in
those records for farm operators. As we have pointed out earlier this rule is being amended in conformity with Governor
Locke's Executive Order 97-02. The rule is being renumbered. There are no significant effects upon employers. We
are requiring two additional pieces of information, currently
required by the Department of Labor and Industries, the name
of the crew leader, or contractors and evidence of the farm
contractor's license (chapter 19.30 RCW).
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
rule as noted above is being amended and renumbered. The
Proposed
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rule is being changed to become more similar to the Department of Labor and Industries where we ask for the name of
the crew leader and evidence of the farm contractor's license
number in accordance with chapter 19.30 RCW. We are trying to be more specific about the business and financial
records that this department requires a business to maintain
for purposes of applying the Employment Security Act relative to unemployment insurance taxes.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The proposed rules will
not impact businesses in particular industries as defined in
chapter 19.85 RCW, but will impact all industries equally. In
addition chapter 19.85 RCW (RCW 19.85.025(3)) applies
per paragraph below.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, applies to this
rule adoption. The proposed rules will meet the intent of
RCW 34.05.310. Public access will be through hearings and
solicitation of comments from any interested parties.
Hearing Location: Employment Security Department,
Staff Development Room 2 (Annex), 106 Maple Park Drive,
Olympia, WA 98504, on September 22, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities:
Contact
George Mante by September 14, 1999, (360) 902-9642.
Submit Written Comments to: George Mante, Tax
Reform Coordinator, UI Tax Administration, P.O. Box 9046,
Olympia, WA 98507-9046, fax (360) 902-9556, by September 14, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: September 22, 1999.
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July 23, 1999
Carver Gayton
Commissioner
Chapter 192-310 WAC
NEW SECTION
WAC 192-310-055 Employer records-Farm operator or farm labor contractor. The commissioner requires
every employer to keep true and accurate employment
records under Chapter 50.12 RCW.
(1) Farm operators, or farm labor contractors must comply with the rules set forth in WAC 192-310-050 employer
records.
(2) Farm operators contracting with a crew leader or a
farm labor contractor, must make, keep, and preserve, original records containing the following information:
(a) the inclusive dates of the contract;
(b) the types of services performed;
(c) the number of persons performing such services;
(d) the name of the contractor or crew leader; and
(e) evidence of the Farm Labor Contractor's License as
required under Chapter 19.30 RCW.

•
•

•
•

•
•
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PROPOSED RULES

EMPLOY MENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT
[Filed August 17. 1999. 11:32 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9911-088.
Title of Rule: Employer records.
Purpose: To repeal WAC 192-12-050 and make it conform to Governor Locke's Executive Order 97-02. This
WAC is being renumbere d WAC 192-310-050. We have
removed from WAC 192-12-050, subsection (1 )(j) relating to
farm operators and created a separate rule. We are structuring our rule to come into close conformity with the Department of Labor and Industries rule WAC 296-17-35201 which
was adopted in 1995.
Other Identifying Information: We have removed the
section on farm operators and created a separate rule numbered WAC 192-310-055.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 50.12.010 and
50.12.040.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 50.12.070.
Summary: Chapter 50.12 RCW allows the commissioner to adopt or amend rules in accordance with Title 34
RCW. RCW 50.12.070 Employin g unit records and
reports-Un ified business identifier account number records,
specifies that "each employing unit shall keep true and accurate work records, containing such information as the commissioner may prescribe." This rule clearly defines the intent
of the agency as to what those records should be.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The proposed regulations
will clarify records requirements for unemployment insurance tax purposes for employers and/or their representatives
as related to any business.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
George Mante, 212 Maple Park, Olympia, WA 98507, (360)
902-9642, Implementation and Enforcement: Dale Ziegler,
212 Maple Park, Olympia, WA 98507, (360) 902-9303.
Name of Proponent: Employment Security Department,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This rule is intended to clearly set forth the requirements for the business and financial records that are to be
retained by employers for purposes of unemployment insurance taxes. As we have pointed out earlier this rule is being
amended in conformity with Governor Locke's Executive
Order 97-02. The rule is being renumbered. We are requiring essentially the same information as that required by the
Department of Labor and Industries relating to those business
and financial records that may be examined for purposes of
payroll taxes.
Proposal does not change existing rules. This rule as
noted above is being amended and renumbered. The rule is
being changed to become more similar to the Department of
Labor and Industries. We are trying to be more specific about
the business and financial records that this departmen t
requires a business to maintain for purposes of applying the

Employment Security Act relative to unemployment insurance taxes.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The proposed rules will
not impact businesses in particular industries as defined in
chapter 19.85 RCW, but will impact all industries equally. In
addition chapter 19.85 RCW (RCW 19.85.025(3)) applies
per paragraph below.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, applies to this
rule adoption. The proposed rule will meet the intent of
RCW 34.05.310. Public access will be through hearings and
solicitation from any interested parties.
Hearing Location: Employment Security Department,
Staff Development Room 2 (Annex), 106 Maple Park Drive,
Olympia, WA 98504, on September 22, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Contact
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities:
902-9642.
(360)
1999,
14,
George Mante by September
Submit Written Comments to: George Mante, Tax
Reform Coordinator, UI Tax Administration, P.O. Box 9046,
Olympia, WA 98507-9046, fax (360) 902-9556, by September 14, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: September 22, 1999.
July 23, 1999
Carver Gayton
Commissioner
Chapter 192-310 WAC
NEW SECTION
WAC 192-310-050 Employer records. The commissioner requires every employer to keep true and accurate
business, financial, and employme nt records which are
deemed necessary for the effective administration of Chapter
50.12 RCW.
Every employer shall with respect to each worker, make,
keep, and preserve original records containing all of the following information for four calendar years following the calendar year in which employment occurred:
a. The name of each worker;
b. The Social Security number of each worker;
c. The beginning date of employment for each worker
and, if applicable, the separation date of employment of each
worker;
d. The basis upon which wages and/or remuneration are
paid to each worker;
e. The location where such services were performed;
f. A summary time record for each worker showing the
calendar day or days of the week work was performed and the
actual number of hours worked each day;
g. The workers' total gross pay period earnings;
h. The specific sums withheld from the earnings of each
worker, and the purpose of each sum withheld to equate to net
pay; and
i. The cause for any discharge where a worker was separated from the job due to discharge; or the cause of any quit
where a worker quit the job if the cause for the quit is known.
[35]
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REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 192-12-050

Employer records.

WSR 99-17-098

PROPOSED RULES

LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
[Filed August 17, 1999, 12:25 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9912-126.
Title of Rule: WAC 314-08-080 Notice of hearing in
contested cases.
Purpose: The purpose of WAC 314-08-080 is to inform
parties how they will be notified of a hearing regarding a contested case (such as a pending liquor license suspension).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 66.08.030,
34.05.434.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 66.24.010(3).
Summary: The Administrative Procedure Act, specifically RCW 34.05.434, states that an agency must give written
notice to all parties of a hearing, at least seven days in
advance. Currently, WAC 314-08-080 states the Liquor
Control Board will notify all parties at least twenty days
before the hearing. The board would like to consider revising
WAC 314-08-080, in order to have the option of notifying
parties involved in contested cases not less than seven days in
advance. The board intends to give parties as much as possible above the seven days required by Jaw. The board would
like to retain the option of notifying at least seven days in
advance in certain cases that warrant prompt action, such as
cases of emergency suspensions.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Teresa Berntsen, P.O. Box 43075, Olympia, WA 985043075, (360) 664-1648; Implementation and Enforcement:
Gary Gilbert, P.O. Box 43075, Olympia, WA 98504-3075,
(360) 664-1726.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Liquor Control
Board, governmental.
Rule is ·not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: WAC 314-08-080 currently state the Liquor Control
Board will notify all parties at least twenty days before the
hearing. The board would like to consider revising WAC
314-08-080, in order to have the option of notifying parties
involved in contested cases not less than seven days in
advance, as required by RCW 34.05.434 (the Administrative
Procedure Act).
The board intends to give parties as much notice as possible above the seven days required by law. The board would
like to retain the option of notifying at least seven days in
advance in certain cases that warrant prompt action, such as
cases of emergency suspensions.
Proposed
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Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
proposed language changes WAC 314-08-080. Currently,
WAC 314-08-080 states the Liquor Control Board will notify ~
all parties at least twenty days before the hearing. The board •
would like to consider revising WAC 314-08-080, in order to
have the option of notifying parties involved in contested
cases not less than seven days in advance.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. No known disproportional impact to small business.
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption. The Washington State Liquor Control
Board is not a listed agency in section 201.
Hearing Location: Liquor Control Board, Board Room,
3000 Pacific A venue S.E., Olympia, WA 98506, on September 22, 1999, at 9:30 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Teresa
Berntsen by September 21, 1999, TDD (360) 586-4727, or
(360) 664-1648.
Submit Written Comments to: Teresa Berntsen, Rules
Coordinator, P.O. Box 43080, Olympia, WA 98504-3080, email teb@liq.wa.gov, fax (360) 704-4920, by September 29,
1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 6, 1999.
August 10, 1999
Eugene Prince
Chair

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 245, Resolu- ~
tion No. 254, filed 4/5/88)
•
WAC 314-08-080 Notice ((eeEI eppera111ity fer)) 2f
hearing in contested cases. In any contested case, the board
will serve all parties ((shall be sened)) with a written notice
of hearing at least ((twettty)) seven days before ((the date set
fut)) the hearing date. as required by RCW 34.05.434. The
notice ((sfta.H.)) will state the time, place, and ((~
iR,·e1¥ed, as reqt1ired b}· RCW 34.04.090(1) aRd WAC 314
94-e-l-G)) reason for the hearing. and other information
required by RCW 34.05.434(2).
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PROPOSED RULES

SUPERINTEN DENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
[Filed August 17, 1999, 4:57 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9906-049.
Title of Rule: Rules for the provision of special education to special education students.
Purpose: Local school districts and other public agencies provide services to eligible special education students
through compliance with special education regulations. The
current regulations do not contain the required elements for
service to special education students under the 1997 amendments to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

~

•

•
•

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17
Amendments to existing regulations are necessary to implement the 1997 amendments to IDEA.
Other Identifying Information: Federal regulations (34
C.F.R. Part B) implementing IDEA 97 were published in
March 1999. They require the state to adopt rules and procedures in conformance with IDEA in order to be eligible for
federal funding.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28A. I 55.090
(7), 28A.300.070.
Federal Regulation(s}

392-172-0 I 0

State Statute(s)
28A. l 55 28A.300.070

392-172-020

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

392-172-030

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.1-300.2 and
34 C.F.R. 300.600
34 C.F.R. 300.121-122

392-172-035

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

WAC#

392-172-040
392-172-045

28A. I 55 28A.300.070
28A. l 55 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-065
392-172-070

28A. l 55 28A.300.070
28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.28
34 C.F.R. 300.5

392-172-073

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.6

392-172-075

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.308

392-172-100

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.125,
300.220 and 300.451
34 C.F.R. 300.125
34 C.F.R. 300.126 and
300.343

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300 7 and
300.303

392-172-142

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-144

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-140

392-172-146

34 C.F.R. 300.7
34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-150

28A. l 55 28A.300.070
28A. l 55 28A.300.070

392-172-153

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.344

392-172-156
392-172-15700

28A. l 55 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.343
34 C.F.R. 300.345 and
300.346

. 392-172-15705

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.501

392-172-158

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.342

392-172-160

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-161

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.347,
300.348 and 300.350
34 C.F.R. 300.346

392-172-162
392-172-163

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.309

392-172-164

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-166
392-172-170

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-172

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-148

34 C.F.R. 300.7, 300.13,
300.20, 300.22 and
300.517
34 C.F.R. 300.500 and
300.533
34 C.F.R. 300.7 and 34
C.F.R. 300.26
34 C.F.R. 300.7 and 34
C.F.R. 300.24

392-172-055
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34 C.F.R. 300.500 and
300.502

34 C.F.R. 300.307
34 C.F.R. 300.345
34 C.F.R. 300.344
34 C.F.R. 300.505

392-172-174

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.550 and 553
and 300.305-306
34 C.F.R. 300.551

392-172-176

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.132
34 C.F.R. 300.552

392-172-180
392-172-182

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.536

392-172-184

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.503

392-172-185

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-186

34 C. F. R. 300.505
34 C.F.R. 300.533-534

392-172-188

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-190

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-102

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

392-172-104

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-105

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.501 and
300.345

392-172-200

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-106

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-107

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.532
34 C.F.R. 300.533

392-172-202

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-108

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.530-533 and
300.540

392-172-219

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.400

392-172-109

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.530,
300.533-300.535,
300.541-300.543

392-172-220

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.401

392-172-222

34 C.F.R. 300.401

392-172-224

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-111

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.534

392-172-112

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.24

392-172-226

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-114

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.7 and
300.313

392-172-230

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.403

34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-231

34 C.F.R. 300.7
34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-232

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.450

392-172-23300

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.453

34 C.F.R. 300.7
34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-23305

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.453

392-172-23600

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.454

34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-23605

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.455

34 C.F.R. 300.541 and
300.542

392-172-23610

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.456

392-172-239

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.457

392-172-240

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.460 and
300.461

392-172-242

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.462
34 C.F.R. 300.459

392-172-116

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

392-172-118

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-120

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

392-172-122

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

392-172-124
392-172-126

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-128

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

392-172-132

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.530

392-172-134

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.7

392-172-136

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

392-172-138

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.7
34 C.F.R. 300.7 and
300.303

392-172-246
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34 C.F.R. 300.533
34 C.F.R. 300.503 and
300.533
34 C.F.R. 300.136 and
300.380-382
34 C.F.R. 300.136 and
300.380-382

34 C.F.R. 300.349 and
300.401
34 C.F.R. 300.301-302,
300.401 and 300.600
34 C. F. R. 300.403
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392-172-300

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.500

392-172-392

28A.155

392-172-302

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.503

392-172-394

28A.155

392-172-304

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.500 and
300.505

392-172-396

28A.155

392-172-398

28A.155

392-172-306

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.503

392-172-307

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.504

392-172-308

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.20 and
300.515

392-172-309

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.517

392-172-400

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 99 and 330.560

392-172-402

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.500 and
300.560

392-172-404

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.127 and
300.561

392-172-408

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.562 and
300.576
34 C.F.R. 300.563

392-172-310

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.506

392-172-312

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.506

392-172-313

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.506

392-172-410

28A.155 28A:300.070

392-172-314

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.506

392-172-414

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.565

392-172-316

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.506

392-172-416

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.566

392-172-317

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.506

392-172-418

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.567-569

392-172-324

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.662

392-172-420

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 99.22 and 34
C.F.R. 300.570

392-172-328

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.660

392-172-329

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.660

392-172-3 30

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.660 and
300.662

392-172-426

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.573

392-172-332

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.662

392-172-500

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.650-300.653

392-172-334

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.660 and
330.661

392-172-502

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.142

392-172-50300

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.142

392-172-50305

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.142

392-172-504

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.1, 300.3,
300.128 and 300.141

392-172-506

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.370 and
300.620-624

392-172-338

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.660 and
300.661

392-172-348

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.661

392-172-350

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.507

392-172-351

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.507

392-172-352

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.507 and
300.508

392-172-422

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.571

392-172-424

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.572

392-172-507

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.153-154

392-172-510

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.750-300.753

392-172-354

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.509

392-172-511

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

392-172-356

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.755

34 C.F.R. 300.511

392-172-512

392-172-360

28A.155 28A.300.070

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.510 and
300.512

34 C.F.R. 300.3, 300.141,
300.152 and 300.155

392-172-514

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-362

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.513

34 C.F.R. 300.3, 300.141,
300.144-300.145 and
300.155

392-172-364

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.514

392-172-370

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.519-300.529

392-172-516

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-371

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.520 and
300.521

34 C.F.R. 300.3 and
300.155

392-172-520

28A.155 28A.300.070

34C.F.R. 300.401-300.402

392-172-526

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.452

392-172-373

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.519

392-172-37500

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.520

392-172-550

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-37505

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.121 and
300.520

34 C.F.R. 300.135 and
300.380

392-172-552

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-37510

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.520

34 C.F.R. 300.23 and
300.136

392-172-377

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.520

34 C.F.R. 300.381

392-172-379

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.521

392-172-381

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.522

392-172-38300

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.523

392-172-38305

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.523

392-172-38310

28A. l 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.121 and
300.524

392-172-38400

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.525

392-172-38405

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.526

392-172-38410

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.527

392-172-38415

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.528

392-172-385

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.529

392-172-388

28A.155

392-172-390

28A.155
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392-172-553

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-559

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.382

392-172-561

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.221

392-172-574

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.136

392-172-576

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-57700

34 C.F.R. 300.136

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.124-300.125
and 300.137

392-172-57800

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-57900

34 C.F.R. 300.138-300.139

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.146

392-172-580

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-582

34 C.F.R. 300.180

28A.155 28A.300.070

34C.F.R. 300.190-300.192

392-172-583

28A.155 28A.300.070

392-172-584

34 C.F.R. 300.181

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.3 and
300.180

392-172-585

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.182

•
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34 C.F.R. 300.242
34 C.F.R. 300.3, 300.196300.197
34 C.F.R. 300.3 and
300.155

329-172-588

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

392-172-590

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

392-172-595

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

392-172-600

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.230

392-172-605
392-172-610

28A.155 28A.300.070
28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.13, 300.155
34 C.F.R. 300.231

392-172-615

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.232

392-172-620

28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.233

392-172-625

28A. I 55 28A.300.070
28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.234

28A. I 55 28A.300.070
28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.244

392-172-630
392-172-635
392-172-640

34 C.F.R. 300.235
34 C.F.R. 300.245
34 C.F.R. 300.246

392-172-650

28A. I 55 28A.300.070
28A. I 55 28A.300.070

392-172-655

28A.155 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.247
34 C.F.R. 300.248

392-172-660

28A. I 55 28A.300.070
28A. I 55 28A.300.070

34 C.F.R. 300.249
34 C.F.R. 300.250

392-172-645

392-172-665

Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 28A.155 RCW,
Special education.
· Summary: These amendments incorporate the changes
to the provision of special education services required by federal law. Changes include parental involvement in the identification, evaluation, and delivery of special education services and the procedures for those activities; student transition; changes to procedural safeguards and due process
procedures; mediation requirements; private school participation; discipline procedures; citizen complaints; childfind;
monitoring; and fiscal apportionment. The amendments
remove procedures no longer required including written staff
supervision plan; summary analysis, and other housekeeping
language.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction is required to implement its policies and procedures through regulation in order to receive
federal funding for special education students.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Pa·m McPartland, Supervisor, Office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction, (360) 753-6733, Implementation and
Enforcement: Douglas Gill, Director, Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, (360) 753-6733.
Name of Proponent: Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Special Education, governmental.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act, Amendments 1997 20
U.S.C. 1401 et seq.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: These rules govern school districts and other public
agencies responsible for the provision of services to special
education students. They include dispute resolution methods
that include mediation, citizen complaints and due process
procedures. The purpose of the rule is to assure that, to the
extent possible, special education students are educated with
the same curriculum and in the same settings as nondisabled
students. The rules clarify that schools and other public
agencies serving special education students must make all
efforts to ensure parental involvement with their children in
all phases of special education services, including the identi-
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fication, evaluation, delivery and placement. The rules specify the procedures to be used in each phase of a special education student's eligibility determination, including identification, evaluation, eligibility determination , special
education and related services needs, discipline, and termination from services. After the passage of the 1997 amendments to IDEA, local schools and other public agencies have
been required to follow existing state regulations and federal
law, where it conflicts with existing state regulations, or
where it adds additional requirements. Adoption of these
rules will align state rules with federal rules and thereby provide schools a single set of rules and guidance for complying
with both federal and state special education requirements;
eliminate confusion; and provide a basis or educating schools
respecting the 1997 IDEA amendments.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: The
following areas have changed under the proposed rules: Services that are recognized in this state as specially designed
instruction are defined in that section and have been removed
from the definition of related services. Parents are included
as members of the evaluation process. Evaluations are documented in an evaluation report, replacing the written summary analysis. Notice and consent provisions are expanded
to include consent for reevaluations. Revocation of consent
is defined. IEP requirements are modified to increase student's involvement in general education. Local educational
agencies are required to develop procedures for students with
disabilities, including highly mobile students, private school
students and students advancing from grade to grade .
Appointments of foster parents as surrogates are clarified .
Discipline procedures clarify change of placement, educational services required, due process for removing students
with dangerous behavior, treatment of students not yet identified as an eligible special education student, and expedited
hearing rights of parents and schools. Contracting and NPA
procedures for school districts are amended to reflect current
practice requirements. Services to students in private schools
unilaterally placed by their parents have been modified.
Mediation include options for local school districts to
develop processes to encourage mediation. Transfer of rights
to adult students is defined. School responsibility for confidentiality and disclosure of student records is clarified.
Rights to appeal citizen complaint procedures are repealed.
Special education personnel requirements are updated. Medicaid coverage of special education students is updated to
reflect current law. Monitoring, funding and fiscal auditing
are amended to reflect current procedures and federal
requirements.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. This rule affects how
governmental entities provide special education services.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction is not one
of the agencies required under RCW 34.05.328 to complete
the significant legislative analysis. The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction does maintain a legislative analysis
on file .
Hearing Location: At Educational Service District 113,
Olympia/Grays Harbor Room, 601 McPhee Road S.W.,
Olympia, WA 98502, on September 21, 1999, at 6:00 p.m.;
[ 39]
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and at the Bryant Conference Center Auditorium, 910 North
Ash, Spokane, WA, on September 22, 1999, at 6:30 p.m.; and
at the Educational Service District 105, Kittitas Room, 33
South Second A venue, Yakima, WA 98902, on September
27, 1999, at 4:00 p.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Helen
Johnson by September 15, 1999, TDD (360) 586-0126, or
(360) 753-6733.
Submit Written Comments to: Douglas Gill, Special
Education, Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction,
P.O. Box 47200, Olympia, WA 98504-7200, e-mail
dgill@ospi.wednet.e du, fax (360) 586-0247, by September
27, 1999.
Date oflntended Adoption: September 30, 1999.
August 13, 1999
Terry Bergeson
Superintendent of
Public Instruction

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
I0/11/95, effective I 1/11/95)
WAC 392-172-030 Students' rights to special education programs. (I) Each school district or other public
agency shall provide every special education student between
the age of three and twenty-one years, a free and appropriate
educational program. including special education students
who have been suspended or expelled from school. A free
appropriate public education is available to any eligible student even though the student is advancing from grade to
grade. The right to special education for eligible students
commences on their third birthday with an individualized
education program in effect by that date. If an eligible student's third birthday occurs during the summer. the student's
individualized education program team shall determine the
date when services under the individualized education program will begin.
(2) School districts or other public agencies may provide
special education and related services to students with a disability who meet the eligibility criteria under WAC 392- I 72illill in the birth through two years age group. If a school
district or other public agency provides an education to any
student who is not disabled in the birth through two years age
group, the district or other public agency shall make special
education any required and related services available pursuant to this chapter to all its special education students of the
same age.
(3) Any student referred for special education and related
services shall qualify pursuant to eligibility criteria set forth
in this chapter.
(4) A special education student shall remain eligible for
special education and related services until one of the following occurs:
(a) ((The m1:1lti6iseif}lifttll)' teaffi)) A group of gualified
professionals and the parent of the student, based on a reevaluation determines the student is no longer in need of special
education; (In this case, while a disability may continue, and
individual accommodations and modifications in the general
education classroom may be necessary for educational benefit, such services would not represent special education services as defined in this chapter.) or
(b) The special education student has met high school
graduation requirements established by the school district or

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
IO/l 1195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-010 Authority. The authority for this
chapter is RCW 28A.155.090(7) ((whteft)). This authority
enables the superintendent of public instruction to promulgate rules and regulations to implement chapter 28A.155
RCW. ((&tteft)) This authority is supplemented by RCW
28A.300.070 which authorizes the superintendent of public
instruction to receive federal funds in accordance with the
provisions of federal law.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective I 1/11/95)
WAC 392-172-020 Purposes. ill The purposes of this
chapter are to:
((fB)) .(ill Implement chapter 28A. 155 RCW consistent
with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 20
United States Code section 1401 et seq.;
(((2) A:mtFe)) (b) Ensure that all special education students as defined in this chapter have available a free and
appropriate public education that emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their unique needs
and prepare them for employment and independent living;
(((3) Ass1:1Fe)) (c) Ensure that the rights of special education students and their parents are protected;
((f41))@ Assist school districts and other public agencies to provide ((fef)) special education and related services;
and
(((5) Establish eomf}litlftee sttlftBtlfBS foF)) (e) Assess and
ensure effectiveness of the public agencies responsible for
providing special education pursuant to chapter 28A. l 55
RCW((7)). including state residential school programs which
are established and operated pursuant to RCW 28A. I 90.020
et seq .. RCW 13.04.145 and chapter 72.40 RCW.
((8peeial e61:1eatioH Feg1:1lati0Hs ffittst be iFHf}leffieHtee
ey)) al...S.chool districts and other public agencies((~
awareHess)) must be aware that there are additional federal
and state civil rights regulations (29 US Code 764, RCW
Proposed

49.60.030, 43 USC 12101 et seq.) that apply to students who
have a disability regardless of the student's eligibility for spe- ~
cial education and related services. If a student has a physical, •
sensory, or mental impairment which substantially limits one
or more major life activities, the district or other public
agency has an obligation to provide that student appropriate
educational services. Such services must be designed to meet
the needs of the student with a disability to the same extent
the needs of students without disabilities are met. A school
district and other public agency's obligation to provide appropriate educational services to meet the needs of a student who
has a disability exists separate and apart from the obligation
to provide a free and appropriate public education to a student
who qualifies for special education and related services under
these regulations.
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other public agency pursuant to rules of the state board of
education. and the student has graduated from high school
with a regular high school diploma. Graduation from high
school with a regular diploma constitutes a change in placement, requiring written prior notice in accordance with WAC
392-172-302; or
(c) The special education student has reached age
twenty-one. The student whose twenty-first birthday occurs
on or before August 31 would no longer be eligible for special education. The student whose twenty-first birthday
occurs after August 31, shall continue to be eligible for special education and related services for the remainder of the
school year.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195. effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-035 Definitions of "free appropriate,
public education," "adult student," "special education
student," "parent," and "public agency." As used in this
chapter:
(l) "Free appropriate, public education" means special
education and related services which:
(a) Are provided at public expense, under local school
district or other public agency supervision and direction, and
without charge to parents;
(b) Meet the standards of the state educational agency
and the state board of education, including the requirements
of this chapter;
(c) Include preschool, elementary school, or secondary
school education in the state; and
(d) Are provided in conformance with individualized
education program requirements of this chapter.
(2) "Special education student" ((aREI "st1:1EleRt" (defleREI
iRg ttfWR the eoRtext iR whieh the terffis are 1:1sed))) mean~:
(a) Any student, enrolled in school or not, (i) who has
been identified as having a disability. (ii) whose disability
adversely affects the student's educational performance. (iii)
and whose unique needs cannot be addressed exclusively
through education in general education classes with or without individual accommodations and is ((therefore)) determined to be ((iR ReeEI of)) eligible for special education services; or
(b) ((For the fltlFpOSe of dtte flFOeess flFOteetiORS, a flersoR
ttRder the age of tweRty oRe eRrelled iR seheel or Rot, who
has l=ieeR referreEI aREI fer whoffi the seheel distriet er ether
p1:181ie ageRe)' has ffiade a EleeisioR to e~·al1:1ate; or
fe1)) A ((~)) student under the age of twenty-one
who resides in a residential school serving students with a
disability in accordance with RCW 28A.190.020 et seq._,_
RCW 13.04.145 and chapter 72.40 RCW; who also qualifies
pursuant to (a) of this subsection.
(3) "Adult student" means a special education student
who is ((over the age of)) eighteen years of age or older and
who has not been judged incapacitated by a court of law. A
student shall assume and be entitled to exercise all rights,
duties and responsibilities otherwise granted to ((er iffiposeEI
ttpeR)) parents by this chapter upon attaining the age of eighteen consistent with WAC 392-172-309. The adult student
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shall retain and be entitled to exercise the same until he or she
has been judged incapable of exercising these rights by a
court of law.
(4) "Parent" means a natural or adoptive parent, a guardian, an adult person acting as a parent, or a surrogate parent
who has been appointed in accordance with ((this ehapter))
WAC 392-172-308. The term includes a person acting in the
place of a parent, such as a grandparent or stepparent with
whom a special education student lives, as well as persons
who are legally responsible for ((tt)) the student's welfare.
The term does not include the state if the special education
student is a ward of the state or a foster parent unless
appointed as a surrogate parent.
(5) As used in this chapter, "public agency" means:
(a) Each public school district in the state;
(b) Each educational service district that provides special
education or related services to one or more students with a
disability;
(c) Each state operated program; and
(d) Each public ((or flFivate)) organization or entity ((er
persoR whieh flFO¥iEles)).including other political subdivisions of the state providing special education and/or related
services to one or more special education students ((wtth--tt
Elisal=iility OR l=iehalf of a flttBlie seheel distriet or ether p1:18lie
ttgeHey)) regardless of whether ((or-ttet)) the organization or
entity receives ((feeerttl)) funds ((ffiaEle availal=ile fer fll:IF
poses of)) under the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-040 Definitions of "evaluation," "current evaluation," "reevaluation," and "consent." As used
in this chapter:
(l) "Evaluation" means procedures used to determine:
(a) Whether a student is disabled; ((tt!td))
(b) ((The Rat1:1re af!d exteflt of the Sfleeial ed1:1eatioR BREI
relateEI seP1iees that the st1:1de1H reEjttires, if aRy. The terffi
iHeh1Eles flFoeeE111res ttseEI seleetively 'Nith aH it1di·1iElt1al st1:1
EleRt BREI Elees Rot it1el1:1Ele l=iasie tests aElffiiHistered to or pro
eeE11:1res 1:1sed with all stttEleRts iH a seheel, graEle, er elass.
(2) "C1:1rreRt e·1alt1atioR data" fer EleterffiiRatioH of eligi
Biiity ffieBRS:
(a) E·,·al11atioR data ol=itaiHed E11:1riRg a fleriod of HiRety
ealeRElar Elays prier to determiRiRg eligil=iilit)' fer st1:1EleRts
ages l=iirth to six; er
(0) Eval1:1atioH data ol=itait1eti dt1riHg a period of ofle ht1R
dred eighty ealet1Elar tiays prior to EleterffiiRiRg eligil=iility fer
stt1EleHts ages six thre1:1gh twet1ty oRe.
~))Whether the disability adversely affects educational
performance; and
(c) Whether the student is in need of specially designed
instruction.
ill "Reevaluation" means procedures used to determine
the special education student's continuing eligibility and need
for special education and related services consistent with
WAC 392-172-182 through 392-172-190. Reevaluation
((fflftj')) shall also be used to determine the appropriateness of
the services being provided to the special education student.
[ 41]
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((f41)) ill "Consent" means that the parent or adult student:
(a) Has been fully informed of all information relevant to
the activity for which consent is sought in his or her native
language or other mode of communication((, inelttding being
informed of existing evalttation data to ee ttsed));
(b) Understands and agrees in writing to the activity for
which consent is sought, and the consent describes the activity and lists any records which will be released and to whom;
and
(c) Understands that the granting of consent is voluntary
and may be revoked at any time.
If a parent revokes consent. that revocation is not retroactive Cit does not negate an action that has occurred after the
consent was given and before the consent was revoked).

The term does not inelttde individttal aeeommodations in
the genera) edttetttiOft e)assroom whieh ft)Ofte WOH)d Be Sttffi
eiettt and effeeti·1e to meet the ittdi vidttal needs of the sttt
~

(2) "At no eost" means that all speeially designed
instruetion is proYided withottt eharge. HoweYer, the term
does not preelttde itteidental fees whieh are normally eharged
to nonspeeial edtteatiott stttdents or their parettts as a part of
the general edtteation program.
.
(3) "Physieal edtteation" means the development of:
(a) Physieal attd motor fitttess;
(0) Fttndametttal motor skills attd patterns; and
(e) Skills in aqttaties, dattee, and ittdiYidttal and grottp
games attd sports (inelttding intramttral and lifetime sports).
The terfft inelttdes speeial physieal er:ltteatiott, adapted
physieal edtteation, movement edtteatiott, attd motor de·,.el
opment.
· (4) "Voeational edtteation" means orgftftized edtteational
programs offerittg a· seqttettee of eottrses that ere direetly
relatetl to the preperetiott of ittdividttels in paid or ttttpaid
employment itt ettffent or emergittg oee1:1patiotts reqttirittg
other than 8 eaeealattreete Of advatteed degree. Stteh pro
grams shall inelttde eompetettey eased applied leernittg that
eotttrietttes to en individttel's aeademie lrnowledge, higher
order reasonittg, ettd 13roelem solving skills, work ettitttdes,
general employability skills, and the oeettpation speeifie
skills neeessftfy for eeonomie independenee as a prodttetive
anti eontriettting member of soeiet)'. The term else ineltttles
ep13lied teehnology edtteetion.
f)j)) (4) The terms used in this section are defined as follows:
(a) "Specially designed instruction" means organized
and planned instructional activities which adapt. as appropriate. to the needs of eligible students under this chapter. the
content. methodology or delivery of instruction:
(i) To address the unique needs that result from the student's disability:
Cii) To ensure access of the student to the general curriculum so that the student can meet the educational standards of
the school district or other public agency that apply to all students; and
(iii) Be provided by appropriately qualified special education certificated staff. or designed and supervised by this
staff and carried out by general education certificated personnel or trained classified staff pursuant to a properly formulated IEP consistent with WAC 392-172-160 (1 )(c). so that
the level of the district's commitment of resources will be
clear to the parents and other IEP team members. Student
progress must be monitored and evaluated by special education certificated staff.
(b) "At no cost" means that all specially designed
instruction is provided without charge. but does not preclude
incidental fees that are normally charged to nondisabled students or their parents as part of the regular education program.
(c) "Physical education" means:
(i) The development of physical and motor fitness; fundamental motor skills and patterns; and skills in aquatics.
dance. and individual and group games and sport (including
intramural and lifetime sports): and

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-045 Definition of "special educaand other terms. ill As used in this chapter "special education" means ((instrttetion that is speeially designed
to meet the 1:1niq1:1e needs of a speeial edueation stttdent and
provided at no eost to the parent or stttdent. Speeially
desigtted ittstn1etiott ittelttdes ittstrttetiott eottdtteted itt the
elassroom, in the home, itt hospitals, instittttiotts, attd in other
setti ttgs as well as physieal edtteation, atttl voeatiottal edttea
tiott. Speeial edtteation also ittelttdes speeially desigtted
ittstrttetiott v1hett it is eaffied ottt as part of speeeh)) specially
designed instruction provided to an eligible student as
defined in chapter 392-172 WAC. Specially designed
instruction as defined in subsection (4 )(a) of this section shall
be provided at no cost to the parents. in conformance with the
student's IEP. and designed to meet the unique needs of the
student. Specially designed instruction includes instruction
conducted in the classrooms. in the home. in hospitals and
institutions. and in other settings; and instruction in physical
education.
(2) The term does not include individual accommodations to the general education classroom or modifications to
the general education curriculum that alone would be sufficient and effective to meet the learning needs of the student;
nor does it include the educational services necessary to meet
the needs of those students identified under WAC 392-172020(2).
(3) Travel training. vocational training. and language
services, physical and occupational therapy, orientation and
mobility instruction, behavioral intervention instruction.
transition services, and audiological services are considered
special education under this chapter if each meets the requirements of subsection ( 1) of this section.
((The followittg terms are itteorporated within the defitti
tiott of speeial edtteation:
(1) "Speeially designed ittstrttetiott" meatts orgattized
ftftd plattned ittstrttetiottal aetivities ..... hieh are designed ey
eertifieated speeial edtteation and related seniees personnel.
Howe;·er, speeially designed instrttetion may also ee imple
mettled ey other thatt speeial edtteatiott attd related seniees
persottttel pttrsttattt to aft ittdividttalized edtteation program.
tion{(~))"
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(ii) Special physical education. adapted physical education. movement education. and motor development. ·
Cd) "Travel training" means providing instruction. as
appropriate. to students with significant cognitive disabilities. and other eligible students with disabilities who require
this instruction. to enable them to:
(i) Develop an awareness of the environment in which
they live: and
(ii) Learn the skills necessary to move effectively and
safely from place to place within that environment (e.g .. in
the school. in the home. at work. and in the community).
(e) "Vocational education" means organized educational
programs that are directly related to the preparation of individuals for paid or unpaid employment. or for additional
preparation for a career requiring other than a baccalaureate
or advanced degree.
.ill "Audiology" means the provision of habilitative
activities related to a hearing impairment.
((f67)) .(g} "Occupational therapy" is instruction designed
to improve, develop or restore functions impaired or lost
through illness, injury, or deprivation or to prevent further
loss.
((f7-1)) .(hl "Orientation and mobility instruction" means
the provision of training/instruction in orientation and mobility for students who are visually impaired. including travel
training.
((f81)) ill "Physical therapy" means developing or restoring motor function and maintaining appropriate performance
commensurate with the student's unique needs.
((t91)) .(j) "Speech and language services" mean the provision of instruction for the habilitation or prevention of communication disorders.
(((10) "GeReral ecb1eati0H el&Ssreeffi" meaRs iRstfl:letieR
flFOvitletl iR a elassreem that is geRerally tlesigRetl te !fleet the
neetls ef tyflieall)' tlevelefliRg stHtleRts whe tie Ret Heetl Sfle
eial etfoeatien.)) (k) "Behavioral intervention instruction"
means providing instruction which addresses student behavior that impedes involvement and/or progress in the general
curriculum.
(]) "Transition services" means a coordinated set of
activities for a special education student that:
(i) Is designed within an outcome-oriented process that
promotes movement from school to post-school activities.
including postsecondary education. vocational training. integrated employment (including supported employment). continuing and adult education. adult services. independent living. or community participation;
(ii) Is based on the individual student's needs. taking into
account the student's preferences and interests; and
(iii) Includes:
(A) Instruction;
(B) Related services;
(C) Community experiences;
(Dl The development of employment and other postschool adult living objectives: and
(E) If appropriate. acquisition of daily living skills and
functional vocational evaluation.
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AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11195)

WAC 392-172-055 ((Ddi1tilie11 ef ")).Related services.((.!..!.)) ill As used in this chapter. the term "related services" means transportation and such developmental, corrective, and other supportive services as are required to assist a
special education student to benefit from special education.
((These serviees iRelHtle ee1HFR1:111ieatien tlisertlers serviees
aRtl eHtlielegy, f!Syehelegieal serviees, flh}·sieal aRtl eeeHfl8
tieRal theraj'ly, reereatieR, iRelHtliRg thefftpeHtie reereetieR,
eftfly itlentifieetieR aRtl evelHation of tlisaeilities iR stHtleRts,
eeHRseliRg seniees, iRelHdiRg reheeilitatieR eeHRseliRg,
FRedieel seH·iees fer diagRestie er eYelHetieR flHFpeses, ef!d
erie11tati0R end ffiel:Jility serYiees. The terffi else iRelHdes
seheol health serYiees, seeial 'Nerlc seniees iR seheels, pareRt
eeHRseliRg end treiRiRg, aRd elessified staff serYiees.))
Related services include classified staff services. counseling services. early identification and evaluation of disabilities in students. medical services. parent counseling and
training. psychological services. recreation. rehabilitation
counseling services. school health services. social work services in schools. and transportation.
The list of related services is not exhaustive and may
include other developmental. corrective. or supportive services. if they are reguired to assist a special education student
to benefit from special education.
(2) If it is determined through an appropriate evaluation
that a student has one of the disabilities identified in WAC
392-172-114 through 392-172-148. but only needs a related
service and not special education. the student is not a special
education student under this chapter.
ill The terms used in the definition of "related services"
are defined as follows:
(((l) "A1:1dielogy" iRel1:1des:
(a) ltleRtifieatieR ef stHdeRts with heftfiRg less;
(h) DeterffiiR!ttieR ef the reRge, RatHFe, eRd degree ef
heftfiRg loss, iRelHdiRg refeHal fer medieel er ether profes
sioAel etteRtieR fer the hehilitatien of hearing;
(e) CFeatiOR 8ftd aamifliStf8tiefl ef pregFBFRS fer the pre
YeAtioA of heftfiRg less;
(6) CeHnseliflg ena gHidaRee of stHaef!ts, pftfeflts, ef!a
teaehers regertliAg heftfiRg loss; anti
(e) DetermiRetieR of the st1:1aeRt's flees fur gro1:1p and
inaivi61:1el amplifieatieR, seleetiRg end fitting eR epprepriete
eia, end e·,.al1:1etiAg the effeetiveRess ef eFRplifieetieR.
~))ill "Classified staff services" includes:
((ftlj)) ill Services provided by classified staff which
provide for the student's safety, personal care, and instructional assistance; and
((fej)) .(ill Services provided to certificated staff by classified staff which provide assistance for special education
students to achieve placement in the least restrictive environment.
((~)) DU "Counseling services" means services provided by qualified social workers, psychologists, guidance
counselors, or other qualified personnel. "Counseling services" also includes counseling and guidance of parents. children and teachers by audiologists regarding hearing loss and
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by speech pathologists regarding speech and language
impairment.
((f41)) ~"Early identification and evaluation of disabilities in students" means the implementation of a formal plan
for identifying a disability as early as possible in a student's
life.
((~))@"Medical services" means diagnostic and evaluation services provided by a licensed physician to determine
a student's medically related disabling condition which may
result in the student's need for special education and related
services.
(((6) "Oee1:113ati0Ral therapy" iRel1:1des:
(a) The ideRtifieatioR aRd eval1:1atioR of the st1:1deRt's
13hysieal aRd self eare stat1:1s;
(b) DetermiRatioR of the st1:1deRt's Reed for oee1:113ati0Ral
thera13y; aRd
(e) Related eo1:1RseliRg aREi g1:1iEiaRee of pareRts, st1:16eRts,
aRd staff regardiRg the pro¥isioR of oee1:1(3ati0Ral thera(3y.
(7) "OrieRtatioR aRd mobility sen·iees" iRel1:1des:
(a) IdeRtifieatioR aRd eval1:1atioR of the st1:1deRt's fflobility
~

(b) DetermiRatioR of the st1:1deRt's Reea for orieRtatioR
aREi mobility sen·iees; aRd
(e) Related eo1:1RseliRg aRd g1:1idaRee of (38feRts, st1:1deRts
aRd staff regardiRg orieRtatioR aRd mobility serviees.
f81)) ill "Parent counseling and training" means assisting parents in understanding the special needs of their child
((ftfttl.)).,_ providing parents with information about child
development. and helping parents to acquire the necessary
skills that will allow them to support the implementation of
their student's IEP.
(((9) "Ph)·sieal thera13y" iRel1:1des:
(a) IdeRtifieatioR aRd eval1:1atioR of the st1:1deRt's 13hysieal
~

effletT,

(e) Refefflll for tfledieal or other (3FofessioRal atteRtioR
Reeessftfy for the habilitatioR of s13eeeh aRd laRg1:1age disor
ders; aRd
(d) Co1:1RseliRg aRd g1:1itlaRee of 13areRts, st1:1deRts, aRtl
staff regartliRg s13eeeh aRd laRg1:1age disorders.
fMj)) ill "Transportation" includes:
((ftt1)) ill Travel to and from school and between
schools;
((fb))) .ill} Travel in and around school buildings; and
((ftj)) .(ill} Specialized equipment (such as special or
adapted buses, lifts, and ramps), ifrequired to provide special
transportation for a special education student. ((The list of
related seniees is Rot eKha1:1stive aRd may iRel1:1de other
tlevelopmeRtal, eoffeetive, or s1:1p13ortive serviees, if they are
Feq1:1ired to assist a speeial etl1:1eatiOR st1:1deRt to BeRefit from
s13eeial ed1:1eatioR.))

(b) DetermiRatioR of the st1:1deRt's Reed for 13h~·sieal ther
a(3y;aRd
(e) Related eo1:1RseliRg aRd g1:1i6aRee of 13areRts, st1:1EieRts
aRd staff regardiRg ph)•sieal thera13y seniees.
fl{}j)) ill "Psychological services" includes:
((ftt1)) ill Administering psychological and educational
tests, and other evaluation procedures;
((fb))) .ill} Interpreting evaluation results;
((fe1)) .LI.ill Obtaining, integrating, and interpreting information about the student's behavior and conditions relating to
learning;
((ftB)) llY.} Consulting with other staff members in planning school programs to meet the special needs of students as
indicated by psychological tests, interviews, and behavioral
evaluations; ((ttttd
ftj)) .{y} Planning and managing a program of psychological services, including psychological counseling for students and parents: and
(vi) Assisting in developing positive behavioral intervention strategies.
((f-1-B)) {g} "Recreation" includes:
((ftt1)) ill Assessment of leisure function;
((fb))) .ill} Therapeutic recreation services;
((ftj)) (iii) Recreation programs in school and community agencies; and
((ftB)) llY.} Leisure education.
Proposed

((~)) .(h} "Rehabilitation counseling services" means
services provided by qualified personnel in individual or ~
group sessions that focus specifically on career development, ~
employment preparation, achieving independence, and integration in the workplace and community of a special education student. The term also includes vocational rehabilitation
services provided to special education students by vocational
rehabilitation programs funded under the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, as amended.
((fl-31)) ill "School health services" means nursing or
other health services provided to a special education student
by a qualified school nurse ((or other q1:1alifie6 13ersoR))....Il<&:
istered nurse. licensed practical nurse or other persons qualified or appropriately trained to provide the services in the student's educational setting.
((fl-41)) .ill "Social work services in schools" include:
((ftt1)) ill Preparing a social or developmental history on
a special education student;
((fb))) .ill} Group and individual counseling with the student and family;
((ftj)) .LI.ill Working with those problems in a student's
living situation (home, school, and/or community) that affect
the student's adjustment in school; ((ttttd
(dj)) llY.} Mobilizing school and community resources to
enable the student to benefit from his or her educational program; and
(v) Assisting in developing positive behavioral intervention strategies.
(((15) "813eeeh aRd laRg1:1age seniees" iRel1:1de:
..
(a) ldeRtifieatioR of st1:1deRts with s13eeifie speeeh aRd ~
laRg1:1age disorders;
(b) DiagRosis aRd a1313raisal of s13eeeh aRd laRg1:1age dis

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11111/95)

WAC 392-172-065 Definition-Supplementary aids
and services. As used in this chapter, the term "supplementary aids and services" means ((aRy of the followiRg:
..
(I) 813eeially tlesigRed iRstr1:1etioR provided iR e0Rj1:1Re ~
tioR with the geReral ed1:1eatioR elassroom by 13ersoRRel q1:1al
ified 131:1rs1:1aRt to WAC 392 172 200.
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(2) AR)' other ser..·iee, inel1:1ding assisti ..·e teehnology or
• other assistive deYiee, provided in eonj1:1netion '>vith the gen
.era! ea1:1eatioR elflSSFOOFR 'Hhieh perFRits the delivery of spe
cially designed instfl:lction. 81:1ch instfl:letionel services m1:1st
Be designed, ffiORitered, Sl:lperYisea ftRS e\'el1:1atea BY SfJeeiel
ed1:1eetion personnel eertificeted p1:1rs1:1ent to WAC 392 172
200 in eooperetion with the general edt10etion classroom
tettcher)) aids. services. and other supports that are provided
in regular education classes or other education-re lated set- ·
tings to enable special education students to be educated with
nondisabled students to the maximum extent appropriate in
accordance with the least restrictive environment requirements.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11195)

•

I'

WAC 392-172-070 Definition-A ssistive technology
device ((sHEI ser·;iee)). The term "assistive technology
device" means any item, piece of equipment, or product system-whethe r acquired commercially off the shelf, modified,
or customized- that is used to increase, maintain, or improve
functional capabilities of special education students.
((The term "assistiYe teehnology seniee" means BR)' ser
viee that aireetly assists e special ed1:1eation st1:1dent in the
seleetien, eeq1:1isition, or 1:1se of en essistive teehnology
deviee. The term inel1:1des:
(I) The evel1:1ation of the needs of a specie! ed1:1cation
st1:1dent, incl1:1ding e fonetionel eval1:1etion of the st1:1dent in the
st1:1dent's e1:1stomery en.,·irenment;
(2) P1:1rehesing, leasing, or otherwise providing for the
eeq1:1isition of essistive teehnolog)· devices ey speeial ed1:1ee
tion st1:1dents;
(3) Selecting:· aesigning, fitting, e1:1stomizing, eaa13ting,
ep13lying, retaining, re13eiring, or replaeing of assistive tech
nology devices;
(4) Coordinating ana 1:1sing other therapies, interven
tions, or ser1ices with assistive technology devices, s1:1eh as
those associated with eKisting ecl1:1eation encl rehaeilitation
plans aftd programs;
(5) Treiftiftg or technical essistaftce for a special ecl1:1ca
tion st1:1dent, or if appropriate, the st1:1clent's faFRily; ena
(6) Trnining or teehftieal assistaftee for professionals
(iftel1:1aing ,inaivicl1:1als pro.,·iaiRg ecl1:1catioR and rehaeilitatioR
serviees), emf1loyers, or other ifulivia1:1als who provide ser
Yiees to, emplo)· or ere other.,.ise s1:1estantially in;·olvea in
the major life functiofts of st1:1Eleftts with disabilities.))

(2) Purchasing, leasing, or otherwise providing for the
acquisition of assistive technology devices by special education students;
(3) Selecting, designing, fitting, customizing, adapting,
applying, retaining, repairing, or replacing assistive technology devices;
( 4) Coordinating and using other therapies, interventions, or services with assistive technology devices, such as
those associated with existing education and rehabilitation
plans and programs;
(5) Training or technical assistance for a special education student, or if appropriate, the student's family; and
(6) Training or technical assistance for professionals
(including individuals providing education and rehabilitation
services), employers, or other individuals who provide services to, employ or are otherwise substantially involved in
the major life functions of special education students.

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-075 Availability of assistive technology. Each public agency shall ensure that assistive technology devices or assistive technology services, or both, ((ere
made available to a special ecl1:1eation st1:1clent if req1:1ired es a
pert of the st1:1dent's individ1:1elized ed1:1cetion program)) are
made available to a special education student if required as
part of the student's:
CI) Special education;
(2) Related services: or
(3) Sum:ilementary aids and services.
On a case-by-case basis. the use of school-purch ased
assistive technology devices in a student's home or in other
settings is required if the student's IBP team determines that
the student needs access to those devices in order to receive
FAPE.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-100 Childfind. ill The local district or
other public agency shall conduct childfind activities that
apply to students ages birth through twenty-one for the purpose of locating, evaluating and identifying students with a
suspected disability, regardless of the severity of their disability, who are residing within the boundaries of the district
or other public agency and who are not currently receiving
special education and related services.
((Chilclfind activities shall inel1:1cle writteft notifieatioft to
ell pereftts of ehilclren in the district or other p1:101ic agency
regarding aeeess to aftd the Hse of the sehool district eficl other
p1:1elic egeftey's childfiftcl system. Writteft notificatioft aftcl
posting will 0e eonsisteftt with WAC 392 172 306 (2)(0).
Chiltifind aeti·1ities shell ep13ly to st1:1deftts ages birth
thro1:1gh tweftty one and FRfly inclttde, e1:1t are not limited to:
Pestiftg notice in schoel b1:1ilclings of the aYaileeility of spe
eiel ecl1:1eatien programs, presehoel development al sereefting,
local media iRformatiOftttl CflffifJliigns, lieisen with pHBlic
health and other medieal eftcl soeiel agencies, p1:1elie or pri
\'ate, a q1:1estioftnaire for first time enrolling st1:1clents, screen

NEW SECTION

~

•
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WAC 392-172-073 Definition-A ssistive technology
service. The term "assistive technology service" means any
service that directly assists a special education student in the
selection, acquisition, or use of an assistive technology
device. The term includes:
(I) The evaluation of the needs of a special education
student. including a functional evaluation of the student in the
student's customary environment;
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iRg of distriet wide gro1:1p staRdardil'!.ed test res1:1lts, iR serviee
ed1:1eatioR to teaehiRg staff, aRd eooperatioR as reE:J1:1ested with
state ehildfiRd 13rograffis.)) These activities shall extend to
students attending private schools. including religious
schools. The activities undertaken to carry out childfind in
private schools shall be:
(a) Comparable to activities undertaken in public
schools; and
Cb) Developed in consultation with appropriate representatives of private school students on how to carry out the
activities described in this section.
C2) Childfind activities must be calculated to reach:
(a) Highly mobile students with disabilities. such as
homeless and migrant students; and
Cb) Students who are suspected of being a student with a
disability and in need of special education. even though they
are advancing from grade to grade.
C3) The local school district. or other public agency shall
have policies and procedures in effect that describe the methods it uses to conduct childfind activities in accordance with
subsections Cl) and C2) of this section. Methods used may
include but are not limited to: Written notification to all parents of students in the district's or other public agency's jurisdiction regarding access to and the use of its childfind system; posting notices in school buildings and other public
areas describing the availability of special education programs: offering preschool developmental screening: conducting local media informational campaigns; coordinating distribution of information with other childfind programs within
public and nonpublic agencies: screening district-wide test
results; inservice education to staff: and other methods developed by the school district to identify. locate and evaluate
students. Such methods may also include a systematic. intervention based. process within general education for determining the need for a special education referral.
C4) The collection and use of data to meet the requirements of this section are subject to the confidentiality
requirements in WAC 392-172-400 through 392-172-428.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
I 0/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-102 ((Pree' elaetien IJP8eetlares ))
Referrals. A referral of a student suspected of having a dis-

ability may be ((origiRated or traRsffiittea thre1:1gh)) initiated

~any source, eithir in writing or verbally((~

refeffa) ffiay ee iRitiatea ey aR}' SOl:lree)), including but
not limited to parents, medical personnel, school district or
other public agency personnel, community agencies, civil
authorities, through district screening procedures, and ~
other ((ideRtified,)) interested persons.
/ 1,

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-104 Evaluation procedures-Time
line. ((A sehoel distriet or other 131:1elie ageRey ffil:ISt eolfl13lete

a writteR refeffal wheR a st1:1seRt s1:1s13eetes of haviRg a ais
aeliRg eORSitiOR is ero1:1ght to the atteRtioR of aRy eertifieatea
staff ffieffieet' or aaffiiRistrator.
Proposed
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(I) If the referral l:IRSer WAC 392 172 I 02 is ffiase to a
sehoel sistriet or other p1:1elie ageRe}' eertifies staff or asffiiR •
istrator (other thaR the s13eeia) es1:1eatiOR SesigRee) Sl:leh Staff •
ffil:ISt ROtify the sehool sistriet aRS other 131:1eJie ageRey's spe
eial ea1:1eatioR sesigRee at the tiffie of the referral. WithiR
tWeRt}' fi•te sehool says, the sistriet or other 131:1elie ageRey
Sl:lj3eFiRteRSeRt OF aesigRee shell:
(a) Reeors the eirel:lffiStaRee ey sate, erigiR, aRS rea
soR(s) for the refeffel;
(b) Pro•f'ise the st1:1SeRt'S 13areHt(s) OF the aa1:1lt st1:1SeHt
'NritteH Rotiee that the st1:1seRt has eeeR refeffeS beea1:1se of a
Sl:ISpeeted aisaeliHg eORSitioR aRS that the Sistriet or other
p1:1elie ageRey 'Nill SeterffiiRe whether Of flOt there is goocl
reasoH to believe that the st1:1cleHt is a eaHaiclate fur eval1:1a
tietr,
(e) Review the referral;
(a) Celleet aAa eJtaffiiRe eJtistiAg seheel, ffieclieal aRa
other reeorSS iR the j30SSeSSiOfl of the sehool aistriet Of Otftef
131:1elie ageAey; aAa
(e) Bases Ofl the eJtistiflg reeors, ffiake a aeterffiiflatioR
wfiether or Aot tfie st1:1seflt is a eaRaisate for eval1:1atioA. This
seeisioR shall ee reeorses ifl writiRg aRS shall set forth the
sate aflS tfie Haffie of the perSOfl ffiakiHg the aeeisioR. The
s1:1periRteRSeflt Of SesigRee shall aireet a ROtiee to the Stl:I
Seflt's 13areflt(s) or the as1:1Jt Stl:ISeRt that eeffiplies With the
reEJ1:1ireffieRts of WAC 392 172 306.)) (1) When a student
suspected of having a disability is brought to the attention of
any certificated staff member under WAC 392-172-102. the
school district or other public agency must document the
referral in writing. The district or other public agency shall: •
Ca) Provide the student's parentCs) or the adult student •
written notice that the student has been referred because of a
suspected disabling condition and that the district or other
public agency will determine with parental input whether or
not there is good reason to believe that the student is a candidate for evaluation;
Cb) Review the referral:
Cc) Collect and examine existing school. medical and
other records in the possession of the parent. school district or
other public agency; and
Cd) Within twenty-five school days. make a determination whether or not the student is a candidate for evaluation.
This decision shall be recorded in writing and shall set forth
the date and the names of the persons making the decision.
The superintendent or designee shall direct a notice to the student's parentCs) or the adult student that complies with the
requirements of WAC 392-172-302.
(2) When the student is a candidate for evaluation, the
school district or other public agency shall fully evaluate the
student and arrive at a decision pursuant to WAC ((392 172
+s4)) 392-172-111 within:
(a) Thirty-five school days after the date written consent
for an evaluation has been provided by the parent(s) or the
adult student; or
(b) Thirty-five school days after the date the refusal of
the parent(s) or the adult student to grant consent has been
overridden pursuant to a hearing (or appeal) in accordance •
with WAC 392-172-350 et seq.; or
•
(c) Such other time period as may be agreed to by the
parent(s) or the adult student and documented by school
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priate. health, vision, hearing, social ((slftHs;)) and emotional
status, general intelligence, academic performance, ((eetHlfl1tflieatieF1 skills,)) communicative status. and motor abilities((, eareer, YeeatieHal, afld the Heed fer traHsitiefl ser

authorities, including specifying the reasons for extending
• the time line.
(3) The school district or other public agency shall
ensure that within thirty-five school days following the
agency's receipt of parent consent to an initial evaluation of a
student:
(a) The student is evaluated; and
Cb) If determined eligible under this chapter. special education and related services are made available to the student
in accordance with an IEP.

I'

¥iees)).

{2) The evaluation shall be sufficiently comprehensive to
identify all of the student's special education and related services needs. whether or not commonly linked to the disability
category in which the student has been classified.
NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-107 Determination of needed evaluation data. (I) As part of an evaluation, a group that includes
the IEP team described in WAC 392-172-153, and other
qualified professionals, as appropriate, shall:
Review existing evaluation data on the student, including:
(a) Evaluations and information provided by the parents
of the student;
(b) Current classroom-based assessment and observations; and
(c) Observations by teachers and related services providers.
(2) Based on the above review and input from the student's parents, identify what additional data, if any, are
needed to determine:
(a) Whether the student has a particular category of disability as described in this chapter;
(b) The present levels of performance and educational
needs of the student; and
(c) Whether the student needs special education and
related services.
(3) The public agency shall administer tests and any
other evaluation materials as may be needed to produce the
data required to make the determinations listed in subsection
(2) of this section.
(4) If no additional data are needed to make the determination listed in subsection (2) of this section, the public
agency shall notify the student's parents of this fact and the
reasons for this decision.

WAC 392-172-105 Parent participation in meetings
and notice. ( 1) Parents shall be afforded an opportunity to
participate in meetings with respect to the identification,
evaluation, educational placement and provision of a free
appropriate public education to the student.
(2) Each public agency shall notify parents consistent
with WAC 392-172-15700 (I )(a) and (2) to ensure that parents have the opportunity to participate in meetings described
in this section.
(3) A meeting does not include informal or unscheduled
conversations involving public agency personnel and conversations on issues such as teaching methodology, lesson plans,
or coordination of service provision if those issues are not
addressed in the student's IEP. A meeting also does not
include preparatory activities that public agency personnel
engage in to develop a proposal or response to a parent pro• posal that will be discussed at a later meeting.
I' (4) Each public agency shall ensure that the parents of a
special education student are members of any group that
makes decisions on the educational placement of their student. In implementing this requirement, the public agency
shall use procedures consistent with WAC 392-172-15700
(1) and (2).
(5) If neither parent can participate in a meeting in which
a decision is to be made relating to the educational placement
of their student, the public agency shall use other methods to
ensure their participation, including individual or conference
telephone calls, or video conferencing.
(6) A placement decision may be made by a group without the involvement of the parents, if the public agency is
unable to obtain the parents' participation in the decision. In
this case, the public agency must have a record of its attempt
to ensure their involvement, including information that is
consistent with the requirements of WAC 392-172-15700(4 ).
(7) The public agency shall make reasonable efforts to
ensure that the parents understand, and are able to participate
in, any group discussions relating to the educational placement of their student, including arranging for an interpreter
for parents with deafness, or whose native language is other
than English ..

t
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-108 ((CeRerel)) .Evaluation ((sefegttartls Perse11eel, IBBterials e11d)) procedures. ((fB
E>Yery st11deF1t whe is e¥aluated er reeval11ated)) The evaluation or reevaluation of a special education student shall be
((e¥al11ated)) according to the procedures established in this
chapter. ((The s1119eriHteHdeF1t ef 19ublie iF1str11etieft shall
eF1s11re that)) _Each public agency ((establishes)) shall establish and implement((s 19rnteetiefl ifl)) evaluation procedures
which meet the requirements of this chapter.
ill Before the initial provision of special education and
related services ((te a s19eeial ed11eatieft st11deftt)), a full and
individual initial evaluation of the student's educational
needs must be conducted ((ift aeeerclaftee with this eha19ter)).
(2) ((The evaluatieft ef a stucleftt (eitee19t efle eelfl19leted
fer a eelfllfl1tftieatiefl diserdered st11EleF1t) shall he lflade hy a

AMENDAT.ORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-106 General areas of evaluation. ill
The evaluation of a student shall be in all areas related to the
suspected disability, including, ((lllit Het lilflited te)) if appro[ 47]
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FRt1ltisiseipliF1ary teaFR. The FRt1ltisiseipliF1aF)' teaFR is a grot1p
of professioflals seleeteS by the sistriet OF other pt1blie
ageHey aFts ICflowlesgeable abot1t the stt1seF1t aFts the area(s)
of St!Speetes sisability(ies).
(3) If the refeffal is geHerates by a geHeral est1eatioF1
elaSSFOOFR teaeher, the sistriet Of other pt1blie ageHey shall
i1wite the refeffiflg teaeher to sen·e Ofl the FRtiltisiseiplit~ary
teftHr.

(4) For a stt1Seflt St1speetes of haviflg a learniflg sisabil
it)', the FRt1ltisiseipliF1ary teaFR FRt1st iF1elt1se:
(a) The stt1seF1t's geHeral est1eatiofl elassrooFR teaeher; or
(b) If the ehils SOeS flOt have a geflera) est1eatiOR elass
rooFR teaeher, a geReral est1eatioR elassrooFR teaeher qt1ali
fies to teaeh a ehils of his or her age; or
(e) For a ehils of less thaR sehool age, aR iRsivist1al qt1al
ifies by the state to teaeh a ehils of his or her age; aRs
(s) At least oRe iRsi..-ist1al qt1alifies to eoF1st1et iRsiYis
t1al siagRestie examiflatiefls of ehilsrefl, st1ek as a sekeel psy
efiologist, speeeh laRgt1age patfiolegist, OF FeFResial reasiRg
teaeker.
~)) Each professional member of the ((te!Hft))
shall be licensed, registered, credentialed, or certificated
according to his or her professional standards in accordance
with state statutes and rules. ((If pareftts reqt1est the opportt1
Rity to attefls a FRtiltisiseipliRary teaFR FReetiRg, tke)' shall be
graFttes this oppertt1Rity. 8ehest1liRg ef the FRt1ltisiseipliRaF)'
teaFR FReetiRg sfiall be at the siseretiOR of the sehool sistriet
er other pt1blie agefte)'. UpoR reqt1est, the sistriet OF other
pt1blie ageftey skall fletify tke pareflt(s) af tke tiFRe aHs plaee
of FRt1ltisiseipliRary teaFR FReetiRgs. These provisiofls apply
to all FRtl)tisiseipJiRaF)' teaFR FReetiflgS eaRst1etes by the sis
triet or other pt1blie ageHey, iflelt1siRg those rest1ltiF1g froFR
iRitial e 1t'alt1ati0Rs afls ree..-alt1atiofts.

™

f61))

(3) A variety of assessment tools and strategies shall be
used to gather relevant functional and development information about the student, including information provided by the
parents. and information related to enabling the student to be
involved in and progress in the general curriculum (or for a
preschool child. to participate in appropriate activities), that
may assist in determining:
(a) Whether the student is a special education student
consistent with WAC 392-172-035(2): and
Cb) The content of the student's individualized education
program.
ill No single procedure ((er-test)) shall be the sole criterion for determining a student's eligibility or disabling condition and/or for determining the appropriate educational program for a student.
((f'.71)) (5) Test and other evaluation materials, ((preeest1res, 8ftS iflStft1FReflts)) used for the purpose of identification
and programming shall be selected and administered so as
not to be racially or culturally discriminatory.
((f&t-AH)) (6) Materials and procedures used to assess a
student with limited English proficiency shall be selected and
administered to ensure that they measure the extent to which
the student has a disability and needs special education.
rather than measuring the student's English language skills.
(7) Any standardized tests and other evaluation materials
that are given to a student shall have been validated for the
Proposed
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specific purpose for which they are used and shall accurately
reflect whatever factors the tests purport to measure. If properly validated tests are unavailable, ((the professioRal jt1sg
FReRt of)) each member of the ((FRttltisiseipliHary teaFR))
™shall use professional judgment to determine eligibility
for special education based on other evidence of the existence
of a disability and need for special education. This professional judgment shall be documented in ((a writteR Ftarra
ti-Ye)) the evaluation report. If an assessment is not conducted
under standard conditions, a description of the extent to
which it varied from standard conditions (e.g .. the qualifications of the person administering the test. or the method of
test administration) must be included in the evaluation report.
((ffl)) .{fil All tests and other evaluation materials shall
be administered by ((qt1alifies)) trained and knowledgeable
personnel in conformance with the instructions of the test
producer.
(({-H}))) (9) Tests and other evaluation materials((~
st1res or iRstrt1FReRts)) shall be provided and administered in
a student's ((priFRary)) native language or other mode of communication, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so. Tests
shall be selected and administered so as to ensure that, when
a test is administered to a student with impaired ((ttttdfflf
ttttiqtte)) sensory, manual, or speaking skills, the test results
accurately reflect the student's aptitude or achievement level
or whatever other factors the test purports to measure, rather
than reflecting the student's impaired ((aRs/or t1fliqt1e)) sensory, manual, ((eoFRFRt1F1ieatieR)) or speaking skills (except
where those skills are the factors the test purports to measure). Tests and other evaluation materials include those tailored to assess specific areas of educational need and not
merely those that are designed to provide a single general
intelligence quotient.
(((11) IR eoF16t1etiF1g e•t'alt1atioR aetiYities, appropriate
e,·alt1atioR teaFR FReFRbers shall:
(a) Colleet aRs re.,·iev1 all available existiRg sehool, FRea
ieal, aFts ather reeoras pertiReflt to the st1speetea ElisabliRg
eoRsitioR(s) of the stt1seRt, iRelt16iRg previot1s sereeRiflg aRs
e'<·alt1atioR restilts, health reports, relevaflt et1FRt1latiYe reeoras
aRs reeoFRFReHsatioHs of relates serviee pro,·isers; aHa
(b) Caftst1et evalt1atioR aetivities reqt1irea by this ehap
teF,-ttHd
(e) Calleet st1ek other sata as Reeaea to '<'erify the rest1lts
of staRElarsizea testiRg, iF1elt1EliHg bt1t Hot liFRites to pareFtt
aHEif.er teaeker ifltervie·us aREI et1ffeRt elassrooFR perforFRaflee
6tttfr.
( 12) Eaeh persofl aett1ally perforFRiHg aft eYalt1atioR shall
eomplete aHEI sigfl aft e•1ah1atioR report. IRforFRatioR t1ses to
st1pport the evalt1atioF1, bt1t ·uhiek is Hot iFteorporatea iRto the
file (e.g., review of health reeors), shall be refereRees as to
sate of reeord, loeatioR, aRd sat1ree persoR. Eaeh report shall
speeify:
(a) The proeeat1res aFta iF1strt1FReF1ts t1sea;
(b) The rest1lts obtaiRes;
(e) The appareHt sigHifieaRee of fiRsiFtgs as relates to the
stt1seF1t's iF1strt1etioF1al prograFR, iRelt1siF1g a Eleseriptioft of the
speeifie faetors whieh are iRterferiRg with the stt1seRt's edt1
eatioflal perforFRaflee afls the speeial eat1eatiofl aRs relates
seniees Fteeaea to assist the stt1aeF1t iR beRefitiflg froFR kis or
her eat1eatioF1al plaeeFReHt; afla
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(a) The Reea to sehea1:1le services m·er a fJerioa of tiffte
that exeeeas the reg1:1lar oRe h1:1Rarca eight)· aay sehool eal
ettdttr.)) (10) Each school district or other public agency shall
use technically sound instruments that may assess the relative
contribution of cognitive and behavioral factors. in addition
to physical or developmental factors.
( 11) Each school district or other public agency shall use
assessment tools and strategies that provide relevant information that directly assists persons in determining the educational needs of the student.
(12) For a student suspected of having a learning disability. the determination of whether the student is eligible under
this chapter shall be made by the student's parents and a
group of qualified professionals which must include:
(a) The student's general education classroom teacher: or
Cb) If the child does not have a general education classroom teacher. a general education classroom teacher qualified to teach a child of his or her age: or
(c) For a child of less than school age. an individual qualified by the state to teach a child of his or her age: and
Cd) At least one individual qualified to conduct individual diagnostic examinations of children. such as school psychologist. speech language pathologist. or remedial reading
teacher.
(13) ((A writteR Sl:lfftfft!lF)' aRalysis of the)) An evaluation
report((~)) shall be developed consistent with the requirements of WAC ((392 172 152)) 392-172-109.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-109 Evaluation report and documentation of determination of eligibility. (1) At a minimum, an
evaluation report must include:
(a) A statement of whether the student has a disability
that meets the eligibility criteria in this chapter;
(b) How the student's disability affects the student's
involvement and progress in the general curriculum or for
preschool children, in appropriate activities;
(c) The recommended special education and related services needed by the student including specially designed
instruction;
(d) Other information, as determined through the evaluation process and parental input, needed to develop an IEP;
(e) A statement that the student was evaluated in accordance with the evaluation procedures in WAC 392-172-108;
and
(f) The date and signature of each professional member.
of the group who made the eligibility determination certifying that the report represents his or her conclusion. If the
report does not reflect his or her conclusion, the professional
member of the group must attach a separate statement representing his or her conclusions.
(2) Each professional member of the group who contributed to the determination of eligibility shall document the
results of their assessment. This documentation of determination of eligibility must include:
(a) The procedures and instruments used in any assessment and the results obtained;
(b) Any conclusions from observations of the student;
and
[ 49]
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(c) A statement of the apparent significance of the findings as related to the student's instructional program.
(3) In interpreting evaluation data for the purpose of
determining if a student is a special education student under
this chapter, and the educational needs of the student, each
public agency shall:
(a) Draw upon information from a variety of sources,
including aptitude and achievement tests, parent input,
teacher recommendations, physical condition, social or cultural background, and adaptive behavior; and
(b) Ensure that information obtained from all of these
sources is documented and carefully considered.
(4) A student may not be determined to be a special education student if the determinant factor for that decision is:
(a) Lack of instruction in reading or math; or
(b) Limited English proficiency; and
(c) The student does not otherwise meet the eligibility
criteria in this chapter.
(5) For a student suspected of having a learning disability, the report must also include a statement of:
(a) All of the information required in subsection (I) of
section;
this
(b) The specific learning disability(ies);
(c) The basis for making the determination;
(d) The relevant behavior noted during the observation
of the student;
(e) The relationship of that behavior to the student's academic functioning;
(f) The medically relevant findings, if any;
(g) A statement about whether there is a severe discrepancy between achievement and ability that is not correctable
without special education and related services; and
(h) The determination of the group concerning the
effects of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-111 Determination of eligibility and
parental notification. (I) Upon completing the administration of tests and other evaluation materials:
(a) A group of qualified professionals and the parent of
the student shall determine whether the student is a special
education student in need of special education and related
services, as defined in this chapter; and
(b) The public agency must provide a copy of the evaluation report and the documentation of determination of eligibility to the parent.
(2) If a determination is made that a student has a disability and needs special education and related services, an IEP
must be developed for the student in accordance with this
chapter.
(3) If the decision is that the student is not eligible for
special education, the parents or legal guardian of the student
shall be informed in writing of the evaluation findings in
compliance with the notice requirements of WAC 392-172302, within ten school days following the completion of the
evaluation.
Proposed
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· (c) Qualify for one of the other eligibility categories
specified in this chapter unless otherwise excluded; and
(d) Need special education and related services. ((thff- ~
dreH whe q1:1elify fer speeial ed1:1eatieH as develeplfleHtally ~
dela}·ed 1Ht1st be reeYal1:1ated prier te the age ef eligibility fer
eHtry te first grade aHd a deterlfliH8tieH lflade that the st1:1deHt
either.
(i) Q1:1alifies t1Hder the previsieHs ef eHe ef the ether dis
abliHg eeHditieHs iH this ehapter: er
(ii) Is He leHger iH Heed ef speeial ed1:1eatieH aHd related
serviees. The preeed1:1ral safeg1:1ard req1:1irelfleHts iR this ehap
ter are else applieable te this previsieR.
(3) The terlfl "de·1elep1HeHtally delayed" dees Ret
iHel1:1de ehildreR 1:1Rder the age ef eligibility fer eRtry te the
first grade whe q1:1alify selely fer speeeh aHd laRg1:1age ser
viees 1:1Hder WAC 392 172 120.)) (e) Children aged six to
nine years who qualified as "developmentally delayed. three
to six years." may at the option of the school district or other
public agency. continue to be eligible under the criteria for
"developmentally delayed. three to six years" until they are
reevaluated. not later than three years after the eligibility
decision for "developmentally delayed. three to six years."
(3) As used in this chapter. the term "developmentally
delayed. six to nine years" shall mean those children between
six and nine years of age who either continue to qualify under
subsection (2) of this section. or demonstrate a delay on a
standardized norm referenced test. with a test-retest or splithalf reliability of .80 that is at least:
(a) Two standard deviations below the mean in one· or
more of the five developmental areas defined in WAC 392- ~
172-116: or
~
(b) Qualify for one of the other eligibility categories
specified in this chapter: and
(c) Need special education and related services.
(4) Children who qualify for special education as "developmentally delayed. six to nine years" must be reevaluated
prior to the age of nine consistent with WAC 392-172-182 et
seq. and a determination made that the child either:
(a) Qualifies under the provisions of one of the other disabling conditions in this chapter: or
(b) Is no longer in need of special education and related
services. The procedural safeguard requirements in this
chapter are also applicable to this provision.
(5) A school district or other public agency is not
required to adopt and use the category "developmentally
delayed" for any children within its jurisdiction.
(6) If a school district or other public agency uses the category "developmentally delayed." the district or public
agency must conform to both the definition and age range
established under this section.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-112 Medical evaluation. (1) Medical
evaluations at the expense of a school district or other public
agency shall be obtained subject to the following conditions:
(a) During the evaluation process the ((lflt:dtidisei
pliHary)) IEP team and other qualified professionals. as
appropriate. suspects a student of having a health problem
which may affect his or her eligibility and need for special
education.
(b) In accordance with criteria established by the school
district or other public agency (((exeept iH the ease ef aH
iHdepeHdeHt eYal1:1atieH p1:1rs1:1aHt te WAC 392 172 150))).
(2) Medical evaluation services necessary to make a
determination of the educational needs of residential school
students, shall be the responsibility of the department of
social and health services pursuant to RCW 28A.190.040.
The state schools for the deaf and blind are responsible for
the provision of these services under chapter 72.40 RCW.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-114 Definition and eligibility criteria
for developmentally delayed. Definition and eligibility criteria for developmentally delayed are as follows:
( 1) As used in this chapter, the term "developmentally
delayed, birth to ((thirty six lfleHths)) three years" shall mean
those children under ((thirty six lfleHths)) three years of age
who:
(a) Demonstrate a 1.5 standard deviation or twenty-five
percent delay in the developmental area of ((eegHitieH (WAC
392 172 116(1 )), eelfllflt1HieatieH (\\'AC 392 172 116(2)),
fiHe lfleter (WAC 392 172 116(3)), gress lfleter (WAC 392
172 116(4)), er lfleter whieh fer the p1:1rpese ef this seetieH
shall be a eelflbiHed delay ef fiHe lfleter (WAC 392 172
116(3)) aHd gress lfleter ('NAC 392 172 116(4)))) cognitive
development. communication development. physical development, social emotional development. or adaptive development as defined in WAC 392-172-116; or
(b) Qualify for one of the other eligibility categories
specified in this chapter ((1:1Hless etherwise exel1:1ded)); and
(c) Need special education and related services. Such
children in order to continue to be eligible for special education and related services must be reevaluated prior to age
three.
(2) As used in this chapter, the term "developmentally
delayed, three to six years" shall mean those children
between ((thirty six lfleHths aHd the age ef eligibilit}· fer
eHtry te the first grade)) three and six years of age who demonstrate a delay on a standardized norm referenced test, with
a test-retest or split-half reliability of .80 that is at least:
(a) Two standard deviations below the mean in one or
more of the ((stit)) five developmental areas defined in WAC
392-172-116; or
(b) One and one-half standard deviations below the mean
in two or more of the ((stit)) five developmental areas defined
in WAC 392-172-116; or
Proposed

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-116 Areas of developmental delayDefinitions. The ((stit)) five developmental areas for the purpose of applying eligibility criteria to developmentally
delayed children are:
(l) Cognitive development: Comprehending, remembering, and making sense out of one's experience. Cognitive
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ability is the ability to think and is often thought of in terms
of intelligence;
(2) Communication development: The ability to effectively use or understand age-appropriate language, including
vocabulary, grammar, and speech sounds;
(3) ((FiHe motor: Motor skills reqt1iriHg preeise, eoorai
Hatea t1se of the sffiall mt1sclcs;
(4) Gross motor: Motor skills used for body eoHtrol such
as staHdiHg, walkiHg, balaHee aHd elimbiHg;
f51)) Physical development: Fine and/or gross motor
skills requiring precise. coordinated. use of small muscles
and/or motor skills used for body control such as standing.
walking. balance. and climbing:
ill Social((/)) or emotional development: The ability to develop and maintain functional interpersonal relationships
and to exhibit age appropriate social and emotional behaviors; and
((f61)) ill Adaptive ((skiHs)) development: The ability
to develop and exhibit age appropriate self-help skills,
including independent feeding, toileting, personal hygiene
and dressing skills.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-118 Definition and eligibility criteria
emotionally/behavi orally disabled. (1)
((seriettsly))
for
Students who are ((seriously)) emotionally/behaviorally disabled are those who exhibit over a long period of time and to
a marked degree, one or more of the following characteristics((, which ad¥ersely affects their edueatioHal perfor
fftftHeC)):
(a) An inability to learn which cannot be explained by
intellectual, sensory, or health factors;
(b) An inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers;
(c) Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances;
(d) A general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; or
(e) A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears
associated with personal or school problems.
(2) The term includes students who are schizophrenic.
(3) The term does not include students who are socially
maladjusted, unless it is determined that they are also ((seffettSl-y)) emotionally/behavior ally disabled.
(4) All students considered for special education and
related services as ((seriot1sly)) emotionally/behaviorally disabled shall ((be e·1alt1atea aceorai1tg to the followi1tg)) have
documentation for eligibility that:
(a) ((A CtJffCHt evalt1atioH whieh)) ~oncludes that the
student has ((a seriOtJS beha¥ioral aisabi)ity llftd whieh COit
siders aHa describes the stt1deHt's social aHa emotioHal behaY
iors llHB pro·tiaes implieatiOHS for eat1eati0Hal plaHHiHg, if
tttty)) an emotional/behaviora l disability which adversely
affects educational performance and requires specially
designed instruction.
(b) ((AH e¥alt1atioH which)) _Qescribes behaviors
((wh-teft}) that distinguish between common disciplinary
problem behaviors and ((serious behavioral aisabilities)) an
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emotional/behavioral disability. Common disciplinary problem behaviors (e.g., truancy, smoking, breaking school conduct rules) may exist in conjunction with ((serious behavioral
aisabilities)) an emotional/behavioral disability, but cannot
be used as the sole criteria for recommending special education and related services. ((The evalt1atioH shall also iHelt1ae:
ftj)) {c) Includes a social or developmental history compiled directly from the parent(s) and/or records, when parents
are not available.
(((ii) Ct1ffCHt}) Cd) Includes academic achievement
((e¥aluatioH)) assessment as measured by standardized tests
appropriate to age level and administered individually.
(((e) If the academic evaluatioH is eoffipletea aHa there is
BOCtlffieHtatiOH showiHg that the StUBCHt'S aisability is CYiBCftt
iH the school CH¥iroHmeHt, the followiHg evalt1atioH reports
may be substitt1tea for the school aistriet aHa other pt1blie
ageHey's e¥aluatioH.
(a) A et1ffCHt eYaltJatioH b}· a ps}·chiatrist or a HOHpublie
school meHtal health profcssioHal who holes a graat1ate
aegree iH a recog1ti~ed meHtal health specialty that eoHsiders
aHa aeseribes the stt1aeHt's social a1ta emotioHal behaviors,
which e0Hclt1des that the st11ae1tt has a seriot1s beha~·ioral
aisabilit}', flHB prOYides implicatiOHS for eat1eati0Ha) plaH
HiHg, if a1ty. The multiaiseipliHary team shall eoHsider these
impJicatiOHS iH plaHHiHg ftHd imf!)CffiCHtiHg the SttJBCflt's eat1
eatioHal program.))
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-120 Definition and eligibility criteria
for communication disordered. A student shall be considered to have a communication disorder if there is ((~})
a documented communication disorder such as stuttering,
voice disorder, language impairment, ((atttll))or impaired
articulation which adversely affects a student's educational
performance((. The evalt1atio1t f!FOeed1:1res aHd eligibilit}'
staHdaras ot1tliHea iH this seetio1t appl}· to those stt1aeHts
whose OHly aisae)iHg eoHditiOH is ll COmFHt1HieatiOH disoraer.
All stt1def!ts beiHg eoHsidered for special edueatioH aHd
related seniees as eommt1HieatioH disordered shall be evalt1
ated aHd determif!ed eligible for Sf!ecial edt1catioH aHd related
services)) and requires specially designed instruction.
Eligibility shall be determined according to the following:
(1) A ((CttffCftt)) hearing screening report;
(2) A ((CttffCftt)) description of the level of educational
development ((&.Y)) provided by the classroom teacher, or
where available, by standardized tests in those areas affected
by the ((sf)eeeh aHdlor)) communication problem{s) including discussion of the existing or potential impact of the problem( s) on educational performance; and
(3) ((A et1ffef!t eYalt1atioH)) An assessment of the level of
speech and/or language development, as measured by standardized tests or professionally recognized procedures,
scales, or checklists appropriate to the student's age level and
mode of communication, individually administered, and
which considers the student's sex, dialect norms, social-cultural environment, and behaviors. For children under the age
of eligibility for entry to the first grade, the evaluation shall
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include developmental acquisition of speech and language.
Such measures shall result in one or more of the following
findings that the student:
(a) Achieves a rating of moderate or severe on a standardized articulation test that yields a severity rating and/or
misarticulates in comparison to developmental norms five or
more unrelated phonemes each in two or more positions (initial, medial, or final) for children under the age of eligibility
for entry to the first grade, three or more unrelated phonemes
for students age six through age seven, or one or more for students over age seven, with consideration given to the student's speech intelligibility, physical ability, and/or therapy
history.
(b) Has a delay in receptive and/or expressive language
such that functioning is one year or more below chronological age for students up through age eight or functioning is
two-thirds of chronological age or below for students over
age eight.
(c) Has interruptions or dystluencies in more than one
speaking situation such as repetitions, prolongations, blockage in flow of speech, struggle, or avoidance behaviors which
interfere with communication or are inconsistent with age or
development.
(d) Has a deviation in voice quality, pitch, or loudness
characterized by abusive vocal habits, or interference with
communication, or is inconsistent with age or development,
or demonstrates chronic hoarseness of duration of three
weeks or more.
Whenever appropriate, i! referral shall be made for medical and/or psychological and/or other ((e·,·alttatioRs shall be
flttl6e)) assessments and the results considered in the ((e¥ftlttftti.eft)) determination of the student's ((sttspeeted disabliRg
eoRditioR)) eligibility for special education.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-1 I, filed
10/11/95, effective I I/I 1195)

WAC 392-172-124 Definition and eligibility criteria ~
for health impaired. Students with health impairments are

those who have limited strength, vitality or alertness, including a heightened alertness to environmental stimuli, that
results in limited alertness with respect to the educational
environment due to chronic or acute health problems-such
as ((stttdeRts with seFiotts eoRgeRital heaFt defeet, otheF eoR
geRital syRdFome(s), otheF disoffieFs af the eardioFespirntOF)'
systems, disorders af tlte eeRtFal Ren·otts system iRclttdiRg
epilepsy oF Rettrological iFRpaiFFReflt, OF otlteF profot1Rd
health eiFcttmstaRces OF degeRerative coRditioR(s) ·...·hielt))
a heart condition, rheumatic fever, nephritis. asthma. attention deficit disorder or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. sickle cell anemia. hemophilia, lead poisoning. leukemia. or diabetes and adversely affects ((OF with a high degFec
afpFafessioRal eeFtaiRty will affeet)) their educational performance and requires specially designed instruction.
All students being considered for special education and
related services as health impaired shall be ((cYalttated ftRd))
determined eligible for special education and related services
according to the following:
(I) ((A cttFFeRt)) An evaluation by a qualified practitioner which describes and confirms the student's health circumstances and which provides any implications for educational
planning; and
(2) ((CttFfeRt)) An academic achievement ((e»·alttatioR))
assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to
age level and administered individually.

~
~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective I 1/11/95)

WAC 392-172-126 Specific learning disability-Definition. ill Specific learning disability is a disorder in one or

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-1 I, filed
10111195, effective I 1111/95)

more of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or using spoken or written language ((wltielt pFe
veftt:s tlte stttdeRt frem achieviRg coFRFReRsttratc with his er
ltcF age aftd ability levels iR ORe OF FRore of the areas listed iR
this sttbsectioR, wheR pFovided vlith leaFRiRg experieftces
apprnpriate ta the stttdeftt's age aRd abilit)' JcyeJs. Stich disoF
der may iRclttdc problems iR visttal ftRd attditoFy perecptiaR
aRd iRtegrntiaR aRd may FRftRifest itself iR aft iFRpaired ability
ta listeft, tltiftk, speak or comFRttRicatc clearly, read with coFR
preheRsioR, wFite legibly aRd 't'lith FReaRiRg, spell, ftRd to
accttrately perfoFFR matheFRatical calcttlatieRs, iRclttdiRg
those iRvolviRg readiRg. The pFeseRce of a speeific learniRg
disability is iRdicated by iRtellectttal fttRctioRiRg abo·,·e that
specified iR this ehapteF fur eligibility as FReRtally retarded
aRd by a severe discrcpaRey betweeft the stttdeRt's iRtellectttal
ability aRd academic aeltieveFReRt iR ofte OF maFe of the fal
lowiRg areas:
(I) Ornl expressioR;
(2) ListeRiRg coFRprelteRsioR;
(3) WritteR expFessioR;
(4) Basic readiRg skill;
(5) ReadiRg coFRpreheRsioR;
(6) Mathematics calcttlatioRs; aRd

WAC 392-172-122 Definition and eligibility criteria
for orthopedically impaired. Students who are orthopedi-

cally impaired are those who lack normal function of muscles, joints or bones due to congenital anomaly, disease ~r
permanent injury, and such condition adversely affects the1r
educational performance and requires specially designed
instruction.
All students being considered for special education and
related services as orthopedically impaired shall be ((e¥ftlttated aRd)) determined eligible for special education and
related services according to the following:
(I) A ((ettffeftt)) medical evaluation by a qualified medical practitioner which describes and confirms the student's
health circumstances.and which provides any medical implications for educational planning;
(2) ((CttFfeRt)) An academic achievement ((evalttatioR))
assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to
age level and administered individually; and
(3) A ((ettffeftt)) physical therapy and/or occupational
therapy ((evalttatioR)) assessment which considers and
describes implications for therapy as a part of educational
planning.
Proposed
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(7) Mathematies FeasoRiRg.
S1:1eh a 13erfermaRee Elefieit eaRAOt be eJt13laiF1ed by
vis1:1al, or heariRg, or motor Elisabilities, meRtal retarElatioA,
beha,·ioral Elisability, or e1wiroRmeF1tal, e1:1lt1:1ral, or eeoAomie
ElisaE!YaRtage.
A s13eeifie learniRg Elisability iF1el1:1Eles eoRElitioRs
Eleseribea as 13eree13t1:1al Elisabilities, braiR iRj1:1ry, miRimal
braiR ElysfttRetioR, ElysleJtia, aAEl Elevelo13meRtal a13hasia,
wheR the st1:1EleAt meets the eligibility eFiteria set furth iA
WAC 392 172 128, iRel1:1EliAg Eloe1:1meRtatioA of severe Elis
ere13aAey as req1:1irea by WAC 392 172 132)) that may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen. think. speak. read,
write. spell. or to do mathematical calculations. including
conditions such as perceptual disabilities. brain injury. minimal brain dysfunction. dyslexia. and developmental aphasia.
(2) Specific learning disability does not include learning
problems that are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or
motor disabilities. of mental retardation. of emotional disturbance. or of environmental. cultural. or economic disadvantage.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
IO/I 1/95, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-128 Specific learning disabilityEvaluation procedures. ((Eval1:1atioA 13reeeEl1:1Fes aREl eligi
bility staRElarEls: All st1:1EleF1ts (eJtee13t those 1:1REler the age of
eRtry for first graae) eoRsiaereEl fer iRitial 13laeemeRt iR s13e
eial eifoeatioR as s13eeifie leaFHiHg disableEl shall be eval1:1ateEl
aREl determiHeEl eligible for s13eeial e61:1eatioR aHEl relatea ser
Yiees aeeorEliRg to the fullowiRg:
( l) A e1:1rreRt e'>·al1:1atioH of s1:1ffieieAt seo13e to fl:lle 01:1t
eligibility fer aRy other disabliHg eoAElitioR aREl to Fl:lle 01:1t
eRviroRmeRtal, e1:1lt1:1ral, or eeoRomie faetoFs as BA eJt13laF1a
tioR for the s13eeifie aeademie 13reblem;
(2) A e1:1FFeF1t YisioA BREI heariRg sereeRiRg re13ort shall be
obtaiReEl aRd shall be of s1:1ffieieRt seo13e to F1:1le 01:1t '>'isioR or
heariRg ae1:1ity as BR eJt13laF1atioR fur the s13eeifie aeaElemie
13reblem;
(3) A writteR Feeord of observatioR of the st1:1EleRt's learn
iRg behaviors iR the geReral eEl1:1eatioR 13regram aAEl the rela
ti0Rshi13s of these behaviors to the s13eeifie aeaElemie 13reblem
shall be eom13leteEl by a member of the e¥al1:1atioR team other
thaR the st1:1EleRt's geReral eEl1:1eatioR teaeher. IR the ease of a
st1:1deRt of less thaR sehool age or 01:1t of sehool, a team mem
her shall obsen·e the st1:1deF1t iR BR eRvirnRmeRt a1313re13riate
for a st1:1EleRt of that age;
(4j)) The group may determine that a student has a specific learning disability if:
(I) The student does not achieve commensurate with his
or her age and ability levels in one or more of the areas listed
in subsection (2) of this section. if provided with learning
experiences appropriate for the student's age and ability levrls..;.
(2) The group finds that a student has a severe discrepancy between achievement and intellectual ability in one or
more of the following areas:
(a) Oral expression.
(b) Listening comprehension.
(c) Written expression.

WSR 99-17-101

{d) Basic reading skill.
(e) Reading comprehension.
(f) Mathematics calculations.
(g) Mathematics reasoning:
(3) The group may not identify a student as having a specific learning disability if the severe discrepancy between
ability and achievement is primarily the result of:
{a) A visual. hearing. or motor impairment;
{b) Mental retardation;
(c) Emotional disturbance: or
{d) Environmental. cultural or economic disadvantage;
(4) At least one group member other than the student's
regular teacher shall observe the student's academic performance in the regular classroom setting;
(5) In the case of a student of less than school age or out
of school. a group member shall observe the student in an
environment appropriate for a student of that age;
.(fil Written documentation that the student has an academic achievement problem in the general education program shall be available. Examples of data used for documentation may include:
(a) Student performance on daily classroom work and/or
criterion-referenced tests;
(b) Summary of past student performance;
(c) Group test results;
(d) Teacher observation and judgments; and
(e) Performance on ((st1:1EleRt learniRg objeeti'>es)) state
established standards;
((~)) ill Documentation of the existence of a severe
discrepancy between the student's intellectual ability and academic achievement in one or more of the seven areas specified in ((WAC 392 172 126)) this section shall be recorded.
Such documentation shall conform to the requirements of
WAC 392-172-132; and
((f61)) .{fil Tests used to assess the student's intellectual
ability and academic achievement shall be:
(a) ((C1:1FFent;
fej)) Reliable as demonstrated by a reliability coefficient
of .85 or above;
(((€1)) f.hl Normed on representative national samples;
((fd-1)) ll;} Selected and administered in accordance with
the general requirements of WAC 392-172- 108; and
(((e1))@1ndividually administered and interpreted by a
qualified person (defined in WAC 392-172-108) in accordance with the standardized procedures described in the test
manuals.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-132 Method for documenting severe
discrepancy. (I) ((For st1:1tleF1ts i1t gratles ORe aRd aeo\le,)) A
severe discrepancy shall be determined and documented from
tables developed pursuant to WAC 392-172-130.
(2) For the purposes of applying the severe discrepancy
tables, the following scores shall be used:
(a) A total or full scale intellectual ability score;
(b) An academic achievement test score which can be
converted into a standard score with a mean of one hundred
and a standard deviation of fifteen; ((ftfttl))
[53 J
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scales where there are no known standardized measures,
which discusses any implications for educational planning;
and
(((e) CttrreHt)) (3) An academic achievement ((e¥ftlttatieft)) assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to age level and administered individually; and
((fEl))) ill A developmental history compiled directly
from the parent(s), or records, when parents are not available.
(((2) Eligil:iility sta1taaras:
(a) SigHifieaHtly sttl:iaverage geHeral i1Helleett1al fttHe
tioHiHg, aefiHea as a ftlll seale i1ttellige1tee qttotieHt two or
ffiOFe StftftSftFS ae·tiatiOHS l:Jelow the ffieftft Oft the resf}eeti·t'e
ffieasttre; a Ha
(l:i) CoHettffeftt aefieits iH ftSftf}tive l:iehavior.))

(c) A severe discrepancy between the student's intellectual ability and academic achievement in one or more of the
seven areas provided for in WAC ((392 172 126)) 392-172128 shall be determined by applying the regressed standard
score discrepancy method to the obtained intellectual ability
and achievement test scores using the tables referenced
above. Where the evaluation results do not appear to accurately represent the student's intellectual ability and where the
discrepancy between the student's intellectual ability and academic achievement does not initially appear to be severe
upon application of the discrepancy tables, WAC 392-172130, the ((ffittltiaiseif}liHary teaffi)) student's parents and a
group of qualified professionals shall apply professional
judgment in order to determine the presence of a severe discrepancy. In this event, the ((ffit1ltiaiseif}li1tary teaffi)) student's parents and a group of qualified professionals shall
document in a written narrative an explanation as to why the
student has a severe discrepancy. The ((mt1ltiaiseif}li1tary
teftfft)) student's parents and a group of qualified professionals must provide supportive evidence, including the procedures used to determine that a severe discrepancy exists
between the student's intellectual ability and academic
achievement. If the prohibition against the use of specific
tests or test results as provided in WAC 392-172-108((f81))
shall preclude the use of any of the tests referenced above, the
((ffittltiaiseif}liHaF)' teaffi)) student's parents and a group of
qualified professionals shall document ((iH a writteft Harra
ti-ore)) the basis upon which the members decided that there
exists a severe discrepancy ((l:ietweeH iHtelleetttal al:iility aHa
aehieveffieHt)): and
(d) For a student who has been retained. grade as well as
age based norms on the achievement test should be applied.
A severe discrepancy must exist using both age and grade
based norms.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-1 I, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111/95)

WAC 392-172-136 Definition and eligibility criteria
for multiple disabilities. ((A StttaeHt with ffittltif}le aisal:iili
ties shall l:ie eoHsiaerea eligil:ile for Sf}eeial eaueatioH sen·iees
wheH there are f}FeSeftt ftftS aoettffiefttea two Of ffiOFe ais
aeliHg eoHaitioHs, eaeh of whieh is so se·.. ere as to warraHt a
Sf}eeiaJ f}FOgFftffi ·were that aisal:JliHg eoHaitiOH to ftf}f}eftf iH
isolatioH, aHa the eoffil:iiHatioH of ·uhieh eattses stteh severe
eatteatiOHftl f}FOl:JleffiS that the Stttaeftt reqttires iftteHSi't'e f}FO
gramffiiHg aHa eaHHOt l:ie aeeoffimoaatea iH Sf}eeial eaueatioH
f}Fograffis solely for oHe of the iffif}airffieHts. Stt1ae1tts who are
aeaf/l:iliHa are Hot i1telt1aea iH this aisal:iilit)' eategory.)) ill
Multiple disabilities means concomitant impairments (such ~
as mental retardation-blindness. mental retardation-orthope- ,.
die impairment. etc.). the combination of which causes such
severe educational needs that they cannot be accommodated
in special education programs solely for one of the impairments. The term does not include deaf-blindness.
(2) A student with multiple disabilities shall be considered eligible for special education services when there are
present and documented two or more disabling conditions.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-1 I, filed
10/11/95, effective 1I/I1/95)

WAC 392-172-134 Definition and eligibility criteria
for mental retardation. Students with mental retardation are
those who demonstrate significantly subaverage general
intellectual functioning existing concurrently with deficits in
adaptive behavior and manifested during the developmental
period, ((wffieh)) that adversely affects their educational performance and requires specially designed instruction.
((fB)) All students being considered for special education and related services as mentally retarded shall be ((twttlttatea aHa)) determined eligible for special education and
related services according to the following:
(((a) A ettrreHt evalttatioH)) (]) An assessment of intellectual functioning obtained from a standardized individual
test designed to measure intellectual functioning, individually administered by a qualified psychologist ((aHa iHter
tJFetea aHa attestea to as to ·raliaity l:iy a qttalifiea f}syeholo
gist)). which results in a full scale intelligence quotient two or
more standard deviations below the mean on the respective
measure; and
(((e) A ettrreHt eYalttatioH)) (2) An assessment which
considers and describes adaptive behavior as measured by
standardized instrument(s), or professionally recognized
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-1 I, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111/95)

WAC 392-172-138 Definition and eligibility criteria
for deafness. Students who are deaf are those students who
have a documented hearing impairment which is so severe
that the student is impaired in processing linguistic information through hearing, with or without amplification, ((wffieh))
that adversely affects educational performance and requires
specially designed instruction.
ill All students being considered for special education
and related services as deaf shall be ((evalttatea aHa)) determined eligible for special education and related services
according to the following:
(((1) A eurreHt e·ralttatioH)) (a) An assessment by a qualified audiologist which describes and confirms that the hearing impairment is so severe that the student is impaired in
processing linguistic information through hearing, with or
without amplification and which prevents the auditory channel from being the primary mode of learning speech and language and adversely affects educational performance;
[ 54]
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(1) ((A e1:1Ffe1tt)) An evaluation by a qualified vision specialist or physician which describes and confirms that the student:
(a) Has visual acuity of 20/70 or less in the better eye
with correction; or
(b) Has a field of vision which at its widest diameter subtends an angle of no greater than twenty degrees in the better
eye with correction.
(2) ((Cuffent)) An academic achievement ((e·1al1:1atien))
assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to
age level and administered individually.

(((2) C1:1Ffent)) Cb) An academic achievement ((e¥ftlttatieft)) assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to age level and administered individually; and
(((3) A e1:1Ffent eval1:1atien)) (c) An assessment of language development as measured by standardized tests or professionally recognized scales appropriate to age level and
administered individually.
ill Each school district or other public agency shall
ensure that the hearing aids worn by students who are deaf
are functioning properly.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-140 Definition and eligibility criteria
for hearing impairment. ((Students witk kearing imf}air
ffteftt)) Hearing impaired students are those students who
have a hearing impairment, whether permanent or fluctuating, ((wfl.ieh)) 1hfil adversely affects the student's educational
performance but is not included under the definition of deafness.
ill All students being considered for special education
and related services as students with hearing impairment
shall be ((evaluated and)) determined eligible for special education and related services according to the following:
(((1) A e1:1rtent evaluatien)) (a) An assessment by a qualified audiologist which describes and confirms that the student:
((W)) ill Has an organic hearing loss in excess of 20 dB
better ear average in the speech range (500, 1,000, 2,000 Hz),
unaided; or
((fbj)) .@Has a history of fluctuating hearing loss which
has interrupted the normal acquisition of speech and language and continues to be a part of educational planning.
(((2) A ei:lffent)) Cb) An academic achievement ((e¥ftlttatieft)) assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to age level and administered individually.
(((3) A euffent eval1:1atien)) (c) An assessment of language development as measured by standardized tests or professionally recognized scales appropriate to age level and
administered individually.
ill Each school district or other public agency shall
ensure that the hearing aids worn by students with hearing
impairment are functioning properly.

WAC 392-172-144 Definition and eligibility criteria
for deaf/blindness. Students who are deaf/blind are those
whose hearing and vision impairments, in combination, cause
such severe communication and other developmental and
educational ((f}reblems)) needs that they cannot be accommodated in special education programs solely for students
((whe are deaf er blind)) with deafness or blindness. The
impairments adversely affect a student's educational performance and reguire specially designed instruction.
All students being considered for special education and
related services as deaf/((blttttl)) blindness shall be ((e¥ftlttated and)) determined eligible for special education and
related services according to the following:
(1) ((A e1:1Ffe1tt eval1:1ation)) An assessment by a qualified
audiologist and evaluation by a vision specialist or physician
which describes and confirms that the ((vision and)) hearing
and vision impairments, in combination, cause such severe
communication and other developmental and educational
problems that the students cannot be accommodated in special education programs solely for students who are deaf or
blind;
(2) ((Ettffeftt)) An academic achievement ((evaluation))
assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to
age level and administered individually; and
(3) ((A euffent evah1atien)) An assessment of language
development as measured by standardized tests or professionally recognized scales appropriate to age level and
administered individually.
AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effectivy 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-146 Definition and eligibility criteria
for autism. "Autism" means a developmental disability significantly affecting verbal and nonverbal communication and
social interaction, generally evident before age three, that
adversely affects a student's educational performance and
reguires specially designed instruction. If a student manifests
characteristics of autism after age three, that student still
could be diagnosed as having autism if the criteria in this section are satisfied.
((Students in this eategery have a range of intelleet1:1al
abilities.))
Other characteristics often associated with autism are
engagement in repetitive activities and stereotyped move-

WAC 392-172-142 Definition and eligibility criteria
for visually impaired/blind ness. Students with visual
impairment((/)) including blindness ((are tkose st1:1dents
wke)) have a visual impairment ((wfl.ieh)) that, even with correction, adversely affects the student's educational performance and requires specially designed instruction. The term
includes both partial sight and blindness.
All students being considered for special education and
related services ((wttk)) for visual impairment((/)) including
blindness· shall be· ((evaluated and)) determined eligible for
special education and related services according to the following:
[SS]
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ments, resistance to environmental change or change in daily
routines and unusual responses to sensory experiences.
The term does not apply if a student's educational performance is adversely affected primarily because the student has
((a serio1:1s)) an emotional/behavioral disability, as defined in
this chapter. The category of autism includes students with
pervasive developmental disorders if they meet eligibility criteria.
All students being considered for special education and
related services under the category of autism shall be ((ewl1:1ated aHd)) determined eligible for special education and
related services according to the following:
(1) A developmental history which includes verbal and
nonverbal communication, social interaction, play, motor and
sensory development;
(2) An adaptive behavior ((e;·al1:1atioH)) assessment
which includes:
(a) ((A staHdardil':ed ffieas1:1re of adaptive behavior;
(b) AH e;·al1:1atioH)) An assessment of the student's social
skills, including interactions with peers, based on a classroom
observation; and
(((e) AH eYal1:1atioH)) (b) An assessment of the student's
self-help and community skills based on classroom and/or
home observations ((aHd/or staHdardil':ed e;·al1:1atioH ffieth
eds));
(3) A communication ((eval1:1atioH)) assessment which
includes evaluations of:
(a) Receptive, expressive, and social communication
skills;
(b) The possible contributions of the student's communication impairment to challenging behavior, and their implications for educational planning; and
(c) The potential need for augmentative communication
methods; and
(4) An ((eval1:1atioH)) assessment of preacademic or academic strengths and weaknesses, preferred learning modalities, and present levels of functioning((~
(5) A heariHg aHd visioH sereeHiHg; aHd
(6) AH e;·al1:1atioH of fiHe aHd gross ffiOtor skills)).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11 /95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-148 Definition and eligibility criteria
for traumatic brain injury. "Traumatic brain injury" means

an acquired injury to the brain caused by an external physical
force resulting in total or partial functional disability
((tttttll))or psychosocial impairment or both that((-:fB)) _!!dversely affects educational performance ((whteft
res1:1lts iH the Heed for speeial ed1:1eatioH aHd related serviees))
reguiring specially designed instruction. The term applies to
open or closed head injuries resulting in impairments in one
or more of the following areas such as: Cognition; language;
memory; attention; reasoning; abstract thinking; judgment;
problem-solving; sensory perceptual and motor abilities; psychosocial behavior; physical functions; information processing; and speech. The term does not apply to brain injuries that
are congenital or degenerative or brain injuries induced by
birth trauma.
Proposed
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((~)) All students being considered for special education and related services under the category of traumatic brain
injury shall be evaluated and determined eligible for special
education and related services according to the following:
((W)) ill A ((et:tffeftt)) medical evaluation by a qualified
medical practitioner, which describes an acquired injury to
the brain or a history of significant head trauma and which
provides any medical implications for educational planning;
(((b) C1:1rreHt)) (2) An academic achievement ((ewtkttttietl)) assessment as measured by standardized tests appropriate to age level and administered individually;
(((e) C1:1rreHt e\·al1:1atioH)) (3) An assessment of cognitive
functioning, which may include intelligence, memory, attention, reasoning, abstract thought, judgment, problem-solving,
and/or information-processin g;
(((d) C1:1rreHt eval1:1atioH)) ( 4) An assessment of language
and communication skills;
(((e) C1:1rreHt eval1:1atioH)) (5) An assessment of fine and
gross motor skills.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-150 Independent educational evaluation. (((1) The pareHt(s) of a st1:1deHt or the ad1:1lt st1:1deHt

referred for speeial ed1:1eatioH aHd related seniees or aHy spe
eial ed1:1eatioH st1:1deHt who is to be e;·al1:1ated or reeval1:1ated
has tke right to ObtaiH aft iHdepeHdeHt ed1:1eati0Ha) eval1:1atiOH,
s1:1bjeet to s1:1eseeti0Rs (2), (3) aHd (4) of this seetioft.
(2) WheH req1:1ested by the pareRt, eaeh sehool distriet or
other p1:1BJie ageHey shall provide iflforffiatiOH abo1:1t where aft
iHdepeHdeftt ed1:1eatiOHal e\ al1:1atiofl ffiay be obtaiHed.
(3) For the p1:1rposes of this seetioH:
(a) "IHdepeHdeHt ed1:1eati0Hal eval1:1atioH" ffieaHs aft eYal
1:1atioH e0Hd1:1eted by a q1:1alified exaffiifler wko is Hot
effiployee by tke sehool distriet or other r1:1blie ageHey
respoRsible for tke ed1:1eatioH of the st1:1deRt iH q1:1estioH; aHEl
(b) "P1:1blie expeftse" ffieaHs that the sekool distriet or
other p1:1blie ageHey either pays for tke full eost of the eval1:1
atioR or e:ss1:1res that the eval1:1atioH is otherwise provides e:t
HO eost to tke pareftt (Or to the ae1:1)t Stl:ldeRt).
(4) A pareRt or the ae1:1lt st1:1eeftt has the right to aft iHde
peRdeHt ed1:1eati0Hal e·1al1:1atioH at p1:1blie expeHse wkeH the
pareHt or the ad1:1lt st1:1deHt disagrees with the eval1:1atioH
res1:1lts obtaiftetl by the sehool distriet or other p1:1blie ageHe)",
as fello·.vs:
(a) Tke pareHt(s) or tke ad1:1lt st1:1deHt sko1:1ld provide a
writteH or verbal Hotiee to the sehool distriet or other p1:1elie
ageHey s1:1periflteHdeftt or speeial ed1:1eatioH direetor whieh:
(i) IHdieates that tke pareHt or tke ae1:1lt st1:1Eleflt disagrees
with the sehool distriet aRd other p1:1elie agefley's evah:1B:tioft;
aOO
(ii) Req1:1ests aft iRdepeHdeHt ed1:1eati0Hal eve:l1:1atioH at
p1:1blie expeHse;
(b) The sehool distriet or other p1:1elie ageHey shall have
tke opport1:1Hity to iHitiate e:Rd e0Hd1:1et a hee:riHg p1:1rs1:1aHt to
WAC 392 172 350 et seq. to show that its eve:l1:1atioH is
appropriate. If the sehool distriet or other r1:1Blie ageHey
eleets to iHitiate e: keariHg the sehool distriet or other p1:1elie
ageRe)' shall provide tke pareflt(s) or the ad1:1lt st1:1deHt writteH
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Hotiee of the deeisioH to iHitiate a heariHg HO later thaH the fif
teeHth ealeHdar day after the date of reeei13t of the 13areHt's (or
ad11lt st11deHt's) Hotiee of disagreemeHt;
(e) If the fiHal deeisioH 131:1rs11aHt to WAC 392 172 350 et
seq. is that the sehool distriet aHd other p1:1blie ageHey's e¥al
1:1atioH is a13propriate, the 13areHt or ad11lt st1:1deHt still has the
right to aH iHtiepeHdeHt ed11cati0Hal e;·al11atioH, b1:1t Hot at

131:1blie eKfleHse;
(d) If the distriet or other p1:1elie ageHey eleets Hot to hoh:I
a heariHg or does Hot recei'ie a favorable deeisioH iH the d1:1e
13roeess heariHg, the iHde13eHdeHt e·ral1:1atioH shall ee 13rovided
at 131:1elie eKfleHse iH aeeordaHce with the same eriteria whieh
the district or other p1:1blic ageHey 1:1ses wheH it iHitiates aH
eYal11atioH iHel11diag, bl:lt Hot limited to, the loeatioH of the
evall:latioH aHd the ql:lalificatioHs of the eKamiHer; aHd
(e) The sellool district or other p1:1elie ageHey will Hot
deHy 13aymeHt for aH iade13eHdeHt ed1:1eati0Hal evall:latioa
solely eeca1:1se the pareHt did Hot pro·liae flFiOr HOtifieatiOH Of
his or her iHteHt to seek aH iHde13eHdeHt ed1:1eatioaal e·raltta
tioH at 131:1blie eKfleHse.
(5) If tile pareHt or adttlt st1:1deHt obtaiHs aH iHde13eHdeHt
ed1:1eatioaal evalttatioa at 13rivate eKpease, the resttlts of the
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eval ttatioa:
(a) Shall ee eoHsidered by the sehool distriet Of other
f:lttblie ageHey aHd doettmeHte d ia aft)' deeisioH £Hade with
resveet to the vrovisioa of s13eeial edtteatioa aHd related ser
viees to the stt1aeHt; aHa
(a) Ma)' ee flFCseated as evideHee at stteh heariHgs
regardiHg that stttdeHt as may be c0Hdt1eted p1:1rsttaHt to V/AC
392 172 350 et seq.
(6) If a heariag offieer reql:lests aa iHde13eadeHt edttea
tioHal e;·al1:1atioH as 13art of a heariHg, the eost of the eval1:1a
tioH shall be at pttelie CKfleHse.)) Cl) The parents of a special
education student or a student referred for special education
have the right under this chapter to obtain an independen t
educationa l evaluation of the student subject to subsections
(4) through Cl ]) of this section.
(2) Each public agency shall provide to parents. upon
request for an independen t educationa l evaluation. information about where an independen t educationa l evaluation may
be obtained. and the agency criteria applicable for independent educationa l evaluations as set forth in subsections Cl 0)
and Cl I) of this section.
(3) For the purposes of this section:
(a) Independen t educationa l evaluation means an evaluation conducted by a qualified examiner who is not employed
by the public agency responsible for the education of the student in question: and
(b) Public expense means that the public agency either
pays for the full cost of the evaluation or ensures that the
evaluation is otherwise provided at no cost to the parent. consistent with this chapter.
(4) A parent has the right to an independen t educationa l
evaluation at public expense if the parent disagrees with an
evaluation obtained by the public agency.
(5) If a parent requests an independen t educationa l evaluation at public expense. the public agency must. within fifteen days. either:
(a) Initiate a hearing under this chapter to show that its
evaluation is appropriate : or
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(bl Ensure that an independen t educationa l evaluation is
provided at public expense. unless the agency demonstrat es
in a hearing under this chapter that the evaluation obtained by
the parent did not meet agency criteria.
(6) If the public agency initiates a hearing and the final
decision is that the agency's evaluation is appropriate . the
parent still has the right to an independen t educationa l evaluation. but not at public expense.
(7) If a parent requests an independen t educationa l evaluation. the public agency may ask for the parent's reason why
he or she objects to the public evaluation . However. the
explanation by the parent may not be required and the public
agency must either provide the independen t educationa l evaluation at public expense or initiate a due process hearing to
defend the public evaluation.
(8) If the parent obtains an independen t educationa l evaluation at private expense. the results of the evaluation:
(a) Must be considered by the public agency. if it meets
agency criteria. in any decision made with respect to the provision of FAPE to the student: and
(bl May be presented as evidence at a hearing under this
chapter regarding that student.
(9) If a hearing officer requests an independen t educational evaluation as part of a hearing. the cost of the evaluation must be at public expense.
( 10) If an independen t educationa l evaluation is at public
expense. the criteria under which the evaluation is obtained.
including the location of the evaluation and the qualificatio ns
of the examiner. must be the same as the criteria that the public agency uses when it initiates an evaluation. to the extent
those criteria are consistent with the parent's right to an independent educationa l evaluation.
(11) Except for the criteria described in subsection (JO)
of this section. a public agency may not impose conditions or
timelines related to obtaining an independe nt educationa l
evaluation at public expense.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-153 IEP team members. The school
district or other public agency shall ensure that the IEP team
for each special education student includes:
(I) The parents of the student;
·(2) At least one regular education teacher of the student
(if the student is, or may be participating, in the regular education environmen t);
(3) At least one special education teacher of the student,
or if appropriate , at least one special education provider of
the student;
(4) A representat ive of the school district or public
agency who:
(a) Is qualified to provide, or supervise the provision of,
specially designed instruction to meet the unique needs of
special education students;
(b) Is knowledge able about the general curriculum ; and
(c) Is knowledge able about the availability of resources
of the school district or other public agency.
(5) An individual who can interpret the instruction al
implication s of evaluation results, who may be a member of
[ 57]
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the team described in subsections (2) through (6) of this section.
(6) At the discretion of the parent or the school district or
other public agency, other individuals who have knowledge
or special expertise regarding the student, including related
services personnel as appropriate;
(7) If appropriate, the student; and
(8) Transition services participants as described in WAC
392-172-166.
The determination of the knowledge or special expertise
of any individual described in this section shall be made by
the party (parents or public agency) who invited the individual to be a member of the IEP team.
A public agency may designate another public agency
member of the IEP team to also serve as the agency representative, if the criteria in this section are satisfied.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
I0/11195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-156 Meetings. ((t+1)) A meeting shall
be held within thirty calendar days after the date ((ttpett
whieh a)) student's evaluation is completed (and the student
determined to be eligible) for the purpose of developing the
student's individualized education program. Meetings consistent with this section shall be conducted by the school district
or other public agency periodically but at least once a year for
the purpose of reviewing and revising as necessary each student's individualized education program((. Meetings may be
held more freq1:1ently. The sehool district or other 131:1blie
agency shall initiate and eond1:1et the meeting and shall
inel1:1de the following 13artiei13ants:
(a) A re13resentative of the sehool district or other 131:1blie
agene)' other than the st1:1dent's teacher who is q1:1alified to
13rovide or s1:113ep,·ise the 13rovisioH of special ed1:1eatiofl ser
vices, aHd a1:1thorized to commit district or other 13ublic
ageHC)' reso1:1rees;
(b) The studeHt's general classroom teacher or s13eeial
ed1:1eatioH teacher or thera13ist. Either the re13reseHtative of the
school district or other 131:1blie ageHey or the teacher or thera
13ist must be kHowledgeable iH the area of the studeHt's dis

~

(e) 0He or both of the 13areHts (iH the ease of a HOHadult
st1:1deHt), s1:16jeet to s1:1bseeti0Hs (2) through (5) of this seetioH;
(d) The studeHt if he or she is aH adult st1:1deHt,(aHd in the
ease of HOHad1:1\t st1:1deHts, the stt1deftt, if a1313ro13riate);
(e) The sttJdeHt, if traHsitioH services are being coHsid

~

NEW SECTION

(f) A member of the sttJdent's m1:1ltidisei13liMry team or a
fJefSOfl WHO is lrnowledgeable ttbOl:ll the eval1:1atiOfl j'lrOee
dures 1:1sed with the st1:1deHt aHd is familiar with the res1:1lts of
the evaluatioH;
(g) A 13ersoH lrnowledgeaale abo1:1t the service 013ti0Hs;

WAC 392-172-15700 Parent and regular education
teacher participation . ( l) Each school district or other public agency shall take steps to ensure (in the case of nonadult
students) that one or both parents of the special education student are present at each meeting or are afforded the opportunity to participate, including:
(a) Notifying the parent(s) of the meeting early enough
to ensure that they will have an opportunity to attend; and
(b) Scheduling the meeting at a mutually agreed upon
place and time.

ftfl6

(h) Other iHdividuals at the discretion of the district or
other p1:1blie ageHey or the pareHt or the adult studeHt, iHelud
iHg represeHtatives from the geHeral edueatioH 13rogram iH
·.vhieh the multidisei13liHary team has reeommeHded the
delivery of services.
Proposed

(2) Each sehool district or other 131:1blie agency shall take
steps to ass1:1re (iH the ease of nonadult students) that OHe or
both 13arents of the s13eeial edueatioH st1:1dent are preseHt at
eaeh meeting or are afforded the 01313ort1:1nity to 13artiei13ate,
inelueing:
(a) NotifyiHg the 13are11t(s) of the meeting early enough
to ass1:1re his or her partiei13atioH; aHd
(b) SehedtiliHg the meetiHg at a ffiut1:1ally agreed u13on
13laee aHd time.
(3) The notiee to the parent(s) shall iHel1:1de the fJHffJOse,
time, location of the meeting and ·.vho will be in attendance.
If the 131:1r13ose of the ffieeting is the consideration of transition
services, the parent(s) will be notified that the studeHt is
fft¥itetJ.:.
(4) If a 13areHt cannot attend, the district or other 131:1blie
agency shall 1:1se other methods to ass1:1re 13artiei13atioH,
iHel1:1ding individ1:1al or eoHferenee telephone calls.
(5) If a 13areRt eoes Rot atteRcl (iR the ease of a RORaa1:1lt
st1:1deRt), a meetiRg may be eoncluetecl. IR sueh a ease the
school clist:riet or other pt16lie ageHey shall make a record of
its attem13ts to arrange a m1:1t1:1all)' agreed 1:1130R tiffle ancl
13laee. The reeorcl shall conte:iR s1:1eh iRformatioR as:
(a) Detailecl records oftele13h0Re calls made or attem13ted
aRd the res1:1lts of those calls;
(b) Co13ies of eorres13onaeHee seRt to the pareRts aHd aRy
res130Rses received; aRd
(e) Detailed records of visits fflade to the 13areHt's home
or place of efflployment and the res1:1lts of those visits.
(6) The school clistriet or other 131:161ie ageRO)' shall take
whatever aetioR is Reeessary to ass1:1re that the 13areRt or ad1:1lt
st1:1deRt 1:11uierstaHds the 13reeeedi1tgs at a meetiHg, iRel1:1diRg
arraRgiRg for aR iRter13reter for parents (or ad1:1lt st1:1deRts)
who are deaf or whose Hati·<'e laHg1:u1ge is other thaH Eflglish.
(7) The district or other 131:1blie ageRey shall doe1:1meRt
the 13areRt(s) aRd other iRdivid1:1alized ed1:1eation 13rogram flar
tiei13aRts' 13reseRee at the individualized ed1:1eation 13rograffi
ffieetiRg.
(8) GeReral ed1:1e1Hion teachers, iR whose classes the stu
deRt is enrolled, shall be in't'ited to, and gi·v'eR the 01313ort1:1Rity
to partiei13ate in, the iRdividualized ed1:1eatioR 13rogram meet
ffi.g)). to determine whether the annual goals for the student
are being achieved. The individualized education program
shall be revised. as appropriate. to address: any lack of
expected progress toward the annual goals and in the general
curriculum if appropriate: the results of any reevaluation conducted: information about the student provided to. or by. the
parents: the student's anticipated needs: or other matters.
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(2) The notice to the parent(s) shall include the purpose,
time, location of the meeting and who will be in attendance
and inform the parents of the provisions relating to the participation of other individuals on the IEP team who have knowledge or special expertise about the student. If the purpose of
the meeting is the considera tion of transition needs or services, the provisions in WAC 392-172-164 apply.
(3) If neither parent can attend, the district or other public agency shall use other methods to ensure participat ion,
including individual or conferenc e telephone calls, or video
conferencing.
(4) If neither parent can attend (in the case of a nonadult
student), a meeting may be conducted without a parent if the
district or other public agency is unable to convince the parents that they should attend. In such a case the school district
or other public agency must have a record of its attempts to
arrange a mutually agreed upon time and place. The record
shall contain such information as:
(a) Detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted
and the results of those calls;
(b) Copies of correspon dence sent to the parents and any
responses received; and
(c) Detailed records of visits made to the parent's home
or place of employm ent and the results of those visits.
(5) The school district or other public agency shall take
whatever action is necessary to ensure that the parent or adult
student understan ds the proceedi ngs at an IEP meeting,
including arranging for an interprete r for parents (or adult
students) who are deaf or whose native language is other than
English.
(6) The regular education teacher of a special education
student, as a member of the individualized education program
team, must, to the extent appropriate, participate in the development, review, and revision of the student's individualized
education program, including assisting in:
(a) The determination of appropriate positive behavioral
interventions and strategies for the student; and
(b) The determination of supplementary aids and services, program modificat ions, and supports for school personnel that will be provided for the student consisten t with
WAC 392-172-160 (l)(c).
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this case, the public agency must have a record of its attempt
to ensure their involvem ent, including informati on that is
consistent with the requirements of WAC 392-172-15700.
(5) The public agency shall make reasonable efforts to
ensure that the parents understand, and are able to participate
in, any team discussions relating to the educational placement
of their student, consistent with WAC 392-172-15700.
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172- 158 Individu alized educatio n program-Im plemen tation. ill At the beginnin g of each
school year, each public agency shall have in effect an individualize d education program for every special education
student ((who is reeeiviRg speeial ethrnatioR frnffi that
agettey)) within its jurisdiction. An individualized education
program must:
((fl-1)) DU Be in effect before special education and
related services are provided to ((a)) an eligible student; and
((fi1)) .{hl Be implemented as soon as possible following
the meetings under this chapter.
((It is expeetetl that the iRtli;•itlt1alizetl ctlt1catioR pro
gfflffi of a special ethteatioR SttlSCf\t will ee iffipleffieHtcs
iffiffiesiately followiRg the ffiectiRgs t1Rser this chapter. AR
exception to this wo1:1ls be whcR tl'le ffieetiHgs oecttr st1riHg
the Stlffiffier or a vtteatioH perios, or where there are eiret1ffi
staHees that refj1:1ire a short deltty (e.g., workiftg 01:1t tfflHspor
tatioH affllflgeffieHts). Ho ..vever, there eaf\ ee RO t1f\dt1e selay
iR pro·,·idiftg special eth1catioR afts related services to thc st1:1
tieftt)) (2) The student's IEP shall be accessible to each regular education teacher. special education teacher. related service provider. and any other service provider who is responsible for its implementation: and
(3) Each teacher and provider described above shall be
informed of:
(a) His or her specific responsibilities related to implementing the student's IEP; and
(b) The specific accommodations. modifications. and
supports that must be provided for the student in accordance
with the IEP.
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172- 160 Individu alized educatio n program. (1) Each student's individualized education program
((shall be de.,·elopcd OR the basis of the eval1:1atiofl aHd pareftt
iRpt1t, where it is provides, ans shall iftelt1se:
(a) A stateffieHt of the st1:1seRt's preseftt le·rels of ed1:1ca
tioHal ):lerforffiaflee;
(0) A stateffieflt of Sfleeifie aHHt1al goals iHel1:16iHg short
terffi iftstr1:1eti0Hal oBjeeti'.·es which are states ifl terffis that
Jlro·,.ise for ffieas1:1remeftt of flFOgress, expectes levels of ):ler
formaftee, aHs the sehetl1:1les for their aeeoffiplishmeHts;
(e) A stateffieftt of the specific special e1:1tieatioH at1d
relates ser'>'iCeS to BC provieed to the Stt1def1t eases tipOR the
iRdivid1:1al Reeds of the st1:1deflt, as deterffiiRed thro1:1gh the
C't'al1:1atiofl process, a1td the cKteftt te which the st1:1deHt will
Be ae)e to participa te i1t the geftera) edt1eatiOf18) ):lFOgfftFH,

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-15705 Parent involvem ent in placement decisions . ( 1) Each public agency shall ensure that the
parents of each special education student are members of any
team that makes decisions on the educational placemen t of
their student.
(2) In implementing the requirements of this section, the
public agency shall use procedures consistent with the procedures described in WAC 392-172-15700.
(3) If neither parent can participate in a meeting in which
a decision is to be made relating to the educational placement
of their student, the public agency shall use other methods to
ensure their participation, including individual or conference
telephone calls, or video conferencing.
(4) A placement decision may be made by a team without the involvem ent of the parents, if the public agency is
unable to obtain the parents' participation in the decision. In
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iAcludiAg physica l cducatioA. If modificatieRs to the geReral
cducatioR program are Hecessary to eHsure the child's partici
patioH iR that program those ffiOdifieatioHs must be described.
If the studeRt is uAable to particip ate iA the geHeral physical
edueati oR prograffl, a deserip tioR of the speciall y desigRed
ph)·sie al educati oR to be provide d to the stttdeHt shall be
iAcluded;
(d) The iHdiYidttalized edtteatioR prograffi develop ed for
a special edtteatioA studeHt shall also iRelucle a stateffleHt of
the Reeded traRsitioR service s as clefiRed ifl WAC 392 172
060 iRclttdiRg goals aRd objecti ves, based OR a ftJRetioRal
voeatioRal evalttatioA aRd aRticipated post school ottteoffie(s)
begiRAiflg RO later thaR age sixteeR aRd aARUtdly thereaf ter
(aAd whefl deterffiiRed appropr iate for aH iAdividual studcRt,
begiAAiRg iR eleffieRtary school or sooRer). The prograffi
shottld iRelttde, wheR approp riate, a statemeRt of the iRter
ageAey respoRs ibilities or liRkages (or both) before the sttt
deAt lea.,·es the school settiRg. IR the ease where a pttrtieipat
iAg ageRC)' fails to pro.,·ide agreed upoA services, the edttea
tioRal ageRC)' shall recOR't'eRe the iRdividualized edtteatiofl
f)rograffi teaffi, as soofl as possil:Jle, to ideAtify alterna tive
strategi es to ffieet traRsitioR objectiv es, aRd, if flecessary, to
revise the iRdiYidttalized edtteatioR prograffi, as loRg as the
stttdeRt is eligible for sen·iee s;
(e) If the iAdiYidttalized edueatioR prograffi teaffi deter
ffiiRes that senice s are flet Reeded iR ORe or ltlore ef the areas
specifie d iR WAC 392 172 060 (2)(a) throttgh (f), the iRdi
vidttali zed edtteati oR prograFA FAttst iRclttde a stateFAeRt te
that effect aAd the basis ttpoR which the deterFRiRatioR was

made;
(f) The projecte d dates for the iRitiatioR of all special

edtteatioR aRd related seniees aRd the aRticipated dttratioR of
each sen·iee iRelttdiRg the RttFReer of school days, the Rttffiber
of hours per day, aRd the leRgth of the school year O't'er 't'vhieh
stteh sert'ice s shall l:Je provide d. IR the e\'Cflt the iRdividttal
ized edtteatioRal flFOgraFA is the first iR the district or other
pttblie ageRey for such studeAt aRd the ffiultidiseipliRar)' teaffi
has Rot FRade a determiRatioR as to the fleed for afl exteAded
school year for stteh stttdeRt. the iRdividttalized edueatioRBI
prngram team shall make its recoFAffieRdatioR OR the leflgth
of the school year O't'er whieh sttch service s shall ee pro;·ided
prior to the coAelttsiofl of the regttlar school year;
(g) Aflprof>riate objeeti\ ·e criteria aHd evalttatioA proce
dures aHd sehedtt les for deterFRiAiAg, OR at least aA aRflttal
basis, whethe r the shert terffl iHstrnetioHal objecti ves are
beiHg met; aRd
(h) A.,•ersive therapy )) shall include:
Ca) A stateme nt of the student 's present levels of educational perform ance. includin g:
(i) How the student 's disabili ty affects the student's
involve ment and progres s in the general curricul um (i.e .. the
same curricu lum as for nondisa bled students); or
Cii) For prescho ol student s, as appropriate. how the disability affects the student 's particip ation in appropr iate activities.
Cb) A stateme nt of measur able annual goals. includin g
benchm arks or short-te rm objectiv es. related to:
(i) Meetin g the student 's needs that result from the student's disabili ty to enable the student to be involve d in and
progres s in the general curricu lum (i.e .. the same curricu lum
Proposed
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as for nondisa bled student s). or for prescho ol student s, as
appropriate, to particip ate in appropr iate activities; and
(ii) Meetin g each of the student's other educational needs
that result from the student's disability;
(c) A stateme nt of the special educati on and related services and supplem entary aids and services to be provided to
the student. or on behalf of the student. and a stateme nt of the
program modific ations or support s for school personnel that
will be provide d for the student consist ent with WAC 392172-045 (4 )(a)(iii):
(i) To advance appropr iately toward attaining the annual
goals;
(ii) To be involved and progres s in the general curriculum in accorda nce with this section and to particip ate in
extracurricular and other nonacad emic activities: and
(iii) To be educate d and participate with other special
education students and nondisa bled students in the activities
described in this section.
(d) An explana tion of the extent. if any. to which the student will not particip ate with nondisabled students in the regular class and in activities describ ed in this section.
(e) A stateme nt of any individual modifications in the
administration of state or district- wide assessments of student
achieve ment that are needed in order for the student to participate in the assessm ent. If the individu alized educati on program team determi nes that the student will not participate in
a particu lar state or district -wide assessm ent of student
achieve ment (or part of an assessment), a stateme nt of:
(i) Why that assessm ent is not appropr iate for the student: and
(ii) How the student will be assessed.
(f) The projecte d date for the beginni ng of the services
and modification describ ed in this section and the anticipated
frequency. location, and duration of those services and modifications.
(g) A stateme nt of:
Ci) How the student's progress toward the annual goals
described in this section will be measured; and
(ii) How the student's parents will be regularly informed
(throug h such means as periodi c report cards), at least as
often as parents are informe d of their nondisa bled student 's
progress of:
(A) Their student's progress toward the annual goals; and
(B) The extent to which that progres s is sufficie nt to
enable the student to achieve the goals by the end of the year.
Ch) For each special educati on student beginni ng at age
fourteen (or younge r. if determi ned appropr iate by the IEP
team), and updated annually. a stateme nt of the transition service needs of the student under the applicable compon ents of
the student 's IEP that focuses on the student 's courses of
study (such as participation in advance d placem ent courses or
a vocational educati on program).
(i) For each student beginni ng at age sixteen (or younger.
if determi ned appropr iate by the IEP team), a stateme nt of
needed transition services for the student. including. if appropriate, a stateme nt of the interage ncy responsibilities or any
needed linkages.
(j) If a particip ating agency, other than the public
agency. fails to provide the transitio n service s describ ed in
the IEP. the public agency shall reconve ne the IEP team to
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identify alternative strategies to meet the transition objectives
for the student set out in the IEP.
(k) Beginning at least one year before a student reaches
of majority under state law. the student's individualage
the
ized education program must include a statement that the student has been informed of his or her rights under Part B of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. if any. that will
transfer to the student on reaching the age of majority; and
(I) Aversive interventio ns, if applicable, consistent with
WAC 392-172-38 8 through 392-172-398. The individuali zed
education program shall describe the positive interventio ns
attempted by the district or other public agency prior to the
use of aversive ((~))interventions.
(2) Nothing in this chapter relieves any participatin g
agency, including a state vocational rehabilitation agency, of
the responsibil ity to provide or pay for any transition service
that the agency would otherwise provide to special education
students who meet the eligibility criteria of that agency.
(3) The school district or other public agency shall provide the parent or the adult student a copy of the individualized education program at no cost.
(4) Each public agency must
.lfil__£rovide special education and related services to a
special education student in accordance with an individualized education program; and
(b) Make a good faith effort to assist the student to
achieve the goals and objectives or benchmark s listed in the
IEP. ((Hewever,))
.ill Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act does not require that any agency, teacher, or other person
be held accountabl e if a student does not achieve the growth
projected in the annual goals and benchmark s or objectives.
(ii) Nothing in this section limits a parent's right to ask
for revisions of the student's IEP or to invoke due process
procedures if the parent feels that the efforts required in this
subsection are not being made.
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needs relate to the student's individuali zed education program;
(c) In the case of a student who is blind or visually
impaired, provide for instruction in Braille and the use of
Braille unless the IEP team determines , after an evaluation of
the student's reading and writing skills, needs, and appropriate reading and writing media (including an evaluation of the
student's future needs for instruction in Braille or the use of
Braille), that instruction in Braille or the use of Braille is not
appropriate for the student;
(d) Consider the communica tion nee-ds of the student,
and in the case of a student who is deaf or hard of hearing,
consider the student's language and communic ation needs,
opportuniti es for direct communica tions with peers and professional personnel in the student's language and communication mode, academic level, and full range of needs, including opportuniti es for direct instruction in the student's language and communica tion mode; and
(e) Consider whether the student requires assistive technology devices and services.
(3) If, in considering the special factors described above,
the IEP team determines that a student needs a particular
device or service (including an intervention, accommod ation,
or other program modificatio n) in order for the student to
receive a free appropriat e public education, the IEP team
must include a statement to that effect in the student's individualized education program.
(4) Nothing in this section requires the team to include
information under one component of a student's individualized education program that is already contained under
another component of the student's individuali zed education
program.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-16 2 Physical education required. (1)
Physical education services. specially designed if necessary.
must be made available to every special education student
receiving FAPE.
ill Each special education student ((is)) must be
afforded the opportunity to participate in the general physical
education program available to students who are not disabled
unless:
(a) The student is enrolled full time in a separate facility;
or
(b) The student needs specially designed physical education, as prescribed in the student's individuali zed education
program.
((R7)) ill If specially designed physical education is prescribed in a student's individuali zed education program, the
school district or other public agency shall ensure that the
public agency responsible for the education of that student
provides the service directly, or makes arrangemen ts for it to
be provided through other public or private programs.
((~))ill The school district or other public agency shall
ensure that any special education student who is enrolled in a
separate facility will be provided with appropriate physical
education services.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-16 1 Developm ent, review, and revision of individual ized education program-c onsiderati on
of special factors. (1) In developing, reviewing and revising
each student's individuali zed education program, the team
shall consider:
(a) The strengths of the student and the concerns of the
parents for enhancing the education of their student; and
(b) The results of the initial or most recent evaluation of
the student; and
(c) As appropriate, the results of the student's performance on any general state or district-wid e assessment programs.
(2) The individuali zed education program team also
shall:
(a) In the case of a student whose behavior impedes his
or her learning or that of others, consider, if appropriat e,
strategies, including positive behavioral interventions, strategies, and supports to address that behavior;
(b) In the case of a student with limited English proficiency, consider the language needs of the student as these
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NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-163 Extended school year services. ( 1)
Each public agency shall ensure that extended school year
services are available as necessary to provide FAPE, consistent with this section.
(2) Extended school year services must be provided only
if a student's IEP team determines, on an individual basis, in
accordance with this chapter that the services are necessary
for the provision of FAPE to the student.
(3) In implementing the requirements of this section, a
public agency may not:
(a) Limit extended school year services to particular categories of disability; or
(b) Unilaterally limit the type, amount, or duration of
those services.
(4) As used in this section, the term extended school year
services means special education and related services that:
(a) Are provided to a student with a disability:
(i) Beyond the normal school year of the public agency;
(ii) In accordance with the student's IEP; and
(iii) At no cost to the parents of the student; and
(b) Meet the standards of the state for provision of special education and related services.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-164 Parent notice of individualized
education program meeting-Transitio n needs or services. If a purpose of the individualized education program

meeting is the consideration of transition services needs or
services for a student, the notice required under WAC ((~
172 156)) 392-172-15700 of the individualized education
program meeting must also:
(1) ((It1clieate this f)t:trpose;
(2) lt1clieate that the clistriet or other f>t1elie aget1e)' will
it1vite the st1:1clet1t; at1cl
(3) ltleHtif)· SH). other aget1ey that will be iHvitecl to seHcl
a represeHtati"t'e.)) For a special education student beginning
at age fourteen. or younger. if appropriate:
(a) Indicate that a puq:>ose of the meeting will be the
development of a statement of the transition services needs of
the student: and
Cb) Indicate that the agency will invite the student.
(2) For a special education student beginning at age sixteen. or younger. if appropriate:
(a) Indicate that a purpose of the meeting is the consideration of needed transition services for the student;
(b) Indicate that the agency will invite the student; and
(cl Identify any other agency that will be invited to send
a representative.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-166 Transition services participants.

((If a f't:IFf'OSe of the iHcliviclt:talizecl eclt:teatioH vrogram meet
iHg is the eoHsicleratioH of trat1sitioH serviees for a stt:tcleHt,
the clistriet or other v1:1elie ageHey shall also iHvite:
Proposed
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The stt:tcleHt; aflcl
A represeHtative of afly other agefley that is likely to be
respoflsiele for f>FOYicliHg or payiHg for traHsitioH serviees.
If the st11cleflt cloes Hot atteHcl, the clistriet or other v1:1elie
ageHey shall take other stevs to eHst:tre that the stt:tcleflt's vref
ereHees, aHcl aptitt:tcles aHcl iHterests are eoHsiclerecl; aHcl
If 8fl agefley iflvitecl to Seflcl 8 Fef)resefltative to 8fl iHai
viclt:talizecl eclt:teatioH vrogram meetit1g does Hot clo so, the
clistriet or other f>t:telie ageHey shall take other stevs to ohtaiH
the partieivatiofl of the other ageHey ifl the plaflfliflg of aHy
traHsitiofl serviees.)) (1) The public agency shall invite a special education student of any age to attend his or her IEP
meeting if a purpose of the meeting will be the consideration
of:
(al The student's transition services needs;
(bl The needed transition services for the student: or
(cl Both.
(2) If the student does not attend the IEP meeting. the
public agency shall take other steps to ensure that the student's preferences and interests are considered.
(3) In implementing the requirements of this section. the
public agency also shall invite a representative of any other
agency that is likely to be responsible for providing or paying
for transition services.
(4) If an agency invited to send a representative to a
meeting does not do so. the public agency shall take other
steps to obtain participation of the other agency in the planning of any transition services.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-170 Initial service delivery-Parental
consent for initial placement-Notice required. (I) The

written consent of the parent(s) or adult student shall be
requested and obtained before initial special education and
related services are provided.
(2) Each school district or other public agency shall provide written notice of initial special education services to be
provided to the student, or of the school district or other public agency and other public agency's inability or refusal to
make special education and related services available, at the
initial meeting or within ten calendar days after the initial
meeting provided for in WAC 392-172- 156. The notice shall
comply with the notice requirements of WAC ((392 172
3G6)) 392- I 72-302. ((Stt:tclents admitted to state resicleHtial
sehools shall be eHrollecl iH afl ecl1:1eati0Hel vrogrem withiH
ten sehool clays of eclmission.))
(3) The student's proposed special education and related
services shall commence when ((etther)):
(a) Written consent has been given by the parent(s) or the
adult student; or
(b) The refusal of a student's parent(s) or adult student to
grant consent has been overridden by the school district or
other public agency pursuant to a hearing (or appeal) conducted in accordance with WAC 392-172-350 et seq .......QI
mediated. if appropriate.

•
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AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

public agency, including art, music, industrial arts, consumer
and homemaking education, and vocational education.

WAC 392-172-172 Least restrictive environmen t.
((The state shall eHSt1Fe that)) .Each public agency ((establishes)) shall establish and implement((s )) procedures which
meet the least restrictive environment requirements of this
chapter((, aHd that the vario1:1s alteFHative serviee delivery
Of!tioHs iHel1:1ded t1Hder this ehllf!ter are available to the exteHt
Heeessary to imJJlemeHt the iHdivid1:1elized ed1:1eatioH JJro
gram fer eaeh st1:1deHt eligible for llHd iH need of speeial ed1:1
eatttttt)). The provision of services to each special education
student, including students in public or private institutions or
other care facilities, shall be ((iH his or her least restFietiYe
eHviroHmeHt as follows:
(I) Ed1:1eati0Hel settiHg Eeeh Sf!eeial edtwatioH stt1deHt
shell be f!FOvided sen·iees:
(a) IR the geHeral ed1:1eeti0Hal eHviroHHWHt with stt1deHts
'""ho ere Hot disabled to the maximt1m exteHt BflfJFOJJriate to
his OF heF Heeds. Speeiel elasses, separate sehooliHg or other
remo·1al frnm the geHerel edt1eatioH eHviroHmeHt eeHHOt
oeet1r t1Hless it is demoHstreted by the sehool distriet or other
fltlblie egeHe)' that the Hatt1re or seYerity of the st1:1deHt's dis
ability is s1:1eh that his or her ed1:1eatioH iH geHeral elasses vt'ith
the 1:1se of Sl:lflfJlemeHtery aids eHd serviees eaHHOt be
eehieved setisfaetorily ; aHd
(b) IH the sehool whieh he or she wo1:1ld atteHd if Hot
reeeiYiHg speeiel ed1:1eetioH eHd related serviees, t1Hless his or
her iHdivid1:1alized ed1:1eetioH program req1:1ires some other
arraHgemeHt. If some other arraHgemeHt is req1:1ired, the st1:1
de1H shall be proYided seniees iH the appropriate edt1eati0Hel
program that is es elose to the st1:1deHt's home es f!Ossible.

AMEND ATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

~))provided:

WAC 392-172-174 Continuum of alternative service
delivery options. ((A e0Htint11:1m of alternatiYe seryiee deliY
ery OfltioHs shall be made available as neeessary to meet the
Heeds of speeial ed1:1eatioH stt1dents iHelt1diHg speeial edt1ea
tioH aHd related serviees iH: General elasses, Sf!eeial elasses,
Sf!eeial sehools, home, hosf!itals, iHstit1:1tioHs, aHd iHStFtJetioH
iH other settiHgs, BHd shall f!Fo~·ide for st1pf!lemeHtery ser
viees iH eoHjt1HetioH •Nith the geReral edt1eatioH elassroom.
Speeially desigHed iRstruetioH shall be f!FOvided as fol

leWS7

( l) Pro'>·ided direetl)· b;· eertifieated Sf!eeiel ed1:1eetien
persenHel or by geHeral eertifieated teaehers aHd/or elassified
iHstFtJetioHel staff who ere t1Hder the direet Sl:IJJervisioH of the
geHeral eertifieeted teeeher. For the f11:1Ff30Ses of this seetioH,
direet Sl:lfleFYisim~ iHeit1des observetioH of elassified iHstr1:1e
tioHal staff at least week!;·, dt1riHg the time the;· ere prnviding
direet serYiees to the stt1deHt. Direet Sl:IJJen·isioH of elassified
iHstr1:1etioHel staff flFOvidiHg releted serviees, iHel1:1diHg ser
viees et off site loeatioHs, shell oeet1r et least moHthly.
(2) Pro·1ided direetly by eertifieated Sf!eeiel ed1:1eetioH
peFSOHHel or b;· classified iHstnietioHal staff 'NAO aFe t1Hder
the direct s1:1pervisioH of the eertifieeted Sf!eeial edt1eatioH
persoHHel iHelt1diHg elessified iHstftletioHel staff who ere JJer
formiHg iHdivid1:1el or small grottp (six stttdeHts or less)
iHstrttctioHel aHd/or traiHiHg aetivities pt1rst1eHt to Sf!eeifie
direetives prnvided by the eertifieated Sf!eeiel edt1eatioH f!eF

SOftfleh

If the speeially desigHed iHstrt1etioH is Hot delivered
direetly b;· eertified speeial edtteetioH persoHHel, it mt1st be
desigHed, moHitored, aHa eval1:1atea by eertifieeted speeial
edt1eatioH perso1rnel pt1rst1eHt to a writteH plaH whieh shall
i1wlt1de at least e moHthly eYalt1atioH of stt1deHt fJFOgress
toward speeifie writteH iHdividt1elized edtteetioH JJFOgram
o~eetives.)) (1) Each public agency shall ensure that a continuum of alternative placements is available to meet the
needs of special education students for special education and
related services.
(2) The continuum required in this section must:
(a) Include the alternative placements listed in the definition of special education under this chapter such as instruction in regular classes. special classes. special schools. home
instruction. and instruction in hospitals and institutions; and
(b) Make provision for supplementar y services such as
resource room or itinerant instruction to be provided in conjunction with regular class placement.

()) To the maximum extent appropriate in the regular
education environment with students who are nondisabled;
and
(2) Special classes. separate schooling or other removal
of students with disabilities from the regular educational
environment occurs only if the nature or severity of the disability is such that education in regular classes with the use of
supplementar y aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.

ill Nonacademic settings-Eac h special education student shall be provided nonacademic and extracurricul ar services and activities conducted by the school district or other
public agency with students who are not disabled to the maximum extent appropriate to the needs of the student. Nonacademic and extracurricul ar services and activities may also
include counseling services, athletics, transportation , health
services, recreational activities, special interest groups or
clubs sponsored by the district or other public agency, referrals to agencies that provide assistance to individuals with
disabilities, and employment of students, including both
employment by the district or other public agency and assistance in making outside employment available. Each school
district or public agency shall take steps to ensure that its special education students have available to them the variety of
educational programs and services available to nonspecial
education students in the area served by the school district or

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-176 Transition to preschool program.
((Eaeh local sel'loel distriet or other pt1blie ageHey shall
deYelofJ polieies aHd prneedt1res fer the traHsitioH of ehildreH
partieif)etiHg iH the early iHterveHtioH program ttHder Part H
of the lHdivi(:ltlals ·.vith Disabilities Bdt1catioH Aet who are
[ 63]
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eligible for partieipatioH iH presehool programs 1:1Hder Part B
of the 1Hdivie1:1als with Disaeilities Ed1:1eatioH Aet.
If the ehild will partieipate iH the sehool distriet at1d
other p1:1blie ageHey's presehool prngram 1:1Hser Part B of
1Hsi;·is1:1als with Disabilities Es1:1eatioH Aet at age three, aH
iAsi.,·is1:1al etfoeatioH program eom;isteHt with this ehapter
m1:1st be se;•elopes aHS implemeHtes by the ehils's thirs
birthsay. The sistriet Of other p1:1blie ageHe)' m1:1st provise the
family with iHformatioA ofl the eligibility aHs eval1:1atioH
reci1:1iremeHts 1:1Hder Plffi B efthe 1Hsivie1:1als with Disabilities
Es1:1eatieH Aet, iAel1:1siAg the pareAt's SAS seheel sistriet tlflS
other p1:1blie ageAe)"s rights regarsiHg proeed1:1ral safeg1:1ares.
Eael'I sehool eistriet aHd other p1:1blie ageAe)·'s polieies
aAs proees1:1res m1:1st iAel1:1se proees1:1res for:
(1) NotifyiAg the ageAe)' iA whieh the ehils is beiAg
served, aAs the family of the Aees for traAsitioAal plaAAiAg;
(2) DeseribiAg hew the families will be iAel1:1ses iA the
traAsitioAal plaAs;
(3) CoAveAiAg, with the approval of the famil)·, a traHsi
tiOA eoAfereAee with the ageHey, family, tlAS sistriet Of other
p1:1eJie ageAey, tlt least AiAety days eefore the ehile is eligible
for the presehool program 1:1Ader Part B of 1Hsivie1:1als with
Disabilities Ed1:1eatioA Aet for the p1:1rpose of re·.·iewiHg a
ehils's prngram optioAs for the remaiAder of the sehool year,
aAd establishiAg a traAsitioR plaA.)) Each school district or
other public agency shall have policies and procedures for
transition to preschool programs to ensure that:
( 1) Students participating in early intervention programs
assisted under Part C of the IDEA. and who will participate in
preschool programs assisted under Part B of the IDEA, experience a smooth and effective transition to those preschool
programs in a manner consistent with the Part C requirements.
(2) Each school district will participate in transition planning conferences arranged by the designated lead agency for
Part C in the state. A transition planning conference will be
convened for each student who may be eligible for preschool
services at least ninety days (or at the discretion of all parties
up to six months) prior to the student's third birthday.
(3) By the third birthday of a student described in subsection C1) of this section. an IEP has been developed and is
being implemented for the student consistent with WAC 392172-030( 1).
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-180 Procedures for establishing educational settings. (1) The educational setting (placement) for
each special education student, including a preschool student,
shall be determined at least annually at a meeting conducted
pursuant to WAC 392-172-156.
(2) The selection of the appropriate placement for each
special education student shall be based upon:
(a) The student's individualized education program;
(b) The least restrictive environment requirements of
WAC 392-172-172;
(c) The placement option(s) that provides a reasonably
high probability of assisting the student to attain his or her
annual goals; and
Proposed

(d) A consideration of any potential harmful effect on the
student or on the quality of services which he or she needs.

(3) ((IA iAterpretiRg data gathered thro1:1gh the eYal1:1atiet1
prneess ifl this ehaf)ter afts iR makiRg fllaeemeftt deeisioRs,
eaeh p1:1blie agefiey shall:
(a) Draw l:lflOR iRformatioft from a ;·ariet)' of so1:1rees,
iRel1:1eiAg tlf)tit1:1de afie aehie·1etHeRt tests, teaeher reeommeft
satioAs, pareAtal iAfll:lt, flhysieal eeRsitioH, soeial aAd e1:1lt1:1ral
baelcgfOl:IRS, aftd tldtlfltive behavior;
(b) ERSl:IFe that iftformatiOR oetaiRed froffi all of these
so1:1rees is soe1:1meftted aRd earefl:llly eoftsideree; aRd
(e) EAs1:1re that the fllaeeffteRt deeisioft is made iR eoHfor
mity with the least restrietive eft'riFORmeRt fl:lles ift this ehafl
ter.)) Unless the IEP of a special education student requires
some other arrangement. the student shall be educated in the
school that he or she would attend if nondisabled. The placement shall be as close as possible to the student's home.
(4) The decision on the educational setting shall be made
by a group of persons. including the parents. and other persons knowledgeable about the student. the meaning of the
evaluation data. and the placement options.
(5) A special education student is not removed from education in age-appropriate regular classrooms solely because
of needed modifications in the general curriculum.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-182 Reevaluation- Requirement.
((Eaeh Sfleeial es1:1eatiefl stttdeflt shall ae ree·1al1:1ated by the
tH1:1ltidisciflliRttf)' team iA accordttflce with the e;•al1:1atioA flFO
ced1:1res Sfleeified iR WAC 392 172 100 thrn1:1gh 392 172
152, as follows:

~
~

4

(1) At a miAifft1:1m, Oflee e•,·ery three )'ears or fftOFe fre
EJl:leRtly if CORditieflS ·uarraRt.

(2) UflOR req1:1est of the st1:1deRt's flaFeRt or ad1:1lt st1:1dent,
teaeher, or ifldivis1:1alized ed1:1catioR flFOgram team.)) Each
public agency shall ensure:
()) That the IEP of each special education student is
reviewed in accordance with this chapter; and
(2) That a reevaluation of each student in accordance
with this chapter is conducted if conditions warrant a reevaluation. or if the student's parent or teacher requests a reevaluation. but at least once every three years.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-184 Reevaluation- Notice requirement. A reasonable time prior to conducting the reevaluation, the district or other public agency shall provide written
notice to parents or adult student consistent with WAC 392172-302. ((The notice shall iAcl1:1de the flFOeee1:1ral safeg1:1ard
req11iremeAts flrovided ifl WAC 392 172 306. The fltlFeAts or
ad1:1lt st1:1deRt ha·,•e the right to st1bfftit to the fftt:1ltidiseif3liAary
teafft aAy iRformatioA the)' deeffi ifftflOFtttflt to the reeval11a

tieft.:))
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WAC 392-172-185 Reevaluatio n-Consent require•
• ment. (1) Informed parental consent for reevaluation shall be
obtained consistent with the provisions in WAC 392-172304.
(2) Parental consent is not required before reviewing
existing data as part of a reevaluation, or administering a test
or other evaluation that is administered to all students unless,
before administratio n of that test or evaluation, consent is
required of parents of all students.
(3) Informed parental consent need not be obtained for
reevaluation if the school district or other public agency can
demonstrate that it has taken reasonable measures to obtain
that consent, and the student's parent has failed to respond.
(4) To meet the reasonable measures requirement in this
section, the public agency must use procedures consistent
with those in WAC 392-172-157 00 (3) and (4 ).
(5) A reevaluation shall be conducted consistent with the
timelines in WAC 392-172-104 (2) and WAC 392-172182(2).
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
·
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

•
,

•

,

WAC 392-172-186 Reevaluatio n-((Perpese s)) fl:2:
cedures. ((The pttFfleses ef FeevalttatieH are te detenttiHe the
fellewiftg:
(l) If the stttdeftt is BflpFepFiately idefttified as disaeled
aftd iH Heed ef speeial edtteatieH aHd Felsted serviees; aHd
(2) If the pFegFaffi desigHed fer the stttdeHt is appre13riate
te Ffteet the stttdeftt's ttHifjtte fteeds.)) Cl) As part of any
reevaluation. a group that includes the individuals described
in WAC 392-172-153 . and other qualified professionals. as
appropriate. shall review existing evaluation data on the student. including:
(a) Evaluations and information provided by the parents
of the student;
(bl Current classroom-based assessment and observations: and
(c) Observations by teachers and related services provid-
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(5) The evaluation described in subsection {4) of this
section is not required before the termination of a student's
eligibility under Part B of the IDEA due to graduation with a
regular high school diploma. or exceeding the age eligibility
for FAPE under state law.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-188 Reevaluatio n ((~e11eral preee
tlttPe!t))=-Purposes. ((The Fftttltidisei131iftary teaffi)) A group
that includes the individuals required under WAC 392-172153 and other qualified professionals. as appropriate. shall
determine if additional evaluation procedures are necessary
to confirm the decisions to be made in WAC 392-172-186((7
IH ffiakiftg the deterffiiftatieft, ffieffteers ef the fftttltidisei
fJliftBF)' teaffi shall ee geYeFfted ey the geHeFaJly reeegHized
13refessieftal pFaetiee staftdards ef their res13eeti.,•e disei13liHes.
The FftttltidiseipliHary team sfiall deettffieHt iH a '+YFitteH HBffa
tive tfie easis fer the deterfftiftatiefl iHelttdiftg BHY releYaflt
data er evalttatieH 13rneedttres tttilized)). consistent with
WAC 392-172-107 through 392-172-109.
If no additional data are needed to determine whether the
student continues to be a student with a disability. the school
district or other public agency shall notify the student's parents:
( 1) Of that determination and the reasons for it; and
(2) Of the right of the parents to request an assessment to
determine. for purposes of services under this chapter. the
continuing eligibility of the student.
The school district or other public agency is not required
to conduct the assessment unless requested to do so by the
parents.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-190 Reevaluatio n-Notice of results.
Within ten calendar days of the completion of the reevaluation, the district or other public agency superintendent or designee shall notify the parent or adult student, pursuant to
WAC ((392 172 306)) 392-172-302, of one or more of the
following decisions:
(1) ((That)) Whether the student ((ffl)) continues to be
eligible and in need of special education;
(2) ((That the iftdi-..idttalized edtteatieH pregFaffi
desigftecl fur the st1:1cleHt is ap13ropFiate te the st1:1cleftt's 1:1Hifjtte
tteeds)) The present levels of performance and educational
needs of the student; and
(3) Whether any additions or modifications to the special
education and related services are needed to enable the student to meet the measurable annual goals set out in the IEP of
the student and to participate. as appropriate. in the general
curriculum.
When a determination is made that the individualized
education program is ((iHappFepFiate)) no longer appropriate,
an individualized education program team meeting shall be
convened in accordance with WAC ((392 172 156 thre1:1gh
392 172 168. Whet\ s13eeial ecltteatiefl aHcl related serviees
are le be diseeHliH1:1ecl, ftetiee shall be giveft the 13areftt(s) p1:1r

(2) Based on the above review and input from the student's parents. identify what additional data. if any. are
needed to determine:
(a) Whether the student continues to be a special education student and continues to need special education and
related services;
(b) The present levels of performance and educational
needs of the student; and
(c) If any additions or modifications to the special education and related services are needed to enable the student to
meet the measurable annual goals set out in the student's individualized education program and to participate. as appropriate. in the general curriculum.
(3) The group described in subsection Cl) of this section
may conduct its review without a meeting.
(4) A public agency must evaluate a special education
student in accordance with this chapter before determining
that the student is no longer a special education student.
( 65]
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s1:1eRt to WAC 392 172 302)) 392-172-153 through 392-172166.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-1 I, filed
IO/I 1/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-200 Staff qualifications. All employees
of a school district or other public agency funded in whole or
part with state or federal special education excess cost funds
shall be qualified as follows (((exeept es pro·1iclecl fer iH s1:1e
seetioH (4) of this seetioH))):
(1) All employees shall hold such credentials, certificates or permits as are now or hereafter required by the state
board of education for the particular position of employment
and shall meet such supplemental standards as may be estab1ished by the school district or other public agency of
employment. Supplemental standards established by a district or other public agency may exceed, but not be less than,
those established by this section.
Pursuant to WAC 180-82- 1 10. after August 31. 2000. a
teacher who has completed twenty-four guarter hours (sixteen semester credit hours) of the reguired special education
course work shall be eligible for a pre-endorsemen t waiver
which will allow that person to be employed as a special education teacher. The remaining credits and all endorsement
reguirements shall be completed within three years of service
as a special education teacher. Application for the special
education or early childhood special education preendorsement waiver shall be made to special education section at the
office of superintendent of public instruction.
(2) In addition to the requirement of subsection (1) of
this section, all teachers shall possess "substantial professional training" and support personnel shall meet standards
established under the educational staff associate rules of the
state board of education, as now or hereafter amended. A
teacher of special education must hold a valid general teaching certificate for the appropriate level(s). The school district
or other public agency is responsible for determining whether
or not the teacher has adequate preparation to provide special
education services. "Substantial professional training" as
used in this section shall mean and be evidenced by either an
appropriate special education endorsement or recommended
placement upon the teaching certificate of an employee
issued by the superintendent of public instruction. If the
teacher does not have a certificate endorsed in special education, the teacher of special education must hold a valid general teaching certificate for the appropriate level(s), and the
school district or other public agency is responsible for determining whether or not the teacher has adequate preparation in
special education to teach such classes. Course work focused
on the essential areas of study and credits required for
endorsement by the state board of education in the area of
special education are required.
(3) After August 31. 2000. employees with early childhood special education endorsement shall be assigned only to
programs that serve students birth through age eight. Preference for early childhood special education assignment must
always be given first to employees having early childhood
special education endorsement.
Proposed
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(4) Certified and/or classified staff assigned to provide
instruction in Braille. the use of Braille. or the production of
Braille must demonstrate competency with grade two standard literary Braille code by successful completion of a test
approved by the state board of education pursuant to WAC
180-82- 130.
ill Classified staff shall present evidence of ((either fer
fflel eHcl/or edeq1:1ete iH serviee treiHiHg or s1:1eeessfol experi
eHee iH workiHg with speeiel ecl1:1eetioH st1:1cleHts. The offiee
of s1:1periHteHcleHt of p1:1elie iHstF1:1etioH, thro1:1gh the speeiel
ecl1:1eetioH eompreheHsi,•e systeffl of persoHHel clevelopmeHt,
shell icleAtify the miAiffll:lffl eoH1peteHeies elessifiecl staff
ffll:ISt possess eHcl clevelop iH sef't'iee treiAiHg strategies to
H1eet staff Heecls)) skills and know ledge necessary to meet the
needs of students with disabilities.
((f47)) .(fil General education classroom personnel providing specially designed instruction pursuant to a properly
formulated individual education program may be paid from
state special education excess cost funds if the district has in
place a cost allocation plan which meets the requirements
established by the superintendent of public instruction.

~
~

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-1 I, filed
IO/I 1/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-202 Emergency-Te mporary out-ofendorsement assignment. In order to temporarily assign a
nonspecial education endorsed classroom teacher to a special
education position, the district or other public agency must
((eomply with)) keep written documentation on the follow- ~
ing:
~
(I) The district or other public agency must make one or
more of the following factual determinations:
(a) The district or other public agency was unable to
recruit a teacher with the proper endorsement who was qualified for the position((~)t
(b) The need for a teacher with such an endorsement
could not have been reasonably anticipated and the recruitment of such a classroom teacher at the time of assignment
was not reasonably practicable((7)); and/or
(c) The reassignment of another teacher within the district or other public agency with the appropriate endorsement
to such assignment would be unreasonably disruptive to the
current assignments of other classroom teachers or would
have an adverse effect on the educational program of the students assigned such other classroom teachers.
(2) ((The teeeher essigHecl to the speeiel ecl1:1eetioH posi
tioH mHst meet ~e follewiRg reqHiremeHts:
(a) The teeeher so essigAecl m1:1st he·t'e et least two foll
sehool years of elassrooffl teaehiHg experieHee eAcl m1:1st Hot
have eeeA plaeecl OH proeatioH flliFS\iaHt to RC'N
28A.405. IOO cl1:1riHg the lest two sehool years.
(b) The teeeher so assigHecl fl'lliSt have eompletecl six
semester ho1:1rs or Rifle qHerter hoHrs of eottrse 'Nork whieh
ere epplieeble to RH eflclorseffleHt iH the out of eHclorsemeflt
gracle level or sttbjeet area.
(3) The clistriet or other pttblie egefley shell eomply with
the fellowiAg eoRclitioA:
Prier to tke essigRmeRt, er as seeA as reesoAeely preeti
eaele tftereafter, Bl:lt iH flO e't eHt eeyOHcl tweflt)' Sehool clays
1
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after the eofftffiet1eefftet1t of the assigt1ffiet1t, a desigt1ated rep
.reset1ta tive ohhe aistriet er ether p1:1blie aget1ey ftftff the elass
reefft teaeher se assigt1ea shall fftl:ltl:laJly aeYe)ep a writtefl
plat1 whieh provides t1eeessary assistat1ee to ttie teaetier se
assigt1ea at1a whieh proviaes for a reaset1ab le affte1:1t1t ef
plat1t1iRg at1d st1:1dy tiffte assoeiate d speeifiea lly with ttie
assig1uHet1t.
(4) Ttie distriet or other p1:1blie aget1ey stiall s1:1bfftit te ttie
offiee of s1:1perit1tet1det1t of p1:1blie iRstr1:1etiot1 as part of its
at1R1:1al report req1:1ired by WAC 180 16 195, a list whieti
iRdieates all s1:1eh assigRffieRts. 81:1eh list shall iRel1:1ae:
(a) The Raffle at1EI eertifieatioR Rt:11flber of eaeh teaeher so
assigRea, ttie grade levels or s1:1Bjeet areas aRd ttie Rl:lfftber of
s1:1eh periods ta1:1ght by s1:1eh teaetier, aRd tile dates 1:1pot1
wtiieh s1:1eil assigRffieRt(s) eoffiffietleed afld eoflel1:1aed.
(b) The reasot1 for eaeh s1:1eil assigRffteftt.
(e) The reasoR why the partie1:1lar teaeher was seleeted
01:1t of etlaorseffieflt grade level or s1:1Bjeet area.
the
for
(d) A aatea eop)' of eaeil plaR of assistat1ee req1:1ired p1:1r
s1:1at1t to s1:1bseetioR (3) of this seetiot1. 81:1eh eopy shall t1ot
eofltaiR at1y persoRal iRforfftatioR the diselos1:1re of whieh
wo1:1la violate the Rafftea teaeher's right to privaey p1:1rs1:1aRt to

•
•

•
•

RCW 42.17.310 (l)(b).

(5) The aistriet er other p1:1blie agefley adopts a resol1:1
tioR for eaeh proposed 01:1t of et1aorseffieflt assigRffteRt whieh
states tilat the distriet or other p1:1alie aget1ey has ffiade gooa
faith efforts to eofftply with the prnvisioR(s) for whieh it is
req1:1estit1g a waiver. 81:1eh resol1:1tioR fft1:1st reeite the aetiot1s
that the selrnol district or other p1:1Blie ageRey has taket1 to
eofftply. UpoR aaoptiot1 at1a traRSfftissiofl ef s1:1eh resol1:1tiot1
to the s1:1periRteRaet1t of p1:1blie iRstruetioR, the distriet or
other p1:1blie aget1ey shall ae a1:1thoriz.ed to assigt1 eaeh s1:1eh
elassrnofft teaeher affeeted to tile proposed 01:1t of et1aorse

ffteftt assigRfftet1t.
f61)) Upon determina tion by a school district that one or
more of these criteria can be documen ted. and the district
determine s that a teacher has the competen cies to be an effective special education teacher but does not have endorsem ent
in special education . the district can so assign the teacher to
special education . The teacher so assigned must have completed. prior to August 31. 2000. six semester hours or nine
quarter hours of course work. after Septembe r 1. 2000, six.teen semester hours or twenty-fo ur quarter hours of course
work. which are applicabl e to an endorsem ent in the out-ofendorsem ent grade level or subject area. The teacher
assigned to special educatio n must meet the followin g
requireme nts. If teachers are so assigned the following shall

WSR 99-17-101

Cd) The assignme nt of such teachers for the previous
school year shall be reported annually to the state board of
education by the employin g school district as required by
WAC 180-16-195. Included in the report shall be the number
of teachers in out-of-en dorsemen t assignme nts and the specific assistance being given to the teacher.
ill An emergenc y out-of-en dorsemen t assignme nt by
the district or other public agency is only valid for one school
year.
((SeP¥iee 9eli¥e..,, Sdeegs) )
Home/Ho spital Instructi on
School District Placemen ts for Provision of F APE
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172- 219 Applicab ility. The provision s of
WAC 392-172-220 through 392-172-226 apply only to special education students who are, or have been placed, in, or
referred to a nonpublic or public school agency by a school
district as a means of providing special education and related
services.

AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amendin g Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172 -220 Contrac tual services . ({f-1-1))
School districts(( , se·f'erally or joit1tly,)) shall be authorize d
to:
((fftj)) ill Enter into interdistrict agreemen ts with
another school district(s) ((p1:1rs1:1at1t to RCW 28A.335.160,
28A.225.250, 28A.225.260, at1d chapter 392 135 WAC; aRd

fa))) or other public agencies; or
ill Contract with nonpublic and public ((sehool)) agencies for special education and related services for special education students if the school district establishe s that it cannot
provide an appropria te education for the special education
student within the district ((or aRother school distriet.

(2) It! the case of a eooperati ve deliYery of serYices by a
school distriet to a special ed1:1eatioR st1:1deRt at a ceRter for
tile fl:lrthcraflce of research aRd traiRit1g iR aisablit1g eoRai
tioRs as establish ed p1:1rs1:1aRt to RCW 28B.20.4 IO tluo1:1gh
28B.20.4 I 4, as flow or hereafter affteRded, or other s1:1eh eeR
ters as may be establish ea at other p1:1blie it1stit1:1tiot1s of
higher ed1:1eatiot1, as aefit1ed iR RCW 28B.I0.0 16, the school
eistriets aRa other p1:1blic ageftcies shall establish that the par
eRt(s) Of aa1:1Jt Stltaeflt has:
(a) Giveft writtet1 appFO\'al for aeliYery of seniees to the
stt1EleRt at st1eh center eespite the e:icisteRce of afl appropria te
ea1:1catiot1 for the st1:1aet1t withiR the aistrict Of ftROther sehool
distriet; aRa
(b) Has agreee that s1:1eh eeli·;ery of services would equal
or s1:1bstafltially eq1:1al the services &Yailable iR the school Elis
tHet)).

~
(a) A designate d represent ative of the district and any
such teacher shall mutually develop a written plan which provides for necessary assistance to the teacher. and which provides for a reasonab le amount of planning and study time
associated specifical ly with the out-of-en dorsemen t assignment:
(b) Such teachers shall not be subject to nonrenew al or
probation based on evaluatio ns of their teaching effectiven ess
in the out-of-en dorsemen t assignme nts;
(c) Such teaching assignme nts shall be approved by a
formal vote of the local school board for each teacher so
assigned; and
[ 67]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-222 Approval of nonpublic ((RHd 1n1h
lie selteel)) agencies. ill A school district or other public
agency shall ((Heither flFeYide a stt1deHt with serYiees iH a
HOHflt1blie or flt1blie school ageHey Hor award a eoHtraet to a
HOHflt1blie or f}t1blie school ageHC)' t1Htil the HOHflt1blie or fltlb
lie school ageHey has beeH aflflFOVed b)' the state board of
ed1:1eatioH. AflflFO'tal of s1:1eh ageHeies shall be made iH aeeor
daHee with the followiHg flFOCed1:1res:
fB)) obtain the approval of the state board of education
before awarding a contract to a nonpublic agency to provide
special education services;
ill The school district or other public agency shall
((establish that all req1:1iremeHts imf}osed by this ehaf}ter for
eoHtraetiHg ·with a HOHflt1blie or f}t1blie school ageHey eaH be
met aHd sh al I fonvard the HOHflt1bl ie or flttblie school
ageHey's af}f}lieatioH to the StlflCFiHteHdeHt of flt1blie iHstme
tioH or desigHee;
~))notify the office of superintendent of public instruction. in writing. of their intent to enroll a student and/or contract with a nonpublic agency;
(3) The office of superintendent of public instruction
shall provide the agency named with the procedures/application for nonpublic agency approval. which shall consist of
description of agency and services provided. assurances. personnel record. and fire and health inspection forms;
(4) Upon review of the completed application and an onsite visitation the superintendent of public instruction or designee shall recommend approval or disapproval of the agency
to the state board of education; and
((~1)) ill The superintendent of public instruction or
designee shall ((Hotif)· the req1:1estiHg school district or other
flt1blie ageHC)' aHd HOHflt1blie or flt1blie school ageHey of
aflflFOval or disaflflFOval)) make information regarding currently approved nonpublic agencies available to all school
districts.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-224 School district or other public
agency responsibility when contracting for the delivery of
services in a nublic agency or apnroyed nonpublic ((eP
fltthlie selteel)) agency. Any school district or other public
agency contracting with ((oo)) a public or approved nonpub1ic ((or 131:1blie school)) agency for special education
and((lef)) related services ((OH behalf of a SflCCial edt1eatieH
sttttlettt)) sh all:
(I) Initiate and conduct a meeting with appropriate personnel and the student's parent(s) to develop the student's
individualized education program. The district or other public agency shall assure that a representative of the approved
nonpublic or public ((seheel)) agency attends the meeting or
in some other way assure participation ((by the HOHflt1blie
school ageHey)). Meetings to review or revise the student's
individualized education program after the student has been
placed shall be initiated and conducted by the approved nonpublic or public ((sefleel)) agency at the discretion of the
Proposed

school district or other public agency. The district or other
public agency shall assure that both the parent(s) or the adult ~
student and the public agency or approved nonpublic •
((seheel)) agency are represented in any decision concerning
the student's individualized education program and agree to
proposed changes in the program before those changes are
implemented. The responsibility for compliance with this
section lies with the school district or other public agency.
(2) Develop a written contract which shall include, but
not ((Heeessarily)) be limited to, the following elements:
(a) Names of the parties involved;
(b) The name(s) of the special education student(s)
((with disabilities)) for whom the contract is drawn;
(c) Location and setting of the services to be provided;
(d) Description of services provided. program administration and supervision;
(e) Designation of ((eoordiHator of the serYiees to be flFO
vided by the school district or other flt1blie ageHey aHd the
eoHtraetor;
(t) Ass1:1raHee of eomf}liaHee with staff eertifieatioH ·
reqttiremeHtS;
(g) Periodic stt:1deHt FCflOR req1:1iremeHts;
(h) AHHt1al f}Fogram moHitoriHg f}roeedt1res aHd req1:1ire
fHeflts-t
(i) StartiHg date aHd d1:1ratioH of eoHtraet;
(j) Progftlm day aHd deserif}tioH of st1:1deHt's f}rogram;
tit))) responsible parties;
ill Charges and reimbursement-Billi ng and payment
procedures;
((fB)) .{g} Total contract cost;
(((m) CoHtraet review;
(H) Disf}esitioH of materials aHd eqt1if}mCHt tlflOH termi
ftfttffitr,
fej)) .(.!:!.} School district and other public agency's
responsibility for compliance with due process, individualized education program, and yearly review and determination
of placement requirements; and
(((fl) CoHtraetor's flOlieies aHd flFOeed1:1res eoYeriHg:
(i) ~foHdiserimiHatioH;
(ii) Care of st1:1deHt(s) iH emergeHeies;
(iii) Fire drills;
(iv) PersoHHel f}Olieies;
M Staff d1:1ties; aHd
(vi) Boarcl of clireetors' cl1:1ties aHcl fHHetioHs;
fqf)) ill Other contractual elements that may be necessary to assure compliance with state and federal rules((-;-ood
(r) SigHat1:1res of a1:1thorized school aHcl eoHlfaetor offi

eiftls)).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-226 Residential educational services-Methods of payment ill If the delivery of services
in a public or private residential educational program is necessary to provide special education and related services to a
special education student, the program, including nonmedical
care and room and board, must be at no cost to the parents of
the student. ((NothiHg iH this ehaf}ter relieves aH iHst1rer or
similar third f}arty (f}t1blie or f}rivate) from aH otherwise Yalid
[ 68]
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obligatioH to pro,·ide or to pay for serviees preYided le a spe
• eial edt:1eatiott stt:1deHl. Nethittg is this ehepler relieves eHy
• pertieipetiHg ageHey of the respoHsibility to provide or pay
for eHy sef't'iee that the egeHey wot:1ld otherwise provide to
eHy speeiel edt:1eetioH stHdeHt ·who FHeets the eligibility erite
rie of that egeHey.)) Nothing in this chapter limits the responsibility of agencies other than educational agencies for providing or paying some or all of the costs of a free appropriate
public education to special education students in the state.
(2) Nothing in this chapter relieves an insurer or similar
third party from an otherwise valid obligation to provide or to
pay for services provided to special education students.
(3) Consistent with the IEP provisions in this chapter. the
office of the superintendent of public instruction shall ensure
that there is no delay in implementing a student's IEP. including any case in which the payment source for providing or
paying for special education and related services to the student is being determined.
((Priv&te Seheels Pre\iisiees))
((Prh'&te Seheel StHdeetB Pl&eed llr P8reet8 er Odters))
Parental Placements for Proyision of FAPE
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)
•
•

•
•

WAC 392-172-230 Placement of students by parents.
If a special education student has a free appropriate public
education available and the parents choose to place the student in a private school or facility, the public agency is not
required by this chapter to pay for the student's educationi
including special education and related services. at the private school or facility. However, the public agency shall
((FHeke serYiees e•,·eileele to the stt:1deHt es pro·1ided iH))
include that student in the population whose needs are
addressed consistent with WAC 392-172-232 through 392172-248.
Disagreements between a parent and a public agency
regarding the availability of a program appropriate for the
student, and the question of financial responsibility, are subject to the due process procedures of this chapter. Disagreements may also be resolved through the mediation process
described in this chapter.
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that enrollment and that the private placement is appropriate.
A parental placement may be found to be appropriate by a
hearing officer or a court even if it does not meet the state
standards that apply to education provided by a school district or other public agency.
(2) The cost of reimbursement may be reduced or denied
if:
(a) At the most recent individualized education program
meeting that the parents attended prior to removal of the student from the public school, the parents did not inform the
team that they were rejecting the placement proposed by a
school district or other public agency to provide a free appropriate public education to their student, including stating their
concerns and their intent to enroll their student in a private
school at public expense; or
(b) At least ten business days (including any holidays
that occur on a business day) prior to the removal of the student from the public school, the parents did not give written
notice to a school district or other public agency of the information described in (a) of this subsection; or
(c) If, prior to the parents' removal of the student from
the public school, a school district or other public agency
informed the parents, through the notice requirement s
described in this chapter, of its intent to evaluate the student
(including a statement of the purpose of the evaluation that
was appropriate and reasonable), but the parents did not make
the student available for the evaluation; or
(d) Upon a judicial finding of unreasonableness with
respect to actions taken by the parents .
(3) Notwithstanding the notice requirement in subsection
(2)(a) and (b) of this section, the cost of reimbursement may
not be reduced or denied for failure to provide the notice if:
(a) The parent is illiterate and cannot write in English;
(b) Compliance with the notice requirements of this section would likely result in physical or serious emotional harm
to the student;
(c) The school district or other public agency prevented
the parent from providing the notice; or
(d) The parent had not received notice of the requirement
to notify a school district or other public agency of the information required in subsection (2)(a) and (b) of this section.
Students Enrolled in Private Schools by Parent

NEW SECTION
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111195)

WAC 392-172-23 1 Reimburse ment for private
school placement. (1) If the parents of a special education
student, who previously received special education and
related services under the authority of a school district or
other public agency, enroll the student in a private preschool,
elementary or secondary school without the consent of or
referral by a school district or other public agency, a court or
a hearing officer may require a school district or other public
agency to reimburse the parents for the cost of that enrollment if the court or hearing officer finds that a school district
or other public agency had not made a free appropriate public
education available to the student in a timely manner prior to

WAC 392-172-232 Definition- "Private school~
cial education student(s) ((with tlisaltilities))." For the purpose of WAC ((392 172 234)) 392-172-23300 through 392172-248 "private school special education student(s) ((with
disabilities)) " means resident special education students
enrolled in private schools or agencies and whose enrollment
is not the result of a contractual arrangement between a pub1ic school district or other public agency and the private
school or agency.
[ 69]
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NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-23300 Child count. (1) Each school district or other public agency shall:
(a) Consult with representatives of private school students in deciding how to conduct the annual count of the
number of private school special education students; and
(b) Ensure that the count is conducted on December 1 of
each year.
(2) The child count must be used to determine the
amount that the school district or other public agency must
spend on providing special education and related services to
private school special education students in the next subsequent fiscal year.
(3) Expenditures for childfind activities described in
WAC 392-172-100 may not be considered in determining
whether the school district or other public agency has met the
requirements of WAC 392-172-23305.
(4) State and local educational agencies are not prohibited from providing services to private school special education students in excess of those required by this section consistent with state law or local policy.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-23305 Expenditures. Each school district or public agency shall spend a proportionate amount of
federal funds on providing special education and related services to private school special education students as follows:
(I) For students aged three through twenty-one, an
amount that is the same proportion of the school district's or
other public agency's total subgrant under Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act as the number of private school special education students aged three through
twenty-one residing in its jurisdiction is to the total number of
special education students in its jurisdiction aged three
through twenty-one; and
(2) For students aged three through five, an amount that
is the same proportion of the school district's or other public
agency's total subgrant under the school district's or other
agency's preschool grant under section 619 of the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act as the number of private
school special education students aged three through five
residing in its jurisdiction is to the total number of special
education students in its jurisdiction aged three through five.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-23600 Determination (of needs, numbers of students and types) of services. (I) No private
school special education student has an individual right to
receive some or all of the special education and related services that the student would receive if enrolled in a public
school. Decisions about the services that will be provided to
private school special education students under WAC 392172-232 through 392-172-248 must be made in accordance
with this section.
(2) Each school district or other public agency shall consult, in a timely and meaningful way, with appropriate representatives of private school special education students in light
Proposed
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of the funding under WAC 392-172-23305, the number of
private school special education students, the needs of private
school special education students, and their location to
decide:
(a) Which students will receive services;
(b) What services will be provided;
(c) How and where the services will be provided; and
(d) How the services provided will be evaluated.
(3) Each school district or other public agency shall give
appropriate representatives of private school special education students a genuine opportunity to express their views
regarding each matter that is subject to the consultation
requirements in this section.
(4) The consultation required by this section shall occur
before the school district or other public agency makes any
decision that affects the opportunities of private school special education students to participate in services under WAC
392-172-232 through 392-172-248.
(5) The school district or other public agency shall make
the final decision with respect to the services to be provided
to eligible private school students.
(6) If a special education student is enrolled in a religious
or other private school and will receive special education or
related services from a school district or other public agency,
the district or agency shall:
(a) Initiate and conduct meetings to develop, review, and
revise a services plan for the student, in accordance with
WAC 392-172-23605; and
(b) Ensure that a representative of the religious or other
private school attends each meeting. If the representative
cannot attend, the school district or other public agency shall
use other methods to ensure participation by the private
school, including individual or conference telephone calls.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-23605 Services provided. (I) The services provided to private school special education students
must be provided by personnel meeting the same standards as
personnel providing services in the public schools.
(2) Private school special education students may
receive a different amount of services than special education
students in public schools.
(3) No private school special education student is entitled to any service or to any amount of a service the student
would receive if enrolled in a public school.
(4) Each private school special education student who
has been designated to receive services under WAC 392-17223600 must have a services plan that describes the specific
special education and related services that the school district
or other public agency will provide to the student in light of
the services that the district or agency has determined,
through the process described in WAC 392-172-23300 and
392-172-23600, it will make available to private school special education students.
(5) The services plan must, to the extent appropriate:
(a) Meet the requirements of WAC 392-172-160 with
respect to the services provided;
(b) Be developed, reviewed, and revised consistent with
WAC 392-172-156, 392-172-158, and 392-172-161.

~
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NEW SECTION
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WAC 392-172-23610 Location of services and transportation. (1) Services provided to private school special
education students may be provided on-site at a student's private school, consistent with WAC 392-172-238.
(2) If necessary for the student to benefit from or participate in the services provided under this section, a private
school special education student must be provided transportation:
(a) From the student's school or the student's home to a
site other than the private school; and
(b) From the service site to the private school, or to the
student's home.
(3) School districts or other public agencies are not
required to provide transportation from the student's home to
the private school.
(4) The cost of the transportation described in subsection
(2) of this section may be included in calculating whether the
school district or other public agency has met the requirement
of WAC 392-172-23305.
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-242 Equipment. property and sup(1) Equipment and supplies used with
special education students in a private school or agency may
be placed on nonsectarian private school or agency premises
for the period of time necessary for the program, but title to
and administrative control over all equipment property and
supplies must be retained and exercised by the school district
or other public agency.
(2) Records shall be kept of equipment and supplies and
an accounting made of the equipment and supplies which
shall assure that the equipment is used solely for the purposes
of the program. Equipment and supplies placed in private
schools must be able to be removed from the private school
without remodeling the private school facility.
(3) The equipment and supplies shall be removed from
the private school or agency if necessary to avoid its being
used for other purposes or if it is no longer needed for the purposes of the program or project.
(4) Funds shall not be used for repairs. minor remodeling. or to construct facilities for private schools or agencies.

~Construction.

NEW SECTION

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-239 Complaints. (1) The procedures
under WAC 392-172-350 et seq., do not apply to complaints
that a school district or other public agency has failed to meet
the requirements of WAC 392-172-232 through 392-172~ 248, including the provision of services indicated on the stu1' dent's individualized education program.
(2) The procedures under WAC 392-172-350 et seq. do
apply to complaints that a school district or other public
agency has failed to meet the requirements under childfind,
including evaluation and reevaluation procedures under this
chapter.
(3) Complaints that the state, or a school district or other
public agency, has failed to meet the requirements of WAC
392-172-232 through 392-172-248 may be filed under the
procedures in WAC 392-172-324 et seq.

WAC 392-172-246 Funds and property not to benefit
private schools. Public funds provided and property derived
from those funds shall not benefit any private school or
agency.
A school district shall use funds provided under Part B of
the IDEA to meet the special education and related services
needs of special education students enrolled in private
schools. but not for:
(1) The needs of a private school: or
(2) The general needs of the students enrolled in the private school.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-300 General responsibility of public
agencies. ((The state shall ens1ue that)) .Each school district
((&)) and public agency ((establishes and)) shall establish.
implement((s)) and maintain procedural safeguards that meet
the requirements of 34 CFR ((30Q.500 300.515)) 300.500300.529.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-240 Personnel in private schools and
agencies. (1) School district or other public agency personnel
may be made available to nonsectarian private schools and
agencies only to the extent necessary to provide services
required by the specjal education student if those services are
not normally provided by the private school.
(2) Each school district or other public agency providing
services to students enrolled in nonsectarian private schools
or agencies shall maintain continuing administrative control
and direction over those services.
(3) Services to private school special education students
~ shall not include the payment of salaries of teachers or other
I' employees of private schools or agencies, except for services
performed outside regular hours of the school day and under
public supervision and control.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-302 When notice must be given. Written notice in accordance with WAC 392-172-306 shall be
given by a school district or other public agency to the parent(s) of a student (or to the adult student) a reasonable time
before the school district or other public agency:
(1) Proposes to initiate or change:
(a) The identification, evaluation, or delivery of educational services to the student;
[71]
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(b) The individualized education program, including
annual goals and short term instructional objectives or benchmarks or the provision of special education and related services to the student pursuant to this chapter; or
(2) Refuses to initiate or change:
(a) The identification, evaluation, or delivery of special
education and related services to the student; or
(b) The individualized education program or the provision of special education and related services to the student
pursuant to this chapter.
(3) If the notice required under this section relates to an
action proposed by a district or other public agency that also
requires parental consent under WAC 392-172-185 and 392172-304. notice may be given at the same time parental consent is being requested.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-304 Parent consent. C1) Informed
12arental consent must be obtained in writing (or denial of
consent overridden by a due process hearing or mediated if
appropriate) before:
((fB)) ill Conducting an initial evaluation or reevaluation consistent with WAC 392-172-185; and
((~)) {hl Providing initial special education and related
services to a special education student.
((A sehool tlistriet or other flt:tblie agefle)' shall Hot
reqt:tire wriHefl flBFefltal eoHseflt as a eoHeitiofl fur reeeiviHg
afly other beflefit, sen·iee, Of aeti'lity to the f}aFeflt Of to the
stt:ttleHt.)) (2) Consent for initial evaluation may not be construed as consent for initial placement described in this section.
(3) Parental consent is not required before:
(a) Reviewing existing data as part of an evaluation or
reevaluation: or
Cb) Administering a test or other evaluation that is
administered to all students unless. before administration of
that test or evaluation. consent is required of parents of all
students.
(4) A public agency may not use a parent's refusal to consent to one service or activity under this section to deny the
parent or child any other service. benefit. or activity of the
public agency. except as required by this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-306 Contents of notice. (l) The notice
required by WAC 392-172-302 shall include:
(a) ((A full exf}laHatiofl of all of the flFOeeflt:tral safe
gt:tartls available to the f}aFeflt or the atlt:tlt stt:ttleflt that are set
forth ifl 3 4 CFR 300.500, 300.502 throt:tgh 300.515, afltl
300.562 throttgh 300.569, iHelt:ttliHg the availability of metli
atioH as a tlisf}t:tte resolt:ttioH flFOeess;)) A statement that the
parents of a special education student have protection under
the procedural safeguards of Part B of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act and. if this notice is not an initial
referral for evaluation. the means by which a copy of a
description of the procedural safeguards can be obtained:
Proposed
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(b) A description of the action proposed or refused by the
school district or other public agency, an explanation of why ~
the district or other public agency proposes or refuses to take ,.
the action, and a description of any other options the district
or other public agency considered and the reasons why those
options were rejected;
(c) A description of each evaluation procedure, test,
record, or report the district or other public agency used as a
basis for the proposal or refusal; ((ftfld))
(d) A description of any other factors which are relevant
to the school district and other public agency's proposal or
refusal;.
(e) A description of any evaluation procedures the school
district or other public agency proposes to conduct: and
Cf) Sources for parents to contact to obtain assistance in
understanding the procedural safeguards provision of Part B
of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
(2) The notice shall be:
(a) Written in language understandable to the general
public; and
(b) Provided in the native language of the parent or adult
student or other mode of communication used by the parent
or adult student, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so.
(3) If the native language or other mode of communication of the parent or adult student is not a written language,
the district or other public agency shall take steps to assure
that:
(a) The notice is translated orally or by other means to
the parent or adult student in his or her native language or ~
other mode of communication;
,.
(b) The parent or adult student understands the content of
the notice; and
(c) There is written evidence that the requirements in (a)
and (b) of this subsection have been met.
NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-307 Procedural safeguards notice. (I)
A copy of the procedural safeguards available to the parents
of a special education student shall be given to the parents, at
a minimum:
(a) Upon initial referral for evaluation;
(b) Upon each notification of an individualized education program meeting;
(c) Upon reevaluation of the student;
(d) Upon receipt of a request for due process; and
(e) Upon notification of a parent that a school district or
other public agency intends to take disciplinary action that
constitutes a change of placement.
(2) The procedural safeguards notice must include a full
explanation of all of the procedural safeguards available
under Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act. Available procedural safeguards include:
(a) Independent educational evaluation;
(b) Prior written notice;
(c) Parental consent;
~
(d) Access to educational records;
,.
(e) Opportunity to present complaints to initiate due process hearings;
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(f) The student's placement during pendency of due pro-

• cess proceedings;
(g) Procedures for students who are subject to placement
•
in an interim alternative educational setting;
(h) Requirements for unilateral placement by parents of
students in private schools at public expense;
(i) Mediation;
(j) Due process hearings, including requirements for disclosure of evaluation results and recommendations;
(k) Civil actions;
(I) Attorneys' fees; and
(m) State complaint procedures, including a description
to file a complaint and the timelines under those prohow
of
cedures.
(3) The notice shall meet the requirements of WAC 392172-306 (2) and (3).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)

•
•

~

,

WAC 392-172-308 Surrogate parents. ( 1) Each school
district or other public agency providing a special education
program to a nonadult special education student shall assure
that the rights of the nonadult student are protected when:
(a) No parent (as defined in WAC 392-172-035(5)) can
be identified;
(b) The school district or other public agency, after reasonable efforts, cannot discover the whereabouts of a parent;
or
(c) The student is a ward of the state. A student is a ward
of the state if (i) parental rights have been terminated and no
guardian has been appointed or (ii) the student is found
dependent under RCW 13.34 and is not placed with the parent or with relatives.
(2) ((D1:1ty efsehool distriet or other p1:1elie ageHey.)) The
duty of a school district or other public agency under this section includes the assignment of a person to act as a surrogate
for the parents. This duty includes the establishmen t of a
method:
(a) For determining whether a nonadult student needs a
surrogate parent; and
(b) For assigning a surrogate parent to the student.
(3) Criteria for selection of surrogates. Each school district or other public agency shall assure that a person selected
as a surrogate:
(a) Has no interest that conflicts with the interests of the
student he or she represents; and
(b) Has knowledge and skills that assure adequate representation of the student.
(4) Nonemployee requirement- Compensatio n:
(a) A person assigned as a surrogate may not be an
employee of the office of superintendent of public instruction, a school district and/or other agency which is involved
in the education or care of the student; and
(b) A person who otherwise qualifies as a surrogate parent pursuant to this section is not an "employee" of the school
district ((ftHtll)) or other agency solely because he or she is
paid by the school district and/or agency to serve as a surrogate parent.
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(5) Responsibilities. A surrogate parent may represent
the student in all matters relating to:
(a) The identification, evaluation, and the delivery of
educational services to the student; and
(b) The provision of free special education and related
services to the student.
(6) A public agency may select as a surrogate a person
who is an employee of a nonpublic agency that only provides
noneducational care for the student and who meets the standards in subsection (3) of this section.
(7) A foster parent may be appointed as a surrogate parent if he or she meets the qualifications of subsection (3) of
this section and is willing to make educational decisions on
behalf of the student.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-309 Transfer of parental rights at age
of majority. (1) Consistent with RCW 25.28.010 when a special education student reaches the age of eighteen, unless
declared incapacitate d as to person under chapter 11.88
RCW, the following shall occur:
(a) A school district or other public agency shall provide
any notice required under the chapter to both the student and
the parents; and
(b) All other rights accorded to parents under Part B of
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act transfer to the
student.
(2) All rights accorded to parents under Part B of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act transfer to students at the age of majority who are incarcerated in an adult
or juvenile, state, or local correctional institution.
(3) Whenever a school district or other public agency
transfers rights under this section, they shall notify the individual and the parents of the transfer of rights.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-310 Mediation- Purpose. The purpose
of mediation is to offer both the parent and the school district
or other public agency an optional alternative to a formal due
process hearing. Mediation requires the consent and agreement of both parties. Mediation cannot be used to deny or
delay access by a parent to a due process hearing under this
chapter, or to deny any other rights afforded under Part B of
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. Mediation is
used to resolve disagreements concerning the identification,
evaluation, delivery of educational services or provision of a
free appropriate public education to a special education student. Mediation may be terminated by either party at any time
during the process. Mediation shall be available whenever a
hearing is requested under this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
I 0/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-312 Mediation-D efinition. Mediation
is a dispute resolution process in which an impartial mediator
assists both parties in reaching a mutually acceptable agree[ 73 J
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ment on the educational needs of a special education student.
The ((vriffiary)) participants in the mediation process are the
parent(s), school district or other public agency representative(s), and mediator. The process is voluntary, confidential,
and informal. It is a collaborative process, conducted in a
nonadversarial manner. Mediation services ((ffiay ee)) are
provided by the office of superintendent of public instruction
at no cost to either party. including the costs of meetings
described in WAC 392-172-317. The office of superintendent of public instruction will ({aUeffivt to)) provide mediation services for individuals whose primary language is not
English unless clearly not feasible to do so. Each session in
the mediation process shall be scheduled in a timely manner
and shall be held in a location that is convenient to the parties
to the dispute.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-313 Mediators-Quali fied and
impartial. (1) Mediation is conducted by qualified and
impartial mediators who are trained in effective mediation
techniques.
(2) The office of superintendent of public instruction
shall maintain a list of individuals who are qualified mediators and knowledgeable in laws and regulations relating to
the provision of special education and related services.
(3) An individual who serves as a mediator:
(a) May not be an employee of:
(i) Any school district or any state agency described
under WAC 392-172-035(5); or
(ii) A state education agency that is providing direct services to a student who is the subject of the mediation process;
and
(b) Shall not have a personal or professional conflict of
interest.
(4) A person who otherwise qualifies as a mediator is not
an employee of a school district or other public agency solely
because he or she is paid by the agency to serve as a mediator.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11111195)

mediation process shall be documented in writing and signed
by both parties. Solutions to the issue(s) raised through the
mediation process shall not be in conflict with state and federal laws or regulations. ({Beth)) The parties shall be given a
copy of the written mediation agreement. ((NegotiatioHs,
ffieGiatiOft VOSitiOHS, ete., fiise)osefi ift a ffieGiatiOft shall ftOt
be 1:1se6 as evi6eHee iR a 61:1e proeess heariftg or other atlmiH
istrative review liftless Ofte Varty to the ffieGiatiOft violates the
agreeffieHt.)) A copy shall also be filed by the mediator with
the office of superintendent of public instruction in mediations provided by that agency.
(2) Discussions that occur during the mediation process
must be confidential and may not be used as evidence in any
subsequent due process hearings or civil proceedings. and the
parties to the mediation process may be required to sign a
confidentiality pledge prior to the commencement of the process.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-317 Meeting to encourage mediation.

(1) A school district or other public agency may establish

procedures to require parents who elect not to use the mediation process to meet, at a time and location convenient to the
parents, with a disinterested party:
(a) Who is under contract with a parent training and
information center or community parent resource center in
the state established under the Individuals with .Disabilities
Education Act or an appropriate alternative dispute resolution
entity; and
..
(b) Who would explain the benefits of the mediation pro- ~
cess, and encourage the parents to use the process.
(2) A school district or other public agency may not deny
or delay a parent's right to a due process hearing under this
chapter if the parent fails to participate in the meeting
described in this section.
(3) A school district or other public agency shall submit
its procedures for implementing this section to the office of
superintendent of public instruction for review and approval,
including projected costs for carrying out the process.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-314 Request for mediation services.
ill To access the system of mediation established by the
office of superintendent of public instruction, a request for
medfation services may be made in writing or verbally to
administrative agents for the office of superintendent of public instruction located statewide. Written confirmation of the
request shall be provided to both parties by an intake coordinator and a mediator shall be assigned to the case.
(2) If a mediator is not selected on a random (e.g .. a rotation) basis from the list described in WAC 392-172-313. both
parties must be involved in selecting the mediator and agree
with the selection of the individual who will mediate.

WAC 392-172-324 Definition-Compla int. As used
in this chapter, the term "complaint" means an allegation, by
the complainant, that the state, a local school district or other
public agency, an educational service district ((or other v1:1e
lie ageHey)), or other subgrantee receiving federal funds (or
receiving state funds to carry out a federal ·requirement),
including private schools and facilities where students are
placed on a contractual basis, has violated a federal statute or
regulation or a state regulation that applies to a federal program covered under this chapter.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11195)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-316 Written mediation agreementMediation discussions. ill Agreements reached through the

WAC 392-172-328 Informing citizens about complaint procedures. The superintendent of public instruction
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shall inform parents and other interested individuals about
• the citizen complaint procedures in this chapter. Specific
• actions to be taken by the superintendent of public instruction
include:
(I) ((DissemiRatiRg eepies ef the state's preeethtFes te
pareRt, ad">·eeaey, aftd professioRal orgaftizatioftS;)) Widely
disseminating copies of the state's procedures to parents and
other interested individuals. including protection and advocacy agencies. parent training and information centers. independent living centers. and other appropriate entities;
(2) Conducting in-service training sessions on the complaint process through educational service districts; and
(3) Including information about the system in state-wide
conferences.
NEW SECTION

t

WAC 392-172-329 Remedies for denial of appropriate services. In resolving a complaint in which it has found a
failure to provide appropriate services, the office of the
superintende nt of public instruction pursuant to its general
supervisory authority under Part B of the IDEA, must
address:
( 1) How to remediate the denial of those services, including, as appropriate, the awarding of monetary reimbursement
or other corrective action appropriate to the needs of the student; and
(2) Appropriate future provision of services for all special education students.

received unless a longer period is reasonable because the violation is continuing. or the complainant is requesting compensatory services for a violation that occurred not more than
three years prior to the date the complaint is received.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-334 Procedure for filing a complaint.
The procedure for filing a complaint shall be as follows:
(1) A complaint alleging a violation by a local school
district or other public agency, an educational service district,
or other subgrantee shall be filed directly with the superintendent of public instruction.
(2) The superintendent of public instruction, upon
receipt of a signed written complaint against a local school
district or other public agency, an educational service district,
or other subgrantee, shall refer the complaint to the ((tttlegetlly offefttliRg)) entity for action pursuant to this chapter.
(3) Receipt of a complaint by the superintendent of public instruction activates a time ((ff.He)) limit not to exceed
sixty calendar days unless an extension of the time limit is
approved by the superintendent of public instruction on the
basis of exceptional circumstance s relative to a particular
complaint.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-338 Investigation of and response to
complaints against a school district or other public
agency, educational service district, or other subgrantee.
Investigation of and response to a complaint shall be as follows:
(1) Upon receipt of a properly filed complaint with the
superintende nt of public instruction and referred by the
superintendent of public instruction to the ((allegedly offe11tl
ffi.g)) entity, the employee(s) designated pursuant to WAC
392-172-336 shall investigate the alleged violations.
(2) Upon completion of the investigation by the ((tttlegetlly offefttliAg)) entity, the designated employee(s) shall provide the responsible official of the entity with a written
report, including applicable documentation, of the results of
the investigation. Said officials shall respond in writing to the
superintendent of public instruction no later than twenty calendar days after the date of receipt by the entity of such complaint.
(3) The response to the superintendent of public instruction shall clearly state either:
(a) That the entity denies the allegations contained in the
complaint and the basis for such denial; or
(b) Proposes reasonable corrective action(s) deemed
necessary to correct the violation.
(4) Upon request. the superintendent of public instruction shall provide the complainant a copy of the entity's
response to the complaint.
ill The superintendent of public instruction will provide
the complainant the opportunity to submit additional information, either orally or in writing, about the allegations in the
complaint.

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-330 Right to register a complaint. Any
individual((, eRtit)',)) or organization. including an organization or individual from another state. may register a signed
written complaint. ((If a pareftt or adttlt stttdeftt has also filed
a FefjtleSt fer a dt1e pFoeeSS speeial edt1eatiOft fieariRg f'tlFStlaRt
to WAC 392 172 359, regardiRg the saFRe isst1es, a eitizeR
eoFRpiaiRt ey Stieff peFSOft regardiftg RefteOHlflliaftee shall ee
held iR aeeyaftee tlftti) the heariftg has eeeR eofteit1ded.))
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111195)

~

,
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WAC 392-172-332 Contents of complaint. A complaint filed under this chapter shall include:
( 1) A statement that an educational entity. the state, a
local school district or other public agency, an educational
service district, or other subgrantee has violated one or more
requirements of federal statutes or regulations or state regulations that apply to ((a fetleral prograFR)) Part B of the IDEA;
(2) The facts on which the statement is based;
(3) The name and address of the complainant; and
(4) In the case of a complaint alleging a violation by an
educational entity other than the state and filed directly with
the superintend ent of public instruction, the name and
address of the ((allegedlf offeRtliRg)) entity.
(5) The complaint must allege a violation that occurred
not more than one year prior to the date that the complaint is
[ 75]
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((fS-1))@ Within thirty calendar days, and upon review
of all relevant information including, dependent upon necessity, information obtained through an independent on-site
investigation by the superintendent of public instruction, the
superintendent of public instruction will make an independent determination as to whether the public agency is violating a requirement of Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act or of this chapter.
((t61)) ill Consistent with the provisions of WAC 392172-320 through 392-172-346, issue a written decision to the
complainant that addresses each allegation in the complaint
including findings of fact and conclusions and the reasons for
the state's final decision, and clearly states either:
(a) That the complaint is without merit, the allegations
are denied, and the basis for such denial; or
(b) The reasonable corrective measures deemed necessary to correct any violation. Any such corrective measures
deemed necessary shall be instituted as soon as possible but
in no event later than thirty calendar days following the date
of the response to the complainant.
((f71)) .(fil When appropriate, technical assistance, negotiations, and corrective action(s) are to be instituted no later
than ten days following notice of written decision by the
superintendent of public instruction.
(((81)) f.22 If compliance by a local school district or
other public agency, educational service district, or other subgrantee is not achieved pursuant to subsection ((t61)) ill of
this section, the superintendent of public instruction shall initiate fund withholding, fund recovery, or any other sanction
deemed appropriate.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-348 Complaints and due process
hearings. (1) If a written complaint is received that is also the
subject of a due process hearing under this chapter or contains multiple issues, of which one or more are part of that
hearing, the office of the superintendent of public instruction
must set aside any part of the complaint that is being
addressed in the due process hearing, until the conclusion of
the hearing. However, any issue in the complaint that is not
a part of the due process action must be resolved using the
time limit and procedures described in this section.
(2) If an issue is raised in a complaint filed under this
section that has previously been decided in a due process
hearing involving the same parties:
(a) The hearing decision is binding; and
(b) The office of the superintendent of public instruction
must inform the complainant to that effect.
(3) A complaint alleging a public agency's failure to
implement a due process decision must be resolved by the
office of the superintendent of public instruction.
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(3) A request by a school district or other public agency
for a hearing pursuant to this section shall:
(a) Be in writing;
(b) Be mailed or provided directly to Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, Office of Legal Services, Old
Capitol Building, Olympia, Washington 98504. A copy of
such request, including required attachments shall be transmitted to the student's parent(s) or adult student;
(c) Have attached to such request a copy of the notice to
parent(s) or adult student as required by WAC 392-172-302.
If the hearing request by the district or other public agency is
in response to a request for an independent educational evaluation pursuant to WAC 392-172-150, the school district and
other public agency's written request for a hearing also shall
have attached a copy of the written notice to the district or
other public agency required by WAC 392-172-150(2).
(4) A notice of a hearing requested by a student's parent(s) or adult student or initiated by a school district or other
public agency pursuant to this section shall be provided by
the hearing officer and shall include, but not necessarily be
limited to:
(a) The date, time, and place of the hearing;

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-350 Right to initiate-Purposes. (I)
Hearings conducted in accordance with WAC 392-172-350
through 392-172-360 may be initiated in the following cases
for the purposes stated:
Proposed

(a) The parent(s) of a student (or an adult student) or a
school district or other public agency may initiate a hearing to
challenge or to show (as the case may be) the appropriateness
of a proposal by the school district or other public agency to
initiate or change:
(i) The identification of the student;
(ii) The evaluation of the student;
(iii) The delivery of ~ducational services to the student;
or
(iv) The provision of special education and related services to the student pursuant to this chapter;
(b) The parent(s) of a student (or an adult student) or a
school district or other public agency may initiate a hearing to
challenge or to show (as the case may be) the appropriateness
of the school district and other public agency's refusal of the
parent(s) (or adult student's) request to initiate or change:
(i) The identification of the student;
(ii) The evaluation of the student;
(iii) The delivery of educational services to the student;
or
(iv) The provision of special education and related services to the student pursuant to this chapter;
(c) A school district or other public agency may initiate a
hearing to show that its evaluation of a student is appropriate
if the student's parent(s) or adult student disagrees with the
evaluation results and reguests an independent educational
evaluation.
(2) A request by a student's parent(s) or adult student for
a hearing pursuant to this section shall:
..
(a) Be in writing and specify the district or other public ,.
agency;
(b) Be mailed or provided directly to the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, Office of Legal Services, Old
Capitol Building, Olympia, Washington 98504; and
(c) Explain the concerns of the parent(s) or adult student
in general or specific terms. as described in WAC 392-172-
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(b) The issues to be addressed at the hearing to the extent
.the issues have been identified at the time of the notice;
(c) The rights, procedures, and other matters set forth in
WAC 392- I 72-352 through 392- I 72-364; and
(d) The right of the parent(s) or adult student to seek an
independent evaluation at public expense pursuant to WAC
392- I 72-150.
(5) The forty-five day time line for completing the hearing process shall begin on the day the superintendent receives
the written request for a due process hearing.
(6) When a hearing is initiated under this section. the
school district or other public agency shall inform the parents
of the availability of mediation described in WAC 392-172310 et seq.

I'

NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-351 Parent notice. (I) The school district or other public agency must have procedures that require
the parent of a special education student or the attorney representing the student to provide notice (which must remain
confidential) to the school district or other public agency in a
request for a hearing. The notice must include:
(a) The name of the student;
(b) The address of the residence of the student;
(c) The name of the school the student is attending;
(d) A description of the nature of the problem of the student relating to the proposed initiation or change, including
• facts relating to the problem; and
(e) A proposed resolution of the problem to the extent
known and available to the parents at the time.
(2) The office of superintendent of public instruction
shall develop a model notice form to assist parents in filing a
request for a due process hearing that includes the information required above.
(3) A school district or other public agency may not deny
or delay a parent's right to a due process hearing for failure to
provide the notice required in this section.

(ii) The school district or other public agency or the parent or adult student initiates a hearing.
(d) The hearing shall be conducted by a qualified person
selected and appointed by the chief administrative law judge
in the office of administrative hearings pursuant to chapter
10-08 WAC and shall be a person who:
(i) Is not an employee of a public agency which is
involved in the education or care of the student; and
(ii) Does not have a personal or professional interest
which would conflict with his or her objectivity in the hearing.
(2) A person who otherwise qualifies to conduct a hearing under this section is not an employee of the public agency
solely because he or she is paid by the agency to serve as a
hearing officer.
(3) The hearing shall be conducted in accordance with
the provisions of WAC 392-101-005 unless modified by this
chapter.
(4) Each public agency shall keep a list of the persons
who serve as hearing officers. The list must include a statement of the qualifications of each of those persons.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective I 1/11/95)
WAC 392-172-354 Hearing rights. (I) Any party to a
hearing initiated pursuant to WAC 392- I 72-350 has the right
to:
(a) Be accompanied and advised by persons with special
knowledge or training with respect to the problems of special
education students;
(b) Be advised and/or represented by an attorney;
(c) Present evidence, including the opinion(s) of qualified experts, confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance of witnesses;
(d) Prohibit the introduction of any evidence at the hearing that has not been disclosed to that party at least five business days before the hearing. or two business days if the hearing is expedited pursuant to WAC 392-172-384 I 5(2);
(e) At least five business days (or two business days if
the hearing is expedited pursuant to WAC 392-17238415(2)) prior to a hearing conducted pursuant to this section. each party shall disclose to all other parties all evaluations completed by that date and recommendations based on
the offering party's evaluations that the party intends to use at
the hearing;
(f) A hearing officer may bar any party that fails to comply with (e) of this subsection from introducing the relevant
evaluation or recommendation at the hearing without the consent of the other party;
.(g} Obtain a writteni or at the option of the parents. electronic verbatim record of the hearing at no cost to any party
to a hearing((. IH the eveHt of eH appeal to a eot1rt of Jew by
the seheol distriet er ether v1:1blie egeHey, the distriet er ether
pt1blie egeHey shell beer the eest ef trenseribing the reeercl fur
appeal fltlFflOSes end shell make a eepy eveileble te the ether
party et e eest, if BH)", whieh is ne greater then the seheel dis
triet end ether pt1blie egeney's eest ef eepying the original));
and
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective I 1111/95)
WAC 392-172-352 Hearing officers-Select ion and
expenses of-Parent assistance. (1) If a hearing is initiated
pursuant to WAC 392- I 72-350:
(a) The hearing shall be conducted by and at the expense
of the superintendent of public instruction.
(b) The superintendent of public instruction shall provide for a court reporter's stenographic record of all testimony and other oral hearing proceedings at the expense of
the superintendent of public instruction: A court reporter's
stenographic record need not be transcribed for any purpose
except as provided or required in WAC 392-172-354
(l)((fet)) (g) and (h).
(c) The superintendent of public instruction shall inform
the parent(s) or adult student of any free or low-cost legal and
other relevant services available in the area if:
(i) The parent or adult student requests the information;
or
[77]
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((tf))) .Q.tl Obtain written. or at the option of the parents.
electronic findings of fact, decisions. conclusions of law and
judgments. The state, after deleting any personally identifiable information, shall:
(i) Transmit those findings and decisions to the state
advisory panel established under this chapter; and
(ii) Make those findings and decisions available to the
public.
(2) Parents who are a party to a hearing have the right to
have the student who is the subject of the hearing present.
(3) Parents (or adult students) who are a party to a hearing have the right to open the hearing to the public.
(4) The record of the hearing and the findings of fact and
decisions described in this section shall be provided at no cost
to parents.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-356 Time line for hearing officer's
d.ecision-Time and place of hearing. (1) Not later than
forty-five days after the date of receipt of a request for a hearing pursuant to WAC 392-172-350:
(a) A final decision shall be ((FeaeheEI eases ttpOH 8 pFe
poHEleFaHee of the evieeHee)) reached in the hearing; and
(b) A copy of the decision ((eoHsistiHg of the heBFiHg
offieeF's fi1t8i1tgs of faet, eoHehtsioHs of law, aHEI jttegHteftt
shall ee HtaileEI or pFoYieeEI EliFeetly to eaeh of the parties aHEI
to the SttpeFiftteftdeftt of pttelie iHSffttetiOH ey tke fteftfiHg
offieeF, togetheF with a eeFtifieatioH of tke Elate of HtailiHg aHd
tke parties to wkoffl it 'NBS fflBileEI.
(2) The deeisiOH of the keBFiHg offieer skall ee dFaftee iH
a fflftHHeF whiek:
(a) Sets forth the fi1tdi1tgs of faet, eo1telt1sio1ts of la·N aHEI
jttegHteHt sepaFately, aHd Httffleers eaeh fi1tdi1tg of faet aftd
eo1telt1sioH; BHEI
(e) Avoids the FevelatioH of peFsoHally ideHtifiaele iHfoF
HtatioH that is ttftfteeessaf)' to FeaehiHg aHEI ttHEleFstaHdiHg tke
EleeisioH Feaehed)) shall be mailed to each of the parties.
((f3j)) ill A hearing officer may grant specific extensions of time beyond the period set forth in subsection 0) of
this section at the ((·uritteft OF otherwise doettffleHted))
request of the parent(s) or school district or other public
agency((, as follows:
(a) Co1ttiftt18ftees OHly ey WFitteft OFSeF of tke adffliHistFa
ti•t'e Ja·.v jttdge, whiek speeifies the expiFatioH date; aftd
(e) Co1ttiHt18Hees iH iHstaHees of goos eattse aHEI to peFi
eds of tiHte that do Hot t1Hjt1stifiaely iHfFiHge OH tke Figkt of
eitheF pBFty to a tiHtely deeisioH)).
(((47)) ill Each hearing shall be conducted at a time and
place which is reasonably convenient to the parent(s) and student involved.
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(c) Shall grant the relief that the court determines to be
appropriate basing its decision on the preponderance of the
evidence.
(3) The district courts of the United States have jurisdiction of actions brought under section 615 of the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act without regard to the amount
in controversy.
(4) Nothing in this part restricts or limits the rights. procedures. and remedies available under the Constitution. the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. or other Federal laws protecting the
rights of special education students. except that before the filing of a civil action under these laws seeking relief that is also
available under section 615 of the Individuals with Disability
Education Act. the procedures for a due process hearing in
this chapter must be exhausted to the same extent as would be
required had the action been brought under section 615 of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)

4

WAC 392-172-362 Attorneys' fees. ill Each public
agency shall inform parents that in any action or proceeding
under section 615 of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, courts in their discretion. may award parents reasonable attorneys' fees ((ttHder the eiret1Htsta1tees deseFieed iH
seetieH ti 15 (e)(4))) as part of the costs to the parents of a special education student who is the prevailing party.
(2) Funds under Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act may not be used to pay attorneys' fees or
costs of a party related to an action or proceeding under section 615 of the IDEA and the procedural safeguards in this
chapter. This does not preclude a public agency from using
funds under Part B of the IDEA for conducting an action or
proceeding under section 615 of the IDEA.
(3) A court awards reasonable attorneys' fees under section 615 (i)(3) of the IDEA consistent with the following:
(a) Fees awarded under section 615 (i)(3) of the IDEA
must be based on rates prevailing in the community in which
the action or proceeding arose for the kind and quality of services furnished. No bonus or multiplier may be used in calculating the fees awarded under this section.
(b) Attorneys' fees may not be awarded and related costs
may not be reimbursed in any action or proceeding under section 615 of the IDEA for services performed subsequent to ~
the time of a written offer of settlement to a parent if:
~
(i) The offer is made within the time prescribed by Rule
68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or. in the case of

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-360 Final decision-Appeal to court
of law. ill A decision made in a hearing initiated pursuant to
WAC 392-172-350 is final, unless modified or overturned by
a court of law. Any party aggrieved by the findings and deciProposed

sion made in a hearing who does not have the right to appeal
under this chapter has the right to bring a civil action under
section 615 (e)(2) of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. A civil action may be filed in either state or federal
court.
(2) In any action brought under this section. the court:
(a) Shall receive the records of the administrative proceedings.
(b) Shall hear additional evidence at the request of a
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an administrative proceeding. at any time more than ten days
·
before the proceeding begins;
(ii) The offer is not accepted within ten days; and
•
(iii) The court or administrative hearing officer finds that
•
the relief finally obtained by the parents is not more favorable
to the parents than the offer of settlement.
(c) Attorneys' fees may not be awarded relating to any
meeting of the IEP team unless the meeting is convened as a
result of an administrative proceeding or judicial action. or at
the discretion of the office of the superinten dent of public
instruction for a mediation described in this chapter that is
conducted prior to the filing of a request for due process
under this chapter.
(d) Notwithstanding (b) of this subsection. an award of
attorneys' fees and related costs may be made to a parent who
is the prevailing party and who was substantially justified in
rejecting the settlement offer.
(e) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, the court
reduces. according ly. the amount of the attorneys' fees
awarded under section 615 of the IDEA. if the court finds
that:
(i) The parent. during the course of the action or proceeding. unreasonably protracted the final resolution of the controversy;
(ii) The amount of the attorneys' fees otherwise authorized to be awarded unreasonably exceeds the hourly rate prevailing in the community for similar services by attorneys of
reasonably comparabl e skill. reputation. and experience:
(iii) The time spent and legal services furnished were
~ excessive considering the nature of the action or proceeding:
or
(iv) The attorney representing the parent did not provide
to the school district the appropriate information in the due
process complaint in accordance with this chapter.
(f) The provisions of Cb) of this subsection do not apply
in any action or proceeding if the court finds that the state or
local agency unreasonably protracted the final resolution of
the action or proceeding or there was a violation of section
615 of the IDEA.

•
•
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(3) DuriRg the f!eRaeRey ef Ii hellfiRg reg!irEiiRg the clisei
f!liRMy exelusieR of Ii Sf!eei!il eclue!itioR stucleRt ·.vho '3riRgs Ii
fire!iffft (!iS aefiReEi iR SeetieA 921 ef Title 18 ef the U.S.C.),
te school, the stuaef!t Clifl receive sen·iees iH BR !ilterHative
eclue!ltieH!il f!FOgram for Ufl to forty five e!lleAEl!ir fl!lys. This
alternative eSUC!itiORal flF0gF!iffl FRUSt be c:Jeve)Of!ec:J iR lift
iHcliviclualizecl ecl11:eati0A flFOgF!iFR ffieetiHg eeocl11:etec:J flUFSU
ant te WAC 392 172 156.)) If the complaint involves an
application for initial admission to public school. the student.
with the consent of the parents. must be placed in the public
school until the completion of all the proceedings.
(3) If the decision of a hearing officer in a due process
hearing agrees with student's parents that a change of placement is appropriat e. that placement must be treated as an
agreement between the state. school district or other public
agency and the parents for pumoses of this section.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-370 Disciplina ry exclusion -Purpose.
The purpose of WAC 392-172-370 through ((392 172 382))
392-172-3 85 is to ensure that special education students are
not being improperly excluded from school for disciplinary
reasons. Each school district or other public agency, educational service district and public agency serving special education students shall take steps to ensure that each employee,
contractor , and other agent of the district or other public
agency responsible for education or care of a special education student is knowledgeable of WAC 392-172-37 0 through
((392 172 382)) 392-172-3 85. No school district or other
public agency and no educational service district shall authorize, permit, or condone the use of disciplinar y procedures
which violate chapter 180-40 WAC and WAC 392-172-37 0
through ((392 172 382)) 392-172-385 by any employee, contractor, or other agent of the district or other public agency
responsible for the education or care of a special education
student.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-3 71 Disciplina ry exclusion -Definitions. The following definitions apply to this section only:
(I) "Controlled substance" means a drug or other substance identified under schedules I, II, III, IV, or Vin section
202(c) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 812(c)).
(2) "Illegal drug" means a controlled substance, but does
not include, a substance that is legally possessed or used
under the supervision of a licensed health-care professional
or that is legally possessed or used under any other authority
under the Controlled Substances Act or under any other provision of federal law.
(3) "Dangerous weapon" means a weapon, device,
instrument, material, or substance, animate or inanimate, that
is used for, or is readily capable of, causing death or serious
bodily injury, except that such term does not include a pocket
knife with a blade of less than two and one-half inches in
length.
(4) "Substantial evidence" means beyond a preponderance of the evidence.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-3 64 Student's status during hearing
and judicial review processes. (I) Except as provided in
WAC 392-172-3 70 through 392-172-3 85, during the pendency of any administrative or judicial proceeding regarding
a hearing request initiated pursuant to WAC 392-172-3 50
((or Ii ·.vritteR request for FReEiilltioR,)) unless the school district or other public agency and the parent(s) of the student or
the adult.student agree otherwise, the student involved in the
hearing ((or FReEiilltioR)) request shall remain in the educational program he or she was in at the time the hearing ((&
meSilltiOH)) request Was made.
(2) ((The stuaeRt, with the eoRseHt of the fl!lFeRt(s) er the
!lcfolt stuaeHt, sh!ill be eHrellea iH the geHeral sehool f'FOgr!im
uHtil the eeFRf!letioR ef !ill sueh f!FOeeeaiRgs if the hellriRg er
meai!ltiOH request iR't'Ol't'eS lift liflf!lie!ltioR fer iHitial !iBffliS
sieR te the sehool.
[ 79]
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NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-373 Change of placement for disciplinary removals. For purposes of removals of a special education student from the student's current educational placement under WAC 392-172-370 et seq., a change of placement occurs if:
(1) The removal is for more than ten consecutive school
days; or
(2) The student is subjected to a series of removals that
constitute a pattern because they cumulate to more than ten
school days in a school year, and because of factors such as
the length of each removal, the total amount of time the student is removed, and the proximity of the removals to one
another.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-37500 Removals-Ten school days or
less. To the extent removal would be applied to students
without disabilities, school personnel may order the removal
of a special education student from the student's current
placement for not more than ten consecutive school days for
any violation of school rules, and additional removals of not
more than ten consecutive school days in that same school
year for separate incidents of misconduct as long as those
removals do not constitute a change of placement under
WAC 392-172-373(2).
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-37505 Required services. (I) A public
agency need not provide services during periods of removal
under WAC 392-172-37500 to a special education student
who has been removed from his or her current placement for
ten school days or less in that school year, if services are not
provided to a student without disabilities who has been similarly removed.
(2) In the case of a special education student who has
been removed from his or her current placement for more
than ten school days in that school year, the public agency,
for the remainder of the removals, shall provide services to
the extent necessary to enable the student to appropriately
progress in the general curriculum and appropriately advance
toward achieving the goals set out in the student's IEP.
(3) School personnel, in consultation with the student's
special education teacher, determine the extent to which services are necessary to enable the student to appropriately
progress in the general curriculum and appropriately advance
toward achieving the goals set out in the student's IEP, when
there is no change of placement.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-377 Functional behavioral assessment
and intervention plan. Within ten business days after first
removing a student for more than ten school days in a school
year, including weapons violations, drugs violations, or
behavior that is substantially likely to result in injury to the
student or to others, the following actions shall be taken by
the school district or other public agency:
(I) If the district or other public agency did not conduct
a functional behavioral assessment and implement a behavioral intervention plan for the student before the behavior that
resulted in the removal occurred, the district or other public
agency shall convene an individualized education program
meeting to develop an assessment plan.
(2) If the student already has a behavioral intervention
plan, the individualized education program team shall meet to
review the plan and its implementation and modify it, as necessary, to address the behavior.
(3) As soon as practicable after developing the plan
described in subsection ( 1) of this section, and completing the
assessments required by the plan, the district or other public
agency shall convene an IEP meeting to develop appropriate
behavioral interventions to address that behavior and shall
implement those interventions.
(4) If subsequently, a special education student who has
a behavioral intervention plan and who has been removed
from the student's current educational placement for more
than ten school days in a school year is subjected to a removal
that does not constitute a change of placement under WAC
392-172-373, the IEP team members shall review the behavioral intervention plan and its implementation to determine if
modifications are necessary.
If one or more of the team members believe that modifications are needed, the team shall meet to modify the plan
and its implementation, to the extent the team determines
necessary.

4

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-379 Dangerous behavior-Authority
of hearing officer. A hearing officer under section 615 of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act may order a
change in the placement of a special education student to an
appropriate interim alternative educational setting for not
more than forty-five days if the hearing officer, in an expedited due process hearing:
(I) Determines that the district or other public agency
has demonstrated by substantial evidence that maintaining

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-37510 Change of placement-Removals for weapons or drugs. School personnel may order a
change in placement of a special education student to an
appropriate interim alternative educational setting for the
same amount of time that a student without a disability would
Proposed

be subject to discipline, but for not more than forty-five days,
if:
(1) The student carries a weapon to school or to a school ~
function under the jurisdiction of a state or local education ~
agency; or
(2) The student knowingly possesses or uses illegal
drugs or sells or solicits the sale of a controlled substance
while at school or a school function under the jurisdiction of
a state or local educational agency.

[ 80]
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program team and other qualified personnel in a meeting
shall conduct a manifestation determination review. In carrying out the review, the team may determine that the behavior
of the student was not a manifestation of the student's disability only if the team:
(I) First considers, in terms of the behavior subject to
disciplinary action, all relevant information including:
(a) Evaluation and diagnostic results, including the
results of other relevant information supplied by the parents
of the student;
(b) Observations of the student; and
(c) The student's individualized education program and
placement.
(2) Then determines that:
(a) In relationship to the behavior subject to disciplinary
action, the student's individualized education program and
placement were appropriate and the special education services, supplementary aids and services, and behavior intervention strategies were provided consistent with the student's
individualized education program and placement;
(b) The student's disability did not impair the ability of
the student to understand the impact and consequences of the
behavior subject to disciplinary action; and
(c) The student's disability did not impair the ability of
the student to control the behavior subject to disciplinary
action.
(3) If the team determines that any of the above standards in this section were not met, the behavior must be considered a manifestation of the student's disability.
(4) The manifestation determination review described in
this section may be conducted at the same individualized
education program meeting that is convened to address a
functional behavioral assessment and behavioral intervention
plan.
(5) If the review identifies deficiencies in the student's
IEP or placement or in their implementation, the district or
other public agency must take immediate steps to remedy
those deficiencies.

the current placement of the student is substantially likely to
result in injury to the student or to others;
(2) Considers the appropriateness of the student's current
·
placement;
(3) Considers whether the district or other public agency
has made reasonable efforts to minimize the risk of harm in
the student's current placement, including the use of supplementary aids and services; and
(4) Determines that the interim alternative educational
setting that is proposed by school personnel who have consulted with the student's special education teacher meets the
requirements of WAC 392-172-381 (I) and (2).
NEW SECTION

~
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WAC 392-172-381 Determination of interim alternative educational setting. Any interim alternative educational
setting in which a student is placed under WAC 392-17237510 and 392-172-379 shall:
(1) Be selected so as to enable the student to continue to
progress in the general curriculum, although in another setting, and to continue to receive those services and modifications, including those described in the student's current individualized education program, that will enable the student to
meet the goals set out in that individualized education program; and
(2) Include services and modifications designed to
address the behavior described in WAC 392-172-37510 or
392-172-379, that are designed to prevent the behavior from
recurring.
The individualized education program team shall determine an interim alternative educational setting under WAC
392-172-37510.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-38300 Manifestation determination
review requirements. If an action is contemplated by a
school district, other public agency personnel, or a hearing
officer that involves removing a student for weapons violations, drugs violations, behavior that is substantially likely to
result in injury to the student or to others, or other behavior
that violates any rule or code of conduct that applies to all students which results in a change of placement under WAC
392-172-373, the following actions shall be taken by the
school district or other public agency:
(I) Not later than the date on which the decision to
remove the student is made, the parents must be notified of
that decision and provided the procedural safeguards notice
described under this chapter; and
(2) Immediately, if possible, but in no case later than ten
school days after the date on which the decision to remove
the student is made, a review must be conducted of the relationship between the student's disability and the behavior
subject to the disciplinary action.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-38310 Determination that behavior
was not manifestation of disability. (I) If the results of the
manifestation determination review indicate that the behavior
of the special education student was not a manifestation of
the student's disability, the relevant disciplinary procedures
applicable to students without disabilities may be applied to
the student in the same manner in which they would be
applied to students without disabilities, except that a free
appropriate public education shall continue to be made available to those students consistent with this chapter.
(2) The student's IEP team determines the extent to
which services are necessary to enable the student to appropriately progress in the general curriculum and appropriately
advance toward achieving the goals set out in the student's
IEP if the student is removed because of behavior that has
been determined not to be a :manifestation of the student's disability.
(3) If the school district or other public agency initiates
disciplinary procedures applicable to all students, the district

~ NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-38305 Procedures for conducting a
manifestation determination. The individualized education
[ 81]
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placement ordered by the hearing officer, the hearing officer
shall apply the standards under WAC 392-172-379.
(5) A placement ordered pursuant to this section may not ~
be longer than forty-five days.
~
(6) The procedure in this section may be repeated as necessary.

or other public agency shall ensure that the special education
and disciplinary records of the special education student are
transmitted for consideration by the person or persons making the final determination regarding the disciplinary action.
(4) If a parent requests a hearing to challenge the determination that the behavior of the student was not a manifestation of the student's disability, then the student shall remain
in the student's current educational placement as described in
WAC 392-172-364 or interim alternative educational setting
consistent with WAC 392-172-38405, whichever applies.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-38410 Protections for students not yet
eligible for special education and related services. ( 1) A
student who has not been determined to be eligible for special
education and related services under this chapter and who has
engaged in behavior that violated any rule or code of conduct
of the school district or other public agency, including any
behavior described in this section, may assert any of the protections provided for in this section if the school district or
other public agency had knowledge that the student was a
special education student before the behavior that precipitated the disciplinary action occurred. A school district or
other public agency must be deemed to have knowledge that
a student is a special education student if:
(a) The parent of the student has expressed concern in
writing (or orally if the parent does not know how to write or
has a disability that prevents a written statement) to personnel
of the appropriate educational or other public agency that the
student is in need of special education and related services;
(b) The behavior or performance of the student demonstrates the need for these services in accordance with this
chapter;
(c) The parent of the student has requested an evaluation
of the student pursuant to this chapter; or
(d) The teacher of the student, or other personnel of the
district or other public agency, has expressed concern about
the behavior or performance of the student to the director of
special education of the district or other public agency or to
other personnel of the district or other public agency in accordance with their established childfind or special education
referral system.
(2) A district or other public agency would not be
deemed to have knowledge under subsection (I) of this section, if as a result of receiving the information, the district or
other public agency:
(a) Either:
(i) Conducted an evaluation consistent with this chapter
and determined that the student was not a special education
student; or
(ii) Determined that an evaluation was not necessary;
and
(b) Provided notice to the student's parents of its determination consistent with this chapter.
(3) If the district or other public agency does not have
knowledge that a student is a special education student prior
to taking disciplinary measures against the student, the student may be subjected to the same disciplinary measures as
measures applied to students without disabilities who
engaged in comparable behaviors consistent with this section.
(4) If a request is made for an evaluation of a student during the time period in which the student is subjected to disci-

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-38400 Parent appeal. (I) If the student's parent disagrees with a determination that the student's
behavior was not a manifestation of the student's disability or
with any decision regarding placement for disciplinary purposes, the parent may request a hearing.
(2) The school district or other public agency shall
arrange for an expedited hearing in any case described in
WAC 392-172-38415 if requested by the parent.
(3) In reviewing a decision with respect to the manifestation determination, the hearing officer shall determine
whether the district or other public agency has demonstrated
that the student's behavior was not a manifestation of the student's disability consistent with the requirements of WAC
392-172-38305.
(4) In reviewing a decision to place the student in an
interim alternative educational setting, the hearing officer
shall apply the standards, under WAC 392-172-379.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-38405 Placement during appeals. (1)
If a parent requests a hearing regarding a disciplinary action
related to removals for weapons or drugs or dangerous behavior to challenge the interim alternative educational setting or
the manifestation determination, the student must remain in
the interim alternative educational setting pending the decision of the hearing officer or until the expiration of the fortyfive day time period provided for, whichever occurs first,
unless the parent and the school district or other public
agency agree otherwise.
(2) If a student is placed in an interim alternative educational setting pursuant to this section and school personnel
propose to change the student's placement after expiration of
the interim alternative placement, during the pendency of any
proceeding to challenge the proposed change in placement
the student must remain in the current placement (the student's placement prior to the interim alternative educational
setting), except as provided for below.
(3) If school or other agency personnel maintain that it is
dangerous for the student to be in the current placement
(placement prior to removal to the interim alternative educational setting) during the pendency of the due process proceedings, the district or other public agency may request an
expedited due process hearing.
(4) In determining whether the student may be placed in
the alternative educational setting or in another appropriate
Proposed
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plinary measures under this section, the evaluation must be
conducted in an expedited manner.
(5) Until the evaluation is completed, the student
remains in the educational placement determined by school
or other public agency which can include suspension or
expulsion without educational services.
(6) If the student is determined to be a special education
student taking into consideration information from the evaluation conducted by the district or other public agency and
information provided by the parents, the district or other public agency shall provide special education and related services in accordance with the provisions of this chapter,
including the discipline procedures and free appropriate public education requirements.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-38415 Expedited due process hearings. Expedited due process hearings under this section shall:
(I) Result in a written decision being mailed to the parties within forty-five days of the district's or other public
agency's receipt of the request for the hearing without exceptions or extensions. The timeline established in this subsection shall be the same for hearings requested by parents,
school districts or other public agencies;
(2) Meet the requirements of WAC 392-172-354 except
that the time periods identified for the disclosure of records
and evaluations for purposes of expedited due process hearings are not less than two business days;
(3) Be conducted by a due process hearing officer who
satisfies the impartiality requirements of WAC 392-172-352;
and
(4) The decisions on expedited due process hearings are
appealable under the state's normal due process appeal procedures.

WSR 99-17-101

AVERSIVE ((THISlll.:PY))
INTERVENTION~AFEGUARDS

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-388 Aversive

((~herapy))

interyen-

.tim!§. The purpose of WAC 392-172-388 through 392-172-

398 is to assure that special education students ((with a eis
aMiRg eeneitieR)) are safeguarded against the use and misuse
of various forms of aversive ((~)) interventions. Each
school district or other public agency and educational service
district shall take steps to assure that each employee, volun. teer, contractor, and other agent of the district or other public
agency responsible for the education, care, or custody of a
special education Student ((with ft eisaeling eeReitieR)) is
aware of WAC 392-172-388 through 392-172-398. No
school district or other public agency and no educational service district shall authorize, permit, or condone the use of
aversive((~)) interventions which violates WAC 392172-390 through 392-172-396 by any employee, volunteer,
contractor or other agent of the district or other public agency
responsible for the education, care, or custody of a special
education student ((with ft eisaeling eeReitieR)). Aversive
((theffipy)) interventions, to the extent permitted, shall only
be used as a last resort. Positive interventions shall be
attempted by the district or other public agency and educational service district and described in the individualized education program consistent with WAC 392-172-161 prior to
the use of aversive ((theffipy)) interventions.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-390 Aversive ((therapy)) interyenW!m-Definition. For the purpose of WAC 392-172-388
through 392-172-398, the term "aversive ((therapy)) interventions" means the systematic use of stimuli or other treatment which a student is known to find painful or unpleasant
for the purpose of discouraging undesirable behavior on the
part of the student. The term does not include the use of reasonable force, restraint, or other treatment to control unpredicted spontaneous behavior which poses one of the following dangers:
( 1) A clear and present danger of serious harm to the student or another person.
(2) A clear and present danger of serious harm to property.
(3) A clear and present danger of seriously disrupting the
educational process.

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-385 Referral to and action by law
enforcement and judicial authorities. ( 1) Nothing in Part B
of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act prohibits a
school district or other public agency from reporting a crime
committed by a special education student to appropriate
authorities or to prevent state law enforcement and judicial
authorities from exercising their responsibilities with regard
to the application of federal and state law to crimes committed by a special education student.
(2) A school district or other public agency reporting a
crime committed by a special education student shall ensure
that copies of the special education and disciplinary records
of the student are transmitted for consideration by the appropriate authorities to whom it reports the crime.
(3) A school district or other public agency reporting a
crime under this section may transmit copies of the student's
special education and disciplinary records only to the extent
that the transmission is permitted by the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act.

AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-392 Aversive ((therapy)) interven.ti!mr-Prohibited forms. There are certain forms of aversive ((~)) interventions that are manifestly inappropriate by reason of their offensive nature or their potential negative physical consequences, or both. The purpose of this
[ 83]
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section is to uniformly prohibit their use respecting special
education students ((with a aisal:JliHg eoHaitiOH,)) as follows:
(1) Electric current. No student may be stimulated by
contact with electric current.
(2) Food services. No student who is willing to consume
subsistence food or liquid when the food or liquid is customarily served may be denied or subjected to ail unreasonable
delay in the provision of the food or liquid.
(3) Force and restraint in general. No force or restraint
which is either unreasonable under the circumstances or
deemed to be an unreasonable form of corporal punishment
as a matter of state law may be used. See RCW 9A.16.100
which cites the following uses of force or restraint as uses
which are presumed to be unreasonable and therefore unlawful:
(a) Throwing. kicking, burning, or cutting a student.
(b) Striking a student with a closed fist.
(c) Shaking a student under age three.
(d) Interfering with a student's breathing.
(e) Threatening a student with a deadly weapon.
(f) Doing any other act that is likely to cause and which
does cause bodily harm to a student greater than transient
pain or minor temporary marks.
((Note: This)) (4) The statutory listing of worst case
uses of force or restraint described in subsection (3) of this
section may not be read as implying that all unlisted uses
(e.g., shaking a four year old) are permissible. Whether or not
an unlisted use of force or restraint is permissible depends
upon such considerations as the balance of these rules, and
whether the use is reasonable under the circumstances.
((f41)) ill Hygiene care. No student may be denied or
subjected to an unreasonable delay in the provision of common hygiene care.
((~)) ® Isolation. No student may be excluded from
his or her general instructional or service area and isolated
within a room or any other form of enclosure, except under
the conditions set forth in WAC 392-172-394.
((f61)) ill Medication. No student may be denied or subjected to an unreasonable delay in the provision of oral medication.
((f71)) .(fil Noise. No student may be forced to listen to
noise or sound which the student obviously finds painful.
((f81)) .{2} Noxious sprays. No student may be forced to
smell or be sprayed in the face with a noxious or potentially
harmful substance.
((f97)) .{1Q) Physical restraints. No student may be physically restrained or immobilized by binding or otherwise
attaching the student's limbs together or by binding or otherwise attaching any part of the student's body to an object,
except under the conditions set forth in WAC 392-172-394.
((fWt)) .Ll.D Taste treatment. No student may be forced
to taste or ingest a substance which is not commonly consumed or which is not commonly consumed in its existing
form or concentration.
((fl-B)) .LJ1} Water treatment. No student's head may be
partially or wholly submerged in water or any other liquid.
Proposed

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-394 Aversive ((tlterepy)) interven.ti.!!m.-Other forms-Conditions. Various forms of aversive ((thera13y)) interventions which are not prohibited by
WAC 392- I 72-392 nevertheless warrant close scrutiny.
Accordingly, the use of aversive ((thera(Oly)) interventions
involving bodily contact, isolation, or physical restraint not
prohibited by WAC 392- I 72-392 is conditioned upon compliance with certain procedural and substantive safeguards,
as follows:
(I) Bodily contact. The use of any form of aversive
((theffipy)) interventions not prohibited by WAC 392-172392 which involves contacting the body of a special education Student ((with a aisal:JJiHg eoHaitiOH)) shall be provided
for by the terms of the student's individualized education program established in accordance with the requirements of
WAC 392- I72-396.
(2) Isolation. The use of aversive ((thefapy)) interventions which involves excluding a special education student
((witH 8 aisal:JJiHg eoHaitiOH)) from his Or her general instructional area and isolation of the student within a room or any
other form of enclosure is subject to each of the following
conditions:
(a) The isolation, including the duration of its use, shall
be provided for by the terms of the student's individualized
education program established in accordance with the
requirements of WAC 392-172-396.
(b) The enclosure shall be ventilated, lighted, and ternperature controlled from inside or outside for purposes of
human occupancy.
(c) The enclosure shall permit continuous visual monitoring of the student from outside the enclosure.
(d) An adult responsible for supervising the student shall
remain in close proximity.
(e) Either the student shall be capable of releasing himself or herself from the enclosure or the student shall continuously remain within view of an adult responsible for supervising the student.
(3) Physical restraint. The use of aversive ((~))
interventions which involves physically restraining or immobilizing a special education student ((with a aisaeliHg eoHai
~)) by binding or otherwise attaching the student's limbs
together or by binding or otherwise attaching any part of the
student's body to an object is subject to each of the following
conditions:
(a) The restraint shall only be used when and to the
extent it is reasonably necessary to protect the student, other
persons, or property from serious harm.
(b) The restraint, including the duration of its use, shall
be provided for by the terms of the student's individualized
education program established in accordance with the
requirements of WAC 392-172-396.
(c) The restraint shall not interfere with the student's
breathing.
(d) An adult responsible for supervising the student shall
remain in close proximity.
(e) Either the student shall be capable of releasing himself or herself from the restraint or the student shall continu[ 84]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111/95)
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-396 Aversive ((tkerapy)) interyentiQm-lndividualized education program requirements.
The terms of a student's individualized education program
respecting the use of an aversive ((theFttpy)) interventions
involving bodily contact, isolation, or physical restraint shall
meet each of the following requirements:
(1) The individualized education program be consistent
with the recommendations of a ((fflt1ltiEliseipli11ttFy)) IEP
team which includes a school psychologist and/or other cer-·
tificated employee who understands the appropriate use of
the aversive ((~)) interventions and who concurs with
the recommended use of the aversive ((therapy)) interventions, and a person who works directly with the student.
(2) The individualized education program shall specify
the aversive((~)) interventions that may be used.
(3) The individualized education program shall state the
reason the aversive ((~)) interventions is judged to be
appropriate and the behavioral objective sought to be
achieved by its use, and shall describe the positive interventions attempted and the reasons they failed, if known.
(4) The individualized education program shall describe
the circumstances under which the aversive((~)) interventions may be used.
(5) The individualized education program shall describe
or specify the maximum duration of any isolation or restraint.
(6) The individualized education program shall specify
any special precautions that must be taken in connection with
the use of the aversive((~)) interventions technique.
(7) The individualized education program shall specify
the person or persons permitted to use the aversive ((thefftf!Y)) interventions and the qualifications and required training of the personnel permitted to use the aversive((~))
interventions.
(8) The individualized education program shall establish
a means of evaluating the effects of the use of the aversive
((~)) interventions and a schedule for periodically conducting the evaluation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-398 Aversive ((tkerepy)) interyen1i2m-Parent complaint process. A parent of a special education student ((with tt Elisttbli11g ee11Elitie11)) may file a complaint alleging a violation of WAC 392-172-392, 392-172394, or 392-172-396 involving the student. Each such complaint shall be investigated and addressed by a school district
or other public agency, educational service district, and the
superintendent of public instruction in accordance with the
terms of this chapter.
[ 85]

WAC 392-172-400 Definition of "educational
records" as used in records rules. (1) For the purpose of
WAC 392-172-400 through 392-172-426 and the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 governing student records, the term "educational records" shall mean those
records that:
(a) Are directly related to a student; and
(b) Are maintained by a school district or other public
agency or by a party acting for the school district or other
public agency.
(2) The term "educational records" does not include:
(a) Records of instructional, supervisory, and administrative personnel and educational personnel ancillary thereto
which:
(i) Are in the sole possession of the maker ((thereof)) of
the record; and
(ii) Are not accessible or revealed to any other individual
except a substitute. For the purpose of this definition, a "substitute" means an individual who performs on a temporary
basis the duties of the individual who made the record and
does not refer to an individual who permanently succeeds the
maker of the record in his or her position;
(b) Records of a ((seettrity)) law enforcement unit of a
school district or other public agency which are:
(i) Maintained apart from the records described in subsection ( 1) of this section;
(ii) Maintained solely for district or other public agency
security purposes; and
(iii) Not disclosed to individuals other than security officials of the same district or other public agency. This exception from the definition of educational records does not apply
if educational records are disclosed to personnel of the school
district and other public agency's security unit;
(c) Records relating to an individual who is employed by
a school district or other public agency which:
(i) Are made and maintained in the normal course of
business;
(ii) Relate exclusively to the individual in that individual's capacity as an employee; and
(iii) Are not available for use for any other purpose: This
exception from the definition of "educational records" does
not apply to records relating to an individual in attendance at
the school district or other public agency who is employed as
a result of his or her status as a student;
(d) Records relating to an adult student which are:
(i) Created or maintained by a physician, psychiatrist,
psychologist, or other recognized professional acting in their
professional or paraprofessional capacity;
(ii) Created, maintained, or used only in connection with
the provision of treatment to the student; and
(iii) Not disclosed to anyone other than individuals providing the treatment. However, the records can be personally
reviewed by a physician or other appropriate professional of
the student's choice. For the purpose of this definition, "treatment" does not include remedial educational activities or
activities which are part of the program of instruction at the
school district or other public agency;
Proposed
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(3) A summary of the policies and procedures that ((etltteatienal)) participating agencies must follow regarding storage, disclosure to third parties, retention, and destruction of
personally identifiable information; and
(4) A description of all of the rights of parents and students regarding this information, including the rights under
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and
implementing regulations.
Before any major identification, location, or evaluation
activity, the notice must be published or announced in newspapers or other media, or both with circulation adequate to
notify parents throughout the state of the activity.

(e) Records of a school district or other public agency
which contain only information relating to a person after that
person was no longer a student at the school district or other
public agency. An example would be information collected
by a school district or other public agency pertaining to the
accomplishments of its alumni.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-402 Definitions used in records
rules-"Destruction"-"Native language"-((Atttl))
"((edaeetie11el)) Participating agency" and "personally
identifiable." For the purpose of WAC 392-172-400 through
392-172-426 governing records of special education students:
(1) "Destruction" shall mean physical destruction or
removal of personal identifiers from information so that the
information is no longer personally identifiable.
(2) "Native language," when used with reference to an
individual of limited English proficiency, means the language normally used by that individual, or in the case of a
student, the language normally used by the parents of a student or by the adult student.
(3) "((Etltteatienal)) Participating agency" means any
agency or institution which collects, maintains, or uses personally identifiable information or from which information is
obtained in implementing this chapter.
(4) "Personally identifiable" means that information
includes:
(a) The name of the student. the student's parent. or other
family member:
(b) The address of the student:
(c) A personal identifier. such as the student's social
security number or student number; or
(d) A list of personal characteristics or other information
that would make it possible to identify the student with reasonable certainty.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-408 Access rights. ( 1) Each school district or other public agency shall permit parents of special
education students (or adult students) to inspect and review
during school business hours any educational records relating
to their student or the adult student which are collected, maintained, or used by the district or other public agency under
this chapter. The district or other public agency shall comply
with a request promptly and before any meeting regarding an
individualized education program or hearing relating to the
identification, evaluation, ((et')) delivery of services to the
student or discipline and in no case more than forty-five calendar days after the request has been made.
(2) The right to inspect and review educational records ~
under this section includes:
~
(a) The right to a response from the educational agency
to reasonable requests for explanations and interpretations of
the records;
(b) The right to request that the school district or other
public agency provide copies of the records containing the
information if failure to provide those copies would effectively prevent the parent from exercising the right to inspect
and review the records; and
(c) The right to have a representative of the parent or
adult student inspect and review records.
(3) A school district or other public agency may presume
that a parent has authority to inspect and review records relating to his or her student unless the district or other public
agency has been advised that the parent does not have the
authority under applicable state law governing such matters
as guardianship, separation, and divorce.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-404 Notice to parents. ((The state))
Participating agencies. including the state. shall give notice
that is adequate to fully inform parents about the requirements of this chapter regarding ((the itlentifieatien, leeatien,
anti evah:1atien ef eligible sveeial etltteatien sttttlents)) the
protection of the confidentiality of any personally identifiable
information collected. used. or maintained, including:
(1) A description of the extent to which notice is given in
the native languages of the various population groups in the
state;
(2) A description of the students on whom personally
identifiable information is maintained, the types of information sought, the methods the ((sfftte)) participating agency
intends to use in gathering the information (including the
sources from whom information is gathered), and the uses to
be made of the information;
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-410 Record of access. Each ((etltteatiettttt)) participating agency shall keep a record of parties
obtaining access to educational records collected, maintained, or used under this chapter (except access by parents,
adult students, and authorized employees of the educational
agency), including the name of the party, the date access was
given, and the purpose for which the party is authorized to
use the records.
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(a) Be maintained by the ((eE11:1eatioHal)) participating
agency as part of the records of the student as long as the
records or the contested portion is maintained by the educational agency; and
(b) Also be disclosed to any party to whom the records of
the student (or the contested portion thereof) are disclosed.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-414 List of types and locations of
information. Each ((eE11:1eatioHal)) participating agency shall
provide parents (and adult students) on request a list of the
types and locations of educational records collected, maintained, or used by the agency.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-420 Hearing procedures regarding
records. A hearing initiated pursuant to WAC 392-172-418
to challenge information in educational records shall be conducted according to procedures which include at least the following elements:
(1) The hearing shall be held within a reasonable period
of time after the ((ed1:1eati0Hal)) agency has received the
request;
(2) The parent or adult student shall be given notice of
the date, place, and time reasonably in advance of the hearing;
(3) The hearing may be conducted by any party, including an official of the ((eE11:1eatioHal)) agency, who does not
have a direct interest in the outcome of the hearing;
(4) The parent or adult student shall be afforded a full
and fair opportunity to present evidence relevant to the issues
raised pursuant to WAC 392-172-418 and may be assisted or
represented by individuals of his or her choice at his or her
own expense, including an attorney;
(5) The ((eElt:teatioHal)) agency shall provide a written
decision to the parent or adult student within a reasonable
period of time after the conclusion of the hearing; and
(6) The decision of the ((eE11:1eatioHal)) agency shall:
(a) Be based solely upon the evidence presented at the
hearing; and
(b) Include a summary of the evidence and the reasons
for the decision.

WAC 392-172-416 Fees. (1) A participating educational agency may charge a fee for copies of records which
are made for parents (or adult students) under this chapter if
the fee does not effectively prevent the parents (or adult students) from exercising their right to inspect and review those
records.
(2) ((AH ed1:1eati0Hftl)) A participating agency may not
charge a fee to search for or to retrieve information under this
chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-418 Amendment of records at the
request of a parent or adult student. (1) A parent of a special education student (or an adult student) who believes that
information in educational records collected, maintained, or
used under this chapter is inaccurate or misleading or violates
the privacy or other rights of the student may request the
((eE11:1eatioHal)) participating agency which maintains the
information to amend the information.
(2) The agency shall decide whether to amend the information in accordance with the request within a reasonable
period of time after receipt of the request.
(3) If the agency refuses to amend the information in
accordance with the request it shall inform the parent or adult
student of the refusal and advise the parent or adult student of
the right to a hearing provided for in WAC 392-172-420.
(4) The ((eE11:1eatioHal)) participating agency, on request,
shall provide the parent or adult student an opportunity for a
hearing to challenge information, in the educational records,
to insure that it is not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in
violation of the privacy or other rights of the student.
(5) If, as a result of the hearing, the ((eE11:1eatioHal)) participating agency decides that the information is inaccurate,
misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other
rights of the student, it shall amend the information accordingly and so inform the parent or adult student in writing.
(6) If, as a result of the hearing, the ((eElt:teatiortal)) participating agency decides that the information is not inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of the privacy or
other rights of the student, it shall inform the parent(s) or
adult student of the right to place in the records it maintains
on the student a statement commenting on the information or
setting forth any reasons for disagreeing with the decision of
the agency.
(7) Any explanation placed in the records of the student
in compliance with this section shall:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-422 Consent. (1) Except as to disclosures addressed in the discipline procedures under this chapter for which parental consent is not required by 34 CFR Part
99. consent of a parent or adult student shall be obtained
before personally identifiable information is:
(a) Disclosed to anyone other than officials of ((effi:teatieftttt)) participating agencies collecting or using the information obtained under this chapter subject to subsection (2)
of this section; or
(b) Used for any purpose other than meeting a requirement imposed by this c.hapter.
(2) No school district or other public agency shall release
information from educational records to ((eElt:teatioHal)) participating agencies without the consent of a parent or adult
student except in those cases in which a release of information without consent is permitted by the rules that implement
the federal Privacy Rights of Parents and Students Part 99 of
34 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 34 sections 99. l et
seq. See 34 CFR 99.31 (when prior consent not required), 34
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CFR 99.35 (disclosure to state and federal officials) and 34
CFR 99.37 (directory information).
(3) If a parent refuses to provide consent under this section, the school district or other public agency may use the
due process hearing procedures in this chapter to override
parental refusal.

(a) Individuals with disabilities;
(b) Teachers ((ef Sfleeial ed1:1eatieH st1:1deRts));
(c) Parents of special education students;
(d) Local administrators of special education programs;
(e) Support services personnel;
(t) Superintendents;
(g) Principals;
(h) Nonpublic schools serving special education students;
(i) School directors;
(j) Institutions of higher education that prepare special
education and related services personnel:
Ck) State agencies involved in the financing or delivery
of related services to special education students;
(!) Vocational. community. or business organization
concerned with the provision of transition services to special
education students:
(m) State juvenile and adult corrections agencies;
(((k) Def}ft:ftFReflt ef seeial aHd health serviees;
(I) The FRedieal flFefessieH; aHd
fffi1)) .(n) Other individuals or groups as may hereafter be
designated and approved by the superintendent of public
instruction.
A majority of the members of the advisory council shall
be individuals with disabilities or parents of special education
students.
(3) The council's purposes are to:
(a) Advise the superintendent of public instruction and
make recommendations on all matters related to special education and specifically advise the superintendent of unmet
needs within the state in the education of special education
students including personnel needs as addressed in the state's
comprehensive system of personnel development. WAC 392172-550 et seq.;
(b) Comment publicly on ((the state's aHR1:1al flFegraFR
fllaR, state Fl:lles)) any rules or regulations proposed by the
state regarding the education of special education students((,
aHe the J:3Feeed1:1res fer distrie1:1tieH ef fl:IHds) ); ((ttfffl))
(c) Assist the state in developing and reporting such
information and evaluations as may assist the federal government
(d) Advise the state in developing corrective action plans
to address findings identified in federal monitoring reports
under Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act;
(e) Advise the state in developing and implementing policies relating to the coordination of services for special education students: and
Cf) Advise the state on the education of eligible special
education students who have been convicted as adults and
incarcerated in adult prisons.
(4) The council shall conduct its affairs in accordance
with bylaws approved by the superintendent of public
instruction. To assure that information and recommendations
are provided to the superintendent of public instruction, the
state advisory council shall have the authority to recommend
the design of its organization and to appoint subcommittees
from its membership for carrying out council responsibilities.
Ad hoc subcommittees with membership other than council
members may be appointed. The superintendent of public

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-424 Safeguards. ( 1) Each ( (effite.fttiettttt)) participating agency shall protect the confidentiality
of personally identifiable information at the collection, storage, disclosure, and destruction stages. The same privacy
provisions provided to parents are extended to special education students with consideration given to the type and severity of the student's disability.
(2) One official at each {{eth:1eati0Ral)) participating
agency shall be designated as the individual responsible for
assuring the confidentiality of any personally identifiable
information.
(3) All persons collecting or using personally identifiable information shall receive training or instruction regarding:
(a) The state's policies and procedures on protection of
the confidentiality of personally identifiable information ((set
ferth iR the state's aHR1:1al f}regraFR fllaH) ); and
{b) 34 CFR 99.1 et seq. (the Family Educational Rights
and Responsibilities Act rules).
(4) Each ((ed1:1eati0Hal)) participating agency shall maintain, for public inspection, a current listing of the names and
positions of those employees within the agency who may
have access to personally identifiable information.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-426 Destruction of information. ill
Each school district or other public agency shall inform parent(s) (and adult students) when personally identifiable information collected, maintained, or used in compliance with this
chapter is no longer needed to provide educational services to
the student.
ill The information shall thereafter be destroyed at the
request of the parent(s) or adult student. However, a permanent record of a student's name, address, and phone number,
his or her grades, attendance record, classes attended, grade
level completed and year completed may be maintained without time limitation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-500 Advisory council. (1) The special
education state advisory council is hereby established in
order to help facilitate the provision of special education and
related services to meet the unique needs of special education
students.
(2) The membership of the council shall include at least
one representative of each of the following groups or entities:
Proposed
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instruction or designee must give prior approval for such
appointments.
(5) ((Proeeet1res )) The council shall follow the procedures ((tteteEI)) in this ((seetieft)) subsection.
(a) The advisory council shall meet as often as necessary
to conduct its business.
(b) By July I of each year, the advisory council shall
submit an annual report of council activities and suggestions
to the superintendent of public instruction. This report must
be made available to the public in a manner consistent with
other public reporting requirements of this chapter.
(c) Official minutes must be kept on all council meetings
and shall be made available to the public on request to the
office of superintendent of public instruction.
(d) All advisory council meetings and agenda items must
be publicly announced ((f}rior to the meetiAg)) enough in
advance of the meeting to afford interested parties a reasonable opportunity to attend, and meetings must be open to the
public.
(e) Interpreters and other necessary services must be provided at council meetings for council members or participants.
(f) The advisory council shall serve without compensation but the superintendent of public instruction must reimburse the council for reasonable and necessary expenses for
attending meetings and performing duties.
((INTEKA GENCY AGREEM ENTS))
METHOD S OF ENSURIN G SERVICE S

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11 /95, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-502 Interagenc y agreement s. ill The
superinten dent of public instruction shall ((de·velof} aAd
imf}lemeAt)) ensure that an interagency agreement((s with all
other state aftd loeal ageAeies that f}FO'>"iee or f}a)· fer serviees
reqt1ired t1Hder this ehavter fer sveeial edueatieH stt1deHts)) or
other mechanism for interagenc y coordinatio n is in effect
between each noneducational public agency described in this
section and the state. in order to ensure that all services
described in this section that are needed to ensure FAPE are
provided. including the provision of these services during the
pendency of any dispute. Consideration shall be given to preserving existing arrangements between school districts and
other noneducational public agencies ((aHd other ageAeies))
which are consistent with this chapter. These agreements or
mechanisms shall:
((f+1)) .UU Describe the role that each agency plays in
providing or paying for required services;
((~)) .(hl Define the financial responsibility of each
agency for providing special education students with a free
appropriate public education. The financial responsibility of
each noneducational public agency including the state Medicaid agency and other public insurers of special education
students. shall precede the financial responsibi lity of the
school district (or the state agency responsible for development of the student's individualized education program);
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procedures for resolving interagency
that are parties to the agreements;
agencies
among
disputes
((~)){£}Establish

((tlftd
f41)) @ Establish procedures under which school dis-

tricts and other public agencies may initiate proceedings in
order to secure reimbursement from agencies that are parties
to the agreements or otherwise implement the provisions of
the agreements; and
Cel Establish procedures for agencies to determine and
identify the interagency coordination responsibilities of each
agency to promote the coordination and timely and appropriate delivery of services.
C2l If any public agency other than a school district is
otherwise obligated under federal or state law. or assigned
responsibility under state policy to provide or pay for any services that are also considered special education or related services as defined in this chapter. such as. but not limited to.
assistive technology devices and services. supplemen tary
aids and services and transition services that are necessary for
ensuring a free appropriate public education to special education students within the state. the public agency shall fulfill
that obligation or responsibility. either directly or through
contract or other arrangement.
(3) A noneducational public agency may not disqualify
an eligible service for Medicaid reimbursement because that
service is provided in a school context.
(4) If a public agency other than an educational agency
fails to provide or pay for the special education and related
services described in this section. the school district (or state
agency responsible for developing the student's IEPl shall
provide or pay for these services to the student in a timely
manner. The school district or state agency may then claim
reimbursement for the services from the noneducational public agency that failed to provide or pay for these services and
that agency shall reimburse the school district or state agency
in accordance with the terms of the interagency agreement or
other mechanism described in this section. and the agreement
described in subsection (1 )(d) of this section.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-50300 Special education students covered by public insurance. (1) A public agency may use the
Medicaid or other public insurance benefits programs in
which a student participates to provide or pay for services
required under this chapter, as permitted under the public
insurance program, except as provided in subsection (2) of
this section.
(2) With regard to services required to provide FAPE to
an eligible student under this chapter, the public agency:
(a) May not require parents to sign up for or enroll in
public insurance programs in order for their student to
receive FAPE under Part B of the IDEA;
(b) May not require parents to incur an out-of-pocket
expense such as the payment of a deductible or co-pay
amount incurred in filing a claim for services provided pursuant to this chapter, but pursuant to WAC 392-172-5 0305,
may pay the cost that the parent otherwise would be required
to pay; and
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(c) May not use a student's benefits under a public insurance program if that use would:
(i) Decrease available lifetime coverage or any other
insured benefit;
(ii) Result in the family paying for services that would
otherwise be covered by the public insurance program and
that are required for the student outside of the time the student is in school;
(iii) Increase premiums or lead to the discontinuation of
insurance; or
(iv) Risk loss of eligibility for home and communitybased waivers, based on aggregate health-relate d expenditures.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-503 05 Special education students covered by private insurance. (1) With regard to services
required to provide FAPE to an eligible student under this
chapter, a public agency may access a parent's private insurance proceeds only if the parent provides informed consent
consistent with this chapter.
(2) Each time the public agency proposes to access the
parent's private insurance proceeds, it must:
(a) Obtain parent consent in accordance with this chapter; and
(b) Inform the parents that their refusal to permit the
public agency to access their private insurance does not
relieve the public agency of its responsibility to ensure that
all required services are provided at no cost to the parents.
(3) If a public agency is unable to obtain parental consent
to use the parent's private insurance, or public insurance
when the parent would incur a cost for a specified service
required under this chapter, to ensure FAPE the public
agency may use its Part B funds to pay for the service.
(4) To avoid financial cost to parents who otherwise
would consent to use private insurance, or public insurance if
the parent would incur a cost, the public agency may use its
Part B funds to pay the cost the parents otherwise would have
to pay to use the parent's insurance (e.g., the deductible or copay amounts).
(5) Proceeds from public or private insurance will not be
treated as program income for purposes of 34 CFR 80.25.
(6) If a public agency spends reimbursements from federal funds (e.g., Medicaid) for services under this chapter
those funds will not be considered "state or local" funds for
purposes of the maintenance of effort provisions in this chapter.
(7) Nothing in this section should be construed to alter
the requirements imposed on a state Medicaid agency, or any
other agency administerin g a public insurance program by
federal statute, regulations or policy under title XIX, or title
XXI of the Social Security Act, or any other public insurance
program.
Proposed
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PROGRAM MONITOR INGFUNDING- FISCAL AUDITING
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective I 1/11/95)
WAC 392-172-504 Monitoring. (I) The superintendent of public instruction or designee shall annually monitor
selected local school district or other public agency special
education programs. The purposes of monitoring shall be((7
fat)) to determine the school district and other public
agency's compliance with this chapter and the federal regulations implementing 20 USC Section 1401, et seq. (Part B of
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act) and federal
and state special education laws including validation of information included in school district or other public agency
((applicetioRs)) reguests for federal funds((-;-tttttl
(a) To pro,·idc the school district or other pt1blic egeRcy
with tcchRicel assisteRee for improviRg the qt1alit)' of its spe
ciel edt1eetioR progrnm)).
(2) The superintendent of public instruction or designee
shall develop procedures (including specific time lines) for
monitoring school districts and other public agencies. These
'procedures shall include:
(a) Collection of data and reports;
(b) Conduct of on-site visits;
(c) A review of state and federal special education fund
utilization; and
(d) Comparison of a sampling of individualized education programs with the programs actually provided.
(3) Following a monitoring visit, ((a writteR)) an interim
monitoring report including a proposed corrective action plan
shall be submitted to the school district or other public
agency. The monitoring report shall include, but not be limited to:
(a) Findings of noncompliance, if any; and
(b) Required corrective actions for remediation of any
such instance(s) of noncompliance.
(4) The school district or other public agency shall have
thirty calendar days after the date of its receipt of the interim
monitoring report to provide the office of superintendent of
public instruction with:
(a) Acceptance of the report: or
.(hl Supplemental arguments and/or facts which may
serve as a basis for alteration of the monitoring report; and
(((b) A writteR)) (c) Any revisions to the proposed action
plan which sets forth the measures the district or other public
agency shall take and time period(s) within which the district
or other public agency shall act in order to remediate the
instance(s) of noncompliance((Tfe7)t
ill In the event that the district or other public agency
submits supplementa l arguments and/or facts which may
serve as a basis for alteration of the monitoring report, the
office of superintende nt of public instruction shall within
thirty calendar days provide the district or other public
agency with a ((deterffliRetioR es to the elteretioR of the))
final monitoring report. ((The school district or other pt1blie
egeRcy shell, withiR thirty eeleRder de)'S of receipt of the
deterffliAetioA, provide the office of st1periRteAdeRt of pt1blie
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instrttetion a written aetion f!lan, if any, whieh resttlts frem
~ that aeterminat ion.
(5) The Stlf!eFintenaent of fltlBJie instftletion Of aesignee
•
either shall af!f!ro·re the plan as sttbmittea or shall reqttest the
sehooJ aistriet Of Other fll:lb)ie ageHey to maJce Stteh ffiOSifiea
tions as are eonsiaerea neeessary. Onee an af!f!rovable plan
has been Sttbfftittea, the aistriet Of Other fll:lbJie ageHey shall
be proviaea written notiee of:
(a) Appro·ral;
(b) The perfermane e expeetea of the aistriet Of other
f!ttblie ageney; ana
(e) The seheattle fer perioaie review or ;•erifieatioH of
the sehool aistriet ana other flttblie agenefs progress towara
remeaiation of the instaHee(s) of HOHeompliaHee.))
(6) If the school district or other public agency ((fails-te
sttbmit aH apf!rovable eorreetive aetion plan req1:1irea in WAC
392 172 504(4) or)) fails to comply with a corrective action
plan approved pursuant to WAC 392-172-504(5), the superintendent of public instruction or designee shall institute procedures to ((fft.sttre)) ensure corrective action ((or prempt
response to a monitoriRg report)). Such procedure s may
include one or more of the following:
(a) Verification visits by office of superintendent of public instruction staff to:
(i) Determine whether the school district or other public
agency is taking the required corrective action;
(ii) Expedite the school district and other public agency's
response to ((tl)) the final monitoring report; and
(iii) Provide any necessary technical assistance to the
~
school district or other public agency in its efforts to comply.
(b) ((Withhola)) Withholding, in whole or part, a specified amount of state and/or federal special education funds, in
complianc e with the provisions of WAC 392-172-5 90 and
392-172-514.
(c) ((~))Initiating request for office of superintendent of public instruction audit pursuant to WAC 392-172508 through 392-172-518 which may result in the recovery of
unlawfully received or expended state and/or federal special
education funds.

p

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-5 06 Use and allocation of Part B
funds. (1) The superintendent of public instruction may use
five percent of the total state allotment in any fiscal year
under Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act, or ((fettf-)) five hundred ((fifty-)) thousand dollars,
whichever is greater, for administrative costs related to carrying out ((seetieHs 612 aHEI 613 ef)) the IDEA and section 619
(including the coordination of activities under Part B of the
IDEA with. and providing technical assistance. to other programs that provide services to special education students).
However, this amount cannot be greater than twenty-five percent of the state's total allotment for the fiscal year under Part
B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.
(2) Allowable costs for use of the five percent include:
(a) Administration of ((the)) state ((plim)) activities and
for planning at the state level, including planning, or assisting
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in the planning, of programs or projects for the education of
special education students;
(b) Approval, supervision, monitoring, and evaluation of
the effectiveness of local programs and projects for the education of special education students;
(c) Technical assistance to districts with respect to the
requirements of this chapter;
(d) Leadership services for the program supervision and
management of special education activities for special education students; and
(e) Other state leadership activities and consultative services.
(3) The office of the superintendent of public instruction
based on input from school districts may use the portion of its
allocation it does not use for administration:
(a) For support services and direct services ((in aeeor
aanee with the priority reqttirements of Part B)); and
(b) For the administrative costs of the state's monitoring
activities and complaint investigati ons, to the extent that
these costs exceed the administra tive costs for monitoring
and complaint investigati ons incurred during fiscal year
1985~

(c) The establishment and implementation of the mediation process required by this chapter. including providing for
the costs of mediators and support personnel;
(d) To assist school districts in meeting personnel shortages;
(e) Activities at the state and local levels to meet the performance goals established by the state and to support the
developme nt and implementation of the state improveme nt
plan under subpart 1 of Part D of the IDEA if the state
receives funds under that subpart:
(f) To supplemen t other amounts used to develop and
implement a state-wide coordinated services system designed
to improve results for students and families. including special
education students and their families. but not to exceed one
percent of the amount received by the state under section 611
of the IDEA. This system must be coordinated with and. to
the extent appropriate . build on the system of coordinate d
services developed by the state under Part C of the IDEA: and
(g) For subgrants to school districts for capacity-building
and improvement.
(4) Based upon the availability of federal funds for any
given fiscal year. the office of superinten dent of public
instruction may establish priorities in awarding subgrants to
school districts for capacity-building and improvement on a
competitive or targeted basis.
These federal funds are to be used by school districts to
assist them in providing direct services and in making systemic change to improve results for special education students through one or more of the following:
(a) Direct services. including alternative programming
for students who have been expelled from school. and services for students in correction al facilities. and students
enrolled in state-operated or state-supported schools;
(b) Addressing needs or carrying out improvement strategies identified in the state's improvement plan under subpart
1 of Part D of the IDEA;
[ 91)
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(c) Adopting promising practices. materials. and technology. based on knowledge derived from education research
and other sources:
(d) Establishing. expanding. or implementing interagency agreements and arrangement s between school districts and other agencies or organizations concerning the provision of services to special education students and their families: and
Ce) Increasing cooperative problem-solving between parents and school personnel and promoting the use of alternative dispute resolution.
((f41)) ill For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Direct services" means services provided to a special education student by the state directly, by contract, or
through other arrangements; and
(b) "Support services" includes implementing the comprehensive system of personnel development , recruitment
and training of hearing officers. mediators. and surrogate parents, and public information and parent training activities
relating to free, appropriate public education for special education students.
(6) Of the funds the office of the superintendent of public
instruction retains under this section. the office may use the
funds directly. or distribute them to school districts on a competitive. targeted. or formula basis.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-507 Nonsupplan ting and maintenance
of effort. (I) Except as provided under WAC 392-172-606,
federal funds available for special education students under
Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act,
shall be used to supplement, and in no case supplant, federal,
state and local funds (including funds that are not under the
direct control of the state or local education agencies)
expended for special education and related services provided
to special education students.
(2) On either a total or per-capita basis, the state will not
reduce the amount of state financial support for special education and related services for special education students, or
otherwise made available because of the excess costs of educating those students, below the amount of that support for
the preceding fiscal year.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-51 0 Child count procedures . The
superintende nt of public instruction shall report to the United
States Secretary of Education no later than February I of each
year the number of special education students aged three
through twenty-one residing in the state who are receiving
special education and related services. The superintende nt
shall submit the report on forms provided by the United
States Secretary of Education.
(1) Information required in the report includes:
(a) The number of special education students receiving
special education and related services on December I of that
school year;
Proposed

(b) The number of special education students aged three
through five who are receiving free, appropriate public edu- ~
cation;
,.
(c) The number of those special education students aged
six through seventeen and eighteen through twenty-one
within each disability category, as defined in the definition of
"special education students"; and
(d) The number of those special education students aged
three through twenty-one for each year of age (three, four,
five, etc.).
(2) For the purpose of this part, a student's age is the student's actual age on the date of the child count: December I.
(3) The state superintendent may not report a student
((agee six thrn1:1gh tweRty oRe)) under more than one disability category.
(4) If a special education student ((agee six thro1:1gh
tweRty oRe)) has more than one disability, the superintendent
shall report that student in accordance with the following procedure:
(a) A student with deaf-blindness and not reported as
having a developmental delay must be reported under the category "deaf-blindness."
(b) A student who has more than one disability (other
than deaf-blindn ess or developmen tal delay) must be
reported under the category "multiple disabilities."
(5) The office of the superintendent of public instruction
shall include in its report a certification signed by an authorized official of the agency that the information provided is ~
an accurate and unduplicated count of special education stu- ,.
dents receiving special education and related services on the
dates in question.
(6) The office of the superintendent of public instruction
may include in its report special education students who are
enrolled in a school or program that is operated or supported
by a public agency, and that ((etther)):
(a) Provides them with both special education and
related services;((& ))
(b) Provides them only with special education if they do
not need related services to assist them in benefiting from that
special education.;_m:
(c) In the case of special education students enrolled by
their parents in private schools. provides them with special
education or related services under WAC 392-172-232 et seq.
(7) The superintendent may not include special education students in its reports who:
(a) Are not enrolled in a school or program operated or
supported by a public agency;
(b) Are not provided special education that meets state
standards;
(c) Are not provided with a related service that they need
to assist them in benefiting from special education;
(d) Are counted by the state's lead agency for Part ((H))
{;_services; or
(e) Are receiving special education funded solely by the
federal government including students served by the U.S.
Departments of Interior. Defense. or Education.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-511 Disproportio nality. (1) Each state
that receives assistance under Part B of the IDEA shall provide for the collection and examination of data to determine
if significant disproportion ality based on race is occurring in
the state with respect to:
(a) The identification of students as special education
students, including the identification of students as special
education students in accordance with a particular impairment described in this chapter; and
(b) The placement in particular educational settings of
these students.
(2) In the case of a determination of significant disproportionality with respect to the identification of a student as a
special education student, or the placement in particular educational settings of these students, the superintende nt of public instruction shall provide for the review and, if appropriate,
revision of the policies, procedures, and practices used in the
identification or placement to ensure that the policies, procedures, and practices comply with the requirements of Part B
of the IDEA.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-512 Audits. (1) The superintende nt of
public instruction or designee shall conduct fiscal/progra m
audits of school district or other public agency special education programs. The purposes of such audits shall be:
(a) To determine compliance or noncomplian ce with:
(i) A school district and other public agency's application(s) for state and federal excess cost funds;
(ii) The provisions of this chapter; and
(iii) Any supplemental federal conditions to funding as
may now or hereafter exist.
(b) To establish a factual basis for:
(i) The recovery of unlawfully received or expended
state or federal special education funds; or
(ii) The initiation of fund withholding proceedings.
(2) ((Prelimi1utry a1:1dit report FollowiHg aH attdit, a
prelimiHary writteH attdit ref:Jort shall be sttbFHitted to the
school district or other pttblic ageHcy fer review aHd coFH
FHCHt. The f:JFCliFHiHaf)' a1:1dit report shall iHclttdc, bttt Hot be
limited to:
(a) FiHeiHgs of HOHcompliaHce \vhich co1:1ld iHcl1:1de
cemparisoHs to fiHdiHgs of HOHeompliaHce as a rcs1:1lt of FHOH
iteriHg, if aHy; aHd
(b) RecommeHdatioHs for remediatiofl of aHy s1:1eh
iHstaHce(s) of HOHcempliaHee.
(3) The school district or other pttblic ageHcy shall have
fifteeH days after the date of its receipt of the prelimiHary
a1:1dit re13ort to prm·ide the s1:113eriHteHdeHt of pttblic iHstr1:1c
tioH or desigHee a writtefl re13ly settiHg forth aHy s1:11313lemeH
tal arg1:1mcHts aHd/.or faets that may serve as a basis for alter
atioH of the prelimiHary fiHdiHg(s) of HoHcom13liaHce.
(4) FiHal a1:1dit re13ort A. fiHal writteH a1:1dit ref:Jort shall
be provided to the school district or other 131:1elie ageHcy after
re.,·iew of the Sttf:JplemeHtal argttFHeHts aHdlor facts s1:1b1Hitted
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by the district or other 131:1elie ageHC)'. The fiHal a1:1dit report
shall iHcl1:1de, bttt Hot Hecessarily be limited to:
(a) FiHdiHgs of HOHeompliaHec, if aH)'; aHd
(e) RecomFHeHdatioHs for remediatioH of aHy s1:1ch
iHstaHce(s) of fl0flCOffif:Jli8nce.
(5) The school district or other pttelic ageHC)' shall have
fifteeH da)'S after the date of its receipt of the fiHal a1:1dit report
to 13rovide the s1:1periHteRdent of 131:1blie instr1:1ction or desig
Hee a written plaH which sets forth the meas1:1res the district or
ether 131:1lllic ageHcy shall take and time period(s) withiH
whieh the district or other f:Jttlllic ageHcy shall act iH order to
remedy the iHstaHce(s) of F1oneoFHf:Jli1uiee.
(6) The s1:113eriHteHdeRt of 131:1blic iAstr1:1ctioH or desigHee
shall either ap13ro·re the f)IBH as s1:1amitted or req1:1est the
school district or other pttblic ageHC)' to make s1:1ch modifica
tioHs as are coAsidered HeeeSStif)'. 0Hce aH appro.,·able f:JlaH
has beef! s1:1llmitted the district or other 131:1blic ageHcy shall lie
pro•,•ided writtefl Hotice of:
(a) Appro·.·al;
(e) The performance ex13ected of the distriet or other
pttlllie ageHC)'; aHd
(c) The sched1:1le fer 13eriodic review or a1:1dit of the
school district aHd other fll:llllic ageAc)·'s progress toward
remediatioH of tke iHstanee(s) of Honcom13lia nee.)) The
superintende nt of public instruction shall comply with chapter 392-115 WAC in the resolution of all audits.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-514 Fund withholding. (1) In the event
a school district or other public agency fails to submit an
approvable ((remediatioH)) corrective action plan required by
((WAC 392 172 512)) chapter 392-115 WAC. audit resolution. or fails to submit an approvable corrective action plan
pursuant to WAC 392-172-504. monitoring. or fails to comply with a ((remediatieA )) corrective action plan approved
pursuant to chapter 392-115 WAC ((392 172 512)) or fails to
comply with a corrective action plan pursuant to WAC 392172-504, the superintende nt or designee shall provide the
school district or other public agency notice which complies
with RCW 34.05.434 of:
(a) Intent to withhold a specified amount of state and/or
federal special education funds; and
(b) The school district and other public agency's opportunity for a hearing before the superintende nt of public
instruction or designee prior to commencem ent of the withholding.
(2) Funds may be withheld in whole or part in the event
the district or other public agency fails to request a hearing or
the hearing decision upholds the final audit or monitoring in
whole or part. (RCW 28A.155.100.)
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172~516 Recovery of funds. (((1) If a pre
limiHary a1:1dit e0He1:1cte8 f)ttrs1:1ant to WAC 392 172 512
iRdicates tkat a district or otker 131:1alie ageHcy kas 1:1nlawfl:llly
recei·red and/or ex13eHded either state or federal special edtt
[ 93]
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eatioR ftJREIS, the StJflefiRteREleRt of f'ltJBlie iRStftJetioR Of Eles
igRee shall f'lfOviEle the sehool Elistfiet Of other f"Hl:llie ageRey
with aR Oflf'lOFttJRity fof aR iRfoFFAal eoRfeFeRee flFiOF to the
fiRal atJeit feflort.
(2) If the fiRal atJeit feflOft sets fofth oRe Of FAofe
iRstaRees of HRlawftil feeeiflt or exfleRElittJre of either state Of
feeleral Sfleeial eetJeatiOR ftJREIS, the StJflefiRteRdeRt of f'lHSlie
iRstFtJetioR Of ElesigRee shall take stJeh aetioR as he or she
EieeFAS ReeeSSaF)' to reeover the ftJREIS iReitJeiRg, Slit ROt liFA
iteEI to, a feetJetioR iR ftJttJre alloeatioRs of aRy aFAotJRt of aRy
state fHRSS aRefor afly afflOt:lflt of feeeral Sfleeia) eetJeetiOfl
ftJREls to the Elistriet or other f"Hl:llie agefley.
(3) P.fo right to a heariflg iR eoflReetioR with the feeo•rery
of fHREIS Hnia·ufully feeeiYeel aREl/or exfleneeel is grantee! ey
this ehaflter.)) The superintendent of public instruction shall
comply with the provisions of chapter 392-115 WAC in the
event an audit conducted pursuant to WAC 392-172-512
indicates that a district or other public agency has unlawfully
received and/or expended state or federal special education
funds.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-520 Implementation by state. In
implementing the private school provisions of ((this ehaflter))
WAC 392-172-219 through 392-172-228, the state shall:
(1) Monitor compliance through procedures such as
written reports, on-site visits, and parent questionnaires;
(2) Disseminate copies of applicable standards to each
private school and facility to which a public agency has
referred or placed a special education student; ((ftfttl))
(3) Provide an opportunity for those private schools and
facilities to participate in the development and revision of
state standards that apply to them; and
(4) Ensure that a special education student who is placed
in or referred to a private school or facility by a school district
or other public agency:
(a) Is provided special education and related services;
(i) In conformance with an IEP that meets the requirements of WAC 392-172-156 et seq.; and
(ii) At no cost to the parents;
(b) Is provided an education that meets the standards that
apply to education provided by school districts and other
public agencies. including the requirements of this chapter;
and
(c) Has all of the rights of a special education student
who is served by a school district or other public agency.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-526 State responsibility. The state shall
ensure that to the extent consistent with their number and
location in the state, provision is made for the participation of
private school special education students in the program
assisted or carried out under this chapter by providing them
with special education and related services. in accordance
· with WAC 392-172-232 through 392-172-248.
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11111195)
WAC 392-172-550 Comprehensive system of personnel development. The superintendent of public instruction
shall establish and implement procedures for developing and
conducting a comprehensive system of personnel development ((whieh ifleltJEles)) that:
(1) ((The eoRtiRHiRg eetJeatioR of general aREI Sfleeial
eeltJeatioR iRstrtJetioRal sef'liees fleFSORflel;
(2) DetaileEI flFeeecltJres to assttre that all persoRRel Ree
essary to eaHy ottt the f'lHFf'lOSes of the lfleiviclttels with Dis
abilities EcltJeatioR Aet, P.L. 102 119, 3 4 CPR 300.1, as of
Oetoeer 1, 1992, aFe af'lflFOf"Fietely aREI aeleqttately flFeflaFeEI;
(3) Pro·lisioRs eonsisteRt with 34 CPR 300.153, 300.380
throtJgh 300.383, and 303.360;
(4) Effeetive proeeeltJres for aeqtJiFiflg ancl eissefflinatiRg
sigRifieant iRfoffflatieR derives froFA ecltteetionel reseereh,
cleFAORStfation ftRS siFAilef f"Fojeets; encl
(S) The eclOfltioH, where llflflFOflABte, of pFOFHising eetJ
eetioRel flfaetiees aRe FAaterial cleveloflecl thfottgh feseaFeh,
eefflORStret:ioR, ftflt:i SifflilBF iRitiet:i't·es.)) Is consistent with the
purposes of Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and the Part C Program for Infants and Toddlers and
with Disabilities;
(2) Is designed to ensure an adequate supply of qualified
special education. regular education. and related services personnel;
(3) Meets the requirements of 34 CFR 300.381 and
300.382; and
(4) Is updated at least every five years.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11195, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-552 Definitions. The following definitions apply to this chapter:
(1) "Appropriate professional requirements in the state,"
those entry level requirements that are based on the highest
requirements in the state applicable to the profession or discipline in which a person is providing special education or
related services and that establish ((the)) suitable qualifications for personnel providing special education and related
services under ((ehaflters 392 172 aRe 392 173 Wi".C)) Part
B of the IDEA to special education children and youth ((with
disabilities)) who are served by state, local, and private agencies;
(2) "Highest requirements in the state applicable to a specific profession or discipline," the highest entry-level academic degree needed for any state-approved or recognized
certification, licensing, or registration or other comparable
requirements that apply to that profession or discipline;
(3) "Profession or discipline," a specific occupational
category that provides special education and related services
to special education children and youth ((with t:lisaeilities))
under ((ehaflters 392 172 ftRe 392 173 WAC)) Part B of the
IDEA, has been established or designated by the state, and
has a required scope of responsibility and degree of supervision((;)). and is not limited to traditional occupational categories;

•
•
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(4) "Qualified" means that a person, in accordance with
the provisions contained in 34 CFR ((300.153)) 300.136 of
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, has met
superintendent of public instruction approved or recognized
certification , licensing, registration, or other comparable
requirements for the profession or discipline in which the
person is providing special education and related services_;_
and
(5) "State-approved or state-recognized certification,
licensing. registration. or other comparable requirements "
means the requirements that the state legislature either has
enacted or has authorized a state agency to promulgate
through rules to establish the entry-level standards for
employment in a specific profession or discipline in the state.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-553 Adequate supply of qualified personnel. The office of superintende nt of public instruction
shall complete an analysis of state and local needs for professional development for personnel to serve special education
students that includes, at a minimum:
( 1) The number of personnel providing special education
and related services; and
(2) Relevant information on current and anticipated personnel vacancies and shortages (including the number of
individuals with temporary certification), and on the extent of
certification or retraining necessary to eliminate these shortages, that is based, to the maximum extent possible, on existing assessments of personnel needs.
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(4) The state will work to develop collaborative agreements with other states for the joint support and development
of programs to prepare personnel for which there is not sufficient demand within a single state to justify support or development of such a program of preparation;
(5) The state will work in collaboration with other states,
particularly neighboring states, to address the lack of uniformity and reciprocity in credentialing of teachers and other
personnel;
(6) The state will enhance the ability of teachers and others to use strategies, such as behavioral intervention s, to
address the conduct of special education students that
impedes the learning of special education students and others;
(7) The state will acquire and disseminate, to teachers,
administrators, school board members, and related services
personnel, significant knowledge derived from educational
research and other sources, and how the state will, if appropriate, adopt promising practices, materials, and technology;
(8) The state will recruit, prepare, and retain qualified
personnel, including personnel with disabilities and personnel from groups that are under-repres ented in the fields of
regular education, special education, and related services;
(9) The plan is integrated, to the maximum extent possible, with other professional development plans and activities,
including plans and activities developed and carried out
under other federal and state laws that address personnel
recruitment and training; and
(10) The state will provide for the joint training of parents and special education, related services, and general education personnel.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-559 Improveme nt strategies. The
office of superintendent of public instruction shall describe
the strategies the state will use to address the needs identified
under WAC 392-172-553 . These strategies must include
how the state will address the identified needs for in-service
and preservice preparation to ensure that all personnel who
work with special education students (including both professional and paraprofessional personnel who provide special
education, general education, related services, or early intervention services) have the skills and knowledge necessary to
meet the needs of special education students. The plan must
include a description of how:
(1) The state will prepare general and special education
personnel with the content knowledge and collaborativ e
skills needed to meet the needs of special education students
including how the state will work with other states on common certification criteria;
(2) The state will prepare professionals and paraprofessionals in the area of early intervention with the content
knowledge and collaborative skills needed to meet the special
education needs of infants and toddlers;
(3) The state will work with institutions of higher education and other entities that (on both a preservice and an in-service basis) prepare personnel who work with special education students to ensure that those institutions and entities
develop the capacity to support quality professional development programs that meet state and local needs;

WAC 392-172-561 School district implementat ion of
comprehens ive system of personnel developmen t. Each
school district or other public agency shall have on file with
the office of superintendent of public instruction information
to demonstrate that:
(1) All personnel necessary to carry out Part B of the
IDEA within the jurisdiction of the school district or other
public agency are appropriately and adequately prepared consistent with WAC 392-172-550 et seq.; and
(2) To the extent the school district or other public
agency determines appropriate, it shall contribute to and use
the comprehensive system of personnel development of the
state established under WAC 392-172-550 et seq.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111/95, effective 11111/95)
WAC 392-172-574 Professional standards review.
((Before Oeteeer 1st ef eaelt year,)) Ihe special education
section, on behalf of the superintendent of public instruction,
shall review the professional requirements in the statutes necessary for the provision of special education and related services. This professional standards review must include the
requirements of all statutes and the rules of all state agencies
applicable to serving special education students, and shall
include the standards of the superintendent of public instruc[ 95 l
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tion, the department of licensing, the division of vocational
rehabilitation, the department of social and health services,
and any other public agency responsible for the licensing or
certification of personnel who provide special education or
related services. In conducting this review, the superintendent of public instruction must:
(I) Determine the highest standards applicable to each
profession or discipline based upon the most current information available to the superintendent of public instruction;
(2) Identify those professions or disciplines for which the
highest requirements of the state apply;
(3) Identify those specific professions or disciplines for
which the existing personnel standards for special education
or related services, including standards for temporary or
emergency certification are not based on the highest requirement in the state applicable to that specific profession or discipline; and
(4) For those professions or disciplines for which the
highest requirements of the state do not apply, detail the steps
the superintendent of public instruction is taking (and the
procedures for notifying public agencies and personnel of
those steps and the time lines it has established) for the
retraining or hiring of personnel that meet the appropriate
professional requirements in the state of Washington. In
determining ((aRR1:1ally)) the status of personnel standards for
each applicable profession or discipline in the state (as
defined in WAC 392-172-572), the superintendent of public
instruction's review and determination must be based on cur.rent information that accurately describes, for each profession or discipline in which personnel are providing special
education or related services, whether the applicable standards are consistent with the highest requirements in the state
for that profession or discipline.
The results of the review conducted in accordance with
the provision of this section shall be ((deserieed iR a re13ort
13re13ared for aRd)) submitted to the ((eoffi13reheRsi·<'e S}'Steffi
of 13ersoRRel deYelo13ffieRt eoffiffiittee. Eaeh aRR1:1al re13ort aRd
Reeessary)) state advisory council for special education. Supporting documentation must be maintained in the files of the
superintendent of public instruction's special education section and must be available to the public. ((Eaeh re13ort shall be
iReorporated iR the a1313ro13riate state 13laR for Part B of the
IRdiYid1:1als with Disabilities Ed1:1eatioR Aet s1:1effiitted to the
De13artffieRt of Ed1:1eatioR.))
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-576 Personnel shortages-Req uirement. In implementing this section, the office of superintendent of public instruction has adopted a policy that includes a
requirement that a school district or other public agency in
the state make an ongoing good faith effort to recruit and hire
appropriately and adequately trained personnel to provide
special education and related services to special education
students, including, in a geographic area of the state where
there is a shortage of personnel that meet these qualifications,
the most qualified individuals available who are making satisfactory progress toward completing applicable course work
necessary to meet the standards under WAC 392-172-572,
Proposed
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consistent with state law and the steps described in WAC
392-172-574, within three years.
PERFORMAN CE GOALS AND INDICATORS
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-57700 Performance goals and indicators. (I) The office of superintendent of public instruction
shall establish goals for the performance of special education
students that promote the purposes of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act and are consistent, to the maximum extent appropriate, with the state's four learning goals
and essential academic learning requirements for all students.
(2) In addition, the office of superintendent of public
instruction shall establish performance indicators that shall
be used to assess progress toward achieving those goals that
at a minimum address the performance of special education
students on assessments, dropout rates, and graduation rates.
(3) The office of superintendent of public instruction
shall report to the U.S. Secretary of Education and the public
every two years on the progress of the state and of special
education students in the state toward meeting the goals
established under this section. Based on its assessment of
that progress, the office of superintendent of public instruction shall revise its state improvement plan under subpart 1 of
Part D of the IDEA as may be needed to improve its performance, if the state receives assistance under that subpart.
PARTICIPATI ON IN ASSESSMENT S
AND REPORTING RESULTS
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-57800 Participation in assessments
and reporting results. (I) The office of superintendent of
public instruction shall file with the U.S. Secretary of Education information to demonstrate that special education students are included in general state and district-wide assessment programs, with appropriate accommodations and modifications in administration if necessary.
(2) As appropriate the office of superintendent of public
instruction, school districts or other public agencies shall:
(a) Develop guidelines for the participation of special
education students in alternate assessments for those students
who cannot participate even with accommodations or modifications in state and district-wide assessment programs;
(b) Develop alternate assessments; and
(c) Begin not later than July 1, 2000, to conduct the alternate assessments.
(3) In implementing this section, the office of superintendent of public instruction shall make available to the public, and report to the public with the same frequency and in
the same detail as it reports on the assessment of nondisabled
students, the following information:
(a) The number of special education students participating in:
(i) Regular assessments; and
(ii) Alternate assessments.
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(b) The performance results of special education stu.dents:
(i) Participating in regular assessments; and
,
(ii) On alternate assessments (not later than July 1,
2000,) if doing so would be statistically sound and would not
result in the disclosure of performance results identifiable to
individual students.
(4) Reports to the public must include:
(a) Aggregated data that include the performance of special education students together with all other students; and
(b) Disaggregated data on the performance of special
education students.
SUSPENS ION AND EXPULSI ON RATES
NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-5 7900 Reporting on suspension and
expulsion rates. (I) Annually, school districts or other public
agencies shall report to the state on the rates of long-term suspensions and expulsions of special education students and
nondisabled students for the preceding school year. The state
shall examine this data to determine if significant discrepancies are occurring:
(a) Among school districts or other public agencies; or
(b) Between nondisabled students and special education
students within school districts or other public agencies.
(2) If discrepancies are occurring, the state shall review
• and if appropriate, require revisions in state, school district or
, other public agency policies, procedures , and practices to
ensure compliance with Part B of the IDEA.
(3) Policies, procedures, and practices to be reviewed
and, if appropriate, revised include:
(a) The development and implementation of individualized education programs;
(b) The use of behavioral interventions; and
(c) Procedural safeguards.

•
,

((ANNUA L SCHOOL DISTRICT
l.,PPLICA TION REQUIRE MENTS))
SCHOOL DISTRICT ELIGIBIL ITY
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11195)
WAC 392-172-5 80 ( (ARRH&I epttlieelie es Cee
lettl!n)) School district elieibility -Reguirem ents. As a
condition to the receipt and expenditur e of federal special
education funds, a school district or other public agency shall
annually submit ((1:u1 applieatieR)) a request to the superintendent of public instruction or designee on or before an
announced date and conduct its special education and related
services program in compliance with the school district and
other public agency's state approved plan. The ((appliea
tiefts)) request shall be made on forms developed and distributed by the superinten dent or designee. ((Applieat ieR))
Request forms shall include, but not be limited to, the following assurance(s) and types of information:
( l) Assurance that:
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(a) The school district or other public agency is in compliance with the provisions of this chapter and the rules
implementing Part B of Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (34 CFR 300. I et seq.) that may supplemen t this
chapter, including procedural safeguards;
(b) The district or other public agency shall remain in
complianc e with this chapter and any such supplemen tal
rules for the entire school year; and
(c) The funds applied for shall be expended in compliance with the ((applieatieR)) request, this chapter, and any
such supplemental federal rules, including excess cost, nonsupplanting, and comparable services;
(2) The information and assurances required by 34 CFR
300.220 through 34 CFR ((300.240)) 300.250 and any other
pertinent federal rules ((iReludiRg 34 CFR 76.650 dtre11gh
f6.:662.));

(3) Identification of the local district or other public
agency designee responsible for child identification activities
and confidentiality of information;
(4) A description of the policies, procedures and/or
activities to be implemented or continued to provide for:
(a) Identification, location and evaluation (childfind) of
special education students ((Het e11ffefttl)' reeeiviRg speeial
eEllieatieR aftd related serviees)) including students in private
schools;
(b) Confidentiality of personally identifiable information;
(c) Implementation of a system for personnel development;
(d) Involvement of parents of special education students,
including the participation of non-English speaking parents;
(e) Participation of special education students with students without disabilities;
(f) Delivery of services to special education students in
the least restrictive environment;
(g) Development of individualized education programs
for each eligible special education student;
(h) Availability of career development and vocational
education programs for special education students;
(i) A description of the numbers and types of special
education students receiving special education and related
services by placement option within the school district and
other public agency's continuum of alternative placements;
(j) A goal ((ef)) and detailed timetable for providing full
educationa l opportunit y to all special education students,
aged birth through twenty-one;
(k) ((A cleseriptieft ef the kifltl ef afld flt1meer ef faeili
ties, perseRRel, aRtl serviees fteeessary te meet the settee! tlis
triet a11d ether pt1elie ageRey's full etlt1eatie11al eppert1rnit)'
geal, iRelutliRg a tletailetl tiffietltble fer reaehiRg that geal;
fl?)) Transition of students from Part C to preschool programs:
(]) Private school students:
(m) Performance goals and indicators:
(n) Participation in assessments and reporting results;
(o) Suspension and expulsion: and
U:ll A description of the use of funds received under Part
B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (34 CFR
300. l et seq.)((Tftftti
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(m) A deserivtioR of vroeed1:1res, with f3!tFeRtlfamily
iR'voh·emeRt, fur 8RRt:181ly eve}1:1etiRg f3FOgreffi effeetiVeReSS,
iRel1:1diRg iRdivid1:1eli~ed ed1:1eetioR vrogrems)).
(5) Any other pertinent information requested by the
superintendent of public instruction which is necessary for
the management of the special education program.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-582 Collaborative ((epplieetia11s) )
reguests. The superintendent of public instruction may
require districts to submit a collaborative {{ef3f3lieetioR))
request for payments under Part B of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act if it is determined that a single dis, trict or other public agency {{Bf3f3lieetio11)) would be disapproved because:
(((1) The sehool distriet e11d other puelie egeRey's eRti
tlemeRt is less theR the seve11 tho1:1seRd five ht:1Rdred dollar
miRim1:1m req1:1ired; or
R1)) The district or other public agency is unable to
establish and maintain programs of sufficient size and scope
to effectively meet the educational needs of special education
students. Districts that apply for Part B funds in a collaborative {{Bf3f3lieetioR)) request must meet the same minimum
requirements as a single district or other public agency applicant. The {{8f3f3lieetioR)) request must be signed by the superintendent of each participating school district or other public
agency. The districts are jointly responsible for implementing
programs receiving payments under Part B of the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act. The total amount of funds
made available to the affected school districts or other public
agencies shall be equal to the sum each would have received
separately.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-583 Exception for prior policies and
procedures. If a school district or other public agency has on
file with the office of superintendent of public instruction
polices and procedures that demonstrate that the school district or other public agency meets any requirement under
WAC 392-172-580, including any policies and procedures
filed under Part B of the IDEA as in effect before June 4,
1997, the office of superintendent of public instruction shall
consider the school district or other public agency to have
met the requirement for purposes of receiving Part B funds.

4

NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-585 Amendments to policies and procedures. (1) Policies and procedures submitted by a school
district or other public agency, in accordance with WAC 392172-580, shall remain in effect until a school district or other
public agency submits to the office of superintendent of public instruction modifications that a district or agency decides ~
are necessary.
,.
(2) The office of superintendent of public instruction
may require a school district or other public agency to modify
its policies and procedures, but only to the extent necessary to
ensure a district's or agency's compliance with Part B of the
IDEA, if:
(a) After June 4, 1997, the provisions of the IDEA or its
implementing regulations are amended;
(b) There is a new interpretation of the IDEA by federal
or state courts; or
(c) There is an official finding of noncompliance with
federal or state law or regulations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)

WAC 392-172-588 Availability of ((epplieetia1t))
information and public participation. Each district or other
public agency shall:
(I) Make ((the epplieetioR)) policies and procedures, any
evaluations, periodic program plans, and reports relating to
the Part B program available for public inspection; and
(2) Provide reasonable opportunities for the participation
by teachers, parents of special education students, families
((8Rd))~ other interested agencies, organizations, and individuals in the planning for and operation of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act Part B program as an integral part ~
of the overall school program; and
,.
(3) At a minimum, a school district and other public
agency's procedures must describe the steps taken to:

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10111195, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172-584 Review and amendment process.

( 1) ((The stevs ift the re•view vroeess iftelutfe:

(e) S1:1emissioR ey the distriet or other f31:1Blie egeRey of
the 8f3f3lieatio11 to ed1:1eeti0Rel serviee distriet sveeiel ed1:1ee
tioR direetor;
(e) The ed1:1eeti0Rel serviee distriet direetor of sveeiel
ed1:1eetio11 will re•1iew the Bf3f3lieetio11 1:1siRg the state eheek
list; 8Rd
Proposed

(e) The ed1:1eeti0Rel serviee distriet direetor of sveeiel
ed1:1eetio11 will forward the Bf3f3lieetioR to offiee of the s1:1ver
i11teReeRt of f31:1Blie i11stft:letio11 fur re,·iew ey program s1:1per
ViSOfS t:ISiRg State eheelclist 8Rd fur fiRel 8f3f3F0¥8} ey the
s1:113eriRteRtfe11t's desig11ee.)) Requests for Part B funding shall
be submitted to the office of superintendent of public instruction for review by program supervisors using state checklist
and for final approval by the superintendent's designee.
(2) Prior to making a final decision on ((eR epplieatioR))
a request for Part B funding, office of superintendent of public instruction staff shall consider any decision resulting from
a hearing under WAC 392-172-350 that is adverse to the district or other public agency involved in the decision.
(3) If a district or other public agency makes a significant
amendment to its ({ef3plieetioR)) policies and procedures, the
district or other public agency must follow the same steps it
took for submitting its original ((epvlieetioR)) request. The
review and approval process shall be the same as that used for
an initial request for funds under Part B of the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act.
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(a) Make ((tke a1313lieatioR)) policies and procedures and
l(ny required evaluations, plans, and reports available to the
~ublic; and
(b) Involve the required constituency groups, as noted
above, in the planning and operation of the Part B program.
Parental participation in the individualized education program process does not constitute involvement in the planning
and operation of the program.

•
,

•

,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-11, filed
10/11/95, effective 11/11/95)
WAC 392-172 -590 Denial of ((epplie etiHs))
requests -Opport unity for hearing. ( 1) In the event the
superintendent of public instruction or designee proposes to
deny, in whole or part, the ((BRR1:1al a1313lieatioH)) request of a
district or other public agency for federal special education
funds, the district or other public agency shall be provided
notice pursuant to RCW 34.05.434 of:
(a) Intent to deny the ((Bf3fdieatioR)) request of the district or other public agency; and
(b) The school district and other public agency's opportunity for a hearing before the superinte ndent of public
instruction or designee prior to a denial of the ((8f3f!lieatieR))
request.
(2) The superintendent of public instruction shall provide an opportunity for a hearing before the office of superintendent of public instruction disapproves the ((a1313lieatieR))
request in accordance with the following procedures:
(a) The applicant shall request the hearing within thirty
days of the action of the superintendent of public instruction.
(b) Within thirty days after it receives a request, the
superintendent of public instruction shall hold a hearing on
the record and shall review its action.
(c) No later than ten days after the hearing the office of
superintendent of public instruction shall issue its written ruling, including findings of fact and reasons for the ruling. If
supported by substantial evidence, findings of fact by the
superintendent of public instruction are final.
(3) If the office of superintendent of public instruction
determines that its action was contrary to state or federal statutes or regulations that govern the applicable program, the
action shall be rescinded.
(4) If the superintendent of public instruction does not
rescind its final action after a review, the applican t may
appeal to the United States Secretary of Education. The applicant shall file a notice of the appeal with the United States
Secretary of Education within twenty days after the applicant
has been notified by the superintendent of public instruction
of the results of the agency's review.
(5) The superintendent of public instruction shall make
available at reasonable times and places to each applicant all
records pertaining to any review or appeal an applicant is pursuing under this section, including records of other applicants.
(6) The school district and other public agency's ((awlieftti.ett)) request may be denied, in whole or part, if the district
or other public agency fails to request a hearing or the hearing
decision upholds the proposed basis for denial.
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(7) Any school district or other public agency in receipt
of a notice described in this section shall. by means of a public notice. take the measures necessary to bring a pending
action pursuant to this section to the attention of the public
within its jurisdiction.

((MISCE LLANEO US P"ROC R!... M
REQUIM;P.t:ENTS))

NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172- 595 Records related to grant funds.

(1) The superintendent of public instruction and districts shall

keep records that show:
(a) The amount of funds under the grant;
(b) How the funds were used;
(c) The total cost of the project;
(d) The share of that cost provided from other sources;
and
(e) Other records to facilitate an effective audit.
(2) Records shall be maintained to show program compliance, including records related to the location, evaluation
and placement of special education students and the development and implementation of individualized education programs. Program and fiscal information records shall be available to authorized representatives of the office of superintendent of public instructio n for the purpose of complian ce
monitoring under WAC 392-172-504 or auditing under WAC
392-172-512.
(3) Records shall be retained for five years after completion of the activities for which grant funds were used.
SCHOO L DISTRIC T USE OF FUNDS
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-600 Use of amounts. The school district
or other public agency must have on file with the state information to demonstrate that amounts provided under Part B of
the IDEA:
(1) Will be expended in accordance with the applicable
provisions of this chapter;
(2) Will be used only to pay the excess costs of providing
special education and related services to special education
students, consistent with this chapter; and
(3) Will be used to supplement state, local and other federal funds and not to supplant those funds.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-605 Use offedera l funds for preschoo l
children. In general, federal Part B funds are to be used for
eligible special education students birth through twenty-one
years of age. Federal preschool funds under section 619 may
only be used for eligible special education children aged
three through five years.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-610 Maintenance of effort. (I) Except
as provided under WAC 392-172-615 and 392-172-620,
funds provided to school districts or other public agencies
under Part B of the IDEA may not be used to reduce the level
of expenditures for the education of special education students made by it from local funds below the level of those
expenditures for the preceding fiscal year.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (3) of this section,
the office of superintendent of public instruction determines
that a school district complies with this section for purposes
of establishing the school district's eligibility for an award for
a fiscal year if the district budgets, for the education of special education students, at least the same total or per-capita
amount from either of the following sources as the district
spent for that purpose from the same source for the most
recent prior year for which information is available:
(a) Local funds only.
(b) The combination of state and local funds.
(3) A district that relies on subsection (2)(a) of this section for any fiscal year must ensure that the amount of local
funds it budgets for the education of special education students in that year is at least the same, either in total or per capita, as the amount it spent for that purpose in:
(a) The most recent fiscal year for which information is
available, if that year is, or is before, the first fiscal year
beginning on or after July I, 1997; or
(b) If later, the most recent fiscal year for which information is available and the standard in subsection (2)(a) of this
section was used to establish its compliance with this section.
(4) The office of superintendent of public instruction
may not consider any expenditures made from funds provided by the federal government for which the office of
superintendent of public instruction is required to account to
the federal government or for which the district is required to
account to the federal government directly or through the
office of superintendent of public instruction in determining
a district's compliance with the requirement of this section.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-615 Exceptions to maintenance of
effort. A school district or other public agency may reduce
the level of expenditures made by it under Part B of the IDEA
below the level of those expenditures for the preceding fiscal
year if the reduction is attributable to:
(I) The voluntary departure, by retirement or otherwise,
or departure for just cause, of special education or related services personnel, who are replaced by qualified, lower-salaried staff;
(2) A decrease in the enrollment of special education students;
(3) The termination of the obligation of the district or
agency, consistent with this chapter, to provide a program of
special education to a particular special education student
that is an exceptionally costly program as determined by the
state, because the student:
(a) Has left the jurisdiction of the district or agency;
Proposed
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(b) Has reached the age at which the obligation of the
district or agency to provide a free appropriate public education to the student has terminated; or
(c) No longer needs the program of special education.
(4) The termination of costly expenditures for long-term·
purchases such as the acquisition of equipment or the construction of school facilities.
(5) In order for a school district to invoke the exception
in subsection (I) of this section, the district must ensure that
those voluntary retirements or resignations and replacements
are in full conformity with:
(a) Existing school board policies in the agency;
(b) The applicable collective bargaining agreement in
effect at that time; and
(c) Applicable state statutes.

4

NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-620 Treatment of federal funds in certain fiscal years. (I) For any fiscal year in which federal
funds for IDEA-B exceeds $4.1 billion dollars, a school district or other public agency may treat as local funds up to
twenty percent of the amount of funds it receives under Part
B of the IDEA that exceeds the amount it received under Part
B of the IDEA for the previous fiscal year. The requirements
regarding supplanting and maintenance of effort do not apply
with respect to the amount that may be treated as local funds
under this section.
(2) If the state determines that a school district or other
public agency is not meeting the requirements of this chapter, •
the state may prohibit the district or agency from treating ,.
funds received under Part B of the IDEA as local funds under
this section for any fiscal year, but only if it is authorized to
do so by the state constitution or a state statute.
NEW SECTION

WAC 392-172-625 School-wide programs under title
I of the ESEA. (I) A school district or other agency may use
funds received under Part B of the IDEA for any fiscal year
to carry out a school-wide program under section 1114 of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, except
that the amount used in any school-wide program may not
exceed:
(a) The amount received by the district or agency under
Part B for that fiscal year; divided by the number of special
education students in the jurisdiction; multiplied by
(b) The number of special education students participating in the school-wide program.
(2) The funds described in subsection (I) of this section
may be used without regard to WAC 392-172-600(1).
(3) The funds described in subsection (I) of this section
must be considered as federal Part B funds for purposes of
calculating excess cost and supplanting.
(4) Except as provided in subsections (2) and (3) of this
section, all other requirements of Part B must be met, including ensuring that special education students in school-wide •
program schools:
,.
(a) Receive services in accordance with a properly developed IEP; and
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(b) Are afforded all of the rights and services guaranteed
~to special education students under the IDEA.

NEW SECTION
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-630 Permissive use offunds. (I) Funds
provided to a school district or other public agency under the
IDEA-B may be used for the costs of special education and
related services and supplementa ry aids and services provided in a regular class o.r other education related setting to a
special education student in accordance with the individualized education program of the student, even if one or more
nondisabled students benefit from these services; and/or
(2) To develop and implement a fully integrated and
coordinated services system in accordance with WAC 392172-635.

NEW SECTION

~

~

,

WAC 392-172-635 Coordinated services system. (1)
A school district or other public agency may not use more
than five percent of the amount the district or agency receives
under Part B of the IDEA for any fiscal year, in combination
with other amounts (which must include amounts other than
education funds), to develop and implement a coordinated
services system designed to improve results for students and
families, including special education students and their fami-

·
(2) In implementing a coordinated services system under
this section, a school district or other public agency may
carry out activities that include:
(a) Improving the effectiveness and efficiency of service
delivery, including developing strategies that promote
accountability for results;
(b) Service coordination and case management that facilitate the linkage of individualized education programs under
Part B of the IDEA and individualized family services plans
under Part C of the IDEA with individualized service plans
under multiple federal and state programs, such as Title I of
the Rehabilitatio n Act of 1973 (vocational rehabilitation ),
Title XIX of the Social Security Act (Medicaid) and Title
XVI of the Social Security Act (supplement ary security
income);
(c) Developing and implementing interagency financing
strategies for the provision of education, health, mental
health, and social services, including transition services and
related services under the IDEA; and
(d) Interagency personnel development for individuals
working on coordinated services.
(3) If a school district or other public agency is carrying
out a coordinated services project under Title XI of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and a coordinated project under Part B of the IDEA in the same schools,
the district or agency shall use the amounts under this section
in accordance with the requirements of that title.

lies.

WAC 392-172-640 School-base d improvemen t plan.
state may grant authority to a school district or other
The
(1)
public agency to permit a public school (through a schoolbased standing panel) to design, implement, and evaluate a
school-based improvemen t plan for a period not to exceed
three years.
(2) A school district or other public agency may use Part
B funds to permit a public school within its jurisdiction to
implement a school-based improvement plan. The plan must
be consistent with the purposes described in section 651 (b) of
the IDEA (state program improvemen t grants). These purposes include reforming and improving state systems for providing educational, early intervention, and transitional services. The systems involved include professional development, technical assistance, and the disseminati on of
knowledge about best practices to improve results for students with disabilities.
(3) The plan must be designed to improve results for all
special education students and, as appropriate, for other students consistent with WAC 392-172-630.
(4) If the state grants the authority to a school district or
other public agency to develop a plan, the district or agency
must have the sole responsibility of oversight of all activities
relating to the design, implementation, and evaluation of any
school-based improvemen t plan that a public school is permitted to design under this section.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-645 Plan requirement s. (1) A schoolbased improvement plan described in WAC 392-172-640 is
for those students who attend the school for which the plan is
designed and implemented.
(2) The plan must:
(a) Be designed, evaluated, and as appropriate, implemented by a school-based standing panel established in
accordance with WAC 392-172-650;
(b) Include goals and measurable indicators to assess the
progress of the public school in meeting these goals; and
(c) Ensure that all special education students receive the
services described in their individualize d education programs.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-650 School district responsibilit ies. A
school district or other public agency that is granted authority
under WAC 392-172-640 to develop a plan shall:
(I) Select each school under the jurisdiction of the district or agency that is eligible to design, implement, and evaluate the plan;
(2) Require each school selected in accordance with criteria established by the district or agency to establish a
school-based standing panel to carry out the duties described
in WAC 392-172-645;
(3) Establish:
[ 101]
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(a) Criteria that must be used by the district or agency in
the selection of an eligible school;
(b) Criteria that must be used by an eligible public school
in the establishment of a school-based standing panel to carry
out the duties described in WAC 392-172-645 that ensure
that the membership of the panel reflects the diversity of the
community in which the public school is located and
includes, at a minimum:
(i) Parents of special education students who attend a
public school, including parents of special education students
from unserved and underserved populations, as appropriate;
(ii) Special education and general education teachers of
public schools;
(iii) Special education and general education administrators, or the designee of those administrators, of those public
schools; and
(iv) Related services providers who are responsible for·
providing services to the special education students who
attend those public schools.
(c) Criteria that must be used by the district or agency
with respect to the distribution of funds under Part B of the
IDEA to carry out this section.
(4) Disseminate the criteria to local school district personnel and local parent organizations within the jurisdiction
of the district or agency;
(5) Require a public school that desires to design, implement, and evaluate a school-based improvement plan to submit an application at the time, in the manner and accompanied by the information, that the district or agency shall reasonably require; and
(6) Establish procedures for approval by the district or
agency of a school-based improvement plan designed under
Part B of the IDEA.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-655 Limitation. A school-based
improvement plan may be submitted to a district or agency,
for approval only if a consensus with respect to any matter
relating to the design, implementation, or evaluation of the
goals of the plan is reached by the school-based standing
panel that designed the plan.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-660 Additional requirements. ( 1) In
carrying out the requirements of WAC 392-172-640 et seq., a
school district or other public agency shall ensure that the
parents of special education students are involved in the
design, evaluation, or if appropriate, implementation of
school-based improvement plans in accordance with this section.
(2) A district or agency may approve a school-based
improvement plan of a public school within its jurisdiction
for a period of three years if:
(a) The approval is consistent with the policies, procedures, and practices established by the district or agency in
accordance with WAC 392-172-640 et seq.; and
(b) A majority of the parents of students who are members of the school-based standing panel and a majority of
Proposed
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other members of the school-based standing panel that
designed the plan, agree in writing to the plan.
NEW SECTION
WAC 392-172-665 Extension of plan. If a public
school within the jurisdiction of a school district or other public agency meets the applicable requirements and criteria
described in this section, at the expiration of the three-year
approval period, the district or agency may approve a schoolbased improvement plan of the school for an additional threeyear period.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 392-172-060

Definition-Transition services.

WAC 392-172-062

Definition of terms related to
transition services.

WAC 392-172-110

Communication disordered
students-Evaluation.

WAC 392-172-152

Summary analysis of evaluation data.

WAC 392-172-154

School district or other publie agency decision on eligibility.

WAC 392-172-168

Required student participati on-Transition.

WAC 392-172-178

Preschool services.

WAC 392-172-206

Facilities.

WAC 392-172-214

Administration of medicati on.

WAC 392-172-216

Choice and running start programs.

WAC 392-172-228

Out-of-state agencies.

WAC 392-172-234

School district or other publie agency responsibility for
private school special education students.

WAC 392-172-236

Determination of needs,
numbers of students and
types of services.

WAC 392-172-320

Authority.

WAC 392-172-322

Purpose.

WAC 392-172-340

Complainant right to appeal.

WAC 392-172-346

Appeal to the secretary of
education in complaints
against the superintendent of
public instruction.

4
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WAC 392-172-358

Prospective application to
amendments in Washington
Administrative Code affecting hearings.

WAC 392-172-372

Disciplinary exclusion~Pro
cedures, continuing district
or other public agency
responsibility.

WAC 392-172-374

Disciplinary exclusionDetermination of disability
relatedness and/or appropriateness of program.

WAC 392-172-376

Disciplinary exclusionDefinition significant change
of placement.

WAC 392-172-378

Disciplinary exclusionDetermination of what constitutes a pattern of exclusion.

WAC 392-172-380

Emergency exclusion-Dangerous students.

WAC 392-172-382

Disciplinary exclusionBringing a firearm to school.

WAC 392-172-554

Scope of system.

WAC 392-172-556

· Establishment of a comprehensive system of personnel
development advisory committee.

WAC 392-172-558

Annual needs assessment.

WAC 392-172-560

Data system on personnel
and personnel development.

WAC 392-172-562

Other sources of annual
needs assessment data.

WAC.392-172-564

Report of current and projected personnel needs.

WAC 392-172-566

Administration of continuing
education.

WAC

Personnel development plan.

3~2-172-568

WAC 392-172-570

Provision of technical assistance.

WAC

Records related to grant
funds.

392-172~592

WAC 392-172-594

Program coordination.
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PROPOSED RULES

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
[Filed August 18, 1999, 8: 19 a.m.]

Original Notice.

WSR 99-17-102

Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9912-098.
Title of Rule: Chapter 162-12 WAC, Preemployment
inquiries, chapter 162-18 WAC, Corrective employment programs, chapter 162-20 WAC, Age discrimination in public
employment, chapter 162-28 WAC, Public education, and
chapter 162-40 WAC, Credit transactions.
Purpose: To adopt improvements to current commission
rule under Executive Order 97-02 relating to clarity, need,
consistency, effectiveness, cost, coordination, and fairness.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 49.60.120(3).
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 49.60 RCW.
Summary: Chapter 162-12 WAC, Preemployment
inquiry guide. WAC 162-12-100 Purpose. This amendment
clarifies the general purpose of the chapter for readability. A
definition of "protected status" identical to that found in
chapter 162-16 WAC (Employment) is added for clarity.
WAC 162-12-120 General approach. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC
162-12-130 Discriminatory inquiries are prohibited. This
amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC 162-12-135 Bona fide occupational quali fications. This amendment updates a reference to chapter 162-16
WAC, that provides guidance on bona fide occupational
qualifications. WAC 162-12-140 Preemployment inquiries.
This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for
readability. Examples are updated and typographical errors
are corrected. WAC 162-12-150 Required inquiries. This
amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC 162-12-160 Data for legitimate purposes. This
amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC 162-12-170 Conditions for inquiries to applicants. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability and is updated to reflect current agency
practice. WAC 162-12-180 Post employment records. This
amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability.
Chapter 162-18 WAC, Corrective employment programs. Repeal chapter. WAC 162-18-010 Corrective
employment program defined, 162-18-020 Purpose and policy, 162-18-030 Corrective employment programs are lawful, 162-18-040 Permissible components of program, 16218-050 When programs may be used, 162-18-060 Termination of programs, 162-18-070 Voluntary programs recommended, 162-18-080 Commission approval of voluntary programs, 162-18-090 Job orders specifying race, creed, color,
national origin, sex, marital status, handicap, or age, and 16218-100 Construction-Relati on to preemployment inquiry
guide. This proposal repeals these sections as unnecessary.
Chapter 162-20 WAC, Age discrimination in public
employment. WAC 162-20-010 Purpose. This amendment
clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability.
WAC 162-20-020 Statutes interpreted. This amendment
deletes unnecessary repetition of statutory text and clarifies
sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC 16220-030. Jurisdiction of commission. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability.
Chapter 162-28 WAC, Public schools-Equal education-Equal rights-National origin minority group children.
WAC 162-28-030 Schools are places of public accommoda[ 103]
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tion. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability and defines "protected status" for clarity.
WAC 162-28-040 English language limitations and national
origin discrimination in K-12 grades. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability.
Chapter 162-40 WAC, Credit transactions. WAC 16240-010 Scope of chapter. This amendment clarifies sentence
structure and wording for readability. WAC 162-40-021
Coordination with federal law. This amendment clarifies
sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC 16240-031 Commission review of forms, practices, and procedures. This proposal repeals this section as unnecessary.
WAC 162-40-041 Definitions. This amendment eliminates
unnecessary or obsolete text and clarifies sentence structure
and wording for readability. WAC 162-40-051 General rule
prohibiting discrimination. This proposal repeals this section
as unnecessary. WAC 162-40-055 Rules concerning applications. This proposed new section consolidates provisions
related to credit applications. WAC 162-40-061 Discouraging applications. This proposal repeals this section as unnecessary. WAC 162-40-065 Rules concerning evaluation of
applications. This proposed new section consolidates provisions relating to evaluation of applications. WAC 162-40071 General rule concerning requests for information. This
proposal repeals this section as unnecessary. WAC 162-40075 Rules concerning extensions of credit. This proposed
new section consolidates provisions related to extensions of
credit. WAC 162-40-081 Request for designation of membership in certain protected classes, 162-40-091 Other information a creditor may not request, 162-40-101 Information
about a spouse or former spouse, 162-40-111 Application
forms: Special state requirements, 162-40-121 General rule
concerning use of information, 162-40-131 Specific rules
concerning use of information, 162-40-141 Opening
accounts, 162-40-151 Action concerning existing open end
accounts and 162-40-161 Signature of spouse or other person. This proposal repeals these sections as unnecessary.
WAC 162-40-171 Notifications. This amendment eliminates
unnecessary or obsolete text and clarifies sentence structure
and wording for readability. WAC 162-40-181 Furnishing of
credit information, this amendment eliminates unnecessary
or obsolete text and clarifies sentence structure and wording
for readability. WAC 162-40-191 General rule. This amendment updates existing language to reflect statutory changes to
covered protected statuses since 1977. WAC 162-40-201
Rules concerning credit files. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC 162-40211 Record retention. This amendment eliminates unnecessary or obsolete text and clarifies sentence structure and
wording for readability. WAC 162-40-221 Rules of construction. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and
wording for readability. WAC 162-40-231 Exemption for
special purpose credit program. This amendment clarifies
sentence structure and wording for readability. WAC 16240-241 Special treatment for certain classes of transactions.
This proposal repeals this section as unnecessary. WAC 16240-251 Remedies. This amendment clarifies sentence structure and wording for readability and is updated to reflect current commission practice.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: See Summary above.
Proposed
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Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Heriberto Ruiz, Marilyn Akita, 1511 Third Avenue, Suite
921, Seattle, WA 98101, (206) 464-6505, (206) 464-6655,
Implementation and Enforcement: Susan J. Jordan, P.O. Box
42490, Olympia, WA 98504-2490, (360) 753-2558.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Human Rights
Commission, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: See Summary above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
Summary above.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The proposed changes
improve clarity and readability of current commission rules
and do not impose any new or additional requirements on
small business that already exist under current commission
rules and the law against discrimination (chapter 49.60
RCW).
Section 201, chapter 403, Laws of 1995, does not apply
to this rule adoption.
Hearing Location: On September 23, 1999, 8:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m., at Clark College, Geiser Hall Central Conference
Room, 1800 East McLoughlin Boulevard, Vancouver, WA;
and on October 15, 1999, 12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m., at Melbourne Tower, 3rd Floor Conference Room, 1511 Third Avenue, Room 314, Seattle, WA 98101.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Tanya
Calahan by September 15, 1999, TDD (360) 300-7525, or
(360) 753-4876.
Submit Written Comments to: Martin D. Casey, Legislative and Policy Coordinator, P.O. Box 42490, Olympia,
WA 98504-2490, fax (360) 586-2282, by October 15, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: December 17, 1999.
August 17, 1999
Sue J. Jordan
Executive Director
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10/14/96, effective 11/14/96)

WAC 162-12-100 Purpose. (I) These regulations ((fife
iHteHeee te)) carry out ((tke flHFfleses ef)) the law against discrimination as stated generally in RCW 49.60.010 and
49.60.030, and ((te iHfeFffl em(lle~·ers, efflfllO}'ffleHt ageHeies,
aHe tke f!Helie ef tke eemmissieH's iHteFflFetatieH ef)) interpret RCW 49.60.180 and 49.60.200 which declare certain
preemployment inquiries to be unfair practices.
(2) The commission ((wffl)) generally follow£((~
iHteFf!FetatieH ef stat11tery flrevisieHs iH)) chapter 49.60 RCW
and ((Fl:lles eeHtaiHee iH Title 162 WAC,)) federal court decisions ((iHterpretiHg)) that interpret comparable statutes and
rules. The commission will not follow ((stteh)) federal precedents((, kewe•1er, where it believes that)) when a different
interpretation of state statutes and rules will better carry out ~
the purposes of chapter 49.60 RCW.
~
(3) This regulation cannot cover every question
((whteft)) that might arise in connection with inquiries prior
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to employment. The commission expects that in most cases
~these rules, either directly or by analogy, will guide those
who are covered by the law. ((E1Hployers eRa e1HployFReRt
egeReies that he·re f)1:testi0Rs are iRvitea te eell the eomftlis
sioR's staff f.ef eaviee 8flS assistaRee, Of, if ReeeSS8f)', to f)eti
tiofl the eomffiissiofl for a aeelaratory F1:tliRg l:tflSeF RCW
34.05.240 eRt.I WAC 162 08 700 eoReeFHiRg the ttp!"lieetieR
of the law to pertie1:1lar feets.))
(4) Definition: In this chapter. the following words are
used in the meaning given. unless the context clearly indicates another meaning.
"Protected status" is short for the phrase. "age. sex. marital status. race. creed. color. national origin. or the presence
of any sensory. mental. or physical disability or the use of a
trained dog guide or service animal by a disabled person."
and means the full phrase (see RCW 49 .60.180).

I'

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed l 0/14/96, effective 11/14/96)

WAC 162-12-120 General approach. (1) Inquiries
((whieh wo1:116)) that convey ((the iffipFessioR)) to a reasonable person that applicants in a protected class will be discriminated against are prohibited whether or not they are
((ffiade iR eoRReetioR with)) connected to a discriminatory
purpose.
(2) The commission recognizes the legitimate interests
of employers and employment agencies with respect to ((the
preteetet.I eless stat1:1s of apl"liea1Hs whieh)) making preem~ ployment inguiries that are consistent with the purpose of the
, law against discrimination, or where required by government
or to carry out an employer's policy of nondiscriminati on.
((However, the eoffiffiissioR also reeogRiilles that)) In the
absence of safeguards, ((the)) preemployment inguiries or
records of ((reee, sex, ete.,)) applicants' protected status can
be misused for discriminatory purposes. ((To address this
eonfliet, the eoffiffiission hes established fixed)) The rules in
WAC 162-12-140 ( ( wh ieh eharaeteriille partie1:tlar preeftl
ployftleRt inf)1:tires as)) identify common fair ((eF)) and unfair
((in s1:teh a way that effiployers aRd effiflloyffieRt ageHeies
who iRteRd to ftlake legitiffiate 1:1se of s1:1eh data have maxi
1H1:tm freedoftl to tie so witho1:1t eoRYeyiRg)) preemployment
inguiries so that employers and employment agencies do not
convey the impression that ((preteeted elass)) applicants will
be discriminated against based on protected status.

~

,

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10/14/96, effective 11/14/96)
WAC 162-12-130 Discriminatorv inquiries ((f8P pttP
11eses ef disePimiRftiiea) ) Jill prohibited. ((It is aR 1:1nfair
praetiee to ftlake)) Any preemployment inquiry or((~))
the keeping of any record of ((raee, ereed, eoler, natim~al eri
gift, age, sex, ffi8FitaJ StlltliS, 0F aisabiJit)',)) protected status
before((, dHFiRg, or after)) employment((,)) for ((the p11rpose
of diseriffiiRatiRg OR these gre1:tRds,)) a discriminatory purpose is prohibited and may be evidence of an unfair practice
when connected to the applicant's protected status unless the
particular quality inquired about is a bona fide occupational
qualification.
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10/14/96, effective 11/14/96)
WAC 162-12-135 Bona fide occupational qualifications. ((The statl:ttes eeRstf1:1ed iR this)) hhapter 49.60 RCW
recognize~ an exception to unfair preemployment inguiries
when the inquiries are based upon a "bona fide occupational
qualification." ((Per g11idanee on the ftleaniRg of that teFffi
see WAC 162 16 020. The proYisions of this preeffi!"loyffieRt
gHide do Rot apflly where age, sex, raee, ereed, eolor, ftlarital
stat1:ts, RatioHal origiR, or freedom froffi a disability is a bofta
fide oee1:1pational EJl:lelifieatien eR6 is ideRtified es s1:1eh to the
applieant or other perseR. See WAC 162 16 040.)) ~
WAC 162-16-240.)
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10/14/96, effective 11/14/96)
WAC 162-12-140 Preemploymen t inquiries. (1) The
following ((ehart of)) examples of fair and unfair ((ffitttHryFttles)) inguiries apply when made in reference to job application forms, preemployment interviews, or any other type of
inquiry made of ((flersens seeking to be eftlployed)) jQh
applicants. The rules also apply to inquiries made to persons
other than an applicant and to inquiries made by third parties
such as a credit reporting service. The rules do not apply after
a person is employed. See WAC 162-12-180.
(2) Employers and employment agencies shall
((observe)) comply with these ((pree1ttployme nt)) rules
except where one or more of the following conditions exist:
(a) When there is a "bona fide occupational qualification." ((es explained in ehapter 162 16 WAC.))
(b) A voluntary affirmative action plan ((to address past
or eHffeHt t.liseri1tti11atory eonditioRs or BR affirffiatiYe aetioR
~)) that is in compliance with the requirements of a government agency or other competent authority such as a court,
and ifmade in a manner provided in WAC 162-12-160 and
162-12-170.
(c) A ((eontrary)) requirement of federal law or regulation, as explained in WAC 162-12-150. ((If Ofle or 1ttore of
the abo,•e eoRditiens apply, the eFRployer or e1ttpleyffieftt
age11ey !flay 11se apprepriate iHq1:tiries that we1:1ld etherwise
be 1:tflfair. InqHiries fflade t11tder these exeeptioHs 1tt1:1st always
be aeee1ttpaHied by a writteR explaRetion ef their p1:trpese.
See WAC 162 12 13:5, 162 12 170, a1td 162 16 040.))
If one or more of the above conditions apply. the inguiries of employers and employment agencies must be accompanied by a written explanation of their purpose. See WAC
162-12-135. 162-12-160 and 162-12-170.
(3) The following examples ((ifl the followiRg ehB:Ft)) of
fair and unfair preemployment inquiries ((are iRtent.led to))
define what is an unfair practice under RCW 49.60.180( 4)
and 49.60.200. These examples, however, are not all inclusive. All preemployment inquiries ((whieh)) that unnecessarily elicit the ((raee, seit, or FReFRbership iH other)) protected
((~)) status of a job applicant are prohibited by these
statutes irrespective of whether or not the particular inquiry is
covered in this regulation.
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FAIR

UNFAIR PREEMPLOY·

PREEMPLOYMENT

MENT INQUIRES

SUBJECT

Any inquiry not in
compliance with RCW
49.44.090 ((wltielt))
lhfil implies a preference for persons under
40 years of age.

d. Convictions
(see also Arrests)

FAIR

INQUIRES

a. Age

Inquiries as to birth date
and proof of true age are
permitted by RCW
49.44.090.

UNFAIR PREEMPLOY·
. MENT INQUIRES

INQUIRES

(For age discrimination, RCW 49.44.090 must be read in conjunction with
RCW 49.60.180 and 49.60.200. RCW 49.44.090 limits age discrimination coverage to persons 40 years of age and older, and makes other limitations and exceptions to the age discrimination law.)
b. ArresL~
Because statistical studies
Any inquiry ((wltielt))
(see also Convic- regarding arrests have
that does not meet the
tions)
shown a disparate impact
requirements for fair
on some racial and ethnic
preemployment inquirminorities, and an arrest by ies.
itself is not a reliable indication of criminal behavior, inquiries concerning
arrests must include
whether charges are still
pending, have been dismissed, or led to conviction of a crime involving
behavior ((wftieh)) that
would adversely affect job
performance, and the arrest
occurred within the last ten
years. Exempt from this
rule are law enforcement
agencies and state agencies, school districts, businesses and other organizations that have a direct
responsibility for the
supervision, care, or treatment of children, mentally
ill persons, developmentally disabled persons, or
other vulnerable adults.
See RCW 43.20A.7 IO;
43.43.830 through
43.43.842; and RCW
72.23.035.
c. Citizenship
Whether applicant is preWhether applicant is
vented from lawfully
citizen. Requirement
becoming employed in this before ((!Hfiftg)) jQ!L
country because of visa or offer that applicant
immigration status.
present birth certifiWhether applicant can pro- cate, naturalization or
vide proof of a legal right
baptismal divulge
to work in the United
applicant's lineage,
States after hire.
ancestry, national origin, descent, or birth
place.

Proposed

PREEMPLOYMENT

e. Family

f. Disability
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Statistical studies on conInquiries concerning
victions and imprisonment convictions and
have shown a disparate
imprisonment which
impact on some racial and either do not relate reaethnic minority groups.
sonably to job duties or
Inquiries concerning condid not occur within
victions (or imprisonment) the last ten years will
will be considered to be
·not be considered justijustified by business ((Hee- fied by business neces~))necessity ifthe
sity.
crimes inquired about
relate reasonably to the job
duties, and if such convictions (or release from
prison) occurred within the
last ten years. Law
enforcement agencies,
state agencies, school districts, businesses and other
organizations that have a
direct responsibility for the
supervision, care, or treatment of children, mentally
ill persons, developmentally disabled persons, or
other vulnerable adults are
exempt from this rule. See
RCW 43.20A.7 IO;
43.43.830 through
43.43.842; and RCW
72.23.035.
Whether applicant can
meet specified work schedules or has activities, commitments or responsibili- .
ties that may prevent him ·
or her from meeting work
attendance requirements.
Whether applicant is able
to perform the essential
functions of the job for
which the applicant is
applying, with or without
reasonable accommodation. Inquiries as to how
the applicant could demonstrate or describe the performance of these specific
job functions with or without reasonable accommodation. Note: Employers
are encouraged to include a
statement on the application form apprising applicants that if they require
accommodation to complete the application, testing or interview process, to
please contact the employment office, personnel or
human resources department or other office as may
be able to assist them.

Specific inquiries concerning spouse,
spouse's employment
or.salary, children,
child care ((llff&ftgeffteftfs)) arrangements,
or dependents.
Inquiries about the
nature, severity or
extent of a disability or
whether the applicant
requires reasonable
accommodation prior
to a conditional job
offer. Whether applicant has applied for or
received worker's comPeDSation. Also any
inquiry that is not job
related or consistent
with business neces~ity.

WSR 99-17-102
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~ SUBJECT

g. Height and
Weight

h. Marital Status
(see also Name
and Family)

i. Military

j. Name

k. National Origin

I. Organizations

m. Photographs

FAIR

UNFAIR PREEMPLOY-

PREEMPLOYMENT

MENT INQUIRES

INQUIRES

Being of a cenain height or
weight will not be considered to be a job requirement unless the employer
can show that all or substantially all employees
who fail to meet the
requirement would be
· unable to perform the job
in question with reasonable
safety and efficiency.

Any inquiry which is
not based on actual job
requirements and not
consistent with business necessity.

()Mr.
()Mrs.
()Miss
()Ms.
Whether the applicant
is married, single,
divorced, separated,
engaged, widowed,
etc.
Type or condition of
Inquiries concerning edumilitary discharge.
cation, training, or work
Applicant's experience
experience in the armed
forces of the United States. in military other than
U.S. armed forces.
Request for discharge
papers.
Inquiry into original
Whether applicant has
name where it has been
worked for this company
or another employer under ((ehefged)) ~by
a different name and, if so, court order or marriage. Inquiries about a
what name. Name under
name ((wfttelt)) 1llilt
which applicant is known
would divulge marital
to references if different
status, lineage, ancesfrom present name.
try, national origin or
descent.

None.

Inquiries into applicant's
ability to read, write and
speak foreign languages,
· when such inquiries are
based on job requirements.

Inquiry into organization
memberships, excluding
any organization the name
or character of which indicates the race, color, creed,
sex, marital status. religion, or national origin or
ancestry of its members.
May be requested after hiring for identification purposes.

Inquiries into applicant's lineage, ancestry,
national origin,
descent, birthplace, or
mother tongue.
National origin of
applicant's parents or
spouse.
Requirement that
applicant list all organizations, clubs, societies, and lodges to
which he or she
belongs.

Request that applicant
submit a photograph,
mandatorily or optionally, at any time before
hiring.

SUBJECT

FAIR

UNFAIR PREEMPLOY-

PREEMPLOYMENT

MENT INQUIRES

INQUIRES

. n. Pregnancy (see
also Disability)

Inquiries as to a duration of
stay on job or anticipated
absences which are made
to males and females alike.

All questions as to
pregnancy, and medical history concerning
pregnancy and related
matters.

o. Race or Color

None. See WAC 162-12150, 162-12-160, and 16212-170.

Any inquiry concerning race or color of
skin, hair, eyes, etc.,
not specifically permitted by WAC 162-12150, 162-12-160, and
162-12-170.

p. Relatives

Name of applicant's relatives already employed by
this company or by any
competitor.

Any other inquiry
regarding marital status, identity of one's
spouse, or spouse's
occupation are considered unfair practices in
accordance with WAC
162-12-150.

(While the law does not prohibit company policies governing the employment of relatives, any policy ((wftielt)) that has the effect of disadvantaging minorities, women, married couples, or other protected classes, would
be in violation of the law unless it is shown to serve a necessary business
purpose.) See WAC 162-12-150, 162-12-160, and 162-12-170.
q. Religion or
Creed

None.

Inquiries concerning
applicant's religious
preference, denomination, religious affiliations, church, parish,
pastor, or religious holidays observed.

r. Residence

Inquiries about address to
the extent needed to facilitate contacting the applicant.

Names or relationship
of persons with whom
applicant resides.
Whether applicant
owns or rents own
home.

s. Sex

None.

Any inquiry concerning gender is prohibited.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10114/96, effective 11/14/96)

WAC 162-12-150 Reguired inquiries ((re11aired lty
'fJeited States)). ((Beeattse ef the Stt(lreHtaey ef federal law

ever state law,)) An employer or employment agency may
ask ((&flfllieaftts te state their raee, ereed, eeler, age, sex, mar
ital stattts, Elisaeility, er RatieRal erigiR)) applicants about
protected status to the extent that the employer is required to
do so by the Washington state or the United States government or a federal or state court decree. When the applicant
data are required by the ((URiteEI States)) court or government
((asks eRly fer Elata eR raee, ereed, eeler, HatieRal erigiR, age,
FRllritftl stattts, disability, er sex ef aflfllieaRts)), the information shall be acquired by means other than inquiry to the
applicants, unless the ((URiteEI States)) court or government
expressly requires the inquiries or unless the inquiries are
made in conformity with WAC 162-12-160 and 162-12-170.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10/14/96, effective 11/14/96)
WAC 162-12-160 Data for legitimate purposes. (1)
((It is Rot aft t1Rfoir f'Faetiee to)) An employer or employment
agency may make inquiries as to race, sex, national origin. or
disability for purposes of affirmative action ((to eorreet or
f'Fe\'eRt diseriffiiRatioR agaiRst f'eFSORS iR f'Feteeted elasses)),
when the inquiries are made in the manner provided in WAC
162-12-170.
(2) Data on ((raee, ereed, eolor, RatioRal origiR, sex, age,
disability, or ffiarital)) protected status shall not be recorded
on any record ((whteh)) that is kept in the applicant's preemployment file, nor shall such data be kept in any other place
or form where it is available to those who process the application. Application records ((whteh)) 1hfil identify the ((reee;
~)) protected status of a particular person shall be kept
confidential, except to the extent necessary to implement an
affirmative action program as authorized by law, to permit
the compilation of statistics, and to permit verification of the
statistics by top management of the employer, or by the
Washington state human rights commission ((or other eoR
eerned goverRffieRtal ageReies)).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10/14/96, effective 11/14/96)
WAC 162-12-170 Conditions for inquiries to applicants. An employer or employment agency may ask an applicant to voluntarily state his or her ((raee, ereed, eolor,
RatioRal origiR, sex, ffiarital statt1s, age, or disability)) protected status for ((a RORdiseriffiiRatory f'tlFf'OSe, aRd theR))
reasons stated in WAC 162-12-150 and 162-12-160 only if it
has satisfied all of the following conditions:
(1) The employer shall have adopted a written equal
employment policy which authorizes the inquiries as a means
of monitoring its enforcement, and which sets out detailed
procedures for keeping the responses confidential and separate from other records relating to applicants, in fulfillment of
the requirements of WAC 162-12-160(2); and
(2) The form on which the question appears contains
statements clearly informing the applicant the information is
strictly voluntary, the reasons for asking for the information,
the uses to which the information will be put, and the safeguards ((whteh)) that will prevent use of the information by
those who will process the application((-;-atffi
(3) The writteR f'Oliey aRd f'Fef'OSed ferffi shall have
beeR st1blflitted to aRd ha·,·e beeR Elf'f'Foved by the exeet1tive
direetor of the eoffilflissioR or his or her desigRate, or they
have beeR reEjt1ired or af'f'FOYed by aft ageRey of the URited
States gm·erRtfleRt whieh has j1:trisdietioR to fie so)).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-21-054,
filed 10/14/96, effective 11/14/96)
WAC 162-12-180 Post employment records. RCW
49.60.180 and 49.60.200 and these rules do not prohibit making or keeping records of the ((raee, ereed, eolor, RatioRal ori
giR, sex, ffiarital stat1:ts, disability or age)) protected status of
persons after they are employed, unless the records are used
Proposed
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for the purpose of discrimination. To prevent improper use,
records of an employee's ((raee, eolor, or disability)) protected status must be ((kef't Sef'aFate from the emf'loyee's f"eF
soRRel file)) maintained in a manner accessible only on a
need to know basis.

~

~

REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 162-18-010

Corrective employment program defined.

WAC 162-18-020

Purpose and policy.

WAC 162-18-030

Corrective employment programs are lawful.

WAC 162-18-040

Permissible components of
program.

WAC 162-18-050

When programs may be used.

WAC 162-18-060

Termination of programs.

WAC 162-18-070

Voluntary programs recommended.

WAC 162-18-080

Commission approval of voluntary programs.

WAC 162-18-090

Job orders specifying race,
creed, color, national origin,
sex, marital status, handicap
or age.

WAC 162-18-100

Construction-Relati on to
preemployment inquiry
guide.

~
~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 9, filed
9123n1)
WAC 162-20-010 Purpose. These rules ((are adof"ted
fer the f'l:iFf'OSe of elarifyiRg the j1:trisdietioR of the WashiRg
toR state h1:tmaR rights eOfftfftissioR iR eRforeeffieRt of)) clarify the age discrimination provisions of RCW 49.60.180 and
49.44.090, with respect to candidates for public employment.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 9, filed
9123n1)
WAC 162-20-020 Statutes interpreted. Section 1,
chapter 100, Laws of 1961, amended RCW 49.60.180 to add
discrimination because of age((,)) as an unfair practice of
employers. (CR.CW 49.6Q.18Q is pEil't of the law a-gaiRst dis
eriffliRatioR aRd origiRally eovered oRly diseriffiiRatioR
beeat1se of fftee, ereed, eolor er RatieRal erigiR.
R:CW 49.6Q.QIQ, whieh gi·;es the h1:tmaR rights eemmis
sioR geReral jt1risdietieR aRd pev1ers " ... with resj"eet to
eliffliRatioR ftftd preYeRtioR of diseriffiiRatioR iR efftj"loyffie11t
... beea1:tse of raee, ereed, eolor, or RatioRal erigiR ... " v1as
Rot ftffieRded.

~
~
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RCW 49 .60.120, whieh sets 01:1t the powers aRd d1:1ties of
~the eoffiffiissioR, was Rot BffieRded. H still rea~s th~t the ~Offi
ffiissioR has the power aRd d1:1ty to " ... reeet¥e, n1¥est1gate
aRd pass 1:1poR eoffiplaiRts allegiRg 1:1Rfair praetiees as defiRed
iR this ehapter beea1:1se of raee, ereed, color, or RatioRal ori
~))

RCW 49.44.090((, a Rcw sectioR origiRatiHg iR ehaptcr
100, Laws of 1961,)) reads in part:

"Nothing contained in this section or in RCW 49 .60.180
as to age shall be construed ... ; nor shall anything in this section or in RCW 49.60.180 be deemed to preclude ... ; nor
shall this section be construed ... as superseding any law fixing or authorizing the establishmen t of reasonable minimum
or maximum age limits with respect to candidates for certain
positions in public employment which are of such a nature as
to require extraordinary physical effort, or which for other
reasons warrant consideration of age factors."
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 9, filed
9/23171)

~

WAC 162-20-030 Jurisdiction of commission . The
human rights commission shall not exercise jurisdiction over
any alleged unfair practice as to age Cover forty) when ((ft
appears that)) the respondent is acting under a law, ordinance
or valid rule fixing or authorizing the establishmen t of reasonable minimum or maximum age limits with respect to
candidates for public employment.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 17, filed
6/28174)

WAC 162-28-030 Schools are places of public accommodation. ill All public and private schools and other educational facilities in the state of Washington, ((p1:1elie or pri
¥ate;-)) except those operated or maintained by a bona fide
religious or sectarian institution, are "places of public resort,
accommodati on, assemblage or amusement" for purposes of
the Washington state law against discriminatio n, chapter
49.60 RCW. ((8ee the defiRitioR of the q1:1oted term ifl RCW
49.60.040.))
(2) ((This ffieafts that)) Definition: In this chapter. the
following words are used in the meaning given. unless the
context clearly indicates another meaning.
"Protected status" is short for the phrase. "race. creed.
color. national origin. sex. or the presence of any sensory.
mental. or physical disability or the use of a trained dog guide
or service animal by a disabled person." and means the full
phrase (see RCW 49.60.215).
(3) Except for conditions and limitations established by
law and applicable to all persons. regardless of protected sta1!!£.. it is an unfair practice under RCW 49.60.215 for ((flefte*erftf*)) public and private schools or educational facilities or
their agents or employees ((!!.te)). on the basis of protected
.. status. to:
.(fil_Commit any act which directly or indirectly results in
,
any distinction, restriction or discriminatio n ((or the req1:1ir

fflg-ttf)t
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(b) Regufre any person to pay a larger sum than the uniform rates charged other persons((, or the refusiRg or with
heldffig)t
Cc) Refuse or withhold from any person the admission,
patronage, custom, presence, frequenting, dwelling, staying,
or lodging (( ... except for eoRditioRs aRd limitatioHs estae
Ii shed b'.)' lav>' Bftd applicable to all persoRs, regardless of race,
creed, color, or HatioHal origiR."
(3) This p1:1elic accomffiodatioRs seetioR of the law
agaiRst diserimiRatieR applies to scheols ifl their relatioRship
·with st1:1deRts aHd potcfltial studeRts and their parents, aHd
with ffiembers of the publie whe seek to use sehool facilities
er who ha't'e an iflterest iR how sehool facilities are used.
Other sectioRs ef the law against discriminati on go't'ern
sehoels in their relatioHship to employees (e.g. RCW
49.60.180), to those with wham schools have real estate
transaetioRs (e.g. RCW 49.60.222), aRd to others. RCW
49.60.030 declares a geReral ci'lil right to be free from dis
erimiRatioR beea1:1se of race, creed, eelor, REttional origiR, sex,
or tlte f:3Fesenee of aRy sensory, meRt!ll or physical handicap.
P1:1blie schools are governed ey Artiele IX, seetion l (eq1:1al
ed1:1eatioR) aRd Article XXXI (AmeRdmettt 61) (equal rights)
of the WashiHgtoR coRstitution and ·;arious federal aRd state
stat1:1tes on equal treatmeRt of the races aRd sexes, iR additioR
to the lavl' agaiRst diserimiRatioH)) in a place of public accommodation.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 17, filed
6/28174)
WAC 162-28-040 ((Ei>ffHttl edHetttieHtll eppertHHily
fer ehildreH 'Nits ere limited ia)) English language ((skills
IJeeBHse ef)) limitations and national origin discriminalliul. ((fl-1)) It is an unfair practice ((uHder RCW 49.60.215
for a school or educatieRal ittstit11tiofl covered ey that see
tieft)) for public and private schools to fail or refuse to provide equal educational opportunity to children who are deficient in English language skills because of their national origin. Schools attended by such children shall meet the
following standards:
((faj)) ill Where inability to speak and understand the
English language excludes ((RatioRal origiR FRinority gro1:1p))
children based on national origin from effective participation
((iR the e1:11!eati0Ral program offerea by a school district)), the
district must take ((affirmative )) steps to ((reetif)· the laR
g1:1age clef.ieieHcy ifl offier to 013eR its iHstruetioRal f:3Togmm to
these studeRts)) insure all programs and activities do not bar
such students from fully participating.
((fbj)) ill The ((affirmative)) steps taken under part
((faj)) ill shall build competency in the English language
without detriment to the children's skills in other languages,
and without impairing or suppressing the children's cultural
identity and heritage. The steps may include bilingual((bie1:1ltural)) education. The appropriaten ess of particular
((actieft)) steps to be taken will depend in part on ((whether
the sehool or edueatioflal iHstitutioR has maRy children or
oRly a few)) the number of children who require ((the stef:3s))
this service. ((NothiHg in this seetioR is iRteRaed to preclude
iHel1:1siofl ifl the 13rogram of ehilarefl who are clefieieRt in the
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ERglish laRgttage for reasofts other thaR their RatioRal origiH
where that is eoffiratillle with the f3ttrvoses of this seetioR.
(e) Sehool Elistriets ffittSt Hot assigR RatioHal origiR
ffiiHority grottf3 stttEleHts to)) (3) Students who are deficient in
English language skills because of their national origin must
not be assigned to special education classes for ((the ffieHtally
retarclecl)) students with mental or other disabilities solely on
the basis of criteria which essentially measure or evaluate
English language skills; nor may school districts deny
((RatioHal origiR ffiiRority grottv)) children based on their
national origin access to college preparatory courses on a
basis directly related to the failure of the school system to
((iRettleate)) address English language ((stiHs)) deficiencies.
((ft:l1)) ill Any ability grouping or tracking system
employed by the school system to deal with the special language skill needs of ((HatioRal origiH ffiiRority grottv)) children based on their national origin must be designed to meet
such language skill needs as soon as possible and must not
operate as an educational deadend or permanent track.
((fej)) ill School districts have the responsibility to adequately notify ((HatioRal origiR ffiiRority grottfl)) parents...
regardless of their national origin. of school activities which
are called to the attention of other parents. In order to be adequate. such notice ((iH orcler to lle atlet}ttate)) may have to be
provided in a language other than English.
(((2) This seetioH is iHteHEletl to be eoHsisteHt with the
ret}ttireffieHts of seetioH 601 the URitecl States Ci'lil Rights
Aet of 1964, 42 USC seetioH 2000EI, aHEI the regttlatioHs of
the UHitecl States DevartffieRt of Health, EcltteatioR aREI Wei
fare, 45 CFR Part 80, BREI HEW gtticleliRes to seleetetl sehool
Elistriets tlatetl 10 Jttly 1970, 35 Fetl. Reg. 11595, as iRter
vretetl iH Latt "'· Nieh6ls, 39 L. etl 2tl 1, 94 S. Ct. .... , (1974).
Parts (a), (e), (El), aHti (e) of raragravh (I) are takeH 'lerllatiffi
froffi the 10 Jttly 1970 HEW gtticleliHe.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 25, filed
4/23n6)
WAC 162-40-010 Scope of chapter. This chapter
((eoRtaiHs regttlatioHs etl:ff)'iHg ottt the flttrvoses of the vrovi
sioHs of)) carries out the policies and practices of the commission in connection with the law against discrimination
covering credit transactions((, aRtl eaffyiHg ottt the volieies
BHEI vraetiees of the eOffiffiissioR iR eORfteetioft therewith)).
The principal statutes involved are RCW 49.60.175, 49.60.176, and 49.60.222(9).
AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6t3on1)
WAC 162-40-021 (((191.11))) Coordination with federal law. (1) ({EtJttBI Cretlit OvvortttHity Aet.)) It is the policy
of the commission to coordinate its enforcement of the Washington state law against discrimination with enforcement of
the federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act, Pub. L. 93-495, as
amended ((Pttll. L. 94 239, 15 USC§ 1691 et seq.)). and Regulation B Equal Credit Opportunity 12 CFR 202, to the maximum extent possible without diminishing the impact of the
state law where the ((PH6)) statutes differ. ((Most versoHS
will lle eo.,.erecl lly lloth stattttes. However, the eoverage of
Proposed
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the federal statttte is llroatler thaH the state statttte.)) Federal
law alters, affects or preempts only those regulations contained in this chapter which are inconsistent with federal law,~
and then only to the extent of the inconsistency. ((The regttla
tioRs eoHtaiHeEI iR this ehavter are Rot iReoRsisteHt with fecl
eral la·.v if the ereclitor eaft eoffiflly with stteh regttlatioHs
witlto1:1t violatiRg fecleral la·,.,..))
(2) Differences between state and federal regulations.
((The followiRg seetiofts shottlcl be elosely re'liewecl, iR that
these seetiofts eoRtaiH vrovisioHs 1:1Rit}1:1e to the state regttla
tioR or are EliffereHt Eltte to the effeet of WashiHgtoR state
eommttRity vroverty law, ekavter 26.16 RCW: WAC 162
40 031; 162 40 041 (5), (7), (12), (18), (20), (21), (22); 162
40071; 16240081;162401 01; 162 40Ill;16240131
(2)(e), (4)(a), (5)(e), (6); 162 40 161; 162 40 171(5); 162
40 191; 162 40 201; 162 40 231; 162 40 241(2); 162 40
~

(3) lRf.erffial aaviee. IR aclaitioH to followiRg the flFoee
tl1:1res otttliReti iR WAC 162 40 030, versoRs !flay seek iRfor
ffial acl'liee froffi tke eoffimissioR's staff oft tke cliffereHees
lletweeft tke state aHEI federal regttlatioHs. Sttek iHt}ttiries
skottlcl lle Elireetetl to tke eomffiissioH's eretlit reYie'N
effieer..)) The state of Washington is a community property
state: therefore. regulations governing community property
may define the differences between the federal and state regulations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30n7)

((~))Definitions.

WAC 162-40-041
For purposes
of this regulation, unless the context indicates otherwise, the
following definitions ((aHEI rttles of eoRstrttetioH shall))
apply:
(I) "Account" means an extension of credit. When
employed in relation to an account, the word "use" refers only
to open end credit.
(2) "Adverse action."
(a) ((For tke fltlFflOSes of HotifieatioR of aetioft takeft,
statemeHt of reasoHs for aeHial, afta reeorcl reteHtioH,)) Ihe
term means:
(i) A refusal to grant credit in substantially the amount or
on substantially the terms requested ((by)) in an ((avvlieaftt))
application unless the creditor ((offers to)) makes a counteroffer (to grant credit ((other thaH iR sttllstaRtially the affiOttftt
or oft sttllstafttially the terms ret}ttestecl lly the avvlieaftt)) in a
different amount or on other terms) and the applicant uses or
expressly accepts the credit offered; ((or))
(ii) A termination of an account or an unfavorable
change in the terms of an account that does not affect all or a
substantial portion of a ((elassifieatioR)) class of a creditor's
accounts; or
(iii) A refusal to increase the amount of credit available
to an applicant ((wkeft the Bflfllieaftt reqttests &H iRerease iH
aeeorclaftee vlitk vroeeclttres estallliskecl lly tke ereclitor for
the tyve of ereclit ifl'tolvetl)) who has made an application for
an increase.
(b) The term does not include:
(i) A change in the terms of an account expressly agreed
to by an applicant; ((or))
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(ii) Any action or forbearance relating to an account
taken in connection with inactivity, default, or delinquency as
to that account; ((&))
(iii) A refusal ((to exteRd eFedit at a 13oiRt of sale OF loaR
iR eoRHeetioR •with the 1:1se of aR aeeo1:1Rt eeea1:1se the eFedit
Feqttested wottld exeeed a flFeYio1:1sly estaelished efedit limit
oft the aeeo1:1Rt;)) or failure to authorize an account transaction at a point of sale or loan. except when the refusal is a termination or an unfavorable change in the terms of an account
that does not affect all or a substantial portion of a class of the
creditor's accounts. or when the refusal is a denial of an application for an increase in the amount of credit available under
the account;
(iv) A refusal to extend credit because applicable law
prohibits the creditor from extending the credit requested; or
(v) A refusal to extend credit because the creditor does
not offer the type of credit or credit plan requested.
(3) "Applicant" means any person who requests or who
has received an extension of credit from a creditor, and
includes any person who is or may be contractually liable
regarding an extension of credit other than a guarantor,
surety, endorser, or similar party.
(4) "Application" means an oral or written request for an
extension of credit that is made in accordance with procedures established by a creditor for the type of credit
requested. The term does not include the use of an account or
line of credit to obtain an amount of credit that ((does Rot
exeeed)) is within a previously established credit limit. A
"completed application ((feF eredit))" means an application in
connection with which a creditor has received all the information that the creditor regularly obtains and considers in
evaluating applications for the amount and type of credit
requested (including, but not limited to, credit reports, any
additional information requested from the applicant, and any
approvals or reports by governmental agencies or other persons that are necessary to guarantee, insure, or provide security for the credit or collateral)((; pFMided, howe¥eF, that the
eFeditor has eitereised)). The creditor shall exercise reasonable diligence in obtaining such information. ((Where aft
aflfllieatioR is iReomplete Fes13eetiRg matters that the app'li
caftt caR eomfllete, a ereditor shall make a reasoRaele effert to
Ratify the a13plieaRt of the iReoFRpleteRess aftd shall allow the
applicaRt a reasoRaele Of'flOFt1:1Rity to eoFRplete the a1313liea
tietr.))

~

(5) "Community property" means community property
((t1Rdcr the law of the state of WashiRgtoR. RCW 26.Hi.030.~
8ee eoFRpaRiofl defiRitioR of se13arate property, infffl)) as
defined in RCW 26.16.030 Community property definedManagement and control.
(6) "Consumer credit" means credit extended to a ((ftftttlrel)) person ((iR "vhieh the FRORey, flFOpefty or ser¥iee that is
the st16jeet of the tFaRsactioR is)) primarily for personal, family, or household purposes.
(7) "Consumer reporting agency" means any person
which for monetary fees, dues, or on a cooperative nonprofit
basis, regularly engages in whole or in part in the practice of
assembling or evaluating consumer credit information or
other information on consumers for the purposes of furnishing reports on consumers to third parties. ((For 131:1r13oses of
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this Feg1:1latioR this defiRitioR shall Rot iRel1:1de efeditors who
Fef!Oft ORiy theiF O'ilft tfltftSitetiOflS Of ex13efieRees eetweeft the
eofts1:1mer aftd the 13ersoR makiRg the re13ort.))
(8) "Contractually liable" means expressly obligated to
repay all debts arising on an account by reason of an agreement to that effect.
(9) "Credit" means the right granted by a creditor. to an
applicant to defer payment of a debt, incur debt and defer its
payment, or purchase property or services and defer payment
therefor.
(10) "Credit card" means any card, plate, coupon book,
or other single credit device ((eitistiRg foF the 131:1F13ose of
beffig)) that may be used from time to time ((1:1130R 13FeseRta
tiett)) to obtain money, property, or services on credit.
(11) "Creditor" means a person who, in the ordinary
course of business, regularly participates in the decision of
whether or not to extend credit. The term includes ((ftft)) the
creditor's assignee, transferee, or subrogee ((of aft origiRal
ereditOf)) who SO participates((; ettt aft assigRee, tF8RSfeFee,
s1:1erogee, or otheF ereditoF is Rot a cFeditor regerdiRg aft~' vie
latioA of eha13teF 49.60 RCW Of this eha13teF eommitted by the
origiRal OF aRotheF ereditoF uRless the assigftee, traHsferee,
s1:1efogee, Of otheF eFeditof kttew OF had reasoRaele Rotiee of
the aet, 13oliey, or 13raetiee that e0Hstit1:1ted the YiolatioH
befoFe its i1wol¥eFReRt with)). The term also includes a person who, in the ordinazy course of business. regularly refers
applicants or prospective applicants to creditors. or selects or
offers to select creditors to whom requests for credit may be
made. A person is not a creditor regarding any violation
committed by another creditor unless the person knew or had
reasonable notice of the act. policy. or practice that constituted a violation before becoming involved in the credit
transaction. The term does not include a person whose only
participation in a credit transaction is to honor a credit card.
(12) "Credit transaction" is defined in RCW
49.60.040.((? CoHsisteHt with Reg1:1latioH B, "efedit tFaRsae
tioH" may also FReatt e·1ery es13eet of aft a13131ieaHt's dealiHgs
with a ereditor fegerdiHg aA a1313lieatioH fer, Of aft existiHg
exteRsioH of, eredit iRel1:1diRg, bttt Rot liFRited to, iHferFRatioR
req1:1iremeHts; iR.,.estigatioR pFoeedt1fes; staRdaFds of eredit
worthiRess; terFRs of eFedit; furnishiRg of eFedit iRfefFRetioR;
Fe¥oeatioH, alterntioR, oF tenfliRetioR of eredit; aHd eollectioR
13rneed1:1res.))
(13) "Extend credit and extension of credit" mean the
granting of credit in any form ((aHd iHel1:1de, b1:1t are)). including. but not limited to, credit granted in addition to any existing credit or credit limit; credit granted pursuant to an open
end credit plan; the refinancing or other renewal of credit,
including the issuance of a new credit card in place of an
expiring credit card or in substitution for an existing credit
card; the consolidation of two or more obligations; or the
continuance of existing credit without any special effort to
collect at or after maturity.
(14) "Good faith" means honesty in fact in the conduct or
transaction.
(15) "Inadvertent error" means a mechanical, electronic,
or clerical error that a creditor demonstrates was not intentional and occurred notwithstanding the maintenance of procedures reasonably adapted to avoid any such error.
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(16) "Marita) status" ((meeRS the state ef eeiRg t1Rffl8F
Fies, ffl8ffies, er SeJl8f8tes, 8S sefifleS B)' 8JlJllieeele State Jew.
Fer the v1:1rveses ef this reg1:1letieR, the term "ttRffierried"
iRel1:1des versefls whe are siRgle, di,·ereed, er 'Nide·Ned)) is.
defined in RCW 49.60.040(7).
(17) "Open end credit" means credit extended ((Jl1:1rs1:1aRt
ta)) under a plan ((ttflEier)) in which a creditor may permit an
applicant to make purchases or obtain loans from time to time
directly from the creditor or indirectly by use of a credit card,
check, or other device ((es the Jllftfl may vre;·ide)). The term
does not include negotiated advances under an open end real
estate mortgage or letter of credit.
(18) "Person" is defined in RCW 49.60.040.((3 CeRsis
teRt with Regttlatiefl B, "verseR" ffiay alse ffieaR a Ratttral
perseR, eerveratieR, gevernmeRt er geverRffieRtal sttedivi
sieR er ageRey, tF1:1st, estate, partRership, eeeverati·,·e, er esse
~))

(19) (("Prehieited basis" meaf\s raee, eeler, ereed,
RatieRal erigiR, sex aftd ffiarital stat1:1s.
RG1)) "Separate property" is defined in RCW 26.16.010
and 26.16.020.((4
~

+RCW 26.16.030. Cemm1:1Rity vreperty defiReEI MaR
agemeftt aftd eefttrel. Preverty Ret aeqttired er evlfted, as vre
serieed iR RCW 26.16.010 eREI 26.16.020, eeq1:1ired after
marriage ey either h1:1seaftd er wife er beth, is eemmttRity
vreperty. Either spe1:1se, aetiRg aleRe, ffia)' meRage aftd eeR
trel eemm1:1Rity f3Fef3erty, ·.vith a lilte f3ewer ef dispesitieft as
the aetiRg spe1:1se has e·,·er his er her sef}arate f3Fef3erty,
~

(l) Neither Sf3ettse shall devise er eeqtteath ey will mere
thaR eRe half ef the eemmttRity f3ref3erty.
(2) Neither sve1:1se shall give eemffittRity vreverty with
e1:1t the exf}ress er imvlied eeRseRt ef the ether.
(3) Neither svettse shall sell, eef\vey, er eRettmeer the
eemmttRity reel f3revert)' '+vithettt the ether Sf3ettse jeiRiRg iR
the exeetttieR ef the deed er ether iRstrttmeRt ey whieh the
real estate is seld, eeftveyed, er efte1:1meered, aftd s1:1eh deed
er ether iRstrttmeRt ffltlSt ee ee)rnewJedged B)' eeth Sf3el:ISeS.
(4) Neither Sf3ettse shell f3ttrehase er eeRtraet te f}ttrehese
eemm1:1Rity reel f}ref}erty withe1:1t the ether Sf3ettse jeiRiRg iR
the tref\seetieR ef f}ttrehese er iR the exeetttieR ef the eeRtreet
te f3t1Fehase.
(5) ~~either sve1:1se shell ereate a see1:1rit-y iRterest ether
thaR a f3t1Fehese meRey see1:1rit)' iRterest es defiRed iR RCW
62A.9 107 iR, er sell, eemmt1Rity hettseheld geeds, fttFRish
iRgs, er 8f3f3lieftees t1Rless the ether Sf3ettse jeiRs iR exeetttiRg
the see1:1rity egreemeRt er bill ef sale, if afty.
(6) Neither sve1:1se shell eeqt1ire, f}ttrehese, sell, eeRvey,
er eftettmeer the assets, iRel1:1EliRg reel estate, er the geed 1;vill
ef a BtlSifteSS where Beth SflettseS f}8ftieif}8te iR its meRage
meRt withet1t the eeftseftt ef the ether: Pffwitletl, That where
eRI)' eRe s13et1se f}ertieif}etes iR s1:1eh meRageffief\t the pertiei
f}atiRg Sf3ettse may, iR the erdiRery eettrse ef stteh e1:1siRess,
eeqttire, 131:1rehase, sell, eeRvey er eRettmber the assets,
iRe)t1diRg Fee) estate, er the geed Will ef the BttSiReSS 'Withettt
the eeRseRt ef the ReR13artieif}etiRg Sf3ettse. (1972 ex.s. e 108
§ 3; Cede 1881 § 2409; RRS § 6892.)
Proposed
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~Rew 49.60.040:
"Cresit traf\seetieR" iReltt.des aRy
e13efl er elesed etts eredit treRseetieR, ·whether iR the Ret1:1re ef
a leeR, retail iRstallffieRt traRseetieR, eredit eerd isstte er
eherge, er etherwise, af\S whether fer f1erseRa) er fer ettsiReSS
f3t1Ff'leses, iR whieh a seniee, fittef\ee, er iRterest eherge is
iffipesed, er whieh f3Fevises fer re13eymeRt iR sehesttled f38)'
meRts, wheR stteh eredit is exteREled iR the eettrse ef the reg
tt)ar ee1:1rse ef 8f\)' t:rede er eeffimeree, iRe)ttSiRg Btlt Ret liffi
itee te treRsaetieRs by eeRks, seviRgs aRd leaf\ asseeietieRs er
ether fifteReial leRsiRg iftstit1:1tieRs ef whatever Retttre, steek
erekers, er B)' 8 ffiereheRt er mereaRtiJe estaeJishmef\t whieh
as f'laFt ef its erdiR8f)' Bl:ISiReSS f36rmits er prevides that f'l8)'
meRt for f'lt1reheses ef f3re13erty er serviee therefreffi ffiay ee
deferred.

4

3 RCW 49.60.040:
"Persef\" iRelttdes eRe er mere iRsi
vidttals, f38FtRershif3S, esseeietieRs, ergeRi~etieRs, eeFf3era
tieRs, eeef1eratives, legal ref}reseRtati·,.es, trnstees aREI reeei•,.
ers er aRy grettf'l ef perseRs; it iRel1:1des eRy ewRer, lessee,
13ref3rieter, meReger, ageRt er empleyee, whether eRe er !Here
Ratttral f1erseRs; aftd further iRel1:1des BR)' f3elitieal er eiYil
s1:1esivisieRs ef the state BREI eRy egeRey er iRstr1:1mefttelity ef
the state er ef efty 13elitieel er eivil s1:1edivisieR thereef.
4
RCW 26.16.010. 8e13erete f3Fe13ert-y ef httseeREI. Pre13
erty BREI f3eet1Ri8r)· rights ewfted ey the httsBeRd eefere ffiar
riege BREI that aeq1:1ired ey him efterwerss ey gift, eeqttest,
devise er seseeRt, with the ref\tS, issttes BREI f}Fefits thereef,
shell ftet ee s1:1Bjeet te the debts er eeRtraets ef his wife, 8RS
he ffi8)' ffi8Rage, lease, sell, eeflvey, ef\et1meer er devise B)'
will s1:1eh pref3eFt)' withe1:1t the wife jeining iR s1:1eh meRage ~
meRt, elieflatieR er eRet1meranee, es fttlly aREI te the same ~
effeet as the1:1gh he 'Nere ttnmarried.
RCW 26.16.QW 8ef3erete f3Fef3erty ef wife. The f3Fef3erty
eREI peettRiery rights ef every ffiftffied weffiaR at the tiffie ef
her !Harriage er afterwertls eeqttired ey gift, devise er iftherit
enee, with the reRtS, issttes 8RS prefits thereef, shell Ret ee
sttbjeet te the seats er eefttreets ef her ht1seand, BREI she Ff\8)'
maRege, lease, sell, eenvey, eftettmeer er de\•ise B)' will stteh
f3£ef'leFty te the saffie exteRt aREI in the same ffiaRner that her
httseeREI eaR, vreperty eeleRgiRg te hiffi.))

NEW SECTION

WAC 162-40-055 Rules concerning applications.

Rules concerning applications comply with Regulation B
Equal Credit Opportunity 12 CFR 202, Section 202.5, except
where community property law is governed by the state of
Washington at chapter 26.16 RCW, Husband and wifeRights and liabilities-Community property.
NEW SECTION

WAC 162-40-065 Rules concerning evaluation of
applications. Rules concerning evaluation of applications
comply with Regulation B Equal Credit Opportunity 12 CFR
202, Section 202.6, except where community property law is
governed by the state of Washington at chapter 26.16 RCW,
Husband and wife-Rights and liabilities-Community
property.

~
~
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NEW SECTION
WAC 162-40-075 Rules concerning extensions of
credit. Rules concerning extensions of credit comply with
Regulation B Equal Credit Opportunity 12 CPR 202, Section
202.7, except where community property law is governed by
the state of Washington at chapter 26.16 RCW, Husband and
wife-Rights and liabilities-Community property.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30/77)
WAC 162-40-171 ((~))Notifications. (((1) ~loti
fieatioR of aetioR takeft. A ereeitor shall Ratify aft apfllieaftt of
aetioft takeA v.·ithiR: _
(a) 30 Elays after reeeiviRg a eotHpleteEI aflfllieatioR eoft
eerniRg the ereeitor's aflflFO''al of, or aElverse aetioR regarEI
iRg, the aflfllieatiOR (ROtifieatiOR Of aflflFO''al ffiay be eXj'lfeSS
or by iFAfllieatioR, where, for exaFAflle, the aflfllieaftt reeei·1es
a ereeit ears, ffiOfte)', flFOj'lerty, or serviees iR aeeoffiaftee with
the aj'lj'llieatioR);
(b) 30 says after takiRg aeverse aetioR OR aft 1:1Reoffi
j'lleteEI aflfllieatioR;
(e) 30 Elays after takiRg ac:lverse aetioR regartliRg aR
existiRg aeeo1:1Rt; aREI
(El) 90 says after the ereeitor has Rotified the aflfllieaftt of
aft offer to graftt ereeit other thaR iR s1:1bstaRtiall)' the atH01:1Rt
Of Oft Sl:lbStaRtially the terms FeEJlieSted by the aflj:Jlieaftt if the
afJfllieaHt 61:1riHg those 90 Ela)'S has Hot eXflFessly aeeepteEI or
1:1se6 the ereeit ears.
(2) CoftteHt of HotifieatioR. AHy HotifieatioH giYeH to aft
aj'lj:JlieaHt agaiHSt whom aeverse aetiOH is talceH shall be iH
writiRg aHEI shall eofttaiR: A statemeftt of the aetioft takeR; a
statetHeftt that the WashiRgtoH state hlilflaft rights eomtHis
sioH aelfliftisters eOFHflliaftee 'Nith the VlashiRgtoft state la'll
agaiHst EliserimiRatioH; afte
(a) A statemeftt of Sfleeifie reasofts for the aetioft takeH;
(b) A Eliseloslire of the aflfllieaHt's right to a statemeRt of
reasofts withiR 30 Elays after reeeiflt by the ereditor of a
reEJliest ffiade withiH 60 Elays of s1:1eh HotifieatioH, the Eliselo
Slife to iHel1:16e the name, aEIElress, aHEI telej'lhofte ft1:1mber of
the flerson or offiee froffi whieh the statemeHt of reasofts eaH
be obtainee. If the ereeitor ehooses to flFOVide the stateffieftt
of reasons orally, the ftotifieatioH shall also iRelliEle a diselo
slire of the aflplieant's right to ha't'e aHy oral stateffieftt of rea
softs eonfirtHee in writiHg within 30 Elays after a written
reEJliest for eoRfirmation is reeeived by the ereditor.
(3) M1:1ltif)le aflfllieants. If there is more thaH one aflflli
eaHt, the Hotifieatioft Rees ORiy be giYeft to Ofte of them, Slit
ffiliSt be giYeft to the flFiFHary Etflfllieaftt Where Ofte is reaeily
aj'lflaFeftt.
(4) ~foltif)le ereeitors. If a transaetioH in·1olves more
thaH one ereeitor aHEI the aj'lj'llieaftt exfJressly aeeej'lts or 1:1ses
the ereElit offereEI, this seetion Eloes not reEJ1:1ire notifieatieH of
aeverse aetioH B)' afty ereeiter. If a transaetien iHvolves more
than one ereeitor ans either Ho eredit is effered or the aflflli
eaHt Eloes Rot exfJressly aeeeflt or 1:1_se aRy credit offered, theft
eaeh ereditor takiHg adverse aetioH ftl1:1st eomf!ly with this
seetioft. The reEJl:lired HOtifieatioH ftlay be flFO''ided indireetly
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threligh a third flarty whieh ftlay be Ofte Of the ereeitOfS, flFO
'•ided that the identity of eaeh ereditor takiHg ad·,•erse aetiofl
is diselosed. Wheflever the notifieatioH is to ee flFOvided
thro1:1gh a third flarty, a creditor shall not be liable for any aet
or omissioft of the thirEI flarty that eoftstitlites a violatiofl of
this seetiofl if the ereditor aeettrately and iR a timely manner
flFOYided the third f)arty with the iflformatiofl Heeessary for
the notification and was maiRtaiRiftg flFOcedt:lfes reasoHaely
adaf"ted to avoiEI aRy s1:1ch violation.
(5) Form of Rotiee aRd statemeftt of Sfleeifie reasons.
(a) A ereditor satisfies the rett1:1ireffients of stteseetioH (2)
aeOYe if it flFOVides the folleWiHg HOtice OF Ofte SttSStantiaJI)'
similar:
"WashiRgteR state law agaiflst diserimiRatioR
f"rohieits diseriffiiRatioR ifl credit traHsaetiofls
eecalise of raee, ereed, color, RatioRal origin, sex or
ffiarital statlis. The WashiHgtoft state hlimafl rights
eommissioH admiRisters eoFHfllianee with this law."
The above notiee may ee eombined with Of follo·N the Rotiee
reEJ1:1ired by 12 C.F.R. §202.9.
(0) Statement of Sfleeific reasons. A statemeHt of reasofls
for aeYerse aetiOR shall ee St1ffieieRt if it is SfleCifie and indi
eates the f"Fineif"al reasoH(s) for the adYerse aetion. A ereditor
fftay forftlttlate its own statement of reasons in eheeklist or
letter form or may ttse all or a portion of the samflle form
f"Finted below, whieh, if flFOflerly eomfJleted, satisfies the
reqliireffieflts of s1:1eseetiofl (2)(a). Statements that the
adverse aetioH was eased OH the ereditor's iHterHal standards
or f"Olieies or that the aflfllieant failed to aehieYe the q1:1alify
ing seore on the ereeitor's eredit searing system are ins1:1ffi

eieftt:

STATEMENT OF CREDIT DHIIAL,
TERMINATION, OR CHANGE

Date ....... .
Af"f"lieant's name: ............. .
Af"f"lieant's aedress: ............ .
Deserif)tion of aeeo1:1nt, traRsaetion, or
reqttested creElit: ............ .
Deserif)tioH of adverse aetioH taken: ....... .
PRINCIPAL REASON(S) FOR ADVERSE ACTION CONCERNmG
CR-EOFF

Credit aflf"lieation ineOmfllete
lflsttffieief!t eredit refereflees
Unable to verify eredit referenees
TefftfJorary or irreg1:1lar etHflloyment
Ut1able to verify efftfJleymet1t
Let1gth of eFHf"IO)'ffient
lfls1:1ffieient ineome
Exeessive obligatiOflS
Unable to verif}' income
lfla6eq1:1ate collateral
Too short a fleriod resieenee
Temf"orary resiElenee

o'i
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(10) NotifieatioH. A ereditor Hotifies aH aflfllieaHt wheH a
writiHg addressed to the aflfllieaHt is delivered or mailed to
the aflfllieaHt's last kHOWH address or, iH the ease of aH oral
HotifieatioH, wheH the ereditor eommt1Hieates with the aflflli
eftftt:.)) Rules concerning notifications comply with Regula-

UHable to '«erify resideHee
No eredit file
IHst1ffieieHt eredit file
DeliHEJtleHt eredit obligatiOHS

BaHkrt1fltey
We do Hot graHt eredit to aH)' aflfllieaHt OH the
terms aHd eoHditioHs yot1 reqt1est.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6!3on1)

Other, Sfleeify: ........... .
DISCLOSURE OF USE OF INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM AN

WAC 162-40-181 (((292.19))) Furnishing of credit
information. (( ( 1) Aeeot1Hts established OH or after JtiHe 1,

OUTSIDE SOURCE

Diselost1re iHaflfllieable

~

IHformatioH obtaiHed iH a FeflOFt from a eOHSt1mer
FeflOrtiHg ageHe)'.

(a) For every aeeot1Ht established OH or after Jt1He 1,
1977, a ereditor that ftlrnishes eredit iHformatioH shall:
(i) DetermiHe whether aH aeeottHt offered b)' the ereditor
is oRe that aH aflfllieaHt's SflOt1se is flermitted to t1se or tlflOH
whieh the SflOtlses are e0Htraett1ally liable other thaH as gt1ar
aHtors, st1reties, eHdorsers, or similar flarties; aHd
(ii) DesigHate aHy st1eh aeeot1Ht to refleet the feet ef flar
tieiflatioH of both SflOt1ses.
(b) Exeeflt as flrovided iH st1bseetioH (3), ifa ereditor fur
Hishes eredit iAfermatioH eoHeerHiHg aH aeeot1Ht desigHated
t1Ader this seetioH (or desigHated flrior to the effeetive date of
this regt1latioA) to a e0Hst1mer FeflOFtiHg ageHey, it shall fur
Hish the iHformatioH iH a maHAer that will eHable the ageHey
to flFOYide aeeess to the iHformatioH iH the Hame of eaeh

Name: ................... .
Street address: .............. .
TeleflhOHe Ht1mber: .......... .
IHformatioH obtaiHed from aH Otltside SOt!Fee other
thaH a e0Hst1mer FeflOFtiHg ageHey.
UHder the Fair Credit ReflOFtiHg Aet, yot1 have the
right to make a writteH reqt1est, withiH 60 days of
reeeiflt of this Hotiee, for diselosure of the Hatt1re of
the ad•;erse iHformatioH.
Creditor's Hame: ............ .
Creditor's address: ........... .
Creditor's teleflhOHe Ht1mber: .. .
(6) Other iHformatioH. The HotifieatioH reqt1ired by st1b
seetioH (I) may iHelt1de other iHformatioH so loHg as it does
Hot detraet from the reqt1ired eoHteHt. This HotifieatioH may
also be eombiHed with aHy dise)ost1res reqt1ired t!HdeF aH)'
other law, flFOvided that all reqt1iremeHts for elarity aHd
fllaeemeHt are satisfied; aHd it may aflflear OH either or both
sides of the flafleF if there is a elear refereHee OH the froHt to
aH)' iHformatiOH OH the baelc.
(7) Oral HotifieatioHs. The aflfllieable reqt1iremeHts of
this seetioH are satisfied by oral HotifieatioHs (iHelt1diHg state
meHts of Sfleeifie reasoHs) iH the ease of aHy ereditor that did
Hot reeeive more thaH 150 aflfllieatioHs dt1riHg the ealeHdar
)'ear immediate!)' flFeeediHg the ealeHdar year iH whieh the
HotifieatioH of adverse aetioH is to be giveH to a flartiet1lar
aflfllieaHt.
(8) WithdrawH aflfllieatioHs. Where aH aflfllieaHt st1bmits
aH aflfllieatioH aHd the flarties eoHtemfllate that the aflfllieaHt
will iHE)t1ire abot1t its statt1s, if the ereditor BflflFOves the aflflli
eatioH aHd the aflfllieaHt has Hot iHqt1ired withiH 30 days after
aflfllyiHg, theH the ereditor may treat the aflfllieatioH as with
drawH aHd Heed Hot eomflly with st1bseetioH ( 1).

Proposed
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tion B Egual Credit Opportunity 12 CFR 202. Section 202.9.
except where community property law is governed by the
state of Washington at chapter 26.16 RCW. Husband and
wife-Rights and liabilities-Community property.

GarHishmeHt, attaehmeHt, foreelost1re, FeflOSses
sioH, or st1it

(9) Failt1re of eomflliaHee. A failt1re to eomflly with this
seetioH shall Hot e0Hstitt1te a violatioH wheH eat1sed by aH
iHadverteHt error; flFOvided that, OH diseo·;eriHg the error, the
ereditor eorreets it as sooH as flOssible aHd eommeHees eom
flliaHee with the reqt1iremeHts of this seetioH.

~

~
(e) If a ereditor furnishes eredit iHformatioH eoHeerniHg
aH aeeot1Ht desigHated t1Ader this seetioH (or desigHated, flFior
to the effeetive date of this regt1latioH) iH resflOHse to aH
iHq1:1iry regardiHg a flaFtiet1lar aflfllieaHt, it shall furnish the
iHformatioH iH the Hame of the SflOt1se abot1t "+vhom st1eh
iHformatioA is reqt1ested.
(2) Aeeot1Hts established flrior to Jt1He 1, 1977. For e•;ery
aeeot1Ht established flrior to aHd iH existeHee OH Jt1He 1, 1977,
a ereditor that furHishes eredit iHformatioA shall either:
(a) P.fot later thaH JtiHe 1, 1977
(i) DetermiHe whether the aeeot1At is OHe that aH aflflli
eaHt's SflOHSe, if aHy, is fleFmitted to t1se or tlflOH whieh the
Sfle1:1ses are eeHtraett1ally liable other thaA as gt1araAtors,
st1reties, eHdorsers, or similar flarties;
(ii) DesigHate aHy st1eh aeeot1Ht to refleet the feet of flar
tieiflatioH of beth SflOt!Ses; aHd
(iii) Comflly with the reflortiHg reqt1iremeHts of st1bsee
tiOHS (1 )(b) aHd (1 )(e); Of
(b) Mail or deliver to all aeeot1Ht holders or all mflffied
aeeot1Ht holders iH whose Hame the aeeot1Ht is carried the
Hetiee reqt1ired by 12 C.F.R. §202. IO(b)(2).
(3) Reqt1ests to ehaHge maHHer iH whieh iHfermatioH is
FeflOFted. WithiH 90 days after reeeiflt of a flFOflerly eom
flleted reqt1est to ehaAge the maAHeF iH whieh iHformatioH is
reflerted to e0Hst1mer reflOFtiHg ageHeies aHd others regardiHg
aH aeeot1Ht described iH st1bseetioH (2), a ereditor shall desig
Hate the aeeot1Ht to retleet the feet of flartieiflatioH of both
SflOtlses. WheA furHishiHg iHformatioH eoHeerAiHg aHy st1eh
aeeot1Ht, the ereditor shall eomfllY with the refleFtiHg reqt1ire
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30177)

meRts of s1:1bsectioR (l)(b) aRd (1 )(c). The sigRat1:1re of aR
ElflflliCflRt OF the flj'lj'lliCflRt's Sf301:1Se OR fl rcq1:1est to chaRgc the
mflRRCF iR which iRformatioR CORCerRiRg flR flCCOl:IRt is f1:1r
Rished shall Rot alter the legal liability of either SflOl:lse l:lflOR
the acco1:1Rt or req1:1ire the ereditor to chaRge the Rame iR
which the acco1:1Rt is caffied.
(4) lRadvertcRt effors. A fail1:1re to comj'lly with this sec
tioR shall ROt CORStit1:1te fl violatiOR WACH eattsed by flR iRad
verteRt error; f!FeVided that, OR diseoveriRg the error, the
creditor COffeets it flS SOOR flS flOSsible flRd eOFRFReRees COFR
f!liaRec with the reqttireFReRts of this sectioA.)) Rules concerning furnishing of Credit Information comply with Regulation B Egual Credit Opportunity 12 CFR 202. Section
202. l 0. except where community property law is governed
by the state of Washington at chapter 26.16 RCW. Husband
and wife-Rights and liabilities-Communi ty property.
AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30177)
WAC 162-40-191 General rule. A consumer reporting
agency shall not report to a creditor any information relating
to an applicant's race, creed, color, national origin ((er)).. sex..
or the presence of any sensory. mental. or physical disability
or that the applicant uses a trained dog guide or service animal because of a disability.

~

,
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30177)

WAC 162-40-211 (((l9i!.U))) Record retention. ((fl-1
ReteAtioR of f!Fohibited iRfermatioR. ReteAtioR iR a creditor's
files of aAy iAforFRatioR, the ttse of whieh is f!Fehibited by
these regttlatioRs, shall Rot eoftstitttte a violatioR of these reg
t1JetiOflS where Sl:leh iAfefFRfltiOR WflS obttlifled:
(e) From flfl)" sottree j'lfiOF te Jl:!Re 1, 1976;
(b) At flRY time froFR CORStlffieF FCf!OrtiRg ageReies, flREI;
(e) At flRY tiFRe frofR eR tlf3f3licaRt or others witho1:1t the
SflCCific req1:1est of the creditor; er
(d) At flR)' time as rcq1:1ired to moRitor comf!liaRce with
this stat1:1te, or other fedcrnl or state statttte or reg1:1latioR.
(2) PresenatioR of records.
(a) For 25 FRORths after tke Elate that a creditor Ratifies aR
EtflfllicaRt of actioR takeR OR tlR BflfllicatioR, the creditor skall
reteiR as to that ElflfllicatioR iR origiRal ferFR or a COflY th:creof:
(i) ARy Etflj'llicatioR ferFR th:at it receives, aRy iRf.ermatioR
Fef}ttired to be obtaiRed COfteeFRiRg CAflfflCteristics of flR
ElflfllicaRt to moRitor eOFRf!lieRce with: flRY otkcr writteR or
reeeffied iAfermatioR 1:1sed iA c·,.al1:1atiAg the HflfllieatioR eAd
Rot ret1:1rned te the Hflf!lieaRt at the HflfllicaRt's ref11:1est;
(ii) A eef!y of the fellowiRg docttmeRts if fuFRisked to
the ElflfllieaRt iR writteR form (or, iff1:1rRished orally, aRy Reta
tioA or memoraAd1:1m •.vith rcsveet thereto made by the credi

tot+.

ftRtl

WAC 162-40-201 Rules concerning credit files. (1)
Establishing credit files. A consumer reporting agency shall
not refuse to establish a credit file for any person in any name
under which an applicant may open or maintain an account
((f31:tFs1:1aRt to \\'AC Hi2 40 140)). This file may be referenced with the file of the applicant's spouse.
(2) Name on credit report. A consumer reporting agency
shall issue credit reports in the name in which the request for
the report was received. A credit report may include the name
of the spouse or former spouse, if available.
(3) Public record information. If a consumer reporting
agency places public record information in credit files and
such information contains the names of both spouses, such
information shall be referenced so that it is accessible in the
name of each spouse.
(a) If a consumer reporting agency places public record
information concerning a decree of separation or dissolution
of marriage in credit files, it shall place such information in
the individual credit file of each spouse.
(4) Community credit files. A consumer reporting
agency may reference the credit files of married persons by
listing in a spouse's file that the information is contained in
the other spouse's file, provided the information is accessible
by use of each spouse's name.
(5) Transfer of joint account information. A consumer
~
reporting agency shall, upon request, transfer information
,
from joint credit files to an individual credit file regardless of
the name in which the information was originally reported.
[ 115]

(A) The AotifieatieA ef aetioA takeR; aAd
(B) The statemeAt of Sf!eeifie reasoRs for ad·rerse actioR;

(iii) AAy writtee stateFReAt sttbmitted by the tlflf!licaet
allegieg a violatioe of this regttlatioft.
(e) For 25 meeths after the date that a eredi tor eotifics aA
Hflplieaftt of adverse actioe regaffiieg ae acco1:1Rt, other dtaR
ie eeAAectioA '>Vith: flA EtflplieatioA, the creditor shall retaiA as
to that acco1:1At, iA origiAal ferm er a eOfl)' th:ereof:
(i) AA)' writteA or reeerdee iAf.ermatioA eoReeFRiAg stteh
adverse actioA; and
(ii) Atly writteR statemeflt s1:1emitted ey the Elflfllieaflt
alleging a violatiofl of this regt:1latiofl.
(c) IA additioR te the req1:1ireffieRts of s1:1esecti0As (a) aRd
(b), eRy creditor that has aetttal Retiee that a eomf!laiAt has
beef! filed egaiAst it tiAEler CAflf}ter 49.60 RCW flRd these reg
ulatiofls sh:all retaiA the iAfarmetien ref}1:tircd iR s1:1esections
(a) eRd (e) 1:1Atil notified ef final Elisf!ositioe of the matter ey
the WashiAgtoA state httman rights eommissieA.
(d) IA aAy transaction iA'rolviAg more thaA oAe creditor,
flftY creditor Aet required to eomf!ly •Nith WAC 162 40 180
(Aotifieations) shall reteiA for the time f!eriod Sf!eeified in
s1:1esectioA (2) all •uritten or recorded iAformatioA iA its flOS
sessiofl eoAeerAiflg the Rflfllieeftt, iAelttding e Ftotatiofl of
actioR talceA iA eoHHectioH with: aHy adverse aetioH.
(3) Fail1:1rc of eomj'lliaAee. A failttre to eomfllY with: this
sectioR skall Aot eoitstit1:1te a violatioH wheA eattsed e)' ae
ieadverteHt effor.)) Rules concerning record retention conform to Regulation B Egual Credit Opportunity 12 CFR 202.
Section 202.12. except where community property law is
governed by the state of Washington at chapter 26.16 RCW.
Husband and wife-Rights and liabilities-Commun ity
property.
Proposed
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30177)

WAC 162-40-221 Rules of construction. ((fB)) Any
violation of the provisions of this chapter shall constitute an
unfair practice within the meaning of RCW 49.60.175,
49.60.176, and/ or 49.60.222((f91)) .Lll(j}.
(((2) Ca13ti0Hs, eatehliHes aHd 13areHthetieal refereHees to
Reg1:1latioH B, 12 C.F.R. 13t. 202 are iHteHded solely as aids to
eoHveHieHt refereHee, aHtl HO iHfeFeHee as to the s1:1'3staHee of
aHy flFO''isioH of these reg1:1lati0Hs may be drawH from

(9) Requiring the distribution of these regulations to each
of its employees and agents who determine, influence, or
effectuate the creditor's policies and practices.

WAC 162-40-231 (((l9l.8))) Exemption for special
purpose credit program. Any credit program that qualifies
as a special purpose credit program under the provisions of
12 C.F.R. §202.8 is exempt from ((the operatioH of)) these
regulations to the extent these regulations are inconsistent
with the provisions of 12 C.F.R. §202.8.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30177)

WAC 162-40-251 Remedies. ((A heariHg tril3t1Hal)) An
administrative law judge may order, or the commission's staff
may propose upon a finding of reasonable cause to believe a
violation of chapter 49.60 RCW has occurred, or in prefinding settlement efforts, remedies, including but not limited to:
(1) Requiring the creditor to establish in writing nondiscriminatory criteria for the granting of credit.
(2) Requiring the creditor or consumer reporting agency
to conduct training sessions of its employees and agents in
order to insure that ((diserimiHatery 13raetiees eease)) the
employees and agents are aware of their responsibilities and
liabilities under the Washington state law against discrimination RCW 49.60.240. 49.60.250. and 49.60.225 and Regulation B of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. Section 202.14.
(3) Requiring the creditor to pay actual or special damages to aggrieved parties.
(4) Requiring the creditor to submit to the commission
proof that it has ceased said discriminatory practices and
implemented a policy of nondiscrimination.
(5) Requiring that the creditor conduct remedial advertising.
(6) Requiring the creditor to offer credit to the aggrieved
parties.
(7) Requiring the creditor or consumer reporting agency
to revise the structure and content of its files to eliminate discrimination and to remove all references to the complaint
from the complainant's file.
(8) Requiring the posting of a notice in view of applicants for credit stating that it is an unfair practice for any person furnishing credit to deny or terminate such credit or to
adversely affect an individual's credit standing because of
such individual's race, creed, color, sex, national origin, or
marital status.
Proposed
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REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 162-40-031

(202.l(d)) Commission
review of forms, practices
and procedures.

WAC 162-40-051

(202.4) General rule prohibiting discrimination.

WAC 162-40-061

(202.S(a)) Discouraging
applications.

WAC 162-40-071

(202.S(b)(l)) General rule
concerning requests for
information.

WAC 162-40-081

(202.5(b)) Request for designation of membership in certain protected classes.

WAC 162-40-091

(202.5(d)) Other information
a creditor may not request.

WAC 162-40-101

(202.5(c)) Information about
a spouse or former spouse.

WAC 162-40-111

(202.S(e)) Application
forms: Special state requirements.

WAC 162-40-121

(202.6(a)) General rule concerning use of information.

WAC 162-40-131

(202.6(b)) Specific rules concerning use of information.

WAC 162-40-141

(202.7(a), (b)) Opening
accounts.

WAC 162-40-151

(202.7(c)) Action concerning
existing open end accounts.

WAC 162-40-161

(202.7(d)) Signature of
spouse or other person.

WAC 162-40-241

(202.3) Special treatment for
certain classes of transactions.

theftr.))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 34, filed
6/30177)
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OFFICE OF
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS
[Filed August 18, 1999, 9:41 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9913-188.
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Title of Rule: Update chapter 10-08 WAC, Model rules
~ of procedure, chapter 10-04 WAC, agency organization, Public records, chapter 10-12 WAC, Compliance with SEPA.
New chapter 10-16 WAC, Complaints about administrative
law judges.
Chapter 10-04 WAC, Agency organization-Public
records. WAC 10-04-010 Purpose. Corrects citations for
purpose of chapter. WAC 10-04-020 Function-Organization-Offices. Updates address and deletes obsolete description of agency organization. WAC 10-04-030 Public
records-Availability. Corrects citation. WAC 10-04-040
Public records-Officer. Updates positions designated as
public records officers. WAC 10-04-050 Requests for public
records. Simplifies explanation of process for requesting
public records. WAC 10-04-060 Copying fees. Conforms
fees for public records with RCW 42.17 .300, including
change to fifteen cents per page for copies. WAC 10-04-070
Exemptions. Corrects citation. WAC 10-04-080 Review of
denials of public records request. Conforms process for
review of denial with RCW 42.17.320 and 42.17.325. WAC
10-04-090 Protection of public records. Clarifies provisions
on disrupting the office.
Chapter 10-08 WAC, Model rules of procedure. WAC
10-08-001 Declaration of purpose. Clarifies application of
Model Rules of Procedure to govern adjudicative proceedings under the Administrative Procedure Act. WAC 10-08035 Adjudicative proceedings-Application. Simplifies terminology. WAC 10-08-040 Adjudicative proceedingsNotice of hearing. Corrects and simplifies language. WAC
~ 10-08-045 Adjudicative proceedings-Notice to limited
, English-speaking parties. Clarifies definition to conform
with RCW 2.43.020. WAC 10-08-050 Adjudicative proceedings-Assignment of administrative law judge-Motion
of Prejudice. Clarifies authority of designee. WAC 10-08083 Notice of appearance. (New section). Establishes standards for filing notice of appearance. WAC 10-08-085 Consolidation of proceedings. (New section). Authorizes consolidation of multiple proceedings. WAC I 0-08-090 Adjudicative proceedings-Continuances. Clarifies procedures for
continuances. WAC 10-08-110 Adjudicative proceedingsFiling and service of papers. Separates provisions for filing,
service, and proof of service. Establishes standards for filing
by fax. Establishes filing by e-mail only when authorized by
presiding officer. Deletes service by telegraph. Deletes
same-day requirement for proof of service. WAC 10-08-120
Adjudicative proceedings-Subpoenas. Clarifies process for
subpoenas. WAC 10-08-130 Adjudicative proceedingsPrehearing conference. Corrects typographic error. WAC
10-08-135 Summary judgment. (New section). Explicitly
authorizes summary judgment based on standards in CR 56.
WAC 10-08-140 Adjudicative proceedings-Evidence. Corrects typographic error. WAC 10-08-150 Adjudicative proceedings-Interpreters. Corrects typographic errors. WAC
10-08-160 Adjudicative proceedings-Testimony under oath
or affirmation. Provides for out-of-state witnesses to agree to
jurisdiction. WAC 10-08-180 Adjudicative proceedings~ Teleconference hearings. Clarifies standards for telephone or
electronic hearings and deletes requirement for agency con,
currence. WAC 10-08-200 Adjudicative proceedings-Presiding officer. Clarifies authority of presiding officer, includ-
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ing citations to authority, summary judgment, orders of
default, prehearing conferences, and mediation. WAC 1008-210 Adjudicative proceedings-Initial or final order.
Deletes requirement for statement of nature and background
of the proceeding. WAC 10-08-217 Shortened record on
petition for review of appeal. (New section). Authorizes
order for costs for unreasonable refusal to shorten record on
an appeal of an initial order. WAC 10-08-219 Correction of
transcript. (New section). Establishes procedures for correcting transcripts. WAC 10-08-251 Declaratory ordersProcedural rights of persons in relations to parties. Adds citation requiring consent of person to be bound by order. WAC
10-08-260 Petition for rule making-Form, content and filing. Repealed to conform with RCW 34.05.330. WAC 1008-261 Petition for rule making-Consideration and disposition. Repealed to conform with RCW 34.05.330.
Chapter 10-12 WAC, Compliance with SEPA. WAC
10-12-010 Purpose. Corrects citation to SEPA. WAC 10-12020 Application. Corrects citations.
Chapter 10-16 WAC, Complaint procedures. WAC 1016-010 Procedure for complaints regarding improper conduct
of an administrative law judge. (New section). Establishes
procedures for the public to file complaints.
Purpose: Update model procedural rules for conducting
administrative hearings for other agencies. Update rules to
access Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH) public
records. Clerical revisions to OAH rules on SEPA. Publish
procedures for making complaints about the conduct of
administrative law judges.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 34.05.020,
34.05.250, 34.12.030, 34.12.080, 42.17.250, 43.21C.120.
RCW 34.05.220,
Statute Being Implemented:
34.12.080, 42.17.250, 43.21 C.120.
Summary: See Title of Rule above.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: See Title of Rule above.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Art Wang, Office of
Administrative Hearings, P.O. Box 42488, Olympia, 985042488, (360) 664-8717.
Name of Proponent: Office of Administrative Hearings,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The main purpose of these amendments is to update
the Model Rules of Procedure (chapter 10-08 WAC), which
have not been revised since 1989. The Model Rules of Procedure are intended to provide guidance for other agencies
and to encourage more consistent procedures under the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA). In addition, rules
update procedures for public access to OAH records, make
clerical revisions to OAH rules on SEPA compliance, and
publish formal procedures for filing complaints about conduct by administrative law judges.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Update
chapter 10-08 WAC, including new or amended provisions
for notices of appearance, consolidation of proceedings, filing by fax, proof of service, smpmary judgment, telephone or
electronic hearing, mediation, shortened record on review,
and correction of transcripts, and repeal of superseded provi[ 117]
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sions for petitions for rule making. Update chapter 10-04
WAC for public access to OAH records. Clerical revisions to
chapter 10-12 WAC on SEPA compliance. See Title of Rule
above.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19 .85 RCW. Proposed rules do not
have an economic impact on small businesses and are exempt
pursuant to RCW 19.85.025(3) and 34.05.310 (4)(b), (d), (f),
and (g)(i).
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
Proposed rules are exempt pursuant to RCW 34.05.328 (5)(b)
and (c).
Hearing Location: Office of Administrative Hearings,
919 Lakeridge Way S.W., (near Cavanaughs Hotel), 2nd
Floor, Olympia, WA 98504, on September 21, 1999, at 9:30
a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Barb
Cleveland by September 14, 1999, TDD (800) 833-6388 or
(360) 586-3169.
Submit Written Comments to: Art Wang, Office of
Administrative Hearings, P.O. Box 42488, Olympia, WA
98504-2488, awang@oah.wa.gov, fax (360) 664-8721, by
September 21, 1999.
Dat1 ,f Intended Adoption: October 6, 1999.
August 17, 1999
Art Wang
Chief Administrative Law Judge
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
11/1/82)
WAC 10-04-010 Purpose. The purpose of this chapter
is to provide rules implementing RCW ((34.04.0:2:0 a1t8))
42.17.250 ((throttgh 42.17.320)) et seq. for the office of
administrative hearings.

WAC 10-04-020 Function-Organization-Offices.
The office of administrative hearings ((was efeatee by eha13
tef 34.12 RCW fof the im13ftftial aemiHistfatieH et)) conducts
impartial administrative hearings for state agencies and local
governments pursuant to chapter 34.12 RCW. The office is
under the direction of the chief administrative law judge
((aHfi is SfgaHii'\efi iH twe fiivisieHS)).
Administrative law judges ((assigHee te the twe eivi
s-ietts)) preside over hearings in adjudicative proceedings and
issue initial or final orders, including findings of fact and
conclusions of law. ((DivisieH e1te is fes13e1tsible fuf heftfi1tgs
hele befufe [a1te] [the] ee13ftftme1tt ef seeial a1te health seF
viees, the tttilities aHEI tfa1ts13ertatie1t eemmissieH, the liEjttef
eeHtfel beaffi, the fie13artme1tt ef JieeHSiHg, the St11'3efi1tte1tfle1tt
ef 13t1blie i1tstFt1etie1t, a1te a1ty ethef state age1tey feEjt1ifi1tg
aemiAistfative law jttege sefviees exee13t the em13leyme1tt
seettfity ee13ftftmeflt. Divisiefl twe is FeSf39HSible fef heftfiHgS
helfi befufe the em13Jeymeflt seettfity fie1'3ftftme1tt.))
The administrative office is located at ((2424 Hefitage
Cettft SW, Sttite 302)) 919 Lakeridge Way SW. 2nd Floor,
[ 118]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
11/1/82)
WAC 10-04-030 Public records-Availability. Public
records are available for public inspection and copying
except as otherwise provided ((by RCW 42.17.310)) under
chapter 42.17 RCW and these rules.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
1111182)
WAC 10-04-040 Public records-Officer. The public
records officer for the administrative office shall be the {{eettfiee1ttial seefetafy te the ehief aemiAistrntive law jttege))
executive assistant. For those records maintained at field
office locations, the public records officer shall be the senior
administrative law judge ((ifl beAefits fii·tisiefl fie)fi effiees
aflfi the fie13t1ty ehief afimiHiStfative Jaw jttfige fef fegt1Jateey
aAe s13eeial assigAme1tts fiele effiees)).

~

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
1111/82)
WAC 10-04-050 Requests for public records. ((Itt
aeeefeaAee with feEjttifemeAts ef eha13tef 42.17 RCW that
age1teies J3feveAt ttHfeaseAable iAvasieHs ef 1'3fi·1aey, J3feteet
f3t1blie feeeffiS fFem fiafftage Sf fiiSefgftHii'\atieH, ftflfi J3feVeflt
exeessive iAterfefeAee ·with esseAtial ft11tetieAs ef the age1tey,
13t1elie feeeftls may be i1ts13eetee ef ee13iee ef ee13ies ef stteh
feeeffiS may ee eetaiflefi, by membefS ef the f3tlb)ie, t1f39H
eem13liaAee with the fellewiAg J3feeefittfes:))
(1) ((A FeEjtleSt shall be mafie ifl Wfitiflg tlf39H ft fefm J3fe
sefibee by the effiee whieh shall be available at the effiees
whefe feeefes ltFe mai1ttai1tee. The fofm shall be J3feseAtee te
the 13t1blie feeeffiS effieef, Sf ta ft membef ef the staff eesig
Aatee by him ef hef if the 13t1blie reeefes effieef is Het a·1ail
able, EittfiHg effiee hettfs.)) Members of the public may
inspect or obtain copies of public records in accordance with
chapter 42.17 RCW by submitting a written request to the
public records officer for designee) during office hours. The
office shall provide a form for submitting a request for public
records. The request shall include the following information:
(a) The name of the person requesting the record;
(b) The ((time ef flay aAEI ealeAeftf)) date on which the
request was made;
(c) The nature of the request;

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-10-098,
filed 5/5/93, effective 6/5/93)

Proposed

P.O. Box 42488, Olympia, Washington, 98504-2488. The
office hours are 8:00 a.m. to noon and 1:00 p.m. to 5 :00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday except legal holidays. Administrative law judges are ((hettsee iH)) assigned to field offices
located in Everett, Olympia, Seattle, Spokane, Vancouver,
and Yakima. Each ((ef these)) office((ir)) is headed by a
senior administrative law judge.
All written ((eemmt1Aieatie1t[s])) communications by
parties pertaining to a particular case shall be filed with the
field office, if any, assigned to the case, and otherwise with
the ((~)) chief administrative law judge or designee at
the administrative office.
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designee. The chief administrative law judge or ((ms)) designee shall immediately consider the matter and ((etthef.))
affirm. modify. or reverse ((stteh)) the denial within ((.ft-Ye))
two business days following the original denial.
(3) ((AamiAistrative remeaies shall HOt lie eeRsieeree
exhattstea tlfttil the ehief aaFRinistrative la\'1' j11ege Sf his ties
igRee has ret11rnee the 13etitioft with a eeeisieA Of tlfttil the
e)ese ef the fifth llttSifteSS aay felJOWiHg Seftia) of ins13eetion,
whiehever eeettrs first.)) A person whose request for a public
record has been denied may request the attorney general to
review the matter pursuant to RCW 42.17.325.

(d) An appropriate description of the record requested;

~ and

I'

(e) Where and how to deliver the record requested.
(2) ((IA all eases iA whieh a memeer of the 131:1elie is mak
iAg a recittest, it shall ee the eeligatieA ef the)) The public
records officer ( (er eesigAatee staff memller to wham the
reqttest is maae te)) shall assist the member of the public in
appropriately identifying the public record requested.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-04-060 Copying fees. No fee shall be charged
for the inspection of public records. The office shall charge a
fee of ((tett)) fifteen cents per page of copy for providing copies of public records and for the use of the office's copy
equipment, ((st119:ieet to a miAimttm eharge 13er ortler ef
~)) including electronic telefacsimile transmission, plus
the actual postage ((at aetttal east)) or delivery charge. ((:i:hts
eharge is the amo1:1At Aeeesstlfy te reimll1:1rse the effiee fer its
aet11al easts iAeieeAt to s11eh ee13yiRg aHa mailiHg or traRSffiis
sioH lly telefaesiFRile.)) Fees may be waived for minimal copies.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
11/1/82)
WAC 10-04-090 Protection of public records. (1) No
person shall knowingly alter, deface, or destroy public
records of the office.
(2) Original copies of public records of the office shall
not be removed from the premises where maintained by the
office.
(3) Care and safekeeping of public records of the office,
furnished pursuant to a request for inspection or copying,
shall be the sole responsibility of the requestor.
(4) Records furnished for public inspection or copying
shall be returned in good condition and in the same file
sequence or organization as when furnished.
(5) ((Beistere1:1s er otherwise aism13tive eeHSl:let lly these
req1:1estiHg 13t1lllie reeores ef the effiee shall Hot he 13ermit
teth)) Persons requesting. inspecting. or copying public
records shall not disrupt the office.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
11/1/82)

WAC 10-04-070 Exemptions. (1) The office reserves
the right to determine that a public record requested in accor~ dance with the procedures outlined in WAC 10-04-050 is
exempt under the provisions of chapter 42.17 RCW
(( 47.17.310)) or other law.
(2) In addition, pursuant to RCW 42.17.260(1), the
office reserves the right to delete identifying details when it
makes available or publishes any public record in any cases
where there is reason to believe that disclosure of such details
would be an invasion of personal privacy protected by chapter 42.17 RCW. The public records officer will fully justify
such deletion in writing.
(3) All denials of requests for public records must be
accompanied by a written statement specifying the reason for
the denial, including a statement of the specific exemption
authorizing the withholding of the record and a brief explanation of how the exemption applies to the records withheld.

I'

~
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6/15/89)

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
11/1/82)
WAC 10-04-080 Review of denials of public records
request. (I) ((ARy 13erseH whe ebjeets te the eeAial of a)) A
person whose request for a public record has been denied
may petition for prompt review of ((s1:1eh eeeisieH lly teHaer
ffig)) the denial by submitting a written request for review.
The written request shall specifically refer to the written
statement by the public records officer or other staff member
which constituted or accompanied the denial.
(2) Immediately after receiving a written request for
review of a decision denying a public record, the public
records officer or other staff member denying the request
shall refer it to the chief administrative law judge or ((ms))
[ 119]

WAC 10-08-001 Declaration of purpose. ill Chapter
10-08 WAC contains the model rules of procedure which
RCW 34.05.250 requires the chief administrative law judge
to adopt for use by as many agencies as possible. The model
rules deal with general functions and duties performed in
common by the various agencies. The model rules supplement Administrative Procedure Act provisions which contain
grants of rulemaking authority to agencies. It is not the purpose of the model rules to duplicate all procedural provisions
of the Administrative Procedure Act. This chapter sets forth
general rules applicable to proceedings before many state
agencies. It should be read in conjunction with the provisions
of the Administrative Procedure Act (chapter 34.05 RCW)
and with any administrative rules governing adjudicative proceedings which have been adopted by the particular agency.
ill Except to the extent an agency is excluded from
chapter 34.05 RCW or parts of chapter 34.05 RCW, each
agency must adopt as much of the model rules as is reasonable under its circumstances. Any agency adopting a rule of
procedure that differs from these model rules must include in
the order of adoption a finding stating the reasons for variance.
(3) Adoption of these 1999 amendments to the model
rules does not invalidate any variances in rules adopted by
agencies between the effective date of the 1988 amendments
Proposed
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to the Administrative Procedure Act and the effective date of
these 1999 amendments to the model rules.
(4) In the absence of other rules to the contrary. these
model rules shall govern any adjudicative proceedings under
the Administrative Procedure Act.

(2) For purposes of this chapter. the term "limitedEnglish-speaking person" means any person involved in a
legal proceeding who cannot readily speak or understand the
English language. The term has the same meaning as "nonEnglish-speaking person" as defined in RCW 2.43.020.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6115/89)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6/15/89)

WAC 10-08-035 Adjudicative proceedings-Application. An application for an adjudicative proceeding may be
on a form provided by the agency for that purpose or in other
writing signed by the applicant or the applicant's representative. The application for an adjudicative proceeding should
specify the issue to be ((a6j1:16ieate6)) decided in the proceeding.

WAC 10-08-050 Adjudicative proceedings-Assignment of administrative law judge-Motion of prejudice.
(1) Whenever a state agency as defined in RCW 34.12.020(4)
conducts a hearing which is not presided over by officials of
the agency who are to render the final decision, the agency
shall use one of the following methods for requesting assignment of an administrative law judge:
(a) Not less than twenty days prior to the date of the hearing, notify the chief administrative law judge or his or her
designee of the date, time, and place of the hearing and
request assignment of an administrative law judge to preside
over the hearing, or
(b) File with the office of administrative hearings a copy
of the hearing file, which filing shall be deemed to be a
request for assignment of an administrative law judge to issue
the notice of hearing and preside over the hearing, or
(c) Schedule its hearings to be held at times and places
reserved and provided to the agency for that purpose by the
office of administrative hearings.
(2) Motions of prejudice with supporting affidavits
under RCW 34.12.050 must be filed at least three days prior ~
to the hearing or to any earlier stage of the adjudicative pro- ~
ceeding at which the administrative law judge may be
required to issue a discretionary ruling. If the notice of hearing does not state the name of the presiding administrative
law judge, the chief administrative law judge or his or her
designee shall make such assignment at least five days prior
to the hearing and shall disclose the assignment to any party
or representative making inquiry. Subsequent motions of
prejudice filed by the same party in the same proceeding shall
be ruled upon by the chief administrative law judge or his or
her designee.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6115/89)
WAC 10-08-040 Adjudicative proceedings-Notice
of hearing. (1) In any adjudicative proceeding all parties
shall be served with a notice of hearing within the time
required by (([stat1:1te~ [law])) law governing the respective
agency or proceeding((, aftd, iH the abseRee ef a)). If there is
no requirement under other law, all parties shall be served
with a notice of hearing not less than seven days before the
date set for the hearing. The notice shall include the information specified in RCW 34.05.434 ((ftfttl))Jf the hearing is to
be conducted by teleconference call. the notice shall so state.
(2) The notice shall state that if a limited.:English-speaking or hearing impaired party or witness needs an interpreter.
a qualified interpreter will be appointed and ((thftt)) there will
be no cost to the party or witness. The notice shall include a
form for a party to indicate whether the party needs an interpreter and to identify the primary language or hearing
impaired status of the party.
(3) Defects in ((fthet)) the notice may not be waived
unless:
(a) The presiding officer determines that the waiver has
been made knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently;
(b) The party's representative, if any, consents; and
(c) If a party is an impaired person, the waiver is
requested through the use of a qualified interpreter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-045 Adjudicative proceedings-Notice
to limited-English-speaking parties. ill When an agency is
notified or otherwise made aware that a limited-Englishspeaking person is a party in an adjudicative proceeding, all
notices concerning the hearing, including notices of hearing,
continuance, and dismissal, ((shftll)) either,;,
(a) Shall be written in the primary language of the party~
or
.chl..S,hall include a notice in the primary language of the
party which describes the significance of the notice and how
the party may receive assistance in understanding and
responding to((, if Heeessary,)) the notice.
Proposed
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NEW SECTION
WAC 10-08-083 Notice of appearance. If a party is
represented, the representative should provide the presiding
officer and other parties with the representative's name,
address, and telephone number. The presiding officer may
require the representative to file a written notice of appearance or to provide documentation that an absent party has
authorized the representative to appear on the party's behalf.
If the representative is an attorney admitted to practice in this
state, the attorney shall file a written notice of appearance and
shall file a notice of withdrawal upon withdrawal of representation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 10-08-085 Consolidation of proceedings. If
there are multiple adjudicative proceedings involving com-
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mon issues or parties, upon motion of any party or upon his
or her own motion, the presiding officer may, in his or her
discretion, consolidate the proceedings.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amendin g Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-090 Adjudicative proceedin gs-Contin uances. (1) Postponem ents, continuanc es, extensions of
time, and adjournme nts may be ordered by the presiding
officer on his or her own motion or may be granted on timely
request of any party, with notice to all other parties, ((shew-iftg)) if the party shows good ((ead st1ffieieRt)) cause ((thefefef)).

-

(2) A request for a continuance ((ffiede prior to the heer
iRg date)) may be oral or written ((eHd shell state thet))Jhe
party seeking the continuance ((hes Ratified)) shall notify all
other parties of the request ((aRd that either)). The request for
a continuance shall state whether or not all other parties agree
to the continuance ((or that ell parties do Rot agree to the eoR
tiRt1aRee)). If all parties do not agree to the continuance, the
presiding officer shall promptly schedule a prehearing conference to receive argument and to rule on the request.

•

P

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amendin g Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-110 Adjudicat ive proceedin gs-Filing
and service of papers. (1) Filing.
(a) Papers required to be filed with the agency shall be
deemed filed upon actual receipt during office hours at any
office of the agency. Papers required to be filed with ttie presiding officer shall be deemed filed upon actual receipt during office hours at the office of the presiding officer.
(b) The following conditions apply for filing papers with
the presiding officer by fax:
(i) As used in this chapter. "fax" means electronic telefacsimile transmission.
(ii) Papers may be filed by fax with the presiding officer.
Filing by fax is perfected when a complete legible copy of the
papers is reproduced on the presiding officer's fax machine
during normal working hours. excluding weekends and holidays. If a transmissi on of papers commence s after these
office hours. the papers shall be deemed filed on the next succeeding business day.
(iii) Any papers filed by fax with the presiding officer
should be accompanied by a cover page or other form identifying the party making the transmission. listing the address.
telephone. and fax number of the party. identifying the adjudicative proceeding to which the papers relate. and indicating
the date of and the total number of pages included in the
transmission.
(iv) Papers filed by fax should not exceed fifteen pages
in length. exclusive of any cover page.
(v) The party attempting to file the papers by fax bears
the risk that the papers will not be timely received or legibly
printed. regardless of the cause. If the fax is not received in
legible form. it will be considered as if it had never been sent.
(vi) The original of any papers filed by fax should be
mailed to the presiding officer within twenty-four hours of
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the time that the fax was sent. The presiding officer has discretion to require this.
(c) The filing of papers with the presiding officer by
electronic mail ("e-mail") is not authorized without the
express approval of the presiding officer and under such circumstances as the presiding officer allows.
(2) Service.
.UU All notices, pleadings, and other papers filed with the
presiding officer shall be served upon all counsel and representatives of record and upon unrepresented parties or upon
their agents designated by them or by law.
((~)) ill Service shall be made personally or, unless
otherwise provided by law, by first-class, registered, or certified mail(([,][;] l=Jy telegraph; l=Jy eleetroaie telefoesiffiile
treRSffiissioR)): by fax and same-day mailing of copies; or by
commercial parcel delivery company.
((~)){£}Service by mail shall be regarded as completed
upon deposit in the United States mail properly stamped and
addressed. Service by ((telegFaph shall l=Je regarded as eoffi
pleted whea deposited ""ith a telegraph em'flpBRY properly
addressed ead with eherges prepaid. Serviee l=Jy eleetroaie
telefaesiffiile treRsFRissioa)) fax shall be regarded as completed upon production by the ((telefoesiFRile deviee)) fax
machine of confirmation of transmission. Service by commercial parcel delivery shall be regarded as completed upon
delivery to the parcel delivery company. properly addressed
with charges prepaid.
(((4) Papers reqt1ired to l=Je filed with the ageHey shall be
deeffied filed t1poH aetttal reeeipt dttriag offiee hottrs at aay
offiee of the ageaey. Papers reqttired to l=Je filed ·,.,.ith the pre
sidiag offieer shall be deeFRed filed ttpoR aetttal reeeipt dttr
iag offiee hottrs at the offiee of the presidiRg offieer.
f51)) (3) Proof of service. Where proof of service is
required by statute or rule, filing the papers with the presiding
officer, together with one of the following, shall constitute
proof of service:
(a) An acknowledgement of service.
(b) A certificate that the person signing the certificate
((did ea the date of the eertifieate serve)) served the papers
upon all parties of record in the proceeding by delivering a
copy thereof in person to (names((~))).
(c) A certificate that the person signing the certificate
((did OH the date of the eertifieate sene)) served the papers
upon all parties of record in the proceeding by~
(i) Mailing a copy thereof, properly addressed with postage prepaid, to each party to the proceeding or his or her
attorney or authorized agent; or
(ii) ((Telegraphiag a eOf>)' thereof, prof)erly addressed
with eherges prepaid, to eaeh party to the proeeediRg or his or
her attoraey or attthori:ted ageRt; or
ftii1)) Transmitting a copy thereof by ((eleetroaie tele
foesiFRile deviee)) ~.and on the same day mailing a copy, to
each party to the proceeding or his or her attorney or authorized agent; or
((tw))) llill Depositing a copy thereof, properly
addressed with charges prepaid, with a commercia l parcel
delivery company.
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AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6/15/89)

WAC 10-08-120 Adjudicativ e proceedings -Subpoenas. (1) Subpoenas shall be issued and enforced, and witness
fees paid, as provided in RCW 34.05.446 and 5.56.010.
(2) Every subpoena shall identify the party causing issuance of the subpoena and shall state the name of the agency
and the title of the proceeding and shall command the person
to whom it is directed to attend and give testimony or produce
designated books, documents, or things under his or her control at the time and place set for the hearing.
(3) A subpoena may be served by any suitable person
over 18 years of age, by exhibiting and reading it to the witness, or by giving him or her a copy thereof, or by leaving
such copy at the place of his or her abode. When service is
made by any other person than an officer authorized to serve
process, proof of service shall be made by affidavit or declaration under penalty of perjury.
(4) The presiding officer, upon motion made promptly
and in any event at or before the time specified in the subpoena for compliance therewith, may (a) quash or modify the
subpoena if it is unreasonable and oppressive or (b) condition
denial of the motion upon the advancement by the person in
whose behalf the subpoena is issued of the reasonable cost of
producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6/15/89)

WAC 10-08-130 Adjudicativ e proceeding s-Prehearing conference. (I) The presiding officer upon his or her
own motion or upon request of a party may direct the parties
or their representatives to engage in a prehearing conference
or conferences to consider:
(a) Simplification of issues;
(b) The necessity or desirability of amendments to the
pleadings;
(c) The possibility of obtaining stipulations, admissions
of fact and admissions of the genuineness of documents
which will avoid unnecessary proof;
(d) Limitations on the number and consolidation of the
examination of witnesses;
(e) Procedural matters;
(f) Distribution of written testimony and exhibits to the
parties prior to the hearing;
(g) Such other matters as may aid in the disposition or
settlement of the proceeding.
(2) Prehearing conferences may be held by telephone
conference call or at a time and place specified by the presiding officer.
(3) Following the prehearing conference, the presiding
officer shall issue an order reciting the action taken at the
conference, the amendments allowed to the pleadings, and
the agreements made by the parties concerning all of the matters considered. If no objection to such notice is filed within
ten days after the date such notice is mailed, it shall control
the subsequent course of the proceeding unless modified for
good cause by subsequent order.
Proposed
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(4) In any proceeding the presiding officer may, in his or
her discretion, conduct a conference prior to the taking of testimony, or may recess the hearing for such conference, for the
purpose of carrying out the purpose of this rule. The presiding officer shall state on the record the results of such conference.
(5) Nothing in this rule shall be construed to limit the
right of (([en] [any])) an agency to attempt informal settlement of an adjudicative proceeding at any time.

~

~

NEW SECTION

WAC 10-08-135 Summary judgment. A motion for
summary judgment may be granted and an order issued if the
written record shows that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law.
AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 6, filed
6/15/89)

WAC 10-08-140 Adjudicativ e proceeding s-Evidence. (I) All rulings upon objections to the admissibility of
evidence shall be made in accordance with the provisions of
RCW 34.05.452.
(2) Where practicable, the presiding officer may order:
(a) That all documentary evidence which is to be offered
during the hearing or portions of the hearing be submitted to
the presiding officer and to the other parties sufficiently in
advance to permit study and preparation of cross-examination and rebuttal evidence;
(b) That documentary evidence not submitted in advance
as required in (a) of this subsection be not received in evidence in the absence of a clear showing that the offering party
had good cause for his or her failure to produce the evidence
sooner, unless it is submitted for impeachment purposes;
(c) That the authenticity of all documents submitted in
advance in a proceeding in which such submission is required
be deemed admitted unless written objection thereto is filed
prior to the hearing, except that a party will be permitted to
challenge such authenticity at a later time upon a clear showing of good cause for failure to have filed such written objection.
(3) When portions only of a document are to be relied
upon, the offering party shall identify the pertinent excerpts
and state the purpose for which such materials will be
offered. Only the excerpts, in the form of copies, shall be
received in the record. However, the whole of the original
documents, except any portions containing confidential
material protected by law, shall be made available for examination and for use by all parties.
(4) No former employee of the agency shall appear,
except with the permission of the agency, as an expert witness on behalf of other parties in a proceeding in which he or
she previously took an active part in the investigation as a
representative of the agency.
(5) The refusal of. a witness to answer any question
which has been ruled to be proper shall, in the discretion of
the presiding officer, be ground for striking all testimony previously given by such witness on related matter.

4
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(6) Any party bound by ((fat)) ii stipulation or admission
of record may, at any time prior to closure of the hearing, be
permitted to withdraw the same in whole or in part by showing to the satisfaction of the presiding officer that such stipulation or admission was made inadvertently or under a bona
fide mistake of fact contrary to the true fact and that its withdrawal at the time proposed will not unjustly prejudice the
rights of other parties to the proceeding.
AMEND ATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 93-10-097,
filed 5/5/93, effective 6/5/93)

~

,

WAC 10-08-150 Adjudica tive proceed ings-Int erpreters. (1) When an impaired person as defined in ((RGW))
chapter 2.42 RCW or a non-Eng lish-spea king person as
defined in ((RtW)) chapter 2.43 RCW is a party or witness
in an adjudicat ive proceedin g, the presiding officer shall
appoint an interpreter to assist the party or witness throughout the proceedin g. Appointm ent, qualifica tions, waiver,
compens ation, visual recording , and ethical standards of
interpreters in adjudicative proceedings are governed by the
provisions of ((RtW)) chapters 2.42 and 2.43 RCW.
(2) Relatives of any participant in a proceeding and
employees of the agency involved in a proceeding shall not
be appointed as interpreters in the proceeding. This subsection shall not prohibit the office of administrative hearings
from hiring an employee whose sole function is to interpret at
administrative hearings.
(3) The presiding officer shall make a preliminary determination that an interpreter is able in the particular proceeding to interpret accurately all communication to and from the
impaired or non-English-speaking person. This determination shall be based upon the testimony or stated needs of the
impaired or non-English-speaking person, the interpreter's
education, certifications, and experience in interpreting for
contested cases or adjudicative proceedings, the interpreter's
understa nding of the basic vocabula ry and procedur e
involved in the proceeding, and the interpreter's impartiality.
The parties or their representatives may question the interpreter as to his or her qualifications and impartiality.
(4) If at any time during the proceeding, in the opinion of
the impaired or non-English-speaking person, the presiding
officer or a qualified observer, the interpreter does not provide accurate and effective communication with the impaired
or non-English-speaking person, the presiding officer shall
appoint another interpreter.
(5) Mode of interpretation.
(a) Interpreters for non-English-speaking persons shall
use the simultaneous mode of interpretation where the presiding officer and interpreter agree that simultaneous interpretation will advance fairness and efficiency; otherwise, the consecutive mode of foreign language interpretation shall be
used.
(b) Interpreters for hearing impaired persons shall use
the simultaneous mode of interpretation unless an intermediary interpreter is needed. If an intermediary interpreter is
needed, interpreters shall use the mode that the interpreter
considers to provide the most accurate and effective communication with the hearing impaired person.
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(c) When an impaired or non-English-speaking person is
a party to a proceeding, the interpreter shall translate all statements made by other hearing participants. The presiding
officer shall ensure that sufficient extra time is provided to
permit translation and the presiding officer shall ensure that
the interpreter translates the entire proceeding to the party to
the extent that the party has the same opportunity to understand all statements made during the proceeding (([as] [aR]))
as a nonimpaired or English-speaking party listening to uninterpreted statements would have.
(6) An interpreter shall not, without the written consent
of the parties to the communication, be examined as to any
communication the interpreter interprets under circumstances
where the communication is privileged by law. An interpreter
shall not, without the written consent of the parties to the
communication, be examined as to any information the interpreter obtains while interpreting pertaining to any proceeding
then pending.
(7) The presiding officer shall explain to the nonEnglish-speaking party that a written decision or order will
be issued in English, and that the party may contact the interpreter for an oral translation of the decision and that the translation itself is at no cost to the party. The interpreter shall provide to the presiding officer and the party the interpreter's
telephone number. The telephone number shall be attached to
the decision or order mailed to the party. A copy of the decision or order shall also be mailed to the interpreter for use in
translation.
(8) If the party has a right to review of the order or decision, the presiding officer shall orally inform the party during
the hearing of the right and of the time limits to request
review.
(9) The agency involved in the hearing shall pay interpreter fees and expenses.
AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amendi ng Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-160 Adjudica tive proceed ings-Tes timony under oath or affirmati on. (I) Every person called as
a witness in a hearing shall swear or affirm that the testimony
he or she is about to give in the hearing shall be the truth
accordin g to the provisio ns of RCW 5.28.020 through
5.28.060. If the witness is testifying from outside the jurisdiction. the presiding officer may require the witness to agree
to be bound by the laws of the state of Washington for purposes of the oath or affirmation.
(2) Every interpreter shall, before beginning to interpret,
take an oath that a true interpretation will be made to the person being examined of all the proceedings in a language or in
a manner which the person understands, and that the interpreter will repeat the statements of the person being examined to the agency conducting the proceedings, in the English
language, to the best of the interpreter's skill and judgment.
AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amendi ng Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-18 0 Adjudica tive proceed ings-Tel econferen ce hearings . (I) The presiding officer((, with the
[ 123]
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cm1c1:1ffeAce ef the agcticy,)) may conduct all or part of the
hearing by telephone, television, or other electronic means, if
the rights of the parties will not be prejudiced and if each participant in the hearing has an opportunity to participate in, to
hear, and, if technica lly and econom ically feasible, in the
judgment of the presiding officer, to see the entire proceeding
while it is taking place((, previded)). However, the presiding
officer shall grant the motion of any party showing good
cause for having the hearing conduct ed in person at a
rescheduled time.
(2) Documentary evidence shall be submitted in advance
as provided in WAC 10-08-140(2).
AMEND A TORY SECTIO N (Amend ing Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-200 Adjudic ative proceed ings-Pr esiding officer. The presiding officer shall have authority to:
(I) Determine the order of presentation of evidence;
(2) Administer oaths and affirmations;
(3) Issue subpoenas pursuant to RCW 34.05.446;
(4) Rule on procedural matters, objections, and motions;
(5) Rule on motions for summary judgment;
® Rule on offers of proof and receive relevant evidence;
(((61)) (7) Pursuant to RCW 34.05.449(5), close parts of
a hearing to public observation or order the exclusion of witnesses upon a showing of good cause:
.(fil Interrogate witnesses called by the parties in an
impartial manner to develop any facts deemed necessary to
fairly and adequately decide the matter;
((f71)) .(2) Call additional witnesses and request additional exhibits deemed necessary to complete the record and
receive such evidence subject to full opportunity for crossexamination and rebuttal by all parties;
((f81)) (JO) Take official notice of facts pursuant to RCW
34.05.452(5);
( 11) Regulate the course of the hearing and take any
appropr iate action necessa ry to maintain order during the
hearing;
((f91)) .(ill Permit or require oral argument or briefs and
determine the time limits for submission thereof;
((fWJ)) (13) Issue an order of default pursuant to RCW
34.05.440;
(14) Hold prehearing conferences;
(15) Appoint a mediator or serve as mediator, provided
that after serving as mediator. the presiding officer shall not
conduct the hearing or issue a decision on the matter unless
the parties specifically waive any objections to doing so;
.Ll.fil Take any other action necessary and authorized by
any applicable statute or rule; and
((fl-B)) ill} Waive any requirement of these rules unless
a party shows that it would be prejudiced by such a waiver.
AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amend ing Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-2 10 Adjudic ative proceed ings-In itial
or final order. Every decision and order, whether initial or
final, shall:
Proposed
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(I) Be correctly captioned as to the name of the agency
and name of the proceeding;
(2) Designate all parties and representatives participating
in the proceeding;
(3) ((lAcl1:1de a ceAcise stateme11t ef the tl&t1:1re aAd baelc
gre1:111d ef the preeeediAg;
f41)) Contain appropriate numbered findings of fact
meeting the requirements in RCW 34.05.461;
((~))ill Contain appropriate numbered conclusions of
law, including citations of statutes and rules relied upon;
((tej)) ill Contain an initial or final order disposing of
all contested issues;
((f71)) ® Contain a statement describing the available
post-hearing remedies.

NEW SECTION
WAC 10-08-2 17 Shorten ed record on petition for
review or appeal. If a petition for review or appeal is made
of an initial order, by stipulation the parties may agree to
shorten the record to be filed with the entity considering the
petition for review or appeal. Either party unreaso nably
refusing to stipulate to such a limitation, including shortening
or selecting only portions of a transcript, may be ordered to
pay the additional costs involved. For petitions for judicial
review of a final order, see RCW 34.05.566.
NEW SECTION
WAC 10-08-219 Correct ion of transcri pt. Corrections
in the official transcript may be made only to·make it conform to the evidence presented at the hearing. If the parties
agree and the presiding officer approves, transcript corrections may be incorporated into the record at any time during
the hearing or after the close of evidence. All corrections
must be made within ten calendar days after receipt of the
transcrip t unless the presidin g officer allows a differen t
period.
AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amend ing Order 6, filed
6/15/89)
WAC 10-08-251 Declara tory orders- Proced ural
rights of persons in relation to petition . If a petition for a
declaratory order is set for specified proceedings under RCW
34.05.240 (5)(b), the agency shall give not less than seven
days advance written notice of the proceedings to the petitioner and all persons described in RCW 34.05.240(3). The
notice shall contain the time, date, place, and nature of the
proceedings and shall describe how interested persons may
particip ate in the proceed ing. Pursuan t to RCW 34.05.240(7), the agency may not enter a declaratory order that
would substant ially prejudic e the rights of a person who
would be a necessary party if the person does not consent in
writing to the determination of the matter by a declaratory
ruling proceeding.

~
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REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 10-08-260

Petition for rulemakingForm, content and filing.

WAC 10-08-261

Petition for rulemakingConsideration and disposition.

Chapter 10-12 WAC
COMPLIANCE WITH STATE ENVIRONMEN TAL·
((PKOT~CTION)) POLICY ACT

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
11/1/82)
WAC 10-12-010 Purpose. The purpose of this chapter
is to comply with and implement RCW 43.21C.120 directing
every state agency to adopt rules pertaining to the integration
of the policies and procedures of the State Environmental
((PreteetieH)) Policy Act into the various programs under
((thett)) its jurisdiction for implementation.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 3, filed
11/1/82)
WAC 10-12-020 Application. Pursuant to WAC ((+9+-U:)-800)) 197-11-800, the office of administrative hearings
has reviewed its authorized activities and found them to be
exempt under the provisions of chapter((~)) 197-11
WAC.
Chapter 10-16 WAC
COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
NEW SECTION
WAC 10-16-010 Procedure for complaints regarding
improper conduct of an administrative law judge. (I)
Administrative law judges must at all times adhere to the fundamental principles of law, fairly and equitably. Administrative law judges should be fair in their rulings and should conduct the proceedings in a judicious manner.
(2) Any interested party to an administrative proceeding
may file a complaint alleging improper conduct of an administrative law judge. For purposes of this section, an interested
party is a person who has a right to receive notice of the
administrative hearing.
(3) A complaint concerning a decision or order shall be
handled through the appeal or petition for review process.
This includes initial or final orders and interim orders or discretionary rulings from which further appeal may be taken.
(4) A complaint concerning the conduct of an administrative law judge, apart from a decision from which further

appeal may be filed, shall be in writing and sent to the supervising administrative law judge.
(5) The written complaint must set forth in detail all pertinent facts and information. It shall include, among other
things, the name of the administrative law judge, the date of
the incident, the individuals present, and any other information which would assist in investigation of the complaint.
The complaint should be no more than five pages.
(6) Within ten days of receipt of a written complaint, the
supervising administrative law judge shall send a letter
acknowledging receipt of the complaint. The supervising
administrative law judge shall conduct an investigation of the
complaint. For matters no longer pending before the office of
administrative hearings at the time the complaint is filed, the
supervising administrative law judge shall issue a written
response to the complaining party within thirty days of
receipt of the complaint. However, for matters pending
before the office of administrative hearings at the time the
complaint is filed, the supervising administrative law judge
shall issue a written response within thirty days after issuance
of the administrative law judge's decision. If additional time
is needed, the supervising administrative law judge shall
notify the complaining party in writing and indicate an
expected response date.
(7) If, after investigation, the complaint is found to have
merit, the supervising administrative law judge shall take
appropriate corrective action. If disciplinary action is warranted, it shall be handled internally subject to the individual's privacy rights as in other personnel matters.
(8) Should the complaining party not be satisfied with
the result of the investigation, he or she may request review
of the complaint by the chief administrative law judge. The
chief administrative law judge shall review all facts and
information pertinent to the complaint and issue a written
response. The response of the chief administrative law judge
shall be final.
(9) Any inquiries concerning the grievance procedure
may be made through the administrative office or any field
office of the office of administrative hearings. A directory
listing the names and mailing addresses of supervising
administrative law judges, deputy chief administrative law
judges and the chief administrative law judge will be available through these offices.

WSR 99-17-108
WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF LICENSING
[Filed August 18, 1999, 10:21 a.m.]

The Department of Licensing withdraws WSR 99-15097 filed with your office on July 21, 1999.
The Department of ~icensing has a policy of providing
equal access to its services. This correspondence is available
in alternate format. Please call Pat Zlateff at (360) 902-3718
or TDD (360) 664-8885.
Deborah Mccurley, Administrator
Title and Registration Services
[ 125]
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WSR 99-17-109
WSR 99-17-109

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF LICENSING
[Filed August 18, 1999, 10:24a.m.]

Original Notice.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9911-016.
Title of Rule: Chapter 308-96A WAC, Vehicle licenses,
disabled person special parking privileges.
Purpose: 1. Rule making required as a result of implementation of chapter 136 of the laws passed during the 1999
session.
2. To clarify rules and help make them more comprehensible.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.12.276,
46.16.381, 46.01.110.
Statute Being Implemented: SSB 6009, chapter 136,
Laws of 1999.
Summary: WAC 308-96A-306 Definitions-Dis abled
person special parking privileges (amended), WAC 30896A-311 General provisions (amended), WAC 308-96A-313
Permanent disabled person parking placard/photo ID-Individual (amended), WAC 308-96A-314 Disabled person special license plates-Individ ual (amended), and WAC 30896A-316 Permanent placard and disabled person special
license plates for organizations (amended).
Reasons Supporting Proposal:
Implementation of
requirements of SSB 6009, remove the requirements for
photo identification.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Patrick J. Zlateff, 1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia,
902-3718, Implementation and Enforcement: Lynda Henriksen, 1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia, 902-3811.
Name of Proponent: [Department of Licensing], governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: The anticipated effects will be a clarification of the
above-mentioned requirements.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Clarify
sections needed and repeal those no longer required.
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. A small business economic impact statement is not required pursuant to RCW
19.85.030 (l)(a). The proposed rule making does not impose
more than a minor cost on businesses in an industry.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The contents of the proposed rules are explicitly and specifically dictated by statute.
Hearing Location: Highways-Licenses Building, Conference Room 107, 1125 Washington Street S.E., Olympia,
WA 98507, on September 24, 1999, at 10:00 a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Patrick
J. Zlateff by September 23, 1999, TDD (360) 664-8885, or
(360) 902-3718.
Submit Written Comments to: Patrick J. Zlateff, Rules
Coordinator, Title and Registration Services, P.O. Box 2957,
Proposed
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Olympia, WA 98507-2957, fax (360) 664-0831, by September 23, 1999.
Date oflntended Adoption: October 15, 1999.
August 18, 1999
Deborah McCurley, Administrator
Title and Registration Services
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-032,
filed 10/29/98, effective 10/29/98)
WAC 308-96A-306 Definitions-D isabled person
special parking privileges. For the purposes of determining
eligibility for special disabled person parking placards and
license plates, the following definitions apply:
(I) "Licensed physician" means, for the purpose of
determining the disability that limits the ability to walk and
meets the criteria set forth in RCW 46.16.381(1), a health
care provider licensed by the department of health to provide
health care whose scope of practice includes those areas covered in the statute. Licensed physician includes chiropractic
physicians, naturopaths, medical doctors, osteopathic physicians and podiatric physicians. Licensed physician does not
include persons licensed in the professions of dentistry and
optometry.
(2) "Permanent" means a licensed physician has certified
that the qualifying disability condition is expected to last at
least five years.
(3) "Permit" means the eligibility for the temporary or
permanent placard((, flhe~e ID)) or special license plate(s)
and identification card.
(4) "((Plm~e ID)) Identification card" means the special
identification card referred to in RCW 46.16.381(3).
(5) "Private carriers" means those entities contracting
with public transportation authorities to transport persons
with disabilities described in RCW 46.16.381.
(6) "Privilege" means the right to utilize the benefits
associated with the permit.
(7) "Expiration date" means:
(a) The last day of the month specified on a temporary
placard; or
(b) Not less than five years from the month and year of
issuance of a permanent placard, as specified by the department on the placard.
(8) "Public transportation authorities" means those entities operating motor vehicles owned or leased by Washington
state, or a town, city, county, municipality, or metropolitan or
municipal corporation within the state, or United States government agencies or Indian nations used for the primary purpose of transporting persons with disabilities described in
RCW 46.16.381.
(9) "Signature" means any memorandum, mark, or sign
made with intent to authenticate an application for a placard,
or the subscription of any person thereto as provided in RCW
9A.04.110(23).
CIOl "Application" means the form provided by the
department that must be completed by the individual and
physician or the form that must be completed by the organization.
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AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-032,
filed 10/29/98, effective 10/29/98)
WAC 308-96A-311 General provisions. (1) How do I
qualify for a disabled person parking privilege?
In order to qualify for a disabled person parking privilege, a licensed physician must certify that you have a disability that limits or impairs the ability to walk and that you
meet one of the requirements listed in RCW 46.16.381 (1 )(a)
through (g).
(2) What types of placards are issued?
The types of placards you may receive are:
(a) Temporary; or
(b) Permanent.
(3) How do I apply for a disabled person's parking
privilege?
To apply for the disabled person's parking privilege, a
licensed physician must complete and certify his or her portion of the application. Then, you must complete and sign
your portion of the application and submit it to the department as provided in WAC 308-96A-3 l 2 (temporary placard),
WAC 308-96A-3 l 3 (permanent placard) or WAC 308-96A3l4 (special license plates).
(4) Who may sign the application for the disabled
person that is unable to sign or is a minor? When the disabled person is unable to sign or is a minor the application
may be signed by an authorized representative of the disabled
person. The application shall then be accompanied by a copy
of one of the following:
(a) A power of attorney;
(b) A Washington state court order or certification from
the clerk of court confirming the court's action: or
(c) An affidavit explaining why the applicant is unable to
sign for themselves and explaining the authorized representative's association to the disabled person.
ill When is the disabled person's parking privilege
no longer valid?
The disabled person's parking privilege is no longer
valid:
(a) Upon expiration of the privilege;
(b) Upon death of the disabled person;
(c) If the disability no longer exists; or
(d) If the privilege was issued in error.
(6) Why is the identificatio n card issued? The identification card is issued to assist law enforcement in determining that the person who is using the disabled person parking
placard or special disabled parking license plate is the person
to whom the privilege was issued.
(7) Must I present the identificatio n card upon
request of law enforcement ? Yes. Your identification card
must be shown upon request of any law enforcement officer.
parking enforcement officer or volunteer appointed for purposes of issuing notices of parking infractions.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-032,
filed I 0/29/98, effective 10/29/98)
WAC 308-96A-31 2 Temporary disabled person
parking placard and identificatio n card. (I) Where and

how may I obtain a temporary disabled person parking
placard and identificatio n card?
You may obtain a temporary disabled person parking
placard ((ey Hteil or at ttfly 'iehiele lieeHsiHg offiee or tlri·1er
lieeHsiHg lieeRsiHg serviees offiee)) at Washington vehicle
licensing offices and you will receive your identification card
in the mail. You must submit a completed and signed application certified by a licensed physician.
(2) How long ((fies)) §the temporary disabled person parking placard ((l&M)) and identificatio n card valid?
The temporary disabled person parking placard ((ffiftj'
last)) and identification card is valid for up to six months
from the date of issuance by the department.
(3) Can my temporary disabled person parking placard and identificatio n card be extended?
No. If your condition continues beyond the expiration
~ate, you may obtain a new temporary disabled person parking placard and identification card by submitting a completed
and signed new application certified by a licensed physician.
(4) What happens if the temporary disabled person
parking placard or identificatio n card is lost, mutilated,
destroyed, or stolen?
If you wish to replace your temporary disabled person
parking placard or identification card, complete and sign a
statement explaining what happened to the placard or identification card. A new temporary disabled person parking
placard or identification card will be issued indicating the
original expiration date.
(5) When is the temporary disabled person parking
placard and identificatio n card no longer valid?
The placard is no longer valid:
(a) Upon expiration of the privilege;
(b) Upon death of the disabled person;
(c) If the disability no longer exists;
(d) If a replacement placard and identification card has
been issued; or
(e) If the privilege was issued in error.
(6) What should I do when my temporary placard
((is)) and identificatio n card are no longer valid? When
your temporary placard and identification card are no
valid. they should be destroyed.
((Yott shottltl tlestroy it.
(7) If I flHlify far ft tempaNry diselded persaH peril
ieg pri•1ilege, ltaw is tlte privilege ideHafied?
Yott may reeeiYe Of!e tempOF!lf)' plaeartl.))

I.

~MENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-032,
filed I 0/29/98, effective I 0/29/98)

WAC 308-96A-313 ((Per111eeeet)) Disabled person
parking placard((ilpltete IQ ledividelll)) and identification card-For permanent disabilities. (1) Where((~
ehteiH ft pePIH8Hettt)) J1U disabled person parking placidentification cards issued to perard(s) and ((pltete
sons with a permanent disability?
((Yott may oetaifl the)) Disabled persons parking placards for persons with a permanent ((tlisaeletl persoR parlciHg
pleearEls BREI photo ID)) disability are issued at Washington

um
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vehicle licensing offices. Identification card.s_ (( OHly fFofFI
drivers lieeHsiHg lieeHsiHg serviees offiees)) may be applied
for at the time the disabled placard is issued and will be
mailed to you.

(2) ((Why is the phata ID issaed?

The 13hoto ID is iss1:1ed to assist law eHforeeFF1eHt iH
deterfFliHiHg that the 13ersoH who is ttsiHg the disabled flersofl
flarkiHg fllaeard is the flersoH to whofFI the 13laeard ·.vas iss1:1ed.
(3) !\last I preseet the phata 19 apaR Peffaest af lew

eefaree1Heet?

(4) Whet de I eeed ta reeei·1e the phata ID eerd?

Yott Heed:
(a) COFFlflleted a1313lieatioH; aHd
(e) Proof of ideAtity whieh iHel1:1des the followiHg:
(i) WashiHgtoH drivers lieeHse;
(ii) WashiHgtoH ideAtifieatioH eard;
(iii) Other 'l'alid ideHtifieatiofl doe1:1FF1eflt s13eeified ey

RC'.\' 46.20.035;

(iv) Affidavit of flttl'eHt, gtttt£diaH, or persofl with flOWer
of attorney; or
(v) Affidavit of iHdivid1:1al aflfllyiHg for disabled flersofl
flttl'\tiflg fleFFF1it.

(5) Whee daes the pet'IH&Reet disehled persae perlt
ieg pleeerd(s) expire?

The flerfFlaHeflt disabled 13ersofl 13arkiHg fllaeard(s) is
iss1:1ed for Aot less thaH fiye years frofFI the FFIOHth afld year of
issttaHee, afld eitj':lires Ofl the last day of the ff\Oflth Sfleeified
Ofl the 13laeard. EitaFFlflle: If a 13erFF1afleHt f:llaeard is FF1arked
to eitf:liFe iH Ma)' 2003, it eitj':lires Ofl May 31, 2003. The
defJartffieflt may iss1:1e a fJlaeard for a fJeriod of loHger thafl
five years ffoffi the FFIOAth aHd year of iss1:1af1ee, b1:1t for HO
FFIOre thaH six )'ears, as FF1ay be Heeesstt£y to stagger the fleF
FF1afleflt fllaeard reHewal workload.

(6) Ila N de I repleee e per1Reeeet diselded persaR
perkieg pleeerd that hes ~eeame last, 1Rt1tihtted,
destrayed, aP stalee?
If yo1:1 wish to refllaee yo1:1r fleFFHafleHt disabled flersofl

flarkiHg fllaeard, eomfllete afld sigfl a stateFF1eHt eitfllaiHiHg
what haflfleAed to the fllaeard aHd ret1:1rn yo1:1r eitistiHg 13hoto
ID eard. A flew flermafleflt disabled flersoH flarkiflg fllaeard
aHd flhOto ID will be iss1:1ed iAdieatiHg the origiHal eitj':liratiofl
dttte-:

(7) Haw de I repleee my phata ID that hlls
last, 1Rt1tileted, destrayed er stalee?

~eeame

IA order to refllaee yo1:1r flhoto ID, yo1:1 FF11:1st aflflear ifl
('lersofl at a driver lieeHsiAg lieeHsiAg seniees offiee. ¥01:1
shall eOH\fllete afld sigH a statemeHt eit('llaiHiHg what hafl
fleHed to the flhoto ID, afld flFeseflt flFoof of ideHtity as flFO
vided iH s1:1bseetioH (4) of this seetioH. A Ae·.v flhoto ID will
be iss1:1ed iAdieatiflg the flFevio1:1sly iss1:1ed ('llaeard fll:lffiber(s).

(8) Haw de I reeew 11ty pePlftllReRt
perltieg pleeerd(s)?

dise~led

persae

The deflaFtfFleHt will mail yo1:1 a reHewal Hotiee thirty
days flFior to eitj':liratioH. The flermaAeflt flarkiAg fllaeard is
reHewed by s1:1bffiittiHg a eOmflleted reHeV>'al flotiee or Hew
aflfllieatiofl with eitistiAg flhoto ID eard or ('lFOOf of ideHtity as
flFovided iH s1:1bseetiofl (4) of this seetioH at a driver lieeHsiHg
Proposed
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lieeHsiHg serviees offiee. ¥01:1 will reeeiYe Hew fleFFF1afleflt
disablea flersoH 19arlciAg fllaeards afld a Hevl 19lwto ID.
f9))) When does disabled person parking placard(s)
expire? Disabled person parking placard(s) issued to persons with a permanent disability are issued for not less than
five years from the month and year of issuance. and expires
on the last day of the month specified on the placard. Example: If a permanent placard is marked to expire in May 2003.
it expires on May 31. 2003.
(3) What happens if the disabled person parking
placard or identification card issued to persons with a
permanent disability is lost. mutilated. destrQyed. or stolen? If you wish to replace your permanent disabled person
parking placard or identification card that was issued to persons with a permanent disability. complete and sign a statement explaining what happened to the placard or identification card. A new disabled person parking placard or identification card will be issued indicating the original expiration
date. The identification card will be mailed to you.
(4) How do I renew my permanent disabled person
parking placard(s) that were issued to persons with a permanent disability? The department will mail you a renewal
notice to gualifying individuals prior to expiration. The parking placard issued to persons with a permanent disability is
renewed by submitting a completed renewal notice or new
application with existing identification card at Washington
vehicle licensing office. You will receive new disabled person parking placard that was issued to persons with a permanent disability and you will receive a new identification card
in the mail.

ill When are the ((pet'IHllReftt)) disabled person
parking placard(s) issued to persons with a permanent
disability no longer valid?
The ((fleFFFlafleflt)) disabled person parking placard
issued to persons with a permanent disability is no longer
valid:
(a) Upon expiration of the permanent placard;
(b) Upon death of the disabled person;
(c) If the disability no longer exists;
(d) If the privilege was issued in error; or
(e) If a replacement permanent parking placard issued to
persons with a permanent disability has been issued.
(((10) If I f1Helify fep e permeeeet)) (6) What do I
receive when I apply for a disabled person parking privilege((, haw is the privilege ideetilied)) for my Permanent
disability?
You may receive:
(a) One placard;
(b) One set of special license plates;
(c) One placard and one set of special license plates; or
(d) Two placards.

((fl--1-j)) ill How do I obtain a second ((permeeeet))
disabled person parking placard?

If you have only one disabled 12erson 12arking placard.
you may obtain a second placard upon written request.

Washingto n State Register, Issue 99-17

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-032,
..filed 10/29/98, effective 10/29/98)
WAC 308-96A-314 Disabled person special license
,
plates-Ind ividual. ( 1) Where can I obtain a disabled person special license plate and identification card?
Disabled person special license plates and identification
card are available at Washingto n vehicle licensing offices
only. You will receive the identification card in the mail.
(2) How do I obtain disabled person special license
plates?
In order to receive disabled person special license plates:
(a) Your name must be shown on the department's record
as being a registered owner of the vehicle; and
(b) You must submit a completed application certified by
a licensed physician or have a disabled person privilege
established with the department.
(3) When do the disabled person special license plates
and identificat ion card expire?
The disabled person special license plate carries the
expiration date of your vehicle registratio n and must be
renewed annually. The privilege to use the disabled person
special license plate expires five years from the month of
issuance of the privilege.
(4) ((!\la,· I ha,·e a disaltled perse11 plaeard 'Nhe11 I
have the llisalded 11erse11 s11eeial liee11se ttlate?
Yes, yett may haYe ene eisablee versen fllaeare in aeei
tieH te yettf eisablee fleFS8ft Sfleeial lieeHSe flll:ltes.
~)) When are the disabled person special license
..
, plates no longer valid?
The disabled person special license plates are no longer
valid when:
(a) The plates expire;
(b) The privilege expires;
(c) Upon death of the disabled person;
(d) If the disability no longer exists; or
(e) The disabled person special license plates have been
cancelled by department administrative action; or
.ill If the privilege was issued in error.
((f61)) ill How do I replace a disabled person's special
license plates if they become lost, mutilated, destroyed, or
stolen?
You shall complete and sign a statement explaining what
happened to the disabled person's special license plates. New
special disabled person's license plates will be issued indicating the original expiration date. This voids the previously
issued plates.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-22-032,
filed 10/29/98, effective 10/29/98)
WAC 308-96A-316 Permanen t placard and disabled
person special license plates for organizations. (1) When
can a qualifying organizati on ((eMereise the ttrivilege)) ~
.. disabled oerson special license plates or soecial disabled
, person parking placards?
((~))Qualifying organizations may only use disabled
person special license plates or disabled person parking plac-
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ards when transporting any person who meets the criteria
under RCW 46.16.381(1).
(2) How does an organizati on qualify for disabled
person's special license plates and permanen t disabled
person's parking placards?
The organization must meet the criteria in RCW
46.16.381(3).
(3) How does a qualifying organizati on apply for disabled person's special license plates and permanen t disabled person's parking placards?
The organization must submit a properly completed disabled person parking privileges organization application to
the department with appropriate documentation as indicated
on the application.
(4) Where does a qualifying organizati on obtain disabled person's parking placard(s) or disabled person's
special license plates?
A qualifying organization may obtain permanent disabled person's parking placard(s) ((enly freffi eri'ler lieens
iHg lieensi1tg serviees effiees. D\sablee f!ersen's sveeial
liee1tse 13lates may be avvliea fer at aft'.)')) and disabled persons special license plates at Washington vehicle licensing
office.
(5) Is a qualifying organizati on issued ((a phete IQ))
an identification card?
No. ((A flhete lD ffift:Y)) An identification card shall not
be issued for an organization.
(6) When does the permanen t disabled person's parking placard(s) issued to a gpalifving organizati on expire?
The permanent disabled person's parking placard(s)
expires five years from the date of issuance to the department.
(7) When do the disabled person special license plates
issued to a qualifying organizati on ((ffPire)) no longer

:mfu!?

The disabled person special license plates ((refleet the
exf!iratieH date ef the Yehiele registratie H a1t6 mttst be
re1tewee liHHttally)) are no longer valid when:
(al The plates expire;
(b) The privilege expires:
(c) If the vehicle is no longer being used for the purpose
of transporting disabled persons;
(d) The disabled person special license plates have been
cancelled by department administrative action;
(e) The organization no longer qualifies;
(f) The organization's business license is cancelled or
expires: or
(g) If the privilege was issued in error.
(8) How does a qualifying organizati on replace permanent disabled person's parking plac~rds or disabled
person's special license plates if they become lost, mutilated, destroyed, or stolen?
The organization shall complete and sign a statement
explaining what happened to the placards or disabled person's
spec~al license plates. New permanent disabled person's
parking placards or disabled person's special license plates
will be issued indicating the ((erigi1tal)) current expiration
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date. This voids the previously issued permanent placards or
plates.
(9) How does a qualifying organizati on renew their
permanen t disabled person's parking placard?
The departmen t will send a disabled person's parking
renewal notice to the qualifying organizatio n ((thirty tlays
prier te expiratieH)) before the privilege expires. The privilege is renewed by submitting the completed and signed
renewal notice to the department. A new application may be
submitted in lieu of the renewal notice. Upon receipt of the
properly completed and signed renewal notice or application
the departmen t will issue new placards.
( 10) When are ((the ttlaeartl aetl tlisahletl 11ersee s11e
eial lieeese ttht~es)) disabled oerson parking placards.
issued to gualifving organizati ons. no longer valid?
((Plaeartl(s) afttl tlisaeletl perseH speeial lieeHse 13lates))
Disabled persons parking placards are no longer valid when:
(a) The organization no longer qualifies;
(b) The organization's business license is canceled or
expires;
(c) The placard or disabled person special license plates
were issued in error; or
(d) A replacemen t has been issued.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTM ENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICE S
(Medical Assistance Administration)
[Filed August 18, 1999, 10:56 a.m.]

Supplemen tal Notice to WSR 99-13-050.
Preproposal statement of inquiry was filed as WSR 9906-084.
Title of Rule: WAC 388-550-4 500 Payment methodRCC.
Purpose: This proposed rule differs from the rule proposed under WSR 99-13-050 . Because of the changes that
have been made in the rule since the public hearing was held
on July 27, 1999, the departmen t is filing a supplemen tal
notice. The departmen t wishes to give stakeholders and the
general public another opportunit y to comment on the proposed rule.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.050,
74.08.090, 74.09.500.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 74.08.090, 42 U.S.C.
1395x(v).
Summary: These amendmen ts update the method by
which the departmen t calculates hospital ratio of costs-tocharges (RCC). This proposed rule differs from the previously proposed version by: Explaining more clearly how
MAA calculates a hospital's ratio of costs-to-charges (RCC);
specifying the percentage limit by which weighted average
payments may be increased for certain hospitals; and explaining how MAA calculates a hospital's capped RCC.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To update rule content to
reflect current departmen t policy.
Proposed
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Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implemen tation and Enforcem ent: Alan McMullen , ~
DOS/MAA , 623 8th Avenue S.E., Olympia, WA 98501, ~
(360) 586-6698.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, Medical Assistance Administration, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Reflects updated methods that the department uses
to calculate hospital ratio of costs-to-ch arges (RCC). The
purpose of the proposed amendmen ts are to improve staff
efficiency and customer complianc e by reflecting current
policy in rule, as well as clarify, consolidate, and reorganize
the rule.
The anticipated effect is that the purpose stated above
will be achieved.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Amends rule listed in Title of Rule above to reflect current
departmen t policy in calculating hospital ratio of costs-tocharges (RCC).
No small business economic impact statement has been
prepared under chapter 19.85 RCW. The departmen t has
analyzed the proposed amendmen ts and concludes that no
new costs will be imposed on the small businesses affected
by them.
RCW 34.05.328 does not apply to this rule adoption.
The rules do not fit the definition of a significant legislative
rule.
~
Hearing Location: Lacey Government Center (behind ~
Tokyo Bento Restaurant), 1009 College Street S.E., Room
104-B, Lacey, WA 98503, on September 21, 1999, at 10:00
a.m.
Assistance for Persons with Disabilities: Contact Paige
Wall by September 10, 1999, phone (360) 664-6094, TTY
(360) 664-6178, e-mail wallpg@dshs.wa.gov.
Submit Written Comments to: Identify WAC Numbers,
Paige Wall, Rules Coordinator, Rules and Policies Assistance
Unit, P.O. Box 45850, Olympia, WA 98504-5850, fax (360)
664-6185, by September 21, 1999.
Date of Intended Adoption: September 30, 1999.
August 11, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-06-046 ,
filed 2/26/99, effective 3/29/99)
WAC 388-550-4500 Payment method-R CC. (1) The
ratio of costs-to-ch anges CRCC) payment is the hospital's
allowable charges on a claim multiplied by the lesser of the
hospital's RCC or capped RCC.
(a) MAA calculates a hospital's ratio of costs-to-charges
(RCC) by dividing adjusted allowable ((eperatiHg)) costs by
adjusted patient revenues associated with these allowable
costs.
(b) MAA bases these figures on the annual Medicare
cost report data provided by the hospital.

Washin gton State Register , Issue 99-17

(c) MAA updates hospitals' RCC rates annually with the
data.
~submittal of new HCFA 2552 Medica re cost report
s
exclude
MAA
RCC,
((~))
the
ing
comput
l'Prior to
increase s in operatin g costs or total rate-set ting revenue
attributable to a change in ownership.
((~)) @ MAA limits a hospital's RCC ((ta)) ratio at
one hundred percent ((efits allewael e ehftfges. MAA Feeel:lflS
flayffieftts ftlaae te a hes)"ital ift exeess ef its e1:1steftlary
ehBFges te the gefteFttl f31:tblie)).
(((3) MAA estahlishes the easie hespital paytHeRt e~·
ffit:tltiplyiRg the hespital's assigRea RCC Fate by the allewea
ehBFges feF ffieaieally ReeessBFy seFviees. MAA 6e61:1ets eli
eftt Fespeftsibility (speR6 aewR) Elf third party liahility (TPL)
as iaefttifiea eR the hilliftg iR)'eiee er ey MAA fretH the easie
payftleftt te aeterffiiRe the aet1:1al payffieftt 61:1e ffeffi MAA feF
that hespital aaftlissieR.
f41))

(2)(a) Except in the case of rural hospitals and Harborview Medical Center, weighted average payments under the
ratio of costs-to -charge s hospital paymen t system shall
increase by no more than one hundred seventy-five percent of
the DRI HCFA hospital reimbursement market basket index
over the previous year's projected payment. Any necessary
capping will be made by an adjustment to the hospital 's RCC.
The hospital 's capped RCC is equal to its allowable projected payments divided by the projected charges for the hospital.
The projected charges are based on the hospital 's billed
charges on paid claims and the average annual estimate d
~ charge increase . The average annual estimate d charge
I' increase is based on comparison of included hospitals' aggregate average charges from four prior years.
The next year's allowable projected payments egual the
current projecte d charges multipli ed by the product of the
hospital 's current RCC multiplied by one hundred seventyfive percent of the DRI HCFA hospital reimbursement market basket index factor.
Mathematically:
Average annual estimated charge increase= for all
included hospitals:
Aggregate average charge for the fourth year minus
aggregate average charge for the first year:
Divided by aggregate average charge for the first year.
then:
The result divided by three.
Projected charges= billed charges x one hundred percent
plus the average annual estimated charge increase.
Allowable projected payments= projected charges x
product of current RCC or capped RCC x one hundred seventy-five percent DRI index factor.
(b) MAA also recoups payments made to a hospital in
excess of its customary charges to the general public.
ill MAA uses the RCC payment method to ((Feiffi...
Bt:trse)) ~:
(a) MAA peer group A hospitals;
(b) Other DRG-exempt hospitals identified in WAC
~
I' 388-550-4300; and
(c) ((Afty hespital feF)) DRG-exempt services described
388-550-4400.
WAC
in
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((Eleeffis the RCC feF iR state aftd eeFdeF
s1:1ffieieflt HCFA 2552 MeaieaFe east
laekiRg
BFeB hespitals
Fe13eft data the .,.,.eighteEI aveFage ef the RCC Fates feF iA state
hesf}itals)) uses the Washington in-state average RCC to pay
for Washing ton in-state and border area hospital s that are
exempted from the DRG payment method and do not have a
HCFA 2552 Medicar e cost report.
(((61)) ill MAA calculates ((aA e1:1tpatieftt Fatie ef easts
ta ehBFges ey di'lidieg the fH'ojeeted easts ey the 13rojeeted
ehBFge m1:1ltifllietl ey the a·1entge RCC.
(a) IH fte ease may the e1:1tpatieAt a6j1:1stmeRt faeteF
exeeea 1.0.
(e) The e1:1tf}atieHt atlj1:1stffieRt faeteF is 1:1136ated aenually
effeetiv e NevetHeeF I)) the hospital 's specific outpatie nt
RCC by multiplying the hospital specific inpatient RCC by
the outpatient adjustment factor. The outpatient adjustment
factor:
(a) Is the projected costs divided by the product of the
projected charges multiplied by the in-state average RCC.
(b) Is limited at 1.00.
(c) Is updated annually on November 1.
((~))ill MAA
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EXPEDITED ADOPTION

DEPARTMEN T OF AGRICULTUR E
[Filed July 14, 1999, 3:37 p.m.)

Title of Rule: General pesticide regulations, chemigation and fertigation regulations, wood destroying organism
regulations.
Purpose: Revised WAC numbers to group related regulations, dropped unnecessary regulations, revised conflicting
Summary:
New WAC
Number
16-228-1010

sections, made minor, nonsubstantive revisions to existing
sections for clarity, made new WAC section for chemigation
and fertigation regulations.
Other Identifying Information: Regulations contained in
chapters 16-10, 16-228, and 16-200 WAC.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapters 15.58,
17.21, and 15.54 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Same.
Changes

Content

Old WAC Number
16-228-010
16-10-010
RCW 17.21.020(26)

Definitions

16-228-1020

16-10-020

Rights of complainants

16-228-1030

16-10-030

Rights of persons aggrieved

16-228-1040
16-228-1100

16-228-233
16-228-905

16-228-1110

16-228-910

16-228-1120

16-228-915

Investigative response time
Statement of purpose - Penalty
assignment
Definitions - Penalty assignment
Calculation of penalty

16-228-1130

16-228-920

16-228-1140

16-228-925

16-228-1150

16-228-930

16-228-1200

16-228-160

16-228-1220

16-228-185

16-228-1230

16-228-164

Penalty assignment schedule Table A
Penalty assignment schedule Table B
Other dispositions of alleged
violations
Restriction on distribution,
transportation, storage and disposal
Restrictions applying to any
person holding, handling,
using, or disposing of pesticides and their containers

State restricted use pesticides
for use by certified applicators
only

[I]

Insert "Complainant" (from WAC
16-10-010). Insert "Landscape Application" (as per RCW 17.21.020(26)). Insert
"Person" (from WAC 16-10-010), Insert
"Person Aggrieved" (from WAC
16-10-010), Re-sequence numbers.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with Attorney General (A.G.)for revision
using full APA process.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with A.G. for revision using full process.
No changes.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with A.G. for revision using full process.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with A.G. for revision using full process.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with A.G. for revision using full process.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with A.G. for revision using full process.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with A.G. for revision using full process.
Leave as is for present, currently working
with A.G. for revision using full process.
No changes.
Drop - monocrotophos (Azodrin), Demeton (Systox), Aldicarb (Temik), TEPP,
Mevinphos (Phosdrin), Zinophos. Products either no longer allowed for any use
or cannot be applied by air. Full adoption
process for storage.
Moved subsection4 to WAC 16-228-1300
and incorporated. Changed (2)(b) to "in
quantities larger than one gallon." Add
"for purposes of this section" to the end of
(3)(d). Deleted dealer statement- covered
in WAC 16-228-1300.

Expedited Adoption
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Deleted

16-228-155

Pesticides-not for distribution
to home and garden users

16-228-1240

16-228-166

Aquatic pesticides

16-228-1250

16-228-162

Phenoxy herbicide restrictions

16-228-1260
16-228-1270

16-228-227
16-228-600

16-228-1300

16-228-161
16-228-155(2)
16-228-164(2)

Tributyl tin
Use of pesticides on small
seeded vegetable seed crops
and seed alfalfa
Distribution records

16-228-1320

16-228-190

Applicator requirements

16-228-1330

16-228-195

16-228-1370
16-228-1380

16-228-157
16-228-225

Compliance with federal
requirements
Waste pesticide disposal
Regulation of application of
vertebrate control pesticides

16-228-14501

16-228-1385

16-228-230

General Pesticide Regulations - Registration
16-228-1400
16-228-115
16-228-1410

16-228-117

16-228-1420
16-228-1430
16-228-1440
16-228-1450

16-228-116
16-228-145
16-228-120
16-228-130

16-228-1455

16-228-140

Expedited Adoption

Sale or possession of sodium
floracetate, fluoracetamide,
and phosphorus pastes
Special restrictions on the use
of Compounds 1080, 1081,
and phosphorus
pastes

Pesticide labeling requiremen ts
Home and garden products-definition
Complete pesticide formula
Adequate containers
Artificial coloring
Pesticide-fertilizer registration
and labeling
Pesticide-fertilizer mix restrictions
(2)

Dropped DiNitro-0-Sec Butyl
(DNOSBP), Ethion (26% and above),
Hydrogen Cyanide (Hydrocyanic acid)
(HCN). Products no longer allowed for
use. Endothall, Guthion and Methyl Bromide federally restricted use. Moved
Strychnine to WAC 16-228-1230(c).
Change WAC reference number (in text)
to WAC 16-228-1330(1).
Possible removal of "Provided" section on
shaker cans - (no registrations).
No changes.
No changes.

Moved WAC 16-228-164 (4)(a-g) here.
Moved WAC 16-228-155(2) here.
Deleted WAC 16-228-161, moved sentence.
Probable changes using full adoption process. Changed WAC reference to WAC
16-228-1320(1).
Combine with WAC 16-228-1560 (FAA
Certificate).
No changes.
(2) Moved requirement for dye/discolor
for 1080 bait and solutions to WAC
16-228-1385, modify (to be consistent)warehouse and size of letters and moved
subsection (3)(c) to 16-228-1380, add
"certified" to (3){d).
Dropped WAC - covered in WAC
16-228-1385.
Changed WAC reference number to new
WAC number, added dye/discolor wording, modified wording regarding warehouse/letter size to adopt newest regulation, corrected error in reference to WAC
16-228-255(10).
No changes.
Changed title - drop "fee." Dropped subsections (2) and (3) - No fees applied now.
No changes.
No changes.
No changes.
No changes.
No changes.
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16-228-125
16-228-1460
General Pesticide Regulations - Licensing
16-228-180
16-228-1500
16-228-1520

16-228-210

16-228-1530

16-228-020

16-228-1540

16-228-220

16-228-1550
16-228-1555

16-228-214
16-228-213

16-228-1570
16-228-1580
16-228-1585

16-228-172
16-228-168
16-228-223

16-228-1590

16-228-170

Experimental use permits

No changes.

Leave as is for now, significant changes will require full adoption process.
Leave as is for now, one significant
change which will require full adoption
process being proposed for Phase II.
Deleted (2) - These licenses are annual
Application fee and pesticide
licenses - Renewal dates - Pen- now, added WAC 16-228-215(1) here.
alties
Leave as is for now, will require full adopExamination requirements
tion process for changes.
No changes.
Apparatus display signs
Requirements on placement of No changes.
commercial applicator apparatus license plates and windshield identification
No changes.
Permits
No changes.
exemptions
of
Change
No changes.
Ground maintenance on an
occasional basis-exempt from
licensing requirements
No changes.
Pesticide dealer and dealer
manager license

License denied, revoked or
suspended
Financial responsibility insurance certificate (FRIC)

Possible New WAC Section - New number 16-228-xxxx
Examination categories miniNew
16-228-1545?
mum passing score
for sign removal and
Schedule
New
16-228-xxxx
size

Possible new section using full APA adoption process.
To implement RCW 17 .21.410 (4) Landscape applications.

New WAC Section

Inspection and reporting crite- No changes.
ria for complete wood destroying organism inspection
and report prerequi- No changes.
Inspection
16-228-410
16-22 8-2020
site to wood destroying organism treatment
No changes.
Limited wood destroying
16-228-420
16-228-2030
organism inspections
No changes.
Reporting criteria for limited
16-228-430
16-228-2040
organism
destroying
wood
inspections
Through Irrigation Systems
Nutrients
and
Pesticides
of
New WAC - Application

16-228-2000

16-228-400

WAC 16-202
16-202-1000

16-228-232

Chemigation

16-202-2000

16-200-742

Fertigation

16-228-143
16-228-117 (2)(3)

PIRT Surcharge
PIRT Surcharge

DROPPED SECTIONS

[3J

Possible significant changes, will need full
adoption process.
Possible significant changes, will need full
adoption process.
No longer applies.
No longer applies.
Expedited Adoption
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16-228-155

Not for distribution to home
and garden
Declaration of an agricultural
emergency
Agricultural activities permitted under an agricultural emergency
Record keeping required for an
agricultural emergency
Compounds I 080, I 081 and
phosphorus
FAA certificate

16-228-650
16-228-655

16-228-660
16-228-14501
16-228-215

bold/italic - proposed for Phase II changes

Adopted in chapter 16-233 WAC.

Adopted in chapter 16-233 WAC.
Adopted in WAC 16-228-1380.
Covered in WAC 16-228-1380. Pesticide
exam form and fee moved to WAC
16-228-1530(8).

Chapter 16-228
GENERAL PESTICIDE REGULATIONS

Reasons Supporting Proposal: Rule revision mandate.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Pesticide Management,
Natural Resources Building, Olympia, Washington, (360)
902-2010.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Department of
Agriculture, governmental.
Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as to
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and Fiscal Matters: Agency request.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Revision of general pesticide regulations for clarity.
Delete old regulations and set up sections for wood destroying organisms and chemigation/fertigation. See Summary
above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
Summary above.
NOTICE

NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-1010 Definitions. The definitions set
forth in this section shall apply throughout this chapter,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(1) "Agricultural commodity" means any plant, or part of
a plant, or animal, or animal product, produced by a person
(including farmers, ranchers, vineyardists, plant propagators,
Christmas tree growers, aquaculturists, floriculturists,
orchardists, foresters, or other comparable persons) primarily ~
for sale, consumption, propagation, or other use by people or ~
animals.
(2) "Agricultural emergency" means a sudden occurrence or set of circumstances which the agricultural employer
could not have anticipated and over which the agricultural
employer has no control, and which requires entry into apesticide treated area during a restricted-entry interval, when no
alternative practices would prevent or mitigate a substantial
economic loss.
(3) "Authorized agent" is any person who is authorized
to act on behalf of a certified applicator for the purpose of
purchasing pesticides.
(4) "Bait box" for rodenticides is a box constructed of
durable metal, wood, plastic, or other treated synthetic material. It shall be designed to hold rodent bait securely, allow
rodents to enter and leave, and prevent unauthorized persons
and domestic animals from gaining access to the bait. The
cover shall be provided with a lock that can be unlocked only
by a combination, key, special tool, or forced entry. Fragile
materials are unacceptable.
(5) "Bait station" may be any location where baits are
placed to allow target pests to gain access to the bait.
(6) "Bulk fertilizer" is a commercial fertilizer, agricultural mineral, or lime, distributed in nonpackaged form.
(7) "Certified applicator" means any individual who is
licensed as a commercial pesticide applicator, commercial
pesticide operator, public operator, private-commercial
applicator, demonstration and research applicator, or certified private applicator, or any other individual who is certified by the director to use or supervise the use of any pesti-

THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED TO BE
ADOPTED USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING
PROCESS THAT WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR
THE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF
YOU OBJECT TO THIS RULE BEING ADOPTED USING
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Ann Wick, Washington
State Department of Agriculture, P.O. Box 42589, Olympia,
WA 98404-2589 [98504-2589], (360) 902-2051, fax (360)
902-2093, AND RECEIVED BY October 18, 1999.
July 13, 1999
Bob Arrington
Assistant Director
Expedited Adoption

All products are restricted use Strychnine
moved to WAC 16-228-1230(c).
Adopted in chapter 16-233 WAC.
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cide which is classified by the EPA as a restricted use pesti• cide or by the state as restricted to use by certified applicators
,only.
(8) A "complainant" is defined as a person who has
requested an inspection of an area in which a pesticide violation is believed to have occurred.
(9) "Complete wood destroying organism inspection"
means (a) an inspection of a structure for the purpose of
determining (i) evidence of infestation(s), and (ii) damage,
and (iii) conducive conditions; or (b) any wood destroying
organism inspection which is conducted as the result of a
telephone solicitation by an inspection firm or pest control
business, even if the inspection would otherwise fall within
the definition of a limited wood destroying organism inspection.
(I 0) "Conducive conditions" means those conditions
which may lead to or enhance an infestation of wood destroying organisms.
( 11) "Controlled disposal site" means any place where
solid or liquid waste is disposed: Provided, That the area has
been designated as a disposal site for waste materials by the
appropriate jurisdictional agency: Provided further, That the
site is fenced, barricaded or otherwise enclosed or attended
by some person in charge to facilitate control-access of
domestic animals, pets, and unauthorized persons.
(12) "Department" means the Washington state department of agriculture.
(13) "Diluent" means a material, liquid or solid, serving
• to dilute the pesticide product to field strength for adequate
, coverage (such as water).
( 14) "Director" means the director of the department or a
duly authorized representative.
(15) "Dry pesticide" is any granular, pelleted, dust or
wettable powder pesticide.
(16) "EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
(17) "EPA restricted use pesticide" means any pesticide
with restricted uses as classified for restricted use by the
administrator, EPA.
(18) "Fertilizer" as included in this order means any liquid or dry mixed fertilizer, fertilizer material, specialty fertilizer, agricultural mineral, or lime.
(19) "FIFRA" means the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide
and Rodenticide Act as amended (61 stat. 163, 7 U.S.C. Sec.
136 et seq.).
(20) "Floor level" is considered to be the floor upon
which people normally walk-not shelves, ledges, overhead
beams, tops of stacked materials, surfaces of equipment, or
similar places.
(21) "Food service establishment" means any fixed or
mobile restaurant; coffee shop; cafeteria; short order cafe;
luncheonette; grill; tearoom; sandwich shop; soda fountain;
tavern; bar; cocktail lounge; nightclub; roadside stand; industrial-feeding establishment; retail grocery; retail food market;
retail meat market; retail bakery; private, public, or nonprofit
• organization routinely serving food; catering kitchen; commissary or similar place in which food or drink is prepared
,
for sale or for service on the premises or elsewhere; and any
other eating or drinking establishment or operation where

WSR 99-15-033

food is served or provided for the public with or without
charge .
(22) "Fumigant" means any substance or combination of
substances that produce gas, fumes, vapors, or smoke, and is
used to kill pests in some kind of enclosure.
(23) "Highly toxic pesticide" for the purpose of this
chapter, means any pesticide that conforms to the criteria in
40 C.F.R. Sec. 156. l 0 for toxicity Category I due to oral inhalation or dermal toxicity.
(24) "Landscape application" means an application by a
certified applicator of any EPA registered pesticide to any
exterior landscape plants found around residential property,
commercial properties such as apartments or shopping centers, parks, golf courses, schools including nursery schools
and licensed day cares, or cemeteries or similar areas. This
definition shall not apply to: (a) Applications made by certified private applicators; (b) mosquito abatement, gypsy moth
eradication, or similar wide-area pest control programs sponsored by governmental en.tities; and (c) commercial pesticide
applicators making structural applications.
(25) "Limited wood destroying organism inspection"
means the inspection of a structure for purposes of identifying or verifying evidence of an infestation of wood destroying organisms.
(26) "Person" is defined as any individual, partnership,
association, corporation, or organized group of persons
whether or not incorporated.
(27) A "person aggrieved" by a violation is defined as
person who has reasonable grounds to believe that he or she
has been subjected to harm or an unreasonable risk by such
violation.
(28) "Private applicator" means a certified applicator
who uses or is in direct supervision of the use of (a) any EPA
restricted use pesticide; or (b) any state restricted use pesticide restricted to use only by certified applicators by the
director for the purposes of producing any agricultural commodity and for any associated noncrop application on land
owned or rented by the private applicator or the applicator's
employer or if applied without compensation other than trading of personal services between producers of agricultural
commodities on the land of another person.
(29) "Private-commercial applicator" means a certified
applicator who uses or supervises the use of (a) any EPA
restricted use pesticide; or (b) any restricted use pesticide
restricted to use only by certified applicators for purposes
other than the production of any agricultural commodity on
lands owned or rented by the applicator or the applicator's
employer.
(30) "State restricted use pesticide" means any pesticide
determined to be a restricted use pesticide by the director
under the authority of chapters 17.21 and 15.58 RCW that are
restricted to use only by certified applicators.
(31) "Substantial economic loss" means a loss in profitability greater than that which would be expected based on
the experience and fluctuations of crop yields in previous
years. Only losses caused by the agricultural emergency specific to the affected site and geographic area are considered.
The contribution of mismanagement cannot be considered in
determining the loss.

a
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(32) "Unreasonable adverse effects on the environment"
means any unreasonable risk to people or the environment
taking into account the economic, social and environmental
costs and benefits of the use of any pesticide, or as otherwise
determined by the director.
(33) "Waste pesticide" is any pesticide formulation
which cannot be used according to label directions in Washington state because of cancellation or suspension of its federal or state registration, or deterioration of the product or its
label, and any pesticide formulation whose active ingredients
are not clearly identifiable because of label deterioration or
because the pesticide is not stored in its original container.
(34) "Wood destroying organisms" means those organisms including, but not limited to, subterranean termites,
dampwood termites, carpenter ants, wood boring beetles of
the family anobiidae (deathwatch beetle), and wood decay
fungus (rot). Wood destroying organisms shall not include
such organisms which occurred prior to the manufacturing or
processing of the lumber, e.g., pocket rot.
(35) "Wood destroying organism inspection" means the
service of inspecting a building for the presence of wood
destroying organism pests destructive to its structural components, and/or their damage, and/or conducive conditions. For
purposes of these rules a wood destroying organism inspection shall be either a "complete wood destroying organism
inspection" or a "limited wood destroying organism inspection."
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1020 Rights of complainants. If an
inspection is conducted by the department of an area in which
a pesticide violation is believed to have occurred, a complainant shall:
(I) Be promptly provided with the department's decision, as set forth in the "notice of intent to assess civil penalty
and/or deny, suspend, or revoke a license," or in any document issuing a warning or determining no action; the department will endeavor to provide notice concurrently with the
department's service of such document on the alleged violator.
(2) Be entitled, upon written request to the department,
to have his or her name protected from disclosure in any communication with persons outside the department and in any
record published, released, or made available pursuant to
chapter 17.21 RCW: Provided, That in any adjudicative proceeding under chapter 34.05 RCW the identity of complainant shall be disclosed to the alleged violator upon request of
the alleged violator.
(3) Be otherwise entitled to those rights of persons
aggrieved as set forth in WAC 16-228-1030, if aggrieved,
except that the complainant shall be provided, automatically
without request, a copy of the final order referred to therein.

chapter 17 .21 RCW; the department will provide notice concurrently with service of notice on the violator: Provided,.
That such person has made timely written application to the
department requesting such notice. Written application to the
department requesting such notice shall be received no later
than the date of service of a final order.
(2) Within thirteen days of the date of mailing of a final
order to a person aggrieved, the person aggrieved may
request in writing that the director reconsider the matter, shall
specify in writing why said person believes the penalty decision is inappropriate, and shall serve such request on the violator.
(3) Upon reconsideration, the director will reconsider the
entire matter including any written statement submitted by
any party, and may adjust the penalty decision set forth in the
final order if the director finds that the penalty was inappropriate.
(4) If such person is aggrieved by the director's order on
reconsiderations, within twenty days of service of the order
he or she may request in writing an adjudicative proceeding
under chapter 34.05 RCW, shall specify in writing why the
person believes the penalty decision is inappropriate, and
shall serve such request on the alleged violator. The subject
of such proceeding shall be limited to the appropriateness of
the penalty decision of the director on reconsideration based
on a review of the record as supplemented by any new evidence received by the presiding officer. The alleged violator
shall be given notice and an opportunity to participate in the
proceeding by the department. The proceeding shall be heard ~
by a presiding officer who has not heard the adjudicative pro- ~
ceeding on the merits against the alleged violator. Chapter
34.05 RCW and chapter 16-08 WAC shall govern the conduct of such proceeding and any review thereon.
(5) Upon the filing of any request for proceeding pursuant to subsection (2) of this section, any final order of the
director shall be automatically stayed pending resolution of
such request and expiration of any time period for pursuing
additional relief. The director shall provide written notice to
the alleged violator of any such resolution, thereby reinstituting the rights of the alleged violator to seek further relief.

4

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1040 Investigative response time. Upon
receipt of a verified report of loss as set forth in RCW
17 .21.190, the department shall initiate an investigation.
Investigation of a complaint concerning immediate acute pesticide exposure to humans or animals shall be initiated immediately. Other complaint investigations shall be initiated no
later than forty-eight hours after receipt of the verified report
of loss.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-1030 Rights of person aggrieved. A person aggrieved shall:
( 1) Be entitled to be notified promptly of any final action
taken by the department pursuant to an investigation under

WAC 16-228-1100 Statement of purpose-Penalty
assignment. For the purpose of fair, uniform determination
of penalty as set forth in WAC 16-228-1110 through 16-2281150, the director hereby declares:

. Expedited Adoption
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( 1) Regulatory action is necessary to deter violations of

~ the pesticide laws and rules, and to educate persons about the
, consequences of such violation(s); and
(2) Any regulatory action taken by the department
against any person who violates the provisions of chapter
17.21 RCW, chapter 15.58 RCW, and/or rules adopted thereunder shall be commensurate with the seriousness of the violation under the circumstances; and
(3) Each person shall be treated fairly in accordance with
the rules set forth in this chapter.

NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-~110 Definition s-Penalty assignmen t.
In addition to the definitions set forth in RCW 17 .21.020,
15.58.030, and WAC 16-228-1010, the following shall apply
to WAC 16-228-1100 through 16-228-1150:
(1) "Adverse effect(s)" means a possibility of pesticide
exposure that could cause damage or injury to humans, animals, plants, or the environment.
(2) "Knowingly" means that the alleged violator knew or
should have known that conditions existed that would result
in adverse effect(s) or knew that a violation would occur.
(3) "Level of violation" means that the alleged violation
is a first, second, third, fourth, fifth, or more violation(s).
(a) First violation. This means the alleged violator has
committed no prior incident(s) which resulted in a violation
or violations within three years of committin g the current
alleged violation.
(b) Second violation. This means the alleged violator
~
, committed one prior incident which resulted in a violation or
violations within three years of committin g the current
alleged violation.
(c) Third violation. This means the alleged violator committed two prior incidents which resulted in a violation or
violations within three years of committin g the current
alleged violation.
(d) Fourth violation. This means the alleged violator
committed three prior incidents which resulted in a violation
or violations within three years of committin g the current
alleged violation.
(e) Fifth or more violation. This means the alleged violator committed at least four prior incidents which resulted in
a violation or violations within three years of committing the
current alleged violation.
(4) "Not probable" means that the alleged violator's conduct more likely than not would not have an adverse effect.
(5) "Probable" means that the alleged violator's conduct
llJOre likely than not would have an adverse effect.
(6) "Unknowingly" means that the alleged violator did
not act knowingly.
(7) "Violation" means commission of an act or acts prohibited by chapter 17.21 RCW, chapter 15.58 RCW, and/or
rules adopted thereunder.

-
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ing the penalty assignmen t schedule table listed in either
WAC 16-228-1130 or 16-228-1140 that is applied based on
the type of violation alleged. The departmen t shall then
determine the penalty range based on the level of violation,
adverse effect(s) at the time of the incident(s) giving rise to
the violation, and the knowledge of the alleged violator. The
median penalty is then selected as the penalty unless a proportionate adjustment is required and/or there are aggravating
or mitigating factors as provided herein. The median penalty
under Table A listed in WAC 16-228-1130 may be proportionately adjusted and/or aggravated to a level more than the
maximum penalty listed for the violation in the penalty
assignment schedule table. The median penalty under Table
B listed in WAC 16-228-11 40 may be proportion ately
adjusted and/or aggravated to a level more than the maximum
penalty listed for the violation. The median penalty under
Table A and B may not be proportionately adjusted and/or
mitigated to a level less than the minimum penalty listed for
the violation.
(2) Proportionate adjustment of median penalty. The
department reserves the right to proportionately increase the
civil penalty and proportion ately decrease the licensing
action when circumstances in the particular case demonstrate
the ineffective ness of the licensing action as a deterrent
including but not limited to violations by persons who are not
licensed and violations by certified private applicator(s), or
proportion ately decrease the civil penalty and proportion ately increase the licensing action when circumstances in the
particular case demonstrate the ineffectiveness of a civil penalty action as a deterrent.
(3) Aggravating factors. The department may consider
circumstan ces enhancing the seriousnes s of the violation,
including, but not limited to, the following:
(a) Each separate additional incident of violation(s)
alleged within a single notice of intent to have been committed by the alleged violator within the same calendar year.
(b) The high magnitude of the harm, or potential harm,
including quantity and/or degree, caused by the violation.
(c) The similarity of the current alleged violation to previous violations that occurred within three years of the current alleged violation.
(d) The extent to which the alleged violation is part of a
pattern of the same or substantially similar conduct by others
which necessitates a greater deterrent factor.
(4) Mitigating factors. The department may consider circumstances reducing the seriousness of the violation including, but not limited to, the following:
(a) A voluntary disclosure of a violation by the alleged
violator.
(b) The low magnitude of the harm, or potential harm,
including quantity and/or degree, caused by the violation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-11 30 Penalty assignme nt schedule-Table A. Pesticide use, application, disposal, licensing,
distributio n, recommen dation, and label violations (See
WAC 16-228-11 50 for other dispositions of alleged violations, including warning letters.)

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1120 Calculatio n of penalty. (1) Median
penalty selection. In the disposition of administrative cases,
the department shall determine the penalty by first determin[ 7]
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Adverse
Effect(s)

Unknowingly
Minimum

First

Third

Fourth

Fifth or
More

Median

Maximum

Minimum

MediBn

$100 and I day SUSpension
$150 and I day SUSpension

$200 and 3 days
suspension

$300 and 5 days
suspension

$200 and 3 days
suspension

$300 and 5 days
suspension

$250 and 3 days
suspension

$350 and 5 days
suspension

$400 and 7 days
suspension

a. Not probable

$250 and 3 days
suspension

$200 and 3 days
suspension

$300 and 5 days
suspension

$350 and 5 days
suspension

$400 and 7 days
suspension

$300 and 5 days
suspension

b. Probable

$300 and 3 days
suspension
$400 and 10 days
suspension

$350 and 5 days
suspension

$400 and 7 days
suspension

$450 and 7 days
suspension
$500 and 9 days
suspension

$450 and 7 days
suspension

$350 and 5 days
suspension

$550 and 9 days

$700 and 15 days
suspension

$450 and 7 days
suspension

$1000 and 20 days
suspension

b. Probable

$500 and JO days
suspension

$500 and I 0 days
suspension

$1000and 20
days suspension

$1800 and 20 days
suspension

$1500 and 30
days suspension

$3000 and 25 days
suspension

a. Not probable
b. Probable

$700 and 20 days
suspension

$600 and 15 days
suspension
$700 and 20 days
suspension

$2100 and 30
days suspension

$1800 and 20 days
suspension

$3500 and 40
days suspension

$3000 and 25 days
suspension

$700 and 20 days
suspension

$2100 and 30 days
suspension

$3500 and <iO days
suspension

$2100 and 30
days suspension

$800 and 30 days
suspension

$2400 and40
days suspension

a. Not Probable

$800 and 20 days
suspension

$3400 and 40 days
suspension

$6000 and 60 days
suspension

3500 and 40 days
suspension
$4000 and
50 days suspension

$900 and 50 days
suspension
$1000and50
days SUSPENSION

$3700 and 60
days suspension
$4250 and 70
days SUSPENSION

a. Not probable
b. Probable

Second

Knowingly

a. Not probable

b. Probable

$900 and 50 days

$3700 and 60 days

$6500 and 70 days

SUSPENSION OR

SUSPENSION OR

SUSPENSION OR

Maximum

suspension

$6500 and 7 days
suspension
$7500 and 90
days SUSPEN-

DENIAL OR REVOCA-

DENIAL OR REVOCA-

DENIAL OR REVO-

OR DENIAL OR

OR DENIAL OR

TION

TION

SION OR DENIAL

CATION

REVOCATION

REVOCATION

OR REVOCATION

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1140 Penalty assignment schedule-Table B. Records, posting of storage for category one pesticides,
removal of examination material, and impersonating state official other violations not listed in Table A (See WAC 16-228-1150
for other dispositions of alleged violations, including warning letters.)

~
~

(WAC 16-228-1140TableB )
Level of
Violation

Adverse
Effect(s)

Unknowingly
Minimum

Median

Maximum

Minimum

$100 and I day
suspension
$150 and 1 day
suspension

Median

$150 and 2 days
suspension
$200 and 2 days
suspension

$200 and 3 days
suspension
$250 and 3 days
suspension

a. Not probable

$150 and 2 days
suspension
$200 and 2 days
suspension

$200 and 2 days
suspension

$200 and 3 days
suspension
$250 and 3 days
suspension

$250 and 3 days
suspension

$300 and 4 days
suspension

$250 and 4 days
suspension
$300 and 4 days
suspension

$300 and 4 days
suspension

$350 and 5 days
suspension

b. Probable

$250and
3 days suspension

$250 and 2 days
suspension

$300 and 3 days
suspension

$350 and 4 days
suspension

a. Not probable

$300 and 3 days
suspension

$300 and 3 days
suspension

$350 and 4 days
suspension

$400 and 5 days
suspension

b. Probable

$350 and 4 days
suspension

$350 and 3 days
suspension

$350 and 4 days
suspension
$400 and 4 days
suspension

$400 and 5 days
suspension

$400 and 5 days
suspension

$450 and 5 days
suspension

a. Not probable

$400 and 4 days
suspension

$450 and 6 days
suspension

$400 and 4 days
suspension

$450 and 5 days
suspension

$500 and 6 days
suspension

$450 and 5 days
suspension

b. Probable

$450 and 5 days
suspension

$500 and 6 days
suspension

$450 and 4 days
suspension

$500 and 5 days
suspension

$550 and 6 days
suspension

$500 and 6 days
suspension

a. Not Probable

$500 and 5 days
suspension

$550 and 6 days
suspension

$500 and 5 days
suspension

$550 and 7 days
suspension

$600 and 7 days
suspension

$550 and 6 days
suspension

b. Probable

$550 and 5 days
suspension

$550 and 6 days
suspension

$600 and 7 days
suspension

$600 and 6 days
suspension

$650 and 7 days
suspension

$600 and 7 days
suspension

$600 and 6 days
suspension

$650 and 8 days
suspension

$650 and 7 days
suspension

$750 and 8 days
suspension

a. Not probable
First

Knowingly

b. Probable

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth or More

Maximum

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
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NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-1150 Other disposition s of alleged vio1'1ations. Nothing herein shall prevent the department from:
(1) Choosing not to pursue a case administratively.
(2) Issuing a warning letter in lieu of pursuing administrative action.
(3) Negotiating settlement(s) of cases on such terms and
for such reasons as it deems appropriate. Prior violation(s)
covered by a prior settlement agreement may be used by the
departmen t for the purpose of determinin g the appropriate
penalty for the current alleged violation(s) if not prohibited
by the agreement.

~

NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-1200 Restriction on distributio n, transportation, storage and disposal. (1) No person shall handle,
transport, store, display, apply, dispose of or distribute pesticides in such a manner as to endanger humans and their environment or to endanger food, feed, or any other product that
may be transported , stored, displayed, or distributed with
such pesticides. Toxicities of pesticides shall be considered
in distribution, storage, handling, and merchandi sing practices.
(2) Highly toxic pesticides shall not be transported in the
same compartment of the vehicle or other equipment together
with clothes, food, feed, or any other material intended for
consumpti on by humans or animals. Any vehicle or other
~ equipment shall be inspected by the owner or authorized
, agent for contamina tion before reuse. In instances where
leakage or spillage has occurred, the shipper of the pesticides
shall be immediately notified for instructions concerning the
best method to be employed for the'removal of the contamination. Vehicles or other equipment which have been contaminated shall not be returned to service until the contamination has been removed.
(3) Pesticide containers shall be secured during transit by
use of side or end racks, bracing, chocks, tiedowns, or other
means to prevent their sliding, falling, tipping, rolling, or falling off the vehicle with normal vehicle acceleration, deceleration. or change in direction.
(4) Valves shall be tightly closed and manhole covers
shall be secured on cargo or portable tanks used for transporting pesticides, whether tanks are full or empty.
(5) Portable tanks shall be secured to prevent their sliding, falling, tipping, or rolling with normal vehicle acceleration, deceleration, or change in direction. Ends, sidewalls, or
doors of van bodies shall not be relied upon for securement.
(6) Pesticides shall not be delivered to a pesticide consignee unless the consignee or authorized agent is present to
accept delivery of the pesticides and signs a delivery slip and
the pesticides are secured in a proper storage.
(7) Pesticides shall not be stored and/or displayed over or
adjacent to meat or :vegetable cases, other human foods, animal feeds, or drugs, or in any manner that may result in con~ tamination of food, feed, or clothing. Pesticides intended for
, sale or distribution shall only be stored and displayed within
an enclosed area of a building or fence and shall not be displayed on sidewalks.

WSR 99-15-033

(8) Pesticide dealers shall not sell, offer for sale, or hold
for sale highly toxic pesticides in the same department where
food for human consumption is displayed or sold. The use of
the same "checkstand" or food packaging area is prohibited
for the distribution of highly toxic pesticides.
(9) All pesticide incidents involving undesirable impacts
on human health shall be reported to the Washingto n state
department of social and heal th services.
(10) Pesticides in leaking, broken, corroded, or otherwise damaged containers shall not be displayed, offered for
sale, or transported and shall be handled or disposed of in a
manner that would not contaminate the environment or cause
injury to humans and/or animals. Pesticides with obscured or
damaged l,abels shall not be displayed or offered for sale.
(11) No person shall distribute or sell any pesticide
unless it is in the registrant's or the manufacturer's unbroken,
immediate container and there is affixed to the container its
registered pesticide label.
(12) A user of a pesticide may distribute a properly
labelled pesticide to another user who is legally entitled to
use that pesticide without obtaining a pesticide dealer's
license if the exclusive purpose of distributing the pesticide is
keeping it from becoming a hazardous waste as defined in
chapter 70.105 RCW.
(13) The distribution and use of DDT and DDD shall be
prohibited in this state except for uses allowed by the Environmental Protection Agency or the Center for Disease Control of the United States Department of Health and Human
Services.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1220 Restriction s applying to any per. son holding, handling, using, or disposing of pesticides
and their containers . (1) Any person handling, applying, or
disposing of pesticides or pesticide containers shall do so in
such a manner to minimize hazard to commercially important
pollinating insect species. Due care shall be taken to regulate
the timing and technique of pesticide applicatio ns to or
around blossoming plants.
(2) No person shall transport, handle, store, load, apply,
or dispose of any pesticide, pesticide container or apparatus
in such a manner as to pollute water supplies or waterways, or
cause damage or injury to land, including humans, desirable
plants and animals, or wildlife: Provided, That a pesticide
labeled for aquatic use and used as directed shall not be considered a violation of this subsection: Provided further, That
disposing of pesticides at disposal sites approved by the
appropriate agency complies with the requiremen ts of this
subsection. Toxicity, volatility, and mobility of pesticides
shall be considered in complying with this subsection.
(3) No person shall pollute streams, lakes, and other
water supplies in pesticide loading, mixing, and application.
Adequate, functionin g devices and procedures to prevent
backsiphoning shall be used.
(4) None of the following pesticides shall be applied by
aircraft or airblast sprayers immediately adjacent to occupied
schools in session, hospitals, nursing homes or other similar
[9]
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establishments under conditions that may result in contamination of these establishments or their premises:
(a) Disulfoton (DiSyston)-Liquid
(b) Parathion
(c) Phorate (Thimet)-Liquid
(5) No person shall apply pesticides if weather conditions are such that physical drift or volatilization may cause
damage to adjacent land, including humans, desirable plants
or animals.
(6) Requirements for unattended pesticides and their
containers:
(a) Good generally accepted housekeeping practices
shall be maintained for all pesticides and their containers.
(b) The provisions of (d) and (e) of this subsection and
subsection (7) of this section shall not apply to empty pesticide containers when adequately decontaminated (e.g., three
successive rinsings); shall not apply to categories 2, 3, and 4
pesticide formulations labeled for home and garden use only.
(c) For the purposes of (d) and (e) of this subsection and
subsection (7) of this section, pesticides and their containers
at the loading area shall not be considered unattended during
the spraying operation if the operator maintains either visual
control or repeatedly returns at closely spaced intervals.
(d) Category I-Pesticides labeled with the signal word
"danger" and their containers shall be stored in one of the following enclosures which, when unattended, shall be so constructed and locked (except (v) below) to prevent children,
unauthorized persons, livestock, or other animals from gaining entry.
(i) Closed vehicle.
(ii) Closed trailer.
(iii) Building or room or fenced area with a fence at least
six feet high.
(iv) Foot locker or other container which can be locked.
(v) Unattended trucks or trailers which have solid sideracks and secured tailgate at least six feet above ground, ramp
or platform level.
(vi) Bulk storage containers fifty gallons and larger with
tight screw-type bungs and/or secured or locked valves.
(e) Category 2-pesticides labeled with the signal word
"warning" and categories 3 and 4-pesticides labeled with
the signal word "caution" and their containers shall be stored
in secured storage out of the reach of children in one of the
enclosures listed in (d) of this subsection: Provided, That
metal containers, twenty-eight gallons and larger, with tight
screw-type bungs and/or secured or locked valves and sealed
five gallon containers (requiring tool to unseal) shall be considered secured storage.
(7) Requirements for posting of storage for category I
pesticides:
(a) For purposes of this subsection, warning signs shall
show the skull and crossbones symbol and the words: "Danger/Poison (or Pesticide or Chemical) Storage Area/Keep
Out" in letters large enough to be legible at a distance of
thirty feet.
(b) Warning signs shall be posted:
(i) On enclosures specified in subsection (6)(d) of this
section, when such enclosures are unattended;
Expedited Adoption
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(ii) At each entrance or exit from a storage area and on
each exterior wall, so that a sign is visible from any direction;
(iii) If the pesticide storage area is contained in a larger,
multipurpose structure, warning signs shall be clearly visible
on each exterior wall of the structure within thirty feet of the
pesticide storage area and from the main entrance to the
larger structure: Provided, That posting of the main entrance
shall not be required, if a sign is visible from the entrance
which clearly identifies the possibility that pesticides may be
stored on the premises, (i.e., XYZ Pest Control or XYZ
Wood Treatment, Inc.);
(8) No person shall disperse a pesticide or pesticide rinsate from any aircraft while in flight except over the target
field and at the customary application height for that crop:
Provided, That emergency dumping shall not be considered a
violation of this section.

.i
~

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1230 State restricted use pesticides for
use by certified applicators only. (I) Pesticides containing
the following active ingredients are hereby declared state
restricted use pesticides for the protection of groundwater
and shall be distributed only by licensed pesticide dealers to
certified applicators or their duly authorized representatives.
These pesticides shall be used or applied only by certified
applicators or persons under the direct supervision of a certified applicator and only for those uses covered by the certified applicator's license category(s).
Common Chemical Name
Also Known As*
alachlor
Lasso
aldicarb
Temik
atrazine
bromacil
Hyvar, Krovar
carbofuran
Furadan
cyanazine
Bladex
DCPA
Dacthal
1,3-dicloropropene
Tel one
disulfoton
Di-Syston
diuron
Karmex, Krovar
heptachlor
hexazinone
Velpar
metolachlor
Dual
metribuzin
Lexone,Sencor
oxamyl
Vy date
picloram
Tordon
prometon
Pramitol
simazine
Princep
tebuthiuron
Spike

*

This column is to be used only as a guide and may not include all brand or
trade names under which these chemicals are distributed.

(2) Pesticides defined by the following categories are
hereby declared state restricted use pesticides and shall be

4
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distributed only by licensed pesticide dealers to certified
applicators or their duly authorized representatives .. These
.pesticides shall be used or applied only by certified applicators or persons under the direct supervision of a certified
applicator, and only for those uses covered by the certified
applicator's license category.
(a) Any EPA restricted use pesticide not listed in this
rule.
(b) 2,4-D - all dry formulations and all liquid formulations distributed in quantities larger than one gallon to be
used in counties located east of the crest of the Cascade
Mountains. The following types of formulations are exempt
from this requirement:
(i) Dry formulations labeled and intended for home and
garden use only;
(ii) Liquid amine formulations of any concentration up to
and including one gallon in size when purchased and used in
all counties located east of the crest of the Cascade Mountains; and
(iii) One gallon containers of liquid amine formulations
containing fifteen percent or less of restricted use herbicides,
labeled for consumer use.
(c) Strychnine and its salts
(3) Pesticides which are not classified as EPA restricted
use pesticides and which are labeled and intended only for the
following uses are exempt from the requirements of this section:
(a) Home and garden use;
(b) Pet products;
(c) Cooling tower, air conditioner, industrial systems and
•
humidifier biocides;
(d) Use within wholly enclosed structures (with floors)
or fumigation chambers. Greenhouses are not considered as
wholly enclosed structures for the purposes of this section.

1'

(3) Distribution of pesticides bearing combined labeling
for uses into or onto water and for other uses may be made by
licensed pesticides dealers to noncertified applicators, if the
dealer indicates on the sales slip or invoice that the purchaser
of the pesticide agrees that it is not to be applied into or onto
water. If requested by the department, dealers shall furnish
records on the sales of pesticides labeled for application into
or onto water, whether sold for that use or not. Records shall
include the name and address of the purchaser, the complete
product name and/or EPA registration number of the pesticide and the amount purchased.
(4) Licensed dealers shall keep records as specified in
WAC 16-228-1300(1) on each distribution of pesticides designated in subsection (I) of this section. The director shall
have access to these records immediately upon request. .
(5) Certified applicators may designate authorized
agent(s) for the purpose of purchasing or receiving restricted
use pesticides designated in subsection (1) of this section by
making previous arrangements with the pesticide dealer, or
the authorized agent may provide written authorization to the
dealer at the time of purchase. At the time of purchase by an
authorized agent the pesticide dealer shall require the certified applicator's name and license or certification number.
Reviser's note: The unnecessary underline in the above section
occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant
to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION

I'

•

I'
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WAC 16-228-1250 Phenoxy herbicide restrictions.

(1) The distribution, use and application of all high volatile

ester and dust formulations of phenoxy herbicides shall be
prohibited throughout the state~
(2) Pesticide dealers shall make available to the purchaser a copy of the rules pertaining to the use of dicamba
and/or phenoxy hormone-type herbicides, including 2,4-D
and MCPA, in the area in which the material will be applied.

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1240 Aquatic pesticides. (1) All pesticide formulations labeled for application onto or into water to
control pests in or on water are hereby declared state
restricted use pesticides and shall be distributed only by
licensed pesticide dealers to certified_applicators or their
duly authorized representatives. These pesticides shall be
used or applied only by certified applicators or persons under
the direct supervision of a certified applicator.
(2) Pesticides which are not classified as EPA restricted
use pesticides and which are labeled only for the following
uses shall be exempt from this section:
(a) Swimming pools
(b) Wholly impounded ornamental pools or fountains
(c) Aquariums
(d) Closed plumbing and sewage systems
(e) Enclosed food processing systems
(f) Air conditioners, humidifiers, and cooling towers
(g) Industrial heat exchange, air washing, and similar
industrial systems
(h) Disinfectants
(i) Aquatic environments in states other than Washington

Reviser's note: The unnecessary underline in the above section
occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant
to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1260 Tributyltin. (1) The distribution for
use in Washington state of paint, stain, paint additives, or
similar products containing any chemical form of tributyltin
for use in interiors of inhabited structures (i.e., residences,
office buildings, institutions, recreational vehicles, and retail
stores) shall be prohibited: Provided, That this section shall
not apply to specialty products, such as tile grout additives or
cooling tower biocides.
(2) No tributyltin-containing paint, stain, paint additives,
or similar products as specified in subsection (1) of this section may be registered for distribution unless its label clearly
indicates that it shall not be used on interior surfaces of
inhabited structures or that it shall be used on exterior surfaces only.
[ 11]
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NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-1270 Use of pesticides on small seeded
vegetable seed crops and seed alfalfa. (1) For purposes of
pesticide registration, the following crops, when grown to
produce seed specifically for crop reproduction purposes, are
considered nonfood and nonfeed sites of pesticide use:
Common Name
alfalfa
arugula
beet
broccoli raab
Brussels sprouts
cabbage
carrot
cauliflower
Chinese cabbage
Chinese kale
Chinese mustard

collard
coriander
dill
endive
kale
kohlrabi
leek
lettuce
mustard
onion (bulb)
onion (bunching)
parsley
parsnip
radish (other than daikon)
rape
rutabaga
spinach
spinach mustard
swiss chard
turnip

Synonyms
Mediterranean salad, rucola,
roquette, Ghargir
Rapani, Choy Sum, Chinese
flowering cabbage

Pe-tsai
Chinese broccoli
Pak Choi (Choy), Bok Choi
(Choy) Taisai, celery mustard, spoon cabbage

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1300 Distribution records (l) Pesticide
dealers shall furnish records to the director immediately upon
request on the distribution of any pesticide except those
labeled only for home and garden. These requests shall be
limited to records necessary for investigations of suspected
violations, damage complaints, monitoring distribution and
use under provisions of special local needs registrations,
emergency exemptions from federal registration and experimental use permits, and monitoring of any pesticide suspected of unreasonable adverse effects on the environment.
The records shall contain the following information:
(a) Name and address of purchaser;
(b) Name and address of certified applicator (if different
from (a) above if applicable);
(c) Name of authorized agent (if applicable);
(d) Brand and specific pesticide name and/or EPA registration number;
(e) Number of pounds or gallons of the pesticide distributed;
(f) Date of distribution;
(g) Certified applicator number (if applicable).
(2) Certified applicators may designate authorized
agent(s) for the purpose of purchasing or receiving restricted
use pesticides by making previous arrangements with the
pesticide dealer, or the authorized agent may provide written
authorization to the dealer at the time of purchase. At the
time of purchase by an authorized agent the pesticide dealer
shall require the certified applicator's name and license or
certification number.

cilantro

bore kale

spinach beet

(2) For the seed crops listed in subsection (1) of this section, the following conditions shall be met:
(a) All seed screenings shall be disposed of in such a way
that they cannot be distributed or used for food or feed. The
seed conditioner shall keep records of screening disposal for
three years from the date of disposal and shall furnish the
records to the director forthwith upon request. Disposal
Expedited Adoption

records shall consist of documentation from a controlled
dump site, incinerator, or other equivalent disposal site and
shall show the lot numbers, amount of material disposed of, ~
its grower(s), and the date of disposal.
~
(b) No portion of the seed plant, including but not limited
to green chop, hay, pellets, meal, whole seed, cracked seed,
roots, bulbs, leaves and seed screenings may be used or distributed for food or feed purposes.
(c) All seed from the crops listed in subsection (l) of this
section grown or conditioned in this state shall bear a tag or
container label which forbids use of the seed for human consumption or animal feed.
(d) No seed from the crops listed in subsection (l) of this
section grown or conditioned in this state may be distributed
for human consumption or animal feed.
(3) Violation of any condition listed in subsection (2) of
this section is declared to be a violation of chapters 17 .21 and
15.58 RCW.
(4) Any seed crop certified under provisions of RCW
15.86.070, the Organic Food Products Act, shall be exempt
from the requirements of this section.

(3) Pesticide dealers shall keep records of distribution of
state restricted use pesticides for a period of seven years from
the date of distribution.
[ 12]
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his/her land, for the current season, which shall contain the
information listed in WAC 16-228-1330(1).
(5) Except as stated in subsection (6) of this section, the
information required in subsection (1) of this section shall be
kept on the appropriate page of the pesticide record form (figures 1-8): Provided, That computerized records may be
maintained as long as the records can be produced in the form
and format prescribed by the department.
(6) The department may allow by written permit the
information required in subsection (1) of this section to be
kept in a different form and format than that described in figures 1-8: Provided, That the following criteria are met:
(a) The pesticide application record keeping system is
computerized;
(b) The pesticide application record keeping system was
in place and operational prior to July 23, 1989;
(c) The pesticide application record keeping system contains all the information required by subsection (1) of this
section, and can be produced in a form and format acceptable
to the department.
(7) All apparatus shall be kept in good repair and only
that apparatus capable of performing all functions necessary
to ensure proper and thorough application of pesticides shall
be used. Apparatus shall be cleaned so that no residue
remains which may cause injury to land, including humans,
desirable plants and animals, from subsequent applications.
(8) On demand of the director, the applicator shall make
immediately available for inspection the pesticides being
applied and the apparatus used for the application: Provided,
That this inspection is made at the site of application or where
the apparatus is located.
(9) The applicator shall make available necessary safety
equipment in proper working order and advise employees on
its use to meet the safety requirements of the pesticide label.
(10) Maintain a uniform mixture at all times in operating
apparatus when applying pesticides.
(11) All containers used for prepared mixtures, other
than those in an apparatus, shall have a label identifying the
contents as a pesticide, the active ingredient, and appropriate
cautions.

NEW SECTION
~

,

~

,

~
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WAC 16-228-1320 Applicator requirements. (1) Certified applicators and all persons applying pesticide~ to m?re
than one acre of agricultural land in a calendar year mcludmg
public entities engaged in roadside spraying shall keep
records on a form prescribed by the director which shall
include the following:
(a) The name and address of the person for whom the
pesticide was applied.
(b) The address or exact location of the land where the
pesticide was applied. If the application is made to one acre
or more of agricultural land, the field must be located on the
. .
map on the prescribed form.
(c) The year, month, day and time the pesticide was
applied.
(d) The product name used on the registered labe~ and
the United States Environmental Protection Agency registration number, if applicable, of the pesticide which was
.
. .
applied.
(e) The direction from which the wmd 1s blowing and
estimated velocity of the wind in miles per hour (mph) and
the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit at the time the pesticide was applied: Provided, That this subsection (e) shall not
apply to applications of baits in bait stations and pesticide
applications within structures.
(f) The total amount of pesticide applied such as pounds,
gallons, ounces, etc.
(g) The amount of pesticide applied per acre or one thousand square feet or other appropriate measure.
(i) For PCO classification or residential ornamental
applications, the amount shall be recorded to the nearest
ounce of product or to the nearest gallon of liquid spray per
site.
(ii) Fumigation records shall include the pounds of gas
released per one thousand cubic feet of space, the temperature, and the duration of the exposure period.
(h) The concentration of pesticide that was applied. Liquid applications may be recorded as amount of pr~duct per
one hundred gallons of liquid spray or other appropnate measure.
(i) The pests to be controlled (for PCO classification
.
·
only).
(j) Specific crop or site to which pesticide was applied.
(k) Apparatus license plate number.
(I) The licensed applicator's name, certified pesticide
applicator license number, addr~ss, tel~phone num~er,_ a_nd
the name and license number(s) 1f applicable of the md1v1dual or individuals making the application.
(m) The number of acres or other appropriate measure to
which the pesticide was applied.
(2) Application records shall be completed and available
to the department the same day the pesticides were applied.
(3) Application records shall be kept for a period of
seven years from the date of the application of the pesticide ~o
which such records refer. The director shall, upon request m
writing, be furnished with a copy of such records forthwith
by the licensee.
(4) Upon written request, the applicator shall provide the
customer with a record of each application of pesticides to
[ 13]
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NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-1380 Regulation of application of vertebrate control pesticides. Vertebrate control pesticides
shall be used only under the following conditions:
( 1) Vertebrate control pesticides shall be placed only in
locations that are not readily accessible to nonpest animals,
children, and unauthorized persons, and in a manner that
shall preclude contamination of food, feed, drugs, and other
consumer commodities. Exposure of rodenticides baits
within buildings shall not be above floor levels.
(2) Baits shall be colored or otherwise formulated so that
they will be identifiable from foods common to the establishment in which the bait is placed.
(3) When the use of bait boxes is necessary to ensure that
baits are not readily accessible to nonpest animals, children,
and unauthorized persons, the bait boxes shall be of sturdy
construction and designed to accomplish that purpose, and
shall be labeled clearly with letters on contrasting background showing the following information:
(a) Any information required by the EPA or Washington
state registered label for the bait or the concentrate from
which it was formulated.
(b) The name of the active ingredient(s).
(c) The name of the firm and/or applicator, address, and
the telephone number.
(4) Containers used for exposing vertebrate control baits
to pests shall be composed of tough, nonabsorbent, corrosion
resistant materials and designed so they cannot be readily
overturned or carried off by pest animals. Those containers
that are used for exposing vertebrate control pesticides outside of bait boxes shall bear a legible warning label with
wording not less restrictive than requirements on bait boxes
being used as per WAC 16-228-1380(3), (except for the size
of lettering). Food containers, such as "meat boats" and
"souffle cups" are unacceptable. Containers used for liquid
bait exposure shall be water and/or liquid impervious.
(5) All vertebrate control pesticide stocks, when not in
use or when unattended, shall be kept in locked storage or
locked service vehicles.
(6) All containers used for storing or transporting vertebrate control pesticides shall bear an EPA or department registered label.
(7) Servicemen's kits which contain vertebrate control
pesticides shall be handled with extra caution and shall not be
left where children or other unauthorized persons or nontarget animals might remove contents.
(8) Upon completion of a baiting operation, all bait
boxes, containers, and/or throw bags, if they may become
readily accessible to the public, shall be recovered for disposal in an approved manner.
(9) Wherever poisoned carcasses jeopardize public sanitation, or create a health hazard to wildlife, domestic animals,
or the public, they shall be recovered and disposed of by
burning, burying not less than three feet below the soil surface, or placed in proper waste containers and delivered to an
approved disposal site.
(10) Thallium-containing compounds shall not be used
for vertebrate control.
Expedited Adoption
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WAC 16-228-1385 Special restrictions on the use of
Compounds 1080, 1081 and phosphorus paste. Compounds I 080 and 1081, and phosphorus paste shall be
restricted for use as follows:
(I) No person shall possess or use these pesticides except
federal, state, county, or municipal officers or their employees for use in their official duties in pest control; research or
chemical laboratories in their respective fields; pest control
applicators and operators licensed by the state; and wholesalers or jobbers who distribute, sell, or export these pesticides
to the aforementioned persons.
(2) No person shall use these pesticides in occupied
structures such as private homes, apartment houses, other
human dwellings or food service establishments. Those persons authorized in subsection (I) above shall use these pesticides only in buildings such as grain elevators, seed houses,
or warehouses. The portions of these buildings being baited
must be under control of the licensee. A controlled building
is one that is locked or attended and that is under at least
once-a-day surveillance by the licensee, unless authorized as
per WAC 16-228-1385_(7).
(3) Compounds 1080 and 1081 and phosphorous paste
shall be used only by authorized persons who have read and
will comply with the "Instructions For Using Sodium Fluoroacetate (Compound 1080)," by the National Research Council and all other labeling of the registrant, and are familiar·
with hazards of the above compounds.
(4) Compounds 1080 and 1081 and phosphorous paste
may be used in warehouses, grain elevators, seed houses and
industrial buildings only when warning signs are used which
are not less than eight by ten inches with the words "DANGER"-"FATAL POISON"- "RODENT BAITS" in red letters not
less than one inch in height on a contrasting background and
the skull and crossbones, in red, not smaller than the letters.
These signs must be conspicuously posted at all entrances to
the building and portions of the building under control of the
licensee. Below is the suggested format:

~

~

~

~

DANGER
FATAL POISON - RODENT BAIT
IN THIS AREA

(skull/crossbones) DO NOT TOUCH BAITS (skull/crossbones)
OR DEAD ANIMALS

Name, address, and phone number
of applicator
Name of the rodenticide
All authorized personnel in the building must be notified of
the baiting; a diagram showing the number of bait. stations
and the location of each on the premises must be readily
available on the property; and a copy of such diagram must
be in the possession of the licensee who is performing the
baiting operation.
(5) No person shall use Compounds 1080 and 1081, or
phosphorus paste unless all unused baits are recovered and
disposed of appropriately at the end of the baiting operation,
and carcasses shall be recovered daily and disposed of as per

~
~

•
,

•
,
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WAC 16-228-1 380(9), unless a permit issued pursuant to
WAC 16-228-1385(7) provides alternative requirements.
(6) When placed in burrows, baits should be put far
enough into the burrow so that domestic animals cannot
reach them readily. Baits applied to dumps should be placed
beneath objects, in containers, or into holes so that it is inaccessible. Appropr iate warning cards, as per WAC 16228-1380 (4) shall be conspicuously displayed in adequate
numbers whenever Compounds 1080 and 1081 or phosphorus baits are used on public property or on private property
accessible to the public.
(7) Any authorized person desiring to use these pesticides in any areas other than licensee-controlled buildings,
controlled dumps, sanitary sewers or in emergency situations
where application sites are controlled and attended, such as
waterfron ts, shall apply for and obtain a permit from the
director prior to applying the pesticide. These permits may
be issued by the department if, after an on-site inspection, the
department determines that:
(a) Good housekeeping and sanitary procedures are
being followed to help control the rodent population;
(b) Rodent populations and conditions are such that an
emergenc y situation exists and less toxic rodenticides and
other control measures will not be adequate for the needed
rodent control;
(c) The applicant designates a competent trained person
to be named on the permit, who will accept responsibility for
properly collecting and disposing of dead rodents; and
(d) A date is given for completion of the baiting operation (not more than thirty days duration) when the licensee
will service the bait boxes (if any) and determine if a renewal
of the permit is necessary.
(8) All compound 1080 solutions shall be dyed black.
All 1080 baits shall be discolored.
(9) Compounds 1080 and 1081 shall be kept in a locked
container within locked storage or locked service vehicle.

WSR 99-15-033

(a) Packaging;
(b) Package size;
(c) Label instructions;
(d) Application method;
(e) Equipment to be used;
(f) Rates of application.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1420 Complete pesticide formula. The
complete pesticide formula shall include a listing of each
active and inert ingredient and the percentage of each ingredient. This informat ion will be kept confiden tial and is
exempt from disclosur e as a public record as provided by
RCW 15.58.065. Information required by this section may
be submitted on company letterhead marked "confidential" in
red ink on each sheet or each "EPA confidential statement of
formula" information sheet.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1430 Adequate container s. Containers,
i.e., packages, cartons, bags, cans, barrels, bins, etc., in which
pesticides are sold, offered for sale, or transported within the
state of Washington shall be of sufficient strength and of such
construction as to alleviate danger of spillage or breakage.
Pesticides found to be packaged in unsafe containers shall be
placed under "stop sale" order. Containe rs shall meet the
minimum federal specifications.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1440 Artificial coloring. (1) No highly
toxic pesticide in powdered or granular form or highly toxic
pesticide baits having a label recommendation for use in any
building, ship, or similar enclosure shall be sold within the
state of Washington unless it is distinctly colored or discolored in such a way that it does not resemble any food.
(2) A pesticide in liquid form with colors resembling a
beverage or liquid food, which does not have a distinctiv e
odor, shall have an odorous substance added that is distinctly
different from any beverage or liquid food.

Reviser's note: The unnecessary underline in the above section
occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant
to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

General Pesticide Regulatio ns - Registrat ion
NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 16-228-1400 Pesticide labeling requirem ents.
(1) Pesticide labeling shall meet the standards or criteria of
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act.
(2) Conditions set forth as part of an exemption from
registration under provisions of section 18 of FIFRA shall be
considered labeling for purposes of enforcement.

WAC 16-228-1 450 Pesticide -fertilize r registrat ion
and labeling. (1) Each pesticide -fertilizer mix containin g
different pesticide active ingredients and/or percentages must
be registered with the director: Provided, That the fertilizer
portion shall be considered an inert ingredient for the purpose
of this order: And provided further, That such registrations
may be to the nearest one-tenth of one percent by weight of
all active ingredient/s, except for nitrification inhibitor-pesticide mixes as stated in (4) below.
(2) A specimen pesticide-fertilizer label shall be registered with the director before distributi on or sale. These
labels shall bear the following items:
(a) A pesticide ingredient statement identifying the
active ingredient(s) and showing the percent by weight of
each active ingredient;

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1 410 Home and garden produc tsDefinitio n For purposes of this section, "home and garden
use only" means any pesticide determined by the department
to be packaged and labeled solely for use by the general public in and around a residence. In making this determination,
the department shall consider, but not be limited t~>, the following criteria:
[ 23]
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(b) EPA registration number of each pesticide used to
formulate the pesticide-fertilizer mix;
(c) Crop(s) on which the pesticide-fertilizer mix may be
used and the amount of pesticide-fertilizer mix to be applied
per acre;
(d) Timing of application (for instance, preplant) and the
preharvest interval;
(e) Net weight of the shipment;
(f) Name and address of the registrant or manufacturer;
(g) Any other information required by the director.
(3) Labeling bearing all of the information specified in
(2) above and a complete specimen label for each pesticide
product used to formulate the pesticide-fertilizer mix shall
accompany each pesticide-fertili zer mix shipment. All or
portions of the information required in (2) above may occur
on the invoice of a custom mix: Provided, That an appropriate specimen invoice has been registered by the director as
pesticide labeling.
(4) Pesticide-fertilizer mixes containing nitrification
inhibitors or agents intended for nitrogen stabilization only,
and no other pesticide active ingredients, may be registered
without specifying the percentage of active ingredient. The
amount of active ingredient in the mix must be stated on the
label that accompanies each shipment.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1455 Pesticide-fertil izer mix restrictions. No person shall distribute, sell, offer for sale, or hold
for sale any dry pesticide incorporated in a dry blended bulk
fertilizer mix.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1460 Experimental use permits. (I)
Pesticides shall not be distributed or used for experimental
purposes unless a written permit has been obtained from the
director. All distribution and use of pesticides for experimental purposes shall be subject to restrictions and conditions
described in the experimental use permit. Applications for
experimental use permits shall include the following (when
applicable):
(a) Name of the active ingredient and/or product name
and/or EPA registration number of the product to be used;
(b) Person responsible for carrying out provisions of the
experimental permit and means of locating this person in case
of emergency;
(c) Target pest(s);
(d) Crop or site and location(s) to which the pesticide is
to be applied;
(e) Disposition of any treated food or feed and of subsequent crops from treated sites;
(f) Rate of application of formulation or active ingredient
and number of applications;
(g) Timing and duration of the proposed program;
(h) Area to which the pesticide is to be applied;
(i) Total amount of pesticide to be applied;
(j) Federal experimental use permit number and text;
(k) Labeling to accompany the pesticide in the field;
(I) Any other information required by the director.

(2) An experimental use permit shall not be issued for
use of a pesticide on a food or feed unless a tolerance greater
than residues anticipated from the treatment or exemption
from the requirement of a tolerance has been obtained from
the Environmental Protection Agency, provisions for
destruction of the treated food or feed and any crop residue
have been made, or adequate demonstration has been made to
the department that no detectable pesticide residue from the
experimental program will be present in food or feed. The
director may require evidence to substantiate any of the
above.
(3) Collective experimental use permits may be issued
by the director for experimental programs conducted by recognized research institutions on land owned or controlled by
the institution.
(4) The director may monitor the implementation of any
experimental use permit. This may include collection of
samples, inspection of premises, records and equipment, and
any other related activities specified by the director. The
conditions of any experimental use permit may require notification of a designated department office prior to application
and/or presence of a departmental representative at the application. Experimental use permits shall be considered labeling for purposes of enforcement. Violations of these permits
shall be considered use inconsistent with the label.
(5) Summaries of experimental results and errvironmental effects shall be retained by the holder of the permit for
three years and shall be submitted to the department upon
request of the director.
(6) Pesticides intended for experimental use must be
contained in secure containers, the labeling of which must
present such precautions as are known to be necessary to protect the health of persons who may come in contact with the
pesticide and to prevent unreasonable adverse effects on the
environment.
(7) The director may limit the amount of pesticide, acres
or areas to be treated, licensing, or qualifications of persons
exercising the permit, or any other condition of an experimental use permit. The director may deny, amend, suspend
or revoke any experimental use permit if it is found to be in
violation of applicable federal regulations, in violation of
chapters 15.58 and 17.21 RCW or rules adopted thereunder,
or if the director deems such action necessary to protect public health and the environment.

~
~
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NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1500 License denied, revoked or suspended. (1) The director may deny, suspend, or revoke any
provision of a license, registration, permit or certification
issued under chapters 17 .21 and 15.58 RCW if he finds that
the applicant or the holder of the license, permit, or certification has committed any of the following acts each of which is
declared to be a violation:
(a) Made false or fraudulent claims through any media
misrepresenting the effect of materials or methods to be utilized;
[ 24]
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(b) Made a pesticide recommendation or gave advice or
used a pesticide inconsistent with the labeling, the EPA or
Washington state registration for that pesticide, an EPA or
Washington state experimental use permit for that pesticide,
an exemption from registration under provisions of section
18 of FIFRA, or in violation of the EPA or Washington state
restrictions on the use of that pesticide;
(c) Applied known ineffective or improper pesticides or
materials;
(d) Operated a faulty or unsafe apparatus;
(e) Operated in a faulty, careless or negligent manner;
(f) Refused or neglected to comply with the provisions of
the applicable sections of chapters 15.58 and 17.21 RCW, the
rules adopted thereunder, or of any lawful order of the director;
(g) Refused or neglected to keep and maintain records
required by chapters 15.58, 17.21 RCW, and rules adopted
thereunder, or to make reports when and as required;
°ch) Made false or fraudulent records, invoices, reports,
and/or recommendations;
(i) Caused the application of a pesticide without having a
licensed or certified applicator or operator in direct supervision;
(j) Operated an unlicensed apparatus or an apparatus
without a license plate issued for that particular apparatus as
provided for in chapter 17 .21 RCW or failed to locate the
apparatus license plate on the apparatus in a manner required
by the department;
(k) Failed to properly display, when required, a department issued certified commercial ground applicator vehicle
sticker;
(I) Used, or supervised the use of a pesticide which is
restricted to use by certified applicators without having qualified as a certified applicator;
(m) Used fraud or misrepresentation in making an application for a license, permit, or certification or renewal of a
license, permit or certification;
(n) Refused or neglected to comply with any limitations
or restrictions on or in a duly issued license, permit o~ certification;
(o) Aided or abetted a certified applicator, or licensed
person or an uncertified or unlicensed person to evade the
provisions of chapters 17.21and1 5.58 RCW, conspired with
such a certified applicator or licensed person or an uncertified
or unlicensed person to evade the provisions of chapters
17.21 and 15.58 RCW or allowed one's license, permit, or
certification to be used by another person;
(p) Made false, misleading or erroneous statements or
reports during or after an inspection concerning any infestation or infection of pests found on land or in connection with
any pesticide complaint or department investigation;
(q) Impersonated any state, county, or city inspector or
official;
(r) Is not qualified to perform as a pest control consultant
or pesticide dealer manager or certified applicator in the classifications in which he/she is licensed to operate or has operated, regardless of whether or not he/she has previously
passed an examin~tion provided for in chapter 15.58 RCW;
(~) To have in his/her possession a department pesticide
applicator, operator, dealer manager or pest control consult-
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ant examination or to remove or cause to remove any said
examination from the department without expressed consent
from the department; or
(t) Made or failed to make an inspection, statement, or
report in violation of WAC 16-228-2000 through 16-2282040.
(2) A penalty fee assessed as a result of a late license or
registration renewal does not prevent the department from
taking additional regulatory action against the violator.
(3) No pesticide dealer or dealer manager license shall be
denied, suspended, or revoked, simply because a pesticide
purchased from that dealer was applied in violation of chapters 15.58, 17.21 RCW or rules adopted thereunder, unless
the department finds the dealer or dealer manager in violation
of chapters 15.58, 17.21 RCW or rules adopted thereunder.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-15 20 Financial responsib ility insurance certificate (FRIC). (I) A commercial pesticide applicator's license shall not be issued until a properly executed
financial responsibility insurance certificate is filed with the
department which shall certify: (Forms to be supplied by the
department).
(a) Name of insured (identical to name on application
form)
(b) Address of insured
(c) Policy number
(d) Plane number(s) (if applicable)
(e) Effective period
(f) Amount of insurance. Minimum requirements are:
(i) Public liability (personal injury) fifty thousand dollars; and property damage fifty thousand dollars; or
(ii) Alternately providing both public liability (personal
injury), and property damage liability coverage within the
same limit, providing such policy is issued in an amount of
not less than one hundred thousand dollars.
(iii) Amount of deductible (if applicable): Maximum
deductible, five thousand for all applicators.
(g) List of any pesticides or group of pesticides not covered by the policy.
(h) Acknowledgement of provisions for ten days' prior
written notice of cancellation or reduction of the insurance
coverage.
(2) The department may waive the requirements of this
section, wholly or in part, if a properly executed surety bond
in a form prescribed by the director is offered as evidence of
financial responsibility, as provided for in RCW 17.21.160
and 17.21.170.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-15 30 Pesticide licenses- Renewal
dates-Pen alties. (1) The following pesticide licenses shall
expire on the December 31st following their issuance:
(a) Commercial pesticide applicator licenses issued
under the authority of RCW 17 .21.070;
(b) Commercial pesticide operator licenses issued under
the authority ofRCW 17.21.110;
[ 25]
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(c) Private applicator licenses issued under the authority
ofRCW 17.21.126;
(d) Public operator licenses issued under the authority of
RCW 17 .21.220.
(e) Private-commercial applicator licenses issued under
the authority ofRCW 17.21.122;
(t) Pesticide dealer-manager licenses issued under the
authority of RCW 15.58.200;
(g) Demonstration and research licenses issued under the
authority ofRCW 17.21.129.
(2) The following pesticide licenses shall expire on the
final day of February of each year:
(a) Pest control consultant licenses issued under the
authority of RCW 15.58.210;
(b) Public pest control consultant licenses issued under
the authority of RCW 15.58.220.
(3) Pesticide renewal applications for licenses issued
under the authority of chapter 17 .21 RCW shall be filed on or
before January 1st of the appropriate year.
(4) If an application for renewal of any pesticide license
issued under the authority of chapter 17 .21 RCW is not filed
on or prior to January 1st following the expiration date of the
license, a penalty shall be assessed as provided in RCW
17.21.140.
(5) If an application for renewal of a pesticide deal~r
license issued under the authority of chapter 15.58 RCW 1s
not filed on or before the master license expiration date, the
master license delinquency fee shall be assessed under chapter 19.02 RCW and shall be paid by the applicant before the
renewal license is issued.
(6) If an application for renewal of any license issued
under the authority of chapter 15.58 RCW, other than the pesticide dealer license, is not filed on or before the expiration
date of the license, penalty equivalent to the license fee shall
be assessed and added to the original fee, and shall be paid by
the applicant before the renewal license is issued.
(7) Nothing herein shall be construed to limit the department's ability, as otherwise provided by law, to deny a
license, to condition license renewal, or to enforce violations
of applicable laws, subsequent to the expiration of a license.
(8) An applicant shall complete the application form for
a pesticide license and pay the required license applicati?n
fee prior to being given pesticide examinations, unless pnor
arrangements have been made.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1540 Examination requirements. (1)
An examination fee of ten dollars shall be paid prior to
administration of any pesticide license examination at other
than a regularly scheduled examination session. Scheduled
exam sessions occur every Tuesday at the Olympia and
Yakima pesticide management division offices. The department reserves the right to restrict the number of applicants
examining at any given time.
(2) Any individual who fails any pesticide licensing
examination twice shall be required to wait at least fourteen
days before retaking that examination a third time. Subsequent testing shall be at the director's discretion.
Expedited Adoption
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NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1550 Apparatus display signs. (1) A
certified applicator making a landscape application shall display the name and telephone number of the applicator or
applicator's employer on any power equipment.
(2) A certified applicator making a right of way application shall display the name and telephone number of the
applicator or the applicator's employer and the words "VEGE-

~

~

TATION MANAGEMENT APPLICATION."

(3) Apparatus display signs shall be attached to and
prominently displayed on the application apparatus and shall
be clearly visible.
(4) Lettering of the apparatus display signs shall be, at a
minimum, two inches in height and shall be printed in color
contrasting to the background.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1555 Requirements on placement of
commercial applicator apparatus license plates and windshield identification. (I) Apparatus licens.e plates, as provided for in chapter 17.21 RCW, shall be attached to and
prominently displayed on the apparatus for which they have
been issued: Provided, That an apparatus license plate may
be affixed to a vehicle which contains the particular apparatus. Attached plates shall be clearly visible and in a location
easily accessible for inspection by the department.
(2) Each vehicle involved in the operations of a certified
commercial ground application business, which does not
prominently display a department issued apparatus license
plate on its exterior or on the specific apparatus when that
apparatus is exteriorly visible, shall be required to have a
department issued sticker affixed to the lower left side of the
windshield.

~

~

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1570 Permits. (1) Private applicator certification, demonstration and research applicator certification, user permits and private-commercial applicator licenses
shall be considered as certified applicator permits as provided
for in RCW 17.21.030 and 15.58.040 (2)(h).
(2) User permits may be issued by the director as temporary applicator certification in emergency situations. User
permits will be issued in a form prescribed by the director,
which shall include the following:
(a) Permit number
(b) Date of issuance
(c) Expiration date, which shall be not longer than one
year from the date of issuance
(d) Name and address of certified applicator
(e) Crop or site and area to which the pesticide will be
applied
(t) Amount of pesticide obtained
(g) Any other information prescribed by the director.
(3) Pesticide dealers shall keep user permits for a period
of one year from the date of issuance, and the director shall
have access to these records upon request.

~
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WAC 16-228-1580 Change of exemption s. The licensing exemption for jurisdictional health officers as provided
for in RCW 17.21.220; and research personnel provided for
in RCW 17.21.203 shall not apply when applying EPA
restricted use pesticides or state restricted use pesticides
which are restricted to use by certified applicators only: Provided, That research personnel shall be required to obtain a
demonstration and research applicator certification.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1585 Ground maintenan ce on an occasional basis-Ex empt from licensing requirem ents.
Grounds maintenan ce persons are exempt from licensing
requirements as a commercial pesticide applicator, as provided under chapter 17 .21 RCW, only if they perform ground
maintenance on an occasional basis not amounting to a regular occupation. Exempted persons shall only perform pesticide applications to the grounds of residential dwellings and
shall only use home and garden products.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-1590 Pesticide dealer and dealer manager licenses. (I) When more than one pesticide dealer is
engaged in the business from the same outlet or location,
each pesticide dealer shall obtain a license for said outlet or
location.
(2) A licensed pesticide dealer manager shall be available to the staff, customers, and department representatives at
all times that an outlet or location distributes pesticides. A
dealer manager may be the designated dealer manager of
more than one outlet or location only if the dealer manager
can be physically present at both outlets or locations during
all times of pesticide distribution and handling
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

General Pesticide Regulation s Wood Destroying Organism s
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-2000 Inspection and reporting criteria
for complete wood destroying organism inspection s. All
persons licensed to conduct wood destroying organism
inspections shall comply with the following criteria when
performing complete wood destroying organism inspections.
(I) The inspector shall make a thorough inspection of
accessible areas of the subject structure which are not
excluded. The inspection shall be conducted by making a
careful visual examination, and/or probing with inspection
instruments.
(2) Substructural crawl areas shall be inspected when
accessible.
(3) Upon completion of an inspection, a wood destroying
organism report shall be issued to the person paying for
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and/or otherwise requesting the inspection. Such report shall
include the following: Provided, That all diagrammatic representations may be omitted from the report provided to the
person paying for or otherwise requesting the inspection, but
shall be maintained on file pursuant to subsection (3)(k) of
this
section.
(a) Date of inspection;
(b) Name of seller/ owner and purchaser (when applicable);
(c) Street address of structure inspected. When there is
more than one structure that may be used as a dwelling at a
given street address it shall be clearly indicated which structure was inspected;
(d) Name of structural inspector and department pesticide license number;
(e) Substructural crawl areas which are not accessible
due to inadequate clearance, or foundation walls/partitions,
etc., which block access, shall be clearly indicated on the
complete wood destroying organism inspection report
including any diagram which is a part of that report. It shall
be stated on the report that such areas may be vulnerable to
attack by wood destroying organisms, and should be made
accessible for inspection if feasible. In the event that it is neither feasible or necessary to make access into such areas, a
statement indicating the reason(s) shall be included on the
report;
(f) With the exception of areas within the living quarters
of an occupied structure, all areas which are excluded from
the inspection shall be clearly indicated on any complete
wood destroying organism inspection report;
(g) Evidence of infestation of wood destroying organisms which shall include:
(i) Common name of the wood destroying organism(s).
Termites shall be described as either dampwoods or subterraneans. Wood boring beetles shall be described by the appropriate family name, i.e., anobiidae (deathwatc h beetles).
Buprestid and Cerambycid beetles shall not be described as
"powder post beetles";
(ii) Statement describing specific evidence of infestation(s) observed;
(iii) If evidence of infestation(s) is observed only in
wood which is not normally considered a part of the structure
i.e., form boards, cellulose debris, roots, stumps, landscaping
wood/ lumber, etc., the report shall so state;
(iv) Diagrammatic representation of areas infested sufficient to identify the approximate location of areas infested;
(h) Optional method of control. When infestations of
dampwood termites or rot fungus are localized in a structure,
or observed only in wood which is not normally considered a
part of the structure, such as form boards, cellulose debris,
roots, stumps, landscaping wood/lumber, it shall be stated in
the report that such infestation s may be eliminated by
removal of all infested wood and correction of any contributing conducive conditions;
(i) Damage caused by wood destroying organisms:
(i) A statement describing any damage which was
observed in accessible areas of the structure which were not
excluded from the inspection.
[ 27]
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(ii) A diagrammatic representation indicating such areas
of damage;
(j) Conducive conditions for an infestation of wood
destroying organisms. Written statements and diagrammatic
representation of the following shall be provided:
(i) Inadequate clearance: Where there is less than eighteen inches clear space between the bottom of floor joists and
the unimproved ground area in any crawl space or portion
thereof.
(ii) Earth-wood contact: Where wood of the structure is
in direct contact with the soil. This does not include wood
that has been treated for direct soil contact.
(iii) Cellulose debris: Where wood by-product material
can be raked or is larger than can be raked, or where any
stumps, roots, form boards, etc., are on the ground of a crawl
space.
(iv) Excess moisture: Where there is standing water or
evidence of seasonal standing water in crawl space or basement. Plumbing and other moisture leaks.
(v) Inadequate ventilation: Where there is detectable
excessive moisture content in the wood of a substructure,
and/or an active infestation of wood destroying organisms
which can be attributed to the lack of sufficient ventilation in
the substructure;
(k) A record of the complete wood destroying organism
inspection report shall be maintained on file by the structural
inspector or employer for a period of seven years. Such
record shall be made available to the department upon
request.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-2020 Inspection and report prerequisite to wood destroying organism treatment. All persons
licensed to conduct wood destroying organism inspections
shall conduct either a limited or complete wood destroying
organism inspection prior to treatment.
(1) A limited or complete wood destroying organism
inspection shall be conducted and a report issued to the person paying for and/or otherwise requesting the inspection
prior to the contracting of any treatment for wood destroying
organisms, except when the treatment is for preventative purposes only. In situations when treatment is for preventative
purposes, the person requesting treatment shall provide the
following preauthorization:
I have requested that .......... perform a preventative treatment for
control of ........ on the structure located at . . . . . . . . . . I acknowledge
that this preventative treatment may be performed without inspection.

(2) A limited or complete wood destroying organism
inspection report or treatment preauthorization form shall
accompany or be included within any proposal/estimate for
treatment of wood destroying organisms.
(3) When no evidence of infestation is observed, and any
proposed treatment is for preventative purposes only, a limited or complete wood destroying organism inspection report
shall include:
(a) A statement describing that no evidence of infestation
was observed, and the treatment proposed is for preventative
purposes only. Such statement shall stand out by having
Expedited Adoption
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larger print than the main body of the report, or by being
highlighted or underlined.
(b) The initials of the person, or representative thereof,
that requested the inspection shall be inscribed directly under
or adjacent to the statement as described in (a) of this subsection. Such initials shall be obtained prior to the commencement of any preventative treatment.
(4) Treatment performed for wood destroying organisms
under an existing warranty shall not require the preparation
of a limited or complete wood destroying organism inspection report.

4

NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-2030 Limited wood destroying organism inspections. A limited wood destroying organism
inspection shall not be construed as a complete wood
destroying organism inspection. In no case shall a limited
wood destroying organism inspection report be submitted in
lieu of a complete wood destroying organism inspection
report to a lending institution, title company, real estate office
or agent, or other person, when a complete wood destroying
organism inspection has been requested for the purpose of
verifying that a structure is free of visible evidence of wood
destroying organisms, their damage, or conducive conditions.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-228-2040 Reporting criteria for limited
wood destroying organism inspections. All persons
licensed to conduct wood destroying organism inspections
shall comply with the following criteria when performing a
limited wood destroying organism inspection.
(1) A limited wood destroying organism inspection
report shall include the following: Provided, That all diagrammatic representations may be omitted from the report
provided to the person paying for or otherwise requesting the
inspection, but shall be maintained on file pursuant to subsection (2) of this section:
(a) Date of inspection;
(b) Name of person or agency requesting the inspection,
proposal, or estimate;
(c) Address of structure inspected;
(d) Name of structural inspector and WSDA license
number;
(e) A statement describing specific evidence of infestation(s) observed;
(f) If evidence of infestation(s) is observed only in wood
which is not normally considered a part of the structure, i.e.,
form boards, cellulose debris, roots, stumps, landscaping
wood/ lumber, etc., the report shall so state;
(g) Common name of wood destroying organisms. Termites shall be described as either dampwoods or subterraneans. Wood boring beetles shall be described by the appropriate family name, i.e., anobiidae (deathwatch beetles).
Buprestid and Cerambycid beetles shall not be described as
"powder post beetles";
(h) A diagrammatic representation of area of infestation
sufficient to identify the appropriate location of areas

~
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infested: Provided, That a diagram shall not be necessary
• when the homeown er/careta ker presents an insect and/or
,wood sample to the inspector, and this is the only evidence of
infestation(s) observed;
(i) Optional method of control: When infestations of
dampwood termites or rot fungus are localized in a structure,
or observed only in wood which is not normally considered a
part of the structure, such as form boards, cellulose debris,
roots, stumps, landscaping wood/lumber, it shall be stated in
the report that such infestatio ns may be eliminat ed by
removal of all infested wood and correction of any contributing conducive conditions.
(2) A record of the limited wood destroying organism
inspection report shall be maintained on file by the structural
inspector or employer for a period of one year. Such records
shall be made available to the department upon request.

•
,

•
,

Chapter 16-202 WAC
APLICA TION OF PESTICI DES AND PLANT
NUTRIE NTS THROU GH IRRIGA TION SYSTEM S
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-202-1 000 Chemiga tion. After October 31,
1988, the following shall apply:
(1) No pesticide may be applied through an irrigation
system, unless its registered label contains statement(s) specifically permitting this means of application: Provided, That
applicatio ns of spray adjuvants are exempt from requirements of this section.
(2) Any person calibrating, loading, starting up, monitoring during application, or shutting down a chemigation system shall be knowledg eable about the system, and shall be
under the direct supervision of a certified applicator.
(3) Any irrigation system used for chemigation shall
contain the following functional equipment:
(a) A backflow prevention device or system in the water
supply line, upstream from the point of pesticide introduction. Discharge of water into a reservoir tank prior to pesticide injection is acceptable: Provided, That there is an air
gap between the outlet end of the fill pipe and the top (or
overflow rim) of the reservoir tank of at least twice the inside
diameter of the fill pipe;
(b) An automatic, quick-closing check valve in the pesticide injection pipeline to prevent the flow of liquid back
toward the injection pump;
(c) A normally closed, solenoid-operated valve located
on the intake side of the injection pump, connected with the
system interlock to prevent fluid from being withdrawn from
the supply tank during shutdown;
(d) An interlocking control to automatically shut off the
injection pump when the water pump stops or when water
pressure decreases to a point where pesticide distribution is
affected; and
(e) A metering pump fitted into the system interlock
specified in (d) of this subsection.
(4) The department may issue permits exempting specific irrigation systems or locations from requirem ents of
subsectio n (3) of this section: Provided, That alternativ e
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technolog y is substitute d which will adequate ly fulfill the
function of each waived requirement. In evaluatin g a permit
request, the department may consult qualified engineers and
Washington State University personnel.
NEW SECTION
WAC 16-202-2 000 Fertigati on The following shall
apply to fertigation: (1) Any irrigation system used for fertigation shall contain the following functional equipment:
(a) A backflow prevention device or-system in the water
supply line, upstream from the point of fertilizer introduction.
Discharg e of water into a reservoir tank prior to fertilizer
injection is acceptable: PROVIDED, that there is an air gap
between the outlet end of the fi II pipe and the top (or overflow
rim) of the reservoir tank of at least twice the diameter of the
fill pipe;
(b) An automatic, quick-closing check valve in the fertilizer injection pipeline to prevent the flow of the liquid back
toward the injection pump;
(c) A normally closed, solenoid-operated valve located
on the intake side of the injection p~mp, connected with the
system interlock to prevent fluid from being withdrawn from
the supply during shutdown;
(d) An interlocking control to automatically shut off the
injection pump when the water pump stops or when water
pressure decreases to a point where fertilizer distribution is
affected;
(e) A metering pump fitted into the system interlock
specified in (d) of this subsection.
(2) The department may issue permits exempting specific irrigation systems or locations from requirem ents of
subsectio n (1) of this section: Provided , That alternativ e
technolog y is substitute d which will adequate ly fulfill the
function of each waived requirement. In evaluating a permit
request, the department may consult qualified engineers and
Washington State University personnel.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 16-10-010, Definitions
WAC 16-10-020, Rights of complainants
WAC 16-10-030, Rights of persons aggrieved
WAC 16-200-742, Fertigation
WAC 16-228-010, Definitions
WAC 16-228-020, Pesticide Licenses-Renewal datesPenalties
WAC 16-228-115, Pesticide labeling requirements
WAC 16-228-116, Complete pesticide formula
WAC 16-228-117, Home and garden products -Definition-Reg istration fee
WAC 16-228-120, Artificial coloring
WAC 16-228-125, Experimental use permits
WAC 16-228-130, Pesticide-fertilizer registration and
labeling
WAC 16-228-140, Pesticide-fertilizer mix restrictions
WAC 16-228-143, Pirt surcharge
[ 29]
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WAC 16-228-145, Adequate containers
WAC 16-228-155, Pesticides-Not for distribution to
home and garden
WAC 16-228-157, Waste pesticide disposal
WAC 16-228-160, Restriction on distribution, transportation, storage and disposal
WAC 16-228~ 161, Distribution records
WAC 16-228-162, Phenoxy herbicide restrictions
WAC 16-228-164, State restricted use pesticides for use
by certified applicators only
WAC 16-228-166, Aquatic pesticides
WAC 16-228-168, Change of exemptions
WAC 16-228-170, Pesticide dealer and dealer manager
licenses
WAC 16-228-172, Permits
WAC 16-228-180, License denied, revoked or suspended
WAC 16-228-185, Restrictions applying to any person
holding, handling, using, or disposing of pesticides and their
containers
WAC 16-228-190, Applicator requirements
WAC 16-228-195, Compliance with federal requirements
WAC 16-228-210, Financial responsibility insurance
certificate (FRIC)
WAC 16-228-213, Requirements on placement of commercial applicator apparatus license plates and windshield
identification
WAC 16-228-214, Apparatus display signs
WAC 16-228-215, Application fee and FAA certificate
WAC 16-228-220, Examination requirements
WAC 16-228-223, Ground maintenance on an occasional basis-Exempt from licensing requirements
WAC 16-228-225, Regulation of application of vertebrate control pesticides
WAC 16-228-227, Tributyltin
WAC 16-228-230, Special restrictions on the use of
Compounds 1080, 1081 and phosphorus paste
WAC 16-228-232, Chemigation
WAC 16-228-233, Investigative response time
WAC 16-228-400, Inspection and reporting criteria for
complete wood destroying organism inspections
WAC 16-228-410, Inspection and report prerequisite to
wood destroying organism treatment
WAC 16-228-420, Limited wood destroying organism
inspections
WAC 16-228-430, Reporting criteria for limited wood
destroying organism inspections
WAC 16-228-600, Use of pesticides on small seeded
vegetable seed crops and seed alfalfa
WAC 16-228-650, Declaration of an agricultural emergency
WAC 16-228-655, Agricultural activities permitted
under an agricultural emergency
WAC 16-228-660, Record keeping required for agricultural emergencies
WAC 16-228-905, Statement of purpose-Penalty
assignment
WAC 16-228-910, Definitions-Penalty assignment
WAC 16-228-915, Calculation of penalty
Expedited Adoption
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WAC 16-228-920, Penalty Assignment Schedule-Table
A
B

WAC 16-228-925, Penalty Assignment Schedule-Table

4

WAC 16-228-930, Other dispositions of alleged violations
WAC 16-228-14501, Sale or possession of sodium fluoracetate, fluoracetamide, and phosphorus pastes

WSR 99-17-114
EXPEDITED ADOPTION

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
[Order99-21-FiledAugu st IS, 1999, 11:29a.m.]

Title of Rule: Low-level radioactive waste disposal.
Purpose: This amendment is being proposed to correct
errors in grammar, punctuation, make agency address
changes, and to clarify the language of the rule without
changing its effect.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Section 5, chapter 2,
Laws of 1986.
Statute Being Implemented: Section 5, chapter 2, Laws
of 1986.
Summary: This chapter implements section 4, chapter 2,
Laws of 1986, which implements the Federal Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985.
~
Reasons Supporting Proposal: This amendment is being ~
proposed to correct errors in grammar, punctuation, make
agency address changes, and to clarify the language of the
rule without changing its effect.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Kathy Carpenter, Headquarters, (360) 407-6216, Implementation and Enforcement: Mike Wilson, Headquarters, (360)
407-7150.
Name of Proponent: [Department of Ecology], governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: This amendment corrects typographical errors and
updates addresses.
Proposal does not charige existing rules.
NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED TO BE
ADOPTED USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING
PROCESS THAT WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR
THE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREP ARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRITERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF
YOU OBJECT TO THIS RULE BEING ADOPTED USING
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKING PROCESS, YOU ~
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING ~
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Jerry Thielen, Rules
Coordinator, Department of Ecology, P.O. Box 47600,
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Olympia, WA 98504-7600, AND RECEIVED BY October
~18, 1999.
August 10, 1999
,
Janice Jackson
for Dan Silver
Deputy Director

must be attached to the shipping manifest when the shipment
arrives at the disposal site.
(4) Surcharge payment may be made by a check payable
to the state of Washington or by electronic transfer. Checks
should be mailed to:
"LLW SURCHARGE"

Cashier
Fiscal Office
Department of Ecology
((St. Mftfti1t's Cam13tts
Mail Stefl PV 11))
P.O. Box 5128
Olympia, WA((~)) 98509-5128

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 86-14, filed
717/86)
WAC 173-325-020 Definitions. (1) "Site" means the
commercial low-level radioactive waste disposal site located
near Richland, Washington.
(2) "Low-level radioactive waste" ((is defi1ted iR Puelie
Law 99 240)) means radioactive material that:
Ca) Is not high-level radioactive waste. spent nuclear
fuel. or byproduct material (as defined in section l le.(2) of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2014(3)(2))); and
Cb) The Nuclear Regulatory Commission. consistent
with existing law and in accordance with paragraph CA). classifies as low-level radioactive waste.
(3) "Northwest compact region" means the states of
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Montana, Alaska, and
Hawaii.
(4) "Southeast compact region" means the states of
South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia.
(5) "Rocky Mountain compact region" means the states
~ of Nevada, Colorado, Wyoming, and New Mexico.
(6) "Department" means the department of ecology.
,
(7) "P.L. 99-240" means the Federal Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985, 99 Stat. 1842.

SEA

~

RAINIER

((Reeeft S. O'BrieR,)) State Treasurer
Concentration Account
((RaiRieF Natie1tal Ba1tlc
Olymj'lia BFaReh
AeeeuRt #0041399260))
Seafirst National Bank
P.O. Box 24678
Seattle. WA 98124
Account#l25 000024
(5) Prenotification forms (#A-1 and #B-1) are no longer
required.
(6) Brokers are required to attach to the shipping manifest a tabulated list of those generators whose waste is being
shipped. The tabulated list must include the following information in the format specified:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 86-14, filed
717/86)

,

Electronic transfers (((telegFaj'lhie aeeFe'+'iatieR
if Heeded))) should be directed to:

Date of Shipment: ..... .

WAC 173-325-030 Requiremen ts for generators and
brokers. ( 1) Any generator or broker shipping waste
((wffieft)) that originated outside the northwest compact
region for disposal at the site shall pay to the state of Washington a surcharge as follows:
(a) From March 1, 1986 through December 31, 1987,
$1 Oper cubic foot of waste.
(b) From January 1, 1988 through December 31, 1989,
$20 per cubic foot of waste.
(c) From January 1, 1990, through December 31, 1992,
$40 per cubic foot of waste.
(2) In addition, the department may impose penalty surcharges up to the maximum extent allowed by P.L. 99-240.
(3) Surcharge payments must be mailed or electronically
transferred no later than the day the respective waste shipment leaves the state of origin. In the lower left hand corner
of the check, the valid site use permit number and shipment
manifest number must be recorded. For electronic transfers,
the valid site use permit number, and shipment manifest number, followed by the name of the facility (limited to 35 characters) must be transmitted at the time of the transfer. A copy
of the face of the check, or of the receipt for wire transfer

Valid
Site Use
Permit #

Generator

State

Compact
Region

Volume

Surcharge

(7) Any generator or broker shipping waste ((whieft))
that was originally generated in the southeast compact region
for disposal at the site must attach to the shipping manifest a
copy of the letter granting certification to export waste from
the southeast compact region.
(8) Any generator or broker shipping waste ((whieft))
that was originally generated in the Rocky Mountain compact
region for disposal at the site must attach to the shipping
manifest a copy of the letter granting approval to export
waste from the Rocky Mountain compact region.
(9) Violation of any of these requirements may result in
revocation of a generator's or broker's Washington State site
use permit. Upon revocation of a site use permit, subsequent
reissuance may be conditioned upon agreement to comply
with appropriate conditions, such as a condition that surcharge payments be made by certified or cashier~s check, and
be received in advance, and a condition that the state of
Washington be provided specific information at least three
days((~)) before the shipment.
[ 31]
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AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 86-14, filed
717/86)
WAC 173-325-040 Requirements for site operator.

(1) For each waste shipment for which a surcharge is due (as
required by WAC 173-325-030 (1 )-(2)), arriving at the facil-

ity, obtain a copy of the surcharge payment check or receipt
of electronic wire transfer before receiving the waste shipment for disposal.
(2) For each waste shipment of a broker arriving at the
facility, obtain the written information required by WAC
173-325-030(5) before receiving the waste shipment for disposal.
(3) For each waste shipment that contains waste
((wffieh)) that was originally generated in the southeast compact region arriving at the facility, obtain a copy of the letter
granting certification to export waste from the southeast compact region.
(4) For each waste shipment that contains waste
((wffieh)) that was originally generated in the Rocky Mountain compact region arriving at the facility, obtain a copy of
the letter granting approval to export waste from the Rocky
Mountain compact region.
(5) Provide to the Washington state department of ecology information on each waste shipment received for disposal at the facility, as requested by the department.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 86-14, filed
717/86)
WAC 173-325-050 Effective dates. This chapter shall
take effect April 21, 1986, (1) except the requirements in
WAC 173-325-030 (1 )-(2). which took effect March 1, 1986,
and (2) WAC 173-325-040(3). which takes effect immediately.

WSR 99-17-116
EXPEDITED ADOPTION

DEPARTMEN T OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
[Filed August 18, 1999, II :39 a.m.]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-14-078,
filed 6/30/98, effective 7/31/98)

Title of Rule: Chapter 296- l 50C WAC, Amendments.
Purpose: To amend for the purposes of eliminating vendor unit references from the chapter on commercial coaches.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 43.22 RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 43.22 RCW.
Summary: The department is adopting a new rule chapter specifically for vendor units and medical units as a result
of statutory changes in the 1999 legislative session. Currently, vendor units are covered in the chapter on commercial
coaches. To eliminate duplication and inaccuracies, the references and sections related to vendor units are being
removed. These amendments will take effect following the
effective date of the new chapter.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The amendments are necessary to eliminate duplication and inaccuracy.
Expedited Adoption

Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Dan Wolfenbarger, Tumwater, Washington, (360) 902-5225;
Implementation and Enforcement: Patrick Woods, Tumwater, Washington, (360) 902-6348.
Name of Proponent: Department of Labor and Industries, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or state
court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated
Effects: Housekeeping changes are proposed to chapter 296l 50C WAC, to eliminate references pertaining to vendor
units. Vendor units and medical units will be covered in a
new chapter 296-150V WAC, as a result of statutory changes
from the 1999 legislative session. The new vendor unit chapter will ,go into effect prior to the adoption of these amendments to chapter 296-150C WAC. The amendments are necessary to eliminate duplication and inaccuracies.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: References to vendor units are being deleted from the chapter on
commercial coaches. The changes are housekeeping only
and will have no effect on the requirements for commercial
coaches. Vendor units will be covered in a separate new
chapter (see WSR 99-13-200).
NOTICE
THIS RULE IS BEING PROPOSED TO BE
ADOPTED USING AN EXPEDITED RULE-MAKIN G
PROCESS THAT WILL ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR
THE AGENCY TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS, PREPARE A SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT
STATEMENT, OR PROVIDE RESPONSES TO THE CRI- ~
TERIA FOR A SIGNIFICANT LEGISLATIVE RULE. IF ~
YOU OBJECT TO THIS RULE BEING ADOPTED USING
THE EXPEDITED RULE-MAKIN G PROCESS, YOU
MUST EXPRESS YOUR OBJECTIONS IN WRITING
AND THEY MUST BE SENT TO Selwyn Walters, Rules
Coordinator, Department of Labor and Industries, P.O. Box
44001, Olympia, WA 98504-4001, fax (360) 902-4202, AND
RECEIVED BY October 18, 1999.
August 13, 1999
Gary Moore
Director

WAC 296-150C-0020 What definitions apply to this
chapter? "Alteration" is the replacement, addition, modification, or removal of any equipment or installation that
affects the construction, fire and life safety, or the plumbing,
mechanical, and electrical systems of a commercial coach.
The following are not considered alterations:
• Repairs with approved parts;
Modification of a fuel-burning appliance according
to the listing agency's specifications; or
Adjustment and maintenance of equipment.
"Approved" is approved by the department of labor and ~
industries.
~
"Building site" is a tract, parcel, or subdivision of land
on which a commercial coach will be installed.
[ 32]
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"Install" is to erect, construct, assemble, or set a commercial coach in place .
"Labeled" is to bear the department's insignia.
"Listed" is a piece of equipment or apparatus that has
been approved by a testing agency to the appropriate standard.
"Local enforcement agency" is an agency of city or
county government with power to enforce local regulations
governing the installation of a commercial coach.
"Master design plan" is a design plan that expires
when a new state building code has been adopted.
"One-year design plan" is a design plan that expires
one year after approval or when a new state building code has
been adopted.
"System" is part of a commercial coach designed to
serve a particular function. Examples include structural,
plumbing, electrical, or mechanical systems.
(("\Zender ttnit" is a type of eOFHfftereial eeaeh (referred
to 8S 8 l:!Rit) that:
Is tra1tspertecl i1t 01tly eRe seetio1t;
Is desig1tecl for highway l:lse;
Is teFHporBFily eeel:lpied for clistriel:ltioR of iteFHs
•
(e.g., feecl);
Is el:lilt OR a perFRa1te1tt ehassis;
I1tell:lcles at least 01te of the fellewi1tg systeFHs:
Pll:lmei1tg, FReeha1tieal, er eleetrieal;
Is a ee1tverted stfl:letl:lre, Rot a 1tewly FHBRl:lfaetl:lred
strl:letl:lre; a1td
Is a Type A ·1eaclor l:lftit er 8 Type B Yeador l:lftit.

"Consumer" is a person or organization, excluding a
• manufacturer or dealer of commercial coaches, who buys or
leases a commercial coach.
"Commercial coach" is a structure (referred to as a
unit) that:
Can be transported in one or more sections;
•
Is used for temporary commercial purposes;
Is built on a permanent chassis;
Conforms to the construction standards of this chapter;
May include plumbing, mechanical, electrical and
other systems((-;-ttttd
IAell:IEles Type A aHEI Type B YeHdor l:!Hits.
Type A 1>'end6r 1mit is a eoFHFHereial eeaeh vehiele Sl:leh
as, Bl:lt Hot liFHited to, a trnek, vaR, or step vaH. The FHaxiFHl:IFH
diFHeRsioRS of ft Type A ve1tclor l:!Rit are 8 feet wide ey 24 feet
le1tg iR the set Hp FHecle.
Type B t•eiuitH ttnit is a eeFHfftereial eeaek strl:letl:lre Sl:leh
as, Bl:lt Rot liFHited to, a reereatieHal vehiele as defi1ted ey the
AFHerieBR NatiOHBI StaRclards IRstitl:lte, IRe. Mtat is eeiRg eeR
vertecl to a \'eRElor l:!Rit. The fftftJtifftl:IFR diffte1tsio1ts of a Type
B ·.·e1tdor l:!Rit are 8 feet wicle ey 24 feet loRg ift the set l:lp
mede)).

I'

~

,
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Note: A commercial coach may not be used as a single-family dwelling.
A commercial coach does not have to be placed on a permanent
foundation.
((J>lele:(I) J>le11·1e1uier 1111i1s m11st eempl) with eh11pter 296 IS9C
WAC, WAC 296 IS9C 9919111re11gh 296 IS9C 1579 111111 WAC
296 IS9C 3999.
(2) Ve11Eler 1111its Rift) eeRlpl) "itlt eltepter 296 IS9C WAC,
WAC 296 IS9C 9919 11tre11glt 296 IS9C IS79 er WAC 296
IS9C 9919 tltre11glt 296 IS9C 9719 111111 '.VAC 296 IS9C 1589
11tre11glt 296 IS9C 3999.))

R11t1111fae11ueEI 1111i1s RlllSI eemply \till! !he eemR1erei11I
ee11elt ee11stFHetie11 FeEjt1iFeR1eAIS ef !his ehapler. l:J11eeet1pieEI
·1e11Elar t111its are eJtempt freRI the reEj11ireme11ts ef this ehapter.
Fer eJtlllflf!le, these 'lehieles w1here feed is selEI 1t11EI ElistFillllteEI B)
stenEliRg al011gsille it.))

Nele:~lewl)

"Damaged in transit" means damage that affects the
integrity of a structural design or any of the systems.
"Dealer" is a person, company, or corporation whose
business is leasing, selling, offering for lease or sale, buying,
or trading commercial coaches.
"Department" is the department of labor and industries.
The department may be referred to as "we" or "us" in this
chapter. Note: You may contact us at: Department of Labor
and Industries, Specialty Compliance, PO Box 44440, Olympia. WA 98504-4440.
"Design plan" is a plan for the construction or alteration
of a commercial coach or conversion of a vehicle to a commercial coach including floor plans, elevation drawings,
specifications, engineering data, or test results necessary for
a complete evaluation of the design.
"Design option" is a design that a manufacturer may
'.
use as an option to its commercial coach design plan.
fixdevices,
appliances,
material,
all
is
"Equipment"
tures, fittings, or accessories used in the manufacture, assembly, conversion to, or alteration of a commercial coach.
"Factory assembled structure (FAS) advisory
board" is a board authorized to advise the director of the
department regarding the issues and adoption ofrules relating
to commercial coaches. (See RCW 43.22.420.)
"Insignia" is a label that we attach to a commercial
coach to verify that the structure meets the requirements of
this chapter and the applicable codes.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-14-078,
filed 6/30/98, effective 7/31/98)
WAC 296-lSOC-0410 When does my design plan
expire? Commercial Coach - Master Design Plan:
(I) Your commercial coach master design plan expires
when there is a code change. You must submit new design
plans for approval when there is a state building code cycle
change. You may use your approved master design plans to
order insignia as long as they comply with the applicable
codes.
Commercial Coach - One-Year Design Plan:
(2) Your commercial coach one-year design plan expires
either one year after approval or when there is a code change.
You must submit new design plans for approval when there is
a state building code cycle change. You may use your design
plans to order insignia as long as they comply with the applicable codes.
(3) All National Electrical Code amendments may be
incorporated by an addendum to your design plan.
Note:

C33

J

The State Building Code is on a three-year code cycle which
coincides with the State Building Code Council amendment
cycle. The National Electrical Code (NEC) cycle, however.
does not coincide with the other code cycles.
Expedited Adoption
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( ( C81'1U'ltcrcittl Cr3ttch \'c1tdeJF U:tit:
(4) Ye1:1r 'leHcler l:IHit aesigH plaH eJtpires after the l:IHit is
eeHvertea er alterecl. Ye1:1 eaH eHly 1:1se this clesigH plaH
~))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-14-078,
filed 6/30/98, effective 7/31/98)

WAC 296-lSOC-0500 When is an inspection
required? (I) Before we issue an insignia, each unit manufactured or converted must be inspected as many times as
required to show compliance with this chapter.
Note:

Each commercial coach must have a serial number so we can
track inspections.

(2) Before we issue an insignia, each commercial coach
must be inspected at the manufacturing location as many
times as required. Inspections may include but are not limited
to:
(a) A "cover" inspection during construction of the unit
before the electrical, plumbing, mechanical, and structural
systems are covered;
(b) Insulation and vapor barrier inspection, if required;
and
(c) A final inspection after the commercial coach is complete.
(3) If we discover a violation during inspection, we will
issue a notice of noncompliance. You can correct the violation during the inspection. If you cannot correct the violation
during inspection, you must leave the item uncovered until
we approve your correction.
(4) If a commercial coach is damaged in transit to the
building site or during on-site installation, it must be
inspected. This is considered an alteration inspection. (See
WAC 296-150C-0240.)
(5) Approved design plans must be available in compliance with the applicable sections of the adopted state codes.
(6) Once your unit is inspected and approved we will
attach the insignia.
((C8mmcrcittl Cr3ttch \lc1ul8r Unit
(7) Before we iss1:1e aH iHsigHia, eaeh eemmereial eeaeh

veHcler 1:1Hit is iHspeetea as fellews:
(a) IHspeetieH(s) cl1:1riHg eeH\'ersieH er alteratieH ef a
eemmereial eeaeh veHcler t:1Hit; aHcl
(b) A fiHal iHspeetieH after the eemffiereial eeaeh veflEler
1:1Hit is eeffiplete.))
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Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-08-113 on April
7, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed I.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 2, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed I.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
July 30, 1999

WSR 99-17-001

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed August 4, 1999, 2: 14 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: June 8, 1999.
Purpose: Rules are no longer necessary because of
changed circumstances. A survey of state certification
records indicate that the commodities, covered by the rules
listed below, are certified based on United States standards.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing entire chapter 16-424 WAC, Onion standards,
entire chapter 16-412 WAC, Standards for cantaloupes,
entire chapter 16-451 WAC, Rhubarb, hot-house or cellar
grown, entire chapter 16-460 WAC, Washington standards
for tomatoes.
Chapter 15017
Statutory Authority for Adoption:
(15.17] RCW, Standards of grades and packs.
Adopted under preproposal statement of inquiry filed as
WSR 99-08-112 on April 7, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 21.
ll Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
, Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 21.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 21.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
July 30, 1999
Jim Jesernig
Director

ll

,

WSR 99-17-002

Jim Jesernig
Director
Chapter 16-458 WAC
IIORTICUI:.TURE FRUIT AND
YEGETABLE INSPECTION DISTRICT
BOUNDARIES
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above caption occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1471, filed
7/2176)
WAC 16-458-075 Fruit and yegetable district two.
Fruit and vegetable district two shall consist of Kittitas, Klickitat, Skamania, Yakima and that portion of Benton County
lying west of a line running south from the Columbia River
known as the center line of Range 27E, and north of Sellards
Road from its junction with Range 27E on the east, thence
west to the Yakima County line; this includes the Prosser,
Kiona, and Benton City areas.

WSR 99-17-002

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed August 4, 1999, 2: 17 p.m.]

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 87-24-009,
filed 11/20/87, effective 1/1/88)

Date of Adoption: June 8, 1999.
Purpose: Remove reference to the word "horticultural"
in the title and replace with the words "fruit and vegetable" to
comply with chapter 15.17 RCW; remove WAC 16-458-004
Promulgation; and add language to WAC 16-458-075, 16458-080, and 16-458-085 to clarify language in these sections.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending chapter 16-458 WAC, Horticultural inspection
district boundaries.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 15 .17 RCW,
Standards of grades and packs.

WAC 16-458-080 Fruit and yegetable district three.
Fruit and vegetable district three shall consist of all counties
located west of the Cascade Mountains, Adams, Asotin,
Columbia, Ferry, Franklin, Garfield, Grant, Lincoln, Pend
Oreille, Spokane, Stevens, Walla Walla and Whitman counties, and that portion of Benton County lying south and east
of the Sellards Road, from its junction with Yakima County
on the west thence east to the center line of Range 27E,
thence north to the Columbia River; this excludes the Benton
City, Kiona and Prosser areas.
[ l]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1471, filed
7/2176)

ton No. 1 not more than ten percent, by count, of the apricots
in any lot may be damaged but not seriously damaged by
bruising.
(2) When applying the foregoing tolerances to the combination grade no part of any tolerance shall be used to reduce
the percentage of Washington No. 1 apricots required in the
combination, but individual containers may have not more
than ten percent less than the percentage of Washington No.
1 required, provided that the entire lot averages within the
percentage specified.

WAC 16-458-085 Fruit and yegetable district four.
Fruit and vegetable district four shall consist of Chelan, Douglas and Okanogan counties.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 16-458-004

Promulgation.

NEW SECTION

WAC 16-406-025 Application of tolerances. (1) The
contents of individual samples are subject to the following
limitations: Provided, That the averages for the entire lot are
within the tolerances specified for this grade.
(2) For packages which contain more than ten pounds,
and a tolerance often percent or more is provided, individual
samples in any lot shall have not more than one and one-half
times the tolerance specified. For packages which contain
more than ten pounds and a tolerance of less than ten percent
is provided, individual samples in any lot shall have not more
than double the tolerance specified: Provided, That not more
than one apricot which is seriously damaged by insects or
affected by decay or internal breakdown may be permitted in
any sample.
(3) Washington No. 1 grade. For packages containing
ten pounds or less: Not more than ten percent of the samples ~
may have more than three times the tolerances specified, ~
except that at least one defective apricot may be permitted in
any sample: Provided, That not more than one apricot or
more than six percent (whichever is the larger amount) may
be affected by decay or internal breakdown.
(4) Washington No. 2 grade. For packages containing
ten pounds or less: Not more than ten percent of the samples
may contain more than three times the tolerances specified.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Filed August 4, 1999, 2:20 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: July 9, 1999.
Purpose: Clarify labeling and grade tolerance requirements for apricots.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending chapter 16-406 WAC, Standards for apricots.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 15.17 RCW,
Standards of grades and packs.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-08-108 on April
7, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 1, Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
July 9, 1999
Jim Jesernig
Director

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1015, Regulation C, filed 4/29/66)
WAC 16-406-030 Marking and packing requirements. (1) When the numerical count is used, the apricots in
any container shall not vary more than one fourth inch in
diameter. In order to allow for variations incident to proper
sizing, not more than ten percent, by ((wetght)) count, of the
apricots in any package may be below the minimum size
specified (( exeept wheH iH pael~etl eetttaitters whett the varia
tiett iH sil!e itt the itttlivid1:1al paekage tlees Rat exeeetl eae
fe11rth itteh iH diameter)). The determination of grade may be
made on the count basis.
(2) When apricots are prepared for market and/or
offered for sale in containers, open or closed, such containers
shall have stamped thereon the variety, grade, and packer's,
grower's or shipper's name and address, ((attd the Het weight))
count. or net weight and minimum diameter.
(These marking requirements do not apply to apricots
being sold or shipped to canneries)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1015, Regulation B, filed 4/29/66)
WAC 16-406-020 Tolerances. (1) In order to allow for
variations incident to proper grading and handling, not more
than a total of ten percent of the apricots in any ((eetttaitter))
lot may be below the requirements of grade, provided that not
more than five percent shall be seriously damaged by insects,
and not more than one percent shall be allowed for decay "or
internal breakdown: Provided, That in addition in WashingPermanent
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for fresh shipment. Springiness may be detected by external
pressure on the fruit or by cutting the apricot in half at right
angles to the longitudinal axis and noting how one-half or
both halves slip away from the pit.
(c) Taste-On a tree whose fruit is ready for harvest for
fresh shipment it is usually impossible to find at least an
occasional fruit which has lost sufficient of its green taste to
be fairly palatable. In using this test, do not be misled by
fruits which may be maturing abnormally because of worm
infestation.
(d) Separation of fruit from stem-The manner in which
fruit may be separated from its stem is some indication of
maturity, the more immature fruit tending to tear the adjacent
skin and flesh more than fruit which is near proper maturity.
(8) The following varieties shall not be considered to
have reached that stage of maturity which will insure a proper
completion of the ripening process until they have developed
characteristic turning or yellow (shades Nos. 3 or 4 on U.S.
standard ground color chart) on the minimum percentage of
surface area as stated opposite the varietal name:

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 1015, Regu.
~ lation E, filed 4/29/66)
WAC 16-406-050 Definition of terms. As used in these
grades:
(1) "Mature" means having reached the stage of maturity
which will insure a proper completion of the ripening process.
(2) "Well formed" means having the shape characteristic
of the variety.
(3) "Damage" means that the apricot is injured to an
extent readily apparent in the process of proper grading and
handling. Well healed growth cracks not over three eighths of
an inch in length, punctures not over three sixteenths of an
inch in diameter, stem pulls not over three-eighths of an inch
in diameter (except for the Riland variety - growth cracks not
over three-eighths of an inch in length, punctures not over
one-fourth of an inch in diameter and stem pulls not over onehalf inch in diameter) or smooth shallow limb rubs not more
than one-fourth of an inch in diameter or russeting affecting
not to exceed one-tenth of the surface of the apricot shall not
be regarded as damage. Bruises not to exceed five percent of
the surface of the apricot shall not be regarded as damage.
(4) Hail marks that are shallow and superficial or not
more than three-eighths of an inch in diameter in the aggregate, or when the skin has been broken, except that not to
exceed one well healed hail mark, such mark not to exceed
one-eighth of an inch in diameter will not be considered as
damage.
(5) "Serious damage" means immaturity, or any defor~
, mity or injury which causes breaking of the skin in excess of
three-eighth s of an inch in diameter or which seriously
affects the appearance, but well healed growth cracks, not
over one-half inch in length, shall not be regarded as serious
damage. Except for the Riland variety - growth cracks that
are not well healed and not over one-half inch in length shall
not be regarded as serious damage. Bruises not to exceed ten
percent of the surface of the apricot shall not be regarded as
serious damage. Hail marks that are not more than three-sixteenth of an inch deep, or not more than one-half of an inch in
diameter in the aggregate or when the skin has been broken,
except that not to exceed four well healed hail marks, each
such mark not to exceed one-eighth of an inch in diameter,
will not be considered as serious damage.
(6) "Diameter" means the greatest diameter, measured
through the center of the apricot, at right angles to a line running from the stem to the blossom end. Apricots having a
diameter of one and one-half inches or larger, ring measurement, ((shftH)) may be considered large, while the apricots
having a diameter of less than one and one-half inches
((sftttH)) may be designated as small.
(7) The following will be taken into consideration in
determining maturity:
(a) Ambering-R eplacement of the green color of the
flesh immediately around the pit by an amber shade is recognized by many authorities on apricots as an indicator of matu-

,

Moorpark
Gilbert or Newcastle
Tilton
Blenheim
Royal
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DEPARTME NT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Medical Assistance Administration)
[Filed August 10, 1999, 10:58 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 10, 1999.
Purpose: Implement a state-funded categorically needy
scope of care program for alien children who arrived in the
United States after August 22, 1996, and whose family
income is less than 200% of the federal poverty level. These
rules were rewritten in order to comply with the principles of
Executive Order 97-02.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-424-000 5, 388-424-001 0, and 388505-0210.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090.
Other Authority: RCW 74.08A.100.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-126 on June
16, 1999.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Added language in WAC 388-505-021 0(3) concerning eligibility criteria for a child who would be eligible
for children's health insurance, several editorial changes, and
corrected cross-references.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or

~ rity.

,

-20%
-50%
-40%
-40%
-40%

(b) Springiness -This condition develops in connection
with the separation of the flesh from the pit and is an indication that the fruit is reaching proper tree maturity for picking
[ 3]
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Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 10, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 911/98)
WAC 388-424-0005 The ef(ect of citizenship and
alien status(( Ge1teral)) !lll eligibility ((ee1tdUiens)) f2r
benefits. (I) To receive benefits ((fef)) under the temporary
assistance for needy families (TANF), Medicaid, ((ftftd)) children's health insurance program (CHIP) or federal food
stamp((s)) program,.!! person((s)) must be.!!:
(a) U.S. citizen((s));
(b) U.S. national((s)); or
(c) Qualified alien((s)) who meet~ the ((etltlitioHel eoHtli
tiefts)) eligibility requirements described in_;_
ill WAC 388-424-0010 ((releti\'e to)) for TANF ((ftftd)).
Medicaid. and CHIP; or
.(ill WAC 388-424-0020 ((reletiYe to)) for federal food
stamps.
(2) To receive benefits under the general assistance and
ADA TSA programs. a person must be a:
(a) U.S. citizen;
(b) U.S. national;
(c) Qualified alien: or
(d) A PRUCOL alien as defined in subsection (4) of this
section.
ill Qualified aliens are ((ttltefts)) any of the following:
(a) ((Who ere)) Lawful permanent residents under the
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA);
(b) ((Who ere))'Those granted asylum under section 208
of the INA;
(c) ((Who ere)) Those paroled ((iHto the U.S.)) under
section 212 (d)(5) of the INA for at least one year;
(d) ((Who ere)) Those admitted ((to the U.S.)) as refugees under section 207 of the INA;
(e) ((Who ere)) Aliens whose deportation lremovall is
being withheld under section 241 (b)(3) or 243(h) of the INA;
(f) ((Who ere)) Those granted conditional entry ((fftte..the
.u,&)) under section 203 (a)(7) of the INA as in effect prior to
April 1, 1980;
(g) ((Who ere)) Cuban and Haitian entrants as defined in
section (501)(e) of the Refugee Education Assistance Act of
1980; or
Permanent

(h) ((Who ere)) Amerasians admitted under section 584
of the Foreign Operations. Export Financing. and Related
Programs Appropriations Act. 1988 (as amended): or
(i) Aliens who are victims of domestic violence, or
whose children are victims of domestic violence, when:
(i) The domestic violence ((is)) was committed in the
U.S. by the alien's spouse, parent, or a member of the spouse
or parent's family residing in the same household as the alien;

~
~

( (ftfttl))

(ii) ((!ft sit11etiofts where the ehiltlreft 8fe the vietims of
tlomestie 't'ioleHee,)) .Ihe alien did not actively participate in
the violence against his or her own children when the children are the victims of domestic violence; ((ftftd))
(iii) The alien no longer resides with the person who
committed the domestic violence; ((ftftd))
·(iv) There is a substantial connection between the'
domestic violence and the need for public assistance benefits;
and
(v) The alien has an application with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) either approved or pending
for:
(A) Legal immigration status under section((s)) 204
(a)(l)(A)(((iii)(I) eHd)) or section 204 (a)(((l)(A)(iv))) ill.cfil
of the INA; or
(B) ((S11speHsioH of tlef}ortetioft or)) .Cancellation of
removal under section 244 (a)(3) of the INA as in effect prior
to April I. 1997 or section 240A (b )(2) of the INA: .
(((3) To Feeeive beHefits 1:1Htler the geHerel essis~eftee eHtl
ADATSA f1FOgF8fftS, persofts m1:1st be:
(a) U.S. eitiz;eHs;
(a) U.S. HetioHels;
(e) Q1:1elifietl elieHs; or
(d) Aliefts f}ermeHeHtly resitliHg iH the U.S. 1:1Htler eolor
of law (PRUCOL).))
(4) ((AlieHs ere eoHsitleretl to be PRUCOL wheH)) A
PRUCOL alien must meet all of the following conditions:
(a) They are permanently residing in the U.S.((,........00-))~ ·
(b) They do not meet ((#le)).!! definition of a qualified
alien as defined in subsection((~)) ill of this section((,..etttl.;.

~
~

fttj)).;.

ture.

{£}The INS knows they are residing in the U.S.((.,)).;. and
(((61)) @The INS is not likely to enforce their depar-

(5) During the application process, one of the following
persons must indicate on the application for benefits whether
each household member is a U.S. citizen or qualified alien:
(a) An adult applicant in the household; or , '
(b) The person applying for benefits when t.here are no
adults in the household.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-424-0010 Alien status-Eligib ility
requirements for the temporary assistance for needy families program and medical benefits. (I) Qualified aliens §
described in WAC 388-424-0005(3) who were residing in the
U.S. before August 22, 1996 ((eftft)) may receive temporary
[4)
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(a) The child's mother{{;)) was eligible for and receiving
coverage under a medical ((assistaRee)) program at the time
of the child's birth; and
(b) ((The ehild is t111eler efle year ef age; aftel
fe1)) The child remains with the mother and resides in
the state.
(2) Children under the age of nineteen are eligible for
CN medical assistance when they meet the requirements for:
(a) ((Meet the reEJuiremeHts ef:
~))Citizenship or ((ifllflligra11t)) U.S. national status as
described in ((ehapter 388 424)) WAC 388-424-0005(1) or
immigrant status as described in WAC 388-424-0010(1) or
ill; ((ftftEl
W)) ill State residence as described in chapter 388-468
WAC; ((ftfttl
fffij)) hl.A.Aocial security number as described in chapter 388-476 WAC; and
(((h) Meet)) ®...Eamily income levels as described in
WAC 388-478-0075{(t-ef
(e) Meet the reEJuireftleHts ef WAC 388 505 0220 er
388 523 0100))
(3) Upon implementation of the children's health insurance program (CHIP) as described in chapter 388-542. WAC.
children under the age of nineteen are eligible for CHIP
when:
(a) They meet the requirements of subsection (2)(a) and
(b) of this section:
(b) They do not have other creditable health insurance
coverage: and
(c) Family income exceeds two hundred percent of the
federal poverty level CFPLl. but does not ex.ceed two hundred
fifty FPL as described in WAC 388-478-0075 (1 )(c) and (d).
(4) Children under the age of nineteen who first physically entered the U.S. after August 21. 1996 are eligible for
state-funded CN scope of care when they meet the:
(a) Eligibility requirements in subsection (2)(b). (c). and
Cd) of this section: and
(b) Qualified alien requirements for lawful permanent
residents. parolees. conditional entrants. or domestic violence
victims as described in WAC 388-424-0005 (3)(a). (c). Cf}, or

assistance for needy families (TANF) ((ftfttl)).. Medicaid. and
·
CHIP benefits.
(2) Qualified aliens who first physically {{effief)) entered
the U.S. {{ett-ef)) after August((~)) 21.. 1996 cannot receive
TANF ((et')).. Medicaid. or CHIP for five years after their
date of entry, unless they are any of the following:
(a) ((Reft1gees adRtitt~ te the U.S. t1ader seetieR 200 ef
the lft'lft'ligratieR aRd Natieflality Aet (INA);
(h) Aliefts graflt~ asylttft'I t:tflder seetiefl 208 ef the INA;
(e) Aliefls whese depertatiefl is heiflg withheld ttRder
seetieR 243(h) ef the INA;
(d) Ct:thaR aftd HaitiaR efttraflts as Eietifted iR seelieR
(50l)(e) ef the Reft:tgee BElt1eatiefl AssistaRee Aet ef 1980;
(e) Aft'lerasiafts aEift'litt~ te the U.S. ttftder seetiefl 584 ef
the PereigR Operatiefls, B>tpert Piflafteiflg, afte Rel~ Pre
graft'ls Apprepriatiefls Aet, 1988 (as aft'leRded); er
(t1)) An alien as described under WAC 388-424-0005
(3)(b). (d). (e). (g). or (h): or
ill.A.lawful permanent resident((s whe 8Fe)) who is:
{i) On active duty in the U.S. military, other than active
duty for training;
(ii) An.honorably discharged U.S. veteran{(s));
(iii) A veteran((s)) of the military forces of the Philippines who served prior to July 1, 1946, as described in Title
38, section 107 of the U.S. code;
(iv) A Hmong ((ftfttl)) or Highland Lao veteran((s)) who
served in the military on behalf of the U.S. Government during the Vietnam conflict; or
(v) The spouse or unmarried dependent ((ehilerefl))
child(ren) of a person described in subsection((s)) illill.(i)
through (iv) of this section.
(3) {{Aft)) A.lienli who ((wettkl)) qualify for Medicaid
benefits, but ((¥.t)) are determined ineligible ((~))
because of ((his er her)) alien status or requirements for a
Social Security Number, {(eaa)) may receive medical coverage as follows:
(a) State-funded categorically needy (CN) scope of care
for.;.
(i) Pregnant women, as specified in WAC 388-4620015;
(ii) Children{(, tftret:tgh the ehildrefl's health pregrftft'I,))
as specified in WAC 388-505-0210;
(iii) Persons eligible for or receiving cash assistance
under the state family assistance program (SPA); ((ftfttl)) m:
(iv) {(Persefls)) Aliens who were lawfully residing in the
U.S. ((prief-te)) before August 22, 1996, including PRUCOL
aliens as defined in WAC 388-424-0005(4).
(b) Alien emergency medical services as specified in
WAC 388-438-0110.
(4) ((A perseR's)) A.lien status ((is Ret t:ts~ te deter
fftffie)) does not effect eligibility for the medically indigent
program ((es)) described in WAC 388-438-0100.

™·

.

.Ci1

ill Children under the age of twenty-one are eligible for
CN medical assistance when they:
(a) Meet citizenship or immigrant status, state residence,
and social security number requirements as described in subsection (2){a). (b). and (c) of this section; ((ttttti))
(b) Meet income levels described in WAC 388-478-0075
when income is counted according to WAC 388-408-0055
(l)(c); and
(c) Meet one of the following criteria:
ill Reside in {{aft i11stitutiefl ())a medical hospital, intermediate care facility for mentally retarded (ICF/MR), or
nursing {(heft'le)) facility(() as tleserihetl iH WAC 388 513
~)) for more than thirty days; ((et'
~)).(ill Reside in a psychiatric or chemical dependency
facility ((as deserihee i11 '.VAC 388 513 1320.
(4) ChilereR ufleer the age ef tweflt)' efle 8fe eligihle fer
CN if they:
W));.
iliil Are in foster care; or

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)

WAC 388-505-0210 Children's medical eligibility.

(1) A child under the age of one is eligible for {{ftewherfl))

categorically needy (CN) ((ehildreR's)) medical assistance
when:
[5]
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((fbj)) fu'.} Receive subsidized adoption services.
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Fegftfaless of age,)) are eligible for
CN medical assistance if they ((aFe eligiele to))~
!.&.Receive Supplemental Security Income (SSI) payments based upon their own disability((~
(6) ChilEIFeft aFe eligiele foF CN meaieal if they)).;_m:
fhl..Received SSI payments for August 1996, and except
for the passage of amendments to federal disability definitions. would be eligible for SSI payments.
(7) Children under the age of nineteen are eligible for
Medically Needy (MN) medical assistance when they:
(a) Meet citizenship or immigrant status, state residence.
and social security number requirements as described in subsection (2)(a). Cb). and (c); and
(b) Have income at or above the income levels described
in WAC ((388 478 0070)) 388-478-0075 (] )(c).
(8) A child is eligible for SSI-related MN when the child:
(a) ((They meet)) Meets the conditions in subsection
((~))®Children((,

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Economic Services Administration)
(Division of Assistance Programs)

[Filed August 10, 1999, 11 :04 a.m., effective October I, 1999.]

Date of Adoption: August 10, 1999.
Purpose: Amend 388-400 series WAC to correct inadvertent errors, update program policy, and clarify existing
rules. Corrected complaint procedure, clarified income
types, expanded client rights, and added missing information
regarding social security number disqualifications.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-426-0005, 388-450-0015, 388-4500025, 388-450-0030, 388-472-0005, and 388-476-0005.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090 and
74.04.510.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-192 on June
23, 1999.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: WAC 388-426-0005(1) revised to strike the word
"written" in order to comply with federal rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 3, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended O,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 6, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New O,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 6, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: October 1, 1999.
August 10, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

((f7·1)) @(a) ((ftft6...fbj)); ((ftftEl))

(b) ((The~· meet)) Meets the blind and/or disability criteria of the federal SSI program; and
(c) Has family income above the level described in WAC
388-4 78-0070(] ).
(9) Nonimmigrant children. including visitors or students from another country and undocumented children.
under the age of eighteen are eligible for the state.:funded
children's health program, if ((Hley-)):
(a) ((Are)) The department determines the child ineligible for any CN or MN scope of care medical program; ((ftftEi))
(b) ((Meet)) They meet family income levels described
in WAC 388-478-0075 (l)(a); and
(c) They meet state residency reguirements as described
in chapter 388-468 WAC.
(10) There are no resource standards for ((eifftet:)) the
children's CN or the state.:funded CN scope of care. or the
children's health programs.
(11) ((The ref)ttiremeRts iR WAC 388 503 0505 (3)(e)
aREi (El) Eio Rot a1313ly to 13ersofts a1313lyiRg for the state fttRaeEI
ehilEIFeft's health 13rogram.
fHt)) Children may also be eligible for:
(a) Temporary assistance for needy families (TANF) or
state ((ft:tfteee)) family assistance (SFA)-related medical as
described in WAC 388-505-0220; and
(b) TANF/SFA-related medical extensions as described
in WAC 388-523-0100.
((~)) f.U.l Except for a client described in subsection
((f31)) ill(c) and (d), an inmate of a public institution, as
defined in WAC 388-500-0005, is not eligible for CN or MN
medical coverage.

Permanent
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-426-0005 Client complaints. (1) Clients
who believe they have been discriminated against by the
department for reason of ((age,)) race, color, ((~))creed,
((Eiisability, religiotts ereea,)) political ((beliefs or)) affiliation. national origin, religion. age. gender. disability. or birthplace have the right to file a((~)) complaint((~
(a) CliefttS wishiRg to file ft eom13laiftt of aiserimiRatioft
regarEiiftg fooa Stamf3 eeftefits mttst SeftEI eom13laiftts to fooa
ltfta fttttfitioft sen·iees (PNS); &Ra
(h) Clieftts of ell otheF f3FOgt'BffiS mest seREI EliserimiRe
tioR eom13leiRts to the state offiee of ef)tt&l oppertttftity
(OEO), Olympie WA.
[ 6]
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For food assistance, this exclusion does
not apply when the ((am01:111t)) money is withheld to
((~))recover an intentional noncompliance overpayment from a federal, state, or local means tested program((~))
such as TANF/SFA. GA. and SSI; and
(i) Child support payments received by TANF/SFA
recipients((whieA ha·;e beeR 1:tSsig11ed te the deflaFtffleftt ftS ft
eeRditi011 ef reeeivi11g assistaRee) ).
(2) For food assistance programs, the following income
types are excluded:
(a) Emergency additional requirements authorized to
TANF/SFA and RCA clients under WAC 388-436-0001 and
paid directly to a third party;
(b) Cash donations based on need received directly by
the household if the donations are:
(i) Made by one or more private, nonprofit, charitable
organizations; and
(ii) Do not exceed three hundred dollars in any federal
fiscal year quarter.
(c) Infrequent or irregular income, received during a
three-month period by a prospectively budgeted assistance
unit, that:
(i) Cannot be reasonably anticipated as available; and
(ii) Does not exceed thirty dollars for all household
,
members.
(3) All income that is not excluded is considered to be
part of an assistance unit's gross income. ((Gress ineeme is
1:1sed te determi11e an assistaAee 1:1nit's eligibility as fellews:
(tt) Fer TANFISFA, RCA, GA S, a11d GA H, the ttssis
tanee t1nit is ineligible if its grass ineeme eKeeeds 185 vereent
ef the Reed sta11daffi as sveeified in WAC 3 88 478 0015; and
fl:B)) ill For ((eeffai.tt)) food assistance households not
containing an elderly or disabled member, the assistance
((ttfii+?s.)) unit is ineligible if its gross income ((etlftfH:tt))
exceed~ one hundred thirty percent of the federal poverty
level ((fur the ferty eight eentig1:1e1:1s states)) as specified in
WAC 388-478-0060.
((f47)) ill Disregarded income ((ffteftftS)) ~income that
is ((net eKelt1ded)) counted when determining an assistance
unit's gross income but ((wffieh)) is ((disregftfded)) not used
when determining an assistance unit's countable income.
Types of disregarded income ((are defined by state and fed
era! laws. Disregarded ineeme)) include((s)) but ((is)) are not
limited to:
(a) Earned income incentives and disregards for cash
assistance; and
(b) Earned income disregard and income deductions for
food assistance ((i11eeme deell:1etiens)).

Clients can file discrimination complaints with

source((~)).

~the:

I'

(a) DSHS. Division of Access and Equal Opportunity,
PO Box 45012. Olympia. WA. 98504;
(b) Administrator. Food and Nutrition Services. 3101
Park Center Drive. Alexandria. VA. 22302; or
(c) Secretary of Agriculture. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Washington D.C.. 20250.
ill Clients with a complaint about a department decision
or action have the_right to present their complaint, in writing,
to a supervisor.
.(fil Within ten days of the receipt of the complaint:
((fftt)) ill A decision will be made on the client's complaint; and
((fl:B)) .(ill The client will be sent written notice of the
decision, including information about the right to further
review by the local office administrator.
((~)) .(Q} Clients not satisfied with the decision of a
supervisor have the right to present a written complaint to the
local office administrator. Within ten days of the receipt of
the complaint:
((fftt)) ill A decision will be made on the complaint, and
((fl:B)) .(ill The client will be sent written notice of the
decision.
((f47)) .{£).Written notice of the administrator's decision
concludes the complaint procedure.
((~))@The filing of a written complaint does not prevent a client from requesting a fair hearing under ((ehftptef
~))WAC 388-08-413.
((t6t)) W Clients have the right to speak to a worker's
~
I' supervisor or have a decision or action reviewed by the supervisor, whether or not a formal complaint has been filed.

~

I'

WSR 99-17-025

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-450-0015 Excluded and disregarded
income. This section applies to TANF/SFA, RCA, GA,
TANF/SFA-related medical and food assistance programs.
(1) Excluded income ((ffteftftS)) ~ income that is not
counted when determining a client's eligibility and benefit
level. ((EKel1:1ded i11e01t1e tyves ftfe defi11ed b)· state a11d fed
ernl laws.)) Types of excluded income include but are not
limited fo:
(a) Bona fide loans as defined in WAC 388-470-0025,
except certain student loans as specified under WAC
388-450-0035.
(b) Federal earned income tax credit (EITC) payments;
(c) Title IV-E((;)) and state ((a11d er leeal)) foster care
maintenance payments if the foster child is not included in
the assistance unit;
(d) Energy assistance payments;
(e) ·Educational assistance as specified in WAC
388-450-0035;
(f) Native American benefits and payments as specified
in W AC388-450-004 0;
(g) Income from employment and training programs as
specified in WAC 388-450-0045; ((ttttti))
(h) ((A11y a1t10t111t)) Money withheld from a client's benefit to repay an overpayment ((by)) from the same income

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-450-0025 Unearned income. This section
applies to TANF/SFA, RCA, GA, TANF/SFA-related medical and food assistance programs.
(1) Unearned income is income a person receives from a
source other than employment or self-employment. Examples of unearned income include but are not limited to:
(a) Railroad Retirement;
[ 7]
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(b) Unemployment ,Compensation; or
(c) Veteran Administration benefits.
(2) For food assistance programs, unearned income
includes the amount of cash benefits due the client prior to
any reductions caused by the client's failure to perform an
action required under a federal, state, or local means-tested
public assistance program.
.
(((3) UReltfReEI iReeffie is eHElgetea iR its eRtirety.))

(e) Get a written decision in most cases within thirty
days.
~
.ill Medical and some disability cases may take forty-five ~
to sixty days. Pregnancy medical will be authorized within
fifteen working days.
ilil Food stamps will be authorized within thirty days if
the person is eligible. If the person is eligible and has little or
no money, food stamps will be authorized within five days;
(f) Be fully informed, in writing, of all legal rights and
responsibilities in connection with public assistance;
(g) Have information kept pr'ivate. The department may
share some facts with other agencies for efficient management of federal and state programs;
(h) For cash and medical assistance programs, ask the
department not to collect child support if the absent parent
may harm the person or person's child;
(i) For cash assistance programs, ask for extra money to
help in an emergency, such as an eviction or a utility shutoff;
(j) Get a written notice, in most cases, at least ten days
before the department makes changes to lower or stop benefits;
(k) Ask for a fair hearing if the person does not agree
with the department about a decision. Without affecting the
right to a fair hearing, the person can also ask a supervisor or
administrator to review an employee decision or action;
(I) Have interpreter or translator services at no cost or
undue delay;
(m) Refuse to speak to a fraud early detection (FRED)
investigator from the division of fraud investigations. The ~
person does not have to let an investigator into the home. The ~
person may ask the investigator to come back at another time.
Such a request will not affect the person's eligibility for benefits;
(n) For medical assistance programs only: A person
applying for or receiving medical assistance, limited casualty
programs, medical care services, or children's health services
has the same rights as cash assistance clients; and
(o) Receive help from the department to register to vote.
(2) A client is responsible for:
(a) Reporting any changes to the department within ten
days for all cash and food assistance programs and twenty
days for all medical assistance programs;
(b) Giving all the facts needed to determine eligibility;
(c) Giving the department proof of any facts for which
proof is needed;
(d) For most cash or medical assistance programs related
to children, cooperating with the department to get child support or medical care support unless it can be shown that harm
to the person or child may occur;
(e) For cash or medical assistance programs, applying
for and taking any benefits from other programs, if eligible;
(f) Completing reports and reviews when asked to do so;
(g) Seeking and taking a job or training if required; and
(h) For medical assistance programs only, showing the
medical identification card or other adequate department generated notification of eligibility to the medical care provider. ~
(3) Clients will be screened and provided with necessary ~
supplemental accommodation as specified under WAC 388200-1300.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7 /31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-450-0030 Earned income definition.
Unless specifically stated, this section applies to TANF/SFA,
RCA, GA, TANF/SFA-related medical and food assistance
programs.
(1) Earned income ((ffieftftS)) is.:
(a) Income a person receives in the form of cash or
in-kind, which is a gain or benefit to the person, when earned
as a wage, salary, tips, gratuities, commissions, or profit from
self-employment activities.
(b) Income over a period of time for which settlement is
made at one time, such as sale of farm crops, livestock, or
poultry~

(2) For food assistance programs only. income in-kind is
excluded.
((~)) ill Earned income from self-employment is
determined as specified under WAC 388-450-0080.
((f31)) ill For TANF/SFA, RCA, GA-H, and TANF/
SFA-related medical assistance, earned income includes
time-loss compensation as specified in WAC 388-450-0075.
(((4) Fer feea assistaRee prngraffis eRly, iReeffie iR kiREI
is exelHElea.))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
filed 7 /31/98, effective 9/1/98)
WAC 388-472-0005 Client rights and responsibilities. Unless specifically stated, the following rules apply to
cash, food and medical assistance programs.
(1) A person who applies for or receives public assistance has the right to:
(a) Be treated politely and fairly without regard to race,
color, creed, political affiliation, national origin, religion,
age, ((sex-)) gender, disability((;)) or birthplace({, er ffiltfital
~));

(b) File an application on the same day, during regular
business hours, that the person contacts the department. A
client has the right to get a receipt when leaving an application or other materials with the department;
(c) Have an application promptly accepted and promptly
acted upon;
(d) Ask that the application be processed without delay if
the person is pregnant. in need of immediate medical care.
experiencing an emergency such as having no money for
food, or facing an eviction((, ReeEliRg ffieaieal eftfe that eaR
Ret wait er eeiRg pregRaRt)). If a pregnant client requests an
interview, she has ((ft)) the right to have one within five
working days;
Permanent
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standards; add existing OSHA requirements; clarify existing
WISHA requirement s; correct errors; and eliminate two
interim department policies.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order: Chapter 296-62 WAC, General occupational health standards,
WAC 296-62-07701 Scope and application, 296-62-07703
Definitions, 296-62-07709 Exposure assessment and monitoring, 296-62-07712 Requirements for asbestos activities in
construction and shipyard work, 296-62-07713 Methods of
compliance for asbestos activities in general industry, 29662-07721 Communication of hazards to employees, 296-6207722 Employee information and training, 296-62-07728
Competent person, 296-62-0773 5 Appendix A-WISHA
reference method-Man datory, and 296-62-07737 Appendix
B-Detailed procedures for asbestos sampling and an~ly
sis-Non mandatory.
Chapter 296-65 WAC, Asbestos removal and encapsulation, WAC 296-65-003 Definitions, 296-65-010 Asbestos
worker certification, 296-65-012 Asbestos supervisor certification, 296-65-020 Notification requirements, 296-65-025
Fees, and 296-65-030 Methods of compliance.
Other regulations related to WISHA's asbestos rules
include:
OSHA rules in 29 C.F.R. 1910.1001, 29 C.F.R.
1915.1001, and 29 C.F.R. 1926.1101.
EPA rules in 40 C.F.R. Part 763.
Chapter 49.26 RCW.
•
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 49.17.040,
49.17.050, 49.26.040, and 49.26.130.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-08-071 on April
5, 1999.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version:
WAC 296-62-07709 Exposure assessment and monitoring.
In subsection (3)(c), deleted the phrase "of this sec•
tion."
In subsection (3)(c), moved the requirement for monitoring outside negative-pressure enclosures from subsection (3)(c)(iv) to subsection (3)(e). This is a different type of monitoring and not part of periodic monitoring. The subsections following (3)(e) are lettered
appropriate! y.
WAC 296-62-07712 Requiremen ts for asbestos activities
in construction and shipyard work.
In subsection (9)(d), we corrected a reference by changing "(9)(a) and (b)" to "(2)." Also, we clarified the requirements by moving the language from 9 (b)(iii) to (9)(c).
WAC 296-62-07713 Methods of compliance for asbestos
activities in general industry.
In subsection (l)(g), we changed the sentence to make it
easier to understand.
WAC 296-62-07722 Employee information and training.
In subsection (3)(ii)(C), we added the phrase "done in
accordance with training" to clarify that the department
approves the training - not the work.
Based on a public comment, we made the following changes
in subsection (4)(b):

AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-16-044,
·
filed 7/31/98, effective 9/1/98)

~

WAC 388-476-0005 Social Security Number requirements. (1) With certain exceptions, each person who applies
for or receives cash, medical or food assistance benefits must
provide to the department a Social Security Number (SSN),
or numbers if more than one has been issued.
(2) If the person is unable to provide the SSN, either
because it is not known or has not been issued, the person
must:
(a) Apply for the SSN;
(b) Provide proof that the SSN has been applied for; and
(c) Provide the SSN when it is received.
(3) Assistance will not be delayed, denied or terminated
pending the issuance of an SSN by the Social Security
Administration. However, a person who does not comply
with these requirements is not eligible for assistance.
(4) For cash. medical, and food assistance benefits. a person cannot be disqualified from receiving benefits for refusing to apply for or supply an SSN based on religious grounds.
ill For food assistance programs:
(a) A person can receive benefits for the month of application and the following month if the person attempted to
apply for the SSN and made every effort to provide the
needed information to the Social Security Administration.
(b) A newborn may receive benefits for up to six months
from the date of birth if the household is unable to provide
proof of application for an SSN at the time of birth.
((~))®For medical programs, a newborn as described
~
, in WAC 388-505-0210(1) is eligible for cat~gorically needy
(CN) medical without meeting the SSN requirement((~
coverage flTOYisiORS CORtiRl:le l:IRtil ORC of the followiRg
eeetffir.

(a) The ReweorR lea·.. es the ho1:1sehola of the eirth
mother; or
(0) The RCWBOTR's first eirthaa·y.
f61)) until the baby's first birthday.
ill There is no SSN requirement for the following programs:
(a) The consolidated emergency assistance program;
(b) The refugee cash and medical assistance program;
(c) The medically indigent program;
(d) The alien emergency medical program;
(e) The state-funded pregnant woman program;
(f) The children's health program; and
(g) Detoxification services.

WSR 99-17-026

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTME NT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIE S

[Filed i\ugust 10, 1999, 4: 18 p.m., effective November 10, 1999)

~

,

WSR 99-17-026

Date of Adoption: August 10, 1999.
Purpose: Changes adopted in chapters 296-62 WAC,
Part 1-1, and chapter 296-65 WAC, incorporate new OSHA
changes to the scope of the federal construction and shipyard
[ 9]
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Rewrote the exception to 16-hour training for Class III
work, making it easier to understand.
Moved the exception into subsection (4)(b)(i) so that
all of the basic requirements related to how much training is required are together.
Moved all of the requirements about what must be
included in the 16-hour training to subsection (4)(b)(ii).
Added the word "is."
Made subsections (4)(a), (b) and (c) consistent. Under
each of these subsections,
•
item (i) contains the how many hours of training is
required and any exceptions, and
•
item (ii) contains what must be included in a particular training course.
•
In subsection (4)(b) and (c), we also added "maintenance and custodial work in building containing
asbestos-containing materials" into the titles, making them consistent. This also clarifies that workers
doing this type of work may not be maintenance and
custodial workers.
WAC 206-62-07728 Competent person.
•
In subsection (5)(b)(ii), we removed the phrase, "and
asbestos work exempted from certification requirements in chapter 296-65 WAC," based on public comment. This makes the rule consistent with RCW
49 .26.115 Asbestos abatement projects.
In subsections (5)(a) and (5)(b)(ii), we added bullet
points to list the training requirements and make them
easier to understand.
WAC 296-65-020 Notification requirements.
•
In subsection (1), we also added the phrase "as defined
in WAC 296-62-07722 and 296-65-003" to include the
exceptions deleted from the definition of asbestos
project. This was inadvertently left out of proposal.
In subsection (l)(e), we added the phrase "for asbestos
removal" to clarify how contract dates must correspond
to dates in the notice.
In subsection (l)(e), we also changed the wording to
indicate that all notices may be sent to the department
by facsimile.
WAC 296-65-030 Methods of compliance.
We made the following changes based on public comments.
•
In subsection (2), we moved the word "linear" to the
correct place in the sentence.
In subsection (4), we added a reference in subsection
(4) to include the exceptions that were deleted from the
asbestos project definition. This change is based on
public comment.
In subsection (5), we changed the wording of the second sentence to make it easier to understand. This
change is based on public comment.
In subsection (5), we added the word "be" to correct a
grammatical error in the proposal.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Permanent

Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 16, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 16, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 16, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: November IO, 1999.
July 30, 1999
Gary Moore
Director
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-01-079,
filed 12/17/96, effective 3/1/97)

WAC 296-62-07701 Scope and application. (I) WAC
296-62-07701 through 296-62-07753 applies to all occupational exposures to asbestos in all industries covered by
((the)) chapter 49.17 RCW. Washington Industrial Safety and
Health Act and chapter 49.26 RCW. Health and SafetyAsbestos.
(2) This ((seetioft Eloes apply)) part applies to construction work as defined in WAC 296-155-012 except for work
involving asbestos-containing asphalt roof coatings. cements.
and mastics. The exception for roofing materials does not
apply to asphalt coated asbestos felting and similar built-up
roofing.
~
(3) This ((seetioft Eloes apply)) part applies to ship repair- ~
ing, shipbuilding and shipbreaking employments and related
employments as defined in WAC 296-304-01001 except for
work involving asbestos-containing asphalt roof coatings.
cements. and mastics. The exception for roofing materials
does not apply to asphalt coated asbestos felting and similar
built-up roofing.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-01-079,
filed 12117/96, effective 3/1/97)
WAC 296-62-07703 Definitions. For the purpose of
WAC 296-62-07701 through 296-62-07753:
Accredited inspector means any person meeting the
accreditation requirements of the Federal Toxic Substance
Control Act, Section 206(a)(l) and (3). 15 U.S.C. 2646(a)(l)
and (3).
Aggressive method means removal or disturbance of
building material by sanding, abrading, grinding or other
method that breaks, crumbles, or disintegrates intact ACM.
Amended water means water to which surfactant (wetting agent) has been added to increase the ability of the liquid
to penetrate ACM.
Asbestos includes chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremolite asbestos, anthophyllite asbestos, actinolite asbestos, and
any of these minerals that have been chemically treated
and/or altered.
For purposes of this standard, "asbestos" includes
PACM, as defined below.
[ 10]
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appropriate control strategy for asbestos exposure, who has
the authority to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate
them as specified in WAC 296-62-07728. The competent
person shall be certified as an asbestos supervisor in compliance with WAC 296-65-030(3) and 296-65-012 for Class I
and Class II work, and for Class III and Class IV work
involving 3 square feet or 3 linear feet or more of asbestoscontaining material. For Class III and Class IV work, involving less than 3 square feet or 3 linear feet, the competent person shall be trained in an operations and maintenance (O&M)
course which meets the criteria of EPA (40 CFR
763.92(a)(2)).
Critical barrier means one or more layers of plastic
sealed over all openings into a work area or any other similarly placed physical barrier sufficient to prevent airborne
asbestos in a work area from migrating to an adjacent area.

Asbestos abatement project means an asbestos project
~ involving three square feet or three linear feet, or more, of
, asbestos-containing material.
Asbestos-containing material (ACM) means any material containing more than 1% asbestos.
Asbestos project(( tlefiRitioR es stetetl iR 'NAG 2%
05 003)) includes the construction. demolition. repair.
remodeling. maintenance or renovation of any public or private building or structure. mechanical piping eguipment or
system involving the demolition. removal. encapsulation. salvage. or disposal of material or outdoor activity releasing or
likely to release asbestos fibers into the air.
Authorized person means any person authorized by the
employer and required by work duties to be present in regulated areas.
Building/facility/ves sel owner means any legal entity
or person who owns any public or private building, vessel,
structure, facility, or mechanical system or the remnants
thereof, including the agent of such person, but does not
include individuals who work on asbestos projects in their
own single-family residences, no part of which is used for
commercial purposes. Also included is any lessee, who exercises control over management and record keeping functions
relating to a building, vessel, and/or facility in which activities covered by this standard takes place.
Certified asbestos supervisor means an individual certified by the department under WAC 296-65-012.
Certified asbestos worker means an individual certified
~ by the department under WAC 296-65-010.
Certified industrial hygienist (CIH) means one certi,
fied in the practice of industrial hygiene by the American
Board of Industrial Hygiene.
Class I asbestos work means activities involving the
removal of thermal system insulation or surfacing
ACM/PACM.
Class II asbestos work means activities involving the
removal of ACM which is not thermal system insulation or
surfacing material. This includes, but is not limited to, the
removal of asbestos-containing wallboard, floor tile and
sheeting, roofing and siding shingles, and construction mastics.
Class III asbestos work means repair and maintenance
operations where "ACM," including TSI and surfacing ACM
and PACM, may be disturbed.
Class IV asbestos work means maintenance and custodial activities during which employees contact but do not disturb ACM or PACM and activities to clean up dust, waste and
debris resulting from Class I, II, and III activities.
Clean room means an uncontaminated room having
facilities for the storage of employees' street clothing and
uncontaminated materials and equipment.
Closely resemble means that the major workplace conditions which have contributed to the levels of historic asbestos exposure, are no more protective than conditions of the
~ current workplace.
Competent person means, in addition to the definition
,
in WAC 296-62-07728, one who is capable of identifying
existing asbestos, hazards in the workplace and selecting the

Decontamination area means an enclosed area adjacent
and connected to the regulated area and consisting of an
equipment room, shower area, and clean room, which is used
for the decontamination of workers, materials, and equipment
contaminated with asbestos.
Demolition means the wrecking or taking out of any
load-supporting structural member and any related razing,
removing, or stripping of asbestos products. Where feasible,
asbestos-containing materials shall be removed from all
structures prior to the commencement of any demolition
activity as per WAC 296-155-775(9).
Department means the department of labor and industries.
Director means the director of the department of labor
and industries or his/her authorized representative.
Director of NIOSH means the Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, or designee.
Disturb or disturbance ((ffleftftS)) refers to act1v1t1es
that disrupt the matrix of ACM or PACM, crumble or pulverize ACM or PACM, or generate visible debris from ACM or
PACM. This term includes activities that disrupt the matrix
of ACM or PACM, render ACM or PACM friable, or generate visible debris. Disturbance includes cutting away small
amounts of ACM or PACM, no greater than the amount
((wfl.ieh)) that can be contained in one standard size glove bag
or waste bag in order to access a building or vessel component. In no event shall the amount of ACM or PACM so disturbed exceed that which can be contained in one glove bag
or waste bag which shall not exceed 60 inches in length and
width.
Employee exposure means that exposure to airborne
asbestos that would occur if the employee were not using respiratory protective equipment.
Equipment room (change room) means a contaminated room located within the decontamination area that is
supplied with impermeable bags or containers for the disposal of contaminated protective clothing and equipment.
Fiber means a particulate form of asbestos, five
micrometers or longer, with a length-to-diameter ratio of at
least three to one.
[ 11]
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Surfacing material means material that is sprayed,
troweled-on or otherwise applied to surfaces (such as acoustical plaster on ceilings and fireproofing materials on structural members, or other materials on surfaces for acoustical,
fireproofing, and other purposes).
Surfacing ACM means surfacing material which contains more than 1% asbestos.
Thermal system insulation (TSI) means ACM applied
to pipes, fittings, boilers, breaching, tanks, ducts, or other
structural components to prevent heat loss or gain.
Thermal system insulation ACM is thermal system
insulation which contains more than 1% asbestos.

Glove bag means not more than a 60 x 60 inch impervious plastic bag-like enclosure affixed around an asbestoscontaining material, with glove-like appendages through
which material and tools may be handled.
High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter means a
filter capable of trapping and retaining at least 99.97 percent
of all monodispersed particles of 0.3 micrometers mean aerodynamic diameter or larger.
Homogeneous area means an area of surfacing material
or thermal system insulation that is uniform in color and texture.
Industrial hygienist means a professional qualified by
education, training, and experience to anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and develop controls for occupational health hazards.
Intact means that the ACM has not crumbled, been pulverized, or otherwise deteriorated so that the asbestos is no
longer likely to be bound with its matrix. Friable ACM that
is disturbed. as defined in this part. is presumed to be no
longer intact.
Modification for the purpose of WAC 296-62-07712
means a changed or altered procedure, material or component
of a control system, which replaces a procedure, material or
component of a required system. Omitting a procedure or
component, or reducing or diminishing the stringency or
strength of a material or component of the control system is
not a "modification" for the purposes of WAC 296-62-07712.
Negative initial exposure assessment means a demonstration by the employer (which complies with the criteria in
WAC 296-62-07709) that employee exposure during an
operation is expected to be consistently below the PELs.
PACM means "presumed asbestos-containing material."
Presumed asbestos-containing material means thermal system insulation and surfacing material found in buildings, vessels, and vessel sections constructed no later than
1980. The designation of a material as "PACM" may be
rebutted pursuant to WAC 296-62-07721.
Project designer means a person who has successfully
completed the training requirements for an abatement project
designer established by 40 U.S.C. 763.90(g).
Regulated area means an area established by the
employer to demarcate areas where Class I, II, and III asbestos work is conducted, and any adjoining area where debris
and waste from such asbestos work accumulate; and a work
area within which airborne concentrations of asbestos,
exceed or can reasonably be expected to exceed the permissible exposure limit. Requirements for regulated areas are set
out in WAC 296-62-07711.
Removal means all operations where ACM and/or
PACM is taken out or stripped from structures or substrates,
and includes demolition operations.
Renovation means the modifying of any existing vessel,
vessel section, structure, or portion thereof.
Repair means overhauling, rebuilding, reconstructing,
or reconditioning of vessels, vessel sections, structures or
substrates, including encapsulation or other repair of ACM or
PACM attached to vessels, vessel sections, structures or substrates.
Permanent
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-01-079,
filed 12/17/96, effective 3/1/97)

WAC 296-62-07709 Exposure assessment and monitoring. (1) General monitoring criteria.
(a) Each employer who has a workplace or work operation where exposure monitoring is required under this ((seetioH shall)) part must perform monitoring to determine accurately the airborne concentrations of asbestos. to which
employees may be exposed.
(b) Determinations of employee exposure ((shttH)) must
be made from breathing zone air samples that are representative of the eight-hour TWA and thirty minute short-term
exposures of each employee.
(c) Representative eight-hour TWA employee exposures
((shaH)) must be determined on the basis of one or more sam- ~
pies representing full-shift exposure for each shift for each ~
employee in each job classification in each work area.
(d) Representative thirty minute short-term employee
exposures ((shttH)) must be determined on the basis of one or
more samples representing thirty minute exposures associated with operations that are most likely to produce exposures above the excursion limit for each shift for each job
classification in each work area.
(2) Exposure monitoring requirements for all occupational exposures to asbestos in all industries covered by the
Washington Industrial Safety and Health Act except construction work, as defined in WAC 296-155-012, and except
ship repairing, shipbuilding and shipbreaking employments
and related employments as defined in WAC 296-304-01001.
(a) Initial monitoring.
(i) Each employer who has a workplace or work operation covered by this standard, except as provided for in (a)(ii)
and (iii) of this subsection, ((shttH)) must perform initial monitoring of employees who are, or may reasonably be expected
to be exposed to airborne concentrations at or above the
TWA permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit. The
initial monitoring ((sftttH)) must be at the initiation of each
asbestos job to accurately determine the airborne concentration of asbestos to which employees may be exposed.
(ii) Where the employer or his/her representative has
monitored after March 31, 1992, for the TWA permissible
exposure limit and/or excursion limit, and the monitoring sat- ~
isfies all other requirements of this section, and the monitor- ~
ing data was obtained during work operations conducted
under workplace conditions closely resembling the pro[ 12]
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assessment must be completed in time to comply with the
requirements which are triggered by exposure data or lack of
a "negative exposure assessment," and to provide information necessary to assure that all control systems planned are
appropriate for that operation and will work properly.
(ii) Basis of initial exposure assessment: Unless a negative exposure assessment has been made ((pt1rst1aF1t)) according to (b) of this subsection, the initial exposure assessment
((sftftll)) must, if feasible, be based on monitoring conducted
({pt1rsttaF1t)) according to (b) of this subsection. The assessment ((sftftll)) must take into consideration both the monitoring results and all observations, information or calculations
which indicate employee exposure to asbestos, including any
previous monitoring conducted in the workplace, or of the
operations of the employer which indicate the levels of airborne asbestos likely to be encountered on the job. For Class
I asbestos work, until the employer conducts exposure monitoring and documents that employees on that job will not be
exposed in excess of the PELs, or otherwise makes a negative
exposure assessment ((pttrsttaftt)) according to (b) of this subsection, the employer ((shttH)) must presume that employees
are exposed in excess of the 1WA and excursion limit.
(b) Negative exposure assessment: For any one specific
asbestos job which will be performed by employees who
have been trained in compliance with the standard, the
employer may demonstrate that employee exposures will be
below the PELs by data which conform to the following criteria:
(i) Objective data demonstrating that the products or
material containing asbestos minerals or the activity involving such product or material cannot release airborne fibers in
concentrations exceeding the TWA and excursion limit under
those work conditions having the greatest potential for releasing asbestos; or
(ii) Where the employer has monitored prior asbestos
jobs for the PEL and the excursion limit within 12 months of
the current or projected job, the monitoring and analysis were
performed in compliance with the asbestos standard in effect;
and the data was obtained during work operations conducted
under workplace conditions "closely resembling" the processes, type of material including percentage of asbestos,
control methods, work practices, and environmental conditions used and prevailing in the employer's current operations, the operations were conducted by employees whose
training and experience are no more extensive than that of
employees performing the current job, and these data show
that under the conditions prevailing and which will prevail in
the current workplace there is a high degree of certainty that
employee exposures will not exceed the 1WA or excursion
limit; or
(iii) The results of initial exposure monitoring of the current job made from breathing zone samples that are representative of the 8-hour .TWA and 30-minute short-term exposures of each employee covering operations which are most
likely during the performance of the entire asbestos job to
result in exposures over the PELs((t-ffl'
(iv) MeAitoriHg et1tside Hegative presst1re eF1elos1:1res:
The employer shall ee1td1:1et Fef*'eSefltative area moHitoriHg of
the airaome fieer levels et least e·;ery other Eley et the HEPA
ffleehiHe exha1:1st aHEI eHtraHee te the aeeoF1taH1iF1atieF1 area)).

cesses, type of material including percentage of asbestos,
~ control methods, work practices, and environmental condi, tions used and prevailing in the employer's current operations, the employer may rely on such earlier monitoring
results to satisfy the requirements of (a)(i) of this subsection.
(iii) Where the employer has relied upon objective data
that demonstrates that asbestos is not capable of being
released in airborne concentrations at or above the 1WA permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit under those
work conditions of processing, use, or handling expected to
have the greatest potential for releasing asbestos, then no initial monitoring is required.
(b) Monitoring frequency (periodic monitoring) and patterns. After the initial determinations required by subsection
(2)(a)(i) of this section, samples ((shttH)) must be of such frequency and pattern as to represent with reasonable accuracy
the levels of exposure of the employees. ((lfl HO ease shall))
S.ampling must not be at intervals greater than six months for
employees whose exposures may reasonably be foreseen to
exceed the 1WA permissible exposure limit and/ or excursion
limit.
(c) Daily monitoring within regulated areas: The
employer ((sftftll)) must conduct daily monitoring that is representative of the exposure of each employee who is assigned
to work within a regulated area. Exception: When all
employees within a regulated area are equipped with full
facepiece supplied-air respirators operated in the pressuredemand mode equipped with either an auxiliary positive
~ pressure self-contained breathing apparatus or a HEPA filter,
the employer may dispense with the daily monitoring
,
required by this subsection.
(d) Changes in monitoring frequency. If either the initial
or the periodic monitoring required by subsection (2){a) and
(b) of this section statistically indicates that employee exposures are below the 1WA permissible exposure limit and/ or
excursion limit, the employer may discontinue the monitoring for those employees whose exposures are represented by
such monitoring.
(e) Additional monitoring. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (2){a)(ii) and (c) of this section, the
employer ((sftaH.)) must institute the exposure monitoring
required under subsection (2)(a)(i) and (ii) of this section
whenever there has been a change in the production, process,
control equipment, personnel, or work practices that may
result in new or additional exposures above the 1WA permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit, or when the
employer has any reason to suspect that a change may result
in new or additional exposures above the 1WA permissible
exposure limit and/or excursion limit.
(3) Exposure assessment monitoring requirements for all
construction work as defined in WAC 296-155-012 and for
all ship repairing, shipbuilding and shipbreaking employments and related employments as defined in WAC 296-30401001.
(a) Initial exposure assessment.
(i) Each employer who has a workplace or work operation covered by this standard ((sftaH.)) must ensure that a
"competent person" conducts an exposure assessment immediately before or at the initiation of the operation to ascertain
expected exposures during that operation or workplace. The
[ 13]
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(c) Periodic monitoring.
(i) Class I and Class II operations. The employer ((shaH))
must conduct daily monitoring that is representative of the
exposure of each employee who is assigned to work within a
regulated area who is performing Class I or II work, unless
the employer ((pt1rst1aHt)) according to (b) of this subsection,
has made a negative exposure assessment for the entire operation.
(ii) All operations under the standard other than Class I
and II operations. The employer ((shaH)) must conduct periodic monitoring of all work where exposures are expected to
exceed a PEL, at intervals sufficient to document the validity
of the exposure prediction.
(iii) Exception. When all employees required to be monitored daily are equipped with supplied-air respirators operated in the pressure demand mode, the employer may dispense with the daily monitoring required by subsection (2)(c)
of this section. However, employees performing Class I work
using a control method which is not listed in WAC 296-6207712 ((of this seetioH)) or using a modification of a listed
control method, ((shaH)) must continue to be monitored daily
even if they are equipped with supplied-air respirators.
(d) Termination of monitoring. If the periodic monitoring required by (c) of this subsection reveals that employee
exposures. as indicated by statistically reliable measurements, are below the permissible exposure limit and excursion limit the employer may discontinue monitoring for those
employees whose exposures are represented by such monitoring.
(e) Monitoring outside negative-pressure enclosures:
The employer must conduct representative area monitoring
of the airborne fiber levels at least every other day at the
HEPA machine exhaust and entrance to the decontamination
area.
ill Additional monitoring. Notwithstanding the provisions of (b), (c), and (d) of this subsection, the employer
((sfttt.H.)) must institute the exposure monitoring required
under (c) of this subsection whenever there has been a change
in process, control equipment, personnel or work practices
that may result in new or additional exposures above the permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit or when the
employer has any reason to suspect that a change may result
in new or additional exposures above the permissible exposure limit and/or excursion limit. Such additional monitoring
is required regardless of whether a "negative exposure assessment" was previously produced for a specific job.
(((f) Prior to the start of the removal, ElemolitioH, or FeH
ovatioH prejeet, represeHtative area moHitoriHg shall be eoH
Elt1eteEI for later t1se)) (g) Preabatement monitoring. Prior to
the start of asbestos work. representative area air monitoring
must be conducted for comparison to clearance monitoring as
required by WAC 296-62-07709 (3)(g). Preabatement air
monitoring is not required for outdoor work (see WAC 29662-07712 (5)(c)).
(h) Clearance monitoring. Representative area air monitoring must be taken at the completion of the asbestos work.
Air sample results must be obtained before removal or reoccupancy of the regulated area. Clearance air monitoring is
not required for outdoor asbestos work.
(4) Method of monitoring.
Permanent

(a) All samples taken to satisfy the employee exposure
monitoring requirements of this section ((shaH)) must be personal samples collected following the procedures specified in
WAC 296-62-07735, Appendix A.
(b) Monitoring ((shaH)) must be performed by persons
having a thorough understanding of monitoring principles
and procedures and who can demonstrate proficiency in sampling techniques.
(c) All samples taken to satisfy the monitoring requirements of this section ((shaH)) must be evaluated using the
WISHA reference method specified in WAC 296-62-07735,
Appendix A, or an equivalent counting method recognized by
the department.
(d) If an equivalent method to the WISHA reference
method is used, the employer ((shaH)) must ensure that the
method meets the following criteria:
(i) Replicate exposure data used to establish equivalency
are collected in side-by-side field and laboratory comparisons; and
(ii) The comparison indicates that ninety percent of the
samples collected in the range 0.5 to 2.0 times the permissible
limit have an accuracy range of plus or minus twenty-five
percent of the WISHA reference method results at a ninetyfive percent confidence level as demonstrated by a statistically valid protocol; and
(iii) The equivalent method is documented and the
results of the comparison testing are maintained.
(e) To satisfy the monitoring requirements of this section, employers must use the results of monitoring analysis
performed by laboratories which have instituted quality
assurance programs that include the elements as prescribed in
WAC 296-62-07735, Appendix A.
(5) Employee notification of monitoring results.
(a) The employer ((shaH)) must, as soon as possible but
no later than within fifteen working days after the receipt of
the results of any monitoring performed under the standard,
notify the affected employees of these results in writing
either individually or by posting of results in an appropriate
location that is accessible to affected employees.
(b) The written notification required by (a) of this subsection ((shaH)) must contain the corrective action being
taken by the employer to reduce employee exposure to or
below the TWA and/or excursion exposure limits, wherever
monitoring results indicated that the TWA and/or excursion
exposure limits had been exceeded.
(6) Observation of monitoring.

~
~

4

(a) The employer ((shaH)) must provide affected
employees or their designated representatives an opportunity
to observe any monitoring of employee exposure to asbestos
conducted in accordance with this section.
(b) When observation of the monitoring of employee
exposure to asbestos requires entry into an area where the use
of protective clothing or equipment is required, the observer ~
((shall)) must be provided with and be required to use such ~
clothing and equipment and shall comply with all other applicable safety and health procedures.
[ 14 J
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less of measured levels of asbestos exposure or the results of
initial exposure assessments:
(a) High-speed abrasive disc saws that are not equipped
with point or cut ventilator or enclosures with HEPA filtered
exhaust air;
(b) Compressed air used to remove asbestos, or materials
containing asbestos, unless the compressed air is used in conjunction with an enclosed ventilation system designed to capture the dust cloud created by the compressed air;
(c) Dry sweeping, shoveling or other dry cleanup of dust
and debris containing ACM and PACM;
(d) Employee rotation as a means of reducing employee
exposure to asbestos.
(5) Cleanup.
(a) After completion of asbestos work (removal, demolition, and renovation operations)., all surfaces in and around
the work area ((sltttH)) must be cleared of any asbestos debris.
(b) ((Leek de'llH. Whei:e asbestes has seeH Feffi9'led,
etteaps1:11Eu1t shall be Bf'lf'llied ta etts1:1re bittdittg ef reRtaittiHg
ftheffl.:.
(e) The elflployer shall deffiaHstrate by fflettitorittg that
the airbeFHe fieer eotteeHtratioH is belo·,.,. the f'lerffiissiele
eJtpos1:1re liffiits; or, at er belew the airberne fieer level eJtist
ittg prior ta the stftft ef the reffl:oval, deffiolitioH, or retto·,·atioH
f"Tojeet; ·;,·hiehe,·er le·;el is }ewer.)) Encapsulant must be
applied to all areas where asbestos has been removed to
ensure binding of any remaining fibers.
(6) Class I requirements. The following engineering controls and work practices and procedures ((sftaH.)) must be
used:
(a) All Class I work, including the installation and operation of the control system ((shftlt)) must be supervised by a
competent person as defined in WAC 296-62-07703;
(b) For all Class I jobs involving the removal of more
than 25 linear or 10 square feet of thermal system insulation
or surfacing material; for all other Class I jobs, where the
employer cannot produce a negative exposure assessment
((f31:1rs1:1eHt)) according to WAC 296-62-07709(3), or where
employees are working in areas adjacent to the ((reg1:1latieH))
regulated area, while the Class I work is being performed, the
employer ((shaH)) must use one of the following methods to
ensure that airborne asbestos does not migrate from the regulated area:
(i) Critical barriers ((sftttll)) must be placed over all the
openings to the regulated area, except where activities are
performed outdoors; or
(ii) The employer ((shaH)) must use another barrier or
isolation method which prevents the migration of airborne
asbestos from the regulated area, as verified by perimeter
area surveillance during each work shift at each boundary of
the regulated area, showing no visible asbestos dust; and
perimeter area monitoring showing that clearance levels contained in 40 CFR Pan 763, Subpart E, of the EPA Asbestos in
Schools Rule are met, or that perimeter area levels, measured
by Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM) are no more than background levels representing the same area before the asbestos
work began. The results of such monitoring ((shttll)) must be
made known to the employer no later than 24 hours from the
end of the work shift represented by such monitoring. Exception: For work completed outdoors where employees are not

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-19-014,
~ filed 9/5/97, effective 11 /5/97)

I'

WAC 296-62-07712 Requirements for asbestos activities in construction and shipyard work. (I) Methods of
compliance, the following engineering controls and work
practices of this section ((shftH)) must be used for construction work defined in WAC 296-155-012 and for all ship
repair defined in WAC 296-304-010.
(2) Engineering controls and work practices for all operations covered by this section. The employer ((shftH)) must
use the following engineering controls and work practices in
all operations covered by this section, regardless of the levels
of exposure:
(a) Vacuum cleaners equipped with HEPA filters to collect all debris and dust containing ACM and PACM, except
as provided in subsection (I O)(b) of this section in the case of
roofing material.
(b) Wet methods, or wetting agents, to control employee
exposures during asbestos handling, mixing, removal, cutting, application, and cleanup, except where employers demonstrate that the use of wet methods is infeasible due to, for
example, the creation of electrical hazards, equipment malfunction, and, in roofing, except as provided in subsection
(I O)(b) of this section.
(c) Asbestos ((shftH)) must be handled, mixed, applied,
removed, cut, scored, or otherwise worked in a wet saturated
state to prevent the emission of airborne fibers unless the usefulness of the product would be diminished thereby.
(d) Prompt cleanup and disposal of wastes and debris
~
I' contaminated with asbestos in leak-tight containers except in
roofing operations, where the procedures specified in this
section apply.
(3) In addition to the requirements of subsection (2) of
this section, the employer ((shftH)) must use the following
control methods to achieve compliance with the TWA permissible exposure limit and excursion limit prescribed by
WAC 296-62-07705:
(a) Local exhaust ventilation equipped with HEPA filter
dust collection systems;
(b) Enclosure or isolation of processes producing asbestos dust;
(c) Ventilation of the regulated area to move contaminated air away from the breathing zone of employees and
toward a filtration or collection device equipped with a
HEPA filter;
(d) Use of other work practices and engineering controls
that the department can show to be feasible;
(e) Wherever the feasible engineering and work practice
controls described above are not sufficient to reduce
employee exposure to or below the permissible exposure
limit and/or excursion limit prescribed in WAC 296-6207705, the employer ((ftttttH.)) must use them to reduce
employee exposure to the lowest levels attainable by these
controls and ((shftH)) must supplement them by the use of respiratory protection that complies with the requirements of
WAC 296-62-07715.
(4) Prohibitions. The following work practices and engineering controls ((shftH)) must not be used for work related to
asbestos or for work which disturbs ACM or PACM, regard[ 15]
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working in areas adjacent to the regulated areas, (a) of this
subsection is satisfied when the specific control methods in
subsection (7) of this section are used;
(c) For all Class I jobs, HVAC systems ((shttH)) must be
isolated in the regulated area by sealing with a double layer of
6 mil plastic or the equivalent;
(d) For all Class I jobs, impermeable dropcloths shall be
placed on surfaces beneath all removal activity;
(e) For all Class I jobs, all objects within the regulated
area ((shttH)) must be covered with impermeable dropcloths
or plastic sheeting which is secured by duct tape or an equivalent;
(f) For all Class I jobs where the employer cannot produce a negative exposure assessment, or where exposure
monitoring shows that a PEL is exceeded, the employer
((sfttt.H)) must ventilate the regulated area to move contaminated air away from the breathing zone of employees toward
a HEPA filtration or collection device.
(7) Specific control methods for Class I work. In addition, Class I asbestos work ((sfttt.H)) must be performed using
one or more of the following control methods ((pt1rs1:utat))
according to the limitations stated below:
(a) Negative pressure enclosure (NPE) systems: NPE
systems may be used where the configuration of the work
area does not make the erection of the enclosure infeasible,
with the following specifications and work practices:
(i) Specifications:
(A) The negative pressure enclosure (NPE) may be of
any configuration;
(B) At least 4 air changes per hour ((shttH)) must be
maintained in the NPE;
(C) A minimum of -0.02 column inches of water pressure differential, relative to outside pressure, ((shttH)) must be
maintained within the NPE as evidenced by manometric
measurements;
(D) The NPE ((shttH)) must be kept under negative pressure throughout the period of its use; and
(E) Air movement ((shttH)) must be directed away from
employees performing asbestos work within the enclosure,
and toward a HEPA filtration or collection device.
(ii) Work practices:
(A) Before beginning work within the enclosure and at
the beginning of each shift, the NPE ((sft.a.H.)) must be
inspected for breaches and smoke-tested for leaks, and any
leaks sealed.
(B) Electrical circuits in the enclosure ((shttH)) must be
deactivated, unless equipped with ground-fault circuit interrupters.
(b) Glove bag systems may be used to remove PACM
and/or ACM from straight runs of piping and elbows and
other connections with the following specifications and work
practices:
(i) Specifications:
(A) Glove bags ((shttH)) must be made of 6 mil thick
plastic and ((shttH)) must be seamless at the bottom.
(B) Glove bags used on elbows and other connections
must be designed for that purpose and used without modifications.
(ii) Work practices:
Permanent

(A) Each glove bag ((shttH)) must be installed so that it
completely covers the circumference of pipe or other structure where the work is to be done.
(B) Glove bags ((shttH)) must be smoke-tested for leaks
and any leaks sealed prior to use.
(C) Glove bags may be used only once and may not be
moved.
(D) Glove bags ((shttH)) must not be used on surfaces
whose temperature exceeds 150°F.
(E) Prior to disposal, glove bags ((shttH)) must be collapsed by removing air within them using a HEPA vacuum.
(F) Before beginning the operation, loose and friable
material adjacent to the glove bag/box operation ((shttH))
must be wrapped and sealed in two layers of six mil plastic or
otherwise rendered intact.
(G) Where system uses attached waste bag, such bag
((shttH)) must be connected to collection bag using hose or
other material which ((shftH.)) must withstand pressure of
ACM waste and water without losing its integrity.
(H) Sliding valve or other device ((shttH)) must separate
waste bag from hose to ensure no exposure when waste bag is
disconnected.
(I) At least two persons ((shttH)) must perform Class I
glove bag removal operations.
(c) Negative pressure glove bag systems. Negative pressure glove bag systems may be used to remove ACM or
PACM from piping.
(i) Specifications: In addition to specifications for glove
bag systems above, negative pressure glove bag systems
((sftttH)) must attach HEPA vacuum systems or other devices
to bag during removal.
(ii) Work practices:
(A) The employer ((shttH)) must comply with the work
practices for glove bag systems in this section.
(B) The HEPA vacuum cleaner or other device used during removal ((shttH)) must run continually during the operation until it is completed at which time the bag ((shttH)) must
be collapsed prior to removal of the bag from the pipe.
(C) Where a separate waste bag is used along with a collection bag and discarded after one use, the collection bag
may be reused if rinsed clean with amended water before
reuse.
(d) Negative pressure glove box systems: Negative pressure glove boxes may be used to remove ACM or PACM
from pipe runs with the following specifications and work
practices:
(i) Specifications:
(A) Glove boxes ((sftall)) must be constructed with rigid.
sides and made from metal or other material which can withstand the weight of the ACM and PACM and water used during removal.
(B) A negative pressure generator ((shttH)) must be used
to create negative pressure in the system.
(C) An air filtration unit ((shttH)) must be attached to the
box.
(D) The box ((shttH)) must be fitted with gloved apertures.
(E) An aperture at the base of the box ((sftttH)) must serve
as a bagging outlet for waste ACM and water.
[ 16]
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(F) A back-up generator ((51ttttl)) must be present on site.
(G) Waste bags ((51ttttl)) must consist of 6 mil thick plas~
tic double-bagged before they are filled or plastic thicker than
6mil.
(ii) Work practices:
(A) At least two persons ((51ttttl)) must perform the
removal.
(B) The box ((51ttttl)) must be smoke-tested for leaks and
any leaks sealed prior to each use.
(C) Loose or damaged ACM adjacent to the box ((51ttttl))
must be wrapped and sealed in two layers of 6 mil plastic
prior to the job, or otherwise made intact prior to the job.
(D) A HEPA filtration system ((51ttttl)) must be used to
maintain pressure barrier in box.
(e) Water spray process system. A water spray process
system may be used for removal of ACM and PACM from
cold line piping if, employees carrying out such process have
completed a 40-hour separate training course in its use, in
addition to training required for employees performing Class
I work. The system ((51ttttl)) must meet the following specifications and shall be performed by employees using the following work practices:
(i) Specifications:
(A) Piping ((51ttttl)) must be surrounded on 3 sides by
rigid framing.
(B) A 360 degree water spray, delivered through nozzles
supplied by a high pressure separate water line, ((51ttttl)) must
be formed around the piping.
(C) The spray ((51ttttl)) must collide to form a fine aero~ sol which provides a liquid barrier between workers and the
I' ACM and PACM.
(ii) Work practices:
(A) The system ((51ttttl)) must be run for at least 10 minutes before removal begins.
(B) All removai ((51ttttl)) must take place within the
water barrier.
(C) The system ((51ttttl)) must be operated by at least
three persons, one of whom ((~)) must not perform
removal, but ((sflttH)) must check equipment, and ensure
proper operation of the system.
(D) After removal, the ACM and PACM ((51ttttl)) must
be bagged while still inside the water barrier.
(f) A small walk-in enclosure which accommodates no
more than two persons (mini-enclosure) may be used if the
disturbance or removal can be completely contained by the
enclosure with the following specifications and work practices:
(i) Specifications:
(A) The fabricated or job-made enclosure ((51ttttl)) must
be constructed of 6 mil plastic or equivalent.
(B) The enclosure ((51ttttl)) must be placed under negative pressure by means of a HEPA filtered vacuum or similar
ventilation unit.
(C) Change room. A small change room made of 6-milthick polyethylene plastic should be contiguous to the minienclosure, and is necessary to allow the worker to vacuum off
his/her protective coveralls and remove them before leaving
the work area. While inside the enclosure, the worker should
wear (('.fy¥eltl)) Tyvek disposable coveralls or equivalent and
must use the appropriate HEPA-filtered dual cartridge respi-
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ratory protection. The advantages of mini-enclosures are that
they limit the spread of asbestos contamination, reduce the
potential exposure of bystanders and other workers who may
be working in adjacent areas, and are quick and easy to
install. The disadvantage of mini-enclosures is that they may
be too small to contain the equipment necessary to create a
negative-pressure within the enclosure; however, the double
layer of plastic sheeting will serve to restrict the release of
asbestos fibers to the area outside the enclosure.
(ii) Work practices:
(A) Before use, the mini-enclosure ((51ttttl)) must be
inspected for leaks and smoke-tested to detect breaches, and
any breaches sealed.
(B) Before reuse, the interior ((51ttttl)) must be completely washed with amended water and HEPA-vacuumed.
(C) During use, air movement ((51ttttl)) must be directed
away from the employee's breathing zone within the minienclosure.
(8) Alternative control methods for Class I work. Class I
work may be performed using a control method which is not
referenced in subsection (2)(a) through (3)(e) of this section,
or which modifies a control method referenced in subsection
(2)(a) through (3)(e) of this section, if the following provisions are complied with:
(a) The control method shall enclose, contain or isolate
the processes or source of airborne asbestos dust, ((or other
wise eef!t1:1re or reaireet s1:1eh 61:1st)) before it enters the
breathing zone of employees.
(b) A certified industrial hygienist or licensed professional engineer who is also qualified as a project designer as
defined in WAC 296-62-07703, shall evaluate the work area,
the projected work practices and the engineering controls and
shall certify in writing that the planned control method is adequate to reduce direct and indirect employee exposure to
below the PELs under worst-case conditions of use, and that
the planned control method will prevent asbestos contamination outside the regulated area, as measured by clearance
sampling which meets the requirements ofEPA's Asbestos in
Schools rule issued under AHERA, or perimeter monitoring
which meets the criteria in subsection (6)(b)(ii) of this section. Where the TSI or surfacing material to be removed is 25
linear or 10 square feet or less, the evaluation required in subsection (8)(b) of this section may be performed by a competent person.
(c) Before work which involves the removal of more
than 25 linear or 10 square feet of thermal system insulation
or surfacing material is begun using an alternative method
which has been the subject of subsection (2)(a) through (3)(e)
of this section required evaluation and certification, the
employer shall send a copy of such evaluation and certification to the Department of Labor and Industries, Asbestos Certification Program, P.O. Box 44614, Olympia, Washington
98504-4614. The submission shall not constitute approval by
WISHA.
(d) The evaluation of employee exposure required in
WAC 296-62-07712(8) must include and be based on sampling and analytical data representing employee exposure
during the use of such method· under the worst-case conditions and by employees whose training and experiences are
equivalent to employees who are to perform the current job.
[ 17]
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(9) Work practices and engineering controls for Class II
work.
(a) All Class II work ((shaH)) must be supervised by a
competent person as defined in WAC 296-62-07703.
(b) For all indoor Class II jobs, where the employer has
not produced a negative exposure assessment ((f'ttFsttaHt))
according to WAC 296-62-07709(3), or where during the
job, changed conditions indicate there may be exposure
above the PEL or where the employer does not remove the
ACM in a substantially intact state, the employer ((shaH))
must use one of the following methods to ensure that airborne
asbestos does not migrate from the regulated area:
(i) Critical barriers ((shaH)) must be placed over all
openings to the regulated area; or
(ii) The employer ((shaH)) must use another barrier or
isolation method which prevents the migration of airborne
asbestos from the regulated area, as verified by perimeter
area monitoring or clearance monitoring which meets the criteria set out in subsection (6)(b)(ii) of this section((-;-er
(iii) IFHf'eFlfleaele dFOf'eloths shall ee f'laeed Oft sttrfaees
eefteatfi all FefftOYal aetivity)).
(c) (((Reser.·ed.))) Impermeable dropcloths must be
placed on surfaces beneath all removal activity.
(d) All Class II asbestos work ((shaH)) must be performed using the work practices and requirements set out
above in subsection (((9)(a) aHEI (e))) ill of this section.
( 10) Additional controls for Class II work. Class II
asbestos work ((shaH)) must also be performed by complying
with the work practices and controls designated for each type
of asbestos work to be performed, set out in this paragraph.
Where more than one control method may be used for a type
of asbestos work, the employer may choose one or a combination of designated control methods. Class II work also may
be performed using a method allowed for Class I work,
except that glove bags and glove boxes are allowed if they
fully enclose the Class II material to be removed.
(a) For removing vinyl and asphalt flooring materials
which contain ACM or for which in buildings constructed no
later than 1980, the employer has not verified the absence of
ACM ((f'ttFSttaHt)) according to WAC 296-62-07712
(lO)(a)(ix). The employer ((shaH)) must ensure that employees comply with the following work practices and that
employees are trained in these practices ({f'ttFsttaHt)) according to WAC 296-62-07722.
(i) Flooring or its backing ((shaH)) must not be sanded.
(ii) Vacuums equipped with HEPA filter, disposable dust
bag, and metal floor tool (no brush) ((shaH)) must be used to
clean floors.
(iii) Resilient sheeting ((shaH)) must be removed by cutting with wetting of the snip point and wetting during delamination. Rip-up of resilient sheet floor material is prohibited.
(iv) All scraping of residual adhesive and/or backing
((shaH)) must be performed using wet methods.
(v) Dry sweeping is prohibited.
(vi) Mechanical chipping is prohibited unless performed
in a negative pressure enclosure which meets the requirements of subsection (7)(a) of this section.
(vii) Tiles ((shaH)) must be removed intact, unless the
employer demonstrates that intact removal is not possible.
Permanent
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(viii) When tiles are heated and can be removed intact,
wetting may be omitted.
~
(ix) Resilient flooring material including associated mas- ~
tic and backing ((shaH)) must be assumed to be asbestos-containing unless an industrial hygienist determines that it is
asbestos-free using recognized analytical techniques.
(b) For removing roofing material which contains ACM
the employer ((shaH)) must ensure that the following work
practices are followed:
(i) Roofing material ((shaH)) must be removed in an
intact state to the extent feasible.
(ii) Wet methods ((shaH)) must be used to remove roofing materials that are not intact, or that will be rendered not
intact during removal, unless such wet methods are not feasible or will create safety hazards.
(iii) Cutting machines ((shaH)) must be continuously
misted during use, unless a competent person determines that
misting substantially decreases worker safety.
(iv) When removing built-up roofs with asbestos-containing roofing felts and an aggregate surface using a power
roof cutter, all dust resulting from the cutting operation
((sftft.H.)) must be collected by a HEPA dust collector, or
((shaH)) must be HEPA vacuumed by vacuuming along the
cut line. When removing built-up roofs with asbestos-containing roofing felts and a smooth surface using a power roof
cutter, the dust resulting from the cutting operation ((sflttH))
must be collected either by a HEPA dust collector or HEPA
vacuuming along the cut line, or by gently sweeping and then
carefully and completely wiping up the still wet dust and ~
debris left along the cut line. The dust and debris ((shftH)) ~
must be immediately bagged or placed in covered containers.
(v) Asbestos-containing material that has been removed
from a roof ((sftft.H.)) must not be dropped or thrown to the
ground. Unless the material is carried or passed to the ground
by hand, it ((sflttH)) must be lowered to the ground via covered, dust-tight chute, crane or hoist:
(A) Any ACM that is not intact ((shttH)) must be lowered
to the ground as soon as is practicable, but in any event no
later than the end of the work shift. While the material
remains on the roof it ((shttH)) must either be kept wet, placed
in an impermeable waste bag, or wrapped in plastic sheeting.
(B) Intact ACM ((shaH)) must be lowered to the ground
as soon as is practicable, but in any event no later than the end
of the work shift.
(vi) Upon being lowered, unwrapped material ((shttH))
must be transferred to a closed receptacle in such manner so
as to preclude the dispersion of dust.
(vii) Rooflevel heating and ventilation air intake sources
((shaH)) must be isolated or the ventilation system ((shaH))
must be shut down.
(viii) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, removal or repair of sections of intact roofing less than
25 square feet in area does not require use of wet methods or
HEPA vacuuming as long as manual methods which do not
render the material nonintact are used to remove the material
and no visible dust is created by the removal method used. In ~
determining whether a job involves less than 25 square feet, ~
the employer ((shftH)) must include all removal and repair
work performed on the same roof on the same day.
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(c) When removing cement1t1ous asbestos-containing
ll siding and shingles or transite panels containing ACM on
, building exteriors (other than roofs, where subsection (IO)(b)
of this section applies) the employer ((sftaH)) must ensure
that the following work practices are followed:
(i) Cutting, abrading or breaking siding, shingles, or
transite panels, ((sltttt+)) must be prohibite d unless the
employer can demonstrate that methods less likely to result in
asbestos fiber release cannot be used.
(ii) Each panel or shingle ((sltttH)) must be sprayed with
amended water prior to removal.
(iii) Unwrapped or unbagged panels or shingles ((sltttH))
must be immediately lowered to the ground via covered dusttight chute, crane or hoist, or placed in an impervious waste
bag or wrapped in plastic sheeting and lowered to the ground
no later than the end of the work shift.
(iv) Nails ((shftH)) must be cut with flat, sharp instruments.
(d) When removing gaskets containing ACM, the
employer ((sltttH)) must ensure that the following work practices are followed:
(i) If a gasket is visibly deteriorated and unlikely to be
removed intact, removal ((shftH)) must be undertaken within
a glove bag as described in subsection (7)(b) of this section.
(ii) (Reserved.)
(iii) The gasket ((sltttH)) must be immediately placed in a
disposal container.
(iv) Any scraping to remove residue must be performed
wet.
(e) When performing any other Class II removal of
asbestos-containing material for which specific controls have
not been listed in subsectio n (10) of this section, the
employer ((sltttH)) must ensure that the following work practices are complied with.
(i) The material ((sltttH)) must be thoroughly wetted with
amended water prior to and during its removal.
(ii) The material ((sflt:tH)) must be removed in an intact
state unless the employer demonstrates that intact removal is
not possible.
(iii) Cutting, abrading or breaking the material ((shftH))
must be prohibited unless the employer can demonstrate that
methods less likely to result in asbestos fiber release are not
feasible.
(iv) Asbestos-containing material removed, ((sltttH))
must be immediately bagged or wrapped, or kept wet until
transferred to a closed receptacle, no later than the end of the
work shift.
(f) Alternative work practices and controls. Instead of
the work practices and controls listed in subsection (10) of
this section, the employer may use different or modified engineering and work practice controls if the following provisions are complied with.
(i) The employer ((sltttH)) must demonstrate by data representing employee exposure during the use of such method
under condition s which closely resemble the condition s
under which the method is to be used, that employee exposure will not exceed the PELs under any anticipated circumstances.
(ii) A competent person ((sfltlH)) must evaluate the work
area, the projected work practices and the engineering con-
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trols, and ((shftH)) must certify in writing, that the different or
modified controls are adequate to reduce direct and indirect
employee exposure to below the PELs under all expected
conditions of use and that the method meets the requirements
of this standard. The evaluation ((sltttH)) must include and be
based on data representing employee exposure during the use
of such method under conditions which closely resemble the
conditions under which the method is to be used for the current job, and by employees whose training and experience are
equivalent to employees who are to perform the current job.
( 11) Work practices and engineering controls for Class
III asbestos work. Class III asbestos work ((sfltlH)) must be
conducte d using engineer ing and work practice controls
which minimize the exposure to employees performing the
asbestos work and to bystander employees.
(a) The work ((sltttH)) must be performed using wet
methods.
(b) To the extent feasible, the work ((sltttH)) must be performed using local exhaust ventilation.
(c) Where the disturbance involves drilling, cutting,
abrading, sanding, chipping, braking, or sawing of thermal
system insulatio n or surfacing material, the employe r
((sltttH)) must use impermeable dropcloths, and ((sltttH)) must
isolate the operation using mini-enclosures or glove bag systems ((13urs1:1ttflt)) according to subsection (7) of this section
or another isolation method.
(d) Where the employer does not produce a "negative
exposure assessment" for a job, or where monitoring results
show the PEL has been exceeded, the employer ((sltttH)) must
contain the area using impermeable dropcloths and plastic
barriers or their equivalent, or ((shftH)) must isolate the operation using a control system listed in and in compliance with
subsection (7) of this section.
(e) Employees performing Class III jobs, which involve
the disturban ce of thermal system insulation or surfacing
material, or where the employer does not produce a "negative
exposure assessment" or where monitoring results show a
PEL has been exceeded, ((sltttH)) must wear respirators which
are selected, used and fitted ((pursuaHt)) according to provisions of WAC 296-62-07715.
(12) Class IV asbestos work. Class IV asbestos jobs
((shftll)) must be conducted by employees trained ((pttfflttftftt)) according to the asbestos awareness training program
set out in WAC 296-62-07722. In addition, all Class IV jobs
((sfl.ftll)) must be conducted in conformity with the requirements set out in this section, mandating wet methods, HEPA
vacuums, and prompt clean up of debris containing ACM and
PACM.
(a) Employees cleaning up debris and waste in a regulated area where respirators are required ((sfl.ftll)) must wear
respirators which are selected, used and fitted ((pursuaHt))
according to provisions of WAC 296-62-07715.
(b) Employers of employees who clean up waste and
debris in, and employers in control of, areas where friable
thermal system insulation or surfacing material is accessible,
((sflttH.)) must assume that such waste and debris contain
asbestos.
(13) Alternative methods of compliance for installation,
removal, repair, and maintenance of certain roofing and pipeline coating materials. Notwithstanding any other provision
[ 19]
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of this section, an employer who complies with all provisions
of subsection (IO)(a) and (b) of this section when installing,
removing, repairing, or maintaining intact pipeline asphaltic
wrap, or roof ((ee!fleAts, !flesties, eoetiAgs, or)) flashings
which contain asbestos fibers encapsulated or coated by bituminous or resinous compounds ((shttH)) will be deemed to be
in compliance with this section. If an employer does not comply with all provisions of this subsection (13), or if during the
course of the job the material does not remain intact, the provisions of subsection (I 0) of this section apply instead of this
subsection (13).
(a) Before work begins and as needed during the job, a
competent person who is capable of identifying asbestos hazards in the workplace and selecting the appropriate control
strategy for asbestos exposure, and who has the authority to
take prompt corrective measures to eliminate such hazards,
((sfl.e+I.)) must conduct an inspection of the worksite and
determine that the roofing material is intact and will likely
remain intact.
(b) All employees performing work covered by this subsection (13) ((shttH)) must be trained in a training program
that meets the requirements of WAC 296-62-07722.
(c) The material ((shttH)) must not be sanded, abraded, or
ground. When manual methods ((which ao AOt FCAder the
FAeteriel AOAiAteet shell be)) are used. materials must stay
intact.
(d) Material that has been removed from a roof ((shttH))
must not be dropped or thrown to the ground. Unless the
material is carried or passed to the ground by hand, it ((shttH))
must be lowered to the ground via covered, dust-tight chute,
crane or hoist. All such material ((shttH)) must be removed
from the roof as soon as is practicable, but in any event no
later than the end of the work shift.
(e) Where roofing products which have been labeled as
containing asbestos pursuant to WAC 296-62-07721,
installed on nonresidential roofs during operations covered
by this subsection (13), the employer ((sltttH)) must notify the
building owner of the presence and location of such materials
no later than the end of the job.
(f) All removal or disturbance of pipeline asphaltic wrap
((shttH)) must be performed using wet methods.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 97-01-079,
filed 12117/96, effective 3/1/97)
WAC 296-62-07713 Methods of compliance for
asbestos activities in general industry. (I) Engineering
controls and work practices.
(a) The employer ((shttH)) must institute engineering
controls and work practices to reduce and maintain employee
exposure to or below the permissible exposure limits prescribed in WAC 296-62-07705, except to the extent that such
controls are not feasible. Engineering controls and work practices include but are not limited to the following:
(i) Local exhaust ventilation equipped with HEPA filter
dust collection systems;
(ii) Vacuum cleaners equipped with HEPA filters;
(iii) Enclosure or isolation of processes producing asbestos dust;
Permanent
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(iv) Use of wet methods, wetting agents, or removal
encapsulants to control employee exposures during asbestos
handling, mixing, removal, cutting, application, and cleanup;
(v) Prompt disposal of wastes contaminated with asbestos in leak-tight containers; or
(vi) Use of work practices or other engineering controls
that the director can show to be feasible.
(b) Wherever the feasible engineering controls and work
practices that can be instituted are not sufficient to reduce
employee exposure to or below the permissible exposure limits prescribed in WAC 296-62-07705, the employer ((sheH))
must use them to reduce employee exposure to the lowest
levels achievable by these controls and ((sltttH)) must supplement them by the use of respiratory protection that complies
with the requirements of WAC 296-62-07715.
(c) For the following operations, wherever feasible engineering controls and work practices that can be instituted are
not sufficient to reduce the employee exposure to or below
the permissible exposure limits prescribed in WAC 296-6207705, the employer ((sfl.ftH.)) must use them to reduce
employee exposure to or below 0.5 fiber per cubic centimeter
of air (as an eight-hour time-weighted average) or 2.5 fibers
per cubic centimeter of air for 30 minutes (short-term exposure), and ((shttH)) must supplement them by the use of any
combination of respiratory protection that complies with the
requirements of WAC 296-62-07715, work practices and feasible engineering controls that will reduce employee exposure to or below the permissible exposure limits prescribed in
WAC 296-62-07705: Coupling cutoff in primary asbestos
cement pipe manufacturing; sanding in primary and secondary asbestos cement sheet manufacturing; grinding in primary and secondary friction product manufacturing; carding
and spinning in dry textile processes; and grinding and sanding in primary plastics manufacturing.
(d) Local exhaust ventilation. Local exhaust HEPA ventilation and dust collection systems ((sfl.ftH.)) must be
designed, constructed, installed, and maintained in accordance with good practices such as those found in the American National Standard Fundamentals Governing the Design
and Operation of Local Exhaust Systems, ANSI Z9.2-1979.
(e) Particular tools. All hand-operated and power-operated tools which would produce or release fibers of asbestos
so as to expose employees to levels in excess of the exposure
limits prescribed in WAC 296-62-07705, such as, but not
limited to, saws, scorers, abrasive wheels, and drills, ((sheH))
must be provided with local exhaust ventilation systems
which comply with (d) of this subsection. High-speed abrasive disc saws that are not equipped with appropriate engineering controls ((shttH)) must not be used for work related to
asbestos.
(f) Wet methods. Asbestos ((shttH)) must be handled,
mixed, applied, removed, cut, scored, or otherwise worked in
a wet saturated state to prevent the emission of airborne fibers
unless the usefulness of the product would be diminished
thereby.
(g) Particular products and operations. ((Ne)) When
asbestos cement, mortar, coating, grout, plaster, or similar
material containing asbestos ((shell be)) _lli removed from
bags, cartons, or other containers in which they are shipped,
((witho1:1t eeiAg)) it must be either wetted, enclosed, or venti-
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lated so as to prevent effectively the release of airborne fibers
of asbestos.
(h) Compressed air. Compressed air ((sftaH)) must not be
used to remove asbestos or materials containing asbestos
unless the compresse d air is used in conjunctio n with an
enclosed ventilation system designed to effectively capture
the dust cloud created by the compressed air.
(2) Clean-up.
(a) After completion of asbestos ((reme¥al, ElefflelitioH,
aHEI reHe'tetiofl OfleretieFts, ell stufeees ifl &HEI erottflEI the
work erea shell ee eleereEI ef eHy)) work. all surfaces in and
around the work area must be cleared of asbestos debris.
(b) ((Loek ElewH. Where aseestos hes eeefl reffie•teEI,
eHeBpSttleHt shall ee ftflplieEI te eflSttfe BiflEiiflg ef FeffieiRiHg
fl..Beffr..)) Encapsula nt must be applied to all areas where
asbestos has been removed to ensure binding of any remaining fibers.
(c) The employer ((sftaH)) must demonstrate by monitoring that the airborne fiber concentration is below~
•The permissible exposure limits; or((;))
• At or below the airborne fiber level existing prior to the
start of the ((reffio¥el, EleHtelitiofl, er reHevetiefl projeet))
asbestos work; whichever level is lower.
(3) Compliance program.
(a) Where either the time weighted average and/or
excursion limit is exceeded, the employer ((sftttH)) must
establish and implemen t a written program to reduce
employee exposure to or below the permissible exposure Jimits by means of engineering and work practice controls as
required by subsection (1) of this section, and by the use of
respiratory protection where required or permitted under this
section.
(b) Such programs ((sftaH)) must be reviewed and
updated as necessary to reflect significant changes in the status of the employer's compliance program.
(c) Written programs ((sftaH)) must be submitted upon
request for examination and copying to the director, affected
employees and designated employee representatives.
(d) The employer ((sftaH)) must not use employee rotation as a means of compliance with the permissible exposure
limits specified in WAC 296-62-07705.
(4) Specific compliance methods for brake and clutch
repair:
(a) Engineering controls and work practices for brake
and clutch repair and service. During automotive brake and
clutch inspection, disassembly, repair and assembly operations, the employer ((sftaH)) must institute engineering controls and work practices to reduce employee exposure to
materials containing asbestos using a negative pressure
enclosure/ HEPA vacuum system method or low pressure/
wet cleaning method which meets the detailed requirements
set out in Appendix F to this section. The employer may also
comply using an equivalent method which follows written
procedures which the employer demonstrates can achieve
results equivalent to Method A in Appendix F to this section.
For facilities in which no more than 5 pair of brakes or 5
clutches are inspected, disassembled, repaired, or assembled
per week, the method set forth in Appendix F to this section
may be used.
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(b) The employer may also comply by using an equivalent method which follows written procedures, which the
employer demonstra tes can achieve equivalent exposure
reductions as do the two "preferred methods." Such demonstration must include monitoring data conducted under workplace conditions closely resembling the process, type of
asbestos containing materials, control method, work practices and environme ntal conditions which the equivalent
method will be used, or objective data, which document that
under all reasonably foreseeable conditions of brake and
clutch repair applications, the method results in exposure
which are equivalent to the methods set out in Appendix F to
this section.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-19-014,
filed 9/5/97, effective 11/5/97)
WAC 296-62-07721 Communi cation of hazards to
employees . (1) Communic ation of hazards to employees.
General industry requirements.
(a) Introduction. This section applies to the communication of information concerning asbestos hazards in general
industry. Asbestos exposure in industry occurs in a wide variety of industrial and commercial settings. Employees who
manufacture asbestos-containing products may be exposed to
asbestos fibers. Employees who repair and replace automotive brakes and clutches may be exposed to asbestos fibers. In
addition, employees engaged in housekeeping activities in
industrial facilities with asbestos product manufactu ring
operations , and in public and commercial buildings with
installed asbestos-containing materials may be exposed to
asbestos fibers. It should be noted that employees who perform housekeeping activities during and after construction
activities are covered by asbestos construction work requirements in WAC 296-62-07 7. Housekeep ing employees ,
regardless of industry designatio n, should know whether
building componen ts they maintain may expose them to
asbestos. Building owners are often the only and/or best
source of information concerning the presence of previously
installed asbestos-containing building materials. Therefore
they, along with employers of potentially exposed employees, are assigned specific information conveying and retention duties under this section.
(b) Installed asbestos-containing material. Employers
and building owners are required to treat installed TSI and
sprayed-on and troweled-on surfacing materials as ACM for
the purposes of this standard. These materials are designated
"presumed ACM or PACM," and are defined in WAC 29662-07703. Asphalt and vinyl flooring installed no later than
1980 also ((shftH)) must be treated as asbestos-containing.
The employer or building owner may demonstra te that
PACM and flooring materials do not contain asbestos by
complying with WAC 296-62-07712 (IO)(a)(ix).
(c) Duties of employers and building and facility owners.
(i) Building and facility owners ((sftaH)) must determine
the presence, location, and quantity of ACM and/or PACM at
the worksite. Employers and building and facility owners
((sftaH)) must exercise due diligence in complying with these
requirements to inform employers and employees about the
presence and location of ACM and PACM.
[ 21]
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(ii) Before authorizing or allowing any construction, renovation, remodeling, maintenance , repair, or demolition
project, an owner or owner's agent ((sfta.H)) must perform, or
cause to be performed, a good faith inspection to determine
whether materials to be worked on or removed contain asbestos. The inspection ((sfta.H)) must be documented by a written
report maintained on file and made available upon request to
the director.
(A) The good faith inspection ((sftttH)) must be conducted by an accredited inspector.
(B) Such good faith inspection is not required if the
owner or owner's agent is reasonably certain that asbestos
will not be disturbed by the project or the owner or owner's
agent assumes that the suspect material contains asbestos and
handles the material in accordance with WAC 296-62-07701
through 296-62-07753.
(iii) The owner or owner's agent ((shttH)) must provide,
to all contractors submitting a bid to undertake any construction, renovation, remodeling, maintenance, repair, or demolition project, the written statement either of the reasonable
certainty of nondisturban ce of asbestos or of assumption of
the presence of asbestos. Contractors ((sfittl.l)) must be provided with the written report before they apply or bid to work.
(iv) Any owner or owner's agent who fails to comply
with (c)(ii) and (iii) of this subsection ((shttH)) must be subject to a mandatory fine of not less than two hundred fifty dollars for each violation. Each day the violation continues
((sfta.H)) must be considered a separate violation. In addition,
any construction , renovation, remodeling, maintenance ,
repair, or demolition which was started without meeting the
requirements of this section ((sfta.H)) must be halted immediately and cannot be resumed before meeting such requirements.
(v) Building and facility owners ((shttH)) must inform
employers of employees, and employers ((s-fttt.H.)) must
inform employees who will perform housekeeping activities
in areas which contain ACM and/or PACM of the presence
and location of ACM and/or PACM in such areas which may
be contacted during such activities.
(vi) Upon written or oral request, building or facility
owners ((s-fttt.H.)) must make a copy of the written report
required in this section available to the department of labor
and industries and the collective bargaining representatives
or employee representativ es of any employee who may be
exposed to any asbestos or asbestos-containing materials. A
copy of the written report ((sfta.H)) must be posted conspicuously at the location where employees report to work.
(vii) Building and facility owners ((shttH)) must maintain
records of all information required to be provided ((~
ttttt)) according to this section and/or otherwise known to the
building owner concerning the presence, location and quantity of ACM and PACM in the building/facility. Such records
((s-fttt.H.)) must be kept for the duration of ownership and
((sfta.H)) must be transferred to successive owners.
(2) Communicat ion of hazards to employees. Requirements for construction and shipyard employment activities.
(a) Introduction. This section applies to the communication of information concerning asbestos hazards in construction and shipyard employment activities. Most asbestosrelated construction and shipyard activities involve previPermanent
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ously installed building materials. Building/ves sel owners
often are the only and/or best sources of information concerning them. Therefore, they, along with employers of potentially exposed employees, are assigned specific information
conveying and retention duties under this section. Installed
Asbestos Containing Building/Vessel Material: Employers
and building/vessel owners ((sfta.H)) must identify TSI and
sprayed or troweled on surfacing materials as asbestos-containing unless the employer, by complying with WAC 29662-07721 (3) determines it is not asbestos containing. Asphalt
or vinyl flooring/deck ing material installed in buildings or
vessels no later than 1980 ((sftftH)) must also be considered as
asbestos containing unless the employer/owner, ((('t1Fs1:1ant))
according to WAC 296-62-07712 (IO)(a)(ix) determines it is
not asbestos containing. If the employer or building/vessel
owner has actual knowledge or should have known, through
the exercise of due diligence, that materials other than TSI
and sprayed-on or troweled-on surfacing materials are asbestos containing, they ((sfta.H)) must be treated as such. When
communicat ing information to employees ((('t1Fs1:1ant))
according to this standard, owners and employers ((sfta.H))
must identify "PACM" as ACM. Additional requirements
relating to communicat ion of asbestos work on multiemployer worksites are set out in WAC 296-62-07706.
(b) Duties of building/vessel and facility owners.
(i) Before work subject to this section 'is begun,
building/vessel and facility owners ((sftftH)) .!Ill!fil identify the
presence, location and quantity of ACM, and/or PACM at the
worksite. All thermal system insulation and sprayed on or
troweled on surfacing materials in buildings/vessels or substrates constructed no later than 1980 ((sftftH)) must be identified as PACM. In addition, resilient flooring/decking material installed no later than 1980 ((shttH)) must also be identified as asbestos containing.
(ii) Before authorizing or allowing any construction, renovation, remodeling, maintenance , repair, or demolition
project, a building/vessel and facility owner or owner's agent
((sftttH)) must perform, or cause to be performed, a good faith
inspection to determine whether materials to be worked on or
removed contain asbestos. The inspection ((sfta.H)) must be
documented by a written report maintained on file and made
available upon request to the director.
(A) The good faith inspection ((sfta.H)) must be conducted by an accredited inspector.
(B) Such good faith inspection is not required if the
building/vessel and facility owner or owner's agent assumes
that the suspect material contains asbestos and handles the
material in accordance with WAC 296-62-07701 through
296-62-07753 or if the owner or the owner's agent is reasonably certain that asbestos will not be ((distrilmted)) disturbed
by the project.
(iii) The building/vessel and facility owner or owner's
agent ((sfta.H)) must provide, to all contractors submitting a
bid to undertake any construction, renovation, remodeling,
maintenance, repair, or demolition project, the written statement either of the reasonable certainty of nondisturbance of
asbestos or of assumption of the presence of asbestos. Contractors ((sfta.H)) must be provided the written report before
they apply or bid on work.
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(iv) Any building/vessel and facility owner or owners
agent who fails to comply with WAC ((296 62 07719)) 296~ 62-07721 (2)(b)(ii) and (iii) ((shfrH.)) must be subject to a
mandatory fine of not less than two hundred fifty dollars for
each violation. Each day the violation continues ((shfrH.))
must be considered a separate violation. In addition, any construction, renovation , remodeling , maintenan ce, repair, or
demolition which was started without meeting the requirements of this section ((shttH)) must be halted immediately and
cannot be resumed before meeting such requirements.
(v) Upon written or oral request, building/vessel and
facility owner or owner's agent ((shftH)) must make a copy of
the written report required in this section available to the
department of labor and industries and the collective bargaining representa tives or employee representa tives of any
employee who may be exposed to any asbestos or asbestoscontaining materials. A copy of the written report ((shftH))
must be posted conspicuously at the location where employees report to work.
(vi) Building/vessel and facility owner or owner's agent
((shftH)) must notify in writing the following persons of the
presence, location and quantity of ACM or PACM, at worksites in their buildings/facilities/vessels.
(A) Prospective employers applying or bidding for work
whose employees reasonably can be expected to work in or
adjacent to areas containing such material;
(B) Employees of the owner who will work in or adjacent to areas containing such material;
(C) On multi-employer worksites, all employers of
~ employees who will be performing work within or adjacent
to areas containing such materials;
(D) Tenants who will occupy areas containing such
materials.
(c) Duties of employers whose employees perform work
subject to this standard in or adjacent to areas containing
ACM and PACM. Building/v essel and facility owner or
owner's agents whose employees perform such work ((shftH))
must comply with these provisions to the extent applicable.
(i) Before work subject to this standard is begun,
building/vessel and facility owner or owner's agents ((shftH))
must determine the presence, location, and quantity of ACM
and/or PACM at the worksite ((pursuaAt) ) according to WAC
296-62-07721 (2)(b ).
(ii) Before work under this standard is performed
employers of employee s who will perform such work
((shftH)) must inform the following persons of the location
and quantity of ACM and/or PACM present at the worksite
and the precautions to be taken to insure that airborne asbestos is confined to the area.
(A) Owners of the building/vessel or facility;
(B) Employees who will perform such work and employers of employees who work and/or will be working in adjacent areas;
(iii) Upon written or oral request, a copy of the written
report required in this section ((shftH)) must be made available to the department of labor and industries and the collective bargaining representatives or employee representatives
of any employee who may be exposed to any asbestos or
asbestos-containing materials. A copy of the written report
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((shttH)) must be posted conspicuously at the location where
employees report to work.
(iv) Within 10 days of the completion of such work, the
employer whose employees have performed work subject to
this standard, ((shtl+l)) must inform the building/v essel or
facility owner and employers of employees who will be
working in the area of the current location and quantity of
PACM and/or ACM remaining in the former regulated area
and final monitoring results, if any.
(d) In addition to the above requirements, all employers
who discover ACM and/or PACM on a worksite ((shfrH.))
must convey information concerning the presence, location
and quantity of such newly discovered ACM and/or PACM
to the owner and to other employers of employees working at
the worksite, within 24 hours of the discovery.
(e) No contractor may commence any construction, renovation, remodelin g, maintenan ce, repair, or demolition
project without receiving a copy of the written response or
statement required by WAC 296-62-07721 (2)(b ). Any contractor who begins any project without the copy of the written
report or statement ((shttH)) will be subject to a mandatory
fine of not less than two hundred fifty dollars per day. Each
day the violation continues ((slttttl)) will be considered a separate violation.
(3) Criteria to rebut the designation of installed material
asPACM.
(a) At any time, an employer and/or building/vessel
owner may demonstrate, for purposes of this standard, that
PACM does not contain asbestos. Building/v essel owners
and/or employers are not required to communicate information about the presence of building material for which such a
demonstration ((pursuaAt) ) according to the requirements of
(b) of this subsection has been made. However, in all such
cases, the information, data and analysis supporting the determination that PACM does not contain asbestos, ((shttH)) must
be retained ((pursuaAt) ) according to WAC 296-62-07727.
(b) An employer or owner may demonstrate that PACM
does not contain asbestos by the following:
(i) Having a completed inspection conducted ((pt:tffifttflt)) according to the requirements of AHERA (40 CFR Part
763, Subpart E) which demonstrates that the material is not
ACM;
(ii) Performing tests of the material containing PACM
which demonstrate that no asbestos is present in the material.
Such tests ((shftH)) must include analysis of bulk samples collected in the manner described in 40 CFR 763.86, Asbestoscontaining materials in schools. The tests, evaluation and
sample collection ((shftH)) must be conducted by an accredited inspector. Analysis of samples ((shtl+l)) must be performed by persons or laboratories with proficiency demonstrated by current successful participation in a nationally recognized testing program such as the National Voluntary
Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) of the National
Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) or the Round
Robin for bulk samples administered by the American Industrial Hygiene Associate (AIHA), or an equivalent nationally
recognized Round Robin testing program.
(4) At the entrance to mechanical rooms/areas in which
employees reasonably can be expected to enter and which
contain TSI or surfacing ACM and PACM, the building/
[ 23]
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vessel and facility owner or owner's agent ((shttH)) must post
signs which identify the material which is present, its location, and appropriate work practices which, if followed, will
ensure that ACM and/or PACM will not be disturbed. The
employer shall ensure, to the extent feasible, that employees
who come in contact with these signs can comprehend them.
Means to ensure employee comprehension may include the
use of foreign languages, pictographs, graphics, and awareness training.
(5) Warning signs.
(a) Warning signs that demarcate the regulated area
((sftttl+)) must be provided and displayed at each location
where a regulated area is required. In addition, warning signs
((shttH)) must be posted at all approaches to regulated areas
and be posted at such a distance from such a location that an
employee may read the signs and take necessary protective
steps before entering the area marked by the signs.
(b) The warning signs required by (a) of this subsection
((shttH)) must bear the following information:
DANGER
ASBESTOS
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING ARE REQUIRED IN
THIS AREA

(c) The employer shall ensure that employees working
in and contiguous to regulated areas comprehend the warning
signs required to be posted by (a) of this subsection. Means to
ensure employee comprehension may include the use of foreign languages, pictographs, and graphics.
(6) Warning labels.
(a) Warning labels ((shttH)) must be affixed to all products containing asbestos including raw materials, mixtures,
scrap, waste, debris, and other products containing asbestos
fibers, and to their containers including waste containers.
((Where feasible,)) Installed asbestos products ((shttH)) must
contain a visible label. except where such a label would
clearly not be feasible.
(b) Labels ((shttH)) must be printed in large, bold letters
on a contrasting background.
(c) The labels ((shttH)) must comply with the requirements of WAC 296-62-05411, and ((shttH)) must include the
following information:
DANGER
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS
A VOID CREA TING DUST
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
AVOID BREATHING AIRBORNE ASBESTOS FIBERS

(7) The provisions for labels required by subsection
(6)(a) of this section or for material safety data sheets
required by subsection (8) of this section do not apply where:
(a) Asbestos fibers have been modified by a bonding
agent, coating, binder, or other material, provided that the
manufacture r can demonstrate that during any reasonably
foreseeable use, handling, storage, disposal, processing, or
Permanent
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transportation, no airborne concentrations of fibers of asbestos in excess of the excursion limit will be released; or
(b) Asbestos is present in a product in concentrations less
than ((G:+)) LQ percent by weight.
(8) Material safety data sheets. Employers who are manufacturers or importers of asbestos, or asbestos products
((shall)) must comply with the requirements regarding development of material safety data sheets as specified in WAC
296-62-05413, except as provided by subsection (7) of this
section.
(9) When a building/vessel owner/ or employer identifies
previously installed PACM and/or ACM, labels or signs
((shall)) must be affixed or posted so that employees will be
notified of what materials contain PACM and/or ACM. The
employer ((sftttH)) must attach such labels in areas where they
will clearly be noticed by employees who are likely to be
exposed, such as at the entrance to mechanical rooms/areas.
Signs required by subsection (5)(a) of this section may be
posted in lieu of labels so long as they contain information
required for labeling. The employer ((shttH)) must ensure, to
the extent feasible, that employees who come in contact with
these signs can comprehend them. Means to ensure employee
comprehensi on may include the use of foreign languages,
pictographs, graphics, and awareness training.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-10-071,
filed 5/4/99, effective 9/1/99)
WAC 296-62-077 22 Employee information and
training. ( l) Certification.
(a) ((All iHaivith:1als workiHg or Sttflen·isiRg asbestos
flrojeets, as aefiRea iR WAC 296 65 003 shall be eertifiea as
reEJttirea b~· WAC 296 65 010, 296 65 012, aRa 296 65 030.
(b) IR eases where eertifieatioR reEJttiremeRts of ehaflter
296 65 WAC ao Rot Elflflly, all emflloyees shall be traiRea
aeeoraing to flFOYisioHs of this seetioR regardless of their
exflOSttre levels.)) Only certified asbestos workers may work
on an asbestos project as required in WAC 296-65-010 and
296-65-030.
(b) Only certified asbestos supervisors may supervise
asbestos abatement projects as required in WAC 296-65-012
and 296-65-030.
(c) In cases where certification requirements of chapter
296-65 WAC do not apply. all employees must be trained
according to the provisions of this section regardless of their
exposure levels.
(d) Certification is not required for asbestos work on
materials containing less than one percent asbestos.
(2) Training ((sftttH)) must be provided prior to or at the
time of initial assignment, unless the employee has received
equivalent training within the previous twelve months, and at
least annually thereafter.
(3) ((TrainiRg for emflloyees flerforming Class I aRa
Class II OfleratioHs.)) Asbestos projects.
(a) ((TraiRiRg for)) Class I and Class II ((OfleratioRs shall
be the eertifiea asbestos vvorker traiRiRg Sfleeifiea iR WAC
296 65 003, 296 65 010, EIRB 296 65 030)) work must be
considered an asbestos project. Only certified asbestos workers may do this work.
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(b) ((ExceptioHs. For employees whose Class II work
with iHtect eseestOS COtlteitliHg materials iHVOIVeS ORiy the
removal tmd/or distttreeHce of oHe geHerie category of iHteet
ettiJdiHg/vesseJ materiel, Stteh BS iHtBCt FOOfiHg material, eittt
miHotts or asphaltic pipeliHe eoatiHg, iHtaet tlooriHg/deckiHg
material, sidiHg materials aHd eeiliHg tiles, or traHsite paHels,
stteh employers are recittired to traiH employees who perform
stteh work e)' providiHg a traiHiHg cot1rse which itlclt1des as a
miHimt1m all elemeHts of st1eseetioH (5) of this sectioH aHd iH
additioH the speeifie work practices atld eHgiAeeriHg eoHtrols
set forth iH WAC 296 62 07712 etld 296 62 07713 whieh
specifically relate to that material eategor)'. 8t1eh cot1rse shall
iHelt1de "haHds oH" treiHiHg, etld shell telce at least 8 hot1rs.
(i) For Class II operatioHs iH't'Ol't'iHg iHteet materials Hot
specified iH (e) of this st1eseetioH, treiHiHg shell iHelttde the
recittiremetlts of (b) of this s11bseetioH aHd speeifie ·work prae
tiees eHd eHgiAeeriHg coHtrols specified iH WAC 296 62
07712 whieh speeifieally relates to the eetegory of materiel
beiHg remoYed, Btltl shell iHclt1de haHds OH traiHiHg iH the
work praetiees applieaele to eaeh category of material the
employee remo·1es atld eaeh removal methotl that the
employee t1ses.
(ii) Employees performiHg Class II operatioHs that
reEJttire the ttse of eritieal barriers (or eEJtti't'aleHt isoletioH
fflethods) aHtl/or Aegetive pressttre eHelosttres, shall be eerti
fied as reEJttired b)' WAC 296 65 010, 296 65 012, aHd 296
65 030.)) Only certified workers may conduct Class II asbestos work that is considered an asbestos project.
(i) The following Class II asbestos work must be considered asbestos projects:
(A) All Class II asbestos work where critical barriers,
equivalent isolation methods. or negative pressure enclosures
are required; or
(B) All Class II asbestos work where asbestos containing
materials do not stay intact (including removal of vinyl
asbestos floor (VAT) or roofing materials by mechanical
methods such as chipping, grinding. or sanding).
(ii) The following Class II asbestos work is not considered an asbestos project and is excluded from asbestos
worker certification:
(A) All Class II asbestos work involving intact asbestos
containing materials (for example. intact roofing materials.
bituminous or asphalt pipeline coatings. and intact flooring/decking materials);
(B) All Class II asbestos work of less than one square
foot of asbestos containing materials; or
(C) All Class II asbestos work involving asbestoscement water pipe when the work is done in accordance with
training approved by the department through the asbestos
certification program (see WAC 296-65-015(4 )).
(iii) Asbestos work involving the removal of one square
foot or more of intact roofing materials by mechanical sawing or heavy equipment must meet the following requirements:
(A) Only certified asbestos workers may conduct
mechanical sawing of intact roofing material;
(B) Noncertified asbestos workers may handle roofing
dust. material and debris;
CC) Operators of heavy equipment (such as track hoes
with clam shells and excavators) do not need to be certified
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asbestos workers in the removal or demolition of intact roofing materials.
(c) Only certified asbestos workers may conduct all
Class III and Class IV asbestos work that is considered an
asbestos project.
Ci) The following asbestos work is considered an asbestos project:
CA) All Class III asbestos work where one square foot or
more of asbestos containing materials that do not stay intact:
CB) All Class IV asbestos work where one square foot or
more of asbestos containing materials that do not stay intact:
or
CC) All Class III and Class IV asbestos work with pipe
insulation.
(ii) Except for a project involving pipe insulation work.
any project involving only Class III or Class IV asbestos
work with less than one square foot of asbestos containing
materials is not considered an asbestos project.
(4) Training ((for Class III eHd IV operetioHs)) requirements for asbestos work that is not considered an asbestos
project or is excluded from asbestos worker certification.
(a) ((TreiHiflg fer employees performiHg Class III aHd IV
operetiotls shall be the eertifietl asbestos 'tvorker traiHiHg
specified iH WAC 296 65 003, 296 65 001, aHd 296 65 030.
(b) TreiHiAg for Class III asaestes work exempted from
eertifieatioH recittiremeAts iH chapter 296 65 WAC, safet)'
staAdards for eseestos refflOVBI aHe eHeepsttletiofl shall ee the
eEJtti·1alent in cttrriettlttm and traiHing method to the 16 hottr
operatioAs and maiHtenanee eo1:1rse developed by EPA for
meinteAanee end et1stodial workers who eondttet activities
that will rest1lt iA the distttreanee of ACM. (8ee 40 CFR
763.92(a)(2). ) 8tteh eottrse shell iHelttde "hands on" training
i R the ttse of respiratory tJFOteetion and work practices and
shell take et least 16 hot1rs.)) Class II asbestos work.
Ci) Employers must provide eight-hours of training to
employees who perform asbestos work on one generic category of asbestos containing materials CACM). When performing asbestos work in more than one category of asbestos
containing materials. additional training must be used to supplement the first eight hour training course.
(ii) The training course must include:
Hands-on training that applies to the category of
~
asbestos containing materials.
Specific work practices and engineering controls
•
related to the category of asbestos containing materials present as specified in WAC 296-62-0771 2,
and
All the minimum elements of subsection (5) of this
•
section.
Cb) Class III asbestos work (maintenance and custodial
work in buildings containing asbestos containing materials).
Ci) Employers must provide training with curriculum and
training methods equivalent to the 16-hour operations and
maintenance course developed by the EPA. (See 40 CFR
763.92 (a)C2).) For those employees whose only affected
work is Class II work as described in subsection (4)(a)(i) of
this section. employers must meet this 16-hour training
requirement or provide training that meets the eight hours
Class II requirements in subsection (4 )Cal of this section.
(ii) Sixteen hours of training must include:
[25]
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Hands-on training in the use of respiratory protection and work practices. and
All the minimum elements of subsection (5) of this
section.
(c) ({TraiRiRg fer)) Class IV asbestos work ({eitempted
tfem eertifieatieR req1:1iremeRts iA ehapter 296 65 WAC,
safety staRdards fer aseestos remeval aAd eAeaps1:1latieA shall
ee the et)t:Ji't'a)eAt iA e1:1rrie1:1)1:1m aAd traiAiAg methed te the
awareAeSS traiAiAg eo1:1rse developed ey EPA fer maiAte
AaAee aAd e1:1stodiaJ '.VOrJcerS who 'Nork iA e1:1iJdiAgS eOAtaiA
iAg aseestos eeAtaiAiAg material. (See 40 CFR 763.92(a)(l ).)
S1:1eh eo1:1rse shall iAel1:1de aYailaele iAformatieA eoAeerniAg
the loeatioAs of PACM aA ACM, aAd aseestos eoAtaiAiAg
flooriAg material, or flooriflg material v.·here the aeseftee of
aseestos has Aot eeeR eertified; aAd iAstfl:letioA iA reeogAitieA
of damage, deterioratioA, aAd delamiAatioA of aseestos eoA
taiAiAg e1:1ildiAg materials. S1:1eh a eo1:1rse shall take at least 2
~))(maintenance and custodial work in buildings containing asbestos-con taining materials).
(i) Employers must provide at least two hours of training
with curriculum and training methods eguivalent to the
awareness training course developed by the EPA.
Cii) Training must include:
Available information concerning the location of
PACM. ACM. asbestos-con taining flooring materials or flooring materials where the absence of asbestos has not been certified.
Instruction on how to recognize damaged. deteriorated. and delimitation of asbestos containing building materials. and
All of the minimum elements of subsection (5) of
this section.
(5) The training program ({shft.H)) must be conducted in
a manner which the employee is able to understand. The
employer ((sfl..a.H)) must ensure that each employee is
informed of the following:
{a) The health effects associated with asbestos exposure;
(b) The relationship between smoking and exposure to
asbestos producing lung cancer;
(c) Methods of recognizing asbestos and quantity, location, manner of use, release (including the requirements of
WAC 296-62-0772 1 (l)(c) and (2)(b) to presume certain
building materials contain asbestos), and storage of asbestos
and the specific nature of operations which could result in
exposure to asbestos;
(d) The engineering controls and work practices associated with the employee's job assignment;
(e) The specific procedures implemented to protect
employees from exposure to asbestos, such as appropriate
work practices, housekeeping procedures, hygiene facilities,
decontamina tion procedures, emergency and clean-up procedures (including where Class III and IV work is performed,
the contents "Managing Asbestos In Place" (EPA 20T-2003,
July 1990) or its equivalent in content), personal protective
equipment to be used, waste disposal procedures, and any
necessary instructions in the use of these controls and procedures;
(f) The purpose, proper use, and limitations of protective
clothing;
Permanent
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(g) The purpose and a description of the medical surveillance program required by WAC 296-62-07725;
(h) The content of this standard, including appendices;
(i) The names, addresses and phone numbers of public
health organizations which provide information, materials,
and/or conduct programs concerning smoking cessation. The
employer may distribute the list of such organizations contained in Appendix I, to comply with this requirement;
(j) The requirements for posting signs and affixing labels
and the meaning of the required legends for such signs and
labels; and
(k) The purpose, proper use, limitations, and other training requirements for respiratory protection as required by
chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E (see WAC 296-62-07117, 29662-07172, and 296-62-0718 6 through 296-62-07190).
(6) The employer ((shft.H)) ID..!!fil also provide, at no cost
to employees who perform housekeepin g operations in a
facility which contains ACM or PACM, an asbestos awareness training course to all employees who are or will work in
areas where ACM and/or PACM is present who work in
buildings containing asbestos-con taining materials, which
((sltttll)) must. at a minimum, contain the following elements:
• Health effects of asbestos,
• Locations of ACM and PACM in the building/facility,
Recognition of ACM and PACM damag~ and deterioration,
• Requirement s in this standard relating to housekeeping, and
• £roper response to fiber release episodes({;--ffHtH
employees viho are or will '"''erk iA areas where
ACM aAdJor PACM is 13reseAt)).
Each such employee ((shft.H)) must be so trained at least
once a year.
(7) Access to information and training materials.
(a) The employer ({shft.H)) must make a copy of this standard and its appendices readily available without cost to all
affected employees.
(b) The employer ((shft.H)) ID..!!fil provide, upon request,
all materials relating to the employee information and training program to the director.
(c) The employer ((sltttll)) must inform all employees
concerning the availability of self-help smoking cessation
program material. Upon employee request, the employer
((shft.H)) must distribute such material, consisting of NIH
Publication No. 89-1647, or equivalent self-help material,
which is approved or published by a public health organization listed in Appendix I, WAC 296-62-07751.
AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-19-014,
filed 9/5/97, effective 11/5/97)

WAC 296-62-07728 Competent person. (1) General.
For all construction and shipyard work covered by this standard, the employer ((sflttH)) must designate a competent person, having the qualification s and authorities for ensuring
worker safety and health as required by chapter 296-155
WAC.
(2) Required inspections by the competent person. WAC
296-155-110(9) which requires health and safety prevention
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programs to provide for frequent and regular inspections on
~he job sites, materials, and equipment to be made by the
~ompetent person, is incorporated.
(3) Additional inspections. In addition, the competent
person ((shftl.l)) must make frequent and regular inspections
of the job sites in order to perform the duties set out below in
this section. For Class I jobs, on-site inspections ((sftttH))
must be made at least once during each work shift, and at any
time at employee request. For Class II and III jobs, on-site
inspections ((sftttH)) must be made at intervals sufficient to
assess whether conditions have changed, and at any reasonable time at employee request.
(4) On all worksites where employees are engaged in
Class I or II asbestos work, the competent person designated
in accordance with WAC 296-62-07712 ((sftttH)) must perform or supervise the following duties, as applicable:
(a) Set up the regulated area, enclosure, or other containment;
(b) Ensure (by on-site inspection) the integrity of the
enclosure or containment;
(c) Set up procedures to control entry and exit from the
enclosure and/or area;
(d) Supervise all employee exposure monitoring
required by this section and ensure that it is conducted as
required by WAC 296-62-07709;
(e) Ensure that employees working within the enclosure
and/or using glovebags wear protective clothing and respirators as required by WAC 296-62-07715 and 296-62-07717;
(f) Ensure through on-site supervision, that employees
• set up and remove engineering controls, use work practices
, and personal protective equipment in compliance with all
requirements;
(g) Ensure that employees use the hygiene facilities and
observe the decontamination procedures specified in WAC
296-62-07719;
(h) Ensure that through on-site inspection engineering
controls are functioning properly and employees are using
proper work practices; and
(i) Ensure that notification requirements in WAC
296-62-07721 are met.
(5) Training for competent person.
(a) For Class I and II asbestos work the competent person ((s-httt+)) must be trained in all aspects of asbestos
removal and handling, including:
Abatement,
~
Installation,
.Removal and handling,
Ihe contents of this standard,
Ihe identification of asbestos,
• .Removal procedures where appropriate, and
• Qther practices for reducing the hazard.
Such training ((shftl.l)) must be the certified asbestos supervisor training specified in WAC 296-65-003, 296-65-012, and
296-65-030.
(b) For Class III and IV asbestos work:
(i) The competent person ((shftl.l)) must be certified as an
• asbestos supervisor as prescribed in WAC 296-65-012 and
, 296-65-030 for Class III and IV work involving an asbestos
project .of 3 square feet or 3 linear feet or more of asbestos
containing material.
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(ii) For Class III and IV asbestos work involving less
than 3 square feet or 3 linear feet of asbestos containing material, ((aHEI asbestes werk exeffipled ffeffi eertifiealieft FeqttiFe
meftts ift ehapteF 296 65 WAC,)) the competent person
((shftl.l)) must be trained in.;.
• Aspects of asbestos handling appropriate for the
nature of the work, to include procedures for setting
up glove bags and mini-enclosures,
fractices for reducing asbestos exposures,
• .U:se of wet methods,
• Ihe contents of this standard, and
Ihe identification of asbestos.
Such training ((shall)) must include successful completion of a course equivalent in curriculum and
training method to the 16-hour Operations and
Maintenance course developed by EPA for maintenance and custodial workers (see 40 CFR 763.92
(a)(2)) or its equivalent in stringency, content and
length.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-01-079,
filed 12117/96, effective 3/1/97)
WAC 296-62-07735 Appendix A-WISHA reference
method-Ma ndatory. This mandatory appendix specifies
the procedure for analyzing air samples for asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite and specifies quality control
procedures that must be implemented by laboratories performing the analysis. The sampling and analytical methods
described below represent the elements of the available monitoring methods (such as Appendix B to this section, the most
current version of the WISHA method ID-60, or the most
current version of the NIOSH 7400 method) which WISHA
considers to be essential to achieve adequate employee exposure monitoring while allowing employers to use methods
that are already established within their organizations. All
employers who are required to conduct air monitoring under
WAC 296-62-07709 are required to utilize analytical laboratories that use this procedure, or an equivalent method, for
collecting and analyzing samples.
(1) Sampling and analytical procedure.
(a) The sampling medium for air samples ((shftl.l)) must
be mixed cellulose ester filter membranes. These ((sftttH))
must be designated by the manufacturer as suitable for asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite , and actinolite counting. See
below for rejection of blanks .
(b) The preferred collection device ((shall be))~ the 25mm diameter cassette with an open-faced 50-mm electrically
conductive extension cowl. The 37-mm cassette may be used
if necessary but only if written justification for the need to
use the 37-mm filter cassette accompanies the sample results
in the employee's exposure monitoring record. Do not reuse
or reload cassettes for asbestos sample collection.
(c) An air flow rate between 0.5 liter/min and ((g)) 4.0
liters/min ((shftl.l)) must be selected for the 25-mm cassette.
If the 37-mm cassette is used, an air flow rate between 1
liter/min and 4.0 liters/min ((shftl.l)) must be selected.
(d) Where possible, a sufficient air volume for each air
sample ((shall)) must be collected to yield between one hundred and one thousand three hundred fibers per square milli[ 27]
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meter on the membrane filter. If a filter darkens in appearance or if loose dust is seen on the filter, a second sample
((shttH)) must be started.
(e) Ship the samples in a rigid container with sufficient
packing material to prevent dislodging the collected fibers.
Packing material that has a high electrostatic charge on its
surface (e.g., expanded polystyrene) cannot be used because
such material can cause loss of fibers to the sides of the cassette.
(t) Calibrate each personal sampling pump before and
after use with a representative filter cassette installed
between the pump and the calibration devices.
(g) Personal samples ((shttH)) must be taken in the
"breathing zone" of the employee (i.e., attached to or near the
collar or lapel near the worker's face).
(h) Fiber counts ((shttH)) must be made by positive phase
contrast using a microscope with an 8 to IO X eyepiece and a
40 to 45 X objective for a total magnification of approximately 400 X and a numerical aperture of 0.65 to 0.75. The
microscope shall also be fitted with a green or blue filter.
(i) The microscope ((shttH)) must be fitted with a Walton-Beckett eyepiece graticule calibrated for a field diameter
of one hundred micrometers (+/-2 micrometers).
(j) The phase-shift detection limit of the microscope
((~)) must be about 3 degrees measured using the HSE
phase shift test slide as outlined below.
(i) Place the test slide on the microscope stage and center
it under the phase objective.
(ii) Bring the blocks of grooved lines into focus.
Note:

The slide consists of seven sets of grooved lines (ca. 20
grooves to each block) in descending order of visibility
from sets one to seven, seven being the least visible. The
requirements for asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite counting are that the microscope optics must resolve
the grooved lines in set three completely, although they
may appear somewhat faint, and that the grooved lines in
sets six and seven must be invisible. Sets four and five must
be at least partially visible but may vary slightly in visibility
between microscopes. A microscope that fails to meet these
requirements has either too low or too high a resolution to
be used for asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite
counting.

(iii) If the image deteriorates, clean and adjust the microscope optics. If the problem persists, consult the microscope
manufacturer.
(k) Each set of samples taken will include ten percent
blanks or a minimum of two blanks. These blanks must come
from the same lot as the filters used for sample collection.
The field blank results ((~)) must be averaged and subtracted from the analytical results before reporting. Any samples represented by a blank having a fiber count in excess of
the detection limit of the method being used ((shttH)) must be
rejected.
(I) The samples ((shttH)) must be mounted by the
acetone/triacetin method or a method with an equivalent
index of refraction and similar clarity.
(m) Observe the following counting rules.
(i) Count only fibers equal to or longer than five
micrometers. Measure the length of curved fibers along the
curve.
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(ii) Count all particles as asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite that have a length-to-width ratio (aspect ~
ratio) of three to one or greater.
~
(iii) Fibers lying entirely within the boundary of the Walton-Beckett graticule field ((shttH)) must receive a count of
one. Fibers crossing the boundary once, having one end
within the circle, ((shttH)) must receive the count of one-half.
Do not count any fiber that crosses the graticule boundary
more than once. Reject and do not count any other fibers even
though they may be visible outside the graticule area.
(iv) Count bundles of fibers as one fiber unless individual fibers can be identified by observing both ends of an individual fiber.
(v) Count enough graticule fields to yield 100 fibers.
Count a minimum of 20 fields; stop counting at I 00 fields
regardless of fiber count.
(n) Blind recounts ((shttH)) must be conducted at the rate
of ten percent.
(2) Quality control procedures.
(a) Intralaboratory program. Each laboratory and/or each
company with more than one microscopist counting slides
((shftH)) must establish a statistically designed quality assurance program involving blind recounts and comparisons
between microscopists to monitor the variability of counting
by each microscopist and between microscopists. In a company with more than one laboratory, the program ((shttH))
must include all laboratories and ((shell)) must also evaluate
the laboratory-to-laboratory variability.
~
(b) Interlaboratory program.
~
(i) Each laboratory analyzing asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite samples for compliance determination
shall implement an interlaboratory quality assurance program
that as a minimum includes participation of at least two other
independent laboratories. Each laboratory ((shell)) must participate in round robin testing at least once every six months
with at least all the other laboratories in its interlaboratory
quality assurance group. Each laboratory ((shell)) must submit slides typical of its own work load for use in this program. The round robin shall be designed and results analyzed
using appropriate statistical methodology.
(ii) All laboratories should participate in a national sample testing scheme such as the Proficiency Analytical Testing
Program (PAT), the Asbestos Registry sponsored by the
American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA).
(c) All individuals performing asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite analysis must have taken the NIOSH
course for sampling and evaluating airborne asbestos, tremolite, anthophyllite, and actinolite dust or an equivalent course,
recognized by the department.
(d) When the use of different microscopes contributes to
differences between counters and laboratories, the effect of
the different microscope ((shell)) must be evaluated and the
microscope ((shell)) must be replaced, as necessary.
(e) Current results of these quality assurance programs
((~)) must be posted in each laboratory to keep the
microscopists informed.
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WAC 296-62-0773 7 Appendix B-Detailed procedure for asbestos sampling and analysis-N onmandatory.
Air
Matrix:
WISHA Permissible Exposure Limits:
Time Weighted Average
Excursion Level (30 minutes)

0.1 fiber/cc
1.0 fiber/cc

Collection Procedure:
A known volume of air is drawn through a 25-mm diameter
cassette containing a mixed-cellulose ester filter. The cassette
must be equipped with an electrically conductive 50-mm
extension cowl. The sampling time and rate are chosen to
2
give a fiber density of between 100 to 1,300 fibers/mm on
the filter.
Recommended Sampling Rate 0.5
liters/minute (L/min)
Recommended Air Volumes:
25 L
Minimum
2,400 L
Maximum

to((~))

4.0

Analytical Procedure: A portion of the sample filter is
cleared and prepared for asbestos fiber counting by Phase
• Contrast Microscopy (PCM) at 400X. Commercial manufac• turers and products mentione~ in this method are for descriptive use only and do not constitute endorsements by WISHA.
Similar products from other sources can be substituted.

Cleavage Fragments: Mineral particles formed by
comminution of minerals, especially those characterized by
parallel sides and a moderate aspect ratio (usually less than
20:1).
Detection Limit: The number of fibers necessary to be
95% certain that the result is greater than zero.
Differential Counting: The term applied to the practice
of excluding certain kinds of fibers from the fiber count
because they do not appear to be asbestos.
Fiber: A particle that is 5 µm or longer, with a lengthto-width ratio of 3 to I or longer.
Field: The area within the graticule circle that is superimposed on the microscope image.
Set: The samples which are taken, submitted to the laboratory, analyzed, and for which, interim or final result
reports are generated.
Tremolite, Anthophylli te, and Actinolite: The nonasbestos form of these minerals which meet the definition of
a fiber. It includes any of these minerals that have been chemically treated and/or altered.
Walton-Bec kett Graticule: An eyepiece graticule specifically designed for asbestos fiber counting. It consists of a
circle with a projected diameter of 100 ± 2 µm (area of about
0.00785 mm 2 ) with a crosshair having tic-marks at 3-µm
intervals in one direction and 5-µm in the orthogonal direction. There are marks around the periphery of the circle to
demonstrate the proper sizes and shapes of fibers. The disk is
placed in one of the microscope eyepieces so that the design
is superimposed on the field of view .
1. History.

(a) Early surveys to determine asbestos exposures were
conducted using impinger counts of total dust with the counts
expressed as million particles per cubic foot. The British
Asbestos Research Council recommended filter membrane
counting in 1969. In July 1969, the Bureau of Occupational
Safety and Health published a filter membrane method for
counting asbestos fibers in the United States. This method
was refined by NIOSH and published as P & CAM 239. On
May 29, 1971, OSHA specified filter membrane sampling
with phase contrast counting for evaluation of asbestos exposures at worksites in the United States. The use of this technique was again required by OSHA in 1986. Phase contrast
microscopy has continued to be the method of choice for the
measurement of occupational exposure to asbestos.
(b) Principle. Air is drawn through a MCE filter to capture airborne asbestos fibers. A wedge shaped portion of the
filter is removed, placed on a glass microscope slide and
made transparent. A measured area (field) is viewed by PCM.
All the fibers meeting a defined criteria for asbestos are
counted and considered a measure of the airborne asbestos
concentration.
(c) Advantages and Disadvantages
(i) There are four main advantages of PCM over other
methods:
(A) The technique is specific for fibers. Phase contrast is
a fiber counting technique which excludes non-fibrous particles from the analysis.

Introduction.
This method describes the collection of airborne asbestos fibers using calibrated sampling pumps with mixed-cellulose ester (MCE) filters and analysis by phase contrast
microscopy (PCM). Some terms used are unique to this
method and are defined below:
Asbestos: A term for naturally occurring fibrous minerals. Asbestos includes chrysotile, crocidolite, amosite (cummingtonite-grunerite asbestos), tremolite asbestos, actinolite
asbestos, anthophyllite asbestos, and any of these minerals
that have been chemically treated and/or altered. The precise
chemical formulation of each species will vary with the location from which it was mined. Nominal composition s are
listed:
Chrysotile
Crocidolite

•
•

Mg 3Si 20 5(0H)4
N a2Fe32+Fel+S i80 22( 0 H)2

Amosite
Tremolite-actinolite

(Mg,Fe)1Si 802i(OH)2
Cai{Mg,Fe)5 Si 8 02i(OH)2

Anthophyllite

(Mg,Fe)1Sis02iCOH)2

WSR 99-17-026

Asbestos Fiber: A fiber of asbestos which meets the criteria specified below for a fiber.
Aspect Ratio: The ratio of the length of a fiber to it's
diameter (e.g. 3: 1, 5: 1 aspect ratios).
[ 29]
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(B) The technique is inexpensive and does not require
specialized knowledge to carry out the analysis for total fiber
counts.
(C) The analysis is quick and can be performed on-site
for rapid determination of air concentrations of asbestos
fibers.
(D) The technique has continuity with historical epidemiological studies so that estimates of expected disease can
be inferred from long-term determinations of asbestos exposures.
(ii) The main disadvantage of PCM is that it does not
positively identify asbestos fibers. Other fibers which are not
asbestos may be included in the count unless differential
counting is performed. This requires a great deal of experience to adequately differentiate asbestos from non-asbestos
fibers. Positive identification of asbestos must be performed
by polarized light or electron microscopy techniques. A further disadvantage of PCM is that the smallest visible fibers
are about 0.2 µm in diameter while the finest asbestos fibers
may be as small as 0.02 µm in diameter. For some exposures,
substantially more fibers may be present than are actually
counted.
(d) Workplace Exposure. Asbestos is used by the construction industry in such products as shingles, floor tiles,
asbestos cement, roofing felts, insulation and acoustical products. Non-construction uses include brakes, clutch facings,
paper, paints, plastics, and fabrics. One of the most significant exposures in the workplace is the removal and encapsulation of asbestos in schools, public buildings, and homes.
Many workers have the potential to be exposed to asbestos
during these operations. About 95% of the asbestos in commercial use in the United States is chrysotile. Crocidolite and
amosite make up most of the remainder. Anthophyllite and
tremolite or actinolite are likely to be encountered as contaminants in various industrial products.
(e) Physical Properties. Asbestos fiber possesses a high
tensile strength along its axis, is chemically inert, non-combustible, and heat resistant. It has a high electrical resistance
and good sound absorbing properties. It can be weaved into
cables, fabrics or other textiles, and also matted into asbestos
papers, felts, or mats.
2. Range and Detection Limit.
(a) The ideal counting range on the filter is 100 to 1,300
fibers/mm 2 • With a Walton-Beckett graticule this range is
equivalent to 0.8 to IO fibers/field. Using NIOSH counting
statistics, a count of 0.8 fibers/field would give an approximate coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.13.
(b) The detection limit for this method is 4.0 fibers per
100 fields or 5.5 fibers/mm 2 . This was determined using an
equation to estimate the maximum CV possible at a specific
concentration (95% confidence) and a Lower Control Limit
of zero. The CV value was then used to determine a corresponding concentration from historical CV vs fiber relationships. As an example:
Permanent

Lower Control Limit (95% Confidence)=ACl .645(CV)(AC)
Where:
AC
Estimate of the airborne fiber concentration
(fibers/cc) Setting the Lower Control Limit=O
and solving for CV:
0
= AC- l .645(CV)(AC)
CV
0.61
This value was compared with CV vs. count curves. The
count at which CV= 0.61 for Leidel-Busch counting statistics
8(i) or for an OSHA Salt Lake Technical Center (OSHASLTC) CV curve (see Appendix A for further information)
was 4.4 fibers or 3.9 fibers per 100 fields, respectively.
Although a lower detection limit of 4 fibers per 100 fields is
supported by the OSHA-SLTC data, both data sets support
the 4.5 fibers per 100 fields value.

3. Method Performance-Precisi on and Accuracy. Precision
is dependent upon the total number of fibers counted and the
uniformity of the fiber distribution on the filter. A general
rule is to count at least 20 and not more than 100 fields. The
count is discontinued when I 00 fibers are counted, provided
that 20 fields have already been counted. Counting more than
100 fibers results in only a small gain in precision. As the
total count drops below 10 fibers, an accelerated loss of precision is noted. At this time, there is no known method to
determine the absolute accuracy of the asbestos analysis.
Results of samples prepared through the Proficiency Analytical Testing (PAT) Program and analyzed by the OSHA- ~
SLTC showed no significant bias when compared to PAT ~
reference values. The PAT samples were analyzed from 1987
to 1989 (N=36) and the concentration range was from 120 to
1,300 fibers/mm 2•
4. Interferences. Fibrous substances, if present, may interfere
with asbestos analysis. Some common fibers are:
Fiber glass
Anhydrite plant fibers gypsum
Membrane structures
Microorganisms

Perlite veins.
Some synthetic fibers.
Sponge spicules and diatoms.
Wollastonite.

The use of electron microscopy or optical tests such as
polarized light, and dispersion staining may be used to differentiate these materials from asbestos when necessary.
5. Sampling.
(a) Equipment.
(i) Sample assembly. Conductive filter holder consisting
of a 25-mm diameter, 3-piece cassette having a 50-mm long
electrically conductive extension cowl. Backup pad, 25-mm,
cellulose. Membrane filter, mixed-cellulose ester (MCE), 25mm, plain, white, 0.8-to 1.2-µm pore size.
Notes:

(A) DO NOT RE-USE CASSETTES.

(B) Fully conductive cassettes are required to reduce
fiber loss to the sides of the cassette due to electrostatic
attraction.
[ 30]
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(C) Purchase filters which have been selected by the
manufacturer for asbestos counting or analyze representative
.:_.;lters for fiber background before use. Discard the filter lot if
. .~ore than ((4)) .5. fibers/100 fields are found.
(D) To decrease the possibility of contamination, the
sampling system (filter-backup pad-cassette) for asbestos is
usually preassembled by the manufacturer.
(ii) Gel bands for sealing cassettes.
(iii) Sampling pump. Each pump must be a battery operated, self-contained unit small enough to be placed on the
monitored employee and not interfere with the work being
performed. The pump must be capable of sampling at 2.5
liters per minute (L/min) for the required sampling time.
(iv) Flexible tubing, 6-mm bore.
(v) Pump calibration. Stopwatch and bubble tube/burette
or electronic meter.
(b) Sampling Procedure.
(i) Seal the point where the base and cowl of each cassette meet with a gel band or tape.
(ii) Charge the pumps completely before beginning.
(iii) Connect each pump to a calibration cassette with an
appropriate length of 6-mm bore plastic tubing. Do not use
luer connectors-th e type of cassette specified above has
built-in adapters.
(iv) Select an appropriate flow rate for the situation
being monitored. The sampling flow rate must be between
0.5 and ((~)) 4.0 L/min for personal sampling and is com~ monly set between 1 and 2 L/min. Always choose a flow rate
, that will not produce overloaded filters.
(v) Calibrate each sampling pump before and after sampling with a calibration cassette in-line (Note: This calibration cassette should be from the same lot of cassettes used for
sampling). Use a primary standard (e.g. bubble burette) to
calibrate each pump. If possible, calibrate at the sampling
site.

~

,
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Note:

((Type ef esl:lestes

IAtlex ef refreetieA

Cluysetile ............ .
Amesite............ .
Creeitlelite ........... .
Afltheph)·lite......... .
TFemelite ............ .
Aetiflelite ............ .

fl 1.550.
fl""l.670 f 1.680.
fl 1.690.
fl 1.605 fltl 1.620.
fle6.05 efld 1.620
ft""l.620))

E1u:ii:2oms:ol
Asbestos removal operations (visible dust)
Asbestos removal operations (little
dust)
Office environments
Caution:

Air Y2I. (L}
100

240

400 to 2,400

Do not overload the filter with dust. High levels of nonfibrous dust particles may obscure fibers on the filter and
lower the count or make counting impossible. If more than
about 25 to 30% of the field area is obscured with dust, the
result may be biased low. Smaller air volumes may be necessary when there is excessive non-asbestos dust in the air.
While sampling, observe the filter with a small flashlight.
If there is a visible layer of dust on the filter, stop sampling,
remove and seal the cassette, and replace with a new sampling assembly. The total dust loading should not exceed I
mg.

(ix) Blank samples are used to determine if any contamination has occurred during sample handling. Prepare two
blanks for the first 1 to 20 samples. For sets containing
greater than 20 samples, prepare blanks as 10% of the samples. Handle blank samples in the same manner as air samples with one exception: Do not draw any air through the
blank samples. Open the blank cassette in the place where the
sample cassettes are mounted on the employee. Hold it open
for about 30 seconds. Close and seal the cassette appropriately. Store blanks for shipment with the sample cassettes.
{x) Immediately after sampling, close and seal each cassette with the base and plastic plugs. Do not touch or puncture
the filter membrane as this will invalidate the analysis.
(xi) Attach a seal (OSHA-21 or equivalent) around each
cassette in such a way as to secure the end cap plug and base
plug. Tape the ends of the seal together since the seal is not
Jong enough to be wrapped end-to-end. Also wrap tape
around the cassette at each joint to keep the seal secure.
(c) Sample Shipment.
(i) Send the samples to the laboratory with paperwork
requesting asbestos analysis. List any known fibrous interferences present during sampling on the paperwork. Also, note
the workplace operation(s) sampled.
(ii) Secure and handle the samples in such that they will
not rattle during shipment nor be exposed to static electricity.
Do not ship samples in expanded polystyrene peanuts, vermiculite, paper shreds, or excelsior. Tape sample cassettes to
sheet bubbles and place in a container that will cushion the
samples without rattling.

If sampling site calibration is not possible, environmental
influences may affect the flow rate. The extent is dependent
on the type of pump used. Consult with the pump manufacturer to determine dependence on environmental influences. If the pump is affected by temperature and pressure
changes, use the formula in ((A11J1eRElix 8 le)) subsection
ilQl.Qf this section to calculate the actual flow rate.

(vi) Connect each pump to the base of each sampling
cassette with flexible tubing. Remove the end cap of each
cassette and take each air sample open face. Assure that each
sample cassette is held open side down in the employee's
breathing zone during sampling. The distance from the
nose/mouth of the employee to the cassette should be about
10 cm. Secure the cassette on the collar or lapel of the
employee using spring clips or other similar devices.
(vii) A suggested minimum air volume when sampling to
determine TWA compliance is 25 L. For Excursion Limit (30
min sampling time) evaluations, a minimum air volume of 48
L is recommended.
(viii) The most significant problem when sampling for
asbestos is overloading the filter with non-asbestos dust. Suggested maximum air sample volumes for specific environments are:
[ 31]
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(iii) To avoid the possibility of sample contamination,
always ship bulk samples in separate mailing containers.
6. Analysis.
(a) Safety Precautions.
(i) Acetone is extremely flammable and precautions
must be taken not to ignite it. A void using large containers or
quantities of acetone. Transfer the solvent in a ventilated laboratory hood. Do not use acetone near any open flame. For
generation of acetone vapor, use a spark free heat source.
(ii) Any asbestos spills should be cleaned up immediately to prevent dispersal of fibers. Prudence should be exercised to avoid contamination of laboratory facilities or exposure of personnel to asbestos. Asbestos spills should be
cleaned up with wet methods and/or a High Efficiency Particulate-Air (HEPA) filtered vacuum.
Caution:

Do not use a vacuum without a HEPA filter-It will disperse fine asbestos fibers in the air.

(b) Equipment.
(i) Phase contrast microscope with binocular or trinocular head.
(ii) Widefield or Huygenian !OX eyepieces (NOTE: The
eyepiece containing the graticule must be a focusing eyepiece. Use a 40X phase objective with a numerical aperture
of 0.65 to 0.75).
(iii) Kohler illumination (if possible) with green or blue
filter.
(iv) Walton-Beckett Graticule, type G-22 with 100 ± 2
µm projected diameter.
(v) Mechanical stage. A rotating mechanical stage is
convenient for use with polarized light.
(vi) Phase telescope.
(vii) Stage micrometer with 0.01-mm subdivisions.
(viii) Phase-shift test slide, mark II (Available from PTR
optics Ltd., and also Mccrone).
(ix) Precleaned glass slides, 25 mm X 75 mm. One end
can be frosted for convenience in writing sample numbers,
etc., or paste-on labels can be used.
(x) Cover glass #1-1/2.
(xi) Scalpel (#IO, curved blade).
(xii) Fine tipped forceps.
(xiii) Aluminum block for clearing filter.
(xiv) Automatic adjustable pipette, 100-to 500-µL.
(xv) Micropipette, 5 µL.
(c) Reagents.
(i) Acetone (HPLC grade).
(ii) Triacetin (glycerol triacetate).
(iii) Lacquer or nail polish.
(d) Standard Preparation. A way to prepare standard
asbestos samples of known concentration has not been developed. It is possible to prepare replicate samples of nearly
equal concentration. This has been performed through the
PAT program. These asbestos samples are distributed by the
AIHA to participating laboratories. Since only about onefourth of a 25-mm sample membrane is required for an asbestos count, any PAT sample can serve as a "standard" for replicate counting.
(e) Sample Mounting.
Permanent
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Note:

See Safety Precautions in (6)(a) before proceeding. The objective is to produce samples with a smooth (non-grainy) back- ·
ground in a medium with a refractive index of approximately
1.46. The technique below collapses the filter for easier focusing
and produces permanent mounts which are useful for quality control and interlaboratory comparison. An aluminum block or similar device is required for sample preparation.

,:4

See Safety Precautions in (6)(a) before proceeding. The
objective is to produce samples with a smooth (non-grainy)
background in a medium with a refractive index of approximately 1.46. The technique below collapses the filter for easier focusing and produces permanent mounts which are useful for quality control and interlaboratory comparison. An
aluminum block or similar device is required for sample
preparation.
(i) Heat the aluminum block to about 70°C. The hot
block should not be used on any surface that can be damaged
by either the heat or from exposure to acetone.
(ii) Ensure that the glass slides and cover glasses are free
of dust and fibers.
(iii) Remove the top plug to prevent a vacuum when the
cassette is opened. Clean the outside of the cassette if necessary. Cut the seal and/or tape on the cassette with a razor
blade. Very carefully separate the base from the extension
cowl, leaving the filter and backup pad in the base.
(iv) With a rocking motion cut a triangular wedge from
the filter using the scalpel. This wedge should be one-sixth to
one-fourth o~ the filter. Grasp the filter 'wedge with the forceps on the perimeter of the filter which was clamped
between the cassette pieces. DO NOT TOUCH the filter with
your finger. Place the filter on the glass slide sample side up. ~
Static electricity will usually keep the filter on the slide until ~
it is cleared.
(v) Place the tip of the micropipette containing about 200
µL acetone into the aluminum block. Insert the glass slide
into the receiving slot in the aluminum block. Inject the acetone into the block with slow, steady pressure on the plunger
while holding the pipette firmly in place. Wait 3 to 5 seconds
for the filter to clear, then remove the pipette and slide from
the aluminum block.
(vi) Immediately (less than 30 seconds) place 2.5 to 3.5
µL of triacetin on the filter (Note: Waiting longer than 30
seconds will result in increased index of refraction and
decreased contrast between the fibers and the preparation.
This may also lead to separation of the cover slip from the
slide).
(vii) Lower a cover slip gently onto the filter at a slight
angle to reduce the possibility of forming air bubbles. If more
than 30 seconds have elapsed between acetone exposure and
triacetin application, glue the edges of the cover slip to the
slide with lacquer or nail polish.
(viii) If clearing is slow, warm the slide for 15 min on a
hot plate having a surface temperature of about 50°C to hasten clearing. The top of the hot block can be used if the slide
is not heated too long.
(ix) Counting may proceed immediately after clearing
and mounting are completed.
(t) Sample Analysis. Completely align the microscope
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Then, align the
microscope using the following general alignment routine at
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the beginning of every counting session and more often if
~ecessary.

(i) Alignment.
(A) Clean all optical surfaces. Even a small amount of
dirt can significantly degrade the image.
(B) Rough focus the objective on a sample.
(C) Close down the field iris so that it is visible in the
field of view. Focus the image of the iris with the condenser
focus. Center the image of the iris in the field of view.
(D) Install the phase telescope and focus on the phase
rings. Critically center the rings. Misalignment of the rings
results in astigmatism which will degrade the image.
(E) Place the phase-shift test slide on the microscope
stage and focus on the Jines. The analyst must see line set 3
and should see at least parts of 4 and 5 but, not see line set 6
or 6. A microscope/microscopist combination which does not
pass this test may not be used.
(ii) Counting Fibers.
(A) Place the prepared sample slide on the mechanical
stage of the microscope. Position the center of the wedge
under the objective lens and focus upon the sample.
(B) Start counting from one end of the wedge and
progress along a radial line to the other end (count in either
direction from perimeter to wedge tip). Select fields randomly, without looking into the eyepieces, by slightly
advancing the slide in one direction with the mechanical
stage control.
(C) Continually scan over a range of focal planes (gener~
, ally the upper 10 to 15 µm of the filter surface) with the fine
focus control during each field count. Spend at least 5 to 15
seconds per field.
(D) Most samples will contain asbestos fibers with fiber
diameters less than 1 µ. Look carefully for faint fiber images.
The small diameter fibers will be very hard to see. However,
they are an important contribution to the total count.
(E) Count only fibers equal to or longer than 5 µ. Measure the length of curved fibers along the curve.
(F) Count fibers which have a length to width ratio of3:1
or greater.
(G) Count all the fibers in at least 20 fields. Continue
counting until either 100 fibers are counted or 100 fields have
been viewed; whichever occurs first. Count all the fibers in
the final field.
(H) Fibers lying entirely within the boundary of the Walton-Beckett graticule field ((sftttH.)) receive a count of 1.
Fibers crossing the boundary once, having one end within the
circle ((sh&H)) receive a count of 1/2. Do not count any fiber
that crosses the graticule boundary more than once. Reject
and do not count any other fibers even though they may be
visible outside the graticule area. If a fiber touches the circle,
it is considered to cross the line.
(I) Count bundles of fibers as one fiber unless individual
fibers can be clearly identified and each individual fiber is
~ clearly not connected to another counted fiber.
(J) Record the number of fibers in each field in a consis,
tent way such that filter non-uniformity can be assessed.
(K) Regularly check phase ring alignment.
,
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(L) When an agglomerate (mass of material) covers
more than 25% of the field of view, reject the field and select
another. Do not include it in the number of fields counted.
(M) Perform a "blind recount" of 1 in every 10 filter
wedges (slides). Re-label the slides using a person other than
the original counter.
(g) Fiber Identification. As previously mentioned in
(l)(c), PCM does not provide positive confirmation of asbestos fibers. Alternate differential counting techniques should
be used if discrimination is desirable. Differential counting
may include primary discrimination based on morphology,
polarized light analysis of fibers, or modification of PCM
data by Scanning Electron or Transmission Electron Microscopy. A great deal of experience is required to routinely and
correctly perform differential counting. It is discouraged
unless it is legally necessary. Then, only if a fiber is obviously not asbestos should it be excluded from the count. Further discussion of this technique can be found in reference
80). If there is a question whether a fiber is asbestos or not,
follow the rule: "WHEN IN DOUBT, COUNT."
(h) Analytical Recommend ations-Quali ty Control System.
(i) All individuals performing asbestos analysis must
have taken the NIOSH course for sampling and evaluating
airborne asbestos or an equivalent course.
(ii) Each laboratory engaged in asbestos counting
((sh&H)) must set up a slide trading arrangement with at least
two other laboratories in order to compare performance and
eliminate inbreeding of error. The slide exchange occurs at
least semiannually. The round robin results ((sh&H)) must be
posted where all analysts can view individual analyst's
results.
(iii) Each laboratory engaged in asbestos counting
((sh&H)) must participate in the Proficiency Analytical Testing Program, the Asbestos Analyst Registry or equivalent.
(iv) Each analyst ((sh&H)) must select and count prepared
slides from a "slide bank". These are quality assurance
counts. The slide bank ((sh&H)) must be prepared using uniformly distributed samples taken from the workload. Fiber
densities should cover the entire range routinely analyzed by
the laboratory. These slides are counted blind by all counters
to establish an original standard deviation. This historical distribution is compared with the quality assurance counts. A
counter must have 95% of all quality control samples counted
within three standard deviations of the historical mean. This
count is then integrated into a new historical mean and standard deviation for the slide. The analyses done by the
counters to establish the slide bank may be used for an
interim quality control program if the data are treated in a
proper statistical fashion.
7. Calculations.
(a) Calculate the estimated airborne asbestos fiber concentration on the filter sample using the following formula:
[ 331
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rr~~}-(~
~~Dx
ECA
AC = -:-=-:::-::·:--:-:-~---1000 X FR X TX MFA

Where:
AC
FB

=
=

FL

=

BFB

=

BFL

=

ECA

=

FR
MFA

=
=

T
1,000

=
=

Note:

Airborne fiber concentration
Total number of fibers greater than 5 µm
counted
Total number of fields counted on the filter

~
~

\ ~AC2-~AC1\> 2.78 X(~ACavg) XCVF

Total number of fibers greater than 5µm
counted in the blank
Total number of fields counted on the
blank
Effective collecting area of filter (385
mm 2 nominal for a 25-mm filter.)
Pump flow rate (L/min)
Microscope count field area (mm 2). This
is 0.00785 mm 2 for a Walton-Beckett
Graticule.
Sample collection time (min)
Conversion of L to cc

Where:
AC 1
=
AC 2
=
ACavg
=
CVFB

=

lower estimated airborne fiber concentration
higher estimated airborne fiber concentration
average of the two concentration estimates
CV for the average of the two concentration
estimates

If a pair of counts are rejected by this criterion then,
recount the rest of the filters in the submitted set. Apply the ~
test and reject any other pairs failing the test. Rejection shall ~
include a memo to the industrial hygienist stating that the
sample failed a statistical test for homogeneity and the true
air concentration may be significantly different than the
reported value.
(d) Reporting Results. Report results to the industrial
hygienist as fibers/cc. Use two significant figures. If multiple
analyses are performed on a sample, an average of the results
is to be reported unless any of the results can be rejected for
cause.

The collection area of a filter is seldom equal to 385 mm 2•
It is appropriate for laboratories to routinely monitor the
exact diameter using an inside micrometer. The collection
area is calculated according to the formula: Area= n(d/2) 2

(b) Short-cut Calculation
Since a given analyst always has the same interpupillary
distance, the number of fields per filter for a particular analyst will remain constant for a given size filter. The field size
for that analyst is constant (i.e. the analyst is using an
assigned microscope and is not changing the reticle). For
example, if the exposed area of the filter is always 385 mm 2
and the size of the field is always 0.00785 mm2, the number
of fields per filter will always be 49,000. In addition it is necessary to convert liters of air to cc. These three constants can
then be combined such that ECA/(1,000 X MFA)= 49. The
previous equation simplifies to:

8. References.
(a) Dreesen, W.C., et al, U.S. Public Health Service: A
Study of Asbestosis in the Asbestos Textile Industry, (Public
Health Bulletin No. 241), US Treasury Dept., Washington,
DC, 1938.
(b) Asbestos Research Council: The Measurement of
Airborne Asbestos Dust by the Membrane Filter Method
(Technical Note), Asbestos Research Council, Rockdale,
Lancashire, Great Britain, 1969.
(c) Bayer, S.G., Zumwalde, R.D., Brown, T.A., Equipment and Procedure for Mounting Millipore Filters and
Counting Asbestos Fibers by Phase Contrast Microscopy,
Bureau of Occupational Health, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Cincinnati, OH, 1969.
(d) NIOSH Manual of Analytical Methods, 2nd ed., Vol.
1 (DHEW/NIOSH Pub. No. 77-157-A). National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health, Cincinnati, OH,
1977 .pp.239-1-239-21.

(EB)-(BEB
)
X
4
AC= FL
BFL
FRXT

(c) Recount Calculations. As mentioned in step 13 of 6
(f)(ii), a "blind recount" of 10% of the slides is performed. In
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all cases, differences will be observed between the first and
second counts of the same filter wedge. Most of these differences will be due to chance alone, that is, due to the random
variability (precision) of the count method. Statistical recount
criteria enables one to decide whether observed differences
can be explained due to chance alone or are probably due to
systematic differences between analysts, microscopes, or
other biasing factors. The following recount criterion is for a
pair of counts that estimate AC in fibers/cc. The criterion is
given at the type-I error level. That is, there is 5% maximum
risk that we will reject a pair of counts for the reason that one
might be biased, when the large observed difference is really
due to chance. Reject a pair of counts if:

[ 34 J
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(e) Asbestos, Code of Federal Regulations 29 CFR
~ 1910.1001. 1971.
(f) Occupational Exposure to Asbestos, Tremolite,
,
Anthophyllite, and Actinolite. Final Rule, Federal Register
51: 119 (20 June 1986). pp.22612-22790.
(g) Asbestos, Tremolite, Anthophyllite, and Actinolite,
Code of Federal Regulations 1910.1001. 1988. pp 711-752.
(h) Criteria for a Recommended Standard-Occu pational Exposure to Asbestos (DHEW/NIOSH Pub. No. HSM
72-10267), National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health NIOSH, Cincinnati, OH, 1972. pp. III-l-III-24.
(i) Leidel, N.A., Bayer, S.G., Zumwalde, R.D., Busch,
K.A., USPHS/NIOSH Membrane Filter Method for Evaluating Airborne Asbestos Fibers (DHEW/NIOSH Pub. No. 79127). National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
Cincinnati, OH, 1979.
(j) Dixon, W.C., Applications of Optical Microscopy in
Analysis of Asbestos and Quartz, Analytical Techniques in
Occupational Health Chemistry, edited by D.D. Dollberg and
A.W. Verstuyft. Wash. D.C.: American Chemical Society,
(ACS Symposium Series 120) 1980. pp. 13-41.

9. Quality Control. The OSHA asbestos regulations require
each laboratory to establish a quality control program. The
following is presented as an example of how the OSHA~ SLTC constructed its internal CV curve as part of meeting
, this requirement. Data for the CV curve shown below is from
395 samples collected during OSHA compliance inspections
and analyzed from October 1980 through April 1986. Each
sample was counted by 2 to 5 different counters independently of one another. The standard deviation and the CV statistic was calculated for each sample. This data was then plotted on a graph of CV vs. fibers/mm 2 • A least squares regression was performed using the following equation:

Oact=
Where:

=

Qcal

=

peal
pacl
T.._,

=
=

Tea1

=

=

actual flow rate
calibrated flow rate (if a rotameter was used,
the rotameter value)
uncorrected air pressure at calibration
uncorrected air pressure at sampling site
temperature at sampling site (K)
temperature at calibration (K)

When ordering the Graticule for asbestos counting, specify the exact disc diameter needed to fit the ocular of the
microscope and the diameter (mm) of the circular counting
area. Instructions for measuring the dimensions necessary are
listed:
(a) Insert any available graticule into the focusing eyepiece and focus so that the graticule lines are sharp and clear.
(b) Align the microscope.
(c) Place a stage micrometer on the microscope object
stage and focus the microscope on the graduated lines.
(d) Measure the magnified grid length, PL (µm), using
the stage micrometer.
(e) Remove the graticule from the microscope and measure its actual grid length, AL (mm). This can be accomplished by using a mechanical stage fitted with verniers, or a
jeweler's loupe with a direct reading scale.
(f) Let 0=100 µm. Calculate the circle diameter, de
(mm), for the Walton-Beckett graticule and specify the diameter when making a purchase:

--

Where:
2

Application of least squares gave:
A=0.182205
B=-0.973343
C=0.327499

ALXD
PL

Example: If PL= 108 µm, AL=2.93 mm and D= 100 µm,
then,
de= (2.93 x 100)/108= 2.71 mm

Using these values, the equation becomes:

(g) Each eyepiece-objective-reticle combination on the
microscope must be calibrated. Should any of the three be
changed (by zoom adjustment, disassembly, replacement,
etc.), the combination must be recalibrated. Calibration may
change if interpupillary distance is changed. Measure the
field diameter, D (acceptable range: 100 ± 2 µm) with a stage
micrometer upon receipt of the graticule from the manufacturer. Determine the field area (mm 2).

CV= antilogw[0.182205(1ogw (x)) 2- 0.973343(1og w(x))
+0.327499].

~

Qact

Pact

11. Walton-Beckett Graticule

CV=antilogw[A(logw(x))2+B(logw(x))+C]
x= the number of fibers/mm

Cleat X

·(&1) X(Tact\
Teal)

IO. Sampling Pump Flow Rate Corrections. This correction is
used if a difference greater than 5% in ambient temperature
and/or pressure is noted between calibration and sampling
sites and the pump does not compensate for the differences.
[ 35]
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Field Area=n(D/2) 2
If D= 100 µm=0.1 mm, then
Field Area=+(O. l mm/2)2=0.00785 mm 2
The Graticule is available from: Graticules Ltd., Morley
Road, Tonbridge TN9 IRN, Kent, England (Telephone 01144-732-359061). Also available from PTR Optics Ltd., 145
Newton Street, Waltham, MA 02154 [telephone (617) 8916000] or McCrone Accessories and Components, 2506 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60616 [phone (312) 842-7100].
The graticule is custom made for each microscope.
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Figure 1: Walton-Beck ett Graticule with some explanatory fibers.
Counts for the Fibers in the Figure
Structure
Explanation
No.
Count
1to6

7
8
9
10
11

12

1

1/2
0
2
0
0
1/2

Single fibers all contained within the circle.
Fiber crosses circle once.
Fiber too short.
Two crossing fibers.
Fiber outside graticule.
Fiber crosses graticule twice.
Although split, fiber only crosses once.

Reviser's note: The brackets and enclosed material in the text of the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-05-056,
filed 2/16/96, effective 4/1/96)
WAC 296-65-003 Definitions. Unless the context
clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in this section
apply throughout this standard.
"Approved" means approved by the department.
"Asbestos" includes chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite,
tremolite asbestos, anthophyllite asbestos, and actinolite
asbestos, and any of these minerals that have been chemically
treated and/or altered.
"Asbestos fiber" means asbestos fiber as defined in
WAC 296-62-07703 as "fiber."
"Asbestos abatement project" means an asbestos project
involving three square feet or three linear feet, or more, of
asbestos containing material.
"Asbestos project" includes the construction, demolition,
repair, remodeling, maintenance or renovation of any public
or private building or structure, mechanical piping equipment
or system involving the demolition, removal, encapsulation,
salvage, or disposal of material or outdoor activity releasing
or likely to release asbestos fibers into the air. ((Reffie·1al ef
iRtaet YiRyl aseestes tile (VAT), aRcl iRtaet FeefiRg fflatefials
is exel1:1clecl freffi this clefiRitieR, 1:1Rless these iteffis are
reffie'>'ecl ey ffieehaRieal ffiethecls Sl:leh as ehi1313iftg, griRcliRg,
saRBiRg, er sawiRg. Alse exel1:1clea is aRy 13rejeet iR whieh
theFe is a clist1:1Feaftee ef aseestes ef less thaR efte sq1:1aFe feet
ef tetal s1:1Ffaee area ef aseestes eentaining ffiatefial (ACM),
e1:1t this latter exel1:1sieft Bees net 13ertaiH te any aist1:1reaftee ef
aseestes a1:1ring a 13rejeet clealing with flifle ins1:1latieH. Alse
exel1:1aea freffl this aefinitien is werlc en aseestes eeffient
wateF 13i13e 13re·,·iaea s1:1eh werlc is aene in aeeeraanee with the
latest eaitien ef "Reeeffiffienaea StantiaFti Aseestes CeffieHt
Pifle WeFk Praetiee Preeea1:1res at\CI Training Req1:1ireffients"
aae13tea ancl 131:1elishecl ey the Paeifie Nerthwest Seetien ef
the Affieriean Water Werks Asseeiatien anti as aflf'Fe'teti by
the ae13artffieftt.))
"Certified asbestos contractor" means any partnership,
firm, association, corporation or sole proprietorship, registered under chapter 18.27 RCW, that submits a bid, or contracts to remove or encapsulate asbestos for another and is
certified by the department to remove or encapsulate asbestos.
"Certificate" means a certificate issued by the department that shall include the name of person awarded the certificate, certificate number, the discipline for which certification was conferred, training and examination dates, the
course provider's name and address, and the course provider's telephone number, expiration date, and a statement
that the person receiving the certificate has completed the
training for asbestos accreditation under TSCA Title IL
"Certified asbestos supervisor" means an individual who
is certified by the department under WAC 296-65-012.
"Certified asbestos worker" means an individual certified by the department under WAC 296-65-010.
"Department" means the department of labor and industries.
"Demolition" means the activity of razing a structure
which includes the wrecking, removal, or dismantling of any
Permanent
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load-supporting structural member of any facility including
any related handling operations.
~
(("Direet en site sH13enisien" ffieans the sH13erYisien ef ~
ne ffiere than three werkers by a eertifiea asbestes Sl:lf!erviser
whe is 13hysieally 13resent at all tiffles at the asbestes 13rejeet.
It inel1:1cles the a1:1therity te imfflecliately eerreet any clefieien
eies aft the 13rejeet.))
"Director" means the director of the department of labor
and industries or the director's designee.
"Emergency project" means a project that was not
planned but results from a sudden, unexpected event and
includes operations which are necessitated by nonroutine
failures of equipment or systems.
"Encapsulation" means the application of an encapsulant
to asbestos containing materials to control the release of
asbestos fibers into the air. The encapsulation process either
creates a membrane over the surface (bridging encapsulant)
or penetrates the material and binds its components together
(penetrating encapsulant).
"EPA MAP" means the environmental protection agency
model accreditation plan for asbestos requirements in 40
CFR Part 763.
"HEPA filtration" means high-efficiency particulate air
filtration found in respirators and vacuum systems capable of
filtering 0.3 micron particles with 99.97% efficiency.
"Intact" means that the asbestos containing material has
not crumbled, been pulverized, or otherwise deteriorated so
that it is no longer likely to be bound with its matrix.
"NESHAP" means the National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants.
~
"Owner" means the person who owns any public or pri- ~
vate building, structure, facility, or mechanical system, or the
remnants thereof, or the agent of such person, but does not
include individuals who work on asbestos projects in their
own single-family residences, no part of which is used for
commercial purposes.
"Person" means any individual, partnership, firm, association, corporation, sole proprietorship, or the state of Washington or its political subdivisions.
"Revocation" means a permanent withdrawal of a certification issued by the department.
"Suspension" means a temporary withdrawal of a certification issued by the department. No suspension shall be less
than six months or longer than one year.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-05-056,
filed 2/16/96, effective 4/1/96)

WAC 296-65-010 Asbestos worker certification. (I)
For the purposes of this section "individual" means any natural person.
(2) To qualify for an asbestos worker certificate, an individual must do the following:
(a) Successfully complete an approved asbestos worker
training course;
(b) Achieve a score of at least seventy percent on a one
hundred question multiple choice closed book examination ~
approved by the department but administered by the training ~
course sponsor. If an individual does not pass the examination. then another examination (meeting the above criteria)
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may be given after a sufficient period of study. The new
• examination must no.t duplica~e ~ore than fifty percent of the
I' questions used on pnor exammat10ns;
(c) Submit to the department a timely application validated by an approved training course sponsor. To be considered timely, an application must be received by the department ((ttet)) no later than sixty days after the completion of
the course. In the event that an application is not timely, the
individual ((shaH)) will be required to pass, with a score of at
least seventy percent, an examination administered by the
department. A nonrefundable fifty:.dollar ((assessmeRt shall
be eharged to take this examiRatioR)) fee will be assessed
when the application is submitted to the department; and
(d) Pay the fee prescribed in WAC 296-65-025.
(3) Individuals ((shaH)) must not perform any asbestos
project work prior to issuance of the certificate.
(4) Certificates ((sflttH)) will be issued and mailed to the
individual applicants and ((shaH)) will be valid for one year
from the date of issuance.
(5) Certified asbestos workers shall attend an eight-hour
worker refresher course prior to certificate renewal.
(a) The course shall, at a minimum, adequately review
the subjects required by WAC 296-65-005, update information on state-of-the-art procedures and equipment, and
review regulatory changes and interpretations. ((8peeifie
s1:1Bjeets may ae ref!t1ired a)')) Ihe department may require
specific subjects.
(b) An application for renewal of the certificate must be
validated by the refresher training course instructor.
(c) The refresher course must be taken prior to expiration
•
I' of the certificate.
(d) The ((eertifieate reRewal applieatioR ffitlSt ae
Feeeived by the)) department must receive the certificate
renewal application no later than the expiration date of the
current certificate. Applicants missing this renewal deadline
((sflttH)) will be required to pass, with a score of seventy percent, an examination administered by the department. A nonrefundable fifty.:dollar fee will be charged to take this examination.
(e) Individuals whose certificates have been expired for
more than six months will be required to retake the entire
basic worker course.
(6) The initial TSCA Title II worker accreditation certificate and the current worker certificate ((s-hftl+)) must be
available for inspection at all times at the location of the
asbestos project.
(7) The department may suspend or revoke a certificate
as provided in WAC 296-65-050 and chapter 296-350 WAC.

•

I'

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 96-05-056,
filed 2/16/96, effective 4/1/96)

WAC 296-65-012 Asbestos supervisor certification.

(I) For the purposes of this section, "individual" means any

natural person.
(2) To qualify for an asbestos supervisor certificate, an
individual must meet the following criteria:
(a) Have at least 1600 hours of experience in one or more
of the following disciplines:
(i) Asbestos abatement;

WSR 99-17-026

(ii) Asbestos project design;
(iii) Consultation on asbestos abatement projects;
(iv) Operations and maintenance program supervision;
(v) Construction project supervision;
(b) Successfully complete an approved asbestos supervisor training course;
(c) Achieve a score of at least seventy percent on a one
hundred question multiple choice closed book examination
approved by the department but administered by the training
course sponsor. If an individual does not pass the examination. then another examination (meeting the above criteria)
may be given after a sufficient period of study. The new
examination must not duplicate more than fifty percent of the
questions used on prior examinations;
(d) Submit to the department a timely application validated by an approved training course sponsor. To be considered timely, an application must be received by the department ((ttet)) no later than sixty days after the completion of
the course. In the event that an application is not timely, the
individual ((shaH)) will be required to pass, with a score of at
least seventy percent, an examination administered by the
department. A nonrefundable fifty.:dollar ((assessmeRt shall
ae charged to talce this e;){afRiHatioR)) fee will be assessed
when the application is submitted to the department; and
(e) Pay the fee prescribed in WAC 296-65-025.
(3) An individual ((shaH)) must not supervise any asbestos project prior to issuance of the certificate.
(4) Certificates ((shaH)) will be issued and mailed to the
individual applicants and ((shaH)) will be valid for one year
from the date of issuance.
(5) A certified asbestos supervisor ((shaH)) must attend
an eight-hour supervisor refresher course prior to certificate
renewal. It ((s-hftl+)) lli not ((be)) necessary to also take a
worker refresher course.
(a) The course ((shaH)) must, at a minimum, adequately
review the subjects required by WAC 296-65-007, update
information on state-of-the-art procedures and equipment,
and review regulatory changes and interpretations. ((8peeifie
s1:1Bjeets may ae refjt1ired by the departmeRt.)) The department may require specific subjects.
(b) An application for renewal of the certificate must be
validated by the refresher training course instructor.
(c) The refresher course must be taken prior to expiration
of the certificate.
(d) The ((eertifieate reRewal applieatioR m1:1st be
reeeiYed ay the)) department must receive the certificate
renewal application no later than the expiration date of the
current certificate. Applicants missing this renewal deadline
((shaH)) will be required to pass, with a score of seventy percent, an examination administered by the department. A nonrefundable fifty.:dollar fee will be charged to take this examination.
(e) Individuals whose certificates have been expired for
more than six months will be required to retake the entire
basic supervisor course.
(6) The initial TSCA Title II supervisor accreditation
certificate and the current supervisor certificate ((shaH)) must
be available for inspection at all times at the location of the
asbestos project.
[ 39]
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(7) The department may suspend or revoke a certificate
as provided in WAC 296-65-050 and chapter 296-350 WAC.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-05-056,
filed 2/16/96, effective 4/1/96)
WAC 296-65-020 Notification requirements. (I)
Before any person or individual begins an asbestos project as
defined in WAC 296-62-07722 and 296-65-003 involving
more than forty-eight square feet or ten linear feet, unless the
surface area of the pipe is greater than forty-eight square feet,
of asbestos containing material, written notification ((shttH))
must be provided to the department. Notices ((~)) must
include:
(a) Name and address of the owner and contractor.
(b) Description of the facility including size, age, and
prior us~ of the facility.
(c) Amount of asbestos-containing material to be
removed or encapsulated.
(d) Location of the facility.
(e) Exact starting and completion dates of the asbestos
project, including shifts during which abatement work will be
accomplished. These dates must correspond to the dates specified for asbestos removal in the contract. Any change in
these dates or work shifts ((shttH)) must be communicated to
the department by an amended notice filed at the office where
the original notice was filed.
• When the starting date or time changes. the amended
notice must be filed no later than 5:00 p.m. on the business
day prior to the starting date in the original notice and prior to
the new starting date.
• When the completion date or time changes. the
amended notice must be filed before completion of the
project. and within eight hours from when the person learns
that the change will occur.
Notice may be filed by facsimile <FAX).
(f) Nature of the project and methods used to remove or
encapsulate the material.
(2) Notices must be received by the department no later
than ten days prior to the start of the project. Notices ((shttH))
must be sent directly to the department of labor and industries
regional office having jurisdiction on the project.
(3) The director may waive the prenotification requirement upon written request of an owner for large-scale, ongoing projects. In granting such a waiver, the director
({~)) will require the owner to provide prenotification if
significant changes in personnel, methodologies, equipment,
work site, or work procedures occur or are likely to occur.
The director ((~)) will further require annual resubmittal
of such notification.
(4) The director, upon review of an owner's reports, work
practices, or other data available as a result of inspections,
audits, or other authorized activities, may reduce the size
threshold for prenotification required by this section. Such a
change((~)) will be based on the director's determination
that significant problems in personnel, methodologies, equipment, work site, or work procedures are creating the potential
for violations of this chapter.
(5) Emergency projects which disturb or release asbestos
into the air((~)) must be reported to the department within
Permanent

three working days after commencement of the project in the
manner otherwise required under this chapter. The employ- •
ees, the employees' collective bargaining representative or ,.
employee representative, if any, and other persons at the
project area ({~)) must be notified of the emergency as
soon as possible by the person undertaking the emergency
project. A notice describing the nature of the emergency
project ((shttH)) must be clearly posted adjacent to the work
area.
(6) Incremental phasing in the conduct or design of
asbestos projects or otherwise conducting or designing asbestos projects of a size less than the threshold exemption specified in subsection ( 1) of this section, with the intent of avoiding the notification requirements, is a violation of this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-10, filed
1Oil0/89, effective 11/24/89)

WAC 296-65-025 Fees. (1) A nonrefundable administrative fee of twenty-five dollars ((shttH)) will be assessed for
each initial. replacement. or renewal asbestos worker certificate application. The fee (check or money order) must
accompany the certificate application and be made payable to
the department. An application form may be obtained from
any approved training course instructor or directly from the
department. .
(2) A nonrefundable administrative fee of thirty-five dollars((~)) will be assessed for each initial. replacement. or
renewal asbestos supervisor certificate application. The fee •
(check or money order) must accompany the certificate appli- ,.
cation and be made payable to the department. An application
form may be obtained from any approved training course
instructor or directly from the department.
(3) A nonrefundable administrative fee of one thousand
dollars ((~)) will be assessed for each initial or renewal
contractor certificate application. The fee (check or money
order) must accompany the certificate application and be
made payable to the department. An application form may be
obtained from the department.
Note:

In circumstances where it is necessary to coordinate an
expiration date with the date of expiration of a contractor
registration issued under chapter 18.27 RCW, certificates
may be valid for less than one year. In such circumstances,
the certificate fee prescribed in WAC 296-65-025 ((sh&H))
will be prorated accordingly for the initial application only.

(4) A nonrefundable administrative fee of one thousand
dollars ((shttH)) will be assessed for each initial and renewal
application for training course approval. A check or money
order ((shall)) must accompany any application made under
the provisions of WAC 296-65-015.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-19-014,
filed 9/5/97, effective 11/5/97)

WAC 296-65-030 Methods of compliance. (I) Before
submitting a bid or working on an asbestos abatement •
project, any person or individual ((sftaH.)) must obtain an ,.
asbestos contractor certificate as provided in WAC 296-65017 and ((shall)) must have in its employ at least one certified
[ 40]
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asbestos supervisor responsible for supervising all asbestos
.
• projects undertaken by the contractor.
(2) A certified asbestos supervisor will not be required
,
on asbestos projects involving less than three square feet or
three linear feet of asbestos-con taining material unless the
surface area of the pipe is greater than three square feet. A
certified asbestos supervisor is required for all Class I and II
asbestos work in accordance with WAC 296-62-077 28
(4)((ftt1)).
(3) No employee or other individual is eligible to do

work or supervise an asbestos project without being issued a
certificate by the department.
(a) Employees performing Class I or Class II asbestos
work ((sfiftH)) must be certified asbestos workers ((~
whe11 exel1:1ded)) as specified in WAC 296-62-077 22
((~)).

(b) Employees performing Class III or Class IV asbestos
work specified by WAC 296-62-07722 as an asbestos project
shall be certified asbestos workers.

elleeflliens 10 eeitilieatien ef asbestes "erk 001 eensi8ere8
te be IHI asbesles prejeel 11Fe fe1108 in WAC 296 6S 993 in
the 8elini1ien ef "11sbes10s prejeel," 1188 in WAC 296 62
97722. If iH111et ll:'ibestes eenllliAiAg mftlerials er PACM are
reffieve8 11eeer8iAg 10 the req11ire8 werk pr11etiees, e0111rels,
respir1110r) pr01ee1ien, 1r11iniAg 11A8 rel11te8 previsieAs ef
WAC 296 62 977, ee1tifie111ien is 001 req11ire8 llS speeilie8
in the eKeep1i011s. If 11sbes10s eeAllliAing ffilllerilll er PACM
is 001 iAt11e1, er beeeffies nenin111et 811ring rems o'lll, the
11Sbes10s werlE is eensi8ere8 11s 110 11sbestes prejeel 11118 the
ee1ti!ie111ien req11ireffieAIS ef eh11p1er 296 65 WAC 11pply.))

•
,
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Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-12-026 on May
25, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 11, 1999
Walt Fahrer
Rules Coordinator
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-05-036,
filed 2/15/96, effective 3/17/96)
WAC 308-10-010 Definitions. (1) The definitions set
forth in RCW 42.17.020 shall apply to this chapter.
(2) The "department of licensing" is the agency created
pursuant to chapter 46.01 RCW. The department of licensing
shall hereinafter be referred to as the department. Where
appropriate, the term department also refers to the staff and
employees of the department of licensing.
(3) "Director" means the director of the department of
licensing as appointed by the governor pursuant to RCW
46.01.090.
(4) "Raw data" means facts, symbols, or observations
which have all of the following characteristics:
(a) They have not been processed, edited or interpreted.
(b) They are unevaluated and unorganized.
(c) The fact, symbol, or observation does not, of itself,
impart meaning to a potential user or fulfill a recognized
need.
(d) To be useable the fact, symbol, or observation must
go through some transformation process.
(5) "Information" means raw data that are organized,
evaluated and interpreted to impart meaning to potential
users and fulfill a recognized need.
(6) "Listing (list)" means ((a)) an item-by-item series of
((items of a11y kiHG iHel1:1aiHg)) names, figures. words or
numbers ((Ho matter what the BffaHgemeHt or f}l:lrf}ese. WheH
af}f}liea to the release of Elef}artmeAt reeora iAfermatioH it
meaHs the Hames of two or more iHaivit:il:lals eoHtaiAeG iH:))
written or printed one after the other.
((- Data f}FOeessi11g magHetie ta~s
- Data proeessi11g priAt ottts I, 2, 3, or 4 part 1:1tility
f}af}er or eopies ef s1:1eh priHt 01:1ts
- Data f3Foeessi11g priAt 01:1ts iH the form of labels

(4) No person may assign any employee, contract with,
or permit any individual, to ((remw>'e or e11eaf}s1:1late ashes
tes)) work on an asbestos project as specified in WAC 29662-07722 in any facility without the project being performed
by a certified asbestos worker ((a11d 1:111der the aireet, 011 site
St1f}ervisio11 of a eeFtified ashestes Sl:lf}erviser)).
(5) ((IH eases i11 whieh)) A certified asbestos supervisor
must provide direct. on-site supervision for an asbestos
project. When an employer conducts an asbestos abatement
project in its own facility by its own certified employees,
supervision ((etttt)) may be performed in the regular course of
a certified asbestos supervisor's duties. Asbestos workers
must have access to and be under the control of certified
asbestos supervisors throughout the duration of the project.
(6) Any construction, renovation, remodeling, maintenance, repair, or demolition which was started without meeting the requirements of this section ((sflttll)) must be halted
immediately and cannot be resumed before meeting such
requirements.

WSR 99-17-031

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTME NT OF LICENSING
[Filed August 11, 1999, 12:37 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 11, 1999.
Purpose: Clarify definitions to help avoid confusion.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-10-010.
[ 41]
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WSR 99-17-034
COHlfltlleF Elata eases
AHy forffl of writiHg
Mierofiehel fflierofil ffl.))

(7) "Tabulation" means the systematic arrangement of
facts, statistics, and similar information, except the names of
individuals, in column or table format.
(8) "Individual" means a natural person.
(9) "Commercial purpose" means using or intending to
use information ((oetaiHea, to eoHtaet or flersoHally affeet aft
iHEliviat1al iEleHtif.iea Oft a list to faeilitate)) for the purpose of
facilitating a profit expecting business activity.
(10) "Profession," when applied to department records,
or the release of department record information, means any
state regulated business, profession or occupation administered by the assistant director, business and professions division.

WSR 99-17-034

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 99-118-Filed August 11, 1999, 4:04 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 6, 1999.
Purpose: To provide recreational opportunity.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 232-28-422, 232-16-680, 232-12-137, and
232-28-20401; and amending WAC 232-28-264, 232-16140, 232-12-068, 232-12-264, 232-28-281, 232-12-024, 23212-141, 232-12-261, 232-12-134, 232-28-259, and 232-12291.

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77 .12.040.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-194 on June~
23, 1999.
~
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 11, Repealed 4.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 10, 1999
Debbie Nelson
for Kelly D. White, Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Commission
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 232-28-422

1998-99 Migratory waterfowl seasons and regulations.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-10-102, filed 515199, effective 6/5/99)
WAC 232-28-264 1998-99 and 1999-2000 Official hunting hours and small game seasons.
1998-99 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS, UPLAND BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS*

September 1, 1998 to January 31, 1999

Dates (Inclusive)
Tues.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Sept. I
Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sat.
Sun.

Permanent

Western Washington
from
A.M.
to
P.M.
Daylight Savings Time
Sept. 6
6:00
7:45
Sept. 13
6:10
7:35
Sept. 20
6:20
7:20
Sept. 27
6:30
7:05
Oct. 4
6:40
6:50
Oct. 11
6:45
6:35
Oct. 18
6:55
6:20
Oct. 24
7:05
6:10
Pacific Standard Time
Oct. 25
6:10
5:00
[ 42]

Eastern Washington
from
A.M.
to
P.M.
5:50
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:25
6:25
6:45
6:55

7:35
7:20
7:05
6:50
6:35
6:25
6:10
6:00

6:00

4:50

4
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1998-99 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS, UPLAND BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS*

September 1, 1998 to January 31, 1999

Dates (Inclusive)
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Oct. 26
Nov.2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 30
Dec. 7
Dec. 14
Dec. 21
Dec. 28
Jan. 4
Jan. 11
Jan. 18
Jan. 25

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sat.

Western Washington
from
to
P.M.
A.M.
4:55
6:20
4:45
6:30
4:35
6:40
4:30
6:50
4:25
7:00
4:20
7:10
4:20
7:15
4:20
7:20
4:20
7:25
4:30
7:25
4:35
7:25
4:45
7:25
4:55
7:20
5:00
7:10

Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29
Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Dec. 20
Dec. 27
Jan. 3
Jan. 10
Jan. 17
Jan. 24
Jan. 31

Eastern Washington
from
P.M.
A.M.
to
4:45
6:05
4:35
6:15
4:25
6:30
4:15
6:40
4:10
6:50
4:10
6:55
4:05
7:05
4:10
7:10
4:10
7:15
4:15
7:15
4:25
7:15
4:30
7:10
4:40
7:05
4:50
7:00

*These are lawful hunting hours (one-half hour before sunrise to sunset) for migratory game birds (duck, goose, coot, snipe, mourning dove, and bandtailed pigeon); upland birds (pheasant, quail, partridge); and turkey during established seasons.

Exceptions:

I)
2)

3)

Western Washington - Pheasant and quail hunting hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in all areas.
Clark (except area~ south of the Washougal River}, Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, (except areas north of U.S. Highway 12 and west of U.S. Highway 101),
Pacific, and Wahkiakum counties - Goose hunting hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., except one-half hour before sunrise to sunset during the September goose season and 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. during the late goose season.
Hunting hours for falconry seasons (except migratory game bird seasons) are exempt from these hunting hours, except on designated pheasant release
sites.
1999-2000 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS, UPLAND BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS*

September 1, 1999 to January 31, 2000

Dates (Inclusive)

~

Wed.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Sept. 1
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sat.

Sun.
Mon.

Oct. 31
Nov. 8

Sun.
Sun.

Western Washington
from
P.M.
to
A.M.
Daylight Savings Time
7:45
Sept. 5
6:00
7:35
Sept. 12
6:05
7:20
6:15
Sept. 19
7:10
6:25
Sept. 26
6:50
6:35
Oct. 3
6:40
6:45
Oct. 10
6:25
6:50
Oct. 17
6:15
7:05
Oct. 24
6:00
7:15
Oct. 30
Pacific Standard Time
4:45
6:25
Nov. 7
4:40
6:35
Nov. 14
[ 43]

Eastern Washington
from
to
P.M.
A.M.
5:45
5:50
6:05
6:15
6:25
6:35
6:45
6:55
7:05

7:35
7:20
7:10
6:50
6:40
6:25
6:15
6:00
5:45

6:15
6:25

4:35
4:25
Permanent
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1999-2000 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS, UPLAND BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS*

September 1, 1999 to January 31, 2000

Dates (Inclusive)
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29
Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Dec. 20
Dec. 27
Jan. 3
Jan. IO
Jan. 17
Jan. 24

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Mon.

Nov. 21
Nov. 28
Dec. 5
Dec. 12
Dec. 19
Dec. 26
Jan. 2
Jan. 9
Jan. 16
Jan. 23
Jan. 31

Western Washington
from
P.M.
A.M.
to
6:50
4:30
4:25
7:00
4:20
7:05
4:20
7:10
7:20
4:20
4:25
7:25
4:25
7:30
4:35
7:30
7:25
4:40
7:20
4:50
7:15
5:00

Eastern Washington
from
A.M.
P.M.
to
4:20
6:35
4:10
6:45
4:10
6:50
4:05
7:00
4:05
7:05
4:10
7:10
4:15
7:15
4:20
7:15
4:30
7:10
4:45
7:05
7:00
4:50

4

*These are lawful hunting hours (one-half hour before sunrise to sunset) for migratory game birds (duck, goose, coot, snipe, mourning dove, and band'
tailed pigeon); upland birds (pheasant, quail, partridge); and turkey during established seasons.

Exceptions:
1)

2)

3)

Western Washington - Pheasant and quail hunting hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in all areas.
Clark (except areas south of the Washougal River), Cowlitz, Grays Harbor, (except area~ north of U.S. Highway 12 and west of U.S. Highway 101),
Pacific, and Wahkiakum counties - Goose hunting hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., except one-half hour before sunrise to sunset during the September Canada goose season and 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. during the late goose season.
Hunting hours for falconry seasons (except migratory game bird seasons) are exempt from these hunting hours, except on designated pheasant release
sites.
1998-1999 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR GAME ANIMALS & GAME BIRDS (EXCEPT MIGRATORY, UPLAND GAME BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS)*

September 1, 1998 to January 31, 1999

Dates (Inclusive)
Tues.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Permanent

Sept. 1
Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sat.

Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov.9
Nov. 16
Nov. 23

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.

Western Washington
from
A.M.
P.M.
to
Daylight Savings Time
6:00
Sept. 6
8:15
Sept. 13
6:10
8:05
6:20
Sept. 20
7:50
Sept. 27
6:30
7:35
Oct. 4
6:40
7:20
Oct. 11
6:45
7:05
6:55
Oct. 18
6:50
7:05
Oct. 24
6:40
Pacific Standard Time
6:10
Oct. 25
5:30
6:20
Nov. 1
5:25
6:30
Nov. 8
5:15
6:40
Nov. 15
5:05
6:50
Nov. 22
5:00
7:00
4:55
Nov. 29
[ 44)

Eastern Washington
from
A.M.
to P.M.
5:50
6:00.
6:05
6:15
6:25
6:25
6:45
6:55

8:05
7:50
7:35
7:20
7:05
6:55
6:40
6:30

6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
6:40
6:50

5:20
5:15
5:05
4:55
4:45
4:40

~

~
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1998-1999 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR GAME ANIMALS & GAME BIRDS (EXCEPT MIGRATORY, UPLAND GAME BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS)*

September 1, 1998 to January 31, 1999

Dates (Inclusive)
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

*

Nov. 30
Dec. 7
Dec. 14
Dec. 21
Dec. 28
Jan. 4
Jan. 11
Jan. 18
Jan. 25

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sat.

Western Washington
from
P.M.
to
A.M.
4:50
7:10
4:50
7:15
4:50
7:20
4:50
7:25
5:00
7:25
5:05
7:25
5:15
7:25
5:25
7:20
5:30
7:10

Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Dec. 20
Dec. 27
Jan. 3
Jan. 10
Jan. 17
Jan.24
Jan. 31

Eastern Washington
from
to P.M.
A.M.
4:40
6:55
4:35
7:05
4:40
7:10
4:40
7:15
4:45
7:15
4:55
7:15
5:00
7:10
5:10
7:05
5:20
7:00

These are lawful hunting hours (one-half hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset) for all game animals and game birds (except duck, goose,
coot, snipe, mourning dove, band-tailed pigeon, pheasant, quail, partridge and turkey) during established seasons.

Exceptions:
I)

2)

Bobcat and raccoon are exempt from hunting hour restrictions during established bobcat and raccoon seasons except when that area is open to modern
firearm hunting of deer or elk, hunting hours shall be one-half hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset.
Hunting hours for falconry seasons (except migratory game bird seasons) are exempt from these hunting hours, except on designated pheasant relea~e

sites.

1999-2000 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR GAME ANIMALS & GAME BIRDS (EXCEPT MIGRATORY, UPLAND GAME BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS)*

September 1, 1999 to January 31, 2000

Western Washington
from
P.M.
to
A.M.

Dates (Inclusive)

~

Wed.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Sept. 1
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sat.

Sun.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Oct. 31
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.

Dec.6
Dec. 13
Dec. 20
Dec. 27

Daylight Savings Time
6:00
Sept. 5
6:05
Sept. 12
6:15
Sept. 19
6:25
Sept. 26
6:35
Oct. 3
6:45
Oct. 10
6:50
Oct. 17
7:05
Oct. 24
7:15
Oct. 30
Pacific Standard Time
6:25
Nov. 7
6:35
Nov. 14
6:50
Nov. 21
7:00
Nov. 28
7:05
Dec. 5
7:10
Dec. 12
7:20
Dec. 19
7:25
Dec. 26
7:30
Jan.2
[ 45]

Eastern Washington
from
P.M.
to
A.M.
5:45

6:55
6:45
6:30

6:25
6:35
6:45
6:55
7:05

8:05
7:50
7:40
7:20
7:10
6:55
6:45
6:30
6:15

5:15
5:10
5:00
4:55
4:50
4:50
4:50
4:55
4:55

6:15
6:25
6:35
6:45
6:50
7:00
7:05
7:10
7:15

5:05
4:55
4:50
4:40
4:40
4:35
4:35
4:40
4:45

8:15
8:05
7:50
7:40
7:20
7:10

5:50
6:05
6:15

Permanent
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1999-2000 OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS
FOR GAME ANIMALS & GAME BIRDS (EXCEPT MIGRATORY, UPLAND GAME BIRDS, AND WILD TURKEYS)*

September 1, 1999 to January 31, 2000

Dates (Inclusive)
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

*

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

3
10
17
24

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Mon.

Western Washington
from
A.M.
to
P.M.
5:05
7:30
5:10
7:25
5:20
7:20
5:30
7:15

Jan. 9
Jan. 16
Jan.23
Jan. 31

Eastern Washington
from
to
A.M.
P.M.
7:15
4:50
7:10
5:00
7:05
5:15
7:00
5:20

These are lawful hunting hours (one-half hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset) for all game animals and game birds (except duck, goose,
coot, snipe, mourning dove, band-tailed.pigeon, pheasant, quail, partridge and turkey) during established seasons.

Exceptions:
I)

2)

Bobcat and raccoon are exempt from hunting hour restrictions during established bobcat and raccoon seasons except when that area is open to modem
firearm hunting of deer or elk, hunting hours shall be one-half hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset.
Hunting hours for falconry seasons (except migratory game bird seasons) are exempt from these hunting hours, except on designated pheasant release
sites.

Hound Hunting During Deer and Elk Hunting Seasons

1999; Sept. 7, 1999-Mar. 15, 2000; except coyote may be
hunted year around with hounds in Grant, Adams, Benton,
and Franklin counties. GMU 522 is closed to coyote hunting.

It is unlawful to hunt any wildlife at night or wild animals
with dogs (hounds) during the months of September, October, or November in any area open to a center-fire rifle deer
or elk season. The use of hounds to hunt black bear, cougar,
and bobcat is prohibited year around.

FOREST GROUSE (BLUE. RUFFED. AND SPRUCE)

Bag and Possession Limits: Three (3) grouse per day, with a
total of nine (9) grouse in possession at any time; straight or
mixed bag.

BOBCAT

Bag and Possession Limits: No Limit
OPEN SEASON:

State-wide: Sept. I-Dec. 31, 1999; except
522.

State-wide, except CLOSED in GMU 522.

Sept. 8, 1998-Mar. 15, 1999; Sept. 7, 1999-Mar. 15, 2000.

PTARMIGAN

RACCOON

Season closed state-wide.

Bag and Possession Limits: No Limit

Upland Birds

State-wide, except CLOSED on Long Island
within Willapa National Wildlife Refuge and in GMU 522.

Eastern Washington

OPEN SEASON:

in GMU

4

Ring-necked Pheasant

Sept. 8, 1998-Mar. 15, 1999; Sept. 7, 1999-Mar. 15, 2000.

Bag and Possession Limits: Three (3) cock pheasants per
day, with a total of fifteen (15) cock pheasants in possession
at any time.

FOX

Bag and Possession Limits: No Limit

Youth Season: September 25 and 26, 1999. Open only to
youth hunters accompanied by an adult at least 18 years old.

State-wide, except CLOSED within the exterior
boundaries of the Mount Baker-Snoqualmie, Okanogan,
Wenatchee, and Gifford Pinchot National Forests and GMUs
407, 410, and 522.
OPEN SEASON:

Regular Season: Oct. 9-Dec. 31, 1999. · ·
Chukar Partridge

Sept. 8, 1998-Mar. 15, 1999; Sept. 7, 1999-Mar. 15, 2000.

Bag and Possession Limits: Six (6) chukar per day, with a
total of eighteen ( 18) chukar in possession at any time.

COYOTE

Bag and Possession Limits: No Limit

Regular Season: Oct. 1, 1999-Jan. 9, 2000.

State-wide, year around except CLOSED from
September 15 to November 30 in the Pasayten Wilderness,
GMUs 426 and 450, and those portions of GMUs 218, 304,
and 448 within the external boundaries of the Mount BakerSnoqualmie, Okanogan, and Wenatchee National Forests.
However, coyote may only be killed and/or pursued with
hounds during the following period: Sept. 8, 1998-Mar. 15,

OPEN SEASON:

Permanent

CLOSED

Gray (Hungarian) Partridge
Bag and Possession Limits: Six (6) gray partridges per day,
with a total of eighteen (18) gray partridges in possession at ~
any time.
'
~
Regular Season: Oct. 1, 1999-Jan. 9, 2000.
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ington pheasant permit by choosing "odd" or "even." It is
unlawful to purchase an additional permit until the ten pheasant allowed on the current permit are taken. Hunters that
select the three day option, hunters 65 years of age or older,
and youth hunters may hunt during either weekend day morning. Youth hunters must be accompanied by an adult at least
18 years old. Adults must have an appropriately marked
pheasant permit.

Mountain Quail

~
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Season closed throughout eastern Washington
Valley and Bobwhite Quail
Bag and Possession Limits: Ten (10) quail per day, with a
total of thirty (30) quail in possession at any time, straight or
mixed bag.
Youth Season: September 25 and 26, 1999. Open only to
youth hunters accompanied by an adult at least 18 years old.

Mountain Quail
Bag and Possession Limits: Two (2) mountain quail per day,
with a total of four (4) mountain quail in possession at any
time.

Regular Season: Oct. 9, 1999-Jan. 9, 2000.
Yakima Indian Reservation: The 1997-98, 1998-99, 19992000 Upland Bird Seasons within the Yakima Indian Reservation shall be the same as the season established by the
Yakima Indian Nation.

Oct. 9-Nov. 30, 1999; except CLOSED in GMU 522.
Valley and Bobwhite Quail
Bag and Possession Limits: Ten (10) valley or bobwhite
quail per day, with a total of thirty (30) valley or bobwhite
quail in possession at any time; straight or mixed bag.

Western Washington
Ring-necked Pheasant
Bag and Possession Limits: Two (2) pheasants of either sex
per day, with a total of fifteen (15) pheasants in possession at
any time.

Oct. 9-Nov. 30, 1999; except CLOSED in GMU 522.
TURKEY

Spring Season

Early season: Sept. 25-0ct. I, 1999 for youth hunters and
hunters 65 years of age or older. Juvenile hunters must be
accompanied by an adult at least 18 years old.

Gobblers and Turkeys with Visible Beards Only.

Regular season: Oct. 2-Nov. 30, 1999; 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
except Dungeness Recreation site (Clallam County) starting
Oct. 16, 1999; except CLOSED in GMU 522.

Fall Season

State-wide: April 15-May 15, ((+999)) 2000.
Either Sex

A Western Washington Pheasant Permit is required to hunt
pheasant in western Washington, in addition to a current
small game hunting license. Pheasant kills must be recorded.
Upon taking a pheasant, the holder of a Western Washington
Pheasant Permit must immediately enter on the corresponding space the date and location of kill.

Klickitat and Skamania counties: Nov. 25-29, 1999.
Asotin, Columbia, Garfield, and Walla Walla counties: Nov.
25-29, 1999. Only hunters that successfully complete the
Department of Fish and Wildlife's Advanced Hunter Education (AHE) program will be eligible to hunt turkeys during
this season. A certification card will be issued to all AHE
graduates and must be in possession in addition to a valid
small game hunting license and turkey tag while hunting in
this area.

There are three options available for the 1999 hunting season:
(I) Full Season Option: Allows the harvest of ten ( 10) pheas-

ants.
(2) Youth option: Allows the harvest of six (6) pheasants by
youth hunters.
(3) 3-Day Option: Allows the harvest of four (4) pheasants
during three consecutive days.

OFFICIAL HUNTING HOURS/BAG LIMITS:

Bag and Possession Limit: One turkey per day, with a total
of three (3) per year; only one turkey from each subspecies
may be killed per year ((ffi-+999)).

Every person possessing a Western Washington Pheasant
Permit must by December 31, return the permit to the Department of Fish and Wildlife. The number of permits purchased
per year is not limited.

If a hunter intends to hunt for turkey, one turkey tag option
must be selected when a small game license is purchased. If
the state-wide tag option is selected, the person is precluded
from purchasing any other turkey tag. The Eastern, Rio
Grande and Merriam tags must be purchased before April 14
each year. The state-wide tag may be purchased at any time.

A hunter shall select one valid option at the time they purchase their Western Washington Pheasant Permit.
Special Restriction: Non-toxic shot must be used in a shotgun to hunt pheasant on the Skagit Wildlife Area. Western
Washington pheasant hunters must choose to hunt on either
odd-numbered or even-numbered weekend days from 8:00 I 0:00 a.m. at all units of Lake Terrell, Tennant Lake, Snoqualmie, Skagit, Skookumchuck, and Scatter Creek Wildlife
Areas, and must indicate their choice on the western Wash-

TAG OPTIONS:

(1) State-wide: Allows the harvest of one turkey of any
subspecies during a calendar year.
(2) Eastern: Allows the harvest of one turkey during a
calendar year in any western Washington county
except Skamania and Klickitat.
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(3) Rio Grande: Allows the harvest of one turkey during a calendar year in any eastern Washington
county except Ferry, Klickitat, Pend Oreille or
Stevens.
(4) Merriams: Allows the harvest of one turkey during
a calendar year in Ferry, Klickitat, Pend Oreille,
Skamania, or Stevens Counties.

MOURNING DOVE

Bag and possession limits: Ten (10) mourning doves per day ~
with a total of twenty (20) mourning doves in possession at ~
any time.
State-wide: Sept. 1-15, 1999; except CLOSED in GMU 522.
RABBIT AND HARE

Hunting Hours: One-half hour before sunrise to sunset during spring and fall seasons.

Cottontail, Snowshoe Hare (or Washington Hare), and Jackrabbit.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS:

I.

2.
3.
4.

Bag and Possession Limits: Five (5) rabbits or hares per day,
with a total of fifteen (15) in possession at any time; straight
or mixed bag.

Turkey season is open for shotgun and bow-and-arrow
hunting only.
A turkey tag is required for hunting turkey.
Each successful hunter must complete and return a
game harvest report card to the Department of Fish and
Wildlife within ten days after taking a turkey.
It is unlawful to use dogs to hunt turkeys.

State-wide: Sept. 1, 1998-Mar. 15, 1999; Sept. 1, 1999-Mar.
15, 2000; except CLOSED in GMU 522 and CLOSED Jan. 15Mar. 15 on Shillapoo Wildlife Area (Region 5).
CROWS

SAGE AND SHARP-TAILED GROUSE

Bag and possession limits: No limits

Season Closed State-wide.

State-wide: Oct. 1, 1998-Jan. 31, 1999; Oct. 1, 1999-Jan. 31,
2000.

BIRD DOG TRAINING SEASON

Aug. 1, 1998-Mar. 15, 1999; and Aug. 1, 1999-Mar. 15,
2000, except from Oct. 2-Nov. 30, 1999, dog training is prohibited except from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on designated
western Washington pheasant release sites. Dog training is
prohibited from Jan. 15 - Mar. 15 on the Shillapoo Wildlife
Area (Region 5), except on posted portions open for year
around dog training.

FALCONRY SEASONS

Upland Game Bird - Falconry
Daily bag: Two (2) pheasants (either sex), six (6) partridge,
five (5) quail, and three (3) forest grouse (blue, ruffed,
spruce) per day.
State-wide: Sept. 1, 1998-Mar. 15, 1999; Sept. 1, 1999-Mar.
15, 2000.

Dog training may be conducted year around on posted portions of: Region One - Espanola (T 24 N, R 40 E, E 112 of
Sec. 16); Region Two - Wahluke Wildlife Area north of
Highway 24; Region Three - South L.T. Murray Wildlife
Area; Region Four - Fort Lewis Military Base, Skagit Wildlife Area, Lake Terrell Wildlife Area, and Snoqualmie Wildlife Area; Region Five - ShillapooNancouver Lake Wildlife
Area; Region Six - Scatter Creek Wildlife Area.

Mourning Dove - Falconry
Daily Bag: Three (3) mourning doves per day straight bag or
mixed bag with snipe, coots, ducks, and geese during established seasons.
State-wide: Sept. 1-15 and Oct. I-Dec. 31, 1999.

HIP REQUIREMENTS:

Cottontail and Hare - Falconry

All hunters age 16 and over of migratory game birds (duck,
goose, coot, snipe, mourning dove) are required to comJllete
a Harvest Information Program (HIP) survey form at a
license dealer, and possess a Washington Migratory Bird
Stamp as evidence of compliance with this requirement when
hunting migratory game birds. Youth hunters are required to
complete a HIP survey form, and possess a free Washington
Youth Migratory Bird Authorization as evidence of compliance with this requirement when hunting migratory game
birds.

Daily bag: Five (5) rabbits or hares per day; straight or mixed
bag.
State-wide: Aug. 1, 1998-Mar. 15, 1999; Aug. 1, 1999-Mar.
15, 2000, for cottontail, snowshoe hare (or Washington hare),
white-tailed and black-tailed jackrabbits.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Temporary Regulation 229, filed 9/15/64)
WAC 232-16-140 ((-g~Helii'Jieg ResePVeir)) B..anki
Li!M Game Reserve. (( ... it shall he ttftlawfttl ta httftt gaRte
aHiHtals, gaRte hiFas eF ta tfap fttF heMiHg aftiRtals withiH said

CANADA GOOSE SEPTEMBER SEASON

Bag and Possession Limits: Three (3) Canada geese per day
with a total of six (6) in possession at any time.

ft:fefr.

That pftft efTwp. 26N., RaHge 28E.W.M. lyiHg settth ef
the east west eeftteF liHe ef the HeFth half ef Seetiefts 13 afta ~
14, west ef SeeeRaary State Highway Ne. 2 f aRa east ef the ~
v.·est wall ef the GFafta Cettlee; Ma, that pftft ef SeetieHs 18
aREl 19 efTwp. 26 Hefth, RaRge 29E.W.M. lyiRg west efSee

State-wide: September 7-((H)) .U. 1999.
BAND-TAILED PIGEON

Closed Season State-wide.
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Elk Tag Areas: Elk hunters must choose one of the five elk
hunting areas (Blue Mountains, Northeastern Washington,
Yakima, Colockum, or Western Washington) to hunt in and
buy the appropriate tag for that area.

eHdary State HiglnYay Ne. 2 P aHd se1:1th ef the east ·.vest
ceHter liHe ef the Herth half ef SectieH 18 AND THAT 13art ef
Tw13. 25N., RaHge 28E.W.M. lyiHg Herth ef the east west
ceHter liHes ef SectieHS 14, 15 aHd Hi ef said TewHshi13 aHd
west ef State Highway 2 P and east ef the \¥est wall ef the
Ce1:1lee.)) In Township 25N. Range 28E. those parts of sections 9. 10. and 11 and the north 1/2 of sections 14. 15. and
16. lying between State Highway 155 and the west wall of
Grand Coulee.

Any Bull Elk Seasons: Open only to the taking of male elk
with visible antlers (bull calves are illegal).
Spike Bull Restrictions: Bull elk taken in these GMUs must
have at least one antler that is a spike above the ears (does not
branch above ears). An animal with branched antlers on both
sides is illegal but an animal with a spike on one side is legal
in spike only units.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 232-16-6.80

Spike Only GMUs: 145-154, 162-186, 302, 314-329, and
335-371

Lenice Lake Game Reserve.

3 Point Restriction: Legal bull elk taken must have at least
3 antler points on one side only. Antler points may include
eye guards, but antler points on the lower half of the main
beam must be at least four (4) inches long measured from antler tip to nearest edge of beam; all other antler points must be
at least one (1) inch long. Antler restrictions apply to all
hunters during any open season.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 98-152, filed
8/13/98, effective 9/13/98)

~

,

-
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WAC 232-12-068 Nontoxic shot requirement for
waterfowl, coot, and snipe hunting. It is unlawful to possess shot (either in shotshells or as loose shot for muzzleloading) other than steel shot, bismuth-tin shot (nominally 97
parts bismuth:3 parts tin with <1 percent residual lead), tungsten-iron shot (nominally 40 parts tungsten:60 parts iron with
<1 percent residual lead), ((er)) tungsten-polymer shot (nominally 95.5 parts tungsten:4.5 parts polymer with <1 percent
residual lead). tungsten-matrix shot (nominally 95.9 parts
tungsten:4.1 parts polymer). or tin shot (99.9 percent tin with
<1 percent residual lead) when hunting for waterfowl, coot,
or snipe.

3 Point GMUs: All of western Washington except for
GMUs 454, 564, 568, 574, 578, and 588.
GMUs Closed to Elk Hunting: 418 (Nooksack), and 437
(Sauk) except for ML Elk Area 941, 485 (Green River), 522
(Loo-wit) and 636 (Skokomish).
Special Permits: Only hunters with elk tag prefix identified
in the Special Elk Permits tables may apply for special bull or
antlerless permits. Please see permit table for tag eligibility.
Hunters drawn for a special permit may hunt only with a
weapon in c'ompliance with their tag and during the dates
listed for the hunt.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 165, filed
6/1/81)

Harvest Report Card: Successful hunters must fill out and
return a Game Harvest Report Card within IO days after taking an elk.

WAC 232-12-264 Baiting of game birds-Unlawful.

It is unlawful to hunt game birds by the aid of baiting, or in a

baited area or area posted as an upland bird feeding site. As
used in this section "baiting" or "baited area" means the placing, exposing, depositing, distributing or scattering of corn,
wheat or other grain, or feed so as to constitute for such birds
a lure or attraction to, on or over areas where hunters are
attempting to take them. Any such area will remain a baited
area for ten days following the complete removal of all such
grain or other feed. This shall not prohibit hunting of game
birds, on or over standing crops, flooded crop lands, grain
crops properly harvested on the field where grown or grains
found scattered as the result of normal agricultural planting
or harvesting.

Elk Tag Areas
Blue Mountains: GMUs 145-186. Elk hunting by permit
only in GMU 157.
BA - Blue Mountains Archery Tag
BF - Blue Mountains Modern Firearm General Elk Tag
BM - Blue Mountains Muzzleloader Tag
Northeastern: GMUs 101-142. Modern firearm by permit
only in GMUs 127 and 130.
NA - Northeastern Archery Tag
NF - Northeastern Modern Firearm General Elk Tag
NM - Northeastern Muzzleloader Tag

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-10-102,
filed 5/5/99; effective 6/5/99)

Colockum: GMUs 300, 302, 304, 306, 308, 314, 316, 328,
329, 330 (Elk hunting by permit only in GMU 330), and the
portion of GMU 334 north of 1-90 (modern firearm restrictions in GMU 334).
CA - Colockum Archery Tag
CF - Colockum Modern Fi'rearm General Elk Tag
CM - Colockum Muzzleloader Tag

WAC 232-28-281 1999-2000 Elk general seasons and
1999-2000 special permits. Bag Limit: One (1) elk per
hunter during the 1999 hunting season.
Hunting Method·: Elk hunters must select only one of the
hunting methods (modem firearm, archery, or muzzleloader).
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Yakima: The portion of GMU 334 south of 1-90 (Modern
Firearm restrictions in GMU 334), and GMUs 335, 336, 340,
342, 346, 352, 356, 360, 364, 368, 371, 372 and 382.
YA - Yakima Archery Tag
YF - Yakima Modern Firearm General Elk Tag
YM - Yakima Muzzleloader Tag

mit only in GMUs 524, 556, 602, 621, and PLWMA 600
(Pysht).
WA - Western Washington Archery Tag
WF - Western Washington Modern Firearm General Elk
Tag
WM - Western Washington Muzzleloader Tag

Western Washington: All 400, 500 and 600 GMUs except
closed in GMU 418, 437, 485, 522, 636 and modern firearm
restrictions in portions of GMU 660. GMUs 418 (Nooksack), 437 (Sauk) except for ML Elk Area 941, and GMU
636 (Skokomish) are closed to all elk hunting as Conservation Closures. GMU 554 is open only for early archery and
muzzleloader permit seasons. Elk Area 064 in GMU 638
(Quinault) is open to AHE hunters only. Elk hunting by per-

Modern Firearm Elk Seasons

Hunt Area
Northeast

General (NF)

Blue Mountains

General (BF)

Colockum

General (CF)

Yakima

General (YF)
Any Yakima
Tag

Western
Washington

General WF

License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an
elk tag option.
Tag Required: Valid modern firearm elk tag as listed below
on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: May use rifle, bow and arrow, or muzzleloader, but only during modern firearm seasons.

Game Management
Units (GMUs)
101 through 124, 133
through 142
127, 130
145 through 154, 162
through 186
157
302, 314, 316south of
Hwy 2, 328, 329
330
335 through 368
372,382

1999 Season Dates

Legal Elk

Oct. 30-Nov. 7

Any bull

Oct. 30-Nov. 7

Permit only
Spike bull

Oct. 30-Nov. 7

Permit Only
Spike bull

Oct. 30-Nov. 7
Oct. 5-13

Permit Only
Spike bull
Antlerless

Oct. 30-Nov. 7
Dec. 9-13
Oct. 30-Nov. 7
Nov. 6-14

Any Elk
Antlerless
Any Elk
3 pt. min.

371
407,448,460,466,472,
478,484,490,504through
520,530,550,558,560,
572, 601, 603 through 618,
624 through 633. 638
through 684 Except AHE
hunters only in Elk Area
064 in GMU 638
501
Nov. 6-14
564, 568, 574 through 588 Nov. 6-14
Nov. 6-14
454
524, 556, 602, 621 &
PLWMA600

3 pt. min. or antlerless
Any elk
Any bull
Permit Only

Archerv Elk Seasons
License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an elk tag option.
Tag Required: Valid archery elk tag as listed below on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: Bow and arrow only.
Special Notes: Archery tag holders can hunt only during archery seasons. Archery elk hunters may apply for special bull permits. Please see permit table for tag eligibility for all elk permits.
Permanent
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Elk Tag Game Managem ent Units (GMUs)
Hunt Area
Early Archery Elk Seasons
101 through 142
NA
Northeast
145 through 154, 162 through 169, 175
BA
Blue Mountain s
through 186
300, 306, 308, 334 (N ofl-90)
CA
Colockum
Yakima

YA

Western
Washingto n

WA

Late Archery Elk Seasons
NA
Northeast
Blue Mountains

BA

Colockum

CA

Yakima

YA

Western
Washingto n

WA

328, 329,330
334 (south of I-90), 372, 382
335,336,3 40,352,35 6,364,371
454,564,5 68,574,57 8,588
407,448,4 60,484,49 0,501 through
520,530,5 50,554,55 8,560,572 ,660,
663, 667 through 684 and Long Island
466,472,4 78,601,60 3,612thro ugh
618, 624 through 633, 638 through 658
and 666. AHE hunters only in Elk Area
064 in GMU 638. Permit Only in
PLWMA 600 in GMU 603.
101, 105, 117 through 130
Private lands within GMU 162 east of
the North Touchet Road. GMU 178
328
335, 336, 346, 352, 360 North of USFS
Roads 324, 325, to the intersection of
Carmack Canyon then northeast down
Carmack Canyon bottom to the Naches
River and north to State Highway 410,
368
407,484,5 05,506,52 0,530,672 ,681
and Long Island. In GMU 681 closed
between US Highway 101 and the
Columbia River from Astoria-Megler
toll bridge to the Wallacut River.
454,564,5 88
((484;)) 603, 612, 615, 638, 648 except
closed in PLWMA 600 in GMU 603.
AHE hunters only in Elk Area 064 in
GMU638.

WSR 99-17-034

1999 Season Dates

Legal Elk

Sept. 1-14
Sept. 1-14

Any elk
Spike bull

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

1-14
1-14
1-14
1-14
1-14
1-14

Any elk
Spike bull or antlerless
Any elk
Spike bull or antlerless
Any elk
3 pt. min. or antlerless

Sept. 1-14

3 pt. min.

Nov. 24-Dec. 15
Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Any elk

Nov. 24-Dec. 8
Nov. 24-Dec. 8

Spike bull or antlerless
Spike bull or antlerless

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

3 pt. min. or antlerless

Nov. 24-Dec. 15
Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Any elk
3 pt. min.

Antlerless

Muzzleloa der Elk Seasons

License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an elk tag option.
Tag Required: Valid muzzleloader elk tag as listed below on his/her person for the area hunted.
Hunting Method: Muzzleloader only.
with muzzleloader
Special Notes: Muzzleloader tag holders can only hunt during the muzzleloader seasons and must hunt
permits.
elk
special
for
apply
may
tables
Permits
Elk
Special
the
in
equipment. Only hunters with tags identified
Hunt Area

Elk Tag

Game Managem ent Units
(GMUs)

Early Muzzleloa der Elk Seasons
109
NM
Northeast
Blue Mountains

BM

1999 Season Dates

Legal Elk

Oct. 9-15

Any bull
Spike bull

Oct. 9-15

172
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Hunt Area

Elk Tag

Colockum

CM

Game Managemen t Units
(GMUs)

308
304, 314*, 316, S of Hwy 2
*The portion ofGMU 314 bordered by the Colockum Pass
Road (Road 10) Naneum Ridge
Road (Road 9) and Ingersol
Road (Road 1) is closed. See
Naneum Green Dot Map.
ML911
YM
Yakima
342,356,368
That part of GMU 368 east of
the following boundary: Jump
Off Road and the powerlines to
South Fork Cowiche Creek and
then west along South Fork
Cowiche Creek to Nasty Creek
Road; southeast to the North
Fork Ahtanum Road and southeast to Tampico; east along the
South Fork Ahtanum Creek and
east to Yakama Indian Reservati on.
WM
Western
454,564,684
Washington
460,478,484 ,513,530,60 3,
607,660
501
Late Muzzleload er Elk Seasons
NM
Northeast
127 through 139 (All units are
primarily private lands and
access is a problem.)
Yakima
YM
346
Muzzleloader Area 944
WM
Western
501, 505
Washington
454,564,568 ,684
574,578
484,504,550 ,601
Special Elk Hunts Open to Specified Tai: Holders

1999 Season Dates

Legal Elk

Oct. 9-15
Oct. 9-15

Any bull
Spike bull

Aug. 14-Sept. 12
Oct. 9-15
Oct. 9-15

Any elk
Spike bull
Antlerless

Oct. 9-15
Oct. 9-15

Any elk
3 pt. min.

Oct. 9-15

3 pt. min. or antlerless

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Any elk

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Spike bull or antlerless
Spike bull or antlerless
3 pt. min. or antlerless
Any elk
Any elk
3 pt. min.

14-18
24-Dec.
24-Dec.
24-Dec.
24-Dec.
24-Dec.

8
15
15
8
15

License Required: A valid big game hunting license with an elk tag option.
Tag Required: Proper elk tags are listed with each GMU below.
Hunting Method: Hunters must use method listed on their tag, except in Firearm Restriction Areas, where some types of weapons are banned from use. See elk tag required, dates, and legal elk in table below.
Hunt Area

Elk Tag

Game Managemen t Units

Legal Elk

Western

WF
WA,WF,WM

568,574,578 ,588
564, Archery, and muzzleloader equipment.
Modern Firearm elk tag holders may hunt, but
must use archery, muzzleloader or revolver
type handgun equipment.

Any Elk
Any Elk

Permanent
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Hunt Area

Northeast

Elk Tag

Game Managem ent Units

Legal Elk

WM

ML Area No. 941

Any Elk

NF

101, 105, 121, 124 west of SR 395, 127, 130, Any Elk
133, 136, 139
127, 130 Advanced Hunter Education Hunters Any Elk
Only
Any Elk
Grant, Adams, Douglas, Franklin, Okanogan
cos.
and Benton (south of the Yakima River)
and Chelan County N of Hwy 2 except closed
within 1/2 mile of Columbia River in Douglas
& Grant cos.
Any Elk
ML Area 911; Advanced Hunter Education
Hunters Only

NA, NM, NF
Central

Any Elk Tag

Colockum

CM

Season Dates
1999
Oct. 1, 1999-Jan.
31, 2000
Oct. 30-Nov. 7
Oct. 20-Dec. 31
Oct. 30-Nov. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 7

Special Elk Permit Huptipg Seasons
(Open to Permit Holders Only)
have purchased the proper tag for
Permit hunters may hunt only with a weapon in compliance with their tag. Applicants must
hunt).
each
for
apply
to
required
Prefix
these hunts (see Elk Tag
Hunt Name

-

-

Permit Season

Modem Firearm Bull Permit Hunts
Oct. 24-Nov. 7
Blue Creek A
30-Nov. 7
Oct.
Watershe d*
Dayton A
Tucannon A
WenahaA
Mountain View A
Peola A
Couse A
Grande Ronde A
NaneumA
Quilome neA
Peaches Ridge A
Observatory A
Goose Prairie A
Bethel A
Rimrock A
Cowiche A
Margaret A
Toutle A
Dickey A
Olympic A

Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Nov. 1-14
Nov. 1-14
Nov. 6-14
Nov. 6-14

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Special
Restricti ons

Elk Tag Prefix

Boundar y
Descripti on

1999
Permits

Any Bull
3 Pt. Min. or
Antlerless
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.

BF
BA, BF, BM

GMU 154
GMU 157

4
50

BF
BF
BF
BF
BF
BF
BF
CF
CF
YF
YF
YF
YF
YF
YF
WF
WF
WF
WF

GMU 162
GMU 166
GMU 169
GMUI72
GMU 178
GMU 181
GMU 186
GMU328
GMU329
GMUs 336, 346
GMUs 340, 342
GMUs 352, 356

5
2
7
8

GMU360
GMU364
GMU368
GMU 524
GMU 556
GMU602
GMU621

1
21
9
118
67
114
71
94
8
10
88
54
13

and all hunters must wear hunter
*Permit season is open for archery and muzzleloader but hunt is the same as modern firearm
orange.
holders may apply.)
Modem Firearm Elk Permit Hunts (Only modem firearm and muzzlelo ader elk tag
50
GMUs 109, 113, 117
NF or NM
Any Elk
Nov. 1-7
Pend Oreille
[ 53]
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Mount Spokane
Mica, Cheney
WenahaB
Peola B
Wenatchee Mtns.
Shushuskin
Malaga A***
MalagaB
Taneum
Manastash
Umtanum A
Little Naches A
Little Naches B
Nile
Bumping
Bethel B
Rimrock B
Cowiche B
Willapa Hills
Packwood
Winston
Margaret B
Ryderwood
Coweeman
Toutle B
Marble
Carlton
West Goat Rocks
Mt. Adams
Lewis River
Siouxon
Dungeness
Minot Peak
Williams Creek

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17
Oct. 30-Nov. 7
Oct. 16-Nov. 7
Oct. I-IO
Nov. 3-7
Oct. I-IO

Any Elk
Antlerless
Any Bull
Antlerless
Any Bull

Dec. I-3I
Sept. I -Oct. 3
Nov. I 0-Dec. 3 I
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 3-7
Oct. I-IO
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 3-7
Nov. 10-I4
Nov. 10-I4
Nov. 10-14
Nov. 10-I4
Nov. 10-I4
Nov. IO-I4
Nov. 10-I4
Nov. 10-14
Oct. I-IO
Oct. 1-IO
Oct. I-IO
Nov. 10-14
Nov. 10-I4
Nov. 10-14
Oct. 9-I5
Nov. 10-I4

Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Any Bull
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
3-Pt. Min.
3-Pt. Min.
3-Pt. Min.
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless
Antlerless

NF or NM
NF or NM
BF or BM
BF or BM
CF, CM, YF, or
YM
YForYM
CF or CM
CF or CM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
YForYM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM

124 (E. of SR 395)
GMUs 127, 130
GMU I69
GMU I78
GMU 302, 335
Elk Area 031
Elk Area 032
Elk Area032
GMU336
GMU340
GMU342
GMU346
GMU346
GMU352
GMU356
GMU360
GMU364
GMU368
GMU 506
GMU 5I6
GMU520
GMU524
GMU530
GMU550
GMU556
GMU558
Elk Area057
Elk Area058
Elk Area059
GMU560
GMU572
Part of GMU 621 *
GMU 660**
GMU673

*That part of GMU 621 north and west of Jimmy Come Lately Creek and the Gray Wolf River.
**That part of GMU 660 north of the North River-Brooklyn Road.
***Damage hunt.

Muzzleloa der Bull Permit Hunts (Only muzzleloader elk tag holders may apply.)
Blue Creek B
Oct. 1-10
Any Bull
BM
GMU 154
Dayton B
Oct. I-10
Any Bull
BM
GMU I62
Tucannon B
Oct. I-IO
Any Bull
BM
GMU I66
WenahaC
Oct. 1-10
Any Bull
BM
GMU 169
Mountain View B
Oct. 1-10
Any Bull
BM
GMU172
Peola C
Oct. 1-10
Any Bull
BM
GMU 178
Couse B
Oct. 1-10
Any Bull
BM
GMU I81
Grande Ronde B
Oct. 1-10
Any Bull
BM
GMU 186
Naneum B
Oct. 1-10
Any Bull
CM
GMU328
Permanent
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50
250
2
25
22
50
75
40
150
250
300
225
I8
75
300
100
350
200
100
25
30
10
75
50
30
60
5
5
5
75
50
9
20
50

1
2
3

2
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QuilomeneB
Peaches Ridge B
Observatory B
Goose Prairie B
Bethel C
Rimrock C
CowicheC
Margaret C
Toutle C
Dickey B
Olympic B

Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10
Oct. 1-10

CM
YM
YM
YM
YM
YM
YM
WM

Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
Any Bull
3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.
3 Pt. Min.

wM
WM
WM

Muzzleloader Permit Hunts (Only muzzleloader elk tag holders may apply.)
BM
Antler less
12/1/ 99-1/31/
Blue Creek C***
2000
BM
Spike or Antlerless
Oct. 9-15
Peola D***
BM
Spike or Antlerless
Oct. 9-15
Couse C***
BM
Antlerless
Dec. 1-31
Couse D***
BM
Antlerless
Jan. 1-31, 2000
Couse E***
YM
Antlerless
·
Oct. 10-16
Umtanum B
WM
3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Nov. 26-Dec. 15
Stella***
WM
Antlerless
2000
Jan. 1-15,
Boistfort ***
WM
Any Elk
Nov. 26-Dec. 15
Yale***
WM
less
Antler
2000
2-16,
Jan.
Toledo***
CM
Antlerless
Oct. 9-29
MalagaC***
WM
less
Antler
15
26-Dec.
Nov.
North River***
Archery Bull Permit Hunts (Only archery
Sept. 1-14
Blue Creek D
Sept. 1-14
Dayton C
Sept. 1-14
Tucannon C
Sept. 1-14
WenahaD
Sept. 1-14
Mountain View C
Sept. 1-14
PeolaE
Sept. 1-14
CouseF
Sept. 1-14
Grande Ronde C
Sept. 1-14
Naneum C
Sept. 1-14
QuilomeneC
Sept. 1-14
Peaches Ridge C
Sept. 1-14
Observatory C
Sept. 1-14
Goose Prairie C
Sept. 1-14
Bethel D
Sept. 1-14
RimrockD
Sept. 1-14
Cowiche D
Sept. 1-14
Margaret D
Sept. 1-14
Toutle D
Sept. 1-14
Dickey C
Sept. 1-14
OlympicC

elk tag holders may apply.)
BA
Any Bull
BA
Any Bull
BA
Any Bull
BA
Any Bull
BA
Any Bull
BA
Any Bull
BA
Any Bull
BA
Any Bull
CA
Any Bull
CA
Any Bull
YA
Any Bull
YA
Any Bull
YA
Any Bull
YA
Any Bull
YA
Any Bull
YA
Any Bull
WA
3 Pt. Min.
WA
3 Pt. Min.
WA
3 Pt. Min.
WA
3 Pt. Min.
[ 55]

GMU 329, 330
GMUs 336, 346
GMUs 340, 342
GMUs 352, 356
GMU360
GMU364
GMU368
GMU 524
GMU 556
GMU602
GMU621

24
21
16
10
13
6
2
20
6
3

GMU154

50

GMU 178
GMU 181
GMU 181
GMU 181
GMU342
GMU504
Elk Area054
GMU 554
Elk Area029
Elk Area032
GMU658

50
50
50
50
125
100
20
75
75
75
20

GMU 154
GMU 162
GMU 166
GMU 169
GMU 172
GMU 178
GMU 181
GMU 186
GMU328
GMU329, 330
GMUs 336, 346
GMUs 340, 342
GMUs 352, 356
GMU360
GMU364
GMU368
GMU524
GMU556
GMU602
GMU621

1
5
2
5
7
1
3
17
9
106
62
82
60
43
9
5
85
35
5
Permanent
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Advanced Hunter Education (AHE) Graduate Special Elk Permit Hunts (Only AHE graduates may apply.)
Margaret E
Oct. 1- IO
3-Pt. Min
Any Elk Tag
GMU 524
Quinault Ridge
Oct. 1-IO
3-Pt. Min or Antlerless
Any Elk Tag
GMU 638
South Bank A
Jan. 1-30, 2000
Antlerless
Any Elk Tag
Elk Area 062*
Skookumchuck
Oct. 1- IO
3-Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Any Elk Tag
GMU 667
Persons of Disability Only - Special Elk Permit Hunts
Northeast
Nov. 2-15
Antlerless
Observatory D
Oct. 24-Nov. 7
Any Elk
Little Naches C
Oct. 1-IO
Any Elk
Little Naches D
Oct. 30-Nov. 7
Antlerless
Trout Creek Hill
Nov. 8-14
3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Eleven Mile Ridge
Nov. 8-14
3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Red Mountain
Nov. 8-14
3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Paradise Ridge
Nov. 8-14
3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Proverbial Creek
Nov. 8-14
3 Pt. Min. or Antlerless
Lone Butte A
Sept. 1-14
Any Elk

NF, NM or NA
YForYM
YF, YM, YA
YF, YM,orYA
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM
WForWM

Lone Butte B
Centralia Mine A

Nov. 8-14
Oct. 30-31
(( Nev. 1))

Any Elk
Antlerless

WForWM
Any Archery Elk
Tag
Any Elk Tag
Any Elk Tag

Centralia Mine B

Nov. 6-7((-&))

Antlerless Only

Any Elk Tag

Centralia Mine C

Jan. 8-16, 2000

Antlerless

Any Elk Tag

Centralia Mine D

Jan 22-30, 2000

Antlerless

Any Elk Tag

South Bank B

Dec. I0-20

Antlerless

Any Elk Tag

*Firearm Restriction Area - Hunters may use only muzzleloader equipment.
***Damage Hunt.

GMU 560
Portion of GMU 667
within Centralia
Mine
Portion of GMU 667
within Centralia
Mine
Portion of GMU 667
surrounding CentraliaMine
Portion of GMU 667
surrounding Centralia Mine
Elk Area 062 *

5
IO
2

15
5

5
IO

4

4

8

8

3

the close of the appropriate hunting or trapping season in
which it was killed.
(4) Any person who takes a cougar must notify the
department within 72 hours of kill (excluding legal state holidays) and provide the hunter's name, date and location of
kill, and sex of animal. The raw pelt of a cougar must be
sealed by an authorized department employee within five
days of the notification of kill.
Any person who takes a cougar must present the cougar
skull, in such a manner that teeth and biological samples can
be extracted, to an authorized department employee at the
time of sealing.
(5) It is unlawful to transport or cause the transport out of
Washington a raw pelt of river otter, cougar, lynx, or bobcat
taken in Washington without a department seal attached to
the pelt.
(6) The raw pelt of a river otter, cougar, lynx, or bobcat
taken outside Washington and imported into the state must be
identified by a tag and/or seal from the state or country of origin and be accompanied by an invoice or declaration specifying the number of pelts in the shipment.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-58, filed
8/31/94, effective I0/1/94)
WAC 232-12-024 Requirements for sealing of pelts
and collection of biological information for river otter,
cougar, lynx, and bobcat. (I) It is unlawful to possess river
otter, cougar, lynx, or bobcat taken in Washington without a
department identification seal which has been attached to the
raw pelt, on or off the carcass, prior to the pelt sealing deadline.
(2) Any river otter, cougar, or bobcat raw pelt must be
presented by the person harvesting the animal, in such a manner that teeth and biological samples can be extracted, to an
authorized department employee for sealing.
(3) The raw pelt of a bobcat or river otter must be sealed
by an authorized department employee within 20 days after
Permanent

GMUs I09-130
GMU 340, 342
GMU346
GMU346
GMU572
GMU572
GMU572
GMU572
GMU572
GMU560

4
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(7) It is unlawful to possess an unlocked, broken, or otherwise open department seal for river otter, cougar, lynx, or
bobcat unless the seal wire or band has been cut through and
removed from a pelt that has been received and invoiced by a
licensed taxidermist or fur dealer for processing or removed
from a pelt that has been processed. ((Taxiderm ist er fur
dealer irweiecs mt1st ec scqt1cHtially Ht1meered aHd rceerd
flame, address, lieeHsc Hl:lmeer, date received, aHd seal nt1fft
bcr. The seal mt1st accompany the pelt vlhilc hcing processed.
The pelt mttst be pt1Hchcd with i1n-oicc flttffteer at the time ef
skiHfliHg er prier te the removal ef the seal.
(8) When Ii river ettcr er eeeeat is presented tlflSkinfted
afld is te be takeft te a taxiderfftist fer !'.'recessing lifld will net
be seld, aft atttheriz;ed departmeflt cfft13leyee ffta~· leek the
seal aftd theft ettt threttgh the baftd er wire. The ettt seal fftl!St
ee preset'lted te the taxidermist aleflg with the llflSkiftfted Clif
CBSS-:))

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 97-253, filed
12/23/97, effective 10/1/98)

WAC 232-12-141 Wild animal trapping. (1) The trapping season authorizes the taking of forbearing animals for
their hides and pelts only. Furbearers may not be taken from
the wild and held alive for sale or personal use without a special permit pursuant to WAC 232-12-064.
(2) Any wildlife trapped for which the season is not open
shall be released unharmed. Any wildlife that cannot be
released unharmed must be left in the trap, and the depart~ ment of fish and wildlife must be notified immediately.
(3) Lawfully trapped ((fureearers)) wild animals must be
,
lethally dispatched or immediately released. A firearm may
be used for this purpose.
(4) It is unlawful to trap for wild animals:
(a) By any means other than padded foot-hold traps having a minimum rubber pad thickness of one-eighth inch,
unpadded foot-hold traps, cage (live) traps, kill traps and

WSR 99-17-034

capable of killing the animal, must be checked and animals
removed within twenty-four hours.
(h) With a neck or body snare attached to a spring pole or
any spring pole type of device.
(i) Using game birds. game fish or game animals for bait.
except nonedible parts of game birds. game fish or game animals may be used as bait.
ill Within thirty feet of any exposed meat bait or nonedible game parts which ((is)) are visible to flying raptors.
(5) Game bird feathers may be used as an attractor.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 165, filed
6/1/81)
WAC 232-12-261 Live decoys unlawful. It is unlawful
to hunt waterfowl and wild turkeys with the use or aid of Jive
birds as decoys.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 232, filed
7/23/84)
WAC 232-12-134 Report required of licensed trappers. It is unlawful for any licensed trapper to fail to complete and submit to the department, a trapper:s report ((6!Hhe
ferm sttpplied by the department, eft er before April 10 ef
each year)) of catch postmarked on or before April 10. The
report must be submitted regardless of success. Trappers
who fail to submit an accurate trapper's report of catch must
wait a year before purchasing another trapping license. False
reports will be considered the same as failure to report. It is
the responsibility of each licensed trapper to obtain and submit a trapper's report of catch.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 95-125, filed
911195, effective 1/1/96)

snares.
(b) With an unpadded foot-hold trap, unless the trap has
jaws with a minimum jaw face width of one-fourth inch, or
the trap is set so that it completely submerses and drowns any
trapped animal, except that unpadded foot-hold traps not
meeting the one-fourth inch jaw face requiremen t may be
used on nondrowni ng sets on private property with landowner permission for the purpose of protecting livestock,
domestic animals, private property, or public safety.
(c) With a steel trap having a jaw spread exceeding seven
and one-half inches, except that a kill trap having a jaw
spread exceeding seven and one-half inches is lawful when
set beneath the water surface.
(d) On dry land, with a nondrowning set with a No. 3 size
or larger unpadded foot-hold trap if it does not have jaw spacing of at least three-sixteenth of one inch when the trap is
sprung,
(e) With a steel trap with teeth or serrated edges.
(f) Unless kill traps, including foot-hold drowning sets,
are checked and animals removed within seventy-two hours.
(g) Unless traps not capable of killing the animal are
checked and animals removed within forty-eigh t hours,
except within identified urban trapping areas, where sets not

WAC 232-28-259 Electronic ((ff'ee)) ~switches.
((Effective Jaftttary l, 1996,)) .Electronic dog retrieval collars
containing functioning treeing switches (devices consisting
of a mercury switch mechanism that results in a change in the
transmitted signals when the dog raises its head to a treed animal) are prohibited.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 165, filed
6/1/81)
WAC 232-12-291 Hunting before or after hours. It is
unlawful to hunt wild animals or wild birds contrary to posted
or official ((dtttty)) hunting hours in current season regulations.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 232-12-137
[ 57]

Unlawful to use game species
for trapping.
Permanent
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REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 232-28-20401

Incisor tooth requirement.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF REVENUE
[Filed August 12, 1999, 2:20 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 12, 1999.
Purpose: To repeal WAC 458-30-360 because the
authorizing statute, RCW 84.34.045, and the rule itself
expired on December 31, 1995.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 458-30-360 Correction of erroneous classification or reclassification.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 84.34. 141.
Adopted under preproposal statement of inquiry filed as
WSR 99-13-016 on June 4, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed X [I].
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed X [I].
Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law as
Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule: Both the
authorizing statute and the rule expired on December 3 I,
1995.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 12, 1999
Russell W. Brubaker
Assistant Director
Legislation and Policy Division
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF AGRICULTUR E
[Filed August 13, 1999, 8:05 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 13, 1999.
Purpose: To revise current rules to update references to
the Code of Federal Regulations and the Association of
Permanent
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American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO) publications
dated 1998.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order: Chapter 16-200 WAC, Feeds and fertilizers, amending WAC 16200-750, 16-200-755, 16-200-760, 16-200-790, 16-200-795,
16-200-815, and 16-200-830.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 15.53.9012.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13- I 64 on June
22, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 7, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0. ,
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 13, 1999
Jim Jesernig
Director
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 5098, filed
7/9/96, effective 8/9/96)
WAC 16-200-750 Definitions and terms. (1) The
names and definitions for commercial feeds shall be the Official Definition of Feed Ingredients adopted by the Association of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO), as they
appear in the ((+9%)) I 998 official publication of the association, except as the department designates otherwise in specific cases.
Note:

A copy of the ((-1-996)) 122.!!. official publication of the association of American Feed Control Officials is on file with
the department. Copies may be obtained from AAFCO
Treasurer; Georgia Department of Agriculture; Plant Food,
Feed and Grain Division; Capitol Square; Atlanta, GA
30334.

(2) The terms used in reference to commercial feeds
shall be the Official Feed Terms adopted by the AAFCO, as
they appear in the ((+996)) 1998 official publication of the
association, except as the department designates otherwise in
specific cases.
(3) The following commodities are hereby declared
exempt from the definition of commercial feed, under the
provisions ofRCW 15.53.901(2): Raw meat, loose salt, hay,
straw, stover, silages, cobs, husks, and hulls when unground
and when not mixed or intermixed with other materials: Provided, That these commodities are not adulterated within the
meaning ofRCW 15.53.902.

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17
(4) The term "quantity statement" means the net weight

.(.mass) as defined in RCW 19.94.010 {l){i), net volume (liq... id or dry) or count.
(5) The following definitions, in addition to the official
definitions adopted by AAFCO, as published in the ((-1996))
1998 edition, are adopted:
(a) Pea meal is a pea product resulting from the grinding
of whole peas which are reasonably free of other crop seeds,
weeds, and mold. It shall contain not less than twenty percent
crude protein and not more than eight percent crude fiber.
(b) Pea by-products meal is a product containing light
and broken peas, and offal from pea cleaning, which includes
chips, pea powder, pea hulls, and screenings. It shall contain
not less than fifteen percent crude protein nor more than
thirty percent crude fiber.
(c) Pea screenings meal consists primarily of the various
separates obtained from the screening and cleaning of peas. It
shall contain not less than ten percent crude protein nor more
than thirty-eight percent crude fiber.
(d) Pea bran consists primarily of the various separates
obtained from the pea splitting operation. It shall contain not
less than ten percent crude protein nor more than thirty-eight
percent crude fiber.
(e) Grass seed by-products meal or pellets is a ground
product consisting of light and broken seeds, hulls, chaff,
straw, and a portion of the weed seeds; excluding sand, dirt,
and heavy weed seeds.
(f) Grass seed screenings meal or pellets is the product
• obtained from the cleaning of various grass seed and shall be
• comprised chiefly of hulls.
(g) Dehydrated grass meal is the aerial portion of the
plant cut prior to formation of seed reasonably free of other
crop plants, weeds, and mold, which has been finely ground
and dried by thermal (artificial) means. If a species name is
used, the product must correspond thereto.
(h) Facility is defined as any place where a commercial
feed is manufactured, sold or stored for later distribution.

•
•

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 5098, filed
7/9/96, effective 8/9/96)
WAC 16-200-755 Label format. (I) Except as provided for in subsection (2) of this section, commercial feed,
other than customer-formula feed, shall be labeled with the
information prescribed in this section on the principal display
panel of the product and in the following general format:
(a) Product name and brand name if any;
(b) If a drug is used, the label shall include:
(i) The word "medicated" directly following and below
the product name in type size, no smaller than one-half the
type size of the product name;
(ii) The purpose of the medication (claim statement);
(iii) An active drug ingredient statement listing the active
drug ingredients by their established name and the amounts
in accordance with WAC 16-200-770(5);
(c) Directions for use and precautionary statements or
reference to their location if the detailed feeding directions
and precautionary statements required by WAC 16-200-795
and 16-200-830 appear elsewhere on the label;
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(d) The guaranteed analysis of the feed required under
the provisions of RCW 15.53.9016 (l)(b). This shall include
the following items, unless exempted in subsection (2) of this
section, in the order listed:
(i) Minimum percentage of crude protein;
(ii) Maximum or minimum percentage of equivalent protein from nonprotein nitrogen as required in WAC 16-200770(8);
(iii) Minimum percentage of crude fat;
(iv) Maximum percentage of crude fiber;
(v) Moisture guarantees shall be shown as a part of the
guaranteed analysis on the labels of all canned pet foods and
specialty pet foods. When water is added in the preparation of
canned foods for animals, water must be listed as an ingredient;
(vi) For mineral feeds the guaranteed analysis shall
include the following, if added:
(A) Minimum and maximum percentages of calcium
(Ca);
(B) Minimum percentage of phosphorus {P);
(C) Minimum and maximum percentages of salt (NaCl);
and
(D) Other minerals;
(vii) Vitamins in such terms as specified in WAC
16-200-770(4);
(viii) Total sugars as invert on dried molasses products
or products being sold primarily for their sugar content;
(ix) Viable lactic acid producing microorganisms for use
in silages in terms specified in WAC 16-200-770(10);
(e) Feed ingredients, collective terms for the grouping of
feed ingredients, or appropriate statements as provided under
the provisions of RCW 15.53.9016 (l){c):
(i) The name of each ingredient as defined in the
((+9%)) 1998 Official Publication of the Association of
American Feed Control Officials, common or usual name, or
one approved by the department;
(ii) Collective terms for the grouping of feed ingredients
as defined in the Official Definitions of Feed Ingredients
published in the ((-1996)) 1998 Official Publication of the
Association of American Feed Control Officials in lieu of the
individual ingredients: Provided, That:
(A) When a collective term of a group of ingredients is
used on the label, individual ingredients within that group
shall not be listed on the label;
(B) The manufacturer shall provide the feed control official, upon request, with a list of individual ingredients, within
a defined group, that are or have been used at manufacturing
facilities distributing in or into the state;
(f) Name and principal mailing address of the manufacturer or person responsible for distributing the feed. The principal mailing address shaU include the street address, city,
state, and zip code; however the street address may be omitted if it is shown in the current city directory or telephone
directory;
(g) Quantity statement.
(2) Exemptions.
(a) A mineral guarantee is not required when the feed or
feed ingredient is not intended, or represented or does not
serve as a principal source of that mineral to the animal.
[ 59]
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(b) Guarantees for vitamins are not required when the
commercial feed is neither formulated for, nor represented in
any manner as a vitamin supplement.
(c) Guarantees for crude protein, crude fat, and crude
fiber are not required when the commercial feed is intended
for purposes other than to furnish these substances or they are
of minor significance relating to the primary purpose of the
product, such as drug premixes, mineral or vitamin supplements, and molasses.
(d) Guarantees for microorganisms are not required
when the commercial feed is intended for a purpose other
than to furnish these substances or they are of minor significance relating to the primary purpose of the product, and no
specific label claims are made.
(3) The information required by subsection (l)(a) and (b)
and (d) through (g) of this section must appear in its entirety
on one side of the label or container.
(4) The information required by subsection (l)(c) of this
section shall be displayed in a prominent place on the label or
container but not necessarily on the same side as the above
information. When the information required by subsection
(l)(c) of this section is placed on a different side of the label
or container, it must be referenced on the front side with a
statement such as "see back of label for directions for use."
None of the information required by RCW 15.53.9016 shall
be subordinated or obscured by other statements or designs.
(5) No printed or written matter or design (e.g., picture of
animal or bird) of any kind shall be attached to, appear on, or
be distributed with feed if such matter is misleading or incorrect, or at variance in any respect with the information on the
principal label. Labeling which suggests that presence of
added enzyme-bearing materials improves utilization of a
commercial feed is prohibited.
(6) No statement may appear on a label which refers to or
compares properties of the package contents to some other
competitive products unless such other competitive product
is specifically identified. A negative statement is not allowed
on a label except when this provides information deemed by
the director to be beneficial to the purchaser.
(7) Customer-formu la feed shall be labeled with the
information prescribed using labels, invoice, delivery ticket,
or other shipping document bearing the following information:
(a) The name and address of the manufacturer;
(b) The name and address of the purchaser;
(c) The date of delivery;
(d) The product name and the quantity statement;
(e) The product name and quantity statement of each
commercial feed and each other ingredient used in the customer-formula feed must be on file at the plant producing the
product. These records must be kept on file for one year after
the date of the last sale. This information shall be available to
the purchaser, the dealer making the sale, and the department
on request;
(t) The direction for use and precautionary statements as
required by WAC 16-200-795 and 16-200-830;
(g) If a drug is used, the labeling shall include:
(i) The purpose of the medication (claim statement);
Permanent
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(ii) The established name of each active drug ingredient
and the level of each drug used in the final mixture expressed
in accordance with WAC 16-200-770(5).
(8) When bulk commercial feeds are sacked and offered
for sale, each container shall be accompanied by a label in
accordance with the provisions ofRCW 15.53.9016(1).
(9) All bulk deliveries of commercial feed shall be
accompanied by a label or a shipping document in accordance with the provisions of RCW 15.53.9016(1).

~

~

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 5098, filed
7/9/96, effective 8/9/96)

WAC 16-200-760 Brand and product names. (I) The
brand or product name must be appropriate for the intended
use of the feed and not be misleading. If the name indicates
the feed is made for a specific use, the character of the feed
must conform therewith. A mixture labeled "dairy feed," for
example, must be suitable for that purpose.
(2) When not specifically stated in chapter 15.53 RCW
or otherwise designated by the department, the department
will be guided by the definitions of feed ingredients and feed
terms as established in the ((-1-996)) 1998 official publication
of the Association of American Feed Control Officials in
accepting product names for single ingredient feeds.
(3) A name of a commercial feed shall not be derived
from one or more ingredients of a mixture to the exclusion of
other ingredients and shall not be one representing any component of a mixture unless all components are included in the
name: Provided, That if any ingredient or combination of ~
ingredients is intended to impart a distinctive characteristic to ~
the product which is of significance to the purchaser, the
name of that ingredient or combination of ingredients may be
used as a part of the brand name or product name, if in the
opinion of the department, the ingredient or combination of
ingredients is present in sufficient quantity to impart a distinctive characteristic to the product, that it does not constitute a representation that the ingredient or combination of
ingredients is present to the exclusion of other ingredients,
and that it is not otherwise false or misleading.
·
(4) The word vitamin, or a contraction thereof, or any
word suggesting vitamin, can be used only in the name of a
feed which is represented to be a vitamin supplement, and
which is labeled with the minimum content of each vitamin
declared, as specified in WAC 16-200-770(4).
(5) The term "mineralized" shall not be used in the name
of a feed except "trace mineralized salt." When so used, the
product must contain significant amounts of trace minerals
which are recognized as essential for animal nutrition.
(6) When the brand name carries a percentage value, it
shall be understood to signify protein and/or protein equivalent content. If any other percentage values are used in brand
names, they must be followed by the proper description.
(7) Commercial feed shall be considered as a distinct
brand when differing either in guaranteed analysis, trademark
name, or any other characteristic method of marking: Provided, That a brand may be sold in various physical forms.
~
(8) The word "protein" shall not be permitted in the •
brand name of a feed that contains added nonprotein nitrogen.
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(9) The term "meat" and "meat by-products" shall be
~ualified to designate the animal from which the meat and
·~~eat by-products is derived unless the meat and meat byproducts are made from cattle, swine, sheep and goats.

t

t

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 5098, filed
7/9/96, effective 8/9/96)
WAC 16-200-790 Ingredient statement. (I) As provided in WAC 16-200-755 (I )(e), the name of each ingredient or collective term for the grouping of ingredients, when
required to be listed, shall be the name defined in the Official
Definitions of Feed Ingredients as published in the ((+996))
.l.22..8. Official Publication of the Association of American
Feed Control Officials, the common or usual name, or one
approved by the department.
(2) The name of each ingredient must be shown in letters
or type of the same size.
(3) No reference to quality or grade of an ingredient shall
appear in the ingredient statement of a feed.
(4) The term "dehydrated" may precede the name of any
product that has been artificially dried.
(5) A single ingredient product defined by the Association of American Feed Control Officials, as published in the
((+996)) 1998 official publication of Association of American Feed Control Officials, is not required to have an ingredient statement.
(6) Tentative definitions for ingredients shall not be used
until adopted as official, unless no official definition exists or
the ingredient has a common accepted name that requires no
definition, (i.e., sugar).
(7) When the word "iodized" is used in connection with
a feed ingredient, the feed ingredient shall contain not less
than 0.007% iodine, uniformly distributed.
(8) The term "degermed" must precede the name of any
product from which the germ was wholly or partially
removed.
(9) The use of commercial, copyrighted brand, or trade
names in the guarantees and ingredient listing shall not be
permitted.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 5098, filed
7/9/96, effective 8/9/96)
WAC 16-200-795 Directions for use and precautionary statements. (1) Directions for use and precautionary
statements on the labeling of all commercial feeds and customer-formula feeds containing additives (including drugs,
special purpose additives, or nonnutritive additives) shall:
(a) Be adequate to enable safe and effective use for the
intended purposes by users with no special knowledge of the
purpose and use of such articles; and
(b) Include, but not be limited to, all information
described by all applicable regulations of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 21, parts 500-599 under the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act as provided in the((~)) 1998 editi on.
Note:

The Food and Drug Administration's regulations are published in the Code of Federal Regulations, and are available
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in book format from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. A
copy of the((~)) 122.B. edition, Parts 200-599 is on file
with the department.

(2) Adequate directions for use and precautionary statements as identified in subsection (1) of this section are
required for feeds containing nonprotein nitrogen as specified
in WAC 16-200-830.
(3) Adequate directions for use and precautionary statements necessary for safe and effective use as identified in
subsection (1) of this section are required on commercial
feeds distributed to supply particular dietary needs or for supplementing or fortifying the usual diet or ration with any vitamin, mineral, or other dietary nutrient or compound.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 5098, filed
7/9/96, effective 8/9/96)
WAC 16-200-815 Adulteration. (1) Pursuant to RCW
15.53.902, the terms "poisonous or deleterious substances"
include but are not limited to the following:
(a) A commercial feed or feed ingredient which contains
more than twenty parts per billion aflatoxin B 1, B2, G 1, G2,
individually or total;
(b) Fluorine and any mineral or mineral mixture which is
to be used directly for the feeding of domestic animals and in
which the fluorine exceeds 0.20% for breeding and dairy cattle; 0.30% for slaughter cattle; 0.30% for sheep; 0.35% for
lambs; 0.45% for swine; and 0.60% for poultry;
(c) Fluorine bearing ingredients when used in such
amounts that they raise the fluorine content of the total ration
(exclusive of roughage) above the following amounts:
0.004% for breeding and dairy cattle; 0.009% for slaughter
cattle; 0.006% for sheep; 0.01 % for lambs; 0.015% for swine
and 0.03% for poultry;
(d) Fluorine bearing ingredients incorporated in any feed
is
that fed directly to cattle, sheep or goats consuming roughage (with or without) limited amounts of grain, that results in
a daily fluorine intake in excess of 50 milligrams of fluorine
per 100 pounds of body weight;
(e) Soybean meal, flakes or pellets or other vegetable
meals, flakes or pellets which have been extracted with
trichlorethylene or other chlorinated solvents;
(f) Sulfur dioxide, sulfurous acid, and salts of sulfurous
acid when used in or on feeds or feed ingredients which are
considered or reported to be a significant source of vitamin
B 1 (Thiamine)~
(g) Any substance which is prohibited by the Code of
Federal Regulations. Title 21. Part 589. effective April l,
1998.
(2) All screenings or by-products of grains and seeds
containing weed seeds, when used in commercial feed or sold
as such to the ultimate consumer, shall be ground fine enough
or otherwise treated to destroy the viability of such weed
seeds so that the finished product contains no more than one
viable prohibited (primary) noxious weed seeds per pound
and not more than twenty-five viable restricted (secondary)
noxious weed seeds per pound.
[ 61]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 5098, filed
7/9/96, effective 8/9/96)
WAC 16-200-830 Nonprotein nitrogen. (1) Urea and
other nonprotein nitrogen products defined in the ((+996))
1998 official publication of the Association of A~erican
Feed Control Officials are accepted ingredients only in commercial feeds for ruminant animals as a source of equivalent
crude protein.
(2) If the commercial feed contains more than 8:75'.o of
equivalent crude protein from all forms of nonpr~tein nitrogen added as such, or the equivalent crude protein from all
forms of nonprotein nitrogen, added as such, or exceeds onethird of the total crude protein, the label shall bear adequate
directions for the safe use of feeds and a caution statement:
CAUTION: USE AS DIRECTED. The directions for use and the
caution statement shall be in type of such size so placed on
the label that they will be read and understood by ordinary
persons under customary conditions of purchase and use.
(3) The presence of added nonprotein nitrogen shall ~ot
require a duplication of the feeding directions or t~e warm~g
or caution statements on medicated feed labels which contain
adequate feeding directions and/or warning statements as
Jong as those statements include sufficient information to
insure the safe and effective use of this product due to the
presence of nonprotein nitrogen.
(4) Nonprotein nitrogen defined in the ((+996)) 1998
Official Publication of the Association of American Feed
Control Officials, when so indicated, are acceptable ingredients in commercial feeds distributed to nonruminant animals
as a source of nutrients other than equivalent crude protein.
The maximum equivalent crude protein from nonprotein
nitrogen sources when used in nonruminant rations shall not
exceed 1.25% of the total daily ration.

NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-364 Rule exceptions boxing bouts. If
boxing events involving world championships are held, in
addition to chapter 36-12 WAC, the department may use the
Unified Championship Rules as adopted by the World Box-.
ing Association, World Boxing Council, World Boxing
Organization, and International Boxing Federation, or rules
established by any other professional boxing organization
that afford a similar level of safety to participants. A copy of
any world championship boxing rules used by the department
may be obtained through correspondence to the Wash_ington
state department of licensing.
Chapter 36-14 WAC
Professional Martial Arts
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-14-100 Rule exceptions. If a martial arts,
kickboxing, muay thai or pankration event is held, in addition
to chapter 36-12 WAC, the department may use the Rules of
Competition as established by the United Full Contact Federation, or rules of competition established by any other professional martial arts organization that afford a similar level of
safety to participants. A copy on any Rules of Competition
used by the department may be obtained through correspondence to the Washington state department of licensing.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
(Professional Athletics)
[Filed August 13, 1999, 9:42 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 13, 1999.
Purpose: To allow the department to expa~d and cla~ify
safety standards to be used for professional boxin~ world ~1tle
and martial arts contests. WAC 36-12-364, which outlines
rule exceptions to boxing bouts; a new rules chapter, professional martial arts, chapter 36-14 WAC and WAC 36-14-100,
which outlines rules exceptions.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 67.08.017(1).
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-127 on June
17, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Permanent

Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
~
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify, •
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 2,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New O, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 13, 1999
Alan E. Rathbun
Assistant Director

WSR 99-17-050

PERMANENT RULES

COMMISSION ON
JUDICIAL CONDUCT

(Order 99-01-Filed August 13, 1999, 10:06 a.m., effective September 15,
1999]

Date of Adoption: August 6, 1999.
Purpose: To amend and clarify existing rules of procedure and confidentiality, and to add a new rule for compliance proceedings.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending CJCRP Terminology, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 16, 17, 22,
23, and 24.
[ 62]
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Statutory Authority for Adoption: Article IV, Section
~ 31, Washington State Constitution.
I' Other Authority: Chapter 2.64 RCW.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-09-050 on April
19, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 1,
Amended 11, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 1, Amended 11, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: September 15, 1999.
August 6, 1999
Gregory R. Dallaire
Chair

~

J

Reviser's note: The material contained in this filing exceeded the
page-count limitations of WAC 1-21-040 for appearance in this issue of the
Register. It will appear in the 99-18 issue of the Register.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 99-125-Filed August 13, 1999, I :53 p.m., effective April I, 2000]

Date of Adoption: August 7, 1999.
Purpose: To require recreational Dungeness crab fishers
to possess, fill out and return a catch record card designed to
provide harvest data for management of the crab resource,
and to modify existing catch record card rules to accomplish
this.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-39-237, 220-69-238, 220-69-239 and
232-12-157; and amending WAC 220-56-175 and 220-69236.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080,
77.12.040.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-119 on June
16, 1999.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: WAC 220-56-175 Catch record cards:
Subsection (1) Line 5: Strike "a fisherman." Replace
with "an angler." Line 6: Strike "his." Replace with "personal." Line 7: Strike "also referred to as punch card in chapter 75.25 RCW." Reason: Provides for housekeeping
changes.
Subsection (4) Line 1: Add "aboard a vessel." Line 3:
Add "fishery type." Line 5: Add "at the end of the fishing
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day. the fisher shall enter the total number of crab tally marks
for each fishery type." Reason: Provides for housekeeping
changes and fishery type data.
Subsectfon (5) Line 3: Strike "fisheries." Replace with
"fish and wildlife." Reason: Provides for housekeeping
changes.
WAC 220-69-236 Description of catch record cards and
required information:
Subsection (3) Line 2: After the word "information,"
strike "which shall be completed immediately upon catching
a fish to be retained."
Subsection (4) Line 2: After the word "code," strike
"which shall be completed immediately upon catching a fish
to be retained."
Subsection (5) Line 3: After the word "boat," strike
"which shall be completed immediately upon catching a fish
to be retained."
Subsection (6) Line 2: After the word "fish," strike
"which shall be completed immediately upon catching a fish
to be retained."
Subsection (7) Line 2: After the word "information,"
strike "which shall be completed upon retaining the first
Dungeness crab for each catch record card area fished."
Subsection (7)(c) Line 1: After the word "area," strike
"and the following information, which shall be recorded
immediately upon retaining a Dungeness crab. Tally mark
for each crab retained." Reason: Removes the reporting
requirement from the catch record card.
Subsection (7) Add new subsection: "Cd) Type of crab
fishery as described on the Dungeness crab catch record
card:" Reason: Provides information on the type of crab
fishery.
Subsection (7) Add new subsection: "Ce) Total crab
retained by fishery type." Reason: Provides information on
the number of crab retained by fishery type.
Section (7) Add new subsection: "(f) Tally mark for
each crab retained." Reason: Provides information on the
number of crab retained.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 2, Repealed 4.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
[ 63]
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Effective Date of Rule: April I, 2000.

August 13, 1999
Debbie Nelson
for Kelly White, Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Commission

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 91-13, filed
4/2/91, effective 5/3/91)
WAC 220-56-175 ((SRIMeH, stargeeH, RHEI hRlihat))
!;,atch record cards. It is unlawful for any person to fail to
comply with the catch record requirements as provided for in
this section:
( 1) In order to fish for or possess for personal use fill)'.
crab. anadromous salmon, Columbia River, Grays Harbor, or
Willapa Bay sturgeon (including sturgeon taken from any
tributary), ((ffl)) halibut taken from Catch Record Card Areas
5 through 13 or steelhead, ((a fisherffleft)) an angler must
obtain and have in ((hffl)) personal possession the appropriate
catch record card (((else referred te es 131:1neh eerd in eh8J3ter
75.25 RCW))) as described in WAC ((220 69 237, 220 69
238, end 220 69 239)) 220-69-236 except for commercially
caught salmon retained for personal use as provided for in
WAC 220-20-016 and commercially caught sturgeon
retained for personal use as provided for in WAC 220-20021.
(2) Any angler, when obtaining a catch record card shall
completely, accurately, and legibly complete all personal
identification information in ink on the catch record card
prior to detaching the catch record card from the underlying
copy of the catch record card.
(3) Immediately upon catching and possessing a salmon,
steelhead. sturgeon or halibut, the angler shall enter in ink in
the appropriate space the place, date of catch, species (catch
type), ((ftfttl,)) for sturgeon, length and. for halibut. vessel
~·

(4) Immediately upon retaining a Dungeness crab aboard
a vessel or on the shore. the fisher must enter in ink in the
appropriate space the place and date of catch. fishery type
and enter a tally mark for each Dungeness crab retained from
each catch record card area fished. At the end of the fishing
day. the fisher shall enter the total number of crab tally marks
for each fishery type.
ill Every person possessing a catch record card shall by
((Jen1:1ery 31)) April 30 of the year following the year printed
on the card return such card to the department of ((fisheries))
fish and wildlife.
((~)) ® Any person possessing a catch record card
shall, upon demand of any law enforcement officer or authorized ((fisheries)) department employee, exhibit said card to
such officer or employee for inspection.
((fej)) ill A catch record card shall not be transferred,
borrowed, altered, or loaned to another person.

13;

(a) Anadromous salmon (salmon); ·
(b) Dungeness crab;
~
(c) Halibut taken from catch record card areas 5 through ~

(d) Steelhead;
(e) Sturgeon taken from the Columbia River, Grays Harbor, and Willapa Bay (including sturgeon taken from any
tributary).
(2) Each catch record card shall contain space for the following information, which must be recorded prior to the
catch record card being separated from the underlying copy
of the catch record card:
(a) Name of fisher;
(b) Home address;
{c) City, state, and zip code;
(d) Date of issuance.
(3) Each halibut, salmon, steelhead, and sturgeon catch
record card shall contain space for the following information:
(a) Month of catch;
(b) Day of catch;
(c) Catch record card area, river code, or stream: Location of catch.
(4) Each salmon and sturgeon catch record card shall
contain space for a species code.
·
(5) Each halibut catch record card shall contain space for
designating the type of vessel from which the halibut was
taken, either charter (c) or personal/kicker (k) boat.
(6) Each sturgeon catch record card shall contain space
for the length of fish.
(7) Each Dungeness crab catch record card shall contain
space for the following information:
(a) Month of catch;
(b) Date of catch;
(c) Catch record card area;
(d) Type of crab fishery as described on the Dungeness
crab catch record card;
(e) Total crab retained by fishery type;
(f) Tally mark for each crab retained.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 220-69-237

Description of sport salmon
catch record and required
information.

WAC 220-69-238

Description of sturgeon catch
record and required information.

WAC 220-69-239

Description of halibut catch
record card and required
information.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-69-236 Description of catch record cards
and required information. (I) The department shall prepare
and distribute catch record cards for the following:
Permanent
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(b) Closed June 1 through August 31 to all commercial
fishing ((geflf exeept clip bag ftet)).
(2) It is unlawful to use purse seine gear in any Puget
Sound area except 23A, 23B, 23C, 230, and 29. Areas 23A,
23B, 23C, 23D and 29 are open to purse seine gear the entire
year.
(3) All other Puget Sound Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas - Open entire year with
drag seine, lampara, and dip bag net for human consumption
or bait only except for closures set out in subsections (4), (5)
and (6) of this section.
(4) The following areas are closed the entire year to all
gear ((exeept clip bag net geflf)):
{(fttj)) Areas 20B, 21A. 21B. 22A ((ftftti)), 22B. 25A.
and 25E.
(((b) SwinetHish Channel Waters between the briclge
spanning the ehannel settth ef La Canner ancl e line perpen
cliettler te the eheftftel et the ftertheast eftcl ef the La Cenfter
beet basiA.))
(5) The following areas are closed from January 16
through April 15, except to dip bag net gear:
(a) Area((~)) 24A except for a year round closure in
Swinomish Channel in those waters between the bridge spanning the channel south of La Conner and a line perpendicular
to the channel at the northeast end of the La Conner boat
basin, 24B, and 24D.
(b) Waters of Area 25C south of a line from Tala Point to
Foulweather Bluff.
(c) Area 25D.
(d) Waters of Area 26B west of a line from Point Monroe
to Point Jefferson.
(e) Area 26C.
(t) Waters of Area 26D north of a line from Neill Point to
Piner Point.
(g) Waters of Area 27A north of a line from South Point
to Lofall and contiguous waters of 27 A south of a line projected true east from Hazel Point including all waters of
Dabob and Quilcene Bays.
(h) Waters of Area 27B north of a line from Triton Head
to Tekiu Point.
(i) Waters of Area 27C east of a line from Ayers Point to
Union.
(j) Waters of Area 28A west of a line projected true
north-south through Treble Point on Anderson Island, including Henderson Inlet.
(k) Waters of Area 28B west of a line projected true
north from Penrose Point, including Mayo Cove and Von
Geldern Cove.
(I) All contiguous waters of Area 28D north and east of a
line projected from Dofflemeyer Point through Cooper Point
to landfall on the west shore of Eld Inlet, including Totten
Inlet, Hammersley Inlet and Oakland Bay.
(((6) The follewiftg flfees flfe elesecl the entire year te all
geflf: Areas 25A eftcl 25E.))

REPEALER

The following section of the Washington Administrative
•
ll'code is repealed:
WAC 232-12-157
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Steelhead catch record card.

WSR 99-17-067
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 99-127-Filed August 13, 1999, I :57 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: August 7, 1999.
Purpose: To close commercial herring dip bag net fishery in north Puget Sound Marine Fish/Shellfish Catch Areas
20A, 20B, 21A and 21B.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-49-020.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-120 on June
16, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongov•
, ernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 13, 1999
Debbie Nelson
for Kelly White, Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Commission
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-05-043,
filed 2/11/98, effective 3/14/98)

WAC 220-49-020 Herring and ancbovy-SeasonsLawful gear-Purposes. It shall be unlawful to take, fish for
or possess for commercial purposes herring or anchovy in
Puget Sound except during lawful seasons, with lawful gear
and for such purposes as provided for hereinafter in each
respective fishing area:
(1) Area 20A.
•
(a) Closed September l through May 31 to all commer,
cial fishing gear except for the spawn on kelp fishery as provided for in WAC 220-49-063.
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(iv) Within one-quarter mile of Gull Reef, located
between Spieden Island and Johns Island.
(b) Sea Cucumber District 2 is defined as those waters of
Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Areas 23A, 23C, 23D, 25A, 25B, 25C, 25D, 25E, 29 and
those waters west of the Bonilla-Tatoosh Line, Pacific Ocean
waters, Grays Harbor, Willapa Bay, and the waters at the
mouth of the Columbia River west of the Buoy 10 Line.
(c) Sea Cucumber District 3 is defined as those waters of
Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Areas 24A, 24B, 24C, 24D, 26A, 26B, 26C, and 26D.
(d) Sea Cucumber District 4 is defined as those waters of
Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Areas 27A, 27B, 27C, 28A, 28B, 28C, and 28D.
(2) Sea cucumber areas and seasons:
(((a) Distriet 1 opeR May 1 thro1:1gh Oetober 31, 1991.
(b) Distriet 2 opeR May l thro1:1gh Oetober 31, 1992.
(e) Distriet 3 opeR May 1 thro1:1gh Oetober 31, 1993,

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 99-126-Filed August 13, 1999, 2:02 p.m.J

Date of Adoption: August 7, 1999.
Purpose: To allow codified commercial sea cucumber
harvest seasons to be set by emergency rule.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-52-071.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-118 on June
16, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed o.·
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 13, 1999
Debbie Nelson
for Kelly White, Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Commission

~

(i) MariHe Fish Shellfish MaRagerHeRt BREI Cateh
RepertiRg Area 26C is eloseEI to the hanest of sea e1:1e1:1rHbers
after A1:1g1:1st 31, 1993.
(ii) The waters of Eagle Harbor west of a liRe projeeteEI
frorH WiHg PeiHt te Eagle Harbor Creesete Light P>i1:1rHber 1
theR E11:1e '+vest te the shore OH BaiRbriElge IslaREI are eleseEI te
the han·est of sea e1:1e1:1rHbers at all times.
(iii) The waters of SiRelair IHlet west ef a lifle projeeteEI
so1:1therly frorH the easternmost poiRt of PoiRt Turner te laHEI
fall below the Veterafl's Home ift ARHapolis are eleseEI te the ~
har,·est of sea e1:1eumbers at all tirHes.
~
(El) Distriet 4 epeR May l thre1:1gh Oeteber 31, 1994.
(e) Other areas BREI times as authori~eEI by perFHit iss1:1eEI
by the Elireetor.
(f) D1:1riRg the seasoRs pro·1iEleEI fur iR this s1:1bseetioR,
han·est is restrieteEI te MeRElay through WeEIResElay Ma}' 1
thre1:1gh May 14, MoHEIEl}' thro1:1gh Thursday MB}' 15 through
J1:1Re 30, aREI MoRElay thre1:1gh Friday thereafter. Di·1ers rHay
ftOt take sea e1:1et:1rHbers from Ofle half hOl:lf eefere effieiaJ
suHset to effieial suHrise or 6:00 a.FR., '+Yhiehe•1er is later.))
Sea cucumber areas and seasons will be set by emergency
rule.
(3) Shellfish diver gear:
(a) Divers operating from a vessel must have a number
assigned by the department placed on both sides and the top
of the vessel in such a manner that the number is clearly visible when the vessel is viewed from either side or from the
air, and the letters must be black on white no less than eighteen inches in height and of proportional width.
(b) Only one diver from each harvesting vessel is
allowed in the water at any one time during the sea cucumber
harvest operation or when commercial quantities of sea
cucumbers are aboard.
(c) Divers may not fish for or possess geoduck clams
during commercial sea cucumber harvesting operations, or
possess geoduck clams on a vessel that has sea cucumbers on
board.
~
(d) Licensing: A sea cucumber dive fishery license is the ~
license required to operate the gear provided for in this section.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-23, filed
5119194, effective 6/19/94)
WAC 220-52-071 Sea cucumbers. It is unlawful to
take or possess sea cucumbers taken for commercial purposes
except as provided for in this section.
(I) Sea cucumber districts:
(a) Sea Cucumber District 1 is defined as those waters of
Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Areas 20A, 20B, 21A, 2IB, 22A, 22B, and 23B outside of the
following closed areas:
(i) San Juan Channel and Upright Channel within the following lines: North of a line from Cattle Point on San Juan
Island to Davis Point on Lopez Island and south of a line projected from Flat Point on Lopez Island true west to Shaw
Island; west of a line from Neck Point on Shaw Island to
Steep Point on Orcas Island; south of a line from Steep Point
on Orcas Island to Limestone Point on San Juan Island.
(ii) Haro Strait north of a line projected east-west onehalf mile south of Eagle Point on San Juan Island and south
of a line projected east-west one-quarter mile north of Lime
Kiln Light on San Juan Island.
(iii) Within one-quarter mile of Green Point on Spieden
Island.
Permanent
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(4) Trawl gear:
It is unlawful to fish for or possess sea cucumbers taken
~
, with trawl gear.

~

,

~
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PERMANENT RULES

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH

[Filed August 13, 1999, 4:45 p.m., effective September I, 1999]

Date of Adoption: July 14, 1999.
Purpose: This rule institutes reporting of asymptomatic
HIV infection, contains provisions to safeguard confidentiality, and ensures access to anonymous HIV testing.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 246-100-016, 246-100-036, 246-100-041,
246-100-072, 246-100-076, 246-100-206, 246-100-207, 246100-208, 246-100-209, and 246-100-236.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.24.125.
Other Authority: RCW 70.24.130.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-12-083 on May
28, 1999.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: WAC 246-100-036( 4) corrected from "Control of
Communicable Diseases in Man" to "Control of Communicable Diseases Manual."
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 10, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 1, Amended 10, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law as
Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule: This rule
allows cases of asymptomatic HIV disease to be reported earlier which in turn allows local public health officers to offer
and provide assistance to sexual and needle sharing partners.
This will effectively help prevent the spread of HIV.
Effective Date of Rule: September 1, 1999.
August 12, 1999
James Robertson
Acting Executive Director
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 225B, filed
12/23/91, effective 1/23/92)
WAC 246-100-016 Confidentiality . Identifying information about any individual with a reportable disease or con-
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di ti on pursuant to chapter 246-100 WAC shall be protected
by persons with knowledge of such identity.
(I) Health care providers, employees of a health care
facility or medical laboratory, and other individuals with
knowledge of a person with sexually transmitted disease, following the basic principles of health care providers, which
respect the human dignity and confidentiality of patients:
(a) May disclose identity of a person or release identifying information only as specified in RCW 70.24.105; and
(b) Shall establish and implement policies and procedures to maintain confidentiality related to a patient's medical
information.
(2) For the purpose of RCW 70.24.105(6), customary
methods for exchange of medical information shall be limited
as follows:
(a) Health care providers may exchange confidential
medical information related to HIV testing, HIV test results,
and confirmed HIV or confirmed STD diagnosis and treatment in order to provide health care services to the patient.
Meaning:
(i) The information shared impacts the care or treatment
decisions concerning the patient; and
(ii) The health care provider requires the information for
the patient's benefit.
(b) "Health care services to the patient" means personal
interaction, treatment, consultation, or intervention for
patient care.
(c) Health care facility administrators are authorized to
permit access to medical information as necessary to fulfill
professional duties. Health care facility administrators shall
advise those persons permitted access under this section of
the requirement to maintain confidentiality of such information as defined under this section and chapter 70.24 RCW.
Professional duties means the following or functionally similar activities:
(i) Medical record or chart audits;
(ii) Peer reviews;
(iii) Quality assurance;
(iv) Utilization review purposes;
(v) Research ((feview eettftl Fe'liews)) as authorized
under chapter~ 42.48 and 70.02 RCW;
(vi) Risk management; and
(vii) Reviews required under federal or state law or rules.
(d) Health care facility administrators and health care
providers responsible for office management are authorized
to permit access to a patient's medical information and medical record by health care facility and medical staff or office
staff to carry out duties required for care and treatment of a
patient and the management of medical information and the
patient's medical record.
{e) Health care facility administrators are authorized· to
permit exchange of medical information for training and
teaching of health care providers and students when
exchange of confidential medical information is necessary
for such training and specifically related to the care of the
patient.
(3) Health care providers, employees of a health care
facility or medical laboratory, and other individuals with
knowledge of a person with a reportable disease or condition,
other than those specified in subsections (1) and (2) of this
[ 67]
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section, shall release identifying information only to other
individuals responsible for protecting the health and well
being of the public through control of communicable and certain other diseases.
(4) Local and state health department personnel shall
maintain individual case reports as confidential records consistent with WAC 246-100-091.
(5) Local and state health department personnel shall not
disclose identifying information received as a result of WAC
246-100-076 Cl )(c)(i) and (xiv) or WAC 246-100-236
(1 )(a)(xviii) and (xix) unless:
(a) Explicitly and specifically required to do so by state
or federal law: or
(b) Authorized by written patient consent.
(6) Local and state health department personnel are
authorized to use HIV identifying information obtained as a
result of WAC 246-100-076 (])(c)(i) and (xiv) and WAC
246-100-236 (1 )(a)(xviii) and (xix) only for the following
purposes:
(a) Notification of persons with substantial exposure.
including sexual or syringe-sharing partners:
Cb) Referral of the infected individual to social and
health services: and
(c) Linkage to other public health data bases. provided
that the identity or identifying information on the HIVinfected person is not disclosed outside of the health department.
(7) Public health data bases do not include health professions licensing records. certifications or registries. teacher
certification lists. other employment rolls or registries. or
data bases maintained by law enforcement officials.
(8) State and local health officers shall require and maintain signed confidentiality agreements with all health department employees with access to HIV identifying information.
Such agreements will be renewed at least annually and
include reference to criminal and civil penalties for violation
of chapter 70.24 RCW and other administrative actions that
may be taken by the agency.
(9) State and local health officers shall investigate potential breaches of the confidentiality of HIV identifying information by health department employees. All breaches of
confidentiality shall be reported to the state health officer or
their authorized representative for review and appropriate
action.
.LlQ) The Washington state public health laboratory,
other laboratories approved as public health referral laboratories, and any persons, institutions, or facilities submitting
specimens or records containing patient-identifying information shall maintain the identifying information accompanying
submitted laboratory specimens as confidential records.
((fej)) .Q.D Statistical summaries and epidemiologic
studies based on individual case reports may be public information provided no individual is identified or identifiable.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-15-099,
filed 7/21/97, effective 7/21/97)
WAC 246-100-036 Responsibilities and dutiesLocal health officers. (I) The local health officer shall
review and determine appropriate action for:
Permanent
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(a) Each reported case or suspected case of a reportable
disease or condition;
~
(b) Any disease or condition considered a threat to public ~
health;
(c) Each reported outbreak or suspected outbreak of disease, requesting assistance from the department in carrying
out investigations when necessary; and
(d) Instituting disease prevention and infection control,
isolation, detention, and quarantine measures necessary to
prevent the spread of communicable disease, invoking the
power of the courts to enforce these measures when necessary.
(2) Local health officers shall:
(a) Submit reports to the state health officer as required
in chapter 246-100 WAC;
(b) Establish a system at the local health department for
maintaining confidentiality of written records and written and
telephoned disease case reports consistent with WAC 246100-016;
(c) Notify health care providers within the health district
regarding requirements in this chapter;
(d) Distribute appropriate report forms to persons
responsible for reporting;
(e) Notify the principal health care provider((;)};,
ill_lf possible, prior to initiating a case investigation by
the local health department; and
((ffj)) (ii) For HIV infection. not contact the HIVinfected person directly without considering the recommendations of the principal health care provider on the necessity ~
and best means for conducting the case investigation. unless: ~
(A) The principal health care provider cannot be identified: or
(B) Reasonable efforts to reach the principal health care
provider over a two-week period of time have failed:
CO Ensure anonymous HIV testing is reasonably available:
.(g), Make HIV testing, AIDS counseling, and pretest and
post-test counseling, as defined in this chapter, available for
voluntary, mandatory, and anonymous testing and counseling
as required by RCW 70.24.400;
((fgj)) .{hl Make information on anonymous HIV testing,
AIDS counseling, and pretest and post-test counseling, as
described under WAC 246-100-208 and 246-100-209, available;
((W)) ill Use identifying information on HIV-infected
individuals provided according to WAC ((246 100 072))
246-100-076 and 246-100-236 only:
(i) For purposes of contacting the HIV-positive individual to provide test results and post-test counseling; or
(ii) To contact persons who have experienced substantial
exposure. including sex and injection equipment-sharing
partners, ((ineh:1Eling)) and spouses; ((ttttd
ftj)) or
(iii) To link with other name-based public health disease
registries when doing so will improve ability to provide
needed care services and counseling and disease prevention: ~
and
~
(j) Destroy case report identifying information on
asymptomatic HIV-infected individuals received as a result
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of WAC 246-100-076 within three months of receiving a
·
• complete case report:
estabinformation
referral
of
n
I' ill Destroy documentatio
lished in WAC 246-100-072 and this subsection containing
identities and identifying information on HIV-infected individuals and at-risk partners of those individuals immediately
after notifying partners or within three months, whichever
occurs first.
(3) Each local health officer has the authority to:
(a) Carry out additional steps determined to be necessary
to verify a diagnosis reported by a health care provider;
(b) Require any person suspected of having a reportable
disease or condition to submit to examinations required to
determine the presence of the disease or condition; and
(c) Investigate any case or suspected case of a reportable
disease or condition or other illness, communicable or otherwise, if deemed necessary.
(4) Local health officers shall conduct investigations and
institute control measures consistent with those indicated in
the ((fiftee1tth)) sixteenth edition ((+999)) 1995 of Control of
Communica ble Diseases ((in 1\lttn)) Manual, edited by
Abram S. Benenson, published by the American public
health association, except:
(a) When superseded by more up-to-date measures, or
(b) When other measures are more specifically related to
Washington state.

health ser.. iees 60 Rot 6epe1tcl oft Rttfftbers of repartee AIDS
eases OF if less theft teR pereeftt of eases FeporteEI BFe Eliseo.,·
eFed through lehor-atof)· reportiHg of CD4 1 cot1Rt a1td CD4 1
percent resttlts.))
(2) The state health officer's authorization to require
reporting of cases or submission of laboratory specimens,
other than those specified in WAC 246-100-076 and 246100-231, shall expire thirty-six months from the date of written notification of local health officers and laboratory directors unless amended rules are adopted by the state board of
health.
(3) The state health officer shall distribute periodic epidemiologic summary reports and an annual review of public
health issues to local health officers and local health departments.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-100-04 3 Surveillanc e report to the
board-Stat e health officer. Within twelve months of the
effective date of the HIV infection reporting system established in WAC 246-100-07 6, the state health officer, in cooperation with local health officers, will report to the board on:
(1) The ability of the reporting system to meet surveillance performance standards established by the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention;
(2) The cost of the reporting system for state and local
health departments;
(3) The reporting system's effect on disease control
activities; and
(4) The impact of HIV reporting on HIV testing among
persons at increased risk of HIV infection.

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 354B, filed
~ 4/1/93, effective 5/2/93)

~

,
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WAC 246-100-041 Responsibil ities and dutiesState health officer. (1) The state health officer shall have
authority to:
(a) Require reporting of cases and suspected cases of disease and conditions in addition to those required in WAC
246-100-076 for a period of time less than thirty-six months
when:
(i) The disease or condition is newly recognized or
recently acknowledged as a public health concern, and
(ii) Epidemiologic investigation based on reports of
cases may contribute to understanding of the disease or condition, and
(iii) Written notification is provided to all local health
officers regarding:
(A) Additional reporting requirements, and
(B) Rationale or justification for specifying the disease
or condition as reportable.
(b) Require laboratories to submit specimens indicative
of infections in addition to those required in WAC 246-100231 for a period of time less than thirty-six months, provided:
(i) The infection is of public health concern, and
(ii) Written notification is provided to all local health
officers and all directors of medical laboratories registered as
described in WAC 246-100-221 explaining:
(A) Actions required, and
(B) Reason for the addition.
(((e) ElilfliRete the FeqttiFeffteRt fer leeoffitories to report
CD4 1eot11tts BREI CD4 1 pereeRts es speeifieEI iR WAC 246
109 236 if state BREI feElerel ftt1t€1i1tg of HIV/AIDS Feletefl

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-15-099,
filed 7/21/97, effective 7/21/97)
WAC 246-100-072 Rules for notification of partners
at risk of HIV infection. (1) A health care provider may consult with the local health officer or an authorized representative about an HIV-infected individual ((withottt iEleHtif)'iRg
the i1taiviElt1el)).
(2) Only under the specific circumstances listed below, a
principal health care provider shall report the identity of sex
or injection equipment-sharing partners, including spouses,
of an HIV-infected individual to the local health officer or an
authorized representative:
(a) After being informed of the necessity to notify sex
and injection-equipment sharing partners, including spouses,
and confirm notification to the health care provider, the HIVinfected individual either refuses or is unable to notify partners that partners:
(i) May have been exposed to and infected with HIV;
and
(ii) Should seek HIV-pretest counseling and consider
HIV testing; and
(b) The HIV-infected individual neither accepts assistance nor agrees to referral to the local health officer or an
authorized representative for assistance in notifying partners.
(3) Only in the specific circumstances listed below, shall
a principal health care provider ((shell repoFt the icle1ttity of
[ 69]
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aH iHdivid1:1al with a pesitive HIV test res1:1lt te)) notify the
local health officer or an authorized representative to directly
contact the HIV-infected person for the purpose of partner
notification:
(a) The HIV-infected person agrees to meet with the
local health officer or authorized representative; or
ill The principal health care provider provided pretest
counseling as described in WAC 246-100-209(1) before the
individual was tested; and
((fb))) ~ The principal health care provider made
efforts, but was unable to meet face-to-face with the individual to notify the individual of the HIV-test result and to provide post-test counseling as required in WAC 246-100-209 in
order to assure partner notification.
(4) A health care provider shall not disclose the identity
of an HIV-infected individual or the identity of sex and injection equipment-sharing partners, including spouses, at risk of
HIV infection, except as authorized in RCW 70.24.105,
WAC 246-100-072, or 246-100-076.
(5) Local health officers and authorized representatives
shall:
(a) Confirm conditions in subsections (2) and (3) of this
section were met prior to initiating partner notification or
receiving referral of identity of an HIV-infected individual;
and
(b) Use identifying information, provided according to
this section, on HIV-infected individuals only for contacting
the HIV-infected individual to provide post-test counseling
or to contact sex and injection equipment-sharing partners,
including spouses; and
(c) Destroy documentation of referral information established under this subsection, containing identities and identifying information on the HIV-infected individual and at-risk
partners of that individual, immediately after notifying partners or within three months of the date information was
received, whichever occurs first.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-23-064,
filed 11/20/96, effective 12/21/96)
WAC 246-100-076 Reportable diseases and conditions. (1) The following diseases and conditions shall be
reported as individual case reports by health care providers
and others with a duty to report to the local health department
in accordance with requirements and procedures described
throughout chapter 246-100 WAC:
(a) Category A diseases require an immediate report at
the time a case is suspected or diagnosed and include:
(i) Anthrax,
(ii) Botulism (including food-borne, infant, and wound),
(iii) Cholera,
(iv) Diphtheria, noncutaneous,
(v) Measles (rubeola),
(vi) Paralytic shellfish poisoning,
(vii) Plague,
(viii) Poliomyelitis, and
(ix) Rabies.
(b) Category B diseases or conditions require a case
report within one day of diagnosis and include:
(i) Brucellosis,
Permanent

(ii) Gastroenteritis of suspected food-borne or waterborne origin,
~
(iii) Hemophilus influenzae invasive disease (excluding ~
otitis media) in children age five years and under,
(iv) Hepatitis A and B, acute,
(v) Leptospirosis,
(vi) Listeriosis,
(vii) Meningococcal disease,
(viii) Paratyphoid fever (see salmonellosis),
(ix) Pertussis,
(x) Rubella, including congenital,
(xi) Salmonellosis, including paratyphoid fever and
typhoid fever,
(xii) Shigellosis,
(xiii) Syphilis-primary, secondary, or congenital (for
other, see Category C),
(xiv) Tuberculosis (suspected or diagnosed),
(xv) Typhoid fever, including carrier (see salmonellosis),
(xvi) Unusual communicable disease (see definition
WAC 246-100-011).
(c) Category C diseases or conditions require a case
report within seven days of diagnosis and include:
(i) Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)
((elass IV)) and symptomatic human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV((, HTLV III, er LAV))) disease for adults and
adolescents (as classified by the Centers for Disease Control,
U.S. Public Health Service, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report (MMWR), ((May 23, 1986)) December 19. 1992,
Volume((~)) 41, Number((~)) RR-17), and ((elass P 2)) ~
for pediatric HN ((Hffiess)) cases (as classified by the Cen- ~
ters for Disease Control, U.S. Public Health Service,
MMWR, April 24, 1987, Volume 36, Number 15),
(ii) Amebiasis,
(iii) Campylobacteriosis,
(iv) Chancroid,
(v) Chlamydia trachomatis infection,
(vi) Ecoli 0157:H7 infection,
(vii) Encephalitis, viral,
(viii) Giardiasis,
(ix) Gonorrhea,
(x) Granuloma inguinale,
(xi) Herpes simplex, initial genital infection,
(xii) Herpes simplex, neonatal,
(xiii) Hepatitis non-A, non-B, and unspecified,
(xiv) Human immunodeficiency virus <HN> infection.
(ill Kawasaki syndrome,
((~))(xvi) Legionellosis,
((f*ytj)) (xvii) Leprosy (Hansen's disease),
((~))(xviii) Lyme disease,
((~))(xix) Lymphogranuloma venereum,
((~))~Malaria,

(xxi) Mycobacteriosis,
(xxii) Mumps,
((~)) (xxiii) Nongonococcal urethritis,
((~)) (xxiv) Pelvic inflammatory disease, acute,
((~)) (xxv) Pseudomonas folliculitis of suspected ~
waterborne origin,
~
((~)) (xxvi) Psittacosis,
((~)) (xxvii) Q fever,
((~))

((~))
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ill Local health officers may require reporting of additional diseases and conditions.

((~)) (xxviii) Relapsing fever (borreliosis),
(((xxviii))) (xxix) Reye Syndrome,
((fx*Htj)) (xxx) Rheumatic fever,
((~)) (xxxi) Rocky mountain spotted fever,
((f***i7)) (xxxii) Syphilis-other (see also Category B),
((fx**H1)) (xxxiii) Tetanus,
(((nxiii))) (xxxiv) Tick paralysis,
((~)) (xxxv) Toxic shock syndrome,
((~)) (xxxvi) Trichinosis,
((~)) (xxxvii) Tularemia,
(((nxvii))) (xxxviii) Vibriosis,
(((xxxviii))) (xxxix) Yersiniosis, and
((~)) £xl} Severe adverse reaction to immunization.
(2) Any cluster or pattern of cases, suspected cases,
deaths, or increased incidence of any disease or condition
beyond that expected in a given period which may indicate an
outbreak, epidemic~ or related public health hazard shall be
reported immediately by telephone to the local health officer.
Such patterns include, but are not limited to, suspected or
confirmed outbreaks of food borne or waterborne disease,
chickenpox, influenza, viral meningitis, nosocomial infection
suspected due to contaminated products or devices, or environmentally related disease.
(3) A health care provider conducting a clinical HIV
research project shall be required to report the identity of an
individual participating in the project unless:·
(a) The project has been approved by an institutional
review board: and
(b) The project has a system in place to remind referring
heal_th care providers of their reporting obligations under this
sect10n.
(4) In implementing the reporting requirements in subsection (l)(c)(i) and (xiv), the department of health will seek
the input of local health departments. HIV-infected persons.
and community organizations serving persons with HIV
infection or AIDS.
(5) Effective September I. 1999. health care providers
are required to report to the local health department all cases
of HIV infection consistent with the provisions of chapter
246-100 WAC. provided the HIV-infected person receives
health care or treatment services on or after September 1.
1999. regardless of the date of initial diagnosis. Local health
officials will report asymptomatic HIV infection cases to the
state health department according to a standard code developed by the state health department.
(6) When providing technical assistance to a local health
department. authorized representatives of the state health
department may temporarily and subject to the time limitations in WAC-246-100-036 (2)(j) receive the names of
reportable cases of asymptomatic HIV infection for the purpose of HIV ·surveillance. partner notification. or special
studies. Upon completion of the activities by representatives
of the state health department. named information will be:
(a) Provided to the local health department subject to the
provisions of WAC '246-100-036 (2)(j); and
(b) Converted to code and maintained as code only until
the person is diagnosed with AIDS.
(7) Diagnosed cases of symptomatic HIV infection.
including AIDS. as defined in this section remain a reportable
condition. by name. regardless of the date of diagnosis.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-15-099,
filed 7/21/97, effective 7/21/97)
WAC 246-100-206 Special diseases-Sexually transmitted diseases. (1) Definitions.
(a) "Anonymous HIV testing" means that the name or
identity of the individual tested for HIV will not be recorded
or linked to the HIV test result. However. once the individual
testing positive receives HIV health care or treatment services. reporting of the identity of the individual to the state or
local public health officer is required.
© "Behaviors presenting imminent danger to public
health (BPID)" means the following activities, under conditions specified below, performed by an individual with a laboratory confirmed HIV infection:
(i) Anal or vaginal intercourse without a latex condom;
or
(ii) Shared use of blood-contaminated injection equipment;
(iii) Donating or selling HIV-infected blood, blood products, or semen; and
(iv) Under the following specified conditions:
(A) The infected individual received post-test counseling
as described in WAC 246-100-209 prior to repeating activities in subsection (l)((ftt1)) .(hl(i) and (ii) of this section; and
(B) The infected individual did not inform the persons,
with whom activities described in subsection (l)((ftt1)) .(hl(i)
and (ii) of this section occurred, of his or her infectious status .
(ct&))) W "Behaviors presenting possible risk" means:
(i) Actual actions resulting in "exposure presenting a
possible risk" limited to:
(A) Anal, oral, or vaginal intercourse excluding conjugal
visits; or
(B) Physical assault; or
(C) Sharing of injection equipment or sharp implements;
or
(D) Throwing or smearing of blood, semen, or vaginal
fluids; or
(ii) Threatened action if:
(A) The threatening individual states he or she is infected
with HIV; and
(B) The threatened behavior is listed in subsection
(I )(b)(i)(A), (B), (C), and (D) of this section; and
(C) The threatened behavior could result in "exposure
presenting a possible risk."
(((e1))@ "Conduct endangering public health" means:
(i) Anal, oral, or vaginal intercourse for all sexually
transmitted diseases;
(ii) For HIV and Hepatitis B:
(A) Anal, oral, or vaginal intercourse; and/or
(B) Sharing of injection equipment; and/or
(C) Donating or selling blood, blood products, body tissues, or semen; and
(iii) Activities described in subsection (1 )( d)(i) and (ii)
of this section resulting in introduction of blood, semen,
and/or vaginal fluids to:
(A) Mucous membranes;
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(B) Eyes;

(C) Open cuts, wounds, lesions; or

(D) Interruption of epidermis.

((ftlj)) Ce) "Confidential HIV testing" means that the

name or identity of the individual tested for HIV will be
recorded and linked to the HIV test result. and that the name
of the individual testing positive for HIV will be reported to
the state or local health officer in a private manner.
ill "Exposure presenting possible risk" means one or
more of the following:
(i) Introduction of blood, semen, or vaginal fluids into:
(A) A body orifice or a mucous membrane;
(B) The eye; or
(C) An open cut, wound, lesion, or other interruption of
the epidermis.
·· " (ii)A needle puncture or penetrating wound resulting in
exposure to blood, semen, and/or vaginal fluids.
((fej)) .(g) "Reasonably believed" or "reason to believe,"
in reference to a sexually transmitted disease, means a health
officer's belief which:
(i) For the purpose of investigating the source and spread
of disease, is based upon a credible report from an identifiable individual indicating another person is likely to have a
sexually transmitted disease (STD) or to have been exposed
to a STD; and
(ii) For the purpose of issuing a written order for an individual to submit to examination, counseling, or treatment is
based upon:
(A) Laboratory test results confirming or suggestive of a
STD; or
(B) A health care provider's direct observation of clinical
signs confirming an individual has or is likely to have a STD;
or
(C) Obtaining information directly from an individual
infected with a STD about the identity of his or her sexual or
needle-sharing contacts when:
(I) Contact with the infected individual occurred during
a period when the disease may have been infectious; and
(II) The contact was sufficient to transmit the disease;
and
(III) The infected individual is, in the health officer's
judgment, credible and believable.
((ffj)) .(h) "Substantial exposure" means physical contact
resulting in exposure presenting possible risk, limited to:
(i) A physical assault upon the exposed person involving
blood or semen;
(ii) Intentional, unauthorized, nonconsensual use of needles or sharp implements to inject or mutilate the exposed
person;
(iii) An accidental parenteral or mucous membrane or
nonintact skin exposure to blood, semen, or vaginal fluids.
(2) Health care providers shall:
(a) Report each case of sexually transmitted disease as
required in chapter 246-100 WAC, and
(b) Instruct each patient regarding:
(i) Communicability of the disease, and
(ii) Requirements to refrain from acts that may transmit
the disease to another.
Permanent
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(c) Ensure completion of a prenatal serologic test for
syphilis in each pregnant woman pursuant to RCW 70.24.090 ~
including:
~
(i) Submission of a blood sample for syphilis to a laboratory approved to perform prenatal serologic tests for syphilis,
as required in RCW 70.24.090, at the time of the first prenatal
visit, and
(ii) Decide whether or not to omit the serologic test for
syphilis if the test was performed elsewhere during the current pregnancy.
(3) Laboratories, health care providers, and other persons shall deny issuance of a certificate or statement implying an individual is free from sexually transmitted disease.
(4) Local health officers, health care providers, and others, in addition to requirements in chapter 246-100 WAC,
shall comply with the provisions in chapter 70.24 RCW.
(5) Prevention of ophthalmia neonatorum.
(a) Health care providers diagnosing or caring for a
patient with gonococcal or chlamydia! ophthalmia neonatorum shall report the case to the local health officer or local
health department in accordance with the provisions of this
chapter.
(b) The principal health care provider attending or assisting in the birth of any infant or caring for an infant after birth,
shall ensure instillation of a department-approved prophylactic ophthalmic agent into the conjunctiva! sacs of the infant
within the time frame established by the department in policy
statement of ophthalmia agents approved for the prevention
of ophthalmia neonatorum in the newborn, issued June 19,
1981.
~
(6) State and local health officers or their authorized rep- ~
resentatives shall:
(a) Have authority to conduct or cause to be conducted
an interview and investigation of persons infected or reasonably believed to be infected with a sexually transmitted disease; and
(b) Use procedures and measures described in WAC
246-100-036(4) in conducting investigations.
(7) State and local health officers and their authorized
representatives shall have authority to:
(a) Issue written orders for medical examination, testing,
and/or counseling under chapter 70.24 RCW, only after:
(i) All other efforts to protect public health have failed,
including reasonable efforts to obtain the voluntary cooperation of the person to be affected by the order; and
(ii) Having sufficient evidence to "reasonably believe"
the individual to be affected by the order:
(A) Has a sexually transmitted disease; and
(B) Is engaging in "conduct endangering public health";
and
(iii) Investigating and confirming the existence of "conduct endangering public health" by:
(A) Interviewing sources to assess their credibility and
accuracy; and
(B) Inten:ewing the person to be affected by the order;
and
(iv) Including in a written order all information required ~
in RCW 70.24.024.
~
(b) Issue written orders for treatment under RCW
70.24.022 only after laboratory test results, or direct observa-
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tion of clinical signs or assessment of clinical data by a phy~ sician, confirm the individual has, or is likely to have, a sex, ually transmitted disease;
(c) Issue written orders to cease and desist from specified
activities, under RCW 70.24.024 only after:
(i) Determining the person to be affected by the order is
engaging in "conduct endangering public health"; and
(ii) Laboratory test results, or direct observation of clinical signs or assessment of clinical data by a physician, confirm the individual has, or is likely to have, a sexually transmitted disease; and
(iii) Exhausting procedures described in subsection
(7)(a) of this section; and
(iv) Enlisting, if appropriate, court enforcement of the
orders described in subsections (7)(a) and (b) of this section;
and
(d) Seek court orders for detainment under RCW
70.24.034, only for persons infected with HIV and only after:
(i) Exhausting procedures described in subsection (7)(a),
(c) of this section; and
and
(b ),
(ii) Enlisting, if appropriate, court enforcement of orders
to cease and desist; and
(iii) Having sufficient evidence to "reasonably believe"
the person is engaging in "behaviors presenting an imminent
danger to public health."
(8) Conditions for detainment of individuals infected
with sexually transmitted disease.
(a) A local health officer may notify the state health
~ officer if he or she determines:
(i) The criteria for "behaviors presenting imminent dan,
ger to public health (BPID)" are met by an individual; and
(ii) Such individual fails to comply with a cease and
desist order affirmed or issued by a court.
(b) A local or state health officer may request the prosecuting attorney to file an action in superior court to detain an
individual specified in subsection (8)(a) of this section.
(c) The requesting local or state health officer or authorized representative shall:
(i) Notify the department prior to recommending the
detainment setting where the individualized counseling and
education plan may be carried out consistent with subsections
(8)(d), (e), and (f) of this section;
(ii) Make a recommendation to the court for placement
of such individual consistent with subsections (8)(d) and (f)
of this section; and
(iii) Provide to the court an individualized plan for education and counseling consistent with subsection (8)(e) of
this section.
(d) State board of health requirements for detainment of
individuals demonstrating BPID:
(i) Sufficient number of staff, caregivers, and/or family
members to:
(A) Provide round-the-clock supervision, safety of
detainee, and security; and
(B) Limit and restrict activities to prevent BPID; and
(C) Make available any medical, psychological, or ours~
, ing care when needed; and
(D) Provide access to AIDS education and counseling;
·
and
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(E) Immediately notify the local or state health officer of
unauthorized absence or elopement; and
(ii) Sufficient equipment and facilities to provide:
(A) Meals and nourishment to meet nutritional needs;
and
(B) A sanitary toilet and lavatory; and
(C) A bathing facility; and
(D) Bed and clean bedding appropriate to size of
detainee; and
(E) A safe detention setting appropriate to chronological
and developmental age of detainee; and '
(F) A private sleeping room; and
(G) Prevention of sexual exploitation.
(iii) Sufficient access to services and programs directed
toward cessation of BPID and providing:
(A) Linguistically, socially, culturally, and developmentally appropriate ongoing AIDS education and counseling;
and
(B) Psychological and psychiatric evaluation and counseling; and
(C) Implementation of court-ordered plan for individualized counseling and education consistent with subsection
(8)( e) of this section.
(iv) If required, provide access to isolation and/or
restraint in accordance with restraint and seclusion rules in
WAC 275-55-263 (2)(c);
(v) Maintain a safe, secure environment free from
harassment, physical danger, and sexual exploitation.
(e) Washington state board of health standards for an
individualized counseling and education plan for a detainee
include:
(i) Consideration of detainee's personal and environmental characteristics, culture, social group, developmental age,
and language;
(ii) Identification of habitual and addictive behavior and
relapse pattern;
(iii) Identification of unique risk factors and possible
cross-addiction leading to behavior presenting imminent danger to public health;
(iv) Identification of obstacles to behavior change and
determination of specific objectives for desired behavior;
(v) Provision of information about acquisition and transmission of HIV infection;
(vi) Teaching and training of individual coping skills to
prevent relapse to BPID;
(vii) Specific counseling for chemical dependency, if
required;
(viii) Identification of and assistance with access to community resources, including social services and self-help
groups appropriate to provide ongoing support and maintenance of behavior change; and
(ix) Designation of a person primarily responsible for
counseling and/ or education who:
(A) Completed pretest and post-test counselor training
approved by the office on AIDS; and
(B) Received training, as approved by the office on
AIDS, focused on facilitating behavior change related to preventing BPID; and
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(C) Has a post-graduate degree in social work, psychology, counseling, psychosocial nursing, or other allied profession; and
(D) Completed at least one year clinical experience after
post-graduate education with a primary focus on individualized behavior change; and
(E) Is a certified counselor under chapter 18.19 RCW.
(x) Designation and provision of a qualified counselor
under WAC 275-19-145 when the detainee is assessed to
have a drug or alcohol problem.
(f) The state board of health designates the following settings appropriate for detainment provided a setting meets
requirements in subsection (8)(d)(i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) of
this section:
(i) Homes, care facilities, or treatment institutions operated or contracted by the department;
(ii) Private homes, as recommended by the local or state
health officer;
(iii) Boarding homes licensed under chapter 18.20 RCW;
(iv) Nursing homes licensed under chapter 18.51 RCW;
(v) Facilities licensed under chapter 71.12 RCW, including:
(A) Psychiatric hospitals, per chapter 246-322 WAC;
(B) Alcoholism treatment centers if certified for substance use under chapter 275-19 WAC;
(C) Adult residential rehabilitation centers, per chapter
246-325 WAC;
(D) Private adult treatment homes, per chapter 246-325
WAC;
(E) Residential treatment facilities for psychiatrically
impaired children and youth, per chapter 246-323 WAC;
(vi) A hospital licensed under chapter 70.41 RCW.
(9) Jail administrators may order pretest counseling,
post-test counseling, and HIV testing of persons detained in
jail according to RCW 70.24.360 only under the following
conditions:·
(a) The jail administrator documents and reports to the
local health officer, within seven days after the incident, any
incident perceived to be actual or threatened "behaviors presenting possible risk"; and
(b) The local health officer:
(i) Determines the documented behavior or behaviors
meet the criteria established in the definition of "behaviors
presenting a possible risk"; and
(ii) Interviews the detained individual to evaluate the
factual basis for alleged actual or threatened behavior; and
(iii) Makes a fact determination, based upon the documented behavior, the interview with the detained individual,
and/or independent investigation, that sufficient factual evidence exists to support the allegation of actual or threatened
"behaviors presenting possible risk"; and
(iv) Arranges for testing of the individual who is the
source of the behavior to occur within seven days of the
request from the jail administrator; and
(v) Reviews with the detained individual who is the
source of the behavior the documentation of the actual or
threatened behavior to try to assure understanding of the
basis for HIV testing; and
Permanent

(vi) Provides written approval of the jail administrator's
order prior to HIV testing in accordance with subsection.
(7)(a)(i) of this section.
•
(c) The jail administrator maintains HIV test results and
identity of the tested individual as a confidential, nondisclosable record, as provided in RCW 70.24.105.
(10) When an individual experiences a substantial exposure to another individual's body fluids and requests HIV
testing of that other individual, the state and local health
officers have authority to order pretest counseling, HIV testing, and post-test counseling of that other individual providing:
(a) The alleged exposure occurred when the individual
was employed or acting as an authorized volunteer in one of
the following employment categories:
(i) Law enforcement officer;
(ii) Firefighter;
(iii) Health care provider;
(iv) Staff of health care facilities;
(v) Funeral director;
(vi) Embalmer; and
(b) The alleged substantial exposure occurred on the job;
and
(c) The request to the health officer for testing and counseling of the individual was made within seven days of the
occurrence of the alleged exposure; and
(d) The local health officer:
(i) Determines that the alleged exposure meets the criteria established in the definition of "substantial exposure"; and •
(ii) Ensures that pretest counseling of the individual to be •
tested, or a legal representative, occurs; and
(iii) Arranges for testing of the individual who is the
source of the exposure to occur within seven days of the
request from the person exposed; and
(e) The exposed individual agrees to be tested for HIV if
such testing is determined appropriate by the health officer;
and
(f) Records on HIV testing ordered by a health officer are
maintained only by the ordering health officer.
( 11) For the purpose of RCW 49.60.172 concerning the
absence of HIV infection as a bona fide occupational qualification only, "significant risk" means a job qualification
which requires person-to-person contact likely to result in
direct introduction of blood into the eye, an open cut or
wound, or other interruption of the epidermis, when:
(a) No adequate barrier protection is practical; and
(b) Determined only on case-by-case basis consistent
with RCW 49.60.180.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-04-041,
filed 1/31/97, effective 3/3/97)

WAC 246-100-207 Human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) testing-Ordering-Laboratory screening-Interpretation-Reporting. (1) Any person ordering or prescrib- ~
ing an HIV test for another, except for seroprevalent studies ,.
under chapter 70.24 RCW or provided under subsections (2)
and (3) of this section, shall:
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(i) Post-test counseling specified under WAC 246-100209(4) is required if an HIV test is positive or indeterminate;
(ii) Post-test counseling is done at the time any positive
or indeterminate HIV test result is given to the tested individual;
(iii) The applicant is required to designate a health care
provider or health care agency to whom positive or indeterminate HIV test results are to be provided for interpretation
and post-test counseling; and
(iv) When an individual applicant does not identify a
designated health care provider or health care agency and the
applicant's HIV test results are positive or indeterminate, the
insurer, health care service contractor, or health maintenance
organization shall provide the test results to the state or local
health department for interpretation and post-test counseling.
((f41)) ill Laboratories and other places where HIV testing is performed shall demonstrate complete and satisfactory
participation in an HIV proficiency testing program approved
by the Department Laboratory Quality Assurance Section,
Mailstop Kl 7-9, 1610 N.E. 150th, Seattle, Washington
98155.
((~)) ®The department laboratory quality assurance
section shall accept substitutions for EIA screening only as
approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and a published list or other written FDA communication.
(((6) Metlieal laeerateries testiRg fer the f)FeseRee of
HIV shall:
(a) SeRd BR HIV test f)Fe'raleRee rest:ilts Fef)OFt by tele
f)hoRe or iR writiRg to the tlej:)ftltFReRt offiee OR AIDS (Mail
stoj:) Kl7 9, HilO N.E. 150th, Seattle, WashiRgtoR 98155),
EJl:IBFterly OF fflOFe efteR; BRtl
(b) IRel1:1tle iR the ref)ort:
(i) }'l1:11Hber of SBFRf)les testetl;
(ii) }'l1:11Hber of safflf)les ref)eatetlly reaetive by eRzyffle
iffllflt:IRO assay (EIA);
(iii) ~l1:1fflber of safflf)les testetl by western Blot assay
(WBA) or other eeRfirFRatory test as ftj:)j:)FSVetl B)' tlef)BFtFReRt
offiee OH AIDS;
(iv) Nt:11Heer of j:)ositive test res1:1lts ey WBA or other
eeHfirmatory test as Bf'flFOvetl by tlef)artffleHt effiee OH AIDS;
(v) Nt:11ttber of Sj:)eeiFReHs testetl ey viral e1:1lt1:1re; 8Htl
(vi) N1:1mber of f'OSitive test res1:1lts frem viral e1:1lt1:1res.))
(7) Persons informing a tested individual of positive laboratory test results indicating HIV infection shall do so only
when:
(a) HIV is isolated by viral culture technique; or
(b) HIV nucleic acid CRNA or DNA) is detected: or
(c) HIV is detected through a P24 antigen Cneutralizable)
test: or
@ HIV antibodies are identified by a sequence of tests
which are reactive and include:
(i) A repeatedly reactive screening test such as the
enzyme immunoassay (EIA); and
(ii) An additional, more specific, assay such as a positive
western blot assay (WBA) or other tests as ((tlefiHetl BHd
deserieetl iH the AIDS offiee 1HBHt:1BI, Aj:)ril, 1988, Def)BFt
ffleHt ef Health, Offiee eH AIDS, P.O. Bolt 47840, Olyfflf)iB,
WashiRgteR 98504 7840)) approved by the United States

(a) Provide or refer for pretest counseling described
WAC 246-100-209;
(b) Obtain or ensure informed specific consent of the
,
individual to be tested separate from other consents prior to
ordering or prescribing an HIV test, unless excepted under
provisions in chapter 70.24 RCW; ((ftftti))
(c) Inform. orally or in writing. the individual to be
tested of the availability of anonymous HIV testing and of the
differences between "anonymous HIV testing" and "confidential HIV testing"; and
@ Provide or refer for post-test counseling described
under WAC 246-100-209 if HIV test is positive for or suggestive of HIV infection.
(2) Any person authorized to order or prescribe an HIV
test for another may offer anonymous HIV testing without
restriction.
ill Blood banks, tissue banks, and others collecting or
processing blood, sperm, tissues, or organs for transfusion/
transplanting shall:
(a) Obtain or ensure informed specific consent of the
individual prior to ordering or prescribing an HIV test, unless
excepted under provisions in chapter 70.24 RCW;
(b) Explain that the reason for HIV testing is to prevent
contamination of the blood supply, tissue, or organ bank
donations; ((ftftd))
(c) At the time of notification regarding a positive HIV
test, provide or ensure at least one individual counseling session: and
(d) Inform the individual that the name of the individual
~
, testing positive for HIV infection will be confidentially
reported to the state or local health officer.
((~)) ffi Persons subject to regulation under Title 48
RCW and requesting an insured, subscriber, or potential
insured or subscriber to furnish the results of an HIV test for
underwriting purposes, as a condition for obtaining or renewing coverage under an insurance contract, health care service
contract, or health maintenance organization agreement shall:
(a) Before obtaining a specimen to perform an HIV test,
provide written information to the individual tested explaining:
(i) What an HIV test is;
(ii) Behaviors placing a person at risk for HIV infection;
(iii) The purpose of HIV testing in this setting is to determine eligibility for coverage;
(iv) The potential risks of HIV testing; and
(v) Where to obtain HIV pretest counseling.
(b) Obtain informed specific written consent for an HIV
test. The written informed consent shall include:
(i) An explanation of confidential treatment of test result
reports limited to persons involved in handling or determining applications for coverage or claims for the applicant or
claimant; and
(ii) That the name of the individual testing positive for
HIV infection will be confidentially reported to the state or
local health officer: and
.(iill Requirements under subsection((~)) ffi(c) of this
~
, section.
(c) Establish procedures to inform an applicant of the
following:

~under
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(v) "Virtually no risk of HIV infection" means persons
with medical histories absent of and reporting none of the following factors:
(A) Transfusion with blood or blood products at any time
since 1977;
(B) Residence at any time in countries where HIV is considered endemic since 1977;
(C) Unprotected sex between men at any time since
1977;
(D) Use of intravenous substances at any time since
1977, especially when sharing injection equipment;
(E) Engagement in sex for money or drugs at any time
since 1977;
(F) Sexual and/or injection equipment-sharing contacts
at any time since 1977 with persons listed in subsection
(3)(e)((fffij)) .(y}(C), (D), and (E) of this section;
(G) Exposure to a sexually transmitted disease; and
(H) Increased risk of HIV infection by definition of
United States Public Health Service, Centers for Disease
Control.
(4) Persons and organizations providing AIDS counseling may provide additional or more comprehensive counseling than required in this section.

Food and Drug Administration <FDA) in a published list or
other written FDA communication.
·
((tet)) W Such information consists of relevant, pertinent facts communicated in such a way that it will be readily
understood by the recipient.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 225B, filed
12/23/91, effective 1123/92)
WAC 246-100-208 Counseling standard-AIDS
counseling. (1) Principal health care providers shall counsel
or ensure AIDS counseling for:
(a) Each pregnant woman; and
(b) Each patient seeking treatment of a sexually transmitted disease.
(2) Drug treatment programs under chapter 70.96A
RCW shall provide or ensure provision of AIDS counseling
for each person in a drug treatment program.
(3) Health care providers, persons, and organizations
providing AIDS counseling shall:
(a) Assess the behaviors of each individual counseled for
risk of acquiring and transmitting human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV);
(b) Maintain a nonjudgmental environment during counseling which:
(i) Considers the individual's particular circumstances;
and
(ii) Is culturally, socially, linguistically, and developmentally appropriate to the individual being counseled.
(c) Focus counseling on behaviors increasing the risk of
HIV acquisition and transmission;
(d) Provide or ensure provision of personalized risk
reduction education to individuals who:
(i) Are men who had sex with other men at any time
since 1977;
(ii) Used intravenous substances at any time since 1977;
(iii) Engaged in sex for money or drugs at any time since
1977;
(iv) Have had sexual and/or injection equipment-sharing
contact with persons listed in subsection (3)(d)(i), (ii), and
(iii) of this section;
(v) Have been exposed to or known to have had a sexually transmitted disease at any time since 1977;
(vi) Are at increased risk of HIV infection by definition
of United States Public Health Service, Centers for Disease
Control;
(vii) Are enrolled in a drug treatment program under
chapter 69.54 RCW; or
(viii) Received multiple transfusions of blood, plasma,
or blood products from 1977 to 1985.
(e) Encourage individuals assessed to be at other than
virtually no risk of HIV infection to:
(i) Receive AIDS risk reduction counseling;
(ii) Consider information about the nature, purpose, and
potential ramifications of HIV testing;
(iii) Receive pretest counseling;
(iv) Consider confidential or anonymous voluntary HIV
testing if appropriate((;-)) and understand the differences
between "anonymous HIV testing" and "confidential HIV
testing": and
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-15-099,
filed 7/21/97, effective 7/21/97)
WAC 246-100-209 Counseling standards-Human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) pretest counseling-HIV
post-test counseling. (1) Health care providers and other persons providing pretest counseling shall:
(a) Assess the individual's risk of acquiring and transmitting HIV by evaluating information about the individual's
possible risk-behaviors;
(b) Provide at least one individual counseling session
prior to HIV testing;
(c) Inform in writing or orally any individual planning to
be tested for HIV that:
(i) Anonymous HIV testing is available through the local
health department. home testing kits. or may be available
through other community sources. and explain the differences between "anonymous HIV testing" and "confidential
HIV testing": and
ili.l If the test result is positive, ((the tested iHtli¥itlttal
Heeds te Hetify)) sex and injection equipment-sharing partners ((that flaHHers)), including spouses must be notified that
they:
(A) May have been exposed to and infected with HIV;
and
(B) Should seek HIV pretest counseling and consider
HIV testing; and
(((ii) UHless HIV testiHg is aHeHyffietts,)) (iii) The principal health care provider is required to refer identities of atrisk partners to the local health officer or authorized representative if:
(A) The HIV-infected individual either refuses or is
unable to notify partners of exposure, possible infection, and
need for pretest counseling and HIV testing-; or
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(iii) Engaged in sex for money or drugs at any time since
1977;
(iv) Have had sexual and/or injection equipment-sharing
contacts at any time since 1977 with persons listed in subsection (3)(b)(i), (ii), and (iii) of this section;
(v) Have been exposed to or diagnosed with a sexually
transmitted disease;
(vi) Are at increased risk of HIV infection by definition
of United States Public Health Services, Centers for Disease
Control;
(vii) Are required by RCW 70.24.095 and 70.24.340 to
receive HIV counseling and testing.
(c) Inform any individual planning to be tested for HIV
of the need to notify sexual and injection equipment-sharing
partners, including spouses, if test results are positive;
(d) Advise individuals listed in subsection (3)(b)(i), (ii),
and (iii) of this section not to donate or sell blood, blood
products, semen, organs, or other body tissues; and
(e) Emphasize or reemphasize the following counseling
messages:
(i) The following will eliminate or decrease the risk of
HIV infection:
(A) Sexual abstinence;
(B) A mutually monogamous relationship between uninfected people; and
(C) Following safer sex guidelines.
(ii) Do not share intravenous drugs and injection equipment;
(iii) Do not engage in behaviors in which blood, vaginal
fluid, or semen is exchanged;
(iv) Condoms, even if used properly, do not supply absolute protection from HIV infection;
(v) Condoms may reduce risk of HIV infection if the
condom is:
(A) Latex and used with a water-based lubricant rather
than an oil-based lubricant, if a lubricant is used;
(B) Used in conjunction with spermicide during vaginal
or anal intercourse; and
(C) Worn from start to finish of vaginal, oral, and anal
intercourse.
(vi) Dental dams may reduce risk of HIV infection if the
dental dam is:
(A) Latex; and
(B) Used from start to finish of oral intercourse.
(vii) The sexual behaviors having highest risk for HIV
infection are those involving the exchange of blood or semen,
especially receptive anal and vaginal intercourse;
(viii) Anal intercourse may increase the risk of condom
failure and HIV infection;
(ix) Infected women should postpone pregnancy until
more is known about how to prevent prenatal and perinatal
transmission of HIV infection;
(x) Sexual negotiation skills can be learned to enhance
risk reduction; and
(xi) Other sexually transmitted diseases, especially those
causing genital ulcers, may increase the risk of acquiring or
transmitting HIV infection.
(f) Make those counseled aware HIV retesting at a later
date may be necessary or recommended.
(4) Persons providing post-test counseling shall:

(B) The HIV-infected individual neither accepts assis• tance nor agrees to referral to the local health officer or an
, authorized representative for assistance in notifying partners;
and
((ttffj)) {iy)_ Unless HIV testing is anonymous, the principal health care provider is required to confidentially refer the
((iaeHtify)) identity of the individual testing positive to the
local health officer or an authorized representative ((if-the
pFiHeipal health eare f3FO'iiaer maae efferts, but WliS Uftable to
meet faee to faee with the iHEli·1iaual to:
(A) Notify the iHEliYiaual of the IIW test result; aHEI
(B) ProYiae post test eouHseliRg, as reEJttireEI iH this see
tioH, to assure partHer HotifieatioH)).
(2) When an individual is assessed by a counselor or
health care provider as "virtually no risk of HIV infection," as
defined in WAC 246-100-208 (3)(e)(v) a counselor or the
health care provider shall, in addition to subsection (1 )(a) of
this section:
(a) Maintain a nonjudgmental environment during counseling which:
(i) Considers the individual's particular circumstances;
and
(ii) Is culturally, socially, linguistically, and developmentally appropriate to the individual being counseled.
(b) Explain the nature, purpose, value, and reason for the
HIV tests;
(c) In writing or orally. inform the individual to be tested
that anonymous HIV testing is available through the local
health department. home testing kits. or may be available
• through other community sources. and explain the differ, ences between "anonymous HIV testing" and "confidential
HIV testing":
@Explain the possible effect of HIV testing and a positive HIV test result related to employment, insurance, housing, and other potential legal, social, and personal conse.
quences;
( ((61)) ill Develop and maintain a system of referral and
make referrals that:
(i) Are accessible and confidential for those counseled;
(ii) Are acceptable to and supportive of those counseled;
(iii) Provide assistance to those counseled in maintaining
risk reduction behaviors.
· ((tej)) ill Provide at least one individual counseling session at the time HIV test results are disclosed to individuals
testing positive; and
((ff))) .(g} Maintain disclosure and confidentiality
requirements in WAC 246-100-016.
(3) If the individual is assessed by a health care provider
to be other than "virtually no risk of HIV infection," as
defined in WAC 246-100-208 (3)(e)(v), the person providing
pretest counseling shall maintain requirements in subsection
( 1) and (2) of this section and:
(a) Focus counseling on behaviors increasing the risk of
HIV acquisition and transmission;
(b) Provide personalized risk reduction education to
individuals who: ;
(i) Are men engaging in unprotected intercourse with
•
.
, other men at any time since 1977;
(ii) Used intravenous substances at any time since 1977,
especially those sharing injection equipment;
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(a) Follow requirements in subsection (I) of this section;
(b) Provide at least one individual counseling session at
the time HIV test results are disclosed for individuals:
(i) Testing positive for HIV; or
(ii) Reporting practice of behaviors listed in (3)(b)(i),
(ii), and (iii) of this section.
(c) If the individual being counseled tested positive for
HIV infection:
(i) Unless testing was anonymous. remind the individual
that the identity of the individual testing positive for HIV
infection will be confidentially reported to the state or local
health officer:
.(ill Provide assistance to persons in notifying partners,
including spouses, and confirm those partners including
spouses have been notified; and/or
(((ii) Offer)) (iii) Seek agreement to refer the name of the
individual((s)) to the local health officer ((as neeessary)) for
assistance in notifying partners; and/or
((fttt1)) fu'..). Offer to refer partners for counseling and
testing; and
((ftv-1)) W Develop or adopt a system to avoid documenting the names of referred partners in the permanent
record of the individual being counseled; and
((f¥J)) .{yi} Offer referral for alcohol and drug and mental
health counseling, including suicide prevention, if appropriate; and
((f¥t1)) (vii) Provide or refer for medical evaluation and
antiretroviral treatment: and
(viii) Refer for tuberculosis screening.

(xiv) Salmonellosis (Salmonella species),
(xv) Shigellosis (Shigella species), and
(xvi) Hepatitis A (positive anti-HA V lgM),
(xvii) Mycobacteriosis.
(xviii) Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). including
positive Western Blot assays. P24 antigen or viral culture
tests.
(xix) CD4+CT4) lymphocyte counts less than 200 and/or
CD4+(T4) percents less than fourteen percent of total lymphocytes. for patients aged thirteen or older. or positive
results on HIV nucleic acid tests (RNA or DNA). (report
monthly or guarterly) .
(b) For the diseases and conditions listed in (a)(i)
through (xvii) of this subsection. send a copy of the state form
accompanying specimen submitted as required in WAC 246100-231 or identifying information including:
(i) Type of specimen tested (e.g., serum or sputum),
(ii) Test result,
(iii) Name of reporting laboratory,
(iv) Date of report,
(v) Name of requesting health care provider or health
care facility, and
(vi) Name of patient.
(c) After September 1. 1999. for the diseases and conditions listed in (a)(xviii) and (xix) of this subsection. upon
written reguest of the state department of health. send to the
state or local health department identifying information
including:
(i) Type of specimen tested (e.g .. serum).
(ii) Test result.
(iii) Name of reporting laboratory.
(iv) Date of report.
(v) Name of reguesting health care provider or health
care facility.
(vi) Name of patient. if submitted by the health care provider. or other patient identifier if the name is not submitted
by the health care provider. and
(vii) Patient date of birth and gender. if submitted by the
health care provider.
(2) By December 31, 1987, medical laboratories shall
report positive cultures or other suggestive test results for
chlamydia) infection (chlamydia trachomatis) to local health
departments monthly including either:
(a) Identifying information specified in subsection
(l)(b)(i-vi) of this section, or
(b) Aggregate numbers of positive tests including age,
sex, and site of infection when known.
(3) Medical laboratories shall label or stamp reports
appropriately with information indicating "reportable disease" and the telephone number of the local health department, if such labels or stamps are provided.by the local health
department.
(4) State and local health officers and health departments
receiving reports frorri medical laboratories shall:
(a) Allow time for the laboratory to notify the principal ~
health care provider prior to contact if:
~
(i) Delay is unlikely to jeopardize public health, and
(ii) The laboratory requests a delay. · ··

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-13-037,
filed 6/14/95, effective 7115/95)
WAC 246-100-236 Duties of laboratories-Reporting of laboratory results indicative of certain reportable
diseases. (1) By December 31, 1987, medical laboratories
which perform testing or are responsible for referring the
specimen to an out-of-state laboratory for testing shall:
(a) Report each positive culture or other suggestive test
results to the local health officer by phone, written report, or
submission of specimen within two working days, unless
specified otherwise, for:
(i) Anthrax (Bacillus anthracis),
(ii) Botulism (Clostridium botulinum),
(iii) Cholera (Vibrio cholerae),
(iv) Diphtheria (Corynebacterium diphtheriae) - toxigenic strains,
(v) Gonorrhea (Neisseria gonorrhoeae) (report within
seven days),
(vi) Measles (rubeola) (measles virus),
(vii) Plague (Yersinia pestis),
(viii) Rabies (rabies virus),
(ix) Brucellosis (Brucella species),
(x) Leptospirosis (Leptospira interrogans),
(xi) Listeria infection of blood or spinal fluid (Listeria
monocytogenes ),
(xii) Meningococcal infection of blood or spinal fluid
(N. meningitidis),
(xiii) Pertussis (Bordetella pertussis),
Permanent
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(b) Try to contact the principal health care provider and
discuss circumstances prior to contact of a patient when possible.
(((5) By J1:1ne 1995, metlieal lal'lefatefies f:lerfefming
CD4 1 (T4) tests ef sentling Sf:leeimens fef CD4 testing e1:1t
ef state shall s1:1l'lmit te the state HIVMID8 effiee menthl}· er
ftl:IBfterly ref:Jerts en the en1:1meratien ef CD4 1 (T4) lyFRf:lhe
eyte ee1:1nts (CD4 1 ee1:1nts) anti CD4 1 (T4) f:lereents ef tetal
lyFRf:lheeytes (CD4 1 f:Jereents) fer Sf:leeimens s1:1l'lmiMetl after
JaA1:18fy 1, 1995, ef f:lBtients agetl thirteen ef eltief with CD4 1
ee1:1Ats less than twe h1:1ABretl er CD4 1f:Jereents less ~BR fe1:1r
teen. Lal'lefatefies may, l'l1:1t 8fe net rett1:1ireB te, eiteh:1tle infer
matien eeneerning Sf:leeiffiens whieh are 1:1nfelatetl te HIV
infeetien er f:lerfermetl in eenj1:1netien with ffietlieal reseBFeh,
l'ltit ethenvise shall ref:lert the fellewing iAfefmatieA:
(a) PatieAt Sf:leeifie itlentifier er anenyffie1:1s eetle er, if
a1:1therizetl l'ly the f:lBtieAt, the f:lBtieAt's RBme stil'lmittetl te the
lal'lerntery; BAB
(l'l) ~taffie ef the f:lBtient's health eare f:Jrevitler; anti
(e) AtlBress ef f:lBtient's health eare f:Jrevidef; aAti
(ti) CD4 1 ee1:1nt (BAB CD4 1 f:lereent if availal'lle); aAti
(e) Date ef CD4 1 ee1:1At er CD4 1 f:JefeeAt.)) (c) Comply
with the reguirements of WAC 246-100-036(2).
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particular plant or operation and to the type of hazards
involved. This means that recognized hazards, such as vehicle use, workplace violence, emergency washing facilities,
and musculoskeletal disorders, etc., differ ... as part of the
accident prevention program." (2) Changed (l)(a)(i) through
(l)(a)(vii) to bullets to indicate one requirement. Also, reinserted the language, "The department may be contacted for
assistance in developing appropriate programs," which is currently in the existing standard.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended I, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended l, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: December 1, 1999.
August 17, 1999
Gary Moore
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-07, filed
7/20/94, effective 9/20/94)

Date of Adoption: August 17, 1999.
Purpose: Chapter 296-24 WAC, Part A-1, General, educational, medical and first-aid.
Topic: Accident prevention programs.
Purpose: The purpose of this change is to create within
WAC 296-24-040 a central reference listing of all chapters
that specify the development of specific requirements within
an accident prevention plan for various industries and operations. There are twenty-five WISHA chapters that require
employers to develop specific processes, activities, or
instructions within their accident prevention plans. We are
adopting a reference list of the various chapters having specific accident prevention program requirements to WAC 29624-040. We anticipate this action will improve the
employer's ability to determine the specific standards that
have accident prevention program requirements applicable to
their operation or industry. The adopted rule has also been
rewritten using clear rule writing principles for clarification
purposes.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 296-24-040.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 49 .17.010,
[49.17].040, and [49.17].050.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-10-072 on May 4,
~ 1999.
,
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: (1) Deleted the "subnote" which states: "The accident prevention program must be tailored to the needs of the

WAC 296-24-040 Accident prevention programs.

Each employer ((sftall)) must develop a formal accident-prevention program, tailored to the needs of the particular plant
or operation and to the type of hazards involved. The department may be contacted for assistance in developing appropriate programs.
(1) The ((fellewing Bfe the)) minimal program elements
for all employers are:
(a) A safety orientation program describing the
employer's ((safety)) formal accident prevention program
and including the following:
((fij)) ~ How and when to report injuries, including
instruction as to the location of first-aid facilities.
((fttt)) ~How to report unsafe conditions and practices.
((fffi1)) ~The use and care of required personal protective
equipment.
((~))~The proper actions to take in event of emergencies including the routes of exiting from areas during emergencies.
((fyt)) ~Identification of the hazardous gases, chemicals
or materials involved along with the instructions on the safe
use and emergency action following accidental exposure.
((f'.'B)) ~A description of the employer's total safety program.
((~))~An on-the-job review of the practices necessary to perform the initial job assignments in a safe manner.
[ 79]
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(b) A designated safety and health committee consisting
of management and employee representatives with the
employee representatives being elected or appointed by fellow employees.

(2) Each accident-prevention program ((shall)) must be
outlined in ((writtefl farmftt)) writing.

Note; What other written accjdent preyentiop program requirements may apply? The accident preyention plan information and/or documentation required by the following chanters cap be part of the accident preyention orogram itself.
or they can be coyered in supplemental documents·
First-aid requirements

WAC 296-24-06 I

Personal protective equipment

Chapter 296-24 WAC.
Part A-2

Safety procedure-control of hazardous energy
Clockout/tagout)

Chapter 296-24 WAC.
Part A-4

Hazard communication

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
~

Respiratory protection

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
.
Part E

Hearing conservation

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
Part K

Confined space

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
~

Biological agents

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
PartJ

Late night retail

Chapter 296-24 WAC.
Part A-3

Means of egress

Chapter 296-24 WAC.
Part G-I

Welding. cutting and brazing

Chapter 296-24 WAC.
Part I

Permanent
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If an employer chooses Option I for first-aid
response. the requirements must be in writing
in accordance with the standard.
The employer must provide a written certification that a workplace hazard assessment
has been performed.
The employer shall establish a written program consisting of an energy control procedure in accordance with the standard.
If workers use or are exposed to chemicals.
employers are required to have a written program.
If the use of a respirator is needed because a
hazard exits. a written program is required.
If employees work in a high noise environment as defined by the standard. the employer
must establish a hearing conservation program. Each employer shall maintain a written description of the training program instituted.
If the employer decides that its employees
will enter permit spaces. the employer is
required to develop and implement a written
permit confined space program.
Each employer having employees with occupational exposures as defined by the standard
is required to establish a written exposure
control plan.
If a retail employer has employees working
between I I :00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m .. crime prevention training shall be a part of the accident
prevention program.
If an employer must have an emergency
action plan as a requirement of another standard (i.e .. process safety management. grain
handling. air contaminates) it must be developed and in writing in accordance with the
standard.
Rules and instructions for the operation and
maintenance of oxygen or fuel-gas supply
equipment must be readily available in accordance with the standard.

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17

~ Powered platforms. etc.

~

Chapter 296-24 WAC.
Part J-2

Carcinogens (cancer causing)

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
PartG

Air contaminants (specific)

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
Part I

Asbestos. tremolite. anthopyllite and actinolite

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
Part 1-1

Coke ovens

Chapter 296-62 W Ac:
PartO

Hazardous

w~ste

operations

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
PartP

Hazardous chemicals in laboratories

Chapter 296-62 WAC.
PartO

Safety standards for process safety management
of highly hazardous chemicals

Chapter 296-67 WAC

Telecommunications

Chapter 296-32 WAC

Diving operations

Chapter 296-37 WAC

Electrical workers

Chapter 296-45 WAC

Ski area facilities and operations

Chapter 296-59 WAC

Grain handling facilities

Chapter 296-99 WAC

Fire fighters

Chapter 296-305 WAC
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If employees use working platforms. written
work procedures for the operation. safe use.
and inspection must be provided for training
in accordance with the standard.
If employees are exposed to carcinogens.
employers are required to implement a written program to reduce exposure !O or below
permissible limits.
If employees are exposed to air contaminants
listed in this chapter. employers must establish and implement a written compliance program in accordance with the standard.
If employees are exposed to asbestos. tremolite. anthopyllite and actinolite. employers
must establish and implement a written program to reduce employee exposure to or
below the permissible limit.
If an employer operates coke ovens. they
must implement a written program to reduce
employee exposure in accordance with the
standard.
If employees are involved in hazardous waste
operations. employers must develop and
implement a written safety and health program in accordance with the standard.
If employees are exposed to hazardous chemicals in laboratories. employers must develop
and carry out the provisions of a written
chemical hygiene plan in accordance with
this standard.
If employees work with toxic. reactive. flammable. or explosive chemicals. employers
must develop a written plan as required by the
standard.
There are additional accident prevention program requirements.
The employer shall develop and maintain a
safe practice manual.
There are additional accident prevention program requirements for employees working on
or around high voltage.
The employer shall develop a written safety
program.
The employer shall develop and implement a
written housekeeping program.
The fire department shall develop a risk management policy that can be implemented into
the function of incident command and the
development on incident strategies.
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Agriculture

•

Chapter 296-307 WAC

and illustrations in chapter 296-155 WAC, Part N were made
due to stakeholder request.
Changes to chapter 296-24 WAC, General safety and
health standards:

In chapter 296-27 WAC and elsewhere. there are recordkeeping
requirements of which employers need to be aware
Cenain job specific activities need written site or activity soecific work plans (for example. the fall protection work plan and
lead exposure in construction work}.

Federal Initiated Changes
Amended section WAC 296-24-12002 Definitions.
Adopted rule eliminates subsection (1), "Lavatory," as the
definition was considered self-explanatory within the context
of the section. This change was proposed to be like the federal rule in 29 C.F.R. 1910.141 (a)(l )(i).
Amended section WAC 296-24-47505 Basic rules.
Adopted rule eliminates the requirements in subsection
(15)(f), (g), and (h), this subsection relates to tank car or
transport truck loading or unloading points. These changes
are made to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.110 (b)(l5).
The requirements pertain to the design of transportation vehicles and the safe location of such vehicles during loading and
unloading operations, which fall under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Transportation.
Amended section WAC 296-24-47507 (2)(b), (c), and
(d) Cylinder systems. Adopted rule eliminates specifications for marking LPG cylinders, to be like federal rule 29
C.F.R. 1910.110 (c)(2), which were a duplication of the
Department of Transportation requirements.
Amended section WAC 296-24-47511(10) Liquefied
petroleum gas as a motor fuel. Adopted rule eliminates
requirements in WAC 296-24-47511(10), pertaining to passenger carrying vehicles, to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R.
1910.110(e), which fall under the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation.
Repealed section WAC 296-24-47515 LP gas system
installations on commercial vehicles. Adopted repeal eliminates requirements pertaining to installing LP-gas systems
on commercial vehicles, to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R.
1910.1 lO(g), which fall under the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation.
Amended section WAC 296-24-51017 Storage and
handling of anhydrous ammonia, systems mounted on
trucks, semi-trailers, and trailers for transportation of
ammonia. Adopted rule eliminates requirements in subsections (8) and ( 10) regarding safety requirements to protect
full trailers and semi-trailers that transport ammonia, from
collision, to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.111 (f), which
fall under the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation.
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Date of Adoption: August 17, 1999.
Purpose: Miscellaneous changes to chapters 296-24,
296-32, 296-52, 296-62, 296-155, and 296-301 WAC. On
June 18, 1998, OSHA adopted miscellaneous changes to a
number of federal rules within 29 C.F.R. 1910 and 1926
(General Industry and Construction Standards). The Department of Labor and Industries has adopted amendments to
standards related to these chapters to be at-least-as-effectiveas OSHA, assure appropriate worker protection throughout
the state, and improve the clarity of these rules. Washington
Administrative Codes that are affected include: Chapter 29624 WAC, General safety and health standards; chapter 29632 WAC, Safety standards for telecommunications; chapter
296-62 WAC, General occupational health standards; chapter
296-52 WAC, Safety standards for possession and handling
of explosives; chapter 296-155 WAC, Safety standards for
construction work; and chapter 296-301 WAC, Safety standards for the textile industry.
Amendments adopted incorporate those changes from
the Federal Register Notice, Volume 63, Number 117, published on June 18, 1998 (Standards Improvement (Miscellaneous Changes) for General Industry and Construction Standards; Paperwork Collection for Coke Oven Emissions and
Inorganic Arsenic, Final Rule). These amendments clarify
rules, eliminate duplications, and delete current WISHA
requirements under the jurisdiction of the federal Department
of Transportation.
In addition, WISHA adopted changes to chapter 296-52
WAC, which reduces fees to 1995 levels due to requirements
of chapter 43.135 RCW and includes the requirement of a
Social Security number from RCW 26.23.150 when requesting licenses. WISHA changes to chapter 296-62 WAC, Parts
G and I remove references to Appendices, which were
repealed in the respiratory protection project, also within Part
R, a reference was corrected. Also, clarifications to requirements for crane operators in chapter 296-24 WAC, Part D,
Permanent

Agricultural employees are not covered by
chapter 296-24 WAC. but agricultural
employers must follow the accident prevention program reguirements in WAC 296-307030. as well as any other applicable standards
referenced in this note.

WISHA Proposed Changes
Amended section WAC 296-24-23529 Operators.
(Part D). Adopted rule makes a WISHA change to subsection (2), which clarifies requirements for authorized crane
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operators in that they must be able to communicate with others at the worksite and be at least eighteen years of age.
Changes to chapter 296-32 WAC, Safety standards
for telecommunica tions:
Federal Initiated Changes
Amended section WAC 296-32-260 Rubber insulating equipment. Adopted rule eliminates duplication of
requirements within subsections (I), (4), (6), (7), (8), and
(IO)(b), to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.268. These
requirements are currently identified in WAC 296-24-092.
Changes to chapter 296-52 WAC, Safety standards
for possession and handling of explosives:

Federal Initiated Changes
Amended section WAC 296-52-477 Quantity and distance table for separations between magazines, Table H21, note 4. Adopted rule clarifies that the table only applies
to the storage of explosives in magazines and is being proposed to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.109 (c)(l )(vi).
Amended section WAC 296-52-489 Transportation .
Adopted rule changes subsection (7)(a), to be like federal rule
29 C.F.R. 1910.109 (d)(l )(iv). This allows for transportation
of blasting caps on a vehicle that is carrying other explosives
when doing so in accordance with methods specified in the
Department of Transportation regulations of 49 C.F.R.
177 .835 (g)(3)(1).
Amended section WAC 296-52-493 Use of explosives
~ and blasting agents. Adopted rule changes subsection
(2)(a), to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.109 (e)(2)(i),
,
which allows for the reuse of uncontaminated containers and
packaging materials if such reuse is accomplished in accordance with the Department of Transportation criteria contained in 49 C.F.R. 173.28.
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in WAC 296-62-07347 ( 17)(b)(iii)(F), Medical surveillance,
amendment eliminates the requirement for cytologic examinations, to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.1018 (q)(2).
Amended section WAC 296-62-07354 AppendicesInorganic arsenic. Adopted rule decreases the requirements
in Appendix C-Medical surveillance guidelines (3)(a)(iii)
to update medical history and make sputum cytology ,testing
optional. In subsection {3)(a)(iv) requirements have been
minimized to tests required in the initial exam, and updated
medical history, to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.1018,
Appendix A and C.
Amended section WAC 296-62-20017 Medical surveillance. Adopted rule decreases the requirements for xrays from semi-annually to annually in subsection (3), Periodic examinations to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.1029
(j)(3).

Amended section WAC 296-62-20027 Appendix ACoke oven emissions substance information sheet.
Adopted rule decreases requirements for x-rays from semiannually to annually in subsection VI, Medical examinations
and clarifies the need for the examination to be like federal
rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.1029, Appendix A.
Amended section WAC 296-62-20029 Appendix Blndustrial hygiene and medical surveillance guidelines.
Adopted rule decreases the minimum requirements in subsection II, Medical surveillance guidelines by requiring the
examinations only for workers who work at least thirty days
in the regulated area, deleting the requirement for sputum
cytology exams and changing x-ray requirements from semiannual to annual. These changes are adopted to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.1029, Appendix B.

WISHA Proposed Changes
Amended section WAC 296-52-421 Licenses-Infor mation and verification. Adopted rule makes a WISHA
change to subsection (1), to require a Social Security number
when applying for a license, as required by RCW 26.23.150.
Adopted rule makes WISHA changes to the following
WACs, which decreases license fees to 1995 levels, to comply with chapter 43.135 RCW, requirements. Amended section WAC 296-52-425 Dealer's license, subsection (2), 29652-429 License for manufacturing, subsection (2), 296-52433 Purchaser's license, subsection (3), 296-52-437 User's
(blaster's) license, subsection (2)(h), and 296-52-449 Storage
magazine license fees, changes to fee schedule for operating
each magazine.
Changes to chapter 296-62 WAC, General occupational health standards:

WISHA Proposed Changes
Amended section WAC 296-62-07433 Appendices.
Adopted rule makes a WISHA change by deleting subsection
( 1) which removes wording that incorporates the mandatory
fit testing requirements of Appendix C, of WAC 296-6207445, which was repealed as part of the respiratory protection project.
Amended section WAC 296-62-07542 Appendix ASubstances technical guideline for formalin. Adopted rule
makes a WISHA change to subsection (l)(i) by deleting (B),
the fit testing requirements, contained in Appendix E, of
WAC 296-62-07550, which was repealed as part of the respiratory protection project.
Amended section WAC 296-62-41025 Refresher
training. Adopted rule makes a WISHA change to subsection (1) to include a corrected reference.
Changes to chapter 296-155 WAC, Safety standards
for construction work:

Federal Initiated Changes
Amended section WAC 296-62-07347 Inorganic
arsenic. Adopted rule decreases requirements in subsection
(14)(c)(ii), Periodic examinations, pertaining to x-rays as part
of these examinations from semi-annually to annually, to be
like federal rule 29 C.F.R. 1910.1018 (n)(2), (n)(3). Changes

Federal Initiated Changes
Amended section WAC 296-155-270 Flammable and
combustible liquids. Adopted rule makes a change to subsection (1 )(a), which decreases requirements regarding the
storing or handling of flammable liquids of five gallons or
less. These amendments are made to be like federal rule 29
[ 83]
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C.F.R. 1910.152 (a)(I ), which allows for use of the Department of Transportation approved safety cans.
WISHA Proposed Changes
Amended section WAC 296-155-66403 Appendix BSloping and benching. Adopted rule clarifies these requirements by correcting illustrations in.Figures N-8, N-9 and N14.
Changes to chapter 296-301 WAC, Safety standards
for the textile industry:
Federal Initiated Changes
Amended section WAC 296-301-020 General safety
requireme nts. Adopted rule makes a change to subsection
(3), Machine guarding, which now references requirements
found in WAC 296-24-205, to eliminate duplication. In subsection (4), Housekeep ing, outdated references to requirements in WAC 296-24-120 through 296-24-12015 have been
corrected to WAC 296-24-735 through 296-24-73505. The
adopted amendmen ts are to be like federal rule 29 C.F.R.
1910.262.
Amended section WAC 296-301-170 Clothing folding
machine. Adopted rule makes a change by referencin g
requireme nts found in WAC 296-24-195 through 296-2419513 to eliminate duplication.
Amended section WAC 296-301-195 Open tanks and
vats for mixing and storage of hot or corrosive liquids.
Adopted rule eliminates duplication of requirements to WAC
296-24-750 through 296-24-75011 in subsection (1).
Amended section WAC 296-301-220 Personal protective equipmen t. Within subsection (I), adopted rule
removes outdated references to WAC 296-24-081 through
296-24-08 113, and eliminates duplication of requirements
found in WAC 296-24-07 501 and 296-24-07 801. Also,
within subsection (2), referenced requirements to WAC 29624-081 through 296-24-08 113 were corrected to identify
appropriate references to chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E, Respiratory protection.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
AMENDED SECTIONS: Chapter 296-24 WAC, General
safety and health standards, and WAC 296-24-12002 Definitions, 296-24-47505 Basic rules, 296-24-47507 Cylinder systems, 296-24-47511 Liquefied petroleum gas as a motor fuel,
296-24-51017 Storage and handling of anhydrous ammonia,
systems mounted on trucks, semi-traile rs, and trailers for
transportation of ammonia, and 296-24-23529 Operators.
Chapter 296-32 WAC, Safety standards for telecommunications, and WAC 296-32-26 0 Rubber insulating equipment.
Chapter 296-52 WAC, Safety standards for possession
and handling of explosives, and WAC 296-52-477 Quantity
and distance table for separations between magazines, Table
H-21, note 4, 296-52-489 Transportation, 296-52-493 Use of
explosives and blasting agents, 296-52-421 Licenses-I nformation and verification, 296-52-425 Dealer's license, 29652-429 License for manufacturing, 296-52-433 Purchaser's
license, 296-52-43 7 User's (blaster's) license, and 296-52449 Storage magazine license fees.
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Chapter 296-62 WAC, General occupational health standards, and WAC 296-62-07347 Inorganic arsenic, 296-6207354 Appendice s-Inorgani c arsenic, 296-62-20017 Medical surveillance, 296-62-20 027 Appendix A-Coke oven
emissions substance informatio n sheet, 296-62-20 029
Appendix B-Industr ial hygiene and medical surveillance
guidelines , 296-62-07 433 Appendic es, 296-62-07 542
Appendix A-Substan ces technical guideline for formalin,
and 296-62-41025 Refresher training.
Chapter 296-155 WAC, Safety standards for construction work, and WAC 296-155-270 Flammable and combustible liquids, and 296-155-66403 Appendix B-Slopin g and
benching.
Chapter 296-301 WAC, Safety standards for the textile
industry, and WAC 296-301-0 20 General safety requirements, 296-301-170 Clothing folding machine, 296-301-195
Open tanks and vats for mixing and storage of hot or corrosive liquids, and 296-301-220 Personal protective equipment.
REPEALED SECTIONS: Chapter 296-24 WAC, General
safety and health standards, and WAC 296-24-47515 LP gas
system installations on commercial vehicles.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 49.17.010,
[49.17).040, [49.17).050.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-12-089 on June I,
1999.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Clarifications and corrections were made to the figures in WAC 296-155-66403.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 19, Repealed I; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 11, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamlin e, or Reform Agency Procedure s: New 0,
Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 30, Repealed I.
Effective Date of Rule: December 1, 1999.
August 17, 1999
Gary Moore
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 92-06, filed
10/30/92, effective 12/8/92)
WAC 296-155-6 6403 Appendix B-Slopin g and
benching. (I) Scope and application. This appendix contains
specifications for sloping and benching when used as methods of protecting employees working in excavations from
cave-ins. The requirements of this appendix apply when the
design of sloping and benching protective systems is to be
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performed in accordance with the requirements set forth in
WAC 296-155-657 (2)(b).
(2) Definitions.
(a) Actual slope. The slope to which an excavation face
is excavated.
(b) Distress. Soil that is in a condition where a cave-in is
imminent or is likely to occur. Distress is evidenced by such
phenomena as the development of fissures in the face of or
adjacent to an open excavation; the subsidence of the edge of
an excavation; the slumping of material from the face or the
bulging or heaving of material from the bottom of an excavation; the spalling of material from the face of an excavation;
and ravelling, i.e., small amounts of material such as pebbles
or little clumps of material suddenly separating from the face
of an excavation and trickling or rolling down into the excavation.
(c) Maximum allowable slope. The steepest incline of an
excavation face that is acceptable for the most favorable site
conditions as protection against cave-ins, and is expressed as
the ratio of horizontal distance to vertical rise (H:V).
(3) Requirements.
(a) Soil classification. Soil and rock deposits shall be
classified in accordance with appendix A of this Part.
(b) Maximum allowable slope. The maximum allowable
slope for a soil or rock deposit shall be determined from
Table N-1 of this appendix.
(c) Actual slope.
(i) The actual slope shall not be steeper than the maximum allowable slope.
(ii) The actual slope shall be less steep than the maximum allowable slope, when there are signs of distress. If that
situation occurs, the slope shall be cut back to an actual slope
which is at least 1/2 horizontal to one vertical (1/2H: 1V) less
steep than the maximum allowable slope.
(iii) When surcharge loads from stored material or equipment, operating equipment, or traffic are present, a competent
person shall determine the degree to which the actual slope
must be reduced below the maximum allowable slope, and
shall assure that such reduction is achieved. Surcharge loads
from adjacent structures shall be evaluated in accordance
with WAC 296-155-655(9).
(d) Configurations. Configurations of sloping and
benching systems shall be in accordance with Figures N-1
through N-18.

Figure N-1
Slope Configuratio ns
for Type A Soll
20'Maximum

314

Simple Slope - General
All simple slope excavations 20 feet Of less in depl!\ shaD have a maximum allowable slope of 314: 1.

,. ,.,.

-.i-

All......_.. •••-tl_. H l•t. OI' 1... I•~ tMl1 Ila,,.
be.cfl
J/t to l •ad
• • u l - •11-1111 dCIP'I
t

'·.

Figure N-2
Slope Configurations
for Type A Soil
20'Maxlmun

l_

314

Simple Bench

All bencl1ed mu:avations 20 feet

-

TABLE N-1
MAXIMUM ALLOW ABLE SLOPES
SOIL OR ROCK TYPE

••-•ou oe r..... °'

or less in clepth lhall have a maximum -

moximum bench dimensions of 4 feel

slope of 314:1

Figura N-3
. i. . . c-ci..nuf•t ....... " ldl

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SLOPES
(H 1V) O> FOR EXCAVATION LESS

THAN 20 FEET DEEP <2>
STABLE ROCK
TYPE A
TYPEB
TYPEC

VERTICAL (90°)
3/4 : 1 (53°)
1 : 1 (45°)
1 1/2 : I (34°)

Notes:
(I)

(2)

Numbers shown in parentheses next to maximum allowable
slopes are angles expressed in degrees from the horizontal.
Angles have been rounded off.
Sloping or benching for excavations greater than 20 feet deep
shall be designed by a registered professional engineer.
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Figure N-3
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Figure N-5
Slope Configurations
For Type A Soll

Slope Configurations
For Type A Soil
\

\

\
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\
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

12'Maximum

I

3/4

I

3 112' Maximum
Unsupported Vertically Sided Lower Portion
Maximum 12 Feet In Depth

Multiple Bench

AU excavations more than 8 feet but not more than 12 feet in depth which have

AU benched excavations 20 feet or less in depth shall have a maximum allowable slope of 314:1
and maximum bench dimensions of 4 feet

unsupported vertically sided lower portions shall have a maximum allowable
slope of 1: 1 and vertical side _of 3 _% feet

Figure
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Figure N-4
Slope Configurations
For Type A Soll
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Figure N-6

3 112' Maximum

Slope Configurations
For Type A Soil

Unsupported Vertically Sided Lower Portion
Maximum 8 Feet in Depth

S<.ppatt or SIUeld -em

20' Maximum

All excavations 8 feet or less in depth which have unsupported vertically sided

lower portions shall have a maximum vertical side of 3 Yi feet

3/4

Total Height of Vertical Side
Unsupported Vertically Sided Lower Portion

Maximum 20 Feet in Depth

llCIO• Co.il... ratloaa

tor

u•
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All excavations 20 feel or less in deplh which have vertically sided lower portions that are su ported
shielded sh~ll have a maximum allowable slope of %: 1. The support or shield system must ~xtend a~r

leas! 18 1n~es above the.top of the ~ertical side. AJI other simple slope, compound slope and
vertc.any Sided lower portion excavations shall be in accordance with options pennitted d
WAC 296-155-657(2).
un er
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Figure N-7

Figure N-9

for Type B Soil

Slope Configurations
For Type B Soil

Slop• Con!iauration•

20

1

This bench allowed In
cohesive son only.

Kaxiaru.m

J_

~'
I

1

MUitipie Bench

simple Slope
AD excavations 20 feet or less in depth shall have a maximum allowable
slope of 1 :1 and maximum bench dimensions of 4 feet.
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Figure N-8

Figure N-10"
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Figure N-8
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Slope Configurations
for Type B Soil
20'Maxlmum

Figure N-10
Single Bench

Slope Conflgun.ttons
Foriype B Soil

AU excavations 20 feet or len in depth shall have a maximum .UOWable
slope of 1: t and mumum bench dlman1ione of 4 feet

Suppo<1 or Shield System

20' Maximum

Figure N-9

Total Height or Vertical Side
Vertlcally Sided Lower Portion
AD excavations 20 feet ex less in depth which have vet1ically sided lower portiolU shall be shielded a< supported to
a height at least 18 inches above the lo!> of tho vettical side. AD such excavations shall have a maximum
allowable slope of 1:1. AD other simple slope, compound &lope and vertically s<led lower portion excavations lhaD
be In ll<:CCrdanee wilhoptions permitledunderWAC 296-15~7(2).
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EXCAVATIONS MADE IN LAXEP.EP SOILS

Figure N-11
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Figure N-12
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Figure N-12
Slopo

ConftgunUon•

For Type C Sou

L

20' M•xlmum

All

1 112

Vertically Sided Lower Portion

excavations 20 l'eet or less in deplll which have -iically sided lower portions shall be shielded or . _ 1o

a he;ght at least 18 inches aboYe the top of the -1icat Ale. All IUCll excavations shall have a maximum
allowable slope al 1 112:1. All other simple slope, comPoUnd slope and vel1icatly sided lower portion excavations
shalt be in acc:onlance with options permitted WlderWAC 296-1~7(2).
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Figure N-14
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Figure N-14
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Figure N-15
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Figure N-16

1

1

A OVER B

Figure N-17

zj,
AOVERC

1112

Figure N-18

B OVER C

AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 91-01, filed
5/20/91, effective 6/20/91)

2J1

±J·
1112

1112

~)) "Nonwater carriage toilet facility" means a toilet
facility not connected to a sewer.
((f31)) ill "Number of employees" means, unless otherwise specified, the maximum number of employees present at
any one time on a regular shift.
((f4j)) ill "Personal service room" means a room used
for activities not directly connected with the production or
service function performed by the establishment. Such activ-

WAC 296-24-1200 2 Definitions. The following definitions are applicable to all sections of this chapter which
include WAC 296-24-120 in the section number.
(I) (("Lavatery" meafts a easiH er similar vessel esetl
exclesi.,·ely fer \VllshiHg ef the haHtls, arms, fllee aHtl heatl.
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ities include but are not limited to, first aid, medical services,

ll dressing, showering, toilet use, washing, and eating.

,

~

ll

,

((f-51)) ill "Potable water" means water which meets the
quality standards for drinking purposes of state or local
authority having jurisdiction or water that meets the quality
standards prescribed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency's National Interim Primary Drinking Water
Regulations, published in 40 CFR Part 141, and 40 CFR
147.2400.
((f61)) ill "Toilet facility" means a fixture maintained
within a toilet room for the purpose of defecation or urination, or both.
((f+1)) .{fil "Toilet room" means a room maintained
within or on the premises of any place of employment, containing toilet facilities for use by employees.
((f81)) ill "Toxic material" means a material in concentration or amount which exceeds the applicable limit established by a standard, such as chapter 296-62 WAC or, in the
absence of an applicable standard, which is of such toxicity
so as to constitute a recognized hazard that is causing or is
likely to cause death or serious physical harm.
((f91)) .(fil "Urinal" means a toilet facility maintained
within a toilet room for the sole purpose of urination.
((f-1{}1)) .(2). "Water closet" means a toilet facility maintained within a toilet room for the purpose of both defecation
and urination and which is flushed with water.
((fl-B)) Dill "Wet process" means any process or operation in a workroom which normally results in surfaces upon
which employees may walk or stand becoming wet.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 91-07, filed
11/22/91, effective 12/24/91)
WAC 296-24-47505 Basic rules. (1) Odorizing gases.
(a) All liquefied petroleum gases shall be effectively
odorized by an approved agent of such character as to indicate positively, by distinct odor, the presence of gas down to
concentration in air of not over one-fifth the lower limit of
flammability. Odorization, however, is not required if harmful in the use of further processing of the liquefied petroleum
gas, or if odorization will serve no useful purpose as a warning agent in such use or further processing.
(b) The odorization requirement of (a) of this subsection
shall be considered to be met by the use of 1.0 pounds of ethyl
mercaptan, 1.0 pounds of thiophane or 1.4 pounds of amyl
mercaptan per ten thousand gallons of LP-gas. However, this
listing of odorants and quantities shall not exclude the use of
other odorants that meet the odorization requirements of (a)
of this subsection.
(2) Approval of equipmerit and systems.
(a) Each system utilizing DOT containers in accordance
with 49 CFR Part 178 shall have its container valves, connectors, manifold valve assemblies, and regulators approved.
(b) Each system for domestic or commercial use utilizing
containers of two thousand gaJlons or less water capacity,
other than those constructed in accordance with 49 CFR Part
178, shall consist of a container assembly and one or more
regulators, and may include other parts. The system as a unit
or the container assembly as a unit, and the regulator or regulators, shall be individuaJly listed.
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(c) In systems utilizing containers of over two thousand
gallons water capacity, each regulator, container, valve,
excess flow valve, gaging device, and relief valve installed
on or at the container, shall have its correctness as to design,
construction, and performance determined by listing by a
nationally recognized testing laboratory. Refer to federal regulation 29 CFR 1910.7 for definition of nationaJly recognized
testing laboratory.
(d) The provisions of subsection (3)(a) of this section
shall not be construed as prohibiting the continued use or
reinstaJlation of containers constructed and maintained in
accordance with the standard for the Storage and Handling of
Liquefied Petroleum Gases NFPA No. 58 in effect at the time
of fabrication.
(e) Containers used with systems embodied in this section and WAC 296-24-47509 (3)(c) and 296-24-47513, shall
be constructed, tested, and stamped in accordance with DOT
specifications effective at the date of their manufacture.
(3) Requirements for construction and original test of
containers.
(a) Containers used with systems embodied in WAC
296-24-47509, 296-24-47513 through 296-24-47517, except
as provided in WAC 296-24-47511 (3)(c) ((aHd 2% 24
475 l 5 (2)(a))), shaJI be designed, constructed, and tested in
accordance with the Rules for Construction of Unfired Pressure Vessels, section VIII, Division I, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, 1968 edition.
(b) Containers constructed according to the 1949 and
earlier editions of the ASME Code do not have to comply
with U-2 through U-10 and U-19 thereof. Containers constructed according to U-70 in the 1949 and earlier editions do
not meet the requirements of this section.
(c) Containers designed, constructed, and tested prior to
July 1, 1961, according to the Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels for Petroleum Liquids and Gases, 1951 edition with 1954
Addenda, of the American Petroleum Institute and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers shall be considered in
conformance. Containers constructed according to APIASME Code do not have to comply with section I or with
appendix to section I. W-601 to W-606 inclusive in the 1943
and earlier editions do not apply.
(4) Welding of containers.
(a) Welding to the sheJI, head, or any other part of the
container subject to internal pressure, shaJI be done in compliance with the code under which the tank was fabricated.
Other welding is permitted only on saddle plates, lugs, or
brackets attached to the container by the tank manufacturer.
(b) Where repair or modification involving welding of
DOT containers is required, the container shall be returned to
a qualified manufacturer making containers of the same type,
and the repair or modification made in compliance with DOT
regulations.
(5) Markings on container.
(a) Each container covered in subsection (3)(a) of this
section except as provided in subsection (2)(d) of this section
shall be marked as specified in the following:
(i) With a marking identifying compliance with, and
other markings required by, the rules of the reference under
which the container is constructed; or with the stamp and
[ 91]
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other markings required by the laws, rules or regulations as
administered by the state of Washington, department of labor
and industries pertaining to such containers.
(ii) With notation as to whether the container is designed
for underground or aboveground installation or both. If
intended for both and different style hoods are provided, the
marking shall indicate the proper hood for each type of installation.
(iii) With the name and address of the supplier of the
container, or with the trade name of the container.
(iv) With the water capacity of the container in pounds or
gallons, United States standard.
(v) With the pressure in p.s.i.g., for which the container
is designed.
(vi) With the wording "This container shall not contain a
product having a vapor pressure in excess of-p.s.i.g. at
l00°F," see WAC 296-24-47509, Table H-31.
(vii) With the tare weight in pounds or other identified
unit of weight for containers with a water capacity of three
hundred pounds or less.
(viii) With marking indicating the maximum level to
which the container may be filled with liquid at temperatures
between 20°F and 130°F, except on containers provided with
fixed maximum level indicators or which are filled by weighing. Markings shall be increments of not more than 20°F.
This marking may be located on the liquid level gaging
device.
(ix) With the outside surface area in square feet.
(b) Markings specified shall be on a metal nameplate
attached to the container and located in such a manner as to
remain visible after the container is installed.
(c) When LP-gas and one or more other gases are stored
or used in the same area, the containers shall be marked to
identify their content. Marking shall be in compliance with
American National Standard Z48.1-1954, "Method of Marking Portable Compressed Gas Containers to Identify the
Material Contained."
(6) Location of containers-and regulating equipment.
(a) Containers, and first stage regulating equipment if
used, shall be located outside of buildings, except under one
or more of the following:
(i) In buildings used exclusively for container charging,
vaporization pressure reduction, gas mixing, gas manufacturing, or distribution.
(ii) When portable use is necessary and in accordance
with WAC 296-24-47507(5).
(iii) LP-gas fueled stationary or portable engines in
accordance with WAC 296-24-47511(I1) or (12).
(iv) Ll>-gas fueled industrial trucks used in accordance
with WAC 296-24-47511(13).
(v) LP-gas fueled vehicles garaged in accordance with
WAC 296-24-47511(14).
(vi) Containers awaiting use or resale when stored in
accordance with WAC 296-24-47513.
(b) Each individual container shall be located with
respect to the nearest important building or group of buildings or line of adjoining property which may be built on in
accordance with Table H-23.
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TABLE H-23

Minimum distances
Water
Containers
Between
capacity p e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - abovecontainer
ground
UnderAbovecontainers
ground
ground
Less than 125
lOfeet ---None
gals 1
None
125 to 250
gallons

10 feet - - - 1 0 feet

None.

251to500
gallons

10 feet - - - I O feet

3 feet.

501 to2,000
gallons

25 feet 2 - - - 2 5 feet 2

3 feet.

50 feet - - - 5 0 feet

5 feet.

2,001 to
30,000 gallons
30,001 to
70,000 gallons
70,001 to
90,000 gallons

- - - - 5 0 feet - - - 7 5 feet

----l/4of
sum diameters of
adjacent
- - - - 5 0 feet ---100 feet ---..,,ontainers.

1
If the aggregate water capacity of a multicontainer installation at a
consumer site is five hundred one gallons or greater, the minimum distance
shall comply with the appropriate portion of this table, applying the aggregate capacity rather than the capacity per container. If more than one installation is made, each installation shall be separated from another installation
by at least twenty-five feet. Do not apply the MINIMUM DISTANCES
BETWEEN ABOVE-GROUND CONTAINERS to such installations_
2

Note:

The above distance requirements may be reduced to not less
than ten feet for a single container of one thousand two hundred gallons water capacity or less, providing such a container is at least twenty-five feet from any other LP-gas container of more than one hundred twenty-five gallons water
capacity.

(c) Containers installed for use shall not be stacked one
above the other.
(d) In industrial installations involving containers of one
hundred eighty thousand gallons aggregate water capacity or
more, where serious mutual exposures between the container
and adjacent properties prevail, firewalls or other means of
special protection designed and constructed in accordance
with good engineering practices are required.
(e) In the case of buildings devoted exclusively to gas
manufacturing and distributing operations, the distances
required by Table H-23 may be reduced provided that in no
case shall containers of water capacity exceeding five hundred gallons be located closer than ten feet to such gas manufacturing and distributing buildings.
(f) Readily ignitible material such as weeds and long dry
grass shall be removed within ten feet of any container.

4
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(g) The minimum separation between liquefied petroleum gas containers and flammable liquid tanks shall be
twenty feet, and the minimum separation between a container
and the centerline of the dike shall be ten feet. The foregoing
provision shall not apply when LP-gas containers of one hundred twenty-five gallons or less capacity are installed adjacent to Class III flammable liquid tanks of two hundred seventy-five gallons or less capacity.
(h) Suitable means shall be taken to prevent the accumulation of flammable liquids under adjacent liquefied petroleum gas containers, such as by diking, diversion curbs, or
grading.
(i) When dikes are used with flammable liquid tanks, no
liquefied petroleum gas containers shall be located within the
diked area.
(7) Container valves and container accessories.
(a) Valves, fittings, and accessories connected directly to
the container including primary shutoff valves, shall have a
rated working pressure of at least 250 p.s.i.g. and shall be of
material and design suitable for LP-gas service. Cast iron
shall not be used for container valves, fittings, and accessories. This does not prohibit the use of container valves made
of malleable or nodular iron.
(b) Connections to containers, except safety relief connections, liquid level gaging devices, and plugged openings,
shall have shutoff valves located as close to the container as
practicable.
(c) Excess flow valves, where required shall close automatically at the rated flows of vapor or liquid as specified by
the manufacturer. The connections or line including valves,
fittings, etc., being protected by an excess flow valve shall
have a greater capacity than the rated flow of the excess flow
valve.
(d) Liquid level gaging devices which are so constructed
that outward flow of container contents shall not exceed that
passed by a No. 54 drill size opening, need not be equipped
with excess flow valves.
(e) Openings from container or through fittings attached
directly on container to which pressure gage connection is
made, need not be equipped with shutoff or excess flow
valves if such openings are restricted to not larger than No. 54
drill size opening.
(f) Except as provided in WAC 296-24-47507 (5)(a)(ii),
excess flow and back pressure check valves where required
by this section shall be located inside of the container or at a
point outside where the line enters the container; in the latter
case, installation shall be made in such manner that any
undue strain beyond the excess flow or back pressure check
valve will not cause breakage between the container and such
valve.
(g) Excess flow valves shall be designed with a bypass,
not to exceed a No. 60 drill size opening to allow equalization
of pressures.
(h) Containers of more than thirty gallons water capacity
and less than two thousand gallons water capacity, filled on a
volumetric basis, and manufactured after December 1, 1963,
shall be equipped for filling into the vapor space.
(8) Piping-Including pipe, tubing, and fittings.
(a) Pipe, except as provided in WAC 296-24-47511
(6)(a) ((tt1td 296 24 47515 (lO)(e))) shall be wrought iron or

·steel (black or galvanized), brass, copper, or aluminum alloy.
Aluminum alloy pipe shall be at least Schedule 40 in accordance with the specifications for Aluminum Alloy Pipe,
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) H38.7-1969
(ASTM, 8241-1969), except that the use of alloy 5456 is prohibited and shall be suitably marked at each end of each
length indicating compliance with American National Standard Institute specifications. Aluminum alloy pipe shall be
protected against external corrosion when it is in contact with
dissimilar metals other than galvanized steel, or its location is
subject to repeated wetting by such liquids as water (except
rain water), detergents, sewage, or leaking from other piping,
or it passes through flooring, plaster, masonry, or insulation.
Galvanized sheet steel or pipe, galvanized inside and out,
may be considered suitable protection. The maximum nominal pipe size for aluminum pipe shall be three-fourths inch
and shall not be used for pressures exceeding 20 p.s.i.g. Aluminum alloy pipe shall not be installed within six inches of
the ground.
(i) Vapor piping with operating pressures not exceeding
125 p.s.i.g. shall be suitable for a working pressure of at least
125 p.s.i.g. Pipe shall be at least Schedule 40 ASTM A-5369, Grade B Electric Resistance Welded and Electric Flash
Welded Pipe or equal.
(ii) Vapor piping with operating pressures over 125
p.s.i.g. and all liquid piping shall be suitable for a working
pressure of at least 250 p.s.i.g. Pipe shall be at least Schedule
80 if joints are threaded or threaded and back welded. At least
Schedule 40 (ASTM A-53-1969 Grade B Electric Resistance
Welded and Electric Flash Welded Pipe or equal) shall be
used if joints are welded, or welded and flanged.
(b) Tubing shall be seamless and of copper, brass, steel,
or aluminum alloy. Copper tubing shall be of Type Kor L or
equivalent as covered in the Specification for Seamless Copper Water Tube, ANSI H23. l-1970 (ASTM 888-1969). Aluminum alloy tubing shall be of Type A or B or equivalent as
covered in Specification ASTM B210-1968 and shall be suitably marked every eighteen inches indicating compliance
with ASTM specifications. The minimum nominal wall
thickness of copper tubing and aluminum alloy tubing shall
be as specified in Table H-24 and Table H-25.
TABLEH-24
WALL THICKNESS OF COPPER TUBING 1
Note:

The standard size by which tube is designated is
one-eighth-inch smaller than its nominal outside diameter.
Nominal wall
thickness (inches)

Standard
size

Nominal

(inches)

(inches)

1/4

0.375

O.D35

0.030

3/8

0.500

0.049

O.D35

1/2
5/8

0.625
0.750

0.049

0.040

0.049

0.042

3/4

0.875
1.125

0.065

0.045

0.065

0.050

I 1/4

1.375

0.065

0.055

I 1/2

1.625

0.072

0.060

0.0.

Type K
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Nominal
0.0.
(inches)

Nominal wall
thickness (inches)

Type K
2

2.125

TypeL

0.083

0.070

1
Based on data in Specification for Seamless Copper Water Tubing,
ANSI H23. I-I 970 (ASTM B-88-69).

TABLE H-25
WALL THICKNESS OF ALUMINUM ALLOY TUBING'
Outside
diameter

Nominal wall thickness
(inches)

(inches)

3/8
112

Type A
O.Q35

Type B

O.Q35

0.049

5/8

0.042

3/4

0.049
0.049

0.049

0.058

1Based
on data in Standard Specification for Aluminum-Alloy Drawn
Seamless Coiled Tubes for Special Purpose Applications, ASTM B2 I 0-68.

Aluminum alloy tubing shall be protected against external
corrosion when it is in contact with dissimilar metals other
than galvanized steel, or its location is subject to repeated
wetting by liquids such as water (except rainwater), detergents, sewage, or leakage from other piping, or it passes
through flooring, plaster, masonry, or insulation. Galvanized
sheet steel or pipe, galvanized inside and out, may be considered suitable protection. The maximum outside diameter for
aluminum alloy tubing shall be three-fourths inch and shall
not be used for pressures exceeding 20 p.s.i.g. Aluminum
alloy tubing shall not be installed within six inches of the
ground.
(c) In systems where the gas in liquid form without pressure reduction enters the building, only heavy walled seamless brass or copper tubing with an internal diameter not
greater than three thirty-seconds inch, and a wall thickness of
not less than three sixty-fourths inch shall be used. This
requirement shall not apply to research and experimental laboratories, buildings, or separate fire divisions of buildings
used exclusively for housing internal combustion engines,
and to commercial gas plants or bulk stations where containers are charged, nor to industrial vaporizer buildings, nor to
buildings, structures, or equipment under construction or
undergoing major renovation.
(d) Pipe joints may be screwed, flanged, welded, soldered, or brazed with a material having a melting point
exceeding I ,000°F. Joints on seamless copper, brass, steel, or
aluminum alloy gas tubing shall be made by means of
approved gas tubing fittings, or soldered or brazed with a
material having a melting point exceeding I ,000°F.
(e) For operating pressures of 125 p.s.i.g. or less, fittings
shall be designed for a pressure of at least 125 p.s.i.g. For
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operating pressures above 125 p.s.i.g., fittings shall be
designed for a minimum of 250 p.s.i.g.
(t) The use of threaded cast iron pipe fittings such as ells, ~
tees, crosses, couplings, and unions is prohibited. Aluminum ~
alloy fittings shall be used with aluminum alloy pipe and tubing. Insulated fittings shall be used where aluminum alloy
pipe or tubing connects with a dissimilar metal.
(g) Strainers, regulators, meters, compressors, pumps,
etc., are not to be considered as pipe fittings. This does not
prohibit the use of malleable, nodular, or higher strength gray
iron for such equipment.
(h) All materials such as valve seats, packing, gaskets,
diaphragms, etc., shall be of such quality as to be resistant to
the action of liquefied petroleum gas under the service conditions to which they are subjected.
(i) All piping, tubing, or hose shall be tested after assembly and proved free from leaks at not less than normal operating pressures. After installation, piping and tubing of all
domestic and commercial systems shall be tested and proved
free of leaks using a manometer or equivalent device that will
indicate a drop in pressure. Test shall not be made with a
flame.
(j) Provision shall be made to compensate for expansion,
contraction, jarring, and vibration, and for settling. This may
be accomplished by flexible connections.
. (k) Piping outside buildings may be buried, above
ground, or both, but shall be well supported and protected
against physical damage. Where soil conditions warrant, all
piping shall be protected against corrosion. Where condensation may occur, the piping shall be pitched back to the con- .m
tainer, or suitable means shall be provided for revaporization ~
of the condensate.
(9) Hose specifications.
(a) Hose shall be fabricated of materials that are resistant
to the action of LP-gas in the liquid and vapor phases. If wire
braid is used for reinforcing the hose, it shall be of corrosionresistant material such as stainless steel.
(b) Hose subject to container pressure shall be marked
"LP-gas" or "LPG" at not greater than ten-foot intervals.
(c) Hose subject to container pressure shall be designed
for a bursting pressure of not less than 1,250 p.s.i.g.
(d) Hose subject to container pressure shall have its correctness as to design construction and performance determined by being listed (see WAC 296-24-47501(15)).
(e) Hose connections subject to container pressure shall
be capable of withstanding, without leakage, a test pressure
of not less than 500 p.s.i.g.
(t) Hose and hose connections on the low-pressure side
of the regulator or reducing valve shall be designed for a
bursting pressure of not less than 125 p.s.i.g. or five times the
set pressure of the relief devices protecting that portion of the
system, whichever is higher.
(g) Hose may be used on the low-pressure side of regulators .to connect to other than domestic and commercial gas
apphances under the following conditions:
(i) The appliances connected with hose shall be portable
and need a flexible connection.
(ii) For use inside buildings the hose shall be of minimum practical length, but shall not exceed six feet except as
provided in WAC 296-24-47507 (5)(a)(vii) and shall not
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extend from one room to another, nor pass through any walls,
.. partitions, ceilings, or floors. Such hose shall not be con1' cealed from view or used in a concealed location. For use outside of buildings, the hose may exceed this length but shall be
kept as short as practical.
(iii) The hose shall be approved and shall not be used
where it is likely to be subjected to temperatures above
125°F. The hose shall be securely connected to the appliance
and the use of rubber slip ends shall not be permitted.
(iv) The shutoff valve for an appliance connected by
hose shall be in the metal pipe or tubing and not at the appliance end of the hose. When shutoff valves are installed close
to each other, precautions shall be taken to prevent operation
of the wrong valve.
(v) Hose used for connecting to wall outlets shall be protected from physical damage.
(I 0) Safety devices.
(a) Every contaii:ier except those constructed in accordance with DOT specifications and every vaporizer (except
motor fuel vaporizers and except vaporizers described in subsection (1 l)(b)(iii) of this section and WAC 296-24-47509
(4)(e)(i)) whether heated by artificial means or not, shall be
provided with one or more safety relief valves of springloaded or equivalent type. These valves shall be arranged to
afford free vent to the outer air with discharge not less than
five feet horizontally away from any opening into the building which is below such discharge. The rate of discharge
shall be in accordance with the requirements of (b) or (d) of
Ill this subsection in the case of vaporizers.
I' (b) Minimum required rate of discharge in cubic feet per
minute of air at one hundred twenty percent of the maximum
permitted start to discharge pressure for safety relief valves to
be used on containers other than those constructed in accordance with DOT specification shall be as follows:
Surface area
(sq. ft.)
20

or less ...................... ...... .

Surface area
(sq. ft.)

Flow rate
CFM air
626

25

751

30

872

35

990

40

1,100

45

1,220

50

1,330

55

1,430

60

1,540

65

1,640

70

1,750

75

1,850

80

1,950

85

2,050

90

2,150

95

2,240

100

2,340

105

2,440

110

2,530

115

2,630

120

2.720
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Flow rate
CFMair

125

2,810

130

2,900

135

2,990

140

3,080

145

3,170

150

3,260

155

3,350

160

3,440

165

3,530

170

3,620

175

3,700

180

3,790

185

3,880

190

3,960

195

4,050

200

4,130

210

4,300

220

4,470

230

4,630

240

4,800

250

4,960

260

5,130

270

5,290

280

5,450

290

5,610

300

5,760

310

5,920

320

6,080

330

6,230

340

6,390

350

6,540

360

6,690

370

6,840

380

7,000

390

7,150

400

7,300

450

8,040

500

8,760

550

9,470

600

10,170

650

10,860

700

11,550

750

12,220

800

12,880

850

13,540

900

14,190

950

14,830

1,000

15,470

1,050

16,100

1,100

16,720

1,150

17,350

1,200

17,960

1,250

18,570

1,300

19,180
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Surface area
(sq. ft.)

AIR CONVERSION FACTORS

Flow rate
CFM air

1,350
1,400

Container

19,780

type .............

20,380

Air
conversion
factor ............

1,450

20,980

1,500

21,570

1,550

22,160

1,600

22,740

1,650

23,320

1,700
1,750

24,470

1,800

25,050
25,620
26,180

1,950

26,750

2,000

27,310

Surface area= total outside surface area of container in
square feet.
(c) When the surface area is not stamped on the nameplate or when the marking is not legible, the area can be calculated by using one of the following formulas:
(i) Cylindrical container with hemispherical heads:

Containers

(ii) Cylindrical container with other than hemispherical
heads:
Area= (Overall length+ 0.3 outside diameter) x outside
diameter x 3.1416.
This formula is not exact, but will give results within the
limits of practical accuracy for the sole purpose of sizing
relief valves.

(iii) Spherical container:
Area= Outside diameter squared x 3.1416.
Flow rate-CFM air= Required flow capacity in cubic feet
per minute of air at standard conditions, 60°F and atmospheric pressure (14.7 p.s.i.a.).
The rate of discharge may be interpolated for intermediate values of surface area. For containers with total outside
surface area greater than two thousand square feet, the
required flow rate can be calculated using the formula, flow
rate-CFM air =53.632 A0 .sz.

175

1.162

1.142

1.113

1.078

2004

1.0IO

Minimum
(percent)

ASME Code; Par.
U-68, U-691949 and earlier
editions ....... .

110

ASME Code; Par.
U-200, U-2011949 edition ....... .

88

ASME Code-1950,
1952, 1956, 1959,
1962, 1965 and
1968 (Division I)
editions ....... .

88

API-ASME Codeall editions ....... .

88

Maximum
(percent)

1125

DOT-As prescribed
in49CFR
Chapter I
1
Manufacturers of safety relief valves are allowed a plus tolerance not
exceeding ten percent of the set pressure marked on the valve.

(f) Safety relief devices used with systems employing
containers other than those constructed according to DOT
specifications shall be so constructed as to discharge at not
less than the rates shown in (b) of this subsection, before the
pressure is in excess of one hundred twenty percent of the
maximum (not including the ten percent referred to in (e) of
this subsection) permitted start to discharge pressure setting
of the device.
(g) In certain locations sufficiently sustained high ternperatures prevail which require the use of a lower vapor pressure product to be stored or the use of a higher designed pressure vessel in order to prevent the safety valves opening as

A= Total outside surface area of the container in square
feet.
Valves not marked "air" have flow rate marking in cubic
feet per minute of liquefied petroleum gas. These can be converted to ratings in cubic feet per minute of air by multiplying
the liquefied petroleum gas ratings by factors listed below.
Air flow ratings can be converted to ratings in cubic feet per
minute of liquefied petroleum gas by dividing the air ratings
by the factors listed below.
Permanent
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TABLEH-26

Area= Overall length x outside diameter x 3.1416.

Note:

125

(d) Minimum required rate of discharge for safety relief
valves for liquefied petroleum gas vaporizers (steam heated,
water heated, and direct fired).
The minimum required rate of discharge for safety relief
valves shall be determined as follows:
(i) Obtain the total surface area by adding the surface
area of vaporizer shell in square feet directly in contact with
LP-gas and the heat exchanged surface area in square feet
directly in contact with LP-gas.
(ii) Obtain the minimum required rate of discharge in
cubic feet of air per minute, at 60°F and 14.7 p.s.i.a. from (b)
of this subsection, for this total surface area.
(e) Container and vaporizer safety relief valves shall be
set to start-to-discharge, with relation to the design pressure
of the container, in accordance with Table H-26.

23,900

1,850
1,900

IOO
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(i) Vaporizers shall be constructed in accordance with
the requirements of subsection (3)(a) through (c) of this section and shall be permanently marked as follows:
(A) With the code marking signifying the specifications
to which the vaporizer is constructed.
(B) With the allowable working pressure and temperature for which the vaporizer is designed.
(C) With the sum of the outside surface area and the
inside heat exchange surface area expressed in square feet.
(D) With the name or symbol of the manufacturer.
(ii) Vaporizers having an inside diameter of six inches or
less exempted by the ASME Unfired Pressure Vessel Code,
Section VIII of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code-1968 shall have a design pressure not less than 250
p.s.i.g. and need not be permanently marked.
(iii) Heating or cooling coils shall not be installed inside
a storage container.
(iv) Vaporizers may be installed in buildings, rooms,
sheds, or lean-tos used exclusively for gas manufacturing or
distribution, or in other structures of light, noncombustible
construction or equivalent, well ventilated near the floor line
and roof.
When vaporizing and/or mixing equipment is located in
a structure or building not used exclusively for gas manufacturing or distribution, either attached to or within such a
building, such structure or room shall be separated from the
remainder of the building by a wall designed to withstand a
static pressure of at least one hundred pounds per square foot.
This wall shall have no openings or pipe or conduit passing
through it. Such structure or room shall be provided with adequate ventilation and shall have a roof or at least one exterior
wall of lightweight construction.
(v) Vaporizers shall have, at or near the discharge, a
safety relief valve providing an effective rate of discharge in
accordance with subsection (IO)(d) of this section, except as
provided in WAC 296-24-47509 (4)(e)(i).
(vi) The heating medium lines into and leaving the
vaporizer shall be provided with suitable means for preventing the flow of gas into the heat systems in the event of tube
rupture in the vaporizer. Vaporizers shall be provided with
suitable automatic means to prevent liquid passing through
the vaporizers to the gas discharge piping.
(vii) The device that supplies the necessary heat for producing steam, hot water, or other heating medium may be
installed in a building, compartment, room, or lean-to which
shall be ventilated near the floorline and roof to the outside.
The device location shall be separated from all compartments
or rooms containing liquefied petroleum gas vaporizers,
pumps, and central gas mixing devices by a wall designed to
withstand a static pressure of at least one hundred pounds per
square foot. This wall shall have no openings or pipes or conduit passing through it. This requirement does not apply to
the domestic water heaters which may supply heat for a
vaporizer in a domestic system.
(viii) Gas-fired heating systems supplying heat exclusively for vaporization purposes shall be equipped with automatic safety devices to shut off the flow of gas to main burners, if the pilot light should fail.

the result of these temperatures. As an alternative the tanks
~ may be protected by cooling devices such as by spraying, by
, shading, or other effective means.
(h) Safety relief valves shall be arranged so that the possibility of tampering will be minimized. If pressure setting or
adjustment is external, the relief valves shall be provided
with approved means for sealing adjustment.
(i) Shutoff valves shall not be installed between the
safety relief devices and the container, or the equipment or
piping to which the safety relief device is connected except
that a shutoff valve may be used where the arrangement of
this valve is such that full required capacity flow through the
safety relief device is always afforded.
(j) Safety relief valves shall have direct communication
with the vapor space of the container at all times.
(k) Each container safety relief valve used with systems
covered by WAC 296-24-47509, 296-24-47511, ((2% 24
~))and 296-24-47517, except as provided in WAC 29624-47511 (3)(c) shall be plainly and permanently marked
with the following: "Container type" of the pressure vessel
on which the valve is designed to be installed; the pressure in
p.s.i.g. at which the valve is set to discharge; the actual rate of
discharge of the valve in cubic feet per minute of air at 60°F
and 14.7 p.s.i.a.; and the manufacturer's name and catalog
number, for example: T200-250-4050 AIR-indicating that
the valve is suitable for use on a Type 200 container, that it is
set to start to discharge at 250 p.s.i.g.; and that its rate of discharge is four thousand fifty cubic feet per minute of air as
~ determined in (b) of this subsection.
(I) Safety relief valve assemblies, including their connec,
tions, shall be of sufficient size so as to provide the rate of
flow required for the container on which they are installed.
(m) A hydrostatic relief valve shall be installed between
each pair of shutoff valves on liquefied petroleum gas liquid
piping so as to relieve into a safe atmosphere. The start-todischarge pressure setting of such relief valves shall not be in
excess of 500 p.s.i.g. The minimum setting on relief valves
installed in piping connected to other than DOT containers
shall not be lower than one hundred forty percent of the container relief valve setting and in piping connected to DOT
containers not lower than 400 p.s.i.g. Such a relief valve
should not be installed in the pump discharge piping if the
same protection can be provided by installing the relief valve
in the suction piping. The start-to-discharge pressure setting
of such a relief valve, if installed on the discharge side of a
pump, shall be greater than the maximum pressure permitted
by the recirculation device in the system.
(n) The discharge from any safety relief device shall not
terminate in or beneath any building, except relief devices
covered by subsection (6)(a)(i) through (vi) of this section, or
WAC 296-24-47507 (4)(a) or (5).
(o) Container safety relief devices and regulator relief
vents shall be located not less than five feet in any direction
from air openings into sealed combustion system appliances
or mechanical ventilation air intakes.
(11) Vaporizer and housing.
(a) Indirect fired vaporizers utilizing steam, water, or
other heating medium shall be constructed and installed as
follows:
[ 97]
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(ix) Vaporizers may be an integral part of a fuel storage
container directly connected to the liquid section or gas section or both.
(x) Vaporizers shall not be equipped with fusible plugs.
(xi) Vaporizer houses shall not have unprotected drains
to sewers or sump pits.
(b) Atmospheric vaporizers employing heat from the
ground or surrounding air shall be installed as follows:
(i) Buried underground, or
(ii) Located inside the building close to a point at which
pipe enters the building provided the capacity of the unit does
not exceed one quart.
(iii) Vaporizers of less than one quart capacity heated by
the ground or surrounding air, need not be equipped with
safety relief valves provided that adequate tests demonstrate
that the assembly is safe without safety relief valves.
(c) Direct gas-fired vaporizers shall be constructed,
marked, and installed as follows:
(i) In accordance with the requirements of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code-1968 that are applicable to the maximum working
conditions for which the vaporizer is designed.
(ii) With the name of the manufacturer; rated BTU input
to the burner; the area of the heat exchange surface in square
feet; the outside surface of the vaporizer in square feet; and
the maximum vaporizing capacity in gallons per hour.
(iii) Vaporizers may be connected to the liquid section or
the gas section of the storage container, or both; but in any
case there shall be at the container a manually operated valve
in each connection to permit completely shutting off when
desired, of all flow of gas or liquid from container to vaporizer.
(iv) Vaporizers with capacity not exceeding thirty-five
gallons per hour shall be located at least five feet from container shutoff valves. Vaporizers having capacity of more
than thirty-five gallons but not exceeding one hundred gallons per hour shall be located at least ten feet from the container shutoff valves. Vaporizers having a capacity greater
than one hundred gallons per hour shall be located at least fifteen feet from container shutoff valves.
(v) Vaporizers may be installed in buildings, rooms,
housings, sheds, or lean-tos used exclusively for vaporizing
or mixing of liquefied petroleum gas. Vaporizing housing
structures shall be of noncombustible construction, well ventilated near the floorline and the highest point of the roof.
When vaporizer and/or mixing equipment is located in a
structure or room attached to or within a building, such structure or room shall be separated from the remainder of the
building by a wall designed to withstand a static pressure of
at least one hundred pounds per square foot. This wall shall
have no openings or pipes or conduit passing through it. Such
structure or room shall be provided with adequate ventilation,
and shall have a roof or at least one exterior wall of lightweight construction.
(vi) Vaporizers shall have at or near the discharge, a
safety relief valve providing an effective rate of discharge in
accordance with subsection (IO)(d) of this section. The relief
valve shall be so located as not to be subjected to temperatures in excess of I 40°F.
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(vii) Vaporizers shall be provided with suitable automatic means to prevent liquid passing from the vaporizer to ~
the gas discharge piping of the vaporizer.
~
(viii) Vaporizers shall be provided with means for manually turning off the gas to the main burner and pilot.
(ix) Vaporizers shall be equipped with automatic safety
devices to shut off the flow of gas to main burners if the pilot
light should fail. When the flow through the pilot exceeds
2,000 B.T.U. per hour, the pilot also shall be equipped with
an automatic safety device to shut off the flow of gas to the
pilot should the pilot flame be extinguished.
(x) Pressure regulating and pressure reducing equipment
if located within ten feet of a direct fired vaporizer shall be
separated from the open flame by a substantially airtight noncombustible partition or partitions.
(xi) Except as provided in (c)(v) of this subsection, the
following minimum distances shall be maintained between
direct fired vaporizers and the nearest important building or
group of buildings or line ofadjoining property which may be
built upon:
(A) Ten feet for vaporizers having a capacity of fifteen
gallons per hour or less vaporizing capacity.
(B) Twenty-five feet for vaporizers having a vaporizing
capacity of sixteen to one hundred gallons per hour.
(C) Fifty feet for vaporizers having a vaporizing capacity
exceeding one hundred gallons per hour.
(xii) Direct fired vaporizers shall not raise the product
pressure above the design pressure of the vaporizer equipment nor shall they raise the product pressure within the stor- ~
age container above the pressure shown in the second column •
of Table H-31.(See WAC 296-24-47509.)
(xiii) Vaporizers shall not be provided with fusible
plugs.
(xiv) Vaporizers shall not have unprotected drains to
sewers or sump pits.
(d) Direct gas-fired tank heaters, shall be constructed and
installed as follows:
(i) Direct gas-fired tank heaters, and tanks to which they
are applied, shall only be installed above ground.
(ii) Tank heaters shall be permanently marked with the
name of the manufacturer, the rated B.T.U. input to the
burner, and the maximum vaporizing capacity in gallons per
hour.
Note:

Tank heaters may be an integral part of a fuel storage container directly connected to the container liquid section, or
vapor section, or both.

(iii) Tank heaters shall be provided with a means for
manually turning off the gas to the main burner and pilot.
(iv) Tank heaters shall be equipped with an automatic
safety device to shut off the flow of gas to main burners, if the
pilot light should fail. When flow through pilot exceeds 2,000
B.T.U. per hour, the pilot also shall be equipped with an automatic safety device to shut off the flow of gas to the pilot
should the pilot flame be extinguished.
(v) Pressure regulating and pressure reducing equipment ~
if located within ten feet of a direct fired tank heater shall be •
separated from the open flame by a substantially airtight noncombustible partition.

(vi) The following minimum distances shall be main~ tained between a storage tank heated by a direct fired tank
, heater and the nearest important building or group of buildings or line of adjoining property which may be built upon:
(A) Ten feet for storage containers of less than five hundred gallons water capacity.
(B) Twenty-five feet for storage containers of five hundred to one thousand two hundred gallons water capacity.
(C) Fifty feet for storage containers of over one thousand
two hundred gallons water capacity.
(vii) No direct fired tank heater shall raise the product
pressure within the storage container over seventy-five percent of the pressure set out in the second column of Table
H-31.(See WAC 296-24-47509.)
(e) The vaporizer section of vaporizer-burners used for
dehydrators or dryers shall be located outside of buildings;
they shall be constructed and installed as follows:
(i) Vaporizer-burners shall have a minimum design pressure of 250 p.s.i.g. with a factor of safety of five.
(ii) Manually operated positive shutoff valves shall be
located at the containers to shut off all flow to the vaporizerburners.
(iii) Minimum distances between storage containers and
vaporizer-burners shall be as follows:

~
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Water capacity
per container
(gallons)
Less than 50 I ................. ................. .
501to2,000 ................. ................. . .
Over 2,000 ................. ................. .. .

the event of excessive temperature, flame failure, and, if
applicable, insufficient airflow.
(12) Filling densities.
(a) The "filling density" is defined as the percent ratio of
the weight of the gas in a container to the weight of water the
container will hold at 60°F. All containers shall be filled
according to the filling densities shown in Table H-27.
TABLEH-27

MAXIMUM PERMIITED FILLING DENSITY

Above ground
containers
Oto
1,200
U.S.
gals.
(1,000
imp. gal.
4,550
liters)
total
water
cap.

Over
I,200
U.S.
gals.
(1,000
imp. gals.
4,550
liters)
total
water
cap.

Percent

Percent

0.496-0.503

4I

44

45

.504-.510

42

45

46
47

Specific
gravity
at 60°F
(15.6°C)

Minimum
distances
(feet)

Underground
containers, all
capacities

Percent

.5Il-.519

43

46

10

.520-.527

44

47

48

25

.528-.536

45

48

49

50

.537-.544

46

49

50

.545-.552

47

50

51

.553-.560

48

51

52

.561-.568

49

52

53

.569-.576

50

53

54

(iv) The vaporizer section of vaporizer-burners shall be
protected by a hydrostatic relief valve. The relief valve shall
be located so as not to be subjected to temperatures in excess
of l 40°F. The start-to-dischar ge pressure setting shall be
such as to protect the components involved, but not less than
250 p.s.i.g. The discharge shall be directed upward and away
from component parts of the equipment and away from operating personnel.
(v) Vaporizer-burners shall be provided with means for
manually turning off the gas to the main burner and pilot.
(vi) Vaporizer-burners shall be equipped with automatic
safety devices to shut off the flow of gas to the main burner
and pilot in the event the pilot is extinguished.
(vii) Pressure regulating and control equipment shall be
located or protected so that the temperatures surrounding this
equipment shall not exceed 140°F except that equipment
components may be used at higher temperatures if designed
to withstand such temperatures.
(viii) Pressure regulating and control equipment when
located downstream of the vaporizer shall be designed to
withstand the maximum discharge temperature of the vapor.
(ix) The vaporizer section of vaporizer-burners shall not
be provided with fusible plugs.
(x) Vaporizer coils or jackets shall be made of ferrous
~ metal or high temperature alloys.
(xi) Equipment utilizing vaporizer-burners shall be
,
equipped with automatic shutoff devices upstream and downstream of the vaporizer section connected so as to operate in

.577-.584

5I

54

55

.585-.592

52

55

56

.593-.600

53

56

57

(b) Except as provided in (c) of this subsection, any container including mobile cargo tanks and portable tank containers regardless of size or construction, shipped under DOT
jurisdiction or constructed in accordance with 49 CFR Chapter I specifications shall be charged according to 49 CFR
Chapter I requirements.
(c) Portable containers not subject to DOT jurisdiction
(such as, but not limited to, motor fuel containers on industrial and lift trucks, and farm tractors covered in subsection
(5) of this section, or containers recharged at the installation)
may be filled either by weight, or by volume using a fixed
length dip tube gaging device.
(13) LP-gas in buildings.
(a) Vapor shall be piped into buildings at pressures in
excess of 20 p.s.i.g. only if the buildings or separate areas
thereof,
(i) Are constructed in accordance with this section;
(ii) Are used exclusively to house equipment for vaporization, pressure reduction, gas mixing, gas manufacturing,
or distribution, or to house internal combustion engines,
[ 99]
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industrial processes, research and experimental laboratories,
or equipment and processes using such gas and having similar hazard;
(iii) Buildings, structures, or equipment under construction or undergoing major renovation.
(b) Liquid may be permitted in buildings as follows:
(i) Buildings, or separate areas of buildings, used exclusively to house equipment for vaporization, pressure reduction, gas mixing, gas manufacturing, or distribution, or to
house internal combustion engines, industrial processes,
research and experimental laboratories, or equipment and
processes using such gas and having similar hazard; and
when such buildings, or separate areas thereof are constructed in accordance with this section.
(ii) Buildings, structures, or equipment under construction or undergoing major renovation provided the temporary
piping meets the following conditions:
(A) Liquid piping inside the building shall conform to
the requirements of subsection (8) of this section, and shall
not exceed three-fourths iron pipe size. Copper tubing with
an outside. diameter of three-fourths inch or less may be used
provided it conforms to Type K of Specifications for Seamless Water Tube, ANSI H23.l-1970 (ASTM B88-1969) (see
WAC 296-24-47505 Table H-24).All such piping shall be
protected against construction hazards. Liquid piping inside
buildings shall be kept to a minimum. Such piping shall be
securely fastened to walls or other surfaces so as to provide
adequate protection from breakage and so located as to subject the liquid line to lowest ambient temperatures.
(B) A shutoff valve shall be installed in each intermediate branch line where it takes off the main line and shall be
readily accessible. A shutoff valve shall also be placed at the
appliance end of the intermediate branch line. Such shutoff
valve shall be upstream of any flexible connector used with
the appliance.
(C) Suitable excess flow valves shall be installed in the
container outlet line supplying liquid LP-gas to the building.
A suitable excess flow valve shall be installed immediately
downstream of each shutoff valve. Suitable excess flow
valves shall be installed where piping size is reduced and
shall be sized for the reduced size piping.
(D) Hydrostatic relief valves shall be installed in accordance with subsection (lO)(m) of this section.
(E) The use of hose to carry liquid between the container
and the building or at any point in the liquid line, except at the
appliance connector, shall be prohibited.
(F) Where flexible connectors are necessary for appliance installation, such connectors shall be as short as practicable and shall comply with subsection (8)(b) or (9) of this
section.
(G) Release of fuel when any section of piping or appliances is disconnected shall be minimized by either of the following methods:
(I) Using an approved automatic quick-closing coupling
(a type closing in both directions when coupled in the fuel
line), or
(II) Closing the valve nearest to the appliance and allowing the appliance to operate until the fuel in the line is consumed.
Permanent
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(III) Portable containers shall not be taken into buildings
except as provided in subsection (6)(a) of this section.
(14) Transfer of liquids. The employer shall assure that:
(a) At least one attendant shall remain close to the transfer connection from the time the connections are first made
until they are finally disconnected, during the transfer of the
product.
(b) Containers shall be filled or used only upon authorization of the owner.
(c) Containers manufactured in accordance with specifications of 49 CFR Part 178 and authorized by 49 CFR Chapter l as a "single trip" or "nonrefillable container" shall not be
refilled or reused in LP-gas service.
(d) Gas or liquid shall not be vented to the atmosphere to
assist in transferring contents of one container to another,
except as provided in WAC 296-24-47511 (5)(d) and except
that this shall not preclude the use of listed pump utilizing
LP-gas in the vapor phase as a source of energy and venting
such gas to the atmosphere at a rate not to exceed that from a
No. 31 drill size opening and provided that such venting and
liquid transfer shall be located not less than fifty feet from the
nearest important building.
(e) Filling of fuel containers for industrial trucks or
motor vehicles from industrial bulk storage containers shall
be performed not less than ten feet from the nearest important
masonry-walled building or not less than twenty-five feet
from the nearest important building or other construction and,
in any event, not less than twenty-five feet from any building
opening.
(t) Filling of portable containers, containers mounted on
skids, fuel containers on farm tractors, or similar applications, from storage containers used in domestic or commercial service, shall be performed not less than fifty feet from
the nearest important building.
(g) The filling connection and the vent from the liquid
level gages in containers, filled at point of installation, shall
not be less than ten feet in any direction from air openings
into sealed combustion system appliances or mechanical ventilation air intakes.
(h) Fuel supply containers shall be gaged and charged
only in the open air or in buildings especially provided for
that purpose.
(i) The maximum vapor pressure of the product at l 00°F
which may be transferred into a container shall be in accordance with WAC 296-24-47509(2) and 296-24-47511(3).
(For DOT containers use DOT requirements.)
(j) Marketers and users shall exercise precaution to
assure that only those gases for which the system is designed,
examined, and listed, are employed in its operation, particularly with regard to pressures.
(k) Pumps or compressors shall be designed for use with
LP-gas. When compressors are used they shall normally take
suction from the vapor space of the container being filled and
discharge to the vapor space of the container being emptied.
(I) Pumping systems, when equipped with a positive displacement pump, shall include a recirculating device which
shall limit the differential pressure on the pump under normal
operating conditions to the maximum differential pressure
rating of the pump. The discharge of the pumping system

~
~
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shall be protected so that pressure does not exceed 350 p.s.i.g .
..If a recirculation system discharges into the supply tank and
,contains a manual shutoff valve, an adequate secondary
safety recirculation system shall be incorporated which shall
have no means of rendering it inoperative. Manual shutoff
valves in recirculation systems shall be kept open except during an emergency or when repairs are being made to the system.
(m) When necessary, unloading piping or hoses shall be
provided with suitable bleeder valves for relieving pressure
before disconnection.
(n) Agricultural air moving equipment, including crop
dryers, shall be shut down when supply containers are being
filled unless the air intakes and sources of ignition on the
equipment are located fifty feet or more from the container.
(o) Agricultural equipment employing open flames or
equipment with integral containers, such as flame cultivators,
weed burners, and, in addition, tractors, shall be shut down
during refueling.
(15) Tank car or transport truck loading or unloading
points and operations.
(a) The track of tank car siding shall be relatively level.
(b) A "tank car connected" sign, as covered by DOT
rules, shall be installed at the active end or ends of the siding
while the tank car is connected.
(c) While cars are on side track for loading or unloading,
the wheels at both ends shall be blocked on the rails.
(d) The employer shall insure that an employee is in
.. attendance at all times while the tank car, cars, or trucks are
, being loaded or unloaded.
(e) A backflow check valve, excess-flow valve, or a
shutoff valve with means of remote closing, to protect against
uncontrolled discharge of LP-gas from storage tank piping
shall be installed close to the point where the liquid piping
and hose or swing joint pipe is connected.
(f) ((Biteef!t ftS f'FO'rided iH (g) of this s1:1hseetioH, wheH
the size (diftmeter) of the loftdiHg or 1:1HloftdiHg hoses ftHEl/or
f'if'iHg is red1:1eed he)O'N the size of the tftHk eftf Of trftHSf'OFt
tr1:1ek lo&EliHg or t:1HloftdiHg eoHHeetioHs, the ad~tors to whieh
liHeS ftfe ftttftehed shftll he eqt:1if!f'ed 'Nith either ft haekflow
eheelc Ya1¥e, ft f'FOf'erly sized eiteess flow vftl¥e, or shutoff
't'ftl¥e with meftHS of remote elosiHg, to f'FOteet ftgftiHst 1:1HeoH
trolled diseharge from the tftHlc eftr or traHSf!Ort truek.
(g) The req1:1iremeHt of (f) of this s1:1hseetion shall Hot
af'f'IY if the tftnlc eftr or trftHSf'OFt is eq1:1if!f!ed '>'rith ft q1:1iek
elosing internal vai...e that eaH he remotely elosed.
(h) The tank eftf or tFftHSf!Ort truelc loading er t:1HleadiHg
f!eiHt shall he leeated vlith due eoHsideratien to the fellow
ffig:(i) Pfeitimity to fftilroads ftHd highway traffie.
(ii) The distftHee ef s1:1eh uHleadiHg er loadiHg f'OiHt from
adj aeeHt f'FOf'erty.
(iii) With resf!eet to huildings Oft iHstaller's f'FOf!erty.
(i't') Nature ef oeeUf'ftHey.
(v) Tof!ograf'hy.
(,·i) T}'f'e of eoHstr1:1etioH ef huildiHgs.
~
(Yii) ~~umher ef tank ears or trftHSf'OFt trneks that may he
,
safely loaded or 1:1Hloaded at oHe time.
(·1iii) FrequeHey of loadiHg or 1:1HloftdiHg.
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fB)) Where practical, the distance of the unloading or
loading point shall conform to the distances in subsection
(6)(b) of this section.
(16) Instructions. Personnel performing installation,
removal, operation, and maintenance work shall be properly
trained in such function.
(17) Electrical equipment and other sources of ignition.
(a) Electrical equipment and wiring shall be of a type
specified by and shall be installed according to chapter 29624 WAC Part L, for ordinary locations except that fixed electrical equipment in classified areas shall comply with subsection (18) of this section.
(b) Open flames or other sources of ignition shall not be
permitted in vaporizer rooms (except those housing directfired vaporizers), pumphouses, container charging rooms or
other similar locations. Direct-fired vaporizers shall not be
permitted in pumphouses or container charging rooms.
Note:

Liquefied petroleum gas storage containers do not require
lightning protection. Since liquefied petroleum gas is contained in a closed system of piping and equipment, the system need not be electrically conductive or electrically
bonded for protection against static electricity (see NFPA
No. 77-1972-1973, Recommended Practice for Static Electricity).

(c) Open flames (except as provided for in (b) of this
subsection), cutting or welding, portable electric tools, and
extension lights capable of igniting LP-gas, shall not be permitted within classified areas specified in Table H-28 of this
section unless the LP-gas facilities have been freed of all liquid and vapor, or special precautions observed under carefully controlled conditions.
(18) Fixed electrical equipment in classified areas. Fixed
electrical equipment and wiring installed within classified
areas shall comply with Table H-28 of this section and shall
be installed according to chapter 296-24 WAC Part L. This
provision does not apply to fixed electrical equipment at residential or commercial installations of LP-gas systems or to
systems covered by WAC 296-24-47511 ((or 296 24
~)).

(19) Liquid-level gaging device.
(a) Each container manufactured after December 31,
1965, and filled on a volumetric basis shall be equipped with
a fixed liquid-level gage to indicate the maximum permitted
filling level as provided in (e) of this subsection. Each container manufactured after December 31, 1969, shall have permanently attached to the container adjacent to the fixed level
gage a marking showing the percentage full that will be
shown by that gage. When a variable liquid-level gage is also
provided, the fixed liquid-level gage will also serve as a
means for checking the variable gage. These gages shall be
used in charging containers as required in subsection (12) of
this section.
(b) All variable gaging devices shall be arranged so that
the maximum liquid level for butane, for a fifty-fifty mixture
of butane and propane, and for propane, to which the container may be charged is readily determinable. The markings
indicating the various liquid levels from empty to full shall be
on the system nameplate or gaging device or part may be on
the system nameplate and part on the gaging device. Dials of
magnetic or rotary gages shall show whether they are for
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cylindrical or spherical containers and whether for aboveground or underground service. The dials of gages intended
for use only on aboveground containers of over one thousand
two hundred gallons water capacity shall be so marked.
(c) Gaging devices that require bleeding of the product to
the atmosphere, such as the rotary tube, fixed tube, and slip
tube, shall be designed so that the bleed valve maximum
opening is not larger than a No. 54 drill size, unless provided
with excess flow valve.
(d) Gaging devices shall have a design working pressure
of at least 250 p.s.i.g.
(e) Length of tube or position of fixed liquid-level gage
shall be designed to indicate the maximum level to which the
container may be filled for the product contained. This level
shall be based on the volume of the product at 40°F at its
maximum permitted filling density for aboveground containers and at 50°F for underground containers. The employer
shall calculate the filling point for which the fixed liquid level
gage shall be designed according to the method in this subsection.

Part
D

E

TABLEH-28
Equipment shall
be suitable for
Class I,
Group D2

Location
ReliefValve discharge other than
those on DOT cylinders.

Extent of
classified area 1

Equipment shall
be suitable for
Class I,
Group D2

Within direct path of
discharge.

Division I.
NOTE-Fixed
electrical equipment should preferably not be
installed.

Within 5 feet in all
directions from point
of discharge.

Division I.

Beyond 5 feet but
within 15 feet in all
directions from point
of discharge except
within the direct path
of discharge.

Division 2.

Division I.

Pumps, compressors, gas-air mixers
and vaporizers
other than direct
fired.
Indoors without
ventilation

Part

Location

A

Storage containers
other than DOT cylinders.

Within 15 feet in all
directions from connections, except
connections otherwise covered in
Table H-28.

Division 2.

Entire room and any
adjacent room not
separated by a
gaslight partition.

Division 2.

Tank vehicle and
tank car loading and
unloading: 3

Within 5 feet in all
directions from connections regularly
made or disconnected for product
transfer.
Beyond 5 feet but
within 15 feet in all
directions from a
point where connections are regularly
made or disconnected and within the
cylindrical volume
between the horizontal equator of the
sphere and grade.
(See Figure H-1.)

Division I.

Within 15 feet of the
exterior side of any
exterior wall or roof
that is not vaportight
or within 15 feet of
any exterior opening.
Indoors with adequate
ventilation.4

Entire room and any
adjacent room not
separated by a
gastight partition.

Division 2.

Outdoors in open
air at or abovegrade.

Within 15 feet in all
directions from this
equipment and
within the cylindrical
volume
between the horizontaI equator of the
sphere and grade.
See Figure H-1.

Division 2.

Service station dispensing units.

Entire space within
dispenser enclosure,
and 18 inches horizontally from enclosure exterior up to an
elevation 4 ft. above
dispenser base.
Entire pit or open
space beneath dispenser.

Division I.

Up to 18 inches
abovegrade within
20 ft. horizontally
from any edge of
enclosure.

Division 2.

B

c

Gage vent openings
other than those on
DOT cylinders.

Permanent

Extent of
classified area 1

Division 2.

F

Within 5 feet in all
directions from point
of discharge.

Division I.

Beyond 5 feet but
within 15 feet in all
directions from point
of discharge.

Div~ion 2.
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Part

Location

Extent of
classified area 1

Equipment shall
be suitable for
Class I,
Group D2

Location

Part

Outdoors in open
air

NOTE: For pits
within this area, see
Part F of this table.
G

Pits or trenches containing or located
beneath LP-gas
valves, pumps,
compressors, regulators, and similar
equipment.
Without mechanical
ventilation.

With adequate
mechanical ventilation.

H

Special buildings or
rooms for storage of
portable containers.
Pipelines and connections containing
operational bleeds,
drips, vents or
drains.

Entire pit or trench

Division I.

Entire room and any
adjacent room not
separated by a
gastight partition.

Division 2.

Within 15 feet in all
directions from pit or
trench when located
outdoors.
Entire pit or trench

Division 2.

Entire room and any
adjacent room not
separated by a
gaslight partition.

Division 2.

Within 15 feet in all
directions from pit or
trench when located
outdoors.

Division 2.

Entire room

Division 2.

Extent of
classified area 1
Within 5 feet in all
directions from connections regularly
made or disconnected for product
transfer.
Beyond 5 feet but
within 15 feet in all
directions from a
point where connections are
regularly made or
disconnected and
within the cylindrical
volume between the
horizontal equator of
the sphere and grade
(See Fig. H-1.)

Division I.

Division 2.

The classified area shall not extend beyond an unpierced
wall, roof, or solid vaportight partition.
2
See chapter 296-46 WAC, and chapter 296-24 WAC
Part L.
3
When classifying extent of hazardous area, consideration shall be given to possible variations in the spotting of
tank cars and tank vehicles at the unloading points and the
effect these variations of actual spotting point may have on
the point of connection.
4
Ventilation, either natural or mechanical, is considered
adequate when the concentration of the gas in a gas-air mixture does not exceed twenty-five percent of the lower flammable limit under normal operating conditions.
1

Division 2

SPHERE HAVING RADIUS
OF 15 FT. - DMSION 2

Within 5 ft. in all
directions from point
of discharge.

Division I.

SPHERE HAVING
RADIUS OF 5 FT. DMSION1

POINT OF CONNECTION
OR SOURCE OF
EXCESSIVE RELEASE
OF LIQUID OR GAS

Beyond 5 ft. from
point of discharge,
same as Part E of this
table.
Container filling:
Indoors without ·
ventilation.
Indoors with adequate ventilation.4

Equipment shall
be suitable for
Class I,
Group D2

Entire room

Division I.

Within 5 feet in all
directions from connections regularly
made or disconnected for product
transfer.
Beyond 5 feet and
entire room

Division I.

CYLINDRICAL VOLUME•
DMSION 2 (INCLUDES
BOTTOM HALF OF 15 FT.
RADIUS SPHERfl

Figure H-1
Note:
Division 2.
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It is impossible to set out in a table the length of a fixed dip
tube for various capacity tanks because of the varying tank
diameters and lengths and because the tank may be installed
either in a vertical or horizontal position. Knowing the
maximum permitted filling volume in gallons, however, the
length of the fixed tube can be determined by the use of a
strapping table obtained from the container manufacturer.
The length of the fixed tube should be such that when its
Permanent
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lower end touches the surface of the liquid in the container,
the contents of the container will be the maximum permitted volume as determined by the following formula:
Water capacity (gals.) of container* x filling density**

Maximum
volume
of LP-gas

Specific gravity of
LP-gas* x volume
correction factor*** x JOO

(i) Formula for determining maximum volume of liquefied petroleum gas for which a fixed length of dip tube shall
be set:
TABLEH-29

VOLUME CORRECTION FACTORS

Aboveground

Underground

0.500

1.033

1.017

.510

1.031

1.016

.520

1.029

1.015

.530

1.028

1.014

.540

1.026

1.013

.550

1.025

1.013

.560

1.024

1.012

.570

1.023

1.011

.580

1.021

1.011

.590

1.020

1.010

(ii) The maximum volume of LP-gas which can be
placed in a container when determining the length of the dip
tube expressed as a percentage of total water content of the
container is calculated by the following formula.
(iii) The maximum weight of LP-gas which may be
placed in a container for determining the length of a fixed dip
tube is determined by multiplying the maximum volume of
liquefied petroleum gas obtained by the formula in (e)(i) of
this subsection by the pounds of liquefied petroleum gas in a
gallon at 40°F for aboveground and at 50°F for underground
containers. For example, typical pounds per gallon are specified below:
Example: Assume a one hundred-gallon total water
capacity tank for aboveground storage of propane having a
specific gravity of 0.510 of 60°F.
I 00 (gals.) x 42 (filling density
from (I 2)(a) of this subsection)
0.5 IO x 1.031 (correction factor
from Table H-29) x 100

4200
52.6

79.8 gallons propane, the maximum
amount permitted to be placed in
52.6 = a I 00-gallon total water capacity
aboveground container equipped
with a .fixed dip tube.

4200

Permanent

Maximum
percent
of LP-gas

Total water content
of container in
gallons.

* Measure at 60°F.
** From subsection (12)(a) of this section "filling densities."
*** For aboveground containers the liquid temperature is assumed to
be 40°F and for underground containers the liquid temperature is
assumed to be 50°F. To correct the liquid volumes at these temperatures to 60°F the following factors shall be used.

Specific gravity

Maximum volume of
LP-gas (from formula
in (e)(i) of
this subsection) x JOO
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Aboveground,
pounds
per gallon

Underground,
pounds
per gallon

Propane. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.37

4.31

N Butane. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.97

4.92

(f) Fixed liquid-level gages used on containers other than
DOT containers shall be stamped on the exterior of the gage
with the letters "DT" followed by the vertical distance
(expressed in inches and carried out to one decimal place)
from the top of container to the end of the dip tube or to the
centerline of the gage when it is located at the maximum permitted filling level. For portable containers that may be filled
in the horizontal and/or vertical position the letters "DT"
shall be followed by "V" with the vertical distance from the
top of the container to the end of the dip tube for vertical filling and with "H" followed by the proper distance for horizontal filling. For DOT containers the stamping shall be placed
both on the exterior of the gage and on the container. On
aboveground or cargo containers where the gages are positioned at specific levels, the marking may be specified in percent of total tank contents and the marking shall be stamped
on the container.
(g) Gage glasses of the columnar type shall be restricted
to charging plants where the fuel is withdrawn in the liquid
phase only. They shall be equipped with valves having metallic handwheels, with excess flow valves, and with extraheavy glass adequately protected with a metal housing
applied by the gage manufacturer. They shall be shielded
against the direct rays of the sun. Gage glasses of the columnar type are prohibited on tank trucks, and on motor fuel
tanks, and on containers used in domestic, commercial, and
industrial installations.
(h) Gaging devices of the float, or equivalent type which
do not require flow for their operation and having connections extending to a point outside the container do not have to
be equipped with excess flow valves provided the piping and
fittings are adequately designed to withstand the container
pressure and are properly protected against physical damage
and breakage.
(20) Requirements for appliances.
(a) Except as provided in (b) of this subsection, new
commercial and industrial gas consuming appliances shall be
approved.
(b) Any appliance that was originally manufactured for
operation with a gaseous fuel other than LP-gas and is in
good condition may be used with LP-gas only after it is properly converted, adapted, and tested for performance with
LP-gas before the appliance is placed in use.
(c) Unattended heaters used inside buildings for the purpose of animal or poultry production or care shall be
equipped with an approved automatic device designed to shut
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off the flow of gas to the main burners, and pilot if used, in
·
• the event of flame extinguishment.
I' (d) All commercial, industrial, and agricultural appliances or equipment shall be installed in accordance with the
requirements of these standards and in accordance with the
following:
(i) Domestic and commercial appliances-NFPA 541969, Standard for the Installation of Gas Appliances and
Gas Piping.
(ii) Industrial appliances-NFP A 54A-1969, Standard
for the Installation of Gas Piping and Gas Equipment on
Industrial Premises and Certain Other Premises.
(iii) Standard for the Installation and Use of Stationary
Combustion Engines and Gas Turbines-NFPA 37-1970.
(iv) Standard for the Installation of Equipment for the
Removal of Smoke and Grease-Laden Vapors from Commercial Cooking Equipment, NFPA 96-1970.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-07, filed
7/20/94, effective 9/20/94)

WAC 296-24-47507 Cylinder systems. (1) Application. This section applies specifically to systems utilizing
containers constructed in accordance with DOT specifications. All requirements of WAC 296-24-47505 apply to this
section unless otherwise noted in WAC 296-24-47505.
(2) Marking of containers. ((fttj)) Containers shall be
marked in accordance with DOT regulations. Additional
• markings not in conflict with DOT regulations may be used.
I' (((b) EM:eept es previtletl iH (e) ef this s1:1bseetieH eeeh
eenteiner shell be fflerketl with its water eei:ieeity in pettHtls er
ether itlentifietl 1:1nit ef weight.
(e) If e eeHteiHer is fillet! eHtl fflftiRteinetl eHly by the
ewHer er the ewners represeHtetive enEJ if the water eapaeity
ef eeeh eeHteiner is itleHtifietl by e eetle, eafflplienee with (b)
ef this s1:1bseetieH is Het req1:1iretl.
(ti) Eeeh eeHteiHer shell be tflerketl with its tere Vt'eight in
pe1:1ntls er ether itleHtifietl 1:1Hit ef weight iHel1:1tliHg ell perffla
nently etteehetl fittiHgs b1:1t net the eep.))
(3) Description of a system. A system shall include the
container base or bracket, containers, container valves, connectors, manifold valve assembly, regulators, and relief
valves.
(4) Containers and regulating equipment installed outside of buildings or structures.
(a) Containers shall not be buried below ground. However, this shall not prohibit the installation in a compartment
or recess below grade level, such as a niche in a slope or terrace wall which is used for no other purpose, providing that
the container and regulating equipment are not in contact
with the ground and the compartment or recess is drained and
ventilated horizontally to the outside air from its lowest level,
with the outlet at least three feet away from any building
opening which is below the level of such outlet.
Except as provided in WAC 296-24-47505 (IO)(n), the
• discharge from safety relief devices shall be located not less
I' than three feet horizontally away from any building opening
which is below the level of such discharge and shall not terminate beneath any building unless such space is well venti-
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lated to the outside and is not enclosed on more than two
sides .
(b) Containers shall be set upon firm foundation or otherwise firmly secured; the possible effect on the outlet piping
of settling shall be guarded against by a flexible connection
or special fitting.
(5) Containers and equipment used inside of buildings or
structures.
(a) When operational requirements make portable use of
containers necessary and their location outside of buildings
or structures is impracticable, containers and equipment are
permitted to be used inside of buildings or structures in accordance with (a)(i) through (xii) of this subsection, and, in addition, such other provisions of this section as are applicable to
the particular use or occupancy.
(i) Containers in use shall mean connected for use.
(ii) Systems utilizing containers having a water capacity
greater than two and one-half pounds (nominal one pound
LP-gas capacity) shall be equipped with excess flow valves.
Such excess flow valves shall be either integral with the container valves or in the connections to the container valve outlets. In either case, an excess flow valve shall be installed in
such a manner that any undue strain beyond the excess flow
valve will not cause breakage between the container and the
excess flow valve. The installation of excess flow valves
shall take into account the type of valve protection provided.
(iii) Regulators, if used, shall be either directly connected to the container valves or to manifolds connected to
the container valves. The regulator shall be suitable for use
with LP-gas. Manifolds and fittings connecting containers to
pressure regulator inlets shall be designed for at least 250
p.s.i.g. service pressure.
(iv) Valves on containers having a water capacity greater
than fifty pounds (nominal twenty pounds LP-gas capacity)
shall be protected while in use.
(v) Containers shall be marked in accordance with WAC
296-24-47505 (5)(c) and subsection (2) of this section.
(vi) Pipe or tubing shall conform to WAC 296-2447505(8) except that aluminum pipe or tubing shall not be
used.
(vii) Hose shall be designed for a working pressure of at
least 250 p.s.i.g. Hose and hose connections shall have their
correctness as to design, construction and performance determined by listing by a nationally recognized testing laboratory.
{A) The hose length may exceed the length specified in
WAC 296-24-47505 {9)(g)(ii), but shall be as short as practicable. Refer to federal regulation 29 CFR 1910.7 for definition of nationally recognized testing laboratory.
(B) Hose shall be long enough to permit compliance with
spacing provisions of this section without kinking or straining or causing hose to be so close to a burner as to be damaged by heat.
(viii) Portable heaters, including salamanders, shall be
equipped with an approved automatic device to shut off the
flow of gas to the main burner, and pilot if used, in the event
of flame extinguishment. Such heaters having inputs above
50,000 B.t.u. manufactured on or after May 17, 1967, and
such heaters having inputs above 100,000 B.t.u. manufactured before May 17, 1967, shall be equipped with either:
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(A) A pilot which must be lighted and proved before the
main burner can be turned on; or
(B) An electric ignition system. The provisions of
(a)( viii) of this subsection do not apply to tar kettle burners,
torches, melting pots, nor do they apply to portable heaters
under 7,500 B.t.u.h. input when used with containers having
a maximum water capacity of two and one-half pounds. Container valves, connectors, regulators, manifolds, piping, and
tubing shall not be used as structural supports for heaters.
(ix) Containers, regulating equipment, manifolds, pipe,
tubing, and hose shall be located so as to minimize exposure
to abnormally high temperatures (such as may result from
exposure to convection or radiation from heating equipment
or installation in confined spaces), physical damage, or tampering by unauthorized persons.
(x) Heat producing equipment shall be located and used
so as to minimize the possibility of ignition of combustibles.
(xi) Containers having water capacity greater than two
and one-half pounds (nominal one pound LP-gas capacity)
connected for use, shall stand on a firm and substantially
level surface and, when necessary, shall be secured in an
upright position.
(xii) Containers, including the valve protective devices,
.shall be installed so as to minimize the probability of
impingement of discharge of safety relief devices upon containers.
(b) Containers having a maximum water capacity of two
and one-half pounds (nominal one pound LP-gas capacity)
are permitted to be used inside of buildings as part of
approved self-contained hand torch assemblies or similar
appliances.
(c) Containers having a maximum water capacity of
twelve pounds (nominal five pounds LP-gas capacity) are
permitted to be used temporarily inside of buildings for public exhibition or demonstration purposes, including use for
classroom demonstrations.
(d) When buildings frequented by the public are open to
the public, containers are permitted to be used for repair or
minor renovation as follows:
(i) The maximum water capacity of individual containers
shall be fifty pounds (nominal twenty pounds LP-gas capacity).
(ii) The number of LP-gas containers shall not exceed
the number of workers assigned to using the LP-gas.
(iii) Containers having a water capacity of greater tha·n
two and one-half pounds (nominal one pound LP-gas capacity[)] shall not be left unattended in such buildings.
(e) When buildings frequented by the public are not open
to the public, containers are permitted to be used for repair or
minor renovations, as follows:
The provisions of (f) of this subsection shall apply
except that containers having a water capacity greater than
two and one-half pounds (nominal one pound LP-gas capacity) shall not be left unattended in such buildings.
(f) Containers are permitted to be used in buildings or
structures under construction or undergoing major renovation
when such buildings or structures·are not occupied by the
public, as follows:
Permanent
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(i) The maximum water capacity of individual containers
shall be two hundred forty-five pounds (nominal one hundred
pounds LP-gas capacity).
(ii) For temporary heating such as curing concrete, drying plaster and similar applications, heaters (other than integral heater-container units) shall be located at least six feet
from any LP-gas container. This shall not prohibit the use of
heaters specifically designed for attachment to the container
or to a supporting standard, provided they are designed and
installed so as to prevent direct or radiant heat application
from the heater onto the container. Blower and radiant type
heater shall not be directed toward any LP-gas container
within twenty feet.
(iii) If two or more heater-container units, of either the
integral or nonintegral type, are located in an unpartitioned
area on the same floor, the container or containers of each
unit shall be separated from the container or containers of any
other unit by at least twenty feet.
(iv) When heaters are connected to containers for use in
an unpartitioned area on the same floor, the total water capacity of containers manifolded together for connection to a
heater or heaters shall not be greater than seven hundred
thirty-five pounds (nominal three hundred pounds LP-gas
capacity). Such manifolds shall be separated by at least
twenty feet.
(v) On floors on which heaters are not connected for use,
containers are permitted to be manifolded together for connection to a heater or heaters on another floor, provided:
(A) The total water capacity of containers connected to
any one manifold is not greater than two thousand four hundred fifty pounds (nominal one thousand pounds LP-gas
capacity) and;
(B) Where more than one manifold having a total water
capacity greater than seven hundred thirty-five pounds (nominal three hundred pounds LP-gas capacity) are located in the
same unpartitioned area, they shall be separated by at least
fifty feet.
(vi) Storage of containers awaiting use shall be in accordance with WAC 296-24-47513.
(g) Containers are permitted to be used in industrial
occupancies for processing, research, or experimental purposes as follows:
(i) The maximum water capacity of individual containers
shall be two hundred forty-five pounds (nominal one hundred
pounds LP-gas capacity).
(ii) Containers connected to a manifold shall have a total
water capacity not greater than seven hundred thirty-five
pounds (nominal three hundred pounds LP-gas capacity) and
not more than one such manifold may be located in the same
room unless separated at least twenty feet from a similar unit.
(iii) The amount of LP-gas in containers for research and
experimental use shall be limited to the smallest practical
quantity.
(h) Containers are permitted to be used in industrial
occupancies with essentially noncombustible contents where
portable equipment for space heating is essential and where a
permanent heating installation is not practical, as follows:
Containers and heaters shall comply with and be used in
accordance with (f) of this subsection.
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(i) Containers are permitted to be used in buildings for
temporary emergency heating purposes, if necessary to prevent damage to the buildings or contents, when the permanent heating system is temporarily out of service, as follows:
(i) Containers and heaters shall comply with and be used
in accordance with (f) of this subsection.
(ii) The temporary heating equipment shall not be left
unattended.
U) Containers are permitted to be used temporarily in
buildings for training purposes related in installation and use
of LP-gas systems, as follows:
(i) The maximum water capacity of individual containers
shall be two hundred forty-five pounds (nominal one hundred
pounds LP-gas capacity), but the maximum quantity of LPgas that may be placed in each container shall be twenty
pounds.
(ii) If more than one such container is located in the same
room, the containers shall be separated by at least twenty feet.
(iii) Containers shall be removed from the building when
the training class has terminated.
(6) Container valves and accessories.
(a) Valves in the assembly of multiple container systems
shall be arranged so that replacement of containers can be
made without shutting off the flow of gas in the system.
Note:

This provision is not to be construed as requiring an automatic changeover device.

(b) Regulators and low-pressure relief devices shall be
rigidly attached to the cylinder valves, cylinders, supporting
standards, the building walls or otherwise rigidly secured and
shall be so installed or protected that the elements (sleet,
snow, or ice) will not affect their operation.
(c) Valves and connections to the containers shall be protected while in transit, in storage, and while being moved into
final utilization, as follows:
(i) By setting into the recess of the container to prevent
the possibility of their being struck if the container is dropped
upon a flat surface, or
(ii) By ventilated cap or collar, fastened to the container
capable of withstanding a blow from any direction equivalent
to that of a thirty-pound weight dropped four feet. Construction must be such that a blow will not be transmitted to the
valve or other connection.
(d) When containers are not connected to the system, the
outlet valves shall be kept tightly closed or plugged, even
though containers are considered empty.
(e) Containers having a water capacity in excess of fifty
pounds (approximately twenty-one pounds LP-gas capacity),
recharged at the installation, shall be provided with excess
flow or backflow check valves to prevent the discharge of
container contents in case of failure of the filling or equalizing connection.
(7) Safety devices.
(a) Containers shall be provided with safety devices as
required by DOT regulations.
(b) A final stage regulator of an LP-gas system (excluding any appliance regulator) shall be equipped on the lowpressure side with a relief valve which is set to start to discharge within the limits specified in Table H-30.
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TABLE H-30

Regulatory delivery
pressure

Relief valve start
to discharge
pressure setting
(percent of
regulator deliver
pressure)
Minimum

Maximum

I p.s.i.g. or less - - - - - Above I p.s.i.g. but not
over 3 p.s.i.g. - - - - -

200

300

140

Above 3 p.s.i.g. - - - - - -

125

200
200

(c) When a regulator or pressure relief valve is used
inside a building for other than purposes specified in WAC
296-24-47505 (6)(a)(i) through (vi), the relief valve and the
space above the regulator and relief valve diaphragms shall
be vented to the outside air with the discharge outlet located
not less than three feet horizontally away from any building
opening which is below such discharge. These provisions do
not apply to individual appliance regulators when protection
is otherwise provided nor to subsection (5) of this section and
WAC 296-24-47505 (lO)(n). In buildings devoted exclusively to gas distribution purposes, the space above the diaphragm need not be vented to the outside.
(8) Reinstallation of containers. Containers shall not be
reinstalled unless they are requalified in accordance with
DOT regulations.
Permissible product. A product shall not be placed in a
container marked with a service pressure less than four-fifths
of the maximum vapor pressure of product at l 30°F.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 73-5, filed
5/9/73 and Order 73-4, filed 517173)
WAC 296-24-47511 Liquefied petroleum gas as a
motor fuel. (I) Application.
(a) This section applies to internal combustion engines,
fuel containers, and pertinent equipment for the use of liquefied petroleum gases as a motor fuel on easily movable,
readily portable units including self-propelled vehicles.
(b) Fuel containers and pertinent equipment for internal
combustion engines using liquefied petroleum gas where
installation is of the stationary type are covered by WAC
296-24-47509. This section does not apply to containers for
transportation of liquefied petroleum gases nor to marine fuel
use. All requirements of WAC 296-24-47505 apply to this
section, unless otherwise noted in WAC 296-24-47505.
(2) General.
(a) Fuel may be used from the cargo tank of a truck while
in transit, but not from cargo tanks on trailers or semitrailers.
The use of fuel from the cargo tanks to operate stationary
engines is permitted providing wheels are securely blocked.
(b) Passenger-carrying vehicles shall not be fueled while
passengers are on board.
(c) Industrial trucks (including lift trucks) equipped with
permanently mounted fuel containers shall be charged outPermanent
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doors. Charging equipment shall comply with the provisions
of WAC 296-24-47517.
(d) LP-gas fueled industrial trucks shall comply with the
Standard for Type Designations, Areas of Use, Maintenance
and Operation of Powered Industrial Trucks, NFPA 5051969.
(e) Engines on vehicles shall be shut down while fueling
if the fueling operation involves venting to the atmosphere.
(3) Design pressure and classification of fuel containers.
(a) Except as covered in (3)(b) and (c) of this section,
containers shall be in accordance with Table H-32.
(b) Fuel containers for use in industrial trucks (including
lift trucks) shall be either DOT containers authorized for LPgas service having a minimum service pressure of 240 p.s.i.g
or minimum Container Type 250. Under 1950 and later
ASME Codes, this means a 312.5-p.s.i.g design pressure container.
TABLE H-32
Minimum design pressure
of container lb. per sq.
in. gage
Container
type

200 1

For gases with
vapor press.
Not to exceed
lb. per sq. in.
gage at I 00°F.
(37.8°C.)

215

1949 and earlier editions of
ASME Code
(Par. U-68,
U-69)

200

1949 edition of
ASME Code (Par.
U-200, IU-201);
1950, 1952, 1956,
1959, 1962, 1965,
and 1968 (Division
I) editions of ASME
Code; All editions of
APl-ASME Code 2
250

1 Container type may be increased by increments of 25. The minimum design pressure of containers shall be I00% of the container type
designation when constructed under 1949 or earlier editions of the
ASME Code (Par. U-68 and U-69). The minimum design pressure of
containers shall be I 25% of the container type designation when constructed under: (I) The 1949 ASME Code (Par. U-200 and U-201), (2)
1950, 1952, 1956, 1959, 1962, 1965, and 1968 (Division I) editions of
the ASME Code, and (3) all editions of the APl-ASME Code.
2 Construction of containers under the APl-ASME Code is not authorized after July I, 1961.

(c) Containers manufactured and maintained under DOT
specifications and regulations may be used as fuel containers.
When so used they shall conform to all requirements of this
section.
(d) All container inlets and outlets except safety relief
valves and gaging devices shall be labeled to designate
whether they communicate with vapor or liquid space.
(Labels may be on valves.)
(4) Installation of fuel containers.
(a) Containers shall be located in a place and in a manner
to minimize the possibility of damage to the container. Containers located in the rear of trucks and buses, when protected
by substantial bumpers, will be considered in conformance
with this requirement. Fuel containers on passenger-carrying
vehicles shall be installed as far from the engine as is practicable, and the passenger space and any space containing
Permanent
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radio equipment shall be sealed from the container space to
prevent direct seepage of gas to these spaces. The container
compartment shall be vented to the outside. In case the fuel
container is mounted near the engine or the exhaust system,
the container shall be shielded against direct heat radiation.
(b) Containers shall be installed with as much clearance
as practicable but never less than the minimum road clearance of the vehicle under maximum spring deflection. This
minimum clearance shall be to the bottom of the container or
to the lowest fitting on the container or housing, whichever is
lower.
(c) Permanent and removable fuel containers shall be
securely mounted to prevent jarring loose, slipping, or rotating, and the fastenings shall be designed and constructed to
withstand static loading in any direction equal to twice the
weight of the tank and attachments when filled with fuel
using a safety factor of not less than four based on the ultimate strength of the material to be used. Field welding, when
necessary, shall be made only on saddle plates, lugs or brackets, originally attached to the container by the tank manufacturer.
(d) Fuel containers on buses shall be permanently
installed.
(e) Containers from which vapor only is to be withdrawn
shall be installed and equipped with suitable connections to
minimize the accidental withdrawal of liquid.
(5) Valves and accessories.
(a) Container valves and accessories shall have a rated
working pressure of at least 250 p.s.i.g., and shall be of a type
suitable for liquefied petroleum gas service.
(b) The filling connection shall be fitted with an
approved double back-pressure check valve, or a positive
shutoff in conjunction with an internal back-pressure check
valve. On a removable container the filler valve may be a
hand operated shutoff valve with an internal excess flow
valve. Main shutoff valves on the container on liquid and
vapor must be readily accessible.
(c) With the exceptions of (5)(d)(iii) of this section, filling connections equipped with approved automatic backpressure check valves, and safety relief valves, all connections to the containers having openings for the flow of gas in
excess of a No. 54 drill size shall be equipped with approved
automatic excess flow valves to prevent discharge of content
in case connections are broken.
(d) Liquid-level gaging devices:
(i) Variable liquid-level gages which require the venting
of fuel to the atmosphere shall not be used on fuel containers
of industrial trucks (including lift trucks).
(ii) On portable containers that may be filled in the vertical and/or horizontal position, the fixed liquid-level gage
shall indicate maximum per.mitted filling level for both ·vertical and horizontal filling with the container oriented to place
the safety relief valve in communication with the vapor
space.
(iii) In the case of containers used solely in farm tractor
service and charged at a point at least 50 feet from any important building, the fixed liquid-level gaging device may be so
constructed that the outward flow of container content
exceeds that passed by a No. 54 drill size opening, but in no
case shall the flow exceed that passed by a No. 31 drill-size
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opening. An excess flow valve is not required. Fittings
equipped with such restricted drill size opening and container
on which they are used shall be marked to indicate the size of
the opening.
(iv) All valves and connections on containers shall be
adequately protected to prevent damage due to accidental
contact with stationary objects or from loose objects thrown
up from the road, and all valves shall be safeguarded against
damage due to collision, overturning or other accident. For
farm tractors where parts of the vehicle provide such protection to valves and fittings, the foregoing requirements shall
be considered fulfilled. However, on removable type containers the protection for the fittings shall be permanently
attached to the container.
(v) (Exchange of removable fuel containers preferably
should be done outdoors but may be done indoors.) When
removable fuel containers are used, means shall be provided
in the fuel system to minimize the escape of fuel when the
containers are exchanged. This shall be accomplished by one
of the following methods:
(A) Using an approved automatic quick-closing coupling
(a type closing in both directions when uncoupled) in the fuel
line, or
(B) Closing the valve at the fuel container and allowing
the engine to run until the fuel in the line is consumed.
(6) Piping-Including pipe, tubing, and fittings.
(a) Pipe from fuel container to first-stage regulator shall
be not Jess than schedule 80 wrought iron or steel (black or
galvanized), brass or copper; or seamless copper, brass, or
steel tubing. Steel tubing shall have a minimum wall thickness of 0.049 inch. Steel pipe or tubing shall be adequately
protected against exterior corrosion. Copper tubing shall be
types K or L or equivalent having a minimum wall thickness
of 0.032 inch. Approved flexible connections may be used
between container and regulator or between regulator and
gas-air mixer within the limits of approval. The use of aluminum pipe or tubing is prohibited. In the case of removable
containers an approved flexible connection shall be used
between the container and the fuel line.
(b) All piping shall be installed, braced, and supported so
as to reduce to a minimum the possibility of vibration strains
or wear.
(7) Safety devices.
(a) Spring-loaded internal type safety relief valves shall
be used on all motor fuel containers.
(b) The discharge outlet from safety relief valves shall be
located on the outside of enclosed spaces and as far as practicable from possible sources of ignition, and vented upward
within 45 degrees of the vertical in such a manner as to prevent impingement of escaping gas upon containers, or parts
of vehicles, or on vehicles in adjacent lines of traffic. A rain
cap or other protector shall be used to keep water and dirt
from collecting in the valve.
(c) When a discharge line from the container safety relief
valve is used, the line shall be metallic, other than aluminum,
and shall be sized, located, and maintained so as not to
restrict the required flow of gas from the safety relief valve.
Such discharge line shall be able to withstand the pressure
resulting from the discharge of vapor when the safety relief
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valve is in the full open position. When flexibility is necessary, flexible metal hose or tubing shall be used.
(d) Portable containers equipped for volumetric filling
may be filled in either the vertical or horizontal position only
when oriented to place the safety relief valve in communication with the vapor space.
(e) WAC 296-24-47505 (10)(1) for hydrostatic relief
valves shall apply.
(8) Vaporizers.
(a) Vaporizers and any part thereof and other devices
that may be subjected to container pressure shall have a
design pressure of at least 250 p.s.i.g.
(b) Each vaporizer shall have a valve or suitable plug
which will permit substantially complete draining of the
vaporizer. It shall be located at or near the lowest portion of
the section occupied by the water or other heating medium.
(c) Vaporizers shall be securely fastened so as to minimize the possibility of becoming loosened.
(d) Each vaporizer shall be permanently marked at a visible point as follows:
(i) With the design pressure of the fuel-containing portion in p.s.i.g.
(ii) With the water capacity of the fuel-containing portion of the vaporizer in pounds.
(e) Devices to supply heat directly to a fuel container
shall be equipped with an automatic device to cut off the supply of heat before the pressure inside the fuel container
reaches 80 percent of the start to discharge pressure setting of
the safety relief device on the fuel container.
(f) Engine exhaust gases may be used as a direct source
of heat supply for the vaporization of fuel if the materials of
construction of those parts of the vaporizer in contact with
exhaust gases are resistant to the corrosive action of exhaust
gases and the vaporizer system is designed to prevent excessive pressures.
(g) Vaporizers shall not be equipped with fusible plugs.
(9) Gas regulating and mixing equipment.
(a) Approved automatic pressure reducing equipment
shall be installed in a secure manner between the fuel supply
container and gas-air mixer for the purpose of reducing the
pressure of the fuel delivered to the gas-air mixer.
(b) An approved automatic shutoff valve shall be provided in the fuel system at some point ahead of the inlet of the
gas-air mixer, designed to prevent flow of fuel to the mixer
when the ignition is off and the engine is not running. In the
case of industrial trucks and engines operating in buildings
other than those used exclusively to house engines, the automatic shutoff valve shall be designed to operate if the engine
should stop. Atmospheric type regulators (zero governors)
shall be considered adequate as an automatic shutoff valve
only in cases of outdoor operation such as farm tractors, construction equipment, irrigation pump engines, and other outdoor stationary engine installations.
(c) The source of the air for combustion shall be completely isolated from the passenger compartment, ventilating
system, or air-conditioning system.
(10) ((Capaeity ef eeRt&iAers. Ne siRgle fttel eeAt&iHer
1:1seEI eA passeHger ellff)'iHg vehieles shall exeeeEI 200 galleHs
water eapaeity. Ne siHgle fuel eeHt&iHer eH ether vehieles
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Rorfflally operatiRg OR the high·wa)' shall exeeeEI 300 galloRs
water eapaeity exeept as pro.,.iEleEI iR (2)(a) ef this seetieR.
f-1-B)) Stationary engines in buildings. Stationary

engines and gas turbines installed in buildings, including portable engines used instead of or to supplement stationary
engines, shall comply with the Standard for the Institution
and Use of Stationary Combustion Engines and Gas Turbines, NFPA 37-1970, and the appropriate provisions of
WAC 296-24-47505 through 296-24-47509.
((fH))) D.D Portable engines in buildings.
(a) Portable engines may be used in buildings only for
emergency use, except as provided by (11) of this section.
(b) Exhaust gases shall be discharged to outside the
building or to an area where they will not constitute a hazard.
(c) Provision shall be made to supply sufficient air for
combustion and cooling.
(d) An approved automatic shutoff valve shall be provided in the fuel system ahead of the engine, designed to prevent flow of fuel to the engine when the ignition is off or if
the engine should stop.
(e) The capacity of LP-gas containers used with such
engines shall comply with the applicable occupancy provision of WAC 296-24-47507(5).
((f-87)) .c.11} Industrial trucks inside buildings.
(a) LP-gas-fueled industrial trucks are permitted to be
used in buildings and structures.
(b) No more than two LP-gas containers shall be used on
an industrial truck for motor fuel purposes.
(c) LP-gas-fueled industrial trucks are permitted to be
used in buildings frequented by the public, when occupied by
the public. The total water capacity of containers on each
industrial truck shall not exceed 105 pounds (nominal 45
pounds LP-gas).
(d) Trucks shall not be left unattended in areas occupied
by the public.
(e) Industrial trucks shall not be parked and left unattended in areas of possible excessive heat or sources of ignition.
((fl-41)) Ql} Garaging LP-gas-fueled vehicles.
(a) LP-gas-fueled vehicles may be stored or serviced
inside garages provided there are no leaks in the fuel system
and the fuel tanks are not filled beyond the maximum filling
capacity specified in WAC 296-24-47505 (12)(a).
(b) LP-gas-fueled vehicles being repaired in garages
shall have the container shutoff valve closed except when
fuel is required for engine operation.
(c) Such vehicles shall not be parked near sources of
heat, open flames, or similar sources of ignition or near open
pits unless such pits are adequately ventilated.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-21, filed
11113/80)

WAC 296-24-51017 Systems mounted on trucks,
semi-trailers, and trailers for transportation of ammonia.
This section applies specifically to systems mounted on
trucks, semi-trailers and trailers (other than those covered
under WAC 296-24-51019 and 296-24-51021) used for the
transportation of ammonia. All basic rules of WAC 296-2451009 apply to this section unless otherwise noted. Systems
Permanent
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for trucks and trailers for transportation of anhydrous ammonia, in addition to complying with the requirements of these
standards, shall also comply where required, with the requirements of the department of transportation and those of any
other regulatory body which may apply.
(I) Design pressure of containers.
(a) Containers used in intrastate commerce shall be constructed in accordance with WAC 296-24-51009(2) with a
minimum design pressure of 250 psig. Containers used in
interstate commerce shall meet DOT regulations.
(b) The shell or head thickness of any container shall not
be less than 3/16 inch.
(c) All container openings, except safety relief valves,
liquid level gaging devices and pressure gages, shall be
labeled to designate whether they communicate with liquid or
vapor space. Labels may be on valves.
(d) Baffles are not required for cargo tanks.
(2) Mounting containers on truck.
(a) The means of attachment of any container to the cradle, frame or chassis of a vehicle shall be designed on a basis
of two "g" loading in either direction, using a safety factor of
not less than 4, based on the ultimate strength of the material
used. For purposes of this requirement, two "g" of load support is equivalent to three times the static weight of the articles supported; two "g" of loading and bending, acceleration,
and torsion is equivalent to twice the static weight support
applied horizontally at the road surface.
(b) "Hold-down" devices, when used, shall anchor the
container to the cradle, frame or chassis in a suitable and safe
manner that will not introduce undue concentration of
stresses. These devices shall incorporate positive means for
drawing the container down tight, and suitable stops or
anchors shall be provided to prevent relative movement
between container and framing due to stopping, starting or
changes in direction.
(c) Vehicles designed and constructed so that the cargo
tanks constitute in whole or in part the stress member used in
lieu of the frame shall be supported by external cradles suspending at least 120° of the shell circumference. The design
calculation shall include beam stress, shear stress, torsion
stress, bending moment and acceleration stress, in addition to
those covered by the code under which the cargo tank was
designed.
(d) If a liquid withdrawal line is installed in the bottom of
a container, the connections thereto, including hose, shall not
be lower than the lowest horizontal edge of the trailer axle.
(e) Provisions shall be made to secure both ends of the
hose while in transit.
(f) When the cradle and the container are not welded
together, suitable material shall be used between them to
eliminate metal-to-metal friction.
(3) Container appurtenances.
(a) Nonrecessed container fittings and appurtenances
shall be protected against physical damage by either: (i) A
protected location, (ii) the vehicle frame or bumper, or (iii) a
protective housing. The protective housing, if used, shall
comply with the requirements under which the containers are
fabricated with respect to design and construction, and shall
be designed to withstand static loadings in any direction
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equal to twice the weight of the container and attachments
when filled with the lading using a safety factor of not less
~ than 4, based on the ultimate strength of the material to be
used. The protective housing if used shall be protected with a
weather cover, if necessary, to insure proper operation of
valves and safety relief devices.
(b) All connections to containers, except filling connections (see WAC 296-24-51017 (3)(c)), safety relief devices,
and liquid level and pressure gage connections, shall be provided with suitable automatic excess flow valves, or in lieu
thereof, may be fitted with quick-closing internal valves,
which shall remain closed except during delivery operations.
The control mechanism for such valves may be provided with
a secondary control remote from the delivery connections
and such control mechanism shall be provided with a fusible
section (melting point 208F to 220F) which will permit the
internal valve to close automatically in case of fire.
(c) Filling connections shall be provided with automatic
back-pressure check valves, excess-flow check valves, or
quick-closing internal valves, to prevent back-flow in case
the filling connection is broken. Where the filling and discharge connect to a common opening in the container shell
and that opening is fitted with a quick-closing internal valve
as specified in WAC 296-24-51017 (3 )(b ), the automatic
valve shall not be required.
(d) All containers shall be equipped for spray loading
(filling in the vapor space) or with an approved vapor return
valve of adequate capacity.
(e) All containers shall be equipped with a fixed maxi~ mum liquid level gage.
(f) All containers shall be equipped with a pressure-indi,
cating gage having a dial graduated from 0-400 psig.
(4) Piping and fittings.
(a) All piping, tubing and fittings shall be securely
mounted and protected against physical damage.
(b) Piping used on nonrefrigerated systems shall be at
least ASTM A-53 Grade B electric resistance welded and
electric flash welded pipe or equal. Such pipe shall be at least
Schedule 40 when joints are welded, or welded and flanged.
Such pipe shall be at least Schedule 80 when joints are
threaded. Brass, copper, or galvanized steel pipe or tubing
shall not be used.
(c) The truck unloading line shall be provided with an
excess flow valve at the hose connection unless an approved
quick closing internal valve is provided in the container
unloading connection. (See WAC 296-24-51017 (3)(b).)
(5) Safety relief devices. The discharge from container
safety relief valves shall be vented away from the container
upward and unobstructed to the open air in such a manner as
to prevent any impingement of escaping gas upon the container; loose fitting rain caps shall be used. Size of discharge
lines from safety relief valves shall not be smaller than the
nominal size of the safety relief valve outlet connection. Suitable provision shall be made for draining condensate which
may accumulate in the discharge pipe.
(6) Marking of container. Every container, whether
~ loaded or empty, shall be conspicuously and legibly marked
, on each side and rear thereof on a background of sharply contrasting color with the words "COMPRESSED GAS" in letters at
least four inches high; or with the words "ANHYDROUS
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AMMONIA" in letters at least four inches high; or in compliance with department of transportation regulations.
(7) Transfer of liquids.
(a) The content of tank motor vehicle containers shall be
determined by weight, by suitable liquid level gaging
devices, meters, or other approved methods.

Note:

If the content of a container is to be determined by liquid
level measurement, the container shall have a thermometer
well so that the internal liquid temperature can be easily
determined. This volume when converted to weight shall
not exceed the filling density specified by the department of
transportation regulations.

(b) Pumps or compressors shall be designed and installed
with WAC 296-24-51009(12) and protected
accordance
in
against physical damage when mounted upon ammonia tank
trucks and trailers.
(c) Tank motor vehicles of greater than 3500 water gallons capacity shall be unloaded only at approved locations
meeting the requirements of WAC 296-24-51009 (IO)(c) and
(12)(h).

(8) ((Trailers aRd semi trailers.
(a) Trailers sl'lall be firmly aRd seettrely attael'led to tl'le
Yel'liele drawiRg them by meafts of sttitable drawbars, Stif3f3le
meRted b)' sttitable safety el'laiR (er el'laiRs) or safety eables.
(b) Every trailer Etftd semi trailer sl'lall be eqttif3f3ed witl'I
aft emergeRey brakiRg system te be aetiYated iR the eYeftt of
hiteh failttre.
(e) Trailers shall be of a tyf3e ef eoRstrttetioR whieh will
f3reveftt the tewed Yehiele from wkif3f3iRg or swerviRg daR
gerottsly from side to side aftd whieh will eattse it to fellm.v
sttbstafttially ift the f3Ellh of the towiftg \•ehiele.
(d) Where a fifth wheel is emf3loyed Oft a semi trailer, it
shall be rnggedly desigRed, seettrely fastefted to both tlftits,
aftd eqttif)f)ed with a flOSitiYe loekiftg meehaRism whieh vlill
vre·reftt sevaratiOft of the two tlftits e*eef3t b)• mElfttiEll release.
(e) EYery trailer er semi trailer shall be f3F0Yided with
side lights aftd a tail 1ight.
f9t)) Electrical equipment and lighting. Tank trucks,

tank trailers, and tank semi-trailers, may not be equipped
with any artificial light other than electric light. Electric lighting circuits shall have suitable overcurrent protection (fuses
or automatic circuit breakers). The wiring shall have sufficient carrying capacity and mechanical strength, and shall be
suitably secured, insulated and protected against physical
damage.

(((10) Proteetioft agaiRst eellisieft. Eaeh taRI< motor Yehi
ele shall be f>Fe\ ided with f>Fef>erly attaehed bttmvers er ehas
sis e*teftsioRs arraRgea to vroteet the taRk, f3if>iRg, YalYes aftd
fittiftgs froFR vhysieal eamage iR ease of eellisioR.
1

fH·1)) .(2} Chock blocks. At least two chock blocks shall
be provided. These blocks shall be placed to prevent rolling
of the vehicle whenever it is parked during loading and
unloading operations.
((~)) .Q.Q} Portable tanks (including skid tanks). When
portable tanks are used in lieu of cargo tanks and are permanently mounted on tank motor vehicles for the transportation
of ammonia, they shall comply with the requirements of
WAC 296-24-51017. Where portable tanks, including those
built to DOT Specification 51, 106A or 1 lOA, are used for
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search their records for prior convictions of the individuals
fingerprinted.
.
(d) The Washington state patrol shall provide to the ~
director of labor and industries such criminal record informa- ~
tion as the director may request.
(e) The applicant shall give full cooperation to the
department of labor and industries and shall assist the department of labor and industries in all aspects of fingerprinting
and criminal history record information check.
(t) The applicant may be required to pay a fee not to
exceed twenty dollars to the agency that performs the fingerprinting and criminal history process.
(3) The director of labor and industries shall not issue a
license to manufacture, purchase, store, use, or deal with
explosives to:
(a) Any persons under twenty-one years of age;
(b) Any person whose license is suspended or whose
license has been revoked, except as provided in WAC 29652-423;
(c) Any person who has been convicted in this state or
elsewhere of a violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030,
perjury, false swearing, or bomb threats or a crime involving
a schedule I or II controlled substance, or any other drug or
alcohol related offenses, unless such other drug or alcohol
related offense does not reflect a drug or alcohol dependency.

farm storage they shall comply with WAC 296-24-51011.
When portable tanks are used as shipping containers in interstate commerce they shall comply with WAC 296-24-51015.
((fl-31)) .Q..D Safety equipment.
(a) All tank trucks, trailers, and semi-trailers should be
equipped with the following for emergency and rescue purposes:
(i) One full face gas mask with anhydrous ammonia refill
canisters.
(ii) One pair of protective gloves made of rubber or other
material impervious to ammonia.
(iii) Tight-fitting goggles or one full face shield.
(iv) A container of not less than five gallons of readily
available clean water.
•An ammonia canister is effective for short periods of time in
light concentrations of ammonia vapor, generally 15 minutes in
concentrations of 3% and will not protect breathing in heavier
concentrations. If ammonia vapors are detected when mask is
applied the concentration is too high for safety. The life of a canister in service is controlled by the percentage of vapors to which
it is exposed. Canisters must not be opened until ready for use and
should be discarded after use. Unopened canisters may be guaranteed for as long as three years. All should be dated when
received because of this limited life. In addition to this protection,
an independently supplied air mask of the type used by fire
departments may be used for severe emergencies.

REPEALER

Exception:

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 296-24-47515

LP-gas system installations
on commercial vehicles.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)
WAC 296-52-421 Licenses-Information verification. (I) Any information request by the department, in order
to verify statements in an application or in order to facilitate
a department inquiry, shall be supplied prior to the issuance
or renewal of a license. A Social Security number is required
at the time of application CRCW 26.23. I 50).
(2) The director of labor and industries shall require, as a
condition precedent to the original issuance or renewal of any
explosive license, fingerprinting and criminal history record
information checks of every applicant.
(a) In the case of a corporation, fingerprinting and criminal history record information checks shall be required for
the management officials directly responsible for the operations where the explosives are used if such persons have not
previously had their fingerprints recorded with the department of labor and industries.
(b) In the case of a partnership, fingerprinting and criminal history record information checks shall be required of all
general partners.
(c) Such fingerprints as are required by the department of
labor and industries shall be submitted on forms provided by
the department to the identification section of the Washington state patrol and to the identification division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in order that these agencies may
Permanent

The director of labor and industries may issue a
license if the person suffering a drug or alcohol related
dependency is participating in or has completed an
alcohol or drug recovery program acceptable to the
department of labor and industries and has established
control of their alcohol or drug dependency. The
director of labor and industries shall require the applicant to provide proof of such participation and control.

4

(d) Any person who has previously been adjudged to be
mentally ill or insane, or to be incompetent due to any mental
disability or disease and who has not at the time of application been restored to competency.
(e) The department shall not issue or reissue an explosives license to any individual who is physically handicapped
or diseased to an extent that he or she cannot safely pursue or
continue all normal aspects of an explosives occupation. Disqualifying physical imparities may include but are not limited
to examples such as blindness, deafness, or subject to epileptic or diabetic seizures or coma.
(t) A license holder of any unexpired license(s) shall surrender such license(s) to the department upon request for
identified cause. Such surrender is subject to appeal to refute
the contention of cause with verification of physical ability
by a qualified physician.
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Note:

See also WAC 296-52-425 and 296-52-433.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)
WAC 296-52-425 Dealer's license. (RCW 70.74.130
and 70.74.230, apply.)
(1) The application for a dealer's license to buy explosives for the sole purpose of resale shall be made to Department of Labor and Industries, Olympia.

~
~
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(2) Original license applications and/or application for
renewal shall be completed on forms available from the
department and shall comply with all requirements of WAC
296-52-421. The license fee shall be ((thirty se·1en)) twentyfive dollars ((and shall inerease to fifty dollars two years after
the effeetive date of this seetion)).
(3) The license shall be renewed annually, no later than
the expiration date.
(4) When an order for explosives is placed in person, by
telephone, or in writing by a purchaser, the seller shall
request proper authorization and identification from the purchaser and shall record the purchaser's license number.
(5) A dealer shall not distribute explosive materials to a
company or individual on the order of a person who does not
appear on the up to date list of representatives or agents and
if the person does appear on the list, the dealer shall verify the
identity of such person.
Exception:

The above regulation(s) shall not apply to licensed
common carrier companies when said common carrier
is not purchasing the explosives but is merely transferring the materials from the seller to the purchaser and
the transfer practices comply with current state and
federal DOT regulations.

(6) Dealers records.
(a) A dealer's record of all explosives purchased and sold
as defined in RCW 70.74.010, shall be kept on file and a copy
transmitted not later than the tenth of every month to the
department.
(b) The purchaser's name and license number shall be
stated on dealer's record, and the name of the person authorized by the purchaser to physically receive the explosives.
(c) The dealer shall ascertain the identity of the individual who receives the explosives from a picture-type identification card, such as a driver's license. The recipient shall sign
a receipt, documenting the explosives received and said
receipt shall be retained by the dealer for not less than one
year from the date of purchase.
(7) Any package, cask, or can containing any explosive,
nitroglycerin, dynamite, or powder that is put up for sale, or
is delivered to any warehouseman, dock, depot, or common
carrier shall be properly labeled thereon to indicate its explosive classification.
(8) If the explosives are delivered by the dealer or
dealer's authorized agent to an explosives magazine, the
license number of said magazine and the legal signature of
the recipient, properly authorized and identified, shall be
obtained.
(9) No person shall sell, display, or expose for sale any
explosive, improvised device or blasting agent on any highway, street, sidewalk, public way, or public place.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)
WAC 296-52-429 License for manufacturing. RCW
70.74'.l 10 and 70.74.144, apply.
( 1) No person, partnership, firm, company or corporation
shall manufacture explosives or blasting agents or use any
process involving explosives as a component part in the manufacture of any device, article or product without first obtain-
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ing a manufacturer's license from the department of labor and
industries.
(2) The application for license for manufacturing explosives and/or blasting agents shall be made to Department of
Labor and Industries, Division of Consultation and Compliance, Olympia. The license fee for either an original license
or a renewal shall be ((thirty seven)) twenty-five dollars
((and shall inerease to fifty Eiellars t\vo years after the effee
tiYe date of this seetiofl)).
(3) The application for original license or renewal shall
be completed on forms available from the department and
shall provide the following information:
(a) Location of place of manufacture or processing;
(b) Kind of explosives manufactured, processed, or used;
(c) The distance that such explosives manufacturing
building is located or intended to be located from the other
factory buildings, magazines, inhabited buildings, railroads,
highways, and public utility transmission systems;
(d) The name and address of the applicant;
(e) The reason for desiring to manufacture explosives;
(f) The applicant's citizenship, if the applicant is an individual;
(g) If the applicant is a partnership, the names and
addresses of the partners and their citizenship;
(h) If the applicant is an association or corporation, the
names and addresses of the officers and directors thereof, and
their citizenship; and
(i) Such other pertinent information as the director of
labor and industries shall require to effectuate the purpose of
this chapter.
(4) Each application for license shall be accompanied by
a site plan of the proposed or existing manufacturing facilities. The plan shall show:
(a) The distance each manufacturing building is located
from other buildings on the premises where people are
employed, from other occupied buildings on adjoining property, from buildings where customers are served, from public
highways and utility transmission systems.
(b) The site plan shall demonstrate compliance with all
applicable requirements of chapter 70.74 RCW, the State
Explosives Act as it exists at the time of this adoption or is
hereafter amended; with applicable requirements of chapter
296-50 WAC, Safety standards-Manufactu re of explosives;
with the separation/location requirements of this chapter.
(c) The site plan shall identify and describe all natural or
artificial barricades which are utilized to influence minimum
permissible separation distances.
(d) The site plan shall identify the nature of and kind of
work carried on in each building.
(e) The site plan shall specify the maximum amount and
kind of explosives or blasting agents which will be permitted
in each building or magazine at any one time.
(5) The application for license shall comply with all
requirements of WAC 296-52-421.
(6) Upon receipt of a completed application meeting all
requirements of this section, the department will schedule an
inspection of the premises at the earliest time possible.
(7) The department will issue a license to the applicant(s)
provided that:
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(a) The required inspection confirms that the site plan is
accurate and the facilities comply with applicable regulations
of the department;
(b) The applicant(s) or operating superintendent and
employees are sufficiently trained and experienced in the
manufacture of explosives.
(8) A license to manufacture explosives and/or blasting
agents shall be valid for not more than one year from the date
of issue unless suspended or revoked by the department.
(9) A copy of the site plan and manufacturer's license
shall be posted in the main office of each manufacturing
plant.
(a) The site plan shall be maintained to reflect current
status of manufacturing facilities, occupancy changes, etc.
(b) The department shall be notified when significant
change occurs in the site plan. If the change is of such nature
or magnitude as to make compliance with all requirements of
this chapter questionable, the license holder shall consult
with the department before changing the operations.
(I 0) Specific applicable requirements for the manufacture of explosives and blasting agents are codified and distributed in chapter 296-50 WAC, Safety standards-Manufacture of explosives.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)
WAC 296-52-433 Purchaser's license. RCW
70.74.135 and 70.74.137, apply.
(1) No person, firm, partnership, or corporation and
including public agencies, shall be permitted to purchase
explosives or blasting agents without a valid license as issued
by the department of labor and industries.
(2) Applicants desiring to purchase explosives or blasting agents, except hand loader components as defined in this
chapter, shall make application for license to the department
of labor and industries. Application forms may be obtained at
all department district offices, and from explosives dealers.
(3) Applicants shall comply with all requirements of
WAC 296-52-421 and shall have a current user (blaster)
license issued by the department. The purchaser's license fee
shall be ((teft)) five dollars ((aHe shall iHerease ta fifteeH eel
lars twa years after the effeeti¥e sate af this seetiaH)).

(4) Applicants shall be required to furnish at least the fol-

lowing information:
(a) The location where explosives are to be used;
(b) The kind and amount of explosives to be used;
(c) The name and address of the applicant;
(d) The reason for desiring to use explosives;
(e) The citizenship of the applicant, if the applicant is an
individual;
(f) If the applicant is a partnership, the names and
addresses of the partners and their citizenship;
(g) If the applicant is an association or corporation, the
names and addresses of the officers and directors thereof and
their citizenship;
(h) Documented proof of ownership of a licensed storage
magazine or a signed authorization to use another person's
licensed magazine; or the purchaser shall sign a statement
certifying that the explosives will not be stored.
Permanent

(i) Such other pertinent information as the director of the
department of labor and industries shall require to effectuate
the purposes of this chapter.
(5) The department will grant a purchaser's license after
all legal requirements have been fulfilled.
(6) The license is valid for one year from date of issuance.
(7) Purchaser shall, prior to ordering explosive materials,
furnish the dealer a current list of the representatives or
agents authorized to order explosive materials on their behalf
showing the name, address, drivers license number or valid
identification and date and place of birth. A copy of the list
shall be submitted with the purchaser's application. The
dealer and the department lists shall be updated as changes
occur.
(8) The individual who physically receives the purchased explosives shall prove to the satisfaction of the dealer
that he, personally, is the purchaser, or the person authorized
by the purchaser to receive said purchased explosives. Such
authorization procedure shall be approved by the department.
Said receiver of explosives shall identify himself properly
and shall sign the dealer's record with his legal signature.
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WAC 296-52-437 User's (blaster's) license. RCW
70.74.020 and 70.74.142, apply.
( 1) No person, firm, partnership, or corporation shall use,
blast, or dispose of explosives and/or blasting agents unless
in possession of a valid user's (blaster's) license issued by the
department of labor and industries.
(2) The application for a user's (blaster's) license to use,
blast or dispose explosives and blasting agents shall be made
to Department of Labor and Industries, Division of Consultation and Compliance, Olympia.
(a) Application forms may be obtained at all department
district offices, and from explosives dealers.
(b) The license is valid for one year from date of issuance. The license fee shall be ((teft)) five dollars ((aH6 shall

~

~

iHerease te fifteeH S011ftfS tW0 years after the effeeti¥e Sate af
this seetiaH)).

(c) Applicants shall comply with all requirements of
WAC 296-52-421.
(d) User (blaster) may be required to verify name of
licensed purchaser, which will be confirmed and approved by
the department.
(3) In addition to the submission of the application form,
all new applicants, all applicants requesting change in classification of their license, and all applicants who have not
renewed their user (blaster) license within sixty days of expiration will be required to submit a resume of successful blasting experience, properly witnessed, and to pass a written
examination prepared and administered by the department.
(4) User (blaster) qualifications:
(a) A user (blaster) shall be able to understand and give
written and oral orders.
(b) A user (blaster) shall be in good physical condition
and not be addicted to narcotics, intoxicants, or similar types
of drugs. This rule does not apply to persons taking prescrip-
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tion drugs and/or narcotics as directed by a physician provid~ ing such use shall not endanger the worker or others.
(c) A user (blaster) shall be qualified by reason of train,
ing, knowledge, and experience, in the field of transporting,
storing, handling, and use of explosives, and have a working
knowledge of state and local laws and regulations which pertain to explosives.
(d) User (blaster) shall be required to furnish satisfactory
evidence of competency in handling explosives and performing in a safe manner the type of blasting that will be required.
(e) The user (blaster) shall be knowledgeable and competent in the use of each type of blasting method used.
(5) The department will issue a user's license card which
shall state the limitations imposed on the licensee and shall be
presented by the user to authoriz ed persons, upon request,
together with valid personal identification.
(6) A "hand loader" as defined in this chapter, does not
require a user's license.

TABLE H-21
QUANTIT Y AND DISTANC E TABLE FOR SEPARAT ION BETWEE N
MAGAZIN ES CONTAIN ING EXPLOSI VES
Separation
Distance in Feet
Between Magazines
Pounds
Over

WAC 296-52- 449 Storage magazi ne license fees.
RCW 70.74.140, applies.
The annual license fee for operating each magazine has
been established by the department and shall be as shown in
the following table:

~

Maximum weight (pounds)
of
explosives
permitted in
each magazine

Maximum number
of blasting caps
permitted in
each magazine

Not
Barricaded

Barricaded

6

2

5

12

5

10

16

8

20

20

10

IO

AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amend ing WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)

Pounds
Not Over

20

30

22

II

30

40

24

12

40

50

28

14

50

75

30

15

75

JOO

32

16

100

125

36

18

125

150

38

19

150

200

42

21

200

250

46

23

250

300

48

24

300

400

54

27

400

500

58

29

500

600

62

31

600

700

64

32

700

800

66

33

800

900

70

35

72

36

Annual fee
(dollars)
for each
magazine

900

1,000

1,000

1,200

78

39

1,200

1,400

82

41

1,400

1,600

86

43

1,600

1,800

88

44

1,800

2,000

90

45

2,000

2,500

98

49

2,500

3,000

104

52

3,000

4,000

116

58

4,000

5,000

122

61

5,000

6,000

130

65

6,000

7,000

136

68

7,000

8,000

144

72

8,000

9,000

150

75
78
82

200

133,000

((W:-00)) 10.00

1,000

667,000

((~))25.00

5,000

3,335,000

((SG-:00)) 35.00

10,000

6,670,000

((6!l-:OO)) 45.00

50,000

33,350,00 0

((~))60.00

Max. 300,000

Max. 200,000,0 00

((WG,00))~

Any permanent magazine licensed for two years shall
pay twice the license fee shown.
AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)
WAC 296-52- 477 Quantit y and distance table for
separat ion betwee n magazi nes. Magazi nes containi ng
blasting caps and electric blasting caps shall be separated
from other magazines containing like contents, or from magazines containing explosives by distances in the following
table.
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9,000

10,000

156

10,000

12,000

164

12,000

14,000

174

87

14,000

16,000

180

90

16,000

18,000

188

94

18,000

20,000

196

98
105

20,000

25,000

210

25,000

30,000

224

112

30,000

35,000

238

119
124

35,000

40,000

248

40,000

45,000

258

129

45,000

50,000

270

50,000

55,000

280

135
140

55,000

60,000

290

145

60,000

65,000

300

150
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TABLE H-21
QUANTITY AND DISTANCE TABLE FOR SEPARATION BETWEEN
MAGAZINES CONTAINING EXPLOSIVES
Separation
Distance in Feet
Between Magazines
Pounds
Over
65,000
70,000
75,000
80,000
85,000
90,000
95,000
100,000
110,000
120,000
130,000
140,000
150,000
160,000
170,000
180,000
190,000
200,000
210,000
230,000
250,000
275,000
Note 1.
Note 2.
Note 3.

Note4.

Pounds
Not Over
70,000
75,000
80,000
85,000
90,000
95,000
100,000
110,000

Not
Barricaded
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
4!0
430

120,000
130,000
140,000
150,000
160,000
170,000

450
470
490
510

180,000
190,000
200,000
210,000
230,000
250,000
275,000
300,000

530
550
570
590
630
670
720
770

Note:

Barricaded
155
160
165
170
175
180
185
195
205
215
225
235
245
255
265
275
285
295
315
335
360
385

The term "natural barricade" is defined in WAC 296-52417.
Efficient artificial barricade is defined in WAC 296-52;417.
"Barricaded" means that a building containing explosives is
effectually screened from a magazine, building, railway, or
highway, either by a natural barricade, or by an artificial
barricade of such height that a straight line from the top of
any sidewall of the building containing explosives to the
eave line of any magazine, or building, or to a point 12 feet
above the center of a railway or highway, will pass through
such intervening natural or artificial barricade.
This table applies only to the ((mBAttfeettue Md)) permanent storage of commercial explosives. It is not applicable
to transportation of explosives, or any handling or temporary storage necessary or incident thereto. It is not intended
to apply to bombs, projectiles, or other heavily encased
explosives.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 98-19-056,
filed 9115/98, effective 11/8/98)
WAC 296-52-489 Transportation . (1) Regulations
governing the transportation of explosives on public highways are adopted by the United States Department of Transportation (see 49 CFR Parts 100 through 199) and the Washington utilities and transportation commission and administered by the Washington state patrol.
(2) The regulations of this section shall be applicable inand-on job sites and off-highway roads. The department of
labor and industries shall administer these regulations in
Permanent

locations such as but not limited to: Construction or mining
access roads and blast sites; off-highway forest roads including both publicly and privately owned logging roads, haul
roads or general access roads.
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Examples of publicly owned off-highway roads where
these regulations are applicable shall include, but are not
limited to: U.S. Forest Service roads, Bureau of Land Management roads, state department of natural resources roads,
but specifically not including the state or interstate highway
system.

(a) No person shall be allowed to smoke, carry matches
or any other flame-producing device, except guards or commissioned law enforcement officers, to carry any firearms or
loaded cartridges while in or near a motor vehicle transporting explosives; or drive, load, or unload such vehicle in a
careless or reckless manner.
(b) Explosives shall not be carried on any vehicle while
vehicle is being used to transport workers other than driver
and two persons.
(c) Explosives shall be transferred from a disabled vehicle to another, only when proper and qualified supervision is
provided. Local fire and police departments shall be promptly
notified in congested areas. In remote areas they shall be notified if appropriate.
(d) Other materials or supplies shall not be placed on or
in the cargo space of a conveyance containing explosives,
detonating cord or detonators, except carrying safety fuse,
and properly secured, nonsparking equipment used expressly
in the handling of such explosives will be permissible.
(3) Transportation vehicles.
(a) All vehicles used for transporting explosives shall be
strong enough to carry the load without difficulty and be in
good mechanical condition. The cargo compartment(s) shall
have a tight floor and must not have any exposed spark producing metal on the inside which could come into contact
with explosives cargo.
(b) Explosives vehicles used on any roadway which is
open to public travel shall comply with WAC 296-52-550,
Appendix II.
(c) Open top explosives transportation vehicles may only
be used on the jobsite or on roads which are not open to public travel (while laden with explosives). In open top vehicles
or trailers, explosives may only be transported in the original
DOT approved shipping container(s)/box(es) or a daybox or
portable magazine which complies with the requirements of
this chapter. In all instances the explosive container(s),
box(es), daybox or portable magazine shall be secured to the
bed of the vehicle or trailer.
(i) If an explosives transportation vehicle or trailer does
not have a fully enclosed cargo area with nonsparking interior, the cargo bed and all explosive cargo shall be covered
with a flameproof and moisture-proof tarpaulin or other
effective protection against moisture and sparks. Whenever
tarpaulins are used for covering explosives, both the tarpaulin
and the explosives container shall be secured to the body of
the truck bed by means of rope, wire, or other equally efficient tie downs.
(ii) Packages of explosives shall not be loaded above the
sides on open-sided vehicles.

Washin gton State Register, Issue 99-17

(4) Vehicles shall be placarded and displayed as speci~ fied by the United States Department of Transportation, CFR
on the
P 49-1981, Parts 100 through 199. Placards shall remain
vehithe
from
d
remove
been
have
ves
vehicle until all explosi
cle.
(5)(a) Each motor vehicle used for transporting explosives shall be equipped with a minimum of two extinguishers,
each having a rating of at least 2A IOBC. The driver shall be
trained in the use of the extinguishers on the vehicle.
(i) Only extinguishers listed or approved by a nationally
recognized testing laboratory shall be deemed suitable for use
on explosi ves-car rying vehicle s. Refer to WAC 296-24 58501 (19) for definition of listed, and federal regulation 29
CFR 1910.7 for nationally recognized testing laboratory.
(ii) Extinguishers shall be filled and ready for immediate
use and readily available. Extinguishers shall be examined
periodically by a competent person.
(b) A motor vehicle used for transporting explosives
shall be given the following inspection to determine that it is
in proper condition for safe transportation of explosives:
(i) Fire extinguishers shall be filled and in working order.
(ii) All electrical wiring shall be completely protected
and securely fastened to prevent short-circuiting.
(iii) Chassis, motor, pan, and underside of body shall be
reasonably clean and free of excess oil and grease.
(iv) Fuel tank and feedline shall be secure and have no
leaks.
(v) Brakes, lights, horn, windshield wipers, and steering
~ apparatus shall function properly.
(vi) Tires shall be checked for proper inflation and
P
defects.
(vii) The vehicle shall be in proper condition in every
other respect and acceptable for handling explosives.
(c) Motor vehicles or conveyances carrying explosives,
blasting agents, or blasting supplies, shall not be taken inside
a garage or shop for repairs or servicing.
(6) Operation of transportation vehicles.
(a) Vehicles transporting explosives shall only be driven
by and be in the charge of a licensed driver who is not less
than twenty-one years of age, physically fit, careful, capable,
reliable, able to read and write the English language, and not
addicted to the use, or under the influence of intoxicants, narcotics, or other dangerous drugs. This rule does not apply to
persons taking prescription drugs and/or narcotics as directed
by a physici an providi ng such use shall not endang er the
worker or others. They shall be familiar with the traffic regulations, state laws, and the provisions of this section.
(i) Explosives may only be transported by a licensed
manufacturer, blaster, purchaser or seller, or the designated
agent or representative thereof, or a contract carrier for hire
who complies with all requirements for transportation of hazardous materials.
(ii) The person in control of the explosive laden vehicle
shall be made aware of the nature of the cargo and pertinent
safety precaut ions relating to the particu lar explosi ve(s)
being transported.
•
(b) Parking. A motor vehicle which contains Class A or
Class B explosives must not be parked under any of the following circumstances:

I'
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(i) On or within 5 feet of the traveled portion of a public
street or highway;
(ii) On private property (including premises of a fueling
or eating facility) without the knowledge and consent of the
person who is in charge of the property and who is aware of
the nature of the hazardous materials the vehicle contains; or
(iii) Within 300 feet of a bridge, tunnel, dwelling, building, or place where people work, congregate, or assemble,
except for brief periods when the necessi ties of operati on
require the vehicle to be parked and make it impracticable to
park the vehicle in any other place.
(c) Every motor vehicle transporting any quantity of
Class A or Class B explosives shall, at all times, be attended
by a driver or other attendant of the motor carrier. This attendant shall have been made aware of the class of the explosive
material in the vehicle and of its inherent dangers, and shall
have been instructed in the measures and procedures to be
followed in order to protect the public from those dangers.
The attendant shall have been made familiar with the vehicle
to which assigned, and shall be trained, supplied with the necessary means, and authori zed to move the vehicle when
required.
(i) For the purpose of this subdivision, a motor vehicle
shall be deemed "attended" only when the driver or other
attendant is physically on or in the vehicle, or has the vehicle
within the driver or attendants field of vision and can reach it
quickly and without any kind of interference; "attended" also
means that the driver or attendant is awake, alert, and not
engaged in other duties or activities which may divert their
attention from the vehicle.
(ii) An explosive laden vehicle may be left unattended
for a period not to exceed 48 hours provided that:
(A) The vehicle is parked in a designated parking Jot
which complies with NFPA Std. 498 and with the appropriate
clearan ce table of this chapter for the type and quantity of
explosives carried;
(B) The designated parking lot is correctly bermed and
walled or fenced and gated to prevent unauthorized entry;
(C) The designated lot is inspected and approved by the
department of labor and industries and is provided with a fulltime security patrol at all times when explosives are present;
(D) Trucks used for explosives delivery which contain
only blasting agents (International Class 1.5 D) and no high
explosi ves need not be attende d provide d the vehicle is
locked to prevent movement of the vehicle, the cargo compartments are locked to prevent theft, the vehicle is parked
according to all applicable storage distance requirements, and
the vehicle is located in a secured area which restricts entry to
the area by unauthorized personnel.
(d) No spark-producing metal, spark-producing tools,
oils, matches, firearms, electric storage batteries, flammable
substan ces, acids, oxidizi ng materials, or corrosi ve compounds shall be carried in the body of any motor truck and/ or
vehicle transporting explosives, unless the loading of such
danger ous articles and the explosi ves comply with U.S.
Department of Transportation regulations.
(e) Vehicles transporting explosives shall avoid congested areas and heavy traffic.
[ 1171
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(f) Delivery and issue of explosives shall only be made
by and to authorized persons and into authorized magazines
or authorized temporary storage or handling area.
(7) Transporting blasting caps and explosives in the
same vehicle.
(a) Fuse type blasting caps, blasting caps with safety fuse
and/or blasting caps with metal clad mild detonating fuse
shall not be transported ((ffi)) over the highways on the same
vehicle or trailer with other explosives. unless packaged. segregated. and transported in accordance with the department of
transportation's hazardous materials regulations.
(b) Blasting caps rated by U.S. DOT as nonmass detonating may be transported in the same vehicle or trailer with
other explosives when:
(i) The caps are carried in DOT approved shipping containers:
(ii) The truck or trailer complies with Appendix 1, WAC
296-52-550.
(8) When primers are made up at a central primer house
for use in high speed tunneling, the following shall apply:
(a) Only enough primers shall be made up for each round
of blasting.
(b) The primers shall be placed in separate containers or
bins, categorized by degree of delay in such a manner so as to
prevent them from physical impact.
(c) Explosives carried in the same magazine shall be separated by 1/4-inch steel, covered on each side by four inches
of hardwood planking, or equivalent.
(d) Hoist operators shall be notified before explosives or
blasting agents are transported in a shaft conveyance.
(e) Explosives and blasting agents shall be hoisted, lowered, or conveyed in a powder car. No other materials, supplies, or equipment shall be transported in the same conveyance at the same time.
(f) Only a state approved powder car or conveyance shall
be used underground.
(g) All explosives or blasting agents in transit underground shall be taken to the place of use or storage without
delay.
(h) The quantity of explosives or blasting agents taken to
an underground loading area shall not exceed the amount
estimated to be necessary for the blast.
(i) The number of primers for one round will be removed
from the state approved car or vehicle at the face or heading
after the drilling has been completed and the holes readied for
loading. After loading the charge, the powder car or vehicle
will be withdrawn from the tunnel.
(j) Wires on electric caps shall be kept shunted until
wired to the bus wires.
(k) The powder car or conveyance shall be inspected
daily for lights, brakes and external damage to electrical circuitry. The electrical system shall be checked weekly to
detect any failures that may constitute an electrical hazard
and a written certification record of such inspection shall be
kept on file for the duration of the job. The certification
record shall contain the date of inspection, the serial number
or other positive identification of the unit being inspected and
the signature of the person performing the inspection.
Permanent
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(I) The installation of auxiliary lights on truck beds,
which are powered by the truck's electrical system, shall be
prohibited.
(m) No one, except the operator, the helper, and/or the
powderperson, shall be permitted to ride on a conveyance
transporting explosives and blasting agents.
(n) No person shall ride in any shaft conveyance transporting explosives and blasting agents.
(o) No explosives or blasting agents shall be transported
on a crew-haul trip.
(p) The car or conveyance containing explosives or
blasting agents shall be pulled, not pushed, whenever possible.
(q) The powder car or conveyance especially built for the
purpose of transporting explosives or blasting agents shall
bear a reflectorized sign on each side with the word "explosives" in letters not less than 4 inches in height; upon a background of sharply contrasting color.
(r) Compartments for transporting detonators and explosives in the same car or conveyance shall be physically separated by a distance of 24 inches or by a solid partition at least
6 inches thick.
(s) Detonators and other explosives shall not be transported at the same time in any shaft conveyance.
(t) Explosives and/or blasting agents, not in original containers, shall be placed in a suitable container when transported manually.
(u) No explosives or blasting agents shall be transported
on any locomotive. At least two car lengths shall separate the
locomotive from the powder car.
(9) When explosives are carried to the blasting site from
the main storage magazines by the blaster or helper:
(a) Special insulated containers or original DOT shipping containers shall be used for this purpose, either boxes or
bags, one container for explosives and one for detonators.
(b) Detonators or explosives shall never be carried in
pockets of clothing.

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 95-07-014,
filed 3/6/95, effective 4/20/95)
WAC 296-52-493 Use of explosives and blasting
agents. ( 1) General provisions.
(a) While explosives are being handled or used, smoking, matches, or any other source of fire or flame shall not be
allowed within 100 feet of the blast site. No person shall be
allowed to handle explosives while under the influence of
intoxicating liquors, narcotics, or other dangerous drugs. This
rule does not apply to persons taking prescription drugs
and/ or narcotics as directed by a physician providing such
use shall not endanger the worker or others.
(b) Original containers or day box magazines shall be
used for taking detonators and other explosives from storage
magazines to the blast site.
(c) When blasting is done in congested areas or in close
proximity to a structure, railway, or highway or any other
installation that may be damaged, the blast shall be covered
before firing with a mat or other suitable protective material
that is capable of preventing fragments from being thrown.
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(d) Persons authorized to prepare explosive charges or
conduct blasting operations shall use every reasonable precaution, including but not limited to warning signals, flags
and barricades or blasting mats to insure the safety of the general public and workers.
(e) Blasting operations shall be conducted during daylight hours whenever possible.
(f) Whenever blasting is being conducted in the vicinity
of gas, electric, water, fire alarm, telephone, telegraph, and
steam utilities, the user (blaster) shall notify the appropriate
representatives of such utilities at least twenty-four hours in
advance of blasting, specifying the location and intended
time of such blasting. Verbal notice shall be confirmed with
written notice. The blaster shall ensure that appropriate measures for safe control have been taken.
(g) Due precaution shall be taken to prevent unintended
discharge of blasting caps from extraneous electric current or
from transmitted radio frequency (RF) energy. Examples:
Common sources of extraneous electricity include but
are not limited to adjacent powerlines, dust storms and lightening storms.
Common sources of hazardous RF transmissions include
but are not limited to: (MOBILE) citizen band (CB) or side
band radio transmitters, VHF (FM) radio transmitters, UHF
cellular telephones and radar transmitters. (FIXED LOCATION TRANSMITTERS) base stations for CB, side band or
FM radio communications, UHF cellular telephone transmitters and service extension repeater systems, AM and FM
(commercial ) radio broadcast transmitters, TV broadcast
transmitters and repeater system transmitters, surface scan
and radio navigation beacons.
(h) Low flying aircraft and in particular military aircraft
create the most common serious RF exposures. These highly
unpredictabl e mobile transmitters are very powerful and
transmit on a broad spectrum of frequencies including radar,
laser and all common communicati ons bands. Probably the
two most dangerous examples are low flying automatic terrain following guidance systems and airplanes which are
equipped to jam all common radar and communications frequencies for a distance of several miles around the airborne
transmitters.
(i) Precautions to prevent unintended discharge of electric blasting caps from extraneous electric currents or RF
transmission shall include:
(i) Positive identification of voltages in electrical transmission and distribution lines and specific required clearance
for each specific system; and
(ii) Complete suspension of all blasting operations and
removal of all personnel from the blast site during the
approach and progress of heavy dust storms which may create static lightening or conventional thunder and lightening
storms; and
(iii) The posting of signs warning against the use of radio
frequency transmitters including CBs, mobile phones and
two-way radios. The required signs shall be placed in a manner to adequately warn transmitter users, including all routes
into the required clearance zone around where electric blasting caps are used.
(A) The required clearance zone for construction and/or
demolition operations shall be 1000 feet;
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(B) The required clearance zone for general industry
operations which are not subject to construction requirements
shall be 350 feet.
Note:

See Appendix II, WAC 296-52-552 for illustrations and
specific posting requirements.

(iv) Ensuring that mobile RF transmitters which are less
than 100 feet away from electrical blasting caps are deenergized or disconnected when the caps are not fully contained
in the original DOT shipping containers; and
(v) Fixed location RF transmitters represent a higher
level of hazard to both storage and/or blasting operations
involving electric caps because the transmitters are more
powerful and transmit dangerous levels of RF exposure over
much greater distances. Storage or blasting operations with
electric caps shall only be carried out in full compliance with
the appropriate recommende d distance tables published in
INSTITUTE OF MAKERS OF EXPLOSIVE S (1.M.E.) Publication No. 20, 1988, "SAFETY GUIDE FOR THE PREVENT/ON OF RADIO FREQUENC Y HAZARDS IN THE USE
OF COMMERCI AL ELECTRIC DETONATO RS (Blasting
Caps)"; and
(vi) When necessary to conduct blasting operations
within the required separation distances specified in l.M.E.
Pamphlet 20-1988, the storage and use of electric blasting
caps shall be prohibited on the site and only detonating cord,
safety fuse, shock tube or other approved nonelectric systems
may be used.
(j) No fire shall be fought where the fire is in imminent
danger of contact with explosives. All employees shall be
removed to a safe area and the fire area guarded against
intruders.
(k) Electric detonators shall be shunted until wired into
the blasting circuit.
(I) Explosives shall not be handled near open flames,
uncontrolled sparks or energized electric circuits.
(m) Delivery and issue of explosives shall only be made
to authorized persons and into authorized magazines
and
by
or approved temporary storage or handling area.
(n) Blaster in charge.
(i) The blast site shall be under the control of a fully
qualified and currently licensed "blaster in charge" throughout the course of every blasting operation. That obligation
shall commence with a site survey to determine potential
safety conflicts with: Public utility transmission systems,
dwellings or other occupied buildings, roads or railroads,
radio frequency transmitters, preexisting explosives s!orage
magazines.
(ii) Whenever the site survey identifies conditions which
conflict with safe blasting operations, the blaster in charge
shall prepare a written site blasting plan before beginning
blasting operations. The written plan shall identify the methods, materials, procedures and/or engineering calculations
which will be used to address each identified conflicting condition.
Note I.
Note 2.
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When the site survey identifies that no conflicting conditions
exist, a written blasting plan is not required.
Written blasting plans may be discarded at the end of a job provided that no blasting incident has occurred which resulted in
bodily injury or property damage.
Permanent
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(iii) All on-site transportation, storage, loading and firing
of explosives shall be supervised by the blaster in charge.
Trainees and inexperienced personnel shall work only under
direct supervision of licensed personnel fully qualified in the
blasting method in use, including safety procedures and blasting signals in use at that site.
(iv) The site blasting plan shall include designated safe
location(s) for personnel during actual blasting and a method
for determining when all personnel are accounted for in the
designated safe location(s).
Note:

It is desirable that all potential means of egress into the blast
site should be under observation immediately prior to each
blast. The observer(s) should be provided with a means of
communication with the blaster in charge.

(o) The employer shall permit only competent and authorized personnel to handle explosives.
(p) No explosive shall be loaded or used underground in
the presence of combustible gases or combustible dusts
unless approved as permissible by MSHA.
(q) In either electric or nonelectric blasting, the firing
line(s) shall not be connected to the blast initiating device
until all personnel have been accounted for and removed
from the blast danger area or are in a blast shelter or other
location which affords adequate protection.
(2) Storage at use sites.
(a) Empty boxes and paper and fiber packing materials
which have previously contained ((ffigh)) explosive((~))
materials shall ((Hot ee useEI egeiH foF RAY f3HFflOSe, eut shell
be ElestroyeEI by bttFHiHg et the blest site OF et RH Rf3f3FO'lee iso
letee loeetiOH out of HOOFS, RHB HO veFSOH shell be HeRFeF theH
I 00 feet efteF the bttFHiHg hes steFteEI)) be disposed of in a safe
manner. or reused in accordance with the department of
transportation's hazardous materials regulations.
(b) When opening kegs or wooden cases, no sparking
metal tools shall be used; wooden wedges and either wood,
fiber or rubber mallets shall be used. Nonsparking metallic
slitters may be used for opening fiberboard cases.
(c) Should cartridges or packages of explosives show
signs of deterioration, the manufacturer or the department
shall be notified. Such explosives must be carefully set aside
and properly disposed of.
(3) Loading of explosives or blasting agents in blast
holes.
(a) Procedures that permit safe and efficient loading shall
be established before loading is started.
(b) All drill holes shall be sufficiently large to admit
freely the insertion of the cartridges of explosives. Holes
shall be checked prior to loading to determine depth and conditions.
(c) Tamping shall be done only with wood rods or with
approved plastic tamping poles without exposed metal parts,
but nonsparking metal connectors may be used for jointed
poles. Violent tamping shall be avoided. The primer shall
never be tamped.
(d) No holes shall be loaded except those to be fired in
the next round of blasting. After loading, all remaining explosives and detonators shall be immediately returned to an
authorized magazine or day box.
Permanent
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(e) Drilling shall not be started until all remaining butts
of old holes are examined for unexploded charges, and if any
are found, they shall be refired before work proceeds.
(t) When a charge of explosives has been exploded in a
bore hole to enlarge or "spring" it, an interval of at least two
hours must be allowed to pass before an additional charge of
explosives can be loaded into the hole.
Note:

There may be an exception made to this rule provided the
sprung hole is thoroughly wet down with water before it is
loaded.

(g) No person shall be allowed to deepen drill holes
which have contained explosives or blasting agents.
(h) No explosives or blasting agents shall be left unattended at blast sites unless stored in a licensed magazine.
(i) Users (blasters) shall not load, store or use explosives
closer than the length of the steel being used for drilling and
in no event nearer than fifty feet of drilling operations.
U) Machines and all tools not used for loading explosives
into bore holes shall be removed from the immediate location
of holes being loaded with explosives. Equipment shall not
be operated within 50 feet of loaded holes except when
equipment is needed to add burden, mats or tracking of drills
out of the loading area.
(k) Powerlines and portable electric cables for equipment being used shall be kept a safe distance from explosives
or blasting agents being loaded into drill holes. Cables in the
proximity of the blast area shall be deenergized and locked
out by the blaster.
(I) Holes shall not be drilled where there is danger of
intersecting a charged or misfired hole.
(m) All blast holes in open work shall be stemmed to the
collar or to a point which will confine the charge.
(n) No explosives for underground operations other than
those in Fume Class 1, as set forth by the Institute of Makers
of Explosives, shall be used; however, explosives complying
with the requirements of Fume Class 2 and Fume Class 3 may
be used if adequate ventilation has been provided.
(o) Warning signs, indicating a blast area, shall be maintained at all approaches to the blast area. The warning sign
lettering shall not be less that 4 inches in height on a contrasting background. All loaded stumps must be marked for identification on logging sites.
(p) A bore hole shall never be sprung when it is adjacent
to or near a hole which has been loaded. Flashlight batteries
shall not be used as a power source (blasting machine) for
springing holes.
(q) No loaded holes shall be left unattended or unprotected.
(r) The user (blaster) shall keep an accurate, up-to-date
record of explosives, blasting agents, and blasting supplies
used in a blast and shall keep an accurate running inventory
of all explosives and blasting agents stored on the operation.
(s) When loading blasting agents pneumatically over
primed boosters, semiconductive delivery hose shall be used
and the equipment shall be bonded and grounded.
(4) Initiation of explosive charges - electric blasting.
(a) Blasting cap leg wires shall be kept short-circuited
(shunted) until they are connected into the circuit for firing.
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(b) Before adopting any system of electrical firing, the
user (blaster) shall conduct a thorough survey for extraneous
currents, and all dangerous currents shall be eliminated
before any holes are loaded.
(c) In any single blast using electric blasting caps, all
caps shall be of the same style or function and be of the same
manufacture and compatible with each other.
(d) Electric blasting shall be carried out by using blasting
circuits or power circuits in accordance with the electric
blasting cap manufacturer's recommendations.
(e) The firing line shall be checked with an approved
testing device at the terminals before being connected to the
blasting machine or other power source.
(f) The circuit including all caps shall be tested with an
approved testing device before being connected to the firing
line.
(g) When firing a circuit of electric blasting caps, care
shall be exercised to ensure that an adequate quantity of
delivered current is available, in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.
(h) Connecting wires and lead wires shall be insulated
single solid wires of sufficient current-carrying capacity, and
shall not be less than twenty gauge (American wire gauge)
solid core insulated wire.
(i) Firing line or lead wires shall be solid single wires of
sufficient current-carrying capacity, and shall be not Jess than
fourteen gauge (American wire gauge) solid core insulated
wire. Bus wires - depends on the size of the blast, fourteen
gauge (American wire gauge) copper is recommended.
(j) The ends of lead wires which are to be connected to a
firing device shall be shorted by twisting them together or
otherwise shunting them before they are connected to the leg
wires or connecting wires, and they shall be kept in the control of the person who is doing the loading until loading is
completed and the leg wires attached. Lead wires shall not be
attached to the firing device until the blaster is ready to fire
the shot and must be attached by the user (blaster) themselves.
(k) The ends of the leg wires on electric detonators shall
be shorted in a similar manner and not separated other than
for testing until all holes are loaded and the loader is ready to
connect the leg wires to the connecting wires or lead wires.
(I) When firing electrically, the insulation on all firing
lines shall be adequate and in good condition.
(m) A power circuit used for firing electric blasting caps
shall not be grounded.
(n) In underground operations when firing from a power
circuit, a safety switch shall be placed at intervals in the permanent firing line. This switch shall be made so it can be
Jocked only in the "off' position and shall be provided with a
short-circuiting arrangement of the firing lines to the cap circuit.
(o) In underground operations there shall be a "lightning" gap of at least 5 feet in the firing system ahead of the
main firing switch; that is, between this switch and the source
of power. This gap shall be bridged by a flexible jumper cord
just before firing the blast.
(p) When firing from a power circuit, the firing switch
shall be locked in the open or "off" position at all times,
except when firing. It shall be so designed that the firing lines
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to the cap circuit are automatically short-circuited when the
switch is in the "off' position. Keys to this switch shall be
entrusted only to the user (blaster).
(q) Blasting machines shall be in good condition and the
efficiency of the machine shall be tested periodically to make
certain that it can deliver power at its rated capacity.
(r) When firing with blasting machines, the connections
shall be made as recommende d by the manufacturer of the
electric blasting caps used.
(s) The number of electric blasting caps connected to a
blasting machine shall not be in excess of its rated capacity.
Furthermore, in primary blasting, a series circuit shall contain
no more caps than the limits recommended by the manufacturer of the electric blasting caps in use.
(t) The blaster in charge shall be in charge of the blasting
machines, and no other person shall connect the lead wires to
the machine.
(u) Users (blasters), when testing circuits to charged
holes, shall use only blasting testers especially designed for
this purpose.
(v) Whenever the possibility exists that a lead line or
blasting wire might be thrown over live overhead powerlines,
communicat ion lines, utility services, or other services or
structures by the force of an explosion, care shall be taken to
see that the total length of wires are kept too short to hit the
lines, that the wires are securely anchored to the ground and
owners or operators are notified. If those requirements can
not be satisfied, a nonelectric system shall be used .
(w) In electrical firing, only the person making lead wire
connections shall fire the shot. All connections shall be made
from the bore hole back to the source of firing current, and
the lead wires shall remain shorted and not be connected to
the blasting machine or other source of current until the
charge is to be fired.
(x) After firing an electric blast from a blasting machine,
the leading wires shall be immediately disconnected from the
machine and short-circuited.
(y) When electric blasting caps have been used, workers
shall not return to misfired holes for at least thirty minutes.
(5) Use of safety fuse.
(a) A fuse that is deteriorated or damaged in any way
shall not be used.
(b) The hanging of fuse on nails or other projections
which will cause a sharp bend to be formed in the fuse is prohibited.
(c) Before capping safety fuse, a short length shall be cut
from the end of the supply reel so as to assure a fresh cut end
in each blasting cap.
(d) Only a cap crimper of approved design shall be used
for attaching blasting caps to safety fuse. Crimpers shall be
kept in good repair and accessible for use.
(e) No unused cap or short capped fuse shall be placed in
any hole to be blasted; such unused detonators shall be
removed from the working place and disposed of or stored in
licensed magazine.
(f) No fuse shall be capped, or primers made up, in any
magazine or near any possible source of ignition.
(g) Capping of fuse and making of primers shall only be
done in a place selected for this purpose and at least one hundred feet distant from any storage magazine.
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(h) Fuse must be cut long enough to reach beyond the
collar of the bore hole and in no case less than three feet.
When shooting choker holes, not less than three feet of fuse
shall be used.
(i) At least two persons shall be present when multiple
cap and fuse blasting is done by hand lighting methods.
U) Not more than 12 fuses shall be lighted by each
blaster when hand lighting devices are used. However, when
two or more safety fuses in a group are lighted as one by
means of igniter cord, or other similar fuse-lighting devices,
they may be considered as one fuse.
(k) The so-called "drop fuse" method of dropping or
pushing a primer or any explosive with a lighted fuse
attached is prohibited.
(I) Cap and fuse shall not be used for firing mudcap
charges unless charges are separated sufficiently to prevent
one charge from dislodging other shots in the blast.
(m) When blasting with safety fuses, consideration shall
be given to the length and burning rate of the fuse. Sufficient
time, with a margin of safety, shall always be provided for the
blaster to reach a place of safety.
(n) The burning rate of the safety fuse in use at any time
shall be measured, posted in conspicuous locations, and
brought to the attention of all workers concerned with blasting. No fuse shall be used that burns faster than one foot in
forty seconds or slower than one foot in fifty-five seconds.
(o) For use in wet places the joint between the cap and
fuse shall be waterproofed with a compound prepared for this
purpose.
(p) In making up primers only nonsparking skewers shall
be used for punching the hole in the cartridge to insert the
capped fuse. No blasting cap shall be inserted in the explosives without first making a hole in the cartridge of proper
size or using a standard cap crimper.
(q) Only sufficient primers for one day's use shall be
made up at one time. They shall be stored in a box type magazine in which no other explosives are stored.
(r) Any loose cartridges of explosives, detonators, primers and capped fuse unused at the end of the shift shall be
returned to their respective magazines and locked up.
(s) Safety fuse and caps shall only be used for conventional blasting where:
(i) Extraneous electricity or radio frequency transmissions make the use of electric cap and wire systems dangerous;
(ii) Overhead electric transmission lines cannot be deenergized and there is danger that blasting wires may be thrown
into the overhead lines during a blast;
(iii) For avalanche control hand charges;
(iv) For specialized applications where cap and fuse is
more suitable than electric or other nonelectric initiation systems.
(6) Use of detonating cord.
(a) Care shall be taken to select a detonating cord consistent with the type and physical condition of the bore hole and
stemming and the type of explosives used.
(b) Detonating cord shall be handled and used with the
same respect and care given other explosives.
(c) For quantity and distance purposes detonating fuse up
to 60 grains per foot should be calculated as equivalent to 9
Permanent

lbs. of high explosives per 1,000 feet. Heavier cord loads
should be rated proportionately.
(d) Trunk lines in multiple-row blasts shall make one or
more complete loops, with crossties between loops at intervals of not over two hundred feet.
(e) All detonating cord knots shall be tight and all connections shall be kept at right angles to the trunk lines.
(t) The line of detonating cord extending out of a bore
hole or from a charge shall be cut from the supply spool
before loading the remainder of the bore hole or placing additional charges.
(g) Detonating cord shall be handled and used with care
to avoid damaging or severing the cord during and after loading and hooking-up.
(h) Detonating cord connections shall be competent and
positive in accordance with approved and recommended
methods. Knot-type or other cord-to-cord connections shall
be made only with detonating cord in which the explosive
core is dry.
(i) All detonating cord trunklines and branchlines shall
be free of loops, sharp kinks, or angles that direct the cord
back toward the oncoming line of detonation.
(j) All detonating cord connections shall be inspected
before firing the blast.
(k) When detonating cord millisecond-delay connectors
or short-interval-delay electric blasting caps are used with
detonating cord, the practice shall conform strictly to the
manufacturer's recommendations.
(I) When connecting a blasting cap or an electric blasting
cap to detonating cord, the cap shall be taped or otherwise
attached securely along the side or the end of the detonating
cord, with the end of the cap containing the explosive charge
pointed in the direction in which the detonation is to proceed.
(m) Detonators for firing the trunkline shall not be
brought to the loading area nor attached to the detonating
cord until everything else is in readiness for the blast.
(7) Initiation of explosive charges - nonelectric blasting.
(a) All nonelectric initiation systems and components of
these systems shall be used in accordance with their manufacturer's recommendations and instructions.
(b) All members of the blasting crew shall be instructed
in the safe use of the initiation system and its components. It
shall be the duty of the blaster in charge to provide adequate
on-the-job training and supervision in the safe use of such
systems.
(c) When a nonelectric shock tube initiation system is
used, the tubing shall be free of all knots and tight kinks. The
shock tube shall be free of cuts or abrasions that could expose
the core to moisture.
(d) All blasting operations shall cease during the
approach and progress of a thunderstorm, regardless of the
type of initiation system used, and all personnel shall withdraw to a place of safety.
(e) When an explosive bulk truck or other vehicle is
operated on a blast site, care shall be taken to ensure that the
vehicle does not tread on the tubing, connectors, or any surface delay component. If a vehicle operated on a blast site
must pass over loaded blastholes, precautions shall be made
to consolidate these elements at the collar of the hole to prevent vehicle contact.
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(f) Before firing the shot, the blaster in charge shall make

visual inspection to ensure that the initiation system is
up in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.
(8) Firing the blast.
(a) A code of blasting signals equivalent to Table T-1
shall be posted on one or more conspicuous places at the
operation, and all employees shall be required to familiarize
themselves with the code and conform to it. Warning signs
shall be placed at suitable locations.
(b) All charges shall be covered with blasting mats or
other protective material before firing, where blasting may
cause injury or damage by flying rock or debris.
(c) Before a blast is fired, a loud warning signal shall be
given by the blaster in charge, who has made certain that all
surplus explosives are in a safe place and all employees, vehicles, and ~quipment are at a safe distance, or under sufficient
cover.
(d) Flaggers shall be safely stationed on highways which
pass through the danger zone so as to stop traffic during blasting operations.
(e) It shall be the duty of the blaster to fix the time of
blasting. The blaster shall conduct all blasting operations and
no shot shall be fired without the blaster's approval.
(f) Before firing an underground blast, warning shall be
given, and all possible entries into the blasting area, and any
entrances to any working place where a drift, raise, or other
opening is about to hole through, shall be carefully guarded.
~The blaster shall make sure that all employees are out of the
, blast area before firing a blast.

~

~ooked

TABLET-I
WARNING SIGNAL

BLAST SIGNAL
ALL CLEAR SIGNAL

~

,

A I-minute series of long
blasts 5 minutes prior to blast
signal.
A series of short blasts 1
minute prior to the shot.
A prolonged blast following
the inspection of blast area.

(9) Inspection after blasting.
(a) Immediately after the blast has been fired, the firing
line shall be disconnected from the blasting machine, or
where power switches are used, they shall be locked open or
in the off position.
(b) Sufficient time shall be allowed, not less than fifteen
minutes in tunnels, for the smoke and fumes to leave the
blasted area before returning to the shot. An inspection of the
area and the surrounding rubble shall be made by the user
(blaster) to determine if all charges have been exploded
before employees are allowed to return to the operation, and
in tunnels, after the muck pile has been wetted down.
(10) Misfires.
(a) If a misfire is found, the user (blaster) shall provide
proper safeguards for excluding all employees or other personnel from the danger zone.
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(b) No other work shall be done except that necessary to
remove the hazard of the misfire and only those employees
necessary to do the work shall remain in the danger zone.
(c) No attempt shall be made to extract explosives from
any charged or misfired hole; a new primer shall be put in and
the hole reblasted. If refiring of the misfired hole presents a
hazard, the explosives may be removed by washing out with
water or, where the misfire is under water, blown out with air.
(d) If there are any misfires while using cap and fuse, all
employees shall remain away from the charge for at least one
hour. Misfires shall be handled under the direction of the person in charge of the blasting.
(e) When electric blasting caps have been used, workers
shall not return to misfired holes for at least thirty minutes.
All wires shall be carefully traced and a search made for
unexploded charges.
(f) If explosives are suspected of burning in a hole, all
persons in the endangered area shall move to a safe location
and no one shall return to the hole until the danger has passed,
but in no case within one hour.
(g) No drilling, digging, or picking shall be permitted
until all missed holes have been detonated or the authorized
representative has approved that work can proceed.
(11) Underwater blasting.
(a) A user (blaster) shall conduct all blasting operations,
and no shot shall be fired without the blaster's approval.
(b) Loading tubes and casings of dissimilar metals shall
not be used because of possible electric transient currents
from galvanic action of the metals and water.
(c) Only water-resistant initiation systems shall be used
for underwater blasting. Loading shall be done through a
nonsparking loading tube when tube is necessary.
(d) No blast shall be fired while any vessel under way is
closer than 1,500 feet to the blasting area. Those on board
vessels or craft moored or anchored within 1,500 feet shall be
notified before a blast is fired.
(e) No blast shall be fired while any swimming or diving
operations are in progress in the vicinity of the blasting area.
If such operations are in progress, signals and arrangements
shall be agreed upon to assure that no blast shall be fired
while any persons are in the water.
(f) Blasting flags shall be displayed.
(g) The storage and handling of explosives aboard vessels used in underwater blasting operations shall be according
to provisions outlined herein on handling and storing explosives.
(h) When more than one charge is placed under water, a
float device shall be attached to an element of each charge in
such manner that it will be released by the firing. Misfires
shall be handled in accordance with the requirement s of
WAC 296-52-493(10).
(12) Blasting in excavation work in pressurized air locks.
(a) Detonators and explosives shall not be stored or kept
in tunnels, shafts, or caissons. Detonators and explosives for
each round shall be taken directly from the magazines to the
blasting zone and immediately loaded. Detonators and explosives left over after loading a round shall be removed from
the working chamber before the connecting wires are connected up. Explosives in transit shall not be left unattended.
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(b) When detonators or explosives are brought into an air
lock, no employee except the powderperson, user (blaster),
lock tender and the employees necessary for carrying, shall
be permitted to enter the air lock. No material, supplies, or
equipment shall be brought through with the explosives.
(c) Primers, detonators and explosives shall be taken
separately into pressure working chambers.
(d) The user (blaster) or powderperson shall be responsible for the receipt, unloading, storage, and on-site transportation of explosives and detonators.
(e) All metal pipes, rails, air locks, and steel tunnel lining
shall be electrically bonded together and grounded at or near
the portal or shaft, and such pipes and rails shall be crossbonded together at not less than 1,000-foot intervals throughout the length of the tunnel. In addition, each air supply pipe
shall be grounded at its delivery end.
(f) The explosives suitable for use in wet holes shall be
water-resistant and shall be Fume Class 1, or other approved
explosives.
(g) When tunnel excavation in rock face is approaching
mixed face, and when tunnel excavation is in mixed face,
blasting shall be performed with light charges and with light
burden on each hole. Advance drilling shall be performed as
tunnel excavation in rock face approaches mixed face, to
determine the general nature and extent of rock cover and the
remaining distance ahead to soft ground as excavation
advances.
(13) Vibration and damage control. Blasting operations
in or adjacent to cofferdams, piers, underwater structures,
buildings, structures, or other facilities shall be carefully
planned with full consideration for all forces and conditions
involved.
(14) Black blasting powder shall not be used for blasting.
(15) No person shall store, handle, or transport explosives or blasting agents when such storage, handling, and
transportation of explosives or blasting agents constitutes an
undue hazard to life.
(16) It shall be unlawful for any person to abandon
explosives or explosive substances.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-07-097,
filed 3/23/99, effective 6/23/99)
WAC 296-62-41025 Refresher training. (I) Those
employees who are trained in accordance with WAC ((~
~)) 296-62-41020 must receive annual refresher training
of sufficient content and duration to maintain their competencies, or must demonstrate competency in those areas at least
yearly.
(2) A statement must be made of the training or competency, and if a statement of competency is made, the
employer must keep a record of the methodology used to
demonstrate competency.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-10-071,
filed 5/4/99, effective 9/1/99)
WAC 296-62-07347 Inorganic arsenic. ( 1) Scope and
application. This section applies to all occupational exposures to inorganic arsenic except that this section does not
Permanent
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apply to employee exposures in agriculture or resulting from
pesticide application, the treatment of wood with preservatives or the utilization of arsenically preserved wood.
(2) Definitions.
(a) "Action level" - a concentration of inorganic arsenic
of 5 micrograms per cubic meter of air (5 µg/m 3) averaged
over any eight-hour period.
(b) "Authorized person" - any person specifically authorized by the employer whose duties require the person to
enter a regulated area, or any person entering such an area as
a designated representative of employees for the purpose of
exercising the right to observe monitoring and measuring
procedures under subsection (5) of this section.
(c) "Director" - the director of the department of labor
and industries, or his/her designated representative.
(d) "Inorganic arsenic" - copper aceto-arsenite and all
inorganic compounds containing arsenic except arsine, measured as arsenic (As).
(3) Permissible exposure limit. The employer shall
assure that no employee is exposed to inorganic arsenic at
concentrations greater than I 0 micrograms per cubic meter of
air (10 µg/m3), averaged over any eight-hour period.
(4) Notification of use.
(a) Within sixty days after the introduction of inorganic
arsenic into the workplace, every employer who is required to
establish a regulated area in his/her workplaces shall report in
writing to the department of labor and industries for each
such workplace:
(i) The address of each such workplace;
(ii) The approximate number of employees who will be
working in regulated areas; and
(iii) A brief summary of the operations creating the
exposure and the actions which the employer intends to take
to reduce exposures.
(b) Whenever there has been a significant change in the
information required by subsection (4)(a) of this section, the
employer shall report the changes in writing within sixty days
to the department of labor and industries.
(5) Exposure monitoring.
(a) General.
(i) Determinations of airborne exposure levels shall be
made from air samples that are representative of each
employee's exposure to inorganic arsenic over an eight-hour
period.
(ii) For the purposes of this section, employee exposure
is that exposure which would occur if the employee were not
using a respirator.
(iii) The employer shall collect full shift (for at least
seven continuous hours) personal samples including at least
one sample for each shift for each job classification in each
work area.
(b) Initial monitoring. Each employer who has a workplace or work operation covered by this standard shall monitor each such workplace and work operation to accurately
determine the airborne concentration of inorganic arsenic to
which employees may be exposed.
(c) Frequency.
(i) If the initial monitoring reveals employee exposure to
be below the action level the measurements need not be
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repeated except as otherwise provided in subsection (5)(d) of
~his section.
(ii) If the initial monitoring, required by this section, or
subsequent monitoring reveals employee exposure to be
above the permissible exposure limit, the employer shall
repeat monitoring at least quarterly.
(iii) If the initial monitoring, required by this section, or
subsequent monitoring reveals employee exposure to be
above the action level and below the permissible exposure
limit the employee shall repeat monitoring at least every six
months.
(iv) The employer shall continue monitoring at the
required frequency until at least two consecutive measurements, taken at least seven days apart, are below the action
level at which time the employer may discontinue monitoring
for that employee until such time as any of the events in subsection (5)(d) of this section occur.
(d) Additional monitoring. Whenever there has been a
production, process, control or personal change which may
result in new or additional exposure to inorganic arsenic, or
whenever the employer has any other reason to suspect a
change which may result in new or additional exposures to
inorganic arsenic, additional monitoring which complies with
subsection (5) of this section shall be conducted.
(e) Employee notification.
(i) Within five working days after the receipt of monitoring results, the employer shall notify each employee in writ• ing of the results which represent that employee's exposures.
(ii) Whenever the results indicate that the representativ e
employee exposure exceeds the permissible exposure limit,
the employer shall include in the written notice a statement
that the permissible exposure limit was exceeded and a
description of the corrective action taken to reduce exposure
to or below the permissible exposure limit.
(f) Accuracy of measurement .
(i) The employer shall use a method of monitoring and
measurement which has an accuracy (with a confidence level
of 95 percent) of not less than plus or minus 25 percent for
concentration s of inorganic arsenic greater than or equal to I 0

I'

I'

µglm3.
(ii) The employer shall use a method of monitoring and
measurement which has an accuracy (with confidence level
of 95 percent) of not less than plus or minus 35 percent for
3
concentrations of inorganic arsenic greater than 5 µg/m but
3
less than IO µg/m •
(6) Regulated area.
(a) Establishmen t. The employer shall establish regulated areas where worker exposures to inorganic arsenic,
without regard to the use of respirators, are in excess of the
permissible limit.
(b) Demarcation . Regulated areas shall be demarcated
from the rest of the workplace in any manner
segregated
and
that minimizes the number of persons who will be exposed to
• inorganic arsenic.
(c) Access. Access to regulated areas shall be limited to
authorized persons or to persons otherwise authorized by the
Act or regulations issued pursuant thereto to enter such areas.

I'
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(d) Provision of respirators. All persons entering a regulated area shall be supplied with a respirator, selected in
accordance with subsection (8)(c) of this section.
(e) Prohibited activities. The employer shall assure that
in regulated areas, food or beverages are not consumed,
smoking products, chewing tobacco and gum are not used
and cosmetics are not applied, except that these activities
may be conducted in the lunchrooms, change rooms and
showers required under subsection (12) of this section.
Drinking water may be consumed in the regulated area.
(7) Methods of compliance.
(a) Controls.
(i) The employer shall institute engineering and work
practice controls to reduce exposures to or below the permissible exposure limit, except to the extent that the employer
can establish that such controls are not feasible.
(ii) Where engineering and work practice controls are
not sufficient to reduce exposures to or below the permissible
exposure limit, they shall nonetheless be used to reduce exposures to the lowest levels achievable by these controls and
shall be supplemented by the use of respirators in accordance
with subsection (8) of this section and other necessary personal protective equipment. Employee rotation is not
required as a control strategy before respiratory protection is
instituted.
(b) Compliance program.
(i) The employer shall establish and implement a written
program to reduce exposures to or below the permissible
exposure limit by means of engineering and work practice
controls.
(ii) Written plans for these compliance programs shall
include at least the following:
(A) A description of each operation in which inorganic
arsenic is emitted; e.g., machinery used, material processed,
controls in place, crew size, operating procedures and maintenance practices;
(B) Engineering plans and studies used to determine
methods selected for controlling exposure to inorganic
arsenic;
(C) A report of the technology considered in meeting the
permissible exposure limit;
(D) Monitoring data;
(E) A detailed schedule for implementation of the engineering controls and work practices that cannot be implemented immediately and for the adaption and implementati on
of any additional engineering and work practices necessary to
meet the permissible exposure limit;
(F) Whenever the employer will not achieve the permissible exposure limit with engineering controls and work practices, the employer shall include in the compliance plan an
analysis of the effectiveness of the various controls, shall
install engineering controls and institute work practices on
the quickest schedule feasible, and shall include in the compliance plan and implement a program to minimize the discomfort and maximize the effectiveness of respirator use; and
(G) Other relevant information .
(iii) Written plans for such a program shall be submitted
upon request to the director, and shall be available at the
worksite for examination and copying by the director, any
affected employee or authorized employee representatives.
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(iv) The plans required by this subsection shall be
revised and updated at least every six months to reflect the
current status of the program.
(8) Respiratory protection.
(a) General. For employees who use respirators required
by this section, the employer must provide respirators that
comply with the requirements of this subsection. Respirators
must be used during:
(i) Period necessary to install or implement feasible engineering or work-practice controls;
(ii) Work operations, such as maintenance and repair
activities, in which the employer establishes that engineering
and work-practice controls are not feasible;
(iii) Work operations for which engineering work-practice controls are not yet sufficient to reduce employee exposures to or below the permissible exposure limit;
(iv) Emergencies.
(b) Respirator program.
(i) The employer must establish, implement, and maintain a respiratory protection program as required by chapter
296-62 WAC, Part E (except WAC 296-62-07130(1) and
296-62-07150 through 296-62-07156).
(ii) If an employee exhibits breathing difficulty during fit
testing or respirator use, they must be examined by a physician trained in pulmonary medicine to determine whether
they can use a respirator while performing the required duty.
(c) Respirator selection.
(i) The employer must use Table I of this section to select
the appropriate respirator or combination of respirators for
inorganic arsenic compounds without significant vapor pressure, and Table II of this section to select the appropriate respirator or combination of respirators for inorganic arsenic
compounds that have significant vapor pressure.
(ii) Where employee exposures exceed the permissible
exposure limit for inorganic arsenic and also exceed the relevant limit for other gases (for example, sulfur dioxide), any
air-purifying respirator provided to the employee as specified
by this section must have a combination high-efficiency filter
with an appropriate gas sorbent. (See footnote in Table I)
(iii) Employees required to use respirators may choose,
and the employer must provide, a powered air-purifying respirator if it will provide proper protection. In addition, the
employer must provide a combination dust and acid-gas respirator to employees who are exposed to gases over the relevant exposure limits.

TABLE I
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION FOR INORGANIC ARSENIC
PARTICULATE EXCEPT FOR THOSE WITH SIGNIFICANT VAPOR
PRESSURE

Concentration of Inorganic
Arsenic (as As) or Condition
of Use
(i) Unknown or greater or lesser
than 20,000 µg/m3 (20 mg/m3)
firefighting.
(ii) Not greater than 20,000
µg/m 3 (20 mglm3)

(iii) Not greater than 10,000
µg/m 3 (I 0 mg/m 3)

(iv) Not greater than 500 µg/m3

(v) Not greater than 100 µg/m3

Required Respirator

(A) Any full facepiece
self-contained or
breathing apparatus
operated in positive
pressure mode.
(A) Supplied air respirator with full facepiece, hood, or helmet or suit and operated in positive
pressure mode.
(A) Powered air-purifying respirators in .all
inlet face coverings
with high-efficiency
filters.'
(B) Half-mask supplied
air respirators oper- ~
ated in positive pres- ~
sure mode.
(A) Full facepiece airpurifying respirator
equipped with highefficiency filter.'
(B) Any full facepiece
supplied air respirator.
CC) Any full facepiece
self-contained
breathing apparatus.
(A) Half-mask air-purifying respirator
equipped with highefficiency filter.'
(B) Any half-mask supplied air respirator.

1
High-efficiency filter-99.97 pct efficiency against 0.3 micrometer
monodisperse diethyl-hexyl phthalate (DOP) particles.
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priate and clean protective work clothing and equipment such
as, but not limited to:
(i) Coveralls or similar full-body work clothing;
(ii) Gloves, and shoes or coverlets;
(iii) Face shields or vented goggles when necessary to
prevent eye irritation, which comply with the requirements of
WAC 296-24-07801 (1)- (6).
(iv) Impervious clothing for employees subject to exposure to arsenic trichloride.
(b) Cleaning and replacement.
(i) The employer shall provide the protective clothing
required in subsection (1 O)(a) of this section in a freshly laundered and dry condition at least weekly, and daily if the
employee works in areas where exposures are over 100
µg/m3 of inorganic arsenic or in areas where more frequent
washing is needed to prevent skin irritation.
(ii) The employer shall clean, launder, or dispose of protective clothing required by subsection ( 1O)(a) of this section.
(iii) The employer shall repair or replace the protective
clothing and equipment as needed to maintain their effectiveness.
(iv) The employer shall assure that all protective clothing
is removed at the completion of a work shift only in change
rooms prescribed in subsection (13)(a) of this section.
(v) The employer shall assure that contaminated protective clothing which is to be cleaned, laundered, or disposed
of, is placed in a closed container in the change-room which
prevents dispersion of inorganic arsenic outside the container.
(vi) The employer shall inform in writing any person
who cleans or launders clothing required by this section, of
the potentially harmful affects including the carcinogenic
effects of exposure to inorganic arsenic.
(vii) The employer shall assure that the containers of
contaminated protective clothing and equipment in the workplace or which are to be removed from the workplace are
labeled as follows:

TABLE II
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION FOR INORGANIC ARSENICALS
(SUCH AS ARSENIC TRICHLORIDE2 AND ARSENIC PHOSPHIDE)
WITH SIGNIFICANT VAPOR PRESSURE

Concentration of Inorganic
Arsenic (as As) or Condition
of Use
(i) Unknown or greater or lesser
than 20,000 µg/m3(20 mglm3)
or firefighting.

(ii) Not greater than 20,000
µg/m3(20 mg/m 3)

(iii) Not greater than 10,000
µg/m3(10 mg/m 3)
(iv) Not greater than 500 µg/m3

(v) Not greater than 100 µg/m3

WSR 99-17-094

Required Respirator
(A) Any full facepiece
contained breathing
apparatus operated in
positive pressure
mode.
(A) Supplied air respirator with full facepiece hood, or helmet
or suit and operated
in positive pressure
mode.
(A) Half-mask 2 supplied
air respirator operated in positive pressure mode.
(A) Front or back
mounted gas mask
equipped with highefficiency filter' and
acid gas canister.
(B) Any full facepiece
supplied air respirator.
(C) Any full facepiece
self-contained
breathing apparatus.
(A) Half-mask2 air-purifying respirator
equipped with highefficiency filter' and
acid gas cartridge.
(B) Any half-mask supplied air respirator.

Caution: Clothing contaminated with inorganic arsenic;
do not remove dust by blowing or shaking. Dispose of inorganic arsenic contaminated wash water in accordance with
applicable local, state, or federal regulations.

1High efficiency filter-99.97 pct efficiency against 0.3 micrometer
monodisperse diethyl-hexyl phthalate (DOP) particles.

2Half-mask

respirators shall not be used for protection against arsenic
trichloride, as it is rapidly absorbed through the skin.

(9) Reserved.
( 10) Protective work clothing and equipment.
(a) Provision and use. Where the possibility of skin or
eye irritation from inorganic arsenic exists, and for all workers working in regulated areas, the employer shall provide at
no cost to the employee and assure that employees use appro[ 127]

(viii) The employer shall prohibit the removal of inorganic arsenic from protective clothing or equipment by blowing or shaking.
( 11) Housekeeping.
(a) Surfaces. All surfaces shall be maintained as free as
practicable of accumulations of inorganic arsenic.
(b) Cleaning floors. Floors and other accessible surfaces
contaminated with inorganic arsenic may not be cleaned by
the use of compressed air, and shoveling and brushing may
be used only where vacuuming or other relevant methods
have been tried and found not to be effective.
(c) Vacuuming. Where vacuuming methods are selected,
the vacuums shall be used and emptied in a manner to minimize the reentry of inorganic arsenic into the workplace.
(d) Housekeeping plan. A written housekeeping and
maintenance plan shall be kept which shall list appropriate
frequencies for carrying out housekeeping operations, and for
Permanent
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cleaning and maintaining dust collection equipment. The
plan shall be available for inspection by the director.
(e) Maintenance of equipment. Periodic cleaning of dust
collection and ventilation equipment and checks of their
effectiveness shall be carried out to maintain the effectiveness of the system and a notation kept of the last check of
effectiveness and cleaning or maintenance.
(12) Reserved.
(13) Hygiene facilities and practices.
(a) Change rooms. The employer shall provide for
employees working in regulated areas or subject to the possibility of skin or eye irritation from inorganic arsenic, clean
change rooms equipped with storage facilities for street
clothes and separate storage facilities for protective clothing
and equipment in accordance with WAC 296-24-12011.
(b) Showers.
(i) The employer shall assure that employees working in
regulated areas or subject to the possibility of skin or eye irritation from inorganic arsenic shower at the end of the work
shift.
(ii) The employer shall provide shower facilities in
accordance with WAC 296-24-12009(3).
(c) Lunchrooms.
(i) The employer shall provide for employees working in
regulated areas, lunchroom facilities which have a temperature controlled, positive pressure, filtered air supply, and
which are readily accessible to employees working in regulated areas.
(ii) The employer shall assure that employees working in
the regulated area or subject to the possibility of skin or eye
irritation from exposure to inorganic arsenic wash their hands
and face prior to eating.
(d) Lavatories. The employer shall provide lavatory
facilities which comply with WAC 296-24-12009 (1) and (2).
(e) Vacuuming clothes. The employer shall provide
facilities for employees working in areas where exposure,
without regard to the use of respirators, exceeds 100 µg/m3 to
vacuum their protective clothing and clean or change shoes
worn in such areas before entering change rooms, lunchrooms or shower rooms required by subsection (10) of this
section and shall assure that such employees use such facilities.
(t) Avoidance of skin irritation. The employer shall
assure that no employee is exposed to skin or eye contact
with arsenic trichloride, or to skin or eye contact with liquid
or particulate inorganic arsenic which is likely to cause skin
or eye irritation.
(14) Medical surveillance.
(a) General.
(i) Employees covered. The employer shall institute a
medical surveillance program for the following employees:
(A) All employees who are or will be exposed above the
action level, without regard to the use of respirators, at least
thirty days per year; and
(B) All employees who have been exposed above the
action level, without regard to respirator use, for thirty days
or more per year for a total of ten years or more of combined
employment with the employer or predecessor employers
prior to or after the effective date of this standard. The deterPermanent
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mination of exposures prior to the effective date of this standard shall be based upon prior exposure records, comparison ~
with the first measurements taken after the effective date of ~
this standard, or comparison with records of exposures in
areas with similar processes, extent of engineering controls
utilized and materials used by that employer.
(ii) Examination by physician. The employer shall assure
that all medical examinations and procedures are performed
by or under the supervision of a licensed physician, and shall
be provided without cost to the employee, without loss of pay
and at a reasonable time and place.
(b) Initial examinations. For employees initially covered
by the medical provisions of this section, or thereafter at the
time of initial assignment to an area where the employee is
likely to be exposed over the action level at least thirty days
per year, the employer shall provide each affected employee
an opportunity for a medical examination, including at least
the following elements:
(i) A work history and a medical history which shall
include a smoking history and the presence and degree of respiratory symptoms such as breathlessness, cough, sputum
production and wheezing.
(ii) A medical examination which shall include at least
the following:
(A) A 14" by 17" posterior-anterior chest x-ray and
International Labor Office UICC/Cincinnati (ILO U/C) rating;
(B) A nasal and skin examination; and
(C) Other examinations which the physician believes
appropriate because of the employees exposure to inorganic
arsenic or because of required respirator use.
(c) Periodic examinations.
(i) The employer shall provide the examinations specified in subsection((s-)) (14)(b)(i) and ({~))(ii)(A), (B)
and (C) of this section at least annually for covered employees who are under forty-five years of age with fewer than ten
years of exposure over the action level without regard to respirator use.
(ii) The employer shall provide the examinations specified in subsection((s-)) (14)(b)(i) and (ii)(B) and (C) of this
section at least semi-annually. and the x-ray requirements
specified in subsection (14)(b)(ii)(A) of this section at least
annually. for other covered employees.
(iii) Whenever a covered employee has not taken the
examinations specified in subsection (14)(b)(i) and (ii)(B)
and (C) of this section within six months preceding the termination of employment, the employer shall provide such
examinations to the employee upon termination of employment.
(d) Additional examinations. If the employee for any
reason develops signs or symptoms commonly associated
with exposure to inorganic arsenic the employer shall provide
an appropriate examination and emergency medical treatment.
(e) Information provided to the physician. The employer
shall provide the following information to the examining
~
physician:
(i) A copy of this standard and its appendices;
~
(ii) A description of the affected employee's duties as
they relate to the employee's exposure;
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(iii) The employee's representative exposure level or
~nticipated exposure level;
(iv) A description of any personal protective equipment
,
used or to be used; and
(v) Information from previous medical examinations of
the affected employee which is not readily available to the
examining physician.
(f) Physician's written opinion.
(i) The employer shall obtain a written opinion from the
examining physician which shall include:
(A) The results of the medical examination and tests performed;
(B) The physician's opinion as to whether the employee
has any detected medical conditions which would place the
employee at increased risk of material impairment of the
employee's health from exposure to inorganic arsenic;
(C) Any recommended limitations upon the employee's
exposure to inorganic arsenic or upon the use of protective
clothing or equipment such as respirators; and
(D) A statement that the employee has been informed by
the physician of the results of the medical examination and
any medical conditions which require further examination or
treatment.
(ii) The employer shall instruct the physician not to
reveal in the written opinion specific findings or diagnoses
unrelated to occupational exposure.
(iii) The employer shall provide a copy of the written
opinion to the affected employee.
(15) Employee information and training.
•
(a) Training program.
,
(i) The employer shall institute a training program for all
employees who are subject to exposure to inorganic arsenic
above the action level without regard to respirator use, or for
whom there is the possibility of skin or eye irritation from
inorganic arsenic. The employer shall assure that those
employees participate in the training program.
(ii) The training program shall be provided for employees covered by this provision, at the time of initial assignment
for those subsequently covered by this provision, and shall be
repeated at least quarterly for employees who have optional
use of respirators and at least annually for other covered
employees thereafter, and the employer shall assure that each
employee is informed of the following:
(A) The information contained in Appendix A;
(B) The quantity, location, manner of use, storage,
sources of exposure, and the specific nature of operations
which could result in exposure to inorganic arsenic as well as
any necessary protective steps;
(C) The purpose, proper use, and limitation of respirators;
(D) The purpose and a description of medical surveillance program as required by subsection (14) of this section;
(E) The engineering controls and work practices associated with the employee's job assignment; and
(F) A review of this standard.
(b) Access to training materials.
(i) The employer shall make readily available to all
affected employees a copy of this standard and its appendices.

(ii) The employer shall provide, upon request, all materials relating to the employee information and training program
to the director.
(16) Signs and labels.
(a) General.
(i) The employer may use labels or signs required by
other statutes, regulations, or ordinances in addition to, or in
combination with, signs and labels required by this subsection.
(ii) The employer shall assure that no statement appears
on or near any sign or label required by this subsection which
contradicts or detracts from the meaning of the required sign
or label.
(b) Signs.
(i) The employer shall post signs demarcating regulated
areas bearing the legend:
DANGER
INORGANIC ARSENIC
CANCER HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
NO SMOKING OR EATING
RESPIRATOR REQUIRED

(ii) The employer shall assure that signs required by this
subsection are illuminated and cleaned as necessary so that
the legend is readily visible.
(c) Labels. The employer shall apply precautionary
labels to all shipping and storage containers of inorganic
arsenic, and to all products containing inorganic arsenic
except when the inorganic arsenic in the product is bound in
such a manner so as to make unlikely the possibility of airborne exposure to inorganic arsenic. (Possible examples of
products not requiring labels are semiconductors, light emitting diodes and glass.) The label shall bear the following legend:
DANGER
CONTAINS INORGANIC ARSENIC
CANCER HAZARD
HARMFUL IF INHALED OR
SWALLOWED
USE ONLY WITH ADEQUATE
VENTILATION
OR RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

(17) Recordkeeping.
(a) Exposure monitoring.
(i) The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate
record of all monitoring required by subsection (5) of this
section.
(ii) This record shall include:
(A) The date(s), number, duration location, and results of
each of the samples taken, including a description of the sam[ 129]
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piing procedure used to determine representative employee
exposure where applicable;
(B) A description of the sampling and analytical methods
used and evidence of their accuracy;
(C) The purpose, proper use, limitations, and other training requirements covering respiratory protection as required
in chapter 296-62 WAC, Part E;
(D) Name, Social Security number, and job classification of the employees monitored and of all other employees
whose exposure the measurement is intended to represent;
and
(E) The environmental variables that could affect the
measurement of the employee's exposure.
(iii) The employer shall maintain these monitoring
records for at least forty years or for the duration of employment plus twenty years, whichever is longer.
(b) Medical surveillance.
(i) The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate
record for each employee subject to medical surveillance as
required by subsection (14) of this section.
(ii) This record shall include:
(A) The name, Social Security number, and description
of duties of the employee;
(B) A copy of the physician's written opinions;
(C) Results of any exposure monitoring done for that
employee and the representative exposure levels supplied to
the physician; and
(D) Any employee medical complaints related to exposure to inorganic arsenic.
(iii) The employer shall in addition keep, or assure that
the examining physician keeps, the following medical
records:
(A) A copy of the medical examination results including
medical and work history required under subsection (14) of
this section;
(B) A description of the laboratory procedures and a
copy of any standards or guidelines used to interpret the test
results or references to that information;
(C) The initial x-ray;
(D) The x-rays for the most recent five years; and
(E) Any x-rays with a demonstrated abnormality and all
subsequent x-rays((Tftftti
(F) AHy e)·telegie eitttffiiHatieH slides with deff!eHstrated
aty13ia, if sHeh ttt)'flitt 13ersists fer three )'ears, ttHd all SHese
qHeHt slides ttftd writteH deseri13tim~s)).

(iv) The employer shall maintain or assure that the physician maintains those medical records for at least forty years,
or for the duration of employment, plus twenty years, whichever is longer.
(c) Availability.
(i) The employer shall make available upon request all
records required to be maintained by subsection (17) of this
section to the director for examination and copying.
(ii) Records required by this subsection shall be provided
upon request to employees, designated representatives, and
the assistant director in accordance with WAC 296-62-05201
through 296-62-05209 and 296-62-05213 through 296-6205217.
(iii) The employer shall make available upon request an
employee's medical records and exposure records representaPermanent

tive of that employee's exposure required to be maintained by
subsection (17) of this section to the affected employee or ~
former employee or to a physician designated by the affected ~
employee or former employee.
(d) Transfer of records.
(i) Whenever the employer ceases to do business, the
successor employer shall receive and retain all records
required to be maintained by this section.
(ii) Whenever the employer ceases to do business and
there is no successor employer to receive and retain the
records required to be maintained by this section for the prescribed period, these records shall be transmitted to the director.
(iii) At the expiration of the retention period for the
records required to be maintained by this section, the
employer shall notify the director at least three months prior
to the disposal of such records and shall transmit those
records to the director if he requests them within that period.
(iv) The employer shall also comply with any additional
requirements involving transfer of records set forth in WAC
296-62-05215.
( 18) Observation of monitoring.
(a) Employee observation. The employer shall provide
affected employees or their designated representatives an
opportunity to observe any monitoring of employee exposure
to inorganic arsenic conducted pursuant to subsection (5) of
this section.
(b) Observation procedures.
(i) Whenever observation of the monitoring of employee ~
exposure to inorganic arsenic requires entry into an area ~
where the use of respirators, protective clothing, or equipment is required, the employer shall provide the observer
with and assure the use of such respirators, clothing, and such
equipment, and shall require the observer to comply with all
other applicable safety and health procedures.
(ii) Without interfering with the monitoring, observers
shall be entitled to;
(A) Receive an explanation of the measurement procedures;
(B) Observe all steps related to the monitoring of inorganic arsenic performed at the place of exposure; and
(C) Record the results obtained or receive copies of the
results when returned by the laboratory.
(19) Appendices. The information contained in the
appendices to this section is not intended by itself, to create
any additional obligations not otherwise imposed by this
standard nor detract from any existing obligation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-02-030,
filed 12/31/97, effective 1/31/98)

WAC 296-62-07354 Appendices-Inorganic arsenic.
The information in Appendices A, B, and C is not intended,
by itself, to create any additional obligations not otherwise
imposed by WAC 296-62-07347 nor detract from existing
obligation.
(1) Appendix A-Inorganic arsenic substance informa- ~
tion sheet.
~
(a) Substance identification.
(i) Substance. Inorganic arsenic.
[ 130]
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(ii) Definition. Copper acetoarsenite, arsenic and all
inorganic compounds containing arsenic except arsine, measured as arsenic (As).
(iii) Permissible exposure limit. Ten micrograms per
cubic meter of air as determined as an average over an 8 hour
period. No employee may be exposed to any skin or eye contact with arsenic trichloride or to skin or eye contact likely to
cause skin or eye irritation.
(iv) Regulated areas. Only employees authorized by your
employer should enter a regulated area.
(b) Health hazard data.
(i) Comments. The health hazard of inorganic arsenic is
high.
(ii) Ways in which the chemical affects your body. Exposure to airborne concentrations of inorganic arsenic may
cause lung cancer, and can be a skin irritant. Inorganic
arsenic may also affect your body if swallowed. One compound in particular, arsenic trichloride, is especially dangerous because it can be absorbed readily through the skin.
Because inorganic arsenic is a poison, you should wash your
hands thoroughly prior to eating or smoking.
(c) Personal protective equipment and clothing.
(i) Respirators. Respirators will be provided by the
employer at no cost to employees for routine use if the
employer is in the process of implementing engineering and
work practice controls or where engineering and work practice controls are not feasible or insufficient. Respirators must
be worn for nonroutine activities or in emergency situations
where there is likely to be exposure to levels of inorganic
arsenic in excess of the permissible exposure limit. Since
how well the respirator fits is very important, the employer is
required to conduct fit tests to make sure the respirator seals
properly when worn. These tests are simple and rapid and
will be explained during training sessions.
(ii) Protective clothing. If work is in a regulated area, the
employer is required to provide at no cost to employees, and
it must be worn, appropriate, clean, protective clothing and
equipment. The purpose of this equipment is to prevent the
employee from taking home arsenic-contaminated dust and
to protect the body from repeated skin contact with inorganic
arsenic likely to cause skin irritation. This clothing shall
include such items as coveralls or similar full-body clothing,
gloves, shoes or coverlets, and aprons. Protective equipment
should include face shields or vented goggles, where eye irritation may occur.
(d) Hygiene facilities and practices.
(i) The employer shall ensure that employees do not eat,
drink, smoke, chew gum or tobacco, or apply cosmetics in the
regulated area, except that drinking water is permitted. If
work is in a regulated area, the employer is required to provide lunchrooms or other areas for these purposes.
(ii) If work is in a regulated area, the employer is
required to provide showers, washing facilities, and change
rooms. The employer shall ensure that employees wash faces
and hands before eating and shower at the end of the work
shift. Do not take used protective clothing out of change
rooms without the employer's permission. The employer is
required to provide for laundering or cleaning of the protective clothing.
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(e) Signs and labels. The employer is required to post
warning signs and labels for employee protection. Signs must
be posted in regulated areas. The signs must warn that a cancer hazard is present, that only authorized employees may
enter the area, and that no smoking or eating is allowed, and
that respirators must be worn.
(t) Medical examinations. If exposure to arsenic is over
the action level (5 µg/m 3) (including all persons working in
regulated areas) at least 30 days per year, or employees have
been exposed to arsenic for more than 10 years over the
action level, the employer is required to provide employees
with a medical examination. The examination shall be every
6 months for employees over 45 years old or with more than
I 0 years exposure over the action level and annually for other
covered employees. The medical examination must include a
medical history; a chest x-ray (annual requirement only); skin
examination; and nasal examination. The examining physician will provide a written opinion to the employer containing the results of the medical exams. Employees should also
receive a copy of this opinion. The physician must not tell the
employer any conditions he detects unrelated to occupational
exposure to arsenic but must tell employees those conditions.
(g) Observation of monitoring. The employer is required
to monitor employee exposure to arsenic and employees or
their representatives are entitled to observe the monitoring
procedure. Employees are entitled to receive an explanation
of the measurement procedure, and to record the results
obtained. When the monitoring procedure is taking place in
an area where respirators or personal protective clothing and
equipment are required to be worn, employees must also be
provided with and must wear the protective clothing and
equipment.
(h) Access to records. Employees or their representatives
are entitled to records of employee exposure to inorganic
arsenic upon request to the employer. Employee medical
examination records can be furnished to employees' physician if employees request the employer to provide them.
(i) Training and notification. Additional information on
all of these items plus training as to hazards of exposure to
inorganic arsenic and the engineering and work practice controls associated with employees' jobs will also be provided by
the employer. If employees are exposed over the permissible
exposure limit, the employer must inform employees of that
fact and the actions to be taken to reduce employee exposure.
(2) Appendix B-Substance technical guidelines.
Arsenic, arsenic trioxide, arsenic trichloride (3 examples)
(a) Physical and chemical properties
(i) Arsenic (metal)
(A) Formula: As
(B) Appearance: Gray metal
(C) Melting point: Sublimes without melting at 613C
(D) Specific gravity: (H 20=1):5.73.
(E) Solubility in water: Insoluble
(ii) Arsenic trioxide
(A) Formula: As 203, (As406).
(B) Appearance: White powder
(C) Melting point: 3 I 5C
(D) Specific gravity: (H 20=1):3.74

[ 131]
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(E) Solubility in water: 3.7 grams in lOOcc of water at

(iii) Arsenic trichloride (liquid)(Trichloride)
(A) Formula: AsCL3
(B) Appearance: Colorless or pale yellow liquid
(C) Melting point: -8.5C
(D) Boiling point: 130.2C
(E) Specific gravity (1120= 1)2:16 at 20C
(F) Vapor Pressure: lOmm Hg at 23.5C.
(G) Solubility in water: Decomposes in water.
(b) Fire, explosion, and reactivity data.
(i) Fire: Arsenic trioxide and arsenic trichloride are nonflammable.
(ii) Reactivity:
(A) Conditions contributing to instability: Heat.
(B) Incompatibility: Hydrogen gas can react with inorganic arsenic to form the highly toxic gas arsine.
(c) Monitoring and measurement procedures.
(i) Samples collected should be full shift (at least 7
hours) samples. Sampling should be done using a personal
sampling pump at a flow rate of 2 liters per minute. Samples
should be collected on 0.8 micrometer pore size membrane
filter (37mm diameter). Volatile arsenicals such as arsenic
trichloride can be most easily collected in a midget bubbler
filled with 15 ml. of 0.1 N NaOH.
(ii) The method of sampling and analysis should have an
accuracy of not Jess than ± 25 percent (with a confidence
limit of 95 percent) for 10 micrograms per cubic meter of air
(10 µg/m 3 ) and ± 35 percent (with a confidence limit of 95
percent) for concentrations of inorganic arsenic between 5
and 10 µg/m 3 •
(3) Appendix C-Medical surveillance guidelines.
(a) General.
(i) Medical examinations are to be provided for all
employees exposed to levels of inorganic arsenic above the
action level (5 µg/m 3 ) for at least 30 days per year (which
would include among others, all employees, who work in
regulated areas). Examinations are also to be provided to all
employees who have had 10 years or more exposure above
the action level for more than 30 days per year while working
for the present or predecessor employer though they may no
longer be exposed above the level.
(ii) An initial medical examination is to be provided to
all such employees by December 1, 1978. In addition, an initial medical examination is to be provided to all employees
who are first assigned to areas in which worker exposure will
probably exceed 5 µg/m 3 (after the effective date of this standard) at the time of initial assignment. In addition to its
immediate diagnostic usefulness the initial examination will
provide a baseline for comparing future test results. The initial examination must include as a minimum the following
elements:
(A) A work and medical history, including a smoking
history, and presence and degree of respiratory symptoms
such as breathlessness, cough, sputum production, and
wheezing;
(B) A 14-inch by 17-inch posterior-anterior chest x-ray
and an International Labor Office UICC/Cincinnati (ILO
U/C) rating;
Permanent
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(C) A nasal and skin examination; and
(D) Other examinations which the physician believes
appropriate because of the employee's exposure to inorganic ~
arsenic or because of required respirator use.
,.
(iii) Periodic examinations are also to be provided to the
employees listed above. The periodic examinations shall be
given annually for those covered employees 45 years of age
or less with fewer than I 0 years employment in areas where
employee exposure exceeds the action level (5 µg/m3). Periodic examinations need ((to iRelttde BR ttpdeted work history
eRd ff!edieel histor)·; ehest x ray; Resel eRd skiR exeffliRe
tioRs; aRd other exeffiiRetioRs whieh the physieieR believes
appropriate)) not include sputum cytology and only an
updated medical history is required.
(iv) Periodic examinations for other covered employees,
shall be provided every 6 months. These examinations shall
include ((eR ttpdeted work history eRd ffledieal history; Reset
eRd skiR exeffiiRetioRs; eRd otker exeffliftetioRs wkiek tke
ph)·sieieR believes appropriate)) all tests required in the initial examination. except that the medical history need only be
updated.
(v) The examination contents are minimum requirements. Additional tests such as lateral and oblique x-rays or
pulmonary function tests may be useful. For workers exposed
to 3 arsenicals, copper acetoarsenite, potassium arsenite, or
sodium arsenite, which are associated with lymphatic cancer,
the examination should also include palpation of superficial
lymph nodes and complete blood count.
(b) Noncarcinogenic effects.
(i) The WISHA standard is based on minimizing risk of
exposed workers dying of lung cancer from exposure to inorganic arsenic. It will also minimize skin cancer from such
exposures.
(ii) The following three sections quoted from "Occupational Diseases: A Guide to Their Recognition," Revised
Edition, June 1977, National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health is included to provide information on the
nonneoplastic effects of exposure to inorganic arsenic. Such
effects should not occur if the WISHA standards are followed.
(A) Local-Trivalent arsenic compounds are corrosive
to the skin. Brief contact has no effect but prolonged contact
results in a local hyperemia and later vesicular or pustular
eruption. The moist mucous membranes are most sensitive to
the irritant action. Conjunctiva, moist and macerated areas of
skin, the eyelids, the angles of the ears, nose, mouth, and respiratory mucosa are also vulnerable to the irritant effects. The
wrists are common sites of dermatitis, as are the genitalia if
personal hygiene is poor. Perforations of the nasal septum
may occur. Arsenic trioxide and pentoxide are capable of
producing skin sensitization and contact dermatitis. Arsenic
is also capable of producing keratoses, especially of the
palms and soles.
(B) Systemic.
(I) The acute toxic effects of arsenic are generally seen
following ingestion of inorganic ((erseRiel)) arsenical com- ~
pounds. This rarely occurs in an industrial setting. Symptoms ,.
develop within 1/2 to 4 hours following ingestion and are
usually characterized by constriction of the throat followed
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by dysphagia, epigastric pain, vomiting, and watery diarrhea.
Blood may appear in vomitus and stools. If the amount
ingested is sufficiently high, shock may develop due to
severe fluid loss, and death may ensue in 24 hours. If the
acute effects are survived, exfoliative dermatitis and peripheral neuritis may develop.
(II) Cases of acute arsenical poisoning due to inhalation
are exceedingly rare in industry. When it does occur, respiratory tract symptoms - cough, chest pain, dyspnea - giddiness,
headache, and extreme general weakness precede gastrointestinal symptoms. The acute toxic symptoms of trivalent arsenical poisoning are due to severe inflammation of the
mucous membranes and greatly increased permeability of the
blood capillaries.
(III) Chronic arsenical poisoning due to ingestion is rare
and generally confined to patients taking prescribed medications. However, it can be a concomitant of inhaled inorganic
arsenic from swallowed sputum and improper eating habits.
Symptoms are weight loss, nausea and diarrhea alternating
with constipation, pigmentation and eruption of the skin, loss
of hair, and peripheral neuritis. Chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis have been described. Polyneuritis may be the salient feature, but more frequently there are numbness and parasthenias of "glove and stocking" distribution. The skin lesions are
usually melanotic and keratotic and may occasionally take
the form of an intradermal cancer of the squamous cell type,
but without infiltrative properties. Horizontal white lines
(striations) on the fingernails and toenails are commonly seen
in chronic arsenical poisoning and are considered to be a
diagnostic accompaniment of arsenical polyneuritis.
(IV) Inhalation of inorganic arsenic compounds is the
most common cause of chronic poisoning in the industrial situation. This condition is divided into three phases based on
signs and symptoms.
(V) First phase: The worker complains of weakness, loss
of appetite, some nausea, occasional vomiting, a sense of
heaviness in the stomach, and some diarrhea.
(VI) Second phase: The worker complains of conjunctivitis, a catarrhal state of the mucous membranes of the nose,
larynx, and respiratory passage. Coryza, hoarseness, and mild
tracheobronchitis may occur. Perforation of the nasal septum
is common, and is probably the most typical lesion of the
upper respiratory tract in occupational exposure to arsenical
dust. Skin lesions, eczematoid and allergic in type, are common.
(VII) Third phase: The worker complains of symptoms
of peripheral neuritis, initially of hands and feet, which is
essentially sensory. In more severe cases, motor paralyses
occur; the first muscles affected are usually the toe extensors
and the peronei. In only the most severe cases will paralysis
of flexor muscles of the feet or of the extensor muscles of
hands occur.
(VIII) Liver damage from chronic arsenical poisoning is
still debated, and as yet the question is unanswered. In cases
of chronic and acute arsenical poisoning, toxic effects to the
myocardium have been reported based on EKG changes.
These findings, however, are now largely discounted and the
EKG changes are ascribed to electrolyte disturbances concomitant with arsenicalism. Inhalation of arsenic trioxide and
other inorganic arsenical dusts does not give rise to radiolog-
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ical evidence or pneumoconiosis. Arsenic does have a
depressant effect upon the bone marrow, with disturbances of
both erythropoiesis and myclopoiesis.
(4) Bibliography:
Dinman, B. D. 1960. Arsenic; Chronic Human Intoxication. Journal Occupational Medicine 2: 137.
Elkins, H.B. 1959. The Chemistry of Industrial Toxicology, Second Edition. John Wiley and sons, New York.
Holquist, L. 1951. Occupational Arsenical Dermatitis; A
Study Among Employees at a Copper-Ore Smelting Works
Including Investigations of Skin Reactions to Contact with
Arsenic Compounds. Acta. Derm. Venereol. (Supplement
26) 31:1.
Pinto, S. S., and C. M. McGill. 1953. Arsenic Trioxide
Exposure in Industry. Ind. Med. Surg. 22:281.
Pinto, S.S., and K. W. Nelson. 1976. Arsenic Toxicology and Industrial Exposure, Annu. Rev. Paramacol. Toxicol. 16:95.
Vallee, B. L., Ulmer, D. D., and W. E. C. Wacker. 1960.
Arsenic Toxicology and Biochemistry. AMA Arch. Indust.
Health 21:132.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 93-01, filed
3/13/93, effective 4/27/93)
WAC 296-62-07433 Appendices. (((1) WAC 296 62
07445, Appe1ufot C is iHeerperatee as part efthis seetieH, aHe
eeHtpliaHee vtith its eeftteftts is maHdatery.
(2) Exeept where pm'tieHs et)) WAC 296-62-07441,
appendix A; WAC 296-62-07443, appendix B; WAC 29662-07447, appendix D; WAC 296-62-07449, appendix E;
and WAC 296-62-07451, appendix Fare ((expressly ifteor
porated iH req1:1iremeHts ef WAC 296 62 07433, these appeH
diees are p1:1rely iHfermatioftal)) nonmandatory appendices
and are not intended to create any additional obligations ((ttet
Otherwise impesed Sf te aetraet from BHY existiflg eeJiga
tietts)).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 94-07, filed
7/20/94, effective 9/20/94)
WAC 296-62-07542 Appendix A-Substance technical guideline for formalin. (1) The following substance
technical guideline for formalin provides information on
uninhibited formalin solution (thirty-seven percent formaldehyde, no methanol stabilizer). It is designed to inform
employees at the production level of their rights and duties
under the formaldehyde standard whether their job title
defines them as workers or supervisors. Much of the information provided is general; however, some information is specific for formalin. When employee exposure to formaldehyde
is from resins capable of releasing formaldehyde, the resin
itself and other impurities or decomposition products may
also be toxic, and employers should include this information
as well when informing employees of the hazards associated
with the materials they handle. The precise hazards associated with exposure to formaldehyde depend both on the form
(solid, liquid, or gas) of the material and the concentration of
formaldehyde present. For example, thirty-seven to fifty per-
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cent solutions of formaldehyde present a much greater hazard
to the skin and eyes from spills or splashes than solutions
containing less than one percent formaldehyde. Individual
substance technical guidelines used by the employer for
training employees should be modified to properly give
information on the material actually being used.
(a) Substance identification.
(i) Chemical name: Formaldehyde.
(ii) Chemical family: Aldehyde.
(iii) Chemical formula: HCHO.
(iv) Molecular weight: 30.03.
(v) Chemical abstracts service number (CAS number):
50-00-0.
Synonyms: Formalin; Formic Aldehyde; Paraform; Formol; Formalin (Methanol-free); Fyde; Formalith; Methanal;
Methyl Aldehyde; Methylene Glycol; Methylene Oxide; Tetraoxymethalene; Oxomethane; Oxymethylene.
(b) Components and contaminants.
(i) Percent: 37.0 Formaldehyde.
(ii) Percent: 63.0 water.
Note:

Inhibited solutions contain methanol.

(iii) Other contaminants: Formic acid (alcohol free).
Exposure limits:
(A) WISHA TWA-0.75 ppm.
(B) WISHA STEL-2 ppm.
(c) Physical data.
(i) Description: Colorless liquid, pungent odor.
(ii) Boiling point: 214°F (101°C).
(iii) Specific gravity: 1.08 (H20= 1 @ 20 C).
(iv) pH: 2.8-4.0.
(v) Solubility in water: Miscible.
(vi) Solvent solubility: Soluble in alcohol and acetone.
(vii) Vapor density: 1.04 (Air=l @ 20 C).
(viii) Odor threshold: 0.8-1 ppm.
(d) Fire and explosion hazard.
(i) Moderate fire and explosion hazard when exposed to
heat or flame.
(ii) The flash point of thirty-seven percent formaldehyde
solutions is above normal room temperature, but the explosion range is very wide, from seven to seventy-three percent
by volume in air.
(iii) Reaction of formaldehyde with nitrogen dioxide,
nitromethane, perchloric acid and aniline, or peroxyformic
acid yields explosive compounds.
(iv) Flash point: 185°F (85°C) closed cup.
(v) Lower explosion limit: Seven percent.
(vi) Upper explosion limit: Seventy-three percent.
(vii) Autoignition temperature: 806°F (430°C).
(viii) Flammable class (WISHA): III A.
Extinguishing media:
(I) Use dry chemical, "alcohol foam," carbon dioxide, or
water in flooding amounts as fog. Solid streams may not be
effective. Cool fire-exposed containers with water from side
until well after fire is out.
(II) Use of water spray to flush spills can also dilute the
spill to produce nonflammable mixtures. Water runoff, however, should be contained for treatment.
Permanent
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(ix) National Fire Protection Association Section 325M
Designation:
(A) Health: 2-Materials hazardous to health, but areas ~
may be entered with full-faced mask self-contained breathing ~
apparatus which provides eye protection.
(B) Flammability: 2-Materials which must be moderately heated before ignition will occur. Water spray may be
used to extinguish the fire because the material can be cooled
below its flash point.
(C) Reactivity: D-Materials which (in themselves) are
normally stable even under fire exposure conditions and
which are not reactive with water. Normal fire fighting procedures may be used.
(e) Reactivity.
(i) Stability: Formaldehyde solutions may self-polymerize to form paraformaldehyde which precipitates.
(ii) Incompatibility (materials to avoid):
(A) Strong oxidizing agents, caustics, strong alkalies,
isocyanates, anhydrides, oxides, and inorganic acids.
(B) Formaldehyde reacts with hydrochloric acid to form
the potent carcinogen, bis-chloromethyl ether. Formaldehyde
reacts with nitrogen dioxide, nitromethane, perchloric acid
and aniline, or peroxyformic acid to yield explosive compounds. A violent reaction occurs when formaldehyde is·
mixed with strong oxidizers.
(C) Hazardous combustion or decomposition products:
Oxygen from the air can oxidize formaldehyde to formic
acid, especially when heated. Formic acid is corrosive.
(t) Health hazard data.
(i) Acute effects of exposure.
~
(A) Ingestion (swallowing): Liquids containing ten to ~
forty percent formaldehyde cause severe irritation and
inflammation of the mouth, throat, and stomach. Severe
stomach pains will follow ingestion with possible loss of consciousness and death. Ingestion of dilute formaldehyde solutions (0.03-0.04%) may cause discomfort in the stomach and
pharynx.
(B) Inhalation (breathing):
(I) Formaldehyde is highly irritating to the upper respiratory tract and eyes. Concentrations of 0.5 to 2.0 ppm may irritate the eyes, nose, and throat of some individuals.
(II) Concentrations of 3 to 5 ppm also cause tearing of
the eyes and are intolerable to some persons.
(III) Concentrations of 10 to 20 ppm cause difficulty in
breathing, burning of the nose and throat, coughing, and
heavy tearing of the eyes, and 25 to 30 ppm causes severe respiratory tract injury leading to pulmonary edema and pneumonitis. A concentration of 100 ppm is immediately dangerous to life and health. Deaths from accidental exposure to
high concentrations of formaldehyde have been reported.
(C) Skin (dermal): Formalin is a severe skin irritant and
a sensitizer. Contact with formalin causes white discoloration, smarting, drying, cracking, and scaling. Prolonged and
repeated contact can cause numbness and a hardening or tanning of the skin. Previously exposed persons may react to
future exposure with an allergic eczematous dermatitis or
hives.
(D) Eye contact: Formaldehyde solutions splashed in the
eye can cause injuries ranging from transient discomfort to
severe, permanent corneal clouding and loss of vision. The
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severity of the effect depends on the concentration of formal~~hyde in the solution. and whether or not the eyes are flushed
J"'ith water immediately·after the accident.

•
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Note:

The perception of formaldehyde by odor and eye irritation
becomes less sensitive with time as one adapts to formaldehyde. This can lead to overexposure if a worker is relying
on formaldehyde's warning properties to alert him or her to
the potential for exposure.

(E) Acute animal toxicity:
(I) Oral, rats: LD50=800 mg/kg.
(II) Oral, mouse: LD50=42 mg/kg.
(III) Inhalation, rats: LC50=250 mg/kg.
(IV) Inhalation, mouse: LC50=900 mg/kg.
(V) Inhalation, rats: LC50=590 mg/kg.
(g) Chronic effects of exposure.
(i) Carcinogenicity: Formaldehyde has the potential to
cause cancer in humans. Repeated and prolonged exposure
increases the risk. Various animal experiments have conclusively shown formaldehyde to be a carcinogen in rats. In
humans, formaldehyde exposure has been associated with
cancers of the lung, nasopharynx and oropharynx, and nasal
passages.
(ii) Mutagenicity: Formaldehyde is genotoxic in several
in vitro test systems showing properties of both an initiator
and a promoter.
(iii) Toxicity: Prolonged or repeated exposure to formaldehyde may result in respiratory impairment. Rats exposed to
formaldehyde at 2 ppm developed benign nasal tumors and
changes of the cell structure in the nose as well as inflamed
mucous membranes of the nose. Structural changes in the
epithelial cells in the human nose have also been observed.
Some persons have developed asthma or bronchitis following
exposure to formaldehyde, most often as the result of an accidental spill involving a single exposure to a high concentration of formaldehyde.
(h) Emergency and first-aid procedures.
(i) Ingestion (swallowing): If the victim is conscious,
dilute, inactivate, or absorb the ingested formaldehyde by
giving milk, activated charcoal, or water. Any organic material will inactivate formaldehyde. Keep affected person warm
and at rest. Get medical attention immediately. If vomiting
occurs, keep head lower than hips.
(ii) Inhalation (breathing): Remove the victim from the
exposure area to fresh air immediately. Where the formaldehyde ·concentration may be very high, each rescuer must put
on a .self-contained breathing apparatus before attempting to
remove the victim, and medical personnel should be
informed of the formaldehyde exposure immediately. If
breathing has stopped, give artificial respiration. Keep the
affected.person warm and at rest. Qualified first-aid or medical personnel should administer oxygen, if available, and
maintain the patient's airways and blood pressure until the
victim can be transported to a medical facility. If exposure
results in a highly irritated upper respiratory tract and coughing continues for more than ten minutes, the worker should
·
be hospitalized for observation and treatment.
Remove contaminated clothing
·(iii)· Skin contact:
(including shoes) immediately. Wash the affected area of
your body with soap or mild detergent and large amounts of
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water until no evidence of the chemical remains (at least fifteen to twenty minutes). If there are chemical burns, get first
aid to cover the area with sterile, dry dressing, and bandages.
Get medical attention if you experience appreciable eye or
respiratory irritation.
(iv) Eye contact: Wash the eyes immediately with large
amounts of water occasionally lifting lower and upper lids,
until no evidence of chemical remains (at least fifteen to
twenty minutes). In case of burns, apply sterile bandages
loosely without medicati~n. Get medical attention immediately. If you have experienced appreciable eye irritation from
a splash or excessive exposure, you should be referred
promptly to an ophthalmologist for evaluation.
(i) Emergency procedures.
(i) Emergencies:
(A) If you work in an area where a large amount of formaldehyde could be released in an accident or from equipment
failure, your employer must develop procedures to be followed in event of an emergency. You should be trained in
your specific duties in the event of an emergency, and it is
important that you clearly understand these duties. Emergency equipment must be accessible and you should be
trained to use any equipment that you might need. Formaldehyde contaminated equipment must be cleaned before reuse.
(B) If a spill of appreciable quantity occurs, leave the
area quickly unless you have specific emergency duties. Do
not touch spilled material. Designated persons may stop the
leak and shut off ignition sources if these procedures can be
done without risk. Designated persons should isolate the hazard area and deny entry except for necessary people protected
by suitable protective clothing and respirators adequate for
the exposure. Use water spray to reduce vapors. Do not
smoke, and prohibit all flames or flares in the hazard area.
(ii) Special fire fighting procedures:
(A) Learn procedures and responsibilities in the event of
a fire in your workplace.
(B) Become familiar with the appropriate equipment and
supplies and their location.
(C) In fire fighting, withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or any discoloration of
storage tank due to fire.
(j) Spill, leak, and disposal procedures.
(i) Occupational spill: For small containers, place the
leaking container in a well ventilated area. Take up small
spills with absorbent material and place the waste into properly labeled containers for later disposal. For larger spills,
dike the spill to minimize contamination and facilitate salvage or disposal. You may be able to neutralize the spill with
sodium hydroxide or sodium sulfite. Your employer must
comply with EPA rules regarding the clean-up of toxic waste
and notify state and local authorities, if required. If the spill is
greater than 1,000 lb/day, it is reportable under EPA's superfund legislation.
(ii) Waste disposal: Your employer must dispose of
waste containing formaldehyde in accordance with applicable local, state, and federal law and in a manner that minimizes exposure of employees at the site and of the clean-up
crew.
(k) Monitoring and measurement procedures.
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(i) Monitoring requirements: If your exposure to formaldehyde exceeds the 0.5 ppm action level or the 2 ppm STEL,
your employer must monitor your exposure. Your employer
need not measure every exposure if a "high exposure"
employee can be identified. This person usually spends the
greatest amount of time nearest the process equipment. If you
are a "representative employee," you will be asked to wear a
sampling device to collect formaldehyde. This device may be
a passive badge, a sorbent tube attached to a pump, or an
impinger containing liquid. You should perform your work as
usual, but inform the person who is conducting the monitoring of any difficulties you are having wearing the device.
(ii) Evaluation of 8-hour exposure: Measurements taken
for the purpose of determining time-weighted average
(TWA) exposures are best taken with samples covering the
full shift. Samples collected must be taken from the
employee's breathing zone air.
(iii) Short-term exposure evaluation: If there are tasks
that involve brief but intense exposure to formaldehyde,
employee exposure must be measured to assure compliance
with the STEL. Sample collections are for brief periods, only
fifteen minutes, but several samples may be needed to identify the peak exposure.
(iv) Monitoring techniques: WISHA's only requirement
for selecting a method for sampling and analysis is that the
methods used accurately evaluate the concentration of formaldehyde in employees' breathing zones. Sampling and analysis may be performed by collection of formaldehyde on liquid or solid sorbents with subsequent chemical analysis.
Sampling and analysis may also be performed by passive diffusion monitors and short-term exposure may be measured
by instruments such as real-time continuous monitoring systems and portable direct reading instruments.
(v) Notification of results: Your employer must inform
you of the results of exposure monitoring representative of
your job. You may be informed in writing, but posting the
results where you have ready access to them constitutes compliance with the standard.
(I) Protective equipment and clothing.
(Material impervious to formaldehyde is needed if the
employee handles formaldehyde solutions of one percent or
more. Other employees may also require protective clothing
or equipment to prevent dermatitis.)
(i) Respiratory protection((o
fA?))... Use NIOSH-approved full facepiece negative
pressure respirators equipped with approved cartridges or
canisters within the use limitations of these devices. (Present
restrictions. on cartridges and canisters do not permit them to
be used for a full workshift.) In all other situations, use positive pressure respirators such as the positive-pressure air
purifying respirator or the self-contained breathing apparatus
(SCBA).
(((B) If )'Ol:I l:ISe a Regative pFeSSl:IFe FespiFatOF, )'Ol:lf
employer mt1st pFO'title yot1 with fit testittg of the FespiFBtOF at
least ottee a yeftf iR aeeoffiattee ·.vith the pFOeetlt1Fes ot1tli1tetl
itt WAC 296 62 07550 Appetttlix E.))
(ii) Protective gloves:
(A) Wear protective (impervious) gloves provided by
your employer, at no cost, to prevent contact with formalin.
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(B) Your employer should select these gloves based on
the results of permeation testing and in accordance with the
~CGIH guidelines for selection of chemical protective cloth- ..
mg.
~
(iii) Eye protection:
(A) If you might be splashed in the eyes with formalin, it
is essential that you wear goggles or some other type of complete protection for the eye.
(B) You may also need a face shield if your face is likely
to be splashed with formalin, but you must not substitute face
shields for eye protection. (This section pertains to formaldehyde solutions of one percent or more.)
(iv) Other protective equipment:
(A) You must wear protective (impervious) clothing and
equipment provided by your employer at no cost to prevent
repeated or prolonged contact with formaldehyde liquids.
(B) If you are required to change into whole-body chemical protective clothing, your employer must provide a
change room for your privacy and for storage of your normal
clothing.
(C) If you are splashed with formaldehyde, use the emergency showers and eyewash fountains provided by your
employer immediately to prevent serious injury. Report the
incident to your supervisor and obtain necessary medical support.
(2) Entry into an IDLH atmosphere. Enter areas where
the formaldehyde concentration might be I 00 ppm or more
only with complete body protection including a self-contained breathing apparatus with a full facepiece operated in a .m
positive pressure mode or a supplied-air respirator with full ~
facepiece and operated in a positive pressure mode. This
equipment is essential to protect your life and health under
such extreme conditions.
(a) Engineering controls.
(i) Ventilation is the most widely applied engineering
control method for reducing the concentration of airborne
substances in the breathing zones of workers. There are two
distinct types of ventilation.
(ii) Local exhaust: Local exhaust ventilation is designed
to capture airborne contaminants as near to the point of generation as possible. To protect you, the direction of contaminant flow must always be toward the local exhaust system
inlet and away from you.
(iii) General (mechanical):
(A) General dilution ventilation involves continuous
introduction of fresh air into the workroom to mix with the
contaminated air and lower your breathing zone concentration of formaldehyde. Effectiveness depends on the number
of air changes per hour.
(B) Where devices emitting formaldehyde are spread out
over a large area, general dilution ventilation may be the only
practical method of control.
(iv) Work practices: Work practices and administrative
procedures are an important part of a control system. If you
are asked to perform a task in a certain manner to limit your
exposure to formaldehyde, it is extremely important that you ..
follow these procedures.
,.
(b) Medical surveillance.
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(i) Medical surveillance helps to protect employees'
health. You are encouraged strongly to participate. in the
medical surveillance program.
(ii) Your employer must make a medical surveillance
program available at no expense to you and at a reasonable
time and place if you are exposed to formaldehyde at concentrations above 0.5 ppm as an 8-hour average or 2 ppm over
any fifteen-minute period.
(A) You will be offered medical surveillance at the time
of your initial assignment and once a year afterward as long
as your exposure is at least 0.5 ppm (action level) or 2 ppm
(STEL).
(B) Even if your exposure is below these levels, you
should inform your employer if you have signs and symptoms that you suspect, through your training, are related to
your formaldehyde exposure because you may need medical
surveillance to determine if your health is being impaired by
your exposure.
(iii) The surveillance plan includes:
(A) A medical disease questionnaire.
(B) A physical examination if the physician determines
this is necessary.
(iv) If you are required to wear a respirator, your
employer must offer you a physical examination and a pulmonary function test every year.
(v) The physician must collect all information needed to
determine if you are at increased risk from your exposure to
formaldehyde. At the physician's discretion, the medical
examination may include other tests, such as a chest x-ray, to
make this determination.
(vi) After a medical examination the physician will provide your employer with a written opinion which includes
any special protective measures recommended and any
restrictions on your exposure. The physician must inform you
of any medical conditions you have which would be aggravated by exposure to formaldehyde. All records from your
medical examinations, including disease surveys, must be
retained at your employer's expense.
(c) Emergencies.
(i) If you are exposed to formaldehyde in an emergency
and develop signs or symptoms associated with acute toxicity
from formaldehyde exposure, your employer must provide
you with a medical examination as soon as possible.
(ii) This medical examination will include all steps necessary to stabilize your health.
(iii) You may be kept in the hospital for observation if
your symptoms are severe to ensure that any delayed effects
are recognized and treated.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-02-030,
filed 12/31197, effective 1131/98)
i

WAC 296-62-20017 Medical surveillance. (1) General
requirements.
.(a) Each employer shall institute a medical surveillance
program for all employees who are employed in the regulated
areas. at least 30 days per year.
· ·(b) This program shall provide each employee covered
under subsection (1 )(a) of this section with an opportunity for
medical examinations in accordance with this section.
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(c) The employer shall inform any employee who refuses
any required medical examination of the possible health consequences of such refusal and shall obtain a signed statement
from the employee indicating that the employee understands
the risk involved in the refusal to be examined.
(d) The employer shall assure that all medical examinations and procedures are performed by or under the supervision of a licensed physician, and are provided without cost to
the employee.
(2) Initial examinations. At the time of initial assignment
to a regulated area or upon the institution of the medical surveillance program, the employer shall provide a medical
examination including at least the following elements:
(a) A work history and medical history which shall
include smoking history and the presence and degree of respiratory symptoms, such as breathlessness, cough, sputum
production, and wheezing;
(b) A 14" x 17'' posterior-anterior chest x-ray and International Labour Office UICC/Cincinnati (ILO U/C) rating;
(c) Pulmonary function tests including forced vital
capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume at one second
(FEY 1.0) with recording of type of equipment used;
(d) Weight;
(e) A skin examination;
(f) Urinalysis for sugar, albumin, and hematuria; and
(g) A urinary cytology examination.
(3) Periodic examinations.
(a) The employer shall provide the examinations specified in subsections (2)(a)-(f) of this section at least annually
for employees covered under subsection (l)(a) of this section.
(b) The employer shall provide the examinations specified in subsection (2)(a) and (c)-(g) of this section at least
semi-annually for employees 45 years of age or older or with
five or more years employment in the regulated area.
(c) Whenever an employee who is 45 years of age or
older or with five or more years employment in the regulated
area transfers or is transferred from employment in a regulated area, the employer shall continue to provide the examinations specified in subsections (2)(a) and (c)-(g) of this section semi-annually, as long as that employee is employed by
the same employer or a successor employer.
(d) The emgloyer shall grovide the x-ray sgecified in
subsection C2)Cb) of this section at least annually for emgloyees covered under this subsection.
W Whenever an employee has not taken the examination specified in subsections (3)(a)-(c) of this section within
the six months preceding the termination of employment, the
employer shall provide such examinations to the employee
upon termination of employment.
(4) Information provided to the physician. The employer
shall provide the following information to the examining
physician:
(a) A copy of this regulation and its Appendixes;
(b) A description of the affected employee's duties as
they relate to the employee's exposure;
(c) The employee's exposure level or anticipated exposure level;
(d) A description of any personal protective equipment
used or to be used; and
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(e) Information from previous medical examinations of
the affected employee which is not readily available to the
examining physician.
(5) Physician's written opinion.
(a) The employer shall obtain a written opinion from the
examining physician which shall include:
(i) The results of the medical examinations;
(ii) The physician's opinion as to whether the employee
has any detected medical conditions which would place the
employee at increased risk of material impairment of the
employee's health from exposure to coke oven emissions;
(iii) Any recommended limitations upon the employee's
exposure to coke oven emissions or upon the use of protective clothing or equipment such as respirators; and
(iv) A statement that the employee has been informed by
the physician of the results of the medical examination and
any medical conditions which require further explanation or
treatment.
(b) The employer shall instruct the physician not to
reveal in the written opinion specific findings or diagnoses
unrelated to occupational exposure.
(c) The employer shall provide a copy of the written
opinion to the affected employee.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 99-10-071,
filed 5/4/99, effective 911/99)

WAC 296-62-20027 Appendix A-Coke oven emissions substance information sheet.
APPENDIX A
COKE OVEN EMISSIONS
SUBSTANCE INFORMATION SHEET
I. SUBSTANCE IDENTIFICATION

(1) Substance: Coke oven emissions

(2) Definition: The benzene-soluble fraction of total particulate matter present during the destructive distillation or
carbonization of coal for the production of coke.
(3) Permissible exposure limit: 150 micrograms per cubic
meter of air determined as an average over an 8-hour
period.
(4) Regulated areas: Only employees authorized by your
employer should enter a regulated area. The employer is
required to designate the following areas as regulated
areas: the coke oven battery, including topside and its
machinery, pushside and its machinery, and the screening station; and the wharf, the beehive ovens and
machinery.
JI. HEALTH HAZARD DATA

Exposure to coke oven emissions is a cause of lung cancer,
and possibly kidney cancer, in humans. Although it does not
have an excess number of skin cancer cases in humans,
repeated skin contact with coke oven emissions should be
avoided.
Permanent
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III. PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT

(1) Respirators:

Respirators will be provided by your~
employer for routine use if your employer is in the pro-~
cess of implementing engineering and work practice
controls or where engineering and work practice controls
are not feasible or insufficient. You must wear respirators for nonroutine activities or in emergency situations
where you are likely to be exposed to levels of coke oven
emissions in excess of the permissible exposure limit.
Since how well your respirator fits your face is very
important, your employer is required to conduct fit tests
to make sure the respirator seals properly when you wear
it. These tests are simple and rapid and will be explained
to you during your training sessions.
(2) Protective clothing: Your employer is required to provide, and you must wear, appropriate, clean, protective
clothing and equipment to protect your body from
repeated skin contact with coke oven emissions and from
the heat generated during the coking process. This clothing should include such items as jacket and pants and
flame resistant gloves. Protective equipment should
include face shield or vented goggles, protective helmets
and safety shoes, insulated from hot surfaces where
appropriate.
JV. HYGIENE FACILITIES AND PRACTICES

You must not eat, drink, smoke, chew gum or tobacco, or
apply cosmetics in the regulated area, except that drinking
water is permitted. Your employer is required to provide~
lunchrooms and other areas for these purposes.
~
Your employer is required to provide showers, washing facilities, and change rooms. If you work in a regulated area, you
must wash your face, and hands before eating. You must
shower at the end of the work shift. Do not take used protective clothing out of the change rooms without your
employer's permission. Your employer is required to provide
for laundering or cleaning of your protective clothing.
V. SIGNS AND LABELS

Your employer is required to post warning signs and labels
for your protection. Signs must be posted in regulated areas.
The signs must warn that a cancer hazard is present, that only
authorized employees may enter the area, and that no smoking or eating is allowed. In regulated areas where coke oven
emissions are above the permissible exposure limit, the signs
should also warn that respirators must be worn.
VI. MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS

If you work in a regulated area at least 30 days per year, your
employer is required to provide you with a medical examination every year. The medical examination must include a
medical history, a chest x-ray; pulmonary function test;
weight comparison; skin examination; a urinalysis and a
urine cytology exam for the early detection of urinary ((6f
lttftg)) cancer. ((When ye1:1 8fe either 45 yeftfs er elder er he¥e
5 er fftere yeefs efft~leyfftent in the reg1:1leted Bfees, ffl:edieel
exeminatiens ere required e¥ery 6 fftenths eRd iRel1:1de en

~
~

~
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ttpaatea werk histery; an ttpaatea meaieal histery; pttlmm1ttFy
fttnetien test; weight eempttFisen; slcin examinatien; a ttrinal
ysis; and a HFiRe eytelegy exam.)) The urine cytology exam
is only included in the initial exam until you are either fortyfive years or older. or have five or more years employment in
the regulated areas when the medical exams including this
test. but excepting the x-ray exam. are to be given every six
months: under these conditions. you are to be given an x-ray
exam at least once a year. The examining physician will provide a written opinion to your employer containing the result~
of the medical exams. You should also receive a copy of this
opinion.
VII. OBSERVATION OF MONITORING

Your employer is required to monitor your exposure to coke
oven emissions and you are entitled to observe the monitoring procedure. You are entitled to receive an explanation of
the measurement procedure, observe the steps taken in the
measurement procedure, and to record the results obtained.
When the monitoring procedure is taking place in an area
where respirators or personal protective clothing and equipment are required to be worn, you must also be provided with
and must wear the protective clothing and equipment.
VIII. ACCESS TO RECORDS

You or your representative are entitled to records of your
exposure to coke oven emissions upon request to your
employer. Your medical examination records can be fur~ nished to your physician upon request to your employer.
IX. TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Additional information on all of these items plus training as
to hazards of coke oven emissions and the engineering and
work practice controls associated with your job will also be
provided by your employer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-02-030,
filed 12/31197, effective 1131/98)
WAC 296-62-20029 Appendix B-IllUciustrial hygiene
and medical surveillance guidelines.
APPENDIX B
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE AND MEDICAL

three-piece plastic (polystyrene) field monitor cassettes.
The cassette face cap should be on and the plug removed.
The rotameter should be checked every hour to ensure
that proper flow rates are maintained.
A minimum of three full-shift samples should be collected for each job classification on each battery, at least
one {{ElttriRg and the Right)) from each shift. If disparate
results are obtained for particular job classification, sampling should be repeated. It is advisable to sample each
shift on more than one day to account for environmental
variables (wind, precipitation, etc.) which may affect
sampling. Differences in exposures among different
work shifts may indicate a need to improve work practices on a particular shift. Sampling results from different shifts for each job classification should not be averaged. Multiple samples from same shift may be used to
calculate an average exposure for a particular job classification.
(2) Analysis.
(a) All extraction glassware is cleaned with dichromic
acid cleaning solution, rinsed with tap water, then ((diett~))deionized water, acetone, and allowed to dry completely. The glassware is rinsed with nanograde benzene
before use. The Teflon cups are cleaned with benzene
then with acetone.
(b) Pre-weigh the 2 ml Perkin-Elmer Teflon cups to one
hundredth of a milligram on a Perkin-Elmer autobalance
AD 2 Tare weight of the cups is about 50 mg.
(c) Place the silver membrane filter and glass fiber filter
into a 15 ml test tube.
(d) Extract with 5 ml of benzene for five minutes in an
ultrasonic cleaner.
(e) Filter the extract in 15 ml medium glass fritted funnels.
(f) Rinse test tube and filters with two 1.5 ml aliquots of
benzene and filter through the fritted glass funnel.
(g) Collect the extract and two rinses in a IO ml Kontes
graduated evaporative concentrator.
(h) Evaporate down to a 1 ml while rinsing the sides with
benzene.
(i) Pipet 0.5 ml into the Teflon cup and evaporate to dryness in a vacuum oven at 40°C for 3 hours.
(j) Weight the Teflon cup and the weight gain is due to
the benzene soluble residue in half the sample.
II. MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE GUIDELINES

SURVEILLANCE GUIDELINES

(1) General.

I. INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE GUIDELINES

(I)

WSR 99-17-094

The minimum requirements for the medical examination
for coke oven workers are given in WAC 296-62-20017.

Sampling. (Benzene-Soluble Fraction Total Particulate
Matter.)
Samples collected should be full shift (8-hour) samples.
Sampling should be done using a personal sampling
pump with pulsation damper at a flow rate of 2 liters per
minute. Samples should be collected on 0.8 micrometer
pore size silver membrane filters (37 mm diameter) preceded by Gelman glass fiber type A filters encased in
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The initial examination is to be provided to all coke oven
workers ((at the time ef the iRitial assigameRt te a jeb iR
the regttlated area)) who work at least thirty days in the
regulated area. The examination includes a 14" x 17"
posterior-anterior chest x-ray and a ILO/UC rating to
assure some standardization of x-ray reading, pulmonary
function tests (FVC and FEY 1.0), weight, urinalysis,
skin examination ((aad a sptttttffi)) and ~ urinary cytoPermanent
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logic examination. These tests are to serve as the baseline for comparing the employee's future test results.
Periodic exams ((tlf'e to be vert'ermeti semia1uuially ORiy
Oft those emvleyees who are 45)) include all the elements
of the initial exams. except that the urine cytologic test is
to be performed only on those employees who are fortyfive years of age or older or who have worked for ((5))
five or more years in the regulated area ((aRti i1telt1de aft
t1f)tiateti work history; aft t1f)dated medieal history; f)til
ffiORary ftlftetioft test; weight eolllparisoR; ski ft eitamiaa
tioR; a t1ri1talysis; aad a t1ri1te eytolog)· eitam)); periodic
exams. with the exception of x-rays. are to be performed
semiannually for this group instead of annually: for this
group. x-rays will continue to be given at least annually.
The examination contents are minimum requirements,
additional tests such as lateral and oblique x-rays or
additional pulmonary function tests may be performed if
deemed necessary.
(2) Pulmonary function tests.
Pulmonary function tests should be performed in a manner which minimizes subject and operator bias. There
has been shown to be learning effects with regard to the
results obtained from certain tests, such as FEV 1.0. Best
results can be obtained by multiple trials for each subject. The best of three trials or the average of the last
three of five trials may be used in obtaining reliable
results. The type of equipment used (manufacturer,
model, etc.) should be recorded with the results as reliability and accuracy varies and such information may be
important in the evaluation of test results. Care should be
exercised to obtain the best possible testing equipment.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 98-10-073,
98-24-120 [and 99-12-091) filed 5/4/98, 12/2/98 [and 6/1/99]
effective 1011/99 [1/1/00))
WAC 296-301-020 General safety requirements. (1)
Means of stopping machines. Every textile machine shall be
provided with individual mechanical or electrical means for
stopping such machines. On machines driven by belts and
shafting a locking-type shifter or an equivalent positive
device shall be used. On operations where injury to the operator might result if motors were to restart after power failures,
provision shall be made to prevent machines from automatically restarting upon restoration of power.
(2) Handles. Stopping and starting handles shall be
designed to the proper length to prevent the worker's hand or
fingers from striking against any revolving part, gear guard,
or any other part of the machine.
(3) Machine guarding. An employer must ensure that
power transmission parts are guarded according to the
requirements of WAC 296-24-205 through 296-24-20527
((of the geaeral safety aad health staadartis) ).
((E:Jieefltien:
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Onl) the side end feee seetiens Bf e nifl ~ei1u llelt end fllll
le) g11Elfd ere req11ired se thet the g110fd eittends et least:
(e) Silt ineltes Ile) end the FiFH Bf 1he fllllley en the in fllR
ning e11d eff fl!nniRg sides ef the llell; end
(ll) Twe ineltes ewey freFH the FiFH end feee ef the fllllley in
ell ether direeliens.))

(4) Housekeeping. Aisles and working spaces shall be
kept in good order((, eleaa aad free ofobstrt1etieas)) in accordance with requirements of WAC ((296 24 120 throt1gh 296 •
24 12015, of the geaeral safety a1td health staRdards)) 296- •
24-735 through 296-24-73505.
(5) Inspection and maintenance. All guards and other
safety devices, including starting and stopping devices, shall
be properly maintained.
(6) Lighting and illumination. Lighting and illumination
~hall conform to the general occupational health standards,
chapter 296-62 WAC.
(7) Identification of piping systems. Identification of
piping systems shall conform to American National Standard
Al3.l-1956.
(8) Identification of physical hazards. Identification of
physical hazards shall be in accordance with the requirements
of WAC 296-24-135 through 296-24-13503, of the general
safety and health standards.
(9) Steam pipes. All pipes carrying steam or hot water
for process or servicing machinery, when exposed to contact
and located within seven feet of the floor or working platform
shall be covered with a heat-insulating material, or guarded
with equivalent protection.
Reviser's note: The bracketed material preceding the section above
was supplied by the code reviser's office.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 74-19, filed
5/6/74)
WAC 296-301-170 Clothing folding machine. ((+he •
eraRk tlf'm aad blade gtiide rods ea both sities ef the eloth •
f'eleiftg HlaehifteS shall be f)FOteetee frOHl 00fttaet by barrier
gt1ards eoastrneted to eoRform to the rec:it1iremeats of 'NAG
296 24 195 throt1gh 296 2 4 19513, of the ge1teral safety aRti
health staftdares.)) Cloth-fulding machines shall meet the
requirements of WAC 296-24-195 through 296-24-19513.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 74-19, filed
'
5/6174)
WAC 296-301-195 Open tanks and vats for mixing
and storage of hot or corrosive liquids. (1) ((ProteetioR
agai1tst falls. Of)eft taRks aad ·1ats eo1ttai1ti1tg hot or eorrosive
liquids shall ee 1:3rovided with gt1ardrails to)) Guardrails shall
be provided for open tanks and vats which conform to the
requirements of WAC 296-24-750 through 296-24-75011((;
of the ge1teral safety aftd health sta1ttiards)).
(2) Shutoff valves. Boiling tanks, caustic tanks, and hot
liquid containers, so located that the operator cannot see the
contents from the floor or working area, shall have emergency shutoff valves controlled from a point not subject to
danger of splash. Valves shall conform to the ASME Pressure
Vessel Code, section VIII, Unfired Pressure Vessels, 1968.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 74-19, filed
5/6/74)

WAC 296-301-220 Personal protective equipment. ~
(1) Personal protective equipment. Worker.s engaged in,han- •
dling acids or caustics in bulk, repairing pipe lines containing
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acids or caustics, etc., shall be provided with personal protective ( (occttpetioHel (safety))) equipment to conform to the
requirements of WAC 296-24-07501((,.)) and 296-2407801((, eHd 296 24 081 throttgh 296 24 08113, of the geH
ere! sefet)' eHd health steHderds)).
(2) ((Respirators, gas Htesks, eHd s1:1ch epplieHees, for
effiergeflC)' t1se Oflly, shall ee of 8 type reEjt1ired ey WAC 296
24 081 throttgh 296 24 08113, of the geHeral safety afld
health stefldards.)) Respiratory protection. Employers must
provide respiratory protection as required in chapter 296-62
WAC. PartE.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-25, filed
11/14/88)

~

,

~

,

WAC 296-155-270 Flammable and combustible
liquids. (1) General requirements.
(a) Only approved containers and portable tanks shall be
used for storage and handling of flammable and combustible
liquids. Approved metal safety cans. or department of transportation approved containers shall be used for the handling
and use of flammable liquids in quantities ((greater thaH Ofle
gelffift)) five gallons or less, except that this shall not apply to
those flammable liquid materials which are highly viscid
((htgftly)) (extremely hard to pour), which may be used and
handled in original shipping containers. For quantities of one
gallon or less, only the original container ((or appro¥ed ffietal
safety cefls shall)) may be used for storage, use, and handling
of flammable liquids.
(b) Flammable or combustible liquids shall not be stored
in areas used for exits, stairways, or normally used for the
safe passage of people.
(c) Flammable and combustible liquid containers shall
be legibly marked to indicate their contents. Each storage
container for flammable or combustible liquids, with a capacity of 50 gallons or more, shall have the contents of the container identified by a sign of clearly visible contrasting colors
with letters at least 3 inches high, painted .on the container at
the discharge valve and at the fill point.
(d) Gasoline shall not be used as a solvent or a cleaning
agent.
(2) Indoor storage of flammable and combustible liquids.
(a) No more than 25 gallons of flammable or combustible liquids shall be stored in a room outside of an approved
storage cabinet. For storage of liquid petroleum gas, see
WAC 296-155-275.
(b) Quantities of flammable and combustible liquid in
excess of 25 gallons shall be stored in an acceptable or
approved cabinet meeting the following requirements:
(i) Acceptable wooden storage cabinets shall be constructed in the following manner, or equivalent: The bottom,
sides, and top shall be constructed of an exterior grade of plywood at least 1 inch in thickness, which shall not break down
or delaminate under standard fire test conditions. All joints
shall be rabbeted and shall be fastened in two directions with
flathead wood screws, when more than one door is used,
there shall be a rabbeted overlap of not less than 1 inch. Steel
hinges shall be mounted in such a manner as to not lose their
holding capacity due to loosening or burning out of the
[ 141]

screws when subjected to fire. Such cabinets shall be painted
inside and out with fire retardant paint.
(ii) Approved metal storage cabinets will be acceptable.
(iii) Cabinets shall be labeled in conspicuous lettering,
"Flammable-Keep fire away."
(c) Not more than 60 gallons of flammable or 120 gallons of combustible liquids shall be stored in any one storage
cabinet. Not more than three such cabinets may be located in
a single storage area. Quantities in excess of this shall be
stored in an inside storage room.
(d)(i) Inside storage room shall be constructed to meet
the required fire-resistive rating for their use. Such construction shall comply with the test specifications set forth in Standard Methods of Fire Test of Building Construction and
Material, NFPA 251-1972.
(ii) Where an automatic extinguishing system is provided, the system shall be designed and installed in an
approved manner. Openings to other rooms or buildings shall
be provided with noncombustible liquid-tight raised sills or
ramps at least 4 inches in height, or the floor in the storage
area shall be at least 4 inches below the surrounding floor.
Openings shall be provided with approved self-closing fire
doors. The room shall be liquid-tight where the walls join the
floor. A permissible alternate to the sill or ramp is an opengrated trench, inside of the room, which drains to a safe location. Where other portions of the building or other buildings
are exposed, windows shall be protected as set forth in the
Standard for Fire Doors and Windows, NFPA No. 80-1983,
for Class E or F openings. Wood of at least I-inch nominal
thickness may be used for shelving, racks, dunnage, scuffboards, floor overlay and similar installations.
(iii) Materials which will react with water and create a
fire hazard shall not be stored in the same room with flammable or combustible liquids.
(iv) Storage in inside storage rooms shall comply with
Table D-2 following:
TABLED-2
Fire
protection
provided
Yes
No
Yes
No
Note:

Fire resistance
2 hrs.
2 hrs.
1 hr.
I hr.

Maximum
size
500 sq. ft.
500 sq. ft.
150 sq. ft.
150 sq. ft.

Total allowable quantities gals./sq.
ft/floor area
10
4.
5
2

Fire protection system shall be sprinkler, water spray, carbon dioxide or other system approved by a national( y recognized testing laboratory for this purpose.

(v) Electrical wiring and equipment located in inside
storage rooms shall be approved for Class 1, Division 1, hazardous locations. For definition of Class 1, Division 1, hazardous locations, see WAC 296-155-456.
(vi) Every inside storage room shall be provided with
either a gravity or a mechanical exhausting system. Such sysPermanent
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tern shall commence not more than 12 inches above the floor
and be designed to provide for a complete change of air
within the room at least 6 times per hour. If a mechanical
exhausting system is used, it shall be controlled by a switch
located outside of the door. The ventilating equipment and
any lighting fixtures shall be operated by the same switch. An
electric pilot light shall be installed adjacent to the switch if
flammable liquids are dispensed within the room. Where
gravity ventilation is provided, the fresh air intake, as well as
the exhausting outlet from the room, shall be on the exterior
of the building in which the room is located.
(vii) In every inside storage room there shall be maintained one clear aisle at least 3 feet wide. Containers over 30
gallons capacity shall not be stacked one upon the other.
(viii) Flammable and combustible liquids in excess of
that permitted in inside storage rooms shall be stored outside
of buildings in accordance with subsection (3) of this section.
(3) Storage outside buildings.
(a) Storage of containers (not more than 60 gallons each)
shall not exceed 1, 100 gallons in any one pile or area. Piles or
groups of containers shall be separated by a 5-foot clearance.
Piles or groups of containers shall not be nearer than 20 feet
to a building.
(b) Within 200 feet of each pile of containers, there shall
be a 12-foot-wide access way to permit approach of fire control apparatus.
(c) The storage area shall be graded in a manner to divert
possible spills away from buildings or other exposures, or
shall be surrounded by a curb or earth dike at least 12 inches
high. When curbs or dikes are used, provisions shall be made
for draining off accumulations of ground or rain water, or
spills of flammable or combustible liquids. Drains shall terminate at a safe location and shall be accessible to operation
under fire conditions.
(d) Outdoor portable tank storage.
(i) Portable tanks shall not be nearer than 20 feet from
any building. Two or more portable tanks, grouped together,
having a combined capacity in excess of 2,200 gallons, shall
be separated by a 5-foot-clear area. Individual portable tanks
exceeding 1, 100 gallons shall be separated by a 5-foot-clear
area.
(ii) Within 200 feet of each portable tank, there shall be
a 12-foot-wide access way to permit approach of fire control
apparatus.
(e) Storage areas shall be kept free of weeds, debris, and
other combustible material not necessary to the storage.
(f) Portable tanks, not exceeding 660 gallons, shall be
provided with emergency venting and other devices, as
required by chapters III and IV of NFPA 30-1972, The Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code.
(g) Portable tanks, in excess of 660 gallons, shall have
emergency venting and other devices, as required by chapters
II and III of the Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code,
NFPA 30-1972.
(4) Fire control for flammable or combustible liquid storage.
(a) At least one portable fire extinguisher, having a rating
of not less than 20-B units, shall be located outside of, but not
more than 10 feet from, the door opening into any room used
Permanent

for storage of more than 60 gallons of flammable or combustible liquids.
(b) At least one portable fire extinguisher having a rating
of not less than 20-B units shall be located not less than 25
feet, nor more than 75 feet, from any flammable liquid storage area located outside.
(c) When sprinklers are provided, they shall be installed
in accordance with the Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, NFPA 13-1972.
(d) At least one portable fire extinguisher having a rating
of not less than 20-B:C units shall be provided on all tank
trucks or other vehicles used for transporting and/or dispensing flammable or combustible liquids.
(5) Dispensing liquids.
(a) Areas in which flammable or combustible liquids are
transferred at the same time, in quantities greater than 5 gallons from one tank or container to another tank or container,
shall be separated from other operations by 25-feet distance
or by construction having a fire-resistance of at least 1 hour.
Drainage or other means shall be provided to control spills.
Adequate natural or mechanical ventilation shall be provided
to maintain the concentration of flammable vapor at or below
10 percent of the lower flammable limit.
(b) Transfer flammable liquids from one container to
another shall be done only when containers are electrically
interconnected (bonded).
(c) Flammable or combustible liquids shall be drawn
from or transferred into vessels, containers, or tanks within a
building or outside only through a closed piping system, from
safety cans, by means of a device drawing through the top, or
from a container, or portable tanks, by gravity or pump,
through an approved self-closing valve. Transferring by
means of air pressure on the container or portable tank is prohibited.
(d) The dispensing units shall be protected against collision damage.
(e) Dispensing devices and nozzles for flammable
liquids shall be of an approved type, as required by WAC
296-24-33015.
.
(6) Handling liquids at point of final use.
(a) Flammable liquids shall be kept in closed containers
when not actually in use.
(b) Leakage or spillage of flammable or combustible
liquids shall be disposed of promptly and safely.
(c) Flammable liquids shall be used only where there are
no open flames or other sources of ignition within 50 feet of
the operation, unless conditions warrant greater clearance.
(7) Service and refueling areas.
(a) Flammable or combustible liquids shall be stored in
approved closed containers, in tanks located underground, or
in aboveground portable tanks.
(b) The tank trucks shall comply with the requirements
covered in the Standard for Tank Vehicles for Flammable
and Combustible Liquids, NFPA No. 385-1977.
(c) The dispensing hose shall be an approved type.
(d) The dispensing nozzle shall be an approved' automatic-closing type.
(e) Underground tanks shall not be abandoned.
(f) Clearly identified and easily accessible switch(es)
shall be provided at a location remote from dispensing
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devices to shut off the power to all dispensing devices in the
event of an emergency.
(g)(i) Heating equipment of an approved type may be
installed in the lubrication or service area where there is no
dispensing or transferring of flammable liquids, provided the
bottom of the heating unit is at least 18 inches above the floor
and is protected from physical damage.
(ii) Heating equipment installed in lubrication or service
areas, where flammable liquids are dispensed, shall be of an
approved type for garages, and shall be installed at least 8 feet
above the floor.
(h) There shall be no smoking or open flames in the areas
used for fueling, servicing fuel systems for internal combustion engines, receiving or dispensing of flammable or combustible liquids.
(i) Conspicuous and legible signs prohibiting smoking
shall be posted.
G) The motor of any equipment being fueled shall be
shut off during the fueling operation.
(k) Each service or fueling area shall be provided with at
least one fire extinguisher having a rating of not less than
20BC located so that an extinguisher will be within 75 feet of
each pump, dispenser, underground fill pipe opening, and
lubrication or service area.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-24-051,
filed 11/27/96, effective 2/1/97)

WAC 296-155-655 General protection requirements.

(1) Surface encumbrances. All surface encumbrances that are

located so as to create a hazard to employees shall be
removed or supported, as necessary, to safeguard employees.
(2) Underground installations.
(a) The location of utility installations, such as sewer,
telephone, fuel, electric, water lines, or any other underground installations that reasonably may be expected to be
encountered during excavation work, shall be located prior to
opening an excavation.
(b) Utility companies or owners shall be contacted
within established or customary local response times, advised
of the proposed work, and asked to locate the underground
utility installation prior to the start of actual excavation.
(c) When excavation operations approach the location of
underground installations, the exact location of the installations shall be determined by safe and acceptable means.
(d) While the excavation is open, underground installations shall be protected, supported, or removed as necessary
to safeguard employees.
(3) Access and egress.
(a) Structural ramps.
(i) Structural ramps that are used solely by employees as
a means of access or egress from excavations shall be
designed by a competent person. Structural ramps used for
access or egress of equipment shall be designed by a competent person qualified in structural design, and shall be constructed in accordance with the design.
(ii) Ramps and runways constructed of two or more
structural members shall have the structural members connected together to prevent displacement.
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(iii) Structural members used for ramps and runways
shall be of uniform thickness .
(iv) Cleats or other appropriate means used to connect
runway structural members shall be attached to the bottom of
the runway or shall be attached in a manner to prevent tripping.
(v) Structural ramps used in lieu of steps shall be provided with cleats or other surface treatments on the top surface to prevent slipping.
(b) Means of egress from trench excavations. A stairway,
ladder, ramp or other safe means of egress shall be located in
trench excavations that are 4 feet ( 1.22 m) or more in depth so
as to require no more than 25 feet (7.62 m) oflateral travel for
employees.
(4) Exposure to vehicular traffic. Employees exposed to
public vehicular traffic shall be provided with, and shall
wear, warning vests or other suitable garments marked with
or made of reflectorized or high-visibility material.
(5) Exposure to falling loads. No employee shall be permitted underneath loads handled by lifting or digging equipment. Employees shall be required to stand away from any
vehicle being loaded or unloaded to avoid being struck by
any spillage or falling materials. Operators may remain in the
cabs of vehicles being loaded or unloaded when the vehicles
are equipped, in accordance with WAC 296-155-610 (2)(g),
to provide adequate protection for the operator during loading and unloading operations.
(6) Warning system for mobile equipment. When mobile
equipment is operated adjacent to an excavation, or when
such equipment is required to approach the edge of an excavation, and the operator does not have a clear and direct view
of the edge of the excavation, a warning system shall be utilized such as barricades, hand or mechanical signals, or stop
logs. If possible, the grade should be away from the excavation.
(7) Hazardous atmospheres.
(a) Testing and controls. In addition to the requirements
set forth in parts B-1, C, and C-1 of this chapter (296-155
WAC) to prevent exposure to harmful levels of atmospheric
contaminants and to assure acceptable atmospheric conditions, the following requirements shall apply:
(i) Where oxygen deficiency (atmospheres containing
less than 19.5 percent oxygen) or a hazardous atmosphere
exists or could reasonably be expected to exist, such as in
excavations in landfill areas or excavations in areas where
hazardous substances are stored nearby, the atmospheres in
the excavation shall be tested before employees enter excavations greater than 4 feet ( 1.22 m) in depth.
(ii) Adequate precautions shall be taken to prevent
employee exposure to atmospheres containing less than 19.5
percent oxygen and other hazardous atmospheres. These precautions include providing proper respiratory protection or
ventilation in accordance with parts B-1 and C of this chapter
respectively.
(iii) Adequate precaution shall be taken such as providing ventilation, to prevent employee exposure to an atmosphere containing a concentration of a flammable gas in
excess of((~)) l.Q percent of the lower flammable limit of
the gas.
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(iv) When controls are used that are intended to reduce
the level of atmospheric contaminants to acceptable levels,
testing shall be conducted as often as necessary to ensure that
the atmosphere remains safe.
(b) Emergency rescue equipment.
(i) Emergency rescue equipment, such as breathing
apparatus, a safety harness and line, or a basket stretcher,
shall be readily available where hazardous atmospheric conditions exist or may reasonably be expected to develop during work in an excavation. This equipment shall be attended
when in use.
(ii) Employees entering bell-bottom pier holes, or other
similar deep and confined footing excavations, shall wear a
harness with a lifeline securely attached to it. The lifeline
shall be separate from any line used to handle materials, and
shall be individually attended at all times while the employee
wearing the lifeline is in the excavation.
Note:

See chapter 296-62 WAC, Part M for additional requirements applicable to confined space operations.

(8) Protection from hazards associated with water accumulation.
(a) Employees shall not work in excavations in which
there is accumulated water, or in excavations in which water
is accumulating, unless adequate precautions have been taken
to protect employees against the hazards posed by water
accumulation. The precautions necessary to protect employees adequately vary with each situation, but could include
special support or shield systems to protect from cave-ins,
water removal to control the level of accumulating water, or
use of a safety harness and lifeline.
(b) If water is controlled or prevented from accumulating
by the use of water removal equipment, the water removal
equipment and operations shall be monitored by a competent
person to ensure proper operation.
(c) If excavation work interrupts the natural drainage of
surface water (such as streams), diversion ditches, dikes, or
other suitable means shall be used to prevent surface water
from entering the excavation and to provide adequate drainage of the area adjacent to the excavation. Excavations subject to runoff from heavy rains will require an inspection by a
competent person and compliance with subdivisions (a) and
(b) of this subsection.
(9) Stability of adjacent structures.
(a) Where the stability of adjoining buildings, walls, or
other structures is endangered by excavation operations, support systems such as shoring, bracing, or underpinning shall
be provided to ensure the stability of such structures for the
protection of employees.
(b) Excavation below the level of the base or footing of
any foundation or retaining wall that could be reasonably
expected to pose a hazard to employees shall not be permitted
except when:
(i) A support system, such as underpinning, is provided
to ensure the safety of employees and the stability of the
structure; or
(ii) The excavation is in stable rock; or
(iii) A registered professional engineer has approved the
determination that the structure is sufficiently removed from
Permanent
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the excavation so as to be unaffected by the excavation activity; or
·
~
(iv) A registered professional engineer has approved the ~
determination that such excavation work will not pose a hazard to employees.
(c) Sidewalks, pavements, and appurtenant structure
shall not be undermined unless a support system or another
method of protection is provided to protect employees from
the possible collapse of such structures.
(I 0) Protection of employees from loose rock or soil.
(a) Adequate protection shall be provided to protect
employees from loose rock or soil that could pose a hazard by
falling or rolling from an excavation face. Such protection
shall consist of scaling to remove loose material; installation
of protective barricades at intervals as necessary on the face
to stop and contain falling material; or other means that provide equivalent protection.
(b) Employees shall be protected from excavated or
other materials or equipment that could pose a hazard by falling or rolling into excavations. Protection shall be provided
by placing and keeping such materials or equipment at least 2
feet (.61 m) from the edge of excavations, or by the use of
retaining devices that are sufficient to prevent materials or
equipment from falling or rolling into excavations, or by a
combination of both if necessary.
(11) Inspections.
(a) Daily inspections of excavations, the adjacent areas,
and protective systems shall be made by a competent person
for evidence of a situation that could result in possible caveins, indications of failure of protective systems, hazardous
atmospheres, or other hazardous conditions. An inspection
shall be conducted by the competent person prior to the start
of work and as needed throughout the shift. Inspections shall
also be made after every rainstorm or other hazard increasing
occurrence. These inspections are only required when
employee exposure can be reasonably anticipated.
(b) Where the competent person finds evidence of a situation that could result in a possible cave-in, indications of
failure of protective systems, hazardous atmospheres, or
other hazardous conditions, exposed employees shall be
removed from the hazardous area until the necessary precautions have been taken to ensure their safety.
( 12) Fall protection.
(a) Walkways shall be provided where employees or
equipment are required or permitted to cross over excavations. Guardrails which comply with chapter 296-155 WAC,
Part K shall be provided where walkways are 4 feet or more
above lower levels.

4

(b) Adequate barrier physical protection shall be provided at all remotely located excavations. All wells, pits,
shafts, etc., shall be barricaded or covered. Upon completion
of exploration and similar operations, temporary wells, pits,
shafts, etc., shall be backfilled.

4
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Date of Adoption: August 7, 1999.
Purpose: Amend rule relating to license issuance fees.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-55-115.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: SB 5020, RCW
75.08.090.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-117 on June
16, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 13, 1999
Debbie Nelson
for Kelly White, Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Commission
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-02, filed
l/1~/99, effective 2/13/99)
WAC 220-55-115 Recreational license dealer's fees.
((Dealer fees are defiRed as fees iR exeess of lieeRse fees.
fB)) License dealers may charge ((aR ageRt fee of ORe
dollar for the issHaRee of eaeh lieeRse doeHFReRt aRd fifty
eeRts fur the issHaRee of eaeh se13arate tag, 13erffiit, s13eeial
hHRtiRg 13erffiit a1313lieatioR, alld the state Htigratory waterfowl
St8ffifl sold ffiaRH811}'.
(2) LieeRse dealers with 13oiRt of sale eqHi13ffieRt ffiay
eharge aR ageRt fee of oRe dollar for eaeh lieeRse trallsaetioR
aRd fifty eeRts for eaeh state ffiigratory waterfowl staHtp.
(3) LieeRse dealers ffittSt also eolleet traRsaetioR fees as
ealettlated ey the 13oiRt of sale systeffi. These traRsaetiOR
fees are two dollars aRd fifty eeRts for fi¥e or fewer lieeRses
Bild lieeRSe 13aekages, 8Rd FRHSt ee reFRitted to the de13artFReRt
with the lieeRse fee remittaRee)) a license issuance fee as follows:
,Cl) Two dollars for the issuance of any of the following
fishing licenses: :
(a) A combination license.
Cb) A saltwater license.
(c) A freshwater license.
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Cd) A temporary fishing license when issued in the form
of a standard recreational fishing license document.
(e) A family fishing weekend license.
(f) A personal use shellfish and seaweed license when
issued in the form of a standard recreational fishing license
document.
(g) Notwithstanding the provisions of this subsection. if
any two or more licenses are issued on the same standard recreational fishing license document. the license issuance fee
for the document is two dollars.
(2) Two dollars for the issuance of any of the following
hunting licenses:
(a) A big game combination license.
(b) A small game license.
(c) A three-consecutive day small game license.
(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of this subsection. if
any two or more licenses are issued on the same standard recreational hunting license document. the license issuance fee
for the document is two dollars.
(3) Two dollars for the issuance of a fish and wildlife
lands vehicle use permit when issued separately from an
annual freshwater. saltwater or combination fishing license.
or separately from an annual small game hunting license. big
game combination license. or trapping license. Notwithstanding the provisions of this subsection. if the fish and
wildlife lands vehicle use permit is issued with any other
license issued in the form of a standard recreational hunting
or fishing license document. the license issuance fee for the
document is two dollars.
(4) One dollar for the issuance of any of the following
shellfish and seaweed licenses or tags:
(a) A personal use shellfish and seaweed license when
issued in the form of a wearable license.
(b) A wearable shellfish tag issued with a combination
fishing license.
(c) A wearable shellfish tag issued with a personal use
shellfish and seaweed license when the license is issued in the
form of a standard recreational fishing license document.
(d) A two-day personal use shellfish and seaweed
license.
(5) Fifty cents for the issuance of any of the following:
(a) A deer. elk. bear. cougar. mountain goat. mountain
sheep. moose. or turkey transport tag.
(b) A temporary fishing license when issued as a stamp.
(c) A state of Washington migratory bird stamp.
(d) A Western Washington pheasant permit.
(e) An application for a special permit hunt.
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[Order 99-128-Filed August 17, 1999, 12: 12 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 7, 1999.
Purpose: Provide mechanism for funding enhancement
accounts.
Permanent
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Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-20-070, 220- I 40-050, and 232- I 2-072.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.32.440.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-13-054 on June
10, 1999.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Adjustments made to WAC 220-20-070 and 220140-050 to reflect consistencies of titles with RCW 75.54.140 and 75.50.100.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 3, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 13, 1999
Debbie Nelson
for Kelly White, Chairman
Fish and Wildlife Commission
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 98-263, filed
12/31/98, effective 1/1/99)
WAC 220-20-070 Recreational fisheries enhancement account-Funding. ((P11rs11aftt to RCW 75.54.140,
effeetive JaR11ary 1, 1999, the reereatioRal fisheries eRhaRee
meftt aeeo11Rt (aeeo11Rt) shall be fHRded as follows:))
The department shall deposit into the recreational fisheries enhancement ((gt=et:tp)) account ((8.505% ef the fuRds
reeeived from the sale of eaeh saltwater lieeftse aRd freshwa
ter, saltv;ater, shellfish eombiRatioR lieeRse, b11t ROt iRel11diRg
lieeftses iss11ed to yo11ths aRd seRiors)) the sum of$ I .4 I 5 .000
during fiscal year 2000. based on I 27.000 annual license
holders and 29.000 short-term license holders fishing for
salmon and marine bottomfish in Puget Sound. Beginning in
fiscal year 2001. and each year thereafter. the deposit into the
recreational fisheries enhancement account shall be adjusted
annually to reflect the actual number of license holders fishing for salmon and marine bottomfish in Puget Sound based
on an annual survey from the previous license year conducted
by the department beginning with the April I. 1999. to March
3 I. 2000. license year survey.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 98-263, filed
I 2/31/98, effective 1/1/99)
WAC 220-140-050 Funding the ((fislmiies)) regional
fisheries enhancement group account. ((P11rs11aRt to RCW
Permanent
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75.50.100, effeeti·re JaR11ary 1, 1999, the dedieated fisheries
regioRal eRhaReemeftt gro11p aeeo11Rt (aeeo11Rt) shall be
fHRded as fellows:))
The department shall deposit into the regional fisheries
enhancement group account ((1.927% of the fHRds reeei.,·ed
from the sale of eaeh saltwater lieeRse aftd freshvtater, salt
water, shellfish eoFRbiRatioR lieeRse, b11t Rot iRel11diftg
lieeRses iss11ed to ye11ths aftd seHiors)) the sum of $297.500
during fiscal year 2000. based on 297.500 food fish anglers.
Beginning in fiscal year 2001. and each year thereafter. the
deposit into the regional fisheries enhancement group
account shall be adjusted annually to reflect the actual number of license holders fishing for food fish based on an annual
survey from the previous license year conducted by the
department beginning with the April I. 1999. to March 31.
2000. license year survey. Additional deposits to the regional
fisheries enhancement group account will be made pursuant
to RCW 75.50.100.

~

~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 99-02, filed
1/13/99, effective 2/13/99)
WAC 232-12-072 Eastern Washington pheasant
enhancement-Funding level determination. The department shall deposit into the Eastern Washington pheasant
enhancement account ((26.06% of the foftds reeeived from
the sale of small game lieeftses)) the sum of $385.000 during
fiscal year 2000. based on 38.500 Eastern Washington pheasant hunters. Beginning in fiscal year 2001. and each year
thereafter. the deposit into the Eastern Washington pheasant ~
enhancement account shall be adjusted annually to reflect the ~
actual number of license holders hunting for pheasant in
Eastern Washington based on a survey of licensed hunters
from the previous license year.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Medical Assistance Administration)
[Filed August 18, 1999, 11 :00 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 18, 1999.
Purpose: The department originally intended to amend
WAC 388-86-112 and 388-550-2300, but decided instead to
put all WAC sections related to physical medicine and rehabilitation (PM&R) into chapter 388-550 WAC, Hospital services under a subheading "Acute Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation (Acute PM&R)." Combining these sections
into one new subheading will make it easier for staff and
other users to find the information they need. At the same
time, the department is updating policy and payment methodology to reflect current practice. WAC 388-86-112 and 388550-2300 are being repealed to eliminate duplication.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order: ~
Repealing WAC 388-86-112 and 388-550-2300.
~
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090,
74.09.520.
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Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-14-038 on June
30, 1999.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 9, Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 9,
Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 9, Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
August 18, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit
ACUTE PHYSICAL MEDICINE
AND REHABILIT ATION (ACUTE PM&R)
NEW SECTION

~

,

~

WAC 388-550-250 1 Acute physical medicine and
rehabilitatio n (acute PM&R) program-G eneral. Acute
physical medicine and rehabilitatio n (acute PM&R) is a
twenty-four-hour inpatient comprehensi ve program of integrated medical and rehabilitative servi~es during_ th~ acute
phase of rehabilitation . It requires pnor authonzatrnn by
medical assistance administration (MAA).
(1) A multidisciplinary team coordinates individualized
client acute PM&R services at an MAA-approved rehabilitation facility to achieve the following for the client:
(a) Improved health and welfare; and
(b) Maximum physical, social, psychological and vocational potential.
(2) MAA determines the length of stay based on individual cases and community standards of care for acute PM&R
services.
(3) When MAA's authorized acute period of rehabilitation ends, the provider transfers the client to a more appropriate level of care. Therapies may continue to help the client
achieve maximum potential through other covered programs
such as:
(a) Home health services (see subchapter II of chapter
388-551 WAC);
(b) Nursing facilities (see chapter 388-97 WAC); or
(c) Outpatient hospital services (see chapter 388-550
WAC).
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-251 1 Acute PM&R definitions. The
following definitions and abbreviations and those found in
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WAC 388-500-000 5 and 388-550-105 0 apply to this subchapter. Defined words and phrases are bolded in the text. In
case of any conflicts, this section prevails for this subchapter.
"Accredit" (or "Accreditati on") is a term used by
nationally recognized health organizations, such as CARF, to
state a facility meets community standards of medical care.
"Acute" means an intense medical episode, not longer
than two months.
"Acute physical medicine and rehabilitatio n (acute
PM&R)" means a comprehensi ve inpatient rehabilitativ e
program coordinated by a multidiscipl inary team at an
MAA-approv ed rehabilitation facility. The program provides twenty-four-hour specialized nursing services and an
intense level of therapy for a diagnostic category for which
the client shows significant potential functional improvement.
"CARF." The official name for The Rehabilitation
Accreditation Commission' of Tucson, Arizona. CARF is a
national private agency that develops and maintains current,
"field-driven" (community) standards through surveys and
accreditation s of rehabilitation facilities.
"Level A services" mean hospital-based acute rehabilitation services for medically stable clients with conditions
that require complex nursing, medical and therapy needs as
listed in WAC 388-550-2551(2). Such conditions include,
but are not limited to, traumatic brain injuries, spinal cord
injuries, and complicated bilateral amputations.
"Level B services" mean hospital- or nursing facility-based acute rehabilitation services for medically stable
clients with new or exacerbated multiple sclerosis, mild head
injuries, spinal cord injuries following the removal of the thoracic lumbar sacral orthosis (TI..SO), and other medical conditions that require less complex nursing, medical and therapy needs as listed in WAC 388-550-2551(3).
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-252 1 Client eligibility requiremen ts
for acute PM&R services. (1) Clients in any of the following medical programs are eligible to receive acute PM&R
Level A and Level B services:
(a) Children's health (V);
(b) Categorically needy program (CNP);
(c) Categorically needy program - qualified Medicare
beneficiary (CNP-QMB);
(d) General assistance - determination pending for .disability (GAX);
(e) Limited casualty program - medically needy program
(LCP-MNP); and
(f) Medically needy program - qualified Medicare beneficiary (MNP-QMB).
(2) Clients in any of the following programs may receive
only Level A hospital-based services:
(a) Medically indigent program (MIP) - emergency hospital-based and emergency transportation services. These
clients may only receive services when:
(i) They are transferred directly from an acute hospital
stay; and
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(ii) The client's acute PM&R needs are directly related
to the emergency medical need for the hospital stay;
(b) General assistance unemployable (GAU - No ·
out-of-state care);
(c) CNP - emergency medical only;
(d) LCP-MNP - emergency medical only; and
(e) Alcoholism and drug addiction treatment and support
act (ADA TSA) (GAW).
(3) Clients in programs not listed in this section are not
covered for acute PM&R services. See WAC 388-529-0100
and 388-529-0200 for scope of medical coverage.
(4) If a client is enrolled in an MAA Healthy Options
managed care plan at the time of acute care admission, that
plan pays for and coordinates acute PM&R services as
appropriate.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-2531 Requirements for becoming an
MAA Level A or B acute PM&R provider. (1) To provide
acute PM&R services to medical assistance clients, a provider obtains MAA approval for the faculty. To obtain MAA
approval for the facility, the provider must:
(a) Submit a letter of request;
(b) Include evidence that confirms the requirements
listed in subsection (2) and (3) of this section are met; and
(c) Send the letter and documentation to:
Acute PM&R Program Manager
Division of Health Services Quality Support
Medical Assistance Administration
PO Box 45506
Olympia WA 98504-5506
(2) In order to be approved by MAA as a Level A provider, a hospital must be:
(a) Medicare certified;
(b) Accredited by the joint commission on accreditation of hospital organizations (JCAHO);
(c) Licensed by department of health (DOH) as an acute
care hospital (as defined by DOH in WAC 246-310-010, Definitions);
(d) CARF accredited for comprehensive integrated
inpatient rehabilitation programs; and
(e) Operating per the standards set by DOH, excluding
the certified rehabilitation registered nurse (CRRN) requirement, in either:
·
(i) WAC 246-976-830, Level I trauma rehabilitation designation; or
(ii) WAC 246-976-840, Level II trauma rehabilitation
designation.
(3) In order to be approved by and contracted with MAA
as a Level B provider, a facility must be:
(a) Medicare c.ertified;
(b) Licensed by DOH as an acute care hospital (as
defined by DOH in WAC 246-310-010, Definitions) or nursing facility;
(c) CARF accredited for comprehensive integrated
inpatient rehabilitation programs;
Permanent
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(d) Contracted under MAA's selective contracting program, if in a selective contracting area, unless exempted from •
the requirement by MAA; and
•
(e) Operating per the standards set by DOH in WAC
246-976-840, Level II trauma rehabilitation designation,
excluding the CRRN requirement.
(4) To obtain conditional contract approval, the applying
facility must meet the criteria in subsections (1), (2) and/or
(3) of this section, excluding the CARF accreditation
requirement listed in section (2)(c) and (3)(c) of this section.
The facility must:
(a) Actively operate under CARF standards; and
(b) Have begun the process of obtaining full CARF
accreditation.
(5) MAA will revoke a conditional contract approval if
the facility does not obtain full CARF accreditation within
twelve months of the conditional approval date by MAA.
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-2541 Quality of care for acute PM&R
clients through audits and reviews. (1) To ensure quality of
care, MAA may conduct an on-site review of any
MAA-approved acute PM&R facility. See WAC
388-501-0130, Administrative controls, for additional information on audits conducted by department staff.
(2) In addition, MAA-approved Level B nursing facilities are subject to regular on-site surveys conducted by the
department's aging and adult services administration •
(AASA).
•
NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-2551 How MAA determines client
placement in Level A or B acute PM&R. (1) At the time of
authorization, MAA determines the most appropriate client
placement on a case-by-case basis:
(a) In the level of care (level A or B);
(b) In the least restrictive environment; and
(c) At the lowest cost to MAA.
(2) Examples of client conditions suitable for Level A
placement include:
(a) Cognitive and/or motor deficits;
(b) Brain damage from infectious brain diseases;
(c) Quadriplegia or paraplegia;
{d) Skin flap grafts for decubitus ulcers that need close
observation by a surgeon, when the client is ready to mobilize
or be upright in a chair;
(e) Extensive burns requiring complex medical care and
debridement;
(f) Bilateral limb loss requiring close observation when
the client has complex medical needs;
·
. (g) Multiple trauma with complicated orthopedic ccindit10ns and neurological deficits; or
(_h) ~troke :-Vith resulting hemiplegia or severe cognitive
deficits, mclu~mg speech and swallowing deficits requiring •
close observation with radiological examination.
•
(3) Examples of client conditions suitable for Level B
placement include:

•
•

•
•

•
•
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(d) Nursing services.

(a) New strokes when medically stable;
(b) Newly diagnosed or recently exacerbated multiple
sclerosis with new loss of function;
(c) New mild head injury when medically stable; or
(d) Spinal cord injuries following the removal of a thoracic lumbar sacral orthosis after the client's first phase of
acute rehabilitation.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-3401 How MAA pays acute PM&R
facilities for Level B services. (1) MAA pays a contracted
Level B facility for acute PM&R services at a fixed daily
rate established by MAA.
(2) MAA may make cost inflation adjustments to the
maximum daily rate by using the same inflation factor and
schedule that MAA uses to pay independent hospitals. This
diagnosis-relate d group (DRG) reimbursement method is
described in WAC 388-550-3450(5)(a).
(3) MAA pays the rate in effect at the time of a client's
admission to a facility.
(4) Equipment and services identified in the Level B
contract as excluded from the fixed daily rate are paid to the
MAA provider that directly provides the equipment or services.

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-2561 MAA's requirements for authorizing acute PM&R services. (I) The patient care coordinator or the attending physician must call the MAA clinical
consultation team before admitting an MAA client.
(2) The patient care coordinator or attending physician
must provide to MAA objective information showing that:
(a) Acute PM&R treatment would effectively enable the
client to obtain a greater degree of self-care, independence, or
both;
(b) The client's medical condition requires that intensive
twenty-four-hour inpatient comprehensive acute PM&R services be provided in an MAA-approved acute PM&R facility; and
(c) The client suffers from severe disabilities including,
limited to, motor and/or cognitive deficits.
not
but
(3) Clients must be medically stable and show evidence
that they are physically and cognitively ready to participate in
the rehabilitation program. They must be willing and capable
to participate at least three hours per day, seven days per
week, in acute PM&R activities.
(4) For extension of authorization, the facility's rehabilitation staff must provide adequate medical justification,
including significant observable improvement in the client's
condition, to MAA prior to the expiration of the initial
approved stay. If MAA denies the extension, the client must
be transferred to an appropriate lower level of care as defined
in WAC 388-550-2501(3).
(5) MAA may authorize administrative day reimbursement for clients who do not meet requirements described in
this section, or who stay in the facility longer than the community standard's length of stay. The administrative day rate
is the statewide Medicaid average daily nursing facility rate
as determined by the department.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 388-550-2300

Payment-PM& R.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 388-86-112

Physical medicine rehabilitation evaluation and treatment.
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[Filed August 18, 1999, 11:42 a.m., effective December I, 1999]

NEW SECTION
WAC 388-550-3381 How MAA pays acute PM&R
facilities for Level A services. (1) A Level A rehabilitation
facility is paid by MAA according to:
(a) The individual hospital's current ratio of
costs-to-charges as described in WAC 388-550-4500, Payment method-RCC; and
(b) MAA's fee schedule as described in WAC
388-550-6000, Payment-Outpa tient hospital services.
(2) Level A inpatient acute PM&R room and board
includes, but is not limited to:
(a) Facility use;
(b) Medical social services;
(c) Bed and standard room furnishings; and

Date of Adoption: August 18, 1999.
Purpose: This rule proposal was developed over a yearand-a-half effort by the Logging Advisory Committee, with
members representing management, labor, equipment suppliers, other government entities, and the department. As a part
of the Governor's Executive Order 97-02 on Regulatory
Reform, chapter 296-54 WAC, Safety standards for logging
operations, is being adopted in order to be consistent with
current local industry practice and technology; reorganize the
contents to make it easier to find specific requirements;
rewrite for plain language; and update rules to be identical to
or consistent with OSHA logging rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
AMENDED SECTIONS: Chapter 296-54 WAC, Safety standards for logging operations. WAC 296-54-501 Scope and
application, 296-54-503 Variance, 296-54-505 Definitions
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applicable to this chapter, 296-54-507 Management's responsibility, 296-54-509 Employee's responsibility, 296-54-511
Personal protective equipment, 296-54-513 Safety education,
training and first-aid requirements, 296-54-515 General
requirements, 296-54-517 Camps, 296-54-519 Motor vehicles, 296-54-521 Transportation of crews by use of speeders
and trailers, 296-54-523 Methods of crew transportation
other than those specified, 296-54-527 Truck roads, 296-54529 Falling and bucking-Gener al, 296-54-531 Power saws
and power equipment, 296-54-533 Falling and buckingSpringboards and tree jacking, 296-54-535 Tree pulling, 29654-537 Mechanized falling, 296-54-539 Climbing equipment
and passline, 296-54-541 Selection of spar, tail and intermediate trees, 296-54-543 General requirements, 296-54-545
Rigging-Wood spar trees, 296-54-547 Rigging-Tail tree,
296-54-549 Lines, straps and guyline attachments-S teel
spars, 296-54-551 Yarding, loading, skidding and chipping
machines-Gen eral requirements, 296-54-553 Yarding,
loading and skidding machines-Mob ile towers and boomtype yarding and loading machines, 296-54-555 YardingGeneral requirements, 296-54-557 Yarding-Tracto rs, skidders and rough terrain log loaders (to include feller bunchers
and tree shears), 296-54-559 Yarding-Helico pters and helicopter cranes, 296-54-561 Log loading-Gener al requirements, 296-54-563 Log loading-Specia l requirements, 29654-565 Log loading-Self-lo ading log trucks, 296-54-567
Motor truck log transportation- General requirements, 29654-569 Motor truck log transportation- Brake requirements,
296-54-571 Motor truck log transportation- Trailer hitches
and safety chains, 296-54-573 Motor truck log transportation-Reaches and bunks, 296-54-575 Motor truck log transportation-Stak es, stake extensions and chock blocks, 29654-577 Motor truck log transportation- Wrappers and binders, 296-54-579 Motor truck log transportation- Miscellaneous requirements, 296-54-581 Motor truck log transportation-Steered trailers, 296-54-583 Stationary log truck trailer
loading, 296-54-585 Log unloading, booms, and rafting
grounds-Storag e and sorting areas-General requirements,
296-54-587 Water dumps, 296-54-589 Boom and rafting
grounds, 296-54-591 Boats and mechanical devices on
waters, 296-54-593 Dry land sorting and storage, 296-54-595
Railroad operations, 296-54-597 Railroad maintenanceLoading or unloading, 296-54-601 Signals and signal systems, 296-54-603 Electric signal systems, 296-54-605 Radio
systems used for voice communication, activation of audible
signals, or equipment, 296-54-607 Radio signal systemsSpecifications and test procedures, 296-54-99002 Appendix
I-Signals, 296-54-99003 Appendix 2-Sample minimum
lockout/tagout procedure, and 296-54-99004 Appendix 3Industry consensus standards.
REPEALED SECTIONS: Chapter 296-54 WAC, Safety
standards for logging operations. WAC 296-54-525 Railroad construction and maintenance, and 296-54-599 Truck
and equipment maintenance shops.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 49.17.010,
(49.17].040, and (49.17].050.
Adopted under notice filed as WSR 99-08-072 on April
5, 1999.
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Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted
Version: Changes to Chapter 296-54 WAC, Safety stan- ~
dards for logging operations.
~
WAC 296-54-505 Definitions.
Added examples to the definition of "in the clear"
for clarification.
Added clarifying language to the definition of "logging operations."
Added clarifying language to the definition of
"machine."
Added clarifying language to the definition of "new
job site."
Added clarifying language to· the definition of "long
sticks."
Added clarifying language to the definition of
"swing cut."
Added a definition for "mainline train" that had been
inadvertently left out of the proposal.
Added a definition for the term "should."
Added clarifying language to the definition of "running line/running rope."
Added clarifying language to the definition of
"spar/spar tree."
Added "or D" to the definition of "strap socket."
Added clarifying language to the definition of "tie
back." This change was made based on public comment.
Inserted an illustration to follow the definition of
"twister." This change was made based on public ~
comment.
~
WAC 296-54-509 Employee's responsibility.
•
Added language relating to employees making
prompt report to supervision of each industrial
injury or occupational illness, regardless of the
degree of severity. This change was made based on
public comment.
WAC 296-54-51140 Hand protection.
Added a subsection relating to hand protection that
must be maintained in serviceable condition. This
change was made based on public comment.
WAC 296-54-51160 Leg protection.
Added a subsection relating to leg protection that
must be maintained in serviceable condition. This
change was made based on public comment.
WAC 296-54-51170 Foot protection.
•
Added the words "cut resistant" in front of foot wear
and clarified the language relating to a running
chain saw to be at-least-as-effective-as the federal
standard.
Added a subsection relating to foot protection that
must be maintained in serviceable condition. This
change was made based on public comment.
Deleted the words "waterproof or water-repellant."
This change was made based on public comment.
WAC 296-54-51190 Highly visible clothing.
•
Replace the word "contrasting" with "high visibility." This change was made based on public comment.
Added an "a" that had been inadvertently left out.

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17

•

I'

WAC 296-54-513 Arrangemen t of work areas and emergency contact.
• Added a new subsection to read, "Mechanics or
other employees must not be assigned to work on
equipment by themselves when there is a probability
of a fall from elevated work locations or equipment.
Also, if the work is of such nature that heavy parts
require moving, or there is a probability that anything heavy could fall on the person, there must be
another person in the immediate area to render assistance." This change was made based on public comment.
Clarified the language in the note after subsection
(5) to avoid confusion.
Clarified the language in WAC 296-54-513 (9)(d) to
avoid confusion.
Renumbered section.
WAC 296-54-515 Accident prevention program.
Deleted subdivision (3)(g). This change was made
•
based on public comment.
WAC 296-54-51510 Safety and health meetings.
Changed the word "shall" to "must" in subsection
(3).

•

I'

WAC 296-54-51520 First-aid training.
Deleted two bullets that included loss of mental
functioning and drug overdose in the requirements
for first-aid training. This change was made based
on public comment.
WAC 296-54-517 Lockout/tag out procedures.
Renumbered section.
WAC 296-54-521 Inspection and repair of equipment and
vehicles.
In subsection (1), deleted the words "in writing."
This change was made based on public comment.
WAC 296-54-529 Seat belts.
Clarified the language to be consistent with the rest
of the standard.
WAC 296-54-531 Motor vehicles.
In subsection (2), replaced "crew bus" with "school
bus type." This change was made based on public
comment.
WAC 296-54-53910 Falling and bucking-Fa lling.
Added language relating to when backcuts must be
as level as possible. This language was inadvertently left out of the proposal and is a current requirement.
Climbing equipment and passline.
296-54-545
WAC
Added a new subsection to read, "A climber's rope
must encircle the tree before the climber leaves the
ground, except when the climber is riding the
passline." This language was inadvertently left out
of the proposal and was a proposed requirement in
WAC 296-54-701.
Renumbered section.
WAC 296-54-547 Rigging-Ge neral.
Added the words "is prohibited" that were inadvert.•
ently left out of the proposal.
WAC 296-54-54730 Rigging-Sh ackles.
Clarified the language for consistency.
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Added the word "slackline" to subsection (2) for
clarity and consistency.
WAC 296-54-54740 Rigging-Str aps.
Clarified the language for consistency.
WAC 296-54-54750 Rigging-Blo cks.
In subsection (4) replaced the word "trees" with
"spars" for clarity. Also, added clarifying language
which reads, "pins must be secured with a nut and
cotter pin or nut and molle" for consistency. This
change was made based on public comment.
WAC 296-54-553 Metal spars.
After subsection (4), added a clarifying note
explaining that items (d) and (e) are lists of options.
This change was made based on public comment.
Added clarifying language to subsection (4)(d).
WAC 296-54-557 Wire rope.
Added an illustration on wire rope.
0 Wire rope-Attac hing and fasten296-54-5573
WAC
gs.
in
Corrected the reference by relocating it.
WAC 296-54-561 Guylines.
Clarified language and reformatted subsection (3).
WAC 296-54-563 Guying tail/lift trees.
Clarified language in subsection (2) to avoid confusion.
Added language from WAC 296-54-561 (5)(b) for
consistency.
WAC 296-54-565 Intermediate support trees.
In subsection (l)(a), replaced "at least" with
"approximately." This change was made based on
public comment.
In subsection (l)(b), added the words "support line"
for clarity.
Added language from WAC 296-54-561 (3)(d) and
(5)(b) for consistency.
WAC 296-54-567 Rigging skylines.
In subsection (4), deleted the words "if the carriage
runs over the extension" for clarity.
Added a reference to subsection (6)(a) for clarity.
Added the words "rigged" and "lift" for clarity and
consistency in subsection (7).
WAC 296-54-569 Anchoring.
In subsection (7), added the words "wood spars" for
clarity.
WAC 296-54-573 Logging machines-G eneral.
Added a clarifying note after subsection (5) that
reads, "This requirement includes the loading,
securing and unloading of a machine on ano off a
transport vehicle."
Clarified the language in subsection (8) for consistency.
Moved subsection (24) to WAC 296-54-577(13) for
better organization of information. This change was
made based on public comment.
In subsection (26), deleted the words "turn of iogs"
for clarity and added a new subsection (27) to read,
"Riding on arches, reaches or turn of logs is prohibited."
[ 151]
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Added a new subsection (31) to read, "Guylines
required in rigging spars or towers must be evenly
spooled to prevent fouling" for clarity.
Clarified language in subsection (38).
Renumbered section.
WAC 296-54-57315 Logging machines -Exhaust pipes.
•
Clarified the language in subsection (1) relating to
spark arrestors.
WAC 296-54-57345 Logging machines -Moving.
•
Deleted an incorrect reference in subsection (3).
WAC 296-54-57355 Logging machines -Protectiv e structures for operators.
•
Added a clarifying note at the end of this section
relating to the exemption of self-loaders.
WAC 296-54-575 Landing area.
•
Clarified the language in subsection (l)(a) to avoid
confusion. This change was made based on public
comment.
Clarified the language in subsection (l)(d) to avoid
confusion. This change was made based on public
comment.
WAC 296-54-577 Yarding, skidding, landing.
•
Added the proposed language from WAC 296-54573(24) to this section for better organizatio n of
information. This change was made based on public
comment. Also, changed the last sentence into a
separate item and replaced "should" with "must" to
make this a constant reminder for employees to
maintain a 36-inch clearance.
Renumbered section.
WAC 296-54-581 Helicopter logging-G eneral.
•
Clarified the language m subsection (3). This
change was made based on public comment.
Deleted the reference in subsection (8) because the
figure that was referenced is being deleted out of
Appendix I-Signals .
Added a new subsection (9) to read, "Developed
hand signals must be clearly communic ated and
understood by all persons working in the area who
may be affected by their use." This change was
made to add more flexibility.
In subsection (13), added the language "used by
ground personnel to position loads." This change
was made based on public comment.
Renumbered section.
WAC 296-54-58130 Helicopte r logging-F ueling area.
•
In subsection (7), replaced the word "grounded"
with "bonded." This change was made based on
public comment.
WAC 296-54-583 Loading logs.
•
Added new subsection (20) that was inadvertently
left out of the proposal. It reads, "Power saws must
not be operated on top of loaded logging trucks."
This change was made based on public comment.
Added a clarifying note, which reads, "This does not
apply to incidental limbs/knots placed on loads during the normal loading process."
WAC 296-54-589 Log trucks-Ge neral.
•
In subsection (1), added three items to the bullet list
of daily inspection requirements. They are bunks,
Permanent
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stakes and bunk blocks. This was done for clarificati on.
WAC 296-54-58950 Log trucks-W rappers and binders.
Added a clarifying note relating to nylon straps and
ratchet binders in subsection (12).
Renumbered section.
WAC 296-54-59520 Trailers used to transport crews.
Removed the word "to" in subsection (3) for clarity.
WAC 296-54-601 Signals and signal systems.
Clarified the language in subsection (12) to include
voice communication. Also, clarified the language
as to when the horn or whistle must be sounded.
This change was made based on public comment.
In subsection (13), added language to read, "or an
audible whistle must be sounded from the yarder."
This change was made based on public comment.
In subsection (17), replaced the language with, "(17)
When the normal crew configuration consists of two
or more persons at the point where chokers are being
set, they must each carry an operable transmitter on
their person. Only one transmitter is required if:
(a)
The signal person has no other duties and
remains in an area where there are no hazards
created by the moving rigging or logs, or
The rigging crew is comprised of only one
(b)
employee."
This change was made based on public comment.
WAC 296-54-605 Radio systems used for voice communication, activation of audible signals, or control of equipment
In subsection (1), deleted the words "voice or functional" to avoid confusion.
In subsection (2)(a), deleted the words "or other
audible" for clarification and added an "s" to the
word "signal."
In subsection (6), added a reference to point out an
illustration.
In subsection (9), added a reference to point out an
illustration.
WAC 296-54-607 Radio signal systems-S pecificati ons
and test procedure s.
In subsection (3 ), corrected a reference.
WAC 296-54-701 Wood spar trees.
Corrected a typographical error.
WAC 296-54-99002 Appendix I-Signals .
• Deleted figure 42: Standard hand signals for helicopters.
For better organization of information and requirements
the numbering of the following sections was changed·
WAC Number at Proposal WAC Number at Adoption
296-54-521
296-54-523
296-54-523
296-54-535
296-54-527
296-54-529
296-54-529
296-54-527
296-54-531
296-54-521
296-54-533
296-54-531
296-54-535
296-54-533

4
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296-54-559
296-54-703

use of the wood. This chapter does not apply to log handling
at sawmills. plywood mills. pulp mills. or other manufacturing operations governed by specific safety standards. This
chapter provides minimum safety requirements for the logging industry. The logging industry is also covered by the
general safety standards. chapter 296-24 WAC; occupational
health standards. chapter 296-62 WAC; or others that may
apply. Chapter 296-52 WAC. which covers the possession.
handling and use of explosives. applies when explosives are
used in logging operations.

296-54-5477 0
296-54-584

Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 65, Amended 55, Repealed 2; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 65,
Amended 55, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 65, Amended 55, Repealed 2.
Effective Date of Rule: December 1, 1999.
August 18, 1999
Gary Moore
Director

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)
WAC 296-54-503 Variance. ((The assistaat tlirector
ffiay, t113on reeei13t ofatJ13lieetioH ancl after etleqt1ate in,·estiga
tioa by the de13artffleftt, 13erfflit a variation froffi these rectt1ire
ffients when ftH approves alternate ffieaas or fflBnHer of pro
tection is vroviEleEI, ·whieh afferds an ectt1ivalent ffieast1re of
safety as reqt1ired by the rttle froffi whieh a ''arianee is
rectt1estetl.)) If an employer finds it impractical to comply
with specific requirements of this chapter. the department
may permit a variation from the requirements. However. the
employer must still provide equal protection by substitute
means. To request a variance. write to:
WISHA Services Division-Va riance Request
Department of Labor Industries
P.O. Box 44648
Olympia. WA 98504-4648

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-501 Scope and application. ((This stftfl

~ dard establishes safety vraetiees, Hteans, ffiethods and overa

J
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tions fer all ty13es ef logging, regardless of the end t1se of the
wood. These ty13es of aetivities inelt1de, bt1t are not liffiited to,
pt1lpweod and tiffiber hanesting aad the loggiag of sawlogs,
veaeer bolts, voles, 13iliags aad other forest predt1ets. The
rectt1ireHteats hereia eoataiaed do aot ap13ly to log haadliag at
Sft'#ffiills, 13lywood Htills, 13t1l13 Htills or other ffiftftt1faett1riag
013eratiOftS goveraed by their OWft Sfleeifie safety Stftftdftfds.
These rectt1ireHteats are ffiiniffit1ffi safety reqt1ireHteats
and shall at1gffieat other safety staadards develoved by the
devartmeat whieh are of a geaeral natt1re aad ap13ly to all
iadt1strial operatioas st1eh as those eoataiaed ia the geaeral
safety standards, eha13ter 296 24 '>lAC; oeet113atioaal health
staadards, eha13ter 296 62 WAC; or others whieh fflay be
a13plieable. Regt1latioas adovted by the devartHteat eoaeera
ing eertain ty13es of ectt1i13Hteat or eoaditioas, st1eh as ffietal
aad aoaffietallie ffiiaes, CjtlftFFies, 13its aatl ert1shiag overa
tioas, ehapter 296 61 WAC, aad possessioH, ha1tdling aHd
t1se of explosives, eha13ter 296 52 WAC shall be eofflplied
with wheH ap13lieable.
Copies ef all soeiet)· of at1teffletive eagi1teers reports
(SAE) referred to in these staadarcls are on file iH all regioaal
effiees of the de13artffteftt of labor and i1tdt1stries, aad ffiay be
revie·Ned b)' ftft)' iHterestetl 13erSOft. JHdividt1aJs tlesiring to
obtaift eo13ies of St1eh fflftterial Shall ftffftHge to do SO direetly
from the 13t1blishers or froffl other sot1rees. The depftftffieHt of
labor and inElt1stries will not asst1ffle the res1301tsibility of
ttCCjt1iring st1eh fflftterial fer t1ses other H1aa its own aeeds.))
This chapter establishes safety practices for all types of logging. log road construction and other forest activities using
logging machinery and/or power saws regardless of the end

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-505 Definitions ((epplieeble te this
ehepter)). A-frame - a structure made of two independent
columns fastened together at the top and separated by a reasonable width at the bottom to stabilize the unit from tipping
sideways.
An operation - any place where logging or log related
activities are taking place.
Approved - approved by the department of labor and
industries.
Arch - any device attached to the back of a vehicle and
used for raising one end of logs to facilitate movement.
Authorized person - a person approved or assigned by
to perform a specific type of duty(s) or to be at
employer
the
a specific location at a certain time(s).
Backcut (felling cut) - the cut in a felling operation made
on the opposite side from the undercut.
Backline - the portion of the haulback that runs between
the spar/spar tree and the corner block.
Ballistic nylon - a nylon fabric of high tensile properties
designed to provide protection from lacerations.
Barrier - a fence, wall or railing to prevent passage or
approach.
Base of tree - that portion of a natural tree not more than
three feet above ground level.
Bight of the line - ((aHy area where a verson is exvosetl
to a eentrolletl or t1aeeatrelled ffio·1i1tg line)) a hazardous
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zone created by running lines under tension. Any section of a
line between the ends.
Binder - a hinged lever assembly for connecting the ends
of a wrapper to tighten the wrapper around the load of logs or
materials.
Boomboat - any boat used to push or pull logs, booms,
bundles, or bags, in booming ground operations.
Boomscooter - a small boat, usually less than fourteen
feet in length, equipped with an outboard motor, having
directional pushing capabilities of 360 degrees.
Brailing - when tiers of logs, poles, or piles are fastened
together with a type of dogline and the ends of the side members are then fastened together for towing.
Brow log - a log or a suitable substitute placed parallel to
any roadway at a landing or dump to protect the carrier and
facilitate the safe loading or unloading of logs, timber products, or materials.
Buck - means the process of severing a tree into sections
(logs or bolts).
Butt - the bottom of the felled part of a tree.
Butt welding - the practice of welding something end to
end.
Cable tree thinning - the selective thinning of a timber
stand using mobile yarding eguipment specifically designed
or adapted for the purpose. Cable tree thinning includes skyline. slackline. or modified slackline. overhead cable systems.
Cable yarding - the movement of felled trees or logs
from the area where they are felled to the landing on a system
composed of a cable suspended from spars and/or towers.
The trees or logs may be either dragged across the ground on
the cable or carried while suspended from the cable.
Chock - a block, often wedge shaped, which is used to
prevent movement; e.g., a log from rolling, a wheel from
turning.
Choker - a length of wire rope with attachments for
encircling the end of a log to be yarded.
Chunking - to clear nonusable material from a specified
area.
Cold deck - a pile of yarded logs left for future removal.
Competent person - one who is capable of identifying
hazards in the surrounding£ or working conditions which are
unsanitary, hazardous or dangerous.
Corner block - the first block the haulback passes
through on its way to the tail block.
Crotch line - two short lines attached to the same ring or
shackle, used for loading or unloading.
Cutter - an employee whose primary job is to fall. buck.
or limb trees before they are moved to the landing area.
Danger trees - any tree of any height, dead or alive, that
presents a hazard to workers because of rot, root, stem or
limb damage, lean, or any other observable condition created
by natural process or man-made activity.
Dapped - a notch in a timber for receiving part of another
timber.
DBH - diameter at breast height.
Deadman - buried log or other object used as an anchor.
Debark - to remove bark from trees or logs. Debark generally denotes mechanical means as opposed to manual peeling.
Permanent
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Deck - a stack of trees or logs.
Designated person - an employee who has the requisite
knowledge, training, and experience to perform specific
duties.
Directional falling - a mechanical means to control the
direction of falling timber.
Dog line - type of line used to fasten logs or timber products together by the use of dogs.
Domino felling - the partial cutting of multiple trees
which are left standing and then pushed over with a pusher
tree.
Donkey - any machine with a series of drums used to
yard logs.
Double ended logs - two logs end to end on the same lay.
Drop zone - the area where the helicopter delivers logs
from the logging site.
Droplines - a short line attached to the carriage or carriage block which is used as an extension to the main line.
Drum - a mechanical device on which line is spooled or
unspooled.
Dry land storage - decks of logs stored for future
removal or use.
Dutchman ~block used to change direction of line lead (sideblock-

ing}.

~ method ((ef falliftg tiffieer eeHsistiHg ef iHsertiHg a
13ieee ef FHaterial iHte eHe side ef the tlftclereut te assist iH
13ulliRg a tree agaiHst the leaH er a seetieH ef the HHclereat eaH
be left iH a eerHer te aee0ffi13lish the saftle j31il'fl0Se)) used to
pull a tree against its lean by leaving a section of the undercut
on one corner of the face. The portion left consists of a single
saw kerf in one side of the face. with the face completely
removed on the opposite side of the face cut. A single saw
kerf must never extend completely across the stump.
Experienced person - a person who has been trained and
has participated in the subject process for a period of time
long enough to thoroughly acquaint the person with all facets
of the process.
F.O.P.S. - falling object protective structure.
Fair lead - sheaves, rolls, or a combination thereof
arranged to receive a line coming from any direction for
proper line spooling on to a drum.
Fell (fall) - to cut down trees.
Feller (faller) - an employee who fells trees.
Front end loader - a mobile machine mounted on a
wheeled or tracked chassis, equipped with a grapple, tusk,
bucket, or fork-lift device, and employed in the loading,
unloading, stacking, or sorting of logs or materials.
Grounded - the placement of a component of a machine
on the ground or on a device where it is firmly supported.
Grounded may also relate to the placement of a tree on the
ground or a method to dissipate static or electrical charges.
Guarded - covered, shielded, fenced, enclosed, or otherwise protected by means of suitable enclosures, covers, casings, shields, troughs, railings, screens, mats, or platforms, or
by location, to prevent injury.
Guard rail - a railing to restrain a person.
Guyline - a line used to support or stabilize a spar~
tail/lift tree. intermediate support tree or equipment. A
guyline is considered a standing line.

~
~
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Gypsy drum - a mechanical device wherein the line is
~not attached to the drum and is manually spooled to control
·
, the I ine movement on and off the drum.
Haulback - a line used to pull the buttrigging and mainline to the logs to be yarded.
Haulback block - any block the haulback line passes
through including the corner block and tailblock.
Hay rack ~ a type of loading boom where two tongs are used and
logs are suspended.
~ transporting vehicle with multiple sets of bunks
attached to a rigid frame usually used for hauling logs.
Haywire - see strawline.
Hazardous falling area - the area within a circle centered
on the tree being felled and having a radius not less than twice
the height of that tree.
Head tree - the tree where yarding and/or loading takes
place. (See spar)
Heel boom - a type of loading boom where one tong is
used and one end of the log is pulled up against the boom.
High lead - a system of logging wherein the main line is
threaded through the main line block, which is attached near
the top of the spar, to obtain a lift of the logs being yarded.
High visibility colors - white. bright. or fluorescent colors that stand out from the surrounding background color so
they are easily seen.
Hobo log and/or hitchhiker - a free or unattached log that
is picked up by a turn and is transported with the turn.
Hooktender - the worker that supervises the method of
~
, moving the logs from the woods to the landing.
Hot deck - a landing where logs are being moved.
Hydraulic jack - a mechanical device, powered by internal pressure, used to control the direction in which a tree is to
be felled.
In the clear - ((eeiRg iR a positioR whefe the possieility of
harffifol physieal eoRtaet is ftliHiffii~ed)) a position within the
work area where the probability of hazardous contact with
falling trees. moving logs. rootwads. chunks. material. rigging and equipment is minimized by distance from the hazards and/or use of physical barriers. such as stumps. trees. terrain or other objects providing protection.
Examples:
• Back behind on the uphill side of the turn and out of
reach of any upending logs.
• Out of the bight.
• In the logged off area.
• In a position where movement will not be obstructed.
Intermediate support system - a system for supporting a
loaded skyline in a support jack by one of the two following
methods:
•Double tree support - the skyline is suspended on a single piece of wire rope supported by two trees so that the load
is shared between the two trees.
• Single tree support - the skyline is suspended on a single piece of wire rope. single-eyed choker or double-eyed
• strap supported by a single tree. The support tree may be ver, tical or leaning.
Jackstrawed - trees or logs piled in an unorderly manner.
Jaggers - any projecting broken wire in a strand of cable.
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Kerf - the part of timber products taken out by the saw
teeth.
Knob - a metal ferrule attached to the end of a line.
Landing - any place where logs are laid after being
yarded, awaiting subsequent handling, loading, and hauling.
((Lift tree ftH iHtefmediate s1:1pport fof skyliHes.))
Landing chute - the head of the skid trail or road where
the logs are temporarily placed before handling. loading and
hauling.
Lay• the straight-line distance it takes a strand of wire rope
to make one complete spiral around the core of a rope.
•the position of a log in a pile. on a load. or in the fell and
bucked.
Limbing - to cut branches off felled or standing trees.
Loading boom - any structure projecting from a pivot
point to guide a log when lifted.
Lodged tree (hung tree) - a tree leaning against another
tree or object which prevents it from falling to the ground.
((LoggiHg OflefatioHs OfleratioHs assoeiated with felliHg
aHd ffio,·i Hg trees aHd logs HOffi tke stttmfl to the poiHt of
delivef)', stteh ftS, e1:1t Hat limited te, mafkiHg, felliHg, Bttek
iRg, liffibiHg, deearlciRg, ehippiRg, yafdiHg, loadiHg, 1:1Hload
iRg, steriHg, ftHd tF8RSfl0FtiHg fHftehiHes, eqttiflmeHt aHd pef
seHHel freffi eHe site te aHether.
Leg d1:1mp a fllaee where logs are femoved from traHs
flOFtiHg eqttipffieHt. It !flay ee either dfy iaHd Of watef, par
l31:1ekled oYer a brow log or reme·,.ed by ffiaehiHe.
LoggiHg ffiaehiHe a ff!aehiHe 1:1sed Of iHteHded for ttse to
yftfd, ffiOYe, er haHdle logs, tfees, ehttHk:s, trailers, aHd felated
ffiaterials Sf eq1:1ipffieHt. This shall iHelttde self loadiHg log
trtteks eHly dttfiHg the leadiHg aHd ttHloadiHg proeess.
Log a tree segmeHt sttitaele fof stteseqtteHt pfoeessiHg
iRtO ittffieef, pttlpwood, Of othef '+VOOd prodttets, iHeittdiHg ettt
Hot liffiited to poles, piliHg, peeler eloeks, seetioHs aHd/of
eelt!r.
Log staeker a ffioeile fHaehiHe ffiOttHted OH a viheeled Of
traeked ehassis, eqttiflfled with a froHtally ffiOttHted grapple,
t1:1sk, or forklift deviee, aHd employed iH the loadiHg, ttHload
iHg, stael<iRg, Of sorti11g of logs.)) Log - a tree segment suitable for subsequent processing into lumber. pulpwood. or
other wood products. including. but not limited to. poles. piling. peeler blocks. sections and/or bolts.
Log bronco - a sturdily built boat usually from twelve to
twenty feet in length. used to push logs or bundles of logs in
a generally forward direction in booming and rafting operations.
Log dump - a place where logs are removed from transporting equipment. It may be either dry land or water. parbuckled over a brow log or removed by machine.
Log stacker - a mobile machine mounted on a wheeled or
tracked chassis. equipped with a frontally mounted grapple.
tusk. or forklift device, and employed in the loading. unloading. stacking. or sorting of logs.
Logging machine - a machine used or intended for use to
yard. move. or handle logs. trees. chunks. trailers. and related
materials or equipment.
Note·
~
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A self-loading log truck is only considered a logging
machine when in use for loading and unloading
A helicopter is not considered a logging machine
Permanent
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Logging operations - operations associated with felling
and/or moving trees. logs. veneer bolts. poles. pilings. and
other forest products from the stump to the point of delivery.
Such operations are such. but not limited to. marking. felling.
bucking. limbing. debarking. chipping. yarding. loading.
unloading. storing. and the transporting of machines. eguipment and personnel from one site to another.
Long sticks - an overlength log or tree length that creates
a hazard by exceeding the safe perimeters of the landing.
Machine - a piece of stationary or mobile equipment
having a self-contained power plant, that is operated off-road
and used for the movement of material. Machines include but
are not limited to tractors, skidders, front-end loaders, scrapers, graders, bulldozers, ((swing yareers ())rough terrain logging shovels((j-)), log slackers and mechanical felling
devices, such as tree shears and feller-bunchers.
Mainline - the line attached to the buttrigging used to
pull logs to the landing.
Mainline block - the block hung in the portable spar or
tower through which the mainline passes.
Mainline train - any train that is made up for travel
between the woods and log dump.
Matchcutting - the felling of trees without using an
undercut.
Mechanized falling - falling of standing timber by a selfpropelled mobile wheeled or tracked machine equipped with
a shear or other powered cutting device.
Mechanized feller - any such machine as described in
WAC ((296 54 535 ans 296 54 537)) 296-54-541 and 29654-543, and includes feller/bunchers and similar machines
performing multiple functions.
Mechanized logging machine - a feller-buncher. single-grip harvester. processor. forwarder. clambunk. or log
loader.
Mobile log loader - a self-propelled log loading machine
mounted on wheels or tracks. incorporating a boom and
employed in the loading or unloading of logs by means of
grapples or tongs.
Mobile yarder - a logging machine mounted on wheels,
tracks, or skids, incorporating a vertical or inclined spar,
tower, or boom. employed in skyline. slackline. high lead or
grapple overhead cable logging systems.
Molle - a single strand of wire rope rolled into a circle
with six wraps. A molle can be used as a temporary method
of connecting the eye· splices of two lines. A molle is used in
most pin shackles in place of a cotter key.
Must - the same as "shall" and is mandatory.
((New area er setting a leeatieH ef eperatiens •Nhen
beth the leasing statien aHe the yareer are FHe..·ee.))
New job site - a location of operations when the loading
station and/or the yarder or cutting operations are moved to a
new area outside of the current sale or contracted unit.
Pass line - a small line threaded through a block at the
top of the spar to assist the high climber.
Permissible (as applied to any device, equipment or
appliance) - such device, equipment, or appliance has the formal approval of the United States Bureau of Mines, American Standards Association, or National Board of Fire Underwriters.
Permanent
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Portable spar or tower - a movable engineered structure
designed to be used in a manner similar to which a wood spar ~
tree would be used.
,
Qualified person - a person, who by possession of a recognized degree, certificate, professional standing, or by
extensive knowledge, training, and experience, has successfully demonstrated ability to solve or resolve problems relating to the subject matter, the work, or the project.
Rated capacity - the maximum load a system, vehicle,
machine or piece of equipment was designed by the manufacturer to handle.
Reach - a steel tube or wood timber or pole connected to
the truck and inserted through a tunnel on the trailer. It steers
the trailer when loaded and pulls the trailer when empty.
((Reeeeing line the liRe en a skieeer er slaekline eem
parable te the hattlbaelc liHe en a yareer.))
Reload - an area where logs are dumped and reloaded or
transferred as a unit to another mode of transportation.
Roll way - any place where logs are dumped and they roll
or slide to their resting place.
Root wad - the ball of a tree root and dirt that is pulled
from the ground when a tree is uprooted.
R.O.P.S. - roll over protection structure.
Rub tree - a tree used to guide a turn around an area.
Running line/running rope - any ((line whieh Hteves))
moving line directly involved with the yarding of logs.
Safety factor - the ratio of breaking strength to a safe
working strength or loading.
Safety glass - a type of glass that will not shatter when ~
broken.
~
Sail block - a block hung inverted on the sail guy to hold
the tong block in proper position.
Scaler - the person who measures the diameter and
length of the logs, determines specie and grade, and makes
deductions for footage calculations.
Serviceable condition - a state or ability of a tool,
machine, vehicle or other device to operate as it was intended
by the manufacturer to operate.
Shall - a requirement that is mandatory.
Shear log - a log placed in a strategic location to divert
passage of objects.
Shore skids - any group of timbers spaced a short distance apart on which logs are rolled.
Should - means recommended.
Signal person - the person designated to give signals to
the machine operator.
Siwash - to change the lead of a line with a physical
object such as a stump or tree instead of a block.
Skidder - a machine or animal used to move logs or trees
to a landing.
Skidding - movement of logs or trees on the surface of
the ground to the place where they are to be loaded.
Skidding line - the main haulage line from a carriage to
which chokers are attached. Sometimes referred to a mainline.
Skyline - the line suspended between two points on ~
which a block or carriage travels.
~
Slackline - a form of skyline where the skyline cable is
spooled on a donkey drum and can be raised or lowered.

•
•

•
•

•
•
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Slack puller - any weight or mechanical device used to
increase the movement of a line when its own weight is inadequate.
Slope (grade) - the increase or decrease in altitude over a
horizontal distance expressed as a percentage. For example,
change of altitude of 20 feet (6 m) over a horizontal distance
of 100 feet (30 m) is expressed as a 20 percent slope.
Snag - a dead standing tree or a portion thereof. (See
Danger tree)
Snorkel - a loading boom modified to extend its limitations for yarding.
Spar/ spar tree - a tree or device {rigged for highlead, skyline or slackline yarding) used to yard logs by any method of
logging.
Speeder - a small self-powered vehicle that runs on a
railroad track.
Spike - a long heavy nail similar to a railroad spike.
Springboard - a board with an iron tip used by fallers to
stand on while working above ground level.
Spring pole - a tree, segment of a tree, limb, or sapling
which is under stress or tension due to the pressure or weight
of another object.
Square lead - the angle of 90 degrees.
Squirrel - a weight used to swing a boom when the power
unit does not have enough drums to do it mechanically.
Squirrel tree - a topped tree, guyed if necessary, near the
spar tree in which the counter balance (squirrel)- of a tree
rigged boom is hung.
Standing line • guyline
• a nonoperating rope with end terminations to support a
boom or mast.
Stiff boom - two or more boom sticks wrapped together
on which boom persons walk or work.
Strap - any short piece of line with an eye or "D" in each
end.
Strap socket or D - a socket with a closed loop arranged
to be attached to the end of a line by the molten zinc. or an
equivalent method. It is used in place of a spliced eye.
Strawline - a ((small lii'le 1:1sed for miseellanee1:1s p1:1r
~)) light cable used in rigging up. or in moving other
cables or blocks. The smallest line on the yarder. (Mainline haulback line - strawline.)
Strip - a definite location of timber on which one or more
cutting crews work.
Swamping - the falling or cutting of brush around or
along a specified place.
Swede connection - a line configuration made by wrapping two choker lines in the same direction around a tree or
log connecting the line knobs to opposite line bells.
Swifter - a piece of equipment used to tie the side sticks
of a log raft together to keep the raft from spreading.
Swing cut - ((ft eaek Cl:lt iH whieh the helding ·.veed 8H
eHe side is e1:1t thre1:1gh)) an intentional dutchman left on one
corner of an undercut or a backcut in which the holding wood
on one side is cut through in conjunction with an intentional
dutchman to achieve a desired lay for the tree being fell.
Tail block - ((the ha1:1leaek hleek at the haek end ef the
sfiew)) a block used to guide the haulback line at the back
corner of the yarding area.
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Tail hold - an anchor used for making fast any line or
block .
Tail/lift tree - the tree at the opposite end from the head
tree on which the skyline or other type rigging is hung.
Tie back - to use a twister(s) (or similar system/device)
that has a breaking strength equal to fifty percent of the
breaking strength of the mainline or skyline whichever is
greater. To secure or support one anchor by securing it to a
second anchor(s) such as wrapping one stump and choking
another.
Tie down - a chain, cable, steel strips or fiber webbing
and binders attached to a truck, trailer or other conveyance as
a means to secure loads and to prevent them from shifting or
moving when they are being transported.
Tight line - when either the mainline or haulback are
held and power is exerted on the other or when power is
exerted on both at the same time.
Tong line block - the block hung in a boom through
which the tong line operates.
Tongue - a device used to pull and/or steer a trailer.
Topping - cutting off the top section of a standing tree.
Tower - (see portable spar or tower).
Tractor - a machine of wheel or track design used in logging.
Tractor logging - the use of any wheeled or tracked vehicle in the skidding or yarding of logs.
Transfer (as used in loading) - changing of logs in a unit
from one mode of transportation to another.
Tree jack - a grooved saddle of wood or metal rollers
contained within two steel plates, attached to a tree with a
strap, used as a guide for skyline, sail guy, or similar static
line. It is also formed to prevent a sharp bend in the line.
Tree plates - steel bars sometimes shaped as elongated
J's, which are fastened near the top of a tree to hold guylines
and prevent them from cutting into the tree when tightened.
The hooks of the J are also used to prevent the mainline block
strap from sliding down the tree.
Tree pulling - a method of falling trees in which the tree
is pulled down with a line.
Tug - a boat. usually over twenty feet in length. used primarily to pull barges. booms of logs. bags of debris. or log
rafts.
Turn - any log or group of logs attached by some means
to power and moved from a point of rest to a landing.
Twister - a line (usually small diameter wire rope "haywire") that supports a tailhold stump. guyline stump. or tree
that does not appear to be strong enough. This is done by connecting the tailhold to another stump or tree opposite by
wrapping the two with a line. This line is then tightened by
placing a piece of large-diameter limb between the wrappings
and twisting them together.
[ 157]
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Note: Equal parts of twister must
be used on both sides.

TWISTER ROPE

Undercut - a notch cut in a tree to guide the direction of
the tree fall and to prevent splitting or kickback.
V-lead - a horizontal angle of less than ninety degrees
formed by the projected lines of the mainline from the drum
of the logging machine through the block or fairlead and the
yarding log or turn.
Vehicle/crew bus - a car, bus, truck, trailer or semitrailer owned, leased, or rented by the employer that is used
for transportation of employees or movement of material.
WAC - Washington Administrative Code.
Waistline - that portion of the haulback running between
the corner block and the tail block.
Winching - the winding of cable or rope onto a spool or
drum.
Within the .stakes - when one-half the log diameter is
below the stake top.
Work areas - any area frequented by employees in the
performance of assigned or related duties.
Wrapper - a cable assembly or chain used to contain a
load of logs.
Wrapper rack - barrier used to protect a person while
removing binders and wrappers from a loaded logging truck.
Yarder (donkey) - a machine with a series of drums used
to yard logs.
Yarding - the movement of logs from the place they are
felled to a landing.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 94-16-145,
filed 8/3/94, effective 9/12/94)

WAC 296-54-507 ((Menegemen~'s nspensi~iliey.))
Employer's responsibilities. ((lft edditiefl ta ebsen·eflee ef

the geRerel safety eRd health steHdenls:
Permanent
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(1) The efflflleyer shell essttffte the resfleRsibility of
safety trnifliflg for Hew efftflloyees.
(2) The effl13loyer shell de•t'elofl efld fflftifltftifl a hazard
eefftffttrnieetieH 13regrefft es reqttired by eheflter 296 62
'NAG, Pert C, whieh will vrn,·ide iHforfftetieH te ell efftfJle)·
ees relative te hezftfdetts ehefflieels er sttbsteftees te whieh
they ftfe elt13osed, er fftftY beeeffte exflesed, ift the co1:1rse of
their efft13leyffteftt.
(3) The efflflle)'er shell ess1:1ffte the resflOHsibility of werk
essigHmeHts se that He emj:}leyee shell be ellewed te werk ifl
a flesitim~ er lecetieH se iseletcd that he/she is Het v1ithiH
erdiHery celliHg disttmce of eftother efflflloyee whe eeft reft
der essisteHce ifl case ef efftergeHC)'. IR eHy OfleretieH where
cttttiHg, yerdiHg, leediHg, or a cefftbiHetieH ef these d1:1ties is
ceffied oft, there shell be a ffliHimttm ef hYe effl13leyees '•Yhe
shell werk es a teem eRd shell be ifl ·,·is1:1el er heeriHg cefttect
with efle eHether to ellew f}f0fflf)t ewereHess ef iHjttr)' er ces
setieR ef werk activity of eRe emflleyee by the ether. No
efflfJleyee shall be left elofte for a fleried ef time to eltceed fif
teeR fftifltttes 'Nitho1:1t visttel er heeriflg ceRtect. lfl edditioft,
there shell be same system ef beek 1:113 cemfft1:1Ricetieft iR the
Heer flrOltifflity te efteble ftfl emflleyee to eel! for essisteftce iR
case ef efftergeHcy.
~

~
~

This tlees Rel llflfll) te ef!eFateFs ef metef <"ehieles, il'Elteh
fJefSeRS ef eettaiR ether jells .,·hieh, B}' their REllllre, llfil siR
g1118f eFllf!leyee e:ssigRmeRts. Hewe 1•er, 11 tlefiRite f!Feee
tlure fer eheekiRg the ""el fare ef all eF!lf!IB) ees tl11FiRg their
werlciRg heurs shall Ile iRstit111et1 EIRE! all emf!leyees se

~

(4) The efftj:}leyer shell establish a method ef checlciHg
the efft13loyees ift frefft the weeds et the eHd of eeeh shift.
Each immediate s1:113er;iser shall be resfloHsible for hislher
cre'>"I beiHg acce1:1Hted for. This steHderd also iRclttdes efJefft
tars of ell meveble eqtti13ffteftt.

~

•
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~

,

~

•
,

Rat be perfflitted OR the work site. This r1:1le Elees Rot apply to
efflployees talciRg preseriptioR dfl:lgs a1td/or Rareoties as
direeted liy Ii physieiaR provieiRg Sl:leh l:ISe shall ROt eftdaRger
the eff!ployee or others.
(5) Efflplo}·ees shall e0Rd1:1et theff!seh·es iR a worlcfflftR
like maRRer while oft the ·uorlc site.)) (]) Employees must
coordinate and cooperate with the employer and other
employees in an attempt to eliminate accidents.
(2) Employees must be aware of and follow all safe practices that apply to their work.
(3) Employees should offer safety suggestions that may
contribute to a safer work environment.
(4) Intoxicating beverages and narcotics must not be permitted or used by employees in or around the worksites.
Employees under the influence of alcohol or narcotics must
not be permitted on the worksite.

(5) Prior to the eoff!ffleneeff!etH of loggittg operatiotts itt
a tte'"'' area or settittg, a safety ff!eetittg shall lie held attd a platt
shall lie de.,·eloped attd ifflpleffletHed whereby ff!attageff!eftt
shall aseertaiH liy direet Sl:lpervisiOH that the work is lieittg
earried 01:1t with speeial efflphasis on safety and safe work
praetiees.
(6) WheR eJ<treffle weather or other eJ<treffle eoRditioRs
are s1:1eh that additioRal hazartls arise, additioRal preea1:1ti0Rs
shall lie takeR to ass1:1re safe operatioRs. If the operatioR eaR
Rot lie ff!ade safe lieea1:1se of the aforeff!etttioRed eottditioRs,
the work shall lie diseo1ttiR1:1ed 1:1Rtil safe to res1:1ff!e.
(7) DaRger trees withiR reaeh of laRdiRgs, roads, riggiRg,
li1:1ildi1tgs OF WOFk liFeliS shall lie either felled liefore regl:lllif
operatiORS liegiR OF WOFk shall lie liffliRged SO that efflployees
shall Rot lie eKposed to hazards iRvoh·ed.
(8) MaRageffleRt shall eRSl:IFe that intoxieatiRg lieverages
liRd Rlireoties life ROt perfflitted OF l:ISed ey eff!p)oyees OR OF iR
the vieiRity of the work site. 11.faRageff!eRt shall ea1:1se
efflplO)'ees l:IRder the iRfll:leRee Of aleohol OF RliFeoties ta Be
reffloved froffl the work site. This req1:1iremeRt Eloes Rat apply
ta eff!pleyees takiRg preseriptieR dfl:lgs a1td/or Rareeties as
direeted B}' a physieiaR providiRg s1:1eh 1:1se shall Rot eRElaftger
the efflployee or ethers.)) The employer must comply with
the requirements of all safety and health regulations and
must:
Cl) Provide safety training for new employees.
(2) Take additional precautions to ensure safe logging
operations when extreme weather or other extreme conditions create hazards. If the logging operation cannot be made
safe. the work must be discontinued until safe to resume.
(3) Ensure that danger trees within reach of landin~
ging. buildings. or work areas are either fell before regular
logging operations begin. or arrange work so that employees
are not exposed to the related hazards.
(4) Develop and maintain a hazard communication program as required by chapter 296-62 WAC. Part C. The program must provide information to all employees about hazardous chemicals or substances to which they are exposed. or
may become exposed. in the course of their employment.
(5) Ensure that intoxicating beverages and narcotics are
prohibited on or near the worksite. The employer must
remove from the worksite any employee under the influence
of alcohol or narcotics.
Note:
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EXCEPTION:

This rule does not apply to employees taking prescription drugs and/or narcotics as directed by a physician
if the use does not endanger the employee or others.

(5) Employees must conduct themselves in a workmanlike manner while on the worksite.
(6) Employees must make prompt report to their immediate supervisor of each industrial injury or occupational illness. regardless of the degree of severity.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 111197)

Narcotics do not include prescription drugs taken under a
doctor's direction if the use does not endanger any
employee.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)
WAC 296-54-509 Employee's responsibility. ((fB
Efflployees shall eoordiRate aftd eooperate with fflaRagement
and other employees iR aR attefflpt to elilftiRate aeeideRts.
(2) Employees shall stttd}; aRd observe all safe work
praetiees go·t'eFRiRg their v. erk.
(3) They sho1:1ld offer safety s1:1ggestiofts, whereiR stteh
s1:1ggesti0Rs ff!ay e0Rtrib1:1te to a safer werk eftviroRlfteRt.
(4) IRteJ<ieatiRg ee·;erages liRS Rftreoties shall Rot ee per
fflitted Of l:ISed By elftployeeS iR OF ftFOl:lftd the Work sites.
Employees 1:1Rder the i1tfl1:1e1tee of aleohol or Rareoties shall

WAC 296-54-511 Personal 11rotective equipment
,(fffil. (((1) Gefteral req1:1ireffieftts.
(a) Proteetive eq1:1ipffleftt, i1tel1:1Eli1tg personal proteetive
eq1:1ipmeRt for eyes, faee, heaEI, heariRg aRd extrefflities, pro
teetive elothiRg, respiratory deviees aftEI proteetive shieltls
ftftd barriers, shall ee l:ISed, ftftd fflaiHtftiRed iR ft SftRita_ry ftftd
reliable eoRditioR where·1er it is fteeessar1 b}· reasoft of haz
ards of proeesses er eR·1iroftffieftt, ehefflieal hazards, radio
logieal hazards, or ffleehaftieal irritaftts efteo1:1Rtered iR a fflftft
Her eapable ofea1:1siRg inj1:1ry or ifflpairffleftt iR the foftetioft of
any part of the eoEly Htro1:1gh absorptioR, inhalatiOR or physi
eal eontaet.
(e) The efflployer shall ass1:1re that personal proteetive
eqttipment, inel1:1Eliflg liRY personal proteetive eq1:1ipmeRt pro
'ridetl ey ftR efflployee, is fflftifttai11etl iR ft ser·1ieeae)e eeRtli
tiefr.
(e) DesigR. All persoRal proteetive eq1:1ipffleftt shall be of
safe desigR ftftd eORStr1:1etioR for the '•¥Ork to ee perforffletl.
All safety belts aRtl attaehFReftts shall FReet the req1:1ireFReRts
of seetioR 3 of A~l81 A 10.14 1975.
(d) The efflployer shall ass1:1re that persoRal proteeti't'e
eq1:1ipFReftt, inel1:1ding liRY pers_oftal preteetive eq1:1ipFReftt pre
Yided by ftft eFRployee, is inspeeted before initial 1:1se d1:1riRg
eaeh workshift. Defeets er daFRage shall be repaired or the
1:11tsenieeable persoftal preteeti·1e eq1:1ipFReRt shall be
replaeea before work is eoFRFRefteed.
(2) Eye aR6 faee proteetioR. The efflployer shall proYide,
at Ro east to the eFRployee, aRd ass1:1re that eaeh eFRplo}·ee
wears the follewiRg:
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(a) E)·e f'FOteetiofl meetit1g the Feqt1iFemet1ts of ehaf'teF
296 24 WAC, Part A 2 wheFe there is f'Otet1tial foF eye it1jt1Fy
dt1e to fallit1g OF flyit1g objeets; at1d
(b) Faee f'FOteetiot1 meetit1g the Feqt1iFemet1ts of ehaf'teF
296 24 'NAG, Part A 2 wheFe theFe is flOtet1tial foF faeial
ifljt1Fy st1eh as, bt1t Hot limited to, Of'eFatit1g a ehif'f'eF. Log
ger tyf'e mesh sereet1s may be worn by emf'IO)'ees f"erform
it1g ehait1 saw Of'eratiot1s at1d yardit1g. Note to st1bseetiot1 (2):
The efflf'loyee does Hot have to wear a sef'EtFate eye f'FOteetiot1
deYiee where faee f'FOteetiot1 em·erit1g both the eyes at1d faee
is WOffl.
(3) Resl"iratory f'FOteetioR. The resfliratory f'FOteetioR
reqt1iremet1ts of the get1eral oeet1f'Ettiot1al health staRdards,
ehaf'ter 296 62 WAC, shall Etf'f'I)'.
(4) Oeet11"atiot1al head flFOteetiofl. The emf'loyer shall
f'Fovide, at RO eost to the emf'loyee, aRd asst:tre that all
eml"loyees it1voh·ed iR the loggiRg Of'eratiofl or at1y of its
related aetivities weEtFs head f'FOteetioH, t1t1less s1:1eh emf'loy
ees are f'FOteeted by F.O.P.S., eabs or eaROf'ies, meetiRg the
reqt:tiremeRtS of this ehEtf'ter. Proteetive helmets shall be
mait1tait1ed iR servieeable eot1ditiot1.
(a) Proteeti-.·e helmets f'tlFehased after Febfl:IEtl)' 20,
1995, shall eomf'IY with ANSI Z89. J 1986, "Amerieat1
Natiot1al StaRdard for Persot1t1el ProteetioR Proteeti·1e
Headwear for 1Rdt1strial Workers Reqt1iremet1ts," whieh is
iReOFf'OFEtted by refereRee, Of shall be demORStrated to be
eqt1ally effeetive.
(b) Proteetive helmets f'tlrehased before Febrt1ary 20,
1995, shall eOFFlf'IY ·.vith the ANSI stat1dard "Amerieat1
~latioRal Stat1dard Safety Reqt1iremet1ts for lfldt1strial Head
ProteetiOR," ANSI Z89. l 1969, Of shall be demoflstrated by
the emf'loyer to be eqt1ally effeetive.
(5) Persot1al flotatioR deviees. Emflloyees workit1g OR,
over or alot1g water, where the dat1ger of dro·;;t1it1g exists,
shall be f'FO"'ided with at1d shall wear Etf'flro·1ed l"ersot1al flo
tatiofl deviees iR aeeordat1ee with Get1eral safety at1d health
stat1dards, WAC 296 24 086.
(6) Oeet1f'Ettiot1al footwear. The emf'loyer shall asst1re
that eaeh emf'loyee wears foot f'FOteetioR, st1eh as heavy d1:1ty
loggit1g boots that are wateFf'FOof or water ref'ellet1t, eover
at1d l"rovide Stlf'f'OFt to the at1lcle. The eFRf'loyer shall asst1re
that eaeh emf'loyee who Of'erntes a ehait1 saw ·.vears foot f'FO
teetiot1 that is eot1stFt1eted with et:tt resistaflt material whieh
will f'FOteet the emf'loyee agait1st eot1taet '>vith a rt1t1Rit1g
ehaiR saw. Examl"le: The traditioRal heavy dt:tty loggit1g
boot will meet the e1:1t resistaRt reqt1ireFRet1ts of this s1:1bsee
~

(a) All emf'loyees whose dt1ties reqt1ire them to walk Ofl
logs or boomstieks, shall wear shaf'fl ealleed (boots) shoes, or
the eq1:1ivalet1t, exeef't wheR eot1ditiot1s s1:1eh as iee, SHOW,
ete., ret1der ealks it1effeetive. WheH ealks are it1effeetive RRd
other footwear does Hot afford st1itable flFOteetiofl, workers
shall flOt be reqt:tired to work OR logs OF boomstieJes.
(b) \Vhet1 RORSlif' tyl"e shoes or boots afford a greater
degree of efflf'loyee f'FOteetioR thaR ealk (boots) shoes, st:teh
as at sealiRg statioRs, log sortiRg yards, ete., thet1 this tyf'e
footwear may be WOffl iR liet:t of ealk shoes f'FO ridiRg firm
at1lcle Sl:lf'f'OFt at1d see1:1re footiRg are mait1tait1ed.
(7) Leg f'FOteetioR. The emf'loyer shall f'Fovide, at RO
eost to the emf'loyee, at1d asst1re that eaeh eFRf'loyee who
Permanent
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Of'erates a ehait1 saw wears leg f'FOteetiofl eot1str1:1eted with
e1:1t resistaflt FRaterial, s1:1eh as ballistie t1ylot1. The leg f'FOtee
tioR shall eo¥eF the full let1gth of the thigh to the tOf' of the
boot Ofl eaeh leg to f'FOteet agait1st eoRtaet •;;ith a FRO¥iRg,
ehaiR saw.
Exeef'tioR: This Feq1:1irelfteRt does Hot Elfll"IY wheR aR
e1Hflloyee is ;vorleit1g as a eliFRl:ler if the emf'loyer defflOR
strates that fl greater hazard is f'OSed by wearit1g leg f'FOtee
tioR iR the flRFtie1:1lEtF sit1:1atioR, or 'NheR Etfl eFRf'loyee is work
it1g freffl a vehie1:1lar FR01:1t1ted elevatit1g at1d rotatit1g work
f'latforffl lfteetiRg the req1:1irefflet1ts of ehaf'ter 296 24 WAC,
Part J 2, Yehiele FROl:lftted elevati1tg at1d retati1tg work f'lat

~
~

~

(8) 1Ia1td f'FOteetieR. The e1Hf'loyer shall f'FOVide, at RO
eost to the e1Hf'loyee, aRd ass1:1re that eaeh elftf'loyee ha1tdli1tg
wife FOf'e or other ro1:1gh lftaterials wears haRd f'FOteetioA
'Nhieh f'FO'tides adeq1:1ate f'FOteetioR frolft f'l:IRet1:1re wo1:1t1ds,
e1:1ts aRd laeeratioAs.
(9) Hearit1g f'FOteetiot1. The heEtFiAg l"roteetioA req1:1ire
lfteRts of the get1eral oee1:11"atiot1al health stat1dards, ehaf'ter
296 62 'NAG, shall Elf'f'ly.
(JO) Proteeti·re elothiRg. Emvloyees workiRg OR la1td
it1gs or iR log sortit1g yards, v1he1t worki1tg OR or froFR the
grot1Rd, shall wear highly visil:lle hard hats a1td/or yellow or
0Fat1ge vests, or similflfly eolored garmeRts, to enable eq1:1il"
meRt Of'erators to readily see them. It is reeoFRFF1e1tded that
Sl:leh hard hats EtRd YeStS Of Ol:lter garmeRtS be Of El l1:1FRiROl:IS
or refleetorized fflaterial. EFF1f'loyees f'erformit1g E11:1ties of a
flagflersoR shall weEtF a harEI hat aAEI ¥est or garmeRt of eoR
trastiAg eolors. War1tit1g vests aREI hard hats werR at Right
shall be of fl refleetorized material.
~

4

See eh&flter 296 24 WAC, Pllft A 2, fer additieHlll f!eFseHlll
preteeti·"e e1111iplfleH! re1111irelfleH!s.))

(l) Protective equipment. including personal protective
equipment for eyes. face. head. hearing and extremities. protective clothing. respiratory devices and protective shields
and barriers. must be used. and maintained in a sanitary and
reliable condition wherever it is necessary by reason of hazards of processes or environment. chemical hazards. radiological hazards. or mechanical irritants encountered in a manner capable of causing injury or impairment in the function of
any part of the body through absorption. inhalation or physical contact.

(2) Personal protective equipment. including any personal protective equipment provided by an employee. must
be maintained in a serviceable condition.
(3) Design. All personal protective equipment must be of
safe design and construction for the work to be performed.
All safety belts and attachments must meet the requirements
of section 3 of ANSI Al0.14-1975.
(4) Personal protective equipment. including any personal protective equipment provided by an employee. must
be inspected before initial use during each workshift. Defects ~
or damage must be repaired or the unserviceable personal ~
protective equipment must be replaced before work is commenced.
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NEW SECTION

-

WAC 296-54-51110 Head protection . The employer
must provide. at no cost to the employee, and ensure that all
employees involved in the logging operation or any of its
related activities wear head protection, unless the employees
are protected by FOPS, cabs, or canopies meeting the
requirements of this chapter.
(1) Hard hats purchased after February 20, 1995, must
meet the requireme nts of ANSI Z89 .1- I 986, "American
National Standard for Personnel Protection -Protectiv e
Headwear for Industrial Workers-R equiremen ts," or the
employer must demonstrate that they are equally effective.
(2) Hard hats purchased before February 20, 1995, must
meet the requireme nts of ANSI Z89.l-196 9, "American
National Standard Safety Requirements for Industrial Head
Protection," or the employer must demonstrate that they are
equally effective.
(3) Hard hats must be maintained in serviceable conditi on.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-51 120 Eye and face protection . The
employer must provide, at no cost to the employee, and
ensure that each employee wears:
(1) Eye protection meeting the requirements of chapter
296-24 WAC, Part A-2, where there is potential for eye
~ injury from falling or flying objects; and
(2) Face protection meeting the requirements of chapter
P
296-24 WAC, Part A-2, where there is potential for facial
injury such as, but not limited to, operating a chipper. An
employee using a chain saw may use either eye or face protection.
Note:

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-51160 Leg protection . (I) The employer
must provide, at no cost to the employee, and ensure that each
employee who operates a chain saw wears leg protection constructed with cut-resistant material, such as ballistic nylon.
The leg protection must cover the full length of the thigh to
the top of the boot on each leg to protect against contact with
a moving chain saw.
EXCEPTION:

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-51 170 Foot protectio n. (I) Each
employee must wear foot protection that covers and supports
the ankle, such as heavy-duty logging boots.
(2) Each employee who operates a chain saw must wear
cut resistant foot protection that will protect the employee
against contact with a running chain saw.
For example:

WAC 296-54-51 140 Hand protectio n. (I) Each
employee handling wire rope or other rough materials must
wear hand protection that provides adequate protection from
p4ncture wounds, cuts, and lacerations.
(2) Hand protection must be maintained in serviceable
condition.
NEW SECTION

~

P

WAC 296-54-51 150 Respirato ry protection . The
employer must provide respiratory protection when required
by the general occupational health standards, chapter 296-62
WAC.

Leather logging boots, insulated rubber pacs, and rubber boots with cut protection will meet the cut-resistant requirement of this section.

(3) All employees whose duties require them to walk on
logs or boomstick s must wear sharp-calk ed boots, or the
equivalent.
EXCEPTION 1: When calks are ineffective because of ice, snow, or
other conditions and other footwear does not provide
suitable protection, employees must be prohibited
from working on logs or boomsticks.
EXCEPTION 2: The employer may allow employees to wear nonslip
boots instead of calks when the nonslip boots provide
greater employee protection than calks (such as at
scaling stations, log sorting yards, etc.). The nonslip
boots must still provide finn ankle support and secure
footing.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

This requirement does not apply to an employee
working aloft in trees when supported by climbing
spurs and climbing belt, or when an employee is
working from a vehicle-mounted elevating and rotating work platfonn meeting the requirements of chapter 296-24 WAC, Part J-2, Vehicle-mounted elevating
and rotating work platfonns.

(2) Leg protection must be maintained in serviceable
condition.

The employee does not have to wear separate eye protection
when the face protection also covers the eyes.

WAC 296-54-5 1130 Hearing protectio n. The
employer must provide hearing protection when required by
the general occupational health standards, chapter 296-62
WAC.

WSR 99-17-117

(4) Foot protection must be maintained in serviceable
condition.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-51180 Personal flotation devices. ( 1)
Employees working on, over, or along water, where there is a
danger of drowning, must be provided with and wear
approved personal flotation devices.
(2) Employees are not considered exposed to the danger
of drowning when:
(a) The water depth is known to be less than chest deep
on the exposed individual;
(b) Employees work behind standard height and strength
guardrails;
(c) Employees work inside operating cabs or stations that
will prevent accidentally falling into the water; or
[ 161]
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(d) Employees wear approved safety belts with lifeline
attached to prevent falling into the water.
(3) Before and after each use, personal flotation devices
must be inspected for defects that would reduce their
designed effectiveness. Using a defective personal flotation
device is prohibited.
(4) An approved personal flotation device must be
approved by the United States Coast Guard as a Type I PFD,
Type II PFD, Type III PFD, or Type V PFD, or their equivalent, as required in 46 CFR 160 (Coast Guard Lifesaving
Equipment Specifications) and 33 CFR 175.23 (Coast Guard
table of devices equivalent to personal flotation devices). Ski
belt or inflatable personal flotation devices are prohibited.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-511 90 Highly visible clothing. (1)
Employees working on landings or in log sorting yards on or
from the ground, must wear highly visible hard hats, yellow
or orange vests, or other similarly colored garments, to make
employees more visible to equipment operators.
Note:

The department recommends that hard hats and vests or
outer garments be luminous or reflective.

(2) An employee working as a flagger must wear a hard
hat and vest or other garment of high visibility colors. Warning vests and hard hats worn at night must be reflective.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-513 ((Sefety edaeeti8R, treieieg eed
first eid rettairemeet s.)) Arrangemen t of work areas and

emergency contact. ((The geHeral safety aHd health staH
dards, WAC 296 24 040 thret1gh 296 24 055 aeeideHt flFe
veHtioR prograffl reqt1ireffleHts are applieable to this ehapter.
(l) TraiHiHg. The efflployer shall vrovide traiHiHg for
eaeh efflployee, i1telt1di1tg st1pervisors, at Ho eost to the
efflployee.
(2) Freqt1e1tey. TraiRiHg shall be pro·lidet! as follows:
(a) Before lift efflployee is assig1ted to work iHdepeH
deHtl)' OH Hew tasks, tools, eqt1ipffleHt, H1aehi1tes or vehieles;
ttftEl
(b) WheHe\'er aft efflployee deff!oHstrates t1Hsafe job per
forfflaHee.
(3) CoHteHt. At a ffliHifflt1ffl, traiHiHg shall eoHsist of the
followiHg eleffleHts:
(a) Safe flerfoFH1:a1tee of assig1ted work tasks;
(b) Safe 1:1se, operatioH aHd fflaintenaHee of tools,
H1aehit1es !lftd vehieles the emflloyee 1:1ses 01 operates, iftelt1d
iHg emphasis Oft t1t1derstaftdi1tg ttftd followiHg the Fftftflttfae
tt1rer's operatiftg ttftd FHait1teHat1ee i1tstf1:1eti0Hs, ·.varHiftgs aHd
preea1:1tiofts;
(e) ReeogHitioH of safety ttftd health hazards assoeiated
with the eFHployee 's speeifie work tasks, inel1:1diRg the 1:1se of
FHeas1:1res at1d ·.vork praetiees to preveHt or eoHtrol those haz

~

(d) Reeogt1itiot1, pre•ret1tioH aHd eontJel of other safety
aftd health hazards iH the loggiHg i1tdt1stry;
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(e) Proeedt1res, praetiees aHd req1:1ireFHeftts of the
efflflloycr's work site; aHd
(f) The reqt1ireff1ents of this ehapter.
(4) TraiRiHg of an efflployee dt1e to 1:1nsafe job perfor
manec, or assignffleflt of fte'>'+' work tasks, tools, eqt1ipmcHt,
maehiRes, or ·rehieles; fflft)' be lifflited to those eleffleHts iH
st1bseetioH (3) of this seetioH ·.vhieh are rele\'aRt to the eir
et1fflstanees giviHg rise to the Heed for traiftiHg.
(5) Portability of trai1ting.
(a) Eaeh et1rreftt efflplo)·ee who has received traiHing in
the flartiet1lar eleff!eRts Sflecified iH st1bseetieR (3) of this sec
tion shall Hot be rcq1:1ired to be retrai1ted iH those eleffleHts.
(b) Eaeh ne·.v efflployee who has recei·red traiHiHg in the
partiet1lar elefflents specified in s1:1bsectioH (3) of this section
shall not be reqttired to be retrained iH those eleffleftts prior to
initial assig1tmcnt.
(c) The efflployer shall traiR each ct1rrcnt aRd new
efflflloyee iH those eleff!eftts for whieh the efflployee has not
reeei·,•ed training.
(d) The efflployef is respoftsible for eftsttring that each
c1:1rrent and new employee Clift properly and safely perforffl
the werk tasks aHd Of'crate the tools, eqttiflFHeRt, maehiHcs,
aftd \'chicles 1:1scd in their job.
(6) Eaeh ne·N efflf'loyee aHd eaeh eFHf'loyee whe is
rcqt1ired to be trained as speeified iH s1:1bseetion (2) of this
seetion, shall work 1:1nder the elose st1penision of a desig
nated persoH t1ntil the eFHplo)·ee deFHoHstrat es to the
efflpleycr the ability to safely perforFH their Hew dt1ties inde
pendcntly.
(7) First aid traiftiRg.
(a) The efflployer shall ass1:1re that eaeh efflployee,
iftelt1ding s1:1perYisors, reeeives or has received first aid and
CPR tJaifliHg.
(b) First aid aftd CPR traiRiHg shall eofflply with the
reqt1ireFHeRts ef this sectioH at1d WAC 296 24 060 (3)(c),
Part A 1.
(e) The efflployer shall ass1:1re that eaeh efflflloyee's first
aid and CPR trainiHg and/or certifieate of training reFHain

ettrreftt:

Nere;.

5etr.

(8) All trainiRg sh&ll be e0Rdt1eted by a dcsigHatcd per

(9) The efflployer shall asst1rc that all trainit1g rcqt1ired
by this standard is preseHted iH a fflaRRer that the efflployee is
able to t1RderstaHd. The efflployer shall ass1:1re that all training
materials t1sed are appropriate iR eoHteHt aRd ·1oeab1:1lary to
the cd1:1eati0Ral le't'el, literacy, aRd la1tgt1age skills of the
efflployees aeiRg traiRcd.
(IO) CertifieatioH of traiHiRg.
(a) The employer shall verify eoFHpliaRee with s1:1bsee
tion (I) of this scetion by prepariHg a ·..,.ritten eertifieation
record. The writtcH eertifieation rceord shall eofttaiH the
Raffle or other ideHtity of the efflployee traiRed, the date(s) of
the traiHiRg, and the sigRat1:1re ef the persoft who eoRdeetcd
the training or the sig1tat1:1re of the efflployer.
(b) The FHost reeeRt traiHiHg eertifieatioR shall be fflaiR

taffieEh
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( 11) Safety aRd health !fleetiRgs.
The elflployer shall hold safety aRd health lfleetiRgs as
Reeessary aRd at least eaeh lflORth for eaeh elflployee. Safety
aRd health lfleetiRgs may ee eoRdueted iRdividually, iR erew
!fleetiRgs, iR larger groups, or as part of other staff meetiRgs.
( 12) Pirst aid kits. The e1Hployer shall provide first aid
kits at eaeh vt'ork site ·uhere trees are eeiRg eut (e.g., felliRg,
buekiRg, lilflbiRg), at eaeh aetive laRdiRg, aRd oft eaeh
elflflloyee traRsport vehiele. The RU!fleer of first aid kits aRd
the eoRteRt of eaeh kit shall refleet the degree of isolatioR, the
RU!flber of elflployees, aRd the hazards reasoRaely aRtieiflated
at the ·;;ork site.
( 13) Pirst aid kits shall !fleet the requiremeRts of WAC
296 24 065 of the geReral safet)' aRd health staRdard. The
size aftd quaRtit)' of first aid kits eaft be deteFlfliRed by the
followiRg table:

Nulfleer of elflployees
assigRed to worksite

+-56-1:5
~

MiRilflum first aid supplies
required at worksite
10 flaekage kit*
Hi paekage kit*
24 paekage kit*

*Refer to WAC 296 24 065(7) for a list of required eoR
teftts-:-

( 14) 'NheR req1:1ired e)' the departffieftt, there shall ee
available withiR the elosest flFaetieaele distaRee frolfl the
OfleFatioRs (Rot to eiteeed 1/2 lflile) the followiRg ite!fls:

l set of ar!fl aRd leg spliRts.
2 all WOOi elaRketS Of elaRketS equal iR StFeRgth aRd fire
resistaRee (flFOperly proteeted aRd !Harked).
l streteher. (Por ere·u aRd elflergeRey vehieles, see WAC
296 54 519(11).)
(15) The elflflloyer shall maiRtaiR the eoRteRts of eaeh
first aid kit iR a servieeable eoRditioR.
( 16) Pirst aid kits shall also be eq1:1ipped with the follow
i Hg items:
(a) LateJt gloves (1 pr.).
(b) Res1:1seitatioR equiplfleRt s1:1eh as res1:1seitatioR bag,
airuay, or poeltet mask.)) (1) Employee work areas must be
spaced and employee duties organized so the actions of one
employee do not create a hazard for any other employee.
(2) Work areas must be assigned so that:
(a) Trees cannot fall into an adjacent occupied work
area;
(b) The distance between work areas is at least two tree
lengths of the trees being fell:
(c) The distance between work areas reflects the degree
of slope. the density of the growth. the height of the trees. the
soil structure and other hazards reasonably anticipated at the
worksite; and
Cd) A distance of more than two tree lengths is maintained between work areas on any slope where rolling or sliding of trees or logs is reasonably foreseeable.
(3) Each employee must be within visual. audible. or
radio/telephone contact with another person who can assist in
case of emergency.
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(4) In any logging operation where cutting. yarding. or
loading are performed. there must be at least two employees
working as a team.
(5) Each employee must have visual or audible signal
contact with another employee as often as this schedule
requires:
(a) Cutters - 30 minutes.
(b) All other employees - 2 hours. which allows for making layouts. notching guyline stumps. etc .. during normal
work hours.
Exception:

The requirements for a two-person team and check-in
schedule do not apply to operators of motor vehicles.
mechanized logging machines. watchpersons or certain
other jobs which. by their nature are singular employee
assignments. However. a procedure for checking the
welfare of these employees during their working hours
must be instituted and all employees so advised.

(6) Mechanics or other employees must not be assigned
to work on equipment by themselves when there is a probability of a fall from elevated work locations or equipment.
Also. if the work is of such nature that heavy parts require
moving. or there is a probability that anything heavy could
fall on the person. there must be another person in the immediate area to render assistance.
(7) The employer must establish a method of checking
the employees in from the woods at the end of each shift.
including operators of all movable equipment. Each immediate supervisor must account for their crew.
(8) Each worksite must have at least one serviceable and
operable two-way radio. phone. or radio/phone combination
available to reach emergency service. Citizen band radios are
permitted only as a secondary means of communication.
(9) Each worksite must have an emergency medical plan
to ensure rapid emergency medical care for employees with
major illnesses and injuries. The plan must be in writing and
include the following:
(a) Township. range. and section numbers or latitude and
longitude or UMS Grid System coordinates:
(b) Directions by road. or escort provisions to the site;
Cc) Telephone number of emergency medical services:
and
(d) Provisions for emergency vehicle(s) access. when
working behind locked gate(s).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-515 ((GeeePel Pe1tt1iPe1Reets.)) ~
dent preyention program. (((1) EmergeRey stOflS. Speed
lilflitiRg de·;iees, safety stovs or emergeRey shut dowR
deYiees Of Shl:lt Off valves shall ee flFOVided, With the 00fttfOIS
so loeated that iR the eve Rt of aft e!flergeRey, the prilfle mo·t'er
ma)' be shut dOWft from a safe plaee.
(2) MaehiRe operators. MaehiRe Oflerators shall ee eitpe
rieReed iR OfleFatiRg the eq1:1ipmeftt they are 1:1siRg, eiteept that
iReitperieReed fl0FSORS may OfJeFate the eq1:1ipmeftt to gaiR
eitverieRee ·.vhile iR traiRiRg aRd !flay do so ORiy while work
iRg uRder immediate suvervisioR of aft experieReed autho
rized persoR.
Permanent
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(3) Reft:teliRg ..·ehieles. Eeeh ffleehiRe, vehiele, eRa por
teele powerea tool shell ROt Be ft:telea while the ff!Otors ere
rttRRiRg ·uith the eKeeptioR of helieopters, whieh is perfflittea
ttRaer eerteiR eoRaitioRs. (See WAC 296 54 559(36).)
(4) Hyarattlie liRes. If faihue of hyarettlie liRes wattle
ereete a hezara to en efjttipffleRt operator while et the operat
iRg statioR, sefegttaras shell ee iRstellea iR stteh a fflRRRer as
to eliffliRete the hezera. All hyarettlie liReS shall be fflaiR
teiRea free of leeks 8fta shell be shiei6ea trOffl aafflege wher
e't'er possiele.
(5) Defeetive eEJttipffleftt.
(e) EEjttipH!eRt iR Reea of repair shell be repartee to ffl8R
egeff!eRt iR writiRg es sooR es possible eRa s1:1eh eEJ1:1ipH1eRt
shell Rot be 1:1sea 1:1Rtil repairs are eoH1pletea if there is e pos
siele hezara to safety of the operator or other eff!ployees.
(b) The efflployer shell essttre that eeeh .,·ehiele 1:1sea to
perforffl eRy loggiRg operetioR is ffleiRteiRea iR sen·ieeeele
eoRaitioR.
(e) The eH1ployer shell ess1:1re that eeeh ·1ehiele 1:1sea to
perform 8RY loggiRg operetiOR is iRspeetea Before iRitiel tiSe
attriRg eeeh v1orkshift. Defeets or aefflage shell be repeirea or
the tiftSef't'ieeeble vehiele shell be repleeea before '+\'Ofk is
eoff!ffleReea.
(6) Leek ottt tag 01:1t. Proeea1:1res fur leek 01:1t tag 01:1t
shell ee esteblishea eRa iH1pleH1eRtea to preveRt the eeeiaeR
tel stertiRg of efjtiipffleRt that is sh1:1t aOWR for repairs, fflaiR
teRaRee Or aaj1:1StffleRtS.
(7) CoRtrol ff!arkiRg. The eoRtrols of all ffleehiRes shell
Be ffl8Fkea 8S to their pttrpose iR the operetiOR of the FReehiRe.
(8) Metal objeets. Metal objeets ari't'eft iRtO trees or logs
shell be refflovea ifflFReaietely after ser1iRg their iRteRaea
p1:1rpose.
(9) Fire proteetioft. The efflployer shell provide eRd
fflftiRteiR portaele fire eKtiRg1:1ishers OR eaeh ff!eehiRe eRd
vehiele iR eeeoraeRee with the reEJ1:1ireffleRts of ehepter 296
24 'NAG, Part G 3, Fire s1:1ppressioR efjtiipmeRt.
(IO) HeRa eRa porteele powerea tools.
(e) The efflployer shell ess1:1re that eaeh haRa aRa porta
BJe powerea tool, iRel1:1diRg 8RY tool pFOYidea by aR
eH1ployee, is FRaiRteiReEl iR serYieeeble eoRaitioR.
(e) The eH1ployer shell essttre thst eeeh tool, iRel1:1EliRg
aR}' tool provieee BY 8R eH!ployee, is iRspeetea eefore iRitial
1:1se a1:1riRg eaeh workshift. At a ffliRiffltifft, the iRspeetioR
shell iRel1:1Ele the followiRg:
(i) HaRales aREl g1:1aras, to assttre that they are so1:1REI,
tight fittiRg, (properly shepea, free of spliRters aRa sharp
eages, 8ftS iR plaee);
(ii) CoRtrols, to ass1:1re proper fuRetioR;
(iii) ChaiR saw ehaiRs, to ass1:1re proper eej1:1stffleRt;
(iv) ChaiR saw H11:1ftlers, to ass1:1re that they are opera
tioRel aREl iR pleee;
(Y) CheiR brakes aReJor Rose shiei6iRg Ele·1iees, to ass1:1re
that they are iR pleee aRe ft:tRetioR properly;
(Yi) Heaes of shoek, iFRpaet Elri'left aRa eriviRg tools, to
assttre that there is RO H11:1shrooH1iRg.
(e) The efflployer shall ass1:1re that eaeh tool is ttseel ORiy
for p1:1rposes for whieh it has beeft eesigRee.
(El) WheR the heeel of efty shoek, impeet ariYeft Of ariY
iRg tool begiRS to ehip, it shall be repairee Or reff!OYea trOffl
serviee.
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(e) The e1:1ttiRg eage of eaeh tool shall be sherpeRea iR
eeeoraaRee with H1aR1:1faet1:1rer's speeifieatioRs whetteYer it ~
beeoff!eS Btiil a1:1riRg the WOrkshift.
~
(t) Eeeh tool shell be storea iR the prO't'ieeel loeatioR
wheR Rot beiRg ttsea et e work site.
(g) HeRa eRa portaele powerea tools eRe other hatta helel
efjtiipffleftt ROt eaeressee by this ehttptef shell be fftaiRtaiRea
eRe ttsea iR aeeoreeRee with the geReral safety eRe health
staRaarels, WAC 296 24 650.
(11) Flttfflffieble attel eoH1b1:1stiBle liEJ1:1ias shall ee storee,
haadlea, traRsportea eRa 1:1seel iR aeeordeaee with the reEJttire
ff!eRts of ehapter 296 24 WAC, Part E, eREl the followiRg:
(a) Flafflfflaele aRa eoH1b1:1stihle liEJ1:1ies shall Rot he
tF8ftSfJOrtee iR the ariYer eOH!pertffleRt Or iR 8Ry pesseftger
oee1:1piea area of a ff!aehiRe or ·1ehiele.
(h) Fleff!fflahle or eofftb1:1stiele liEJ1:1ias, iRel1:1EliRg eheiR
sew efte eiesel fuel, fflft}' be 1:1sea to start a fire, prO't'iaee the
eH!ployer ess1:1res that iR the p!lftie1:1JEtF sitttatiOR its ttSe aoes
Rot ereate e hazara for aft efflployee.
(12) SfflokiRg prohibitea. SH1okiRg shall he prohibiteel iR
battery ehergiRg areas aRa withiR fifty feet of all reft:teliRg
operatiORS. Preee1:1tioas shall ee takea lo pre·t'eRt opeR flaff!es,
sparks or eleetrie ares iR battery ehargiRg or reftteliRg areas.
(13) ChargiRg batteries. WheR ehargiRg batteries, the
Yeat eaps shall he kept iR pleee to aYoiel eleetrolyte spray.
Care shall ee takeR to eRs1:1re eaps are ft:tRetioRiRg. The hat
tery (or eOH!partff!eRt) eoYer(s) shall be OpeR to aissipate
heat:( 14) UReo·1erea eatteries. Tools Elftd other H1etallie
ohjeets shell he kept evley froffl the tops of 1:1Re0Yeree better ~

~

~
(15) Work areas.
(a) Efflployees shall be speeeel aREl the El1:1ties of eaeh
eH1ployee shell ee orgaRizea so the aetioRs of oRe efflplo}·ee
·.viii Rot ereate a hezara for eRy other efflployee.
(h) Work areas shall he assigaee so that trees eeRRot fall
iRtO 8R aejeeeRt oee1:1pieel work area. The distaRee het·.veeR
ecljeeeat oee1:1piee work areas shall he at least two tree leRgths
ofthe trees heiRg fellee. The eisteRee hetweeR aejaeettt oee1:1
piea '#Ork areas shall refleet the degree of slope, the aeflSity
of the growth, the height of the trees, the soil str1:1et1:1re eRe
other hazarels reasoftfthly aRtieipeteel at that work site. A ais
taRee of greeter theft two tree leRgths shall he fflaitttaiRea
'aehYeeR eejeeeRt oeettpiea work areas OR eRy slope where
rolliRg or sliaiRg of trees or logs is reasoRaely foreseeahle.
(16) SigRaliRg eRa sigRal eEJttipffleRt. EngiRe Reise, stteh
as froffl e ehaiR sew, is Rot aft eeeeptahle ffleaRs of sigRaliRg.
SigReliftg eREl sigRal eEJ1:1ipH1ettt shall eofflply with the
req1:1ireH1eRts of this ehapter.
(17) 0Yerheaa eleetrie liRes.
(a) LaggiHg operatioRs Heftf o-.·erheae eleeH'ie liaes shall
he eofte iR aeeoraaftee with the reEJ1:1ireH1efttS of WAC 296
54 557(25).
(h) Speeial preeatttiORS shall be tttkeR to preYettt trees
frofft felliRg iRto power liRes. The efflplo}·er shall Rotif}' the
power eoH1paRy ifflffleaiately if a fellea tree fflakes eoRtaet
with aRy power liRe. If it appears that a tree will hit a power ~
liRe, the power eOH!fl8RY shall he ROtifiee Before it is ~
attemptee to fall the H'ee. If 8ft tlftSttSpeetee tree aoes eoRtaet
a flO'+Yer liRe, eaeh eH1ployee shall remeiR elear af the area

•
,

•
,

•
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ttRtil the 13ower eoFR13aRy advises that there are RO eleetrieal
hazards.
( 18) Ex13losi.,.es aftd blastiHg ageHts. Ex13losives aftd
blastiHg ageHts shall be stored, haHdled, traRs13orted, aftd ttsed
iH aeeordaHee with the reqttireFReftts of eha13ter 296 52 WAC,
PossessioH aHd haHdliHg of ex13losi·ves.
(19) Seat belts. Per eaeh vehiele or FRaehiHe (eqtti1313ed
with ROP.S/FOP.S or overhead g1:1ards), iHel1:1diHg aHy vehiele
or FRaehiHe 13rovided by aft eFR13loyee, the eFH13loyer shall
ftSStffe:-

(a) That a seat belt is 13r0Yided for eaeh vehiele or
FRaehiHe operator;
(e) That eaeh eFR13loyee ttses the available seat belt while
the vehiele or maehiRe is beiHg 013erated;
(e) That eaeh eFR13lo)·ee seettrel)' aHd tightly fasteHs the
seat eelt to restraiH the eFR13loyee ·uithiH the vehiele or
FRaehiHe eab;
(d) That eaeh FRaehiHe seat belt FReets the req1:1ireFReHts
of the .Soeiety of A1:1toFRotive EHgiReers 8taftdard SAE 1386,
J1:1He 1985, "013erator RestraiRt 8ysteFRs fur Off Road ',l,Iork
MaehiHes." Prior to Pebfl:lary 9, 1995, seat belts aftd asseFR
blies shall be desigHed, e0Rstr1:1eted ftftd fftftiHtaiHed to eoft
forfft to the req1:1ireFReftts speeified iH the soeiety of a1:1toffto
tive eHgiHeers teehHieal re13ort 1386 or J333a. Seat belts Heed
ftOt ee flF0 vided fur eq1:1i13FReftt whieh is desigRed for staftd l:lfl
operatioHs;
(e) That seat belts ftfe Hot reFRoved froFR aHy Yehiele or
FRaehiHe. The eFRployer shall replaee eaeh seat belt whieh has
beeH reFRoved ffoFR aHy Yehiele Of FRaefiiHe tfiat was
eq1:1ipped with seat belts at the tiFRe of fftftftttfaet1:1re; aHd
(f) That eaeh seat belt is FRftiHtaiHed iR a sen·ieeaele eoR
ffitietr.
(20) The rated eapaeity of aRy vehiele traHspoftiftg a
FRaehiHe shall Hot be exeeeded.
(21) MaehiHes shall be loaded, see1:1red aHd 1:1Hloatled iH
a fftftftfteF so that it will Hot ereate a fiazard for ftft}'
eFRployee.)) (1) The employer must develop a formal accident prevention program. tailored to the needs of the particular logging operation and to the type of hazards involved.
(2) The accident prevention program must be in writing.
(3) The accident prevention program must cover at least
the following elements:
A safety training program that describes the employer's
total safety program.
(a) How and when to report injuries:
(b) The location of first aid supplies:
(c) How to report unsafe conditions and practices:
Cd) The use and care of required personal protective
equipment:
(e) An on-the-job review of the practices necessary to
perform job assignments safely: and
(fl Recognition of safety and health hazards associated
with the employee's specific work tasks. including using
measures and work practices to prevent or control those hazards.
(4) The employer must document and maintain current
records of reguired training. including:
•Who was trained:
• The date(s) of the training: and
•The signature of the trainer or the employer.

WAC 296-54-51510 Safety and health meetings. (I)
The employer must hold safety and health meetings at the following intervals:
(a) Each time the employer moves to a new jobsite; and
(b) Monthly after the initial jobsite meeting.
(2) Safety and health meetings may be conducted individually, in crew meetings, in larger groups, or as part of
other staff meetings.
(3) Attendance and subject(s) must be documented.
Note:

When moving to a new jobsite, site specific hazards should
be identified and discussed during the prejob safety meeting.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-51520 First-aid training. (I) Each
employee, including supervisors, must receive or have
received first-aid and CPR training. New employees not
holding a valid first-aid card must be trained within a reasonable time, not to exceed six months from hiring.
EXCEPTION:

Log truck drivers are not required to receive first-aid
and CPR training if they are not involved with falling,
yarding, loading, or processing logs.

1
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(2) Each employee's first-aid and CPR training and/or
certificate of training must be current.
(3) At least two persons holding a valid certificate of first
aid training must be present or available at all times in sorting
yard operations.
(4) First-aid and CPR training must cover at least the following:
(a) The definition of first aid.
(b) Legal issues of applying first aid (Good Samaritan
Laws):
(c) Basic anatomy.
(d) Patient assessment and first aid for the following:
• Respiratory arrest.
• Cardiac arrest.
• Hemorrhage.
• Lacerations/abrasions.
• Amputations.
• Musculoskeletal injuries.
•Shock.
• Eye injuries.
•Burns.
• Loss of consciousness.
• Extreme temperature exposure (hypothermia/hyperthermia).
•Paralysis.
• Poisoning.
•Artificial ventilation.
(e) CPR.
(f) Applying dressings and slings.
(g) Treating strains, sprains, and fractures.
(h) Immobilizing injured persons.
(i) Handling and transporting injured persons.
(j) Treating bites, stings, or contact with poisonous
plants or animals.
Permanent
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-51530 First-aid kits. (1) The employer
must provide first-aid kits:
(a) At each worksite where trees are being cut (e.g., falling, bucking, limbing);
(b) At each active landing/logging site; and
(c) In the absence of readily accessible first-aid supplies
such as first-aid kits, first-aid stations, first-aid rooms or their
equivalent, all transport vehicles, log trucks,· speeders, road
graders and similar equipment must be equipped with not less
than a ten package first-aid kit; and
(d) The number of first-aid kits and the content of each
kit must reflect the degree of isolation, the number of
employees, and the hazards reasonably anticipated at the
worksite.
(2) Following is the minimally acceptable number and
type of required first-aid supplies to meet the requirements of
subsection (l)(a) and (b) of this section.
Note:

The contents of the first-aid kit listed should be adequate for
small worksites of two or three employees. For larger or
multiple logging operations conducted at the same location,
the employer should provide additional first-aid kits or
additional quantities of supplies in the first-aid kits.

(a) Gauze pads (at least 4 x 4 inches).
(b) Two large gauze pads (at least 8 x IO inches).
(c) Box adhesive bandages (band-aids).
(d) One package gauze roller bandage at least 2 inches
wide.
(e) Two triangular bandages.
(f) Wound cleaning agent such as sealed moistened towelettes.
(g) Scissors.
(h) At least one blanket.
(i) Tweezers.
(j) Adhesive tape.
(k) Latex gloves.
(I) Resuscitation equipment such as resuscitation bag,
airway, or pocket mask.
(m) Two elastic wraps.
(n) Splint.
(o) Stretcher.
(3) Transport vehicles, log trucks, speeders and road
graders must have at least the following number and type of
first-aid supplies:
IO package kit.
1 pkg. adhesive bandages, 1" (16 per pkg.).
1 pkg. bandage compress, 4" (1 per pkg.).
1 pkg. scissors and tweezers (1 each per pkg.).
1 pkg. triangular bandage, 40" (1 per pkg.).
1 pkg. antiseptic soap or pads (3 per pkg.).
5 pkgs. employer's choice.
(4) When six or more employees are generally being
transported on any one trip, the first-aid kit must be increased
in size following the requirements of subsection (2) of this
section. Subsection (2)(h), (n) and (o) are optional.
(5) The employer must maintain the contents of each
first-aid kit in a serviceable condition.
Permanent
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-15, filed
8/20/80)

Lockout/ta~out

4

WAC 296-54-517 (( CftMJIS.))
proce((R1:1les, reg1:1latio11s 011tl st011tlartls fer e0ff!f)S shall !:le
iH aeeortl0Hee with WAC 296 24 125.)) Cl) The employer
must establish and implement written procedures for lockout/tagout to prevent the accidental start up or release of
stored energy of logging machinery that is shut down for
repairs. maintenance. or adjustments.
(2) Lockout/tagout procedures must contain specific
steps for:
(a) Shutting down. blocking. and securing machines to
control hazardous energy:
(b) Locking and/or tagging out machinery: and
(c) Release from lockout/tagout.
(3) Lockout/tagout procedure details must include at
least the following:
(a) Employees performing maintenance. repairs. or
adjustments have knowledge of the hazardous energy to be
controlled and the means to control the energy.
(b) Logging machine shutdown.
• Apply brakes. swing locks. etc.
• Place the transmission in the manufacturer's specified
park position.
• Lower to the ground or secure each moving element
such as. but not limited to. blades. booms. grapples. buckets.
saws. and shears to prevent a release of stored energy.
• Shut down machinery and ensure that a responsible
person removes and maintains possession of the igni- ~
tion/master key.
,.
• Engage hydraulic safety Jocks when applicable.
• Before working on hydraulic or air systems. relieve
pressure by bleeding tanks or lines and operate controls to
dissipate residual stored energy (pressure).
• Place lockout and/or tagout device.
( 4) Release from lockout/tagout. Before lockout or
tagout devices are removed and machinery is started. the
work area must be inspected to ensure that all tools have been
removed. guards are replaced. and employees are in the clear.
(5) The employer must provide padlocks and/or tags for
locking and/or tagging out logging machinery that are durable enough to withstand the environment.
(6) Tags must have a legend such as "do not start" or "do
not operate." Tags must be placed so they are obvious to anyone attempting to operate the machinery.
~

Note:

In lockout. padlocks are commonly used to prevent access
to ignition/master switches or battery disconnects.

(7) Energy sources. Stored or residual energy such as
that in elevated machine members. rotating saws. hydraulic
systems. air pressure and springs. must be dissipated or
restrained by methods such as grounding. repositioning.
blocking. chaining. bleeding down. etc.
(8) The employer must provide training to ensure that the
purpose and function of the lockout/tagout program are
understood by employees performing maintenance. repairs.
or adjustments covered by this section. This program must be ~
reviewed at least annually and training provided as needed. ,.
This training may be accomplished through safety meetings.

~
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Note:

See appendix 2 for a sample lockout/tagout program
(energy control program).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)

WAC 296-54-519 ((MeteP veltieles.)) Miscellaneous
requirements. (((1) Seats. The seats ef eaeh vehiele shall be
see1:1rel)' fasteRed.
(2) Seat belts. The driver ef a erew vehiele shall be 13re
vided with aRd shall wear a seat belt aeeertliRg te the 13re.,·i
sieRs ePNAC 296 54 515(19).
(3) Barrieade. After Ma)' 1, 1980, a sttbstaRtial Btlffieade
shall be 13revided behiRd the driver of a erevr b1:1s er vehiele
that will trnRs13ort RiRe er ffiere 13asse1tgers. The barrieatle
shell ex.teRd freffi the fleer te at least a level eveR with the te13
ef the driver's head.
(4) Safe e1ttra1tee aRd ex.its. Atleq1:1ate 13re.,·isieRs shall be
ffiade fer safe eRtrnRee a1td ex.its. Me1:1Rti1tg ste13s a1ttl ha1td
helds shall be 13revitled for eaeh vehiele wherever it is Reees
sary te 13reveRt aR eFR13leyee frem beiRg i1tj1:1red wheR eRter
i1tg er leaviRg the .,·ehiele.
(5) ERelosed rneks. WheR eqtti13meRt er teels are earried
iRside the vehiele, raeks, hex.es, helsters er ether ffie!lRS shall
be 13reYided, arra1tged aRd 1:1sed for the tra1ts13ertatie1t ef toels
se that a hazard is Ret ereated fer BR)' vehiele e13ernter er 13as
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ele e13erater a1td mai1tte1taRee em13loyee shall eem13I)' with
the e13erati1tg a1td mai1tte1taRee iRstrttetieRs.
(14) LimitatieR ef tra1ts13ertatie1t ef fttels. F1:1els shall be
tra1ts13erted er stered oRly iR a1313reved safet)' eeRtaiRers.
ERelesed areas where fuels are earried er stered shall be
veRted iR s1:1eh a ma1t1ter that a hai:ardetts eoReeRtratieR ef
fumes eaRRet aee1:1mttlate. All eeRtaiRers er drttms shall be
f3Fef3erly see1:1red te the vehie)e while beiRg tr!lRSf}erted.
Cemffiereiall)' b1:1ilt vehieles ef the 13iek ttf3 er flatbed ty13e
with a seatiRg ea13aeity ef Ret te ex.eeetl six. 13erse1ts may be
1:1sed te earr)· fl:lels iR er eR the bed ef s1:1eh vehieles, 13revid
iRg s1:1eh foels are Ret earried iR the erew eem13artme1tt. VaR
ty13e Yehieles may be 1:1setl te earry fttels 01tly wheR a va13er
13reef Bttlkheae is iRstallee betweeR the f38SSeRger eem13art
meRt a1td sterage eem13artme1tt. Net mere thaR fort)' twe gal
lefts ef gaseliRe may be earried or stered iR the eem13artmeRt
aRd eaeh eoRtaiRer shall have a ea13aeity Ret ex.eeedi1tg se.,•eR
galleRs.
(15) Meter Yehiele laws. Meter vehieles 1:1sed as ere·..,.
vehieles reg1:1larly fer the tra1ts13ertatio1t of werkers shall be
eevered agai1tst the weather aRd eq1:1i1313ed aRd e13erated iR
ee1tformity with a1313lieable state ef WashiRgteR meter ·,•ehi
ele laws.
(16) 013erater's lieeRse. The em13leyer shall ass1:1re that
all e13eraters ef erew vehieles are ex.13erieReed drivers a1td
haYe El valid e13erater's lieeRSe fer the elass
vehiele BeiRg
013erated.
(17) Daily Yehiele eheek. 013eraters ef erew Yehieles
shall eheek brakes aRd lights daily a1td shall kee13 wi1tdshieltls
aRd mirrers eleaR.
(18) Geed re13air. Crew Yehieles shall be maiRtai1ted iR
geed re13air aRd safe eeRditieR.
( 19) D1:1m13 trtteks. Dttmf} tfl:leks shall eRly be ttsed iR aR
effierge1tey te tra1ts13ort werkers aRtl shall be eq1:1i1313ed with
adeqttate safet)' ehaiRs er leekiRg tleYiees whieh will elimi
R!lte the 13essiei)ity efthe Beey efthe trttek eeiRg raised while
effi13leyees are ridiRg iR the trnek. EmergeRe)' shall meaR a1ty
1:1RfereseeR eire1:1msta1tees whieh ealls fer immediate aetioR
wheR daRger te life er da1tger froffi fire ex.ists.
(20) MeaRs ef sig1tali1tg. AR effeetiYe meaRs ef sig1tali1tg
shall be 13re.,•ided fer eeffim1:11tieatie1t bet·NeeR the dri.,•er aRd
the 13asseRgers beiRg traRs13erted wheR they are iR se13arate
eem13artmeRts.
(21) Lead limit. The 13asse1tger lead limit ef a erew vehi
ele shall Ret ex.eeed the seatiRg ea13aeity ef the •rehiele.
(22) Vehiele eheek. Crew Yehieles shall ee there1:1ghly
iRs13eeted by a ffieeha1tie for defeets whieh eottld ereate a hai:
ardetts eoRditieR for 013eratieR. Stteh i1ts13eetieRs shall be ear
ried ottt at least eyery meRth. Defeets kRe"NR to the 013erater
shall be re13erted iR writiRg to the meehaRie er 13ersoR iR
eharge. If defeets are fottRd, the)' shell be eorreeted befere the
vehiele is ttsed fer the tra1ts13ortatieR of erews.)) (1) Spikes.
drift bolts. nails. or other metal must not be left in any recoverable log.
(2) The employer must provide and maintain portable
fire extinguishers on each machine and vehicle.
(3) Machines. vehicles. and portable powered tools
(unless diesel powered) must not be fueled while the motors
are running.

e(

sett-ger-:

(6) Vehiele te be ste1313ed. PersoRs shall Ret eRter er ex.it
freffi aRy vehiele ttRtil the vehiele is eeffi13letely ste1313ed.
~
(7) Kee13 withiR vehiele. PerseRs shall kee13 all 13arts ef
, the bedy withiR the vehiele.
(8) Ste·res 13rehibited. PrevisieRs shall be ffiade fer heat
aRd light iR the 13asse1tger 13ertieR ef the vehiele. Use ef
ste,·es iR vehieles is 13rehibited.
(9) Effierge1tey ex.it. OR vehieles tlesigRed te traRs13ert
Ai Re er ffiere 13asse1tgers, aR effiergeRe)' ex.it Ret less thaR six.
a1td eRe half sq1:1are feet iR area, with the sffialler dimeRsieR
beiRg Ret Jess thaR 18 iRehes, shall be 13laeed at the baeJc ef
the vehiele er Rear the baek eR the side e1313esite the reg1:1lar
eRtraRee. The re1:1te te aRd egress freffi the ex.it ffil:ISt be ttReb
stfl:letetl at all times.
(10) Fire ex.ti1tg1:1isher. '.llheR Re foel is tra1ts13ertetl iR the
erew Yehiele, a mi1tiffit1ffi rated 5/BC dry eheffiieal fire ex.tiR
g1:1isher shall be ke13t iR the 13asse1tger eeFR13artffieRt. WheH
fuel is tra1ts13ertetl eR the erevi' vehiele iR aeeertla1tee with
s1:1bseetieR (14) ef this seetioR, a ffiiRiffittffi ratetl IO/BC tlry
eheffiieal fire ex.tiRg1:1isher shall be ke13t iR the 13asseRger eeffi
13artffieRt. The ex.ti1tg1:1ishiRg ageRt shall be ReRtex.ie aRtl 13ref
erab))· El ReReerresive tyf}e.
(11) Crew aRd effiergeRey ·rehieles. Vehieles desigRed te
traRs13ert five er ffiere 13asse1tgers shall be eqtti1313ed with
streteherS, t·,;oe bla1tkets, !lftd first aid kits. If l:ISed EIS El ffie!lRS
ef t~ans13erti1tg iRjttred 13erse1ts, it shall be desig1ted te e1table
13erseRs te 13ass a leatled streteher iRte the vehiele. PreYisieRs
shall )ie ffiede fer 13re13er see1:1riRg ef the streteher.
(12) Ex.ha1:1st systeffis. Ex.ha1:1st systeffis shall be tlesigRed
~ aR~ iH.··aiRtaiRed te elimiRate the ex.13es1:1re of 13asse1tgers te
, tex.1,e ageRts.
(13) The em13loyer shall ass1:1re that e13erati1tg aRd maiR
teRaRee iRstrttetieRs are available iR eaeh vehiele. Eaeh Yehi
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See WAC 296-54-58130<3) for exceptions related to helicopters.

(4) Flammable and combustible liquids must be stored.
handled. transported. and used according to the requirements
of chapter 296-24 WAC. Part E. and the following:
(a) Flammable and combustible liquids must not be
transported in the driver compartment or in any passenger-occupied area of a machine or vehicle.
(b) Flammable or combustible liquids. including chainsaw and diesel fuel. may be used to start a fire. if the
employer ensures that in the particular situation its use does
not create a hazard for an employee.
(5) Smoking is prohibited in battery charging areas and
within fifty feet of all refueling operations. Precautions must
be taken to prevent open flames. sparks. or electric arcs in
battery charging or refueling areas.
(6) When charging batteries:
(a) The vent caps must be kept in place to avoid electrolyte spray:
(b) Caps must be functioning: and
(c) The battery (or compartment) cover(s) must be open
to dissipate heat.
(7) Tools and other metallic objects must be kept away
from the tops of uncovered batteries.
(8) Explosives and blasting agents must be stored. handled. transported. and used according to the requirements of
chapter 296-52 WAC. Possession and handling of explosives.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-521 ( (Transpertfttiee ef ere·NS tty ase er
speeders llRtl tHilers.)) Inspection and repair of equipment and vehicles. (((1) BrekiHg systeffis. All speeders shell
be equipped with t·.ve separate eHe iHeepeHeeHtly eperetee
erekiHg systems either ef 'Nhieh shell be ef suff.ieieflt eepee
ity te leek ell wheels whefl speeder is fully leaded.
(2) SeHeiHg methees. All speeders used fer treHspeFtiHg
erews shell be equipped with methees fer seHeiHg treelcs,
epeFetive feF Beth eireetieflS ef tra·1eJ.
(3) Lights, wiHeshiele wipers. Bleetrie lights ef suff.i
eieflt eeHele peweF eHe reHge se that ,·ehiele eefl be stepfled
withiH the reHge ef the beam, eHe 'Nhieh will shiHe ifl the
eireetiefl ef tFftYel, shell be preYieee efl ell Sfleeeers. Ade
quate tail lights shell be iHstellee aHe meiHteiHee iH geed
ereer. Autemetie wiHeshiele wipers ef suffieieHt eftfJeeity te
meiHteifl eleftf visibility shell be iHstellee eH ell speeders.
(4) Trailers. Whefl trailers ere eeuplee eehifle Sfleeeers,
they shell be equipped with twe separate eHe iHeepeHeeHt
erekiHg systems, either shell be ef suffieieflt eepeeity ta leek
ell wheels whefl the trailer is folly leaded. 0He ef these shell
be flev,.er efJeratee afle shell be eeHtrellee frem the Sfleeeer;
the ether meHuelly eperetee frem the trailer. 0He perseH shell
Be eesigflfttee te eperete this Bfftlte ifl ease ef emergeHey.
(§) Trailer eeupliHg. All trailers shell be eeuplee ta
speeders with metal eeupliHgs eHe safety eheiHs er streps ef
suff.ieieflt Stfeflgth ta withstftfle the impeet eeusee BY a Bf8
lcefl eeupliHg.
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(6) Trailer Hat ta eeest. Ne trailer shell eeast er be used
es a ere·.v ear witheut eeiHg etteehee tea speeder.)) Defective
equipment.
( 1) Equipment in need of repair must be reported to management as soon as possible and such equipment must not be
used until repairs are completed if there is a possible hazard
to safety of the operator or other employees.
(2) Each vehicle used to perform any logging operation
must be inspected before initial use during each workshift.
Defects or damage must be repaired or the unserviceable
vehicle must be replaced before work is commenced.
(3) Each vehicle. machine and piece of equipment used
to perform any logging operation must be maintained in serviceable condition.

4

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 111/97)

WAC 296-54-523 ((l\fethetls ef erew traRBpertlltiee
etlter thllR these speeiiietl.)) Hand and portable powered
~ ((Speeiel apprevel. Persefts SF f.irms eesiriflg ta tfftflS
pert erews by methees ether thafl these speeifiee in these
FUles shell SS iftfeFm the eepeFtmeftt ef 18B0f ftfle iReUStFies,
se that en evaluetieH ef that methee may be ffieee. Shaula the
prepesee methee be feune ta afford a measure ef safety
eeeepteele ta the department ef Jaber efte industries, a written
effier stating that fiHeiHg shell be issued te the persen er firm
eeneernee by the eepaFtftleftt ef laser ftfte industries ftfle the
prepesee methee may be utili>!:ee.)) (1) Each hand and porta- ~
ble powered tool. including any tool provided by an~
employee. must be maintained in serviceable condition.
(2) Each tool. including any tool provided by an
employee. must be inspected before initial use during each
workshift. The inspection must include at least the following:
(a) Handles and guards. to ensure that they are sound and
tight-fitting. (properly shaped. free of splinters and sharp
edges. and in place);
(b) Controls. to ensure proper function:
(c) Chain saw chains. to ensure proper adjustment:
(d) Chain saw mufflers. to ensure that they are operational and in place:
(e) Chain brakes and/or nose shielding devices. to ensure
that they are in place and function properly:
Cf) Heads of shock. impact-driven and driving tools. to
ensure that there is no mushrooming.
(3) Each tool must be used and maintained according to
the following requirements:
(a) Each tool is used only for purposes for which it was
designed.
(b) Any shock. impact-driven or driving tool is repaired
or removed from service when the head begins to chip.
(c) The cutting edge of each tool is sharpened according
to manufacturer's specifications whenever it becomes dull
during the workshift.
(d) Each tool is stored in the provided location when not ~
being used at a worksite.
~
~

See WAC 296-24-650 for rules on the use and maintenance
of tools and other equipment not covered by this chamer.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-15, filed
.
~ 8/20/80)

WAC 296-54-527 ((Traeli re11ds.)) Overhead electrical lines clearance. (((1) Tn:!ek road grades. Tn1ek read
grades shall Rot be too steet" for safe OfleratioR of loggiRg or
work trt1eks whieh Oflerate 0·1er them aRd shall Rot exeeed
tweRt)' flereeflt ifl afly ease ttflless a flOsitive meafls of lower
iflg tr1:1eks is flFOvided.
(2) Tr1:1ek road s1:1rfaees.
(a) Tr1:1ek roads shall be of s1:1ffieieflt width afld eveflfless
to ifls1:1re the safe Ofleratiofl of eq1:1iflmeflt.
(b) Hazards s1:1eh as brokefl fllaflkiRg, deet" holes, large
reeks, logs, ete., vlhieh flFe'ieRt the safe OfleratioR of efjl:liJ'.l
meflt, shall be immediately eorreeted.
(e) Road width. OH blifld e1:1rYes, tr1:1ek roads shall be of
s1:1ffieieflt width for two tr1:1eks to flass, or some tyfle of sigflal
system shall be maiRtaiRed or Sfleed limited to s1:1eh that the
Yehiele eaR be stOflfled iR ORe half the Yisible distaRee.
(3) Safe read·.vays. All daRger tfees shall be felled a safe
distaRee baek from the roadwa)'. Reeks, whieh flreseRt a haz
ard, shall be eleared from baRks. Br1:1sh aRd other materials
that obstr1:1et the view at iRterseetioRs er OR sharf'l e1:1n·es shall
be eleared. (This s1:1bseetieR is aflfllieable ORiy to those flOr
tioRs of roads 1:1Reer direet eoRtrel of the emflleyer.)
(4) Bridges. All str1:1et1:1res shall be aeefjttate to Sl:lflf"Ort
the maxim1:1m imflosee loads ·.vitho1:1t exeeeeiRg the maxi
m1:1m safe workiRg t1Rit stresses. All bridges shall have aR
~ aeeq1:1ate Rttmber Of refleetOFS to eiearJy defiRe the eRtfaRee
, to the bridge. All strnet1:1res shall be maiRtaifled iR good eoR
ditioR aRd Feflair aRd shall be iRSfleetee at least aRRttally by a
q1:1alifiee a1:1therizee flersoR aRe a reeeffi maiRtaiRed of eaeh
iRSfleetioR, whieh shall be made available to the diYision of
iRd1:1strial safet)' aRd health, deflartmeRt of labor aRe iRd1:1s
tries OR req1:1est.
(5) Shear rails. Shear rails shall be iRstalled OR both e1:1t
side edges of brieges. The shear rails m1:1st be see1:1rely fas
teRee aRe maee of material eaflable of withstaRdiRg the
impaet geReratecl by eofltaet 'Ni th the wheels of a loaclecl vehi
ele. The tot" of shear rails shall be Rot less thaR fifteeR iRehes
above the bridge s1:1rfaee. Briclges iR 1:1se f"Fier to the effeetive
clate of these reg1:1lati0Rs with 01:1tsicle shear rails of a miRi
m1:1m of teR iRehes high or eeRter t)'fle shear rails of Rot less
thaR fo·e iRehes high are flermissible 1:1Rtil s1:1eh time reflairs
are Reeded.
f67-teRtrol of cl1:1st OR loggiRg reacls. Meas1:1res shall be
iRstit1:1tecl whieh will miRimize d1:1st to s1:1eh clegree that Yisi
bility will Rot be recl1:1eed beyeRcl the flOiRt where aR Oflerator
eaR safely operate a ·1ehiele. Vehiele operators shall govern
the Sfleed of vehieles by roae eeRditieRs.
(7) feRclers. PRe1:1matie tirecl eq1:1iflH1eRt shall be
eqttiflflecl with feRders as cleseribecl iR the Soeiety of A1:1tomo
ti·,.e ERgiReers TeehRieal ReJ'.lOFt J321 a.)) One of the following conditions must exist in work areas where equipment or
~ machines are operated near electrical distribution and trans, mission lines:
(I) The lines have been de-energized and visibly
grounded at the point of work:
,

(2) Insulating barriers that are not a part of or an attachment to the equipment or machinery are erected to prevent
physical contact with the lines: or
(3) All of the following requirements are met:

Lin1: v2•m1:i:

Ri:SU!ir1:!! minimum £lg§r!!nc1:
2!
l!i:lm1:n lio~ and aol:'.
i:!ll!iDmi:nl 2c ma£hini:
ten feet
.Cfil 50 kV or below
ten feet plus 0.4 inch for each 1
kV
50
over
ill
kV over 50 kV, or twice the
length of the line insulator, but
never less than ten feet
For equipment or machinery in transit with no load and any
boom or extended equipment lowered:
.{fil

@

w

50 kV or below
50-345 kV
345-750 kV

uan

four feet
ten feet
sixteen feet

( 4) Someone must be designated to observe proper clearance and to give timely warning for all operations where it is
difficult for the operator to see well enough to maintain the
clearance.
(5) All overhead wires shall be considered energized
unless the line owner or the electrical utility authorities
ensure that it is not an energized line and has been visibly
grounded.
(6) Special precautions must be taken to prevent trees
from falling into power lines. The employer must notify the
power company immediately if a felled tree makes contact
with any power line. Before falling any tree that appears will
hit a power line. the employer must notify the power company. If a tree does contact a power line. all employees must
remain clear of the area until the power company ensures that
there is no electrical hazard.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-529 ((J:allieg 1tBd ltaeltiag Geaerlll.))
Seat belts. (((1) Before startiRg to fall or b1:1ek aRy tree er
Sflag, eoHclitioRs s1:1eh as, b1:1t flot lifflitecl to, sflow aRcl iee
aee1:1H11:1latioH, the wiRd, the leaf! of tree, deacl limbs, aRcl the
loeatieR of other trees, shall be eval1:1atecl by the feller aRcl
preea1:1ti0Rs takeR so a hazaffi is Rot ereated for aR emflloyee.
Aee1:1H11:1lati0Rs of sRow aRd iee that may ereate a hazard for
aR emflloyee shall be removed befere felliftg is eommeReed
ifl the area or the area shall be aYoided. SRags whieh are
l:IRsafe to e1:1t shall be blowR do 1YR with exfllosi,•es or felled
by other safe methods.
(2) -P.fo emflloyee shall aflf"Foaeh a feller eloser thaR two
tree leRgths of trees beiRg felled 1:1Rtil the feller has aekRowl
edged that it is safe to clo so, l:IRless the eRtJ'.lloyer deffiOR
strates 'that a team of employees is Reeessary to maft1:1ally fell
a flartie1:1lar tree.
(3) Before falliRg or b1:1ekiRg aRy tree:
(a) A s1:1ffieieRt work area shall be swamfletl;
(b) The feller shall fllaR aRd elear a retFeat flath; aRd
1
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(i) The retreat path shall e*te1ul diagoHally away froFH
the e*peeted felliHg liHe t:1Hless the eFH13loyer demoHstrates
that st:1eh a retreat path poses a greater haz,8fd thaH aH alter
Hate retreat path; aHd
(ii) AH eseape path shall be t:1sed as sooH as the tree or
SHag is eoFHFHitted to fall, roll, or slide.
(4) 'NaFHiHg to be giveH. Fallers shall give tiFHely aHd
adeqt:1ate Vl'aFHiHg prior to falliHg eaeh tree; st:1eh waFHiHg
shall be gi·,·eH with the saw FHotor at idle or sht:1t off. PersoHs
iH the area shall give respoHse to the ffiller aHd shall also
Hotify faller(s) wheH the)' are iH the elear.
(5) A eoFHpeteHt persoH, proper!)' e*perieHeed iH this
type Of WOFIC, Shall be piaeed iH eharge of falliHg aHd b1:1elciHg
operatioHs. IHe*perieHeed 'tvorkers shall Rot be allowed to fall
tiFHber OF b1:1elc logs l:IH)ess WOFkiHg l:IHder the direet Sl:lpervi
sioH of aH e*perieHeed vl'orker.
(6) Eaeh daHger tree shall be earefully eheeked for sigHs
of loose bark, ernkeH braHehes aHd liFHbs OF other daFHage
before the)' are felled or reFH0·1ed. Aeeessible loose bark aHd
other daFHage that FHay ereate a haz,ard for aH eFHployee shall
be reFHo'>'ed or held iH plaee before felliHg or reFHoviHg the
tree. WheH a daHger tree has elevated loose bark whieh eaH
HOt be FeFHOVed, the b1:1dd)' S)'SteFH shall be l:ISed to 'Nateh for
aHd give warRiHg of falliHg bark or other haz,ards.
(7) Tools of fallers aHd b1:1ekers, s1:1eh as a*eS, sledges,
wedges, saws, spriHg boards, ete., FH1:1st be FHaiHtaiHed iH safe
eoHditioH. Case hardeHed or battered sledges aHd wedges
shall Hot be 1:1sed.
(8) Trees shall Hot be felled if the falliHg tree eaH eHdaR
ger aHy worker or strike aHy liHe or aH)' 1:1Hit iH the operatioR.
(9) WheH praetieal, strips shall be laid 01:1t so e1:1tters faee
01:1t iHto opeHiHg wheH startiHg strip, aRd all trees shall be
felled iHto the opeH wheHever eoHditioRs perFHit.
(10) Trade leaHers. C1:1tters shall Rot fall iHto aHother
strip; leaHers OH the liHe shall be traded.
( 11) WheH there is daHger froFH lciekbaek of a sapliHg,
the saFHe FH1:1st be either 1:1Hdere1:1t or felled.
( 12) C1:1tters shall plaee aH adeq1:1ate 1:1Hdere1:1t aHd leave
st:1ffieieRt holdiHg wood to iHst:1re the tree will fall iR the
iHteRded direetioH. 'NheR req1:1ired, FHeehaHieal FHeaHs shall
be 1:1sed to aeeoFHplish this objeetive.
(13) C1:1tters shall be earefl:ll their ehoppiHg raHge is
1:1Hobstr1:1eted.
(14) C1:1tters shall eoRfer with their s1:1pervisor regardiRg
a safe FHaRHer of perforFHiHg the v1orlc aHd iR 1:1H1:1s1:1ally haz,
ardo1:1s sit1:1ati0Rs shall Hot prneeed with the work 1:1Htil their
FHethod has beeH appro·1ed by their Sl:lpenisor.
(15) The persoH iH ehBFge of e1:1t~iRg erews shall reg1:1
larly iHspeet the work of the e1:1ttiHg erews aHd shall be
respoHsible for seeiHg the work is perforFHed iR a proper aHd
safe FHaRHer.
( 16) DoFHiHo felliRg of trees, iHel1:1diHg daRger trees, is
prohibited. The defiRitioR of doFHiHo felliHg does Hot iHel1:1de
the felliHg of a siHgle daHger tree b)' felliHg aHother siHgle
tree iHto it.
( 17) C1:1tters shall be assigHed to work iH loeatioHs where
they are iH eoRtaet with others or their welfare shall be
eheeked OH as provided for by WAC 2% 54 507(3).
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(18) PersoHs iH eharge of e1:1ttiHg erews shall aeeo1:1Rt for
all 13ers0Rs iR their erews eeiRg oft haHd wheR work eeases as
pr0·1ided for by WAC 2% 54 507(4).
~
(19) All fallers aHd b1:1ekers shall ha ..·e a e1:1rreRt first aid~
eaFEh
(20) All fallers aRd b1:1ekers shall earry Of ha't'e with theFH
iR Rear PFO*iFHity at all tiFHes, aR a*e, a FHiHiffil:lffi of two
wedges, a whistle aRd a first aid kit. The whistle shall be eBF
ried oH their persoH.
(21) While FHaH1:1al felliHg is iH progress, HO yardiHg
maehiHe shall be operated withiH two tree leHgths of trees
beiHg ffiaH1:1ally felled. E*eeptioH: This provisim1 does Rot
apfJIY to yBFdiHg maehiHes perforffiiRg tree p1:1lliHg OfJeratieHs
or gro1:1HdiRg of hez,erd trees aeeordiHg to WAC 2% 54
557(24).
(22) Wedges shall be of soft FHetal, hardwood or plestie.
(23) Wedges shell be driveH withe haFHmer or other s1:1it
able tool. Do1:1ble bitted axes or p1:1leskies shall Hot be 1:1sed
fer this p1:1rpose.
(24) While wedgiHg, fallers shell weteh for felliHg liFHbs
or other FHeterial that ffiight be jarred loose. C1:1ttiHg of hold
iRg wood iH liet:1 of 1:1siHg wedges is prohibited.
(25) URdere1:1ts ere req1:1ired exee13t iR ffiatehe1:1ttiHg, eHd
shall be lBFge eH01:1gh to safely g1:1ide trees eHd elimiHete the
possibility of splittiHg. Trees with Ho fJereeptible leaH haviHg
1:1Rdere1:1ts to a defJth of oHe fo1:1rth of the diameter of the tree
with a feee opeHiHg eqt:1al to oHe fifth of the diaffieter of the
tree, will be·ass1:1FHed to be withiH reasoHable eoFHplieHee
with this rt:1le. SwiHg e1:1ts BFe prohibited exeefJt b)' aH e*peri
eReed 13ersoH.
~
(26) URdere1:1ts shall be eom13letely reFHoved exeefJt ~
wheH a d1:1tehmaH is req1:1ired OH either side of the e1:1t.
(27) Baeke1:1ts.
(e) All beeke1:1ts shall be as level as possible eHd shall
leave st:1ffieieRt hiHge wood to hold the tree to the st1:1FHp t:1Rtil
the tree is eoFHffiitted to the 13ath of fell iH the iHteHded diree
tietr.
(i) The baelce1:1t aJigHFHeHt OH Jerger trees shall be
a1313roximetely two iHehes above the 1:1Rdere1:1t hiRge f'OiHt to
flFovide e fllatform to hel13 flFe·1eHt kiekbaek wheH the holdiHg
v;ood breaks off.
(ii) OH moderate Of smaller siz,e trees the baeke1:1t aligH
FReRt shell be abo·1e the l:IHdere1:1t b1:1t eeH be less thaH two
ffiehes-:(b) lH tree J31:1lliRg 013eretiOHS the baeke1:1t FHB)' be at Of
below the 1:1Hdere1:1t hit1ge fJOiHt.
(e) A baeke1:1t shall be made iH eaeh tree beit1g felled.
(28) Trees with faee e1:1ts Of baeke1:1ts shall Rot be left
staHdiHg. WheH a tree is Hot eoFH13letely felled, the faller shell
eleBFly mBFk the tree, shall diseot1tiH1:1e 'Nork iH the hez,ardo1:1s
area at1d Hotify the immediate s1:113ervisor. The st:113ervisor
shall be respoHsiBle for Hotifyit1g all workers who FHight be
eRdat1gered et1d shall take a13propriate meas1:1res to eRs1:1re
that the tree is safely felled eefore other Work is l:IHdertelceR iH
the hez,BFdo1:1s BFee.
(29) To avoid 1:1se of wedges, whieh might dislodge loose
eerie Of other materiel, SRags shall be felled iR the direetiOR of ~
leeR 1:1Rless other FHeat1s (meeheRieel or dy11amite) ere 1:1sed. ~
(30) Lodged trees shall ee elearly marked aRd ideRtified
by a predetefffiiRed method aRd all 13ersot1s iR the area shell
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ee iRstrtteted ROt to pass or wor)c withiR tWO tree leRgths Of
stteh trees exeept to grottftd them.
(31) Work areas shall ee assigRed so that a tree eaRRot
fall iRto aR adjaeeftt oeettpied work area. The distaRee
eetweeR work areas shall be at least twiee the height of the
trees eeiRg felled. A greater disteRee mft)' ee reqttired Ofl
dowRhill slopes depeRdiRg Ofl the eegree Of the slope aRd OR
the type of trees aRd other eoRsideratioRs.
(32) Where felled trees are likely to roll aRd eRdaRger
workers, ettttiRg shall proeeed from the bottom toware the
top of the slope, aRd performee ttphill from previottsly felled
tiffl.ber-:

(33) Ctttters shall Rot ee plaeed Ofl ft hillside immediately
below eaeh other or below other operatioRs where there is
proeaele daRger.
(3 4) Fallers shall ee iRformed of the mo;·emeRt ftRd loea
tioR of bttekers or other etttters plaeed, passiRg or approaeh
iRg the 'f'ieiRity of trees eeiRg felled.
(35) A flagpersoR(s) shall ee assigRed OR roads where
haz,ardotts eoRditioRs are ereated from falliRg trees. 'Nhere
there is RO throttgh traffie, stteh as OR a dead eRd road, warR
iRg sigRS Of eaffieades shall ee ttsed.
(36) ~lo tree or daRger tree shall be felled e)' Ofle etttter
where aRd wheR the assistaRee of a fellov,. etttter is Reeessary
to miRimiz,e the daRgers or haz,ards iR't'olved.
(37) Ctttters shall ee i R the elear as the tree falls.
(38) UReerettts ftRd eaekettts shall ee made at a height
above the highest grottRd level to eRaele the etttter to safely
eegiR the ettt, eoRtrol the tree, aRd have freedom of move
, meRt for ft qttiek eseape to ee iR the elear from ft falliRg tree.
(39) WheR falliRg, a positi,•e meaRs, method or proee
dttre that will preveRt aeeideRtal ettttiRg of Reeessary holeiRg
wooe shall ee established aRd followed. Partiettlar eare shall
ee talceR to hold eftottgh WOOd to gttide the tree Or SRftg aRd
preveRt it prematttrel)' slippiRg or t·NistiRg from the stttmp.
(40) The t1Rdere1:1t shall ROt ee made while ettekers Of
other workers are iR aR area iRto whieh the tree eottld fall.
(41) MatehettttiRg shottld Rot ee permitted ftfld shall ee
prohibited for trees larger thaR six iRehes iR diameter breast
ffiglr.
(42) The tree (aRd root wad if applieal:Jle) shall ee eare
full)· examiRed to determiRe whieh """ay the logs (aRd root
wad) will roll, drop, or swiRg vt'heR the ettt is eompleted. No
worker shall ee allov1ed ifl this daRger Z;ORe dttriRg ettttiRg.
(43) Logs shall ee eompletely e1:1eked throttgh 't'lheReYer
possible. If it eeeomes haz,ardotts to eomplete a ettt, theR the
Jog shall ee marked aRd ideRtified ey 8 predetermiRed
method. RiggiRg erews shall ee iRstrtteted to reeogRiz,e s1:1eh
marks aRd wheR possible, etttters shall waFR the riggiRg erew
of loeatioRs where stteh ttflfiRished e1:1ts remaiR.
(44) Ctttters shall give time))' waFRiRg to all persoRs
withiA raRge of SR)' log whieh may haYe a teRdeAey to roll
after eeiRg ettt off.
(45) ProppiRg oflogs or trees as a meaRs to proteet 'Nork
ers dOWAS)ope from the Jogs Or trees, shall ee prohieited.
..
(46) Logs shall ROt eejaekstrawed wheR eeiAg ettekee iR
, piles or deeks at a laRdiRg.
(47) The ehaiR saw shall Aot ee ttsed to ettt direetly over
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(48) The ehaiR S8'N operator shall ee eertaiR of footiAg
before stftftiRg to ettt. The ehaiR saw shall Rot ee ttsed iR a
positioA or at a distaRee that eottld eattse the operator to
beeome off ea)aRee, to have iRSeettre footiRg, Of to reliRqttish
a firm grip OR the saw.)) Each machine eguipped with ROPS
and each vehicle (whether provided by the employee or the
employer) must meet the following reguirements:
( 1) A seat belt must be provided for each vehicle. vehicle
occupant. and all machines eguipped with ROPS.
Note:

An employer is not required to retrofit a machine or vehicle
that was not equipped with seat belts at the time of manufacture.

(2) Each employee must use the available seat belt while
the vehicle or machine is being operated.

EXCEPTION: During road construction operations ONLY when road
building machine operators are faced with a significant steep and deep cliff on the side, a seat belt is not
required to be worn. if the employee's immediate
supervisor approves of such action.
(3) Each employee must securely and tightly fasten the
seat belt to restrain the employee within the vehicle or
machine cab.
(4) Each machine seat belt must meet the reguirements
of the Society of Automotive Engineers Standard SAE 1386.
June 1985. "Operator Restraint Systems for Off-Road Work
Machines." Seat belts need not be provided for eguipment
that is designed for stand-up operations.
(5) Seat belts must not be removed from any vehicle or
machine. The employer must replace each seat belt that was
removed from any vehicle or machine that was eguipped with
seat belts at the time of manufacture.
(6) Each seat belt must be maintained in a serviceable
condition.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-531 ((Pawer s11ws 11ad pawer efl:Hip
Htettt.)) Motor yehicles. (((1) Operators shall iRspeet ehaiR
saws daily to eRsttre that haRdles aAd gttards are iR plaee, aRd
eoRtrols aRd other moYiRg paf'ts are fttRetioAal.
(a) Eaeh ehaift saw plaeed iAto iRitial serviee after Feer1:1
ary 9, 1995, shall ee eqttippee with a ehaiR brake aRd, shall
otherwise meet the reqttiremeRts of the ANSI B 175 .1. 1991
"Safety ReqttiremeRts for GasoliRe Powered ChaiR Saws"
aRd the reqttiremeRts of this ehapter; aRd
(e) Eaeh ehaiA saw plaeed iRto serviee before Feerttar)'
9, 1995, shall ee eqttipped with a proteetive deviee that miR
imiz,es ehaiR SSW kiekeaek i.e., red1:1eed kiek eaek ear, ehaiRS,
ear tip gttftfd Of ehaiR erake; 8Rd
(e) :No ehaiR saw kiek baelc deviee shall be remm·ed or
othenlise disal:Jled.
(2) Fttel 01:1tdoors. The ehaiR saw shall be ftteled ottt.
doors at least fifty feet (15.2 FReters) from persoRs smokiRg
or from other poteRtial sottrees of igRitioR.
(3) ChaiR saws shall Rot be operated ttAless eqttipped
with a mttffler.
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(4) ChaiA saws shall be e13eratea aAEI aajttstea iA aeeer
aaAee with the ffiftflttfaetttrer's iflStrttetieflS ftfla the reqttire
ffieflts ef this eha13ter.
(5) CeffibttstieA eAgiAe ty13e 13ewer sav.·s shall be
eqtti1313ea 'Nith a 13esitive ffieaAs ef ste1313iHg the eAgiAe.
(6) Eleetrie 13ewer saws shall be eq1:1i1313ea ·.vith ftfl a1:1te
ffiatie (aeaaffiftfl ty13e) eeAtrnl switeh. Sa'tvs with fattlty
switehes shall Aet be 1:1sea.
(7) UAless the earbttreter is beiflg aaj1:1stea, the saw shall
be sh1:1t eff before aAy aajttstffieAts er re13airs are ffiaae te the
saw, ehaiA er bar.
(8) Ceffibttstiefl eAgiAe ty13e 13ewer saws shall be eq1:1i13
13ea with a elttteh.
(9) The ehaiA saw elttteh shall be ~re13erly aajttstea te
13re't'eflt the ehaifl freffi ffieYiAg wheA the eAgiAe is at iale
~
(I 0) Fewer ehaiA sa\vs with fattlty el1:1tehes shall Aet be
ttSe&.( 11) The bar shall be haAalea eAI)' wheA the 13ewer ehaifl
saw ffieter is shttt eff.
( 12) Pev,.er ehaiA saws shall ha;·e the arive eAa ef the bar
gttaraea.
(13) Ceffib1:1stiefl eAgiAe arivefl 13ewer saws shall be
eqtti1313ea with aA a1:1teffiatie threttle eeAtrel (aeaaffiafl ty13e),
whieh 'Nill ret1:1rA the eAgiAe te iale s13eeEI tlf'OH release ef the
threttle (iale s13eea is wheA the eAgiAe is rttAAiAg aAa the
ehaifl aees flOt retate Ofl the bar).
(14) '.VheA falliAg ef tree is eelfl13letea, the 13ewer saw
ffieter shall be at iale er sh1:1teff. The 13ewer saw ffieter shall
alse be shttteff while ftteliAg.
(15) Sav.· 13iAehiAg aAa s1:1bseq1:1eAt ehaifl sav1 kiekbaek
shall be 13revefltea by ttSiflg weages, le\•ers, g1:1iaelifleS, ftfla
saw 13laeeffieflt, er by 1:1AaerettttiAg.
(16) The ehaifl saw shall be startea at least 10 feet (3 ffi)
fmffi the ftteliAg area.
( 17) Resen•e fttel shall be haAalea aAa sterea iA aeeera
aAee with WAC 296 54 515(11).
(18) HaAa hela files shall be eqtti13~ea with a haAale.
(19) OHi)' ell:13erieAeea etttters shall bttek wiAafalls.
(20) The ehaifl saw shall be starteEI eA the grettAa er
where otherwise firlfll)' st11313ertea. Dm13 startiAg a ehaiA saw
is 13rehibitea.
(21) ChaiA saws eqtti1313ea with ehaiA brakes shall be
startea with the ehaiA brake eAgagea.
(22) The ehaiA saw shall be hela with the thtt!flbs aAEI fiA
gers ef beth haHaS eAeireliAg the haAEiles a1:1riflg e13eratiefl
l:lflless the elfl13leyer aeffieflstrates that ft greater hazara is
13esea by kee13iHg beth haAas efl the ehaiA saw iA that 13artie
1:1lar sitttatiefl.
(23) The ehaifl saw shall be eftffieEI iA a ffiftflfler that will
13re·1•eflt e13erater eeAtaet ·uith the ettttiAg ehaiA aAa ffittftler.
(24) The ehaiA saw shall be shttt eff er at iale before the
feller starts te retreat.
(25) The ehaiA saw shall be shttt aewA er the ehaiA brake
shall be eAgagea wheAe'ler a saw is earriea fttrther thaA 50
feet (15.2 ffi). The ehaiA saw shall be sh1:1t aewfl er the ehaifl
brake shall be eAgagea wheA a saw is earriea less thaA 50 feet
if eeAaitieAs stteh as, bttt Aet lilflitea te, the terraiA, 1:1Aaer
brttsh aAa sli1313ery sttrfaees, !flay ereate a hazara for aA
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elfl13leyee.)) (1) The seats of each vehicle must be securely
~
fastened.
(2) Each school bus type vehicle that will transport nine ~
or more passengers must have a substantial barricade behind
the driver. The barricade must extend from the floor to at
least a level even with the top of the driver's head.
(3) Adequate provision must be made for safe entrance
and exits. Each vehicle must have mounting steps and handholds wherever it is necessary to prevent an employee injury
when entering or leaving the vehicle.
(4) When equipment or tools are carried inside the vehicle. the employer must provide and use racks. boxes. holsters
or other means to transport tools so that a hazard is not created for any vehicle operator or passenger.
(5) No one may enter or exit any vehicle until the vehicle
is completely stopped.
(6) Employees must keep all parts of the body within the
vehicle.
(7) Heat and light must be available in the passenger area
of the vehicle. Use of stoves in vehicles is prohibited.
(8) Vehicles designed to transport nine or more passengers must have an emergency exit that:
(a) Is at least six and one-half square feet in area, with the
smallest dimension being at least 18 inches;
(b) Is placed at the back of the vehicle or near the back on
the side opposite the regular entrance: and
(c) Has an unobstructed route to and from the exit.
(9) When no fuel is transported in the crew vehicle. a ~
minimum rated 5/BC dry chemical fire extinguisher must be ~
kept in the passenger compartment. When fuel is transported
on the crew vehicle according to subsection (12) of this section. a minimum rated 10/BC dry chemical fire extinguisher
must be kept in the passenger compartment. The extinguishing agent must be nontoxic and preferably noncorrosive.
(10) Exhaust systems must be designed and maintained
to eliminate the exposure of passengers to toxic agents.
(11) Operating and maintenance instructions must be
available in each vehicle. Each vehicle operator and maintenance employee must comply with the operating and maintenance instructions.
02) Fuel must be transported or stored only in approved
safety containers. Enclosed areas where fuels are carried or
stored must be vented so that a hazardous concentration of
fumes cannot accumulate. All containers or drums must be
properly secured to the vehicle while being transported.
Commercially built pick-up or flatbed trucks with a maximum seating capacity of six persons may be used to carry
fuel in or on the bed of such vehicles. if the fuel is not carried
in the crew compartment. Van-type vehicles may be used to
carry fuel only when a vapor-proof bulkhead is installed
between the passenger compartment and storage compartment. A maximum of forty-two gallons of gasoline may be
carried or stored in the compartment and each container must
have a maximum capacity seven gallons.
(13) Motor vehicles used regularly to transport employ- ~
ees must be covered against the weather and equipped and ~
operated according to applicable state of Washington motor
vehicle Jaws.
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(14) All operators of crew vehicles must be experienced
drivers and have a valid operator's license for the class of
vehicle being operated.
(15) Dump trucks must only be used in an emergency to
transport workers and have adequate safety chains or locking
devices that eliminate the possibility of the body of the truck
being raised while employees are riding in the truck. "Emer&ency" means any unforeseen circumstances that call for
immediate action when danger to life or danger from fire
exists.
(16) An effective means of signaling must be provided
for communication between the driver and the passengers
being transported when they are in separate compartments.
( 17) The passenger load limit of a crew vehicle must not
exceed the seating capacity of the vehicle.

WSR 99-17-117
f:rJNBERCHTS

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)

WAC 296-54-533 ((F&lliRg &Rd ln1eltieg SpriRg
lteerds &Rd tree jeeltiRg.)) Truck roads. (( (I) SflriHgbeertls

shell be ef eleer, straight greiHetl sot1Ha stoek of s1:1ffieieHt
leHgth, \Vieth eHtl streHgth aHtl shall be refllaeetl wheH the)'
vlill He loHger safely St:lflflert the exfjeetea loea et the extreme
ettth
(2) Sf'FiHgboartl iroHs shall be well liflf3etl eHa firmly
etteehetl with belts or e meeHs of etteehmeHt ftirnishiHg
eqt1iveleHt streHgth.
(3) Twe worl<ers shell be flFeseHt wheH falliHg eHy tree er
sHag wheH Sf'FiHgboertls are 1:1sea.
(4) Povler sew eheiHs shall be stOf3fletl while shiftiHg
SflFiHgboertls.
(5) Jeek flletes shell be t1sea with hyaret1lie treejaeks eHtl
the base fllete shell be seetetl OH solitl woetl iHsitle the bark
riHg es elose to level es flOSsible.
(6) Two workers shell be fjreSeHt et ell times a1:1riHg the
t1se ef tree jeeks.
(7) Wetlges shell be t1setl es e follovl t:lfl methea while
tISiHg tree jeeks. The weages shall be eeHtiHt10t1SI)' movea iH
es the tree is jeeketl.
(8) Effeeti-.·e JeHt1Br)' I, 1980, ell h)·tlrat1lie tree jeeks
shall be eq1:1iflfletl with BR Oflerable veloeity fuse (eheek
valve) eHtl the flt:lmfl shell be eqt1iflfietl with BR Oflereble fjres
st1re get1ge.
(9) WheH tree jeel<iHg, the faeeeut shell be HomiHelly
oHe fot1rth the tliemeter of the tree.
(10) The '>'ertieel height of the faeee1:1t shell be Hot less
theft eHe fifth of the aiemeter ef the tree 'NheH tree jaekiHg.
Nefe7

See Fig11Fe !'le. I, fer ill11stratie11s ef 1111dere11ts.
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(A) CeenRtieR&I aedereat. CeH be metle with fjarallel
sa·.v e1:1t eHa axe tliegeHel e1:1t or beth et1ts with the saw. GeH
erelly usetl eH trees of smell aiemeter.
(B) Heth eats made with the sew. Leaves sq1:1ere eHtl
log. Same es (A), exeefjt that waste is fll:lt OH the stt1mfl.
(C) Twe parallel eats with the sew. The materiel
betweeH the e1:1ts is ehifjfjeB Ol:lt with BR axe Bel': (fll:lleski)
eombiHatioH. Usetl OH trees over 30 iHehes iH tliemeter.
(D) Three pePBllel eats with tile sew, leevieg e step.

Same iH f'FiHeifjle es (C). Usea Oft trees of ·ref)' large aieme
ters,-

+

UHtlere1:1t tlefjth

;;

UHtlere1:1t height

~

HoltliHg woetl

4

Beeke1:1t))

(I) Haul road grades must not exceed 20 percent unless:
(a) Special equipment and safety measures are used to
accommodate the steep grade: or
Cb) The logging equipment or truck is specifically
designed and approved by the manufacturer for operation on
grades over twenty percent.
(2) Truck road surfaces must meet the following requirements:
(a) Truck roads are wide enough and even to ensure the
safe operation of equipment.
(b) Hazards such as broken planking. deep holes. large
rocks. logs. etc .. that make equipment operation unsafe. must
be immediately corrected.
(c) On blind curves. one of the following must be implemented:
Permanent
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(i) Truck roads are wide enough for two trucks to pass;
(ii) A signal system is maintained; or
(iii) Speed is limited so that the vehicle can be stopped in
one-half the visible distance.
(3) For all portions of roads under the direct control of
the employer. the employer must ensure that:
(a) All danger trees are fell a safe distance back from the
roadway:
(b) Rocks that present a hazard are cleared from banks:
and
(c) Brush and other materials that obstruct the view at
intersections or on sharp curves are cleared.
(4) All bridge structures used in the logging operation
must meet the following requirements:
(a) Structures are adequate to support the maximum
imposed loads without exceeding the maximum safe working
unit stresses;
(b) Bridges have an adequate number of reflectors to
clearly define the entrance to the bridge:
(c) Structures are maintained in good condition and
repair:
(d) Structures are inspected at least annually by a qualified authorized person: and
(e) A record maintained of each inspection must be
available to a representative of the department on request.
(5) Shear rails must be installed on both outside edges of
bridges. The shear rails must be securely fastened and made
of material able to withstand the impact generated by contact
with the wheels of a loaded vehicle. The top of shear rails
must be at least fifteen inches above the bridge surface.
Bridges in use before 1980 with outside shear rails a minimum of ten inches high or center shear rails at least five
inches high are permissible until repairs are needed.
(6) The employer must implement measures that minimize dust to the degree that visibility is sufficient to allow an
operator to safely operate a vehicle. Vehicle operators must
travel at a speed consistent with road conditions.
(7) Pneumatic-tired equipment must have fenders as
described in the Society of Automotive Engineers Technical
Report J32 la.
(8) Employee(s) must be assigned to flag on roads or
provide other equivalent protection where hazardous conditions are created from logging such as but not limited to:
(a) Running wire rope lines or rigging across road
grades. excluding guylines and standing skylines if lines
remain a safe distance above the road to allow a vehicle to
pass under; or
(b) The movement of logs. chunks. or debris across or
suspended over road grades.
EXCEPTION:

Where there is no through traffic. such as on a dead
end road or where the property owner's permission or
prover authority is granted to close a section of road.
warning signs and barricades may be used instead of
tlagger(s).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective l/l /97)
WAC 296-54-535 ((Tree palling.)) Road pioneering
and earthwork. (((1) The ettHer shall ee res130Hsiele fer
Permanent
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deterHtiHiHg if a tree eaH ee safely 13ttlled. If, fer aH)' reasoH,
the etttter believes the tree 13ttlliHg eaHHOt ee eoffi13Jeted
safe))', the tree shall ee e6H\'eHtioHalJy felled.
(2) '.VheH ttsiHg radio 13ositive radio eoHtffittHieatioHs
shall Se ffiBiHtBiHed at a)) tiffleS eetweeH the tree 13t1JliHg
m1:1ehiHe 1:1Hd etttter wheH tree 13ttlliHg. AH attdiele sigHal sh1:11l
Se e)OWH wheH the iHiti1:1J 13t11l is fflBde OH the tree l:lftd the )ifte
is tighteHed. H1:1Hd sigH1:1ls, iH liett of radio eoH1mt1Hie1:1tioHs
l:lHd BH l:lttdie)e sigHl:l), ffiB)' Se ttsed OH)y if the etttter is eJearJy
visieJe to the tree 13ttller 013eF1:1tor.
(3) A ehoker, with bell, or a liHe aHd sleeve shaekle shall
ee ttsed BS the ffieBHS of attaehffleHt arottHd the tree \VheH tree
13ttlliHg. The eight OH the liHe shall ee oHly that Heeessary to
hold the ehoker or liHe arottHd the tree.
(4) The tree 13ttlliHg HtaehiHe shall ee eqtti1313ed with a
torque eoHverter, flttid eot113ler, or aH eqttivaleHt deviee to
iHsttre a steady eveH 13ttll oH the liHe attaehed arottHd the tree.
(5) The tree 13ttlliJlg liHe shall have as stfl:light 1:1Hd direet
13ath froffl the ffiaehiHe to the tree 1:1s 13ossiele. Physieal
OSStftletiOHS whieh flFeVeHt a Steady eveH 13ttll OH the tree
13t1JJiHg JiHe shall Se reffioVed Of the JiHe shall ee rerottted.
(6) SiwashiHg, iH liett of a eloek, iH order to ehaHge tree
13ttlliHg lead, is 13rohieited.)) Cl) Banks at the borrow area
must be sloped to prevent slides.
(2) Backfill must be firmly compacted.
(3) Roadside banks must be sloped or stabilized to prevent slides.
(4) Overhanging banks. large rocks and debris must be
removed or secured.
(5) Where riprap is used. the material and design must
ensure containment of material.
(6) Trees or snags that may fall into the road must be fell.
(7) Root wads. logs. and other unstable debris must not
be placed against standing timber or otherwise placed so as to
create a hazard for timber falling or other logging operations.

~
~

~
~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-537 ((Meeltanhied fallieg.)) !:.b..i!in
saws. (((1) WheH ttsiHg selff!rn13elled FHoeile falliHg deviees,
a WlltehHtaH l:lHdJoF WaFHiHg sigHS shall ee flOSted l:lt l:lflflFOflri
ate Joe1:1tiOHS iHdieatiHg thl:lt deviees of this t)'fle are eeiHg
ttsed to f1:11l trees.
(2) Self 13ro13elled FHoeile folliHg eqtti13FHeHt ttsed fer
folJiHg trees shall ee desigHed iH 8 ffiBHHef Of shall have l:ltlX
ilil:lF)' eqtti13FHeHt iHstalled whieh will e1:1ttse the tree to foll iH
the iHteHded direetioH.
(3) Meeh1:1Hized fl:llliHg sh1:11l ee eoHdtteted iH stteh l:l ffi~H
Her as Hot to eHd1:1Hger f!eFsoHs or eqtti13H1eHt.
(4) Where l:l ffleehttHized feller iHeOFflOFBtes 8 eae. Stftle
tttre haviHg l:l SiHg)e eHtfaHee dOOf, it shall ee eqtti1313ed with
l:lH a)teFHl:lte ffleaHS of esea13e froffi the eae shott)d the doOF ee
sleeked iH the eveHt of \•ehiele rnllover Of fire. Cab deers
shall ee fitted with latehes 013eraele froffi both sides of the
deer:
(5_) No effiployee shall apprnaeh a H1~ehaHie1:1l felliHg
ope_rattOH elos~r thl:lH two tree leHgths of the trees eeiHg felled
ttHttl the FHaeh1He 013er1:1tor h1:1s 1:1ekHowledged that it is safe to
de-5&.)) (1) Operators must inspect chain saws daily to ensure

~

,.
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that handles and guards are in place. and controls and other

Ill moving parts are functional.

,

•
,

(a) Each chain saw placed into initial service after February 9. 1995. must be equipped with a chain brake and. shall
otherwise meet the requirements of ANSI B 175.1-1991
"Safety Requirements for Gasoline-Powered Chain Saws"
and the requirements of this chapter;
Cb) Each chain saw placed into service before February
9. 1995. must be equipped with a protective device that minimizes chain saw kickback. i.e .. reduced kick back bar.
chains. bar tip guard. or chain brake; and
(c) No chain saw kick back device shall be removed or
otherwise disabled.
(2) Saw pinching and subsequent chain saw kickback
must be prevented by using wedges. levers. guidelines. and
saw placement. or by undercutting.
(3) Chain saws must be:
(a) Shutoff while fueling;
(b) Fueled outdoors at least ten feet from anyone smoking or from other potential sources of ignition: and
(c) Started at least 10 feet (3 m) from the fueling area.
(4) Chain saws must have a positive means of stopping
the engine.
(5) Unless the carburetor is being adjusted. the chain saw
must be shut off before any adjustments or repairs are made
to the saw. chain. or bar.
(6) Using a chain saw with a faulty clutch is prohibited.
(7) The bar must be handled only when the chain saw
motor is shut off.
(8) The drive end of the chain saw bar must be guarded.
(9) The chain saw must have an automatic throttle control that will return the engine to idle speed when the throttle
is released.
Note:

Idle speed is when the engine is running and the chain does
not rotate on the bar.

(I 0) The chain saw must be started on the ground. log or
where otherwise firmly supported. Drop starting a chain saw
is prohibited.
. Cl I) A chain saw must be held with the thumbs and fingers of both hands encircling the handles during operation
unless the employer demonstrates that a greater hazard is
posed by keeping both hands on the chain saw in a specific
situation.
(12) The chain saw must be carried in a manner that will
prevent operator contact with the cutting chain and muffler.
(13) The chain saw must be shut off or at idle before the
faller starts to retreat.
( 14) The chain saw must be shut down or the chain brake
engaged whenever a saw is carried:
(a) Further than 50 feet 05.2 ml: or
Cb) Less than 50 feet if conditions such as. but not limited
to. the terrain. underbrush. and slippery surfaces. may create
a hazard for an employee.
(15) Using a chain saw to cut directly over head is pro• hibited.
,
(16) The cham saw operator must be certam of footmg
before starting to cut. The chain saw must not be used in a
position or at a distance that could cause the operator to
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become off-balance. to have unsteady footing. or to relinquish a firm grip on the saw.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10128/96, effective 1/1/97)

WAC 296-54-539 ((Cli11thiag eqttitnReRt &Rd
pessli11ea)) Falling and bucking-General. (((I) Sttrndard
elimbiRg eqt1i13meRt shall be ftirnished by the emriloyer; how
ever, this shall Rot be eoRstrued to meaR that the elimber 1t1ay
Rot t1se riersoRal eqt1iflmeRt, rirovided it !fleets the fullowiHg
staHdards aRd is rier1t1itted by the em13loyer. The elimbiRg
reries shall be of steeleore t)'fle. The elimber 1t1ay fasteR
elimbiRg rerie b)· 13assiRg it throt1gh "D" riRgs fasteRed to the
belt aRd arot1fld his body befure tyiRg it to itself. WheR to13
13iRg staRdiRg trees, it is reeo1t1meRded that a steel ehaifl of
3116 iReh or larger, with a1313ro13riate fittiRgs attaehed, shall
be t1sed iR additioR to the elimbiRg ro13e. All elimbiRg eqt1ifl
meRt shall be 1t1aiRtaiRed iR good eoF1ditioR. AH eKtra set of
elimbiRg eqt1i13meRt shall Be ke13t at the elimbiflg OfleFatiOR
afld aflother 13ersot1 with eli1t1bit1g ex13erieRee shall be 13reseRt.
(2) A 13ersoR shall ride ot1ly the 13assliRe to thread liRes,
oil eloeks OF to iRSf'eet riggiRg.
(3) No Ofle shall work direetl)' t1F1der a tree exeerit whefl
direeted b)' the eli1t1ber. Waffliflg shall be gi·,·eR 13rior to
iHteHtioRally dro13fliRg afly objeets or wheR objeets are aeei
deRtally dro13i:ied.
(4) Rt1RfliF1g liRes shall Hot be 1t1oved while the elimber is
workiHg iR the tree, exee13t st1eh "131:11ls" as elimber direets aRd
are Reeessary for the work.
(5) 0Re exrierieReed 13ersoF1 shall be dis13atehed to traRs
mit the elimeer's sigRals to the maehit1e orierator aRd shall Hot
otherwise be oee1:1riied dt1riHg the time the eli1t1ber is iR the
tree, HOF shall the maehiHe e13erator be otherwise oeet1riied
·while the elimber is t1siRg the 13assliHe. The desigRated sigRal
13ersot1 shall 13ositioH themseh·es elear of haz:ards from fall
iRg, flyiHg OF thFOWfl objeets.
(6) LoRg or short s13liees afltl kflots iH 13assliHe are Hot
riermittetl. ChaiRs t1sed iR riassliHes shall be ifl gootl em1ditioR
aHtl shall Hot eoRtaifl eold sh1:1ts or wire straA:tls.
(7) The elimber shall be afl ex13erieF1eetl logger with
13re13er kt1owledge of loggiHg methotls aRd the safet)' of rig
giHg si:iar afld tail trees.
(8) Trees shall Rot be t0Jl13ed d1:1riflg wiHtly weather.
(9) At RO time shall to1313iRg, riggiRg tlfl, or stri1313iRg
Vt'Ork be dofle whet1 visibility is im13airetl.
·
( 10) Whefl the frietiofl lever aHd 13assliHe drt1m is OH the
01313osite sitle of the maehiRe from the orierator, aR ex13eri
eReetl 13ersot1 shall 013erate the frietioH lever while the eRgi
Heer Operates the threttie. \llfiile eeiHg tlSed, the 13assliRe
tlrt1FH shall be preperly atteHdee by aHother persoH to gt1ide
the passliHe OHto the 13assliHe drt1m with a tool st1itaele for the
f'tlFf'OSe.
( 11) The t1se of a gy13sy drum for haHtlliRg 13ersofts iR the
tree is prohibited .
(12) DaHger trees leaftiRg towards aftd 't't'ithiH reaeh of
laHdiHgs, roatls, riggiftg or work areas shall either be felletl
before the regt1lar 013eratiOftS begiH Of WOfk shall ee arraftged
so that workers will Hot be exriosed to hazards ift'toh•etl.
Permanent
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( 13) Neis)' eqt1ipmeRt st1eh as pev1er saws, traeters aRd
shevels shall Ret be eperated aret1Rd the area where a elimber
is werkiRg wheR st1eh Reise will iRterfere with the elimber's
sigRals.
(14) ClimbiRg aRd passliRe eqt1ipmeRt shall Ret be t1sed
fer ether pt1rpeses.
(1§) Defeetive elimbiRg eqt1ipmeRt shall be immediately
reme.,·ed frem serviee.
(Hi) The elimber shall be eqt1ipped with a elimbiRg
eqt1ipmeRt assembly haviRg a brealcittg streRgth ef Ret less
thaR five thet1saRd fet1r ht1Rdred pet1Rds.
The eqt1ipmeRt shall i1telt1de:
(a) A safety belt with det1ble "D'' rittgs;
(b) Steel spt1rs leRg aRd sharp eRet1gh te held iR aRy tree
iR whieh they are t1sed; aRd
(e) A elimbiRg repe made ef wire eere hemp, wire er
ehaiR eeRStftletieR.
( 17) WheR the elimber is t1siRg a ehaiR saw iR the tree,
the elimbittg repe shall be made ef material that eaRRet be
severed b)' the saw.
( 18) LiRemaR heelcs shall Ret be t1sed as spt1rs.
(19) WheR pewer saws are t1sed iR teppiRg er limbiRg
staRdiRg trees, the weight ef the saw shall Ret exeeed thirty
pet1Rds.
(20) Teels t1sed by the elimber, exeept the pewer sa·N,
shall be safely seet1red te elimbers belt wheR Ret iR t1se.
(21) SRaps shall Ret be t1sed eR a elimber's repe t1Rless a
seeeRdary safety deviee bet·.veeR the belt aRd SRap is t1sed.
(22) A elimber's repe shall eReirele the tree befere the
elimber leaves the gret1Rd exeept wheR the elimber is ridiRg
the passliRe.
(23) While the elimber is werkiRg iR the tree, perseRs
shall keep at st1ffieieRt distaRee frem the tree te be elear ef
fallittg ebjeets.
(24) 'NheR t1sed, passliRe fair leads shall be kept iR
aligRmeRt aRd free frem fet1liRg at all times.
(2§) Spikes, t1sed b)' the elimber as a temperary aid iR
haRgiRg riggiRg, shall be remeved befere the tree is t1sed fer
leggiRg.
(26) Leese eqt1ipmeRt, riggiRg er material shall either be
remeved frem the tree er seet1rely fastetted.
(27) All spar trees shall be eqt1ipped with passliRes that
shttH-;

(a) Be Ret less thaR §116 iReh aRd Ret be ever 112 iReh iR
diameter;
(b) Net be st1bjeeted te aRy sa"+YiRg eR ether liRes er rig
giRg, aRd kept elear ef all meviRg liRes aRd riggiRg;
(e) Be ef eRe eeRtiRt1et1s leRgth attd iR geed eeRditieR
with Re spliees, lrnets, melles, er eye te eye spliees betweeR
the eRds;
(d) Be leRg eRet1gh te previde three wraps eR the dftlm
befere the elimber lea'+·es the gret1Rd.
(28) Drt1ms t1sed fer passliRes shall have st1ffieieRt
flaRge depth te preveRt the passliRe frem ftlRRiRg eff the
drt1m at aRy time.
(29) PassliRe ehaiRs shall:
(a) Be Ret less thaR §116 iReh alley er 3/8 iReh high test
ehaiR aRd shall Ret eeRtaiR eeld sht1ts er wire straRds;
Permanent
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(b) Be attaehed te the eRd ef the passliRe with a serew
piR shaekle, a slip piR shaelde with a Rtlt aRd melle, er a riRg
large eRet1gh te preveRt geiRg thret1gh the pass bleek; aRd
(e) Be fitted with liRks er riRgs te preveRt werkers frem
beittg pt1lled ittte the passliRe bleek.
.
(30) Pass bleelcs shall:
(a) Be iRspeeted befere plaeiRg iR eaeh spar aRd the Ree
essary replaeemeRts er repairs made befere they are ht1Rg;
(b) Ha•>'e the shells belted t1Rder the sheaves;
(e) Have the beariRg piR seet1rely leelced aRd Rt1ts keyed
er the bleelc be ef the type whieh pesitively seet1res the Rttt
aRd piR;
(d) Eqt1ipped with sheaves Ret less thaR six iRehes iR
diameter; aRd
(e) Cemply with applieable pertieRs ef WAC 296 §4
§43(6) pertaiRiRg te bleeks.
(31) WheR werkers are reqt1ired te ge tip ·1ertieal metal
spars, passliRes, ehaiRs aRd bleeks shall be previded aRd
HSeth)) (1) The employer must assign work areas so that:

(a) Trees cannot fall into an adjacent occupied work
area:
(b) The distance between work areas is at least two tree
lengths of the trees being fell (see Figure 1: Distance
Between Work Areas):

~
~
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Workers must remain at
least two tree-lengths
apart from each other
at all times.
100'

200'
Figure 1: Distance Between Work Area

~

(c) The distance between work areas reflects the degree
of slope. the density of the growth. the height of the trees. the
soil structure and other hazards reasonably anticipated at the
worksite; and
(d) A distance of more than two tree lengths is maintained between work areas on any slope where rolling or sliding of trees or logs is reasonably foreseeable.
EXCEPTION:

This rule does not apply to a team of cutters working
on the same tree

(2) Before falling or bucking. conditions such as. but not
limited to. snow and ice accumulation. the wind. the lean of
tree. dead limbs. and the location of other trees. must be evaluated by the cutter and precautions taken so a hazard is not
created for an employee. Accumulations of snow and ice that
may create a hazard for an employee must be removed before
beginning falling in the area. or the area must be avoided.
(3) Employees must not approach a cutter closer than
two tree lengths of trees being felled until the cutter has
acknowledged that it is safe to do so.
(4) A competent person. properly experienced in this
type of work. must be placed in charge of falling and bucking
operations. Inexperienced workers must not be allowed to fall
timber. buck logs or windfalls unless working under the
direct supervision of an experienced cutter.
(5) Trees must not be fell if the falling tree can strike any
line in the logging operation and endanger workers.
(6) Before an employee falls or bucks any tree:
(a) A sufficient work area must be swamped;
Cb) The cutter must plan and clear an escape path; and
(i) The escape path must extend diagonally away from
the expected felling line unless such an escape path poses a
greater hazard than an alternate escape path; and
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(ii) An escape path must be used as soon as the tree or
snag is committed to fall. roll. or slide.
(7) If a cutter has determined a tree cannot be safely fell.
the work must stop until the cutter has conferred with a supervisor or an experienced cutter and determined the safest possible work method or procedure.
(8) The person in charge of cutting crews must regularly
inspect the work of the cutting crews and is responsible to
ensure the work is performed in a proper and safe manner.
(9) All cutters must carry or have in near proximity at all
times:
(a) An axe or suitable tool for driving wedges;
Cb) A minimum of two wedges;
(c) A whistle carried on the person; and
(d) A first-aid kit.
Ci) The first-aid kit must contain at least two trauma bandages or eguivalent absorbent gauze material and a means to
secure the material in place.
(ii) First aid supplies must be kept clean and dry.
(10) A tlagperson(s) must be assigned on roads where
hazardous conditions are created from falling trees. Where
there is no through traffic. such as on a dead end road. warning signs or barricades may be used instead of a tlagperson(s).
(11) A cutter must not fall a tree or danger tree alone
when at least two cutters are necessary to minimize hazards.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-53910 Falling and bucking-Falling.

( 1) Where felled trees are likely to roll and endanger workers,

cutting must proceed from the bottom toward the top of the
slope, and uphill from previously fell timber.
Penn anent
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(2) A cutter must not be placed on a hillside immediately
below another cutter or below other logging operations where
there is probable danger.
(3) Cutters must be informed of the movement and location of other employees placed, passing, or approaching the
vicinity of trees being fell.
(4) Cutters must give audible warning when falling trees,
and:
(a) Indicate the direction of fall;
(b) Ensure that all employees are out of reach of the tree;
and
(c) Ensure that all employees are in clear of logs, fallen
trees, snags, or other trees that may be struck by the falling
tree.
EXCEPTION:

Audible warnings are not required when falling trees
less than I 8 inches DBH, if the cutter has an unobstructed view of the entire area that could be affected
by the tree being fell and is assured there is no one
within the area.

(5) While manual falling is in progress, all logging
machines must be operated at least two lengths away from
trees being manually fell.
EXCEPTION:

This provision does not apply to logging machines
performing tree pulling operations or logging
machines called upon by the cutter to ground hazard
trees. All cutters must be notified of the logging
machine's entrance into the area and all falling within
two tree lengths of the logging machine must stop.

EXCEPTION:

This requirement does not apply to open-faced falling
where two angled facecuts are used instead of a hori- ~
zontal facecut.
•

(d) In tree-pulling operations the backcut may be at or
below the undercut hinge point.
(15) Cutting holding wood instead of using wedges is
prohibited. Swing cuts are prohibited except by an experienced person.
( 16) Trees with face cuts and/or backcuts must not be left
standing unless all the following conditions are met:
(a) The cutter clearly marks the tree;
(b) Discontinues work in the hazardous area;
(c) Notifies all workers who might be endangered; and
(d) Takes appropriate measures to ensure that the tree is
safely fell before other work is undertaken in the hazardous
area.
(17) Undercuts and backcuts must be made at a height
above the highest ground level to enable the cutter to safely
begin the cut, control the tree, and have freedom of movement for a quick escape from a falling tree.
(18) Lodged trees must be clearly marked and identified
by a predetermined method and all persons in the area must
be instructed not to pass or work within two tree lengths of
the trees except to ground them.
Note:

(6) Trees must be fell into the open whenever conditions
permit.
(7) Cutters must not fall into another strip; trade leaners
on the line.
(8) Knocking over trees larger than six inches in diameter in lieu of cutting is prohibited, except as provided in WAC
296-54-53910(9).
(9) Domino falling of trees, including danger trees, is
prohibited. Domino falling does not include the falling of a
single danger tree by falling another single tree into it.
(10) Undercuts large enough to safely guide trees and
eliminate the possibility of splitting must be used on all trees
over 6 inches DBH.

See Figure No. 2, for illustrations of undercuts.

A

For example: A tree with no perceptible lean, having an undercut
depth of one-fourth of the diameter of the tree and a face
opening equal to one-fifth of the diameter of the tree
would meet the requirement.

( 11) A cutter must place an adequate undercut and leave
enough holding wood to ensure the tree will fall in the
intended direction.
(12) The two cuts that form the undercut must not cross
where they meet, except where a dutchman is required on
either side of the cut.
(13) The undercut must not be made while other workers
are in an area into which the tree could fall.
(14) A backcut must be made in each tree being fell.
(a) The backcut must be as level as possible;
(b) The backcut must leave enough hinge wood to hold
the tree to the stump during most of its fall so that the hinge
is able to guide the tree's fall in the intended direction; and
(c) The backcut must be above the level of the horizontal
facecut to provide an adequate platform to prevent kickback.
Permanent
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c

D

2: UNDERCUTS
Conventional undercut. Can be made with parallel
saw cut and axe diagonal cut or both cuts with the saw. ~
Generally used on trees of small diameter.
•
Humboldt undercut. Leaves square-end log. Same as
(A), except that waste is put on the stump.
FIGURE

(A)

(B)
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(C)

~

~

,

(DJ

Two parallel cuts with the saw. The material between
the cuts is chopped out with an axe-adz (pulaski) combination. Used on trees over 30 inches in diameter.
Three parallel cuts with the saw, leaving a step. Same
in principle as (C). Used on trees of very large diameters.
Item
1

Undercut depth

2

Undercut height

3

Holding wood

4

Backcut

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-53920 Falling and bucking-Bucking.

(l) The tree (and root wad if applicable) must be carefully

examined to determine which way the logs (and root wad)
will roll, drop, or swing when the cut is completed. No
worker shall be allowed in this danger zone during cutting.
The cut must be made from a position that will not expose the
cutter to potential injury.
(2) Logs must be completely bucked through whenever
possible. If it becomes hazardous to complete a cut, then the
log must be marked and identified by a predetermined
method. Rigging crews must be instructed to recognize such
marks and when possible, cutters must warn the rigging crew
of locations where unfinished cuts remain.
(3) Cutters must give timely warning to all persons
within range of any log that may have a tendency to roll after
being cut off.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-53930 Falling and bucking-Danger
trees. ( 1) Each danger tree must be carefully checked for
signs of loose bark, broken branches and limbs, or other damage before they are fell or removed. Accessible loose bark
and other damage that may create a hazard for an employee
must be removed or held in place before falling or removing
the tree. When a danger tree has elevated loose bark that cannot be removed, the buddy system must be used to watch for
and give warning of falling bark or other hazards.
(2) Danger trees that are unsafe to cut must be blown
down with explosives or fell by other safe methods.
(3) To avoid use of wedges, which might dislodge loose
bark or other material, danger trees must be fell in the direction of lean unless other means (mechanical or dynamite) are
used.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-53940 Falling and bucking-Springboards and tree jacking. (1) Springboards must be:
(a) Made of clear, straight grained sound stock;
(b) Long enough, wide enough, and strong enough; and
(c) Replaced when they will no longer safely support the
expected load at the extreme end.
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(2) Springboard irons must be well lipped and firmly
attached with bolts or other equally strong attachment.
(3) Saw chains must be stopped while shifting springboards.
(4) Jack plates must be used with hydraulic tree jacks
and the base plate must be seated on solid wood inside the
bark ring as close to level as possible.
(5) When necessary, two workers must be present at the
tree during hydraulic tree jacking to lend assistance.
(6) Wedges must be used as a follow-up method while
using tree jacks, and continuously moved in as the tree is
jacked.
(7) All hydraulic tree jacks must be equipped with a
check valve and the pump must be equipped with an operable
pressure gauge.
(8) Jacking a tree straight uphill is prohibited when the
tree may slide back past the stump.
(9) On slopes over 50% grade, tree(s) must at least be
quartered to a degree that prevents employees from being
exposed to the possibility of sliding or rolling trees or logs.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/2In9)
WAC 296-54-541 ((Seleetiee ef spe•, teil eed iete•
111ediete tPees.)) Tree pulling. (((I) Dettglas fir er Sf3Fl:tee
shall ee ttseB as sf3ar, tail, er ifttermeBiate sttf3f3ert trees wheA
they are BYailaele. If ether Sfleeies ffit!St ee ttseB, tlBBitieRal
gt1yliReS, tree f3)ates, er OtHer preeat1tiORS SHBIJ ee takeR to
iAStlFe tJie tree will WithStBRB the straiRS te ee iFAflOSeB.
(2) 8f3ar, tail BAB iAterFAeeiate Stlf3f3ert trees shall ee
examiAeB earefttlly for eefeets eefere eeiRg seleeteB. They
shall ee settRB, straight, greeft BAB ef SttffieieRt Biameter to
withSttlftB the StraiAS te ee iFApeseB.
(3) Trees haviRg Beteets that iFAf3Bir their StreRgth shall
Ret ee ttSeB for Sf38r, tail er iRterFAeBiate Stlf3f30rt trees. RaiseB
trees shall ee iBeAtifieB BAB FAat"keB as Stich.
(4) Before raisiRg Sflat' trees, Btlfftffi)' trees shall ee
tOf3f3eB BAB gttyeB with three gttyliAeS eqttiYaleRt iR ereakiRg
streRgth to the FABiHliRe.)) (1) The cutter must be responsible
for determining if a tree can be safely pulled. If. for any reason. the cutter believes the tree pulling cannot be completed
safely. the tree must be conventionally fell.
(2) When using a radio. positive radio communications
must be maintained at all times between the tree pulling
machine and cutter when tree pulling. An audible signal must
be blown when the initial pull is made on the tree and the line
is tightened. Hand signals. instead of radio communications
and an audible signal. may be used only ifthe cutter is.clearly
visible to the tree puller operator.
(3) A choker with bell. or a line and sleeve shackle must
be used as the means of attachment around the tree when tree
pulling. (See also WAC 296-54-547 IOC 4).) The bight on the
line must be the minimum necessary io hold the choker or
line around the tree.
(4) The tree pulling machine must be equipped with a
torque converter. fluid coupler. or an equivalent device to
ensure a steady even pull on the line attached around the tree.
(5) The tree pulling line must have as straight and direct
path from the machine to the tree as possible. Physical
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obstructions that prevent a steady even pull on the tree pulling line must be removed or the line must be rerouted.
(6) Si washing. in lieu of a block. in order to change tree
pulling lead. is prohibited.
AMENDAT ORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-15, filed·
8/20/80)
WAC 296-54-543 ((Ce1terel
nized falling. (((1) RiggiAg.

ret1Hire1tte1t~.))

Mecha-

(a) RiggiAg shall be arraAged aAd Oflereted so riggiAg or
loads will Rot fottl, or saw agaiAst liAes, stFBflS, bloeks or
other eqttif)meAt.
(b) A thorottgh iASfleetioA of all bloelcs, stFBflS, g1:1yliAes
aAd other riggiAg shall be made before they are fllaeed iA
flOSitions for ttse. lflsfJeetions shall iAeltttle aA eitamiftatioft
for damaged, ereeked or ·.vorn flBFts, loose Attts eftd bolts, eAd
of lttbrieetioA, eRd the eoRditioR of stFtlflS e:Rs g1:1yliRes. All
Aeeesser)' Fefleirs or FefJlaeemeRtS for safe OfJeretioR shell be
ffiese before the riggiRg is 1:1ses.
(e) RiggiAg eqttif)meAt, wheA ftot iA 1:1se, shell be stored
so es to Rot flFeseAt a hazard to effifJloyees.
(d) RttnRiAg lif1es shall be arraRges so workers will Rot
be req1:1ired to work iA the bight. 'NheA this is Rot flOssible,
·,,,.orkers shall ffio;•e ottt of the bight of liAes before the liAes
are tighteAed or ffioves.
(2) Sheeldes.
(a) Shaeldes •if'ith serew f)iAs shottld haYe either a ffiOlle
or eotter key wheR ttses to fasteR gttyliRes to SflB:F trees.
(b) All shaekles ttses to haAg bloeks, jeelcs, or riggiAg oft
trees or loading booffis shall have the fliRs fasteAes by a nttt
see1:1res '"'•ith a eotter fliA or ffiolle. WheA 1:1ses, molles shall
be as large as the fliR hole will aeeoffiffiosat e eHS with the
loose eHSS FOiies iR.
(e) The size of the OfleRiAg betweeft the jaws of shaeldes
mies to liaRg bloeks, jaeks, riggiHg, aHs fer joiRiAg or attaeh
iRg liRes, shall Rot be ffiore thaA OHe iAeh greater thaA tlie size
of the FOfle, swivel, shaekle, or similar se•riee to whieh it is
attaehed.
(s) All shaekles ttsed for ffiElinline or skyline eitteHsioHs
shall be of a tyf)e designed for that flHFflOSe.
(e) Shaekles 1:1ses other thaR for ffiaiAliAe eittensioH eoA
AeetioHs, shall be of the serew fliR t)'fle or with the f)iH
seettred by a Rttt aHs eotter f)iA or molle, eiteef)t as Sfleeified
else.,vhere for Sfleeifie flHFflOSes.
(f) Shaeldes, swiYels, liRks aAd tree fllates shall be
Fefllaees or Feflaires wheH tlie)' will Rot safely StlflflOrt the
iffifJOsed strains of their iHteHded ttse.
(g) Shaekles shall ftOt be loases iA eJteess of the workiRg
leas reeoffiffieRsed by tlie ffiaR1:1faet1:1rer.
(h) All sliaekles ffittst be FRe:se of forges steel or FRaterial
of eqtti't'aleHt streHgth and OHe size larger thaA the liAe it eoH

fleeffi:-

(3) StFBflS.
(a) Safety stFElflS of BflflrOfJriate size shall be fllaees Oft all
high leas bloelcs; also other bloeks wheAe·1er flFEletieable.
Safety stFBflS shall be sliaelded, with eloses eHd ofshaekle Hfl,
to a g1:1yliHe whieh eJtteHds as Hear as flOssible at right aRgles
with flower ttRit, bttt shall Hot be fllaeed OR a g1:1yliAe having
an eJtteAsioft witliiH Ofte httAsres feet of the tree. Wheft the
Permanent
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tofl g1:1yliHe Oft whieh the safety strafl of the high lead bloek is
fasteRes is ehaftges, safety stFafl tftttst be attaehed to aRother
gttyliAe or looseRes g1:1yliRe tighteHed after ehaHge.
(b) All tree strafls shall be at least I/4 iHeh larger theft the
flttlliRg lifte. If iFAflOSsible to 1:1se safety stref), all tree straf)s
shall be 112 iReh larger thaA the flttlling liHe.
(e) All strB:fJS in baek of show ffil:ISt be as large as the r1:1ft
HiAg liAe.
(d) All bloeks other thaA flBSS!ifte aAs stra·u liAe lead
bloelcs shall be httAg iR both eyes or "D's" of strafJS. Thread
iftg eye throttgh eye is flFOhibited.
(e) SkyliAe jaek shall Rot be httAg by sottble strafl
throttgh shaelde aAs haHgiftg jeek iA two eyes.
(f) Tree straflS shall iAitially be ffiase of Hew Vt'iFe FOfle
wheft ffiade Hfl. They shall be refllaeed when there is evideAee
of tleffiage or brokeA wires.
(g) A g1:1yliAe safety strefl or eqttivaleAt de't'iee shall be
installes at the tOfl of ffietal SflElTS to fJreYeftt g1:1ylines froffi
fe!liftg Fftore theR fi·re feet iR ease of str1:1et1:1ral or meeheAieal
feilttre of the gttyliAe attaehffient.
(h) Metal Sflar gttyliHe safety stref)S or eq1:1i;•eleftt seYiees
shell be eqttel to the streAgth of the gtt)•liAe.
(i) NyloA strefls ffitl)' be ttsed iA aeeordaAee with tftElfttt
faet1:1rer reeomffieAdations.
(j) Nylon strafJS shell be reffiO't'ed froffi serviee •,;•heft the
weer reaehes the litflits flFeseribes by the ffian1:1faet1:1rer. The
fJeFson resfJonsible for insfJeetiAg the eoAsition of riggiRg
shall be aware of these liffiits.
(4) GttyliAes.
(a) All eOffifJOAeAt fltlFts of the gttyliRe systetft Oft heas
tree shall be of eqttal Of greater streAgth tlian the ffieinline ans
gttyliAes shall be flFOfJerly Sflaeed to effeetivel)' Oflflose the
flttll of the ffiaiRliAe.
(b) GttyliAes Oft wood SflBF trees shall be see1:1res to selis
stHFRflS with not less theft two ElftS one half eoffifJlete WfBfJS
with et least siJt staf)les of eight railroad Sflikes sriYeA solisly
iAtO SOttftd 't't'OOS Oft the first afts last 't'+'Fafl. The bark shall be
remo;•ed aAs the stttmfl aseqttately notehed or other eq1:1iva
leftt ffieaAs shall be 1:1ses to fJreYeAt ffio;•emeAt of the lifte OR
the stttmfl or tree. G1:1yline stl:IFAflS shell be iftsfJeetes fJeriosi·
eel!)'. Gtt)•liAes ffiay be seettred to fJFofJerly iAstelled "seas
ffieR" wheR s1:1ite:ble sttlffifJS are Rot available. It is fJerffiissi
ble, OR the tail tree, to seettre the g1:1yliAes by fJlaeiAg three
WFtlflS aFOttAs a tree or stHFRf' aAd seettriAg them f'JfOfJerly by
ttse of elatftfJS.
(e) WheA a ffiaiRliRe of 7/8 iAeh or less is 1:1sed, the svar
shall be SHflflOFted by et least five tOfl g1:1ylifies or other flOSi
tive ffieaAS of StlflflOFtiRg the Sf'BF.
(d) \\'heA tail hold Oft skyliAe is eholced Oft stHFRfl, there
shall be no eJteessive bight agaiAst shaekle.
(e) !ft removiAg gttyliAes aAd skyliRes froffi stttfftfJS, ete.:
(i) A reyersed safety WFElfl shall be f)Ht Oft ans seettres
before loosefting the last wrap.
~ii) AR exfJerieneed flCFSOR shall be iR eharge loosen.iftg
gttyhnes or skyliRes ttsing flFOfler preeatttions, afts gi.;•iftg
warAing before lines are releases.
•
(iii) Safety holdbeeks shall be 1:1sed wheA Aeeessary for
1
the safety of workers.
(iY) Powser or fJOwer shall be ttsed for releesiAg the last
wrefl oft skyliftes.

~
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(f) G1:1yliRes shell be 1:1sed with eRy loggiRg eEJ1:1ipffteRt
wheR reEJt:1ired by the eEJ1:1ip1HeRt fft8Rt:1f1tet1:1rer.
(g) G1:1yiRg shell Rot be less theft the ffiiRiHntffi reeoffi
meRded by the eEJ1:1ipmeRt ffi8Rt:1foet1:1rer.
(h) Tep g1:1ys OR vertieel ffietel eRd woodeH spars whieh
reEJ1:1ire five er ffiere g1:1yliRes shell be se ftffftRged that et least
three g1:1ys eppese the p1:1ll ef the lead, with et least eRe
g1:1yliRe eRehered edjeeeRt te the yar0iHg E)t:1arter.
(i) G1:1yliRes shell be ef plew steel er better ffieteriel, eRd
shell be ffiftiAteiHed iH geed em1ditiefl.
(j) WheR side bleelciRg er lateral yerdiRg, lateral stability
te the heed sper tree shell ee iRst:1red B)' g1:1yliRes s1:1ffieieftt iH
Rt1fftber, breelciRg streRgth eRd speeiRg.
(k) All g1:1yliRes shell be kept well tighteRed while the
spar, tree, eEJ1:1ipmeRt er riggiRg they s1:1pport is iR 1:1se.
(I) All trees that iRterfere 'Nith preper aligRffieRt, plaee
ffieftt Sf tighteRiRg ef g1:1y)iHeS shall ee felled.
(ffi) G1:1yliReS shell ee h1:1Rg iR a ffiaftftef te preveftt a
eight er fe1:1)iRg wheR they ftfe tighteRed.
(R) All splieed g1:1yliRe eyes shell be t1:1el~ed at least three
tifftelr.
(e) EltteftsieRS te g1:1yliReS shell ee:
(i) Etj1:1al iR streRgth te the g1:1yliHe te whieh they ere
ettaehed; aRd
(ii) CoRReeteEI eRly ey ft sheekle eORReeting twe splieed
eyes er by E101:1ele eRd hoeks. Cenneetiens shell have at least
eRe end one half tiffies the strength ef the g1:1yliHe.
(p) Portable metal spers eREI their epp1:1rteReRees shell be
iRspeeted by e EJ1:1elifieEI perseR eaeh tiffie the spltF is lewereEI
enEI at any tiffie its safe eeRElitien is iR de1:1bt. WheR datHage
freffi ever stress is noted er s1:1speeted, the pert iR EJl:lestieR
shall be iRSpeeted ey ft Sl:litab)e ffiethod ftftd fet1Rd to be Safe,
er the part repaired or repleeed befere the spar is again 1:1sed.
(EJ) Ne persoH shell ge 1:1p e raised metal spftf 1:1Rless s1:1it
able passliRe eEJ1:1ip1HeHt is pre·1ided eHd 1:1sed.
(r) Repairs, ffiedifieatiens er edditieRs whieh effeet the
eepaeity er safe eperatien of metal spars shall be made eRly
1:1naer the direetieR ef a registered engineer end withiR the
1HaR1:1faet1:1rer's reeetHmeRdatieRs.
(i) In Re ease shall the erigiRal safety faeter ef the eEJ1:1ip
ffieftt be red1:1eed.
(ii) If s1:1eh ffiedifieatieRs er additiens are !Hilde, the ideR
tifieetieR plate reEJ1:1ired by WAC 296 54 553(1) shell refleet
s1:1eh ehaRges.
(s) When 1:1siRg slcylines 7/8 ineh er sffieller, tail trees
shall be s1:1pperted by et least twe g1:1yliRes wheH the riggiHg
is plaeed eR the tail tree at a height greater thaR fi·1e times the
tree diameter (dbh) er higher thaR teft feet frolfl the highest
gr01:1Rd peiRt, whiehever is lewer.
(t) WheR 1:1siRg sky Ii Res eRe ineh er larger, tail trees shall
ee Sl:lpperted ey ftt )east fe1:1r g1:1ylines "vheR the riggiRg is
plaeed OR the tail tree at a height greater thaR five times the
tree diaffieter (dbh) er higher thaR teR feet freffi the highest
gre1:1Ad peiRt ¥1'hiehe¥er is !ewer.
(1:1) Tail trees shall be s1:1pperted by eElditieRal g1:1yliRes if
Reeessary ta iRs1:1re stability ef the tree.
('f') lNeod head spftf trees shell ee g1:1yed as fellews:
(i) All spftf trees eRe h1:1Rdred teR feet aRd e·rer iR height
shall be previded '>'rith a ffiinim1:1FA ef silt tep g1:1ys aRd three
e1:1ekle g1:1ys, eaeh ef whieh shall be s1:1bst1tfttially eEJ1:1al in
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streRgth te the strength ef the fftaiRliRe. This ·reEJ1:1ireffieRt,
hewe ..·er, shall Ret ee eeAstr1:1ed as applyiRg where mere thaR
three e1:1elde g1:1ys are speeifieelly reEJl:lired.
(ii) Spar trees 1:1sed fer leading eRd yerding at the same
time, er fer leading and swiRging at the same time, er s1:113
13ertiRg a skyliRe yarding systeffi, shall have Ret less than silt
top and fe1:1r b1:1elcle g1:1ylines eeeh ef whieh shell be s1:1bstaR
tielly eEJ1:1el in streRgth te the strength ef the !Hainline.
(iii) S13ar trees 1:111der ene h1:1ndred ten feet high 1:1sed enly
fer )'llffiiAg with heavy eq1:1ipmeRt (e.,·er 7/8 iReh maiRliRe)
shell have Ret less then silt te13 g1:1ys eeeh ef whieh shall be
s1:1bstantielly eEJ1:1el iR streRgth ta the streRgth ef the maiRliRe.
(i.,·) Sper trees 1:1sed fer yardiRg with light ett1:1i131Hent
(7/8 iReh 0f SfftftlJer ffiainliRe) shell ee g1:1yed iH St1eh a !Haft
ner that strains ·uill be itHpesed eR net less than t·Ne g1:1yliRes.
If less theft five te13 g1:1ys are 1:1se6, g1:1ylines shell be at least
1/4 ineh larger thaR the mainliRe.
(v) Mere g1:1yliHes shall be aeeed if there is ftRY do1:1bt as
ta the stability ef any spar tree, raised tree, tail trees end lift
trees, er ether ef:!1:1ip1HeRt or rigging they s1:1pport.
(w) G1:1yliRes shall elterRetely be passed ero1:1Rd the weed
spar iR eppesite direetioRs te preveRt twistiRg of the spar.
(lt) G1:1ylines shall be atteehee te the 1:113per pertien ef the
weed spM by meaRs of shaekles.
(y) A fmmes shall ee g1:1ye6 by at least twe EJt1flfter
g1:1ylines eRd oRe SHftfl g1:1yliRe er eq1:1ivalent meaRs ta 13re"'eRt
A fraffie from tipping baek.
(5) ARehering.
(a) Stl:lffif) eRehers 1:1sed fer fasteniRg g1:1yliRes and sky
liReS shell ee eareft:llly eheseR as te flOSitieR, height ftftd
streRgth. WheR neeessary, st1:11Hp aRehers shell be tied beek
iR e FRaHRer that will distrib1:1te the lead.
(b) Stl:lffifl anehers shell ee berked where atteehmeRtS ltfe
te ee macle, er deYiees clesigRecl te aeeemplish the same p1:1r
pese shell be 1:1sed.
(e) Stt:lffif' eRehers shell be Retehed te e clepth Ret greeter
thaR eRe eRd efte half tiFRes the ElieFReter ef the liRe te be
etteeheel.
(d) DeeclmaR anehers fftft)' be 1:1secl if 13reperly iRstalled.
G1:1yliHes shell Het be direetly attaehed ta deadmaR eRehers.
81:1iteble straps er eEJ1:1elly effeeti;·e FReens shall be 1:1sed fer
this f'l:lff)ese.
(e) Reek belts end ether types ef imbedclee eRehers FRey
be 1:1sed if preperly eesigflecl encl installed.
(t) 8t1:1FRps, trees aRd iFReedded type g1:1yliHe anehors
shell be reg1:1larly iHspeeted while the eperatieR is in pregress.
Insee1:1re er hazarele1:1s aRehers shell be iFRmeelietely ear
~
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(g) Werkers shell Rat staflel elese ta the st1:1FRp, er iR the
bight ef liAes as the g1:1yliRe er 'Nftlps are beiHg tighteRed.
(6) Bleeks.
(a) All bleeks shall:
(i) ~let be 1:1seel fer hea·rier stFaifls er liRes theft these fer
'Nhieh they are eeHstft:leteel;
(ii) Be fitted with liHe gtiaffls afld shall be desigHecl afla
1:1sed if! a fftttRRer that pre·1ents fe1:1liRg, with the elteeptien ef
speeial Jine bleelfS HSt aesigneel with )iRe gt:1arels;
(iii) Be kept iH preper aligRFReRt wheR i11 1:1se;
Pennanent
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(iv) Have eeariHg aftd )'Oke 13iHS of Ii ff!aterial that will
safe))' Vt'ithstaHd the StraiAS ifflfJOSed Bftd shall ee seet:lfe)y
fasteHed;
('t') Ha;·e shea·,.es of a size desigHea for the size of the
wire ro13e 1:1sea.
(e) Bloeks with eraeked or exeessi;·ely wofft shea·1es
shall ftOt ee t1sed.
(e) Lead eloeks 1:1sed for )'BFaiAg, swiAgiHg, loadiHg Bftd
l:IHIOadiHg 1:1sed iA WOOa SflBFS shall:
(i) Be of the ty13e Bftd e0Hstr1:1etioft aesigfted for this fll:IF
~

(ii) Be bolted with ftOt less thaft two eolts d1ro1:1gh the
shells eelow the sheaves iA 8 ff!Bftftef that will retaift the
shea't'e at1d liHe ift ease of eeariHg 13iH fail1:1re (this does Hot
Bflfl)y to ha1:1Jeaek Jeaa eloeks); Bftd
(iii) MaiHlifte eloeks shlill have a sheRVe diaffleter of ftOt
less thaH tweAt)' tiffles the diameter of the fflBiHliHe.
(a) Bloelc eeariHg shall ee ke13t well l1:1erieated.
(e) All eloeks ffll:ISt ee of steel eoftstn:1etioft Of of fflaterial
of eq1:1al or greater strefigth afta so h1:1Ag that they will Hot
strike Of iHterfere with Other e)oeks Of riggiHg.
(f) All 13iHs iH eloeks shall he 13ro13erly see1:1red B)' "Molle
Hogafts" or keys of the largest size the 13iA hole will aeeoff!
modate. Wheft eloeks are h1:1t1g iH trees, threaded 13iAS Bftd
fll:ltS shall ee l:ISed.
(g) S1:1ffieieftt eorHer or tail eloeks to distrie1:1te the stress
Oft BfteflOfS Bftd attaehmeAtS shall ee t1sea Oft all ioggiHg sys

tefffl-:

(h) Bloeks 1:1secl to leaa liRes clireetly to yarclit1g, loatlit1g
Of tlftloadiHg ff!BehiAeS Other thBA flBSSliHe Of StfftWliHe eloeks
shall he h1:1Hg B)' the followiHg ff!ethoa: IA both eyes or "D"s
of stra13s; threacliHg e)·e thro1:1gh eye is 13rohieitecl.
(i) Tail, siae Of eorftef eloelcs 1:1sea ift )'arcliftg shall he
h1:1Hg ift eoth eyes of stra13s.
(7) Wire ro13e.
(a) Wire ro13e shall ee of the saff!e Of eetter graee as orig
iHBll)' reeoff!ffleftdea by the eq1:1i13H1eftt ff!Bftt1faett1rer.
(e) Wire ro13e shall ee reff!o•1ed froffl serviee wheH aHy of
the followiAg eoHclitioHs exist:
(i) lft Ftlftftiftg FOf!eS, six fBftc!Offlly aistrie1:1tea brolffift
wires iH Ofte IB)' Of three erolceft wires iA Ofte straftcl iA Ofte

ffif,

(ii) 'Near of Ofte third the origiHal eiaffleter of Otltside
iAaiYitlt1al wires. KiHkiHg, er1:1shiHg, hire! eagiHg, or aHy other
dafflage rest1ltiftg ift aistortioft of the ro13e strt1ett1re;
(iii) E·1iaeHee of Bft)' heat daff!age froff! aAy ea1;1se;
(i·1) Redt1etioAS froffl ftOffliftal eiameter of ff!Ore thaft
3/M iAeh for diameters to aAcl iAelt1diAg 3/4 iAeh, 1116 iAeh
for eiaffleters 7/8 iHeh to 1 1/8 iHeh, it1e)1:1sive, 3/32 it1eh for
diaff!eters I 114 iAehes to I 112 iAehes iAelt1si·1e;
(v) IA staAcliAg ro13es, fflOFe thaft two erokeft wires iH Ofte
lay iA seetioHs eeyoAcl eftcl e0At1eeti0As or more thaA oAe bro
keH vlire at aft eHcl eoHAeetioH;
(vi) IH staHcliHg ro13es, v1heH twelve aftd oHe half 13ereeftt
of the wires are brokeH withiA a distaHee of OAe wra13 (la)·);

(8) S13lieiHg wire ro13e.
(a) MarliA s13ikes or Aeedles iA good eoAElitioH aHcl large
eft01:tgh for the size of the Ji He eeiHg s13Jieed, Shall Be l:ISed for
s13lieiAg.
(e) Wheft aYailaele, aHd 13raetieal to t-1se, a 13ateHtecl wire
et1tter shall be t1sed. If t1siAg a wire axe to e1:1t eable, the ham
mer 1:1secl to strike the axe shall ee ff!ade of soft HOAs13alliHg
ty13e material. Eye aftd faee 13roteetioA shall he wofft iA aeeor
daAee with WAC 2% 54 511 (2).
(e) Short s13liees, eye to e)'e s131iees, eat's 13aws, ICHots,
molles aAd rollea eyes are prohibited exee13t for t1se ift the
moviftg of slaek Ii Hes. KHots will ee 13ermitted for tlSe Oft sift
gle dr1:1ffl traetors aAd gra1313le 13iek 1:113 liHes wheH 13ro13erly

tie&.

(a) Wire ro13e 112 iHeh or less iH diaff!eter ff!B)' be t1:1elcecl
two times f!FOYicled tfle ro13e is 1:1secl oHly as straw JiHe.
(e) S13liees other thaft eye spliees iA laHg la)· liAes are
prohibitee. Eye spliees ift laHg lay liAes shall be t1:1ekecl at
least fo1:1r tiffles.
(f) LoAg spliees shall be 1:1sed fer permaHeHtly joiAiHg
"reg1:1lar lay" r1:1AHiAg liAes.
(g) Wheft U bolt wire ro13e elips (elamps) are 1:1setl to
ferfft eyes Oft high Stfeftgth wire rope, Bft aeditiOHB) eli13
(elam13) fer eaeh grade of liHe aeove im13roved plow steel
shall be t1sed over aftd aeo•1e the follo·n·iAg table: (See Fig1:1re
No. 2, followiAg this seetioH, for 13ro13er a1313lieatioft of wire
ro13e eli13s.)
lmflFS•etl
Plew Steel
EHftffietef
~
3f8 fe
:SI& ffieh

314 ffieh
:µ.g ffieh
+ ffieh
+-1/.8 ffieh
-l-1-14 ffieh
+-3f8 ffieh
-l-lR ffieh
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NumheF ef
tlips
~
FeFgetl

MiRimum
Speee
Betweett
tlips

ReqttifeEI
~

Mftlerial

3
4
4

4

3-314 fflehes
4-IR fflehes

s

s
s

~

fflehes

6

6

6

fflehes

6

+
+

6

+
+

&

4

6-314 fflehes
~

fflehes

8414 fflehes
9-

fflehes

(h) All liHe e)·e s13liees shall be t1:1eked at least three foll
t1:1eks. D's aHd kHoes are reeommeHdecl for liHe eAds.
(i) Two lifies FftB)' be eoHHeeted by a lofig spliee, or by
shaekles or pateftt liRks of the Re>lt size larger thaR the li11e
beiAg 1:1sed where 13raetieal. Do1:1ble "Molle Hogafts" may be
1:1sed oft dro13 liHes oHI)' aRd siAgle "Molle Hogafts" ffla)' be
1:1sed oft strawliAe.
(j) S13lieiRg of two liftes together for loadiAg liAe or pass
lifte is 13rohibitecl.
(k) Safe ff!argiH of liHe mt1st be 1:1sed for ff!akiHg loHg
spliees. The followiHg table shows eom13arative safe leAgths
as to size of eable iH makiHg loHg s131iees:

afl6

(Yii) Corrocled, clamagecl or iH113ro13erly a13131iecl eAd eoA
t1eetiofts.
(e) Wire ro13e shall be ke13t l1:1brieated as eoHclitioAs of
1:1se reqt-1ire.
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(9) MiseellaHeot1s Fet)t1ireffieflts.
(a) All lifleS, StfElflS, bloeks, shaekles, sv+'i't'els, ete., shall
be iRSfleeted fret}t1eF1tl)' aHd shall be t1sed ORI)· whefl fot1F1d to
be iH good eoRditiofl. St1eh iteffis shall be of st1ffieieHt size
trnd streHgth as to safely withstaf!d the stress whieh eaf! be
iffiflOSed l:Jy the ffiElXiffitlfft pt1ll of the flOWeF t:IHit agaif!St St1eh
eEJtliflffieflt or deviees as rigged or t1sed if! that partiet1lar log
giflg OfleFatiOfl.
(b) Whefl t1sed or seeoHd haRd eables are fltlTehased,
the)' shall Rot be t1sed for BA)' fltlFflose t1F1til iRspeetiofl deter
miHes the)' will withstafld the maximt1m imflosed straifl.
(e) Skylifle shall be Bflehored by fllaeiHg three full WFElflS
arot1Hd tail hold afld staflles or spikes shall be t1sed to seet1rely
hold eaeh wFElfl or ehoked BHd seet1red with a shaelde or three
WfElflS aHd at least three elamps seet1rely tightef!ed.
(d) 'NheH t1Siflg hat1laaek liHes greater thaH 7/8 iHeh
diameter OH iHterloekiHg drt1ffi tyfle yarders, 1tdditioH1tl pre
eat1tiOHS shall l:Je takefl to flFeVeflt the COfflef l:Jloe)cs Of tai)
bloeks froffi dislodgiflg the Elflehors to • ,,.hieh the bloeks are
seet1red.
(e) Where "dt1tehffiaH" is t1sed, either for yardiHg or OH
skylifle, El bloek of heayy COF!Stftletiofl ffltlSt be t1sed. Regt1lar
tree shoe Of jack fftay l:Je t1sed for "dt1tehFHafl" Oft skyliHe.
Cable ffltlSt be fasteHed seet1rely.
(f) Choker drOflS shall ee eOHHeeted to the Stitt rigging S)'
!meas or shaekles. The t1se of ffiolles or eold sht1ts is flFOhib
ited ifl all eofflpoHeflts of the Stitt riggiHg. All 8t1tt riggiHg
shall l:Je desigHed to flFeVeflt JOSS Of ehokerS aHd defeetiYe
swi't'els shall HOt ee t1sed. OfleFI l'!Ooks shall HOt ee tlSed to
eOHHeet JiHeS to the bt1tt riggiHg.
(g) WheH heel taekle is fasteHed Hear FHaehiHe, safety
be fllaeed iH st1eh ffiltHHer that iH ease of breakage,
ffit1St
liHe
liHes shall Hot strike flOwer t1Hit aHd e11daHger operator.
(h) 0Hly iH ease of 11eeessity shall Elfty Ffletallie object l:Je
dri't'eH iHto a log. The ffletal fflt:Jst be reFHoved ifflffiediately
'NheH Sflliee or other work is eoffipleted. 8tt1FHflS shall be t:1sed
'NheHC't'Cr flOSsible for SfllieiHg.

WRONG

))

Figttre Ne. l
Clips shot1ld be sflaeea at least six rope diameters
ltflBFt to get the maximt1m holdiHg flOVier aHd shot:1ld
always l:Je attached with the ease OF saddle of the
elip agaiHst the loHger or "Jiye" eHd of the rope. The
"U" bolt goes over the dead e11a. This is the oHly
right way. Do Hot re•terse the elifls or stagger theffl.
Otherwise the "U" bolt will et:1t iHto the li't'e FOfle
wheH the load is apfllied. After the FOfle has beeH
tlSed aftd is t111der te11siOfl, the elips shot1Jd ageiH be
tighteHed to take t1p af!)' looseHess eat1sed by the teH
sioH retll:leiHg the FOfle diaffleter. Reffiember that
eveH wheH flrOflerly applied, a clip fasteHiHg has
ORiy abot1t eighty pereeftt of the streHgth of the FOfle
aHd far less thaH that whe11 on wroHg.))
(1) A flagger(s) must be assigned on roads where hazardous conditions are created from falling trees. Where there is
no through traffic. such as on a dead end road. warning signs
or barricades may be used instead of a flagger(s).
(2) Self-propelled mobile falling equipment used for
falling trees must be designed. or have auxiliary eguipment
installed. that will cause the tree to fall in the intended direction.
(3) Until the machine operator has acknowledged that it
is safe to do so. no employee shall approach a mechanical
falling operation closer than a minimum of two tree lengths
of the trees being fell.
(4) Mechanized falling must be conducted in a way that
does not endanger people or eguipment.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21/79)

WAC 296-54-545 ((Rigging Weed spar trees.))
Climbine eguipment and passline. (((1) Wood SflaF trees
[ 183]
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shall be of SOttAd lflfiterial of St1ffieie1H size fiAd StFeHgth to
withstaHd BAY stresses whieh !fitly ee i1t1posed ey tlAY eqttip
1t1eHt ttsed for that speeifie operatioH. The top of the tree shall
eltteHd Hot 1t1ore thaH siltteeH feet above the top gttyliHes OH
spar trees over fifty feet iH height. Spar trees less thaH fifty
feet iA height shall eltteHd AO lflOre thfiA eight feet fiBOVe the
top gttyliHes. Sehool 1t1ar1t1s ttsed tlS s13ar trees shall be topped
at the forks. Spar trees, eltee13t eedftf, lfltJSt ee b8Fked where
gttyliHeS, StffiJ3S, Bttll bloeJcs 8Ad tree plates are plaeed.
(2) Spftf trees lfltJSt ee topped ftAd limes lfltJSt ee ettt off
elose so that rttAAiAg liHeS will AOt fottl OF Sft't'i OR protrttdiHg
~

(3) At letlst fottr tree plates shall ee plaeed ttAder top
gttyliHes OH spar trees over fifty feet iH height aHd at least
three tree plates shall ee ttsed OH spar trees less thaH fift)' feet
iA height.
(4) Tree plates shall be eqt1i1313ed with lttgs OF other sttit
able 1t1eaHs of holdiHg the1t1 iH plaee.
(5) WheH spar trees are raised, stt11t1ps ttsed for SHttbeiHg
shall be properly AOtehed. Gtt)'liHeS shall be held by SOlfle
1t1eehaHieal lfleftAS. SHttebiHg ey haHd is prahieited.
(6) All Ftte trees shall be li1t1bed ftHd topped.
(7) GttyliHes.
(tl) Wood sptlr trees t1siAg tl liAe greater thaH 7/8 iHeh aAd
ttsed as loadiHg aAd )'ftrdiHg trees shall have at least silt top
gttys aAd fot1r bttelde gt1ys, pF0'> idiHg a sail gtty is t1sed.
(e) Wood spM trees ttsiHg a 1t1aiHliHe greater thaH 718
iHeh aHd t1sed ORiy as yardiHg trees shall have at least silt to13
gttys ftAd, at least three bttekle gt1ys shall be t1sed.
(e) Wood spM trees ttsed for loadiHg oHly with eroteh
liHe, s13reader bar or S'+'f'iHgiHg eoo1t1 shall have at letlst fot1r
top gt1ys aAd, at least tluee bt1ekle gt1ys shtlll ee ttsed.
(d) Wood spar trees ttsed for aAy skyliHe systelfl of log
giHg shall have additioAal gttyliHes as are Aeeessftfy to assttre
rigidity of tree at skyliAe jaek, skiddiHg bloek, reeediHg aHd
trftHSfer JiHe bloeJcs, 8Ad loadiHg riggiHg.
(e) Wood spar trees ttsed for traHsfer shall haYe at least
fiye tov gt1ys ftAd, at least three bttekle gttys shall be ttsed.
(f) WheA high lead bloek is ht1Ag below bttekle gttys, at
least three top gttys of eqttal StreHgth to the lflftiAJiAe shall be
t1sed to keev the top fro1t1 s·NayiAg.
(g) WheA bttelde gttys are reqt1ired, they shall be
iAstalled OA the tree where they will provide the fflfillifflt1ffi
eff'eeti'>'eHess.
(8) Loose ffiaterial stteh as bark, spikes, straps or ehaiAs
AElt iA tlSe a.Ad slaes etlt1sed ey BtlfflpiAg logs of ehafiAg strnps
lfltlSt ee reft\0'1•ed from the spar tree. Heayy bark shall be
re1t1oved froffi trees t1sed for a 13erffiftHeAt iAstallatioA.)) ill
Standard climbing equipment must be furnished by the
employer. However. the climber may use personal equipment. if it meets the requirements of this section and is permitted by the employer.
(a) The climber may fasten climbing rope by passing it
through "D" rings fastened to the belt and around his body
before tying it to itself.
(b) An extra set of climbing equipment must be kept at
the jobsite and another person with climbing experience must
be present.
(2) The climber must be equipped with a climbing equipment assembly that includes:.
1
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Ca) A safety belt with double "D" rings:
(b) Steel spurs long and sharp enough to hold in any tree
in which they are used: and
Cc) A climbing rope made of wire-core hemp. wire or
chain construction.
C3) All climbing equipment must be maintained in good
condition.
(4) Defective climbing equipment must be immediately
removed from service.
C5) Going up a raised portable spar or tower without suitable equipment is prohibited.
C6) Only an employee directed by the climber may work
directly under a tree. The climber must give warning before
intentionally dropping any objects or when objects are accidentally dropped.
C7) Running lines must not be moved while the climber
is working in the tree. except such "pulls" as climber directs
and are necessary for the work.
C8) One experienced person must be assigned to transmit
the climber's signals to the machine operator.
Ca) This signal person must not otherwise be occupied
while the climber is in the tree.
Cb) The machine operator must not be distracted while
the climber is using the passline.
Cc) The designated signal person must be positioned
clear of hazards from falling. flying. or thrown objects.
C9) The climber must be an experienced logger with
proper knowledge of logging methods and the safety of rigging spar and tail trees.
ClO) Noisy equipment such as power saws. tractors. and
shovels must not be operated near where a climber is working
when such noise will interfere with the climber's signals.
01) Climbing and passline equipment must not be used
for other purposes.
02) Lineman hooks must not be used as spurs.
03) Tools used by the climber. except the chain saw.
must be safely secured to climbers belt when not in use.
04) Using snaps on a climber's rope is prohibited unless
a secondary safety device between the belt and snap is used.
05) A climber's rope must encircle the tree before the
climber leaves the ground. except when the climber is riding
the passline. ·
06) While the climber is working in the tree. persons
must keep at sufficient distance from the tree to be clear of
falling objects.
07) When used. passline blocks must be kept in alignment and free from fouling.
(18) Loose equipment. rigging. or material must either
be removed from the tree or securely fastened.
0 9) Drums used for passlines must have enough flange
depth to prevent the passline from running off the drum at
any time.
C20) Passlines must:
Ca) Be at least 5/16-inch and not over 1/2-inch in diameCb) Not be subjected to sawing on other lines or rigging.
and kept clear of all moving lines and rigging:
(c) Be one continuous length and in good condition with
no splices. knots. molles. or eye-to-eye splices between the
ends:

~

~

~
~

•

I'

•

I'
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(d) Long enough to provide three wraps on the drum
before the climber leaves the ground.
~·
(2]) Passline chains must be:
(a) At least 5/16-inch alloy or 3/8-inch high test chain
and must not contain cold shuts or wire strands;
(b) Attached to the end of the passline with a screw-pin
shackle. a slip-pin shackle with a nut and molle. or a ring
large enough to prevent going through the pass block; and
(c) Fitted with links or rings to prevent workers from
being pulled into the 12assline block.
(22) Pass blocks must:
(a) Be inspected before placing in each spar and the necessary replacements or repairs made before they are hung;
(b) Have the shells bolted under the sheaves;
(c) Have the bearing pin securely locked and nuts keyed.
or the block positively secures the nut and pin:
(d) Be equipped with sheaves at least six inches in diameter: and
(e) Comply with WAC 296-54-54750.

RIGGING UP

TREE PLATES

,_

___,,~-

TREE STRAPS
SAFETY STRAP

BARK REMOVAL

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)

WAC 296-54-547 Rigging-((Tei l tree)) General.
~le work shall e0Ati1H1e oA tail tree while the elimber is
·.vorkiAg oA the heaEI tree or viee 'rersa, if trees are eoAAeeteEI
by aAy liAe.
(2) Tail trees shall be aEleqttately gt1yeEI to withstaAa SA)'
stress to •,r,·hieh the tree may be sttl:ijeeteEI. Live (slaekliAe) or
staAEliAg skyliAes FAS)' be aAehoreEI to the base of staAEliAg
trees oAly if Ao f)art of the tree will eHter the work area (ettt
tiAg ttAit) ifflttlleEI over. The gttyliHe shall be aHehoreEI as low
as flOSsible to the base of the tree. If ttsiAg a live (slaekliAe)
staAEliAg Of rttAAiAg (GrnbiAski) skyliAe, the tail tree HeeEI AOl
be toflfleEI flFOYiEleEI the slaekliHe or sk)·liHe flllSSes throHgh a
jaek or bloek OA the tree before beiHg aAehoreEI. At least two
gttyliAes shall be iAstalleEI to StlflflOrt the tail tree aAEI may be
aAehoreEI to the base of staAEliAg trees if the above eoHElitioAs
are eomfJlieEI with. AttaehiAg the eAEI ef the skyliHe or slaek
liAe to the base of the tail tree is flrohibiteEI.
(((I)

Nale;

See Figure Ne. 3 fer riggiRg illustre.tieRs.

Rigging must be arranged and operated so that rigging and loads will not foul or saw against lines. straps.
blocks. or other equipment or material.
(2) When not in use. rigging must be stored so that it
does not present a hazard to employees.
(3) Tongs. grapples. logs and materials must not be
swung or suspended over employees.
(4) All employees must be in the clear of running lines.
standing skylines. moving rigging. or suspended loads until
the rigging or loads have com12Ietely stopped.
(5) Riding on a turn of logs or rigging is prohibited.
except on the passline. Holding on to moving rigging or
chokers to be pulled uphill is prohibited.
(l)

[ 185 l
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-54710 Rigging-Insp ection. (I) An
authorized, qualified person must thoroughly inspect all
blocks, straps, guylines, butt rigging, and other rigging before
they are used.
(2) The inspections must include examining for:
(a) Damaged, cracked, or worn parts;
(b) Loose nuts and bolts;
(c) Need for lubrication; and
(d) The condition of straps and guy lines.
(3) Al I necessary repairs or replacements for safe operation must be made before the rigging is used.
(4) All rigging elements must be large and strong enough
to safely withstand the stress that can be imposed by the maximum pull of the power unit against the equipment or devices
as rigged or used in that particular logging operation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-54 720 Rigging-Moll es. ( 1) Molles
must not be used as a temporary connection between two
spliced eyes of a load-supporting running line. Double molles
may be used on droplines only and single molles may be used
on strawline.

(2) Molles must be as large as the pinhole will accommodate and have the loose ends rolled in.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-54730 Rigging-Shack les. (1) Shackles
used to hang blocks, jacks, or rigging on spars, must have the
pins secured with a nut and cotter key or a nut and molle.
(2) Flush pin, straight-sided shackles must be used for
mainline, slackline and skyline extensions.
(3) Shackles with screw pins, knockout or slip pins may
be used to anchor skylines, slackline, guyline, and/or guyline
extensions.
(4) All other shackles must be screw pin type or have the
pin secured with a nut and cotter key or a nut and molle,
except as specified elsewhere for specific purposes.
(5) The opening between the jaws of shackles used to
hang blocks, jacks, and rigging and to join or attach lines,
must be a maximum of one inch greater than the size of the
rope, swivel, or shackle to which it is attached.
(6) All shackles must be one size larger than the lines
they connect and made of forged steel or material of equivalent strength.
(7) Shackles used to join lines must be hung with the pin
and "U" part of the shackle through the eyes of the lines.

W"tdo Bel~ HangingT~
With Sefety Pin

Figure 2-2: Shackles
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-54740 Rigging-Strap s. Straps must be
used according to the following requirements:
(I) Straps or chokers used to hang corner or tail blocks
and straps used to anchor skylines/slacklines must be the size
required by Table I: Strap/Choker Size in Inches.

Table 1: Strap/Choker Size in Inches
Running Line
Block or Skyline I Block Hung in
Size in Inches
Slackline Hung in Single Eye
Both Eyes
5116
114
1/2

3/8
7116

3/8
7/16

1/2

1/2

9116
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9116

9116

5/8
3/4
7/8
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(2) Blocks with cracked or excessively worn sheaves or
shells must not be used.
(3) Block bearings must be kept well lubricated.
(4) All pins in blocks must be properly secured by
"Molle Hogans" or keys of the largest size the pin hole will
accommodate. When blocks are hung in spars, pins must be
secured with a nut and cotter pin or nut and molle.
(5) Lead blocks used for yarding, swinging, loading and
unloading used in wood spars shall:
(a) Be of the type and construction designed for this purpose;
(b) Be bolted with not less than two bolts through the
shells below the sheaves in a manner that will retain the
sheave and line in case of bearing pin failure (this does not
apply to haulback lead blocks); and
(c) Mainline blocks shall have a sheave diameter of not
less than twenty times the diameter of the mainline.

Table 1: Strap/Choker Size in Inches
1
5/8
5/8
1/8
1
3/4
3/4
1 114
7/8
7/8
1 3/8
1
1
1
1 1/8
1
1 114
1
I 3/8
1/8
1
I 1/2
I 1/4
I 5/8
I 1/4
3/4
I
I 3/8
I 7/8
3/8
1
2
Note:

Both strap ends must be under equal tension.

(2) When a single choker or single part strap is used to
support lift blocks, jacks and tree shoes they must be adequately sized to support the applied loads.
(3) When a two part strap or two chokers are used to
hang a block, jack, tree shoe, or rigging, both eyes or ends
must be under equal tension.
(4) Where two equal len'gth chokers are used instead of
one choker to gain extra breaking strength, they must be
arranged in a swede connection.
(5) Straps or chokers used to hang or support blocks,
jacks, tree shoes, or rigging must be replaced when there is
evidence of damaged or broken wires. They must:
(a) Be made of new wire rope; or
(b) Meet the pull test strength of new wire rope.
(6) Threading wire rope straps eye through eye is prohibited.
(7) Synthetic straps must be used as recommended by the
manufacturer and only at a flat or downward angle unless
wrapped one full turn around the tree support to prevent the
strap from riding up on the support.
(8) Synthetic straps must be removed from service when
wear reaches the limits prescribed by the manufacturer or
when deterioration is evident.
NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-54760 Rigging-Hanging blocks. ( 1)
systems must use enough corner or tail blocks to
logging
All
distribute the stress on anchors and attachments.
(2) Blocks (other than passline or haywire) must be hung
by one of the following methods:
(a) Hanging the block in both eyes or Ds of the straps
(threaded straps are prohibited); or
(b) If chokers are used, the ferrule must be properly
seated in the socket of the bell or hook to prevent the ferrule
from coming unbuttoned. The chokers must be the size
required in WAC 296-54-54740(1); or
(c) If single part straps are used, the straps must be
secured with a shackle and be the size required in WAC
296-54-54740(1).
(3) The yoke pin of haulback blocks shall be inserted
with the head facing the direction from which the rigging
approaches.
(4) When there is danger of tail block straps slipping up
or off the stump or tree, the stump or tree must be adequately
notched or the line properly wrapped and secured. When the
tail tree or stump is not secure, it must be tied back.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-15, filed
8/20/80)
WAC 296-54-549 ((Lines, streps &lld gayline eUeelt
ftleftts Steel spePS.)) Selectjng soar. tail and intermediate support trees. (((I) Wheft i11 1:1se, steel tewer g1:1yli11e
safety straps shall ha¥e a H1i11iffit1ffl aH101:1ftt ef slaek.
(2) A safety strap shall he i11stalled e11 steel tewers at the
hight ef the gt1yliRes te preYeRt tke g1:1ylines freffl falliRg iR
tke ease ef fail1:1re ef gt1ylifte auaekHteftts, gt1yliRe l1:1g riftgs
er eellar plates, where s1:1eh eltist. St1eh Ele¥iees shall haYe a
hreaki11g sB'e11gth at least eqt1i~·ale11t te that ef the g1:1yliftes.
(3) The 1:1se ef eahle elips er elamps fer jei11i11g the e11Els
ef steel te·.ver gt1yliRes safety sB'aps is prehihited, 1:111less t1sed
te see1:1re eftd ef relied eye.)) ( 1) Spar. tail and intermediate
support trees must be examined carefully for defects before
being selected. They must be sound. straight. green and of
sufficient diameter to withstand the strains to be imposed.

WAC 296-54-54750 Rigging-Blocks. (1) Load-bearing blocks must:
(a) Not.be used for heavier strains or lines than those for
which they are constructed;
(b) Be fitted with line guards;
(c) Be designed and used to prevent fouling;
(d) Be kept in proper alignment when in use;
(e) Be equipped with bearing and yoke pins that will
safely withstand the strains imposed, and are securely fastened; and
(t) Be equipped with sheaves designed for the size of the
wire rope used.
EXCEPTION:

WSR 99-17-117

Subsections (b), and (f) do not apply to rig-up
("Tommy Moore") blocks.
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(2) Trees having defects that impair their strength must
not be used for spar. tail or intermedia te support trees. Raised
trees must be identified and marked as such.
(3) Douglas fir or spruce must be used as spar trees when
available. If other species must be used. additional guylines.
tree plates or other precaution s must be taken to ensure that
the tree will withstand the strains to be imposed.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-55 1 ((YardiBg , laadiBg, slttddiBg a1td
eltippiBg 11utelti1tes Ge1teral Pef1Hirem e1tis.)) Raising
and lowering Portable spars or towers. (((l) The etllployer
shell esst:lfe that eeeh tlleehifle, ifleltH:liHg efly ffieehifle pm
vided by eR elllployee, is meiflteifled iR ser1ieeable eeHditioR
eRd the fellowiHg:
(e) The employer shall esst:lfe thet eaeh meehifle, iRelt:1d
iflg eRy maehifle previded by efl employee, is iHspeeted
before iflitial t:1se tit:lriflg eaeh werkshift. Defeets er damage
shall be repaired er the t:1flserviee eble meehifle shall be
repleeed before work is eemmeHee d.
(b) The employer shall ess1ue thet OfleratiRg eRd meiRte
ReRee iHstrt:1etioHs Me available OH the maehiRe er iH the Mee
where the maehiRe is beiRg operated. Eaeh maehiRe operator
eRd maiflteHaHee emplo)·ee shell eempl)' with the eperetiflg
eRd maiHteReRee iHstrt:1etioHs.
(e) Eaeh meehiHe shell be operated oHly frem the opera
tor's stetioR or es otherwise reeommeH ded by the meRt:1fae

ttffer.

(d) No employee shall ride OH eRy leed.
(2) 0·1erhead )'lreteetioR aRd ether bet'fiers shell be
iHstalled to proteet the operator froffi liHes, limbs eHd other
ffloviHg materials oH or ever ell yardiRg, leadiHg er skiddiRg
meehiHes. The e•,.erheed eab eo.,•eriHg shell be of solid mete
rial eHd shell e:1tteRd ever the eHtire eeRopy.
((E':Keepti aft:

Te" er er spar t) pe eable yartlers mey be eqttippetl
with 11 "strnreef' , iewpert in the selitl m11teri11l e11b
ee•,•er te enllble the epeFiiler te see the tep ef the Sjlllf
.. hile se111etl ift the fterm11l epeF11tiftg pesitien. 'Nheft 11
• ie o pert is pre'> itletl it sh11ll be eenstftletetl te sttstllift
the sllffte stFt1et11r11l lellEliftg foeters llS the selitl R!llle
ri11l ee•ter er the ·1ie" pert shall 11lse be ee "eretl by
st!llltlllftl ellb epeAiftg gttartls.

(3) WheR 1:1siRg e y8fder, loader er skiddiRg meehiRe, the
leeatioR of the meehiHe or pesitioR of the y8fder shell be st:1eh
thet the operator will Rot be eRdaRgered b)' ifleomiHg logs er
debfls-:
(4) LeggiRg meehiHes eRd their eempoHeRts shall be
seet:1rely eRehered to their ba5es.
(5) A sefe eHd edeqt:1ate meaHs of aeeess eRd egress to all
pMts of leggiRg fflaehiRery where flerseHs mt:1st ge shall be
provided eRd meiHteiHed iH a sefe efld t:1Helt:1ttered eoHditioH.
MaehiRe aeeess systeffis, meetiHg the speeifieatio Hs of the
Soeiety of A1:1temeti·1e EHgiHeers , SAE JI 85, Jt:iHe 1988,
"Reeemme Hded Praetiee for Aeeess Systems fer Off Read
MeehiHes, " shall be provided for eaeh tHeehiHe where the
operator or aHy ether employee mt:1st elifflb oHto the maehiHe
to eRter the eab or to perform ffleiHteHeHee. Walkiflg efld
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'+'t'orkiHg st:1rfeees of eeeh meehiHe eHd ffieehiHe work stetioH
shell ha't'e e slip resistaHt st:1rfeee to esst:1re sefe foetiHg.
(6) AHy leggiHg eqt:1ipmeHt heviHg e siHgle eab efltreHee
deer, shell be eqt:1ipped with RH eltefflete meeHs of eseape
froffi the eeb shet:1ld the doer be bleeked ifl Hte eveHt of Yehi
ele reliever er fire. Doer letehes shell be operable froffi beth

~

~

~

(7) LeggiHg meehifles shall be kept free of flemmeble
waste materials eHd eHy ffieterials whieh might e0Htrib1:1te to
slippiHg, trippiHg Of felliHg.
(8) LeggiHg maehiHe eHgiHes shell be stepped d1:1riHg
iHspeetioH or repeiriHg, e:1teept where eperatiofl is req1:1ired
fer edj t:1stmeHt.
(9) Greb rails shall be flrovided eHd meiHteifled iR geed
Fefleir oH ell welkweys of statioHery t:1flits elevated ffiore theH
fe1:1r feet.
(I 0) Stefldard sefeg1:1ards shell be pre.,·itled et every pleee
eH e ffieehiHe where persoHs mey be e:1tpesed to eoHteet with
revelviflg parts or piHehpoiHts d1:1riHg flOFfflel eperetiofls.
( 11) To preteet werl~ers froffi e:1tpes1:1re to the he:i3Mde1:1s
piHehpoiHt aree betweeH the rotatiflg st:1perstr1:1et1:1re eRd the
floflrotatiHg t:1Hdereerriege of efly leggiHg tHeehiHe, sigfls
shall be eoHSflie1:101:1sly posted oft all sides of that tyj'le
meehiHe waFHiHg 'Norkers: "DANGER STAY CLEAR." This
req1:1iremeHt shell Rot apply wheH:
(e) The distaRee froffl the highest flOiHt of the 1:1Hdereer
riege to the le·,;rest poiHt of the rotatiHg s1:1perstF1:1ett:1re is
greeter thaH eighteeH iHehes. This applies ofll)' to thet pertioH
of the retetiflg st:1perstrnet1:1re that swiHgs direetly e'•er the ~
1:1Htlerearriege;
~
(b) The distaflee from the gro1:1Hd to the lowest poiHt of
the rotatiRg S1:tj'lerstfl:tet1:1re is greeter theft fi't'e feet si:1t iflehes.
This applies OHly to thet pertioH of the retetiHg st:1perstrnet1:1re
thet swiHgs direetly over the 1:1Hdereerriege; er
(e) OH erawler type treek ffiOt:JHted loggiHg maehiHes
oHI)', the retatiflg s1:1perstrt1ett:1re is positioHed et a right eHgle
to the traeks, eHd the distaHee from the side of the eab to the
e:1ttreffie eHd of the treek is fo1:1r feet er less. This e:1te1HptioH
shell Bflply to side barrieades eHly; barrieedes betweeH the
traeks et both eHds of aHy erev1ler t)•pe loggiHg meehiHe are
req1:1ired reg8fdless of the right eHgle diffleflsioH.
(12) Items of persoHal flroperty, tools or ether tHiseelle
Heat:1s materials shell Hot be storetl oH er Heer eHy leggiHg
meehi1te if retrie.,•al of s1:1eh items wet:1ld e:1tpose e worlter to
the he73arde1:1s piHehpoiHt referred to iH s1:1bseetiofl (11) of this

seetietr.

(13) Workers shell epproeeh the hez,8fdet:1s piHehpoiHt
Mee referefleed iH s1:1bseetieH (I l) of this seetiefl, at1ly after
iRfortHing the operator of their iflteflt afld reeeiYiflg aekflowl
edgtHeRt thet the Oflereter 1:tRdersteHds their iHteHtioH. All
st:1eh ffieehiHes shall be stoflped while efly worker is iH the
hli13erde1:1s piHehpoiflt eree.
(14) A miHim1:1m disteHee of thirty siK iHeh eleereHee
shell be meiHteiHed betweefl the eo1:1Hterweight of e loadiflg
ffteehiite efld trees, legs, baHks, tfl:teks, ete., ·.vhile the
ffleehiHe is ifl eperetioH. If this eleeraHee eeHHOt be tHeiH
taiHed, s1:1itable barrieades with WMHiHg sigHs etteehed, siffli
lM toe staHdard g1:1Mdreil, shell be iHstelled to isolate the heZ:
8fdo1:1s Mee. "DANGER 36 iHeh eleMeRee" shell be marked

~
~
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ifl COfltFastiflg eolOFS Ofl sides afld f.aee of COtlfltCFweight Ofl
~shovels, loadeFs efld other swiHg type loggi1tg eEJttipmeftt.
(15) GuaFdiftg.
,
(8) Each fftaehifte shall be eEJt1ipped with gt18fdiftg to
prnteet employees frnm exposed mo'>·iflg eleffle1Hs, st1eh as
bt1t ftOt limited to, shafts, pttlleys, belts oft eoftveyors, eftd
gears, iH aeeordt1Hce with the reEJt1ireme1Hs of this staftderd
aftd chapter 296 24 WAC, Part C, MaehiRery a1td maehiRe
gt1ardiRg.
(b) Each maehi1te ttsed fer debarkiRg, limbiRg afld chip
piRg shall be eEJt1ipped with gt1ardiftg to pFoteet employees
fFom flyiRg wood eht1Hlcs, logs, chips, bark, liFHes aRd other
mateFial iR aeeoFdeRee with the FeEJttiFemeHts ofehapteF 296
24 WAC, Part C, MaehiReFy efld maehiRe gt18fdi1tg.
(16) 8tatioftery loggiRg maehiReS 8Rd theiF eompofteRtS
shall be seet1Fely eRehoFed or otheFwise stabili'i~ed to preveftt
movemeRt while yaFdiRg OF skiddiRg.
(17) ERds of drt1m liRes shall be seet1rely fasteRed te the
dftlm aRd at least thFee '""Faps shall be maiftteiRed OR the dFt1m
at all times. (This rt1le does Ret apply tea-actor wiReh liRes.)
( 18) 8ueh t1Rits shall Rot be tied to aRy part ef the towiRg
t1Rit, wheR they eFe beiftg FRe'>·ed Oft tftlek aRd tFailer Uftits.
(19) Legs shall !Wt be moved, SWt1Rg OF held OYeF 8RY
peFSORS.
(20) Bre;.v logs iR the loadiHg OF t1Rloa8iHg 8fea shall be
blocked or seet1re8 to pre·1eHt fflOvemeRt. Log decks shall be
meiRteiRed iH a safe eoRditioR aRd shall Hot preseHt a haiard
of logs relliHg Of slidiHg Oft WOFkeFS.
(21) Brnlces shall be set eHd brnke loekiHg devices
~ eRgaged OH loggiHg maehiHes wheR the opeFatoF lea.,·es his
, Herma) opeFatiRg positioR.
(22) Gttylifle BFt1m eoHtrols eR8 ot1trigger eoHtrols shall
be sepaFated, color eoaed OF maFked iH a FHaHHeF that will pre
.
veRt eRgagiHg of the WFOHg COfttFOI.
systems.
Exhat1st
(23)
(a) EHgiHes Hot eEJuipped with tttrboehargeFs shall com
ply with the departmeRt of Hatt1ral reset1rees chapter 332 24
WAC reEJt1iremeHts feF spaFk emittiRg eEJt1ipmeRt; eHd
(b) Each maehiRe mttftleF provided by the meHt1ft1ett1rer,
OF their eEJt1ivaleHt, shall be iR place at all times the FHeehifle
is iR opeFatioH; aHd
(e) Exhat1st pipes shall be located or iRsttlated to preteet
workers from aeeidefltel eoRtaet with the pipes or mt1ft=ler afld
shall diFeet exhat1st gases awe)· frnm the operator aHd other
peFSORS.
(24) Glass OH leggiHg FHaehiHes shall be safet)' glass or
eEJttivaleRt aHd shall be free of depesits of oil, fftt1d, eF defects
that eot1ld eHdaHger the eperator or other peFSOHS. WheR
tFaHspaFeHt material is ttsed to eHelose the tlf'peF portioH of
the cab, it shall be made of safety glass er other FReterial that
the employer demoHstFates provides eqttivaleRt prnteetioH
aftd visibility.
(25) BrokeH or defeetiYe glass shall be FeFRe.,·ed eHd
Feplaeed.
(26) Where safety glass or eqt1i·,·ale1tt, dees ftet proYide
adeEJttete operator proteetieH froFR flyiRg chokers, eht1Rks,
~ sapli1tgs, liFRbs, etc., efl additioHal metal seFeeR aRdloF b8ffier
, shall be prnYided eyer the safety glass. The operator's YisioR
shall Het be impaired. BaFFiers shall eoRsist ef 1/4 iHeh diaFR
eteF woveR wife material with maximttm two iHeh opeHiHgs,
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3/4 iHeh diameter steel rnd with eight iHeh maximttm opeH
iHgs iH eHy direetioH or barriers se desig1ted eHd e0Hstrt1eted
to pro·1ide cEJttivaleHt operator proteetioH. 8t1eh barriers shall
be iHstalled He closer tlHIH fet1r iHehes to the glass to e1table
keepiRg the glass eleeft.
(27) Except for hydrnt1lie dFt1ms, brakes shall be
iflstalled Oft all loggi1tg maehiHes aftd mai1ttai1ted iH effeeti·1e
workiAg eeAElitioA. Brake levers shall be pF0·1ided with a
ratchet er other effeeti·1e meeAs feF seettrely holdiAg drems.
Brnlces shall be testetl prier to pt1ttiHg the maehifle iH opera
tioH. If defective, they shell be repeiretl immediately.
(28) A stable base shell be provided t1Hder ot1triggers or
le·,·eliAg pads aRti e meaAs shell be proYitlea to heh:! ot1trig
gers ift both the retracted aftd exteRded positioA.
(29) AbrasiYe eoAtaet ...,.ith hydrnttlie hose, tt1biAg OF fit
tiAgs shall be elimiHated before further t1se aHd defective
h)·drat11ie hoses, liAes aRd fittiAgs shall be replaced.
(30) '.'/heft mo•tiftg loggiflg maehiHeS, the aFi't'Cf Of oper
ator shall have a eleaF aRd t1RobstFt1eted .,·iew of the diFeetiet~
of travel. WheR this is Hot possible, a sigHalpersoR with a
ele8f aHd t1Aobstrt1etea vie·,.,· of the direetiofl of traYel shall be
aesigAated afld tlSed to direct movemcftt of the maehiAe.
(31) Where a sigRalpersoA is ttsed, the eEJttipmeAt opern
tor shall moYe the eqt1ipmeAt ORiy Oft sigAal from the desig
Hated sigRalpersofl aftd oHly wheR the sig1tal is distiRet eRd
ele8fly t1Hderstood.
(32) Wheft moYiflg power t1Rits, persoRs other thaR the
operator efld the persoft ifl eh8fge shall Hot be permitted to
riae thereof!.
(33) All obstrt1eti0Rs ·Nhieh may reach the operatoF while
mO\'iHg meehiRes, shall be remo'>·ed.
(34) OHi)' shackles with thFeaded piRs shall be ttsea foF
COftflCCliflg me•tiftg riggiflg.
(35) A1tehors t1sed feF moviHg peweF ttflits shell be e8fe
fully ehosefl BRd mttst be stable.
(36) Wheft SflttbbiHg a maehi1te dewfl a steep slope, t1se
the maiHlifle fer Sflt1bbiHg aRd pt11l Vlith the hat1lbaek 'il'hcfl
C't'Cf f'OSsible.
(37) Self poweFed mobile loggi1tg maehiHes of the type
where towers er sp8fs eefl be raised, shall Hot tFevel ofl steep
road grades Hflless they are seeHrel}' s1tt1bbecl or tov1ecl.
(38) When moviflg, all persofts workiflg OH the laHdiflg
shell stay ifl the clear sf the meehifle efld shell iHform the
operateF of their iflteHtion te approach or be ftcBF the
FRaehifle.
(39) 8en·iee brnkes shall be provided Ofl erewler erafte
type loggi1tg maehi1tes that will bri1tg the machine to a eoFR
plete stop frnm Hormel tra•t'el speeds.
(40) A treetioH leelc or brake or eH CEJt1i·1eleflt loekiHg
e1td bralciRg system shall be provicled Ofl crawler erefte t)'pe
maehiAes that is capable ef holdi1tg the mechiRe statio1tery
t1Hder HOFmel workiHg eoHditioRs, efla OH aRy grade the
FReehiHe is capable of HegetiatiHg.
(41) No modifieatiofls or edditioHs which effect the
eepeeity or safe operatien of the CEJt1ipmeHt shall be made by
the employeF withot1t 'w'fittefl approval of the meHt1faetHFCF OF
a EJttalified e1tgi1teer. If stteh FRodifieatioHs OF eha1tges are
made, the capacity, operetiofl afld FHai1ttefle1tee i1tstrt1etio1t ·
plates, tags, or decals, shell 1'e ehaflged aeeoraiHgly. lft He
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ease shall the origiHal safety faetor of the eqHi13met1t ee
red Heed.
(4 2) EqHi13meflt shall ee elassed and ttsed aeeordiHg to
the maH1:1faet1:1rer's ratiflg. 1.l/here Jo;v gear ratios or other
deviees are iflstalled to iHerease the liAe J3Hll ifl aeeordaHee
with sHesectiofl (41) of this seetiofl, the siZ:e of the riggiHg
shall ee iflereased aceordiHgly so that it will safely withstafld
the iHereased straifls.
(43) Ever)' traetor, skidder, froflt efld loader, sera13er,
grader afld doZ:er shall ee eqHi1913ed with a roll over 13roteetive
stFt1et1:1re (R.0.P.8.). Stieh strnct1:1res shall ee iflStalled, tested
afld maifltaiHed ifl aeeordaHee with:
(a) WAC 296 155 950 thro1:1gh 296 155 965 of the
safet)' staHdards for eoHstrnetioH, if maH1:1faet1:1red 13rior to
Oetoeer 21, 1979.
(b) The soeiety of a1:1tomotive engiHeers SAE 1040a
1975, "13erforfflaf1ee eriteria for roll e-1er 13roteetiYe stFt1et1:1res
(ROPS) for earthmoviHg, eoHStfl:letiofl, loggiHg aHd iHd1:1strial
vehicles," if !flaflt1faet1:1red after the effeetive date of this
eha13ter.
(4 4) The ROPS shall ee of s1:1ffieient height afld width so
that it will Hot iffl13air the moveffleflts of the 013erator or 13re
•veflt his immediate eseftj3e from the vehiele ifl efflergeHeies
afld shall allo;v as m1:1eh visieilit)' as possiele. ClearaHee
above the deek afld the ROPS of the ·vehiele at 13oiflts of
egress shall flOt ee Jess thafl fift)' two iflehes (1.3 ffleters).
(45) Certified roll over 13roteetive systefflS shall ee idefl
tified b)' a ffletal tag 13erfflaflefltly attaehed to the ROPS ifl a
J30SitiOfl where it !flay ee easily read froffl the grOlifld. The tag
shaJJ ee 13erfflaHefltJy afld eJearJy Stafflj3ed, etehed OF
effleossed iHdieatiflg the Ha!fle aHd address of the eertifyiHg
!flaf11:1faet1:1rer or registered 13rofessi0Hal eHgiAeer, the ROP8
fflodel fltt!fleer (if afl)') afld the vehiele make, lf!Odel or serial
HHmeer the ROPS is desigHed to fit.
(46) Roll o;·er 13roteetive Stfliet1:1re systeffls shall ee
fflaiHtaiRed iH a fflaRHer that will 13resen·e their origiHal
streHgth. WeldiHg shall ee 13erfor!fled by qHalified welders
oHI)'. (A qHalified welder is defiHed ttflder '\velder q1:1alifiea
tiofl" ifl Afflerieafl 'NeldiHg Soeiety A.W.8. A3.0 69.)
(47) EYery traetor, skidder, froHt efld loader, log staeker,
forklift tr1:1ek, sera13er, grader afld doZ:er shall ee eq1:1i1313ed
with a FOPS. 81:1eh Stft:letHres shall ee iflstalled, tested afld
fflaiHtaiHed ifl aeeordaHee with:
(a) The soeiety of a1:1tofflotive eHgiHeers SAE 1231 1971,
"ffliHifflliffl 13erforfflaHee eriteria for falliAg olajeet 13roteetive
stF1:1et1:1res (F.O.P.S.) 13rior to Feeft:laf)' 9, 1995."
(e) 8oeiety of 1u1tofftoti..·e eHgiHeers SAE J23 l, JaHHary
1981, "ffliflifflttffl 13erforfflaHee eriteria for falliHg olajeet 13ro
teetive strnetHres (FOPS) for eaeh tractor, skidder, log
stacker, log loader afld ffteehaflieal felliflg deYice, s1:1eh as tree
shears or feller et1Heher, 13laeed iHto iHitial service after Fee
r1:1ary 9, 1995."
(e) The effl13loyer shall re13laee FOPS which have eeefl
remo·,.ed from afl)' fflachifle.
(48) Vehicles eEJHipped with ROPS or FOPS as reEJ1:1ired
iH s1:1eseeti0Hs (43) aHd (47) of this seetioA, shall eofflply with
the soeiet)' of a1:1tomotive eHgiHeers SAE J397a 1972,
"defleetioH lifflitiftg volHffle for laeoratory e't·alHatioH ofroll
over protectiYe strnct1:1res (ROP8) aHd falliftg olaject protec
tive stF1:1et1:1res (FOPS) of eoHStft:letioH afld iHdttstrial Yehi
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cles." Vehicles placed iftto iftitial sef'riee after FeeF1:1ary 9,
1995, shall meet the FeEJl:iiremeflts of SAE 1397 1988.
(49) The opeHiHg iH the rear of the ROPS oft the crawler~
Of Ft:leeer tired tractors (skidders) shall ee eo•1ered with 1/4 ~
inch dia!fleter 'NoVeH wire haviHg HOt less thaH l L'2 iHehes
or fflore thafl 2 iHeh mesh, or !flaterial which will afford
eq1:1ivaleftt proteetiofl for the operator. The coveriHg shall ee
affoted to the stFt1et1:1ral !fleffleers so that afflple elearaHee is
pro ..·ided eetweefl the screefl aftd the eaek of the operator.
Str1:1ctl:iral mefflbers shall be free from projeetioAs "vhich
woHld tefld to J31:ifletHre or tear flesh or clothiflg. S1:1itaele
safegl:iards or earricades shall ee iflstalled, ifl additiofl to the
screeH, to proteet the operator whefl there is a possibilit)' of
eeiHg strHek by afty material that eoHld eHter from the rear.
(50) Cra·,.,.Jer aHd Ft:1eeer tired traetors (skidders) work
ing in areas where limes or erl:ish may eftdaHger the eperator
shall be gl:iarded. Shear or defleetor gHards shall ee installed
on each side of the ;·ehiele at an angle leading forward aHd
dawn froffl the top froAt edge of the eaHopy of the ;·ehicle,
whieh ·will tefld to slide the eFtJsh or Jiffies tip aAd 0·1er the top
of the canopy. Open mesh fflaterial 'Nith 013eniHgs of a siZ:e
that will rejeet the efltraflee of afl olajeet larger than l 3/4
iHehes ifl diameter, shall ee exteHded forward as far as possi
ele from the rear eorflers of the cae sides to gi ..·e the maxi
ffltlm protectiefl agaiHSt oestaeles, eraHches, ete. eflteriAg the
eab area. Defleetors shall also be iflstalled ahead of the oper
ater to defleet whip13iflg S!ij3liftgs aHd eraftehes. These shall
ee loeated so as Hot to impede iHgress or egress froffl the eom
partmeflt area. The floor'afld lower 13ortiofl of the eab shall ee
eom13letely eAelosed with solid material, exee13t at eHtraHees, ~
to preveHt the operator from eeiflg ifljl:ired by oestaeles which ~
otherwise eo1:1ld eflter the eae compartment .
(51) EHelosHres for agriel:ilt1:1ral aHd ind1:1strial tractors
maflt1faetl:ired after Septemeer 1, 1972, shall ee COflStftleted,
desigHed aHd iflstalled as detailed iH the soeiety of a1:1temo
tive eHgiHeers teehftiea\ report 1168. Each maehiHe maAl:ifac
t1:1red after At:1g1:ist 1, 1996, shall have a eae that is fully
enclosed with mesh material with 013efliHgs Ho greater thafl 2
inches (5 .08 elf!) at its lease dilfleHsioH. The eae may be
enclosed with other material(s) where the emplo)'er delflOfl
strates s1:1eh lflaterial(s) provides CEJl:ii'raleflt 13roteetioA afld
visieility. E:iteeptioH: EEJ1:1ivaleHt visieility is Hot reEJ1:1ired for
the lower portioH of the eab '+Yhere there are eontrol p11Hels or
Similar ObStftletiOflS ifl the eae, or where YisibiJit)' is flOt flee
essar)' for safe operatioA of the !flaehifle.
(52) All eidireetioHal maehiHes, Sl:ieh as rollers, compae
tefs, froHt ead loaders, log staekers, log leaders, e1:1lldeZ:ers,
shovels, and silflilar CEJl:iiJ:llfleflt, shall ee eEJt1i13ped with a horn
distiflgHishaele frem the Sl:iffOttfttliHg Heise level, which shall
ee operated as Heeded v1hefl the maehiHe is FRoviHg ifl either
direetiOH. The hoffl shall ee fflftiRltliHed ifl an e13erati't'C eoHdi
tiOft:
(53) No elflployer shall perlflit earthlfloviHg, compact
iflg, er yardiflg Cfjliij3ff1Cflt, whieh has ftfl obstrt1eted view to
the rear, to be 1:1sed ifl reverse gear l:iflless the eEJHiplfleAt has
ifl operatiofl a reyerse sigHal alar!fl distiflgl:iishable from the
s1:1rrol:ifldiflg Aoise JeyeJ or aH eFR13loyee signals that it is safe ~
to do so.
~
(54) Overhead g1:1ards. Each ferklift ~hall be eq1:1i13ped
with aH everhead gHard FReetiHg the reEJttire!fleflts of the
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AFHerieaH Soeiety of MeehaHieal E1tgi1teers, ASME BS6.6
1992 (with adde1tda), "Safety Sta1tdard fer Rottgh TerfftiH
Forklift Trtteks."
(55) Chij:}j:}iRg (iH woods loeatio1ts).
(a) Chiflj:}er aeeess eovers or doors shall Hot ee OfleHed
1:11ttil the drttFH or dise is at a eOFHfllete stofl.
(e) IHfeed aftd diseharge flOFtS shall ee gttarded to j:}Fe
veHt eofttaet with the dise, kHi.,·es, or blower blades.
(e) The ehij:}j:}eF shall ee shttt dOWft aftd Joeked Otlt iH
aeeordaHee with the reqttireFHeftts of ehaj:}ter 296 24 WAC,
Part A 4 wheH aft eFHflloyee j:}erferFHs aHy servieiHg or fftaift
teHaHee.
(d) Detaehed trailer ehij:}j:}eFS shall ee ehoeked d1:1ri1tg
1:1sage OH aHy slofle '#here rolliHg or slidiHg of the ehij:}j:}er is
reaso1tael::r fereseeaele.)) Cl) A gualified. authorized person
must direct each raising and lowering of a portable spar or
tower.
(2) All employees not engaged in the raising or lowering
of portable spars must stay in the clear during these operations.
(3) Portable spars must be leveled to provide proper line
spooling and avoid excessive stress on component parts.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-553 {(Yardiag, leadiag aad sltiddiag
maehiaes MelJile tewers &Rd IJeelR type yardiag aad
leadiag 1Raehiaes.)) Metal spars. (((I) PortaB!e (FHoeile)
to·wer Sj:}eeifieatiOH j:}Jate. /'1 Sf}eeifieatiOH j:}Jate shall ee j:}er
ma1te1ttl)' attaehed to the ease of eaeh flOFtable (mobile) tower
SO it eaft ee easil)' read ey a f)efSOft StaHdiHg Oft the grOttftd Of
Oft the ease j:}latferfft. It shall eOfttElift the fellowiHg iHferma
tietr.
(a) Naffte a1td address of ma1tt1faett1rer a1td model ftttm
Ber,

(e) The maxifftttfft diameter of the FHai1tliHe or skyli1te for
whieh the ttftit is desig1ted aftd size of hattleaek a1td FHai1tli1te
to ee ttsed together if drttfftS are iRter)oekiHg Sf Eltttomatie teft
sioRiftg tyj:}e:
(e) The Rttffteer aHd size of gt1yli1tes reqttired to stabilize
the ttHit;
(d) The fftaxiFHttfft le11gth aHd eaf)aeit)' of a loadi11g boom
OF SiFHilar efjttij:}meHt whieh fftft)' ee attaehed if the strt1et1:1re is
e1tgiHeered fer stteh;
(e) If the ttftit is desigHed fer ttse Oft aHy skyliHe S)'Stem
of loggiHg; aHd
(f) Maxifflt1m degree of i1teliHatioH frofft vertieal at
whieh the Sj:}Elf (tower) fflft)' ee ttsed.
(2) The eritiea) flarlS of portae)e SpBFS (towers) shall ee
iHsfleeted B)' a EJttalified j:}ersoft at reasoHaele iHtenals while
iR serviee aftd eaeh tiffle the Sj:}ar (tower) is lowered. If iHdi
eatio11 of failttre or weakftess is Roted or sttspeeted, the j:}art
shall ee i11speeted B)' Elf! af}f}fOYeEI fftethoEI Etfld fettHEI ta ee
safe, OF it shall Be Fej:}aired OF Fej:}JaeeEI eefere the Oj:}eratiOH is
allowed to flFeeeed.
•
(3) Bloeks aHEI fair leads shall ee so loeateEI that there
.,
will ee RO ehefiHg or sawiHg of e11y li11e or Jlart of the strtte
tttre-:
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(4) GttyliHe attaehffleftts.
(a) Power gt1yli1tes ttseel for staeiliziHg any t111it fflay ee
ehokeel arottHEI a11 adeEJttately notehed stttffifl if ttsiHg a
shaekle or aj:}flFOVed ehoker ettaehme11t. Three fttll wraj:}s or
fflOFe ffltlSt ee j:}laeeEI ftfOttfld aft aaefjttately flOteheEI Stl:lfftf} to
seettre the gttyliHe if elafftj:}S are ttsed. GttyliHe extensioHs
shall ee f}FOf}erty shaek)ed to the gttyliHeS.
(e) WheH ttsiftg a deedman eftehor to StlflflOFt a g1:1yli1te,
the eOftHeetiOft shall ee made ey j:}rOj:}erJy shaekJiHg eoth eyes
of the anehor straf} to the gttylifte.
(e) If gttyliHes 011 metal SIJars or towers Bfe ftot flOwer
gtt}'lifteS, the)' shall Be seettred to Sttlfftj:}S Of aHehorages ift the
saffle maftHer as gttyliftes Oft wood Sf3ar trees.
(5) Power driveH de·1iees shall ee seettrel)' aHehored
wheft ttseel to tighteft gttyliftes. HoldiHg of stteh de·1iees maft
ttally is flFohieiteel.
(6) MaehiHe staeilizatioH.
(a) Maehiftes or eqttipmeftt shall ee stabilized ey their
desigft or the attaehffteHt of gtt)'lines or other Eleviees whieh
will j:}re·1e1tt the maehifte from 0·1ertt1ffti1tg. MaehiHe Oflera
tors shell Be advised of the stability JifflitatioHS of the eqttij:}
Hteft+.-

(e) If staeilizatioft of a maehiHe is def3e11deftt ttj:}Oft the
ttse of h)·dra1:die otttriggers, a f}ilet OIJerated hyelra1:11ie eheek
'<'alve OF other Joe)tiftg Eie"<·iee shall ee iftstaJlea to f}rohieit the
otttrigger froffl retraetiftg iH ease a hydrattlie lifte breaks,
exeej:}t wheft pFOJleF eloeltiftg is provideel.
(7) A E)ttEllified JlefSOft shall aireet eaeh raisiHg Of lower
i1tg of a f}Ortaele spar or tower.
(8) All persoHs Rot eHgaged in the aetttal raisiHg or low
eriHg of portable spars or to·.vers shall stay iR the elear dttriHg
s1:1eh operatioRs.
(9) Gt1)·1i1tes reqttirea ift riggi1tg spars er towers shall ee
eve1tly Sflooled to flFeveHt feuling.
( 10) Portable Sflars or towers shall be le·.·eleel to prm·iae
eveH lifte Sf300li1tg a1td avoiel exeessive stress Oft eompoReftt
~

( 11) The portable spar or tower shall be lo·nereel or s1:1p
flOrted so the stability of the meehi1te is Rot ifflpaireel dttriHg
fftO"<'effteRt of the portable Sf}ar or tower.
(12) GttyliHes of poFtaele spars or towers shall Rot be
anehoreel to sta1tai1tg trees if the 1:1nit is 1:1sed for yareliAg as a
head tree.
(13) Timeers t!Sea far fftasts Of BOOfftS shall ee straight
graifted, solid, aftel eaj:}aele of withsta1tdi1tg the worki1tg load.
( 14) Boom poifltS of timber eOOfftS shall ee efjttipf)ed
with metal straf}s, f}lates, or other deYiees as Heeeled to f3FOf3
erly seeure eyeeolts a1tel fitti1tgs 1:1seel to support liHes, eloeks,
or other riggi1tg.
(15) All mobile vehieles Oft whieh yarding equipmeHt,
tO'uers, spars, masts or booms are i1tstalled, shall ee maiA
taiHed iR a safe OIJeratiftg eo1tditio1t.
(Hi) A frafftes shall be seettrea agaiftst displaeeffteRt aHd
the tOf}S shall be seettrely bolted or lashed to j:}reveHt displaee

ffteftt

(17) Wheft aHy portaB!e tyf}e tower, A fraffte or SflBF is
1:1sed, the ease shall be see1:1Fely aftd solidly supf3orted .
(18) All loadiAg, t1Hloadi1tg and skiddi1tg maehiHes shall
be eqttipped with a hoFft or whistle ·,yhieh is attdiele above the
StlffOt1fteli1tg Reise leYel. S1:1eh horn or whistle shall ee maift
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taifled ifl &fl operative eoflditiofl.)) (1) Each portable metal
spar must have an identification plate permanently attached
to its base or on the yarder in a position that can be easily read
by a person standing on the ground or on the base platform.
EXCEPTION:

A hydraulic loader with yarding drums is not
required to have an identification plate if the drums
are installed and used according to the manufacturer's
recommendations.

(2) The identification plate must have the following
information:
(a) Name and address of manufacturer;
(b) Model number; and
(c) The maximum and minimum angle at which the
metal spar is designed to operate.
(3) The identification plate on metal spars manufactured
after July I. I 980. must also have the following information:
(a) The maximum breaking strength and/or size of the
mainline for which the spar is designed;
(b) The maximum breaking strength and/or size of the
haulback line for which the spar is designed;
Cc) The number. breaking strength. and size of guylines
or any other lines required; and
Cd) For a spar designed for a skyline. slackline. or modified slackline system. the maximum breaking strength and
size of the skyline. mainline. and haulback line that can be
used.
(4) All portable metal spars must be operated within the
manufacturer 's capacity:
{a) As specified on the identification plate; or
Cb) As modified by the manufacturer ; or
{c) As designed and specified by a registered engineer:
Cd) A tension limiting device must be installed on the
yarder. The device must be:
Ci) Designed to automatically slack the skyline or mainline to within the manufacturer 's line strength specifications;
(ii) Tamper proof;
(iii) Inspected: and
(iv) Maintained in good operating condition: or
(e) A line fuse installed in the skyline or mainline. Line
fused systems must have a design breaking strength equal to
or less than the maximum line rating of the spar as listed on
its identification plate.
Item (d) and (e) list options to follow when using wire rope
which exceeds the manufacturer's line strength specifications

(5) Equipment used for yarding. which is specifically
designed to be self-stabilizin g during operation. may be used
without guyline(s) provided the equipment is used with
guylines when required by the manufacturer.
C6) Portable spars or towers and their pans must be
inspected by a qualified person whenever:
(a) The portable spar or tower is lowered;
Cb) Its safe condition is in doubt: or
(c) When damage from over-stress or any other source is
noted or suspected. Before being used again. the part in question must be inspected by a suitable method and:
(i) Found safe:
(ii) Repaired by a qualified person: or
(iii) Replaced.
Permanent
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(7) Any structural modifications or additions that affect
the capacity or safe operation of metal spars must be made
under the direction of the manufacturer or a registered professional engineer. If such modifications or additions are made.
the identification plate required in this section must reflect
such changes.
(8) When moving metal spar logging machines. the spar
must be lowered.

~

~

EXCEPIION: The spar may be raised when necessary for mobility if
it is adequately supported to ensure the stability of the
machine during movement.

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-555 ((Yard:iag

Geaeral

re~eire

5

ttteftt8.:)) Metal spar guyline safety sfraps. ((( i Workers

shall be alert afld be positiofled ifl the elear where they will
Ftot be exposed to the haZ1ards of mo~·iflg logs, sapliFtgs, root
wads, eh1:1Hks, riggiHg, or &Hy other material whieh might be
p1:1t iH motiOfl b~· the riggiHg Of tl:lrH, before the "go ahead"
sig11al is giveH. They shall remaiH ift the elear at all times
while tfle riggiHg is moYirtg.
(2) No flersoH shall be Hear riggiHg whieh is stopfled at a
ha11g1:1p, tlfttiJ the. riggiflg ~as eeefl sJaelced to red1:1ee tfle. httZi

fifth

(3) Ne persoft shall stafld er remaiH withiH the eight of
&fl)' fliflfliflg JiHe, f!Of ift a positiofl where he eo1:1ld be str1:1ek
by a lifle were it to break or eome loose. ·
(4) Wheflever possible, eholcers shall be set from the
1:1phill side of a leg. Persefls shall Hot be Oft the lower side of
ft leg whieh B:flflears to ee l:IHStaBJe Of likely to relJ.
(5) Wire F0fle 1:1sed fer ehelcers shall flOt exeeed se·1eHty
five pereeftt of the breakiflg streflgth of the maifllif!e.
(6) Chokers shall be plaeed Ftear the efld of the leg/tree
whef!ever possible.
Eitee(llien:

~
~

A lenger 1:11111 ett11el!R1e11t pei11t Rift) be 11sed when eb11er
fflell) le11g legs er tree le11g1h legs 8fe lleing yBfded 1111d the
Ieng 1:11111 is 11eeesser} te safely lftftd Ille legs/trees e11 the
ll'leilallle lftftdi11g S(leee.

(7) Whefl p1:111irtg liHes, de ftOt staftd elese to fair leads or

~

(8) LiHeS shall flOt ee g1:1ided Oft Elrt1ms with haftds Of
feet. The 1:1se of a bltf or eEJ:1:1ivaleftt ffie&fts is reeeff!ffieftdeEI.
(9) Yaffiiflg with more thaH OHe l:lftit Oft af!y Ofte head
SflltF is flFOhibited.
(10) The B:Hgle eetweeft the power l:lftit, the high Jea:EI
bloek, aHEI the maiHlifte road shall ftot exeeed a square lead oft
rigged spars. Wheft 1:1siflg portaele spars or tev1ers, the loea
tioH of the maehifle or positiofl of the operator shall be s1:1eh
tflB:t t:he Oflerator shall ftOt be eftti&flgered ey ifleomiftg logs.
( 11) Wheft there is Elaftger of tail bloek Stl'B:flS slippiflg 1:1p
or eff the stump Or tree, the SWffif3 Of tree shall ee adeEJ:ttB:tely
Ftetehed er the lifte properly wrapped &fld see1:1reti. '#heft the
tail tree er st1:1mp is ftOt see1:1re, it shall be tied baek.
(12) Whefl yaraiftg is eeiftg Elof!e Elt1ri11g the hours of
Elarlrness, the area shall be flFO\"iEleEI with ill1:1miftatiofl whieh
will allow fleFSOHS to safely perfefffi their d1:1ties. The so1:1ree
of ill1:1mi11atiofl shall ee loeateEI afta direeted ereatiHg a mifti
ffil:lffi of shadows afta glare. If 1:1siHg a portable tail kola,

~
~
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lights shall ee diFeeted eft the eEjt:tipRleHt te aliew the peFSeH
vis1:1ally aseertain that the tail held eEjt:tipffieHt Feftlains sta

~ te

,~

( 13) 'P>le peFSeft shall ee Feqttired er alJewed te Fide eft fl
tttfft ef legs eF rigging exeeptiHg the passline. The pFaetiee ef
heldiHg eH te ftleViHg riggiHg eF ehelters to assist fl perseH ey
eeing pttlled ttphill shall ee prehieited.
(14) Wire Fepe shall ee ..... Ot:tftd e't'eftly 0ft the dfl:tffl llftd
1tet ee allewed to lap efte lfl}'ef 6R flflether iH flft inegt:tlflf
ffiaftflef. Sheaves shall ee Sffieeth flREl free freffl defeets that
eet116 eattse Fepe daftlage.
(l 5) Chaser shall ee Stire that ttlfftS are safely la1tdetl
eefere appreaehiHg to reftlOVe the ehekeFS.
(16) Sig1tali1tg fftaehiHe eperater at la1ttliHgs ey threwiHg
earlc, ehips er ether ffiflteFial iH the aiF is prehieitetl. Whistle
er hafttl sigHals shall ee ttsetl at all tiftleS.
(17) Legs shall Het ee laHtletl while leadeFS er ehaseFS
are werki1tg iR the elttttes. Legs shall Hot ee rel'fteved frefft
yartler tree ey the leatler eF tFfleteFS while the ehaseF is
t11theeki1tg a tt1FH freftl the yaffieF.
(18) La1ttliHgs shall be as le·.•el as pessiele aHd ef sttffi
eie1tt size te safely aeeeftlfftedate the fflajerity of type tt:tFfls te
ee yaFtletl. At least twe thiFds ef the leg shall rest eft the
gre1:11ttl OF etheF s1:1bsta1ttial fflateFial \vheH la1tdetl. Legs shall
be set eH the gret:tHEl eF Eleek a1td 1tet tlrepped wheH beiHg
la1ttletl. LeHg stieks shall be safely remeved eefere atltliti01tal
legs aFe la1ttletl.
(19) ChekeFs shall Het be 1:1sed eR a grapple S} Steffi .,.,.heft
the yardeF eperateF eaHHet elearly see the perseHs settiHg the
~ ehekeF, 111tless eeHve1ttie1tal whistle sigHals are 1:1sed.
(20) La1ttliHgs shall ee fFee ef Feet watls, liffleS, teps,
,
ete., that ee1tstit1:1te a safety hazard.
(21) Whe1t sheFter legs aFe yaFtletl iR the saffie tttFH with
le1tg stieks, the sheFteF legs shall be la1ttled a1td ehekers
releasetl before the le1tg stiek eheker is released.
Nefe;-

See Fig11res J>le. 4 A Md 4 B fer Stendtlfd I 11111!1 Sig1111ls fer
lligh bead beggi11g.

(22) Eaeh yaFdetl tree/leg shall be plaeed ift a leeatieft
that tlees 1tet eFeate a hazaffi feF aft el'ftpleyee aHEl aR ertleFly
fftflftfler Se that the trees/legs are stable eefeFe et1eki1tg er
1ifffei1tg is eefftftleHeetl.
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(l

3. Mainline ahead, slew.
Beth arms raised.

5. Slack the mainline, easy.
Beth hands extended at
aides fluttering hands.

9. Slack the strawllne.
Hand to elbow, flexing
hand.

6. Ahead en haulback,
normal speed. One arm
extended rotating.

8. Slack the haulback.
Extend hand cut flat
and pat back cf hand
with ether hand.

,~
and then

10. Ahead en strawline.
Touch hand to bent
elbow.

11. Ahead en strawline,
slew.

Figure No. 4-A

Figure No. 4-B

(I) A metal spar guy line safety strap or equivalent device
must be installed at the bight of the guy Iin es to prevent
guylines from falling vertically more than five feet in case of
structural or mechanical failure of the guyline attachment.
(2) The safety strap or equivalent devices must be equal
to the strength of one guyline being used.
(3) Using cable clips or clamps to join the ends of portable spar or tower guyline safety straps is prohibited. unless
used to secure the end of a farmer's eye.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed I 0/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-557 ((YePdieg TPadePS, sltiddePS eed
Pettgh tePPeiR leg leedePS {te ieel11de l'elleP h11eeltePS eed
tPee slteePS).)) Wire rope. (((1) Operaters shall e1m1re that
all perseRs are safely iR the elear befere iRitiatiRg er eeRtiRt1
iRg the ffW¥emeRt ef aRy mebile eqt1ipmeHt. The maehiHe
Permanent

4. Step any moving line and
held.
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shall be eperated at st1eh a distaRee fFem empleyees aRd ether
maehiHes st1eh that eperatieR vtill Ret ereate a hazard fer aR
emple)·ee.
(2) Ne perseR shall ride eR aRy mobile eqt1ipmeRt,
exeept where adeqt1ate aftd flreteeted seats, er ether safe
faeiJities ha't'e beeR flrO'lided.
(3) While iR t1se, traeters aRd skidders shall be maiR
taiRed iR a safe operable eeRditieR, with all gt1ards iR proper

~
(4) Ne perseft shall be t1ftder a traeter er ether mobile

eqt1iflH1eRt, er be plaeed iR a hazardet1s flOSitieR aret1Rd the
eqt1iflmeRt withet1t first makiRg eenaiR it eaRRet me'le er be
me¥ed by aRether perseR.
(5) Prier te werkiRg eR traeter er skidder blades, arehes, ~
er ether eqt1iflmeRt, the eqt1iflFReftt fftt1St be bleeked Hfl Jew ~
ered te the gret1Rd er etherNise seet1red agaiRst slippiRg er
faJliRg.
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(15) Glass 1:1sed ifl wiHdshields er ifl eaes shall be ef
"safety glass." Brokeft or eraelced glass shall be refllaeed as
SOOR as flFaetieal. Barriers shall ee flFOYided, as Reeded, te
flFOteet the glass from eeiRg BFokefl By l:ISiRg SeFeeR, Bars er
other material. The flFOteetive material shall be a tyfle that
will Rot ereate a hazard by t1Rd1:1e imf!airmeHt of the efleFaters'

(6) WheR makiRg reflairs to traetor or skidder eqt1iflmeRt,
s1:1eh as blades, arehes, ete., the eRgiRe shall be stoflfled. The
, eHgiRe may be Fl:IR wheR Reeessary fer makiRg adj1:1stmeRts to
the eRgiRe or eqt1iflmeRt.
(7) Oflerators shall Oflerate aRd eoRtrol their maehiRes ifl
a safe maRRer aRd avoid OfleratioRs ifl areas where maehiRe
staeilit)' may Rot be maiRtaiRed.
(8) The fellowiHg safe work flFOeed1:1res shall ee adhered
~

¥tSt6ft:

(a) WheR hobo Jogs are f!ieked l:lfl with a log t1:1rn, the
tl:IFR shall Be dFOflfled to free the hOBO.
(B) No liRe shall Be allowed to trail eehiRd the traetor Of
slcidder where it may haRg l:lfl aRd SRElfl ferward.
(e) Eaeh maehiRe shall ee flOSitioRed tlt:triHg wiRehiRg so
the maehiRe aRtl wiHeh are of!erated withiR their desigR lim
~

(d) Graflflle slcidded log t1:1rRs shall be eveRly Bt1Rehed
with sq1:1ared e1:1tt eRds, see1:1rely gFaflflled aHd safe])' flosi
tioRed eefere tFElYe} eommeflees.
(e) Befere elimeiRg or deseeRdiHg grades, the flFOfleF
gear shall be seleeted to allow the eHgiHe to govern the traetor

~
(f) OR side hills, aR abrt1flt t1:1FH l:lflhill shall be avoided.

The traetor Of skidder shall be eaeked dovmhi II first theft
tl:IFRed t!flhill. The tl:IFR mft)' ee slaeked off as Heeessary to
f!ermit this maRe1:1ver.
(g) The Oflerator shall, eefere leaviflg El traetor Of skid
der, !ewer the Blade to the gro1:1Rd aRd Elflfll)' the flElFkiRg
~~
(h) Traetor or skidder Sfleed shall be adj1:1sted to the eir
,
e1:1mstaHees flFe't'ailiRg. Exeessive or t1Re0Rtrolled Sfleed shall
be avoidetl.
(i) WiReh liRes eR leggiRg traetors or skidders shall be
attaehed to the tlr1:1m with a erealc away deviee.
(9) WheR haRd sigRals are reqttirea fer giviRg iAsff'1:1e
tioRs to the traetor er skidder ef!erator. the sigHals as ill1:1s
trnted iR Fig1:1re No. 5 shall be 1:1sed.
( 10) Brakes.
(a) Sen·iee eralces shall Be s1:1ffieieRt to StOfl EtRd hold
eaeh maehiRe aRd its rated load eEtf!Eteit)' ofl the slof!es over
whieh it is BeiRg OfleFatea. The)' shall Be effeetive 't't'hether OF
Rot the eRgiRe is rt1RRiRg aHd regardless ef the direetioR ef
tra¥eh

~

,

(e) Eaeh maehiRe fllaeea iRto iflitial serYiee efl or after
Sefltemeer 8, 1995, shall also be eqt1iflflecl with eaek l:lfl er
seeeRdEtF)' brakes that are eEtflEtBie of steflfliRg the maehiRe
regartlless of the tlireetioR ef tra·,·el er whether the eRgiRe is
r1:1RRiRg; aRd flElFkiRg brakes that are eEtflElBie of eoRtiR1:101:1sly
holdiAg a stOflfled maehiRe statieRary.
( 11) Traetors aHtl skitltlers shall be flFO"'itletl with a brake
ieekiRg aeviee that will hold the maehiRe iRdefiRiteiy OR ftRY
grade OR whieh it is BeiRg OfleFatetl.
( 12) OfleFatiRg a traetor or skiatler with defeetive steer
iflg er BrakiRg aeviees is f!rohieited.
(13) Arehes shall be eq1:1if!fled ·with liRe g1:1aras.
(14) Where traetor ftRd skitlder otieraters or helf!ers,
eeea1:1se of the Rat1:1re or their work tl1:1ties, are req1:1ired te
wear ealk seled footwear, the deeks aRd OfleFatiRg foot eoR
trols shall ee eovered 'Nith a s1:1itaele RoRslifl material.
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(16) Barriers shall be e0Rsff'1:1eted of at least 114 iReh
diameter woveft wire with twe iHeh maxim1:1m efleRiRgs er
other material flFovidiHg eq1:1ivaleHt flFOteetioR. The barrier
shall be iRstalled at least fe1:1r iRehes frem the glass to flFevide
Sf!aee to elea.R the glass.
(17) Eflelosed tyfje eaes iflstalled OR meeile eq1:1if!meRt
shall ha.,·e two meaAs of exit. 0Ae may be deemed as all
emergeRe)' exit a.Rd ee aYailaele fer 1:1se at all times, regard
less of the floSitioR of tlte side arms er other movable flBrts ef
the maehiHe. (Afl easily remo·1aele 'Nifldew vlill be aeeef!t
able as the emergeHey exit if it is of adeq1:1ate size for a flersofl
te readily exit thrn1:1gh.)
( 18) Before the Of!erator leaves the Oflerater's statiofl of a
maehifle, it sltall be see1:1red as fello•ws:
(a) The fl!lFlciRg Brake Of erake leeks shall Be Elflfllied;
(e) The tra.Hsffiissiofl shall ee fllaeed iR the ma.A1:1fae
t1:1rer's Sfleeified flElFk flOSitieH; Etflcl
(e) Eaeh fftoviAg elemeflt s1:1eh as, b1:1t flet limited to
Blades, e1:1ekets, SEl't't'S aflcl shears, shall be lowerea to the
gre1:1F1a or otherwise seettred.
( 19) No load shal I exeeetl the ratetl eaf!aeity of the flBllet,
trailer, or other carrier.
(20) Seat belts req1:1ired ey WAC 296 5 4 515(19) shall
have Bt1eides Of the qt1iek release tyfle, tlesigHed to miAimize
the f!Ossieility of aeeideAtal release.
(21) Befere a traetor or skidder is started er moYecl, the
Of!erator shall ee eerteiR HethiAg is iA the •uay that eo1:1la ee
set iA motioH B)' the ffifWeffieflt of the maehiAe thereby eHtlaH
geriflg fleFSeflS.
(22) A log or t1:1rn shall Het be ffiO¥ea t1Rtil all f!erseRs are
iH the elear (eehiAd the t1:1rfl aAd eH the l:lflhill side efl slefliRg
gre1:1F1d).
(23) Tewed eqt1if!meRt, s1:1eh as e1:1t Aet limitea to, slcid
flBAS, flBllets, arehes, aAcl trailers, shall be attaehed to eaeh
ffiaehiAe or ''ehiele iH s11eh a maAHer as to allow a ft:tll AiRety
degree t1:1rn; to tireveflt O't'eFFl:IAfliRg of the towiAg maehiRe or
vehiele; afta to ass1:1re that the Oflerator is always ifl eofltrel of
the towea eq1:1if!meAt.
(24) Traetors or skiaaers shall Rot be Oflerated withifl a
raai1:1s of two tree heights of trees eeiflg felled l:lfliess ealled
l:lflOFI ey the e1:1tter Of faller to gFOl:IHS loaged ff'ees. All e1:1tters
shell be Rotifietl of the tmetor or skitlder eRtreHee iRto the
area aAd ell felliRg withifl two tree leRgths of the traetor or
skidder shall be stOflfled.
(25) Eiteef!t where eleetrieal aistrie1:1tioR aRd traflsmis
siofl liHes haYe beef! de eAergizea aRd visibly gro1:1Rded at
flOiRt of work or where iAsttlatiRg BBFfiers, Rot a flEtrt of or a.R
attaehffieRt to the eq1:1ifltHeRt or maehiRery, ha¥e eeeft ereeted
to flFeYeRt physieal eoRtaet with the liRes, eqt1iflmeflt or
maehiRes shall be Ofleftlted flFoxiffiate to flower liRes oRly iR
aeeordaRee with the followiRg:
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(a) For liHes ratetl 50 kV or below, ffiiftiffitHH eleBFaftee
bet·;,·eeft the liHeS afttl afty part of the eq1:1ip1Heftt or ffiaehifte
shall be teft feet;
(b) For Jiftes ratetl o'f'er 50 kV, ffiiHiffittffi ele8faftee
betweeft the )ifteS afttl afty part of the eq1:1ip1Heftt OF ffiaehifte
shall be teft feet pl1:1s 0.4 iHeh fer eaeh I lcV over 50 kV, or
twiee the leHgth of the lifte iHs1:1lator, b1:1t He;•er less thaft teft
fet$,
(e) IH traftsit with Ho loatl afttl boom or extefttletl eq1:1ip
ffieftt loweretl, the eq1:1ip1Heftt elearaftee shall be a ffiiftiffil:lffi
of fe1:1r feet for voltages less thaft 50 lcV, afttl teft feet for ;·olt
ages o¥er 50 kV 1:1p to afttl iHel1:1tliHg 345 kV, &fttl sixteeft feet
fer Yoltages 1:1p to afttl iHel1:1tliHg 750 kV;
(ti) A persoft shall be tlesigHatetl to observe elearaftee of
the eq1:1ip1Heftt afttl gi'1e tilflely warftiftg for all operatiofts
where it is tliffie1:1lt for the operator to maiHtaift the tlesiretl
elearaftee b)' vis1:1al meafts;

(e) Aft)' 0'1•erheatl wire shall be eoHsitleretl to be aft efter
giz,etl Jifte 1:1Hless afttl 1:1Htil the persoft owftiftg s1:1eh liHe or the
eleetrieal 1:1tility a1:1thorities ifttlieate it is Hot aft eftergiz,etl lifte
afttl it has beeft visibly grottfttletl.
(26) Log piles afttl tleeks shall be loeatetl afttl eoftstmetetl
to provitle vt'orkiHg areas arottfttl theffi that will aeeoffiffiotlate
the safe ffiO't'effieftt of persoftftel afttl 1HaehiHery.
(27) BralciHg systeffis req1:1iretl by s1:1bseetioft (10) of this
seetioft, shall be eapable of stoppiHg the eq1:1ip1HeHt fully
loatletl as speeifietl iR the soeiety of a1:1tolftotive eftgiReers
teehHieal reports listetl ift s1:1btlivisiofts (a), (b), (e) or (ti) of
this s1:1bseetioft afttl shall be iRstalletl by Jttfte 30, 1973. All
r1:1bber tiretl traetors or other types of mobile eq1:1iplfteftt
listetl belovl, maft1:1faet1:1retl after the effeetive tlate of these
stafttlarcls, shall ha;•e bralciRg systems aittl req1:1iremeRts spee
ifietl iR the applieable teehRieal reports of the soeiety of a1:1to
ffiotiYe eHgiHeers as fello·us:
(a) Brake systems fer off highwa)', rnbber tiretl, self
propelletl serapers shall !fleet or exeeetl the req1:1irelfteHts 01:1t
liitetl ift SAE teehHieal report 13190.
(b) Brake systems for off highway, Fl:ibber tiretl, froRt
efttl loatlers, log staekers anti tloz,ers (skitltlers) shall meet or
exeeetl the req1:1iremeftts 01:1tli1tetl ift SAE teehRieal report
~

(e) Brake systems for mbber tiretl, self propelletl gratl
ers shall meet or exeeetl the req1:1irelfte1tts 01:1tliHetl iR SAE
teehHieal report J236.
(ti) Brake systems fer off highway tl'tfeks aRtl wagoRs
shall !fleet or exeeetl the req1:1ireffieftts 01:1tliHetl iR SAE teeh
Rieal report JI 66.

(28) The yBFtliRg maehiRe or ;•ehiele, iHel1:1tliHg its loatl,
shall be operatetl with safe ele8faftee HOffi all obstmetioHS.
(29) The o;·erheatl eoveriRg of eaeh eab shall be of solitl
lftaterial aRtl shall extefttl o•;er the eRtire eaRopy.
(30) If a hytlra1:11ie or pRe1:1matie storage tle;riee eaR lfto·1e
the ffiO¥iftg e)effiefttS Sl:leh as, b1:1t Rot Jimitetl to, bJatles, b1:1eJc
ets, saws afttl sheBFs, after the lftaehiRe is shut tlo .vH, the pres
Stire Of storetl eftergy HOffi the elemeftt shall be tlisehargetl 8S
speeifietl by the lftaft1:1faet1:1rer.
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(l
2. To slack mainline to
unhook choker-

3. Stop any moving line
and hold.

6. When hooker wants
tractor to back In he
slaps his butt. If tractor
Is to head In he puts
finger on top of his head.

4. To stop tractor -

hold one hand out
. with palm down.

~

1. Hooker's slgnal ofwherw
ta drop chokers. He

stands near where he
wants chokers dropped
and signals when ta drop
chours by swinging
both hands as Illustrated.

C1) Wire rope must be of the same or better grade as originally recommended by the equipment manufacturer.
C2) Wire rope must be removed from service when any
of the following conditions exist:
(a) In running ropes. six randomly distributed broken
wires in one lay or three broken wires in one strand in one

B. Back up with trac:tar.
Rotate forurm In circular motion Indicating
opemor shall back
trac:tar 1Dwanl signal
person.

JJ

EXCEPIION: This section does not apply to chokers.

~

Cb) Wear of one-third the original diameter of outside
individual wires. Kinking. crushing. birdcaging. or any other
damage resulting in distortion of the rope structure:
(c) Evidence of any heat damage from any cause;
Cd) Reductions from nominal diameter of more than
3/64-inch for diameters to and including 3/4-inch. 1/16-inch
for diameters 7/8-inch to 1-1/8-inch. inclusive. 3/32-inch for
diameters 1-1/4-inches to 1-1/2-inches inclusive;
(e) In standing ropes. more than two broken wires in one
lay in sections beyond end connections or more than one broken wire at an end connection:
(f) In standing ropes. when twelve and one-half percent
of the wires are broken within a distance of one wrap Clay);
and
Cg) Corroded. damaged. or improperly a12plied end connections.
C3) Wire rope must be kept lubricated as conditions of
use require.
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Wire rope selection is an important element in cable logging.
WIRE ROPE

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-5571 0 Wire rope-Cutti ng. (1) Hard
hammers must not be used for cutting cable with a wire ax or
when splicing.
(2) Employees must wear eye protection when cutting
lines.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-5572 0 Wire rope-Splici ng. (1) Marlin
spikes must be used for splicing. The marlin spikes must be:
(a) Large enough for the size of the line being spliced;
and
(b) Maintained in good condition;
(2) Short splices, eye-to-eye splices, cat's paws, and
knots are prohibited except for moving nonload-bea ring
lines. Knots may be used on single drum tractors, grapple
pickup lines, and dropline carriage systems using slider bells
if the knot is tied on the end of the dropline.
(3) Wire rope one-half inch in diameter or less must be
tucked at least two times provided the rope is used only as a
strawline.
(4) Eye splices in all regular lay lines and straps must be
tucked at least three times.
(5) Eye splices in Jang lay lines must be tucked at least
four times.
(6) Splices, other than eye splices, in Jang lay loading
lines are prohibited.
(7) Long splices must be used to permanently join regular lay running line.
(8) The length of line strand to be unraveled to make a
long splice in wire rope must be as shown in Table 2: Length
Permanent
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of Line Strand. The full length of the splice is twice the length
of the rope to be unraveled.
Table 2: Length of Line Strand
Rope Diameter

To Be Unraveled

Total Length

114"

8'

3/8"
112"

8'

16'

10'

20'
26'

5/8"
314"
7/8"
I"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1-3/8"
1-1/2"
1-5/8"
1-3/4"
1-7/8"
2"

13'
15'
18'
20'
23'
25'
28'
30'
33'
35'
38'
40'

16'

30'
36'
40'
46'
50'
56'
60'
66'
70'
76'
80'

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-5573 0 Wire rope-Attac hing end fastenings. ( 1) The manufacturer 's recommenda tions must be
followed when attaching sockets and other end fastenings.

4
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APPUCATION OF WIRE ROPE

(2) Using cable clips or clamps for joining lines is pro.hibited, except to transfer slack lines from one place to
,another.
(3) When U-bolt cable clips are used to form eyes, Table
3: U-bolt Cable Clips to Form.Eyes must be used to determine the number and spacing of clips.

U~OLTCUPS

Crosby Type

1. CORRECT METHOD - IJ-Bolts of clips on
short end of rope. (No distortion on live end of
rope)

Table 3: U-bolt Cable Clips to Form Eyes
Minimum
Improved
Required
of
Space
Number
Plow Steel
Other
Clips
Between
Diameter of
Material
Forged
Clips
Rope
-3/4 inch
4
3
3/8 to 5/8
inch
4-1/2 inch
5
4
3/4 inch
5-1/4 inch
5
4
7/8 inch
6 inches
6
5
I inch
6-3/4 inch
6
6
1-1/8 inch
7-112 inch
7
6
1-1/4 inch
8-1/4 inch
7
7
1-3/8 inch
9 inches
8
7
1-1/2 inch

(4) When U-bolt cable clips are used:
(a) For eye splices, the U-bolt wire rope clip must be
attached so that the U section is in contact with the dead or
short end of the rope (see Figure 3: Eyes Formed with U-bolt
•Cable Clips);
(b) U-bolt cable clips must be spaced at least six rope
,
diameters apart to obtain the maximum holding power. Nuts
must be tightened evenly and tightened again after application of the first sustained load. After the rope has been used
and is under tension, the clips must be tightened again to take
up any looseness caused by the tension reducing the rope
diameter;
(c) With high strength wire rope, one more U-bolt cable
clip must be added for each grade above improved plow steel;
and
(d) Eyes formed with U-bolt cable clips are prohibited
with running lines or straps.

~1,nza.4)'.Zlii!ii~
2. ·WRONG METHOD - U-Bolts on live end
of rope. (This will cause mashed spots on live
end of rope)

3. WRONG METHOD - Staggered clips; two

correct and one wrong. (This will cause a

mashed spot_ In Dve end a1 rope due to wrong
position of center clip)

4. After rope is in service, and is under tension,
tighten clips to take up decrease- .'in rope cfiameter.

Figure 3: Eyes Formed with U-bolt Cable Clips

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1197)
WAC 296-54-559 ((¥erdieg Helieepters aed heli
eepter eP&ees.)) Chokers and butt rigging. (((1) Helieop

ters aHEI helieopter eraHes shall eomply with aay applieable
reg1:1latioas of the PeEleral Aviatioa AElmiaistratioa.
(2) Prior to eaeh Elay's operatieR, a eriefiag shall ee eoa
E11:1eteEI. This eriefiflg shall set forth the plaR of operatioR for
the pilot aaEI gro1:1aEI persetrnel.
(3) A take off path freffl the leg piek1:1p poiat shall be
estaelished, afta shall ee fflade kROWfl to all ·workers iA that
area eefore the first tl:lffl of logs is fflOYeEI.
(4) The helieopter flight path te aAEI ffo1tt the drop zoAe
shall be desigaated aHd HO eqttipffleAt or persoAAel (other
thaA flight persOHAel Aeeessary to assist laHdiAg aHd take off)
will oee1:1py these areas dttriAg helieopter aFFiYal or Elepart1:1re.
(5) The approaeh to the laAdiHg shall ee elear aHEI loHg
eH01:1gh to pre'...eRt tree tops from l:ieiag pttlled iato the l1md
ffig-:
(6) The helieepter shall Rot pass over aa area ia whieh
etttters are workiAg at a height whieh wottlEI ea1:1se the rotor
\Vash to iHhibit a etttter's ability to safely eoAtrol a tree or Elis
loElge li1ttes.
(7) Drop zoaes shall ee twiee the ftOlfliHal leagth of logs
ta ee laaded.
(8) The Elrop ~oae shall be ao less thaa oHe httaElreEI
tweat}' five feet from the loaEliHg or Eleekiag area.
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(9) Separate areas shall be eesigt1atee for lat1clit1g legs
at1cl foelit1g the helieepter(s).
(10) The )'arclit1g helieepter shall be ettttippecl with a
siret1 ta wart1 ·werl<ers ef at1y hazaree1:1s sitt1atim1.
(11) Werkers shall refflait1 it1 the elear as ehekers are
beit1g eeliveree, ftfle l:IFISeF He eiret1ff1Stat1ees will werkers
ffleYe l:lf!Sef the helieepter that is eeliveFiflg the ehekeFS eF
take heltJ ef the ehekeFS befere they haYe beef! releases by
the helieepter.
( 12) Leg piekttp shall be arraFtgee it1 a ffl8F1F1er that the
heek 1:1p erew will Ret werk eR slopes below fellee aRe
bttekee tifflber.
( J3) If the leas ffltlSt be lighteRee, the hook shall be
plaeee efl the grnttfle eft the 1:1phill sicle of the tttrfl befere the
heeker apprnaehes to release the exeess legs.
(14) LaReiRg erew shall be it1 the elear before logs are
eroppee.
(15) Ot1e eRe ef all the logs ifl the tttffl shall be to1:1ehiRg
the grn1:1Re at1cl loweree te at1 at1gle ef Hot fflore that1 45° freffl
the horizot1tal before the ehokers are releases.
( 16) Logs shall be laie eR the gre1:1t1e at1s the helieopter
will be eofflpletely free ef the ehoker(s) befere ·werkers
apprnaeh the logs.
(17) If the leas will t1et release freffl the heek, the leas
BAS the heel< shall be efl the gre1:1t1S befere workers appreaeh
to release the heek fflat11:1ally.
(18) Loaes shall be preperly sl1:1Rg. Tag lit1es shall be ef
a let1gth that will Rat perfflit their beit1g Sf8Wfl tip iRtO roters.
Presses slee.,·e, swagee eyes, or ett1:1ivale11t meaRs shall be
1:1ses fer all freely s1:1spet1secl loass ta prevet1t hat1s spliees
freffl spit1t1it1g epeA er eable elafflpS fFOffl JeeseF1it1g.
(19) All eleetrieally eperatee eargo heeks shall have the
eleetrieal aetivatiRg seviee se sesigt1es BAS iRstallee as te
preveftt iRBS'l'erteRt eperatioR. IA assitiefl, these eargo heoks
shall be eEjl:lippee with ftft efflergeRe)' ffleehat1ieal eeAtFOI fer
releasiAg the leas. The hooks shall be testes prier te eaeh
clay's eperntiefl to eeteFfflit1e that the release fttRetiOFIS prop
erly, both eleetrieally ftftS ff1eehat1ieally.
(20)(a) PersoRal prnteetiYe ettt1ipfflet1t for efflployees
reeei-.·it1g the leas shall eeRsist of eefflplete eye preteetieR
BAS hare hats see1:1ree by ehit1strnps, BAS high visibility ·1ests
or e1:1ter garffleRts.
(b) Leese fittit1g elothiRg likely to flap it1 the clewt1wash,
8FIS th1:1s be Sflagges OH hoist liRe, shall FIOt be VIOFFI.
(21) E·1ery praetieal preea1:1tiot1 shall be takeR le proviee
fer the prnteetieR ef efflployees froffl flyiRg oBjeets it1 the
rater clo•.vt1wash. All loese gear v:ithiR et1e h1:1t1eree feet of
the plaee of liftiRg of the leas, sepositit1g the leas, at1cl all
other areas s1:1seeptible te rotor eewt1wash shall be see1:1res er
refflevee.
(22) Gees ho1:1sekeepiRg shall be fflftifltfliRes ift all heli
eepter leaclit1g at1EI t1t1leasit1g areas.
(23) The heJieepteF eperatef shall be FespeRSible for size,
weight, at1s FF18Rt1er it1 v1hieh leass are eef!f1eetes te the heli
eepter. If, for aRy reaseR, the helieepter operator believes the
lift eftflROt be ffl8Se safely, the lift shall FIOt be ffl8Se.
(24) Efflpleyees shall Hot perforffl ·.verk t1t1cler he·1eriHg
eraft exeept for that lifflitee peries ef tiffle t1eeessary te g1:1ise,
seettre, heek aRe ttHheek leass. Regarsless ef whether the
heekit1g er 1:1t1heekiHg of a leas takes plaee eA the grnt1t1cl er
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other leeatieH it1 at1 ele,..·ates work pesitiet1 it1 stfl:letttral ffleffl
bers, a safe FF1ea11s ef aeeess at1cl egress, te it1el1:1cle a11 1:1t1pre Al
gramffles effierget1ey eseape rn1:1te er re1:1tes, shall be pre ~
vises for the efflpleyees heekit1g or 1:1t1heekit1g leads.
(25) Statie eharge OH the st1spet1clee leas shall be eissi
pates with a gro1:1t1sit1g ee·.·iee befere gre1:1F1e perset1F1el te1:1eh
the S\:ISf)eHeee Iese, Of proteetive f\:IBBeF gle'<'es shall be WOfft
by all gre1:1He perset1t1el teHehit1g the s1:1spet1eee leae.
(26) The weight ef BA exteff!al leae shall Hot exeeee the
FF1flt11:1faet1:1rer's rntiHg.
(27) Hoist wires er ether geer, exeept for p1:1llit1g liHes er
eoReHeters that are allo·nee te "pay e1:1t" freffl a eot1taiHer er
roll eff e reel, shall Hot be atteehee to at1y fixee gre1:1fle str1:1e
t1:1re, er alle·Nee to fettl et1 aRy fixes strHet\ire.
(28) Whefl visibility is ree1:1eee by S\:ISt Of other eet1ei
tiet1s, grottflEI persot1t1el shall exereise speeial eat:1tiofl to l<eep
elear ef fflftifl BHEI stabilizit1g rotors. Preea\itiefls shall also be
takeR by the effltJlO)'er to eliffliflete es far as tJFaetieal reE11:1eecl
visibility.
(29) 8igflal systefl'IS bet·tYeeH airerew 8HS gFO\:IFIS tJeFSOH
Hel shall be l:IHSeFStOOS 8FIS eheekee ifl eevaflee ef heistiflg
the loae. This Bflplies te either reeie Of haflS sigflal systeff!S.
Hat1s sigt1als shall be as shewH i11 Pigt:1re 6.
(30) No t:1t1a1:1therizee tJerseR shall be allowecl te
BflflFOaeh withi11 fifty feet of the helieotJter whe11 the rater
biases ere t1:1rRiRg.
(31) WheRever atJtJFeaehiRg or leaYiRg a helieetJter with
biases retati11g, all effltJloyees shall refflai11 i11 foll view ef the
pilot aHs keep i11 a ere1:1ehee tJesitiet1. Efflpleyees shall a·,·eis Al
the area freffl the eoel<tJit or eabifl rearware HAless a1:1thorizes ~
by the helieopter OtJereter to ·.verk there.
(32) 8ttffieiet1t gre1:1t1s fleFSeRHel shall be flFO'tiees, whet1
rett1:1ires, fer safe helieetJter leaeit1g at1e 1:1t1leaclit1g OtJera

~

(33) There shall be ee11stat1t reliable eefflfflttt1ieatiet1
betweefl the f)i\ot, Biie 8 sesigt1atee effltJleyee ef the gFOl:IFIS
erew who aets as a sigt1altJerset1 e1:1rit1g the tJeriee ef leasit1g
8FIS ttt1Jeaei11g. This sigHBlfleFSOFI shall be sisti11etly reeogt1iz
able frnffl other grnttflS fleFSOFIHel.
(34) OfleA fires shall 11ot be tJerfflittee it1 at1 area that
eottle res1:1lt it1 stteh fires beit1g Sf1Feacl by the rotor clewt1
waslr.
(35) U11der He eirettfflstat1ees shall the refttelit1g ef at1y
type helieetJter with either a'<'iatioA gasoli11e er Jet B (tttrbit1e)
tyf)e ftteJ be perfflitted while the e11git1es are Fl:lflfliflg.
(36) Helieopters 1:1sit1g Jet A (t1:1rbit1e kerese11e) tyf)e foe!
fflliY be reftteles with eRgit1es r1:111t1it1g flF0'1ised the follewi11g
eriteria is ff!et:
(a) Ne 1:1Hatttherizes tJerset1s shall be allowes withi11 fifty
feet of the reftteliRg operatieH er fttelit1g ettttipmet1t.
(b) A mit1iffl1:1ffl of et1e thirty flOl:lfle fire extit1g1:1isher, er
a eofflbit1atiet1 of saffle, goes fer elass A, B at1s C fires, shall
be flFOYised withit1 ot1e h1:1Hsred feet 011 the 1:1pwit1s side ef
the refttelit1g eperatiot1.
(e) All fttelit1g perset1t1el shall be thore1:1gl!ly trai11ee it1
the. re~eli.Hg ope~atieA a11d iH the 1:1se ef the a•1ailable fire ~
ext1t1g1:11sh111g eqtttf)ffleflt they may be extJeeted to 1:1tilize.
~
(d) TheFe shall be Ao sffleki11g, opet1 flames, exposes
flaffle heaters, flare flOls er epe11 flaffle lights withit1 fifty feet
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of the reft:teliRg area or ftteliRg eqttif!lfleRt. All eRtraRees to
the refueliRg area shall be f!OSted with "NO SM01mm" sigRs.
(e) Dtte to the Rt1lflerot1s eattses of statie eleetrieit)', it
shall be eoRsidered f!FeseRt at all tilfles. Prior to startiRg reftt
eliRg Of!eratioRs, the fueliRg eqttif!lfleRt aRd the helieof!ter
shall be grnttRded aRd the ftteliHg Rozzle shall be eleetrieally
boHdeEI to the helieof!ter. The 1:1se of e0Rd1:1etive hose shall Hot
be aeeef!ted to aeeO!flf!lish this boRdiHg. All gro1:1HdiRg aftd
boRdiRg eoRReetioRs shall be eleetrieall)' aRd !fleehaRieally
firlfl, to eleaR HFlf!aiHted lfletal f!arts.
(f) To eoRtFOI Sf!ills, fuel shall be fll:lfflf!ed either ey ltaftd
or f!OWer. Po1:1riRg or gravity flow shall Rot be f!eFfflitted.
Self elosiRg Hozzles or deadfftaR eoRtrnls shall be 1:1sed aRd
shall Rot ee bloeked Of!eH. Nozzles shall ftOt be drnggetl aloHg
the grn1:1Rd.
(g) IH ease of a Sf!ill, the foeliRg Of!eratioR shall ee imffle
tliately stOf!f!ed ttHtil s1:1eh tilfle as the f!ersoR iR: eharge deter
lfliRes that it is safe to resttlfle the reflieliRg Of!eratioft.
(h) WheR alfleieRt te!flf!ernt1:1res have beeR iR the 100
degree F. raRge for aR exteRded f!eriod of tilfle, all reft:teliR:g
of helieOf!teFS With the eRgiReS ftlflfliflg shall ee Sl:ISf!eflded
1:1Rtil stteh tilfle as eoRtlitioRs eeeo!fle sttitaele to resttffle refu
eliRg with the eftgiRes FliflRiRg.
(37) Helieof!ters with their eflgiR:es stOf!f!ed beiR:g reftt
eled with aviatioR gasolifle or Jet B (tttreiRe) tyf!e fuel, shall
also eolflf!ly with s1:1eseetioR (36)(a) through (g) of this see

tietr.

(38) Hook oft f!ersofls iR loggiR:g Of!eFatioRs shall wear
eotttrastiRg eolored hard hats, with ehiRstFtlflS, aftd high visi
~ bility vests or 01:1ter garffleRts to eRaele the helieof!ter Of!era
, tor to readily ideRtif)' their loeatioR.
(39) RitliRg the load or hook of a helieof!ter is f!Fohibited
exeef!t iR the ease of aft e!flergeRey with the f!FOf!eF safety
gettF-:
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2. Land. Arms crossed
· in front of body and

3. Hold-Hqver. The
signal "Hold" is
executed tw nl:>rinn
~it'h
arms overclenched fists.

S. Move rearward.
ands above arm,
ms out, using a
sh ing motion.

6. Release Sling.
Load. Left arm held
down tJWay from body.
Right arm slashes down
across body.

pointing downward.

Ccm!:inat:cn c! ~m: .

and hand movement in
a collecting motion,
pulling toward body.

head

7. Move right. Left arm extended
horizontally; right arm sweeps
upward to position over head.

9. Move upward. Arms extended,
· "palms up; arms sweeping up.

10. Move Oownward. Arms
extended, palms down; arms
sweeping down.

See Pig1:1res 'P>fo. 7 A thr01:1gh 7 P, fer ill1:1stratiens ef varie1:1s types ef eahle legging systelfts.
See Pig1:1res Ne. 7 Q threHgh 7 U, fer illHstratiens ef whistle signals Hsecl en YftfieHs eable legging systelfts.

Permanent
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CORNERS LOCK&STRAP
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HAULBACK LINE

CORNER BLOCK & STRAP

Permanent
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SLACK LINE SYSTE M

----·-

-,,...,,-_..:;::
,..

,_ / /

/

/.

Figure 7E

SKIDD ER SYSTE M

SHAY SWIVeL

WAISTLINE
Si..t.CKPULLIN C LINE

-TONCU NE

TIGHTENING THE SlACKPULU HG LINE
RAISES &. ROTATES THE TOHGUNE SHEAVE.
MAKING CONTACT WITH THE ICLER SHEAVES,
RESULTING IN A VISE LIKE GRIP ON THE
TONGUNE. APPLYING A LOAC TO_THE TONG
UNE RELEASES THE GRIP.
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SKYLINE
TAIL HOLD

Figure· 7F

Permanent
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/T1 ...HOE
/

/

MAINLINE BLOCK
HAULBA CK BLOCK

;;,.-,.,...,,..,,
TAILSPA R

SKYLINE
ANCHOR

SKYLINE
TAIL HOLD

Figure7 G

SOUT H BEND SYST EM

-))

Permanent
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Figure71

MECHANICAL SLACK
PULLING CARRIAGE

)}

Figure7J
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PARTIAL cumNG WlTH RUNNING SKYLINE
SL.ACKPULUNG CARRIAGE

Figure7K

RUNNING SKYLINE with chokers (GRABINSKI)

)\

Permanent
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RUNNING SKYLINE with mechanical grapple

((

-

-·

\ ..... ·.- >:. .,..
DETAIL

Flgure7M

MULTISPAN SKYUNE

'·

/'

•_;

Figure7N
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BALLOON LOGG ING -inve rted skyline configuration

/.(

Permanent

TIEDOWN LINE
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SKIBBER WillSTioE SIGNAl:JS

HIGH l:JEAB l:JOGGIPlG V.'HISl'l:JE SIGPlhl:JS

MeaHs loftger spaeiftg bet·.veeft sigflals.

Meafts loftger spaeiftg betweeft sigftals.
+-shet+ ......... ......... .. Stop all liftes.

3 short 3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead slow oft fflaiftlifte.
3--sfteft- ......... ......... .. Ahead Oft lftaiftlifte.
~ ......... ......... .. Ahead Oft hatileaelc.
2 short 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead slo•N Oft ha1:1leaek.
3 short I short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead Ofl stra·N!iftc.
3 short 1 short 3 short ........ Aheae slew eft strawlifte.
4 short OF fflOFC ......... ... . Slack fflaiftliftc.
2 short 4 shert ......... .... . Slaelc lmllbaclc.
3 short 1 short 4 short ....... . Slack strawlifte.
3 short 2 short -.-. .-.-.-.-.-.-.-. .-.-.-. Stafteiftg tight lifte.
1 short 1 shert ......... .... . Tight !ifte vthile liftes are
Fl:IRftiRg, er break if Fl:lft
ftiftg tight.
3--sfteft- ......... ......... .. Wheft riggiRg is ift: Straw
Jifte back Oft ha1:1lbaek.
3 short I pl1:1s "X" ftl:lffl
ber of shorts ......... ...... Wheft riggiRg is ift: lftei
eates Rl:lfflber of seetiofts of
stravlliRe back Ofl riggiftg.
3 short 1 short 2 short . . . . . . . . StrawliRe back eR riggiftg.
+-shet+ ......... ......... .. Wheft riggiftg is iR: Chaser
iHspeet aREI repair riggiHg.
~ ......... ......... .. Wheft riggiRg is ift: No
eholcers baek.
2 shoFt I short I pl1:1s
"X" fll:llftber of shorts ....... N1:1fflber ef chokers back.
2 short 4 short ......... ..... Wheft riggiRg is ift: Slack
ha1:1lbaek hole all liftes
1:1Htil 2 short blowft.
3 meElit:1ffl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hooker.
3 ffleEli1:1m 4 short ......... .. Hooker afte that crew.
Clifflber.
Poremaft.
Start or stop ·uork.
Persoft iftj1:1reEI, call trafts
portatioft aftcl stretcher.
Fire-:
1 loftg 1 short repeatee .......

5 loftg ......... ......... ...
4 loftg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 loHg 1 short ......... .....
7 loHg 2 short ......... .....

Graeiftski systeffl
2 short 1 short ......... ..... Slack fflaift!ifte afta ha1:1l
eaelc together.
2 loftg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Take off or p1:1t Oft rieer
bleek-,

Fi~are

7Q

Stops fftoviftg carriage
stops or goes aheaEI OR slack
191:1llcr, as ease ffta)' be, if
eEtffiagc is stoppee.
2 short ......... ......... . Go aheae oft skiEleiftg lifle
holaiftg carriage.
1 short 2 short ......... .... Piek 1:1p skiEleiftg liRe, easy.
2 short l short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shake 1:1p carriage to clear
eheker.
__,. .,_,. .,_,. . ,_. .,._. .,._. ,._-=-.-:-•.,..._ AheaEI Oft reeeEliftg lifte.
2 short 2 short .,. -.,...,
~3...,srtthfiOFFft~.-. .-.-.-_...,._...,._-.-.-.-.-.-. .-.-.-.-. AheaEI oft earriage, holaiflg
at preseftt level, 1:1siftg iHter

. .,. ._,. . _-._,. .,_,. .,_-_.. ,. ._
+l-!iSrtthfiOfFtt~.-.,..-._,...,_,..,_-_...,._..,._-.-

""°·

leek-:-

3 short 3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aheae eas)' Oft skiEIEliftg
lffie:
2 short 2 short 2 shoFt ....... Slack skylifle, cable tlowH.
2 short 2 short 2 shoFt
l short ......... ......... Piek 1:1p skyliRe, cable 1:1p.
2 short 2 shOFt 4 short ....... Slack reeetliHg lifte.
2 short 4 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slack skitltliHg lifte.
2 short 2 short 1 short ....... Tighteft all liHes.
l short 4 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slack off slack p1:11lcr.
1 short 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Piek 1:1p slack p1:11ler wheft
~

2 shert 2 short I pl1:1s
"X" ftt:1fflber of shorts

WheH eEtffiage is ifl: Nt1ffl
ecr Of chokers Wafttee.
2 short 2 short 1 loftg ....... B1:1ll choker.
1 short ......... ......... . WheH carriage is ift: IAspeet
lll:ltt riggiflg.
2 short 4 short / l short . . . . . . For each atlElitional teft feet
of toRg liHe.
of
l loftg / pl1:1s "X" fttHflber
shorts ......... ......... . N1:1fflber of coils of strnw
lifte waftteEI.
5 fficai1:1m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tail Of SCCOflS rigger.
5 lfleEli1:1m 4 short . . . . . . . . . . Tail or seem:iEI rigger aHEI
that erew.
SkiEleer heaEI rigger. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2 tHcai1:1tH
3 lfleai1:1m 4 short ......... . Hooker afle that crew.
2 loHg ......... ......... .. AheaEI Oft traftsfer.
2 loRg 4 shert . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slack traHsfer
l short 3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . AheaEI oft e8ffiage with
slack puller liHe.
l leflg ......... ......... .. Ahead oft strawlifte.
1 loRg 4 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slack strawlifte.
l loftg 3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead easy Oft strawlifte.
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5 loAg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ClitHber.
4 leAg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fereffien.
1 loAg 1 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Start er step work.
7 leAg 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Persea injured, eell treAs
fJOrtetioA eAtl streteher.
l leAg l short repeated
Fire:

2 short 2 short 1 short I plus
"X" AU!Hber of shorts - - - WheA eeffiege is ia: Nuffi
ber of ehekers.
I short .................. . WheA eftffiege is iA: IAsfJeet
riggiAg, repair BAB seAtl
~

Figure 7 R
SbNClrLIPlE Y/IIISTLE Sl6PlAbS

MeeAs leAger SflBeiAg bet·#eeA sigAels.
2 short 2 short 2 short
I short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . First eehle up wheA reed hes
beeA eheAgetl eAtl tail held
metle fest.
2 short 2 short 2 short . . . . . . . Drefl skyliAe.
l short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stofl BA)' ffioviAg liAe.
1 leAg .................. .. WheA loggiAg, sleek sky
ttHe-:
2 short .................. . Ahead on skyliAe.
l leAg 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aheetl easy oft skyliAe.
3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead on skitltliAg liAe,
heltliag heulbeek.
3 short 3 short . ,. ._. ,. _-._,..,_,..,_....,.-.-.-.-...,... .,. ._ Ahead easy eA skieeiAg liAe
with sleek heulbeelc.
4 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sleek skitltliAg liAe.
2 short 2 short I 2 short
2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead ees)· OH heulbeek
with sleek skietliAg liAe.
2 short 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aheetl en heulbeek.
2 short 2 short 4 short . . . . . . Sleek heulbeek.
2 short I 3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . Piek Ufl skyliAe eAtl skit!.
2 short l 2 short 2 short . . . . . . Piek Ufl slq·lifte eAtl skiA.
3 short I short . . . . . . . . . . . . . WheA eeffiege is iA: Strew
liAe beek oA heulbeek.
3 short 1 short 2 short . . . . . . . WheA eftffiege is iA: Strew
liAe beek oA eftffiege.
3 short 1 short -.-.-.-.-.-. .-.-.-.-.-.-. '.VheA strewliAe is out
Ahead OH strewliAe.
3 short 2 short . ,. _.,. . _.-:.--:-.-:-.-:-.-:-.:--:._.. .,_. . ,._. .,. ._ Tight line.
3 short I short 4 short . . . . . . . Sleek strewliAe.
3 short 1 short 3 short . . . . . . . Pull easy OH strewliAe.
2 leAg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead OH treAsfer.
2 leAg 4 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sleek transfer.
2 leAg 2 short 2 short . . . . . . . WheA eeffiege is iA: TreAs
fer beek eA eftffiege.
I leAg l plus "X" AUffiber of
shorts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WheA eftffiege is iA: Nuffi
ber of eoils.
Permanent

2 short 2 short 4 short ....... WheA eeffiege is ia: Sleek
heulbeek eAtl halt! ell liAes
uAtil 1 short is blewA tl;teA
sent! beek.
3 short 3 short ............. WheA eftffiege is iA: SeHtl
beek flOwtler.
5 1Heeiu1H ................. Tuil rigger.
5 metliuffi 4 short .......... Tail rigger eAtl that erew.
3 1Heeiu1H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Heed hooker.
3 metliuffi 4 short . . . . . . . . . . SeeeAe hooker eAtl that .
~

5 loAg .................. .. ClitHber.
4 loAg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ForetHeA.
1 loAg 1 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stert or step work.
7 leAg 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . PerseA iAjuree, eell treAs
flOrtetieA eAtl streteher.
1 loAg 1 short repeated
Fire:

Figure7 S
RHNNIN6 Slli¥"1Jlll!l 'NIHSTJ,J!l SI6NAloS

MeeAS leAger Sfl8eiAg eehveeA sigAels
1 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stefl ell ffioviAg liAes
2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SlciA eeffiege heek
2 short I short ......... : . . . Sleek heulbeek
2 short 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . SkiA eeffiege easy
2 short 3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . SteAtling tight liAe
1 short 2 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ahead oA tlrofl liAe
4 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sleek BFOfl liAe
1 short 4 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sleek hath FHBiAliRes
I short 1 short -.-.-.-. .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. Step Elrop liAe geiAg Ufl BAB
ffie·;e eeffiege forward ·
3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Move eftffiege forweffi,.
3 short 3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . Move eftffiege forweffi easy
3 short 1 short ............. WheA stre·.vline is out: ·,
AheeEI OH strewline · 1 ' 3 short I short 4 short . . . . . . . Sleek strewliAe
3 short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WheA eftff'iege is iA: Stftlw
lffle
l. '
3 shert X short . . . . . . . . . . . . WheA eeffiege is iA: Nuffi
ber seetieAs
3 shert 1 short 2 short ........ WheA eftff'iege is in: Stftlw
liAe beek en eeffiege
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2 shaft X shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . WheR eftffiage is iR: Nlilft
eer ef ehelcers
~
eftffiage is iR: lHspeet
WheR
.
, 4 shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
riggiRg, repair aRd seRd
baelt
I shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WheR eaffiage is iR: Hele
all IiRes ttRtil 2 shafts, theft
seFtd eaelc
3 lfteeiliffl ......... ....... . Head heeker
3 lfteeilim 4 shaft ......... . Heelcer aFtd that erew
4 leRg ......... ......... . . Perelftafl
l leFtg 1 shaft . .,_. . ,_. . ,._. ,. _. ,. ._.,. . _'""'·_,__.. .,._. . ,._. ,. _. ,. . Staft er step werlc
7 leRg 2 shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . Persefl iRjHree; eall tra8s
· pertatieFt afla streteher

1 le8g 1 shert (repeated) . . . . . Pire
3 shaft 1 leRg ......... .... AelcFtewleegee ey eRgiFteer
te sigflify ha2ar0e1is tlifft

l'BNSl0N SYS'l'BM SIG PiA:l>S

4-....... ......... ........ Release teRsieR

~

,

1 shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Step eftFfiage a8d start
liFISpeeliAg taRg liRe
l shert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Step te8g liRe
-l-5ftert- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Restnlle ttRspeeliRg teRg

ttHe

l shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Will step a8y lfte'liRg liRe
er slaelc teRg li8e wheR ear
riage is steppes
Ge iRte iAterleek aRd ge
-.
-.
-.
2 shaft 2 shaft -.-. .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
baelt
2 shart 4 shaft ......... .... Slaek ha1:dbaek a8d let ear
riage dewR
After tliffl is set

2-sheFt- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ge ahead e8 teFtg liRe

2 shaft 3 shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ge ahead easy eR teRg liRe
3 shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ge iRte iAterleek a8d take
earriage te laRdiRg
Ahead 08 eftffiage easy
-.
.
.
,
.
_
.
,
.
.
3 shaft 3 shaft "'"·. ,. ._.,. . _,. ._.,...,__....,.-.-

l shaft 2 shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . l8erease te8sieFt SR teRg
li8e wheR eftffiage is geiRg

Ht

shert l shaft -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. .-.-.-.-. Deerease te8sieR eR teRg
liRe wheR eftffiage is geiRg

Ht

Fi~•e
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Chokers must be at least one size smaller than the
mainline. If a dropline is used it must have a breaking
strength equal to a line one size smaller than the mainline.
(2) All butt hook rigging must be used in a manner to
prevent loss of the choker.
(3) Molles or cold shuts are prohibited in butt rigging as
a load bearing connection.
(1)

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013 ,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)

WAC 296-54-561 ((Leg leadieg

Ceeerel •ettttire

fttt!Mj;)) Guylines. (((I) LeadiRg eperaters shall ha,·e a elear
view ef the laRdiRg &Rd ef the ears Sf lflielcs beiRg leaded.
(2) Perse8s shall Ret ride legs, teRgs, gFapples er ether
leadiRg deviees.
(3) The liSe ef plaiR spilced leadiRg heeks witltelit a bell
is prnhieitee for leadiRg legs.
(4) All limes er kRets that weHle prejeet eeye1td the
stakes Sf legal height shall ee Femeved eefere the leg is
leaded eR the ear er lflielc.
(5) WheR the leaeiRg eperater is ft8t aele te see the lead
iRg aperatieR, sigRals shall ee giVeR ey ft desigRatee:J peFSeR,
whe shall ha,•e a elear .,.iew ef the eperatieRs aRd shall be vis
iele te the eperater. IIaRd sigRals Hsed shall be as illHstrated
iR PigHre tile. 7, fellewiRg WAC 296 54 565.
(6) Legs shall Ret ee swttag er s1ispe118ed ever eeeHpied
eqliipmeftt ey leadi11g maehiaes 011 laRdi11gs. PerseAS shall
Ret staFtd er walk 1i11der Slispeaded legs.
(7) Ne e11e shall ride leass while ears er lflielcs are beiRg
spettes er dreppes, exeept these whese regHlar dlities reqHire
them te de se.
(8) CllFS llRd tflielcs shall Rel ee lfteved lilltil the head
leaser er leaai11g lftaehi11e eperater is pesiti·1e that all perseRs
are iR the elear.
(9) WheR grapples, trip teRgs er similar de·1iees ftfe Hses
iR the leafiiRg epeflltieR, they shall ee le "''eretl te the gFeliRS
wheaeveF the ftlftehiRe is tlftfttteRded. If the seviee eall tip Sf
fall e·1er, it shall ee laid 88 its siee 011 the gre1i11d.
(10) While legs ftfe eeiRg leased, 118 e11e shall remai11 011
the lead, ehaift deelc Sf eehi11e the eae prnteeter. A8y lillftt
taehee fflllterial shall ee FelftSVed frelft the tsp ef the eae pre
teeter eefere the tftlek is ffl0'ied frem the la11diRg.
( 11) Tu eeRtFSJ the ffi0'ieffiellt ef a leg tftlelc bei11g
leaded, ft pesiti·1e alidieJe JfteftftS ef eemmliRieatiSll shall ee
establishes bet'h'eeft the lflielc efi,•er ftfttl the JeatliRg ftlllehi11e
eperater. The established meaRs ef eemmttRieatieR shall ee
familiar te all emplayees e11 the laRdi11g aREI shall iRelHde a
tlaRger sig11al te WftFA empleyees iR ease ef 88 emergeaey . If
ft mevable leaser is eeiRg liSee, the leaser eperate£ shall
seli11d a Wftf11iag sig11al befere me·1i11g the leader. The sigRals
se Hsee shall be easily 8isti11gHishaele frem ether whistle er
her11 sig11als Hsetl i11 the laReiAg BFea.
(12) 111/heR sigRals are Hsed at a laREliRg, relead er tleelc te
eeRtrel the ff!e·;emeRt ef leggiAg tflielcs iR aeeertlaRee 'h'ith
SliBSeetiSR (11) ef this seetiSR, the felJewiRg sigRals shell ee
ttSeEJ:.

1 shert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Step
1 shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ahead
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2 shorts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bftclt
2 shorts theH 2 shorts ........... .... WFiipper
3 shorts ........... ........... ... Cheek seales
1 lo Hg repeated ........... ........ ffflfl.gef
I loHg ........... ........... ..... Loader FHoviHg

(27) The tFflASport 't'ehiele shall ee positioAed to pro't'ide
WOFkiHg elearaAee eetweeA the vehieJe flHB the deeJc.
(28) 0Hly the loadiHg or 1:1HloadiAg maehiAe operator aHd
other persoAHel the employer deFHoAstrates are esseAtial shall
ee iR the work area Bl:lfiRg JoadiHg aRd l:lflloadiRg.)) ill

(13) No peFSOH shall ee perFHitted aloHgside OF tlflder
Heath trneks eeiHg loaded OF OH the load l:IHtil eOFHFHl:IHieatiOH
has eeeH estaelished with the loadiHg FHaehiHe opeffttOF aHd
tfl:lek dFi\'eF aHd aSSl:lfaHee has eeeH reeei ..·ed that it is safe to
ee there.
(14) Power saws shall Hot ee opefftted OH top of loaded
loggiHg tr1:1eks.
(15) 8taHdiHg 1:1HderHeath a s1:1speHded trailer or its reaeh
is prnhibited.
(16) The 01:1tside b1:1Hldogs (bottoFH tier) shall ee loaded
tight agaiHst the stakes.
( 17) Logs shall be loaded iH a FHaHHer to preveHt 1:1Hd1:1e
straiH OH wrappers, eiHders, Bl:IHk stakes aHd ehaiHS OF straps.
~

Legs shall be eensi!lere!I te be "11ithin the st11lces" '*"'hen
ene hlllf the leg !li11H1eter is belew the tep ef the stlllces.

(18) Logs iH aHy tier or la'.1·er 1:1Hsee1:1red by stakes or
ehallc e)oelcs shall ee well saddled aHd ha\'e their diaFHeter
eeHters iHside the diaFHeter eeHters of the 01:1ter logs of the
HeJtt lower tier or l&yeF.
(19) B1:1Hk aHd wiHg logs shall extefld Hot less thaH
twelve iHehes eeyoHd the fFOHt aHd rear Bl:lflkS Of stakes. OH
rigid type b1:1Hks, the'.1' shall exteHd Hot less thaH six iHehes
beyoHd the froHt aHd rear b1:1Hks or stakes.
(20) Do1:1ele eHded logs, abO\'e the stakes, shall HOt ee
loaded OH the side of the load froFH whieh the eiHders or
wrappers are iHteHded to be released froFH.
(21) Logs shall be loaded iH a FHaHHer that will Hot iFHpair
full aHd free FHO't'eFHeHt of the trnek aHd trailer.
(22) Eaeh log Hot eoHtaiHed withiH the stakes shall be
see1:1red with at least two Vt'rappeFS eefore the tfl:lek leaves the
iFHFHediate laHdiHg area.
(23) Loads or logs shall Hot be FHO'>'ed or shifted while
wrappers aHd BiHdeFS are eeiHg applied OF adj1:1sted.
(24) Stable loads. Loads shall ee e1:1ilt 1:1p OF loaded iH a
FHaHHer to be stable 'Nitho1:1t the 1:1se of ·.vrappers. '.Vrappers
shall ee eoHsidered OHly as preea1:1ti0Hary FHeas1:1res to eflSl:IFe
stability of the load.
(25) LoadiRg eE11:1ipFHeRt maiRtaiRed. All loadiRg
FHaehiHes aRd eq1:1ipFHeRt shall be maiAtaiAed iA a safe eoAdi
tioH. The eritieal parts of s1:1eh eE11:1ipFHeHt, s1:1eh as bolts iR
ease plates, ete., that eaHAOt be iHspeeted while iH opeffttioH,
shall be iAspeeted at FeaSOAaele iAtervals ey a E!l:lfllified fJeF
soA wheH the FHaehiAe is sh1:1tdowA. If iAdieatioAs of fail1:1re or
wealrness is Roted er s1:1speeted, the parts iH q1:1estioH shall be
eXflffliHed ey flH appFO't'ed FHethod aRd if fe1:1Ad to Be defee
tive, shall be repaired Of replaeed eefoFe the eE!1:tipFHeHt is p1:1t
eaek iHtO operatioR.
(26) ToAgs p1:1lliAg 01:1t. Where there is a daAger of toAgs
or hooks p1:1lliRg Ol:lt of the log, Stftlf)S shall ee 1:1sed. ToHgs
FHflY ee 1:1sed Ofl extra large logs pro·rided the logs are earlced
aAd Hotehed to fJFO't'ide a. see1:1re hold.
Permanent
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Guylines must be used with any logging equipment when
required by the equipment manufacturer .
(2) At least the minimum number and angle of guylines
recommended by the equipment manufacturer must be used.
(3) Unless otherwise specified by the equipment manufacturer. guylines must be of the following sizes:
(a) In highlead logging. the head spar guylines must be
equal in breaking strength to the mainline.
(b) In skyline logging. if the skyline is one and
three-eighths inch or greater. the head spar guylines must be
at least one and three-eighths inch. If the skyline is less than
one and three-eighths inch. the head spar guylines must be
equal in breaking strength to the skyline.
(c) On all other cable logging machines. the guylines
must have a breaking strength at least equal to the mainline/skyline. whichever is largest.
(d) Tail/lift and intermediate support trees must be adequately guyed to withstand any stress to which the tree may
be subjected.
(4) When guylines are required for spars they must be
positioned according to Table 4: Guyline Positioning. or
according to the manufacturer 's specifications .
Table 4· Guyline Positioning
Number of Guys
on Spar

Number of Guys
Sharing Load

Positioning FigureNumber

1

1

2

4 - 1 Guyline Case

2

5 - 2 Guyline Case

3

3*

l
4

2

5

2

6 - 3 Guyline Case
7 - 3 Guyline Case

ill

8 - 4 Guyline Case

9 - 5 Guyline Case

1

10 - 5 Guyline
Case (2}

l

11 - 6 Guyline
Case

1
I

12 - 6 Guyline
Case (2}

1

.8.

l

13 - 7 Guyline
Case

Q

.4

14 - 8 Guyline
Case
15 - 8 Guyline
Case (2}

For metal spars designed to operate without snap guy

(5}(a) Guylines supporting metal spars must be made of
plow steel or better material and must be maintained in good
condition.

4
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Cb) Guylines for tail/lift and intermediate support trees
be made of synthetic material and must be used accordmay
~
, ing to the manufacturer's recommendations.
C6) Load bearing guyline angles must be no greater than
fifty degrees measured horizontally (See Figure 18: Maximum Angle for Load Bearing Guylines and Skyline). If suitable anchors are unavailable or the terrain is so steep that the
guyline angle exceeds fifty degrees. an additional guyline
must be rigged to oppose the load.
(7) Guylines must be kept securely tightened while the
spar. tree. equipment or rigging they support is in use.
C8) Power driven devices must be securely anchored
when used to tighten guylines. Holding such devices is prohibited.
C9) All trees that interfere with proper alignment. placement. or tightening of guylines must be fell.
(10) Guylines must be hung in a manner to prevent a
excessive bight or fouling when they are tightened.
(11) The use of loops or molles for attaching guylines is
prohibited.
( 12) The U part of shackles or sleeves must be around the
guy line and the pin passed through the eye of the guyline.
(13) Splicing of guylines is prohibited except to make an
eye splice.
(14) All spliced guy line eyes must be tucked at least
three times.
(15) Extensions to guylines must be:
Ca) Equal in breaking strength to the guyline to which
they are attached; and
(b) Connected only by a shackle connecting two spliced
~
eyes. pressed eyes or by double-end hooks. Connections must
,
have at least one and one-half times the strength of the
guyline.
(16) When hanging a block or jack on a guyline. only
sleeve-type safety pin shackles must be used. The shackle
sleeve shall have not less than two and one-halftime s the line
diameter bearing on the guyline.
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1 GUYLINE CASE
QUAD RANT1

Load

D

~
0

~
z-t
·N

QUAD RANT3

Figure 4: 1 Guyline Case
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2 GUYLINE CASE
QUA D.RA NT1

LOAD

.£J

·c
)>

c

i
~

QUA ORA NT3
Figure 5: 2 Guyline Case
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3 GUYLINE CASE
QUADRANT 1
LOAD

QUADRANT 3
Figure 6: 3 Guyline Case
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GUYLINE CASE

QUADRANT 1
LOAD

D

c
c

)>

~
z

-t
N

QUADRANT 3
Figure 7: 3 Guyline Case (2)
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4 GUYLINE CASE
QUADRANT 1

Load

QUADRANT 3
Figure 8: 4 ·ouyline Case
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5 GUYLINE CASE
QU AD RA NT 1

Load

N

QU AD RA NT 3
Figure 9: S Guyline Case
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5 GUYLINE CASE
QUADR ANT 1
LOAD

QUADR ANT 3
Figure 10: S Guyline Case (2)
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6 GUYLINE CASE

QUADRANT 1

Load

t

0

N

<

N

QUADRANT 3
e Ca se
Fi gu re 11: 6 Gu yl in
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6 GUYLINE CASE
QUADRANT 1

LOAD

...
~

.,.c
D

·Z
c(
~

c

...

c(

::>
G

0

~

>
z
-I
N

QUADRANT 3
Figure 12: 6 Guyline Case (2) .
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7 GUYLINE CASE
QUAD RANT 1
LOAD

t"
Q

N

<

:
,

_,
.;·

._
~

£J

c:
>.
c

z

c:(
~

c

;

;a

>
z

·~

c:(

:>

-f

G

~

QUAD RANT 3
·

........

Figure l 3: 7 Guyline Case
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8 GUYLINE CASE
QUADRAN T
LOAD

QUADRAN T 3
Figure 14: 8 Guyline Case
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8 GUYLI NE CASE
QUAD RANT 1
LOAD

t

0

N

<

QUAD RANT 3
Figure 15: 8 Guyline Case (2)
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POSITIONING GUYLINES IN BACK OF TREE

(horizontal)

.

~,

...

UFTTREE

Figure 16: Positioning Guylincs in Back of Tree

POSITIONING GUYLINES IN FRONT OF TREE

----~ B

---------~-

. .

-

(horizontal)

-----~...._

. .

A_J

SKYLINE

LIFT TREE

Figure 17: Positioning Guylincs in Front of Tree
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ARING GUYLINES AND SKYLINE
MAXIMUM ANGLE FOR LOAD BE

Bearing Guylines_and Skyline
Figure 18: Maximum·~gle for Load
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4 GUYLINE CASE -TAIU LIFT TREE GUYING
QUADR ANT 1

To Yarder

D
c:

>
c
;:a

>
z
-f
ti)

QUADR ANT 3
Figure 19: 4 Guyline Case-Ta il/Lift Tree Guying
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2 GUYLINE CASE
TAI ULI FT TREE GUYING
)
(gravity outhaul, non -sla ckp lillin g carriage
QU AD RA NT 1

To Yarder

QU AD RA NT 3
ng
Figure 20: 2 Guyline Case -Tai lll.if t Tree Guyi
ge)
carria
g
pullin
(gravity outhaul, non-slack
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-15, filed
8/20/80)

occurs when a tail/lift tree is used during downhill yarding as
shown below. Placing the guys on the uphill side only helps
to pull the tail/lift tree over uphill.
(c) If a suitable anchor is not available within a specified
shaded zone. two guylines may be used instead of one
guyline. provided a guyline is placed on either side of and as
near as possible to the affected shaded zone.
,C4) Tail/lift trees must be supported by additional
guylines if necessary. to ensure the stability of the tree.
(5) Guylines for tail/lift trees may be made of synthetic
material and must be used according to the manufacturer's
recommendation.

WAC 296-54-563 ((Leg leediRg Speeiel rettttire
taiWift trees. (((l)(a) Leaeiftg maehiftes

~))Guying

shall be eE)ttippeEI with aft effeeti·;e parlciftg bralciftg system
whieh is ftet ElepeftEleftt eft the air er hyEIJ'attlie pressttre ·uhieh
is ttseEI te step the maehifte while tra·;eliftg.
(b) A bralciftg system shall be iftstalleEI Oft the leaEI lifte
afte beam St!ppertiftg eEjttipmeftt whieh shall be eapal:lle ef
steppiftg afte heleiftg, ift tlft)' pesitieft, the maJtimttm leaEI fer
whieh the loaEliftg maehifte is Elesigftee. The eE)ttipmeftt shall
be of Stteh Elesigft as te lower the aeem with power. Booms
ftet ha.,·iftg power Elowft shall be EloggeEI befere werlcers eftter
the hazarElotts area arettftEI the aeom. Worlcers shall fiat be
ttfteer afty boem while it is beiftg helEI by the brake.
(2) A miftimttm Elistaftee ef thirty silt ifteh elearaftee
shall be maiftttliftee betweeft the eOtlftterweight ef ft Jeaeiftg
maehifte afte trees, legs, baftks, tftlelcs, ete., 'Nhile the
maehifte is ift eperatieft. If this e}eartlftee eaftft0t be maift
taifteEI, sttitable b8ffieaEles with warftiftg sigfts attaeheEI, simi
lar te a staftearEI gttarElrail, shall be iftstalleEI to isolate the haz
tlfeetts area. "DMIGER 36 ifteh elearaftee" shall be markeEI ift
eefttrastiftg eolors Oft siEles aftEI faee of eottftterweight Oft
shevels, leaElers aftEI ether swiftg type leggiftg eE)ttipmeftt.
(3) Persofts shall ftOt worlc ttftEler a slaelc pttller. A warft
iftg lifte, ef sttffieieftt leftgth to reaeh the grettftEI at all posi
tieftS, shall be httftg from aft)' slaek pttller.
(4) Where a baekstep ef ft leaEliftg maehifte is so eoft
strtteteEI that it eottlEI erttsh the eperater's eab shottlEI the heel
beam be pttlleEI Of pttsheEI too far baelcwtlfEI, positive boom
steps shall be iftstalleEI.
(5) All mebile ferk lift type leg hafteliftg maehiftes shall
be eE)ttippeEI with a meafts er meehaftism to preveftt the logs
frem letl't'iftg er relliftg eff the ferks, afte shall be ttseEI at all
times while moviftg legs.)) (1) Whenever a tail/lift tree is
within reach of the work area and the rigging is placed on the
tail/lift tree at a height greater than five times the tree diameter Cdbh). at least two guylines must be used unless tree size
and strength and rigging position eliminate the need for
guylines or employees must be in the clear before the
go-ahead signal is given.
(2) Guylines on tail/lift trees must not be anchored to
standing trees unless:
(a) There is no danger that the guyline anchor tree will
enter the work area:
Cb) The guyline anchor tree is properly tied back: or
(c) Employees are in the clear of the guyline anchor
tree(s) before the go-ahead signal is given.
(3) When guylines are required. they must be positioned
according to Figure 16: Positioning Guylines in Back of Tree
and Figure 19: 4 Guyline Case - Tail/Lift Tree Guying as follows:
(a) When the angle between the horizontal and skyline
coming into the tree (angle A in Figure 16) is less than the
angle between the horizontal and the skyline leaving the tree
towards the anchor point <angle Bin Figure 16). the guylines
must be in back of the tail/lift tree as specified in Figure 19.
(b) If angle A is greater than angle B. then the guys must
be placed in fronfof the tail/lift tree. This situation usually
Permanent
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~AC

296-54-565 ((Leg leediag Self leediRg leg
support trees. (((1) A safe meafts ef

~))Intermediate

aeeess aftEI egress shall be pre•;iEleEI to Ute eperater's leatliftg
work statioft.
(2) Self loaEliftg log H'ttek operators shall ftot ttAloaEI their
ewA leaEI ttAless a pesiti't'e meaAs ef seettriAg the legs has
beeft pre¥ieeEI wheA bifteers tlfte wrappers are remevee.
.. (3) Ne·N self leaeiftg leg H'tteks pttrehaseEI aftEI pttt ift
o~eratieft after JaAttarJ 1, 1989, shall be ettttippeEI with:
(a) A eheek ·;alve iftstalleEI eft Ute jib boom; aftEI
(b) A seat that is offset from the peiftt of attaehmeftt ef
the boem. The seat tlfte boom SH't1ett1re shall rotate eeftettr
refflly-:
(4) The operator of a self loaeiftg leg H'ttek shall ftOt heel ~
the leg eveF the operator's work statieft.
~

I·

I••

J

•

. '
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STAPlBAR:D .SIGNALS FOR: LOADING LOGS

STANDARD SIGNALS FOR LOADING LOGS

3.

Place log In center
of load.

4.
Hit log Into lay.

7.
Roll log Into lay on
load.

6.
Place peak log on
load.

5.

8.
Pick tong up In the
clear.

9.
Load finished.

Cb) Other suitable rigging arrangements.
(4) Double tree supports must be rigged so that (see Figure 22: Double Tree Intermediate Support System):
(a) The minimum and maximum heights of the jack relative to the height of the block are as shown below:
(b) The angle the block line makes with the center line of
the support tree is as follows:
(i) For skylines one and one-eighth inch and smaller. ten
degrees in any direction: and
(ii) For skylines larger than one and one-eighth inch.
deflection of the block is in the direction of the jack and a
maximum of ten degrees.
Cc) The loaded support tree does not displace more than
two feet at the point of rigging attachment.
(5) Intermediate support trees must be adequately guyed
to withstand any stress to which the tree may be subjected.

C1) Trees used as intermediate supports must be sound
and straight from the ground to the point of strap attachment;
and must be rigged so that:
(a) Carriage clearance. as measured at the base of the
support tree(s) is approximately five feet.
Cb) The jackline/support line (see Figure 21: Critical
Measurements of the Double Tree Intermediate Su wort System) is a single piece of line that is one-eighth inch larger
than the tong or skidding line or rigged to provide a strength
equal to a line one-eighth inch larger than the tong or skidding line.
(2) Vertical support trees must be firmly rooted.
(3) The base of all leaning tree supports must be pre~
,vented from moving by:
(a) Retaining twenty percent of the stump diameter in
holding wood: or
[ 233]
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(6) Single tree supports must be guyed as follows:
(a) For skylines one and one-eighth inch and less. as
shown in Figure 4; and
Cb) For skylines larger than one and one-eighth inch. as
shown in Figure 6.
(7)

Double tree supports must be guyed as follows:

(a) For skylines one and one-eighth inch and less. no
guys are required;
Cb) For skylines larger than one and one-eighth inch. as
shown in Figure 4.
(8) Guylines for intermediate support trees may be made
of synthetic material and must be used according to the manufacturer's recommendations.

CRITICAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE DOUBLE TREE
INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT SYSTEM

Displacement
less than 2 ft.

Angle less than 10°

TOP VIEW
Skyline

Figure 21: Critical Measurements of the Double Tree Intermediate Support System
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DOUBLE TREE
INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT SYSTEM

Front View

=
D = .5 X L =maximum distance

D 25 X L =minimum distance

Figure 22: Double Tree Intermediate Support System
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)

WAC 296-54-567 ((Meler lraelt leg lra11sttertetie11
Ce11eral rettaireRte11ls.)) Rigging skylines. (((1) Prior to

1:1se, the operator shall make a eomplete daily iRspeetioR of
the tfl:lek aRe trailer vlith partie1:1lar atteRtioR to steeriRg appa
rat1:1s, lights aRe refleetors, brake boosters, brake hoses aRe
eoRReetioRs, reaehes, aRe hitehes (eo1:1pliRgs). The brakes
shall ee tested before 8Re after movemeRt of the vehiele. The
operator shall s1:1emit a 'tVFitteR list of Reeessary repairs to a
peFSOR eesigRBtee ey the employer.
(2) ARy eefeetive parts that wo1:1le make the vehiele
l:IRS8fe to operate, shall ee Feplaeee OF Fepairee eefore the
vehiele is plaeee iR serviee.
(3) All motor vehieles operated OR p1:1elie roads shall
eomply with the Fl:l)es of the reg1:tl8tOF)' eoey fl8ViRg j1:1riseie
tioR. Motor vehieles 1:1se6 OR roads Rot 1:1Reer the eoRtrol of
the state eepartmeRt of tF8RSpOFt8tiOR, eOl:IRties OF eities SH811
ee eq1:1ippe6 with aeeessories Reeessary for a safe operatioR
iRel1:16iRg operable head lamps aRe at least t·uo tail lamps aRe
erake lamps whieh shall emit 8 Fee light plaiRly YiSie)e from
a eistaRee of oRe tho1:1saR6 feet to the rear aRe shall also haYe
two refleetors visible at Right from three h1:1Rere6 fifty feet
wheR eireetly iR HORt of properly a6j1:1ste6 motor vehiele
head lamps.
(4) Tr1:1ek tires WOFR eeyoRe 8 poiRt of safet)' OF ROt
meetiRg the safety req1:1iremeRts of the j1:1ris6ietioR haviRg
81:1tHOFity 8S to tFe8e We8F 8RS tire eOReitiORS, shall ROt ee
ttSed:(5) The eriYeF shall 60 everythiRg Fe8SOR8ely possible to
keep the tr1:1ek 1:1Reer eoRtrol at all times aRe shall Rot operate
iR elteess of a speed at 'Nhieh the driver eaR stop the tfl:lek iR
ORe half the eistaRee eetweeR the FBRge of l:IROBStfl:letee
~

(6) The area eet·ueeR the tr1:1ek frame members, eltteRe
iRg from the eae Fe8FW8FS 8S far 8S ReeeSS8FY to pFOviee 8 S8fe
work BFea, shall ee eo"t•eree with s1:1itaele RORslip type mate
rial. Log tr1:1eks whieh have logs sealed at statiORS shall ee
proYieee with a platform oR eaeh side eltteReiRg 01:1twar6
from the frame memeeFS 8t least eighteeR iReHeS, 8RS SHBll ee
eighteeR iRehes loRg OF 8S Re8F this eimeRSiOR 8S the eesigR
of the tF1:1ek ·.viii permit. The treaeiRg s1:1rfaee of the platforms
shall ee of RORSlip type material 8Re the platform shall ee
eapaele of safely s1:1pportiRg a five h1:1Rere6 po1:1Re load.
(7) To proteet the operator of vehieles from loads, a s1:1e
St8Rtial e1:1llcheae shall ee pFOYieee eehiRe the eae 't'i hieh
SH811 eltteRe 1:tp to the height Of the eae.
(8) If logs m1:1st ee sealed OF BF8Ree6 while the loaeiRg
operatioR is eeiRg earriee oR, the loaeiRg operatioR shall
eease while the sealiRg OF er8ReiRg is eeiRg eORe SO that the
sealer OF peFSOR eoiRg the erBReiRg is ROt s1:1ejeetee to 8RY
fl8Z8FSS ereatee ey the loaeiRg OperatiOR.
(9) WheR at the 61:1mp or reload or where logs BFe sealed
or eraReee OR the tr1:1ek, the logs shall be sealed or eraReee
eefore the eiReers 8Fe released.
( 10) All vehieles, where visioR of the operator iR the
eireetiOR of travel is impaired ey the lose or Yehiele, shall ee
moved ORiy OR a sigRal from a worker who shall haYe a eleBF
view iR the eireetiOR iR whieh the 'iehiele is to ee movee.
1
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(11) Where 8 eriege Of other roadway str1:1et1:1re is posted
with a lose limit sigR, log tF1:1ek drivers or operators of other
He8V)' eq1:1ipffieRt are prohibited fFOffi eFi'iiRg 8 loae iR elteess
of the posted limit o'ieF s1:1eh stF1:1et1:1re.
(12) PeFSORS shall ee allowed to ride ORI)' wheR iR the
eae of the log tmek.
(13) All tmeks shall lceep to the right side of the road
elteept where the FOae is plaiRly 8Re 8eeqt1ately posted for
left side tra't•el.
(14).A ffl:ethee shall ee provieee to 8SSl:IFe that the trailer
tVill Feffl:8iR mo1:1Rtee OR the tFl:lek '+'>'Hile eri't'iRg OR highways
or loggiRg roads.
(15) WheR tF1:1eks BFe towed OR BRY road, the persoR
g1:1ieiRg the vehiele eeiRg tO'+'t'ee SH811, ey preBFFBRgee sig
Rais, goyerR the speed of tra•rel. The towiRg of vehieles shall
ee eORe at 8 reasoRaele speed 8Re iR 8 pr1:16eRt ffi8RReF. A tow
eable or ehaiR over fifteeR feet iR leRgth shall ha'ie a white
flag affiltee at the approltiffiate eeRter, however, it is reeom
meneee that 8 rigid tow e8F ee 1:1se6 for this p1:1rpose.
(16) All air liReS, air ehambers 8Re systems shall ee free
of lealcs 8Re ee aele to maiRtBiR BiF press1:1re OR eORSt8Rt
brake applieatioR with the motor sh1:1t off for ORe miR1:1te, or
air press1:1re does Rot drop more thaR 4 p.s.i. iR oRe miR1:1te
with the eRgiRe r1:1RRiRg at ieliRg speed aRe the serviee brake
applied.
( 17) All F1:1eeer tired motor ·1ehieles shall ee eq1:1ippe6
with feReers. M1:16 flaps may ee 1:1se6 iR lie1:1 ef feReers wheR
ever the motor vehiele is Rot eesigRee for feReers.
( 18) Seat belts aRe aRehorages meetiRg the req1:1iremeRts
ef 49 CFR Part 571 (D.O.T. Federal Motor Yehiele Safety
StaReBFes) shall ee iRstallee aRe 1:1se6 iR all meter vehieles.
(19) All tr1:1eks shall be eq1:1ippe6 with doors with opera
ele latehes, OF 8 safety B8f eF StF8p SHBll ee provieee iR liel:I of
the doer.
(20) All tfl:leks shall ee eq1:1ippe6 with 8 ffie8RS to proteet
the operator from iReleffl:eRt weather.
(21) Log tfl:leks shall not approaeh a laReiRg while there
is BBRgeF freffl: iReemiRg legs.
(22) Log tr1:1ek eri'iers shall stop their vehiele, 6ismo1:1Rt,
eheek 8Re tighteR loose Iese wrappers 8Re eiReeFS, eitherj1:1st
eefere or iffiffieeiately after leaYiRg 8 private FOBS te eRter 8
p1:1blie road. While eRro1:1te, the operator shall eheek aRe
tighteR the wrappers/tie eowRs wheReYer there is reasoR to
eelieye that the WF8ppers/tie SOWRS have IOOSeRee Or the lose
has shifted.)) (1) A skyline must not make an angle greater
than fifty degrees measured from the horizontal as it leaves
the tail/lift tree. (See Figure 18: Maximum Angle for Load
Bearing Guylines and Skyline.)
(2) When rigged in a tail/lift tree. the skyline must be
anchored no more than eight degrees offline from the rearward projection of the skyline. If a suitable anchor is not
available within the specified zone and the tail/lift tree is stable. a more suitable anchor outside the zone may be used.
(See Figure 23: Skyline Positioning Limits Tail/Lift Tree.)
(3) A skyline must not be considered a guyline.
(4) Extensions to skylines must be equal in breaking
strength to the skyline to which they are attached and must
not alter the safe capacity of the tower. In addition. the extension must be attached only by a regular long splice or by a
flush pin straight side shackle connecting the two eyes.
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See exception in WAC 296-54-553 (4)(e).

(5) Live. running or standing skylines must be anchored
by one of the following methods:
(a) Directly to a stump or suitable manufactured anchor:
(b) Directly to the base of a standing tree provided the
point of attachment is no more than three feet above the
ground and no part of the tree will enter the work area if
pulled over:
(i) If the tree will enter a work area. it must be properly
tied back: or
(ii) Ernployee(s) must be in the clear before the go-ahead
signal is gjven
(c) By passing the skyline though a jack or block hung on
a tail/lift tree before being anchored.
(6) Skylines or mainlines must be secured by one of the
following methods:
(a) With at least two and one-half wraps. well spiked. or
properly clamped (see WAC 296-54-569 (5)(b)); or
(b) Choked by using an approved shackle over the skyline or mainline with the pin through the eye: or
(c) With an approved strap having both eyes hung in a
shackle and the knockout pin or safety pin through the eye of
the skyline or mainline.
(7) Attaching the end of the skyline or slackline to the
base of the rigged tail/lift tree is prohibited.
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QUADRANT 3
Figure 23: Skyline Positioning Limits Tail/Lift Tree

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-01, filed

parlcee efl a graee, ifl aeeitiefl to settiflg the brakes, the
wheels shall be eheel{ed er hleekee.
(2) All tn1eks eq1:1ippee with air brakes shall be alse
eq11ippee with a reaeily vis1:1al or a1:1tiible lew air press1:1re
WaFfliflg eeviee ifl gooe werkiflg ereer.
(3) EHgiHe type brakes shall be eoHsieeree as at:l)(iliary ~
eoHtrols, Het a s1:1estit1:1te fer the req1:1iremeHt fer a serviee •
brake system.

4110190, effective 5/25/90)

WAC 296-54-569 ((Mata• traelt lag treesparlft tiaB
Rrtllte •e11aire11teBts.)) Anchorin g. (((I) Meter leggiHg
tnielcs afle trailers shall be eq1:1ippee with bralces er ether eoH
trel methees .vhieh will safely step aHEI hele the fflt1Jlim1:1m
loae eH the maJCifflHffl graee. Whefl tlflatteHeee trneks are
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(4) Brake drttlf!S shell be ffieiRteiRed free of ereeks,
~ breaks or defeets. Defeetive brake drtiffts, eeRs, shoes or air

,

~

,

ll

,

liRes shell be ilfllfledietely Fef!eired or ref!leeed.)) (I) Stumps
used to anchor guylines and skylines must be carefully chosen for position. height. and strength. When necessary. stump
anchors must be tied back to distribute the load.
(2) Stump anchors when spiked must be barked where
attachments are to be made.
(3) Stump anchors must be adequately notched to keep
the line in place and not adversely affect the stump strength.
(4) Employees must not stand close to the stump or tree
or in the bight of lines as the guyline or wraps are being tightened.
(5) When spikes or cable clamps are used, guylines or
skylines must be anchored with at least two and one-half
wraps around the stumps. Wraps must:
(a) Be well secured with at least eight spikes or six staples in sound wood on the first and last wrap; or
Cb) Have the end of the line secured with two wire rope
clips on lines up to one inch diameter and three wire rope
clips on lines one inch diameter and over.
(6) Properly installed deadman anchors are permitted.
Guylines must not be directly attached to deadman anchors.
Suitable straps or equally effective means must be used.
(7) Guylines of portable spars, wood spars or towers
must not be anchored to standing trees if the unit is used as a
head tree. except as specified in subsection (8) of this section.
(8) In special cases such as hanging on foreign ownership or in cable thinning operation where frequent moves
make the retrieval of fell guyline trees difficult. the following
will apply:
(a) Standing trees within reach of a work area or haul
road may be used provided:
Ci) They are solid:
(ii) Have a sound undisturbed root system:
(iii) If fell. would be suitable for a guyline stump or tailhold as required in subsection (I) of this section; and
(iv) Are properly tied back to distribute the load; or
(b) Guyline and/or tailhold anchor trees. when located so
they will not fall into the work area or haul road. need not be
tied back if stable.
Note:

Under no circumstances must an employer accept a requirement. or be required to use standing trees to anchor
guylines.

(9) Rock bolt anchors must be grouted. installed. tested.
and maintained according to the rock bolt manufacturer's recommendations.
(10) Anchors must be regularly inspected while the logging operation is in progress. Insecure or hazardous anchors
must be corrected immediately.
Cl I) Artificial earth anchors must be installed and used
according to their design specifications and manufacturer's
recommendations.
(12) Mobile equipment may be used to anchor skylines,
running lines and guylines. provided the weight of the
machine or other methods are used to ensure machine stability for all applied loads.
[ 239]
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Figure 24: Rigging illustrations
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)

WAC 296-54-571 ((Meter tPt1elc leg transpertfttiee
Trailer ltiteltes ftBd safety eltaies.)) Releasing spiked
guylines and spiked skylines from anchors. (((1) All log
trnelc aRa trailer eombiRatioRs shall be eq1:1i1313ea with
a1313rovea hitehes (eo1:113liRgs) whieh shall:
(a) Be ea13able of withstaRaiRg, iR aAy aireetieR, the
13oteAtial stresses im13esea;
(b) Be of a aesigA whieh wo1:1la Rot be reAaerea iA013era
ti.,·e by dirt aAa debris aAa shall be loekea see1:1rely aAa 13osi
~

(e) Be attaehea te the tfl:lelc frame or exteHsioH ef the
tr1:1ek frame by meaHs of Rot less thaA fettr maehiHe belts aHa
A1:1ts (120,000 13.s.i. material er better) 3/4 iAeh diameter er
larger, see1:1rea by leek H1:1ts. Other meaAs of attaehmeHt for
AishiHg streAgth eq1:1al te er greater thaH the ebe·l'e may be
aeee13ted if of a1313revea aesigH aHa a13131ieatieH; aHa
(a) Hitehes (ee1:113liAgs) or 13erts that are brokeH, eraekea,
exeessivel)' Weffl, OF Othef'HiSe aefeetive hitehes shall be
re13airea befere 1:1se.
(2) Eaeh leg tr1:1elc eHa trailer eembiHatieH or leg tr1:1ek
aHa iAae13eHaeHt trailer eembiHatioH shall be 13reYiaea with
t·Ne or mere safety eh.aiHs or eables with a rated breakiHg
streHgth ef Hot less thaH the gFess weight of the te·,,yea Yehi
ele, be ea13able ef holaiHg the trailer iH liAe iR ease ef failttre
of the hiteh assembl)', aRa be as follows:
(a) Be 13ermaHeHtly attaehea to the frame ef the tfl:lek or
aH eJtteHsieH of the tfl:lek frame;
(b) Ferm a se13arate eeHtiH1:101:1s eoHHeetieR beh'leeH the
tfl:lelc frame er exteHsieA ef the tfl:lek frame eHa the reaeh er

tfttileF.

(e) Be auaehea Hot mere thaH twelve iHehes from the eye
ef the reaeh or trailer;
(a) Be of a leHgth short eAe1:1gh te 13re"'eHt the trailer
reaeh or teHg1:1e from eeAtaetiHg the gre1:1Ra iH the e·1eF1t ef
aiseRgagemeRt frem the tr1:1ek;
(e) Be of a aesigA te 13reviae a 13ositive eoHHeetieH that
eaHHot be reRaerea iHe13erative by aRy eoRaitioH of 1:1se er
ex13os1:1re.
(3) Safety ehaiHs aHa eables shall be re13laeea immeai
ately if they eeHtaifl e1:1t, eraekea, er exeesSi't'ely WOFR liflkS,
er frayed, straHaea, er etherwise aefeeti·,.e '>Vire re13e.
(4) B1:1tt welaiHg ef safety ehaiH liHks to reaeh tfl:lek
frame, or exteHsioH of tr1:1elc frame is 13rohibitea.
(5) Cele sh1:1ts may be 1:1sea iH safety ehaiHs 13ro.,·iaea
they are welded sh1:1t eHa eHe size larger thaA the ehaiR beiHg

t!Se&.(6) There shall be Re welaiRg er hole arilliRg iR frames

eH whieh the maF11:1faet1:1rer reeemmeHas this Het be aeRe.))
The following procedures must be followed when removing
spiked guylines or spiked skylines from stumps:
(1) Reversed safety wrap is put on and secured before
loosening the last wrap:
(2) An authorized employee is in charge of loosening
guylines or skylines:
(3) The authorized employee uses all precautions and
gives warning before releasing lines: and
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(4) Safety holdbacks are used when necessary for
employee safety.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)

WAC 296-54-573 ((Meter tFUelc leg traespertatiee
Reaeltes aed hHelcs.)) Logging machine:r=General. ((fB
Leg trailers shall be eeRHeetea to traeters by reaehes ef a size
aHa streHgth te withstaRa all Rormal im13osea stresses.
813lieea weeaeH reaehes shall Hot be 1:1sea. PF013er re13air ef
metal reaehes by weldiHg wil I be 13ermiuea if aeHe by a q1:1al
ifiea welder.
(2) HaHa helas or other faeilities shall be iHstallea eH
trailer teHg1:1es or trailer reaehes if werkers are req1:1irea to
maH1:1ally assist iH ee1:113liHg them to their traetors er tfl:leks.
(3) A 13ositi•t'e meaf!S, ether thaR elam13 aHa ifl aaaitiOH to
the elam13, shall be iHstallea eH the reaeh of leg tr1:1elc trailers
wheH the trailers are beiHg tewea witho1:1t a load.
(4) PerseHs shall AeYer eHter the area belew a s1:1speHaea
load of logs. At a1:1m13s where the load m1:1st remaiR Sl:IS
f3eRaea abm•e the b1:1HkS l:IHtil the tfl:lelc is mevea ftViay, aHd
wheH the trailer is the ty13e with a eem13eHsetiRg 13iH iH the
reaeh, a method shall be 1:1tilizea whieh will allew the trailer
te be tev1ea away frem the aaHger area.
(5) The reaehes of 1:1Hloaaea trailers beiRg tewea shall be
13rovidea with aHa 1:1se a miRim1:1m eHe iHeh 13iH Hear the eHd
or aH eq1:1ally effeetiYe meaHs to 13reveHt 131:1lliHg er stri1313iHg
thro1:1gh the tl:IRHel.
(6) Reaeh leeks, elam13s, er tighteRers shall be ef the ty13e
that will see1:1rely leek the reaeh iR the t1:1HHel.
(7) Ne reaeh ef less thaH the maxim1:1m size 1:1sable iH the
t1:1HHel ef a trailer shall be 13ermiuea.
(8) Alteratiefl ef trailer tl:IHRel te permit rea1:1etiOH ef
reaeh size is 13rehibitea.
(9) EYery tr1:1ek or tr1:1elc aHa trailer eHgagea iH the traHs
13ortatioH ef legs leaded leHgthwise, shall be eq1:1i13pea with
b1:1Hlcs aHa ehoek bloelcs or stakes.
(10) Log b1:1Hks or aHy 13art ef b1:1Hk assembly befit
eHe1:1gh te ea1:1se b1:1Hks to biHa, shall be straighteAea. B1:1Hks
shall be s1:1ffieieHtly shaFfl te 13reveRt legs frem sli1313iHg. Tri13
ty13e stakes shall be 13re13erly see1:1rea aHa loekea iH a maHHer
whieh will 13re•1eHt them from aeeideRtally tri1313iHg or falliHg.
( 11) All tfl:leks with S'Nivel ty13e b1:1Hks shall have b1:1Hk
leeks er aH eq1:1iYaleHt S)'Stem of holaiHg the b1:1F1ks iR 13laee
vt'hile loaaiHg legs.
( 12) The b1:1Hks er belsters of aRy tr1:1ek or trailer shall be
either etin·ea 1:113wara er straight. B1:1Rks with eHas !ewer thaH
their eeHters are 13rohibitea.
(13) 81:1ffieieHt elearaHee betweeH the b1:1Hk aHd b1:1Hlc
rider shall be maiRtaiRea to 13reveRt b1:1Hk biHaiRg.
(l 4) Trailer b1:1Hks shall be 13r0Yiaea 'Nith a false or tilt
b1:1Hk. The ehaRHel of the b1:1Hk shall be ke13t reaseHably free
of debris.
(15) Stakes aRa stake exteHsioHs shall be iHstalled aHa
meiRtaiHea se that the aHgle betweeR bttRks aHa stakes (aHa
exteHsieHs if 1:1sea) shall Rot exeeea HiHety degrees wheH
leaEleth
(16) Frames, reaehes, b1:1Rks aHa Fl:IHHiRg gear of log
tfl:lelcs shall be maiHtaiHea free of eraeks, breaks aHa aefeets.
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Ifclefeets ere fe1:1Hcl, the)· shell be ifHfHeclietely repaired er the
pert repleeecl.)) (1) All logging machinery must have speed
limiting devices. safety stops. or emergency shut down
devices or shut off valves. with the controls located so that in
the event of an emergency. the prime mover may be shut
down from a safe place.
(2) Machine operators must be experienced in operating
the equipment they use.
EXCEPTION:

Inexperienced employees may operate equipment to
gain experience while in training but may do so only
while working under the immediate supervision of an
experienced authorized person.

(3) All machine controls must be marked as to their purpose in the operation of the machine.
(4) The rated capacity of any vehicle transporting a
machine must not be exceeded.
(5) Machines must be loaded. secured. and unloaded in a
manner that will not create a hazard for any employee.
Note:

This reauirement includes the loading. securing and unloading of a machine on and off a transport vehicle.

(6) The employer must not make any modifications or
additions that affect the capacity or safe operation of the
equipment without written approval of the manufacturer or a
qualified engineer. If modifications or changes are made. the
capacity. operation and maintenance instruction plates. tags.
or decals. must be changed accordingly. The original safety
factor of the equipment must never be reduced.
(7) Equipment must be classed and used according to the
manufacturer's rating. Where low gear ratios or other devices
are installed to increase the line pull in accordance with subsection (6) of this section. the size of the rigging must be
increased accordingly so that it will safely withstand the
increased strains.
(8) Each machine. including any machine provided by an
employee. must be maintained in serviceable condition and
the following:
(a) Each machine must be inspected before initial use
during each workshift. Defects or damage must be repaired or
the unserviceable machine is replaced before beginning
work.
Cb) Operating and maintenance instructions must be
available on the machine or in the area where the machine is
being operated. Each machine operator and maintenance
employee must comply with the operating and maintenance
instructions.
(c) Each machine must be operated only from the operator's station or as otherwise recommended by the manufacturer.
Cd) Employees must not be allowed to ride on any load.
(9) The yarding machine or vehicle. including its load.
must be operated with safe clearance from all obstructions.
(10) While manual/mechanized falling is in progress. all
logging machines must be operated at least two tree lengths
away from trees being fell.
EXCEPTION:
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This provision does not apply to logging machines
performing tree pulling operations or logging
machines called upon by the cutter to ground hazard
trees. All cutters must be notified of the logging
machine entrance into the area and all falling within
two tree lengths of the logging machine must stop.
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Cl 1) If a hydraulic or pneumatic storage device can move
the moving elements such as. but not limited to. blades. buck- ..
ets. saws and shears. after the machine is shut down. the pres- ~
sure or stored energy from the element must be discharged as
specified by the manufacturer.
(12) Loads must not exceed the rated capacity of the pallet. trailer. or other carrier.
Cl 3) Boom-type logging machines must have a boom
stop to prevent over-topping of the boom.
(14) Boom points of timber booms must be equipped
with metal straps. plates. or other devices as needed to properly secure eyebolts and fittings used to support lines. blocks.
or other rigging.
(15) Logging machine sleds or bases must be strong
enough to withstand any stresses imposed upon them.
(16) Stationary logging machines must be securely
anchored or otherwise stabilized to prevent unintended
movement while yarding or skidding.
Cl 7) Logging machines and their components must be
securely anchored to their bases.
Cl 8) Logging machines must be kept free of flammable
waste materials and any materials that might contribute to
slipping. tripping or falling.
Cl 9) A safe and adequate means of access and egress to
all parts of logging machinery where persons must go must
be provided and maintained in a safe and uncluttered condition. Machine access systems. meeting the specifications of
the Society of Automotive Engineers. SAE 1185. June 1988.
"Recommended Practice for Access Systems for Off-Road ~
Machines." must be provided for each machine where the •
operator or any other employee must climb onto the machine
to enter the cab or to perform maintenance. Walking and
working surfaces of each machine and machine work station
must have a slip-resistant surface to assure safe footing.
(20) Enclosed-type cabs installed on mobile logging
machines must have two means of exit. One may be an emergency exit and be available for use at all times regardless of
the position of the side arms or other movable parts of the
machine. An easily removable window is acceptable as the
emergency exit if it is large enough for an employee to
readily exit.
EXCEPTION· Mobile logging machines manufactured before July
1.1980 are not rCQuired to have two means of exit.

(21) Before leaving the operator's station of a machine.
the operator must ensure the machine is secured as follows:
(a) The parking brake or brake locks must be applied;
(b) The transmission must be placed in the manufacturer's specified park position; and
(c) Each moving element such as. but not limited to.
blades. buckets. saws and shears. must be lowered to the
ground or otherwise secured.
(22) Storing employee property. tools. or other miscellaneous materials on or within three feet of any logging
machine is prohibited if retrieving the items would expose an
employee to the hazardous pinch point area between the
~
rotating superstructure and the nonrotating undercarriage.
(23) Employees must approach the hazardous pinch •
point area only after informing the operator of that intent and
receiving acknowledgment from the operator that the opera-
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tor understands the employee's intention. All logging
~ machines must be stopped while any employee is in the haz, ardous pinch point area.
(24) After adjustments or repairs are made. logging
machines must not be operated until all guards are reinstalled.
safety devices reactivated. and maintenance equipment
removed.
(25) Fairleads must be properly aligned at all times and
designed to prevent line damage.
(26) Employee(s). except a mechanic or employee in
training to operate equipment. must not ride on any mobile
logging machine unless provided with seating. seat belts. and
other protection equivalent to that provided for the operator.
(27) Riding on arches. reaches or turn of logs is prohibited.
(28) Tractors. skidders. arches. or logs being yarded by
them must not run over or rub against anchored lines. tailhold
stumps. or other rigging.
(29) Ends of lines attached to drums on logging
machines must be secured by end attachments that develop
the ultimate strength of the line unless three wraps of line are
maintained on the drum at all times.
EXCEPTION:

~

This does not apply to tractors or skidders.

(30) Wire rope must be wound on drum spools in a manner to prevent excessive wear. kinking. chafing or fouling.
(31) Guy lines required in rigging spars or towers must be
evenly spooled to prevent fouling.
(32) A guide pulley. tool. stick. iron bar or other mechanical or manual means must be used when guiding lines onto
drums. Guiding lines onto drums with any part of the body in
direct contact with the line is prohibited.
(33) A limit switch must be installed on electric-powered
log loaders to prevent the lift arms from traveling too far in
the event the control switch is not released in time.
(34) All forklift type log handling machines must be
equipped with a grapple system and the arms must be closed
whenever logs are being carried.
(35) When forklift machines are used to load. unload. or
handle trailers. a positive means of holding the lifting attachment on the fork must be installed and used.
(36) Loads on forklift type log handling machines must
be transported as low as safely operable without obstructing
visibility.
(37) Guyline drum controls and outrigger controls must
be separated and clearly identified in a manner that will prevent the engaging of the wrong control.
(38) Each machine must be equipped with guarding to
protect employees from exposed moving elements. such as.
but not limited to. shafts. belts. pulleys on chains. sprockets
and gears in accordance with the requirements of this standard and chapter 296-24 WAC. Part C. Machinery and
machine guarding. Guards must be in place at all times when
machines are in use.
Note·
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accordance with the requirements of this standard and chapter 296-24 WAC. Part C. Machinery and machine guarding.
(40) Grab rails must be provided and maintained in good
repair on all walkways of stationary units elevated more than
four feet.
(41) Towed equipment such as. but not limited to. skid
pans. pallets. arches. and trailers, must be attached to each
machine or vehicle to allow a full ninety degree turn: to prevent overrunning of the towing machine or vehicles: and to
ensure that the operator is always in control of the towed
equipment.
(42) Timbers used for masts or booms shall be
straight-grained. solid. and capable of withstanding the working load.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-57310 Logging machines-Chi pping in
woods locations. In-woods chipping must be performed
according to the following:
(I) Chipper access covers or doors remain closed until
the drum or disc stops completely.
(2) Infeed and discharge ports are guarded to prevent
contact with the disc, knives, or blower blades.
(3) The chipper is shut down and locked out according to
the lockout/tagout requirements of chapter 296-24 WAC,
Part A-4, when an employee performs any servicing or maintenance.
(4) Detached trailer chippers are chocked when used on
any slope where rolling or sliding of the chipper is reasonably
foreseeable.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-57315 Logging machines-Ex haust
pipes. (I) Engines not equipped with turbochargers must be
equipped with spark arrestors in compliance with the department of natural resources, chapter 332-24 WAC, requirements for spark-emitting equipment.
(2) Each machine muffler provided by the manufacturer,
or their equivalent, must be in place at all times the machine
is in operation.
(3) Exhaust pipes must be located or insulated to protect
workers from accidental contact with the pipes or muffler and
must direct exhaust gases away from the operator and other
persons.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-57320 Logging machines-Glas s. Glass
installed on logging machines must:
(1) Be free of deposits of oil and mud or defects that
could endanger the operator or other employees;
(2) Be safety glass or a type that provides equal protection;
(3) Be removed or replaced if defective or broken glass
impairs the vision of the operator; and
(4) Have an additional metal screen or guard installed
where glass does not provide adequate operator protection

This does not apply to lifting or yarding components such
as; but not limited to cable nip points. sheaves ill!d blocks.

(39) Each machine used for debarking. limbing. and
chipping must be guarded to protect employees from flying
wood chunks. logs. chips. bark. limbs. and other material in
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from flying chokers, chunks, saplings, limbs, etc. The operator's vision must not be impaired.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-57325 Logging machines-Brakes. (I)
Brakes or dogs must be installed on all machine drums and
maintained in effective working condition.
(2) Drum brakes must have an independent locking
device that will hold the drum when the operator leaves the
machine and the machine is not operating.
(3) Brakes must be protected from direct exposure to the
elements or be designed or constructed to make them impervious to such exposure.
(4) At the start of each shift, logging machine operators
must test all brakes before taking a load.
(5) Service brakes must be able to stop and hold each
machine and its rated load capacity on the slopes over which
it is being operated. Brakes must be effective whether or not
the engine is running and regardless of the direction of travel.
(6) Self-propelled logging machines manufactured on or
after July I, I 985, must be equipped with braking systems as
follows:
(a) A service braking system, which must be the primary
means of stopping and holding the equipment;
(b) An emergency stopping system, which must be a secondary means of stopping the equipment in the event of any
single failure of the service system; and
(c) A parking brake system, which must be used to continuously hold a stopped machine stationary within the limits
of traction on any grade on which it is operated so as to allow
the operator to leave the vehicle without the vehicle moving,
and to prevent subsequent movement of the vehicle while
unattended. The parking brake system must maintain this
parking performance despite any contraction of brake parts,
failure of the source of application, energy or leakage of any
kind.
(7) The braking systems required in subsection (5) of this
section must be installed, tested, and maintained according to
the following Society of Automotive Engineers' (SAE) Recommended Practices:
(a) Jl 026-1982-Braking Performance-In Service
Crawler Tractors and Crawler Loaders:
(b) 11473-1984-Brakin g Performance-Rubbe r-Tired
Construction Machines;
(c) 11178- I 980-Minimum Performance Criteria for
Braking Systems for Rubber-Tired Skidders.
(8) Self-propelled logging machines manufactured
before July 1, I 985, must have braking systems installed,
tested and maintained in as effective a condition as originally
intended by the manufacturer.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-57330 Logging machines-Outrigge rs.
(I) All outriggers must have a stable base under the outrigger
or equivalent leveling pads as recommended by the equipment manufacturer.
(2) Outriggers must have a means to hold them in both
the retracted and extended position.
Permanent
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(3) Hydraulic outriggers must have a positive holding
device (velocity fuse, load check valve, manually operated
valve or equivalent) to prevent movement of the piston ·in the
event of a hose, fitting or other failure in the hydraulic system
except when proper blocking is provided.

~
~

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-57335 Logging machines-Hydrauli cs.
(1) If failure of hydraulic lines could create a hazard to an
equipment operator while at the operator's station, safeguards
must be installed that will eliminate the hazard.
(2) Machines or equipment must not be operated when
hydraulic fluid leakage creates contamination of the operator's workstation, means of access or egress, or creates other
unsafe conditions such as fire hazard or control malfunction.
(3) Abrasive contact with hydraulic hoses, tubing or fit~
tings must be eliminated before further use.
(4) Defective hydraulic hoses, lines and fittings must be
replaced.
·
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-57340 Logging machines-A-frame s.

(I) A-frames must be guyed or braced to provide stability and

prevent tipping.
(2) A-frame bases must be secured against displacement
and the tops must be securely bolted or lashed to prevent displacement.
(3) Where guy lines are used, A-frames must have at least
one snap guy and two guylines securely attached, anchored
and spread to form an angle 70 degrees to 90 degrees. opposite the direction of stress or strain.

~
~

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-57345 Logging machines-Moving. (I)
Operators must ensure that all employees are in the clear
before initiating or continuing the movement of any mobile
equipment. The machine must be operated far enough from
employees and other machines so that operation does not create a hazard for an employee.
(2) At any time when moving logging machines, the
driver must have a clear and unobstructed view of the direction of travel. When this is not possible, a signal person with
a clear and unobstructed view of the direction of travel must
be designated and used to direct the movement of the
machine, or the machine must have an audible horn that is
sounded.
EXCEF'flON:

This does not apply to tractors, skidders or tree harvesters during normal yarding operations.

(3) Where a signalperson is used, the equipment operator
must move the equipment only on signal from the designated
signalperson and only when the signal is distinct and clearly
understood.
(4) When moving power units, persoris other than the
operator and the person in charge must not be permitted to
ride on the unit.

~

~
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(5) All obstructions that may reach the operator while
.. moving a machine must be removed.
(6) When moving to areas within the immediate landing
,
area, all employees must stay in the clear of the Jogging
machine(s) or must inform the operator of the intent to
approach or be near the machine(s).
(7) Mobile yarders and wheel or crawler loaders must
not travel on road grades greater than 15 percent unless they
are securely snubbed or towed, or have a braking system
designed for such travel by the manufacturer.
(8) Crawler-type, track-mounted Jogging machines with
manual transmission s must be equipped with a ratchet or
other device that will prevent unintended disengageme nt or
reversing of the machine and the operator must be informed
of the proper technique.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-5735 0 Logging machines-T ractors
and skidders. (1) Operators must operate and control their
machines in a safe manner and avoid operations in areas
where machine stability may not be maintained.
(2) Winch lines on logging tractors or skidders must be
attached to the drums with a breakaway device.
(3) Arches must be equipped with line guards.
(4) A turnaround, if needed for skidders, must be provided on all skidding roads every 500 feet.
(5) The following safe work procedures must be followed:
(a) Lines must not be allowed to trail behind the tractor
..
, or skidder where it may hang up and snap forward.
(b) Each machine must be positioned during winching so
the machine and winch are operated within their design limits.
(c) Logs/trees must be chocked near the ends of the
Jogs/trees whenever possible and safely positioned before
traveling.
(d) Before climbing or descending grades, the proper
gear must be selected to allow the engine to govern the tractor
speed.
(e) On side hills, abrupt turns uphill must be avoided.
The tractor or skidder must be backed downhill first then
turned uphill. The turn may be slacked off as necessary to
permit this maneuver.
(f) Tractor or skidder speed must be adjusted to the circumstances prevailing. Excessive or uncontrolled speed must
be avoided.
(6) Where tractor and skidder operators or helpers,
because of the nature of their work duties, are required to
wear calk soled footwear, the decks and operating foot controls must be covered with a suitable nonslip material.

•

I'

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-5735 5 Logging machines-P rotective
structures for operators. (I) Each tractor, skidder, log
stacker and mechanical felling device, such as tree shears or
feller-buncher, placed into initial service after February 9,
1995, must be equipped with falling object protective structure (FOPS) and/or rollover protective structure (ROPS). The
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employer must replace FOPS or ROPS which have been
removed from any machine.
EXCEPfION:

This requirement does not apply to machines which
are capable of 360 degree rotation.

(2) ROPS must be installed, tested, and maintained in
accordance with the Society of Automotive Engineers SAE
J1040, April 1988, "Performance Criteria for Rollover Protective Structures (ROPS) for Construction , Earthmoving ,
Forestry, and Mining Machines."
(3) The ROPS must be high enough and wide enough so
that it will not impair the movements of the operator or prevent his immediate escape from the vehicle in emergencies
and must allow as much visibility as possible. Clearance
above the deck and the ROPS of the vehicle at exits must be
at least fifty-two inches (1.3 meters).
(4) Certified roll-over protective systems must be identified by a metal tag permanently attached to the ROPS in a
position where it may be easily read from the ground. The tag
must be permanently and clearly stamped, etched or
embossed indicating the name and address of the certifying
manufacturer or registered professional engineer, the ROPS
model number (if any) and the vehicle make, model or serial
number the ROPS is designed to fit.
(5) Roll-over protective structure systems must be maintained in a manner that will preserve their original strength.
Welding must be performed by qualified welders only. (A
qualified welder is defined under "welder qualification " in
American Welding Society A.W.S. A3.0-69.)
(6) FOPS structures must be installed, tested and maintained according to:
(a) The society of automotive engineers SAE 1231-1971,
"minimum performance criteria for falling object protective
structures (FOPS) prior to February 9, 1995."
(b) Society of automotive engineers SAE 1231, January
1981, "minimum performance criteria for falling object protective structures (FOPS) for each tractor, skidder, log
stacker, log loader and mechanical falling device, such as tree
shears or faller-buncher, placed into initial service after February 9, 1995."
(7) The employer must replace FOPS that have been
removed from any machine.
(8) Vehicles with ROPS or FOPS as required in subsection ( 1) of this section, must comply with the society of automotive engineers SAE J397a- l 972, "deflection limiting volume for laboratory evaluation of roll-over protective structures (ROPS) and falling object protective structures (FOPS)
of construction and industrial vehicles." Vehicles placed into
initial service after February 9, 1995, must meet the reguirements of SAE 1397-1988.
(9) The opening in the rear of the ROPS on the crawler
or rubber-tired tractors (skidders) must be covered with
1/4-inch diameter woven wire having not less than
1-1/2-inches or more than 2-inch mesh, or material which
will afford equivalent protection for the operator.
(a) The covering must be attached to the structural members so that enough clearance is provided between the screen
and the back of the operator.
(b) Structural members must be free from projections
that would tend to puncture or tear flesh or clothing.
[ 245]
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(c) Suitable safeguard s or barricade s must be installed, in
addition to the screen, to protect the operator when there is a
possibilit y of being struck by any material that could enter
from the rear.
( 10) Crawler and rubber-tired tractors (skidders) working in areas where limbs or brush may endanger the operator
must be guarded.
(a) Shear or deflector guards must be installed on each
side of the vehicle at an angle leading forward and down from
the top front edge of the canopy of the vehicle, which will
tend to slide the brush or limbs up and over the top of the canopy.
(b) Open mesh material with openings of a size that will
reject the entrance of an object larger than 1-3/4-inches in
diameter, must be extended forward as far as possible from
the rear corners of the cab sides to give the maximum protection against obstacles, branches, etc., entering the cab area.
(c) Deflectors must also be installed ahead of the operator to deflect whipping saplings and branches.
(d) Deflector s must be located so as not to impede
entrance to or exit from the compartm ent area.
(e) The floor and lower portion of the cab must be completely enclosed with solid material, except at entrances, to
prevent the operator from being injured by obstacles which
otherwise could enter the cab compartment.
( 11) Enclosure s for agricultural and industrial tractors
manufact ured after Septembe r 1, 1972, must be constructed,
designed and installed as detailed in the society of automoc
tive engineers technical report 1168. Each machine manufactured after August 1, 1996, must have a cab that is fully
enclosed with mesh material with openings no greater than 2
inches (5.08 cm) at its lease dimensio n. The cab may be
enclosed with other material( s) where the employer demonstrates such material( s) provides equivalen t protection and
visibility.
EXCEPTION:

Equivalent visibility is not required for the lower portion of the cab where there are control panels or similar obstructions in the cab, or where visibility is not
necessary for safe operation of the machine.

(12) Overhead protection and other barriers must be
installed to protect the operator from lines, limbs, and other
moving materials on or over all loading or skidding machines
and on all yarding machines where the operator's station is
mounted on board. The overhead covering of each cab must
be of solid material and extend over the entire canopy. A skylight in a logging machine must be made of safety glass or
provide equivalen t protection.
Note:

This does not apply to self-loaders.

AMEND ATORY SECTIO N (Amendi ng WSR 96-22-01 3,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)

WAC 296-54-575 ((Meter tPHelt leg lP8RSpertelie11
Stalies, stalte eide11sie11s a11d elteeli 'hleelis.)) Landini:
.w:m. (((1) Tnteks aRa trailers shall be eqttippea with bttRk
stakes or ehoek bloeks of streRgth aRa sizea material to per
form their iRteRaed fttRetioR.
(2) Stake eltteRsioRs shall Rot be ttsee ttRless all eompo
ReRt parts of the bttRkiRg system are of sttffieieRt size aRa
Permanent
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streRgtk to Sttpport tfle aeeeEI stresses i1woh·eE1. Stake eltteR
sioRs shall be seeuretl by safet)' ehaiRs or other tle\·iees to
pre·;eRt their aeeitleRtal displaeemeRt.
(3) The liRkage ttseEI to sttpport tke stakes or ekoeks mttst
be of adequate size and streRgtk to withstaRtl the mallimum
imposed impaet load. Molles or eold shuts are prohibitea in
ehains or eables ttsed fur liRkage.
(4) Stake ehaiRs or eables shall be equal to or better thaR
"high test" steel ehaiR or "plow steel" wire rope, aREI shall be
of a size Reeessar~· to meet the reqttiremeRts of a safe workiRg
load of Rot less thaR sill thousaREI six huRdred pouRds. (3/8
ineh alloy ekaiR, 7/16 iReh kigh test ehaiR of weldetl link
eOf1struetioR, BREI 5/8 ineh impro·1ed plow steel eable iR 6 x
19 aRa 6 x 37 eonstruetioR meet this requireffient.)
(5) BuRk ehains eoRtainiRg eut, eraeked, elteessively
VlOfft, OF Otherwise aefeeti'le JiRkS, shall be ifflfflediateJy
reffioved froffi serviee. Molles, eoltl shuts (·..,.eldeEI or other
wise), or bolts are Rot permitted iR buRk ekeiRs.
(6) The use of freyetl, straRElee, or otherwise defeetive
'+Vire rope for ehoek bloek eable or stake streps is prohibited.
(7) ORiy ekaiR links approved fur weldiRg (aRd properly
'tvelEletl) or approvet l repair liRks whieh will develop a
streRgth equi,·elent to the ehaiR, are permissible for repairs or
attaekmeRts to stake ehaiRs or biRder eheiRs.
(8) ChaiRs or eables used to seeure stakes or ehoek
bloeks shall be seeuretl iR e ffiBRRer whieh '<viii Rot Reeessitete
kamffieriRg direetly oR tflem to release the stakes or bloeks.
Keyhole slots aRtl similar methods of seeuring eheiRs ere pro

fflbited,.

(9) Deformed or defeetive stakes, stake seeuriRg or stalte
loekiRg deviees, or bttRlcs shell be imfflediately re13airetl or
reff!OYed from sen·iee.
(10) Eaek stake aRd ehoek whiek is used to trip loads
shell be so eonstruet ed that the trippiRg meehaRisffl is aeti
't'ated OR the side opposite the release of the load.)) (1) Unless
otherwise specified. landing areas must:
(a) Be large enough that if logs are to be heeled and
swung. they will not strike standing timber. rigging. or other
equipment or objects:
Cb) Be large and level enough to land and deck the logs
in the turns so that they will not slide or roll in the direction
of employee s or equipmen t. This is not intended to restrict
the yarding and/or loading of logs for pole piling or an infrequent long break or tree length. provided the log is secured
before unhooking the choker:
Cc) Be large enough for safe movement of all logs and
machinery:
(d) Landings must be free of root wads. limbs. tops. etc ..
that constitute a safety hazard: and
(e) Not have materials pushed. thrown. or dumped over
the edge in a manner or at a time that will endanger employees.
(2) When during roadside thinning. logs stacked on the
roadside without a landing must be placed in a stable condition.
(3) During uphill yarding. the landing chute must be
cleared of logs before the next turn of logs is landed unless:
(a) The logs are fully contained in the landing chute: or

J

~
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(b) 0Ae additiottal wra1313er ehaiA or eable shall be
required Oft log trueks usiAg ehoek bloeks O't'er aAd abo't'e the
requiremettts itt subdiYisiotts (1 )(e) aAd (d) ofthis seetioA.
(3) Ift the ease of short logs loaded ernsswise, the fellow
iAg method of seeurittg the load shall be used if the lfuek or
trailer is Hot rrovided with solid ettds of a height suffieiettt to
f!Fe·.·eAt aAy log iA the load from rolliAg off: Not less thatt two
ehoek bleeks shall be used at eaeh opett ettd ef the Yehiele
attd the load shall be held with at least two WFBf'lf!eF ehaitts or
eables. The wre13f!ers shall be firmly attaehed to the ettd of the
truek or tffiiler. Rigid staf!dards or stakes may be used iA lieu
of ehoek bloelcs but eaeh sueh staAdard or stake shall be
either rigid!)· eottAeeted to the bed of the truek or treiler or
shall be 13laeed iA a tight fittiAg soeket at least 12 ittehes itt
de13th. Other FAeaAs furnishiHg equiYaleAt seeurity ma)' be
aeee13table.
(4) WheA hYo wraprers are required, the)' shall be
Bf!f!lied "vithifl six feet of the froAt aAd rear buAks. WheA
more thatt two wrap13ers are required, the freflt aftd baek
bittder shall be Bf'lplied withifl six feet of the froflt afld rear

(b) There is no possibility that employees working below
the landing may be struck by rolling objects coming off the
landing.
(4) Roadside or continuous landings must be large and
wide enough to safely operate and maintain the yarding or
loading equipment. Outrigger pads. tracks or wheels must be
on firm. stable ground.
(5) In logging operations where the yarder is set up in the
haul road and logs are landed on the slope below the road. the
following must apply:
(a) If the landing chute slope is twenty percent or less.
Jogs may be landed and decked in the chute provided the logs
can be left in a stable position;
(b) If the landing chute slope exceeds twenty percent.
decking is not permitted in the chute if a chaser is required to
unhook the rigging from the logs or if employees are working
below the landing chute and are exposed to rolling or sliding
Jogs;
(c) If logs are to be decked below the road. the logs must
be effectively secured from rolling or sliding down the hill; or
(d) If the landing process or weather conditions Crain.
snow. ice. mud) prevent the required log stability and
exposes employees to the hazard of rolling or sliding logs. the
Jogs must be decked at a different location.

buftlffl.:.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21/79)

~
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WAC 296-54-577 ((MataP tPHelc lag lHHSf18Pf:etiae
WP&JtpePs e1ttl lti1ttlePs.)) Yarding. skidding. landing. ((fB
OR log trneks equirred with stalces, the fellowiAg require
FAeAtS shall af!flly:
(a) lH the hauliHg of a ofle log load, otte WFBf!f!eF ehaiA or
eable shall be required attd seeured to the rear buAk. The log
shall be f!FOflerly bloeked or seeured iA a FABHtter whieh will
rrevettt it froFA rolliAg or shifiiAg. AA additioAal WFBf!f!eF
seeured to the froAt buflk is Of!tioAal.
(b) lH the hauliAg of two log loads, Hot less thaA two
wrarrer ehaiAs or eables shall be used to seeure the load. The
logs shall be flFOperly b)oeked to f'lre,·eftt theFA HOFA rolliAg Of
shiftiAg.
(e) OH loads eoAsistittg of three or feur logs Hot o•rer
ferty feur feet ifl leAgth, the load shall be seeured b)· ttot less
thaA two f!FOf!erly Sf!Beed wraf!per ehaitts or eables. EAds of
short logs Hot seeured by sueh 'NFBf'lf'lers shall be seeured with
extra wrarpers. If Bfl)' log is o,·er forty four feet ifl leflgth, the
load shall be seeured by Rot less thaA three rro13erly s13aeed
wra1313ers.
(d) Loads eottsistiAg of fo·e or FAOre logs, wheA the logs
are all seYeAteeH feet or less iA leflgth, shall be seeured by Rot
less thaA two 13ro13erl)· s13aeed wre1313ers. Loads eoAsistiAg of
five er mere logs, wheA BA)' log is eYer seveAteeA feet iA
leAgth, shall be se~ured by ROI less thatt three 13ro13erly s13aeed
wre1313ers.
(2) Ott log trueks equif!f!ed with ehoelc bloeks, the fol
lowiAg requireFAeAts shall a1313ly:
(a) IA the hauliAg of a oAe log load, oAe wrar13er ehaitt or
eable shall be required attd seeured to the rear buttk aAd the
log shall be f!ro13erly bloeked itt a FABAAer to 13re·reftt it from
rolliAg or shiftittg.

(5) Te 13roperly seeure short logs, biHders shall be 13laeed
Hear the eftd, ROI less thafl twehe iAehes froFA the eAd of the
leg;
(6) No log loaded oft lof! or iA outside saddles of a load
shall be trefls13orted uAless seetued by Hot less theft t·,yo vt'rep
f!er ehaitts or easies, oAe of whieh shall be plaeed Rear eaeh
eAd of sueh log.
(7) All WF8flf!eFs aftd eiAclers shall be fastettecl ifl f!IBee
13rior to tighteAiflg to preveAt the displaeeFAeAt of logs Oft the
1013 of the load.
(8) All wraprer ehaitts or easies, exeept iH the ease of
one log loads, shall efltirely surrouttd the load. This does ttot
apply to gut wrepf!ers.
(9) Cut wre13f!ers, wheH used, shall be adjusted so as to
be tightefled b)', but f!Ot eaff)' the weight of the logs above
theHr.
(10) A warniAg shall be gi·t'en before throwiflg wre13f!ers
over the load and eare shall be takeA te a·,.oid strikiHg other
perSOftS with the V+'FBflfleF.
( 11) Wrappers aftd biAders shall be plaeed aAd tightefled
arouHd the eoFApleted load before the truelc leaves the imFAe
diate loaaiflg area.
(12) While moviAg logs, poles, or log ehuflks withiA
sortiflg or mill yards, that eoula roll or slide off the truek due
to SHOW or iee eoAditioAs, or the logs or log ehuAks do Hot
extettd beyond the stakes, Bl least two WFapf!eFS Bfld eiftdeFS
shall be used regardless of the height of the load.
( 13) Wrapper ehaitts or eables, biHders, fasteflers, or
attaehFAeHts thereof, used for afl)' ptirpose as refjuirea by
these stattdards, shall ha,·e a miAimum breakittg strettgth of
Hot less thaA fifteeA thousaAd 13ouAds afld shall be rigged so
that it eafl be safe!)' released.

[247]

~

3/8 ineh hi test steel ehain, 7116 ineh i111pF0~·ea plew steel
wife repe ef 6K 19 eF 6x37 eenstmetien, eF 11111teFials ha•;ing

etj11iYale11t stFe11gth, when i11 ee111plj&11ee with the retj11ire
111ents herein eentainea, 11ill be aeeeptable. (The aia111eteF
ef the wire Fepe is ilfllf!ateFiEll as leiig as it 111eets the 111i11i
·
ll!lllfl bFeElicing stFengfh retj11iFelf!en!s.)
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(14) A leaEleEI leggittg tn1ek FeqttiFeEI te ha,·e wFappeFs
ey this seetiert, IHftY ee IH8'teEI withirt the laaElirtg ftfeft with
ettt wFappeFs ettly if stteh 1Heve1Hettt Elees ttet presettt a haz
&FEI te weFlceFs.
( 15) FeF the pttFpeses ef this StaftEIMEI, applieEI ettttElle
StfftpS eF eattElittg ftfe Het aeeeptaele ftS WF8ppeFS ftftEI eiRElefS.
( 16) All lease eREIS ef WF8ppeF ehaifts Bf eaeles shall ee
seettFely faste1teEI se as ta pFeveftt theiF swi1tgi1tg fFee ift a
IHftftfteF that will eFeate a hazaFEI.
(17) Bi1tElefs fef seettri1tg wFappeFs aft leggi1tg ffiieks
shall ee fitteEI with heeks ef pFepeF size &REI Elesigft feF the
Wf8ppeF ehaift eeiftg ttsea.
(18) WrappeFs shall ee Fe!HeveEI HelH sef'tiee wheft ftftY
ef the fellewiRg eeRElitiefts exist:

(a) ExeessiYely wefft liRks ett ehaitts;

(e) Defer1HeEI er streteheEI ehaiR li1tlcs;

(e) CfftekeEI ehaitt littles;
(El) FFayeEI, stra1tEleEI, lcttetteEI, eF etherwise Elefeetive
wire repe.
(19) Pipe extettsiett ha1tElles (sweEles) fer tightettiftg eF
SeettFirtg eiftdeFS shall ee li1HiteEI te ftet }eftgeF theft thiFty six
irtehes. Cafe shall ee takert that a sttffieieftt ftlHBtiftt ef the
pipe extertdS e''ef the eirtEleF ha1tale.
(29) Defeeti·.·e eiftdeFS shall ee i1H1Hediately Fe!He'led
fralH sef'tiee.
~

See Fig11Fes 9 A 1111d 9 8 fer i1111stffttiens ef pleeement &Ad

n111111ler ef "'reppers.

PLACEMENT >cND PlUMBER OF WRAPPERS

Otte Leg Lead
01te wFappeF reqt1ireEI whieh shall ee seet1red te the Feftf et11tk. Leg shall
ee eleekeEI eF seettreEI ift ft IHftftfteF ta pFe'teftt it fFelH fellittg eF shiftiftg.
Art aEIElitiettal wrapper seet1reEI te the ffe1tt et1ttk is eptiaRal.

Twe Leg LeaEI
A IHiftilHHIH ef twe wrappers FeEjHireEI. Legs shall ee elaelceEI te pre'teftt
the!H ffelH Felli Ag BF shiftirtg. If all legs are rtet earttai1teEl ey the stakes,
aEIElitiattal wrappeFs reqt1ireEI.

Three Or FeHF Leg LeaEI 44 Ft. Or Less
A 1Hi1ti1Ht11H ef twe wrappeFs reqt1ireEI. If all legs are Hat ee1ttai1teEI ey
the stakes, aEIElitie1tal wrappeFS FefjHireEI.

)}
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A miRim1:1ffl of three .,.,.rappers reqt1ired. If all logs are Rot eoRtaiRed ey
the stakes, additioRal wr&flflers rett1:1ired.

(
Five Or Six Log Load
All Logs 17 Feet Or Less
A ffliRim1:1m of two wraf!pers required. If all legs are Rot eoRtaiRed ey
the stakes, additioRal wraf!flers required.

)/

Sevett Or More Log Load
All Logs 17 Feet Or Less
A ffliRim1:1m of t·.ve wrappers req1:1ired. If all logs are R.ot eoRtaiRed
the stakes, additioRal wraf!f!ers reqt1ired.

o=~~-.C:::::C:b

ey

Fi '>'e Or More Log Load
If ARy Logs Are More ThaR 17 Feet
A miRimum of three WF8f!pers are req1:1ired. If all logs are Rot eoRtaiRed
BY the Stakes, additiORal '.Vr8f!pers req1:1ired.

[ 249]
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Pref)er 81:1f)f)ert Fer Legs
Net Rwre thaR af)f)reKimately eRe thirEI the weight ef aRy leg shall
eKteREI beyeREI the eREI ef the legs er b1:1Rk Sl:lf)f)ertiRg it.

01:1tsiEle Legs Or Tep Legs
All e1:1tsiEle (wiRg) er tef) legs shall be see1:1reEI by a wraf)f)er Rear b1:1t Ret
withiR 12 iRehes ef eaeh eREI.

((

A Wraf)f)eF Shall Be Near Eaeb B1:1Rlc
Eaeh leaEI shall he see1:1reEI by haviRg a ·wraf)f)eF 'ftithiR 6 feet efeaeh
b1:1Rk eJleept eR eRe leg leaEls.

((

8hert Legs LeadeEI Cresswise
A miRim1:1m ef t·Ne wraf)pers are req1:1ired aREI twe eheeks er stalces
shall be 1:1seEI eR the ef)eR eREI ef the tfl:lek.

)J
~

All leaEls ef legs e11 leggi11g IFHelcs eq11i1111eEI >'•ill! elteelc
bleelcs i11s1eeEI ef slakes, shell he, e el leas! e11e eEIEli1ie11el
.,, re1111er e, er 11;11EI ebe 1e !he re1111ire111e111s fer 1r11elcs
e1111i1111eEI will! slelces, exee111i11g e11 e11e 81!EI l"ll'e leg leeEls
llflEI fflielcs with sher! legs leeEleEI eress "ise.))

(1) Running Jines must be arranged so that employees
are not reguired to work in the bight of the line. When
employees must work in the bight. employees must move out
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of the bight of the lines before the signal to move the tum is
given. or be in a position where they are protected by standing timber. terrain. or other objects large enough to ensure
their safety.
(2) Choker holes must be dug from the uphill side of the
log when there is danger of the log rolling or moving.

4
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~

,

(3) Chokers must be placed near the end of the log/tree
whenever possible.
EXCEPTION:

When long logs or tree-length logs are being varded
and a long end is necessary to safely land the
logs/trees on the available landing space.

Employees must be in the clear of logs. root wads.
chunks. hazardous trees. rolling material and rigging before
the go-ahead signal is given and must stay in the clear until all
rigging movement has stopped.
(5) Employees must move away from the turn so as to be
above or behind the turn and in the clear. They must remain
on their feet and face the turn before the go-ahead signal is
given.
(6) All employees must remain away from rigging that is
stopped at a hangup. until the rigging has been slacked to
reduce the hazard.
(7) Chokers must not be hooked or unhooked until all
rigging is stopped completely.
(8) Logs must not be landed until all employees. trucks
or equipment are in the clear.
(9) Logs must not accumulate in the landing chute to the
point where they become a hazard to the landing personnel.
(10) Logs must be stable and secure before being
approached by employees and before chokers are unhooked.
(1.}) An employee must not buck. limb or trim logs from
a position that will expose the employee to contact with moving lines.
Cl 2) Logs must not be placed in. moved about. or
~
, removed from the bucking area of the landing unless all
employees are in the clear.
Cl 3) An unimpaired horizontal clearance of at least three
feet must be maintained between the rotating superstructure
of any logging machine working on a landing and any adjacent object or surface. If this clearance cannot be maintained.
a safety zone barrier must be used to isolate the hazardous
area. The safety zone barrier may be a warning line constructed of rope or ribbon. supported on stanchions.
(14) "DANGER 36-INCH CLEARANCE" must be marked
near the rear of the machine.
(15) Employees must not approach a machine's working
circle until the operator has acknowledged that it is safe to do
so.
(16) Whenever possible. chokers must be set from the
uphill side of a log. Persons must not be on the lower side of
a log which appears to be unstable or likely to roll.
Cl 7) When yarding during the hours of darkness. the area
must be lighted enough to allow employees to safely perform
their duties. The source of light must be located and directed
to create minimum shadows and glare. If using a portable
tailhold. lights must be directed on equipment to allow the
person to visually determine that the tailhold equipment
remains stabilized.
Cl 8) Each yarded tree/log must be placed in a location
that does not create a hazard for an employee and in an
• orderly manner so that the trees/logs are stable before bucking or limbing is commenced.
,
09) When using a yarder. loader or skidding machine.
the location of the machine or position of the yarder must be
(4)
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such that the operator will not be endangered by incoming
logs or debris.
(20) Employee(s) must be assigned to flag on roads or
provide other equivalent protection where hazardous conditions are created from logging such as. but not limited to:
(a) Running wire rope lines or rigging across road
grades. excluding guylines and standing skylines if lines
remain a safe distance above the road to allow a vehicle to
pass under: or
(b) The movement of logs. chunks. or debris across or
suspended over road grades.
EXCEPTION:

Where there is no through traffic such as on a dead
end road or where the property owner's permission
or proper authority is granted to close a section of
road. warning signs and barricades may be used
instead offlagger(s).

AMENDATO RY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)
WAC 296-54-579 ((l\leteP tPHeJdeg tP&HSIJ8PMtiee
l\Useellaeee as ref1Hire111:eets.)) Log decks. (( ( l) No tntek
wheel shall ha.,.e more thafl tweflt)' five pefeeflt of the lt:1gs
missiHg Of defeeti~·e.
(2) All trnelc ~vheels shall be HUtifltait1ed free of eraeks,
breaks, or defeets.
(3) Windshields Ofl all equipffieftt shall be prnYided with
wiHdshield wipers iH good workiHg eonditioft.
(4) Mule train trailers shall have a 13latform Oft the trailer
tongue at least twelYe i1:1ehes by twenty feuf iHehes made of
ROHslifl ffiaterial aHd eaf!able of Sl:lflflOFtiHg at least three huH
dred flOtlflds. The fllatferm shall ee of the self eleaftiftg type.
(5) Logs shall be loaded so that Hot more thaft a1313rnxi
mately oHe third of the weigltt ofany log shall extend eeyond
the eftd Of the logs Of btinlc StlflflOFting it.
(6) 'ffflilef loading aflcl 11HloadiHg stfaps, links, Of ehains
shall be fastened see1:1rely to tke trailer frame and tised iH
hoisting the tmiler. The eOflfleetioflS shall be maifttained ift
good eonditioft anEI shall ROt be attaehed to the trailer b111:1k.
The tise of molles fer this fltlFflOSe is 13rnkibiteEI.
(7) In unloading trailers froffi trtieks, trailers skall be
hoisted elear, the truek driven forwafd a safe distaftee, aHd the
trailer lowered to withiH ofte feet of the roadway before f!er
sons a13proaeh the trailer or reach.
(8) Trailer hoistiHg or uHloadiHg stra13s shall be een
stftleted and installea iR a ffiaflfler eHabling the loading or
tinloading maehiHe to eAgage the strap with011t mafltial per
sonal eontaet.
(9) All motof ~·ehieles shall be e~11i1313eEI with a horfl that
is atidible aboYe the stirrounding Reise level. The horH shall
be sotifldea before operatiHg the vehiele in reverse gear and
SOl:lftded iHterfftitteRtly duriHg tRe efttire baeJcing Ofleration.
The horn shall be maintained in flft 013eratiYe eonclitien.)) ill
Logs must be placed in and removed from decks in a straight
and orderly manner so as to minimize the hazards from rolling or shifting logs.
C2) If employees are working on the ground near the
deck. the deck must be constructed and located so it is stable
and provides each employee with enough room to safely
move and work in the area.
[ 251]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9121n9)

WAC 296-54-581 (O\l8t8P tPHell leg tr1111Sp81'teti81t
Steered tHilers.)) Helicooter logging-General. ((&eered
trailers, HOt eOHH'Ollee from the trtteJc eab, shall be eesigRee,
eoRstrttetee, aHe operated as follows:
(1) A seettre se&t with sttbstaHtial foot rest shall be pro
Yieee for the operator at the rear of the bttRk. ARy arraHge
meRt that permits the operator to ride iR froRt of the bttHk is
prohibited ttRless a false bttRk Of other aeeqttate proteetioH is
proYieee for the operator.
(2) The seat for the operator shall be so arraRgee that he
has aR ttHobstrttetee eJtit from both sides aHe the rear.
(3) The bttHk sttpport shall be so eoHstrttetee that the
operator has a elear view ahead at all times.
(4) Aeeqttate meaRs of eommttHieatioR shall be provided
bet'NeeH the Operator aHe the trttek eriYeT.
(5) E)·e proteetioR aRe respirator shall be provided for
the operator.
(6) The trailer shall be eqttippee with feHeers or splash
plates to proteet the operator from mtte anti ettst so far as pos
~

(7) If ttsee ettriHg periods of reetteee visibility OH roads
ROt ttHeer the eORtTO) of the State eepartmeHt of traRSpOrta
tioR, eottRties, or eities, the trailer shall be eqttippee with
head, tail, tttrR aREI stop lights.)) (]) Prior to daily logging
operations. a briefing must be conducted. The briefing must
set forth the plan of operation for the pilot(s) and ground personnel. Anytime a change in operating procedure is necessary. affected personnel must be notified.
(2) Employees and eguipment must remain in the clear
and employees must never be under a suspended load.
(3) Employees must not work under hovering craft
except for that limited period of time necessary to guide.
secure. hook/unhook loads. and perform maintenance/inspections or other related job duties.
(4) The location of the drop zone. decking areas. loading
areas. and designated safety zones must be established by a
pilot and a responsible supervisor taking into consideration
current operating conditions.
(5) Personal protective eguipment.
(a) Employees must wear high visibility hard hats
secured by a chinstrap.
(b) Employees hooking and receiving the load must wear
high visibility vests or outer garments.
(6) Whenever approaching or leaving a support helicopter with blades rotating. employees must:
(a) Remain in full view of the pilot and keep in a
crouched position:
(b) Obtain a visual or audible acknowledgment from the
pilot before entering or exiting the helicopter:
(c) A void the area from the cockpit or cabin rearward
unless authorized by the helicopter company to work there:
and
(d) Exercise special caution to keep clear of rotors when
visibility is reduced.
(7) Before approaching or departing the service area for
maintenance. visual and/or audible communication must be
established.
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(8) There must be reliable communication available
between the helicopter. woods crew. landing. and service
areas. In the absence of radio communication there must be a~
designated signal person.
~
(9) Developed hand signals must be clearly communicated and understood by all persons working in the area who
may be affected by their use.
(10) Riding the load or hook of a helicopter is prohibited
except in an emergency.
Cl ]) Unauthorized employees must not be allowed to
approach within fifty feet of the helicopter when the rotor
blades are turning.
(12) Every practical precaution must be taken to provide
for the protection of employees from flying objects in the
rotor downwash.
(13) Loads must be properly slung. Tag lines used by
ground personnel to position loads must be of a length th'at
will not permit their being drawn up into rotors. Pressed
sleeve. swaged eyes. or eguivalent means must be used for all
freely suspended loads to prevent hand splices from spinning
open or cable clamps from loosening.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-58110 Helicopter logging-Landing.

(I) The landing drop zone must be large enough for the long-

est logs to be landed without endangering the landing crew.
(2) Landing crew must remain in the clear until the load
is placed flat on the ground and chokers are released from the
hook.
~
(3) Landings must be constructed with minimal slope for ~
drainage in the drop zone and a decking area to prevent logs
from rolling.
(4) The approach to the landing must be kept clear and
long enough to prevent tree tops from being pulled into the
landing.
(5) Landing personnel must be notified when chokers are
being picked up.
(6) If the load will not release from the hook, the hook
must be on the ground or at eye level, whichever is safer,
before employees approach to release the hook manually.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-58120 Helicopter logging-Yarding.

(I) Helicopters must not work in areas near enough to cutters

to cause the rotor wash to affect a cutter's ability to safely
control a tree or to cause dislodging of limbs.
(2) The yarding helicopter must be equipped with a siren
to warn employees of any hazardous situation.
(3) Log pickup must be arranged so that the hookup crew
will not work on slopes below fell and bucked timber that
appears unstable and likely to roll.
(4) If the load must be lightened by the hooker, the
hooker must remain on the uphill side of the load and slack
given to the entire load before releasing the hook.
(5) If the load must be aborted or lightened by the pilot, ~
the hooker must be in the clear before releasing the hook.
~
(6) Employees must remain in the clear as chokers are
being delivered. Under no circumstances can employees
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move under the chokers being delivered or take hold of the

~chokers before they are placed on the ground.

~

,

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-58130 Helicopter logging-Fueling
area. (I) Separate areas must be designated for landing logs
and for fueling helicopter(s).
(2) Refueling any helicopter with either aviation gasoline or Jet B (turbine) type fuel while the engine is running is
prohibited.
(3) Helicopters using Jet A (turbine-kerosene) type fuel
may be refueled with engines running provided the following
criteria are met:
(a) Unauthorized employees must not be allowed within
fifty feet of the refueling operation or fueling equipment; and
(b) Fire extinguishers must be strategically located in the
fueling area and must have a combined rating of at least
20A:l20BC.
(4) All fueling employees must be thoroughly trained in
the refueling operation and in the use of the available fire
extinguishing equipment they may be expected to use.
(5) The following are prohibited within fifty feet of the
fueling area or fueling equipment:
•Smoking;
•Open flames;
• Exposed flame heaters;
•Flare pots; and
• Open flame lights.
EXCEPTION:

Aircraft preheaters are not prohibited. However, no
fueling may be performed while the heaters are in
operation.

(6) The fueling area must be posted with "no smoking"
signs.
(7) Because there are many causes of static electricity,
fueling employees must assume that it is present at all times.
Before starting refueling operations, the fueling equipment
and the helicopter must be bonded and the fueling nozzle
must be electrically bonded to the helicopter. Using conductive hose is not an acceptable method of bonding. All grounding and bonding connections must be electrically and
mechanically firm to clean unpainted metal parts.
(8) To control spills, fuel must be pumped either by hand
or power; pouring or gravity flow is prohibited. Self-closing
nozzles or deadman controls must be used and must not be
blocked open. Nozzles must not be dragged along the ground.
(9) In case of a spill, the fueling operation must be immediately stopped until the person in charge determines that it is
safe to resume.
(10) Helicopters with their engines stopped while being
refueled with aviation gasoline or Jet B (turbine) type fuel,
must comply with subsection (4) through (9) of this section.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed

9121n9)

WAC 296-54-583 ((Statieaary leg traeli trailer))
All leaEiiAg Eieviees shall he EiesigAeEi,

Loading~. (((1)
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eeAstrneteEI, aAEi maiAtaiAeEi iA s11eh a fflftAAer as te ha·re a
five te efte safety faeter fer its rateEI leaEI eaf3aeity.
(2) LeaEiers shall he eeAs1r1:1eteEI ef s1:1eh height BREI wiEith
that they eaft he safely 11seEI te lead the maxim11m sizeEI trail
ers they ·.viii he exf3eeteEI te haAdle witheut haAgiAg l:lf' er
sli'ikiAg the equif3ffleftt.
(3) Eleetrie f3ewereEI trailer leaEiiAg Eieviees shall he
equif3f3eEI with a switeh er Eieviee whieh '>'lill ge·rem the Uf'f'er
EiireetieA ef tra·tel ef the leaEI liAe te a safe limit.
(4) Eleetrie FAeters useEI fer heistiAg f'Urpeses shall he
equif3f'eEI with Bf'f'FeVeEi e'·erleaEI switehes er breakers.
(S) All eleetrieal switeh eeAtrels shall Aet eiteeeEI tweAty
fuur velts. All ee1ttrel switehes shall he ef the ffteffteAtary
eefttaet tyf'e ·uhieh req11ire ee1ttiA11eus fftaftual f3ressure fur
heist te ef3erate.
(6) PeAEieAt tyf'e eeHli'el switehes shall he susf3eAdeEI hy
a ehaiA er ether suitable Eieviee whieh will f3reveAt f'laeiAg a
straift eA the eleetrieal eahle.
(7) PeAEieAts shall he se iAstalleEI that wheA retraeted the
eeAtrel switeh shall Aet te1:1eh the greuAEi.
(8) All eleetrieal equif3FAeftt shall he weatherpreef tyf'e
er aEiequately f3reteeted freFA the weather, aAEi shall meet er
exeeeEI the requiremeAts ef the ~JatieAal Eleetrieal CeEie as
f3reFA11lgated h)' the Eiireeter ef the def3artffieftt ef Jaber aAEi
iAEiustries f'Ursuaftt te RCW 19.28Jl60.
(9) Trailer leaEiers, exeept A fraffie type er hriEige ernAe,
shall he equippeEI with reaeh guides er Eieviees 'Hhieh will
keef3 reaeh iA preper aligAFHeftt. A tag repe er ether safe guiEI
aAee Eieviee shall he useEI te guiEie trailers heiAg leaEieEI by use
ef aft A fraffie type leaEier.
(10) Aeeess reaEis aAEi the area areuAd the trailer leaEiiAg
EieYiees shall he kept free ef staAEiiAg 'Nater aAEi Eiehris aAEi
maiAtaiAed iA geed repair.
(11) The maxiFHUffl eapaeit)' leaEI te he lifted shall he
pasted iA a eeHSf'ieueus leeatieft where it eaft he easily seeft
by aAy f'erseA eperatiAg the heist.
(12) Trailer leadiAg equipFAeftt shall he periedieall)'
iAspeeted at least e·rery thirty days aftd shall he FAaiAtaiAed iA
geeEI re1'3ftif. A writteft ref3eFt shall ee fftftEie ftftd sigAed h)' the
perseA FAakiAg the iASf'eetieA aAEi kept eft file h)' the eefft
f'RA)' fer tweh·e ffiefttks.
(13) A liftiAg test shall he eeaEiueted ftftftually eft eaeh
leaEiiAg Eieviee aAEi a writteft reeerEI shewiAg the date, ftftffie
ef perseA eeaEiuetiAg the test, ameuAt ef weight lifted aAEi
results shall ee lcept iA the effiee efthe eFApleyer er at the site.
The test weight shall he at least efte huAEireEI t•NeAty fiye peF
eeftt ef the ffiaximufft rateEI leaEI e11t Aet FAere thaA efte huA
dreEI thirty f3ereeftt ef the maximum rated leaEI.
(14) Eaeh drufft shall he EiesigAed aAEi ftffaAged iA stteh a
FAaftAer that the liAe will maiAtaiA lead aAEi speel eveAly with
eut ehafiAg, eressiAg er lciAkiAg.
(13) A hrakiAg system shall he iAstalleEI whieh shall have
the eapahility ef safely hFalciAg aAEi heldiAg efte aAEi eAe half
tiFAes weight ef the full Fated leaEI.
'
(16) WheA trailers are te he leadeEI after dark, sttffieieAt
lights shall he previded fer a safe erieratieA.)) (1) A positive
means of communication must be established and used
between the truck driver and the employee loading logs to
control the movement of the log truck being loaded.
[ 253)
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(2) Employees must not be permitted alongside or underneath trucks being loaded or on the load until communication
has been established with the loading machine operator and
the truck driver. and the employee is assured that it is safe to
be there.
(3) Logs being moved or loaded must not pass over any
employee or an occupied vehicle. eguipment or truck cab.
(4) Standing between a truck cab and a log being loaded
or unloaded is prohibited.
(5) Logs must not be lowered to the bunk while bunk or
block adjustments are being made or until the employee making these adjustments is in the clear.
(6) Standing underneath a suspended trailer or its reach
is prohibited.
(7) Loads must be built up or loaded in a manner to be
stable without the use of wrappers. Wrappers are considered
only as precautionary measures to ensure stability of the load.
(8) Where there is a danger of the grapple slipping off of
logs. straps must be used in loading logs that are too large for
the grapple or tongs and must be hung in both eyes.
(9) Logs must be loaded in a manner to prevent excessive strain on wrappers. binders. bunk stakes. bunk chains or
straps.
CI 0) Logs in any tier or layer unsecured by stakes or
cheese blocks must be well saddled and have their diameter
centers inside the diameter centers of the outer logs of the
next lower tier or layer.
CI]) Bunk and wing logs must extend at least twelve
inches beyond the front and rear bunks or stakes. When fixed
bunks are used. logs must extend at least six inches beyond
the front and rear bunk or stake.
CI2) Double-ended logs above the stakes must not be
loaded on the side of the load from which the binders or
wrappers are intended to be released.
CI3) Logs must be loaded so that no more than one-third
of the weight of any log extends beyond the end of the logs or
bunk supporting it.
CI4) Logs must be loaded in a manner that will not
impair full and free movement of the truck.
CI5) Each log not contained within the stakes must be
secured with at least two wrappers before the truck leaves the
vicinity of the landing/loading area.
( 16) All of the reguired wrappers must be placed on the
load within sight of the landing/loading area so immediate
emergency assistance can be given if necessary.
CI 7) Loads or logs must not be moved or shifted while
binders are being applied or adjusted.
C18) The transport vehicle must be positioned to provide
working clearance between the vehicle and the deck.
(19) All limbs or knots that would project beyond the
stakes or legal height must be removed before the log is
loaded on the car or truck.

Note:

This does not apply to incidental limbs/knots placed on loads
during the normal loading process.

(20) Power saws must not be operated on top of loaded
logging trucks.

Permanent
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-584 Tongs, hooks, grapples. (I) Tongs
must be maintained in good condition, properly aligned and
with sharp points.
(2) Tongs must not be carried by being rested on both
shoulders with the tong points around the neck.
(3) When loading logs, straps of sufficient size and
length must be used where there is a danger of tongs or hooks
pulling out of the log.
(4) When loading logs, tongs may be used on large logs
if the logs are barked and notched to ensure a secure hold.
(5) The closing line must be securely attached to the
grapple according to the manufacturer's recommendations.
(6) Loading hooks and tongs must be securely attached
on the loading line with screw shackles or equivalent devices.

~
~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)

WAC 296-54-585 ((bag ealaadiag, IJeaHts, aad raEt
iag graaads StePllge aad sartiag arus Ceaeral
rettHireHteats.)) Cross-haul svstems. (((l) At RO time shall
ORe reFSOR be rermitted to 't'iOFlc aloRe.
(2) (a) Emrlo~·ees 't'ierkiRg OR ever er aloRg water,
·.... here the daflger of drewfliRg exists, shall be rreYided ·.vith
aRd shall wear arrreved rersoRal tlotatioR de,·iees.
(b) Emrloyees are flet eeflsidered exresed to the daRger
of drnwfliRg wheR:
(i) The water derth is lrnewR to be less thaR ehest deer ~
oR the exrosed iRdi·1idt11il;
,.
(ii) WheR werkiRg behifld staRdard height ftfld streRgth
gttardrai Is;
(iii) WheR workiRg iRside orerntiflg eabs er statioRs
whieh elimiRate the rossibility efaeeideRtally falliRg iRte the

water,

(iv) WheR weariRg arrroved safety belts with lifelifle
attaehed so as to rreelttde the rossibility of falliRg iflto the

water:

(e) Prior te aRd after eaeh ttse, rerseRal tlotatioR de,·iees
shall be iRsreeted for defeets 't'ihieh VlOttfe reettee their
eesigfled effeetiveRess. Defeetive rerseRal tlotatioR eeviees
shell Rot be ttsed.
(0) To meet the arrreved eriteria reqttired by sttbeivisieR
(a), ft rerSORaf flotatiOR ee•tiee shall be arrreved by the
UHited States Coast Gttare as a Tyre I PFD, Tyre II PFD,
Tyre III PFD, er Tyre V PFD, er their eqttivaleflt, r1:1rsttaRt
to 46 CFR 160 (Coast Gttare LifesaviRg EqttirmeRt Sreeifi
eatioRs) aRe 33 CFR 175.23 (Coast Gttard table of deviees
eq1:1ivaleRt to fleFSOflal tletatiefl eeviees). Ski belt Of iRflatable
tyfle f1erseRal tletatioR de·1iees are Sfleeifieally flFOhibitee.
(3) hi OfleratioRs where regttlar loggiRg maehiRery, rig
giHg, ete., is ttsee, the ltflf'lieable seetioRs of these rttles shall
~
(4) Artifieial lights shall be f1FOvi0e0 aRe ttsed where
work is to be doRe betweeR the hottrs of SttRset aRd SHRrise.
Stteh lights shall be leeated iR a ffiftRRer that wi II be reasoR
ably free of glare aRd f!Fovide 1rniferffi distribtttioR of illttffii
flatieR aRd avoid sharply defiRed shadows.

4

~
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(5) OH all log d1:1FF1vs, adeq1:1ate vower for the fflethod
1:1sed for 1:1HloadiHg shell be vrovided. All fflBehiHes 1:1sed for
hoistiHg, reloadiHg or loweriHg Vl:IFf'lOSes shell be of avf!roved
desigH eHd s1:1ffieieF1t vower to eoHtrol er held the fflBXiFF11:1FF1
lead ifflvosed iH fflid eir.
(6) BiHders shell Hot be released froffl eHy load 1:1F1til BH
effeetive sefeg1:1ard is vrovided.
(7) All fflobile log heHdliHg FF1eehiHes shall be eq1:1ivved
with a FF1eaF1s or FF1eeheHisFF1 Vihieh will vreYeflt the logs freffl
aeeideHtBll}' leaviHg the ferks, eHd shell be 1:1sed.
(8) The overator of the 1:1F1leediHg fflaehiHe shell heYe BH
1:1Hobstr1:1eted Yiew ef the 1:1HleediHg area or shell ffleke eertaiH
He oHe is iH the eree 'Nhere the logs ere to be 1:1Hloaded. Rear
view fflirrors shall be iHstalled OH mobile log heHdliHg eq1:1iv
meHt to assist the overetor iH aseerteiHiHg that the area behiHd
the meehifle is eleer before bae]ciHg l:IV.
(9) UHloediHg liHes shell be so erraHged that it is Hot Hee
essery for the workmaH to atteeh them OH the f!OHd or d1:1mv
side of the load.
( 10) Life riHgs with e FF1iHim1:1m of HiHet}' feet of oHe
fot:1Fth iHeh liHe 'Vl'ith B fflifliffll:lffl breakiHg Stfeflgth Of five
h1:1F1dred vo1:1Hds atteehed, shell be vrovided et eoHveHieHt
f!OiHts edjeeeHt te water whieh is five feet or fflore iH devth.
Life riHgs shell be e FF1iHim1:1FF1 of thirty iHehes 01:1tside dieffle
ter eHd seveHteeH iHehes iHside diameter Bfld be meiHteiHed
SO as to retaifl B thirty two VOl:lfld VOSitive b1:1oyeF1ey.)) ill1n

cross-haul Cparbuckle) or roll-on loading systems. the skid
timbers must be strong enough to support the logs being
loaded and long enough to remain in place while the log is
~ being loaded.
,
(2) Loaders on cross-haul systems must work beyond the
ends of the logs being loaded.

~

,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)

WAC 296-54-587 ((Weter dt1111ps.)) Self-loading log
~ (((l) All water d1:1mvs shell have brow logs exeevt
wheH logs are lifted froffl the load. If vorteble eq1:1ivFF1eF1t is
1:1sed, edeq1:1ete stevs shell be vro.,·ided to vreveHt eq1:1ivmeHt
from fl:IHHiHg eff the d1:1FF1v.
(2) Where HeeesSBf}' for verSOFIS to ·walk eloHgside loads
aHd eq1:1if!FF1eF1t OH trestles or fills, e miHim1:1FF1 t·ueHty t'NO
iHeh wide welkwa}' shell be VFOVided, l:lflless otherwise svee
tfteth
(3) All deeks aHd vleHkways OH log d1:1mvs FF11:1st be lcevt
ifl good revair Bfld free froffl bark Bfld ether debris. Roadways
shell Hot be iHeliHed fflore theH Ofle iHeh to tweh·e iHehes
aeross the driYiHg s1:1rfeee.
(4) The 1:1se of SFFIBll bridge m•er logs, f!IBHkiHg or tim
bers, betweeH reg1:1ler foot logs, or \YBllcways, vlhieh will Hot
Sl:lflflOFt the weight of et least three verseHs are f!FOhibited. All
reg1:1ler foot legs shell be barked OH 1:1f!ver side.
(5) Eleetrie vowered hoists 1:1siF1g heHd held eord remote
eoHtrols iH gro1:1F1ded loeetioHs, shell be aet1:1eted by eire1:1its
OfleFetiHg et HO fflore thaH t·""eHty fo1:1r volts. All eoHtrol
switehes shell be of the momeHtery eoHteet tyve whieh
req1:1ires eoHtiF11:101:1s meH1:1al f!Fess1:1re fer the hoist to overate.
(6) Roedeeds at log dl:lmf!S shell ee hEtFd f!aeked gra·1el,
heBY)' f!IBHkiHg, or eq1:1inleHt FF1eteriel, eHd shell be of s1:1ffi
[ 255]
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eieHt width eHd eveH s1:1rfaee to iF1s1:1re safe Of!eretioH of
eq1:1if!FF1eHt.
(7) Where logs are t:1Hloaded OH to rolhvays, s1:1ffieieHt
Sf!aee shell be vrevided betweeH the top of the skids eHd the
gFOl:IHd to e)ear the body of B verSOH.
(8) WheH e brow log is t:1sed with e varb1:1ekle systeffl, ell
verSOFIS ere flFOhibited from goiHg betweeH the bro·N Jog Bfld
the load of logs et BH)' time.
(9) A flOSitive safeg1:1Bt"d shell be vrovided to vre·ieHt
logs from leeviHg the loads OH the side ovf!osite the d1:1FF1v.
UHloediHg liHes, eroteh liHes or eq1:1elly effeetive mee11s shell
be arreHged Bfld 1:1sed iH e FHaHHer to f!reveHt BHY log froffl
S'UiHgiHg Or FOlliHg beelc
( 10) All f!ersoHs shall remaiH iH the eleer l:IHtil ell moYiHg
eq1:1if!FF1eHt has eoffle to a eoFHvlete stov.
(11) Legs shell flOt be l:lflloeded b)' veaves Of sifflilar
meH1:1el methods, 1:1Hless mee11s ere f!rovided aHd 1:1sed that
eliffliHete the deHger from rolliHg or swiHgiHg logs.)) ill.A
safe means of access and egress must be provided to the operator's loading work station.
(2) Self-loading log truck operators must not unload their
own load unless a positive means of securing the logs is provided when binders and wrappers are removed.
(3) New self-loading log trucks purchased and put in
operation after January I. 1980. must be equipped with:
Ca) A check valve installed on the jib boom: and
Cb) A seat that is offset from the point of attachment of
the boom. The seat and boom structure must rotate concurrently.
(4) The operator of a self-loading log truck must not heel
the log over the operator's work station.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)

WAC 296-54-589 ((Ree111 ead relftag grettads.)) LQ&
trucks-General. (((l) BreakiHg of log jeffls by vee't')'
fflethod is f!Fohibited, exeept iH river driYe or wheH jam
oee1:1rs BViB)' from meehaHieal meeHs or the d1:1mf!.
(2) WoodeH vike voles shall be of eoHtiHl:IOl:IS, straight
greiHed No. l fflateriel. Defeetive f!Oles, bl1:1Ht or d1:1ll (likes
shell Hot be 1:1sed. CoF1d1:1etive (like f!Oles shall Hot be 1:1sed
where there is e f!Ossibilit)' of eoffliHg iH eoHteet with eHer
gi~ed eleetrieel e0Hd1:1etors.
(3) Stiff bOOFFIS shall be FHade ey fasteHiHg FIOt less thaH
two boom stieks together. The width of e stiff booffl shell be
Hot less thaH thirty six iHehes FF1eas1:1red 01:1tside to 01:1tside of
the logs. The beem stieks shall be festeHed together ·uith Hot
less theH 4" Jt 6" eross ties, or eable lashiHgs Hotehed iHto the
booffl stieks FHay be 1:1sed wheH stiff booffls are exf!osed to
heavy swells. Stiff booFHs shall be kef!t free of loose bark eHd
shall be meiHtBifled ifl geed revair.
(4) A walkway thirty six iRehes 'Hide with steHdard heHd
railiHg shell be flFOYided froFH the shore eHd of stiff boom to
~

(5) All sortiHg gavs shall htwe a s1:1bsteHtiel stiff booFH OH
eaeh side of gavs. S1:1eh stiff booFHs or walkways shall be
vlaHked O\'ef.
(6)(e) BooFH stielcs shall ee reasoHably straight with HO
flFOtr1:1diHg lrnots Of loose bark. They shall be eaveble of Sl:lfl
Permanent
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porting eeo·;e the 'l>'lftter line et either ens the weight of one
worlcer ens eEJttipment or two httnsres fifty pottnss.
(e) Foot logs shell ee reesoneely straight with HO pro
trnsing knots or loose eerie ens shell ee ef sttffieient size to
sttpport eeoYe the weter line et either ens the weight of two
worlcers ens eEJttipment or fi.,·e httnsres pettHss.
(7) Boom stieks whieh hfl'<'e eeeft ee1tsemHeS EIS tlftSaf.e
shell Be ffiftrJces ey three eheppeS eresses teft feet from the
BtlH eHS, ElflS Stteh stieks shell HOt ee ttses EIS BOOffl stieks.
(8) Geps eet·.... eeH eeom stieks shell ftOt e*eees h'reftty
fettr iHehes. All wire shell ee removes ffOffi BOOffl stieks ElflS
eoeffl eheiHs before they ere re ttses or httng iH reftiHg stells.
(9) WheH perffleHeHt eeele swifters ere ttses they shell ee
erreHges so thet they ere withiH eesy reeeh of refter withettt
relliHg BOOffi stieks Oft Vihieh the}' ere festeftes. Whefl eeeles
eeeeme hezersetts to ttse eeeettse of jeggers, they shell ee
siseerses.
( 10) Whefl fleetiHg SOHkeys OF ether power sri·t'eft
fflElehineF}' is ttses Oft BOOffl, it shell ee pleees Oft El reft OF fleet
'l>'lith eftettgh BtlOYEIHey to keep the see)c of Stteh FElft Or fleet
well eeo.,·e weter. Where't'er perseHs '>Velk, the seek of the reft
er fleet shell ee pleHkes ever with Hot less theft t'NO i1teh
pleHl<iHg, eHs kept iH goos repeir.
(11) \l/hefl sogliHeS tJSeS ifl reftiHg, ereiJi1tg Or StOWiHg
logs eeeome hezersetts to ttse eeeettse efjeggers, they shell
ee siseftfses.
( 12) StoriHg, sortiHg or EIHY boom work, other theft boom
eoet operetieHs, shell reEJttire e miHimttm of t'NO persoHs.
(13) Sttffieient wellcwft}'S ElftS fleets shell ee iHstelles ElflS
seettrely eHehores, to provise sefe pessege for 'Norkers.
(14) Wellcweys eloHgsise sertiHg geps shell HOt ee less
theH fettr feet wise. Other welkweys shell ee Hot less theft
tweRt)' two iHehes wise.)) Cl) Prior to use. the operator must
make a complete daily inspection of the truck and trailer with
particular attention to:
• Steering apparatus;
• Lights and reflectors;
• Brake boosters;
•Brake hoses and connections;
•Reaches;
• Hitches (couplings);
•Bunks;
•Stakes;
• Bunk blocks.
The brakes must be tested before and after movement of
the vehicle. The operator must submit a written list of necessary repairs to a person designated by the employer.
(2) Any defective parts that would make the vehicle
unsafe to operate. must be replaced or repaired before the
vehicle is placed in service.
(3) Motor vehicles used on roads not under the control of
the state department of transportation. counties. or cities must
be equipped with accessories necessary for a safe operation
including:
(a) Operable head lamps;
Cb) At least two tail lamps and brake lamps that emit a
red light plainly visible from a distance of one thousand feet
to the rear; and
Permanent
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(c) Two reflectors visible at night from three hundred
fifty feet when directly in front of properly adjusted motor ~
vehicle head lamps.
~
(4) The driver must do evei:ything reasonably possible to
keep the truck under control at all times and must not operate
in excess of a speed at which the driver can stop the truck in
one-half the visible distance.
(5) The area between the truck frame members. extending from the cab rearward as far as necessary to provide a safe
work area. must be covered with suitable nonslip type material.
(6) Log trucks that have logs scaled at stations must have
a platform on each side extending outward from the frame
members at least eighteen inches. and must be eighteen
inches long or as near to eighteen inches as the design of the
truck permits. The treading surface of the platforms must be
of nonslip material and the platform must be able to safely
support a five hundred pound load.
(7) To protect the operator of vehicles from loads. there
must be a substantial bulkhead behind the cab that extends up
to the height of the cab.
(8) When at the dump or reload or where logs are scaled
or branded on the truck. the logs must be scaled or branded
before the binders are released.
(9) All vehicles. where vision of the operator in the
direction of travel is impaired by the load or vehicle. must be
moved only on a signal from a worker who has a clear view
in the direction in which the vehicle is to be moved.
(IQ) Where a bridge or other roadway structure is posted
with a load limit sign. log truck drivers or operators of other ~
heavy equipment are prohibited from driving a load in excess ~
of the posted limit over such a structure.
Cl )) All passengers must ride in the cab of the log truck.
() 2) All trucks must keep to the right side of the road
except where the road is plainly and adequately posted for
left side travel.
(]3) A method must be provided to ensure that the trailer
will remain mounted on the truck while driving on highways
or logging roads.
()4) When trucks are towed on any road. the person
guiding the vehicle being towed must. by prearranged signals. govern the speed of travel. Vehicles must be towed at a
reasonable speed and in a prudent manner. A tow cable or
chain over fifteen feet in length must have a white flag
attached at the approximate center. however. it is recommended that a rigid tow bar be used for this purpose.
()5) All rubber-tired motor vehicles must be equipped
with fenders. Mud flaps may be used instead of fenders
whenever the motor vehicle is not designed for fenders.
() 6) All trucks must be equipped with doors with operable latches. or a safety bar or strap.
(17) Log trucks must not approach a landing while there
is danger from incoming logs.
(18) While en route. the operator must check and tighten
the wrappers/binders whenever there is reason to believe that
the wrappers/binders have loosened or the load has shifted.
()9) Persons must not enter the area below a suspended ~
load of logs.
~
(20) All trucks must be equipped with a means to protect
the operator from inclement weather.
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(6) Repairs to safety chains, such as cold shuts, are prohibited.
(7) Frames must not be welded or drilled into if the manufacturer recommends against it.

NEW SECTION

~
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WAC 296-54-58910 Log trucks-Brakes. (1) Motor
logging trucks and trailers must be equipped with brakes or
other control methods that will safely stop and hold the maximum load on the maximum grade.
(2) All trucks with air brakes must be equipped with a
readily visual or audible low air pressure warning device in
good working order.
(3) An air loss rate out-of-service condition exists if an
air leak is discovered and the reservoir pressure is not mair:itained when:
(a) The governor is cut in;
(b) Reservoir pressure is between 80 and 90 psi;
(c) Engine is at idle; and
(d) Service brakes are fully applied.

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-58930 Log trucks-Reaches and
bunks. (1) Log trailers must be connected to tractors by

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-58920 Log trucks-Trailer hitches and
safety chains. (1) All log truck and trailer combinations must

be equipped with approved hitches (couplings) which must:
(a) Be capable of withstanding, in any direction, the
potential stresses imposed;
(b) Be of a design which would not be rendered inoperative by dirt and debris and must be locked securely and positively; and
(c) Be attached to the truck frame or extension of the
truck frame by means of not less than four machine bolts and
nuts (120,000 psi material or better) inch diameter or larger,
secured by lock nuts. Other means of attachment furnishing
strength equal to or greater than the above may be accepted if
of approved design and application.
(2) Hitches (couplings) or parts that are broken, cracked,
excessively worn, or otherwise defective hitches must be
repaired before use.
(3) Each log truck and trailer combination or log truck
and independent trailer combination must be provided with
two or more safety chains or cables with a rated breaking
strength of at least the gross weight of the towed vehicle, and:
(a) Able to hold the trailer in line in case of failure of the
hitch assembly;
(b) Permanently attached to the frame of the truck or an
extension of the truck frame;
(c) Form a separate continuous connection between the
truck frame or extension of the truck frame and the reach or
trailer;
(d) Attached not more than twelve inches from the eye of
the reach or trailer;
(e) Short enough to prevent the trailer reach or tongue
from contacting the ground in the event of disengagement
from the truck;
(f) Designed to provide a positive connection that cannot
be made inoperative by any condition of use or exposure.
(4) Safety chains and cables must be replaced immediately if they contain cut, cracked, or excessively worn links,
or frayed, stranded, or otherwise defective wire rope.
(5) Butt welding of safety chain links to reach truck
frame, or extension of truck frame is prohibited.
[ 257]

reaches of a size and strength to withstand all normal
imposed stresses.
(2) Hand-holds or other facilities must be installed on
trailer tongues or trailer reaches if workers are required to
manually assist in coupling them to their tractors or trucks.
(3) The reaches of unloaded trailers being towed must
have and use a minimum one-inch pin near the end or an
equally effective means to prevent pulling or stripping
through the tunnel.
(4) Reach locks, clamps, or tighteners must be of the
type that will securely lock the reach in the tunnel.
(5) All reaches must be the maximum size usable in the
tunnel of a trailer.
(6) Altering a trailer tunnel to permit reduction of reach
size is prohibited.
(7) Every truck or truck and trailer engaged in transporting logs loaded lengthwise must be equipped with bunks and
chock blocks or stakes.
(8) Log bunks or any part of a bunk assembly bent
enough to cause bunks to bind, must be straightened. Bunks
must be sharp enough to prevent logs from slipping.
(9) All trucks with swivel bunks must have bunk locks or
an equivalent system of holding the bunks in place while
.
loading logs.
(10) The bunks or bolsters of any truck or trailer must be
either curved upward or straight. Bunks with ends lower than
their centers are prohibited.
( 11) Enough clearance must be maintained between the
bunk and the bunk rider to prevent bunk binding.
(12) Trailer bunks must have a false or tilt bunk. The
channel of the bunk must be kept reasonably free of debris.
(13) Stakes and stake extensions must be installed and
maintained so that the angle between bunks and stakes (and
extensions if used) do not exceed ninety degrees when
loaded.
(14) Frames, bunks, and running gear of log trucks must
be maintained free of cracks, breaks and defects. If defects
are found, they must be immediately repaired or the part
replaced.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-58940 Log trucks-Stakes, stake
extensions and chock blocks. ( 1) Trucks and trailers must be
equipped with bunk stakes or chock blocks of strength and
sized material to perform their intended function.
(2) All stakes, stake extensions, and bunks installed on
log trucks and trailers, together with the means to secure and
lock the stakes in hauling position, must be designed and constructed of materials of such size and dimension that will
withstand operational stresses without yield or permanent set.
Permanent
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(3) Stake extensions made from axle shafts or other brittle material are prohibited.
(4) The linkage used to support the stakes or chocks must
be of adequate size and strength to withstand the maximum
imposed impact load. Molles or cold shuts are prohibited in
chains or cables used for linkage.
(5) Stake chains or cables must be equal to or better than
"high test" steel chain or "plow steel" wire rope, and of a size
necessary to meet the requirements of a safe working load of
at least six thousand six hundred pounds. (3/8-inch alloy
chain, 7116-inch high test chain of welded link construction,
and 5/8 inch improved plow steel cable iri 6x I 9 and 6x37
construction meet this requirement.)
(6) Bunk chains containing cut, cracked, excessively
worn, or otherwise defective links, must be immediately
removed from service. Molles, cold shuts (welded or otherwise), or bolts are not permitted in bunk chains.
(7) The use of frayed, stranded, or otherwise defective
wire rope for chock block cable or stake straps is prohibited.
(8) Only chain links approved for welding (and properly
welded) or approved repair links that will develop strength
equivalent to the chain, are permissible for repairs or attachments to stake chains or binder chains.
(9) Chains or cables used to secure stakes or chock
blocks must be secured in a way that does not require hammering directly on them to release the stakes or blocks. Keyhole slots and similar methods of securing chains are prohibited.
(IO) Deformed or defective stakes, stake securing or
stake locking devices, or bunks must be immediately repaired
or removed from service.
(I I) Each stake and chock used to trip loads must be constructed so that the tripping mechanism is activated on the
side opposite the release of_the load.
(12) Trip type stakes must be properly secured and
locked in a manner that will prevent them from accidentally
tripping or falling.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-58950 Log trucks-Wrappers and
binders. {I) On log trucks equipped with stakes, the following requirements must apply:
(a) In the hauling of a one log load, one wrapper chain or
cable must be required and secured to the rear bunk. The log
must be properly blocked or secured in a manner which will
prevent it from rolling or shifting. An additional wrapper
secured to the front bunk is optional.
(b) In the hauling of two log loads, not less than two
wrapper chains or cables must be used to secure the load. The
logs must be properly blocked to prevent them from rolling or
shifting.
(c) On loads consisting of three or four logs not over
forty-four feet in length, the load must be secured by not less
than two properly spaced wrapper chains or cables. Ends of
short logs not secured by such wrappers must be secured with
extra wrappers. If any log is over forty-four feet in length, the
load must be secured by not less than three properly spaced
wrappers.
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(d) Loads consisting of five or more logs, when the logs
are all seventeen feet or less in length, must be secured by not ..
less than two properly spaced wrappers. Loads consisting of~
five or more logs, when any log is over seventeen feet in
length, must be secured by not less than three properly spaced
wrappers.
(2) On log trucks equipped with chock blocks the following requirements must apply:
(a) In the hauling of a one log load, one wrapper chain or
cable shall be required and secured to the rear bunk and the
log must be properly blocked in a manner to prevent it from
rolling or shifting.
(b) One additional wrapper chain or cable shall be
required on log trucks using chock blocks over and above the
requirements in subsection (l)(c) and (d) of this section.
(3) In the case of short logs loaded crosswise, the following method of securing the load must be used if the truck or
trailer is not provided with solid ends of a height sufficient to
prevent any log in the load from rolling off:
Not less than two chock blocks must be used at each
open end of the vehicle and the load must be held with at least
two wrapper chains or cables. The wrappers must be firmly
attached to the end of the truck or trailer. Rigid standards or
stakes may be used in lieu of chock blocks but each such standard or stake must be either rigidly connected to the bed of
the truck or trailer or must be placed in a tight-fitting socket
at least I 2 inches in depth. Other means furnishing equivalent
security may be acceptable.
(4) When two wrappers are required, they must be
applied within six feet of the front and rear bunks. When ..
more than two wrappers are required, the front and back ~
binder must be applied within six feet of the front and rear
bunks.
(5) To properly secure short logs, binders must be placed
near the end, not less than twelve inches from the end of the
log.
(6) Log(s) loaded on top or in outside saddles of a load
must not be transported unless secured by at least two wrapper chains or cables, one of which must be placed near each
end of such log.
(7) All wrappers and binders must be fastened in place
prior to tightening to prevent the displacement of logs on the
top of the load.
(8) All wrapper chains or cables, except in the case of
one log load, must entirely surround the load. This does not
apply to gut-wrappers.
(9) Gut-wrappers, when used, must be adjusted so as to
be tightened by, but not carry the weight of the logs above
them.
(IO) A warning must be given before throwing wrappers
over the load and care must be taken to avoid striking other
persons with the wrapper.
(I I) Each log not contained within the stakes must be
secured with at least two wrappers before the truck leaves the
vicinity of the landing/loading area.
(I2) While moving logs, poles, or log chunks within
sorting or mill yards, that could roll or slide off the truck due ..
to snow or ice conditions, or the logs or log chunks do not ~
extend beyond the stakes, at least two wrappers and binders
must be used regardless of the height of the load.
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(13) Wrapper chains or cables, binders, fasteners, or
attachments thereof, used for any purpose as required by
these standards must have a minimum breaking strength of
not less than fifteen thousand pounds and must be rigged so
that it can be safely released.
Note:

3/8-inch hi-test steel chain, 7116-inch improved plow steel
wire rope of 6x 19 or 6x37 construction, or materials having
equivalent strength, when in compliance with the requirements herein contained, will be acceptable. (The diameter of
the wire rope is immaterial as long as it meets the minimum
breaking strength requirements.)

Note:

Nylon straps and ratchet binders having an equivalent breaking strength may be used when securing loads on (hay rack)
log hauling systems.

(14) A loaded logging truck required to have wrappers
by this section, may be moved within the loading area without wrappers only if such movement does not present a hazard to workers.
(15) For the purposes of this standard, applied bundle
straps or banding are not acceptable as wrappers and binders.
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(16) All loose ends of wrapper chains or cables must be
securely fastened so as to prevent their swinging free in a
manner that will create a hazard.
(17) Binders for securing wrappers on logging trucks
must be fitted with hooks of proper size and design for the
wrapper chain being used.
(18) Wrappers must be removed from service when any
of the following conditions exist:
(a) Excessively worn links on chains;
(b) Deformed or stretched chain links;
(c) Cracked chain links; or
(d) Frayed, stranded, knotted, or otherwise defective
wire rope.
(19) Pipe extension handles (swedes) for tightening or
securing binders must be no longer than thirty-six inches.
Care must be taken that a sufficient amount of the pipe
extends over the binder handle.
(20) Defective binders must be immediately removed
from service.
Note:

See Figures 25 through 35 for illustrations of placement and
number of wrappers.

PLACEMENT AND NUMBER OF WRAPPERS
One Log Load

Figure 25: One Log Load
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Three or Four Log Loads More Than 44 Feet

Figure 28: Three or Four Log Loads more than 44 feet

Five or Six Log Load All Logs 17 Feet or Less

Figure 29: Five or Six Log Load All Logs 17 feet or less
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Seven or More Log Load All Logs 17 Feet or Less

Figure 30: Seven or More Log Load All Logs 17 feet or less

Five or More Log Load if Any Logs Are More Than 17 Feet

Figure 31: Five or More Log Load if any Logs are more than 17 feet
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A Wrapper Must Be Near Each Bunk

figure 34: A Wrapper must be near each bunk

Short Logs Loaded Crosswise

Figure 35: Short Logs Loaded Crosswise
Note:

Permanent

All loads of logs on logging trucks equipped with chock
blocks instead of stakes, must have at least one additional
wrapper over and above the requirements for trucks
equipped with stakes, except on one and two log loads and
trucks with short logs loaded crosswise.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-58960 Log trucks-Miscellane ous
requirements. ( 1) A truck wheel must not have more than
twenty-five percent of the lugs missing or defective.
(2) All truck wheels must be maintained free of cracks,
breaks, or defects.

~
~
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(3) Windshields on all equipment must have windshield
.
in good working condition.
(4) Mule train trailers must have a platform on the trailer
,
tongue at least twelve inches by twenty-four inches made of
nonslip material and able to support at least three hundred
pounds. The platform must be self-cleaning.
(5) Trailer loading and unloading straps, links, or chains
must be fastened securely to the trailer frame and used in
hoisting the frailer. The connections must be maintained in
good condition and not be attached to the trailer bunk. Using
molles for this purpose is prohibited.
(6) When unloading trailers from trucks, the trailers must
be hoisted clear, the truck driven forward a safe distance, and
the trailer lowered to within one foot of the roadway before
persons approach the trailer or reach.
(7) Trailer hoisting or unloading straps must be constructed and installed in a manner enabling the loading or
unloading machine to engage the strap without manual personal contact.
(8) All motor vehicles must be equipped with a horn that
is audible above the surrounding noise level. The horn must
be sounded before operating the vehicle in reverse gear and
when necessary to alert employees.

~wipers

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-58970 Log trucks-Steered trailers.
Steered trailers, not controlled from the truck cab, must be
~ designed, constructed, and operated as follows:
( 1) A secure seat with substantial foot rest must be pro,
vided for the operator at the rear of the bunk. Any arrangement that permits the operator to ride in front of the bunk is
prohibited unless a false bunk or other adequate protection is
provided for the operator.
(2) The seat for the operator must be so arranged that he
has an unqbstructed exit from both sides and the rear.
(3) The bunk support must be so constructed that the
operator has a clear view ahead at all times.
(4) Adequate means of communication must be provided
between the operator and the truck driver.
. (5) Eye protection and respirator must be provided for
the operator.
(6) The trailer must be equipped with fenders or splash
plates to protect the operator from mud and dust so far as possible.
(7) If used during periods of reduced visibility on roads
not under the control of the state department of transportation, counties, or cities, the trailer must be equipped with
head, tail, turn and stop lights.

~

,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9121n9)
WAC 296-54-591 ((Beet:s e111I meehellieel deviees ea
wetePs.)) Stationary log truck trailer loading. (((1) Prier ta
starting the beat meter, any spilled fttel shall be reme•red and
vavers shall be exhat1sted frem any area in whieh they may
aeet1mt1late.
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(2) The bilge area shall be kevt elean and ail, grease,
fttel, er high!}· eembt1stible Htaterials shall net se allewed te
aeet1H1t1late.
(3) Adetjt1ate ventilatiefl etjtlif'FReRt shall se vrevided
afld t1sed fer the bilge area te vreveflt the aeet1Htt1latien ef
tmtie er eXf'l9Si't'e gases Of va13ers.
(4) Adetjtlftte 'ieftlilatiefl etjt1i13meHt sliall be vrevided
and t1sed fer the easin area en enelesed eabin ty13e beats te
13re¥eHt an aeet1fflt1latien ef harfflfttl gases er va13ers.
(5) Deek and eabin lighting shall be 13re¥ided and t1sed
where Reeessary te 13r6'ride safe le·rels ef illt1minatief1 aseftfd
boats. Beats everated dt1ring the veried frem StlflSet te Stln
rise, er in eonditions efrestrieted ¥isibility, shall dis13lay nav
igatien lights as ret1t1ired by the United States Ceast Gt1ard.
Searehlights er fleedlights shall be vre·rided te faeilitate safe
na·1igatien and ta ill1:1H1inate werking er bearding areas aeja
eent te the eraft.
(6) On eFBft 1:1sed sy werlcers weariflg ealked sliees, all
areas where the everator er werkers mt1st stand er walk shall
se fflade ef er se ee¥ered with weed er ether s1:1itable H1atting
er nensli13 Htaterial and st1eh ee,·ering shall se fflaintained in
geed eenditien.
(7) Eaeh beat shall be vrevided with a fire extiF1gt1isher
and life riflg with at least fift}' feet ef ene fet1rth ifleh line
attaehed. On leg brenes, beemseeeters, er ether Sfflall beeffl
seats where all eee1:113ants are rettttired te wear life sa¥iRg
de·1iees and a life ring wet1ld 13resent a tri1313iHg hazard, the
life ring H1ay be emitted.
(8)(a) AleHg seeks, walkways, er ether fixed installa
tieRS eR er aejaeeRt ta e13eR Water ffleTe thaR fi¥e feet dee13,
a1313reved life rings ·.vith at least ninet}' feeref ene fot1Tth ineh
line attaehed, shall be previded. The life rings shall be s13aeed
at intervals net ta exeeed twe ht1ndred feet and shall se ke13t
in easily ¥isible and readily aeeessible leeatiens.
(b) When eH113leyees are assigned werk at ether east1al
leeatiens where ex13est1re te drewning exists, at least ene
a1313reved life ring with at least ninety feet ef line attaehed,
shall be f'T9Vided iH the ifflftlediate vieinity ef the '+¥9Tk
assigned.
(e) Where werlc is assigned ever water where the vertieal
drev froffl an aeeidental fall wet1l6 exeeed fifty feet, s13eeial
aFFangements shall be made with and a1313re,•ed by the de13art
ment ef laber and ind1:1stries 13rier ta st1eh assignfflent.
(d) Lines attaehed te life rings en fixed installatiens shall
se at least ninety feet in length, at least ene fot1rth ineh in
diaffleter, afld have a minimt1FR breaking strength ef fr1e ht1n
dred 13et1nds. Similar lines attaehed te life rings efl beats shall
se at least fifty feet ifl length.
(e) Life rings TR1:1st be United States Ceast Gt1ard
avvre"·ed thirt)' ineh size.
(f) Life rings aHd attaehed lines shall se maiHtaiHed to
retain at least seventy five pereent ef their designed lmey
a He}' and strength.
(9) Log brenes, beemseeeters, and beeftlbeats shall net
be leaded with 13ersennel er et1t1ipH1eHt se as te ad·1ersely
affeet their stability er seawerthiHess.
(10) Beats shall net be e13erated at an exeessi·1e s13eed er
handled reeklessly.)) (1) All loading devices must be
designed. constructed and maintained so as to have a five to
one safety factor for the rated load capacity.
[ 265]
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(2) Loaders must be high and wide enough so they can
safely load the maximum-sized trailers they are expected to
handle without hanging up or striking the equipment.
(3) Electric-powered trailer loading devices must be
equipped with a switch or device that will safely limit the
upper direction of travel of the load line.
(4) Electric motors used for hoisting must be equipped
with approved overload switches or breakers.
(5) Electrical switch controls must not exceed
twenty-four volts. All control switches must be the momentary-contact type that require continuous manual pressure for
the hoist to operate.
(6) Pendent control switches must be suspended by a
chain or other suitable device that will prevent placing a
strain on the electrical cable.
(7) Pendents must be installed so that the control switch
does not touch the ground when retracted.
(8) All electrical equipment must be weatherproof-type
or adequately protected from the weather. and must meet or
exceed the requirements of the National Electrical Code as
promulgated by the director of the department of labor and
industries pursuant to RCW 19 .28.060.
(9) Trailer loaders. except A-frames or bridge crane.
must be equipped with reach guides or devices that will keep
the reach in proper alignment. A tag rope or other safe guidance device must be used to guide trailers being loaded by an
A-frame loader.
(10) Access roads and the area around the trailer loading
devices must be kept free of standing water and debris and
maintained in good repair.
(11) The maximum capacity load to be lifted must be
posted in a conspicuous location where it can be easily seen
by any person operating the hoist.
(12) Trailer loading equipment must be periodically
inspected at least every thirty days and must be maintained in
good repair. A written report must be made and signed by the
person making the inspection and kept on file by the company for twelve months.
(13) The employer must conduct an annual lifting test on
each loading device and maintain a written record of the test.
(a) The written record must contain:
• The date of the test:
• The name of person conducting the test;
•The amount of weight lifted: and
• The results kept in the office of the employer or at the
site.
Cb) The test weight must be at least one hundred
twenty-five percent of the maximum rated load and a maximum of one hundred thirty percent of the maximum rated
load.
(14) Each drum must be designed and arranged in such a
manner that the line will maintain lead and spool evenly without chafing. crossing. or kinking.
(15) A braking system must be installed that has the ability to safely brake and hold one and one-half times weight of
the full rated load.
(16) When trailers are to be loaded after dark. sufficient
lights must be provided for a safe operation.
Permanent
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1197)
WAC 296-54-593 ((Dry 18Rd sertiag &Rd steHge1))
Log unloading. booms. and rafting gcounds-Storage
and sorting areas-General. (((1) Una1:1theriz;ed feet aAd

·

4

'rehiele traffie shall net be pern:iitted in the serting er sterage

ftFetr.

(2) Legs shall be sterea in a safe and erderly manner.
Readways aAd traffie lanes shall be kef't elear ef f'retrndiAg
ends ef legs B:Ad aebris.
(3) Dr,· deek leg sterage areas shall be leept erderly aAd
maintained iA a eenditien eend1:1eive te safe ef'eratien ef
mebile eEJ1:1ipment. Readv.. ays ana walkways shall have a
smeeth hard paeked s1:1rfaee wide ene1:1gh te f'ermit a safe
eperatien. Bark, m1:1d, and ether aebris shall net be allewed te
aee1:1m1:1late te the eJttent it eenstit1:1tes a haz;ard te the epera

tiett:

(4) At leg dt1mf'S, serting and sterage areas, an effeetive
means shall be pre·ridea and 1:1sea te eentrel d1:1st.
(5) Only an a1:1theriz;ed persen shall eperate er riae aAy
lift trnek, leg staeker, er leg 1:1Aleader.
(6) SignaliRg leg HRleader ef'eraters at dry aeek areas by
threwiAg barle er ehips iR the air is prehieited. HaAd, hern
sigRals er ether safe, effeetive meaAs shall be 1:1sed at all

~

(7) UAAeeessary talkiAg te eperater •,vhile engaged iR
eperatiAg eeAtrels ef leg staeker er leg 1:1Aleader is fereidden.
(8) Lift ferks tlRd arms ef t1RleadiAg maehiRes she:ll be
lewerea te their le·Nest pesitieR, aRd all eEJt1if'ment brakes set .i
prier te the eperater leaviAg the maehiAe t1AatteRaed.
~
(9) Leg l:IAleaders er staekers shall net be ftle"f'ed abe1:1t
the f'Femises fer aistaAees greater thtlA absel1:1tely Aeeessary
'Nith the lift eJtteRded abeve the drivers head er with leads
lifted higher than is Aeeessary for visien.
(10) WheA tr1:1ek drivers are e1:1t ef the eab, they shall be
iA the elear, aAd in view ef the leg 1:1nleader before the lift
ferks are meved 1:1Aaer the lead aRd the lift is made.
( 11) Where legs are eftleaded eAte a dry deek by meaAs
ef t1AleadiRg liHes, a meehaftism shall be 1:1sed whieh is self
releasing. Empleyees shall be prehibited frem aseeAdiAg ary
deeks te release 1:1nleadiAg lines.
(12) PerseHs shall Het pesitieA themselves iA the haz;ard
e1:1s area near er t1Ader leads ef legs being liftea, meved er
s1:1spended.
(13) Jaekets er ·rests ef fl1:1ereseeAt er ether high visibil
ity material shall be wern by persens werkiAg eA Bf)' land leg
sterages. Hard hats shall be ef a eentrasting eeler er shall
have high visibility tape affoled thereen.
( 14) Leg 1:1nleaders and leg staekers desigAed in a maA
Her whereby legs being haHdled may jeepartliz;e Hie safety ef
the eperater shall be previded With e'f·erhead proteetieA B:Ad
aAy ether safeg1:1ards needed te afford adeEJ1:1ate preteetieA.
(15) Leg HRleaders and leg staekers shall be 6fjt1ipped
with a hern er ether a1:1dible warniRg aeviee. If visieA is
impairea er restfieted te the rear, the 'NarAieg deviee shall be
se1:1ndea befere eperatiRg the vehiele in reverse gear and ~
Set1Aded iAtermittently Bt1riAg the eRtire baeking ef'eratieR. ~
The warning deviee shall be maintained in tlA eperative eeA

Elittetr.
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(Hi) Eaek log ka1ulliRg ffiaekiRe shall be eq1:1iflfle6 witk a
• brakiRg systeffi wkiek is eefleble of stOflfliftg aREl kolaiRg tke
, ffiaekiRe 'Nitk ffiE1Xiffi1:1ffi Joas OR aRy graae oA wkiek it ffiay
be req1:1irea to ...,.ork.
(17) A liffiit stOfl, wkiek will flre't'eRt tke lift arffis freffi
ever traveliAg, shall be iAstallea OR eleetrie flOWerea leg
1:1Rleaaers.
( 18) Shear g1:1aras shall be iAstallea eA 1:1AleaaiAg
ffiaekiRes aAEl siffiilar tyfleS of eq1:1ifJffieAt eR wkiek tke arffis
fli.,·et aAEl ffiO're aleAgsiae tke Oflerater ereatiAg a fliAek flOiAt
at tkat loeatieA.
(19) All forklift tyfle ffiaekiAes shall be ettt:1iflfle6 with
graflflle arffis aAEl the arffis shall be 1:1sea wkeAeYer legs are
aeiRg ffiO';'eS.
(2:0) WheA leg tF1:1eks are loaaea by the 1:1se of a leg
staeker aREl tke la)' of aAy log is higher tkaA the stakes, the leg
staeker shall reffiaiA agaiAst tke eoffiflletea loaa, er ether s1:1it
able flroteetieR flFOviaea, to flreveAt the legs froffi folliAg
l:IRtil Elt least two wraflflers aRS aiAaers kave aeeR aflflliea.
(21) All biAElers ElAS WF8flflers shall reffiaiA OR the loaa
1:1Rtil aR aflflrevea safeg1:1ara has beeA flroviaea to flreveAt
legs froffi rolliAg off the siae of the trnek er trailer wheA biAEl
ers are releases. A shear leg, er eq1:1ivaleAt ffieaAs, shall be
flroviaea to eAs1:1re the log tfl:lek will be statieAea elese
eAe1:1gh to the wraflfler reek so that a leg eaAAot fall betweeR
the Jog tfl:lelc ElRS the WrElflfler reek wheR reffiOViHg aiAaers
aAa wrElflflers. At least eRe biAEler shall reffiaiA see1:1rea while
reloeatiAg or tighteAiAg other aiAaers. Croteh liRes, forklifts,
• Jog stae)cers, Jog l:IRloaaers, er ether effeeti·re ffieElRS shall ae
, 1:1sea fer this flt:1rpose.
(22) AA eictra '#raflfleF er ffietal beAEl of ett1:1al streAgtk
shell ae fl)eeea to kola the Jogs wheR it is Aeeessary to FeffioVe
8 WF8flfleF to flFeVeAt it froffi aeiRg fe1:1Jea '3)' the l:IA)OaSiAg
ffiaehiRe.
(23) MeekiAes of the tyfle ka.,.iRg erffis whiek bleek the
reg1:1lar exit -.vheA iR the l:lfl flOSitioA, shell have ElR effiergeRe)·
exit iRstallea.
(24) Seat flroviaea. RiaiRg oR aRy flElFt of a leg kaAElliRg
ffieehiRe exeeflt 1:1Raer the eeROflY g1:1eftl is flrehibitea.
(25) IaeRtifieetieA tags shell Rot be Hflflliea er flt:1llea
1:1Aless legs are restiAg iR a stetioAary flleee, s1:1eh es b1:1Rlcs,
erea)es, skies, OF SortiAg tables.
(26) Ne flerseA shell Hflflreaeh the iffiffieaiate vieiHity of
a forklift tyfle log heAElliRg ffiaehiAe witho1:1t first AotifyiAg
the Ofleretor of the flersoA 's iAteRtioR aRa reeeiviAg eR
aekAewleageffieAt freffi the Ofleretor.
(27) WheA forklift tyfle ffieehiRes ftfe 1:1sea to loea,
1:1Rleaa, er haAale trailers, a flOSitive ffieaRs of holaiRg the lift
iAg ettaehffieftt to the fork shell ee iAstallea aRS 1:1sea.
(28) WheA ary laAS log Sl:IH'lflS 1:1se l:IAloaaiRg ffietheas
siffiiler to those of water Sl:lffiflS, the safety steAaeras fer
water Sl:lffiflS shall 8flflly to ary lefts Sl:lffiflS.
(29) WheR logs are heAEllea aetweeA the he1:1rs of Sl:IASet
eAEl s1:1Arise er other flerioas of flOOF visibility, ill1:1ffiiAatieR
• shell be flre.,·iaea eoRsisteRt with ehaflter 296 62 WAC, geR
I' erel oee1:1flati0Aal health staRaeftls, flerteiRiRg to ill1:1ffiiRatieA.
(30) Air Ofleratea stake releases shall be in eeRformity
with the fellowiAg req1:1ireffieRts:
[ 267]
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(a) The air Sl:lflflly shell ae ta)ceR froffi the "wet" air Feser
veir er from the eeeessory air liRe to a SflFiAg leeaea, AOF
ffially elesea eeAtrel valve.
(b) The eoRtroJ valve shall ee loeatea iA tke eaa, flOSi
tieRea so that it is aeeessible oAly froffi the Oflerator's flOSi

tietr.

(e) The eoRtrel ·1ah·e shall be fittea with a SflriRg leeaea
eever er be otherwise g1:1araea agaiRst iReaverteAt OfleretioA.
(a) A seflarate air liRe shall exteAEl froffi the eeAtrel .,.eh•e
to the traetor aAEl trailer stake release eheffiaers. The air liAe
shall ae elearly iaeRtifiea or iAstellea iR s1:1eh a ffiaRAer es to
flree)1:1ae it froffi aeiAg ffiistekeR fer the SeFYiee OF effiergeAey
fttr...J.ifle:
(31) Eeek seek shell be eeAstr1:1etea ElRS leeatea so it is
stable aAa flFO'riaes eeeh effiflleyee with eAe1:1gh rooffi to
safe!)· ffiove eREl work iR the area.)) (I) At least two persons
must be present for all storing. sorting. or boom work, except
for boomboat operations.
(2) In operations where regular logging machinery. rigging. etc .. is used. the applicable rules apply.
(3) The employer must provide and ensure the use of
artificial lights where employees work between the hours of
sunset and sunrise. The lights must be located in a manner
that will:
• Be reasonably free of glare;
• Provide uniform distribution of illumination; and
• A void sharply defined shadows.
(4) On all log dumps. adequate power for the unloading
method used must be provided. All machines used for hoisting. reloading. or lowering must be of an approved design
and have enough power to control or hold the maximum load
imposed in mid-air.
(5) Methods of unloading logs must be arranged and
used in a manner to provide full protection to all employees.
(6) Binders must not be released from any load until an
effective safeguard is provided.
(7) All mobile log handling machines must be equipped
with a means to prevent the logs from accidentally leaving
the forks. and it must be used.
(8) The operator of the unloading machine must have an
unobstructed view of the unloading area or must make certain
no one is in the area where the logs are to be unloaded. Rearview mirrors must be installed on mobile log handling equipment to assist the operator in determining that the area behind
the machine is clear before backing up.
(9) Unloading lines must be arranged so that it is not necessary for an employee to attach them on the pond or dump
side of the load.
(I 0) Life rings with a minimum of ninety feet of 1/4-inch
line with a minimum breaking strength of five hundred
pounds attached. must be provided at convenient points adjacent to water that is five feet or more in depth. Life rings must
be a minimum of thirty inches outside diameter and seventeen inches inside diameter and be maintained so as to retain
a thirty-two pound positive buoyancy.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-59310 Log unloading, booms, and rafting grounds-Water dumps. (1) All water dumps must
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have brow logs except when logs are lifted from the load. If
portable equipment is used, adequate stops must be provided
to prevent equipment from running off the dump.
(2) Where necessary for employees to walk- alongside
loads and equipment on trestles or fills, a minimum
twenty-two inch wide walkway must be provided, unless otherwise specified.
(3) All decks and plankways on log dumps must be kept
in good repair and free from bark and other debris. Roadways
must not be inclined more than one inch to twelve inches
across the driving surface.
(4) The use of small bridge-over logs, planking, or timbers between regular foot logs, or walkways, which will not
support the weight of at least three persons are prohibited. All
regular foot logs must be barked on the upper side.
(5) Electric-Rowered hoists using hand-held cord remote
controls in grounded_ locations must be actuated by circuits
operating at no more than twenty-four volts. All control
switches must be the momentary contact type that require
continuous manual pressure for the hoist to operate.
(6) Roadbeds at log dumps must be hard-packed gravel,
heavy planking, or equivalent material, and must be of sufficient width and even surface to ensure safe operation of
equipment.
(7) Where logs are unloaded on to rollways, enough
space must be provided between the top of the skids and the
ground to clear the body of a person.
(8) When a brow log is used with a parbuckle system, all
persons are prohibited from going between the brow log and
the load of logs at any time.
(9) A positive safeguard must be provided to prevent
logs from leaving the loads on the side opposite the dump.
Unloading lines, crotch lines, or other equivalent means must
·be arranged and used in a manner to prevent any log from
swinging or rolling back.
(10) All employees must remain in the clear until all
moving equipment has come to a complete stop.
( 11) Logs must not be unloaded by peaves or similar
manual methods, unless means are provided and used that
eliminate the danger from rolling or swinging logs.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-59320 Log unloading, booms, and rafting ground-Boom and rafting grounds. (I) Breaking of
log jams by peavy method is prohibited, except in river drive
or when a jam occurs away from a mechanical means or the
dump.
(2) Wooden pike poles must be made of continuous,
straight-grained No. I material.
(a) Defective poles, blunt or dull pikes must not be used.
(b) Conductive pike poles must not be used where there
is a possibility of coming in contact with energized electrical
conductors.
(3) Stiff booms must be made of at least two boom sticks
and must be at least thirty-six inches wide measured outside
to outside of the logs. The boom sticks must be fastened with
at least 4" x 6" cross ties, or cable lashings notched into the
boom sticks may be used when stiff booms are exposed to
Permanent
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heavy swells. Stiff booms must be kept free of loose bark and
maintained in good repair.
(4) A walkway thirty-six inches wide with standard hand
railing must be provided from the shore end of stiff boom to
shore.
(5) All sorting gaps must have a substantial stiff boom on
each side of gaps. Such stiff booms or walkways must be
planked over.
(6) Boom sticks must be reasonably straight with no protruding knots or loose bark. They must be able to support
above the water line at either end the weight of one employee
and equipment or two hundred fifty pounds.
(7) Foot logs must be reasonably straight with no protruding knots or loose bark and large enough to support above
the water line at either end the weight of two employees and
equipment or five hundred pounds.
(8) Unsafe boom sticks must be marked by three
chopped crosses ten feet from the butt end, and those sticks
must not be used as boom sticks.
(9) Gaps between boom sticks must not exceed
twenty-four inches. All wire must be removed from boom
sticks and boom chains before they are re-used or hung in
rafting stalls.
··
(10) When permanent cable swifters·are used, they must
be arranged so that they are within easy reach of the rafter
without rolling the boom sticks on which they are fastened.
When cables become hazardous to use because of jaggers,
they must be discarded.
(I I) When a floating donkey or other power-driven
machinery is used on a boom, it must be placed on a raft or
float with enough buoyancy to keep the deck of the raft or
float well above water. Wherever employees walk, the deck
of the raft or float must be planked over with at least two inch
planking, and kept in good repair.
(12) When doglines used in rafting, brailing, or stowing
logs become hazardous to use because of jaggers, they must
be discarded.
(13) Sufficient walkways and floats must be installed
and securely anchored to provide safe passage for employees.
(14) Walkways alongside sorting gaps must be at least
four feet wide. Other walkways must be at least twenty-two
inches wide.

~

~

~

~

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-59330 Log unloading, booms, and rafting grounds-Boats and mechanical devices on waters.
(I) Before starting the boat motor, any spilled fuel must be
removed and vapors must be exhausted. from any area in
which they may accumulate.
(2) The bilge area must be kept clean and oil, grease,
fuel, or highly combustible materials must not be allowed to
accumulate.
(3) Adequate ventilation equipment must be provided
and used for the bilge area to prevent the accumulation of
toxic or explosive gases or vapors.
~
(4) Adequate ventilation equipment. must be provided~
and used for the cabin area on enclosed-cabin boats to prevent an accumulation of harmful gases or. vapors.

•
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(5) Deck and cabin lighting must be provided and used
where necessary to provide safe levels of illumination aboard
boats. Boats operated between sunset to sunrise, or in conditions of restricted visibility, must display navigation lights as
required by the United States Coast Guard. Searchlights or
floodlights must be provided for safe navigation and to illuminate working or boarding areas adjacent to the craft.
(6) On craft used by employees wearing calked shoes, all
areas where employees must stand or walk must be made of
or be covered with wood or other suitable matting or nonslip
material. The covering must be maintained in good condition.
(7) Each boat must:
(a) Be provided with a fire extinguisher; and
(b) Have a life ring with at least fifty feet of one-fourth
inch line attached.
Note:

On log broncs, boomscooters, or other small boomboats
where all occupants are required to wear life saving devices
and a life ring would present a tripping hazard, the life ring
may be omitted.

(8) Along docks, walkways, or other fixed installations
on or adjacent to open water more than five feet deep,
approved life rings with at least ninety feet of one-fourth inch
line attached, must be provided. The life rings must be spaced
at intervals not exceeding two hundred feet and must be easily visible and readily accessible.
(a) When employees are assigned work at other casual
locations where exposure to drowning exists, at least one
approved life ring with at least ninety feet of line attached
must be provided in the immediate vicinity of the work
assigned.
(b) Lines attached to life rings on fixed installations must
be at least ninety feet long, at least one-fourth-inch in diameter, and have a minimum breaking strength of five hundred
pounds. Similar lines attached to life rings on boats must be
at least fifty feet long.
(c) Life rings must be United States Coast Guard
approved thirty-inch size.
(d) Life rings and attached lines must be maintained to
retain at least seventy-five percent of their designed buoyancy and strength.
(e) Where work is assigned over water where the vertical
drop from an accidental fall would exceed fifty feet, special
arrangements must be made with and approved by the department of labor and industries prior to such assignment.
(9) Log broncs, boomscooters, and boomboats must not
be loaded with employees or equipment in a way that
adversely affects stability or seaworthiness.
(10) Boats must not be operated at excessive speed or
handled recklessly.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-59340 Log unloading, booms, and rafting grounds-Dry land sorting and storage. (I) Unauthorized foot and vehicle traffic is prohibited in the sorting or
storage area.
(2) Logs must be stored in a safe and orderly manner.
Roadways and traffic lanes must be kept clear of protruding
ends of logs and debris.
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(3) Dry deck log storage areas must be kept orderly and
maintained in a condition conducive to safe operation of
mobile equipment. Roadways and walkways must have a
smooth hard-packed surface wide enough to permit a safe
operation. Bark, mud, and other debris must not be allowed to
accumulate to the extent they constitute a hazard to the operation.
(4) The employer must implement an effective method to
control dust at log dumps and in sorting and storage areas.
(5) Only an authorized person shall operate or ride any
lift truck, log stacker, or log unloader.
(6) Signaling log unloader operators at dry deck areas by
throwing bark or chips in the air is prohibited. Hand, horn
signals or other safe, effective means must be used at all
times.
(7) Unnecessary talking to the operator while operating
controls of a log stacker or log unloader is prohibited.
(8) Lift forks and arms of unloading machines must be
lowered to their lowest position, and all equipment brakes set
before the operator leaves the machine unattended.
(9) Log unloaders or stackers must not be moved about
the premises for distances greater than absolutely necessary
with the lift extended above the driver's head or with loads
lifted higher than is necessary for vision.
(IO) When truck drivers are out of the cab, they must be
in the clear, and in view of the log unloader before the lift
forks are moved under the load and the lift is made.
( 11) Where logs are offloaded onto a dry deck by
unloading lines, a self-releasing mechanism must be used .
Employees are prohibited from climbing dry decks to release
unloading lines.
(12) Employees must not enter the hazardous area near
or under loads of logs being lifted, moved, or suspended.
(13) When log unloaders and log stackers are designed
so that logs being handled may jeopardize the safety of the
operator, the employer must provide overhead protection and
any other necessary safeguards.
(14) Log unloaders and log stackers must be equipped
with a horn or other audible warning device. If vision is
impaired or restricted to the rear, the warning device must be
sounded before operating the vehicle in reverse gear and periodically while backing. The warning device must be operative at all times.
(15) A limit stop, which will prevent the lift arms from
over-traveling, must be installed on electric powered log
unloaders.
(16) Shear guards must be installed on unloading
machines and similar equipment on which the arms pivot and
move alongside the operator creating a pinch point at that
location.
(17) All forklift log handling machines must be equipped
with a grapple arms and the arms must be used whenever logs
are being carried.
(18) When log trucks are loaded by a log stacker and the
lay of any log is higher than the stakes, the log stacker must
remain against the completed load, or other suitable protection provided, to prevent the logs from falling until at least
two wrappers and binders have been applied.
(19) All binders and wrappers must remain on the load
until an approved safeguard has been provided to prevent
Permanent
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(2) Empleyees ftlust reRder e·>'ery sssistsRee iR their
pewer iR esrryiRg eut these rules sRd speeisl iRstruetieRs sRd ~
must FefleFt te the preper en:ieisl SR)' \'ielstieR thereef.
~
(3) AeeideRts, deteRtieR ef trniRs er speeders, failure iR
supply ef fuel or wster, defeets iR trselc, bridges, er sigRsls,
ftlUSt ee preperly FefleFted te the SUpen·iseF ey the quiekest
f!essiele ftlethed.
(4) ARy leggiRg rsilresd ftlsy ffltliRtsiR s speeisl set ef
ef!erntiRg rules tlflflliesele te their eperstieR, preYided thst
ssid rules sre seeef!tsele te the diYisioR ef iRdustrisl ssfet)'
sRd health, depsrtftleRt ef !seer sRd iRdustries.
(5) Eseh leggiRg FSilresd eperstieR \vhieh hss ftlore thsR
eRe pieee ef FSilresd equipmeRt iR OfleFstieR, ftlust hs·,·e s dis
fltlteher eR dut)'. All equifJftleRt must reeei·..e elesFSRee freffl
disi:isteher.
(6) TrsiR erew size shsll ee defleRdeRt upeR the RUftleer
ef perseRs Reeded te safely ef!eFSte the trsiR uRder sll f!Fe\•sil
iRg eoRditieRs; heweYeF, "vheR ReeeSSSFy te Set hsRd eFSJces,
twe Of FRere fleFSeRS shsll ee tlSSigRed te set the eFSkes 6RB
give sigRSls.
(7) All JeeeftletiYeS shslJ ee equif!ped with StlRBiRg
deYiees fer eeth rsils, freRt sRd resr, iR flFeper werkiRg erder.
ClesR, Bf)' SSRd sheuld ee used.
(8) LoeeftletiYes shsll ee equipfled with pe·Nef erskes
(sir or stesftl) OR sll driYiRg wheels. TeRders slse shsll hsYe
fleWeF erskes.
(9) All leeoftletiYes 6Rd Sfleeders, ef!eFStiRg eetweeR
suHset sRd suRrise er other perieds ef redueed Yisieility, shsll
ee equif!ped with sRd use hesd lights whieh shiRe iR the ~
direetieR ef trs,·el. The lights shsll ee ef suffieieRt esRdle ~
f!ewer se the tFSiH esR ee stepfled withiR rsRge ef the light
eesftl. Cse lights shsll ee flFO'i'ided 6Rd ffltliRteiRed se the
epersters esR see freftl their required f!esitieHs the gauges
eRd equif!FReRt Reeesssry fer eperstieR.
( 10) All leeeftletiYes shell ee equiflfled with flF0fleF grse
ireRS, heRd helds, Stei:is, 8Rd fHRRiRg eeSFdS.
( 11) All leeeftleti Yes shsll ee equif!ped with suteftlstie
eoui:ilers, suiteele fer le·.v er high drew esrs.
(12). OR sll relliHg steek, wheels whieh hsve shSFfl or
esdly weFR fleRges, shell ee FefllSeed. AYeid the use ef fist

logs from rolling off the side of the truck or trailer when binders are released. A shear log, or equivalent means, must be
provided to ensure the log truck will be stationed close
enough to the wrapper rack so that a log cannot fall between
the log truck and the wrapper rack when removing binders
and wrappers. At least one binder must remain secured while
relocating or tightening other binders. Crotch lines, forklifts,
log stackers, log unloaders, or other effective means must be
used for this purpose.
(20) An extra wrapper or metal band of equal strength
must be placed to hold the logs when it is necessary to
remove a wrapper to prevent it from being fouled by the
unloading machine.
(21) Machines with arms that block the regular exit when
in the up position must have an emergency exit installed.
(22) Riding on any part of a log handling machine except
under the canopy guard is prohibited.
(23) Identification tags must not be applied or pulled
unless logs are resting in a stationary place, such as bunks,
cradles, skids, or sorting tables.
(24) Employees must not approach the immediate vicinity of a forklift-type log handling machine without first notifying the operator of the person's intention and receiving an
acknowledgement from the operator.
(25) When dry land log dumps use unloading methods
similar to those of water dumps, the safety standards for
water dumps apply.
(26) When logs are handled between sunset and sunrise
or other periods of poor visibility, the employer must provide
illumination that meets the requirements of WAC
296-62-09003 relating to illumination.
(27) Air operated stake releases must meet the following
requirements:
(a) The air supply must be taken from the "wet" air reservoir or from the accessory air line to a spring loaded, normally closed control valve;
(b) The control valve must be located in the cab, positioned so that it is accessible only from the operator's position;
(c) The control valve must be fitted with a spring-loaded
cover or otherwise guarded against inadvertent operation;
and
(d) A separate air line must extend from the control valve
to the tractor and trailer stake release chambers. The air line
must be clearly identified or installed so that it cannot be mistaken for the service or emergency air line.
(28) Each deck must be constructed and located so it is
stable and provides each employee with enough room to
safely move and work in the area.

wheels.,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 111/97)
WAC 296-54-595 ((Kailread apeFBtieas.)) '.I.cilM:
porting crews. (((1) All perseRs empleyed iR aRy serviee eR
traiRs er rsil ef!erstieRs, whieh SFe Ret eRgsged iR iRterstste
eemmeree, sre suBjeet te sRd shsll ee eeRYerssRt with sll
rnles sRd Sfleeisl .iRstruetieRs.
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(13) All leeemeti·1es with teRder shell hsve eR eproR ef
flFOper leHgth sRd width to iRsure safety eRd whieh shsll ee
reugheRed te iRsure seeure foetiRg.
( 14) HsRdhelds eRd feoteesrds shell ee flFevided OR
loeeftletive ereRes, exeeflt ·.;·here ese everheRgs eRd ef eer.
(15) TreiRs sHd speeders shell Ret exeeed s safe speed.
(16) A terftliRel test efeir erskes shell ee ftltlde ey trsiR
ftleR eefere lesviRg the termiRel. ERgiReftleR shell Ret pro
eeed URti) they ere Stltisfied ey ereke setieR that eFSkes tlfe
Sele te eORtre) the tFSiR.
(17) All ef the esrs iR s treiR shsll have their erekes iR
geed ef!eretiRg eeRditieR.
( 18) OR rsilroeds where jeiRt eperetieRs ef twe or ftlore
firffls ttre Reeessery, treiRs shell Ret be disf!stehed less thsR
fifteeR ffliRutes lifl8Ft. Red lights shsll ee disi:ileyed OR the resr ~
ef sueh trsiRs st Right er wheR visibility is fleer.
~
(19) WheRever ears ere left eR grades, dereilers shell ee
provided. Derail sigHs shsll ee fllseed Retlr dernilers. IR set

•

,

•
,

•
,
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tittg 01:1t eq1:1ipHtettt, eare shall ee 1:1sed itt seeittg that proper
elearattee is provided.
(20) Stattdard f)ress1:1re for fftOl:lfttaiR grades req1:1ires a
f)ress1:1re of Rittel)' f>01:1ttds itt traitt i:>if>e, otte h1:1Rdred teR
f>Ol:IRds itt fftaitt reservoirs (low i:>ress1:1re) attd otte h1:1Rdred
thirty po1:1Rds itt high i:>ress1:1re to itts1:1re q1:1iek releasittg of
erakes attd reehargittg of a1:1xiliaries. EttgiReer shall see that
the ettgitte earries these f)ress1:1res attd that sattders, both for
ward attd rear, are itt workittg order. Ott all heavy grades the
high pressHre retaiRittg valve ffttlSt be 1:1sed attd before traitt is
started frofft lattdittg, a test of brakes fftt1st be Htade attd i:>istoft
travel adjt1sted, if tteeessary, attd reteittittg valYes p1:1t l:lfl.
Ettgitteer shall start traitt away froffi lettdittg slow!)', givittg
wheels a ehattee to roll before af)f)l)'iftg erakes Elftd, to a•roid
skiddittg of wheels, 1:1sittg sattd freely. Brakes shot1ld theR be
af)plied ifftfftedietely ettd released, ellowittg the retaittittg
Yelves to hold the traitt while traitt i:>ii:>e eRd e1:1xiliaries ere
beittg reeharged. Traitt speed sho1:1ld ee held to the reqHired
rate b)' settittg ettd releasittg brakes as it is tteeessary to eoR
trol traitt.
(21) Whett it is Reeessary to lee·t'e loads OR f)ass while
switehittg a side, loads fft1:1st be left elose to derailer, air set
aftd s1:1ffieieftt hattd erakes set l:lp, before e1:1ttittg ettgitte frOfft
treift.:
(22) Ettgitteer ffttlSt see ear or sigttal persott whett mak
iRg eo1:1f)littgs, givittg treitt erev+' Elfftf)le time to aligtt draw
heeds attd opett ktt1:1eldes of eo1:1f>ler, esf>eeially OR e1:1n·es,
exeef)t whett 1:1sittg radios.
(23) Drawbars sho1:1ld Rot be aligtted with the foot while
ears or ettgittes ere iR fftotiott. Traitt erew shall ttot eliffib
betweeft ears while iR fftOtiOR. Ettgitteers shall ROl drift too
elose to switehes whieh are to be thro'tvft. Positiott of switeh
f>Oittts should ehvays be obsen·ed after throwittg switeh.
Switeh lever sho1:1ld be f>tiShed firffily ittto the ttoteh before
leavittg the switeh. No f)ersotts exeef)t treittmett, 1:1ttless
atlthori'l:ed, shell ride Oft ettgitte foot boards. No objeet shall
be throwtt frofft traitt or ettgitte while itt fftOtiott. Bell shall be
ftlftg Or whistle blOWft, before mo·1·ittg loeOfftOtiYe.
(24) No eq1:1ipmettt shell ee fll:IShed ahead of loeofftoti;·e
tlttless a brake tettder is Oft head ear itt eottstattt view of ettgi
tteer or seeottd brake tettder itt f>OSitioR to itttereef)t ettd f>ElSS
sigttal to ettgitteer.
(25) IR edditiott to air brakes, hettd brakes mtlst be f>ro
vided Oft all ears attd meittteitted itt good workittg order.
(26) Hattd brakes fftl:lst be easil)' aeeessible to brake tett
ders whett ears ere loaded. Whett 'Nheels or staff brakes are
tlsed they shotild be f)laeed OR the side Of>J90site the brow log
at the d1:1mp to prevettt their defftege wheR ears ere tittloeded.
All switeh throws, •,·,.alhveys attd eleared areas for brake teft
ders shall be Oft the hattd brake side.
(27) All brake hiekeys shall be Htede froffi three fotlrths
itteh hexagott steel (high grade) ettd be twettty fo1:1r ittehes
with a good clew OR otte ettd to fit the wheel attd a kttoe Oft
Of>f>OSite eftd to f)re·reftt slif>f)iRg frofft brakefftaft 's hattd.
(28) All railroad trtieks ettd ears, where brakes are set by
hettd while itt motiott, shell heYe gooe footboerds attd toe
eoerds Oft the erake eftd.
(29) A teft itteh e1:1ftk block is reeommettded Oft all tftleks
to i:>revettt logs from slipf)ittg O'rer block.
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(30) All ears other thatt loggittg tfl:leks FfttlSt have hattd
hold ettd foot steps to permit persotts to get Oft ettd off easily
ettd safel)'.
(31) All ears atte tflleks reg11larl)' operated FRl:lst have
etltoFRatie eotlplers.
(32) LoeoFRoti;•es attd cabooses shall carry the followittg
eqHif)FReRt:
I red light (latttefft tyf)e)
3 ree flags
At least 3 fl:lses
(33) Wheft a treift StOf)S betweeft telephottes, or where the
rear of e treitt extettes beyottd yere liFRits, the rear of the treitt
Fftl:ISt ee f)roperl)' proteeted.
(34) Whistle sigft board shall ee f)laeed Ofte tho1:1sattd l'NO
h1:1ttdred feet from eeeh side of highway erossittgs.
(35) A rail elaFRp shall be i:>laeed to hold ears left Oft e
grade Oft FREliR liRe or Sf)llrS.
(36) All ears attd tfl:leks shall ee legibly tt1:1FRbered so that
those with defects FRay be reported attd tekett ot1t of sen·iee.
Each loeoFRotive, Sf>eeder, or other self f>FOf>elled vehicles
shell be fttlfftbered, er otherwise made readily idetttifiable.
(37) All ears tlsed for ha1:1littg logs shell be eq1:1ipf>ed with
peteftt stake btittks, OF btittks with cheek bloeks attd/or
ehaiftS, SO COftStr1:1eted that bloek CElft be released frofft Oflf>O
site ettd of b1:1ttk 1:1ttless solid stakes ere Hsed.
(38) All FReitt litte traitts of more thatt teft loaded ears
shall have e eaboose at the rear of the trei ft.
(39) All Of)eretioRS havittg eeth tr1:1ek reads aftd rail
roads, shall post sigtts at ittterseetietts saFRe es f>tiblie eros

~

Ettgitte •,;·histle sigttels. The follo·uittg ettgitte whistle
sigttals ere esteelished as standard attd ere taken freFR the
Amerieatt Assoeiatiott of Reilroees. The sigttals f)reseribed
ere ill1:1strated by "e" for short SOtiRds attd " "for lettg se1:1ttds.
Atidible ·whistle shall ee SOl:lftded wheft af)f)Foaehittg €Elfftf)S,
j1:1ttetiotts, grade erossittgs attd ether f>Feseribed f>laees in eett
forFRity with the AFRerieen Asseeiatiett of Railroads:
Otte short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (o) StOf), af)f)ly brel{eS.
Two lottg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( ) Release brakes.
Three lottg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (
) \I/heft rnttniHg, traiH
f)!lfted, to be ref)eeted t1Htil
attswered by hand sigHal.
Two short -.-.-.-.-. .,. ._.,. . -. .-.-.-.-.-.-.-. (oo) Answer to any sigHals
Hot otherwise f)rovided for.
Three short ....,.-:-.-:-.-:--.-=-.-:-.-:-.,-.,
••:--:.:-:.:-:.-:-.""'"·--:-. (ooo) When treiH is stendiHg
eeeit
Fo1:1rshort ............... . (oooe) Cell for sigHals.
Two loHg, two short ....... . ( ea) Apf>roeehiHg high
way erossiHg et grade.
t0H1Htt::e"11tto1tftg!!'--.:-c.:-c.:-:.:-:...,..""'"·-=-.-=-.-:-•.,...
__,...,_,...,.-.-.-. ( ) Apf>roaehiHg station,
roll·w·ey, ehtlte, erossittg,
j1:1ttetiens, aHd derailers.
When standing, air leak.
Permanent
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WSR 99-17-117

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)

Six long .................. +-----')HR~eei;13M!efl'atreettd-ea:t-t
intenals, eall for seetion
erew, train derailed.

WAC 296-54-597 Railroad~ ((meinteR&Ree baetl
ing ar anlaeding)). (((1) Traek gangs, bridge erews, ete.,

One long, three short ....... . ( ooo) Flagger to go baek
and 13roteet rear of train.
Fottr long .................
Fi.,·e long .................

+---)HF""O*F~effifftftaH,-ft.
+----t)-t'F'"tltt!ag~g~e~r-1:tttO"ffe"'1tl:tlt1lflffttt-

Long, short .............. . ( o o o) Re13eated fottr or
ffiore tiffies, fire alarm.
+-----i'OH301-t)+R~e"'131ee&atEeeiEld-:-,

f'eFSOft httrt.
One long, one shert ........ . ( o) Re13eated at intervals,
elosing down.
Grot113s of shorts re13eated . . . . (0000000) Danger of FttR

away;

Unneeessary ttse ef whistle is 13rohibited.))

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-59510 Speeders used to transport
crews. (I) All speeders must be equipped with two separate
, and independently operated braking systems, either of which
must be of sufficient capacity to lock all wheels when speeder
is fully loaded;
(2) All speeders used for transporting crews must be
equipped with methods for sanding tracks, operative for both
directions of travel.
(3) Electric lights of sufficient candle power and range
so that vehicle can be stopped within the range of the beam,
and which will shine in the direction of travel, must be provided on all speeders.
(4) Adequate tail lights must be installed and maintained
in good order.
(5) Automatic windshield wipers of sufficient capacity
to maintain clear visibility must be installed on all speeders.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-59520 Trailers used to transport crews.

(1) When trailers are coupled behind speeders, they must be

equipped with two separate and independent braking systems, either must be of sufficient capacity to lock all wheels
when the trailer is fully loaded. One of these must be power
operated and must be controlled from the speeder; the other
manually operated from the trailer. One person must be designated to operate this brake in case of emergency.
(2) All trailers must be coupled to speeders with metal
couplings and safety chains or straps of sufficient strength to
withstand the impact caused by a broken coupling.
(3) No trailer shall coast or be used as a crew car without
being attached to a speeder.
Permanent
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when werking en railroads in ttse shall 13laee a yellmv eatttien
flag by day and a yellew lantern by night a sttffieient distanee
beth direetions freffi the erew to 13roteet them against
a1313roaehing eqt1i13ment. The e13erator ef said eqttipment shall
aelcnowledge the signal by twa short blasts of the whistle or
horn and 13raeeed with eatttion.
When said erews are remaYing or re13laeing a rail or are
13erfarming aft)' other wark that wottle ffiake it neeessary for
a1313raaehing eqt1i13ment ta eeme to a sta13, they shall 13laee a
red flag by day and a red lantern by night in the eenter sf the
traek a sttffieient distanee in both direetions from the erew to
13roteet theffi against said eqt1i13ment. The e13erator of
a1313roaehing eqt1i13ffieRt shall aelCRowletlge the signal by one
short blast of the whistle or horn and shall eoffie te a dead
ste13 and remain standing ttntil the signal is remeYed by the
13erson "Nho 13laeed it, er ttntil inYestigation 13ro.,·es that the
traelc is safe for 13assage. If a flagger is ttsed, the aboYe 13re•ti
sion need not a1313ly.
(2) Where elearanee is seant, warning signs or signals
shall be 13osted.
(3) Switeh threws shottle be ke13t well oiled and targets
and signs in geod legible eondition.
(4) Standard elearanees shall be ffiaintained at all 13eints
on the right of way exeept 'Nhere neeessarily restrieted where
leading or ttnleading 013erations are 13erformed or at water ~
tanks, fuel tanks, ete. Waffling signs shall be 13osted at all ~
stteh leeatiens.
(5) Whene11•er workers are re13airing, working on or in
railroad eqt1i13ment, loading or ttnloading ears or 13erfarming
other dttties where there is danger of the railroad eqt1i13ment
being strttek by other moYing railroad eqt1i13ffient; 13ro13er
ffieans, methods or safegttards shall be ttsed to 13roteet stteh
workers. A derail shall be ttsed to 13revent other rail eqt1i13
ffieRt freffi eontaeting stteh ears or eqt1i13ffieRt or endangering
the work erew. After ears are s13otted, bltte flags shall be
13laeed in the eenter of the traelcs at least fifty feet from the
end ear dttring the day and bltte lights shall be installed at
stteh loeations at night. Flags, lanteFRS and derails shall be
reffieved enly by the 13erson 13laeing theffi ttRless they are to
reffiain 13osted for a longer 13eriod of tiffie, in whieh ease one
13erson en eaeh oneoffiing shift shall be res13onsible to aseer
tain that they are in 13laee and they shall not reffio.,·e stteh safe
gttarels ttntil that 13erson in·1estigates te malce eertain all 13er
sons are in the elear. 013erators of a1313roaehing eqt1i13ment
shall not 13ass or remeYe a flag or lantern whieh is 13ro13erly
13ested. Cars or other eq1:1i13ment shall not be 13laeed where it
will ebsettre the signal from an e13erator eontrolling
a1313roaehing eqt1i13ment.))

from aR)' direetion.

Se·,·en long, hvo short .......

~

NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-59710 Railroad construction and main- ~
tenance. (I) All construction must be according to safe log- ~
ging practices as to size of rails, ties, track accessories and
methods of installing same.
[ 272]
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(2) Rail guards must be placed on main lines and spurs,
• c_onsistent with the type of traffic and general local condi, lions.
(3) Rail anchors of approved design must be installed
wherever practicable.
(4) Frogs, switches, and guard rail ends must have either
patent or wooden foot guard blocking installed.
(5) Slip plates must be used under all switches and
switch points.
(6) All above ground wire for permanent telegraph or
telephone lines used for dispatching must be well strung on
insulators and must be clear of the ground and obstructions.
(7) Where telephone lines are strung under or near power
lines, foot stools mounted on insulators in front of telephone
boxes must be used, unless other protection is provided,
which affords a substantially equivalent measure of safety.
(8) Foundations, pile trestles, framed bent trestles, mud
sills, or other framework of all structures must be adequate to
support the maximum imposed loads without exceeding the
maximum safe working unit stresses.
(a) The structure must be maintained in good condition
and repair.
(b) The structure must be inspected at least annually by a
qualified person.
(c) The employer must maintain records of the inspections and make the records available to the department on
request.
(9) Outside wooden guard rails must be installed on all
• railroad bridges except that outside wooden rails will not be
, required where inside steel guard rails are used;
(a) They must extend not less than six inches above the
top of the ties and must be bolted or spiked to ties at intervals
of not more than five feet; and
(b) Spacer blocks must be used unless ties are spiked to
stringers, or guard rails are dapped to avoid need for spacer
blocks.
(10) Guard rails must extend at least six inches above the
top of the ties and are bolted or spiked to ties at maximum
intervals of five feet. Spacer blocks must be used unless ties
are spiked to stringers, or guard rails are dapped to avoid need
for spacer blocks.
( 11) Regular bridge ties of not less than ten feet in length
must be used on all railroad bridges constructed after the
effective date of these standards.
( 12) Trestles and bridges longer than two hundred fifty
feet must have safety platforms with safe standing space for
two persons installed. The platforms must be spaced so that a
person on the trestle or bridge is never more than one hundred
twenty-five feet from a safety platform or the end of the
bridge or structure.
(13) All railroad bridges and trestles used regularly as
footways must have a plank walkway between the rails that is
at least twelve inches wide and two inches thick. The walkway must extend from end to end of the bridge or trestle.
(14) A suitable substantial walkway at least three feet
• wide with handrail must be installed on bridges or trestles
, where train crews must perform routine inspection or repair
work on trains. Substantial platforms and handrails must be
provided where switches are located on bridges or trestles.
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Adequate clearance must be allowed for the throw of the
switch .
(15) All dangerous trees, snags or brush must be cleared
a safe distance from both sides of the track. Any obstruction
that will create a transportation hazard must be removed.
(16) Material must be provided that will promote secure
footing at places alongside the track where employees customarily perform duties, such as inspecting loads, setting
brakes by hand, or throwing switches.
(17) The distance between any main tracks and a side
track must allow a clearance of four feet between bunk ends
and locomotive cabs.
(18) The following clearances must be maintained:
(a) At least eight feet horizontal clearance on each side of
the center line of standard gauge mainline railroads; and
(b) At least twenty-two feet vertical clearance above the
top of each rail (according to standard railroad engineering
practices).
(19) Derailers must be installed as follows:
(a) Derailers must be installed and used on all landings,
passing tracks, and spurs where cars are left on a grade.
(b) Derailers must be close to standing equipment.
(c) The operation of a derail er must not create a hazard to
buildings and other railroad lines.
(d) Derailers must not be installed on the inside rail on a
sharp curve.
(e) Derail signs must be set on both sides of the track
even with the derailer.
(t) An unneeded derailer must be removed or rendered
inoperative.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-59720 Railroad operations. (1) Employees must report accidents, detention of trains or speeders,
failure in supply of fuel or water, defects in track, bridges, or
signals to the supervisor by the quickest possible method.
(2) Any logging railroad may maintain a special set of
operating rules applicable to their logging operation, provided that said rules are acceptable to the department of labor
and industries.
(3) Each logging railroad operation with more than one
piece of railroad equipment in operation, must have a dispatcher on duty. All equipment must receive clearance from
the dispatcher.
(4) Train crew size must be based on the number of persons needed to safely operate the train under all prevailing
conditions. When necessary to set hand brakes, two or more
persons must be assigned to set the brakes and to give signals.
(5) All locomotives must be equipped with sanding
devices for both rails, front and rear, in proper working order.
Clean, dry sand should be used.
(6) Locomotives must be equipped with power brakes
(air or steam) on all driving wheels. Tenders must also have
power brakes.
(7) All locomotives and speeders, operating between
sunset and sunrise or other periods of reduced visibility, must
be equipped with and use head lights that shine in the direction of travel. The lights must be bright enough so the train
can be stopped within range of the light -beam. Cab lights
[273]
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must be provided and maintained so the operators can see
from their required positions the gauges and equipment necessary for operation.
(8) All locomotives must be equipped with proper grab
irons, hand holds, steps, and running boards.
(9) All locomotives must be equipped with automatic
couplers, suitable for low or high draw-bars.
(10) On all rolling stock, wheels with sharp or badly
worn flanges, must be replaced. A void using flat wheels.
(11) All locomotives with tender must have an apron of
proper length and width to ensure safety. The apron must be
roughened to ensure secure footing.
(12) Handholds and footboards must be provided on
locomotive cranes, except where the cab overhangs the end
of the car.
(I 3) Trains and speeders must not exceed a safe speed.
(14) The trainmen must test the air brakes before leaving
the terminal. Enginemen must not proceed until they are satisfied by brake action that the brakes are able to control the
train.
(15) All of the cars in a train must have brakes in good
operating condition.
(16) On railroads where joint logging operations of two
or more firms are necessary, trains must be dispatched at least
fifteen minutes apart. Red lights must be displayed on the
rear of such trains at night or when visibility is poor.
(17) Whenever cars are left on grades, derailers must be
provided. Derail signs must be placed near derailers. In setting out equipment, care must be used in seeing that proper
clearance is provided.
( 18) Standard pressure for mountain grades requires a
pressure of ninety pounds in train pipe, one hundred ten
pounds in main reservoirs (low pressure) and one hundred
thirty pounds in high pressure to ensure quick releasing of
brakes and recharging of auxiliaries. Engineer must see that
the engine carries these pressures and that sanders, both forward and rear, are in working order. On all heavy grades the
high pressure retaining valve must be used and before train is
started from landing, a test of brakes must be made and piston
travel adjusted, if necessary, and retaining valves put up.
Engineer must start train away from landing slowly, giving
wheels a chance to roll before applying brakes and, to avoid
skidding of wheels, using sand freely. Brakes should then be
applied immediately and released, allowing the retaining
valves to hold the train while train pipe and auxiliaries are
being recharged. Train speed should be held to the required
rate by setting and releasing brakes as it is necessary to control train.
(19) When necessary to leave loads on a pass while
switching a side, loads must be left close to the derailer, air
set and enough hand brakes set up, before cutting the engine
from the train.
(20) The engineer must see the car or signal person when
making couplings, giving the train crew enough time to align
drawheads and open knuckles of coupler, especially on
curves, except when using radios.
(21) Drawbars should not be aligned with the foot while
cars or engines are in motion. The train crew must not climb
between cars while in motion. Engineers must not drift too
close to switches that are to be thrown. The position of switch
Permanent
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points should always be observed after throwing switch. The
switch lever should be pushed firmly into the notch before ~
leaving the switch. No persons except trainmen, unless ~
authorized, shall ride on engine footboards. Throwing objects
from the train or engine while in motion is prohibited. A bell
must be rung or whistle blown before moving the locomotive.
(22) Equipment must not be pushed ahead of a locomotive unless a brake tender is on the head car in constant view
of the engineer or second brake tender in a position to receive
and pass the signal to the engineer.
(23) In addition to air brakes, hand brakes must be provided on all cars and maintained in good working order.
(24) Hand brakes must be easily accessible to brake tenders when cars are loaded. When wheels or staff brakes are
used they should be placed on the side opposite the brow log
at the dump to prevent their damage when cars are unloaded.
All switch throws, walkways, and cleared areas for brake tenders must be on the hand brake side.
(25) All brake hickeys must be made from three-fourths
inch hexagon steel (high grade) and be twenty-four inches
with a good claw on one end to fit the wheel and a knob on
opposite end to prevent slipping from the brakeman's hand.
(26) All railroad trucks and cars, where brakes are set by
hand while in motion, must have good footboards and toeboards on the brake end.
(27) A ten-inch bunk block is recommended on all trucks
to prevent logs from slipping over block.
(28) All cars other than logging trucks must have hand
hold and foot steps to permit employees to get on and off easily and safely.
(29) All cars and trucks regularly operated must have
automatic couplers.
(30) Locomotives and cabooses must carry the following
equipment:
• 1 red light (lantern type)
• 3 red flags
• At least 3 fuses
(31) When a train stops between telephones, or where the
rear'Of a train extends beyond yard limits, the rear of the train
must be properly protected.
(32) A whistle sign board must be placed one thousand
two hundred feet from each side of highway crossings.
(33) A rail clamp must be placed to hold cars left on a
grade on main line or spurs.
(34) All cars and trucks must be legibly numbered so that
those with defects may be reported and taken out of service.
Each locomotive, speeder, or other self-propelled vehicles
must be numbered, or otherwise made readily identifiable.
(35) All cars used for hauling logs must be equipped
with patent stake bunks, or bunks with chock blocks and/or
chains, constructed so that the block can be released from the
opposite end of the bunk unless solid stakes are used.
(36) All main line trains of more than ten loaded cars
must have a caboose at the rear of the train.
(37) All logging operations having both truck roads and
railroads must post signs at intersections same as public
crossings.
~
(38) The following engine whistle signals are established ~
as standard and are taken from the American Association of
Railroads. The signals prescribed are illustrated by "o" for
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Two short
Three short
Four short
Two long, two
short
One long

Six long
One long,
three short
Four long
Five long

~

(i) Acknowledge the signal by one short blast of the
whistle or horn;
(ii) Come to a dead stop; and
(iii) Remain standing until the signal is removed by the
person who placed it, or until investigation proves that the
track is safe for passage.
(c) The employer may choose to use a flagger in place of
meeting the above requirements.
(2) Where clearance is scant, warning signs or signals
must be posted.
(3) Switch throws should be kept well oiled and targets
and signs in good legible condition.
(4) Standard clearances must be maintained at all points
on the right of way. However, if clearance is necessarily
restricted in loading or unloading areas or at water tanks, fuel
tanks, etc., then warning signs must be posted at these locations.
(5) The employer must provide adequate safeguards to
protect employees performing the following tasks:
• Repairing railroad equipment;
•Working on or in railroad equipment;
• Loading or unloading cars; or
• Performing other duties where there is danger of the
railroad equipment being struck by other moving railroad
equipment.
(a) A derail must be used to prevent other rail equipment
from contacting such cars or equipment or endangering
employees. After cars are spotted, blue flags must be placed
in the center of the tracks at least fifty feet from the end car
during the day and blue lights must be installed at such locations at night.
(b) Flags, lanterns, or derails must be removed only by
the person placing them unless they are to remain posted for
a longer period of time. In which case one person on each
oncoming shift must determine that they are in place and they
must not remove the safeguards until certain that all employees are in the clear.
(c) Operators of approaching equipment must not pass or
remove a flag or lantern that is properly posted. Cars or other
equipment must not be placed where they will obscure the
signal from an operator controlling approaching equipment.

short sounds and"-" for long sounds. Audible whistle must be
sounded when approaching camps, junctions, grade crossings
and other prescribed places as required by the American
Association of Railroads:
One short
Two long
Three long

Long, short

WSR 99-17-117

(o) Stop, apply brakes.
(-)Release brakes.
(-) When running, train parted, to be
repeated until answered by hand signal.
(oo) Answer to any signals not otherwise
provided for.
(ooo) When train is standing back.
( 0000) Call for signals.
(-oo) Approaching highway crossing at
grade.
(-) Approaching station, roll way, chute,
crossing, junctions, and derailers.
When standing, air leak.
(---)Repeated at intervals, call for
section crew, train derailed.
(-ooo) Flagger to go back and protect rear
of train.
(--) Foreman.
(---) Flagger to return from any directi on.
(-0-0-0) Repeated four or more times, fire
alarm.
oo) Repeated, person hurt.

Seven long,
two short
One long, one (-o) Repeated at intervals, closing down.
short
( 0000000) Danger of runaway.
Groups of
shorts
repeated
Unnecessary use of whistle is prohibited.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-59730 Railroad maintenance-Loadunloading. ( 1) Whenever track gangs, bridge crews,
or
ing
etc., work on railroads that are in use, the following signal
systems must be implemented:
(a) A yellow caution flag by day and a yellow lantern by
night is placed far enough in each direction from the crew to
protect them against approaching equipment. The operator of
approaching equipment must acknowledge the signal by two
short blasts of the whistle or horn and proceed with caution.
(b) When crews are removing or replacing a rail or performing any other work that would make it necessary for
approaching equipment to come to a stop, a red flag during
daytime work and a red lantern during nighttime work is
placed in the center of the track far enough in each direction
from employees to protect them against approaching equipment. The operator of approaching equipment must:
[ 2751

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 1/1/97)
WAC 296-54-601 Signals and signal systems. ((fB
StaHEIMEI haHEI er whistle sigHals as EleseriaeEI er ilh1strateEI
hereiH, shall be 1:1seEI for the mevemeHt ef riggiHg, legs, er
eq1:1ipmeftt wheR l:ISiRg a high )eaEI, s)aekliHe, er eaaie skidder
system fer yMdiRg. Fer haRd sigRal ill1:1stratieHs, see Fig1:1re
4-:
(2) Veiee eemFH1:1RieatieRs FHay be 1:1sed for yarEliHg
1:1Rder the folle"+viRg eeHditieRs:
(a) Veiee eeFHFHt:1RieatieRs by 1:1se ef radie fFeq1:1eHeies
FHay be 1:1sed to traflsmit iRstr1:1etieRs aRd direetieHs te the
yarder eperater wheR 1:1siRg a grapple type leggiRg system,
previdiftg fte perseft is ift a hazarde1:1s ftfea fteflf live riggiHg.
(a) Yeiee eemm1:1Hieatieft may be 1:1sed to iHstfliet the
)'Elfder eperater wheR piekiftg 1:1p aA eeeasieftal log with the
1:1se ef a ehoker eR a grapple system, providiAg the grapple is
Permanent
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OR the grn1:1Rd prior to the settiRg of the ehoker aRd that RO
liReS are ffiO\'ed ay the operator l:IRti} the peFSOR SettiRg the
eholcer has ret1:1rRed to a safe loeatioR ftWft)' froffi aRy r1:1Hfliflg
liReS. At RO tiffle shall eholcers ee 1:1sed OR the grapple systeffi
d1:1riflg the ho1:1rs of darlrness or d1:1riRg periods of red1:1eed vis
ieility to s1:1eh eKteRt that the yarder operator eaRROt elearly
see the settiRg of the ehoker. WheR a Rl:lffleer of logs are
req1:1ired to ee yarded ey l:ISiRg ehoJceFS iRstead of the grapple,
the req1:1ireffieRts speeified for high lead type of loggiRg shall

~

(e) Voiee eOffiffil:IRieatioRS ey 1:1se of radio freq1:1eReies
ffia)' ee l:ISed to tFaRSfflit iRStFl:letiORS aRd direetiORS to the
)'artier operator ·.vheR l:ISiRg a eallooR systeffl for yardiRg. The
persoR operatiRg the radio shall aseertaiR that all erev,· ffieffi
eers are iR the e)ear eefore traRSfflittiRg iRStFl:letiORS whieh
wo1:1ld ea1:1se aRy liRe or t1:1rR to ffiO'"e. The persoR gh·iRg s1:1eh
iRstfl:letioRs shall keep the erew ffieffieers iRforffled as to
whieh ffiOVeffieRtS will eOffiffieRee. Tke whistle shall ee
elOWR eefore ffiOViRg aRy fl:IRRiRg JiRe.
(d) The Federal Coffiffll:IRieatioRs CofflfflissioR rnles
req1:1ire that assigRed eall letters ee 1:1sed iR eoRj1:1RetioR with
voiee eOfflffil:IRieatioRs.
(3) Voiee eofflffil:IRieatioRs OR the same radio freq1:1eReies
1:1sed to traRsfflit skyliRe, highlead, slaekliHe, or skidder whis
tie sigRals (154.57 aRd 154.60 MHz ehaRRels), shall ee pro
hieited.
New.

If 1eiee is Feeei<e!I en 154.57 er 154.69 Miiz eilannels, it is
Feeemmen!le!l tile Assistant DiFeeter, Depllffment ef Laher
and ln!l11stries, P.O. Bex 44659, Olympia, Wasilingten
98594 4659 (pilene (369) 992 5 428) be eent&ete!I as seen
as pessible te enable tile !lepaffment te aseeff&in tile se11ree
ef tile 1eiee tr&nsmissien.

(4) If a staRdard sigRal is Rot listed for aR 1:1R1:1s1:1al or Rew
sit1:1atioR, a haHd or whistle sigHal other thaH afly listed for the
type of yardiRg eeiRg dofle ffltty ee 1:1sed for the speeifie sit1:1
atiofl ORiy. Afly speeial sigRals so de ..·eloped shall ee l:lflder
Stood e)' all peFSOflS req1:1ired to WOFlc iR the area 'Whieh ffiftY
ee affeeted ey their 1:1se.
(5) A eop)· of the staRdard hafld afld whistle sigflals shall
ee posted oH the )'ttrder afld at plaees wkere erews eoflgre
gate. For traetor loggiflg operatiORS, haHd sigRals shall ee
posted at plaees freq1:1eflted e)' the erew meffieers s1:1eh as iH
erew e1:1ses, ete.
(6) OHi;:,• oHe persoH iH aHy erew shall give sigHals at the
J'>OiHt where ehokers are eeiHg set. AHy persoH is a1:1thorized
to give a stop sigRal wheH a persoH is iR daRger or other eff!er
geRe)' eoHditioR is appareRt.
(7) HaRd sigRals are perfflitted ORiy wheR the sigRal per
SOR is iR plaiR sight of the fflttehiRe operator aRd wheR visibil
ity is s1:1eh that the sigHals are diseeFRiele. HaRd sigRals ffiay
ee 1:1sed at aRy tiffle as aH effiergeHey stop sigHal.
(8) ThrowiRg of aRy type of ffiaterial as a sigHal is pro
hieited.
(9) The 1:1se of a jerk wire sigRal systeffi for BR)' type of
yardiRg operatioR is prohieited.
(10) All perSOflS shall ee iR the elear before aR)' sigRal is
giveR to ffiO't'e the riggiRg, logs, or t1:1FRs, aRd fflO'teffieHt of
riggiRg, logs, or t1:1rns shall Rot eofflff!eRee 1:1Rtil after the
pFOper sigRftlS have eeeR giveR.
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(11) MaehiRe operators shall Hot ffiOve aRy liHe 1:1Rless
the sigRal reeeived is elear aRd distiRet. If iR do1:1et, the oper
ator shall repeat the sigHal as 1:1Rderstood aRd ·.vait for eoRfir

fftfttietr.

~
~

( 12) A horn or whistle whieh is a1:1toffiatieally aetivated
ey tRe radio Of eJeetrie sigRaliflg systeffl shall ee l:ISed OR eaeh
yarder 1:1sed fer skyliHe, high lead, skidder or slaekliHe system
of )'ardiRg, eKeept where haRd sigRals are perfflissiele. The
horH or whistle shall efflit a so1:1Rd whieh will ee elearly a1:1di
e)e to aJI peFSORS iR the affeeted area. 81:1eh a horn Of 'Hhist}e
shall also ee req1:1ired OH eoff!eiHatioR yardiRg aRd loadiRg
ff!aekiRes aRd tree p1:1llers. Attdiele sigRals are Rot Reeessary
OR grapple or other yardiRg systeffls where persoRs are Rot
eKposed to the ffi8''effieRt of logs or riggiRg.
( 13) Eaeh 1:1Rit of the sigRal or eoRtrol systeffi iR ttse,
shall be tested daily eefore operatiORS eegiR. A1:1dible sigRals
ttsed for test 131:1rposes shall Rot iRel1:1de sigflals 1:1sed for the
fflO¥emeHt of lifles or Htaterials.
(14) CitizeR eaRd (CB) radios shall Rot ee 1:1sed to aeti
vate aRy sigRal, fflaehiRe, or proeess, either a1:1toffiatieally or
ey voiee. This shall Hot prohibit the 1:1se of CB radios for eofft
ffil:IHieatiOR eetweeR sides, 't'ehieJes, work l:lflits, Or for effier
geRe)' sitttatioRs.
( 15) WheR a1:1diele whistle sigRals are eeiRg ttsed si1H1:1l
taReo1:1sly by yardiRg aHd loadiHg tflaehifles at a laRdiHg, sig
Ral whistle or horn toHes ttsed iR eoHHeetioR with ffittehifle
ffiO"t'effleRtS shall ee SO differeRtiated EIS to distiRetively ideR
tif}' aHy iHteRded work ffiO¥effteHt of either fflaehiHe.)) ill

Standard hand or whistle signals as described in this chapter
must be used for the movement of rigging. logs. or equipment
when using a high lead. slackline. or cable skidder system for
yarding. For hand signal illustrations. see appendix I.
(2) Voice communication may be used to move rigging
and control movement of logs. provided a standard audible
whistle signal is sounded before any line is moved.
~

~
~

Subsections 0) and (2) of this section do not apply to grapple or other special yarding systems where employees are
not exposed to the movement of logs or rigging

(3) Voice communications may be used for grapple yarding under the following conditions:
(a) Voice communications by use of radio frequencies
may be used to transmit instructions and directions to the
yarder operator when using a grapple type logging system. if
no employee is in a hazardous area near live rigging.
Cb) Voice communication may be used to instruct the
yarder operator when picking up an occasional log with the
use of a choker on a grapple system. if the grapple is on the
ground before the setting of the choker and no lines are
moved by the operator until the person setting the choker has
returned to a safe location away from any running lines.
When a number of logs must be yarded by using chokers
instead of the grapple, the requirements for high lead logging

mmJ.y_,

(4) Voice communication on the same radio frequencies
used to transmit skyline. high-lead. slackline or skidder whistle signals (]54.57 and 154.60 MHz channels). must be limited to reporting injuries. fire. and emergency situations
where special tools or precautions are needed to prevent or
alleviate a hazardous situation. In addition:

~

~
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(a) The rigging crew must call the yarder engineer by
name to ensure that proper contact is established;
(b) The yarder engineer must acknowledge the call with
a whistle "stop" signal before the caller starts transmitting the
voice message;
(c) Voice transmission must be kept as brief and to the
point as possible; and
(d) After receiving the voice message. the yarder engineer must again acknowledge with a whistle "stop" signal
that the message has been received and is clearly understood.
(5) If a standard signal is not listed for an unusual or new
situation. a hand or whistle signal other than any listed for the
type of yarding being done may be used for the specific situation only. Any special signals developed must be understood
by all persons working in the area who may be affected by
their use.
(6) A copy of the standard hand and whistle signals must
be posted on the yarder and at places where crews congregate. For tractor logging operations. hand signals must be
posted at places freguented by the crew members such as in
crew buses. etc.
(7) Only one person in any crew shall give signals at the
point where chokers are being set. Any person is authorized
to give a stop signal when someone is in danger or another
emergency condition is apparent.
(8) Hand signals are permitted only when the signal person is in plain sight of the machine operator and when visibility allows signals to be seen. Hand signals may be used at any
time as an emergency stop signal.
(9) Throwing of any type of material or relying on
engine noise. such as from a chain saw. as a signal is prohibited.
(10) All persons must be in the clear before any signal is
given to move the rigging. logs. or turns. Rigging. logs. or
turns must not be moved until after the proper signals have
been given.
0 1) Machine operators must not move any line unless
the signal received is clear and distinct. If in doubt. the operator must repeat the signal as understood and wait for confirmation.
02) A horn or whistle that is automatically activated by
the radio or electric signaling system must be used on each
yarder used for skyline. high lead. skidder or slackline system
of yarding. except where hand signals or voice communication as described in subsection (2) of this section is permitted.
The horn or whistle must emit a sound that is clearly audible
to all persons in the affected area and must be sounded before
any line is moved. Such a horn or whistle is also reguired on
combination yarding and loading machines and tree pullers.
Audible signals are not necessary on grapple or other yarding
systems where persons are not exposed to the movement of
logs or rigging.
(13) All radio-controlled motorized carriages and skycars must have a warning horn which must be sounded before
any lines or loads are moved or an audible whistle must be
sounded from the yarder.
(14) Each unit of the signal or control system in use must
be tested daily before logging operations begin. Audible signals used for test puq:>oses must not include signals used for
the movement of lines or materials.
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(15) Citizen band CCB) radios must not be used to activate any signal. machine. or process. either automatically or
by voice. CB radios may be used for communication between
sides. vehicles. work units. or for emergency situations.
(16) When audible whistle signals are being used simultaneously by yarding and loading machines at a landing. signal whistle or horn tones used in connection with machine
movements must be so differentiated as to distinctively identify any intended work movement of either machine.
Cl 7) When the normal crew configuration consists of two
or more persons at the point where chokers are being set. they
must each carry an operable transmitter on their person. Only
one transmitter is required if:
(a) The signal person has no other duties and remains in
an area where there are no hazards created by the moving rigging or logs; or
(b) The rigging crew is comprised of only one employee.
Cl 8) The use of a jerk wire whistle system for any type of
yarding operation is prohibited.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed
9/21179)
WAC 296-54-603 Electric signal systems. (((I) Where
BR eleetrieal sigRBI system is 1:tsed, all wire aRd attaehmeRts
shall be ef the weatherpreef type aRel all eeRReetieRs shall be
·ueatherpreef.
(2) Eleetrie sigRal systems shall be preperl}· iRstalled aRd
adj1:tsted. They shall be preteeteel agaiRst aeeideRtal sigRaliRg
aRe shall ee maifttaiRetJ iR geed eperatiRg eeReitieR at all
times. 81:tffieieRt sigRal wire shall be pre•tidetl te eRaele geed
\'eiee eeRtaet betweeR the whistle p1:tRk aRtl riggiRg erew at
all times.)) (1) Where an electrical signal system is used. all
wires. attachments. and connections must be weatherproof.
(2) Electric signal systems must be properly installed and
adjusted. They must be protected against accidental signaling
and must be maintained in good operating condition at all
times. Enough signal wire must be provided to enable good
voice contact between the whistle punk and rigging crew at
all times.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-604 Radio signaling permits. To apply
for a new radio signaling permit, to request a change in a permit, or to request a change in the use area for any permitted
system, write to:
WISHA Services Division-Permits
Department of Labor & Industries
P.O. Box 44650
Olympia, WA 98504-4650
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 96-22-013,
filed 10/28/96, effective 111/97)
WAC 296-54-605 Radio systems used for voice communication, activation of audible signals, or control of
equipment. (((1) Every eH!pleyer ·w·he 1:tses a ratlie sigRaliHg
er eeRtrel system (·teiee er f1:tRetieRs) shall eemply with er
exeeed the miHim1:tm req1:1iremeRts speeifiea iR this seetieR.
Permanent
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(2) A Yalid 013eratiHg 13erFRit shall be obtaiHed by the
owHer froFR the de13artFReHt of labor aHd iHdHstries, prior to
pHttiHg iflto Hse aHy radio sigHaliHg or eoHtrel systeFR (¥oiee
or foHetioHs) iHteHded to be Hsed iH eoHjHHetioH v1ith afty type
of eable loggiHg operatioH. PerFRits will be issHed oHly fer
systeFRs lieeftsed fer sHeh Hse aHd HsiHg those earrier freqHeH
eies as aHthorized by the Pederal CoFRFRl:IHieatiofls CoFRFRis
sioH. IR additioft, perFRits will be graflted OHly wheH tofte or
fliHetioH freqHeHeies are eoFRpatible with other radio S}'Steffis
iH Hse afld wheH iH eoFRpliaHee with all other applieable
reqHiremeflts em1taiHed iH this safety staHdard.
(3) The departFReHt of labor aHd iHdHstries resen·es the
right to desigflate the Hse of radio freqHeHeies fer eertaiH pHr
poses or fliHetioHs, fer exaFRple, eertaifl freqHeHeies FRa)' be
Hsed for voiee traHsFRissioH of iHstrHetioH, others for tofle
eoded fHfletioHs, or aetiYatiofl of sigHaliHg de·riees. No siHgle
tofle sets shall be perFRitted fer loggiHg p1:1rposes. The depart
FReflt FRa}' also desigflate whieh tofle freqHefleies FRay be Hsed
fer the aetiYatiofl of a sigHaliflg de·riee or fer eoHtrel of eqHip
FReHt Oft eertaiH federal eofftffiHHieatiofl assigHed earrier fre
qHeHeies.
(4) A list of tefte freqHeHeies whieh FRay be Hsed with
afly Federal CoFRFRHflieatioHs CoFRFRissiofl assigHed earrier
freqHeHeies will be FRade a¥ailable by the departFReHt to aHy
iHterested persoH, firFR, or eorporatioH 1:1poH reqHest.
(5) The departFReftt shall assigH the area or areas ifl
whieh a radio sigflaliHg systeffi ffta)' be Hsed aHd shall so
FRark Oft the perFRit. Radio sigHaliflg systeffis shall Hot be Hsed
iH aHy area other d1afl ifldieated OH the perFRit. (See FigHre IO
for FRap of areas.)
(6) The persofl or firfft flaFRe Oft the perFRit shall be the
saffte as the persoH or firFR operatiHg the radio sigflaliHg sys
tem exeept fer loeHer or reHtal sets. A persoft or firm HSiHg a
leafier or reHtel set shall be respoflsible fer the radio sigHal
systeffi as if they v1ere the owHer of the set. The epplieetioH
for e permit to Hse e radio sigHaliHg S)•steffi shell eoHtaiH the
followiHg iHforFRatiofl:
(e) NaFRe eftd address of applieeftt.
(b) The radio freqHeHeies of the radio sigHeliflg deYiee iH

MHc:

(e) The to fie freqHefte)' or freqHeHeies of the radio sigHel
iflg S)'Stem Hsed to eeti·,.ete e horH, whistle, or eofltrol eqHip
FReHt ifl Hz. The seeHrit)' gate, or pHlse toHe, shell be showfl

fuse

(d) The Haffte of the FRaflHfaetHrer of the radio sigHaliHg
systeffi.
(e) The serial flHFRber of the reeeiYiHg HHit.
(t) The state assigHed area or loeatioH iH whieh the Hflit
will operate.
(g) IRdieete ty13e of sigHaliHg Hsed.
(h) Froffi ·uhoffi the systefft was flHrehased or eeqHired,
aHd the date of eeqHisitioft of the systefft.
(i) lftteflded Hse eHd fHHetioH of S)'Steffi.
(7) The perFRit graHted by the depertffteftt shall be
attaehed to the ease of the reeeiver of the radio sigHeliHg sys
teFR fer whieh it is greftted.
(8) Eeeh radio reeei¥er shall heYe its radio earrier fre
qHeHey ifl MHz aHd toHe freqHefley(s) iH Hz iHdieeted OH the
oHtside ease of the reeei,•er. The maHHfaetHrer's Heme eHd
serial fllifftber shall also be peffftaHeHtly iHdieated OH the oHt
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side of the ease. WheH the dHratioH or "vidth of the toHe fre
qHeHeies perforFRs a ft:rnetioH, the oHe dHratioH/width shall
also be perFReHefltly iHdieated OH the oHtside of the reeei,•er ~
ease. Eeeh treHsFRitter shall be idefltified with its reeei¥er. •
Two or FRore reeei•t'ers ifl operatiofl siFRHltaHeoHsly OH the
salfte tofte freqHefte}' shell be prohibited.
(9) It shell be the respoHsibility of the ow Her of aHy radio
sigfleliflg S)'SteFR to Hotify the departFReHt of labor eftd iHdHs
tries, immediately, if the sigHel system is:
(e) PerFRefteHtly retired (ifl whet ffiftflHer efld date
retired).
(b) Sold (sHbFRit Heme eHd address of pHreheser eflEI Elate
~
(e) ReFRO¥ed froffi the state (Raffle of state to whieh
FRO'ied eftd date FROYeEI).
(d) StoleH (date).
(I 0) Two operable traHsffiitters shell be eerried by sepa
rate ifldiYidHels et the poiHt where ehokers ere beiHg set at till
tiFReS whefl traHSffiitters ere beiflg liSed fer tofte sigHe)iHg by
persofts aroHfld the liYe riggiflg ifl the ehoker settiHg area.
0Hly Ofle radio treftsFRitter shell be ref}Hired if ift the posses
siofl of a sigMlpersoH who hes Ho other dHties eftd reFReiHs iH
eH area where there are flO hazards ereetea by the moviHg rig
giflg or logs. If the total erew eoHsists ofa yerder operator eHd
Ofte persoH iH the riggiHg, ORiy ofte traftsmitter is reqHired
provided e positiYe systeFR is iHstitHted aHd Hsed to eheek OH
the well beiHg of the persoH ift the riggiHg.
( 11) Whefl iHterfereHee, overlap, fedeoHt, or blaekoHt of
radio sigHals is eHeOHHtered, the Hse of the deviee shell be ~
diseoHtiHHed iFRmedietely. The Hse of the deYiee shell Hot be •
res11ffied HHtil the soHree of troHble has beef\ deteetea aftd eor
reeffiEh
(12) All radio sigHaliHg systems p11t iHto HSe fer the first
time after the effeetive date of these safety steHderds, shell
FReet or exeeed the FRiHiFRHffi perfermeHee speeifieetiofts
eoHtaiRed ifl WAC 296 5 4 607 of these safety steHderds, aHd,
wheH altered or repaired, shell eoHtiH11e to FReet sHeh Sf:leeifi

etttfflt¥.r.
( 13) At least OHe make eftd FRodel of eeeh sigHeliHg S)'S

teffi shell be tested eftd eertified that it FReets or exeeeds the
miHiFRHffi ref}HireFReftts for f:lerformeHee as speeified iH '.VAC
296 5 q 607. A eof:ly of SH eh f:lerferFReHee report shell be
sigHed by the persoft or f)ersoHs who tested the Hflit or eom
f:lOHeHts aRd shell be seHt to the Def:leFtffieRt of Labor eHd
IRd1:1stries, P.O. Box 44650, OlyFHf)ie, WeshiHgtoR 98504

465{};

(14) Radio eq11ipmeRt shell Hot be Hsed withoHt display
iRg 11 f:leFFRit as reqHired by this staRderd. The f:lermit shell be
promiHeRtly disflleyed OR the 011tside ease of the reeeiver of
the llRit or, for radio eofltrelled e!lffiages, Oft the transmitter iR
the yerder.
(15) Adj1:1stmeHts, repairs, or alterations of radio sigHel
iRg deviees shell be doHe on!)' by or Hnder the immediate
SHflervisioH afld respoRsibility of e flersofl holdiHg a first
eless or seeoftd eless eomFHereiel radio Of:leretor's lieense,
either radio telef:lhoRe or redie telegraph, issHed by the Fed
ere! CommHRieatioHs CoFRmissioH. Persofts who do Hot flOS
sess the teehnieel ebilit)' or do Rot have the f:lFOper eq1:1ipmeflt
to e1111se the sigReliRg S) Stems to fliHetioR 'NithiH req1:1ired tel
1

~

•
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eraHees shall Het atteffif}t te ref}air, alter, er adjt1st stteh sys

~

tefffl;

(le) Radie frettt1eHeies assigHed to systeffis for whieh
eeffiffitJHieatieHS ffia)' ee t1sed to giYe sigHals te the
yarder ef}eFater, shall Het ee the Saffle freqt1eHeies as these
assigHed for whistle sigHals t1sed iH sk)·liHe, highlead, slaek
liHe, Of eae)e skidder systefflS.
(l7) WheH hazardet1s iHterfereHee is erested ey ffiOViHg
s Yeiee eeffiffltJHieatieH systeffi iHto aH area •.vhere a systeffi is
~·oiee

(~

[rarm Ko. 1'1.

already iH t1se oH the saffie ff-ettt1eHey, ttse ef the He·wly
fflOVed systeffi shall ee iffiffiediate)y diseeHtiHt1ed tJHtil the
flFeeleffi ef iHterfereHee has eeeH eerreeted.
(18) Before meviHg aHy t1Hit freffl oHe assigHed gee
graf}hieal area to aHether (see area ffillJ:'l, Pigt1re JO follewiHg
this seetieH), a Hew fleFffiit shall be af}fllied for aHd seet1red
froffi the Def}artmeHt ef Laeor aHd IHElttstries, P.O. Bex
4 4650, Oh'ffif}ia, WashiHgteH 98504 4650.

STATE OF WASHINGTON
DIVISION OF SA~

EPART.'riENT OF LABOR. AND INDUSTRIES

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT
TO OPERATE RADIO SIGNAL SYSTEM IN DESIGNATED AREA

··:.::

Radio Carrier F r e q u e n c y · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Serial No----------: .::_
Hz__Name of Manufacturer of
Tone Coding
Signal System,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...:,:_'"
Firm

0 -------~.,.----Nam.~

Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY------.:....

Control Equipment O

Intended Function o! Unit:

:.:':i
2 O ------ 3 O
Area in which Unit will be Operated:
(An• map lnclu.ded. ln S.atclY St.and~rds tor t.On1nr Op•rauonat ..
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
type_,
specify
9thcr
If
p
Simultaneous
Type of Tone: Sequential O
·
S)cy:lli.a,
Balloon O
Hi~hlead, Slac 'ne, Skidder O
Grapple O
System lo be Used For:

System Purchased or Acquired From__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Date Sys!em Purchased or Acquired: Day_ _ _ _ __

__,"°"----- ---------'I
··f .j

Mail Per.nit l O · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date Application Mailed to Division nf Safety _ _ / _ _ / _ _
03te Permit lssu~
Yur
Mn.
Day
DIV. OF SAFETY US ..
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Oepl of Labor & Industries
Div. of Consultation & Compliance
P.O. Box 44650
pia, WA. 98504-4650
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A-REAS FOR HSE OF R-ABl0 SIGl'ihf,ING SYSTEMS FOR

((

J,OGGil'iG OPEIM:TIONS

State ef WashiRgteR
DepartftleRt ef Laber aRd IREl1:1stries
DivisieR ef IREl1:1strial Safety aHEI Health
(3) A list of tone frequencies that may be used with any
Federal Communications Commission assigned carrier frequencies will be made available from the department upon
request.
(4) The department will assign the area or areas in which
a radio signaling system may be used and mark those areas on
the permit. Radio signaling systems must not be used in any
area other than the ones indicated on the permit. (See Figure
36: Areas for Use of Radio Signaling Systems for Logging
Operations.)
(5) The person or firm name on the permit must be the
same as the person or firm operating the radio signaling system except for loaner or rental sets. A person or firm using a
loaner or rental set is responsible for the radio signal system
as if they were the owner of the set.
(6) The application for a permit to use a radio signaling
system must contain the following information (see Figure
37: Application for permit to operate radio signal system in
designated area):
(a) Name and address of applicant.
(b) The radio frequencies of the radio signaling device in
MHz.
(c) The tone frequencies of the radio signaling system
used to activate a horn. whistle. or. control equipment in Hz.
The security gate. or pulse tone. must be shown first.
(d) The name of the manufacturer of the radio signaling
system
(e) The serial number of the receiving unit.

A permit iss1:1ef:I b)' the f:lepertmeHt ef leber eHEI iRf:l1:1s
tries shell be etteehef:I te the e1:1tsif:le ef the receiver which
shall iHdieate the area iH which the raf:lie sigHaliHg eq1:1ipftleRt
may be 1:1sef:I.)) (1) A valid operating permit must be obtained
by the owner from the department of labor and industries.
prior to putting into use any radio signaling or control system
intended to be used in conjunction with any type of cable logging operations.
(a) Permits will be issued only for systems licensed for
such use and using those carrier frequencies as authorized by
the Federal Communications Commission.
(b) Permits will be granted only when tone or function
frequencies are compatible with other radio systems in use
and when in compliance with all other applicable requirements of this chapter.
(2) The department of labor and industries reserves the
right to designate the use of radio frequencies for specific
purposes or functions. For example: Frequencies may be
specified for voice transmission of instruction. others for
tone-coded functions. or activation of signaling devices.
(a) Single tone coded functions must not be used on
radio equipment designed to initiate whistle signals. or to
activate or control any machine. material-handling device. or
other equipment hazardous to employees.
(b) The department may also designate which tone frequencies may be used for the activation of a signaling device
or for control of equipment on certain federal communication
assigned carrier frequencies.
[ 281]
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CO The state assigned area or location in which the unit
will operate.
(g) The type of signaling used.
(h) From whom the system was purchased or acguired,
and the date of acguisition of the system.
(j) Intended use and function of the system.
(7) All radio eguipment must meet all applicable FCC
standards. FCC identifier numbers and required information
must be visible when possible.
(8) Radio eguipment must not be used without displaying a permit as reguired by this standard. The permit must be
prominently displayed on the outside case of the receiver of
the unit or. for radio-controlled carriages. on the transmitter
in the yarder.
(9) Each radio receiver must have its radio carrier freguency in MHz and tone freguency(s) in Hz indicated on the
outside case of the receiver (see Figure 38: Radio permit):
(a) The manufacturer's name and serial number must be
permanently indicated on the outside of the case;
(b) When the duration or width of the tone freguencies
performs a function. the one duration/width must also be permanently indicated on the outside of the receiver case;
(c) Each transmitter must be identified with its receiver;
and
(d) Two or more receivers in operation simultaneously
on the same tone freguencies are prohibited unless one is
used for monitoring only.
(10) It shall be the responsibility of the owner of any
radio signaling system to notify the department of labor and
industries. immediately, if the signal system is:
(a) Permanently retired (in what manner and date
retired);
(b) Sold (submit name and address of purchaser and date
sold):
(c) Removed from the state (name of state to which
moved and date moved); or
(d) Stolen (date).
Cl I) All radio signaling systems put into use for the first
time after the effective date of these safety standards, shall
meet or exceed the minimum performance specifications
contained in WAC 296-54-607 of these safety standards, and,
when altered or repaired. shall continue to meet such specifications.
( 12) Adjustments, repairs, or alterations of radio signaling and control devices must be done only by or under the
immediate supervision and responsibility of a gualified and
certified radio technician with factory training or eguivalent
certified experience. Anyone without the technical ability or
the proper eguipment to cause the signaling systems to function within reguired tolerances must not attempt to repair.
alter, or adjust the systems.
(13) When interference, overlap, fadeout, or blackout of
radio signals is encountered, the use of the device must be
discontinued immediately. Use may not be resumed until the
source of trouble has been detected and corrected.
(14) Radio freguencies assigned to systems for which
voice communications may be used to give signals to the
yarder operator must not be the same freguencies as those
assigned for whistle signals or machine control signals used
in skyline, highlead. slackline, or cable skidder systems.
Permanent
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(15) When hazardous interference is created by moving
a voice communication system into an area where a system is
already in use on the same freguency. use of the
newly-moved system must be immediately discontinued until
the problem of interference has been corrected.
(16) Before moving any unit from one assigned geographical area to another (see area map, Figure 36: Areas for
Use of Radio Signaling Systems for Logging Operations). the
owner must apply for and receive a new permit from the
department.
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STATE OF W ASHlNGTON

Foriu No. 157.

5--.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

DMSION OF SAFETY

4

APPUCATION FOR PERMIT ..
TO OPERATE RADIO SIGNAL SYSTEM IN DESIGNATED AREA
Radio Carrier Frequency ...................................................................................... Serial No ............................................... '. .............. .
Tone Coding Frequency ....................................................... ~ ........Hz...........Name of Manufacturer of
Signal System ........................................... ,.................. .
Finn Name .............................................................................Address ....:......................................... By............................................. .
Intended Function of Unit: Voice communication
Whistle signal
Control Equipment
Area in which Unit will be Operate.d: ........................ 1
2
3

D

·

Type of Tone:

Sequential

D

Simultaneous

0
0
D ........................... 0 ............................ 0 ............................
{Arca map
included in Safety Standards for Logging Operations)

D

If other specify type ............................................................................... .
System to be Used For: Grapple
Skyline, Highlead, Slackline, Skidder
Balloon
System Purchased or Acquired From .............................._. ...................................................................................................................... .
Day .............................. Month ........................... Year ..................... ..
Date System Purchased or Acquired:
Mail Permit to ...................................................................................................................................................................................... .
Date Application Mailed to Division of Safety ........... J ..........J ...........
Date Permit Issued
..........1...........1...........
Day Mo.
Year

0

0

D

DIV. OF SAFETY USE ONLY

Day

Mo.

Year

Figure 3i: Application for Permit to Operate Radio Signal System in Designated Area
Oept of Labor & Industries
Oiv. of Consultation & Compliance
P.0. Box 44650
Olympia, WA. 98504-4650

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-14, filed

RADIO
PERMIT

9/21179)

TO OPERATE MULTl-TONE RADIO SIGNAL SYSTEM IN
DESIGNATED AREA.

tftitoeeL ----·----··-·-·-..------·-·-···5ERiA"i:----·-\

·-·
................- ....-·--··-.........................!l
l'·-··------·------··-·
CARRIER FREQUENCY
!
r·:raN"es
............_.............____..._______ ..................._MHz
.............1!
Hz

1

~

i
.
:
:·-------·•H
··---····-······-·-·-·-·-···-····-·-·--·-·--·-·-••H-OO•O--~

!AREA

~
i
~
i ··--····-·-·--·.. ·······-·············--······--·-·-······-·-····-·-··--··-···-····-···--~

I·iss.ueosv.. .........................................................................................1
;

:·

.-::::·,

~

:.:~, ~

~-41s:oas:o·.;~

~

R.ADio"P"ERM"iT-10:aii_ .._________________________________,.:·
Figure 38: R.idio Perm.it

A permit issued by the department of labor and industries shall be attached to the outside of the receiver which
shall indicate the area in which the radio signaling eguipment
may be used.
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WAC 296-54-607 Radio signal systems-Specifications and test procedures. ((All reeie sigHaliHg systems fHlt
iftte ttSe fer the first time after the effeetive eate ef these rttJes
shall meet er eKeeee the fellewiHg ref!ttiremeHts, speeifiea
tieHs, telemHee, afte tesffi aHe stteh systems, whefl alteree er
repairee, shall meet the same miHimttm Fef!ttiremeHts.
(1) Radie sigHaliHg systems used te traHsmit whistle sig
Hals er eeHtrel fttHetieHs ef ef!ttif!meflt asseeiated with sky
liHe, highleae, slaekliHe, er eal:ile slcieeer systems ef leggiHg
shall traHsmit aHd eeeede eHly l:iy the ttse ef autherii:ed mttlti
tefle fretJtteHeies. 0Hly set)ttefltial teHes may be ttsed te tra.fls
mit sigHals er eeHtrel et)ttipmeftt whefl tttilii:iHg eaFFier fre
t)ttefleies ef 154.57 er 154.60 MHi:.
(2) The reeeiver seHsitivity shall !:le eapable ef attaiHiHg
.6 mierevelt, er greater, fer 12 db SINAD rntie fer VHF fre
t)ttefleies aftd .7 mierevelt, er greater, fer UHF frefilHeHeies.
Effeeti'.·e JaHuary 1, 198 4, all radie systems reeeiver seHsiti ·1
ity shall !:le eapable ef attaiHiHg .4 mierevelt, er greater, fer
12 dl:i SINAD retie fer VHF fret]ueHeies aftd .5 mierevelt, er
greater, fer UHF fret]tteHeies. Vlhefl iHterfereHee is a faeter,
the reeei·1er may !:le deseHsitii:ed iH the fttrthemHee ef safety
by a perseH t)tialified ifl aeeerdaHee with WAC 296 54 ~
605(15).
~
(3) The reeeiver spurietts atteHuatieH shall !:le at least 40
dl:i wheH measttred by the 20 de t]tiietiHg methed. OH all Hew

t

•
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•
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radio systeffts 1n1t iftto serviee after the effeeti¥e tlete of these
stefttlartls, the reeei¥er spttriotts etteftttetioft shall ee et least
60 tie wheft Hteesttretl ey the 20 tie <tttietiftg Htethotl. Effee
ti¥e }8ftt18ry l, 1984, ell fteW retlio sigftel systeffts shell ee
refjttiretl to ha,·e reeei·1er spttriotts etteftttatioft of et least 70
tie wheft Hteest1retl ey the 20 tie Ejttietiftg Fftethotl 8fttl shall
he¥e iHtege respoftse etteftttetioft of 60 tie '>Yheft Ffteesttretl ey
the 20 tie <tttietiftg FAethotl. Effeeti¥e Jeftttery 1, 1989, ell
ratlio sigftal systeffts shall ee refjttiretl to ha¥e reeei¥er spttri
OtlS atteftttatiOft of et least 70 tie wheft ffte8St1Fetl ey the 20 tie
<tttietiftg Htethotl efttl ifftage respoftse etteftttetioft of 60 tie
wheft ffteesttretl ey the 20 tie Ejttietiftg ff!ethotl.

with the frefjttefte}' varietl ttftiforfftly hetweeft 10 efttl 30 Hz:
efttl 8ft aHtplittttle of 0.0075" (total eitettrsioft 0.015") with the
freqttefte)' ¥8fietl ttftiforfflly eetweeft 30 afttl 60 Hz:. The efttire
eyele of freqttefteies for eaeh grottp (i.e., 10 to 30 eyeles afttl
30 to 60 eyeles) shall he eeeoFAplished ift five fftifttttes afttl
repeetetl three tifftes. The aeoYe fftOtioft shall ee applietl for 8
total period of thirty ff!ifttttes ift eeeh tlireetioft, ftafflely, the
direetiOftS perellel to eoth aJteS of the ease aftd perpefttliettlar
to the plefte of the ease.

Sp1uie11s respeRse 1t1teR11e:tieR is e: R1ee:s11re ef the reeei •er's
e:Bilit) te lliseriRliRe:te lleloeeft e tlesiFell sigRe:l le whieh it
is reseflftftl Mil ftft t1Rllesirell sigR&I e:t ftA) ether freq11eRey
te whieh ii is e:lse respeRsi •e.

The eqttipffteftt shall ee tlropped Oftee Oft eeeh of five
sttrfeees frofft e height of fottr feet Oftto e Sfftooth eofterete
fleer.
.
.

Nere;

( 11) All pottaele traftsfftitters shell eofttift1:1e to Hteiftteift
speeified ffteeheftiea) 8fttl eleetrieal perfoFfft8ftee after eeiftg
sttBjeeted to e shoek test as follows:

(4) The reeeiver seleeti,·ity shall ee Fftore theft 40 tie pltts
or fftifttts 30 KHz:. All ftew retlio sigftal systeffts pttt iftto ser
¥iee after the effeeti¥e tlete of these stefttlertls, the reeeiver
seleeti·.. ity shall ee et least 60 tie pltts OF ffliftttS 30 KHz:.
Effeeti¥e Jaftttary l, 1984, ell ftew ratlio sigftel systeffts pttr
ehesetl afttl ttsetl shall ha·1e reeeiYer seleeti·1it}· ef et least 80
tie pltts or fftifttts 30 KHz:. Effeeti¥e Jeft1:1ary l, 1989, all ratlio
sigftal S}'Steffts shall ha,•e reeei¥er seleetivit}' of at least 80 tie
pltts or fftifttts 30 KHz:, wheft ffteasttretl ey the E."'I.A. 8INAD
fftethotl.
(5) The reeeiver tleeotler tofte fl'Elfjtteftey staeility shell
ftOt eiteeetl .006 (.6%) aeo·te Of eelow the assigftetl tofte fre
Ejtteftey.
(6) The tlrift of e treftsmitter efteotler tofte shall ftOt
eiteeetl .006 (.6%) eeove OF ee)ow the assigftetl tOfte fre
Ejtteftey.
(7) Parts of the radio sigfteliftg S)'Stefft effeetetl e}' fftois
tttre, whieh ffi8Y ee sttl:>jeetetl to the efttFaftee of ffiOistttre d1:1r
iftg ttse, shell ee weatherproofed. TraftSffiitters shall ee testetl
withift fifteeft fftifttttes after eeiftg stthjeeted to the follovliftg
eofttlitiofts efttl shell have the ehility to eofttintte fttftetioftiftg
properly. The treftsfftitter eftd reeeiver shall ee plaeetl ift a
httffiidity ehemher for eight hottrs where the httffiidity has
eeeft fflaiftt8ifted at ftOt Jess theft ftiftety pereeftt 8fttl where a
40°C. teH1perett1re hes heeft ffteifttaiftetl.
(8) Radio sigfteliRg systefft ttftits shall operate withift tel
ereftees speeified et efty teHtperatttre ·.vithift the reftge of
30°C. to 160°C.
(9) 8witehes of traftsfftitters ttsed to sefttl whistle sigftels
or aetivate efjttipFAeftt essoeiated with high lead, sleeklifte, or
eehie skidder systefflS of loggiftg shall Be tlesigfted ift Stteh 8
Htaftfter wherehy two httttofts, fftotiofts or a eoffieiftatioft of
these shall he reqttiretl siHt1:1itafteot1sly to eattse eetivatioft of
the systefft. Affeftgeffteftt of the aeti·1ating switehes shell he
stteh that the operator eeft treftsfftit sigftals easily httt eanftot
easily aetivete a eofttrol or eofftfflaftd fttftetioft eeeitlefttally.
( 10) All reeeiYers iftteftded to he fftOttfttetl oft or ift the
yerder or siHtilar efjttipHteftt, efttl all porteele traftSHtitters,
shall eofttifttte to ff!8iftt8ift speeifietl ffleehaftieal afttl eleetrieel
perforfft8ftee dttriftg 8fttl after heiftg sttl:>jeeted to ¥ieretioft of
the Htagftittttle anti efflplitttde as follows:
The efjttipHteftt shall ee viereted vf'ith SiHtp)e harff!Oftie
fftotioft haviftg en aFAplittttle of 0.015" (total eite1:1rsioft 0.03")
[ 285]

( 12) Treftsfftitters operatiftg oft eBffier frefjttefteies of
154.57 MHz: 8ftd Oft 154.60 MHz: shell ee lifftitetl Oft ffl8Jti
fflttffl power ot1tp1:1t ftot to eiteeetl 500 FAW ff!eesttred at the

eftteftftft terffliftals.

(13) To Htiftifftiz:e the possieility of iftterfereftee with
other sigftaliftg systeffts, the iftpttt power of traftsff!itters oper
etiftg ift the 450 MHz: raRge shottld ee lifftited to Oftl}' the
ftfftOttftt fteetletl to treftsfflit to the reeei·ter of the systeffl effee

All radio-signaling systems put into use must meet
or exceed the requirements of this section. When systems are
altered or repaired they must continue to meet these requirements.
(1) Radio equipment in use at cable logging sites. which
is primarily used for voice communication. must be on a separately assigned frequency from radio equipment primarily
used to initiate whistles or other audible signaling devices or
to control any machine. material handling device or other
equipment hazardous to employees.
(2) Radio-signaling systems used to transmit whistle signals or control functions of equipment associated with skyline. highlead. slackline. or cable skidder systems of logging
must transmit and decode only by the use of authorized multitone frequencies. Only sequential tones may be used to
transmit signals or control equipment when using carrier frequencies of 154.57 or 154.60 MHz.
(3) All radio systems receiver sensitivity must be able to
attain 0.4 microvolt. or greater. for 12 dB SINAD ratio for
VHF frequencies and 0.5 microvolt. or greater. for UHF frequencies. When interference is a factor. the receiver may be
desensitized in the furtherance of safety by a person qualified
according to WAC 296-54-605(12).
(4) All radio signal systems must have receiver spurious
attenuation of at least 70 dB when measured by the 20 db quieting method and image response attenuation of 60 db when
measured by the 20 db quieting method. "Spurious response
attenuation" is a measure of the receiver's ability to discriminate between a desired signal to which it is resonant and an
undesired signal at any other frequency to which it is also
responsive.
(5) All radio signal systems must have receiver selectivity of at least 80 db plus or minus 30 KHz. when measured by
the E. *I.A. SINAD method.

~))
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(6) The receiver-decoder tone frequency stability must
not exceed 0.006 <0.6%) above or below the assigned tone
frequency.
(7) The drift of a transmitter-encoder tone must not
exceed 0.006 <0.6%) above or below the assigned tone frequency.
(8) Parts of the radio-signaling system affected by moisture. which may be subjected to the entrance of moisture during use. must be weatherproofed. Transmitters must be tested
within fifteen minutes after being subjected to the following
conditions and must have the ability to continue functioning
properly. The transmitter and receiver must be placed in a
humidity chamber for eight hours where the humidity has
been maintained at not less than ninety percent and where a
40 degrees C. temperature has been maintained.
(9) Radio-signaling system units must operate within tolerances specified at any temperature within the range of -30
degrees C. to +60 degrees C.
(] 0) Switches of transmitters used to send whistle signals
or activate equipment associated with high lead. slackline. or
cable skidder systems of logging must be designed so that
two buttons. motions or a combination of these are required
simultaneously to cause activation of the system. Arrangement of the activating switches must allow the operator to
transmit signals easily but not easily activate a control or
command function accidentally.
(] 1) All receivers intended to be mounted on or in the
yarder or similar equipment. and all portable transmitters.
must continue to maintain specified mechanical and electrical
performance during and after being subjected to vibration of
the magnitude and amplitude as follows:
(a) The equipment must be vibrated with simple harmonic motion having an amplitude of0.015" (total excursion
0.03") with the frequency varied uniformly between IO and
30 Hz and an amplitude of 0.0075" (total excursion 0.015")
with the frequency varied uniformly between 30 and 60 Hz.
(b) The entire cycle of frequencies for each group (i.e ..
IO to 30 cycles and 30 to 60 cycles) must be accomplished in
five minutes and repeated three times.
(c) The above motion must be applied for a total of thirty
minutes in each direction. that is. the directions parallel to
both axes of the base and perpendicular to the plane of the
base.
(12) All portable transmitters must be able to maintain
specified mechanical and electrical performanc~ after being
subjected to a shock test as follows: The transmitter shall be
dropped five times from a height of four feet onto a smooth
concrete floor. Each drop must impact a different surface of
the transmitter.
(13) Transmitters operating on carrier frequencies of
154.57 MHz and on 154.60 MHz must be limited on maximum power output of 500 mW measured at the antenna terminals.
(14) To minimize the possibility of interference with
other signaling systems. the input power of transmitters operating in the 450 MHz range should be limited to only the
amount needed to transmit to the receiver of the system effectively.
Permanent
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-701 Wood spar trees. (1) Wood spar
trees must be of sound material of sufficient size and strength
to withstand any stresses which may be imposed by any
equipment used for that specific logging operation.
(2) The top of the tree must extend not more than:
(a) Sixteen feet above the top guy lines on spar trees over
fifty feet tall; and
(b) Eight feet above the top guylines on spar trees less
than fifty feet tall.
(3) School marms used as spar trees must be topped at
the forks. Spar trees, except cedar, must be barked where
guylines, straps, bull blocks, and tree plates are placed.
(4) Spar trees must be topped and limbs. must be cut off
close so that running lines will not foul or saw on protruding
knots.
(5) At least four tree plates must be placed under top
guylines on spar trees over fifty feet tall. At least three tree
plates must be used on spar trees less than fifty feet tall.
(6) Tree plates must be equipped with lugs or other suitable means to hold them in place.
(7) Before raising spar trees, dummy trees must be
topped and guyed with three guy lines equivalent in breaking
strength to the mainline.
(8) When spar trees are raised, stumps used for snubbing
must be properly notched. Guylines must be held by a
mechanical means. Snubbing by hand is prohibited.
(9) All rub trees must be limbed and topped.
(IO) Loose material such as bark, spikes, straps or chains
not in use and slabs caused by bumping logs or chafing straps
must be removed from the spar trees. Heavy bark must be
removed from trees used for a permanent installation.
(11) A person must ride only the passline to thread lines,
to lubricate blocks, or to inspect rigging.
(12) When the friction lever and passline drum are on the
opposite side of the machine from the operator, an experienced person must operate the friction lever while the engineer operates the throttle. While being used, the passline
drum must be properly attended by another person to guide
the passline onto the passline drum with a tool suitable for the
purpose.
(13) Using a gypsy drum to handle employees in the tree
is prohibited.
(14) A climber's rope must encircle the tree before the
climber leaves the ground, except when the climber is riding
the passline.
(15) Spikes, used by the climber as a temporary aid in
hanging rigging, must be removed before the tree is used for
logging.
(16) Topping trees in windy weather is prohibited.
( 17) Topping, rigging-up, or stripping is prohibited when
visibility is impaired.
(18) When heel tackle is fastened near the machine, a
safety line must be placed in such manner that in case of
breakage, lines do not strike the power unit and endanger the
operator.
(19) Yarding with more than one unit on any one head
spar is prohibited.
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(20) The angle between the power unit, the high lead
block, and the mainline road must not exceed a square lead on
rigged spars. When using portable spars or towers, the location of the machine or position of the operator must ensure
that the operator is not endangered by incoming logs.
NEW SECTION

WAC 296-54-70110 Wood spar trees-Guylines. (1)
Wood spar trees using a line greater than 7/8-inch and used as
loading and yarding trees must have at least six top guys and
four buckle guys, if a sail guy is used.
(2) Wood spar trees using a mainline greater than
7/8-inch and used only as yarding trees must have at least six
top guys and must use at least three buckle guys.
(3) Wood spar trees using a mainline of 7/8-inch or less
must be supported by at least five top guy lines or other positive means of supporting the spar.
(4) Wood spar trees used for yarding with light equipment (7/8-inch or smaller mainline) must be guyed so that
strains will be imposed on at least two guylines. If Jess than
five top guys are used, guylines must be at least 1/4-inch
larger than the mainline.
(5) Wood spar trees used for loading only with crotch
line, spreader bar, or swinging boom must have at least four
top guys and must use at least three buckle guys.
(6) More guylines must be added if there is any doubt
about the stability of a spar tree, raised tree, tail tree, lift tree,
or other equipment or rigging they support.
~
(7) Wood spar trees used for transfer must have at least
, five top guys and must use at least three buckle guys.
(8) Guy lines must alternately be passed around the wood
spar in opposite directions to prevent twisting of the spar.
(9) Guylines must be attached to the upper portion of the
wood spar by shackles.
(10) When a high lead block is hung below buckle guys,
at least three top guys of equal strength to the mainline must
be used to keep the top from swaying.
( 11) When buckle guys are required, they must be
installed on the tree where they will provide the maximum
effectiveness.
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lead blocks; and other blocks whenever practicable. Safety
straps must be shackled (with the closed end of the shackle
up) to a guy line that extends as near as possible at right angles
with the power unit, but must not be on a guyline with an
extension within one hundred feet of the tree. When the top
guy line on which the safety strap of the high lead block is fastened is changed, the safety strap must be attached to another
guyline or the loosened guyline must be tightened after the
change.
(2) All tree straps must be at least 1/4-inch larger than the
pulling line. If impossible to use a safety strap, all tree straps
must be 1/2-inch larger than the pulling line.
(3) Lead blocks used for yarding, swinging, loading, and
unloading used in wood spars must be:
(a) Designed and constructed for this purpose;
(b) Bolted with at least two bolts through the shells
below the sheaves in a manner that will retain the sheave and
line in case of bearing pin failure (this does not apply to haulback lead blocks); and
(c) Mainline blocks have a sheave diameter of at least
twenty times the diameter of the mainline.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-705 Truck and equipment maintenance shops. It is recognized that the usual hazards encountered in maintenance shops performing work on logging and
related equipment would be very similar to those found in
general repair, machine or welding shops; therefore, the rules
contained in chapter 296-24 WAC, General safety and health
standards and other applicable safety standards promulgated
and administered by the department of labor and industries
shall apply to such places of work.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-707 Labor camps. Temporary labor
camps for logging operations must meet the requirements of
WAC 296-24-125.

NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-70120 Wood spar trees-Passlines. All
spar trees must be equipped with passlines that are:
(1) At least 5116-inch and a maximum of 112-inch in
diameter;
(2) Not subjected to sawing on other lines or rigging, and
are kept clear of all moving lines and rigging;
(3) A continuous length and in good condition with no
splices, knots, molles, or eye-to-eye splices between the ends;
and
(4) Long enough to provide three wraps on the drum
before the climber leaves the ground.

~ NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-70130 Wood spar trees-Straps. (1)
Safety straps of appropriate size must be placed on all high
[287]
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 72-14, filed 7/31n2, effective 9/ln2)
WAC 296-54-99002 Appendix((I F'i~re l Ni~ lead yardieg sysle111)) 1--Sh:;nals.

((

HIGH LEAD YARDING SYSTEM

Main Une
Haul-Back Une
Top Guys
Buckle Guys
Pass Line
Chokers
Safety Strap
High Lead Block
(9 ·. ead Tree HaulBlock
'B
(10) Corne lock
(11) Tall Block
(12) Tree Plates
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

1/2 Wraps Around
Stump

II' 2

)J

Pigtue 2.))
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1. Mainline ahead, normal.
Raise one arm.

5. Slack the mainline, easy.
Both hands extended at
sides fluttering hands.

9. Slack the strawline.

Hand to elbow, flexing
hand.

3. Mainline ahead, slow.
Both arms raised.

2. Mainline ahead, fasl

One arm raised, hand
fluttering.

normal speed. One arm
extended rotating.

10. Ahead on strawline.

8. Slack the haulback.

11. Ahead on atr-line,

12. Slack mainline, all off.

alow.

Touch hand to bent
elbow.

hold.

7. Haulback ahead, slow.
Both arms extended,
rotating.

6. Ahead on haulback,

4. Stop any moving line and

Extend hand out flat
and pat back of hand
with other hand.

Arm extended at aide
flipping wrist.

Figure 40: Standard Hand Sieria!s

Jigure .39: Standard Hand Sigpals
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STANOARD SIGNALS FOR LOADING LOGS

2. To slack mainline to
unhook choker-

wave hand extended,
palm down.

1. Ahead on mainlina.

3. Stop any moving line
and hold.

1.·
Place log on i.ft. aide
of truc:k or car.

~.~.d~
4. To stop tractor -

hold one hand out
with palm dawn.

S. Go ahead on

k

7. Hooklt's signal of wheni
to drop dtokus. H•
stands nur wh•ni he
wants chokers dropped
and signals when to drop
cnotcors by swinging
both hands as Wusntlld.

tractor.

2..
Place log on rtght
•id• of truck or car.

~

~

...,.

Plac:e 109 In cent.er
of load.

~~.~

6. When hooker wants
tractor to back in he
. slaps his butt. If tractor
Is to head In he puts
finger on top of his head.

"'
Hit log Into lay.

L Bad: up with tractor.
Roat. forarm ln dr·

7.
Roll log lirto lay on

cular motion lndlattng

openrtor shall back
tractor toward signal

load.

person.

•
Long log.

••

Pick tong up In tll•
clear.

Place peak log on
load.

I.
·Load ftnlahed.

Figure 42: Standard Signals for Loading Logs

F;,ur.•1: Stmdard llaod Sipls

HIGH LEAD LOGGING WHISTLE SIGNALS

- Means longer spacing between signals.
I short
3 short-3 short
3 short
2 short
2 short-2 short
3 short- I short
3 short-I short-3 short
4 short or more
2 short-4 short
3 short- I short-4 short
3 short-2 short
I short- I short

Stop all lines.
Ahead slow on mainline.
Ahead on mainline.
Ahead on haulback.
Ahead slow on haulback.
Ahead on strawline.
Ahead slow on strawline.
Slack mainline.
Slack haulback.
Slack strawline.
Standing tight line.
Tight line while lines are
running, or break if running
tight.

3 short

When rigging is in: Strawline back on haulback.
3 short I 12lus "X" number of When rigging is in: Indishorts
cates number of sections of
strawline back on rigging.
3 short- I short-2 short
Strawline back on rigging.

Permanent
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SKIDDER WHISTLE SIGNALS

HIGH LEAD LOGGING WHISTLE SIGNALS

- Means longer spacing between signals.

- Means longer spacing between signals.

2 short-1 short I plus "X"
number of shorts
2 short-4 short

3 medium
3 medium-4 short
5long
4long
I long- I short
7 long-2 short
I long- I short repeated
Grabinski system
2 short- I short

Slack off slack puller.
Pick up slack puller when
slack.
When carriage is in: Num2 short-2 short I plus "X"
ber of chokers wanted
number of shorts
2 short-2 short-I long
Bull choker.
When carriage is in: Inspect
I short
butt rigging.
2 short-4 short/ I short
For each additional ten feet
of tong line.
I long I plus "X" number of Number of coils of strawljne
wanted.
shorts
5 medium
Tail or second rigger.
Tail or second rigger and
5 medium-4 short
that crew.
Skidder head rigger.
2 medium
3 medium-4 short
Hooker and that crew.
Ahead on transfer.
21ong
2 long-4 short
Slack transfer.
Ahead on carriage with
I short-3 short
slack puller line.
Ahead on strawline.
I long
I long-4 short
Slack strawline.
Ahead easy on strawline.
I long-3 short
Climber.
5 long
4long
Foreman.
Start or stop work.
I long- I short
7 long-2 short
Person injured. call transportation and stretcher
Fire.
I long- I short repeated
1 short-4 short
I short-2 short

When rigging is in: Chaser
inspect and repair rigging.
When rigging is in: No
chokers back.
Number of chokers back.
When rigging is in: Slack
haulback-hold all lines until
2 short blown.
Hooker.
Hooker and that crew.
Climber.
Foreman.
Start or stop work.
Person injured. call transportation and stretcher.
Fire.

Slack mainline and haulback together.
Take off or put on rider
block.

SKIDDER WHISTLE SIGNALS

- Means longer spacing between signals.

I short-2 short
2 short- I short
2 short-2 short
3 short

3 short-3 short
2 short-2 short-2 short
2 short-2 short-2 short-1
short
2 short-2 short-4 short
2 short-4 short
2 short-2 short-I short

WSR 99-17-117

Stops moving carriage-stops
or goes ahead on slack
puller. as case may be. if
carriage is stopped.
Go ahead on skidding line
holding carriage.
Pick up skidding line. easy.
Shake up carriage to dear
choker.
Ahead on receding line.
Ahead on carriage. holding
at present level. using interlock.
Ahead easy on skidding
line.
Slack skyline. cable down.
Pick up skyline. cable up.

SLACKLINE WHISTLE SIGNALS

- Means longer spacing between signals.
2 short-2 short-2 short- I
short
2 short-2 short-2 short
I short
I long
2 short
I long-2 short
3 short

Slack receding line.
Slack skidding line.
Tighten all lines.

3 short-3 short

[ 291]

First cable up when road has
been changed and tail hold
made fast.
Drop skyline.
Stop any moving line.
When logging. slack skyline.
Ahead on skyline.
Ahead easy on skyline.
Ahead on skidding line.
holding haulback.
Ahead easy on skidding line
with slack haulback.
Slack skidding line.
Pennanent

WSR 99-17-117
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RUNNING SKYLINE WWSTLE SIGNALS

SLACKLINE WHISTLE SIGNALS

- Means longer spacing between signals.

- Means longer spacing between signals.
Ahead easy on haulback
with slack skidding line.
Ahead on haulback.
Slack haulback.
Pick up skyline and skid.
Pick up skyline and skin.
When carriage is in: Strawline.back on haulback.
When carriage is in: Straw3 short- I short-2 short
line back on carriage.
When strawline is out:
3 short- I short
Ahead on strawline.
Tight line.
3 short-2 short
Slack strawline.
short
3 short- I short-4
Pull easy on strawline.
3 short- I short-3 short
Ahead on transfer.
·
2long
Slack transfer.
2 long-4 short
carriage is in: TransWhen
short
2 long-2 short-2
fer back on carriage.
I long I plus "X" number of When carriage is in: Number of coils.
shorts
2 short-2 short- I short /plus When carriage is in: Number of chokers.
"X" number
of shorts
When carriage is in: Inspect
I short
rigging. repair and send
back.
When carriage is in: Slack
2 short-2 short-4 short
haulback and hold.all lines
until 1 short is blown-then
send back.
When carriage is in: Send
3 short-3 short
back powder.
Tail rigger.
5 medium
Tail rigger and that crew.
5 medium-4 short
Head hooker.
3 medium
hooker and that
Second
3 medium-4 short
crew.
Climber.
5 long
Foreman.
4long
Start or stop work.
I long- I short
Person injured. call trans7 long-2 short
portation and stretcher.
Fire.
I long- I short repeated

I short
2 short
2 short- I short
2 short-2 short
2 short-3 short
I short-2 short
4 short
I short-4 short
I short- I short

2 short-2short12 short-2
short
2 short-2 short
2 short-2 short-4 short
2 short I 3 short
2 short I 2 short-2 short
3 short- I short

Permanent

3 short
3 short-3 short
3 short- I short
3 short- I short-4 short
3 short
3 short-X short
3 short- I short-2 short
2 short-X short

3 medium
3 medium-4 short
41ong
I long- I short
7 long-2 short
I long- I short (repeated)
3 short- I long

Stop all moving lines.
Skin carriage back.
Slack haulback.
Skin carriage easy.
Standing tight line.
Ahead on drop line.
Slack drop line.
Slack both mainlines.
Stop drop line going up and
move carriage forward.
Move carriage forward.
Move carriage forward easy.
When strawline is out:
Ahead on strawline.
Slack strawline.
When carriage is in: Strawline.
When carriage is in: Number sections
When carriage is in: Strawline back on carriage.
When carriage is in: Number of chokers.
When carriage is in: Inspect
rigging. repair and send
back.
When carriage is in: Hold
all lines until 2 shorts. then
send back.
Head hooker.
Hooker and that crew.
Foreman.
Start or stop work.
Person injured: call transportation and stretcher.
Fire.
Acknowledged by engineer
to signify hazardous turn.

TENSION SYSTEM SIGNALS

Release tension.
Stop carriage and start
unspooling tong line.
Stop tong line
Resume unspooling tong
line.
[ 292]
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TENSION SYSJEM SIGNALS

2 short-2 short
2 short-4 short
After turn is set 2 short
2 short-3 short
3 short
3 short-3 short
I short-2 short
short- I short

Will stop any moving line or
slack tong line when carriage is stopped.
Go into interlock and go
back.
Slack haulback and let carriage down.
Go ahead on tong line.
Go ahead easy on tong line.
Go into interlock and take
carriage to landing.
Ahead on carriage easy.
Increase tension on tong line
when carriage is going in.
Decrease tension on tong
line when carriage is going
in.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 72-14, filed 7/31n2, effective 9/ln2)
WAC 296-54-99003 Appendix ((I
procedure.

Fig11re

~

Nerth Bead yerdiag system)) k--Sample mjpjmum lockout/tagout

Tall-liold to Stump
Pass Block
Pass Une
Top Guys ·
l'l Tree Shoes
15) Tight Sky Une
(&) Carriage
(7) Head Tree HaulBack Block
181 High Lead Block
191 Safety Sir.Ip
(101 Bucl<le Guys
(111 Main Un•
112) Haul-Sack Une
113) Fall Block
1•1 Haul-Sack Tait Block
11
hokers
11 &) Ha
ack Comer Block
(T)
111
121
131

NORTH BENO YARDING SYSTEM

figttre 3.))
(Company Name) has established this lockout/tagout
program to provide protection for employees performing
maintenance or servicing of logging equipment.
Before any employee begins maintenance or servicing of
equipment where the unexpected energizing. start-up. or
release of stored energy could cause injury. the equipment
must be shut down. isolated from all potentially hazardous
energy and locked or tagged out.
[ 293]

Employees must not start. attempt to start. energize or
use equipment that has been locked or tagged out. Tags
and/or padlocks will be provided for tagging and/or locking
out logging machinery and will be durable enough to withstand the environment. Tags will contain a legend such as:
"Do Not Start" or "Do Not Operate." When tagout is used.
tags must be located in a position that will be obvious to anyone attempting to operate the machinery. In lockout. padPennanent
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locks are commonly used to prevent access to ignition/master
switches or batte[)' disconnects.
Employees performing maintenance or servicing must
determine which sources of hazardous energy must be disabled for a particular job. The following are examples of hazardous stored energy found on logging equipment:
•Equipment
• Hydraulic or pneumatic pressure
• Mechanical (rotating saws. springs. shafts. gears. etc.)
• Gravity (elevated blades. booms. grapples. saw heads.
etc.)
The following steps must be followed for lockout/tagout:
• Ensure that the brakes. swing locks. etc. are applied.
• Place the transmission in the manufacturer's specified
park position.

• Lower or secure each moving element such as. but not
limited to. blades. booms. grapples. buckets. saws. and shears
to prevent a release of stored energy.
• Shut down machinery. and ensure that a responsible
person removes and keeps the ignition/master key.
• Engage hydraulic safety locks when applicable.
• Before working on hydraulic or air systems. relieve
pressure by bleeding tanks or lines and operate controls to
dissipate residual stored energy (pressure).
• Place lockout and/or tagout device.
Before lockout or tagout devices are removed and
machine[)' is started. inspect the work area to ensure all tools
have been removed. guards are replaced. and employees are
in the clear.
We will provide training to ensure that the purpose and
function of the lockout/tagout program are understood by
employees performing maintenance or repair of equipment.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 72-14, filed 7/31172, effective 9/1172)
WAC 296-54-99004 Appendix ((I Figttre 4 Slaelt sltyliee yardieg system)) 3--Industry consensus standards.

((
(Tl Tail-Hold to Stump

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

SLACK SKYLINE YARDING SYSTEM

(17)

Pus Bloc:k
Pass Line
Top Guys
Tree Plates
Slac:k Sky Line
Carriage
Skidding Bloc:k
Head Tree HaulBac:k Bloc:k
Safety Straps
Buckle Guys
Main Une
Haul-Sac:k
Tree Jac:k
Haul-Sac:k Tall Bloc:k
Chokers
Haul-Sac:k Comer
lock
S
ne Block

)}
Pigt1Fe 4.))
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASME
345 East 47th Street
New York. NY 10017
(212) 591-7000

American National Standards Institute
11 West 42nd Street
New York. NY 10036
(212) 642-4900
Occupational Safety and Health Administration's Office

Society of Automotive Engineers. Incorporated
SAE
400 Commonwealth Drive
Warrendale. PA 15096-0001
(412) 776-4841
Permanent

Publications
OSHA
Room N 3101. 200 Constitution Avenue Northwest
Washington. DC 20210
(202) 219-4667
[ 294]
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-99013 Appendix 4-Various types of cable logging systems.

SHOVEL LOADER JAMMER

Figure 43: Shovel Load Jammer

MOBILE SHOVEL YARDER

MAINLINE

~-----

CORNER BLOCK & STRAP

Figure 44: Mobile Shovel Yarder
[ 295
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HIGH LEAD

Figure 45: Highlead

LIVE SKYLINE-shotgu n or flyer system

Figure 46: Live Skyline - Shotgun or Flyer System

Permanent
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SLACK LINE SYSTEM

/

MOBILE SPAR

/

/'

Figure 47: Slack Line System

SKIDDER SYSTEM

SLACK.PULLING
SKIDDER CARRIAGE

SHAY SWIVEL

WAISTLINE
SLACKPULLING LINE

..-roNGLINE

TIGHTENING THE SLACKPULLING LINE
RAISES & ROTATES THE TONGLINE SHEAVE,
MAKING CONTACT WITH THE IDLER SHEAVES,
RESULTING IN A VISE LIKE GRIP ON THE
TONGLINE. APPLYING A LOAD TO THE TONG
LINE RELEASES THE GRIP.

SKYLINE
TAIL HOLD

Figure 48: Skidder System
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HEAOSPAR ---..,..

..... /

/

NORTH BEND SYSTEM

TREES HOE

/

MAINLINE BLOCK
HAULSACK BLOCK

TAlLSPAR

~,~,_
SKYLINE
ANCHOR

SKYLINE
TAIL HOLD

Figure 49: North Bend System

SOUTH BEND SYSTEM

--··
'.-< ·-L 'Y~ERON

--

/

.::::'

~

"'

TRAILER MOUNT

SKYLINE ANCHOR

Figure 50: South Bend System
Permanent
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RADIO CONTROLLED
CARRIAGE\

I\

-::::i.

~

=-=::_

--....
.........'

~

'""'
Figure 5 l: Standing Skyline - Radio Controlled Carriage - Mobile Tower

SIDE MOUNT TOWER with mechanical slack pulling carriage

f

MECHANICAL SLACK
PULLING CARRIAGE

Figure 52: Side Mount Tower with Mechanical Slack Pulling Carriage
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LINE
PAR TIAL cum NG WITH RUNNING SKY
SL.ACKPULLING CARRIAGE

TAILBLOCK

Figure 53: Partial Cutting with Running Skyline

KI)
RUNNING SKYLINE with chok ers (GRABINS
CORNE R
BLOCK

inski)
Figure 54: Running Skyline with Chokers (Grab
Permanent
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RUNNING SKYLINE with mechanical grapple

MOBILE
TAlLSPAR

-

--- -;::-

~f-:::::,.._

-·-~~/

/MECHANICAL
GRAPPLE

Jf

DETAIL

Figure 55: Running Skyline with Mechanical Grapple

MULTISPAN SKYLINE

I

SUPPORT JACK
OR "J" BAR
(SEE DETAIL)

I

SQUIRREL CARRIAGE
SLACKPULLER
CUSED WITH CARRIAGES WITH

.---

·

OUT POWER OPERATED,,,/.,,._.,,,.,,,.,.,-

'""'

,

SLACKPU~SJ...,.,,,.

,,,_- ,r CARRIAGE

SKYLINE
TAIL HOLD

Figure 56: Multi-span Skyline
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BALLOON LOGGING - inverted skyline configuration

TIEDOWN LINE

/INVERT ED SKYLINE

Figure 57: Balloon Logging - Inverted Skyline Configuration

BALLOO N LOGGING - haulback configuration

HAULBACK

,.!"'/--

,JI

Figure 58: Balloon Logging - Haulback Configuration
Permanent
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NEW SECTION
WAC 296-54-99014 Appendix 5-Wooden tree yarding and loading systems.

HIGH LEAD YARDING SYSTEM

(1) Main Line
(2) Haul-Back Line
(3) TopGuys
(4) Buckle Guys
(5) PassUne
(6) Chokers
(7) Safety Strap
(8) High Lead Block
(9) Head Tree HauiBack Block
(10) Corner Block
(11) TailBlock
(12) Tree Plates

Figure 59: High Lead Yarding System

(T)
(11
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Tail-Hold to Stump
Pass Block
Pass Line
Top Guys
Tree Shoes
Tight Sky Line
Carriage
Head Tree HaulBack Block
High Lead Block
Safety Strap
Buckle Guys
Main Line
Haul-Back Line
Fall Block
Haul-Back Tail Block
Chokers
Haul-Back Comer Block

NORTH BEND YARDING SYSTEM

Figure 60: North Bend Yarding System
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(T) Tall-Hold to Stump

(1) Pass Block

(2) Pass Line
(3) Top Guys
(4) Tree Plates
(5) Slack Sky Line
(6t Carriage
(7) Skidding Block
(8) Head Tree HaulBack Block
(9) Safety Straps
(10) Buckle Guys
(11) Main Line
(12) Haul-Back
(13) Tree Jack
(14) Haul-Back Tall Block
(15) Chokers
(16) Haul-Back Comer
Block
(17) Skyline Block

SLACK SKYLINE YARDING SYSTEM

Figure 61: Slack Skyline Yarding System

Heel Boom Loading
(T)
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

NOTE:

AREA UNDER
SQUIRREL TO BE
FENCED.

Figure 62: Heel Boom Loading

Permanent
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Tall-Hold to Stump
Loading Boom
Tong Line Block
Heel Irons
Tongs
Boom Swing Une
Squirrel Line Swing Block
Boom Hold~p Straps
Haul-Back Lead Block
Haul-Back Line
Haul-Back Swing Block
Buckle Guys
Sail Guy
Loading Line
Tong Line
Tree Shoe
Squirrel Block
Squirrel or Counterweight
Sail Block
Load Line Lead Block
Loading or Fall Block

WSR 99-17-117
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GUY LINE LOADING

(T)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Tail-Hold to Stump
Tree Plates
Guy Lines
Loading Jack
Loading Jack Anchor Strap
High Lead Block
Fall Block
Loading Line
Main Line
Crotch Line
Loading Hook
Safety Strap

Figure 63: Guy Line Loading

HAYRACK BOOM LOADING
(T}
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

Tail-Hold to Stump
Loading Boom
Sail Guy
Loading Block
Sail Block
Load Line Lead Block
Squirrel Line Swing Block
Squirrel Suspension Block
Haul-Back Lead Block
Haul-Back Swing Block
Tree Shoe. or Jack
Tong Line Block
Loading Boom Safety Guy
Squirrel or Counterweight
Buckle Guys
Loading Line
Tong Lines
Boom Swing Line
Boom Haul-Back Line
Boom Hold-up Straps
Loading Tongs

Figure 64: Hayrack Boom Loading
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(T) Tail-Hold to Stump

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(S)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

SPREADER BAR LOADING

Figure 65: Spreader Bar Loading

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 296-54-525

Railroad construction and
maintenance.

WAC 296-54-599

Truck and equipment maintenance shops.

NEW SECTION
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code as amended, are recodified as follows:
Old WAC Number
296-54-531
296-54-521
296-54-529
296-54-527
296-54-533
296-54-535
296-54-523
296-54-559

Permanent

New WAC Number
296-54-521
296-54-523
296-54-527
296-54-529
296-54-531
296-54-533
296-54-535
296-54-54770
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Loading Una
Swing or Haul.Sack Une
Swing Une Lead Block
Load Line Purchase Block
Load Lin• Lead Block
Fall Block
Swing Line Block
Swing Une Tall Block
Swing Une Pur.chase Block
Spreader Bar Leads
Spreader Bar
Tongs
Tong Unes
Guy Unes

WSR 99-17-005

Washing ton State Register, Issue 99-17
WSR 99-17-004

EMERGEN CY RULES

DEPART MENT OF
FISH AND WILDLI FE

[Order 99-112-Fil ed August 4, 1999, 2:24 p.m., effective August 4, 1999,
3:00 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 4, 1999.
Purpose: Commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-88A -07000U ; and amending WAC
220-88A-070.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that state or federal law or federal rule or a federal deadline
for state receipt of federal funds requires immediate adoption
of a rule.
Reasons for this Finding: The state's share of spot
shrimp in Shrimp Managem ent Harvest Area 23B is projected to be taken by this date. These rules are necessary to
implement the 1999 Stateffrib al Puget Sound Shrimp Harvest Management Plan and meet all allocation requirements
under Subproceeding 89-3 in United States v. Washington.
These rules will allow for a sharing of catch between treaty
and nontreaty shrimp fishers. There is insufficient time to
promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
• Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amende d 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamli ne, or Reform Agency Procedu res: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0. Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: August 4, 1999, 3:00 p.m.
August 4, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

p
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(a) All waters of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and
Catch Reporting Areas 26B and 26C, and all waters of Crustacean Management Regions IB and 2 are closed to the harvest of spot shrimp.
(b) All waters of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and
Catch Reporting Area 23B are closed to the harvest of spot
shrimp.
(2) It is unlawful to set or pull shellfish pot gear from one
hour after official sunset until one hour before official sunrise.
(3) It is unlawful for the combined total harvest of spot
shrimp by a fisher and/or the fisher's alternate operator to
exceed 800 pounds per week or to exceed 300 pounds per
week from Crustacean Management Regions 4 or 6. The spot
shrimp trip limit accounting week is Monday through Sunday.
(4) It is unlawful to fish for shrimp for commercial purposes in Puget Sound using shellfish pot gear in more than
one Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Area per day.
(5) It is unlawful to set or pull shellfish pots in one
Marine Fish-Shellfish Catch Reporting Area while in possession of shrimp harvested from another Marine Fish-Shellfish
Catch Reporting Area.
(6) All shrimp taken under this section must be sold to
licensed Washington wholesale fish dealers. No fisher may
land shrimp without immediate delivery to a licensed wholesale dealer or, if transferre d at sea, without transfer to a
licensed wholesale dealer .
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 3:00 p.m. August 4, 1999:
WAC 220-88A-07000U

Emerging commercial fishery-Puget Sound shrimpWeekly trip limits and open
areas (99-97)

WSR 99-17-005
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DEPART MENT OF
FISH AND WILDLI FE

[Order 99-113-Fil ed August 5, 1999, 8:20 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 4, 1999.
Purpose: Commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-52-07100L; and amending WAC 22052-071.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-88A -07000V Puget Sound shrimp Weekly trip limits and open areas-C loses 23B to spot
shrimp Notwith standing the provisio ns of WAC
220-88A-070, effective 3:00 p.m. August 4, 1999 until further notice it is unlawful to fish for shrimp for commercial
purposes in Puget Sound using shellfish pot gear except as
provided for in this section:
(1) All waters of Crustacean Management Regions IB,
1C, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are open to harvest of all shrimp immediately until further notice, with the following exceptions:
[ 1J
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the Griffin Bay Special Management Area for a vessel on
August 9, 1999 is 1,000 pounds of sea cucumbers
(4) The following areas are closed to the harvest of sea
cucumbers at all times:
(a) Tatoosh Island - Those waters within one-quarter
mile of Tatoosh Island.
(b) Sund Rock Marine Preserve - Waters within 100
yards of the salmon net pens near Sund Rock in Hood Canal.
(c) Octopus Hole Conservation Area - Those waters and
bedlands of Hood Canal within a line projected due east from
the western shore of Hood Canal on latitude 47°27'01 "N for
200 yards, thence southerly 628 yards parallel to the high
water mark to latitude 46°26'66", thence due west to shore,
but excluding those tidelands, bedlands and waters within
·
I 00 feet of the high water mark.
(5) It is unlawful to dive for any purpose from a commercially-licensed fishing vessel, except vessels actively fishing
geoducks under contract with the Washington Department of
Natural Resources, on August 7, 8, 14, 15, 21, 22, 28 and 29,
1999.
(6) Only one diver from each harvesting vessel is
allowed in the water at any one time during the sea cucumber
harvest operation or when commercial quantities of sea
cucumbers are aboard, except that two divers may be in the
water if the vessel has been designated on two sea cucumber
dive fishery licenses.
(7) All shellfish diver gear rules in WAC. 220~52-07 I
remain in effect.
-·

Reasons for this Finding: Harvestable amounts of sea
cucumbers are available in areas listed. Octopus Hole Conservation Area and Sund Rock Marine Preserve are closed to
preserve the character of the Marine Preserves. Tatoosh
Island closure is consistent with tribal agreements. Two
divers are allowed when a vessel is designated on two
licenses, consistent with SB 5658 passed by the 1999 legislature. Prohibition of all diving within two days of the scheduled sea cucumber opening discourages the practice of fishing on closed days and hiding the unlawful catch underwater
until the legal opening. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New I, Amended 0, Repealed I.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Pr.ocedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 4, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred ~
in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the ,.
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-52-07IOOL

WAC 220-52-07100M Sea cucumbers Notwithstandi.ng the provisions of WAC 220-52-071, effective immediately until further notice, it is unlawful to take or possess sea
cucumbers taken for commercial purposes except as provided
for in this section:
(1) Sea cucumber harvest using shellfish diver gear is
allowed in Sea Cucumber District 2 (Marine Fish-Shellfish
Management and Catch Reporting Areas 23A, 23C, 23D,
25A, 25B, 25C, 25D, 25E, and 29), and Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas 27A, 27B, and
27C, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of each week from
6:00 a.m. to one-half hour before official sunset of each day,
except for closures as provided for in this section.
(2). Griffin Bay Special Management Area is defined as
those waters of San Juan Channel and Upright Channel
within the following lines: north of a line from Cattle Point
on San Juan Island to Davis Point on Lopez Island, south of a
line projected from Flat Point on Lopez Island to the northernmost point of Turn Island and thence projected true west
to San Juan Island.
(3) The Griffin Bay Special Management Area is only
open on August 9, 1999. The maximum daily landing from
Emergency
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Sea cucumbers. (99-98)
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DEPARTMENT OF .
. FISH AND WILDLIFE
[Order 99-114-Filed August 5, 1999, 8:23 a.m.; effective August 7, 1999,
8:00a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 4, 1999.
Purpose: Personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-33000U.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon "Moption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
[ 2]
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Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended I,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 5, 1999
Donald F. Whiting
Assistant Secretary of State

Reasons for this Finding: Crab testfishing results indicate there is a harvestable surplus of hard shell crab in Catch
Record Card Area 7 to be open for crab pot fishing.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: August 7, 1999, 8:00 a.m.
August 4, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 97-21-045,
filed 10/13/97)
WAC 434-324-010 Contents and format of computer
file of registered voters. ill Records containing the following information shall be maintained on each registered voter
in the computer file: County code. name, address, registration number, sex, date of birth, date of registration, applicable
district and precinct codes, ((aHtl l:lfl te five)) at least one date5
upon which the individual has voted since establishing that
registration record. and digitized signature. The county may
assign numeric or alphabetic codes for city names in order to
facilitate economical storage of the voter's address.
(2) Pursuant to RCW 29.10 a standard electronic file format (state transfer format) to be used for the electronic transfer of voter registration information between county auditors
and the office of the secretary of state is created. Each county
shall program its voter registration system to convert the
voter registration data as prescribed by WAC 434-324-010
(1) from the county's storage format into the state transfer format. which shall be available on commonly accepted portable
storage media. The specific format is detailed in WAC 434324-010 (3).
(3) Record format for transferring voter data between
county auditors and secretary of state shall be as follows:

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 8:00 a.m. August 7, 1999:
WAC 220-56-33000U

Personal use crab pot fishery-Exceptions to permanent rules delayed opening
for Whatcom County outside
Bellingham Bay. (99-100)

WSR 99-17-008

EMERGENCY RULES

SECRETARY OF STATE
[Filed August 5, 1999, 11:42 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 5, 1999.
Purpose: To amend existing rule, due to new legislation.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 434-324-010.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 29.04.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The immediate amendment of
WAC 434-324-010 is necessary to allow thirty-nine counties
sufficient time to.make program changes, in order to become
Y2K compliant. ,
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
[ 31

County Code

2 Alpha

Year Registration
Registration ID
Last Name
First Name
Middle Name
Sex
Date of Birth
Date of Registration
Residence Address
Residen~~ City

4 AI12ha
10 AI12ha
3Q AI12ha
15 Al12ha
15 AI12ha
1 Alpha
8 Numeric
8 Numeric
32 AI12ha
I~ AI12ha

County numeric
code

MDDYYYY
MMDDYYYY
includes apt.

Emergency
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Residence Zig Code
Mailing Address
Mailing City
Mailing State
Mailing Zi[! Code
Precinct Code
Levy Code
Congressional District
Legislative District
Date Last Voted

9 Algha
32 Algha
15 Algha
2 Aluha
2 Al[!ha
6 Aluha
6 Aluha
2 Aluha
2 Al[!ha
8 Aluha

Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 6, 1999
Marie Myerchin-Redifer, Manager
Rules and Policies Assistance Unit

includes aut.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 97-13-092,
filed 6/18/97, effective 7/19/97)

MMDDYYYY

WAC 388-14-420 Terminati on of support enforcement services. (1) After the ((IV D ageRey)) division of
child suuport <DCS) begins providing services under chapter
74.20 RCW and RCW 26.23.045 (l)(((a), (e), (e), (e), er (f),
the IV D ageRey)) . DCS may terminate services when:
(a) There is no current support order and the support debt
is less than five hundred dollars or cannot be enforced under
the laws of the state of Washington;
(b) ((The IV D ageRey)) DCS determines that the
((resfJeflsil:lle)) noncustodial parent or putative father is dead
and has no available assets, income, or estate subject to collection action;
(c) ((Tke IV D ageRey)) DCS determines that the
((resfJeflsiele)) noncustodial parent does not have any available assets, income, or estate subject to collection action, and
is and will be unable to pay support because the parent is:
(i) Institutionalized in a psychiatric facility;
(ii) Incarcerated without possibility of parole; or
(iii) Medically verified as totally and permanently disabled with no evidence of support potential.
(d) The applicant, agency, or person receiving nonassistance services submits a written request to terminate services,
and no current assignment to the state of medical support
rights exists. If there is accrued debt under a support order
that is assigned to the state:
(i) That portion of the case shall remain open; and
(ii) ((The IV D ageRey)) DCS may close the nonassistance portion of the case.
(e) ((The IV D ageRey)) DCS has enough information to
use an automated locate system. makes ((reaseRaele)) diligent efforts to identify or locate the ((respeftsible)) noncustodial parent, using local, state, and federal locate sources
over a three-year period and does not find new locate information;
(f) ((The IV D ageHey)) DCS does not have enough
information to use an automated locate system. makes diligent efforts to locate the noncustodial uarent over a one-year
period and does not find any new locate information:
(g) DCS is unable to contact ((a)) an apglicant. agency.
or person receiving nonassistance ((physieal ettsteEliBft)) fil<r::
vices within a ((fftiffy-)) sixty-day period ((ttsiftg beth a tele
phefte eall BHEI efle er mere registeretl letters));
(((g) The IV D agefley))
Ch) DCS documents:
(i) Instances of the physical custodian's or the initiating
state's failure or refusal to cooperate with ((the IV D
ageooy)) DCS; and

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
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EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTM ENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICE S
(Economic Services Administration)
(Division of Child Support)
[Filed August 6, 1999, 10:45 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 6, 1999.
Purpose: Amending WAC 388-14-420 to bring it into
accord with changes to 45 C.F.R. 303.11, dealing with closure of child support enforcement cases. This is the second
emergency filing with the same text; Division of Child Support (DCS) is also pursuing the regular rule-making process
and has filed the notice of proposed rule making.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-14-420.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.20A.310,
34.05.220, 45 C.F.R. 303.11.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that state or federal law or federal rule or a federal deadline
for state receipt of federal funds requires immediate adoption
of a rule.
Reasons for this Finding: The federal rules regarding
case closure were amended effective April 9, 1999; the Division of Child Support is required to have rules in accordance
with federal rules or else risk putting the state out of compliance with the requirements of Title IV-D of the Social Security Act, which could jeopardize federal funding.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended I, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamlin e, or Reform Agency Procedure s: New 0,
Amended 1, Repealed 0.
Emergency
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(b) Terminate services, except records maintenance and
payment processing:
(i) For the reasons stated under subsections (l)(c), (d),
(e), (f), (g), U), (k), (I), ((ef)) (m).....QL.(n) of this section; or
(ii) If the payee under the order fails to submit an application for support enforcement services.
(3) Sixty days before terminating services, ((the IV D
agettey)) DCS shall mail a notice to the physical custodian
and the noncustodial parent. ((The N D ageRey)) DCS shall:
(a) Send the notice by regular mail to the last known
address of the physical custodian and the noncustodial parent.
In an interstate case. DCS shall send the notice to the physical
custodian by regular mail in care of the other state's child
support agency;
(b) Include in the notice the reasons for terminating services; and
(c) State in the notice that the physical custodian or the
noncustodial parent may ask for a hearing to contest the decision terminating services and may participate in any hearing
reguested by this other party.
(4) After terminating support enforcement services, ((the
IV D ageRey)) DCS shall return support money ((the IV D
agettey)) DCS receives to the payor except as provided under
subsection (2)(b) of this section.

(ii) That the physical custodian's cooperation is essential
~ for the next step in providing support enforcement services;
(((h) The IV D ageRey))
,
Ci) DCS cannot obtain a paternity order because:
(i) The putative father is dead;
(ii) A genetic test has excluded all known putative
fathers and no other putative father can be identified after diligent efforts. including at least one interview by DCS with
the recipient of support enforcement services;
(iii) The child is eighteen years of age or older; ((ef))
(iv) The department, a court of competent jurisdiction, or
an adjudicative proceeding determines that paternity establishment would not be in the best interest of the child in a case
involving:
(A) Incest;
(B) Rape; or
(C) Pending adoption((7
ftj)).;..Q[
(v) The identity of the biological father is unknown and
cannot be identified after diligent efforts. including at least
one interview by DCS with the recipient of support enforcement ·services.
ill The department or a court of competent jurisdiction
finds the person receiving services has wrongfully deprived
the ((res130Rsiele)) noncustodial parent of physical custody of
a dependent child under WAC 388-11-065(3);
((ffi)) ill The department or a court of competent jurisdiction finds that action establishing or enforcing a support
obligation cannot proceed without risk of harm to the child or
the child's custodian;
(( (k) The IV D ageRe)'))
(I) DCS has provided locate-only services in response to
a request for state parent locator services;
((fl1)) illll The ((res130Rsiele)) noncustodial parent is a
citizen of, and lives in, a foreign country and:
(i) Does not have any assets which can be reached by
((the IV D ageRey)) DCS; and
(ii) Washington state has been unable to establish reciprocity in child support matters with that country; or
((fffi-1)) illl The dependent child is confined to a juvenile
rehabilitation facility for a period of ninety day~ or more; or
((W)) .(Q} Any other circumstances exist which would
allow closure under 45 CFR 303.11 or any other federal statute or regulation.
(2) After ((the IV D ageRey)) DCS provides services
under RCW 26.23.045 (l)(((d), the IV D ageRey)) . DCS
shall:
(a) Terminate support enforcement services;
(i) If a court of competent jurisdiction orders ((the IV D
ttgettey)) DCS to terminate services based on:
(A) An approved alternate payment plan under RCW
26.23.050; or
(B) A finding that it is not in the child's best interest for
((the IV D ageRey)) DCS to continue providing services.
(ii) After filing a satisfaction of judgment with the court
as provided under WAC 388-14-205; or
(iii) If the ((res130Rsiele)) noncustodial parent is dead and
~
((the IV D ageRey reeeives 13roof)) DCS determines there is
,
no available estate.
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DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 99-115-Filed August 6, 1999, 2:59 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 6, 1999.
Purpose: Commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-24-020001.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This rule is necessary to allow
chinook salmon to leave the area so that the coho to chinook
ratio will improve.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
··
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
[5]
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Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 6, 1999
Evan Jacoby
for Jeff P. Koenings
Director

Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: August 9, 1999, 12:00 noon.
August 6, 1999
Evan Jacoby
for Jeff P. Koenings
Director

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 220-24-020001

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-88A-07000W Puget Sound shrimpW eekly trip limits and open areas-Closes 23A east to
spot shrimp Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC
220-88A-070, effective 12:00 noon August 9, 1999 until further notice it is unlawful to fish for shrimp for commercial
purposes in Puget Sound using shellfish pot gear except as
provided for in this section:
(I) All waters of Crustacean Management Regions I B,
IC, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are open to harvest of all shrimp immediately until further notice, with the following exceptions:
(a) Waters of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and
Catch Reporting Area 23A east of a line projected 335
degrees true from the Dungeness lighthouse, all waters of
Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Areas 23B, 26B and 26C, and all waters of Crustacean Management Regions lB and 2 are closed to the harvest of spot
shrimp.
(2) It is unlawful to set or pull shellfish pot gear from one
hour after official sunset until one hour before official sunrise.
(3) It is unlawful for the combined total harvest of spot
shrimp by a fisher and/or the fisher's alternate operator to
exceed 800 pounds per week or to exceed 300 pounds per
week from Crustacean Management Regions 4 or 6. The spot
shrimp trip limit accounting week is Monday through Sunday.
(4) It is unlawful to fish for shrimp for commercial purposes in Puget Sound using shellfish pot gear in more than
one Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Area per day.
(5) It is unlawful to set or pull shellfish pots in one
Marine Fish-Shellfish Catch Reporting Area while in possession of shrimp harvested from another Marine Fish-Shellfish
Catch Reporting Area.
(6) All shrimp taken under this section must be sold to
licensed Washington wholesale fish dealers. No fisher may
land shrimp without immediate delivery to a.licensed wholesale dealer or, if transferred at sea, without transfer to a
licensed wholesale dealer.

Commercial salmon troll.
(99-109)
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DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 99-116-Filed August 6, 1999, 3:01 p.m., effective August 9, 1999,
12:00 noon.]

Date of Adoption: August 6, 1999.
Purpose: Commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-88A-07000V; and amending WAC
220-88A-070.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The state's share of spot
shrimp in Shrimp Management Harvest Area 23A east is projected to be taken by this date. These rules are necessary to
implement the 1999 State/Tribal Puget Sound Shrimp Harvest Management Plan and meet all allocation requirements
under Subproceeding 89-3 in United State v. Washington.
These rules will allow for a sharing of catch between treaty
and nontreaty shrimp fishers. There is insufficient time to
promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Emergency
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Marine Preserve Area shall include all waters, tidelands and
bedlands on the west shore of Hood Canal bounded by a line
originating at the mouth of Sund Creek (46°26'45"N,
l 23°07'30"W), due east 350 feet, then due south 2,200 feet,
then due west to shore and following the meander line to the
point of origin, including all of the underwater feature known
as Sund Rock.

REPEALER

~

,

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:00 noon August 9, 1999:
WAC 220-88A-07000V

Emerging commercial fishery-Puget Sound shrimp pot
(99-112)

WSR 99-17-045

WSR 99-17-040

EMERGENCY RULES

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIF~

[Order 99-119-Filed August 13, 1999. 9:32 a.m.]

[Order 99-117-Filed August 12. 1999, 2:09 p.m.]

~

,

Date of Adoption: August 12, 1999.
Purpose: Commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-24-02000K; and amending WAC 22024-020.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: A harvestable quota of chinook and coho salmon are available for commercial troll fishermen. This regulation is adopted at the recommendation of
the Pacific Fisheries Management Council and is consistent
with federal law. There is insufficient time to promulgate
permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New l, Amended 0, Repealed l.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 12, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

D~te of Adoption: August 9, 1999.
Purpose: Fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-16-480.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment; or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The current description of
Sund Rock relies upon a net pen, which has been removed.
This description relies upon readily identifiable geographic
features. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent
rules.
. Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New i, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted ·in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 9, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-f6-48000A Sund Rock Marine Preserve
Area. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-16-480,
effective immediately until further notice the Sund Rock

WAC 220-24-02000K Commercial salmon troll. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-24-010, 220-24[7]

Emergency

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17

WSR 99-17-046

020 and WAC 220-24-030, effective immediately until further notice it is unlawful to fish for or possess salmon taken
for commercial purposes with troll gear from those waters
west of the Bonilla-Tatoosh line, the Pacific Ocean and
waters west of the Buoy 10 Line at the mouth of the Columbia River from the U.S. - Canada border to Cape Falcon, Oregon except as provided for in this section:
(I) Effective immediately through 11 :59 p.m. September
30, 1999, it is lawful to fish for and possess salmon in those
waters of Washington Catch Reporting Areas 2 and 3.
(2) Open Saturdays through Tuesdays and closed
Wednesdays through Fridays.
(3) Gear is restricted to all legal troll gear with single
point, single shank barbless hooks only. For purposes of this
section, "legal troll gear" has the same meaning as "troll fishing gear" in the Federal Register [64 FR 24078, May 5, 1999)
(4) Each participating vessel must land and deliver to a
port within the area or an adjacent closed area within 24
hours of any closure.
(5) No chinook salmon smaller than 28 inches in total
length or coho salmon smaller than 16 inches in length may
be taken or retained in the fishery provided for herein, except
that frozen salmon taken in this fishery may be landed pursuant to WAC 220-20-015.
(6) It is unlawful to fish for or possess salmon taken for
commercial purposes with gear other than troll gear.

Reasons for this Finding: This regulation is necessary to
ensure conservation and/or court ordered sharing of the
allowable harvest. There is insufficient time to promulgate
permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 2, Amended 0, Repealed 2.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 12, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred
in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to the
requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

by Larry Peck

Reviser's note: The brackets and enclosed material in the text of the
above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appear in the Register pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-35000C Clams other than razor
clams-Areas and seasons. Notwithstanding the provisions
of WAC 220-56-350, effective immediately until further
notice, it is unlawful to harvest or possess clams, cockles, or
mussels taken for personal use from the following public
tidelands during the closed periods herein, and lawful to harvest only during the open periods specified herein:
(I) Dosewallips State Park - Open August 16 through
September 15.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 11 :59 p.m. September 30, 1999:
WAC 220-24-02000K

Commercial salmon troll.

WSR 99-17-046

(2) South Indian Island County Park - Closed until further notice.

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

NEW SECTION

[Order 99-121-Filed August 13, 1999, 9:36 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 12, 1999.
Purpose: Personal use rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-35000B and 220-56-38000U; and
amending WAC 220-56-350 and 220-56-380.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Emergency

WAC 220-56-38000V Oysters-Areas and seasons.
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-56-380, effective immediately until further notice, it is unlawful to harvest
or possess oysters taken for personal use from the following
public tidelands except as provided below:
(1) Dosewallips State Park - Open August 16 through
September 15.
(2) DNR 46 (east side of Hood Canal) - Closed until further notice.
(3) Kitsap Memorial State Park - Closed effective 11 :59
p.m. August 15 until further notice.
[ 8]
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REPEALER

The following sections of the Washington Administra•
,tive Code are repealed:
WAC 220-56-35000B

Clams other than razor
clams-A reas and seasons.
(99-99)

WAC 220-56-38000U

Oysters (99-99)

ately until further notice it is unlawful to take or possess sea
cucumbers taken for commercial purposes.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed:
WAC 220-52-0?IOON

WSR 99-17-064

WSR 99-17-047

EMERGENCY RULES

EMERGENCY RULES

STATE TOXICO LOGIST

DEPART MENT OF
FISH AND WILDLI FE

[Order 99-122-Fil ed August 13, 1999, 9:38 a.m.]

~
~

t

Date of Adoption: August 12, 1999.
Purpose: Commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-52-07 IOOM; and amending WAC 22052-071.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Harvestable amounts of sea
cucumbers have been taken in all marine fish-shellfish management and catch reporting areas. There is insufficient time
to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standard s: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamli ne, or Reform Agency Procedu res: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 12, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck
NEW SECTION

WAC 220-52-07100N Sea cucumbe rs. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-52-071, effective immedi-

Sea cucumbers. (99-13)

[Filed August 13, 1999. 1:23 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 12, 1999.
Purpose: To extend a previous emergency provision
(WSR 99-10-018) that was put in place to assist with the
interpretation of breath alcohol test results. This provision
would otherwise have expired Augu'st 24, 1999. The change
makes clear that in order for tests conducted on or after April
1, 1999, to be admissible on or after April 27, 1999, the external standard test results must be between 0.072 and 0.088.
For tests conducted prior to April 1, 1999, the rules in effect
at that time would apply.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 448-13-060.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.61.506.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This measure is necessary to
ensure that breath alcohol tests should be admissible if the
appropriate scientific criteria are applied. A drafting error in
the original adoption (WSR 99-06-048) caused confusion
about the appropriate criteria for an acceptable test. Preventing a trier of fact from considering this evidence could lead to
wrongful disposition of a criminal case, which would be contrary to the public interest. An objection to expedited adoption of the permanent rule (WSR 99-10-019) has delayed its
permanent adoption and necessitated this extension.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standard s: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 0, Amended I, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamli ne, or Reform Agency Procedu res: New 0,
Amended I , Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Mak[ 9]

Emergency

WSR 99-17-069

Washington State Register, Issue 99-17

ing: New 0, Amended 1, Repealed O; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August 11, 1999
Barry K. Logan Ph.D.
State Toxicologist
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending WSR 95-20-025,
filed 9127/95, effective 10/28/95)
WAC 448-13-060 Validity and certification of test
results. A test shall be a valid test and so certified, if the
requirements of WAC 448-13-040, 448-13-050 and 448-13055 are· met, and in addition the following criteria for preci~
sion and accuracy, as determined solely from the breath test
document, are met:
(I) The internal standard test results in the message "verified."
(2) In order to be valid, the two breath samples must
agree to within plus or minus ten percent of their mean. This
shall be determined as follows:
(a) The breath test results shall be reported, truncated to
three decimal places.
(b) The mean of the two breath test results shall be calculated and rounded to four decimal places.
(c) The lower acceptable limit shall be determined by
multiplying the above mean by 0.9, and truncating to three
decimal places.
(d) The upper acceptable limit shall be determined by
multiplying the mean by 1.1 and truncating to three decimal
places.
(e) If the results fall within and inclusive of the upper and
lower acceptable limits, the two breath samples are valid.
(3) The simulator external standard result must lie
between .090 to .110 inclusive for tests conducted prior to
April I. 1999. and .072 to .088 inclusive for tests. conducted
on or after April 1. 1999. This provision is remedial in nature
and applies to any judicial proceeding conducted after April
27. 1999.
(4) All four blank tests must give results of .000.
If these criteria are met, then these and no other factors
are necessary to indicate the proper working order of the
instrument, and so certify it, at the time of the breath test.

WSR 99-17-069

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF
FISH AND WILDLIFE

[Order 99-124---Filed August 13, 1999, 2:38 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 13, 1999.
Purpose: Personal use rules.
,
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-56-199; and amending WAC 220-56190.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good.cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
Emergency

necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a per- ~
manent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
~
Reasons for this Finding: The department has reached
agreement with the Quinault Tribe to allow a fishery directed
at returning net pen coho. WAC 220-56-199 was adopted in
1998 to effect management plans needed to meet conservation needs of salmon stocks in Area 7 for that year. A different combination of stock coricerns exists this year, and the
appropriate Area 7 closure zone, agreed to during the 1999
North of Falcon process, has already been enacted by adoption of WAC 220-56- J9500E. There is insufficient time to
promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures:. New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
. .· : . '
Number of Sections Adopted .U:sing Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot. Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or Other Alternative ~
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
~
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
August· 13, 1999
Evan Jacoby
for .Jeff P. Koenings
.•

.

Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-56-19000Z Coastal salmon-Saltw ater
seasons and daily limits. Notwithstanding the provisions of
WAC 220-56-116, WAC 220-56-126, and WAC 220-56190, in those waters of Catch Record Card Area 2-2 inside the
Ocean Shores Boat Basin: Special daily limit of 6 salmon,
not more than four of which may be adult salmon - August 16
until further notice. Chinook and coho salmon 12-inch minimum size but there is no minimum size .for other salmon.
Nonbuoyant lure and night closure restriction in effect during
this fishery. Barbed hooks may be used in this fishery.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 11 :59 p.m. August 15, 1999:
WAC 220-56-199

[IO]

Closed areas-Chinook
salmon angling.

~

,

~

,
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WSR 99-17-099

WSR 99-17-082
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[Order 99-120-Filed August 17, 1999, 1:22 p.m., effective August 17,
1999, 2:00 p.m.]

[Order 99-130-Filed August 16, 1999, 4:56 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: August 16, 1999.
Purpose: To adopt WAC 232-28-28IOOA 1999-2000
Elk special season.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing [WAC 232-28-28IOOA].
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.040.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This rule is needed to reduce
hunter confusion regarding lawful tag requirements. There is
insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New 0, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New l, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended O. Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.

WAC 232-28-28100A 1999-2000 Elk special season
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 232-28-281, effective immediately through September 12, 1999 it is lawful to
hunt in the early muzzleloader elk season in muzzleloader
area 911 using a valid Yakima muzzleloader elk tag.

Date of Adoption: August 17, 1999.
Purpose: Commercial fishing rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-88A-07000W; and amending WAC
220-88A-070.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Under RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good cause finds
that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is
necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, or
general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of
notice and opportunity to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The state's share of spot
shrimp in Shrimp Management Harvest Area 25A is projected to be taken by this date. There is a harvestable surplus
of spot shrimp remaining in Crustacean Management Region
lB. A weekly trip limit for the Strait of Juan de Fuca is no
longer necessary to reduce overharvest risk. These rules are
necessary to implement the 1999 Stateffribal Puget Sound
Shrimp Harvest Management Plan and meet all allocation
requirements under Subproceeding 89-3 in United States v.
Washington. These rules will allow for a sharing of catch
between treaty and nontreaty shrimp fishers. There is insufficient time to promulgate permanent rules.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Comply with
Federal Statute: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Federal
Rules or Standards: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or
Recently Enacted State Statutes: New·O, Amended 0,
Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted at Request of a Nongovernmental Entity: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted on the Agency's Own Initiative: New 1, Amended 0, Repealed 1.
Number of Sections Adopted in Order to Clarify,
Streamline, or Reform Agency Procedures: New 0,
Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Number of Sections Adopted Using Negotiated Rule
Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed O; Pilot Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0; or Other Alternative
Rule Making: New 0, Amended 0, Repealed 0.
Effective Date of Rule: August 17, 1999, 2:00 p.m.
August 17, 1999
Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry Peck

REPEALER

NEW SECTION

Jeff P. Koenings
Director
by Larry W. Peck
NEW SECTION

WAC 220-88A-07000X Puget Sound shrimp pot fishery-Closes 2SA and opens lB for spot shrimp, removes
trip limit for Region 3 Notwithstanding the provisions of
WAC 220-88A-070, effective 2:00 p.m. August 17, 1999
until further notice it is unlawful to fish for shrimp for com-

The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 12:01 a.m. September 13, 1999:
WAC 232-28-28100A

1999-2000 Elk special season
[ 11 J
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mercial purposes in Puget Sound using shellfish pot gear
except as provided for in this section:
(1) All waters of Crustacean Management Regions IB,
IC, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are open to harvest of all shrimp immediately until further notice, with the following exceptions:
(a) All waters of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and
Catch Reporting Areas 23B, 25A, 26B and 26C, and all
waters of Crustacean Management Region 2 are closed to the
harvest of spot shrimp.
(b) All waters of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and
Catch Reporting Area 23A east of a line projected 335
degrees true from the Dungeness lighthouse are closed to the
harvest of spot shrimp.
(c) All waters of Crustacean Management Region lB are
only open to the harvest of spot shrimp from 8:00 a.m.
August 20 until 5:00 p.m. on August 22.
(2) It is unlawful to set or pull shellfish pot gear from one
hour after official sunset until one hour before official sunrise.
(3) It is unlawful for the combined total harvest of spot
shrimp by a fisher and/or the fisher's alternate operator to
exceed 300 pounds per week from Crustacean Management
Regions 4, 6, or 1C, or to exceed 150 pounds per week in
Crustacean Management Region IB. The spot shrimp trip
limit accounting week is Monday through Sunday.
(4) It is unlawful to fish for shrimp for commercial purposes in Puget Sound using shellfish pot gear in more than
one Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting
Area per day.
(5) It is unlawful to set or pull shellfish pots in one
Marine Fish-Shellfish Catch Reporting Area while in possession of shrimp harvested from another Marine Fish-Shellfish
Catch Reporting Area.
(6) All shrimp taken under this section must be sold to
licensed Washington wholesale fish dealers. No fisher may
land shrimp without immediate delivery to a licensed wholesale dealer or, if transferred at sea, without transfer to a
licensed wholesale dealer.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative
Code is repealed effective 2:00 p.m. August 17, 1999.
WAC 220-88A-07000W

Emergency

Emerging commercial fishery-Puget Sound shrimp
pot (99-116)

[ 12 ]

WSR 99-17-007
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I.

OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
[Memorandum-July 30, 1999]

2.

This memo is to notify you that the August 20, 1999,
meeting of the University of Washington board ofregents has
been canceled.
At the direction of Cindy Zehnder, president of the board
of regents, at the meeting of the board on July 16, 1999, and
with the concurrence of the members of the board and of Dr.
Richard L. McCormick, president of the university, the meeting of the board of regents scheduled for August 20, 1999, is
canceled.
The next regular meeting of the board will be held as
scheduled on September 17, 1999.

3.

If a candidate for partisan office dies prior to either the
primary or general election, and the candidate's party
does not substitute another candidate, the deceased
candidate's name should remain on the election ballot.
If a candidate for judicial or other nonpartisan office
dies before the primary or general election, the candidate's name should remain on the ballot; if the deceased
candidate gains the most votes, the result is a vacancy
in the office, to be filled as provided by law for the
office in question.
If the name of a deceased candidate appears on the ballot, votes cast for the deceased candidate should be
counted; if the deceased candidate gains the most votes,
the result is a vacancy in the office; the person with the
second highest vote total is not entitled to a certificate
of election.

The Honorable Ralph Munro
Secretary of State
P.O. Box 40220
Olympia, WA 98504-0220

WSR 99-17-011

INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed August 6, 1999, 10:42 a.m.]

WSR 99-17-018

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OF POLICY STATEMENT

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION

Document Title: Billing Instructions.
Subject: Home health services.
Effective Date: September 1999.
Document Description: This manual covers general
~
, information and policy regarding home health services, covered and noncovered services, skilled nursing for obstetrical
clients, revenue codes and rates, instructions for completing
the UB-92 claim form, sample UB-92 claim form, Medicare/Medicaid Benefits Coordination, instructions for completing the UB-92 claim form for crossover claims, sample
claim UB-92 claim form.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Ann Myers, Regulatory Improvement Coordinator,
Department of Social and Health Services, Medical Assistance Administration, Division of Program Support, P.O.
Box 45530, Olympia, WA 98504, phone (360) 664-2314,
TDD 1-800-848-5429, fax (360) 753-7315, e-mail
MYERSEA@dshs.wa.gov.
August 4, 1999
Leslie Saeger
Regulatory Improvement
Project Manager

•
,
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Cite as: AGO 1999 No. 6
[July 7, 1999]

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS • FIREFIGHTERS - PRISONS EMERGENCY MEDICAL PERSONNEL - MINORS - FIREARMS -

Eligibility of persons between the ages of 18 and 21 to serve
in various positions.

There is no statute barring a person over 18 years of age but
less that 21 years of age from serving as a law enforcement
officer, a prison guard, a firefighter, or a paramedic, provided
that the person otherwise meets all qualifications for the job
in question.
The Honorable Margarita Prentice
State Senator, 11th District
PO Box 40600
Olympia, WA 98504-0600

WSR 99-17-019

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION

Cite as: AGO 1999 No. 7
[July 21, 1999]

GAMBLING - GAMBLING COMMISSION - Authority of gam-

WSR 99-17-017

bling commission to define pull-tabs to include video pulltabs.

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION

Cite as: AGO 1999 No. 5
[June 21, 1999]

The state gambling commission has delegated authority to
define what is including in the term "pull-tabs," but this
authority does not extend to define "video pull-tabs" as "pulltabs", because a paper ticket or folder is a fundamental element of a pull tab.

ELECTIONS - CANDIDA TES - VACAN CY - OFFICES AND OFFJCERS - Authority of election officials to count votes cast for

candidates who were qualified for office at time of filing but
subsequently died or became disqualified.
[ 1]
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The Honorable Elizabeth McLaughlin, Chair
Washington State Gambling Commission.
PO Box 42400
Olympia, Washington 98504-2400

Page Two
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing will be held com- ~
mencing Thursday, September 16, 1999, at 10:00 a.m. in the ~
2nd Floor Conference Room at 420 Golf Club Road, Lacey,
Washington 98503, to consider all appropriate action concerning the proposed acquisition of SAFECO Corporation as
described in the Disclaimer of Control attached to this notice
as Exhibit A.

WSR 99-17-020
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE

The hearing will be held under the authority granted the
Commissioner by RCW 48.02.060(3) and RCW 48.31B.025(1 l).

[Filed August 9, 1999, 3:27 p.m.]

OFFICE OF

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

The basic facts relied upon are those set forth in the Disclaimer of Control filed with the Commissioner. The complete Disclaimer of Control will be made part of the record of
the hearing.

In the Matter of the Disclaimer of Con- ) No. G 99 - 45
trol in relation to the Acquisition of
) NOTICEOF
) HEARING
SAFECO CORPORATION.
TO: Roger Egisti, President
SAFECO Corporation
SAFECO Plaza
Seattle, Washington 98185

The Commissioner has not taken, and will not take, any position on this matter prior to entry of the hearing order.
All parties may be represented at the hearing. They may
examine witnesses and fully respond and present evidence
and argument on all issues involved, as required by the
Administrative Procedure Act. The hearing will be governed
by the Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 34.05 RCW,
and the model rules of procedure contained in Chapter 10-08
WAC. A party who fails to attend or participate in any stage
of the proceeding may be held in default in accordance with
Chapter 34.05 RCW.

Philip de Toledo, Sr. Vice President
The Capital Group Companies, Inc.
333 Hope Street
Los Angeles, California 90071
J. Michael Low
Low & Childers, Inc.
2999 North 44th Street, Suite 250
Phoenix, Arizona 85018

The Commissioner will be represented by James Tompkins, ..
Assistant Deputy Commissioner.
~

Insurance Commissioners per attached list

Deputy Insurance Commissioner James T. Odiorne has been
designated to hear and determine this matter. His address is
Office of the Insurance Commissioner, Post Office Box
40259, Olympia, Washington 98504-0259. His telephone
number is (360) 407-0420.

SAFECO Corporation is a Washington domestic insurance
holding company. SAFECO Corporation is the ultimate controlling person of the following Washington domestic insurance companies:
Empire Life Insurance Company
First National Insurance Company of America
General Insurance Company of America
SAFECO Insurance Company of America
SAFECO Life Insurance Company
SAFECO National Life Insurance Company
SAFECO Surplus Lines Insurance Company

ENTERED AT OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON,

August, 1999.

DEBORAH SENN
Insurance Commissioner
By:
JAMES T. ODIORNE, CPA, JD
Deputy Insurance Commissioner
Company Supervision Division

Capital Group Companies, Inc. is the parent of some number
of subsidiaries referred to as CGC Management Companies.
Capital Group Companies, Inc. filed its disclaimer of control
as to the identified Washington domestic insurers in anticipation of its acquisition of 10% or more of the voting stock of
SAFECO Corporation.

John Ference, Acting Director of Insurance
Alaska Division of Insurance
Dept. of Commerce & Economic Dev.
P. 0. Box 110805
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0805

The acquisition of a domestic Washington insurance company is controlled by Chapter 48.3 IB RCW. RCW
48.3 IB.005 establishes a presumption of control "if a person,
directly or indirectly, owns, controls, holds with the power to
vote, or holds proxies representing, ten percent or more of the
voting securities of any other person."

David Parsons, Acting Commissioner
Alabama Department of Insurance
201 Monroe Street, Suite 1700
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Order No. G 99-45
Notice of Hearing

Mike Pickens, Insurance Commissioner
Arkansas Department of Insurance

Miscellaneous

this 4th day of
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1200 West 3rd Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201-1904

P Chuck Cohen, Director of Insurance
Arizona Department of Insurance
2910 North 44th Street, Suite 210
Phoenix, Arizona 85018-7256

Chuck Quackenbush, Insurance Commissioner
California Department of Insurance
300 Capitol Mall. Suite 1500
Sacramento, California 95814
William J. Kirven, Insurance Commissioner
Colorado Division of Insurance
1560 Broadway, Suite 850
Denver, Colorado 80202
George M. Reider, Jr., Insurance Commissioner
Connecticut Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 816
Hartford, Connecticut 06142-0816
Reginald Berry, Acting Commissioner of Insurance
Dept. Of Insurance & Securities Reg.
Gover~ment of the District of Columbia
810 First Street, N. E.
Suite 701
Washington, DC 20002
•

p

Donna Lee Williams, Commissio ner of Insurance
Delaware Department of Insurance
Rodney Building
841 Silver Lake Boulevard
Dover, Delaware 19904

WSR 99-17-020

Nathaniel S. Shapo, Director of Insurance
Illinois Department of Insurance
320 West Washington St., 4th Floor
Springfield, Illinois 62767-0001
Sally McCarty, Insurance Commissioner
Indiana Department of Insurance
311 W. Washington Street, Suite 300
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2787
Kathleen Sebelius, Insurance Commissioner
Kansas Department of Insurance
420 S.W. 9th Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612-1678
George Nichols III, Insurance Commissioner
Kentucky Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 517
215 West Main Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602-0517
James H. Brown, Insurance Commissioner
Louisiana Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 94214
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9214
Linda Ruthardt, Insurance Commissioner
Division of Insurance
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
470 Atlantic Avenue, 6th floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02210-2223
Steven B. Larsen, Insurance Commissioner
Maryland Insurance Administration
525 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, Maryland 21202-2272

Bill Nelson, Commissioner of Insurance
Florida Department of Insurance
State Capitol
Plaza Level Eleven
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0300

Alessandro Iuppa, Superintendent of Insurance
Maine Bureau of Insurance
Dept. of Professional & Financial Reg.
State Office Building, Station 34
Augusta, Maine 04333-0034

John Oxendine, Insurance Commissioner
Georgia Department of Insurance
2 Martin L. King, Jr. Dr.
Floyd Memorial Bldg., 704 West Tower
Atlanta, Georgia 30334

Frank Fitzgerald, Insurance Commissioner
Michigan Insurance Bureau
Department of Commerce
611 W. Ottawa Street, 2nd Floor North
Lansing, Michigan 48933-1020

Wayne Metcalf, Insurance Commissioner
Hawaii Insurance Division
Dept. of Commerce & Consumer Affairs
P.O. Box 3614
Honolulu, Hawaii 96811-3614

David Jennings, Insurance Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Commerce
133 East 7th Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Terri Vaughan, Insurance Commissioner
Division of Insurance
State of Iowa
330 E. Maple Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Keith Wenzel, Director of Insurance
Missouri Department of Insurance
301 West High Street, 6 North
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102-690
George Dale, Insurance Commissioner
Mississippi Insurance Department
P.O. Box 79
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Mary L. Hartung, Director of Insurance
Idaho Department of Insurance
700 West State Street, 3rd Floor
Boise, Idaho 83720-0043
[3J
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Mark O'Keefe, Insurance Commissioner
Montana Department of Insurance
126 North Sanders
270 Mitchell Building
Helena, Montana 59601

Diane Koken, Insurance Commissioner
Pennsylvania Insurance Department
1326 Strawberry Square, 13th Floor
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Jim Long, Insurance Commissioner
North Carolina Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 26387
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Alfonso E. Mastrostefano, Superintendent of Insurance
Rhode Island Insurance Division
Dept. of Business Regulation
233 Richmond Street, Suite 233
Providence, Rhode Island 02903-4233

Glenn Pomeroy, Insurance Commissioner
North Dakota Department of Insurance
600 E. Boulevard
Bismarck, North Dakota 58505-0320

Ernst Csiszar, Director of Insurance
South Carolina Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 100105
Columbia, South Carolina 29202-3105

Tim Wagner, Director of Insurance
Nebraska Department of Insurance
Terminal Building, Suite 400
941 'O' Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Darla L. Lyon, Director of Insurance
South Dakota Division of Insurance
Dept. of Commerce & Regulation
118 West Capitol Avenue
Pierre, South Dakota 57501-2000

Paula Rogers, Insurance Commissioner
Department of Insurance
State of New Hampshire
56 Old Suncook Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Doug Sizemore, Insurance Commissioner
Tennessee Department of Commerce
& Insurance
Volunteer Plaza
500 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, Tennessee 37243-0565

Jaynee LaVecchia, Insurance Commissioner
New Jersey Department of Insurance
20 West State Street CN325
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Jose Montemayor, Insurance Commissioner
Texas Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 149104
Austin, Texas 78714-9104

Michael C. Batte, Acting Superintendent of Insurance
New Mexico Department of Insurance
P.O. Drawer 1269
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-1269

Merwin Stewart, Insurance Commissioner
Utah Department of Insurance
3110 State Office Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-1201

Alice Molasky-Arman, Insurance Commissioner
Nevada Division of Insurance
1665 Hot Springs Road, Suite 152
Carson City, Nevada 89706-0661

Alfred W. Gross, Insurance Commissioner
State Corporation Commission
Bureau oflnsurance
Commonwealth of Virginia
P.O. Box 1157
Richmond, Virginia 23218

Neil D. Levin, Superintendent of Insurance
New York Department of Insurance
25 Beaver Street
New York, New York 10004-2319
Lee Covington, Director of Insurance
Ohio Department of Insurance
2100 Stella Court
Columbus, Ohio 43215-1067

Elizabeth R. Costle, Insurance Commissioner
Vermont Division of Insurance
Dept. of Banking, Insurance & Securities
89 Main Street, Drawer 20
Montpelier, Vermont 05620-3101

Carroll Fisher, Insurance Commissioner
Oklahoma Department of Insurance
3814 N. Santa Fe
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118

Deborah Senn, Insurance Commissioner
Washington Office of the Insurance Commissioner
P.O. Box 40255
Olympia, Washington 98504-0255

Mike Greenfield, Director of Insurance
Oregon Division of Insurance
Dept. of Consumer & Business Services
350 Winter Street NE, Room 200
Salem, Oregon 97310-0700

Connie O'Connell, Insurance Commissioner
Office of the Commissioner of Insurance
State of Wisconsin
P.O. Box 7873
Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7873

Miscellaneous
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WSR 99-17-022

Hanley C. Clark, Insurance Commissioner
West Virginia Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 50540
Charleston, West Virginia 25305-0540

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

BELLINGHAM TECHNICAL COLLEGE
[Memorandum-August I 0, 1999]

The regularly scheduled meeting of the board of trustees
of Bellingham Technical College will be held on Thursday,
August 19, 1999, 9-11 a.m., in the College Services Building
Board Room on the Bellingham Technical College campus.
Call 738-3105 ext. 334 for information.

John P. McBride, Insurance Commissioner
Wyoming Department of Insurance
Herschler Building
122 West 25th Street, 3rd East
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002-0440

WSR 99-17-032
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

WSR 99-17-021

[Filed August II, 1999, 1:56p.m.]

AGENDA

Suspension of Marketing Order Rules
Pertaining to Assessments for the
Washington State Egg Commission
January 1, 2000 through December 31, 2000

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
[Filed August 9, 1999, 3:28 p.m.J

Semi-Annual Rules Agenda
August, 1999

The chairman of the Washington Egg Commission
(WEC), in a letter dated July 9, 1999, requested a suspension
of the marketing order rules pertaining to the annual assessment on all eggs contained in WAC 16-514-040. I have
reviewed the chairman's request, as well as the minutes of the
WEC board meeting of June 30, 1999, where the proposed
suspension was discussed and voted on by the WEC. Based
on this documentation, I have decided to act on the requested
·
suspension.
RCW 16.65.180(2) allows the director of the Department of Agriculture to "[s]uspend any such [marketing]
agreement or order or term or provision thereof for a period
not to exceed one year, if he finds that such suspension will
tend to effectuate the declared policy of this chapter: PROVIDED, That any such suspension of all or substantially all of
such agreement or order shall not become effective until the
end of the then current marketing season."
In addition, when the director determines, with the
advice of the commodity board, that such a suspension would
achieve the declared policy of chapter 15.65 RCW, the provisions for conducting public hearings may be waived. RCW
15.65.180.
I have determined that suspension of the annual assessment on all eggs will accomplish the stated policy of chapter
15.65 RCW. The WEC operates on a fiscal-year basis rather
than a marketing season, and RCW 16.65.180 requires any
suspension to be confined to one-year beginning at the end of
the current marketing season. I am, therefore, suspending
the annual assessment of the Washington Egg Commission for a period of one year beginning January 1, 2000,
and ending December 31, 2000.
Even though the public hearing process may be waived
under RCW 15.65.180, I ask that this finding be published in
the Washington State Register.
Jim Jesernig
Director

In accordance with RCW 34.05.314, Insurance Commissioner Deborah Senn states that the following rules are currently scheduled for consideration during the period of July
31, 1999, to December 31, 1999.
R 98-7 Mental health benefits - increase uniformity in the
terminology used in advertising.
R 98-12 Requirements for rate filings - provide consistent
and up-to-date guidelines for filing of rate schedules, and specify the standard to be used to determine when benefits are unreasonable in relation to
the proposed premium.
R 98-14 Washington Medicare supplement insurance regulation. Improve clarity and efficiency of rules and
amend the chapter to reflect the passage of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA).
R 98-15 Long-term care - improve clarity and efficiency of
rules and address HIPAA issues.
R 98-16 Washington disability insurance regulation improve clarity and efficiency of rules.
R 98-17 Manage care plans - current rules governing health
care carriers may need revision and/or new rule
development to create consistent and fair standards
for grievance procedures in health plans. Some provisions of chapter 284-43 WAC may need correction
as a consequence of changes in federal laws. New
problems have been raised by the health care community relating to contracts between providers and
health plans may be addressed in these proposed
rules.
R 98-18 Out-of-state groups - update and clarify and review
overall regulatory scheme to determine if it is the
most complete, efficient, and effective way of regulating this area and protecting consumers receiving
coverage in Washington state.
[ 5]
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WSR 99-17-051

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

COMMISSION ON
JUDICIAL CONDUCT

WORKFORCE TRAINING AND
EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD

[Memorandum-August 12, 1999]

[Memorandum-August 10, 1999]

Please be advised that the proposed amendments to Rule
11 filed on May 5, 1999 (WSR 99-10-109) are withdrawn.
The proposed alternative rule was directed to the commission's rules committee for further study and future report to
the commission.
If you have any questions, please call 753-4585.
David Akana
Executive Director

The September 29, 1999, WTECB meeting has been
changed to a special meeting, August 24, 1999, and will be
held from 11:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m. at the Association of Washington Business, Olympia, Washington.
If you have any questions, call (360) 753-5677.

WSR 99-17-037
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WSR 99-17-059

CONVENTION AND TRADE
CENTER

INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

[Memorandum-August 11, 1999]

[Filed August 13, 1999, 11 :42 a.m.]

The August 18, 1999, regular meeting of the Washington
State Convention and Trade Center board of directors has
been cancelled.
If you have any questions regarding this meeting, please
call (206) 694-5000.

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: CN 190.
Subject: IRS injured spouse claims.
Effective Date: June 30, 1999.
Document Description: The federal government has
made some changes to its procedures. The CN 190 document ~
explains DCS policy and procedures in light of these federal ~
changes. The IRS expects that, due to this change in procedures, the number of IRS reversals will increase by approximately 300%. As a result, DCS may experience an increase
in its IRS receivables.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Rene Bressieux, Division of Child Support, P.O. Box
9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 664-5226,
TDD (360) 753-9122, fax (360) 586-3274, e-mail
rbressie@dshs.wa.gov.
July 15, 1999
Rene Bressieux

WSR 99-17-049
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE
FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION
[Memorandum-August 12, 1999]

The Interagency Committee for Outdoor Recreation
(IAC) will meet Thursday, September 23, 1999, beginning at
8:30 a.m. in Room 175 of the Natural Resources Building in
Olympia, Washington.
This meeting is a funding recommendation session for
projects in the local parks category of the Washington wildlife and recreation program and the national recreational
trails program. Additional agenda items include adoption of
the 2000 IAC meeting schedule, approval of any 2000 agency
legislative proposals, discussion and approval of the Habitat
Conservation Account Evaluation Instrument and Criteria,
and a demonstration of the recently developed boat launch
web site.·
If you plan to participate or have materials for committee
review, please submit information to IAC no later than September 2, 1999. This will allow for distribution to committee
members in a timely fashion.
IAC public meetings are held in locations accessible to
people with disabilities. Arrangements for individuals with
hearing or visual impairments can be provided by contacting
IAC by September 2 at (360) 902-3000 or TDD (360) 9021996.
Miscellaneous

WSR 99-17-060

INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed August 13, 1999, 11:43 a.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: CN 189.
Subject: Case transfer.
Effective Date: May 27, 1999.
Document Description: This document clarifies how ~
and when staff are to appropriately transfer a case. This ,.
Canary Notice was developed, in part, by a Quality Improvement Team made up of DCS staff from various field offices.
(6)

WSR 99-17-071

To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
~ contact Stephanie Schiller, Division of Child Support, P.O.
, Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 6645230. TDD (360) 753-9122, fax (360) 586-3274, e-mail
sschille@dshs.wa.gov.
May 27, 1999
Stephanie E. Schiller

POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMEN T OF HEALTH
[Filed August 13, 1999, 4:36 p.m.]

NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF POLICY STATEMENT

Title of Policy: Handling Complaints Involving Board
Members, Dl4.02.
Issuing Entity: Health Professions Quality Assurance,
Department of Health.
Subject Matter: This revises the current division policy.
This policy establishes policy and procedure to comply with
the Governor's Office direction to process complaints against
board members or other practitioners so there is no real or
perceived conflict of interest or bias.
Effective Date: April 27, 1999.
Linda McCue, Project Manager,
Contact Person:
Department of Health, Health Policy and Constituent Relations Office, Health Professions Quality Assurance, P.O. Box
47860, 1300 S.E. Quince Street, Olympia, WA 98504-7860,
(360) 236-4986.

WSR 99-17-061
INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMEN T OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed August 13, 1999, 11:44 a.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: CN 188 Changes in Case File Document Retention.
Subject: Document archives.
Effective Date: June 4, 1999.
Document Description: Explains the policy and procedure for maintaining DCS case file records.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Rene Bressieux, Division of Child Support; P.O. Box
9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 664-5226,
~ TDD (360) 753-9122, fax (360) 586-3274, e-mail
·
, rbressie@dshs.wa.gov.
July 15, 1999
Rene Bressieux

•
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WSR 99-17-072

POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMEN T OF HEALTH
[Filed August 13, 1999, 4:37 p.m.]

NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF POLICY STATEMENT

Title of Policy: Guidelines Prohibiting Discrimination
Against Individuals with a Disability, Dl9.02.
Issuing Entity: Health Professions Quality Assurance,
Department of Health.
Subject Matter: This revises the current division policy.
This policy establishes guidelines for disciplinary authorities
to follow when taking disciplinary actions so they are in compliance with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Effective Date: June 8, 1999.
Linda McCue, Project Manager,
Contact Person:
Department of Health, Health Policy and Constituent Relations Office, Health Professions Quality Assurance, P.O. Box
47860, 1300 S.E. Quince Street, Olympia, WA 98504-7860,
(360) 236-4986.

WSR 99-17-062
INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMEN T OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
[Filed August 13, 1999, 11:45 a.m.]

DESCRIPTION OF INTERPRETIVE OR POLICY STATEMENT

Document Title: CN 187.
Subject: Case closure.
Effective Date: May 27, 1999.
Document Description: This document explains to staff
the changes made in federal regulations that establish case
closure criteria. The notice replaces section 18.000 in the
Support Enforcement Handbook.
To receive a copy of the interpretive or policy statement,
contact Stephanie Schiller, Division of Child Support, P.O.
Box 9162, Olympia, WA 98507-9162, phone (360) 6645230, TDD (360) 753-9122, fax (360) 586-3274, e-mail
sschille@dshs.w<l:.gov.
May 28, 1999
Stephanie E. Schiller

WSR 99-17-073

POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMEN T OF HEALTH
[Filed August 13, 1999, 4:38 p.m.]

NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF POLICY STA TEMENT

Title of Policy: Protecting Confidentiality of Whistleblower Complainants, D20.03 .
Issuing Entity: Health Professions Quality Assurance,
Department of Health.
Subject Matter: This revises the current division policy.
This policy applies whenever a whistleblower (consumer,
[7]
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WSR 99-17-074

WSR 99-17-089

employee or health care professional) files a complaint alleging improper quality of care against a health care provider or
a health care facility. This policy applies to all complaints
where case management determines the name of the complainant must be released in order to investigate or take action
on the complaint.
Effective Date: May 4, 1999.
Contact Person:
Linda McCue, Project Manager,
Department of Health, Health Policy and Constituent Relations Office, Health Professions Quality Assurance, P.O. Box
47860, 1300 S.E. Quince Street, Olympia, WA 98504-7860,
(360) 236-4986.

AGENDA

FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
[Filed August 17, 1999, 10:52 a.m.J

Forest Practices Board
Rule Development Agenda
July-December 1999

Numerous sections of Title 222 WAC, Forest Practices
Board, are in the rule-making process or being developed.
The board's mandate is to adopt rules to protect the state's natural resources while maintaining a viable forest products
industry.
1. Forestry Module
The board initiated the rule-making process with an initial draft of the forestry module proposed rules on October
12, 1998. The notice was published on November 4, 1999,
(WSR 98-21-015); text was published on December 2, 1998.
A continuance of this filing was published in WSR 99-09078, and the text was published on June 2, 1999. The proposed rules incorporate new public resource protection
requirements in the following categories: Riparian protection
for fish-bearing and nonfish-bearing streams; water typing;
wetlands; Class IV-Special; SEPA guidance; application procedures; roads; slope stability; forest chemicals; enforcement; monitoring; adaptive management; and watershed
analysis.
The board received five comprehensive proposals for
permanent forestry module rules, conducted scoping for an ~
EIS, and has identified three alternatives for environmental ~
review. DNR has contracted the preparation of the Draft EIS
and anticipates publication in early 2000.
New draft permanent rules are being prepared that would
implement the Forests and Fish Report (April 29, 1999) and
ESHB 2091 (effective August 19, 1999). In December 1999,
the board plans to conduct the thirty day review required by
the Forest Practices Act. A supplemental notice, along with
the second phase of the small business economic impact
statement, may be filed in February 2000. Public hearings
are scheduled for April 2000. All of these dates are subject to
change.
In the interim, the board has continued an emergency
stream typing rule:
•
WAC 222-16-030. Water Typing Systems. The emergency rule modifies the definitions of Type 2 and 3
waters so that appropriate riparian protection is provided along fish-bearing streams.
WAC 222-12-090(13). Implementation guidelines in
the Forest Practices Board Manual.
The board has also readopted an emergency rule to protect threatened and endangered salmonids listed by the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the National
Marine Fisheries Service. The rule provides protection to the
listed species by setting SEPA triggers that would classify
certain forest practices within the listed areas as Class IVSpecial. The rule includes a "salmonid listed areas" map; ~
SEPA guidance; road maintenance and abandonment plan ~
requirements; and stream temperature provisions for some
nonfish-bearing streams in listed areas.

WSR 99-17-074
POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed August 13, 1999, 4:39 p.m.]
NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF POLICY ST ATEMENT

Title of Policy: Notifying Practitioners and Complainants Upon Receipt of Complaints and Case Disposition,
D23.03.
Issuing Entity: Health Professions Quality Assurance,
Department of Health.
Subject Matter: This revises the current division policy.
This policy establishes a process for notifying practitioners
and complainants of the existence and disposition of complaints and reports.
Effective Date: June 14, 1999.
Contact Person:
Linda McCue, Project Manager,
Department of Health, Health Policy and Constituent Relations Office, Health Professions Quality Assurance, P.O. Box
47860, 1300 S.E. Quince Street, Olympia, WA 98504-7860,
(360) 236-4986.

WSR 99-17-075
POLICY STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed August 13, 1999, 4:40 p.m.]
NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF POLICY ST ATEMENT

Title of Policy: Unlicensed Practice Cases, D 10.02.
Issuing Entity: Health Professions Quality Assurance,
Department of Health.
Subject Matter: This revises the current division policy.
This policy applies to all unlicensed practice complaints
received in the Health Professions Quality Assurance.
Effective Date: April 20, 1999.
Contact Person:
Linda McCue, Project Manager,
Department of Health, Health Policy and Constituent Relations Office, Health Professions Quality Assurance, P.O. Box
47860, 1300 S.E. Quince Street, Olympia, WA 98504-7860,
(360) 236-4986.
Miscellaneous
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WSR 99-17-090

ESHB 2091 passed by the 1999 legislature declares
salmon recovery efforts an emergency and provides additional power to the Forest Practices Board to adopt emergency rules to protect aquatic resources based on the Forests
and Fish Report. These emergency rules must be published
in the Washington State Register and a public hearing with
opportunity for oral and written comment must be held.
These new emergency rules would remain in effect until permanent forestry module rules are adopted or until June 30,
2001.
The board's current schedule for adopting new emergency rules includes public review during October 1999, a
public hearing and adoption in November 1999. The rules
would have a delayed effective date of January 1, 2000, in
order to allow time for training of DNR staff and stakeholders.
2. Rule-Making Petitions
A. Forest practices on saltwater islands. The board
anticipates including some of the issues raised by SaltWater
Islanders for Timbered lands (SWIFT) in the proposed permanent forestry module rules. The board's islands committee
has not yet established a timeline for dealing with the other
issues.
B. Use of chemical sprays near organic farms. This issue
may be considered in the chemicals section of the proposed
forestry module rules.
C. Vulnerable forest soils. The department will report to
the board on this issue at the February 9, 2000 regular meeting.
3. Small Landowner Pilot Rule Making
In 1997, the board had anticipated pilot rule making to
address issues of concern to small forest landowners. Later,
the board's small landowner committee deferred to the forestry module negotiations to make recommendations. New
legislation (ESHB 2091) establishes a small forest landowner
office and advisory committee, and includes an exemption
from the new rules for owners of less than twenty acres.
4. Other
The board plans to include some editorial and procedural
rules with the supplemental notice for proposed forestry
module rules. These include corrections, SEPA guidance,
clarifying some watershed analysis rules, clarifying timelines
associated with civil penalty appeals, and reviewing forest
practices relationship with other laws.
Contact Person: Judith Holter, FPB Rules Coordinator,
Department of Natural Resources, Forest Practices Division,
P.O. Box 47012, Olympia, WA 98504-7012, phone (360)
902-1412, fax (360) 902-1789, e-mail judith.holter@
wadnr.gov.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
[Memorandum-August 17, 1999)

Notice of Special Meeting
Per RCW 42.30.080, the Forest Practices Board will
hold a special meeting on September 29, 1999, at 9:00 a.m. in
Room 172 of the Natural Resources Building, Olympia. The
board will review drafts of a new emergency rule to implement parts of the Forests and Fish Report. The board will
consider sending the new emergency rule out for public
review. An executive session may also be held.
The agenda will be distributed to the public at least one
week before the meeting. To be added to the board mail list,
please contact Forest Practices Board Recording Secretary,
Department of Natural Resources, Forest Practices Division,
P.O. Box 47012, Olympia, WA 98504-7012, phone (360)
902-1413, TIT (360) 902-1125, fax (360) 902-1789, e-mail
forest.practicesboard@wadnr.gov.

WSR 99-17-100

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

COMMISSION ON
JUDICIAL CONDUCT

[Memorandum-August 17, 1999)

This memo will revise the 1999 Commission on Judicial
Conduct meeting schedule submitted to your office by memo
dated November 19, 1998.
The location for the business session previously scheduled for 11 :00 a.m. on Friday, October 1, .1999, at the SeaTac
Holiday Inn has been changed. The meeting will now be
held at the Radisson Hotel, 17001 Pacific Highway South,
SeaTac, WA 98188.

WSR 99-17-103

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

COLUMBIA BASIN COLLEGE
[Memorandum-August 18, 1999)

Columbia Basin College
Board of Trustees

MEETING SCHEDULE 1999-2000

The Columbia Basin College board of trustees meets the
second Tuesday of each month at 5 p.m. with the exception
of August when there is no scheduled meeting.
September 14
October 12
November9
December 14
January 11
February 8
[ 9]

Miscellaneous
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March 14
April 11
May9
June 13
July 11
August - pass

Please note this is a change from the previous year's
meeting day.

Miscellaneous
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16- 22-040
16- 22-050
16- 22-050
16- 22-060
16- 22-060
16- 22-070
16- 22-070
16- 22-080
16- 22-080
16- 22-090
16- 22-090
16- 23-010
16- 23-010
16- 23-012
16- 23-012
16- 23-014
16- 23-014
16- 23-020
16- 23-020
16- 23-025
16- 23-025
16- 23-030
16- 23-030
16- 23-035
16- 23-035
16- 23-040
16- 23-040
16- 23-045

ACTION
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR

r31

WSR#
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16- 23-045
16- 23-050
16- 23-050
16- 23-060
16- 23-060
16- 23-070
16- 23-070
16- 23-075
16- 23-075
16- 23-085
16- 23-085
16- 23-090
16- 23-090
16- 23-095
16- 23-095
16- 23-100
16- 23-100
16- 23-105
16- 23-105
16- 23-110
16- 23-110
16- 23-115
16-23-115
16- 23-120
16- 23-120
16- 23-125
16- 23-125
16- 23-150
16- 23-150
16- 23-160
16- 23-160
16- 23-165
16- 23-165
16-23-170
16- 23-170
16- 23-175
16- 23-175
16-23-180
16- 23-180
16- 24
16-30
16- 30
16- 30-001
16- 30-001
16- 30-010
16- 30-010
16- 30-100
16- 30-100
16- 54-010
16- 54-010
16- 54-016
16- 54-016
16- 54-018
16- 54-020
16- 54-020
16- 54-030
16- 54-030
16- 54-040
16- 54-040
16- 54-071
16- 54-071
16- 54-082
16- 54-082
16- 54-101''
16- 54-101
16- 54-120
16- 54-120

REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
PREP
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XA
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XA
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
REP
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO

99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-13-180
99-07-115
99-14-032
99-07-115
99-14-032
99-07-115
99-14-032
99-07-115
99-14-032
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16- 54-135
16- 54-135
16- 54-150
16- 54-150
16- 59
16- 59-001
16- 59-001
16- 59-005
16- 59-010
16- 59-010
16- 59-020
16- 59-020
16- 59-030
16- 59-030
16- 59-060
16- 59-060
16- 59-070
16- 59-070
16- 86
16- 86-005
16- 86-005
16- 86-015
16- 86-015
16- 86-017
16- 86-017
16- 86-020
16- 86-020
16- 86-030
16- 86-030
16- 86-040
16- 86-040
16- 86-055
16- 86-055
16- 86-060
16- 86-060
16- 86-070
16- 86-070
16- 86-080
16- 86-080
16- 86-090
16- 86-090
16- 86-092
16- 86-092
16- 86-093
16- 86-093
16- 86-095
16- 86-095
16- 86-100
16- 86-100
16- 88-010
16- 88-010
16- 88-020
16- 88-020
16- 88-030
16- 88-030
16- 88-040
16- 88-040
16- 89-005
16- 89-005
16- 89-010
16- 89-010
16- 89-015
16- 89-015
16- 89-020
16- 89-020
16- 89-030
16- 89-030
Table

AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-084
99-09-023
99-03-085
99-03-085
99-09-024
99-09-024
99-03-085
99-09-024
99-03-085
99-09-024
99-03-085
99-09-024
99-03-085
99-09-024
99-03-085
99-09-024
99-03-087
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-03-087
99-09-025
99-07-114
99-14-031
99-07-114
99-14-031
99-07-114
99-14-031
99-07-114
99-14-031
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16- 89-040
16- 89-040
16- 89-050
16- 89-050
16- 89-060
16- 89-060
16- 89-070
16- 89-070
16- 89-080
16- 89-080
16- 89-090
16- 89-090
16- 89-100
16- 89-100
16-89-110
16-89-110
16- 89-120
16- 89-120
16-101-690
16-103
16-108
16-108-010
16-108-010
16-122-001
16-124-001
16-124-010
16-124-020
16-124-030
16-124-040
16-124-050
16-124-060
16-124-070
16-124-080
16-124-090
16-124-100
16-124-110
16-124-120
16-124-130
16-124-140
16-124-150
16-124-160
16-124-170
16-124-180
16-124-190
16-125
16-125
16-125-010
16-125-020
16-125-030
16-125-035
16-125-040
16-125-050
16-125-060
16-125-070
16-125-080
16-125-090
16-125-100
16-125-120
16-125-200
16-125-210
16-129-050
16-142
16-142-001
16-142-001
16-142-010
16-142-010
16-142-020

NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P

99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-13-176
99-16-088
99-03-045
99-07-118
99-12-076
99-16-087
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-13-175
99-04-066
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-14-072
99-13-177
99-04-067
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
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WAC#

ACTION

16-142-020
16-142-030
16-142-030
16-142-040
16-142-040
16-142-050
16-142-050
16-142-060
16-142-060
16-142-100
16-142-100
16-142-110
16-142-110
16-142-120
16-142-120
16-142-130
16-142-130
16-142-140
16-142-140
16-142-150
16-142-150
16-142-160
16-142-160
16-142-170
16-142-170
16-144
16-145
16-146
16-147
16-150-001
16-150-010
16-152-001
16-152-010
16-160-010
16-160-010
16-160-020
16-160-020
16-160-025
16-160-025
16-160-030
16-160-030
16-160-035
16-160-035
16-160-040
16-160-040
16-160-050
16-160-050
16-160-060
16-160-060
16-160-070
16-160-070
16-160-090
16-160-090
16-160-100
16-160-100
16-160-110
16-160-110
16-165-100
16-165-100
16-165-110
16-165-110
16-165-120
16-165-120
16-165-130
16-165-130
16-165-140
16-165-140

REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
"AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#

99-13-048
99-09-095 ~
99-13-048 ~
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-12-123
99-13-179
99-13-182
99-12-124
99-16-087
99-16-087

4

99-16-087
99-16-087
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-13-195
99-16-054
99-08-088
99-13-001
99-08-088
99-13-001
99-08-088
99-13-001 ~
99-08-088 ~
99-13-001
99-08-088
99-13-001

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16-165-150
~ 16-165-150
, 16-165-160
16-165-160
16-167-010
16-167-010
16-167-020
16-167-020
16-167-030
16-167-030
16-167-040
16-167-040
16-167-050
16-167-050
16-168
16-200
16-200-695
16-200-695
16-200-705
16-200-705
16-200-7061
16-200-7061
16-200-742
16-200-750
16-200-750
16-200-755
16-200-755
16-200-760
16-200-760
16-200-790
16-200-790
16-200-795
16-200-795
16-200-815
16-200-815
16-200-830
16-200-830
16-202-1000
16-202-2000
16-212
16-212
16-212
16-212-010
16-212-010
16-212-030
16-212-030
16-212-060
16-212-060
16-212-070
16-212-070
16-212-080
16-212-080
16-212-082
16-212-082
16-218
16-219-010
16-219-016
16-219-100
16-219-105
16-228
16-228-010
16-228-020
~ 16-228-1010
, 16-228-1020
16-228-1030
16-228-1040
16-228-1100

NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XA
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA

99-08-088
99-13-001
99-08-088
99-13-001
99-07-117
99-12-020
99-07-117
99-12-020
99-07-117
99-12-020
99-07-117
99-12-020
99-07-117
99-12-020
99-13-181
99-12-101
99-04-093
99-08-037
99-04-093
99-08-037
99·04-093
99-08-037
99-15-033
99-13-164
99-17-043
99-13-164
99-17-043
99-13-164
99-17-043
99-13-164
99-17-043
99-13-164
99-17-043
99-13-164
99-17-043
99-13-164
99-17-043
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-07-132
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-17-106
99-07-088
99-07-086
99-07-111
99-07-111
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033

~

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16-228-1110
16-228-1120
16-228-1130
16-228-1140
16-228-115
16-228-1150
16-228-116
16-228-117
16-228-120
16-228-1200
16-228-1220
16-228-1230
16-228-1240
16-228-125
16-228-1250
16-228-1260
16-228-1270
16-228-130
16-228-1300
16-228-1320
16-228-1330
16-228-1370
16-228-1380
16-228-1385
16-228-140
16-228-1400
16-228-1410
16-228-1420
16-228-143
16-228-1430
16-228-1440
16-228-145
16-228-1450
16-228-1450 I
16-228-1455
16-228-1460
16-228-1500
16-228-1520
16-228-1530
16-228-1540
16-228-155
16-228-1550
16-228-1555
16-228-157
16-228-1570
16-228-1580
16-228-15.85
16-228-1590
16-228-160
16-228-161
16-228-162
16-228-164
16-228-166
16-228-168
16-228-170
16-228-172
16-228-180
16-228-185
16-228-190
16-228-195
16-228-2000
16-228-2020
16-228-2030
16-228-2040
16-228-210
16-228-213
16-228-214

NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
rs 1

99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033

WAC#
16-228-215
16-228-220
16-228-223
16-228-225
16-228-227
16-228-230
16-228-232
16-228-233
16-228-320
16-228-320
16-228-330
16-228-330
16-228-340
16-228-340
16-228-400
16-228-410
16-228-420
16-228-430
16-228-600
16-228-650
16-228-655
16-228-660
16-228-905
16-228-910
16-228-915
16-228-920
16-228-925
16-228-930
16-230
16-230-150
16-230-160
16-230-170
16-230-180
16-230-190
16-230-400
16-230-410
16-230-420
16-230-430
16-230-440
16-230-450
16-230-460
16-230-470
16-231-200
16-231-205
16-231-210
16-231-215
16-231-220
16-231-225
16-231-230
16-231-235
16-231-300
16-231-305
16-231-310
16-231-315
16-231-320
16-231-325
16-231-330
16-231-335
16-231-340
16-231-400
16-231-405
16-231-410
16-231-413
16-231-415'
16-231-420
16-231-425
16-231-500

ACTION

WSR#

REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XA
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-04-006
99-07-113
99-04-006
99-07-113
·99-04-007
99-07-112
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
. 99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-15-033
99-07-087
99-13-163
99-13-163
99-13-163
99-13-163
99-13-163
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
16-231-505
16-231-510
16-231-515
16-231-520
16-231-525
16-231-530
16-231-600
16-231-605
16-231-610
16-231-613
16-231-615
16-231-620
16-231-700
16-231-705
16-231-710
16-231-715
16-231-720
16-231-800
16-231-805
16-231-810
16-231-815
16-231-820
16-231-825
16-231-830
16-231-835
16-231-840
16-231-900
16-231-905
16-231-910
16-231-912
16-231-915
16-231-920
16-231-925
16-231-930
16-231-935
16-232-001
16-232-005
16-232-010
16-232-015
16-232-020
16-232-025
16-232-027
16-232-030
16-232-035
16-232-038
16-232-100
16-232-105
16-232-110
16-232-115
16-232-120
16-232-200
16-232-205
16-232-210
16-232-215
16-232-220
16-232-225
16-232-300
16-232-305
16-232-310
16-232-315
16-316-474
16-316-474
16-316-717
16-316-717
16-316-727
16-316-727
16-319-041
Table

ACTION
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP

WSR#
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-13-162
99-04-096
99-13-184
99-04-096
99-13-184
99-04-096
99-13-184
99-04-095

WAC#
16-319-041
16-322
16-401
16-401-019
16-401-019
16-401-020
16-401-020
16-401-021
16-401-021
16-401-023
16-401-023
16-401-025
16-401-025
16-401-026
16-401-026
16-401-030
16-401-030
16-401-031
16-401-031
16-401-040
16-401-040
16-401-041
16-401-041
16-401-050
16-401-050
16-403
16-403-141
16-403-141
16-406-001
16-406-020
16-406-020
16-406-020
16-406-025
16-406-025
16-406-030
16-406-030
16-406-030
16-406-050
16-406-050
16-406-050
16-412-010
16-412-010
16-412-020
16-412-020
16-412-030
16-412-030
16-412-040
16-412-040
16-412-050
16-412-050
16-412-060
16-412-060
16-424-010
16-424-010
16-424-020
16-424-020
16-424-030
16-424-030
16-436
16-448
16-449-010
16-451-010
16-451-010
16-451-020
16-451-020
16-451-030
16-451-030

ACTION
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP

r 61

WSR#
99-13-185
99-03-093
99-03-095
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-07-126
99-12-034
99-03-108
99-11-096
99-14-036
99-04-094
99-04-094
99-08-108
99-17-003
99-08-108
99-17-003
99-04-094
99-08-108
99-17-003
99-04-094
99-08-108
99-17-003
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-111
99-08-110
99-17-078
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001

WAC#
16-451-040
16-451-040
16-451-050
. 16-451-050
16-451-060
16-451-060
16-451-070
16-451-070
16-458
16-458
16-458-004
16-458-004
16-458-075
16-458-075
16-458-080
16-458-080
16-458-085
16-458-085
16-460-005
16-460-005
16-460-008
16-460-008
16-460-040
16-460-040
16-460-080
16-460-080
16-460-100
16-460-100
16-461
16-461-010
16-461-010
16-462
16-462
16-462-010
16-462-010
16-462-015
16-462-015
16-462-020
16-462-020
16-462-021
16-462-021
16-462-022
16-462-022
16-462-025
16-462-025
16-462-030
16-462-030
16-462-035
16-462-035
16-462-045
16-462-045
16-462-050
16-462-050
16-462-055
16-462-055
16-462-060
16-462-060
16-470
16-470-900
16-470-900
16-470-900
16-470-905
16-470-905
16-470-905
16-470-910
16-470-910
16-470-910

ACTION
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
AMD-XA
AMD
REP-XA
REP
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMO
AMD-XA
AMD
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
Ji.MD
NEW-XA
NEW
NEW-XA
NEW
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
REP-XA
REP
'AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
REP-XA
REP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD

WSR#

99-08-112
99-17-001 ~
99-08-112~
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-113
99-17-002
99-08-113
99-17-002
99-08-113
99-17-002
99-08-113
99-17-002
99-08-113
99-17-002
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-08-112
99-17-001
99-03-108
99-11-096
99-14-036
99-03-094 ~
99-07-127 ~
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-03-092
99-03-096
99-07-125
99-12-035
99-03-096
99-07-125
99-12-035
99-03-096
99-07-125
99-12-035

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16-470-911

NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-W
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-C
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW
REP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR

99-07-125
99-12-035
99-03-096
99-07-125
99-12-035
99-07-125
99-12-035
99-03-096
99-07-125
99-12-035
99-07-125
99-12-035
99-03-090
99-03-091
99-02-063
99-10-095
99-02-064
99-02-064
99-02-064
99-02-064
99-02-064
99-02-064
99-02-064
99-02-064
99-07-108
99-11-024
99-12-013
99-13-142
99-07-108
99-11-024
99-12-013
99-13-142
99-06-070
99-12-104
99-04-069
99-16-100
99-16-100
99-16-100
99-16-100
99-16-100
99-02-066
99-06-072
99-02-066
99-06-072
99-04-111
99-07-056
99-04-111
99-07-056
99-13-178
99-16-089
99-13-039
99-07-123
99-17-104
99-17-105
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124

~ 16-470-911

,

~

t

16-470-915
16-470-915
16-470-915
16-470-916
16-470-916
16-470-920
16-470-920
16-470-920
16-470-921
16-470-921
16-481
16-483
16-532-020
16-532-020
16-545-010
16-545-015
16-545-020
16-545-030
16-545-040
16-545-041
16-545-050
16-545-080
16-561-010
16-561-010
16-561-010
16-561-010
16-561-130
16-561-130
16-561-130
16-561-130
16-575-015
16-575-015
16-604-010
16-607-150
16-607-155
16-607-160
16-607-165
16-607-170
16-645-005
16-645-005
16-645-010
16-645-010
16-662-105
16-662-105
16-662-110
16-662-110
16-720
16-720
16-750
16-752
16-752
16-752
16-752-115
16-752-115
16-752-120
16-752-120
16-752-125
16-752-125
16-752-130
16-752-130
16-752-135
16-752-135
16-752-140
16-752-140
16-752-145

r

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

16-752-145
16-752-146
16-752-146
16-752-147
16-752-147
16-752-150
16-752-150
16-752-155
16-752-155
16-752-160
16-752-160
16-752-165
16-752-165
16-752-170
16-752-170
25- 12-010
25- 12-010
25- 12-020
25- 12-020
25- 12-030
25- 12-030
25- 12-040
25- 12-040
25- 12-050
25- 12-050
25- 12-060
25- 12-060
25- 12-070
25- 12-070
25- 12-110
25- 12-110
25- 12-120
25- 12-120
25- 12-130
25- 12-130
25- 12-140
25- 12-140
25- 12-150
25- 12-150
25- 12-160
25- 12-160
25- 12-170
25- 12-170
25- 12-180
25- 12-180
36- 12
36- 12-364
36- 12-364
36- 14-100
36- 14-100
44- 10
50- 16-020
50- 16-020
50- 16-025
50- 16-025
50- 16-030
50- 16-030
50- 16-035
50- 16-035
50- 16-040
50- 16-040
50- 16-045
50- 16-045
50- 16-050
50- 16-050
50- 16-055
50- 16-055

REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-W
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP

99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-1 1-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-07-124
99-11-087
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-03-098
99-16-074
99-12-103
99-13-127
99-17-048
99-13-127
99-17-048
99-15-079
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-04-073
99-08-123

r 11

WAC#
50- 16-060
50- 16-060
50- 16-065
50- 16-065
50- 16-070
50- 16-070
50- 16-075
50- 16-075
50- 16-080
50- 16-080
50- 16-085
50- 16-085
50- 16-090
50- 16-090
50- 16-095
50- 16-095
50- 16-100
50- 16-100
50- 16-105
50- 16-105
50- 44-037
50- 44-037
50- 44-039
50- 44-039
51- 40-23110
67- 55-040
67- 55-060
67- 75-010
67- 75-020
67- 75-030
67- 75-040
67- 75-042
67- 75-044
67- 75-050
82- 50-021
82- 50-021
98- 70-010
98- 70-010
98- 70-010
130- 16
131- 16-021
131- 16-021
131- 16-021
131- 16-021
131- 16-021
131- 16-450
131- 16-450
131- 16-450
131- 16-450
131- 28
131- 46
131- 46-140
131- 46-140
132A
132A-104-0IO
132A-104-0ll
132A-104-0ll
132A-104-015
132A-104-016
J32A-104-016
132A-104-020
132A-104-021
132A-104-021
132A-108-0\0
132A-108-0IO
I 32A-108-020
132A-108-020

ACTION

WSR#

REP-XR
99-04-073
REP
99-08-123
99-04-073
REP-XR
REP
99-08-123
REP-XR
99-04-073
REP
99-08-123
REP-XR
99-04-073
REP
99-08-123
REP-XR
99-04-073
REP
99-08-123
99-04-073
REP-XR
REP
99-08-123
REP-XR
99-04-073
REP
99-08-123
REP-XR
99-04-073
REP
99-08-123
99-04-073
REP-XR
REP
99-08-123
REP-XR
99-04-073
REP
99-08-123
NEW-P
99-07-131
NEW
. 99-10-024
NEW-P
99-07-131
NEW
99-10-024
REP-E
99-05-030
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO
99-05-005
AMO-XA 99-07-128
AMO
99-12-081
PREP
99-10-017
AMO-P
99-13-137
AMO
99-16-079
PREP
99-08-060
PREP
99-09-017
AMO-P
99-13-043
AMO-E
99-13-186
AMO-P
99-14-019
AMO-P
99-14-052
PREP
99-04-029
AMO-E
99-07-057
AMO-P
99-08-013
AMO
99-13-013
PREP
99-10-015
PREP
99-08-057
NEW-P
99-14-018
99-14-020
NEW-E
PREP
99-07-060
REP-XR
99-16-028
NEW-P
99-10-100
NEW
99-15-072
REP-XR
99-16-028
NEW-P
99-10-100
NEW
99-15-072
REP-XR
99-16-028
NEW-P
99-10-100
NEW
99-15-072
NEW-P
99-10-100
NEW
99-15-072
NEW-P
99-10-100
NEW
99-15-072
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
132A- I 08-030
I 32A-108-030
I 32A- I 08-040
132A-108-040
I 32A-108-050
132A-I 08-050
I 32A-I 08-060
132A- l 08-060
132A-l 08-070
I 32A-108-070
I 32A- I 08-080
I 32A- I 08-080
I 32A-I 08-090
I 32A-108-090
132A-l 16-001
132A-l 16-00I
I 32A-l 16-005
132A-l 16-006
I 32A-l I 6-006
132A-l 16-0IO
132A-l 16-0l I
132A-116-0l I
132A-l 16-015
132A-116-016
132A-116-016
I 32A- I I 6-020
132A-l 16-021
132A-l 16-021
I 32A- I I 6-025
I 32A-116-026
132A-l 16-026
I 32A- I I 6-030
I 32A- I I 6-030
132A-120
132A-120-005
132A-120-006
132A-l 20-006
132A-120-0IO
132A-120-0l I
132A-120-0l I
132A-120-015
132A-120-016
132A-120-016
I 32A-l 20-020
I 32A-l 20-021
I 32A-l 20-021
I 32A-l 20-025
I 32A-120-026
I 32A- I 20-026
I 32A-l 20-030
132A-120-031
I 32A-120-03 I
I 32A- I 20-035
I 32A-120-036
I 32A- I 20-036
132A-120-040
132A-120-041
132A-120-041
I 32A-l 20-045
I 32A-l 20-046
132A-l 20-046
I 32A- I 20-050
132A-120-051
132A-120-051
132A-120-055
I 32A- I 20-056
I 32A- I 20-056
Table

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072

WAC#
132A-120-060
132A-120-061
132A-120-061
132A-122-0IO
132A-122-0l I
132A-122-0l I
132A-122-020
132A-122-021
132A-122-021
I 32A-122-030
132A-122-040
132A-122-050
132A-128-005
132A-128-0IO
132A-128-015
132A-128-020
132A-128-025
132A-128-030
132A-128-035
132A-128-040
I 32A-128-045
I 32A-l 28-050
132A-128-060
132A-128-070
132A-128-080
132A-128-090
132A-128-IOO
132A-130-0IO
132A-130-0IO
132A-130-020
132A-130-020
132A-130-030
132A-130-030
132A-131-0IO
132A-131-0IO
132A-131-020
132A-131-020
I 32A-l 33-020
132A-133-020
I 32A-136-005
132A-136-0IO
132A-136-015
132A-136-020
132A-136-025
132A-136-030
132A-140
132A-140-00I
132A-140-00I
132A-140-005
132A-140-006
132A-140-006
132A-140-0IO
132A-140-0l 1
132A-140-0l 1
132A-140-015
132A-140-016
132A-140-016
132A-140-020
132A-140-021
132A-140-021
132A-140-025
132A-140-026
132A-140-026
I 32A-l 40-030
132A-140-030
132A-150-0IO
132A-150-010

ACTION

WSR#

REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072

rs 1

WAC#
l 32A-150-020
132A-150-020
132A-156-005
I 32A-156-006
132A-156-006
132A-156-010
132A-156-01 l
132A-156-0l I
132A-156-015
132A-156-016
l 32A-l 56-016
132A-156-020
132A-156-025
132A-156-030
132A-160-005
l 32A-l 60-006
132A-160-006
132A-160-015
132A-160-020
132A-165-005
132A-165-015
132A-165-025
132A-165-035
132A-165-045
I 32A-165-055
l 32A-165-065
132A-165-075
I 32A-l 65-085
I 32A- l 68-005
132A-168-006
132A-168-006
132A-168-010
132A-168-0l I
132A-168-0l l
132A-168-015
132A-168-016
132A-168-016
132A-168-021
132A-168-021
132A-168-026
132A-168-026
132A-176-005
132A-176-006
I 32A-l 76-006
132A-180-005
l 32A- l 80-0 IO
132A-180-015
l 32A- I 80-020
132A- l 80-025
132A-180-030
132A-180-035
132A-180-040
132A-276-005
132A-276-0IO
132A-276-015
132A-276-020
132A-276-025
132A-276-030
I 32A-276-03 I
I 32A-276-03 I
132A-276-035
I 32A-276-040
I 32A-276-045
132A-276-045
132A-276-050
I 32A-276-055
132A-276-060

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMD-P

99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-16-029
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072

AMD

REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR

~
~

4

99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-10-100 ~
99-15-072 ~
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028

~

~

,

~

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
l 32A-276-065
l 32A-276-070
l 32A-280-005
132A-280-006
132A-280-006
132A-280-0IO
132A-280-0l I
l 32A-280-011
l 32A-280-015
l 32A-280-016
I32A-280-016
l 32A-280-020
l 32A-280-02 I
132A-280-021
l 32A-280-026
l 32A-280-026
I32A-280-030
132A-280-03 l
l 32A-280-03 l
l 32A-280-035
l 32A-280-035
I 32A-280-040
l 32A-280-040
l 32A-280-045
l 32A-280-045
I32A-280-050
l 32A-280-050
l 32A-280-055
l 32A-280-055
132A-280-060
l 32A-280-060
132A-280-065
132A-280-065
l 32A-280-070
l 32A-280-070
I 32A-280-075
I 32A-280-075
I 32A-280-080
I 32A-280-080
I 32A-280-085
I32A-280-085
l 32A-300-005
132A-300-0IO
132A-310-005
132A-310-0IO
132A-320-0IO
I 32A-320-0IO
I 32A-320-020
l 32A-320-020
l 32A-320-030
l 32A-320-030
132A-350-015
l 32A-350-015
l 32A-350-020
l 32A-350-020
l 32A-350-030
l 32A-350-030
l 32A-350-040
I32A-350-040
I32A-350-045
l 32A-350-045
132A-350-050
I32A-350-050
132H-168-0IO
132H-168-010
132H-168-020
I32H-l 68-020

ACTION
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP

WSR#
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-16-028
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045

WAC#
132H-168-030
132H-168-030
132H-168-040
132H-168-040
132H-168-050
132H-168-050
132H-168-060
132H-168-060
132H-168-070
132H-168-070
132H-168-080
132H-168-080
132H-168-090 ·
132H-168-090
132H-168-990
132H-168-990
132H-168-9901
132H-168-9901
132H-168-9902
132H-168-9902
132H-168-9903
132H-168-9903
132H-169-0IO
132H-169-0IO
132H-l 69-020
132H-169-020
132H-169-030
132H-169-030
132H-169-040
132H-169-040
132H-169-050
132H-169-050
132H-169-060
I 32H- l 69-060
132H-169-070
132H-169-070
132H-169-080
132H-169-080
132H-169-090
132H-169-090
132H-169-IOO
132H-169-IOO
132H-169-l IO
132H-169-110
132H-169-120
132H-169-120
132H-169-.130
132H-169-130
132K- 16
132K- 16-010
132K- 16-010
132K- 16-020
132K- 16-020
132K- 16-030
132K- 16-030
132K- 16-040
132K- 16-040
132K- 16-050
132K- 16-050
132K- 16-060
132K- 16-060
132K- 16-070
132K- 16-070
132K- 16-110
132K- 16-110
132K- 16-120
132K- 16-120

ACTION
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
r 91

WSR#
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-1 0-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-05-018
99-10-045
99-04-028
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-·10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046

WAC#
132K- 16-130
132K- 16-130
132K- 16-140
132K- 16-140
132K- 16-150
132K- 16-150
132K- 16-160
132K- 16-160
132K- 16-170
132K- 16-170
132K- 16-180
132K- 16-180
132K- 16-190
132K- 16-190
132K- 16-200
132K- 16-200
132K- 16-210
132K- 16-210
132K- 16-220
132K- 16-220
132K- 16-230
132K- 16-230
132K- 16-240
132K- 16-240
132K- 16-250
132K- 16-250
132K- 16-260
132K- 16-260
132K- 16-270
132K- 16-270
132K- 16-280
132K- 16-280
132K- 16-290
132K- 16-290
132K- 16-300
132K- 16-300
132K- 16-310
132K- 16-310
132K- 16-320
132K- 16-320
132K- 16-330
132K- 16-330
132K- 16-340
132K- 16-340
I 32K- 16-350
132K- 16-350
l 32K- 16-360
132K- 16-360
l 32K- 16-370
132K- 16-370
132K- 16-380
132K- 16-380
132K- 16-390
132K- 16-390
132K- 16-400
132K- 16-400
132K- 16-410
132K- 16-410
132K- 16-420
132K- 16-420
132K- 16-430
132K- 16-430
132K- 16-440
t32K- 16-440
132K- 16-450
132K- 16-450
132K- 16-460

ACTION
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P.
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P

WSR#
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
· 99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
132K- 16-460
132K- 16-470
132K- 16-470
132K- 16-480
132K- 16-480
132K-125-0IO
132K-125-0IO
I 32K-125-020
I 32K-l 25-020
I 32K-125-030
132K-125-030
132K-125-040
132K-125-040
I 32K-125-050
I 32K-l 25-050
132K-125-060
132K-125-060
132K-125-070
132K-125-070
132K-125-080
I 32K-125-080
132K-125-090
132K-125-090
132K-125-IOO
132K-125-IOO
132K-125-l IO
132K-125-l 10
132K-125-120
132K-125-120
132K-125-130
132K-125-130
132K-125-140
132K-125-140
132K-125-150
132K-125-150
I 32K-125-160
I 32K-125-l 60
132K-125-170
132K-125-170
I 32K-l 25-l 80
I 32K-125-l 80
132K-125-190
132K-125-190
132K-125-200
132K-125-200
132K-l 25-2 I 0
132K-125-210
132K-125-220
I 32K-l 25-220
132K-125-230
132K-125-230
132K-125-240
132K-125-240
132K-125-250
132K-125-250
132K-125-260
132K-125-260
132K-125-270
l 32K- I 25-270
l 32K-l 25-280
132K-125-280
132K-125-290
132K-125-290
132K-125-300
132K-125-300
132K-125-310
132K-125-310
Table

ACTION
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046

WAC#

ACTION

132K-125-320
132K-125-320
l 32K-l 25-330
132K-125-330
132K-125-340
l 32K-l 25-340
l 32K-l 25-350
132K-125-350
l 32K-l 25-360
132K-125-360
132K-125-370
l 32K- l 25-370
132K-125-380
l 32K-l 25-380
132K-l 25-390
132K-125-390
132K-125-400
132K-125-400
132K-125-410
132K-125-410
132K-125-420
l 32K-l 25-420
l 32K-l 25-430
l 32K-l 25-430
132N-160
132N-160-0IO
132N-160-0IO
I 32N-l 60-020
I 32N-l 60-020
I 32N-l 60-030
I 32N-160-030
132N-160-040
132N-160-040
132N-160-050
132N-160-050
132N-160-060
132N-160-060
132N-160-070
132N-160-070
132N-160-080
132N-160-080
132N-160-090
132N-160-090
132P- 33-010
132P- 33-010
132P- 33-020
l 32P- 33-020
132P- 33-080
132P- 33-080
132P- 33-100
132P- 33-100
132P- 33-120
132P- 33-120
I 32P- 33-123
l 32P- 33-123
I 32P- 33-125
132P- 33-125
I 32P- 33-130
132P- 33-130
132P- 33-150
132P- 33-150
l 32P- 33-155
l 32P- 33-155
132P- 33-160
132P- 33-160
132P- 33-170
132P- 33-170

NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO

r 10 i

WSR#
99-07-109
99-1 0-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-07-109
99-10-046
99-06-011
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140

WAC#
I 32P- 33-210
l 32P- 33-210
I 32P- 33-220
I 32P- 33-220
I 32P- 33-230
I 32P- 33-230
I 32P- 33-260
I 32P- 33-260
l 32P- 33-270
132P- 33-270
132P-276
1320- 12-010
1320- 12-010
132V-120
132V-300
132V-400
132X- 10
132X- 20
132X- 30
132X-40
132X- 50
132X- 60
136-130-050
136-130-050
136-130-070
137- 08-010
137- 08-020
137- 08-060
137- 08-070
137- 08-080
137- 08-090
137- 08-100
137- 08-105
137- 08-110
137- 08-120
137- 08-130
137- 08-140
137- 08-150
137- 08-160
137- 08-170
137- 56-110
162-04
162- 12
162- 12-100
162- 12-120
162- 12-130
162- 12-135
162- 12-140
162- 12-150
162- 12-160
162- 12-170
162- 12-180
162- 16-020
162- 16-020
162- 16-030
162- 16-030
162- 16-040
162- 16-040
162- 16-050
162- 16-050
162- 16-060
162- 16-060
162- 16-070
162- 16-070
162- 16-080
162- 16-080
162- 16-090

ACTION

WSR#

AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
REP-C
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P

99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-08-019
99-13-140
99-05-041
99-05-040
99-10-012
99-16-107
99-16-108
99-16-109
99-06-032
99-06-032
99-06-032
99-06-032
99-06-032
99-06-032
99-09-084
99-16-038
99-17-039
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-14-017
99-16-078
99-12-100
99-12-098
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108

~

~
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

162- 16-090
~ 162- 16-100
162- 16-100
,
162- 16-110
162- 16-110
162- 16-120
162- 16-120
162- 16-130
162- 16-130
162- 16-140
162- 16-140
162- 16-150
162- 16-150
162- 16-160
162- 16-160
162- 16-170
162- 16-170
162- 16-200
162- 16-200
162-16-210
162- 16-210
162- 16-220
162- 16-220
162- 16-230
162- 16-230
162- 16-240
162- 16-240
162- 16-250
162- 16-250
162- 16-260
162- 16-260
162- 16-270
162- 16-270
162- 16-280
162- 16-280
162- 16-290
162- 16-290
162- 18
162- 18-010
162- 18-020
162- 18-030
162- 18-040
162- 18-050
162- 18-060
162- 18-070
162- 18-080
162- 18-090
162- 18-100
162- 20
162- 20-010
162- 20-020
162- 20-030
162- 22
162- 22-010
162- 22-010
162- 22-020
162- 22-020
162- 22-025
162- 22-025
162- 22-030
162- 22-030
162- 22-035
162- 22-035
162- 22-040
162- 22-040
162- 22-045
162- 22-045

REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
·NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW

~

WSR#
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-12-098
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-12-098
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-12-100
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025

WAC#

ACTION

162- 22-050
162- 22-050
162- 22-060
162- 22-060
162- 22-065
162- 22-065
162- 22-070
162- 22-070
162- 22-075
162- 22-075
162- 22-080
162- 22-080
162- 22-090
162-22-090
162- 22-100
162- 22-100
162-26
162-26
162- 26-010
162- 26-010
162- 26-020
162- 26-020
162- 26-030
162- 26-030
162- 26-035
162- 26-035
162- 26-040
162- 26-040
162- 26-050
162- 26-050
162- 26-060
162- 26-060
162- 26-070
162- 26-070
162- 26-080
162- 26-080
162- 26-090
162- 26-090
162- 26-100
162- 26-100
162- 26-110
162- 26-110
162- 26-120
162- 26-120
162-26-135
162- 26-135
162- 26-140
162- 26-140
162- 28
162- 28-030
162- 28-040
162-30
162- 30-010
162- 30-010
162- 30-020
162- 30-020
162- 38
162- 38-040
162- 38-040
162- 38-100
162- 38-100
162- 38-105
162- 38-105
162- 38-110
162- 38-110
162- 38-130
162- 38-130

REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
.AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP

r 111

WSR#
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-1 5-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-12-100
99-13-121
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-IOS
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-12-098
99-17-1.02
99-17-102
99-12-099
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-12-100
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025
99-04-108
99-15-025

WAC#
162-40
162- 40-010
162- 40-021
162- 40-031
162- 40-041
162- 40-051
162- 40-055
162- 40-061
162- 40-065
162- 40-071
162- 40-075
162- 40-081
162- 40-091
162- 40-101
162-40-111
162- 40-121
162- 40-131
162- 40-141
162- 40-151
162- 40-161
162- 40-171
162- 40-181
162- 40-191
162- 40-201
162- 40-211
162- 40-221
162- 40-231
162- 40-241
162- 40-251
173- 16-010
173- 16-020
173- 16-030
173- 16-040
173- 16-050
173- 16-060
173- 16-064
173- 16-070
173- 16-200
173- 26
173- 26-020
173- 26-095
173- 26-100
173- 26-110
173-26-120
173- 26-170
173- 26-180
173- 26-190
173- 26-200
173-26-210
173- 26-220
173- 26-230
173- 26-240
173- 26-250
173- 26-260
173-153-010
173-153-020
173-153-030
173-153-040
173-153-050
173-153-060
173-153-070
173-153-080
173-153-090
173-153-100
173-153-110
173-153-120
173- I 53-13P

ACTION
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

WSR#
99-12-098
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-102
99-17-1-02
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-12-094
99-08-124
9~

99
9~

99-vo- t .l4
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-08-124
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
173-153-140
173-153-150
173-153-160
173-153-170
173-153-180
173-153-190
173-153-200
173-201A
173-202-020
173-202-020
173-202-020
173-224
173-230
173-230-0 I 0
173-230-020
173-230-030
173-230-040
173-230-050
173-230-061
173-230-065
173-230-070
173-230-080
173-230-090
173-230-100
173-230-110
173-230-120
173-230-130
173-230-140
173-303
173-325-020
173-325-030
173-325-040
173-325-050
173-400
173-400
173-400
173-400
173-400-030
173-400-030
173-400-040
173-400-040
173-400-060
173-400-060
173-400-070
173-400-070
173-400-075
173-400-075
173-400-104
173-400-104
173-400-115
173-400-115
173-401
173-405
173-405
173-406
173-409
173-410
173-410
173-415
173-415
173-425
173-425-010
173-425-020
173-425-030
173-425-040
173-425-050
173-425-060
Table

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
PREP
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-XA
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P

WSR#
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-12-109
99-05-060
99-07-077
99-09-001
99-09-094
99-11-055
99-13-101
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-12-038
99-10-041
99-17-114
99-17-114
99-17-114
99-17-114
99-07-093
99-09-093
99-10-042
99-17-080
99-04-097
99-12-096
99-04-097
99-12-096
99-04-097
99-12-096
99-04-097
99-12-096
99-04-097
99-12-096
99-04-097
99-12-096
99-04-097
99-12-096
99-17-080
99-07-093
99-17-080
99-13-173
99-12-093
99-07-093
99-17-080
99-10-042
99-17-080
99-07-110
99-07-110
99-07-110
99-07-110
99-07-110
99-07-110
99-07-110

WAC#
173-425-070
173-425-080
173-425-090
173-425-100
173-425-110
173-433
173-434
173-434
173-481
173-490
173-491
173-495-010
173-495-020
173-495-040
173-495-045
173-495-060
173-495-065
173-495-070
173-495-080
173-495-100
173-495-120
173-532-085
173-532-085
173-548
173-548-00 I
173-548-002
173-548-005
173-548-0 IO
173-548-0 I 5
173-548-020
173-548-030
173-548-031
173-548-032
173-548-033
173-548-034
173-548-035
173-548-036
173-548-037
173-548-040
173-548-050
173-548-060
173-548-070
173-548-075
173-548-076
174-280-015
174-280-015
174-280-030
174-280-030
180- 08-015
180- 08-015
180- 16-195
180- 16-195
180- 16-215
180- 16-215
180- 16-220
180- 16-220
180- 16-221
180- 16-221
180- 16-222
180- 16-222
180- 16-226
180- 16-226
180- 16-231
180- 16-231
180- 16-236
180- 16-236
180- 16-238

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
NEW-S
NEW
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
r 12 l

WSR#
99-07-110
99-07-110
99-07-110
99-07-1 IO
99-07-1 IO
99-07-093
99-07-093
99-17-080
99-10-042
99-17-080
99-17-080
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-13-174
99-08-125
99-13-093
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-09-092
99-08-030
99-12-024
99-08-030
99-12-024
99-04-079
99-10-092
99-04-080
99-10-091
99-04-088
99-07-069
99-04-080
99-10-091
99-03-001
99-07-054
99-03-001
99-07-054
99-03-001
99-07-054
99-03-001
99-07-054
99-03-001
99-07-054
99-03-001

WAC#
180- 16-238
180- 16-240
180- 16-240
180- 18-055
180- 18-055
180- 18-055
180- 18-055
180- 20-011
180- 20-034
180- 20-035
180- 20-040
180- 20-055
180- 20-060
180- 20-070
180- 20-075
180- 20-080
180- 20-101
180-20-111
180- 20-115
180- 20-120
180- 20-150
180- 22-150
180- 22-150
180-24
180- 25
180-26
180- 26-040
180- 27
180- 27-020
180- 27-030
180- 27-056.
180- 27-080
180- 27-082
180- 27-083
180- 27-I02
180- 27-600
180- 27-605
180- 27-610
180- 27-615
180- 29
180- 29-040
180- 29-040
180- 29-066
180- 29-067
180- 29-075
180- 29-085
180- 29-095
180- 29-095
180- 29-160
180- 31
180- 32
180- 33
180-40
180- 40-215
180- 40-215
180- 40-305
180- 41-035
180- 41-035
180-51
180- 51-050
180- 51-050
180- 51-I07
180- 51-107
180- 51-I07
180- 51-107
180- 51-110
180- 51-110

ACTION
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-W
PREP
AMO-P

WSR#
99-07-054
99-04-080
99-10-091
99-04-082
99-06-089
99-10-094
99-17-085
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-08-004
99-04-083
99-07-065
99-14-086
99-06-074
99-06-080
99-14-089
99-06-079
99-14-090
99-14-090
99-14-090
99-14-090
99-03-026
99-03-026
99-14-090
99-14-090
99-14-090
99-14-090
99-14-090
99-06-078
99-10-001
99-14-088
99-14-088
99-14-088
99-14-088
99-14-088
99-04-086
99-07-067
99-14-088
99-06-077
99-06-076
99-06-075
99-12-015
99-04-084
99-07-064
99-12-016
99-04-090
99-07-073
99-10-089
99-04-081
99-10-093
99-04-082
99-06-089
99-10-094
99-17-085
99-04-091
99-07-072

~

~

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

180- 51-110
~ 180- 52
, 180- 52-041
180- 55-085
180- 55-085
180- 56-245
180- 56-245
180- 77A
180- 77 A-028
180- 77 A-028
180- 77 A-029
180- 77A-029
180- 77A-080
180- 77 A-080
180- 78-155
180- 78-155
180- 78-207
180- 78-207
180-78-210
180- 78-210
180- 78A
180- 78A
180- 79A
180- 79A
180- 79A-223
180- 79A-223
180- 79A-223
180- 79A-241
180- 79A-260
180- 79A-300
180- 79A-380
180- 79A-380
180-82
180- 82
180- 82
180- 82-002
180- 82-004
180- 82-105
180- 82-1 IO
180- 82-115
180- 82-120
180- 82-125
180- 82-130
180- 82-200
180- 82-201
180- 82-202
180- 82-204
180- 82-210
180-82-215
180- 82-300
180- 82-302
180- 82-304
180- 82-306
180- 82-308
180- 82-310
180- 82-312
180-82-314
180- 82-315
180- 82-315
180- 82-316
180- 82-317
180- 82-317
180- 82-318
180- 82-319
180- 82-319
180- 82-320
180- 82-321

~

ACTION
AMD-S
PREP
NEW-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
'NEW-P

NEW

NEW
NEW-P

WSR#
99-14-011
99-10-090
99-14-087
99-04-089
99-07-068
99-04-092
99-07-071
99-04-046
99-07-049
99-12-014
99-07-049
99-12-014
99-07-049
99-12-014
99-04-087
99-07-070
99-04-087
99-07-070
99-04-087
99-07-070
99-16-062
99-16-063
99-16-059
99-16-062
99-06-038
99-10-003
99-14-012
99-16-061
99-16-060
99-06-006
99-04-085
99-07-066
99-04-109
99-12-040
99-16-062
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-08-081
99-04-008
99-08-081
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-110
99-07-102
99-04-008
99-04-110
99-07-102
99-04-008
99-04-110
99-07-102
99-04-008
99-04-1 IO

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

180- 82-321
180- 82-322
180- 82-324
180- 82-326
180- 82-328
180- 82-330
180- 82-331
180- 82-332
180- 82-334
180- 82-336
180- 82-338
180- 82-339
180- 82-340
180- 82-342
180- 82-343
180- 82-344
180- 82-346
180- 82-348
180- 82-349
180- 82-349
180- 82-350
180- 82-352
180- 82-354
180- 82-355
180- 82-356
180- 82-360
180- 82-362
180- 85-075
180- 85-075
180- 85-075
180- 85-075
182- 08-095
182- 08-095
182- 12-111
182- 12-111
182-12-119
182- 12-119
182- 25-0IO
182-25-020
182- 25-030
182- 25-030
182- 25-030
182- 25-030
182- 25-040
182- 25-040
182- 25-040
182- 25-040
182- 25-085
182- 25-085
182- 25-085
182- 25-090
182- 25-090
182- 25-090
182- 25-090
182- 25-100
182- 25-105
182- 25-110
192-04-060
192- 04-170
192- 04-190
192- 12-005
192- 12-010
192- 12-015
192- 12-035
192- 12-050
192- 12-060
192- 12-066

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
AMD-E
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XR
PREP
REP-XA
REP-XA

99-07-102
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-06-005
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-08-081
99-04-008
99-08-081
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-1 IO
99-07-I02
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-04-008
99-08-081
99-05-002
99-06-039
99-10-002
99-14-010
99-11-100
99-14-082
99-11-099
99-14-081
99-11-099
99-14-081
99-15-098
99-15-099
99-08-107
99-12-032
99-15-098
99-16-022
99-05-077
99-12-032
99-15-098
99-16-022
99-05-077
99-08-106
99-12-033
99-05-077
99-08-106
99-12-033
99-15-098
99-07-078
99-07-078
99-07-078
99-15-069
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-13-110
99-13-113
99-10-005
99-11-088
99-13-112
99-13-114

rn

1

WAC#

ACTION

192- 12-070
192- 12-072
192- 12-074
192- 12-076
192- 12-080
192- 12-090
192- 12-100
192- 12-110
192- 12-115
192- 12-130
192- 12-141
192- 12-150
192- 12-182
192- 12-330
192- 12-350
192- 12-355
192- 12-360
192- 12-380
192- 15-150
192- 16-001
192- 16-002
192- 16-051
192- 16-051
192- 16-051
192- 16-052
192- 16-052
192- 16-052
192- 16-057
192~ 16-057
192- 16-057
192- 23-002
192- 23-013
192- 23-018
192- 24-001
192- 24-010
192-24-020
192- 24-030
192- 24-030
192-100-500
192-I00-510
192-110-005
192-110-010
192-110-015
192-110-020
192-110-050
192-120-001
192-120-010
192-120-020
192-120-030
192-120-035
192-120-040
192-140-005
192-140-010
192-140-020
192-140-025
192-140-030
192-150-090
192-180-005
192-180-005
192-180-010
192-180-010
192-180-015
192-180-015
192-180-020
192-180-020
192-180-025
192-180-025

REP-XA
REP-P
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XR
REP-XA
REP-XA
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XA
REP-XR
AMD
REP-XA
REP-XR
REP-E
REP-E
REP-P
REP-E
REP-E
REP-P
REP-E
REP-E
REP-P
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
99-13-115
99-05-068
99-11-091
99-11-090
99-10-006
99-11-094
99-13-116
99-10-007
99-10-008
99-15-069
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-13-107
99-13-108
99-13-111
99-13-109
99-08-073
99-11-092
99-12-108
99-05-003
99-13-003
99-13-183
99-05-003
99-13-003
99-13-183
99-05-003
99-13-003
99-13-183
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-09-097
99-13-002
99-13-110
99-13-113
9'
9'
9~

9S-uo-u 1-'
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-08-073
99-09-097
99-13-002
99-09-097
99-13-002
99-09-097
99-13-002
99-09-097
99-13-002
99-09-097
99-13-002
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
192-180-030
192-180-030
192-200-020
192-210-005
192-210-005
192-210-005
192-210-0 I0
192-210-010
192-210-0 I 0
192-210-015
192-210-015
192-210-015
192-300-050
192-300-100
192-300-1 so
192-300-180
192-310-035
192-310-040
192-310-050
192-310-050
192-310-055
192-310-055
192-310-060
192-310-070
192-310-100
192-320-050
192-320-055
192-320-060
194-22
194- 22-010
194- 22-020
194-22-12 0
194- 22-130
196- 23
196-23
196- 23-010
196- 23-010
196- 23-020
196- 23-020
196- 23-030
196- 23-030
196- 23-050
196- 23-050
196- 24-058
196- 24-058
196- 24-058
196- 24-060
196- 24-060
196- 24-060
196- 24-085
196- 24-090
196- 24-090
196- 24-090
196- 24-092
196- 24-092
196- 24-092
196- 24-095
196- 24-095
196- 24-095
196- 24-097
196- 24-097
196- 24-097
196- 24-098
196- 24-098
196- 24-098
196- 24-100
196- 24-100
Table

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
PREP
NEW-P
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-P
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMD-P

WSR#
99-09-097
99-13-002
99-08-073
99-05-003
99-13-003
99-13-183
99-05-003
99-13-003
99-13-183
99-05-003
99-13-003
99-13-183
99-05-068
99-13-111
99-11-094
99-13-112
99-11-092
99-11-093
99-11-088
99-17-092
99-11-089
99-17-091
99-13-114
99-13-115
99-13-116
99-05-068
99-11-091
99-11-090
99-07-005
99-16-099
99-16-099
99-16-099
99-16-099
99-07-135
99-07-136
99-10-084
99-15-058
99-10-085
99-15-055
99-10-086
99-15-050
99-10-087
99-15-056
99-07-134
99-10-081
99-15-052
99-02-073
99-10-088
99-15-051
99-02-071
99-02-075
99-10-082
99-15-053
99-02-076
99-10-083
99-15-054
99-02-077
99-10-084
99-15-058
99-02-078
99-10-085
99-15-055
99-02-079
99-10-087
99-15-056
99-02-072
99-10-088

WAC#
196- 24-100
196- 25-040
196- 25-040
196- 25-040
196- 25-050
196- 25-050
196- 25-060
196- 25-060
196- 25-100
196- 25-100
196- 26-020
196- 26-020
196- 26-020
204- 10-020
204- 10-020
204- 24-050
204- 32-020
204- 32-020
204- 32-040
204- 32-040
204- 32-060
204- 32-060
204- 80-020
204- 90-140
204- 90-140
204- 96-010
204- 96-010
208-464-0 I 0
208-464-020
208-464-030
208-464-040
208-464-050
208-464-060
208-464-070
208-464-080
208-464-090
208-480-0 I0
208-480-020
208-480-030
208-480-040
208-480-050
208-480-060
208-480-070
208-620-020
208-620-180
208-630-015
208-630-025
208-630-035
208-630-100
208-660
220- 16-225
220- 16-32000A
220- 16-48000A
220- 16-550
220- 16-550
220- 16-55000A
220- 16-55000A
220- 20-016
220- 20-016
220- 20-016
220- 20-01600A
220- 20-070
220- 20-070
220- 24-02000H
220- 24-02000H
220- 24-020001
220- 24-02000!

ACTION

WSR#

AMD
99-15-051
PREP
99-02-074
AMD-P
99-10-080
AMD
99-15-057
NEW-P
99-10-082
NEW
99-15-053
NEW-P
99-10-083
NEW
99-15-054
NEW-P
99-10-081
NEW
99-15-052
PREP
99-02-070
AMD-P
99-08-132
AMD
99-12-036
PREP
99-09-049
AMD-P
99-13-135
AMD
99-06-023
PREP
99-09-021
AMD-P
99-13-133
PREP
99-09-021
AMD-P
99-13-133
PREP
99-09-021
AMD-P
99-13-133
AMD
99-02-045
PREP
99-09-049
AMD-P
99-13-135
PREP
99-09-048
NEW-P
99-13-134
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
REP
99-03-009
AMD-XA 99-14-006
AMD-XA 99-14-006
AMD-XA 99-14-007
AMD-XA 99-14-007
AMD-XA 99-14-007
AMD-XA 99-14-007
PREP
99-16-072
AMD
99-08-029
NEW-E
99-13-009
NEW-E
99-17-040
AMD-XA 99-11-098
AMD
99-15-081
NEW-E
99-10-049
REP-E
99-10-049
AMD-XA 99-12-097
AMD-W
99-13-007
AMD-XA 99-13-008
NEW-E
99-16-017
AMD-P
99-13-054
AMD
99-17-096
NEW-E
99-10-037
REP-E
99-15-014
NEW-E
99-15-014
REP-E
99-15-014
r 14 l

WAC#
220- 24-02000!
220- 24-020001
220- 24-020001
220- 24-020001
220- 24-02000K
220- 24-02000K
220- 24-04000A
220- 32-051001
220- 32-051001
220- 32-051 OOK
220- 32-05100K
220- 32-05500T
220- 32-05500T
220- 32-05500U
220- 32-05500U
220- 32-05500U
220- 32-05500V
220- 32-05500V
220- 32-05500W
220- 32-05500W
220- 32-05500X
220- 32-05700A
220- 32-05700A
220- 32-057008
220- 33-0 IOOON
220- 33-0IOOON
220- 33-0IOOOP
220- 33-0IOOOP
220- 33-01000 0
220- 33-01000 0
220- 33-0IOOOR
220- 33-0JOOOR
220- 33-0IOOOS
220- 33-0IOOOS
220- 33-03000M
220- 33-03000M
220- 33-03000N
220- 33-03000N
220- 44-05000U
220- 44-05000V
220- 44-05000V
220- 44-05000W
220- 44-05000W
220- 44-05000X
220- 44-08000A
220- 44-1 OOOOA
220- 47-302
220- 47-302
220- 47-302
220- 47-302
220- 47-302
220- 47-30200A
220- 47-304
220-47-30 4
220- 47-304
220- 47-304
220-47-30 4
220- 47-307
220- 47-307
220- 47-307
220- 47-307
220- 47-307
220- 47-30700C
220- 47-311
220- 47-311
220- 47-311
220- 47-311

ACTION
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMD-XA
AMD-W
AMD-XA
AMD-W
AMD-XA
NEW-E
AMD-XA
AMD-W
AMD-XA
AMD-W
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-W
AMD-XA
AMD-W
AMD-XA
NEW-E
AMD-XA
AMD-W
AMD-XA
AMD-W

WSR#

99-16-053
99-16-053 ~
99-16-053 ~
99-17-014
99-17-045
99-17-045
99-16-016
99-04-059
99-04-059
99-07-009
99-07-009
99-09-016
99-09-016
99-11-001
99-11-001
99-12-045
99-12-045
99-13-079
99-13-079
99-13-146
99-13-146
99-08-048
99-13-012
99-13-012
99-05-055
99-05-055
99-06-031
99-06-031
99-10-022
99-10-022
99-14-016
99-14-016 ~
99-16-052 ~
99-16-052
99-11-002
99-11-002
99-14-015
99-14-015
99-08-045
99-08-045
99-10-038
99-10-038
99-14-050
99-14-050
99-03-008
99-13-132
99-11-097
99-12-086
99-12-097
99-13-007
99-13-008
99-16-017
99-11-097
99-12-086
99-12-097
99-13-007
99-13-008
99-11-097
99-12-086
99-12-097
99-13-007
99-13-008
99-16-017
99-11-097
99-12-086
99-12-097
99-13-007

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
220- 47-311

~ 220- 47-311008

220- 47-325
220- 47-325
220- 47-325
220- 47-325
220- 47-325
220- 47-32500A
220- 47-401
220- 47-401
220- 47-401
220-47-401
220- 47-401
220- 47-401008
220- 47-410
220- 47-410
220- 47-410
220- 47-410
220- 47-410
220- 47-41000A
220- 47-411
220- 47-411
220- 47-411
220- 47-411
220- 47-411
220- 47-41 IOOA
220- 47-412
220- 47-412
220- 47-412
220- 47-412
220-47-412
220-47-41200A
220- 47-427
220- 47-427
220- 47-427
220- 47-427
220- 47-427
220- 47-428
220- 47-428
220- 47-428
220- 47-428
220- 47-428
220- 47-430
220- 47-430
220- 47-430
220- 47-43000A
220- 48-015001
220- 48-015001
220- 48-015001
220- 49-020
220- 49-020
220- 52-040001
220- 52-040001
220- 52-040001
220- 52-040001
220- 52-04000K
220- 52-04000K
220- 52-04000L
220- 52-04000L
220- 52-04000M
220- 52-04000M
220- 52-046
220- 52-046001
•
. , 220- 52-04600K
220- 52-04600L
220- 52-04600L
220- 52-04600M

,

~

ACTION

WSR#

AMO-XA 99-13-008
99-16-017
NEW-E
99-11-097
AMO-XA
99-12-086
AMO-W
AMO-XA 99-12-097
99-13-007
AMO-W
AMO-XA 99-13-008
99-16-017
NEW-E
AMO-XA 99-11-097
99-12-086
AMO-W
AMO-XA 99-12-097
99-13-007
AMO-W
AMO-XA 99-13-008
99-16-017
NEW-E
99-11-097
AMO-XA
99-12-086
AMO-W
99-12-097
AMO-XA
99-13-007
AMO-W
99-13-008
AMO-XA
99-16-017
NEW-E
99-11-097
AMO-XA
99-12-086
AMO-W
99-12-097
AMO-XA
99-13-007
AMO-W
AMO-XA 99-13-008
99-16-017
NEW-E
99-11-097
REP-XA
99-12-086
REP-W
99-12-097
REP-XA
99-13-007
REP-W
99-13-008
REP-XA
99-16-017
NEW-E
99-11-097
AMO-XA
99-12-086
AMO-W
99-12-097
AMO-XA
99-13-007
AMO-W
99-13-008
AMO-XA
AMO-XA 99-11-097
99-12-086
AMO-W
AMO-XA 99-12-097
99-13-007
AMO-W
AMO-XA 99-13-008
99-11-097
NEW-XA
99-12-086
NEW-W
99-13-008
NEW-XA
99-16-017
NEW-E
99-08-011
NEW-E
99-14-049
REP-E
99-14-049
NEW-E
99-13-120
.AMO-P
99-17-067
AMO
99-09-035
REP-E
99-09-035
NEW-E
99-10-011
NEW-E
99-10-011
REP-E
99-10-023
NEW-E
99-10-023
REP-E
99-11-013
REP-E
99-11-013
/'l.EW-E
99-11-042
NEW-E
99-11-042
REP-E
99-10-062
AMO
99-08-048
REP-E
99-08-011
~EP-E
99-08-011
NEW-E
99-09-035
REP-E
99-09-035
Nj::W-E

WAC#

ACTION

220- 52-04600M
220- 52-04600N
220- 52-04600N
220- 52-04600P
220- 52-04600P
220- 52-046000
220- 52-046000
220- 52-046000
220- 52-04600R
220- 52-04600R
220- 52-046005
220- 52-046005
220- 52-050
220- 52-071
220- 52-071
220- 52-071001
220- 52-071001
220- 52-071001
220- 52-071001
220- 52-07 IOOK
220- 52-071 OOK
220- 52-07100L
220- 52-07100L
220- 52-07100M
220- 52-07100M
220- 52-07100N
220- 52-073001
220- 52-07300K
220- 52-075008
220- 52-24000K
220- 55-001
220- 55-005
220- 55-010
220- 55-015
220- 55-040
220- 55-050
220- 55-055
220- 55-05500A
220- 55-060
220- 55-065
220- 55-070
220- 55-075
220- 55-100
220- 55-105
220- 55-110
220- 55-115
220- 55-115
220- 55-115
220- 55-120
220- 55-125
220- 55-155
220- 55-160
220- 56-100
220- 56-103
220- 56-105
220- 56-105
220- 56-105008
220- 56-105008
220- 56-115
220-56-115
220- 56-l 1500A
220- 56-l 1500A
220- 56-l 1500A
220- 56-115008
220- 56-115008
220- 56-115008
220- 56-l 1500C

REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
AMO-P
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
AMD-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
r is i

WSR#
99-09-035
99-10-011
99-10-011
99-10-023
99-10-023
99-11-013
99-11-013
99-11-021
99-11-021
99-11-021
99-11-042
99-11-042
99-04-053
99-13-118
99-17-068
99-07-033
99-07-033
99-08-0 I0
99-08-010
99-13-051
99-15-036
99-15-036
99-17-005
99-17-005
99-17-047
99-17-047
99-03-054
99-03-054
99-10-050
99-10-050
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-06-007
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-13-117
99-17-095
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-08-029
99-08-029
99-08-029
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-14-048
99-14-048
99-14-048
99-16-056
99-16-056

WAC#
220- 56-123
220- 56-123
220- 56-124
220- 56-124
220- 56-12400E
220- 56- I2400E
220- 56-12400F
220- 56-128008
220- 56-145
220- 56-175
220-56-175
220- 56-185
220- 56-185
220- 56-185
220- 56-190
220- 56-190
220- 56-19000X
220- 56-19000Z
220- 56-191
220-56-191
220- 56-19100G
220- 56-19100G
220- 56-191001
220- 56-191001
220- 56-191001
220- 56-191001
220- 56-19100K
220- 56-195
220- 56-195
220- 56-195008
220- 56-195008
220- 56-19500C
220- 56-19500C
220- 56-195000
220-56-19500E
220- 56-199
220- 56-205
220- 56-205
220- 56-20500C
220- 56-20500C
220- 56-225
220- 56-225
220- 56-235
220- 56-235
220- 56-23500C
220- 56-23500C
220- 56-245
220- 56-245
220- 56-250
220- 56-255
220- 56-255
220- 56-255
220- 56-25500H
220- 56-25500H
220- 56-25500H
220- 56-255001
220- 56-255001
220- 56-255001
220- 56-255001
220- 56-25500K
220- 56-267
. 220- 56-270
220- 56-27000E
220- 56-285005
220- 56-285005
220- 56-28500T
220- 56-30~000

ACTION
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-XA
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-XA
REP
AMO-W
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E

WSR #
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-16-056
99-12-002
99-08-029
99-13-119
99-17-066
99-08-029
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-15-061
99-17-069
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-05-061
99-05-061
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-16-056
99-16-065
99-16-065
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-14-048
99-14-048
99-16-055
99-16-056
99-17-069
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
9'
9'
9~

99-1.J-UISI
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-073
99-08-029
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-043
99-11-043
99-12-074
99-12-074
99-15-013
99-15-013
99-08-029
99-08-029
99-07-007
99-07-006
99-07-006
99-12-002
99-09-014
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
220- 56-305000
220- 56-30500E
220- 56-30500F
220- 56-30700A
220- 56-310
220- 56-310
220- 56-310
220- 56-320
220- 56-325
220- 56-325
220- 56-32500A
220- 56-32500A
220- 56-325008
220- 56-32500X
220- 56-32500X
220- 56-32500Y
220- 56-32500Y
220- 56-32500Z
220- 56-32500Z
220- 56-330
220- 56-33000L
220- 56-33000M
220- 56-33000M
220- 56-33000N
220- 56-33000N
220- 56-33000P
220- 56-33000P
220- 56-330000
220- 56-330000
220- 56-33000R
220- 56-33000R
220- 56-33000S
220- 56-33000S
220- 56-33000T
220- 56-33000T
220- 56-33000U
220- 56-33000U
220- 56-350
220- 56-35000A
220- 56-35000A
220- 56-350008
220- 56-350008
220- 56-35000C
220- 56-35000V
220- 56-35000W
220- 56-35000W
220- 56-35000X
220- 56-35000Y
220- 56-35000Y
220- 56-35000Z
220- 56-35000Z
220- 56-380
220- 56-38000P
220- 56-380000
220- 56-380000
220- 56-38000R
220- 56-38000R
220- 56-38000S
220- 56-38000S
220- 56-38000T
220- 56-38000T
220- 56-38000U
220- 56-38000U
220- 56-38000V
220- 57-120
220- 57-120
220- 57-135
Table

ACTION
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMD
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA

WSR#
99-13-059
99-13-059
99-14-051
99-13-145
99-08-029
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-08-029
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-12-073
99-12-073
99-16-030
99-10-035
99-10-035
99-10-036
99-12-005
99-12-005
99-16-030
99-08-029
99-08-011
99-08-011
99-08-038
99-08-038
99-08-058
99-08-058
99-11-014
99-11-014
99-12-075
99-12-075
99-13-080
99-13-080
99-14-061
99-14-061
99-15-038
99-15-038
99-17-006
99-08-029
99-13-168
99-15-037
99-15-037
99-17-046
99-17-046
99-07-008
99-07-008
99-09-034
99-08-047
99-09-034
99-11-038
99-11-038
99-13-168
99-08-029
99-07-008
99-07-008
99-09-034
99-09-034
99-11-038
99-11-038
99-13-168
99-13-168
99-15-037
99-15-037
99-17-046
99-17-046
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098

WAC#
220- 57-135
220- 57-13500V
220- 57-13500V
220- 57-137
220- 57-137
220- 57-13701
220- 57-13701
220- 57-140
220- 57-140
220- 57-14000V
220- 57- I4000V
220- 57-145
220- 57-145
220- 57-14500A
220- 57-14500A
220- 57-155
220- 57-155
220- 57-160
220- 57-160
220- 57-16000R
220- 57-16000R
220- 57- I 6000S
220- 57-16000S
220- 57-165
220- 57-165
220- 57-165008
220- 57-165008
220- 57-175
220- 57-175
220- 57-17500N
220- 57-17 SOON
220- 57-17500P
220- 57-17500P
220- 57-17500P
220- 57-175000
220- 57-175000
220- 57-175000
220- 57-17500R
220- 57-17500R
220- 57-187
220- 57-187
220- 57-187008
220- 57-187008
220- 57-18700C
220- 57-l 8700C
220- 57-200
220- 57-200
220- 57-20000N
220- 57-20000N
220- 57-220
220- 57-220
220- 57-230
220- 57-230
220- 57-235
220- 57-235
220-57-250
220- 57-250
220- 57-255
220- 57-255
220- 57-25500C
220- 57-25500C
220- 57-255000
220- 57-255000
220- 57-255000
220- 57-25500E
220- 57-25500E
220- 57-260

ACTION
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMD-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMD-XA
AMD
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-XA
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
r 161

WSR#
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99J 5-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-07-006
99-10-021
99-10-021
99-10-021
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-08-046
99-12-044
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-12-046
99-12-046
99-12-046
99-15-015
99-15-015
99-15-015
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-08-046
99-12-044
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-08-046
99-12-044
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-11-098

WAC#
220- 57-260
220- 57-270
220- 57-270
220- 57-270000
220- 57-270000
220- 57-270000
220- 57-27000H
220- 57-27000H
220- 57-280
220- 57-280
220- 57-285
220- 57-285
220- 57-29000W
220- 57-29000W
220- 57-295
220- 57-295
220- 57-300
220- 57-300
220- 57-310
220- 57-310
220- 57-31000A
220- 57-31000A
220- 57-310008
220- 57-310008
220- 57-313
220- 57-313
220- 57-315
220-57-315
220- 57-315
220- 57-315000
220- 57-31 SOOH
220- 57-31500H
220- 57-31500H
220-57-315001
220- 57-31500I
220- 57-319
220- 57-319
220- 57-31900T
220- 57-31900T
220- 57-31900U
220- 57-31900U
220- 57-31900U
220- 57-31900V
220- 57-31900V
220- 57-31900V
220- 57-31900W
220- 57-31900W
220- 57-321
220- 57-321
220- 57-32100C
220- 57-32100C
220- 57-335
220- 57-335
220- 57-33500A
220- 57-33500A
220- 57-340
220- 57-340
220- 57-340001
220- 57-340001
220- 57-341
220- 57-341
220- 57-342
220- 57-342
220- 57-34600A
220- 57-350
220- 57-350
220- 57-355

ACTION
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
AMD-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMD
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-XA
NEW
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA

WSR#

99-15-081
99-11-098 ~
99-15-081 ~
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-15-020
99-15-020
99-15-020
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-13-146
99-13-146
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-08-046
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-12-044
99-15-081
99-08-046
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-08-046
99-12-044
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-13-130
99-13-130
99-13-130
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-079
99-11-079
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081

4

99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

220- 57-355
220- 57-35500A
220- 57-35500A
220- 57-365
220- 57-365
220- 57-36500A
220- 57-36500A
220- 57-380
220- 57-380
220- 57-38000A
220- 57-405
220- 57-405
220- 57-40500A
220- 57-40500A
220- 57-405008
220- 57-415
220- 57-415
220- 57-425
220- 57-425
220- 57-430
220- 57-430
220- 57-430001
220- 57-435
220- 57-435
220- 57-440
220- 57-440
220- 57-44000A
220- 57-44000A
220- 57-450
220- 57-450
220- 57-462
220- 57-462
220- 57-465
220- 57-465
220- 57-470
220- 57-470
220- 57-480
220- 57-480
220- 57-495
220- 57-495
220- 57-50200A
220- 57-505
220- 57-505
220- 57-50500C
220- 57-50500C
220- 57-505000
220- 57-505000
220- 57-505000
220- 57-50500E
220- 57-50500E
220- 57-50500E
220- 57-50500F
220- 57-50500F
220- 57-510
220- 57-510
220- 57-5 IOOOA
220- 57-51000A
220- 57-515
220- 57-515
220- 57-5 I500P
220- 57-5 I500P
220- 57-5 I500P
220- 57-515000
•
. , 220- 57-515000
220- 57-515000
220- 57-5 I 500R
220- 57-520

~

~

ACTION
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
. AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA

WSR#
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-16-056
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-16-056
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-16-056
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-13-145
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-08-046
99-12-044
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-13-130
99-13-130
99-13-130
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-12-046
99-12-046
99-12-046
99-13-099
99-13-099
99-11-098

WAC#
220- 57-520
220- 57-52000A
220- 57-52000A
220- 57-525
220- 57-525
220- 69-236
220- 69-236
220- 69-237
220- 69-237
220- 69-238
220- 69-238
220- 69-239
220- 69-239
220- 69-24000L
220- 72-076
220- 88A-06000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-07000
220- 88A-08000
220- 88A-08000
220- 88A-08000
220- 88A-08000
220- 88A-08000
220- 888-010
220- 888-020
220- 888-030
220- 888-040
220- 888-050
220-110-204
220-110-204
220-110-205
220-110-205
220-130
220-130
220-130-0 I0
220-130-0 I0
220-130-020
220-130-020
220-130-030
220-130-030
220-130-040
220-130-040
220-130-050
220-130-050
220-130-060
220-130-060
220-130-070
220-130-070
220-130-080
220-130-080
220-140-050
220-140-050
222- 08-035
222- 10-020

ACTION
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-E
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
REP-E
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
. AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-C
NEW-E
r 111

WSR#
99-15-081
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-13-119
99-17-066
99-13-119
99-17-066
99-13-119
99-17-066
99-13-119
99-17-066
99-13-051
99-10-061
99-10-050
99-10-050
99-13-131
99-13-131
99-14-014
99-14-014
99-15-019
99-15-019
99-17-004
99-17-004
99-17-015
99-17-015
99-17-099
99-17-099
99-09-036
99-10-050
99-09-036
99-10-050
99-10-050
99-16-032
99-16-032
99-04-053
99-04-053
99-04-053
99-04-053
99-04-053
99-05-023
99-10-048
99-05-023
99-10-048
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-05-075
99-11-004
99-13-054
99-17-096
99-09-078
99-07-075

WAC#
222- 10-020
222- 10-020
222- 10-020
222- 10-030
222- 10-040
222- 10-040
222- 10-040
222- 10-043
222- 10-043
222- 10-043
222- 12-044
222- 12-045
222- 12-090
222- 12-090
222- 12-090
222- 12-090
222- 16-010
222- 16-010
222- 16-010
222- 16-010
222- 16-030
222- 16-030
222- 16-030
222- 16-030
222- 16-050
222- 16-050
222- 16-050
222- 16-050
222- 16-080
222- 16-080
222- 16-080
222- 16-088
222- 16-088
222- 16-088
222- 20-010
222- 20-015
222- 20-020
222- 20-070
222- 22-010
222- 22-030
222- 22-035
222- 22-040
222- 22-050
222- 22-060
222- 22-065
222- 22-070
222- 22-075
222- 22-076
222- 22-090
222- 24-010
222- 24-020
222- 24-030
222- 24-035
222- 24-040
222- 24-050
222- 24-050
222- 24-050
222- 24-050
222- 24-060
222- 30-010
222- 30-020
222- 30-040
222- 30-040
222- 30-040
222- 30-070
222- 38-020
222- 38-03,0

ACTION
NEW-E
NEW-C
NEW-E
NEW-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-C
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-C
NEW-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
NEW-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
NEW-C
AMO-C
NEW-C
NEW-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C

WSR#
99-08-078
99-09-078
99-16-081
99-09-078
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-16-081
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-16-081
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-07-074
99-08-077
99-09-078
99-16-080
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-09-078
99-16-081
99-07-074
99-08-077
99-09-078
99-16-080
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-09-078
99-16-081
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-16-081
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-16-081
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
S
9
9
9,-vrV/O
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-09-078
99-16-081
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-16-081
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
222- 46-055
222- 46-060
222- 46-065
226- 01-010
226- 01-010
226- 01-020
226- 01-020
226- 01-030
226- 01-030
226- 01-040
226- 01-040
226- 01-050
226- 01-050
226- 01-060
226- 01-060
226- 01-070
226- 01-070
226- 02-010
226- 02-010
226- 02-020
226- 02-020
226- 02-030
226- 02-030
226- 02-040
226- 02-040
226- 02-050
226- 02-050
226- 02-060
226- 02-060
226- 02-070
226- 02-070
226- 02-080
226- 02-080
226- 02-090
226- 02-090
226- 02-100
226- 02-100
226- 02-110
226- 02-110
226- 12-010
226- 12-010
226- 12-040
226- 12-040
226- 12-080
226- 12-080
226- 16-010
226- 16-010
226- 16-020
226- 16-020
226- 16-040
226- 16-040
226- 16-050
226- 16-050
226- 16-100
226- 16-100
226- 16-110
226- 16-110
226- 16-150
226- 16-150
226- 16-160
226- 16-160
226- 16-170
226- 16-170
226- 16-180
226- 16-180
226- 16-200
226- 16-200
Table

ACTION
NEW-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E

WSR#
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-09-078
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
· 99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157

WAC#
226- 20-010
226- 20-010
226- 20-020
226- 20-020
226- 20-030
226- 20-030
226- 20-040
226- 20-040
226- 20-050
226- 20-050
226- 20-060
226- 20-060
230- 02-109
230- 02-110
230- 02-145
230- 02-145
230- 02-380
230- 02-400
230- 02-425
230- 04-020
230- 04-022
230- 04-080
230- 04-140
230- 04-203
230- 04-204
230- 04-207
230- 08-027
230- 08-040
230- 08-090
230- 12-050
230- 12-072
230- 12-345
230- 12-345
230- 20-058
230- 20-115
230- 20-115
230- 20-125
230- 20-125
230- 20-230
230- 20-230
230- 20-242
230- 20-242
230- 40-010
230- 40-010
230- 40-015
230-40-030
230- 40-050
230-40-060
230- 40-070
230- 40-120
230- 40-125
230- 40-125
230- 40-125
230- 40-125
230-40-130
230- 40-150
230- 40-160
230- 40-200
230- 40-225
230- 40-400
230-40-550
230- 40-552
230- 40-554
230- 40-556
230- 40-558
230- 40-560
230- 40-562

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

r 1s 1

WSR#
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-13-156
99-13-157
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-094
99-11-078
99-13-206
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-13-205
99-08-093
99-13-206
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-12-082
99-03-103
99-08-094
99-11-078
99-08-094
99-11-078
99-08-094
99-11-078
99-08-094
99-11-078
99-08-093
99-13-103
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-09-096
99-09-096
99-13-102
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093

WAC#
230-40-564
230- 40-566
230-40-568
230-40-600
230- 40-610
230- 40-800
230- 40-810
230- 40-815
230- 40-820
230- 40-825
230- 40-830
230- 40-833
230-40-835
230- 40-840
230-40-845
230- 40-850
230- 40-855
230- 40-860
230- 40-865
230- 40-870
230- 40-875
230-40-880
230-40-885
230-40-890
230- 40-900
230- 50-010
230-60-025
232- 12-001
232- 12-001
232- 12-017
232- 12-01701
232- 12-018
232- 12-024
232- 12-024
232- 12-047
232- 12-047
232- 12-054
232- 12-054
232- 12-068
232- 12-068
232- 12-069
232- 12-072
232- 12-072
232- 12-072
232- 12-134
232- 12-134
232- 12-137
232- 12-137
232-12-141
232- 12-141
232- 12-157
232- 12-157
232- 12-157
232- 12-166
232- 12-189
232- 12-241
232- 12-242
232- 12-242
232- 12-257
232- 12-261
232- 12-261
232- 12-264
232- 12-264
232- 12-291
232- 12-291
232- I 2-3 I 500F
232-12-619

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO
REP
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO-P
AMD-W
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
AMO

WSR#

99-08-093
99-08-093 ~
99-08-093 ~
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-08-093
99-13-205
99-03-029
99-08-029
99-08-024
99-08-024
99-08-029
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-05-064
99-10-112
99-05-064
99-10-112
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-13-054
99-17-096
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-03-029
99-13-119
99-17-066
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-03-029
99-13-194
99-16-001
99-13-194
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-08-063
99-03-029
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

232-12-619
• 232- 12-619
. , 232- 12-619
232- 12-619000
232- 12-619000
232- 12-830
232- 16-140
232- 16-140
232- 16-680.
232- 16-680
232- 16-690
232- 16-810
232- 16-810
232-21-101
232- 28-0220 I
232- 28-02201
232- 28-02203
232- 28-02203
232- 28-02204
232- 28-02204
232- 28-02205
232- 28-02205
232- 28-02240
232- 28-02240
232- 28-20401
232- 28-20401
232- 28-248
232- 28-248
232- 28-259
232- 28-259
232- 28-264
232- 28-264
232- 28-264
232- 28-264
232- 28-271
232- 28-271
232- 28-273
232- 28-273
232- 28-280
232- 28-280
232- 28-281
232- 28-281
232- 28-281
232- 28-281
232- 28-28100A
232- 28-281 OOA
232- 28-422
232- 28-422
232- 28-423
232- 28-619
232- 28-619
232- 28-619
232- 28-619008
232- 28-619008
232- 28-6 I 900C
232- 28-619000
232- 28-619000
232- 28-61900E
232- 28-6 I 900E
232- 28-6 I 900E
232- 28-61900F
232- 28-6 I 900F
232- 28-61900G
•
. , 232- 28-6 I 900G
232- 28-6 I 900G
232- 28-6 I 900H
232- 28-6 I 900H

~

ACTION
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E

WSR#
99-08-029
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-13-058
99-13-058
99-03-029
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-13-194
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-05-024
99-05-063
99-10- 102
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-17-082
99-17-082
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-13-194
99-08-029
99-11-098
99-15-081
99-04-060
99-04-060
99-06-020
99-07-006
99-07-006
99-08-046
99-08-046
99-12-044
99-09-015
99-09-015
99-10-049
99-10-049
99-12-044
99-11-044
99-11-044

WAC#
232- 28-619001
232- 28-619001
232- 28-61900K
232- 28-61900K
232- 28-6 I 900K
232- 28-61900L
232- 28-61900L
232- 28-61900M
232- 28-61900M
232- 28-61900M
232- 28-6 I 900N
232- 28-61900P
232- 32-010
232- 32-010
232- 32-020
232- 32-020
232- 32-030
232- 32-030
232- 32-040
232- 32-040
232- 32-050
232- 32-050
232- 32-060
232- 32-060
232- 32-070
232- 32-070
236- 12-065
236- 12-065
236- 12-470
236- 12-470
236- 12-500
236- 12-500
236- 20-020
236- 20-030
236- 20-040
236- 47-001
236- 47-002
236- 47-003
236- 47-004
236- 47-005
236- 47-006
236- 47-007
236- 47-008
236- 47-009
236- 47-010
236- 47-011
236- 47-012
236- 47-013
236- 47-014
236- 47-015
236- 47-016
236- 47-017
236- 48-003
236- 48-003
236- 48-005
236- 48-005
236- 48-009
236- 48-009
236- 48-011
236- 48-011
236- 48-012
236- 48-012
236- 48-013
236- 48-013
236- 48-021
236- 48-021
236- 48-023

ACTION
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
r 191

WSR#
99-12-002
99-12-001
99-12-044
99-12-044
99-13-130
99-12-019
99-12-019
99-12-046
99-12-046
99-13-099
99-13-099
99-13-145
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-08-086
99-15-031
99-08-086
99-15-031
99-08-086
99-15-031
99-13-167
99-13-167
99-13-167
99-06-00 I
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-00 I
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-001
99-06-00 I
99-06-001
99-06-00 I
99-06-00 I
99-06-001
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068

WAC#
236- 48-023
236- 48-024
236- 48-024
236- 48-025
236- 48-025
236- 48-026
236- 48-026
236- 48-035
236- 48-035
236- 48-036
236- 48-036
236- 48-041
236- 48-041
236- 48-051
236- 48-051
236- 48-052 .
236- 48-052
236- 48-061
236- 48-061
236- 48-071
236- 48-071
236- 48-079
236- 48-079 .
236- 48-081
236- 48-081
236- 48-082
236- 48-082
236- 48-083
236- 48-083
236- 48-084
236- 48-084
236- 48-085
236- 48-085
236- 48-093
236- 48-093
236- 48-094
236- 48-094
236- 48-096
236- 48-096
236- 48-097
236- 48-097
236- 48-098
236- 48-098
236- 48-099
236- 48-099
236- 48-101
236- 48-101
236- 48-111
236- 48-111
236- 48-121
236- 48-121
236- 48-122
236- 48-122
236- 48-123
236- 48-123
236- 48-124
236- 48-124
236- 48-132
236- 48-132
236- 48-141
236- 48-141
236- 48-142
236- 48-142
236- 48-143
236- 48-143
236- 48-151
236- 48-151

ACTION
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XR
REP

WSR#
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
236- 48-152
236- 48-153
236- 48-153
236- 48-155
236- 48-155
236- 48-162
236- 48-162
236- 48-163
236- 48-163
236- 48-164
236- 48-164
236- 48-165
236- 48-165
236-48-1 66
236- 48-166
236- 48-167
236- 48-167
236- 48-190
236- 48-190
236- 48-230
236- 48-230
236- 48-250
236- 48-250
236- 48-251
236- 48-251
236- 48-252
236- 48-252
236- 48-253
236-48-2 53
236- 48-254
236- 48-254
236-48-3 00
236- 48-300
236- 49-001
236- 49-001
236- 49-010
236- 49-010
236- 49-020
236- 49-020
236- 49-030
236- 49-030
236- 49-040
236- 49-040
236-49-0 55
236- 49-055
236- 49-060
236- 49-060
236-49-06 1
236- 49-061
240- 10-030
240- 10-030
245- 02-010
245- 02-020
245- 02-025
245- 02-030
245- 02-035
245- 02-040
245- 02-045
245- 02-050
245- 02-100
245- 02-110
245- 02-115
245- 02-120
245- 02-125
245- 02-130
245-02-13 1
245- 02-135
Table

ACTION

WSR#

AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMD-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMD
99-15-070
AMD-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
AMO-XA
99-10-069
AMO
99-15-070
REP-XR
99-10-068
REP
99-13-138
AMO-P
99-08-109
AMO
99-14-022
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OE COO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OE COO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049
OECOD
99-04-049
DECOO
99-04-049
OE COD
99-04-049
OECOO
99-04-049

WAC#
245- 02-140
245- 02-145
245- 02-150
245- 02-155
245- 02-160
245- 02-165
245- 02-170
245- 02-175
245- 02-180
246- 05-001
246- 05-010
246- 05-020
246- 05-030
246- 08-400
246- 08-400
246- 25
246- 25-010
246- 25-020
246- 25-025
246- 25-030
246- 25-035
246- 25-040
246- 25-045
246- 25-050
246- 25-100
246- 25-110
246- 25-115
246- 25-120
246- 25-125
246- 25-130
246- 25-131
246- 25-135
246- 25-140
246- 25-145
246- 25-150
246- 25-155
246- 25-160
246- 25-165
246- 25-170
246- 25-175
246- 25-180
246-100-016
246-100-016
246-100-036
246-100-036
246-100-041
246-100-041
246-100-042
246-100-042
246-100-043
246-100-043
246-100-072
246-100-072
246-100-076
246-100-076
246-100-206
246-100-206
246-100-207
246-100-207
246-100-208
246-100-208
246-100-209
246-100-209
246-100-236
246-100-236
246-205-990
246-205-990

ACTION
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOO
OECOD
OECOD
DECOO
OECOD
OECOO
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD-P
AMO
PREP
RECOO
RECOO
RECOD
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-XA
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
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WSR#
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-03-062
99-03-062
99-03-063
99-03-062
99-10-078
99-13-083
99-04-050
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-04-049
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-06-091
99-11-037
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-12-083
99-17-077
99-07-120
99-12-022

WAC#
246-217
246-217-001
246-217-001
246-21 7-002
246-217-002
246-217-005
246-217-005
246-217-010
246-217-010
246-217-011
246-217-011
246-217-015
246-217-015
246-217-020
246-217-020
246-217-025
246-217-025
246-217-030
246-217-030
246-217-035
246-217-035
246-217-040
246-217-040
246-217-045
246-217-045
246-217-050
246-217-050
246-217-060
246-217-060
246-217-070
246-217-070
246-220-010
246-220-010
246-220-110
246-220-110
246-220-120
246-220-120
246-221-005
246-221-005
246-221-160
246-221-160
246-221-170
246-221-170
246-221-260
246-221-260
246-221-265
246-221-280
246-222-030
246-231-001
246-231-001
246-231-005
246-231-005
246-231-010
246-231-0 I 0
246-231-030
246-231-030
246-231-040
246-231-040
246-231-050
246-231-050
246-231-060
246-231-060
246-231-070
246-231-070
246-231-080
246-231-080
246-231-090

ACTION
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

WSR#

99-13-019
99-08-097 ~
99-13-019 ~
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99·13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-08-097
99-13-019
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-05-013
99-05-012
99-05-012
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
46-231-090
46-231-100
246-231-100
246-231-110
246-231-110
246-231-120
246-231-120
246-231-130
246-231-130
246-231-140
246-231-140
246-231-200
246-231-200
246-232-001
246-232-00 I
246-232-040
246-232-040
246-232-060
246-232-060
246-232-090
246-232-090
246-235-075
246-235-075
246-243-040
246-243-090
246-244-040
246-244-040
246-244-060
246-244-060
246-254-053
246-254-053
246-254-070
246-254-070
246-254-080
246-254-080
246-254-090
246-254-090
246-254-100
246-254-100
246-282-990
246-282-990
246-290-00 I
246-290-002
246-290-010
246-290-020
246-290-025
246-290-030
246-290-035
246-290-040
246-290-050
246-290-060
246-290-100
246-290-105
246-290-110
246-290-115
246-290-120
246-290-125
246-290-130
246-290-132
246-290-135
246-290-140
246-290-200
246-290-220
246-290-221
246-290-222
246-290-230
246-290-235

ACTION

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
REP
AMO
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW

WSR#
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99~05-012

99-05-012
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-12-130
99-15-105
99-09-099
99-13-085
99-07-120
99-12-022
99-07-120
99-12-022
99-07-120
99-12-022
99-07-120
99-12-022
99-07-120
99-12-022
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021

WAC#
246-290-240
246-290-250
246-290-300
246-290-310
246-290-320
246-290-330
246-290-410
246-290-415
246-290-416
246-290-420
246-290-430
246-290-440
246-290-451
246-290-455
246-290-460
246-290-470
246-290-480
246-290-490
246-290-495
246-290-601
246-290-610
246-290-620
246-290-630
246-290-630
246-290-632
246-290-634
246-290-636
246-290-638
246-290-640
246-290-650
246-290-652
246-290-654
246-290-660
246-290-662
246-290-664
246-290-666
246-290-668
246-290-670
246-290-672
246-290-674
246-290-676
246-290-678
246-290-686
246-290-690
246-290-691
246-290-692
246-290-694
246-290-696
246-290-990
246-290-990
246-292-160
246-292-160
246-310-990
246-316-990
246-318-0 I 0
246-318-013
246-318-015
246-318-017
246-318-020
246-318-025
246-318-030
246-318-033
246-318-035
246-318-040
246-318-042
246-318-150
246-318-155

ACTION

REP
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
AMD
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
PREP
PREP-W
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
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WSR#
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-10-076
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-021
99-07-120
99-12-022
99-07-120
99-12-022
99-05-011
99-04-048
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052

WAC#
246-318-160
246-318-170
246-318-180
246-318-190
246-318-200
246-318-210
246-318-220
246-318-230
246-3 18-240
246-318-250
246-318-260
246-318-270
246-318-280
246-318-290
246-318-300
246-318-310
246-318-320
246-318-330
246-318-350
246-318-370
246-318-380
246-318-390
246-318-400
246-318-420
246-318-440
246-318-450
246-318-500
246-318-510
246-318-520
246-318-530
246-318-540
246-318-550
246-318-560
246-318-570
246-318-580
246-318-590
246-318-600
246-318-6 IO
246-318-620
246-318-630
246-318-640
246-318-650
246-318-660
246-318-670
246-318-680
246-318-690
246-318-700
246-318-710
246-318-720
246-318-730
246-318-740
246-318-750
246-318-760
246-318-770
246-318-780
246-318-790
246-318-800
246-318-810
246-318-820
246-318-830
246-318-840
246-318-850
246-318-860
246-318-870
246-318-990
246-318-99902
246-318-99910

ACTION

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

WSR#
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-05 2
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99 -04-052
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
246-320-001
246-320-0 I 0
246-320-025
246-320-045
246-320-065
246-320-085
246-320-105
246-320-125
246-320-145
246-320-165
246-320-185
246-320-205
246-320-225
246-320-245
246-320-265
246-320-285
246-320-305
246-320-325
246-320-345
246-320-365
246-320-385
246-320-405
246-320-500
246-320-505
246-320-515
246-320-525
246-320-535
246-320-545
246-320-555
246-320-565
246-320-575
246-320-585
246-320-595
246-320-605
246-320-615
246-320-625
246-320-635
246-320-645
246-320-655
246-320-665
246-320-675
246-320-685
246-320-695
246-320-705
246-320-715
246-320-725
246-320-735
246-320-745
246-320-755
246-320-765
246-320-775
246-320-785
246-320-795
246-320-805
246-320-815
246-320-990
246-320-99902
246-358
246-358-025
246-358-600
246-358-600
246-358-610
246-358-610
246-358-620
246-358-620
246-358-630
246-358-630
Table

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
AMD-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-04-052
99-15-108
99-10-096
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-08-098
99-12-006

WAC#
246-358-640
246-358-640
246-358-650
246-358-650
246-358-660
246-358-660
246-358-670
246-358-670
246-358-680
246-358-680
246-359-00 I
246-359-005
246-359-0 I0
246-359-020
246-359-030
246-359-040
246-359-050
246-359-060
246-359-070
246-359-080
246-359-090
246-359-100
246-359-110
246-359-120
246-359-130
246-359-140
246-359-150
246-359-160
246-359-170
246-359-180
246-359-200
246-359-210
246-359-220
246-359-230
246-359-240
246-359-250
246-359-300
246-359-310
246-359-320
246-359-330
246-359-340
246-359-350
246-359-400
246-359-405
246-359-410
246-359-420
246-359-430
246-359-440
246-359-500
246-359-510
246-359-520
246-359-530
246-359-540
246-359-550
246-359-560
246-359-565
246-359-570
246-359-575
246-359-580
246-359-590
246-359-600
246-359-700
246-359-710
246-359-720
246-359-730
246-359-740
246-359-750

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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WSR#
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065

WAC#
246-359-760
246-359-800
246-359-990
246-360-990
246-560-001
246-560-002
246-560-010
246-560-011
246-560-025
246-560-035
246-560-040
246-560-045
246-560-050
246-560-060
246-560-065
246-560-070
246-560-075
246-560-077
246-560-085
246-562
246-650-990
246-650-991
246-760
246-762
246-790
246-802-990
246-802-990
246-808-10 I
246-808-301
246-808-320
246-808-330
246-808-340
246-808-350
246-808-360
246-808-370
246-808-380
246-808-390
246-808-640
246-808-990
246-808-990
246-810-990
246-810-990
246-811-010
246-811-010
246-811-030
246-811-030
246-811-045
246-811-045
246-81 1-046
246-811-046
246-811-04 7
246-811-047
246-81 1-048
246-811-048
246-81 1-049
246-81 1-049
246-811-070
246-811-070
246-811-075
246-811-075
246-81 1-080
246-811-080
246-811-990
246-811-990
246-817-990
246-817-990
246-822-990

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
AMD
NEW
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XR
. REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
,NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P

WSR#
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-03-065
99-10-077
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-03-043
99-15-101
99-16-115
99-16-115
99-11-030
99-11-031
99-13-082
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-03-061
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-09-100
99-13-084
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-02-057

~

~

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
246-822-990

~46-828-045

.246-828-061
246-828-105
246-828-110
246-828-120
246-828-130
246-828-140
246-828-150
246-828-160
246-828-170
246-828-180
246-828-190
246-828-200
246-828-210
246-828-230
246-828-240
246-828-2.50
246-828-260
246-828-280
246-828-290
246-828-310
246-828-340
246-830-990
246-830-990
246-834-050
246-834-060
246-834-070
246-834-080
246-834-990
246-838-040

~

~

246-840

246-840-0 I0
246-840-020
246-840-020
246-840-020
246-840-050
246-840-050
246-840-070
246-840-070
246-840-090
246-840-090
246-840-125
246-840-565
246-840-740
246-840-760
246-840-840
246-840-850
246-840-860
246-840-870
246-840-880
246-840-890
246-840-900
246-840-920
246-841-990
246-843-060
246-843-200
246-843-220
246-843-225
246-845-990
246-845-990
246-847-990
246-847-990
246-849-990
246-849-990
246-850-060
246-850-060

ACTION

WSR#

AMD
NEW
NEW-P
AMD-XA
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP-XR
AMD
REP
REP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
REP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
. REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW

99-08-101
99-08-102
99-11-036
99-08-096
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-07-020
99-16-046
99-08-103
99-07-020
99-07-019
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-03-064
99-03-064
99-03-064
99-03-064
99-06-090
99-08-104
99-11-033
99-11-032
99-06-092
99-10-079
99-11-032
99-08-099
99-13-086
99-08-099
99-13-086
99-08-099
99-13-086
99-03-066
99-11-032
99-04-051
99-11-032
99-14-002
99-14-002
99-14-002
99-14-002
99-14-002
99-14-002
99-14-002
99-11-032
99-16-114
99-03-069
99-03-068
99-03-067
99-03-067
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-03-083
99-07-122

WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

246-851-270
246-851-340
246-851-360
246-85 1-990
246-851-990
246-887-160
246-915-990
246-915-990
246-918-115
246-918-116
246-918-990
246-918-990
246-919-630
246-919-640
246-922-0 I0
246-922-0 I0
246-922-090
246-922-090
246-922-100
246-922-100
246-922-300
246-922-310
246-924-180
246-924-180
246-924-230
246-924-230
246-924-240
246-924-240
246-924-250
246-924-250
246-924-300
246-924-300
246-924-330
246-924-330
246-924-340
246-924-340
246-924-990
246-924-990
246-926-990
246-926-990
246-928-990
246-928-990
246-930-330
246-930-499
246-930-990
246-930-990
246-935-040
246-935-050
246-935-060
246-935-140
246-935-140
248-554-00 I
248-554-005
248-554-010
248-554-015
248-554-018
248-554-020
248-554-030
250- 20-001
250- 20-001
250- 20-011
250- 20-011
250- 20-021
250- 20-021
250- 20-031
250- 20-031
250- 20-041

REP
REP
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P

99-16-047
99-16-047
99-16-047
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-16-116
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-07-121
99-07-121
99-06-093
99-13-087
99-07-121
99-07-121
99-08-100
99-14-074
99-08-100
99-14-074
99-08-100
99-14-074
99-15-104
99-15-104
99-09-101
99-14-075
99-09-101
99-14-075
99-09-101
99-14-075
99-09-101
99-14-075
99-09-101
99-14-075
99-09-101
99-14-075
99-09-101
99-14-075
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-14-00 l
99-07-018
99-02-057
99-08-101
99-15-103
99-15-103
99-15-103
99-02-080
99-14-076
99-17-058
99-17-058
99-17-058
99-17-058
99-17-058
99-17-058
99-17-058
99-10-074
99-16-015
99-10-074
99-16-015
99-10-074
99-16-015
99-10-074
99-16-015
99-10-074

r 231

WAC#
250- 20-041
250- 61-060
250- 61-090
250- 79
250- 79-030
250- 79-030
251-01-014
251-01-014
251-01-015
251-01-015
251- 01-040
251- 01-040
251- 01-190
251- 01-190
251- 01-330
251- 01-330
251- 01-345
251- 01-400
251- 01-400
251- 01-420
251- 01-420
251- 01-435
251- 01-440
251- 01-440
251- 11-130
251- 17-090
251- 17-090
251- 19-050
251- 19-060
251- 19-180
251- 20-020
251- 20-030
251- 23-010
251- 23-010
251- 23-030
251- 23-030
251- 23-040
251- 23-040
251- 23-050
251- 23-050
251- 23-060
251- 23-060
251- 24-030
251- 24-030
251- 24-030
251- 24-040
260- 24-560
260- 44-110
260- 44-110
260- 44-120
260- 44-120
260- 48-600
260- 48-600
260- 48-620
260-48-620
260- 48-700
260- 48-700
260- 48-710
260- 48-710
260-48-720
260-48-720
260-48-910
260-48-910
260-52-070
260- 75
275- 27
275- 27-020

ACTION

WSR#

AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD

99-16-015
99-06-022
99-06-021
99-10-070
99-14-034
99-15-084
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-16-101
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-13-106
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-13-106
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-13-106
99-13-106
99-16-102
99-16-101
99-16-101
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-13-105
99-05-058
99-05-048
99-02-082
99-05-049
99-02-082
99-05-049
99-02-081
99-06-026
99-02-081
99-06-026
99-02-081
99-06-026
99-02-081
99-06-026
99-02-081
99-06-026
99-02-081
99-06-026
99-05-047
99-03-014
99-10-063
99-04-071
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

275- 27-020
275- 27-020
275- 27-180
275- 27-185
275- 27-190
275-27-191
275- 27-192
275- 27-193
275- 27-194
275- 27-195
275- 27-196
275- 27-197
275- 27-198
275- 27-199
275- 27-200
275- 27-202
275- 27-204
275- 27-211
275- 27-212
275- 27-213
275- 30-010
275- 30-030
275- 30-040
275- 30-050
275- 30-060
275- 30-070
275- 30-080
275- 59
284- 07-050
284- 07-050
284- 23-300
284- 23-310
284- 23-320
284- 23-330
284- 23-340
284- 23-350
284- 23-360
284- 23-370
284-43
284- 43
284- 43
284- 43-130
284- 43-130
284- 43-130
284- 43-130
284- 43-205
284- 43-205
284- 43-205
284- 43-320
284- 43-330
284- 43-340
284- 43-350
284- 43-360
284- 43-370
284- 43-399
284- 43-810
284- 43-810
284- 43-810
284- 43-810
284- 53-005
284- 53-005
284- 53-010
284- 53-010
284- 91-060
286- 26-100
286- 26-100
286- 26-100
Table

AMO-P
OECOO-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
PREP
AMO-XA
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-C
AMO-C
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW.-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO

99-15-043
99-15-043
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-04-071
99-03-077
99-03-077
99-03-077
99-03-077
99-03-077
99-03-077
99-03-077
99-14-065
99-11-101
99-16-035
99-13-199
99-13-199
99-13-199
99-13-199
99-13-199
99-13-199
99-13-199
99-13-199
99-03-037
99-03-038
99-13-198
99-03-006
99-03-007
99-16-073
99-16-106
99-11-102
99-13-045
99-16-036
99-12-106
99-12-106
99-12-106
99-12-106
99-12-106
99-12-106
99-12-106
99-03-006
99-03-007
99-16-073
99-16-106
99-11-103
99-16-005
99-11-103
99-16-005
99-14-085
99-08-092
99-08-114
99-16-009

WAC#
292-100-005
292-100-006
292-100-007
292-100-010
292-100-020
292-100-030
292-100-040
292-100-050
292-100-060
292-100-070
292-100-080
292-100-090
292-100-100
292-100-105
292-100-110
292-100-120
292-100-130
292-100-140
292-100-150
292-100-160
292-100-170
292-100-180
292-100-190
292-100-200
292-100-210
296- 13
296- 14
296- 14-100
296- 14-400
296- 14-410
296- 14-420
296- 17
296- 17
296- 17
296- 17
296-17-31007
296-17-31012
296-17-31013
296- 17-31021
296- 17-35201
296- 17-35203
296- 17-505
296- 17-50603
296- 17-50910
296- 17-50917
296- 17-519
296- 17-52102
296- 17-52106
296- 17-52108
296- 17-52109
296-17-52110
296- 17-52111
296- 17-52113
296- 17-532
296- 17-53802
296- 17-53805
296- 17-539
296- 17-544
296- 17-545
296- 17-552
296- 17-564
296- 17-57603
296- 17-580
296- 17-581
296- 17-583
296- 17-58502
296- 17-58505

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
r 241

WSR#
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-06-073
99-17-115
99-10-025
99-13-201
99-13-201
99-13-201
99-13-201
99-05-051
99-07-099
99-07-100
99-13-203
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115

WAC#
296- 17-615
296- 17-647
296- 17-649
296- 17-653
296- 17-675
296- 17-678
296- 17-679
296- 17-686
296- 17-693
296- 17-698
296- 17-699
296- 17-700
296- 17-703
296- 17-704
296- 17-706
296- 17-707
296- 17-708
296- 17-709
296- 17-710
296- 17-711
296- 17-712
296- 17-713
296-17-717
296- 17-719
296- 17-72202
296- 17-764
296- 17-87304
296- 17-900
296- 17-900
296- 17-90120
296- 20
296- 20
296- 20-01002
296- 20-02700
296- 20-02701
296- 20-02702
296- 70-02703
296- 20-02704
296- 20-02705
296- 20-02850
296- 20-135
296- 20:135
296- 23
296- 23-220
296- 23-220
296- 23-230
296- 23-230
296- 23A
296- 24
296- 24
296- 24
296- 24
296- 24-040
296- 24-040
296- 24-07501
296- 24-12002
296- 24-12002
296-24-205
296- 24-20501
296- 24-20501
296- 24-20503
296- 24-20503
296- 24-20505
296- 24-20505
296- 24-20507
296- 24-20507
296- 24-20509

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-E
AMO-P
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMO
AMD
AMO-XA
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMO
AMD-XA
AMO
AMD-XA
AMO

WSR#
99-12-115

99-12-115~
99-12-115~

99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-04-106
99-12-115
99-12-115
99-12-114 .
99-13-204
99-16-111
99-13-202
99-13-202
99-13-202
99-13-202
99-13-202
99-13-202
99-13-202
99-05-079
99-10-043
99-12-114
99-05-079
99-10-043
99-05-079
99-10-043
99-12-114
99-02-083
99-04-057
99-08-070
99-12-037
99-10-072
99-17-093
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-091
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091

4

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296- 24-20509

~96- 24-20511

J296- 24-2051 I
296- 24-20513
296- 24-20513
296- 24-20515
296- 24-20515
296- 24-20517
296- 24-20517
296- 24-20519
296- 24-20521
296- 24-20521
296- 24-20523
296- 24-20525
296- 24-20525
296- 24-20527
296- 24-20527
296- 24-20529
296- 24-20531
296- 24-20533
296- 24-2300 I
296- 24-23003
296- 24-23005
296- 24-23007
296- 24-23009
296- 24-23011
296- 24-23013
296- 24-23015
296- 24-23017
296- 24-23019
296- 24-23021
96- 24-23023
96- 24-23025
296- 24-23027
296- 24-23029
296- 24-23031
296- 24-23033
296- 24-23035
296- 24-23037
296- 24-23529
296- 24-47505
296- 24-47505
296- 24-47507
296- 24-47507
296- 24-47511
296- 24-47511
296- 24-47515
296- 24-47515
296- 24-51005
296- 24-51009
296- 24-51017
296-24-51017
296- 24-58503
296- 24-58505
296- 24-58513
296- 24-58515
296- 24-58516
296- 24-58517
296- 24-67507
296- 24-67515
296- 24-67517
296- 24-71507
~96- 24-71513
~96- 24-71517
296- 24-71519
296- 27
296- 27

~

ACTION
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP-XA
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
PREP

WSR#
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-13-165
99-12-091
99-12-091
99-12-091
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-12-089
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-02-083
99-08-069

WAC#
296-28
296- 30-020
296- 30-025
296- 30-060
296- 30-080
296- 30-081
296- 30-081
296- 30-085
296- 30-090
296- 30-095
296- 30-100
296- 30-105
296- 30-120
296- 30-170
296- 30-180
296- 30-900
296- 31-010
296- 31-010
296- 31-012
296- 31-012
296- 31-016
296- 31-016
296- 31-030
296- 31-035
296- 31-040
296- 31-045
296- 31-050
296- 31-055
296- 31-056
296- 31-057
296- 31-058
296- 31-060
296- 31-060
296- 31-065
296- 31-065
296- 31-067
296- 31-067
296- 31-068
296- 31-068
296- 31-070
296- 31-071
296- 31-072
296- 31-073
296- 31-074
296- 31-075
296- 31-080
296- 31-085
296- 31-090
296- 31-100
296- 32
296- 32
296- 32
296- 32-260
296- 36
296- 36
296- 36-210
296- 37
296- 45
296- 45-015
296- 45-015
296- 45-045
296- 45-045
296- 45-17550
296- 45-17550
296- 45-215
296- 45-215
296- 45-325

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
AMO
REP
AMD
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMO-XA
AMD
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
NEW-P
PREP
NEW-P
AMO-XA
NEW-XA
AMO
NEW-XA
REP-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
NEW-XA
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
NEW-P
PREP
NEW-P
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-XA
AMO
AMO
NEW
REP-XA
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-XA
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMD
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA

99-02-083
99-07-004
99-07-004
99-07-004
99-16-112
99-07-004
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-07-004
99-10-101
99-15-100
99-10-101
99-15-100
99-10-101
99-15-100
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-07-004
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-16-112
99-10-101
99-15-100
99-10-10 I
99-15-100
99-10-101
99-15-100
99-10-101
99-15-100
99-16-112
99-07-004
99-07-004
99-07-004
99-16-112
99-07-004
99-07-004
99-07-004
99-16-112
99-07-004
99-02-083
99-04-057
99-15-085
99-12-089
99-02-083
99-06-040
99-15-086
99-02-083
99-02-083
99-04-078
99-09-080
99-04-078
99-09-080
99-04-078
99-09-080
99-04-078
99-09-080
99-04-078

r 2s 1

WAC#
296- 45-325
296-45-455
296- 45-455
296- 45-901
296- 45-901
296- 46-090
296- 46-23040
296- 46-370
296- 46-495
296- 46-50002
296-46-910
296-46-910
296- 46-915
296- 46-915
296-46-930
296-46-940
296- 46-950
296- 50
296- 50
296- 50-010
296- 50-010
296- 50-020
296- 50-020
296- 50-030
296- 50-030
296- 50-040
296- 50-040
296- 50-050
296- 50-050
296- 50-060
296- 50-060
296- 50-070
296- 50-070
296- 50-080
296- 50-080
296- 50-090
296- 50-090
296- 50-100
296- 50-100
296-50-110
296- 50-110
296- 50-120
296- 50-120
296- 50-130
296- 50-130
296- 50-140
296- 50-140
296- 50-150
296- 50-150
296- 50-160
296- 50-160
296- 50-170
296- 50-170
296- 50-180
296- 50-180
296- 50-190
296- 50-190
296- 50-200
296- 50-200
296- 50-210
296- 50-210
296- 50-220
296- 50-220
296- 50-230
296- 50-230
296- 52
296- 52

ACTION

WSR#

AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
PREP
PREP

99-09-080
99-04-078
99-09-080
99-04-078
99-09-080
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-02-083
99-06-040
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99- 16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-12-090
99-16-085
99-02-083
99-04-057

Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296- 52-421
296- 52-421
296- 52-425
296- 52-425
296- 52-429
296- 52-429
296- 52-433
296- 52-433
296- 52-437
296- 52-437
296- 52-449
296- 52-449
296- 52-477
296- 52-477
296- 52-489
296- 52-489
296- 52-493
296- 52-493
296- 54
296- 54
296- 54-501
296- 54-501
296- 54-503
296- 54-503
296- 54-505
296- 54-505
296- 54-507
296- 54-507
296- 54-509
296- 54-509
296- 54-511
296- 54-511
296- 54-51110
296- 54-51110
296- 54-51120
296- 54-51120
296- 54-51130
296- 54-51130
296- 54-51140
296- 54-51140
296- 54-51150
296- 54-51150
296- 54-51160
296- 54-51160
296- 54-51 170
296- 54-51170
296- 54-51180
296- 54-51180
296- 54-51190
296- 54-51190
296- 54-513
296- 54-513
296- 54-515
296- 54-515
296- 54-51510
296- 54-51510
296- 54-51520
296- 54-51520
296- 54-51530
296- 54-51530
296- 54-517
296- 54-517
296- 54-519
296- 54-519
296- 54-521
296- 54-521
296- 54-523
Table

ACTION
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P

WSR#
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-02-083
99-12-037
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072

WAC#
296- 54-523
296- 54-525
296- 54-525
296- 54-527
296- 54-527
296- 54-529
296- 54-529
296- 54-531
296- 54-531
296- 54-533
296- 54-533
296- 54-535
296- 54-535
296- 54-537
296- 54-537
296- 54-539
296- 54-539
296- 54-53910
296- 54-53910
296- 54-53920
296- 54-53920
296- 54-53930
296- 54-53930
296- 54-53940
296- 54-53940
296- 54-541
296- 54-541
296- 54-543
296- 54-543
296- 54-545
296- 54-545
296- 54-547
296- 54-547
296- 54-54710
296- 54-54710
296- 54-54720
296- 54-54720
296- 54-54730
296- 54-54730
296- 54-54740
296- 54-54740
296- 54-54750
296- 54-54750
296- 54-54760
296- 54-54760
296- 54-549
296- 54-549
296- 54-551
296- 54-551
296- 54-553
296- 54-553
296- 54-555
296- 54-555
296- 54-557
296- 54-557
296- 54-55710
296- 54-55710
296- 54-55720
296- 54-55720
296- 54-55730
296- 54-55730
296- 54-559
296- 54-559
296- 54-561
296- 54-561
296- 54-563
296- 54-563

ACTION
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
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WSR#
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117

WAC#
296- 54-565
296- 54-565
296- 54-567
296- 54-567
296- 54-569
296- 54-569
296- 54-571
296- 54-571
296- 54-573
296- 54-573
296- 54-57310
296- 54-57310
296- 54-57315
296- 54-57315
296- 54-57320
296- 54-57320
296- 54-57325
296- 54-57325
296- 54-57330
296- 54-57330
296- 54-57335
296- 54-57335
296- 54-57340
296- 54-57340
296- 54-57345
296- 54-57345
296- 54-57350
296- 54-57350
296- 54-57355
296- 54-57355
296- 54-575
296- 54-575
296- 54-577
296- 54-577
296- 54-579
296- 54-579
296- 54-581
296- 54-581
296- 54-58110
296- 54-58110
296- 54-58120
296- 54-58120
296- 54-58130
296- 54-58130
296- 54-583
296- 54-583
296- 54-584
296- 54-585
296- 54-585
296- 54-587
296- 54-587
296- 54-589
296- 54-589
296- 54-58910
296- 54-58910
296- 54-58920
296- 54-58920
296- 54-58930
296- 54-58930
296- 54-58940
296- 54-58940
296- 54-58950
296- 54-58950
296- 54-58960
296- 54-58960
296- 54-58970
296- 54-58970

ACTION
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMD
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
99-08-072

99-17-11~

99-08-07~

99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072

99-17-1174
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072 4
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

1

296- 54-591
96- 54-591
96- 54-593
296- 54~593
296- 54-59310
296- 54-59310
296- 54-59320
296- 54-59320
296- 54-59330
296- 54-59330
296- 54-59340
296- 54-59340
296- 54-595
296- 54-595
296- 54-59510
296- 54-59510
296- 54-59520
296- 54-59520
296- 54-597
296- 54-597
296- 54-59710
296- 54-59710
296- 54-59720
296- 54-59720
296- 54-59730
296- 54-59730
296- 54-599
296- 54-599
296- 54-601
296- 54-601
296- 54-603
~296- 54-603
J'296- 54-604
296- 54-604
296- 54-605
296- 54-605
296- 54-607
296- 54-607
296- 54-701
296- 54-701
296- 54-70110
296- 54-70110
296- 54-70120
296- 54-70120
296- 54-70130
296- 54-70130
296- 54-703
296- 54-705
296- 54-705
296- 54-707
296- 54-707
296- 54-99002
296- 54-99002
296- 54-99003
296- 54-99003
296- 54-99004
296- 54-99004
296- 54-99007
296- 54-99008
296- 54-99009
296- 54-990 I0
296- 54-99013
296- 54-99013
296- 54-99014
296- 56
296- 56
296- 56-60053

~

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
AMD

WSR#
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117"
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-08-072
99-08-072
99-08-072
99-08-072
99-17-117
99-08-072
99-02-083
99-12-037
99-10-071

WAC#
296- 56:60077
296- 56-60235
296-59
296-59
296- 59-035
296- 59-040
296- 62
296- 62
296-62
296- 62-071
296- 62-07101
296- 62-07102
296- 62-07103
296- 62-07105
296- 62-07107
296- 62-07109
296- 62-07111
296- 62-07113
296- 62-07115
296- 62-07117
296- 62-07119
296- 62-07121
296- 62-07130
296- 62-07131
296- 62-07132
296- 62-07133
296- 62-07150
296- 62-07151
296- 62-07152
296- 62-07153
296- 62-07154
296- 62-07155
296- 62-07156
296- 62-07160
296- 62-07161
296- 62-07162
296- 62-07170
296- 62-07171
296- 62-07172
296- 62-0717 5
296- 62-07176
296- 62-07177
296- 62-07178
296- 62-07179
296- 62-07182
296- 62-07184
296- 62-07186
296- 62-07 188
296- 62-07190
296- 62-07192
296- 62-07194
296- 62-07201
296- 62-07202
296- 62-07203
296- 62-07205
296- 62-07206
296- 62-07208
296- 62-07209
296- 62-07210
296- 62-07212
296- 62-07213
296- 62-07214
296- 62-07217
296- 62-07218
296- 62-07219
296- 62-07222
296- 62-07223

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
REP-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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WSR#
99-16-084
99-10-071
99-02-083
99-06-040
99-15-086
99-15-086
99-02-083
99-04-057
99-07-014
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071

WAC#
296- 62-07224
296- 62-07225
296- 62-07230
296- 62-07231
296- 62-07233
296- 62-07234
296- 62-07235
296- 62-07236
296- 62-07238
296- 62-07239
296- 62-07240
296- 62-07242
296- 62-07243
296- 62-07245
296- 62-07246
296- 62-07247
296- 62-07248
296- 62-07251
296- 62-07253
296- 62-07255
296- 62-07257
296- 62-07260
296- 62-07261
296- 62-07263
296- 62-07265
296- 62-07267
296- 62-07269
296- 62-07271
296- 62-07273
296- 62-07275
296- 62-07277
296- 62-07279
296- 62-07281
296- 62-07283
296- 62-07285
296- 62-07287
296- 62-07289
296- 62-07291
296- 62-07293
296- 62-07295
296- 62-07306
296- 62-07308
296- 62-07329
296- 62-07336
296- 62-07337
296- 62-07342
296- 62-07343
296- 62-07347
296- 62-07347
296- 62-07347
296- 62-07354
296- 62-07354
296- 62-07367
296- 62-07369
296- 62-07379
296-62-07383
296- 62-07413
296-62-07425
296- 62-07431
296- 62-07433
296- 62-07433
296- 62-07441
296- 62-07445
296- 62-07460
296- 62-07470
296- 62-07521
296- 62-07523

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

WSR#
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296- 62-07533
296- 62-07540
296- 62-07542
296- 62-07542
296- 62-07550
296- 62-07615
296- 62-07635
296- 62-07639
296- 62-07662
296- 62-07664
296- 62-07666
296- 62-07668
296- 62-07670
296- 62-07672
296- 62-0770 I
296- 62-07701
296- 62-07703
296- 62-07703
296- 62-07709
296- 62-07709
296- 62-07712
296- 62-07712
296- 62-07713
296- 62-07713
296- 62-07715
296- 62-07721
296- 62-07721
296- 62-07722
296- 62-07722
296- 62-07722
296- 62-07728
296- 62-07728
296- 62-07733
296- 62-07735
296- 62-07735
296- 62-07737
296- 62-07737
296- 62-07739
296-62-11 019
296- 62-11021
296- 62-130
296- 62-14100
296- 62-14105
296- 62-14110
296- 62-14115
296- 62-14120
296- 62-14125
296- 62-14130
296- 62-14135
296- 62-14140
296- 62-14145
296- 62-14150
296- 62-14155
296-62-1 4170
296- 62-14171
296- 62-14172
296- 62-14173
296- 62-14174
296-62-1 4175
296- 62-14176
296- 62-14500
296- 62-14501
296- 62-14503
296- 62-14505
296- 62-14507
296- 62-14509
296- 62-14511
Table

ACTION
REP
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

WSR#
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-10-071
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-10-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-10-071
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-07-063
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144

WAC#
296- 62-14513
296- 62-14515
296- 62-14517
296- 62-14519
296- 62-14520
296- 62-14521
296- 62-14523
296- 62-14525
296- 62-14527
296- 62-14529
296- 62-14533
296- 62-20011
296- 62-20017
296- 62-20017
296- 62-20019
296- 62-20027
296- 62-20027
296- 62-20027
296- 62-20029
296- 62-20029
296- 62-300
296- 62-30001
296- 62-30003
296- 62-30 I 0
296- 62-30105
296- 62-30110
296- 62-30115
296- 62-30120
296- 62-30125
296- 62-30130
296- 62-30135
296- 62-30140
296- 62-30145
296- 62-3020
296- 62-30205
296- 62-30210
296- 62-30215
296- 62-30220
296- 62-30225
296- 62-30230
296- 62-30235
296- 62-3030
296- 62-30305
296- 62-30310
296- 62-30315
296- 62-3040
296- 62-30405
296- 62-30410
296- 62-30415
296- 62-30420
296- 62-30425
296- 62-30430
296- 62-30435
296- 62-30440
296- 62-30445
296- 62-30450
296- 62-30455
296- 62-30460
296- 62-30465
296- 62-3050
296- 62-30505
296- 62-30510
296- 62-30515
296- 62-30520
296- 62-30525
296- 62-30530
296- 62-30535

ACTION
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
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WSR#
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-13-144
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097

WAC#
296- 62-3060
296- 62-30605
296- 62-30610
296- 62-30615
296- 62-3070
296- 62-30705
296- 62-30710
296- 62-30715
296- 62-3080
296- 62-3090
296- 62-30905
296- 62-30910
296- 62-30915
296- 62-30920
296- 62-30925
296- 62-30930
296- 62-30935
296- 62-30940
296- 62-3100
296- 62-31005
296- 62-31010
296- 62-31015
296- 62-31020
296- 62-3110
296- 62-31105
296- 62-31110
296- 62-3112
296- 62-3120
296- 62-3130
296- 62-31305
296-62-31 310
296- 62-31315
296- 62-31320
296- 62-31325
296- 62-31330
296- 62-31335
296- 62-3138
296- 62-3140
296- 62-31405
296- 62-31410
296- 62-31415
296- 62-31420
296- 62-31425
296- 62-31430
296- 62-31435
296- 62-31440
296- 62-31445
296- 62-31450
296- 62-31455
296- 62-31460
296- 62-31465
296- 62-31470
296- 62-3152
296- 62-3160
296- 62-3180
296- 62-3190
296- 62-3195
296- 62-410
296- 62-41001
296- 62-41003
296- 62-41010
296- 62-41011
296- 62-41013
296- 62-41015
296- 62-41017
296- 62-41019
296- 62-41020

ACTION
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
REP
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR#

99-07-097
99-07-09ail
99-07-0911
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097

99-07-097~

99-07-097 11
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296- 62-41021
~96- 62-41023
~96- 62-41025
296- 62-41025
296- 62-41025
296- 62-41030
296-62-41031
296- 62-41033
296- 62-41035
296- 62-41040
296- 62-41041
296- 62-41042
296- 62-41043
296- 62-41044
296- 62-41045
296- 62-41046
296- 62-41047
296- 62-41060
296- 62-41061
296- 62-41063
296- 62-41080
296- 62-41081
296- 62-41082
296- 62-41084
296- 62-41085
296- 62-41086
296-63
296- 65
296- 65-003
296- 65-003
296- 65-010

~

96-65-010

96- 65-012
296- 65-012
296- 65-020
296- 65-020
296- 65-025
296- 65-025
296- 65-030
296- 65-030
296- 67
296- 78
296- 78
296- 78
296- 78-540
296- 78-545
296- 78-550
296- 78-555
296- 78-665
296- 78-71019
296- 79
296- 79-010
296- 79-010
296- 79-011
296- 79-011
296- 79-020
296- 79-020
296- 79-030
296- 79-030
296- 79-040
296- 79-040
296- 79-050
.296- 79-050
, 296- 79-060
296- 79-060
296- 79-070
296- 79-070

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-XA
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
Aty10-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO

WSR#
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07-097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07 -097
99-07-097
99-02-083
99-02-083
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-08-071
99-17-026
99-02-083
99-02-083
99-06-040
99-12-037
99-15-086
99-15-086
99-15-086
99-15-086
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-02-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083

WAC#
296- 79-080
296- 79-080
296- 79-090
296- 79-090
296- 79-100
296- 79-100
296- 79-110
296- 79-110
296- 79-120
296- 79-120
296- 79-130
296- 79-130
296- 79-140
296- 79-140
296- 79-150
296- 79-150
296- 79-160
296- 79-160
296- 79-170
296- 79-170
296- 79-180
296- 79-180
296- 79-190
296- 79-190
296- 79-200
296- 79-200
296- 79-210
296- 79-210
296- 79-220
296- 79-220
296- 79-230
296- 79-230
296- 79-240
296- 79-240
296- 79-250
296- 79-250
296- 79-255
296- 79-255
296- 79-260
296- 79-260
296- 79-270
296- 79-270
296- 79-27001
296- 79-27001
296- 79-27003
296- 79-27003
296- 79-27005
296- 79-27005
296- 79-27007
296- 79-27007
296- 79-27009
296- 79-27009
296- 79-27011
296- 79-27011
296- 79-27013
296- 79-27013
296- 79-27015
296- 79-27015
296- 79-280
296- 79-280
296- 79-290
296- 79-290
296- 79-29001
296- 79-29001
296- 79-29003
296- 79-29003
296- 79-29005

ACTION

WSR#

AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P

99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
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WAC#
296- 79-29005
296- 79-29007
296- 79-29007
296- 79-29009
296- 79-29009
296- 79-29011
296- 79-29011
296- 79-29013
296- 79-29013
296- 79-29015
296- 79-29015
296- 79-29017
296- 79-29017
296- 79-29019
296- 79-29019
296- 79-29021
296- 79-29021
296- 79-29023
296- 79-29023
296- 79-29025
296- 79-29025
296- 79-29027
296- 79-29027
296- 79-29029
296- 79-29029
296- 79-29031
296- 79-29031
296- 79-29033
296- 79-29033
296- 79-29035
296- 79-29035
296- 79-29037
296- 79-29037
296- 79-300
296- 79-300
296- 79-310
296- 79-310
296- 79-31001
296- 79-31001
296- 79-31003
296- 79-31003
296- 79-31005
296- 79-31005
296- 79-31007
296- 79-31007
296- 79-31009
296- 79-31009
296-79-31011
296-79-31011
296- 79-31013
296- 79-31013
296- 79-320
296- 79-320
296- 86A-020
296- 86A-020
296- 86A-025
296- 86A-025
296- 86A-028
296- 86A-028
296• 86A-030
296- 86A-030
296- 86A-040
296- 86A-040
296- 86A-060
296- 86A-060
296- 86A-070
296- 86A-070

ACTION

WSR#

AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD

99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-06-071
99-16-083
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296- 86A-073
296- 86A-073
296- 86A-074
296- 86A-074
296- 86A-075
296- 86A-075
296- 86A-080
296- 86A-080
296- 99
296-104-00 I
296-104-001
296-104-002
296-104-002
296-104-010
296-104-010
296-104-015
296-104-015
296-104-017
296-104-018
296-104-018
296-104-020
296-104-020
296-104-025
296-104-025
296-104-030
296-104-030
296-104-035
296-104-035
296-104-040
296-104-040
296-104-045
296-104-045
296-104-050
296-104-050
296-104-055
296-104-055
296-104-060
296-104-060
296-104-065
296-104-065
296-104-100
296-104-100
296-104-102
296-104-102
296-104-105
296-104-105
296-104-107
296-104-107
296-104-110
296-104-110
296-104-115
296-104-115
296-104-125
296-104-125
296-104-130
296-104-130
296-104-135
296-104-135
296-104-140
296-104-140
296-104-145
296-104-145
296-104-150
296-104-150
296-104-151
296-104-151
296-104-155
Table

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
. AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP

WSR#
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-02-083
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021

WAC#
296-104-155
296-104-160
296-104-160
296-104-165
296-104-165
296-104-170
296-104-170
296-104-285
296-104-285
296-104-502
296-104-502
296-104-700
296-104-700
296-115
296-125-019
296-125-019
296-125-0212
296-125-0630
296-125-0725
296-150C
296-150C-0020
296-150C-0140
296- I 50C-O 140
296- I 50C-0320
296-l 50C-0320
296- I 50C-0330
296-150C-04 I 0
296-150C-0500
296- I 50C-0805
296- I 50C-0805
296-150C-08 l 0
296-l 50C-08 I 0
296-l 50C-0960
296-150C-0960
296-150C-1080
296- I 50C-1080
296-150C- I 345
296- I 50C- l 345
296-l 50C- I 545
296- I 50C- I 545
296- I 50C- I 580
296-l 50C- I 580
296- I 50C-1580
296-150C- I 590
296-150C- I 600
296-l 50C- I 6 I 0
296-150C- I 620
296-150C- I 630
296-l 50C-l 640
296-150C-1650
296-150C-1660
296- I 50C- I 670
296-150C-1680
296- I 50C- I 690
296- I 50C- I 700
296-150C-1710
296- I 50C- I 720
296-150C- l 730
296-150C-1740
296- I 50C- I 750
296-150C-1751
296-150C-1752
296-150C- I 753
296-150C-1754
296-150C-1755
296-150C-1756
296-150C- I 757

ACTION
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMD-P
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO
PREP
REP-XR
REP
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
PREP
AMD-XA
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMD
REP-XR
AMD-XA
AMO-XA
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMD-W
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR

r 30 l

WSR#
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-04-036
99-08-049
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-04-036
99-08-049
99-02-083
99-12-113
99-15-071
99-09-081
99-09-081
99-09-081
99-05-078
99-17-116
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-16-113
99-17-116
99-17-116
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-011
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113

WAC#
296-150C-1758
296- I 50C-1759
296-150C-1760
296-150C-1770
296-150C-1780
296-150C-1790
296- I 50C- l 800
296- I 50C-18 I 0
296-l 50C-1820
296- I 50C- I 830
296-150C-3000
296-150C-3000
296-150F
296- I 50F-0050
296- I 50F-0050
296- I 50F-O 140
296-150F-0140
296- I 50F-0320
296-150F-0320
296-150F-0605
296-150F-0605
296-150F-0610
296-l 50F-06 I 0
296-l 50F-06 I 5
296- l 50F-06 I 5
296- I 50F-0620
296-150F-0620
296-150F-0625
296-150F-0625
296-150F-3000
296-l 50F-3000
296-150M
296- I 50M-0020
296-150M-0020
296- l 50M-O 120
296-150M-0120
296-150M-0140
296-150M-0140
296-150M-0306
296-150M-0306
296- I 50M-0309
296-150M-0309
296-150M-0400
296-150M-0400
296-l 50M-0600
296-150M-0600
296-150M-0610
296-150M-0610
296-150M-0614
296-150M-0614
296-150M-0615
296-150M-0615
296-150M-0640
296-150M-0640
296-150M-0655
296- I 50M-0655
296-150M-3000
296-150M-3000
296-150P
296- I 50P-0020
296- l 50P-0020
296-150P-0050
296- I 50P-0050
296-150P-0140
296-150P-0140
296-l 50P-3000
296- I 50P-3000

ACTION
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
REP-XR
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO

WSR#
99-16-113

99-16-113~

99-16-113~

99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-16-113
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-05-078
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-05-078
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-05-078
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-128
99-12-080

4

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296-150R

~ 296-150R-0020

,

296-150R-0020
296-150R-0050
296-l 50R-0050
296-150R-0140
296-150R-0140
296-150R-3000
296-l 50R-3000
296-150T-OOIO
296-150T-OOIO
296- I50T-0020
296- I 50T-0020
296- I 50T-0030
296- I 50T-0030
296-150T-0040
296-150T-0040
296-150T-0050
296-150T-0050
296-150T-0070
296-l 50T-0070
296- I50T-0080
296- I50T-0080
296- I50T-O I 00
296- I50T-O I 00
296-150T-Ol IO
296-150T-Ol IO
296-150T-0120
296-l 50T-0120
296- I50T-O 130
296-l 50T-O 130
296-150T-0140
296-150T-0140
296-l 50T-0200
296-l 50T-0200
296-l 50T-02 I0
296-150T-0210
296-150T-0220
296-l SOT-0220
296-l 50T-0230
296-l 50T-0230
296-l 50T-0250
296-l 50T-0250
296-150T-0300
296-l SOT-0300
296-150T-0320
296-150T-0320
296- I 50T-0340
296- I 50T-0340
296- I 50T-0350
296-l 50T-0350
296-150T-0380
296-150T-0380
296-l 50T-0390
296-150T-0390
296-150T-0400
296-150T-0400
296-150T-0410
296-150T-0410
296-150T-0500
296- I50T-0500
296- I50T-05 I0
• 296-150T-0510
. , 296-150T-0520
296-150T-0520
296- I 50T-0530
296-150T-0530

~

ACTION
PREP
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
· NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
·NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
99-05-078
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-129
99-13-0 I 0
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-08-130
99-12-079
99c08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079

WAC#
296-l 50T-0540
296- I SOT-0540
296-150T-0550
296-150T-0550
296-150T-0580
296-150T-0580
296-150T-0590
296-150T-0590
296-150T-0600
296-150T-0600
296-150T-0700
296-150T-0700
296-150T-07 IO
296-150T-07 I0
296-150T-0720
296-150T-0720
296-150T-3000
296-150T-3000
296-150V-OOIO
296-150V-0020
296-150V-0030
296-150V-0040
296-150V-0050
296-150V-0060
296-150V-0070
296-150V-0080
296-150V-0100
296-150V-01 IO
296-150V-0120
296-150V-0140
296-150V-0200
296-150V-0210
296-150V-0220
296-150V-0230
296-150V-0240
296-150V-0250
296-150V-0300
:296-150V-0310
296-150V-0320
296-150V-0340
296-150V-0350
296-150V-0380
296-150V-0390
296-150V-0400
296-150V-0410
296-150V-0415
296-150V-0500
296-150V-0510
296-150V-0520
296-150V-0530
296-150V-0540
296-150V-0550
296-150V-0560
296-150V-0580
296-150V-0590
296-150V-0700
296-150V-0710
296-150V-0720
296-l 50V-0800
296-150V-0930
296-150V-0950
296-150V-1040
296-150V-1070
296-150V-1090
296-150V-l IOO
296-150V-l I IO
296-l 50V-l I 20

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
r31 l

WSR#
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-08-130
99-12-079
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
. 99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200

WAC#
296-150V-l 170
296-150V-l 180
296-150V-l 185
296-150V-1190
296-150V-1220
296-150V-1303
296-150V-1330
296-150V-1350
296-150V-1360
296-l 50V-1380
296-150V-1390
296-l 50V-1400
296-150V-1410
296-150V-1420
296-150V-1430
296-150V-1440
296- I 50V-l 450
296- I 50V- I460
296-l 50V-1470
296- I 50V- I530
296-150V-1540
296-150V-1550
296- I 50V- I 560
296- I 50V- I 570
296-150V-l 580
296-150V-1590
296-150V-3000
296-155
296-155
296-155
296-155
296-155
296-155
296-155-120
296-155-125
296-155-130
296-155-135
296-155-17317
296-155-17335
296-155-17337
296-155-17341
296-155-17349
296-155-17351
296-155-17353
296-155-17355
296-155-17357
296-155-17359
296-155-174
296-155-17613
296-155-17625
296-155-17635
296-155-17652
296-155-17656
296-155-220
296-155-270
296-155-270
296-155-367
296-155-615
296-155-655
296-155-655
296-155-655
296-155-66403
296-155-66403
296-155-730
296-200A-900
296-200A-900
296-301

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMD-XA
AMO
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-XA
AMO
AMD-XA
AMO

99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-13-200
99-02-083
99-04-057
99-06-040
99-07-015
99-08-070
99-12-037
99-15-086
99-15-086
99-15-086
99-15-086
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99- 10-071
99-16-084
99-10-071
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-10-071
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-04-057
Table

~MD

AMD-P
AMO
PREP

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
296-301
296-301-020
296-301-020
296-301-020
296-301-170
296-301-170
296-301-195
296-301-195
296-301-215
296-301-220
296-301-220
296-302
296-303
296-304
296-304
296-304-03005
296-305
296-305-01003
296-305-0 I 005
296-305-01509
296-305-0200 I
296-305-02003
296-305-02007
296-305-02013
296-305-02015
296-305-0250 I
296-305-0400 I
296-305-0450 I
296-305-04503
296-305-05001
296-305-05007
296-305-05009
296-305-06005
296-305-06007
296-307
296-307
296-307
296-307-52005
296-307-52007
296-307-52011
296-307-52019
296-307-52021
296-307-52023
296-307-52029
296-307-52030
296-307-52031
296-307-52039
296-307-52047
296-350
296-350
296-400A-045
296-400A-045
296-40 I A-100
296-401A-140
296-40 I A-530
296-40 I A-700
296-401A-700
296-402
296-403
308- 10-010
308- 10-010
308- 10-010
308- 10-045
308- 10-045
308- 12-320
308- 12-320
308- 12-326
Table

ACTION
PREP
AMD-XA
AMO
AMO
AMD-XA
AMO
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-XA
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD
PREP
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P

WSR#
99-06-040
99-12-089
99-12-091
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-15-086
99-12-089
99-17-094
99-02-083
99-02-083
99-02-083
99-12-037
99-10-071
99-02-083
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-10-071
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-05-080
99-02-083
99-12-037
99-15-107
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-16-084
99-02-083
99-08-069
99-03-109
99-07-101
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-05-052
99-08-128
99-12-080
99-17-115
99-17-115
99-08-036
99-12-026
99-17-031
99-05-004
99-09-045
99-05-050
99-08-062
99-05-050

WAC#
308- 12-326
308- 13-045
308- 13-150
308- 13-160
308- 19-010
308- 19-020
308- 19-030
308- 19-100
308- 19-105
308- 19-110
308- 19-140
308- 19-150
308- 19-160
308- 19-200
308- 19-210
308- 19-220
308- 19-230
308- 19-240
308- 19-250
308- 19-300
308- 19-400
308- 19-410
308- 19-420
308- 19-430
308- 19-440
308- 21-010
308- 21-010
308- 21-100
308- 21-100
308- 21-200
308- 21-200
308- 21-300
308- 21-300
308- 21-400
308- 21-400
308- 21-500
308- 21-500
308- 21-600
308- 21-600
308- 32-015
308- 32-015
308- 32-020
308- 32-020
308- 32-030
308- 32-030
308- 32-040
308- 32-040
308- 32-050
308- 32-050
308- 32-060
308- 32-060
308- 32-070
308- 32-070
308- 32-080
308- 32-080
308- 32-090
308- 32-090
308- 48-800
308- 48-800
308- 48-800
308- 56A-056
308- 56A-060
308- 56A-060
308- 56A-065
308- 56A-065
308- 56A-070
308- 56A-070

ACTION
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
. AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
.REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
r32 l

WSR#
99-08-062
99-14-083
99-14-083
99-14-083
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-08-087
99-10-026
99-14-035
99-10-026
99-14-035
99-10-026
99-14-035
99-10-026
99-14-035
99-10-026
99-14-035
99-10-026
99-14-035
99-10-026
99-14-035
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-09-056
99-14-062
99-10-016
99-13-136
99-16-040
99-17-030
99-04-037
99-08-064
99-04-037
99-08-064
99-04-037
99-08-064

WAC#
308- 56A-075
308- 56A-075
308- 56A-140
308- 56A-140
308- 56A-145
308- 56A-145
308- 56A-150
308- 56A-150
308- 56A-160
308- 56A-160
308- 56A-200
308- 56A-200
308- 56A-205
308- 56A-205
308- 56A-215
308- 56A-2 I 5
308- 56A-250
308- 56A-250
308- 56A-255
308- 56A-255
308- 56A-265
308- 56A-265
308- 56A-270
308- 56A-270
308- 56A-275
308- 56A-275
308- 56A-280
308- 56A-280
308- 56A-285
308- 56A-285
308- 56A-300
308- 56A-300
308- 56A-305
308- 56A-305
308- 56A-310
308-56A-3 10
308- 56A-315
308- 56A-3 I 5
308- 56A-320
308- 56A-320
308- 56A-325
308- 56A-325
308- 56A-330
308- 56A-330
308- 56A-335
308- 56A-340
308- 56A-345
308- 56A-350
308- 56A-355
308- 56A-360
308- 56A-365
308;·56A-420
308- 57
308- 57-500
308- 57-500
308- 58-010
308- 58-020
308- 58-030
308- 58-040
308- 58-050
308-61
308- 66-190
308- 66-190
308-78
308- 78-020
308- 78-020
308- 78-030

ACTION
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD
REP
REP
REP
AMO
REP
REP
AMO
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD
AMD-W
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
PREP

WSR#

99-04-037
99-08-064 ~

99-07-016~

99-12-031
99-07-016
99-12-031
99-13-006
99-17-030
99-07-016
99-12-031
99-07-016
99-12-031
99-07-016
99-12-031
99-07-016
99-12-031
99-04-038
99-08-065
99-04-038
99-08-065
99-04-038
99-08-065
99-04-038
99-08-065
99-04-038
99-08-065
99-04-038
99-08-065
99-04-038
99-08-065
99-09-043
99-13-150
99-09-043
99-13-150
99-09-043
99-13-150
99-09-043
99-13-150
99-09-043
99-13-150
99-09-043
99-13-150
99-09-043
99-13-150
99-06-037
99-06-037
99-06-037
99-06-037
99-06-037
99-06-037
99-06-037
99-02-049
99-07-080
99-09-044
99-13-151
99-10-054
99-10-054
99-10-054
99-10-054
99-10-054
99-16-051
99-02-049
99-05-059
99-08-127
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-08-127
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
308- 78-030
308- 78-040
308- 78-040
308- 78-045
308- 78-045
308- 78-050
308- 78-050
308- 78-060
308- 78-060
308- 78-070
308- 78-070
308- 78-080
308- 78-080
308- 78-090
308- 78-090
308- 87
308- 91-010
308- 91-030
308- 91-040
308- 91-050
308- 91-060
308- 91-080
308- 91-090
308- 91-095
308-91-120
308-91-130
308- 91-140
308-91-150
308- 91-170
308- 93-030
308- 93-040
308- 93-079
308- 93-079
308- 93-090
308- 93-090
308- 93-100
308- 93-100
308- 93-135
308- 93-135
308- 93-140
308- 93-140
308- 93-145
308- 93-145
308- 93-155
308- 93-155
308- 93-160
308- 93-160
308- 93-250
308- 93-270
308- 93-280
308- 93-320
308- 93-320
308- 93-340
308- 93-340
308- 93-410
308- 93-520
308- 93-530
308- 93-540
308- 93-550
308- 93-560
308- 93-570
308- 93-580
308- 93-590
308- 93-600
308- 93-620
308- 94-170
308-94-181

ACTION
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
REP-P
REP-W
PREP
REP-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
PREP
'REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
. REP
AMO
. AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
PREP

WSR#
99-15-096
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-08-127
99-15-096
99-12-018
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-13-139
99-17-070
99-17-070
99-15-097
99-17-108
99-15-097
99-17-108
99-15-097
99-17-108
99-10-057
99-17-070
99-10-057
99-17-070
99-10-057
99-17-070
99-10-057
99-17-070
99-15-097
99-17-108
99-03-002
99-03-002
99-03-002
99-10-057
99-17-070
99-15-097
99-17-108
99-03-002
99-07-041
99-07-041
99-07-041
99-07-041
99-07-04 I
99-07-041
99-07-041
99-07-041
99-07-041
99-03-002
99-13-149
99-13-149

WAC#
308- 94-191
308- 94-200
308-94-210
308- 94-220
308- 94-240
308- 94-250
308- 94-261
308- 94-265
308- 94-270
308-96A
308-96A
308- 96A-046
308- 96A-050
308- 96A-056
308- 96A-057
308- 96A-06 I
308- 96A-062
308- 96A-063
308- 96A-064
308- 96A-080
308- 96A-080
308- 96A-080
308- 96A-085
308- 96A-085
308- 96A-085
308- 96A-090
308- 96A-090
308- 96A-090
308- 96A-095
308- 96A-095
308- 96A-097
308- 96A-097
308- 96A-097
308- 96A-098
308- 96A-099
308- 96A- I00
308- 96A- I0 I
308- 96A- I05
308- 96A-106
308- 96A- I I0
308- 96A- 120
308- 96A-135
308- 96A-136
308- 96A-145
308- 96A-161
308- 96A-162
308- 96A-275
308- 96A-306
308- 96A-306
308- 96A-306
308- 96A-3 I I
308- 96A-3 I I
308- 96A-3 I I
308- 96A-312
308- 96A-312
308- 96A-312
308- 96A-313
308- 96A-313
308- 96A-313
308- 96A-314
308- 96A-3 I 4
308- 96A-314
308- 96A-316
308- 96A-316
308- 96A-316
308- 96A-400
308- 96A-410

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP-W
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP
NEW
REP
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
r 331

99-13-149
99-13-149
99-13-149
99-13-149
99-13-149
99-13-149
99-13-149
99-13-149
99-13-149
99-07-040
99-07-079
99-10-056
99-10-056
99- I 0-056
99-10-056
99-10-058
99-10-058
99-10-058
99-10-058
99-03-003
99-12-111
99-16-020
99-03-003
99-12- I II
99-16-020
99-03-003
99-12-1 I I
99-16-020
99-12-111
99-16-020
99-03-003
99-12-111
99-16-020
99-13-081
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-06-029
99-13-081
99-13-081
99-13-081
99-11-016
99-16-019
99-17-109
99-11-016
99-16-019
99-17-109
99-11-016
99-16-019
99-17-109
99-11-016
99-16-019
99-17-109
99-11-016
99-16-019
99-17-109
99-11-016
99-16-019
99-17-109
99-13-081
99-13-081

WAC#
308- 96A-505
308- 96A-510
308- 96A-520
308- 96A-530
308- 96A-540
308- 97-01 I
308- 99-010
308- 99-020
308- 99-021
308- 99-025
308- 99-030
308- 99-040
308- 99-050
308-104-109
308-104-109
308-124
308-124-001
308-124-005
308-124-007
308-124-021
308-124A-200
308-124A-460
308-1248-140
308-1248-145
308-1248-150
308-124C-OIO
308-1240-061
308-1240-070
308-1240-080
308-124F-OIO
308- I 24F-020
308-124F-030
308-125-090
308-125-090
308-125-120
308-125-200
308-129
308-330-300
308-330-307
308-330-425
308-400-030
308-400-030
308-400-050
308-400-053
308-400-054
308-400-058
308-400-059
308-400-062
308-400-070
308-400-095
308-400-095
308-400-120
308-4 I 0-050
308-410-070
314- 04-005
314- 04-005
314- 04-006
314- 04-006
314- 04-007
314- 04-007
314- 04-010
314- 04-010
314- 08-080
314- 08-080
314- 10-040
314- 12
314- 12

ACTION

WSR#

PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMO
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
AMO-P
AMD
AMO
AMD
PREP
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
PREP
REP
AMO
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
AMO
PREP
AMD
REP
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-XR
REP
PREP
AMO-P
AMD
PREP
PREP

99- 10-056
99-10-056
99- I 0-056
99-10-056
99-10-056
99-16-018
99-10-055
99-10-055
99-10-055
99-10-055
99-10-055
99-10-055
99-10-055
99-02-052
99-05-032
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-03-042
99-08-028
99-11-039
99-04-075
99-04-074
99-12-102
99-04-070
99-04-070
99-04-070
99-06-003
99-17-027
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-17-027
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-06-003
99-08-014
99-12-129
99-08-014
99-12-129
99-08-014
99-12-129
99-09-038
99-15-023
99-12-126
99-17-098
99-03-031
99-09-039
99-12-128
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
314- 12-170
314- 12-210
314- 12-210
314- 12-215
314- 12-215
314- 12-220
314- 12-220
314- 12-225
314- 12-225
314- 12-300
314- 12-310
314-12-32 0
314- 12-330
314- 12-340
314- 14-160
314- 14-165
314- 14-170
314- 15
314- 15
314- 16
314- 16
314- 16-160
314- 16-180
314- 16-260
314- 16-260
314- 16-265
314- 16-265
314- 16-270
314- 16-270
314-16-27 5
314- 16-275
314-20
314-20
314-24
314- 37-030
314- 52
314- 60-040
314- 60-040
314- 68-010
314- 68-010
314- 68-020
314- 68-020
314- 68-030
314- 68-030
314- 68-040
314- 68-040
314- 68-050
314- 68-050
315- 04
315-04-19 0
315- 06-040
315- 06-075
315- 06-085
315- 06-120
315- 1 IA-166
315- I IA-166
315- 1 IA-167
315- l IA-167
315- I IA-168
315- 1 IA-168
315- 1 IA-169
315- I IA-169
315- I IA-170
315- 1 IA-170
315- 1 IA-171
315- 1 IA-171
315- 1 IA-172
Table

ACTION
AMD
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR

WSR#
99-03-032
99-06-097
99-13-042
99-06-097
99-13-042
99-06-097
99-13-042
99-06-097
99-13-042
99-03-032
99-03-032
99-03-032
99-03-032
99-03-032
99-03-033
99-03-033
99-03-033
99-09-039
99-12-127
99-09-039
99-12-128
99-04-002
99-04-113
99-07-085
99-16-118
99-07-085
99-16-118
99-07-085
99-16-118
99-07-085
99-16-118
99-04-112
99-12-125
99-12-125
99-04-114
99-17-097
99-12-084
99-16-119
99-05-014
99-10-066
99-05-014
99-10-066
99-05-014
99-10-066
99-05-014
99-10-066
99-05-014
99-10-066
99-04-076
99-04-003
99-16-006
99-04-077
99-04-077
99-13-148
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031

WAC#
315- llA-172
315- I IA-173
315- I IA-173
315- llA-174
315- llA-174
315- llA-175
315- I IA-175
315- llA-176
315- 1 IA-176
315- llA-177
315- llA-177
315- llA-178
315- llA-178
315- I IA-179
315- I IA-179
315- llA-180
315- llA-180
315- I IA-181
315- llA-181
315- I IA-182
315- llA-182
315- I IA-184
315- I IA-184
315- 1 IA-185
315- 1 IA-185
315- 1 IA-186
315- I IA-186
315- 33A-060
315- 33A-060
315- 33A-060
315- 33A-060
315- 34-055
315- 34-055
315- 34-057
315- 34-060
315- 34-060
317-100-010
317-100-020
317-100-030
317-100-040
317-100-050
317-100-060
317-100-070
317-100-080
317-100-090
326- 02-034
326- 30-041
332- 24-221
332- 24-221
332- 26-010
332- 30-170
332- 52-065
332- 52-065
352- 12
352- 12-005
352- 12-010
352- 12-020
352- 12-030
352- 12-040
352- 12-050
352- 32
352- 32
352- 32-070
352- 32-070
352- 32-070
352- 32-075
352- 32-075

ACTION
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-W
REP
REP
REP
'REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-E
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
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WSR#
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007 .
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-10-031
99-16-007
99-04-012
99-05-036
99-10-052
99-16-008
99-10-051
99-13-148
99-13-148
99-04-012
99-05-036
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-07-076
99-05-083
99-05-082
99-08-117
99-12-085
99-15-001
99-07-034
99-08-116
99-12-092
99-04-117
99-04-117
99-04-117
99-04-117
99-04-117
99-04-117
99-04-117
99-06-042
99-16-033
99-06-042
99-10-065
99-15-030
99-06-042
99-10-065

WAC#
352- 32-075
352- 32-2500 I
352- 32-2500 I
352- 32-25002
352- 32-25002
352- 32-251
352- 37-020
352- 37-190
356- 05-012
356- 05-012
356- 05-013
356- 05-013
356- 05-207
356- 05-207
356- 05-327
356- 05-327
356- 05-447
356- 05-447
356- 09-010
356- 09-010
356- 09-030
356- 09-030
356- 09-040
356- 09-040
356- 09-040
356-09-050
356- 09-050
356- 14-300
356- 15-100
356- 15-110
356- 22-010
356- 22-010
356- 22-040
356- 22-040
356- 22-090
356- 22-090
356- 22-180
356- 22-180
356- 22-180
356- 26-010
356- 26-010
356- 26-060
356- 26-060
356- 26-070
356- 26-070
356- 26-110
356- 30-010
356- 30-010
359- 07
359- 09
359-39
359- 48
363-116-082
363-116-185
363-116-185
363-116-300
363-116-300
365- 18-010
365- 18-010
365- 18-020
365- 18-020
365- 18-030
365- 18-030
365- 18-040
365- 18-040
365- 18-050
365- 18-050

ACTION
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMD-W
AMD-W
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W

WSR#
99-15-030

99-04-118~

99-08-031 ~
99-04-118
99-08-031
99-16-082
99-08-084
99-08-084
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-13-104
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-16-102
99-16-103
99-16-103
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-13-104
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-03-044
99-02-053
99-05-043
99-16-104
99-16-104
99-16-104
99-16-104
99-08-003
99-12-028
99-16-027
99-08-075
99-12-027
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084

4

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

365- 18-060
. . 365- 18-060
, 365- 18-070
365- 18-070
365- 18-080
365- 18-080
365- 18-090
365- 18-090
365- 18-100
365- 18-100
365- 18-110
365- 18-110
365- 18-120
365- 18-120
365-120-070
365-130
365-135
365-140
365-140-010
365-140-0 I 0
365-140-030
365-140-030
365-140-040
365-140-040
365-140-050
365-140-050
365-140-060
365-140-060
365-170
365-170-020
365-170-030
365-170-030
. . 365-170-050
, 365-170-070
365-170-080
365-170-090
365-170-095
365-170-100
381- 50-180
383- 06
383- 06-010
383- 06-020
383- 06-040
383- 06-070
383- 06-090
383- 06-100
383- 06-120
383- 07
383- 07-020
383- 07-030
383- 07-040
383- 07-050
383- 07-070
383- 07-080
383- 07-090
. 383- 07-100
383- 07-120
383- 07-130
388- 01-010
388- 01-010
388- 01-020
388- 01-020
. . 388- 01-030
, 388- 01-030
388- 01-040
388- 01-040
388- 01-050

ACTION
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-E
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD-XA
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E _
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

WSR#
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-04-072
99-17-084
99-16-025
99-08-059
99-15-010
99-06-025
99-10-114
99-15-062
99-10-114
99-15-062
99-10-114
99-15-062
99-10-114
99-15-062
99-10-114
99-15-062
99-10-067
99-15-106
99-15-029
99-15-106
99-15-106
99-15-106
99-15-106
99-15-106
99-15-106
99-15-106
99-07-081
99-17-112
99-16-012
99-16-012
99-16-012
99-16-012
99-16-012
99-16-012
99-16-012
99-17-113
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-16-013
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085

WAC#
388- 01-050
388- 01-060
388- 01-060
388- 01-070
388- 01-070
388- 01-080
388- 01-080
388- 01-090
388- 01-090
388- 01-100
388- 01-100
388- 01-110
388- 01-110 .
388-01-120
388- 01-120
388-01-130
388-01-130
388- 01-140
388- 01-140
388- 01-150
388- 01-150
388- 01-160
388- 01-160
388- 01-170
388- 01-170
388- 01-180
388- 01-180
388- 01-190
388- 01-190
388- 01-200
388- 01-210
388- 01-220
388- 04-010
388- 04-020
388- 04-030
388- 04-040
388- 04-050
388- 04-060
388- 04-070
388- 08-410
388- 08-410
388- 08-413
388- 08-413
388- 08-437
388- 08-437
388- 08-440
388- 08-440
388- 08-464
388- 08-464
388- 08-470
388- 08-470
388- 08-515
388- 08-515
388- 08-555
388- 08-555
388- 08-575
388- 08-575
388- 10-010
388- 10-020
388- 10-030
388- 10-040
388- 10-050
388- 10-060
388- 10-070
388- 14-420
388- 14-420
388- 14-420

ACTION
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
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WSR#
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-11-085
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-ll-086
99-16-023
99-11-086
99-16-023
99-11-086
99-16-023
99-11-086
99-16-023
99-ll-086
99-16-023
99-11-086
99-16-023
99-11-086
99-16-023
99-11-086
99-16-023
99-11-086
99-16-023
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-15-021
99-09-003
99-09-004
99-17-010

WAC#
388- 14-420
388- 14-421
388- 14-422
388- 14-423
388- 14-424
388- 14-490
388- I 5
388- 15-130
388- 15-132
388- 15-134
388- 15-150
388- 15-160
388- 15-170
388- 15-171
388- 15-175
388- 15-176
388- 15-177
388- 15-196
388- 15-19600
388- 15-19610
388- 15-19620
388- 15-19630
388- 15-19640
388- 15-19650
388- 15-19660
388- 15-19670
388- 15-19680
388- 15-202
388- 15-203
388- 15-205
388- 15-220
388- 15-570
388- 15-610
388- 15-650
388- 15-651
388- 15-652
388- 15-653
388- 15-654
388- 15-655
388- 15-656
388- 15-657
388- 15-658
388- 15-659
388- 15-660
388- 15-661
388- 15-662
388- 17
388- 24
388- 24-2430
388- 60
388- 71-0800
388- 71-0805
388- 71-0810
388- 71-0815
388- 71-0820
388- 71-0825
388- 71-0830
388- 71-0835
388- 7 1-0840
388- 71-0845
388- 74-010
388- 74-030
388- 78A-020
388- 78A-020
388- 78A-040
388- 78A-040
388- 78A-050

ACTION

WSR#

AMD-E
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-XA

99-17-012
99-17-010
99-17-010
99-17-010
99-17-010
99-17-052
99-15-066
99-17-054
99-17-054
99-17-054
99-17-054
99-17-054
99-15-076
99-15-076
99-15-076
99-15-076
99-05-070
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-03-041
99-09-051
99-09-051
99-09-051
99-17-054
99-17-054
99-11-083
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-12-072
99-15-066
99-17-053
99-17-053
99-17-057
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-14-066
99-17-056
99-17-056
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-09-052
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388- 78A-050
388- 78A-055
388- 78A-055
388- 78A- I 50
388- 78A- I 50
388- 78A-240
388- 78A-240
388- 78A-265
388- 78A-265
388- 78A-320
388- 78A-320
388- 78A-330
388- 78A-330
388- 86-0022
388- 86-018
388- 86-045
388- 86-045
388- 86-047
388- 86-047
388- 86-059
388- 86-073
388- 86-073
388- 86-073
388- 86-090
388- 86-097
388- 86-097
388- 86-098
388- 86-098
388- 86-100
388- 86-100
388- 86-112
388- 86-112
388- 86-200
388- 86-200
388- 87-0005
388- 87-0007
388- 87-0008
388- 87-0010
388- 87-0011
388- 87-0020
388- 87-0025
388- 87-0105
388- 87-0250
388- 87-048
388- 87-065
388- 87-065
388- 87-079
388- 87-080
388- 87-080
388- 87-090
388- 87-110
388- 96-010
388- 96-218
388- 96-559
388- 96-565
388- 96-709
388-96-710
388-96-714
388- 96-723
388- 96-724
388- 96-725
388- 96-726
388- 96-730
388- 96-731
388- 96-748
388- 96-767
388- 96-771

Table

ACTION

WSR#

AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-W
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMO-W
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-W
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-E
AMO-E

99-15-067
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-09-052
99-15-067
99-05-044
99-13-190
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-06-043
99-03-075
99-11-071
99-16-068
99-11-084
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-11-074
99-16-071
99-08-080
99-13-191
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-06-043
99-08-080
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-13-190
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-06-043
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-11-084
99-11-060
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
99-14-029
. 99-14-029
99-14-029

WAC#
388- 96-776
388-165-110
388-165-120
388-165-140
388-165-235
388-200-1160
388-290
388-290-0 I 0
388-290-010
388-290-015
388-290-015
388-290-020
388-290-020
388-290-025
388-290-025
388-290-030
388-290-030
388-290-035
388-290-035
388-290-050
388-290-050
388-290-055
388-290-055
388-290-060
388-290-060
388-290-070
388-290-070
388-290-075
388-290-075
388-290-080
388-290-080
388-290-090
388-290-090
388-290-1000
388-290-105
388-290-105
388-290-1050
388-290-1100
388-290-1150
388-290-1200
388-290-125
388-290-125
388-290-1250
388-290-1300
388-290-1350
388-290-13 7 5
388-290-1400
388-290-150
388-290-150
388-290-200
388-290-200
388-290-270
388-290-270
388-290-280
388-290-280
388-290-300
388-290-300
388-290-350
388-290-350
388-290-375
388-290-375
388-290-400
388-290-400
388-290-400
388-290-450
388-290-450
388-290-475

ACTION
AMO-E
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
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WSR#
. 99-14-029
99-15-076
99-15-076
99-15-076
99-15-076
99-08-040
99-17-024
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-17-024
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121

WAC#
388-290-475
388-290-500
388-290-500
388-290-525
388-290-525
388-290-525
388-290-550
388-290-550
388-290-600
388-290-600
388-290-650
388-290-650
388-290-700
388-290-700
388-290-750
388-290-750
388-290-800
388-290-800
388-290-850
388-290-850
388-290-850
388-290-900
388-290-900
388-290-905
388-290-910
388-290-915
388-290-920
388-290-920
388-290-925
388-290-930
388-290·935
388-290-940
388-290-945
388-290-950
388-290-950
388-310
388-310-0100
388-310-0100
388-310-0200
388-310-0200
388-310-0200
388-310-0300
388-310-0300
388-310-0300
388-310-0400
388-310-0400
388-310-0500
388-310-0500
388-310-0600
388-310-0600
388-310-0700
388-310-0700
388-310-0800
388-310-0800
388-310-0800
388-310-0900
388-310-0900
388-310-1000
388-310-1000
388-310-1050
388-310-1050
388-310-1100
388-310-1100
388-310-1200
388-310-1200
388-310-1300
388-310-1300

ACTION
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO

WSR#
99-14-023
99-08-121 ~
99-14-023 ~
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-17-024
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-17-024
99-08-121
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-17-024
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-14-023
99-17-024
99-14-024
99-05-072
99-08-051
99-05-072
99-08-051
99-14-041
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-14-041
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-028
99-14-043
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-072
99-08-051

4

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

388-310-1400
.388-310-1400
.,388-310-1500
388-310-1500
388-310-1600
388-310-1600
388-310-1700
388-310-1700
388-310-1800
388-310-1800
388-310-1850
388-310-1850
388-310-1900
388-310-1900
388-320
388-320-010
388-320-0 I 0
388-320-030
388-320-030
388-320-100
388-320-100
388-320-110
388-320-110
388-320-115
388-320-115
388-320-130
388-320-130
388-320-132
388-320-132
388-320-133
388-320-133
388-320-135
388-320-135
388-320-140
388-320-140
388-320-170
388-320-170
388-320-205
388-320-205
388-320-210
388-320-210
388-320-220
388-320-220
388-320-225
388-320-225
388-320-235
388-320-235
388-320-240
388-320-240
388-320-350
388-320-350
388-320-360
388-320-360
388-320-370
388-320-370
388-320-375
388-320-375
388-320-375
388-320-375
388-320-450
388-320-450
388-320-460
• 388-320-460
. , 388-330-010
388-330-020
388-330-030
388-330-035

~

ACTION
AMD.P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

WSR#
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-11-072
99-14-044
99-05-071
99-10-027
99-07-104
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-03-076
99-06-044
99-03-076
99-06-044
99-03-076
99-06-044
99-03-076
99-06-044
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-11-085
99-15-065
99-07-039
99-07-039
99-07-039
99-07-039

WAC#
388-330-040
388-330-050
388-330-060
388-400
388-400-0020
388-400-0020
388-406-0015
388-406-0015
388-406-0035
388-406-0035
388-406-0040
388-406-0040
388-406-0050
388-406-0050
388-408-0010
388-408-00 I 0
388-408-0015 388-408-0015
388-408-0035
388-412-0005
388-412-0005
388-412-0015
388-412-0015
388-416-0005
388-416-0005
388-418-0012
388-418-0012
388-418-0025
388-418-0025
388-418-0030
388-418-0030
388-424-0005
388-424-0005
388-424-0010
388-424-0010
388-426
388-426-0005
388-426-0005
388-434-0005
388-436-0001
388-436-0001
388-436-0002
388-436-0002
388-436-0005
388-436-0005
388-436-0030
388-438-0110
388-440
388-442-00 I 0
388-442-0010
388-444-0020
388-444-0035
388-444-0040
388-444-0045
388-444-0075
388-448-0001
388-450-0005
388-450-0005
388-450-0015
388-450-0015
388-450-0025
388-450-0025
388-450-0030
388-450-0030
388-450-0035
388-450-0035
388-450-0045

ACTION
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMD-E
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
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WSR#
99-07-039
99-07-039
99-07-039
99-07-105
99-04-102
99-08-050
99-12-121
99-16-024
99-12-121
99-16-024
99-12-121
99-16-024
99-12-121
99-16-024
99-10-105
99-14-045
99-10-105
99-14-045
99-12-120
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-12-121
99-16-024
99-07-137
99-10-064
99-12-121
99-16-024
99-13-126
99-17-023
99-13-126
99-17-023
99-08-120
99-13-192
99-17-025
99-04-054
99-11-073
99-14-046
99-11-073
99-14-046
99-11-073
99-14-046
99-14-042
99-10-047
99-08-120
99-12-120
99-16-024
99-14-078
99-07-024
99-07-024
99-07-024
99-07-024
99-04-055
99-12-118
99-16-024
99-13-192
99-17-025
99-13-192
99-17-025
99-13-192
99-17-025
99-12-119
99-16-024
99-12-119

WAC#
388-450-0045
388-450-0050
388-450-0050
388-450-0050
388-450-0060
388-450-0060
388-450-0065
388-450-0065
388-450-0080
388-450-0080
388-450-0085
388-450-0085
388-450-0 I00
388-450-0 I 00
388-450-0106
388-450-0106
388-450-0106
388-450-0116
388-450-0116
388-450-0116
388-450-0140
388-450-0140
388-450-0160
388-450-0160
388-450-0185
388-450-0185
388-450-0190
388-450-0190
388-450-0195
388-450-0195
388-450-0195
388-450-0200
388-450-0200
388-450-0215
388-450-0215
388-450-0220
388-450-0220
388-450-0225
388-450-0225
388-450-0235
388-450-0235
388-450-0250
388-450-0250
388-452-0005
388-452-0005
388-462-0005
388-462-0005
388-462-0010
388-462-0010
388-462-0011
388-462-0020
3 8 8-47 0-0005
388-470-0010
388-470-0012
388-470-0012
388-470-0015
388-470-0020
388-470-0025
388-470-0025
388-470-0025
388-470-0035
. 388-470-0035
388-470-0045
388-470-0045
388-470-0050
388-470-0055
388-470-00~5

ACTION

WSR#

AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW-P
PREP
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD

99-16-024
99-03-040
99-06-098
99-09-054
99-12-119
99-16-024
99-12-119
99-16-024
99-12-119
99-16-024
99-12-119
99-16-024
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-03-040
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-03-040
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-12-116
- 99-16-024
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-05-046
99-06-088
99-09-055
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-12-118
99-16-024
99-12-118
99-16-024
99-12-118
99-16-024
99-12-118
9•
9~
9~

99-uo-uu
99-11-075
99-10-105
99-14-045
99-10-105
99-14-045
99-14-045
99-10-105
99-03-040
99-03-040
99-06-099
99-09-053
99-03-040
99-03-040
99-03-040
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-03-040
99-12-117
99-16-024
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388-470-0070
388-470-0075
388-470-0075
388-472-0005
388-472-0005
388-4 76-0005
388-476-0005
388-478-0010
388-478-0010
388-478-0015
388-478-0025
388-478-0025
388-478-0055
388-478-0055
388-478-0055
388-478-0060
388-478-0060
388-478-0060
388-478-0070
388-478-0070
388-478-0070
388-478-0075
388-478-0075
388-478-0075
388-478-0075
388-478-0080
388-478-0080
388-478-0080
388-478-0085
388-478-0085
388-478-0085
388-478-0085
388-482-0005
388-482-0005
388-484-0005
388-484-0005
388-501-0130
388-501-0160
388-501-0165
388-501-0175
388-502-0220
388-502-0220
388-502-0220
388-502-0250
388-503-0310
388-505-0210
388-505-0210
388-505-0540
388-505-0595
388-510-1005
388-511-1130
388-513-1300
388-513-130 I
388-513-1305
388-513-1305
388-513-1310
388-513-1315
388-513-1315
388-513-1320
388-513-1320
388-513-1325
388-513-1330
388-513-1330
388-513-1340
388-513-1345
388-513-1350
388-513-1350
Table

ACTION
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP-XR
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
PREP
REP-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD
AMD-P

WSR#
99-03-040
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-13-192
99-17-025
99-13-192
99-17-025
99-12-120
99-16-024
99-04-056
99-12-116
99-16-024
99-04-103
99-05-045
99-15-078
99-05-074
99-12-120
99-16-024
99-08-118
99-08-119
99-11-054
99-07-103
99-08-001
99-15-044
99-15-045
99-08-118
99-08-119
99-11-054
99-07-103
99-08-001
99-15-044
99-15-045
99-12-117
99-16-024
99-04-102
99-08-050
99-05-044
99-08-040
99-08-041
99-05-044
99-06-085
99-11-052
99-16-070
99-05-044
99-15-042
99-13-126
99-17-023
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-15-042
99-05-044
99-16-067
99-16-067
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-16-067
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-16-067
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-13-096
99-13-096
99-06-045
99-16-067

WAC#
388-513-1360
388-513-1360
388-513-1365
388-513-1365
388-513-1366
388-513-1380
388-513-1380
388-513-1380
388-513-1395
388-513-1395
388-513-1396
388-515-1505
388-515-1510
388-515-1510
388-515-1530
388-515-1530
388-526-2610
388-527
388-527
388-527-2700
388-527-2700
388-527-2730
388-527-2730
388-527-2733
388-527-2733
388-527-2735
388-527-2735
388-527-2737
388-527-2737
388-527-2740
388-527-2740
388-527-2742
388-527-2742
388-527-2750
388-527-2750
388-527-2752
388-527-2752
388-527-2753
388-527-2753
388-527-2754
388-527-2754
388-527-2790
388-527-2790
388-527-2795
388-527-2795
388-530-1800
388-530-2050
388-533
388-535-1000
388-535-1010
388-535-1050
388-535-1060
388-535-1080
388-535-1100
388-535-1150
388-535-1200
388-535-1220
388-535-1230
388-535-1240
388-535-1250
388-535-1260
388-535-1300
388-535-1350
388-535-1400
388-535-1450
388-535-1500
388-535-1550

ACTION
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP
NEW
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
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WSR#
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-16-067
99-06-100
99-08-016
99-11-017
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-16-067
99-13-096
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-06-045
99-16-067
99-05-044
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-1 1-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-06-043
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023
99-07-023

WAC#
388-539-0500
388-540-001
388-540-010
388-540-020
388-540-040
388-540-050
388-543-1000
388-543-1100
388-543-1200
388-543-1300
388-543-1400
388-543-1500
388-543-1600
388-543-1700
388-543-1800
388-543-1900
388-543-2000
388-543-2100
388-543-2200
388-543-2300
388-543-2400
388-543-2500
388-543-2600
388-543-2700
388-543-2800
388-543-2900
388-543-3000
388-545-0500
388-545-300
388-545-300
388-545-700
388-545-700
388-546
388-550-1050
388-550-1050
388-550-1050
388-550-1050
388-550-1200
388-550-2300
388-550-2300
388-550-2431
388-550-2501
388-550-250 I
388-550-2511
388-550-2511
388-550-2521
388-550-2521
388-550-2531
388-550-2531
388-550-2541
388-550-2541
388-550-2551
388-550-2551
388-550-2561
388-550-2561
388-550-2800
388-550-2800
388-550-2800
388-550-2800
388-550-2900
388-550-2900
388-550-2900
388-550-2900
388-550-3000
388-550-3100
388-550-3381
388-550-3381

ACTION
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
PREP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
REP-P
REP
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMD
PREP
AMO-P
AMD
AMO
AMO
NEW-P
NEW

WSR#
99-13-190
99-05-044~
99-05-044~

99-05-044
99-05-044
99-05-044
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-08-080
99-11-084
99-11-071
99-16-068
99-11-074

99-16-0714
99-13-191
99-06-046
99-06-087
99-09-088
99-14-039
99-06-046
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-06-046
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-14-038
99-17-111
99-06-046
99-06-084
99-09-091
99-14-027
99-06-046
99-06-084
99-09-091
99-14-027 ~
99-06-046 ~
99-06-046
99-14-038
99-17-111

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

ACTION

WSR#

388-550-340 I
•
388-550-340 I
. , 388-550-3450
388-550-3450
388-550-3450
388-550-3500
388-550-3500
388-550-3500
388-550-3500
388-550-3700
388-550-3900
388-550-3900
388-550-3900
388-550-4100
388-550-4100
388-550-4100
388-550-4500
388-550-4500
388-550-4500
388-550-4500
388-550-4500
388-550-4500
388-550-4700
388-550-4800
388-550-4800
388-550-4800
388-550-4900
388-550-4900
388-550-4900
388-550-5000
388-550-5000
388-550-5000
388-550-5100
388-550-5100
388-550-5100
388-550-5110
388-550-5110
388-550-5110
388-550-5120
388-550-5120
388-550-5120
388-550-5150
388-550-5150
388-550-5150
388-550-5200
388-550-5200
388-550-5200
388-550-5250
388-550-5250
388-550-5250
388-550-5300
388-550-5300
388-550-5300
388-550-5350
388-550-5350
388-550-5350
388-550-5400
388-550-5400
388-550-5400
388-550-5600
388-550-5600
388-550-5600
388-550-6000
388-550-6000
388-550-6000
388-550-6000
388-550-6000

NEW-P
NEW
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-S
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-W
PREP
NEW-P
NEW-W
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-P
PREP
AMO

99-14-038
99-17-111
99-06-084
99-09-091
99-14-027
99-06-046
99-06-084
99-09-091
99-14-027
99-06-046
99-06-084
99-09-091
99-14-027
99-06-084
99-09-091
99-14-027
99-06-046
99-06-084
99-09-091
99-11-050
99-13-050
99-17-110
99-06-046
99-06-046
99-09-090
99-14-026
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-040
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-040
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-025
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-13-125
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-13-125
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-025
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-025
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-025
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-025
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-025
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-14-025
99-06-085
99-11-052
99-16-070
99-06-046
99-06-086
99-09-089
99-12-071
99-14-028

~

WAC#
388-551-1000
388-551-1000
388-551-1010
388-551-1010
388-551-1200
388-551-1200
388-551-1210
388-551-1210
388-551-1300
388-551-1300
388-551-1310
388-551-1310
388-551-1315
388-551-1315
388-551-1320
388-551-1320
388-551-1330
388-551-1330
388-551-1340
388-551-1340
388-551-1350
388-551-1350
388-551-1360
388-551-1360
388-551-1400
388-551-1400
388-551-1410
388-551-1410
388-551-1500
388-551-1500
388-551-1510
388-551-1510
388-551-1520
388-551-1520
388-551-1530
388-551-1530
388-551-2000
388-551-2000
388-551-20 I 0
388-551-20 I 0
388-551-2020
388-551-2020
388-551-2100
388-551-2100
388-551-2110
388-551-2110
388-551-2120
388-551-2120
388-551-2130
388-551-2130
388-551-2200
388-551-2200
388-551-2210
388-551-2210
388-551-2220
388-551-2220
388-552-00 I
388-552-001
388-552-005
388-552-005
388-552-100
388-552-100
388-552-200
388-552-200
388-552-210
388-552-210
388-552-220

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
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WSR#
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09.-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-05-073
99-09-007
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122

WAC#
388-552-220
388-552-230
388-552-230
388-552-240
388-552-240
388-552-300
388-552-300
388-552-310
388-552-310
388-552-320
388-552-320
388-552-330
388-552-330
388-552-340
388-552-340
388-552-350
388-552-350
388-552-360
388-552-360
388-552-370
388-552-370
388-552-380
388-552-380.
388-552-390
388-552-390
388-552-400
388-552-400
388-552-410
388-552-410
388-552-420
388-552-420
388-810-005
388-810-0 I 0
388-810-020
388-810-030
388-810-040
388-810-050
388-810-060
388-810-070
388-810-080
388-810-090
388-825-020
388-825-260
388-825-262
388-825-264
388-825-266
388-825-268
388-825-270
388-825-272
388-825-276
388-825-278
388-825-280
388-825-282
388-825-284
388-890-0005
388-890-00 I0
388-890-0015
388-890-0020
388-890-0025
388-890-0030
388-890-0035
388-890-0040
388-890-0045
388-890-0050
388-890-0055
388-890-0060
388-890-0065

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
RECOO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-08-122
99-13-049
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-15-043
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030

Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388-890-007 0
388-890-007 5
388-890-008 0
388-890-008 5
388-890-009 0
388-890-009 5
388-890-0 I 00
388-890-0 I 05
388-890-011 0
388-890-011 5
388-890-012 0
388-890-012 5
388-890-013 0
388-890-013 5
388-890-014 0
388-890-014 5
388-890-015 0
388-890-015 5
388-890-016 0
388-890-016 5
388-890-017 0
388-890-017 5
388-890-018 0
388-890-018 5
388-890-019 0
388-890-019 5
388-890-020 0
388-890-021 0
388-890-022 0
388-890-022 5
388-890-023 0
388-890-023 5
388-890-024 0
388-890-024 5
388-890-025 0
388-890-025 5
388-890-026 0
388-890-026 5
388-890-027 0
388-890-027 5
388-890-028 0
388-890-028 5
388-890-029 0
388-890-029 5
388-890-030 0
388-890-030 5
388-890-031 0
388-890-031 5
388-890-032 0
388-890-032 5
388-890-033 0
388-890-033 5
388-890-034 0
388-890-034 5
388-890-035 0
388-890-035 5
388-890-036 0
388-890-036 5
388-890-037 0
388-890-037 5
388-890-038 0
388-890-038 5
388-890-039 0
388-890-039 5
388-890-040 0
388-890-040 5
388-890-041 0
Table

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

WSR#
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030

WAC#
388-890-0415
388-890-042 0
388-890-0425
388-890-043 0
388-890-0435
388-890-044 0
388-890-0445
388-890-0450
388-890-0455
388-890-046 0
388-890-0465
388-890-0470
388-890-0475
388-890-0480
388-890-0485
388-890-0490
388-890-0495
388-890-050 0
388-890-0505
388-890-051 0
388-890-0515
388-890-052 0
388-890-0525
388-890-053 0
388-890-0535
388-890-0540
388-890-0545
388-890-055 0
388-890-0555
388-890-056 0
388-890-057 0
388-890-0575
388-890-058 0
388-890-0585
388-890-059 0
388-890-0595
388-890-0600
. 388-890-0605
388-890-061 0
388-890-0615
388-890-062 0
388-890-0625
388-890-063 0
388-890-0635
388-890-0640
388-890-0645
388-890-0650
388-890-0655
388-890-0660
388-890-0665
388-890-0670
388-890-0675
388-890-0680
388-890-0685
388-890-069 0
388-890-0695
388-890-0700
388-890-0705
388-890-0710
388-890-0715
388-890-0720
388-890-0725
388-890-0730
388-890-0735
388-890-0740
388-890~0745

388-890-0750

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
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WSR#
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030

WAC#
388-890-0755
388-890-076 0
388-890-0765
388-890-078 0
388-890-0785
388-890-0790
388-890-0795
388-890-080 0
388-890-0805
388-890-081 0
388-890-0815
388-890-082 0
388-890-0825
388-890-0830
388-890-0835
388-890-084 0
388-890-0845
388-890-0850
388-890-0855
388-890-086 0
388-890-0865
388-890-087 0
388-890-0875
388-890-0880
388-890-0885
388-890-089 0
388-890-0895
388-890-100 0
388-890-1005
388-890-10 I 0
388-890-1015
388-890-102 0
388-890-1025
388-890-103 0
388-890-1035
388-890-104 0
388-890-1045
388-890-1050
388-890-1055
388-890-1060
388-890-1065
388-890-1070
388-890-1075
388-890-1080
388-890-1085
388-890-1090
388-890-1095
388-890-1100
388-890-1110
388-890-1115
388-890-1120
388-890-1125
388-890-1130
388-890-1135
388-890-1140
388-890-1145
388-890-1150
388-890-1155
388-890-1160
388-890-1165
388-890-1170
388-890-117 5
388-890-1180
388-890-1185
388-890-1190
388-890-1195
388-890-1200

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030 ~
NEW-P
99-12-030 ~
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
99-12-030
NEW-P
. 99-12-030

4

4

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
388-890-1205

~ 388-890-1210

. , 388-890-1215
388-890-1220
388-890-1225
388-890-1230
388-890-1235
388-890-1240
388-890-1245
388-890-1250
388-890-1255
388-890-1260
388-890-1265
388-890-1270
388-890-1275
388-890-1280
388-890-1285
388-890-1290
388-890-1295
388-890-1300
388-890-1305
388-890-1310
389- 12-020
389- 12-030
389- 12-040
389- 12-050
389- 12-060
389- 12-065
389- 12-071
389- 12-075
389- 12-080
389- 12-140
389- 12-210
389- 12-220
389- 12-230
390- 12-255
390- 12-255
390- 12-255
390- 14-015
390- 14-015
390- 14-015
390- 14-020
390- 14-020
390- 14-020
390- 14-025
390- 14-025
390- 14-025
390- 14-030
390- 14-030
390- 14-030
390- 14-035
390- 14-035
390- 14-035
390- 14-040
390- 14-040
390- 14-040
390- 14-045
390- 14-045
390- 14-045
390- 14-055
390- 14-055
390- 14-055
• 390- 14-100
. , 390- 14-100
390- 14-100
390- 14-105
390- 14-105

t

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP-P

WSR#
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-12-030
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-16-034
99-06-050
99-09-062
99-12-056
99-06-051
99-09-063
99-12-057
99-06-052
99-09-064
99-12-058
99-06-053
99-09-065
99-12-059
99-06-054
99-09-066
99-12-060
99-06-055
99-09-067
99-12-061
99-06-056
99-09-068
99-12-062
99-06-057
99-09-069
99-12-063
99-06-058
99-09-057
99-12-051
99-06-059
99-09-070
99-12-064
99-06-060
99-09-058

WAC#
390- 14-105
390- 14-110
390- 14-110
390- 14-110
390- 16-011
390- 16-012
390- 16-032
390- 16-041
390- 17-030
390- 17-030
390- 17-030
390- 18-020
390- 18-020
390- 18-020
390- 18-050
390- 18-050
390- 18-050
390- 20-014
390- 20-014
390- 20-014
390- 20-015
390- 20-015
390- 20-015
390- 20-023
390- 20-023
390- 20-023
390- 20-100
390- 20-100
390- 20-100
390- 20-115
390- 20-115
390- 20-115
391- 08
391-08-310
391- 08-310
391- 08-810
391- 08-810
391- 55
391- 55-001
391- 55-001
391- 55-002
391- 55-002
391- 55-010
391- 55-010
391- 55-020
391- 55-020
391- 55-030
391- 55-030
391- 55-032
391- 55-032
391- 55-050
391- 55-050
391- 55-070
391- 55-070
391- 55-071
391- 55-071
391- 55-090
391- 55-090
391- 55-110
391- 55-110
391- 55-120
391- 55-120
391- 55-130
391- 55-130
391- 55-150
391- 55-150
391- 55-200

ACTION
REP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
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WSR#
99-12-052
99-06-061
99-09-071
99-12-065
99-16-044
99-16-045
99-16-043
99-16-042
99-06-062
99-09-072
99-12-066
99-06-063
99-09-073
99-12-067
99-06-064
99-09-074
99-12-068
99-06-065
99-09-075
99-12-069
99-06-066
99-09-076
99-12-070
99-06-067
99-09-059
99-12-053
99-06-068
99-09-060
99-12-054
99-06-069
99-09-061
99-12-055
99-04-013
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-04-013
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107

WAC#
391- 55-200
391- 55-205
391- 55-205
391- 55-210
391- 55-210
391- 55-215
391- 55-215
391- 55-220
391- 55-220
391- 55-225
391- 55-225
391- 55-230
391- 55-230
391- 55-235
391- 55-235
391- 55-240
391- 55-240
391- 55-245
391- 55-245
391- 55-255
391- 55-255
391- 55-265
391- 55-265
391- 55-310
391- 55-310
391- 55-315
391- 55-315
391- 55-320
391- 55-320
391- 55-330
391- 55-330
391- 55-335
391- 55-335
391- 55-340
391- 55-340
391- 55-350
391- 55-350
391- 65
391- 65-001
391- 65-001
391- 65-002
391- 65-002
391- 65-010
391- 65-010
391- 65-030
391- 65-030
391- 65-050
391- 65-050
391- 65-070
391- 65-070.
391- 65-090
391- 65-090
391-65-110
391- 65-110
391- 65-130
391- 65-130
391- 65-150
391-65-150
392-117-045
392-121-031
392-121-031
392-121-10603
392-121-10604
392-121-107
392-121-138
392-121-182
392-121-183

ACTION
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-E
AMD-P
REP
REP
AMD
PREP
AMD
REP

WSR#
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10- t07
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-04-013
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-11-067
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-08-008
99-08-008
99-08-008
99-11-066
99-08-008
99-08-008
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
392-121-188
392-121-201
392-121-206
392-121-210
392-122-900
392-123-047
392-123-047
392-123-049
392-123-049
392-127-015
392-127-030
392-127-035
392-127-040
392-127-050
392-127-055
392-127-060
392-127-065
392-127-070
392-127-085
392-127-095
392-127-101
392-127-106
392-127-111
392-127-112
392-127-810
392-134-020
392-139
392-140
392-140-950
392-140-950
392-140-951
392-140-951
392-140-955
392-140-955
392-140-956
392-140-956
392-140-957
392-140-957
392-140-960
.392-140-960
392-140-961
392-140-961
392-140-962
392-140-962
392-140-965
392-140-965
392-140-967
392-140-967
392-169
392-169-025
392-169-030
392-169-055
392-169-057
392-169-060
392-172
392-172-010
392-172-020
392-172-030
392-172-035
392-172-040
392-172-045
392-172-055
392-172-060
392-172-062
392-172-065
392-172-070
392-172-073
Table

ACTION
AMO
AMff
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMO-W
PREP
PREP
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
PREP
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P

WSR#
99-08-008
99-08-008
99-08-008
99-08-008
99-11-063
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-16-077
99-13-094
99-11-064
99-11-065
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-12-087
99-15-048
99-09-008
99-13-124
99-13-124
99-13-124
99-13-124
99-13-124
99-06-049
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101

WAC#
392-172-075
392-172-100
392-172-102
392-172-104
392-172-105
392-172-106
392-172-107
392-172-108
392-172-109
392-172-110
392-172-111
392-172-112
392-172-114
392-172-116
392-172-118
392-172-120
392-172-122
392-172-124
392-172-126
392-172-128
392-172-132
392-172-134
392-172-136
392-172-138
392-172-140
392-172-142
392-172-144
392-172-146
392-172-148
392-172-150
392-172-152
392-172-153
392-172-154
392-172-156
392-172-15700
392-172-15705
392-172-158
392-172-160
392-172-161
392-172-162
392-172-163
392-172- I 64
392-172-166
392-172-168
392-172-170
392-172-172
392-172-174
392-172-176
392-172-178
392-172-180
392-172-182
392-172-184
392-172-185
392-172-186
392-172-188
392-172-190
392-172-200
392-172-202
392-172-206
392-172-214
392-172-216
392-172-219
392-172-220
392-172-222
392-172-224
392-172-226
392-172-228

ACTION
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
r 421

WSR#
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101

WAC#
392-172-230
392-172-231
392-172-232
392-172-23300
392-172-23305
392-172-234
392-172-236
392-172-23600
392-172-23605
392-172-23610
392-172-239
392-172-240
392-172-242
392-172-246
392-172-300
392-172-302
392-172-304
392-172-306
392-172-307
392-172-308
392-172-309
392-172-310
392-172-312
392-172-313
392-172-314
392-172-316
392-172-317
392-172-320
392-172-322
392-172-324
392-172-328
392-172-329
392-172-330
392-172-332
392-172-334
392-172-338
392-172-340
392-172-346
392-172-348
392-172-350
392-172-351
392-172-352
392-172-354
392-172-356
392-172-358
392-172-360
392-172-362
392-172-364
392-172-370
392-172-371
392-172-3 72
392-172-373
392-172-374
392-172-37500
392-172-3 7505
392-172-37510
392-172-376
392-172-377
392-172-378
392-172-379
392-172-380
392-172-381
392-172-382
392-172-38300
392-172-38305
392-172-38310
392-172-38400

ACTION
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

WSR#
99-17-101
99-17-101 ~
99-17-101 ~
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101 ~
99-17-101 ~
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

392-172-38405

~92-172-38410

.,392-172-38415
392-172-385
392-172-388
392-172-390
392-172-392
392-172-394
392-172-396
392-172-398
392-172-400
392-172-402
392-172-404
392-172-408
392-172-410
392-172-414
392-172-416
392-172-418
392-172-420
392-172-422
392-172-424
392-172-426
392-172-500
392-172-502
392-172-50300
392-172-50305
392-172-504
392-172-506
392-172-507
392-172-510
392-172-511
~92-172-512

1':92-172-514
392-172-516
392-172-520
392-172-526
392-172-550
392-172-552
392-172-553
392-172-554
392-172-556
392-172-558
392-172-559
392-172-560
392-172-561
392-172-562
392-172-564
392-172-566
392-172-568
392-172-570
392-172-574
392-172-576
392-172-57700
392-172-57800
392-172-57900
392-172-580
392-172-582
392-172-583
392-172-584
392-172-585
392-172-588

~

92-172-590

92-172-592
392-172-594
392-172-595
392-172-600
392-172-605

ACTION

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

WSR#

99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101

WAC#

392-172-610
392-172-615
392-172-620
392-172-625
392-172-630
392-172-635
392-172-640
392-172-645
392-172-650
392-172-655
392-172-660
392-172-665
399- 30-032
399- 30-032
399- 30-033
399- 30-033
399- 30-034
399- 30-034
415-104-035
415-104-035
415-104-045
415-104-045
415-104-050
415-104-050
415-104-060
415-104-060
415-104-070
415-104-070
415-104-080
415-104-080
415-104-090
415-104-090
415-104-112
415-104-112
415-104-125
415-104-125
415-104-135
415-104-135
415-104-145
415-104-145
415-104-165
415-104-165
415-104-175
415-104-175
415-104-211
415-104-211
415-104-215
415-104-215
415-104-299
415-104-299
415-105-010
415-105-010
415-105-020
415-105-020
415- 105-030
415-105-030
415-105-040
415-105-040
415-105-050
415-105-050
415-105-060
415-105-060
415-105-070
415-105-070
415-105-072
415-105-072
415-105-074

ACTION

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
r 43 1

WSR#

99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-17-101
99-05-062
99-09-020
99-05-062
99-09-020
99-05-062
99-09-020
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166

WAC#

415-105-074
415-105-080
415- l 05-080
415-105-090
415-105-090
415-105-100
415-105-100
415-1 05-110
415-105-110
415-105-120
415-105-120
415-105-140
415-105-140
415-105-150
415-105-150
415-105-160
415-105-160
415-105-170
415-105-170
415-105-180
415-105-180
415-108-324
415-108-324
415-108-326
415-108-326
415-108-475
415-108-475
415-108-485
415-108-485
415-108-510
415-108-510
415-108-520
415-108-520
415-108-671
415-108-671
415-112-100
415-112-100
415-112-270
415-112-270
415-112-290
415-112-290
415-112-400
415-112-400
415-112-41301
415-112-41301
415-112-515
415-112-515
415-112-520
415-112-520
415-112-561
415-112-561
415-112-600
415-112-600
415-112-700
415-112-700
415-112-710
415-112-710
415-112-725
' 415-112-725
415-112-727
415-112-727
415-112-800
415-112-800
415-115-070
415-115-070
419-14-135
419-14-135

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P ..
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-XR
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-XR
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-XR
REP
NEW-P
NEW

99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-08-074
99-12-041
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-08-074
99-12-041
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-08-074
99-12-041
99-07-131
99-10-024
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
419- 14-140
419- 14-140
434- 55-060
434- 55-060
434- 55-065
434- 55-065
434-130-090
434-130-090
434-166-210
434-166-210
434-166-290
434-166-290
434-166-310
434-166-310
434-180-215
434-180-265
434-180-360
434-240-205
434-240-205
434-260
434-260
434-260-010
434-260-010
434-260-020
434-260-020
434-260-030
434-260-030
434-260-040
434-260-040
434-260-050
434-260-050
434-260-060
434-260-060
434-260-070
434-260-070
434-260-080
434-260-080
434-260-110
434-260-110
434-260-120
434-260-120
434-260-130
434-260-130
434-260-140
434-260-140
434-260-145
434-260-145
434-260-150
434-260-150
434-260-160
434-260-160
434-260-170
434-260-170
434-260-180
434-260-180
434-260-190
434-260-190
434-260-200
434-260-200
434-260-210
434-260-210
434-260-215
434-260-215
434-260-220
434-260-220
434-260-225
434-260-225
Table

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-P
NEW
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P

99-07-131
99-10-024
99-05-038
99-12-008
99-05-038
99-12-008
99-05-039
99-12-007
99-12-009
99-16-066
99-12-009
99-16-066
99-12-009
99-16-066
99-02-047
99-02-048
99-02-047
99-05-054
99-08-089
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004

AMO

~EP-P

.REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW

WAC#
434-260-230
434-260-230
434-260-235
434-260-235
434-260-240
434-260-240
434-260-250
434-260-250
434-260-260
434-260-260
434-260-270
434-260-270
434-260-280
434-260-280
434-260-290
434-260-290
434-260-300
434-260-300
434-260-305
434-260-305
434-260-310
434-260-310
434-260-320
434-260-320
434-260-330
434-260-330
434-260-340
434-260-340
434-260-350
434-260-350
434-261-005
434-261-005
434-261-080
434-261-080
434-324-0 I 0
434-324-105
434-324-105
434-334-055
434-334-055
434-334-063
434-334-063
434-334-065
434-334-065
434-334-070
434-334-070
434-334-075
434-334-075
434-334-080
434-334-080
434-334-080
434-334-080
434-334-082
434-334-082
434-334-085
434-334-085
434-334-090
434-334-090
434-334-095
434-334-095
434-334-100
434-334-100
434-334-105
434-334-105
434-334-110
434-334-110
434-334-115
434-334-115

ACTION

WSR#

REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
OECOD-P
AMO-P
OECOD
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
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99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-05-054
99-08-089
99-05-054
99-08-089
99-17-008
99-05-054
99-08-089
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115

WAC#
434-334-120
434-334-120
434-334-125
434-334-125
434-334-130
434-334-130
434-334-135
434-334-135
434-334-140
434-334-140
434-334-145
434-334-145
434-334-150
434-334-150
434-334-155
434-334-155
434-334-160
434-334-160
434-334-165
434-334-165
434-334-170
434-334-170
434-334-175
434-334-175
434-663
440- 22
440- 25
440- 25-005
440- 25-010
440- 25-020
440- 25-030
440-25-040
440-25-050
440- 25-060
440- 25-070
440- 25-080
440- 25-090
440- 25-100
440- 25-110
440- 25-120
440- 44-025
440- 44-026
446- 16-070
446- 16-070
446- 16-080
446- 16-080
446- 16-100
446- 16-100
446- 16-110
446- 16-110
446- 20-600
446- 20-600
446- 30-010
448- 13-030
448- 13-040
448- 13-050
448- 13-060
448- 13-060
448- 13-060
448- 13-060
448- 13-065
448- 13-070
448- 13-080
448- 13-140
448- 13-170
448- 13-180
448- 13-210

ACTION

WSR#

RECOO-P
RECOO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
. NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
PREP
AMO
.AMO
,AMD
AMD-E
AMO-XA
AMO-S
AMO-E
AMO
,AMO
;AMO
AMO
AMO
_AMO
.AMD

99-05-034

..

99-08-115~
99-05-034~

99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-16-117
99-10-010
99-06-082
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098

99-16-098~

99-16-098~

99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-16-098
99-17-055
99-17-055
99-03-080
99-07-051
99-03-080
99-07-051
99-03-080
99-07-051
99-03-080
99-07-051
99-03-081
99-07-050
99-17-087
99-06-048
99-06-048
99-06-048
99-10-018
99-10-019
99-17-063
99-17-064
99-06-048

99-06-048~

99-06-048~

99-06-048
99-06-048
99-06-048
99-06-048

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
44884484484484484564564564564564564564564564564564564564564564564564564564_56456456456456456-

15-010
15-020
15-030
15-040
15-050
15-060
12-010
12-010
12-015
12-015
12-020
12-020
12-025
12-025
12-030
12-030
12-035
12-035
12-040
12-040
12-045
12-045
12-050
12-050
12-055
12-055
12-060
12-060
12-065
12-065
12-070
~56- 12-070
.,456- 12-075
456- 12-075
456- 12-080
456- 12-080
456- 12-085
456- 12-085
456- 12-090
456- 12-090
456- 12-095
456- 12-095
456- 12-100
456- 12-100
456- 12-105
456- 12-105
456- 12-110
456- 12-110
456- 12-115
456- 12-115
456- 12-120
456- 12-120
456- 12-130
456- 12-130
456- 12-140
456- 12-140
458- 08
458- 12-040
458- 12-300
458- 12-301
458- 12-305
~58- 12-315
r58- 12-320
458- 12-326
458- 12-327
458- 12-330
458- 12-335

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP.-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
REP-XR
REP-XR
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

WSR#
99-06-047
99-06-047
99-06-047
99-06-047
99-06-047
99-06-047
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-08-091
99-13-098
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-04-017
99-04-017
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-05-069

WAC#
458- 12-336
458- 12-337
458- 12-338
458- 12-339
458- 16-280
458- 16-280
458- 16-282
458- 16-282
458- 16-320
458- 16-320
458- 16A-OJO
458- 18-010
458- 20-119
458- 20-119
458- 20-131
458- 20-131
458- 20-135
458- 20-135
458- 20-136
458- 20-136
458- 20-13601
458- 20-1360 I
458- 20-157
458- 20-157
458- 20-165
458- 20-165
458- 20-167
458- 20-192
458- 20-195
458- 20-195
458-20-206
458- 20-206
458- 20-207
458- 20-207
458- 20-216
458- 20-216
458- 20-222
458- 20-222
458- 20-225
458- 20-225
458- 20-226
458- 20-226
458- 20-228
458- 20-231
458- 20-238
458- 20-238
458- 20-24!)
458- 20-246
458- 20-261
458- 20-261
458- 20-263
458- 20-263
458- 29A-100
458- 29A-200
458- 29A-400
458- 29A-500
458- 29A-600
458- 30-360
458- 30-360
458- 40-660
458-40-660
458-40-660
458- 50-010
458- 50-010
458- 50-050
458- 50-050
458- 57

ACTION
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMO-P
AMO-XA
AMO
AMO
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E
PREP
AMD-E
PREP
NEW-E
PREP
REP-XR
REP
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD
REP-XR
REP
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XR
REP
AMD-XA
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-XA
AMO-W
PREP
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-XA
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-XR
REP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
PREP
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WSR#
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-05-069
99-09-085
99-13-017
99-09-085
99-13-017
99-07-090
99-13-018
99-04-016
99-11-105
99-06-027
99-11-107
99-05-017
99-08-090
99-12-077
99-12-078
99-12-077
99-12-078
99-12-077
99-12-078
99-04-019
99-08-005
99-08-032
99-13-052
99-03-005
99-09-082
99-08-022
99-13-053
99-04-019
99-08-005
99-08-023
99-13-092
99-04-014
99-08-034
99-04-015
99-08-033
99-04-019
99-08-005
99-04-021
99-09-013
99-10-034
99-02-055
99-04-020
99-17-083
99-11-041
99-17-029
99-04-022
99-08-035
99-06-028
99-11-106
99-17-088
99-17-088
99-17-088
99-17-088
99-17-088
99-13-016
99-17-042
99-06-036
99-10-039
99-14-055
99-04-031
99-08-006
99-04-031
99-08-006
99-07-133

WAC#
458- 57-005
458- 57-005
458- 57-015
458- 57-015
458- 57-025
458- 57-025
458- 57-035
458- 57-035
458- 57-045
458- 57-045
458- 57-510
458- 57-510
458- 57-520
458- 57-520
458- 57-530
458- 57-530
458- 57-540
458- 57-540
458- 57-550
458- 57-550
458- 57-560
458- 57-560
458- 57-570
458- 57-570
458- 57-575
458- 57-575
458- 57-575
458- 57-580
458- 57-580
458- 57-590
458- 57-590
458- 57-600
458- 57-600
458- 57-610
458- 57-610
458- 57-620
458- 57-620
458- 57-630
458- 57-630
458-57-640
458- 57-640
458- 57-650
458- 57-650
458- 57-660
458- 57-660
458- 61-090
458- 61-090
458- 65-010
458- 65-010
458- 65-020
458- 65-020
458- 65-030
458- 65-030
458- 65-040
458- 65-040
460- 21 B-060
460- 21 B-060
460- 2 IB-060
- 460- 22B-090
460- 22B-090
460- 22B-090
460-24A
460-24A-110
460- 24A-145
460- 24A-220
460-28A-015
468-06-040

ACTION

WSR#

NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
AMO-XA
AMD
AMO-W
Al\jfO-XA
ANf O
AMD-W
PREP
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMO-XA

99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
. 99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-03-010
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-10-033
99-14-053
99-10-032
99-14-056
99-04-018
99-08-007
99-04-018
99-08-007
99-04-018
99-08-007
99-07-012
99-12-043
99-14-077
99-07-012
99-12-043
99-14-077
99-13-196
99-03-050
99-03-052
99-03-051
99-03-053
99-02-065
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
468- 06-040
468- 12
468- 34-010
468- 34-020
468- 34-100
468- 34-120
468- 34-150
468- 34-330
468- 38-110
468- 38-110
468- 38-150
468- 38-150
468- 38-170
468- 38-170
468- 38-210
468- 38-210
468- 38-290
468- 38-290
468- 38-290
468- 51-010
468- 51-020
468- 51-030
468- 51-040
468- 51-060
468- 51-070
468- 51-080
468- 51-090
468- 51-100
468- 51-105
468- 51-110
468- 51-120
468- 51-130
468- 51-140
468- 51-150
468- 52-020
468- 52-030
468- 52-040
468- 52-050
468- 52-060
468- 52-070
468- 54
468- 58
468- 66
468-300-0 I 0
468-300-0 I 0
468-300-020
468-300-020
468-300-040
468-300-040
468-300-220
468-300-220
468-300-700
468-310-010
468-310-020
468-310-050
468-310-060
468-310-100
468-500-001
468-500-00 I
468-550
468-550-030
468-550-040
468-550-060
468-550-070
468-550-080
474- 02-010
474- 10-010
Table

ACTION

WSR#

AMD
PREP
AMD-W
AM D-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
REP-XR
REP
AMD-E
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
PREP
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-XA
},\MD
lj'REP
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
PREP
NEW

99-07-013
99-04-042
99-08-082
99-08-082
99-08-082
99-08-082
99-08-082
99-08-082
99-05-006
99-08-025
99-04-058
99-07-098
99-04-058
99-07-098
99-04-058
99-07-098
99-10-004
99-10-020
99-14-047
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-034
99-06-035
99-06-035
99-06-035
99-06-035
99-06-035
99-06-035
99-10-029
99-10-030
99-17-079
99-05-035
99-08-066
99-05-035
99-08-066
99-05-035
99-08-066
99-05-035
99-08-066
99-07-059
99-03-025
99-03-025
99-03-025
99-03-025
99-03-025
99-06-004
99-11-007
99-11-026
99-15-011
99-15-011
99-15-011
99-15-011
99-15-011
99-16-021
99-03-004

WAC#
474- 10-020
474- 10-030
474- 10-040
474- 10-050
474- 10-060
474- 10-070
474- 10-080
474- 10-090
474- 10-100
478-140
478-140
478-140-010
478-140-010
478-140-015
478-140-015
478-140-018
478-140-018
478-140-019
478-140-019
478-140-021
478-140-021
478-140-024
478-140-024
478-140-050
478-140-050
478-140-060
478-140-060
478-140-070
478-140-070
478-140-080
478-140-080
478-210-010
478-210-020
479- 16-020
479- 16-020
479- 16-040
479- 16-040
479- 16-098
479- 16-098
479- 20-007
479- 20-007
479- 20-020
479- 20-020
479- 20-025
479- 20-025
479- 20-037
479- 20-037
479-510-410
479-510-410
479-510-420
479-510-420
479-510-450
479-510-450
479-510-460
479-510-460
480- 09-005
480- 09-010
480- 09-012
480- 09-100
480- 09-101
480- 09-115
480- 09-120
480- 09-125
480- 09-130
480- 09-135
480- 09-140
480- 09-150

ACTION

WSR#

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
REP
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

99-03-004
99-03-004
99-03-004
99-03-004
99-03-004
99-03-004
99-03-004
99-03-004
99-03-004
99-08-056
99-12-1 IO
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-06-033
99-06-033
99-03-089
99-08-021
99-03-089
99-08-021
99-03-089
99-08-021
99-03-089
99-08-021
99-03-089
99-08-021
99-03-089
99-08-021
99-03-089
99-08-021
99-03-088
99-08-020
99-03-088
99-08-020
99-03-088
99-08-020
99-03-088
99-08-020
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
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WAC#
480-09-200
480-09-210
480- 09-220
480- 09-230
480- 09-337
480- 09-340
480- 09-390
480- 09-400
480- 09-410
480- 09-420
480- 09-425
480- 09-426
480- 09-430
480- 09-440
480- 09-460
480- 09-465
480- 09-466
480- 09-467
480-09-470
480- 09-475
480- 09-500
480- 09-510
480- 09-600
480- 09-610
480- 09-620
480- 09-700
480- 09-705
480- 09-710
480- 09-720
480- 09-730
480- 09-735
480- 09-736
480- 09-740
480- 09-745
480- 09-750
480- 09-751
480- 09-760
480- 09-770
480- 09-780
480- 09-800
480- 09-810
480- 09-815
480- 09-820
480- 09-830
480- 12-100
480- 12-370
480- 12-375
480- 12-375
480- 14-060
480- 15-040
480- 30-015
480- 31-100
480- 31-120
480- 31-130
480- 31-140
480- 40-015
480- 60-010
480- 60-012
480-60-014
480-60-020
480- 60-030
480- 60-035
480- 60-040
480- 60-050
480- 60-060
480- 60-070
480- 60-080

ACTION
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW-S
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
· AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP-W
RE-AD
REP
REP-W
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
'AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMD-P

WSR#

4

99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-12-112
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031 ~
99-05-031.
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-05-031
99-08-085
99-08-026
99-08-026
99-08-085
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083 ~
99-15-083.
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083

~
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
480- 60-090
480- 60-99002
480- 60-99003
480-62
480- 62-090
480- 66-010
480- 66-020
480- 66-030
480- 66-040
480- 66-050
480- 66-060
480- 66-070
480- 66-100
480- 66-110
480- 66-120
480- 66-140
480- 66-150
480- 66-160
480- 66-170
480- 66-200
480- 66-210
480- 66-220
480- 66-230
480- 66-300
480- 66-310
480- 66-320
480- 66-330
480- 66-400
480- 66-410
480- 66-420
480- 66-430
480- 66-440
480- 66-450
480- 66-460
480- 66-470
480- 66-480
480-66-490
480- 66-500
480- 66-510
480- 66-520
480- 66-600
480- 66-620
480-70
480- 70-055
480- 75-005
480- 90
480- 92-011
480- 92-016
480- 92-021
480- 92-031
480- 92-041
480-92-050
480- 92-060
480- 92-070
480- 92-080
480- 92-090
480- 92-100
480- 92-110
480- 93-010
480-100
480-110-011
480-110-011
480-110-016
480-110-016
480-110-018
480-110-018
480-110-021

ACTION

WSR#

AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
PREP
AMD-XA
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
PREP
AMD-XA
AMD-XA
PREP
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-XA
PREP
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W

99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-08-053
99-14-079
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-1 5-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-15-083
99-08-012
99-14-079
99-14-079
99-08-052
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-05-016
99-14-079
99-08-105
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053

WAC#
480-1 10-021
480-110-023
480-110-023
480-110-026
480-110-026
480-110-028
480-110-028
480-110-031
480-110-031
480-110-032
480-110-032
480-110-036
480-110-036_
480-110-041
480-1 I 0-041
480-110-046
480-1 I 0-046
480-110-051
480-110-051
480-110-056
480-110-056
480-110-061
480-110-061
480-110-066
480-110-066
480-110-071
480-11 0-07 I
480-110-076
480-110-076
480-110-081
480-110-081
480-110-086
480-110-086
480-110-091
480-110-091
480-110-096
480-110-096
480-110-101
480-110-101
480-110-111
480-110-111
480-110-116
480-110-116
480-110-121
480-110-121
480-110-126
480-110-126
480-110-131
480-110-131
480-110-136
480-110-136
480-110-141
480-110-141
480-110-146
480-110-146
480-110-151
480-110-151
480-110-156
480-110-156
480-110-161
480-110-161
480-110-166
480-110-166
480-110-1 71
480-110-171
480-110-176
480-110-176

ACTION
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S
REP-W
REP-S

r 471

WSR#
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-12-112

WAC#
480-110-205
480-110-215
480-110-225
480-110-235
480-110-245
480-110-255
480-110-265
480-110-275
480-110-285
480-110-295
480-110-305
480-110-315
480-110-325
480-110-335
480-110-345
480-110-355
480-110-365
480-110-375
480-110-385
480-110-395
480-1 I0-405
480-110-415
480-110-425
480-110-435
480-110-445
480-110-455
480-110-465
480-110-475
480-110-485
480-110-495
480-110-500
480-110-510
480-110-520
480-110-530
480-110-540
480-110-550
480-110-560
480-110-570
480-110-580
480-110-590
480-110-600
480-110-610
480-1 I0-620
480-110-630
480-1 I0-640
480-110-650
480-110-660
480-110-670
480-110-680
480-110-690
480-110-700
480-110-710
480-110-720
480-110-730
480-110-740
480-110-750
480-110-760
480-110-770
480-110-780
480-110-790
480-120
480-120-052
480-120-058
480-120-r~9

480-120-139
480-120-144
480-120-151

ACTION
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEw:s
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-S
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
PREP
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW

WSR#
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-12-112
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-07-053
99-09-027
99-10-013
99-10-013
99-07-107
99-11-070
99-05-015
99-05-015
Table

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
480-120-152
480-120-153
480-120-154
480-121
480-121
480-121-0 I0
480-121-010
480-121-015
480-121-020
480-121-020
480-121-023
480-121-026
480-121-030
480-121-030
480-121-040
480-121-040
480-121-050
480-121-050
480-121-060
480-121-060
480-121-070
480-121-070
480-121-080
480-121-090
480-121-100
480-123-015
480-123-020
480-123-030
480-123-040
480-123-050
480-123-060
480-123-070
480-123-080
480-123-085
480-123-090
480-123-100
480-123-110
480-123-120
480-123-130
480-123-140
480-123-150
480-123-160
480-123-170
480-123-180
480-123-190
480-123-200
480-123-210
480-123-220
480-123-230
480-123-240
480-123-250
480-123-260
480-123-270
480-123-280
480-123-290
480-123-300
480-123-310
480-123-320
480-123-330
480-123-340
480-123-350
480-123-360
480-123-370
480-123-380
480-123-390
480-123-400
480-123-410
Table

ACTION
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W

WSR#
99-05-015
99-05-015
99-05-015
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-13-097
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-13-097
99-13-097
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-07-106
99-13-097
99-07 -106
99-07-106
99-07-106
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095

WAC#
480-123-420
480-123c430
480-123-440
480-123-450
480-123-460
480-123-470
480-123-480
480-123-490
480-123-500
480-123-510
480-123-520
480-123-530
480-123-540
480-123-550
480-123-560
480-123-570
480-140
480-140-010
480-140-015
480-140-020
480-140-030
480-140-040
480-140-050
480-140-060
480-140-070
480-140-080
480-140-090
480-140-100
480-140-110
480-140-120
480-140-130
480-140-140
480-140-150
480-140-160
480-140-170
480-143-010
480-143-010
480-143-020
480-143-020
480-143-030
480-143-030
480-143-040
480-143-040
480-143-050
480-143-050
480-143-060
480-143-060
480-143-070
480-143-070
480-143-080
480-143-080
480-143-100
480-143-100
480-143-110
480-143-110
480-143-120
480-143-120
480-143-130
480-143-130
480-143-140
480-143-'l 40
480-143-150
480-143-150
480-143-160
480-143-160
480-143-170
480-143-170

ACTION
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
PREP
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
r 48 l

WSR#
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-13-095
99-09-028
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-17-044
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055

WAC#
480-143-180
480-143-180
480-143-190
480-143-190
480-143-200
480-143-200
480-143-210
480-143-210
480-143-990
480-143-990
480-146-0 I 0
480-146-0 I0
480-146-020
480-146-020
480-146-030
480-146-030
480-146-040
480-146-040
480-146-050
480-146-050
480-146-060
480-146-060
480-146-070
480-146-070
480-146-080
480-146-080
480-146-090
480-146-090
480-146-091
480-146-091
480-146-095
480-146-095
480-146-200
480-146-200
480-146-210
480-146-210
480-146-220
480-146-220
480-146-230
480-146-230
480-146-240
480-146-240
480-146-250
480-146-250
480-146-260
480-146-260
480-146-270
480-146-270
480-146-280
480-146-280
480-146-290
480-146-290
480-146-300
480-146-300
480-146-310
480-146-310
480-146-320
480-146-320
480-146-330
480-146-330
480-146-340
480-146-340
480-146-350
480-146-350
480-146-360
480-146-360
480-146-370

ACTION
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP;
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

WSR#
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-074
99-08-055
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-03-073
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Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
480-146-370
480-146-380
480-146-380
490-500-005
490-500-005
490-500-0IO
490-500-0IO
490-500-015
490-500-015
490-500-022
490-500-022
490-500-025
490-500-025
490-500-030
490-500-030
490-500-050
490-500-050
490-500-055
490-500-055
490-500-065
490-500-065
490-500-070
490-500-070
490-500-080
490-500-080
490-500-170
490-500-170
490-500-180
490-500-180
490-500-185
490-500-185
490-500-190
490-500-190
490-500-200
490-500-200
490-500-205
490-500-205
490-500-257
490-500-257
490-500-260
490-500-260
490-500-270
490-500-270
490-500-275
490-500-275
490-500-300
490-500-300
490-500-325
490-500-325
490-500-350
490-500-350
490-500-380
490-500-380
490-500-385
490-500-385
490-500-389
490-500-389
490-500-390
490-500-390
490-500-418
490-500-418
490-500-420
490-500-420
490-500-430
490-500-430
490-500-435
490-500-435

ACTION
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
,REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
.PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
.PREP
REP-P
PREP
.REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
.P,REP
~EP-P

WSR#
99-08-054
99-03-073
99-08-054
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
.99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030

WAC#
490-500-437
490-500-437
490-500-445
490-500-445
490-500-450
490-500-450
490-500-455
490-500-455
490-500-460
490-500-460
490c500-465
490-500-465
490-500-470
490-500-470
490-500-475
490-500-475
490-500-4 77
490-500-477
490-500-480
490-500-480
490-500-485
490-500-485
490-500-500
490-500-500
490-500-505
490-500-505
490-500-510
490-500-5 JO
490-500-525
490-500-525
490-500-530
490-500-530
490-500-542
490-500-542
490-500-545
490-500-545
490-500-555
490-500-555
490-500-560
490-500-560
490-500-580
490-500-580
490-500-590
490-500-590
490-500-600
490-500-600
490-500-605
490-500-605
490-500-615
490-500-615
490-500-620
490-500-620
490-500-622
490-500-622
490-500-625
490-500-625
490-500-627
490-500-627
490-500-630
490-500-630
490-500-635
490-500-635
491-02
4950-120-040
4950-120-040
4950-135-040
4950-135-040

ACTION
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
REP-P
PREP
PREP
AMO-E
PREP
AMO-E
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WSR#
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
. 99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-06-081
99-12-030
99-13-170
99-15-006
99-15-009
99-15-007 '
99-15-008

WAC#
516- 13-090
516- 13-090
516- 13-090
516- 15-050
516- 15-050
516- 15-050
516-133

ACTION

WSR#

AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMD-E
AMO
PREP

99-03-011
99-03-012
99-07-089
99-03-011
99-03-012
99-07-089
99-08-044

Table
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ACCOUNTANCY, BOARD OF
Certificates and Iicenses
applications
continuing education

experience requirement
professional education
reasonable cause exemption
reciprocity
reinstatement
renewal and fee cycle

Confidential information
Fees
Hearings
Meetings

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS, OFFICE OF
Model rules of procedure
Public records, availability
Rules agenda
SEPA compliance
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
Alfalfa seed commission
meetings
Animal health
brucellosis vaccine

importation
scrapie control
tuberculosis in cervidae
Aquatic weeds
quarantine list
Asparagus commission
meetings
Barley commission
meetings
Beef commission
meetings

Blueberry commission
meetings
Brands
permanent renewal
Bulb commission
meetings
Cattle
brands
feedlots
brucellosis vaccine
Chemicals
picloran
Cranberry commission
meetings

Eggs and egg products
PROP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
MISC
PROP

99-13-063
99-05-027
99-13-071
99-13-073
99-13-077
99-13-078
99-13-062
99-13-072
99-13-074
99-13-068
99-05-027
99-13-064
99-13-066
99-13-069
99-13-070
99-13-076
99-05-025
99-05-026
99-13-061
99-13-065
99-13-067
99-13-075
99-02-008
99-02-009
99-02-008
99-01-005
99-02-007
99-13-060

PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
MISC
PREP
PROP

99-13-188
99-17-107
99-13-188
99-17-107
99-13-189
99-13-188
99-17-107

MISC

99-01-037

PROP
PROP
EXAD
PERM
PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
EXRE
PERM

99-03-084
99-03-087
99-07-115
99-09-023
99-09-025
99-03-084
99-03-086
99-09-026
99-14-032
99-07-114
99-14-031

PREP

99-17-105

MISC

99-01-109

MISC

99-02-010

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-02-042
99-09-031
99-I0-053
99-13-128

MISC
MISC

99-04-009
99-07-047

PREP

99-07-084

MISC

99-01-017

PREP

99-07-084

Farmed salmon commission
meetings
Feed, commercial
definitions
labeling
Fertilizers
application rates for commercial fertilizers

PREP

99-07-087

MISC

99-04-010

MISC

99-05-008

PROP 99-13-164
PERM 99-17-043
PREP 99-12-101
99-01-048
99-02-035
99-04-093
99-08-037
99-01-048
99-02-035
99-11-059

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

99-04-096
99-08-088
99-13-001
99-13-182

PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

99-12-123
99-04-067
99-09-095
99-13-048
99-07-117
99-12-020

PREP
PREP
PREP

99-13-179
99-13-181
99-12-123

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-03-108
99-11-096
99-14-036
99-04-094
99-08-108
99-17-003

PREP
EXAD
PERM
PREP
inspections
PROP
onion, cantaloupe, rhubarb, and tomato standards EXRE
PERM
peach standards
PREP
inspection rule retained
PREP
pear standards
PROP
PREP
potato grade standards
PROP
raw fruit juice product labeling
PERM
Fryer commission
MISC
meetings
Grain
PREP
inspection fee schedule
PROP
PERM
Herbicides
PREP
restricted use
Hop board
MISC
meetings
PROP
membership qualifications
PERM
Hops
PROP
bales and tares
PERM
PREP
certification and fee schedule
Horticulture inspection district boundaries
reference to word horticultural changed to
EXAD
fruits and vegetables
PERM
Integrated pest management, interagency ,
'
coordinating committee meetings
MISC
Iron supplements
childproof caps
PREP
PREP

99-03-094
99-07-127
99-12-025
99-03-108
99-11-096
99-08-112
99-17-001

storage and containment
Field pea and chick pea
standards
Food processing operations
Food safety
frozen dessert processing
pull date labeling
raw fruit juice product labeling
Food storage warehouses
licensing
sanitation consultants
Frozen dessert processing
Fruits and vegetables
apple standards
apricot standards
grapevines
registration and certification
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99-03-045
99-07-118
99-12-076
99-17-032

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP

metals analysis methods

EXAD 99-07-115
PERM 99-14-032

PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC

99-08-111
99-13-187
99-17-078
99-08-110
99-07-117
99-12-020
99-01-123
99-07-132
99-11-095
99-15-082
99-13-162
99-02-006
99-02-063
99-10-095
99-02-066
99-06-072
99-17-106
99-08-113
99-17-002
99-07-017
99-13-178
99-16-089
Index
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Livestock
brands

PREP
PROP
PREP
PERM

99-07-084
99-16-100
99-13-180
99-04-069

PROP
PERM
EXRE
PERM
EXRE

99-07-116
99-12-021
99-12-122
99-16-086
99-16-087

PREP
PREP
PROP
butter or other product used on popcorn, labeling. PREP
processing plants, sanitary certificates
PREP
substandard products
EXRE
testers, weighers, samplers, and graders
EXRE
Mint
rootstock certification
PREP
Mint commission
meetings
MISC
Noxious weed control board
aquatic weed list
PREP
meetings
MISC
noxious weed grant program
EXRE
PERM
noxious weed list
monetary penalties
PREP
quarantine list
PREP
yellow nutsedge
PREP
Nurseries
inspection fees
PREP
PROP
PERM
Organic food
brand name materials, registration
PROP
PERM
storage
PREP
Pesticide registration, commission on
meetings
MISC
Pesticides
chemigation and fertigation
EXAD
desiccants and defoliants
PREP
ethyl parathion
PREP
ethylene dibromide (EDB) tolerances
EXRE
PERM
heptachlor treated grain seed
EXRE
PERM
penalties for violations
PREP
phosdrin
PREP
protection of pollinating insects
PREP
revisions for clarification
EXAD
storage and containment
PREP
violations, rights of persons aggrieved by
PREP
wood destroying organisms
EXAD
ziram
PREP
Plant pests
detection, testing and inspection fees
PREP
PROP
PERM
grape phylloxera
PREP
Popcorn
butter or other product use, labeling
PREP
Potato commission
meetings
MISC
Poultry
importation
PROP
PERM
Quarantine
apple maggot
PREP
grape virus
PREP
yellow nutsedge
PREP
Red raspberry commission
grades and packs, standards
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
meetings
MISC

99-16-088
99-04-066
99-14-072
99-13-177
99-12-124
99-13-176
99-13-175

humane slaughter ·
identification program
Meat
custom slaughter and facilities

inspection of meat and poultry
Milk and milk products
assessments and fees
bulk milk tanks and tankers

Index

Rules agenda
Seeds
certification fees

Strawberry commission
meetings
Technical assistance
lists of organizations
Tuberculosis in cervidae
Turfgrass seed commission
creation
Weights and measures
national standards adopted
Wheat commission
meetings
Wine commission
assessments
rates increased

99-03-093
99-01-036
99-17-105
99-04-035
99-07-I24
99-I 1-087

meetings

99-13-039
99-17-104
99-07-123

MISC
MISC

99-04-107
99-07-129

PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP

99-04-095
99-04-096
99-13-184
99-13-185

MISC

99-01-072

PROP
PERM
EXRE
PERM

99-05-022
99-08-039
99-07-114
99-14-031

PERM 99-0i-064
PROP 99-04-111
PERM 99-07-056
MISC

99-06-009

PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC
MISC

99-02-062
99-06-070
99-12-104
99-01-046
99-01-074

AIR POLLUTION
(See ECOLOGY, DEPARTME NT OF; individual air
pollution control authorities)

99-03-095
99-07-126
99-12-034

ALCOHOL BEVERAGE S
(See LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD)
ARCHITEC TS
(See LICENSING , DEPARTME NT OF)

99-13-195
99-16-054
99-12-003

ARTS COMMISSIO N
Meetings

99-08-042

MISC

99-13-169

ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN AFFAIRS, COMMISSIO N ON
Meetings
MISC 99-01-0I8

99-I 5-033
99-13-I63
99-07-I 11
99-04-007
99-07-112
99-04-006
99-07-113
99-11-058
99-07-086
99-02-021
99-15-033
99-11-057
99-11-056
99-15-033
99-07-088

ATHLETICS
(See LICENSING , DEPARTME NT OF)
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
Lemon Law
Notice of request for opinion

Opinions
candidate disqualification (1999, No. 5)
city council member compensation (1999, No. I)
common school fund, investment (1999, No. 3)
county meetings, authority to ban video or sound
. recordings (1998, No. I5)
gambling commission authority (1999, No. 7)
judicial conduct, commission on, operating
procedures (1999, No. 4)
law enforcement and fire fighter .personnel,
minimum age (1999, No. 6)
military leave for public employees (1999, No. 2)
public utility districts, authority (1998, No. 14)

99-03-096
99-07-I25
99-12-035
99-03-090
99-13-177
99-02-013
99-03-085
99-09-024
99-03-092
99-03-091
99-07-123

PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-15-079
99-01-152
99-02-003
99-08-027
99-13-057
99-13-171
99-16-105

MISC 99-17-017
MISC 99-06-0I2
MISC 99-14-003
MISC 99-01-I07
MISC 99-17-019
MISC

99-14-004

MISC
Mi'SC
MISC

99-17-018
99-06-013
99~01-106

MISC

99-07-092

BASIC HEAL TH PLAN
(See HEALTH CARE AUTHORIT Y)
BA TES TECHNICA L COLLEGE
Meetings

99-01-180
99-07-108
99-11-024
99-12-013
99-13-142
99-01-176

BELLEVUE COMMUNIT Y COLLEGE
Meetings
Pub Iic records, access
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MISC 99-01-042
PROP 99-05-018
PERM 99-10-045
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BELLINGHAM TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Meetings

COMMODITY COMMISSIONS
(See AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF)

MISC 99-01-002
MISC 99-01-108
MISC 99-02-068
MISC 99-05-007
MISC 99-07-002
MISC 99-08-018
MISC 99-11-012
MISC 99-13-005
MISC 99-14-005
MISC 99-17-022

BENTON COUNTY CLEAN AIR AUTHORITY
MISC
Meetings

COMMUNITY, TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
DEPARTMENT OF
PREP 99-15-010
Bond cap allocation program
PREP 99-08-059
Bond users clearinghouse
PERM 99-01-089
Building permit fee
Community economic revitalization board
MISC 99-04-041
meetings
MISC 99-09-002
MISC 99-15-049
Community services block grant
Early childhood education and assistance programs
PREP 99-10-067
funding
EXAD 99-15-029
PROP 99-15-106
PREP 99-07-005
Electric load curtailment
EXAD 99-16-099
PREP 99-06-025
Emergency food assistance program
PROP 99-10-114
PERM 99-15-062
Historic registers
PROP 99-03-098
application process
PROP 99-16-074
Homeless families with children
EMER 99-16-025
funding
PREP 99-08-060
Industrial development
PROP 99-04-072
Long-term care ombudsman program
PROP 99-17-084
MISC 99-10-113
Low-income home energy assistance program
Public works board
PROP 99-05-062
financial assistance, standards
MISC 99-01-091
meetings
MISC 99-06-018
MISC 99-06-019
MISC 99-15-005
pub Iic health need and substantial environmental
PERM 99-09-020
degradation definitions
MISC 99-10-009
Rules coordinator

99-07-046

BLIND, DEPARTMENT OF SERVICES FOR THE
PROP 99-01-022
Client services, eligibility
PERM 99-05-005
BOILER RULES, BOARD OF
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF)
BUILDING CODE COUNCIL
Building code
allowable shear tables

EMER 99-05-030

CAPITOL CAMPUS
(See GENERAL ADMINISTRATIO N, DEPARTMENT OF)
CASCADIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC
MISC

99-01-047
99-03-071

CENTRAL WASHING TON UNIVERSITY
Meetings

MISC

99-15-089

CENTRALIA COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC

99-01-071

CEMETERY BOARD
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)

COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES, BOARD FOR
PREP 99-04-029
Exceptional faculty awards trust fund
EMER 99-07-057
PROP 99-08-013
PERM 99-13-013
Information services, center for
MISC 99-15-003
meetings
MISC 99-01-045
Meetings
MISC 99-04-098
Participant outcomes data consortium
MISC 99-10-014
meetings
PREP 99-09-017
Retirement plan
PROP 99-13-043
EMER 99-13-186
PROP 99-14-019
PROP 99-14-052
PREP 99-08-057
Running start program
PROP 99-14-018
EMER 99-14-020
PREP 99-10-015
Tuition and fees

CHILD SUPPORT
(See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)
CHILDREN'S SERVICES
(See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)
CLARK COLLEGE
Administration practices
Meetings
CLARKSTON, PORT OF
Meetings

PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC

99-06-011
99-10-044
99-15-017
99-01-128

MISC

99-01-081

CLEMENCY AND PARDONS BOARD
(See GOVERNOR, OFFICE OF THE)

CONVENTION AND TRADE CENTER
Meetings

CODE REVISER'S OFFICE
Quarterly reports
98-19 - 98-24 See Issue 99-02
99-01 - 99-06 See Issue 99-08
99-07 - 99-12 See Issue 99-14
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
(See HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD; Names
of individual institutions)
COLUMBIA BASIN COLLEGE
Meetings
COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE COMMISSION
Urban area boundary revisions and proposed plan
amendments

MISC
MISC

CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Correctional industries
meetings

99-01-056
99-17-103

Correctional operations
meetings
Facilities
site selection process
Meetings
Public records, availability

PROP 99-05-057
PERM 99-09-041

COMBINED FUND DRIVE
(See PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF)

(3)
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MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-01-044
99-03-019
99-06-010
99-07-044
99-09-047
99-11-040
99-13-056
99-15-059
99-17-037

MISC
MISC

99-11-009
99-14-058

MISC

99-11-077

PREP
MISC
PREP

99-07-096
99-06-008
99-14-017
Index
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Work release
infractions

MISC

99-16-078

COUNTY ROAD ADMINISTRA TION BOARD
Meetings
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
Practice and procedure
PERM
PERM
Rules coordinator
MISC
Rural arterial program
MISC
PROP
PERM
PROP

99-01-006
99-04-040
99-11-018
99-16-076
99-01-020
99-01-021
99-01-019
99-01-021
99-09-084
99-16-038
99-17-039

Solid waste
local management plans
Stormwater
watershed-based municipal stormwater general
permits
Vessels
inspection standards
Wastewater treatment plants
operator certification
Water
cleanup Iisl
surface water quality standards
wastewater discharge
fees
fresh fruit packing industry NPDES permit

CRIME VICTIMS COMPENSAT ION
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMEN T OF)
CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING COMMISSION
Meetings
MISC

sand and gravel general permit

99-03-013

treatment plant operator certification
Water conservancy boards
procedures
Water resources
Methow Valley River basin
water conservation and management
Upper Chehalis River watershed
water temperature strategy
Water rights
application processing

DISCRIMINAT ION
(See HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION )
EASTERN WASHINGTO N UNIVERSITY
Meetings

Rules coordinator

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

ECOLOGY, DEPARTMEN T OF
Air pollution
acid rain program
PREP
aluminum smelter emissions
PREP
emission and performance for new sources standards
compliance
EXAD
PROP
emission standards
PREP
fees
PREP
prevention of significant deterioration program
PREP
vehicle emission inspection
PREP
visibility requirements
MISC
wood fired boilers
PREP
Burning
open, outdoor
PROP
Dam safety
MISC
Environmental performance partnership agreement MISC
Flood control assistance account program grants
public hearing on proposed award list
MISC
Forest practices to protect salmonids
EMER
EMER
Forest practices to protect water quality
PROP
PROP
Hazardous waste
federal regulations, incorporation
PREP
Marine employee's commission meetings
MISC
Marine safety
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
compliance
EXRE
PERM
Municipal stormwater general permits
MISC
MISC
Natural resource damage assessment committee
meetings
MISC
Public participation grants
MISC
Radioactive waste
commercial low level disposal-site use permit
MISC
low level disposal
MISC
EX.AD
Rules agenda
MISC
MISC
MISC
Shoreline Management Act
guidelines for development of master programs
PROP
PROP
Index

99-03-035
99-03-072
99-04-023
99-06-015
99-08-017
99-11-082
99-13-155
99-15-063
99-01-125

changes or transfers
exempt ground water withdrawals
instream flows for Lower Skagit and Cultus
Mountain tributaries
Weather modification
Wetland mitigation banks

99-13-173
99-10-042

MISC

99-13-172

MISC

99-08-061

MISC
MISC
MISC

99-04-115
99-06-002
99-13-100

PROP
PROP

99-12-038
99-13-101

MISC 99-08-126
PREP . 99-05-060
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
PROP

99-11-055
99-04-063
99-09-022
99-09-079
99-13-193
99-12-038

PROP

99-12-109

PROP

99-09-092

MISC

99-10-040

PROP
PERM
MISC
MISC

99-08-125
99-13-093
99-04-032
99-04-033

PREP 99-15-093
EXAD 99-13-174
PREP 99-03-097

ECONOMIC DEVELOPME NT FINANCE AUTHORITY
Meetings
MISC 99-01-041

99-04-097
99-12-096
99-17-080
99-12-093
99-09-093
99-15-092
99-10-111
99-07-093

EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

99-07-110
99-15-094
99-10-110
99-07-094
99-07-077
99-09-001
99-02-016
99-09-094

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF
Appeal procedures
Certification
compliance and requirements

99-10-041
99-09-018
99-01-087
99-07-076
99-03-078
99-03-079

99-08-124
99-12-094
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PERM 99-01-172
99-04-087
99-07-070
99-12-040

PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
school occupational therapist
PREP
PROP
school physical therapist
PREP
PROP
school speech-language pathologist or audiologist PREP
PROP
standards
PERM
PREP

99-04-110
99-07-102
99-06-005
99-04-109
99-06-038
99-10-003
99-14-012
99-06-038
99-10-003
99-06-038
99-10-003
99-06-038
99-10-003
99-01-174
99-16-059

early childhood education
technology
school nurse

99-04-034
99-04-034
99-17-114
99-04-047
99-12-095
99-16-039

99-01-009
99-02-043
99-02-051
99-03-015
99-04-064
99-06-094
99-07-045
99-08-067
99-08-068
99-11-008
99-12-023
99-13-026
99-14-057
99-16-057

PREP
PROP
PREP

endorsements
biology, chemistry, earth science, physics,
mathematics

99-12-039
99-13-046

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
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Construction documents
compliance with public works provisions
Continuing education requirements

Early childhood special education
subject area endorsement
Educational service districts
criteria for organization
Elementary and secondary standards
Emergency exit drills
Equivalency credit
Foreign course work, equivalency
Funding of schools
state support
Health services
High schools
adult completion course work credit defined
graduation requirements

~

Internship certificate
Marketing education
Parents' rights
Physical education
Practice and procedure
Pupils
expulsion
general provisions
students' rights
School district organization
School plant facilities
state assistance
basic state support
educational specifications and site selection

interdistrict cooperation in financing school
plant construction
interdistrict transportation cooperatives
modernization
preliminary provisions
School staff assignments
School year, length
Specialized services
Transportation
state assistance

~

Vocational education·
certification requirements
Vocational-technical teacher education programs

PREP
PREP

99-16-062
99-16-063

PREP
PROP
EMER
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-04-086
99-07-067
99-05-002
99-06-039
99-10-002
99-14-010

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT
Academic year
Agricultural liability
Definitions
Educational employees
Employers
predecessor and successor employers

PROP 99-01-171
PERM 99-06-005
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PREP

99-04-083
99-07-065
99-04-089
99-07-068
99-04-090
99-07-073
99-04-091
99-07-072
99-14-011
99-16-060

PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP

99-04-008
99-04-080
99-10-091
99-04-089
99-08-081

PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PREP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM

99-04-081
99-10-093
99-04-082
99-06-089
99-10-089
99-10-094
99-17-085
99-16-061
99-01-173
99-10-090
99-14-087
99-04-085
99-07-066
99-04-079
99-10-092

PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP

99-12-016
99-12-015
99-04-084
99-07-064
99-14-086

PROP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP

99-03-026
99-06-079
99-14-090
99-06-078
99-06-080
99-10-001
99-14-088
99-14-089

. PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PROP

99-06-077
99-06-076
99-06-075
99-06-074
99-03-001
99-07-054
99-04-088
99-07-069
99-04-092
99-07-071

PROP
PERM

99-01-157
99-08-004

reports
Farm labor contractors
Farm operations
family members
Farm operators, records
Political subdivisions
Predecessor-successor transfers through
intermediaries
Reasonable assurance
Records retention
Rules agenda
Social Security numbers
Taxes, payment of delinquent taxes of
predecessor employer
Tips as wages, reporting
Unemployment benefits
application process

EMER
EMER
PROP
EXRE
EXRE
EMER

99-05-003
99-13-003
99-13-183
99-13-108
99-13-109
99-05-003

PROP
EXAD
EXAD
EXAD
EXAD
EXRE
EXRE

99-05-068
99-11-090
99-11-091
99-11-092
99-11-093
99-12-108
99-13-107

EXAD
PREP
PROP
EXRE

99-13-111
99-11-089
99-17-091
99-10-005

EXAD
EMER
PREP
PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC
EXRE

99-11-091
99-05-003
99-11-088
99-11-089
99-17-092
99-04-061
99-16-037
99-10-006

EXAD 99-11-090
EXAD 99-13-114

PROP
PERM
PERM
EXRE
contractor and subcontractor compliance
EXAD
definitions
EXAD
EXAD
joint accounts
EXAD
multistate employers, election to cover workers
EXRE
nonprofit organizations, bonding and deposit
EXAD
notices, posting
PREP
voluntary quit
PROP
work registration and job search requirements
PERM
Value of meals, lodging, and in-kind compensation EXAD

ENERGY FACILITY SITE EVALUATION COUNCIL
MISC
Meetings
MISC

99-01-161
99-08-073
99-15-069
99-10-007
99-13-110
99-13-113
99-13-112
99-11-094
99-10-008
99-13-116
99-01-160
99-09-097
99-13-002
99-13-115
99-09-029
99-15-040

ENGINEERS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE
(See THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE)
EXECUTIVE ETHICS BOARD
Administrative procedures
investigations
Meetings

PERM 99-06-073
MISC 99-12-107
MISC 99-16-110

FERTILIZERS
(See AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF)
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Banks, division of
PREP
fees increased
EMER
PROP
PERM
EXAD
Check cashers and sellers
EXRE
Consumer Finance Act
PERM
Consumer Loan Act
EXAD
Credit unions
PERM
member business loans
Meetings
MISC
Mortgage brokers and loan originators
licensing
PREP

PERM 99-06-006
PREP 99-04-046
PROP 99-07-049
PERM 99-12-014

ELECTIONS
(See SECRETARY OF STA TE)
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99-02-033
99-02-034
99-07-131
99-10-024
99-14-007
99-04-073
99-08-123
99-14-006
99-03-009
99-04-099
99-16-072
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Rules agenda
Securities division
advertising and promotional material
dishonest or unethical business practices
fair practice rules changed to conduct rules
investment advisers
agency cross transactions
compensation
disclosures
examination
guidelines
record-keeping requirements
unethical practices
Trust companies
investments

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, OFFICE OF
Meetings
Official pay dates for 1999-2000

MISC
MISC

99-04-011
99-14-064

landing and delivery into state ports
Puget Sound

PERM
EXAD
PROP
EXAD
PERM

99-03-053
99-01-155
99-14-077
99-07-012
99-12-043

troll areas and seasons

PERM
PREP
PERM
PREP
MISC
PREP
PERM

99-03-050
99-13-196
99-03-052
99-13-196
99-04-039
99-13-196
99-03-051

sea cucumbers
areas and seasons

PERM 99-01-119
MISC 99-03-034
EXAD 99-07-128
PERM 99-12-081

sea urchins
areas and seasons

FIRE FIGHTERS
(See RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, DEPARTMENT OF;
VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS, BOARD FOR)
FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT OF
Aquaculture
food fish/game fish lines
shellfish products and equipment
Dogs harassing deer or elk
Driving on tideflats
Enhancement accounts
funding

Fish and wildlife commission
meetings
Fishing, commercial
bottom fish
coastal

Puget Sound
crab fishery
areas and seasons

catch reporting
gear limitations
gill net seasons
Columbia River
herring
areas and seasons
live fin fish, sale and importation for restaurant
trade
marine fish harvest
Ocean Shores boat basin
otter trawl logbook
salmon
Columbia River above Bonneville
Columbia River below Bonneville

Index

PREP
PERM
EMER
PREP

99-03-107
99-10-061
99-08-063
99-15-080

shad
areas and seasons
shellfish harvest
shrimp fishery
coastal waters

99-09-040
99-13-054
PERM 99-17-096
PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC

99-02-046
99-12-047

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

99-02-017
99-08-045
99-10-038
99-13-132
99-14-050
99-14-049

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

99-01-102
99-02-004
99-08-011
99-10-011
99-10-023
99-11-013
99-11-021
99-11-042
99-17-033
99-13-158
99-15-068

emerging commercial fishery
Puget Sound

PREP

PREP
PREP

smelt
areas and seasons
sturgeon
areas and seasons

Fishing, personal use
Bridgeport fishing derby
crab
areas and seasons

EMER 99-14-016
PREP
PROP

99-10-059
99-13-120
PERM 99-17-067

reporting rules

PREP

99-13-159
PREP 99-17-013
PREP 99-17-065
EMER 99-03-008
EMER 99-09-035

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

food fish
areas and seasons
free fishing weekends
gamefish
seasons and catch limits
exceptions to state-wide rules

99-04-059
99-07-009
99-01-146
99-05-055
99-06-031
99-10-022
99-14-016
99-16-052
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EMER
EXAD
EXAD
EXAD
EXAD
EXAD
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

99-16-016
99-11-097
99-12-086
99-12-097
99-13-007
99-13-008
99-16-017
99-10-037
99-13-009
99-15-014
99-16-053
EMER 99-17-014
EMER 99-17-045

4

EMER
EMER
EMER
PROP
EMER

99-07-033
99-08-010
99-13-051
99-13-118
99-15-036
EMER 99-17-005
PREP 99-17-016
EMER 99-17-047
PERM 99-17-068
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

PREP

99-01-010
99-01-079
99-01-101
99-01-153
99-02-027
99-03-054
99-17-016

EMER 99-11-002
EMER 99-14-015
PREP 99-17-013
PERM
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

99-01-154
99-04-053
99-09-036
99-13-131
99-16-032
99-10-050
99-14-014
99-15-019
EMER 99-17-004
EMER 99-17-015
EMER 99-17-099
PERM

99-02-001

EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

99-01-146
99-02-026
99-08-048
99-13-012

4

EMER 99-11-044
EMER
EMER
PERM
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

99-08-038
99-08-058
99-10-062
99-11-014
99-12-075
99-13-080
99-14-061
99-15-038
EMER 99-17-006
PREP 99-08-079
PROP 99-13-119
PERM 99-17-066
EMER 99-12-002
EMER 99-13-145
EMER 99-13-058
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER
EMER

99-08-046
99-09-015
99-12-001
99-12-002
99-12-019
99-13-099
99-13-145

4

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

~

,

bighorn sheep

halibut
areas and seasons

EMER 99-11-043
EMER 99-12-074
EMER 99-15-013
EMER 99-06-020
Humptulips River closed to fishing
PERM 99-02-040
licenses
PERM 99-03-029
PREP 99-03-106
EMER 99-06-007
PREP 99-10-060
PROP 99-13-117
PERM 99-17-095
marine preserve and conservation area boundaries PREP 99-17-041
EXAD 99-11-098
recreational rules revision
PERM 99-15-081
salmon
PREP 99-05-037
annual fishing rules
PROP 99-10-073
annual harvest
EMER 99-08-046
areas and seasons
EMER 99-10-049
EMER 99-11-079
EMER 99-12-044
EMER 99-13-009
EMER 99-13-130
EMER 99-13-146
EMER 99-14-048
EMER 99-15-015
EMER 99-15-020
EMER 99-15-061
EMER 99-16-055
EMER 99-16-056
EMER 99-17-040
EMER 99-17-069
EMER 99-10-021
Columbia River
EMER 99-05-06 l
Puget Sound
EMER 99-16-065
shad
EMER 99-07-006
areas and seasons
EMER 99-12-002
shellfish
EMER 99-13-145
dosed areas
EMER 99-02-002
native clams
EMER 99-07-008
EMER 99-08-047
EMER 99-09-034
EMER 99-11-038
EMER 99-13-168
EMER 99-15-037
EMER 99-17-046
EMER 99-11-038
oysters
EMER 99-13-168
EMER 99-15-037
shrimp
EMER 99-10-035
areas and seasons
EMER 99-10-036
EMER 99-12-005
EMER 99-12-073
EMER 99-16-030
smelt
EMER 99-02-025
areas and seasons
EMER 99-07-007
·PERM 99-08-029
sportfishing rules
steel head
EMER 99-04-060
areas and seasons
EMER 99-08-046
sturgeon
EMER 99-09-014
areas and seasons
EMER 99-12-002
EMER 99-13-059
EMER 99-14-051
Fishing, subsistence
EMER 99-09-016
Columbia River tributaries
EMER 99-11-001
EMER 99-12-045
EMER 99-12-046
EMER 99-13-079
EMER 99-13-146
Hunting
PREP 99-01-136
bear
PROP 99-05-063
PERM 99-10-102
PERM 99-01-144
big game auction permits and raflles

cougar
deer
disabled hunters
crossbow and cocking device
elk

game management units (GMUs)
goose
hunting hours and small game permit hunts
migratory gamebirds
moose
mountain goat
private lands wildlife management areas
restricted and closed areas
rules clarification
Prospecting
gold and fish pamphlet
small scale prospecting and mining
Rules agenda
Trapping
Volunteer cooperative projects

Wildlife
deleterious exotic wildlife
designation and control
endangered, threatened, or sensitive species

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102

PROP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
EMER
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP

99-05-064
99-10-112
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-10-115
99-13-194
99-17-082
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-10-104
99-13-194
99-17-034
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-01-138
99-01-145
99-01-136
99-05-063
99-10-102
99-10-103
99-13-194

EXRE
PERM
PERM
EXAD
PERM
MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP
PROP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP

99-01-054
99-05-024
99-01-088
99-05-023
99-10-048
99-02-018
99-14-013
99-10-104
99-13-194
99-16-001
99-01-032
99-05-075
99-05-076
99-11-003
99-11-004
99-17-009

PROP 99-01-055
PERM 99-08-024
PREP 99-01-137

FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
(See SOCIAL AND HEAL TH SERVICES, DEPARTMEN T OF)
FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
(See also ECOLOGY, DEPARTMEN T OF)
Meetings

MISC
MISC
Protection for threatened and endangered salmonids EMER
EMER
EMER
MISC
Rules agenda
PROP
MISC
PROP
Water quality
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99-01-083
99-17-090
99-07-075
99-08-078
99-16-081
99-01-082
99-09-078
99-17-089
99-01-070
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Water typing

EMER 99-07-074
EMER 99-08-077
EMER 99-16-080

Executive orders
council of economic advisors
Legislative special session convened
Rescission
School-to-work transition task force
meetings

FREIGHT MOBILITY STRATEGIC INVESTMENT BOARD
Organization and operation
PROP 99-13-156
EMER 99-13-157
Projects
PROP 99-13-156
EMER 99-13-157
Public records, accessibility
PROP 99-13-156
EMER 99-13-157
GAMBLING COMMISSION
Age requirement to participate in gambling activitiesPREP
Bingo
charitable and nonprofit licenses
net return
PERM
PREP
promotions
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
Card rooms
PROP
PERM
PERM
house banked card games
PREP
Licenses
qua Iifications
PREP
PROP
Promotional contests of chance
PREP
Public disclosure
PREP
PROP
Rules revision
PREP
Washington blackjack
PREP
PROP
PERM
GENERAi,, ADMINISTRATIO N, DEPARTMENT OF
Capitol campus design advisory committee
meetings
MISC
MISC
MISC
Capitol facilities division
meetings
MISC
Capitol grounds rules
penalties for violations removed
PREP
PROP
Federal surplus property
EXRE
PERM
Legislative building renovation and
preservation, commission on
meetings
MISC
Procurement, office of
process
EXAD
PERM
repeal of inapplicable rules
EXRE
PERM
Property development, divis.ion of
meetings
MISC
State capitol committee
meetings
MISC
State vehicles
insignia
EXAD
GOVERNOR, OFFICE OF THE
Clemency and pardons board
meetings
Counties, state of emergency

Ecology, department of
notice of appeal
Thomas Lake appeal
Index

MISC
MISC

99-01-043
99-01-124

MISC

99-02-005

GROWTH MANAGEMENT HEARINGS BOARDS
Meetings
MISC
MISC
Practice and procedure
PREP

99-02-050
99-04-045
99-17-081

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF
Antitrust immunity and competitive oversight
transfer
Antitrust review fees
Boarding homes
civil fines
Certificate of need
fees
Chemical dependency professionals
certification
minimum standards
continuing competency
disclosure requirements
educational programs
examination and AIDS education requirements
retired active status
Children with special health care needs program
Chiropractic quality assurance commission
standards and Iicenses
Community environmental health
on-site sewage systems
Environmental health program fees

99-01-026
99-01-118
99-05-020
99-04-030

Fees
decreased for certain professions

99-08-086
99-15-031
99-01-151
99-06-001

public health programs
Food workers' permit

99-15-002

Health professions quality assurance division
complaint procedure

99-10-069
99-15-070
99-10-068
99-13-138

disability discrimination
discipline
fees
intranet and internet use

99-08-002
99-05-067

meetings

99-13-167

99-05-001
99-07-052

99-07-082

4

HAZARDOUS WASTE
(See ECOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF)

99-09-010
99-13-206
99-09-01 I
99-09-012
99-13-205
99-17-038
99-07-095
99-09-096
99-13-102

MISC
MISC

MISC

GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

99-03-103
99-15-046
99-03-099
99-03-100
99-03-101
99-03-102
99-04-005
99-08-094
99-11-078
99-08-093
99-12-082
99-13-103
99-09-009

99-04-065
99-13-044
99-03-028
99-04-068
99-06-041
99-06-096
99-07-035
99-07-055
99-07-083
99-10-108

99-04-027
99-11-015
99-01-103

GRAYS HARBOR COLLEGE
Meetings

99-15-047

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

MISC
MISC
MISC

records, accessibility
review of proposed statements procedures
sexual misconduct
unlicensed practice
whistleblower complaints
Hearing and speech, board of
audiology and speech-language pathology
education requirements
minimum standards of practice
hearing instrument fitters/dispensers
apprenticeship
hearing instrument purchase agreements
referrals, documentation
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PROP
PREP

99-04-049
99-04-050

PROP

99-04-048

PREP

99-05-011

PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PERM

99-09-100
99-13-084
99-15-034
99-15-035
99-16-048
99-08-095
99-14-073
99-01-100
99-03-043

PREP

99-03-061

4

MISC 99-03-059
PROP 99-07-120
PERM 99-12-022
PROP 99-02-057
PERM 99-08-101
PROP 99-07-120
PERM 99-12-022
PROP 99-08-097
PERM 99-13-019
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-17-071
99-17-074
99-17-072
99-03-055
99-13-033
99-13-031
99-03-056
99-13-029
99-13-030
99-13-034
99-13-036
99-13-028
99-13-035
99-03-057
99-13-032
99-17-075
99-17-073

PROP 99-01-097
PERM 99-08-102
EXAD 99-08-096
PROP
PROP
PERM
EXRE

99-11-036
99-01-096
99-08-103
99-16-046

4

~

~

t

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
surety bonding
unfair practices
HIV
reporting
Hospitals
acute care hospital
standards
newborn screening fees
Lead
reporting of blood lead levels
Local public health
guidelines
rules review
LPN
education supervision
standing orders and protocols
surgical technologist
Marijuana
medical marijuana use
Medical quality assurance commission
sexual misconduct
standing orders and protocols
Medical records
fees allowed for searching and duplicating
Midwives
examinations
retired active status
Nursing assistants
fees
Nursing care quality assurance commission
alcohol misuse
camp medical personnel
default documents
definitions
education programs
home health aids
simple trach care
impaired practical nurse program, license
surcharge
licenses
authorization to practice

endorsement
qualifications
nursing technicians
occlusive dressings
retired/active status
scope of practice
sexual misconduct
standards of practice
telenursing
vagal nerve stimulator magnet
voluntary monitoring
Nursing home administrators, board of
complaints and hearing procedures
program manager
suitability and character
Opticians, dispensing contact lenses
Optometry, board of
vision care access
Orthotist and prosthetists
examinations of candidates
Osteopathic medicine and surgery
examinations
osteopatic opthalmologists
schools
standing orders and protocols
Pharmacy, board of
dronabinol
standin~ orders and protocols

PERM
PERM

99-07-019
99-07-019

Physician assistants
substance abuse monitoring surcharge
Physicians
visa waiver
Podiatric medical board
clinical rotation
continuing education
delegation of duties

PROP 99-12-083
PERM .99-17-077
PERM
PROP

99-04-052
99-16-115

Psychology, examining board of
continuing education

EXAD 99-06-091
PERM 99-11-037
PERM
PERM

99-03-062
99-03-063

MISC
MISC
MISC

99-02-060
99-02-060
99-02-059

MISC

99-16-049

PROP
MISC

99-07-121
99-02-061

Radiation protection
dosimetry reporting
industrial radiography equipment
machine facility registration fees
U.S. nuclear regulatory commission rules,
compliance
Rules agenda
Schools
scoliosis screening
visual and auditory screening
Sex offender treatment provider program
certification

PROP 99-10-078
PERM 99-13-083
PERM 99-03-064
PREP 99-06-090
PREP

99-16-114

PREP
MISC
MISC
PREP
PREP

99-09-098
99-11-029
99-13-027
99-11-032
99-11-032

MISC

99-02-058

treatment standards
Shellfish programs
sewage disposal for commercial operation while
operating a vessel
Surgical technologists
registration
Temporary worker housing
building codes
cherry harvest
drinking water

PERM 99-01-099
PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
EXRE
EXAD
PERM
PREP
MISC
PREP
MISC
MISC
PERM
PREP
PREP
MISC
MISC

99-06-092
99-08-099
99-10-079
99-11-032
99-08-099
99-13-086
99-01-092
99-01-098
99-08-104
99-14-002
99-05-010
99-03-066
99-13-037
99-13-038
99-04-051
99-11-034
99-11-033
99-05-009
99-03-058

PERM
PERM
PERM
MISC

99-03-067
99-03-069
99-03-068
99-11-027

Transient accommodations
fees
Veterinary board of governors
animal technicians
continuing education
examination
veterinarian supervision
disciplinary reinstatement
Water
drinking water
loan guidelines
standards
Women, infants and children (WIC) nutrition
program
HEAL TH CARE AUTHORITY
Basic health plan
appeals
benefits
eligibility criteria

underreported income

PERM 99-16-047
PROP 99-03-083
PERM 99-07-122
PREP
MISC
PREP
MISC

99-11-035
99-11-028
99-13-020
99-02-061

MISC
MISC

99-16-1 I6
99-02-061

Meetings
Public employees benefits board
group participation standards
meetings
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PROP
PERM

99-06-093
99-13-087

PREP

99-15-101

MISC
PROP
PROP
PERM

99-03-060
99-I5-l04
99-08-IOO
99-14-074

PROP
PERM

99-09-lOI
99-14-075

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

99-01-094
99-05-013
99-01-095
99-05-012
99-09-099
99-13-085

PROP 99-12-130
PERM 99-15-105
MISC 99-16-050
PREP
PREP

99-11-031
99-11-030

EXRE
PERM
PREP

99-01-093
99-07-018
99-14-001

MISC

99-07-119

PREP

99-17-076

PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
EMER
PREP

99-03-065
99-03-082
99-08-098
99-12-006
99-10-096
99-15-108

PREP

99-10-077

PREP
PREP
PREP
EXRE
PERM

99-15-102
99-15-103
99-15-103
99-02-080
99-14-076

MISC 99-10-075
PERM 99-07-021
PERM 99-10-076
PREP

99-13-082

PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
MISC

99-07-078
99-15-099
99-08-I07
99-I2-032
99-15-098
99-16-022
99-05-077
99-08-106
99-12-032
99-12-033
99-03-018

PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-11-099
99-14-081
99-07-036
99-09-030
99-12-049
99-16-004
99-16-041
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
waiver of medical coverage
Rules agenda
Rules coordinator

PREP
PROP·
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-11-100
99-14-082
99-06-101
99-15-012·
99-16-031

maternity and infant coverage
inental health benefits

pharmacy benefits

HEARING AND SPEECH, BOARD OF
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)
HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD
Administrative requirements
EXAD
PERM
Exemptions from authorization
EXAD
PERM
Meetings
MISC
Running start pro~ram
PREP
EMER
PROP
Stale need grant
PROP
PERM
'

•

,

HISPANIC AFFAIRS, COMMISSION ON
Meetings
HORSE RACING COMMISSION
Horses
identification
Parimutuel rules
Race
Sate II ite locations
Weights and equipment
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
Credit transactions
Disability discrimination

Employment
Meetings
Rules agenda
Rules coordinator
Sex discrimination

99-01-110
99-09-077

INVESTMENT BOARD
Meetings
Rules coordinator

MISC
MISC

99-01-141
99-15-060

MISC

99-04-001

JAIL INDUSTRIES BOARD
Meetings
Rules agenda

MISC
MISC

99-03-022
99-03-021

PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-05-048
99-02-081
99-06-026
99-05-047
99-03-014
99-02-082
99-05-049

PROP
MISC
MISC

99-10-109
99-17-051
99-17-100

PREP
·PROP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC
MISC
PREP

99-12-098
99-17-102
99-04-108
99-12-100
99-13-121
99-15-025
99-12-098
99-17-102
99-01-129
99-13-122
99-15-026
99-12-099

99-07-081

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE APPEALS, BOARD OF
Rules coordinator
MISC

99-04-043

JUDICIAL CONDUCT, COMMISSION ON
Confidentiality
Meetings
Post-decision proceedings, procedure and
confidentiality

INFORMATION SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
Meetings
MISC

health insurance pool
Index

MISC
EXAD
PERM
PREP

99-03-024
99-03-036
99-11-101
99-16-035
99-12-105

PERM 99-01-142
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP

99-11-103
99-16-005
99-11-102
99..13-045
99-16-036
99-11-025
99-14-085
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PROP 99-09-050
PERM 99-17-050

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF ..
Accident prevention programs
·
EXAD
PROP
PERM
Boiler rules, board <if
clear rule writing
PREP
PROP
fees
PROP
PERM
Conversion vendor units and medical units
PROP
Crime victims compensation
mental health treatment
PREP
PROP
rules review
PROP
PERM
EXAD
Electrical board
practice and procedure
PREP
Electronic signatures
PREP
Factory-assembled structures
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
Fees
PROP
PERM
First-aid
requirements
PREP
PROP
Industrial Safety and Health Act (WISHA)
abatement verification
PERM
Minors
employment
EXRE
PERM
Plumbers
advisory board
position open
MISC
fees
EXAD
PERM
Policy and interpretive statements
MISC
MISC
Prevailing wage
MISC
Rules agenda
MISC
MISC
Safety and health impact grant program
MISC
Safety and heal th standards

INFORMATION SERVICES, CENTER FOR
(See COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES, BOARD FOR)

health care providers, inclusion

99-13-199
99-13-197
99-11-022
99-17-021
99-17-020
99-07-058

MISC
MISC

INDETERMINAT E SENTENCE REVIEW BOARD
Hearing record preservation
MISC

Commercial property casualty insurance
Fraternal benefit societies
risk-based surplus
Health care services insurance
chemical dependency coverage

PREP
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

INTEREST RA TES
(See inside front cover)

HUNTING
(See FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT OF)

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 'S OFFICE
Address
Annual reports, filing requirements

99-13-160
99-03-007
99-03-037
99-16-073
99-16-106
99-03-006
99-03-038
99-16-073
99-12-106
99-13-198

99-01-039
99-06-021
99-01-040
99-06-022
99-01-116
99-10-070
99-14-034
99-15-084
99-10-074
99-16-015

!

HIGHLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

provider contracts
rules clarification
Life insurance
annuity and deposit fund disclosure
valuation of policies
Physicians insurance exchange
Rules agenda
Safeco corporation acquisition
Unigard security insurance company

MISC
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PREP

99-01-147
99-10-072
99-17-093
99-05-021
99-17-028
99-04-036
99-08-049
99-13-200
99-10-101
99-15-100
99-01-179
99-07-004
99-16-112
99,17-115
99.-02-083
99-05-078
99-08-129
99-13-010
99-13-011
99-08-128
99-i2-080
99-06-040
99-15-086
99-02-019
99-12-113
99-15-071
99-07-130
99-03-109
99-07-101
99-01-024
99-09-032
99-14-021
99-04-116
99-16-014
99-12-088

4

~

~

~

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
amusement park rides
asbestos removal and encapsulation
construction advisory commission
safety standards for construction work
electrical equipment
electrical testing laboratories
electrical workers
emergency washing facilities
explosives manufacturing
federal OSHA standards

fire fighters
forklift operation
hazardous waste operations and emergency
responses
logging operations
longshore, stevedore, and related waterfront ...
operations
longshore and marine terminals
mechanical power transmission apparatus
mines, pits, and quarries
minors
nonagricultural employment
occupational health standards review
penalty calculati.on and assessment
explanations clarified
policy and interpretive statements
.
power transmission devices .
pulp, paper, and paperboard mills and converters
respiratory protection
review of standards
scaffolds
telecommunications
vendor units
State funded nursing homes
zero-lift environment discount
Temporary worker building code
cherry harvest housing
factory-built structures
Workers' compensation
accident fund
dividend distribution
benefit payments
classification plan
premium rates
reporting and collection of premiums
definitions
health care reimbursement rates

medical coverage, determination
provider reporting.requirements
retrospective rating
self-insurers

LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF
Aircraft fuel tax

PREP 99-07-015
PERM 99-05-052
PREP 99-17-115
EXAD 99-04-078
PERM 99-09-080
PERM 99-07-063
EXRE 99-12-090
PERM 99-16-085
PREP 99-07-014
EXAD 99-12-089
PROP 99-13-144
PERM 99-17-094
PERM 99-05-080
PREP 99-12-037
PROP 99-16-084
·'

Architects, board of registration for
licenses
renewal
Athletic agents
registration
Bail bond agents
rules review
Boxing and martial arts

•'

Cemetery board
fees

EXAD 99-,01-149
PERM 99-07-097
PROP 99-08-072
PERM 99-17-117
PERM
PERM
PERM
PERM

Debt adjusters

99-02-023
99-02-024
99-12-091
99-01-023

Engineers and land surveyors, board of
registration for professional
branch offices

PERM 99~02-041
PROP 99-09-081
PREP 99-04-057

corporations and limited liability companies
documents

PREP.
MISC
EXAD
PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
EXRE

99-08-069
99-02-069
99-13,165
99-06..()71
99-i6-083
99-I0-07I
99-04-057
99-08-070
99-15-085
99-16-lU
EXAD 99-17-116

fees and charges
meetings·and officers
offer to practice
renewals

EMER 99-04-106
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

retired status certificate of registration

99-15-107
99-01-178
99-08-130
99-12-079

seals
seals/stamp usage

EMER 99-02-022
PREP 99-10-025
PROP 99-13-201
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP·
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PREP

LAKE WASHINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE
MISC
Meetings
MISC
Students
PREP
conduct code
EMER
PREP
refunds
EMER .

.

LAND SURVEYORS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)

PREP 99-17-115
PROP 99-08-071
PERM 99-17-026

signature
electronic signature definition
supervision

99-07-100
99-07-099
99-12-115
99-16-111
99-01-177
99-05-079
99-10-043
99-12-114
99-13-202
99-13-204
99-05-051
99-13-203
99-14-084

temporary permits
Funeral directors and embalmers
fees
Landscape architects
fees
Limousine businesses
Martial arts contests
Model traffic ordinance
Motor vehicle excise tax credit

99-01-004
99-07-037
99-15-006
99-15-009
99-15-007
99-15-00S

Motor vehicles
abandoned and unauthorized vehicles, impound
certificate of title
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PREP
PROP

99-08-127
99-15-096

PREP 99-01-001
PROP 99-05-050
PERM 99-08-062
EXRE 99-10-026
PERM 99-14-035
PROP
PREP
PREP
PROP

99-08-087
99-09-083
99-12-103
99-13-127
PERM 99-17-048
PREP
PROP
PERM
EXRE
PERM

99-10-017
99-13-137
99-16-079
99-09-056
99-14-062

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-02-075
99-10-082
99-15-053
99-02-074
99-10-080
99-15-057
99-02-079
99-10-087
99-15-056
99-02-070
99-08-132
99-12-036
99-02-072
99-03-017
99-02-076
99-10-083
99-15-054
99-02-073
99-10-088
99-15-051
99-07-134
99-10-081
99-15-052
99-02-077
99-10-084
99-15-058
99-02-078
99-10-085
99-15-055

PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

99-07-136
99-07-135
99-10-086
99-15-050
99-02-071

PREP 99-10-016
PROP 99-13-136
PERM 99-16-040
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-14-083
99-12-018
99-09-083
99-01-143
99-04-070
99-07-040
99-07-079
99-07-080
99-09-044
99-13-151

PREP 99-16-051
PERM 99-01-014
PROP 99-01-140
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

confidential license plates
dealers and manufacturers
rules review
destroyed vehicles, reporting
disabled person parking
drivers' licenses
extension
foreign organization license plates
foreign plated vehicles, operation
honorary consul license plates
licenses

limousine businesses
snowmobiles and off-road vehicles
special Iicense plates
trip permits
veterans
Practice and procedure
Public records disclosure
copying fees
definitions
Real estate appraisers
continuing education
fees
uniform standards of practice
Real estate commission
brokers and salesmen
rules review
Rules agenda
Title and registration advisory committee
meetings
Travel sellers
Uniform commercial code filing office
fees
forms
Vessels
registration and certificate of title

Wastewater treatment system designers
licensing
LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
Added activities on licensed premises
Advertising by licensees
Alcohol impact areas
Alcoholic beverages brought into state for
personal use
Index

PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PERM

99-02-049
99-04-037
99-04-038
99-06-037
99-07-016
99-08-064
99-08-065
99-09-043
99-12-031
99-13-006
99-13-081
99-13-139
99-13-150
99-17-030
99-12-111
99-16-020

PROP
PREP
PREP
EMER
PROP

99-05-059
99-10-054
99-11-016
99-16-019
99-17-109

PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
PERM
PROP
PREP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP
EMER
PREP
PERM

99-02-052
99-05-032
99-10-058
99-10-055
99-10-058
99-01-133
99-01-139
99-03-003
99-06-029
99-12-018
99-13-149
99-10-056
99-16-018
99-10-056
99-01-104

EXAD
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-05-004
99-09-045
99-08-036
99-12-026
99-17-031

PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM

99-08-028
99-11-039
99-04-075
99-01-158
99-04-074

Breweries
nonretail licensees
Credit card or debit card use
Electronic funds transfer
Hearing methods
contested cases
rules review
Licenses
general requirements
motels
penalty guidelines
retail
rules review
Malt beverages
tax reporting and filing
Operations and procedures
Sports, entertainment facilities
alcohol service

99-13-041
99-12-102

PERM
PREP
PREP
PREP

99-06-003
99-15-091
99-17-027
99-17-027

PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP

99-01-134
99-02-012
99-03-002
99-07-041
99-10-057
99-15-097
99-17-070
99-17-108

PREP

99-16-064

PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-04-113
99-17-097
99-06-097
99-13-042

PROP

99-05-014

PREP 99-12-125
PERM 99-04-114
PREP 99-04-002
PREP
PROP
EXRE
PERM

99-12-126
99-17-098
99-09-038
99-15-023

PREP
PREP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP

99-12-128
99-12-127
99-03-032
99-03-033
99-06-097
99-13-042
99-09-039

PREP 99-04-112
EXAD 99-12-084
PERM 99-16-119
PROP
PROP

Tobacco products
sale or handling by employees under age eighteen PERM
Violations
PROP
administrative procedure
PERM
Wineries
PREP
nonretail Iicensees
LOTTERY, COMMISSION
Instant game rules
Lotto
cash optiqn
drawing dates
Meetings
On-line games
ticket sales
Policy summaries
Probability of winning
Quinto
drawing dates

PERM 99-03-042
MISC 99-03"027
MISC 99-15-022
MISC
PREP

PERM 99-10-066

Retailer compensation
Retailer licensing
Scratch games
closed games
LOWER COLUMBIA COLLEGE
Rules coordinator
MARINE EMPLOYEES' COMMISSION
Meetings

99-07-085
99-16-118
99-03-031
99-08-014
99-12-129
99-12-125

EXRE

99-10-031

PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
MISC
MISC

99-10-051
99-13-148
99-04-012
99-05-036
99-10-052
99-08-009
99-13-147

PERM
MISC
MISC
MISC
PREP

99-04-077
99-06-014
99-10-099
99-16-010
99-16-006

PROP
PERM
PREP
PERM
PREP

99-04-012
99-16-008
99-04-003
99-01-038
99-04-076

PERM 99-16-007
MISC

99-01-007

MISC
MISC

99-12-010
99-16-058

MARINE SAFETY
(See ECOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF)
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
(See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)
MEDICAL CARE
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
911 enhanced funding

PREP

99-06-024

MINORITY AND WOMEN'S BUSINESS ENTERPRISES, OFFICE
OF
PREP 99-05-082
Annual goals
PREP 99-05-083
Political subdivision fees
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Certifications
actions required
Combined fund drive

MODEL RULES OF PROCEDURE

~ (See ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS, OFFICE OF)

~

MODEL TRAFFIC ORDINANCE
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)

Fire hazard closures
Meetings
Milwaukee Road Corridor-recreation use

PERM
PROP
PERM
EMER
MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP

99-07-034
99-08-117
99-12-085
99-15-001
99-02-028
99-08-083
99-08-116
99-12-092

PESTICIDES
(See AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF)
PIERCE COLLEGE
Meetings

99-01-025
99-04-044

OSTEOPATHY
(See HEAL TH, DEPARTMENT OF)

PILOTAGE COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF
Grays Harbor district annual tariff

OUTDOOR RECREATION, INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE FOR
Meetings
MISC 99-03-047
MISC 99-03-048
MISC 99-13-014
MISC 99-17-049
EXAD 99-01-148
Off-road vehicle funds
PREP 99-08-092
PROP 99-08-114
PERM 99-16-009
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Marine facilities
moorage and use
Meetings
Pass program
Pub Iic use of park areas
Trails
bicycle and equestrian use
Wind/sand sailing on ocean beaches
PENINSULA COLLEGE
Meetings
WAC update

PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF
Affirmative action,
governor's affirmative action policy committee
meetings
Initiative 200 compliance

responsibilities
Call-back for work

PROP
PERM
MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

99-01-120
99-04-117
99-01-135
99-13-143
99-16-082
99-04-118
99-08-031
99-16-033

PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP

99-06-042
99-10-065
99-15-030
99-08-084

MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM
EXRE
PERM

99-13-055
99-07-060
99-10-100
99-15-072
99-16-028
99-16-029

MISC
EMER
EMER
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP

99-01-122
99-11-045
99-12-012
99-12-048
99-13-015
99-13-129
99-04-028
99-07-109
99-I0-046

PERSONNEL RESOURCES BOARD
(See PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF)

OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
Construction notice
PROP 99-17-086
Registration
PROP 99-17-086
MISC
MISC

MISC
MISC
MISC
, MISC
MISC
MISC
Student rights and responsibilities/code of conduct PREP
PROP
PERM

Trial service

NURSING CARE
(See HEAL TH, DEPARTMENT OF)

OLYMPIC COLLEGE
Meetings

99-03-044
99-05-081
99-08-109
99-14-022
99-13-104
99-05-058
99-16-104
99-01-049
99-16-101
99-01-052
99-16-104
99-16-102
99-13-105
99-16-104
99-13-106

Examinations
Housekeeping changes and rules clarification
Internship program
Meetings
Performance evaluations
Probationary period
Public records, availability
Relocation compensation
Training and development programs

MOTOR VEHICLES
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF; TRANSPORTATION,
DEPARTMENT OF; UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION; WASHINGTON STATE PATROL)
NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF
Aquatic lands exchange
Burning permit fees

PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
MISC
PROP
PERM
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP

New pilots, limitations
Puget Sound district annual tariff

PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

99-I2-028
99-16-027
99-01-117
99-08-003
99-08-075
99-12-027

PROCUREMENT, OFFICE OF
(See GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF)
PRODUCTIVITY BOARD
(See SECRETARY OF STATE)
PROPERTY TAX
(See REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF)
PROSPECTING
(See FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT OF)
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
(See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)
PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
Agency rules
uniform procedure and format for public
Candidates
registraiion
Commercial advertisers
public inspection of records
Contributions to candidates, elected officials,
political committees or public office fund
forms for reporting

99-01-085
99-01-050
99-01-051
99-02-053
99-02-054
99-05-042
99-05-043
99-16-104
99- 13-104
99-16-103

lobbyist making contributions on behalf of
employer
Elected public officials
annual list
name not on list, impact
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PREP 99-06-050
PROP 99-09-062
PERM 99-12-056
PREP

99-16-045

PREP 99-06-064
PROP 99-09-074
PERM 99-12-068
PREP
PREP

99-16-042
99-16-043

PREP 99-06-067
PROP 99-09-059
PERM 99-12-053
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP

99-06-059
99-09-070
99-12-064
99-06-061
99-09-071
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

responsibility for developing
Freedom of communication
employer interference
Legislature
form for report oflegislative activity by
legislators and staff
Lobbyist registration
last calendar quarter of biennial period
termination
Meetings
Political advertising
political party identification
Political committees
registration
Public records
campaign books, inspection

PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

Running start program

99-12-065
99-06-060
99-09-058
99-12-052

Salary allocations
Special education services

PREP 99-06-068
PROP 99-09-060
PERM 99-12-054

Vocational education students

99-09-008
99-13-124
99-11-061
99-15-048
99-06-049
99-11-063
99-11-065
99-17-101
99-11-066

PREP 99-06-069
PROP 99-09-061
PERM 99-12-055

PUBLIC WORKS BOARD
(See COMMUNITY, TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
DEPARTMENT OF)

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
MISC

PUGET SOUND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY
(See also PUGET SOUND CLEAN AIR AGENCY)
PROP 99-04-104
Dust control
PERM 99-07-061
PROP 99-10-097
Gasoline storage and distribution
PROP 99-13-152
PERM 99-15-027
PROP 99-15-032
MISC 99-01-003
Meetings
Name changed to Puget Sound Clean Air Agency PROP 99-15-090
PROP 99-04-104
Odor control
Outdoor burning
PROP 99-04-104
military training
PROP 99-04-105
Source review requirements
PERM 99-07-062
PROP 99-10-098
Spray coating operations
PROP 99-13-153
PERM 99-15-028

99-06-065
99-09-075
99-12-069
99-06-066
99-09-076
99-12-070
99-16-003

PREP 99-06-063
PROP 99-09-073
PERM 99-12-067
PREP

MISC
PREP
copying charges for records on CDs and diskettes PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
hours for inspection and copying
PROP
PERM
PREP
index
PROP
PERM
PREP
officer
PROP
PERM
public inspection
PREP
exemptions
PROP
PERM
PREP
requests
PROP
PERM
PREP
forms
PROP
PERM
PREP
review of denials
PROP
PERM
MISC
Rules agenda
PREP
Sample ballots
PROP
PERM

99-16-044
99-14-080
99-16-044
99-06-054
99-09-066
99-12-060
99-06-052
99-09-064
99-12-058
99-06-057
99-09-069
99-12-063
99-06-051
99-09-063
99-12-057

PUGET SOUND CLEAN AIR AGENCY
Hazardous air pollutant compounds
chemical identification
Name changed from Puget Sound Air Pollution
Control Agency
Registration and operating permits
fees and civil penalties

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
PREP
Interest arbitration and grievance rules
PROP
PERM
MISC
Meetings
MISC
Rules agenda
MISC
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF
Alternative learning experience
PERM
requirements
PROP
Certificated instructional staff
PREP
ratio compliance
PREP
K-4 staff enhancement funding
EMER
Learning improvement days
PREP
Local effort assistance allocations
PREP
Reports
MISC
Rules coordinator

PROP

99-16-090

PROP

99-15-090

PROP

99-16-091

RADIATION PROTECTION
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)

99-06-055
99-09-067
99-12-061
99-06-053
99-09-065
99-12-059
99-06-058
99-09-057
99-12-051
99-06-056
99-09-068
99-12-062
99-01-150
99-06-062
99-09-072
99-12-066
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RAIL FIXED GUIDEWA Y SYSTEMS
(See TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF)
RAILROADS
(See FREIGHT MOBILITY STRATEGIC INVESTMENT
BOARD; UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION)
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, DEPARTMENT OF
Early retirement window
EXRE
PERM
Law enforcement officers and fire fighters
retirement system (LEOFF)
disability determination
PREP
PROP
PERM
rules update
PREP
Meetings
MISC
Public employees' retirement system (PERS)
rules update
PREP
PROP
PERM
service credit
PREP
Teachers' retirement system (TRS)
plan I
PREP
PROP
plan 3
PREP
Untimely or deficient reporting
EXRE
PERM

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES BENEFITS BOARD
(See HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY)

Index

PREP
EMER
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP
PREP
PROP
PREP

99-04-013
99-10-107
99-14-060
99-02-011
99-01-086
99-14-059

99-08-008
99-13-094
99-16-077
99-11-062
99-12-087
99-11-064
99-11-067
99-13-004

REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF
Abandoned property
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EXRE
PERM
EXRE
PERM

99-08-074
99-12-041
99-09-006
99-13-166
99-16-075
99-11-005
99-02-029
99-07-026
99-11-006
99-14-008
99-12-042
99-07-026
99-11-006
99-12-042
99-08-074
99-12-041
99-04-018
99-08-007
99-10-032
99-14-056

4

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
~Business and occupation tax
extractors

laundries and dry cleaners
sales of meals
successor to person quitting business
veterinarians
Deductibility
business and occupation tax, sales tax, public
utility tax
Estate taxes
rule revisions
waiver or cancellation of penalty
Excise taxes
educational institutions
fuel oil, oil products, other extracted products
Indian reservations
internal distribution tax
landscape and horticultural services
leasehold excise tax
pattern makers
payment responsibilities
poultry and hatching egg producers
real estate excise tax
ride sharing exemptions and credits
lntercounty utilities and transportation companies
~ Interpretive statements

Legal, arbitration, and mediation services
Property tax
agricultural land valuation
deferral
emergency or transitional housing
exemptions
forest land valuation
homes for aging
inflation rate
open space classification
refunds, rate of interest
revaluation
timber and forest products
Public utility tax
low-density light and power deduction
Rules agenda
Sales of meals
Sales tax
direct seller's representative, sales to or through
games of chance
landfill gas, wind, and solar energy electric
generating facilities
manufacturers and processors for hire
watercraft to nonresidents
-

Timber excise tax
stumpage values

Use tax
advertising materials printed outside state

EMER
PREP
EXAD
PERM
EXAD
PERM
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM

fuel oil, oil products, other extracted products
landfill gas, wind, and solar energy electric
generating facilities

99-12-077
99-12-078
99-08-032
99-13-052
99-06-027
99-11-107
99-04-014
99-08-034
99-04-015
99-08-033

manufacturers and processors for hire
watercraft to nonresidents
RULES COORDINATORS
(See Issue 99-0 I for a complete Iist of rules
coordinators designated as of 12/24/98)
Community, trade and economic development,
department of
County road administration board
Eastern Washington University
Health care authority
Human rights commission
Industrial insurance appeals, board of
Insurance commissioner, office of
Investment board
Lower Columbia College
Public instruction, superintendent of
Treasurer, office of the state
Veterans affairs, department of
Washington state library

EXAD 99-08-022
PERM 99-13-053
PREP
PROP
PERM
PERM

99-07-133
99-11-104
99-15-095
99-03-010

PERM
EXRE
PERM
PREP
PERM
EXAD
PERM
PROP
EXRE
PROP
EXRE
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
MISC
MISC
EXAD
PERM

99-03-005
99-04-019
99-08-005
99-09-082
99-02-055
99-04-021
99-09-013
99-17-088
99-04-019
99-10-034
99-04-019
99-10-033
99-14-053
99-04-022
99-08-035
99-04-031
99-08-006
99-14-067
99-14-068
99-08-023
99-13-092

PERM
PREP
EXAD
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
EMER
PERM
PERM
EXRE
PERM
PERM
PREP
EXRE

99-01-067
99-11-105
99-07-090
99-13-018
99-09-085
99-13-017
99-02-030
99-02-031
99-04-016
99-01-068
99-13-016
99-17-042
99-01-066
99-05-069
99-04-017

MISC
MISC
MISC
EXAD

99-14-054
99-0I-175
99-14-091
99-06-027

PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM

99-11-041
99-17-029
99-05-017
99-08-090

EXAD
PERM
EMER
PREP
EXAD
PROP

99-06-028
99-11-106
99-12-077
99-12-078
99-04-020
99-17-083

PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-02-032
99-06-036
99-10-039
99-14-055

PREP

99-01-090

Western Washington University

EXRE

99-04-019

EXAD
PERM
EMER
PREP
EXAD

99-06-028
99-ll-106
99-12-077
99-12-078
99-04-020

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-10-009
99-01-019
99-01-125
99-16-03 I
99-15-026
99-04-043
99-03-036
99-15-060
99-01-007
99-13-004
99-16-026
99-01-130
99-05-019
99-11-011
99-02-067

RUNNING START PROGRAM
(See HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD)
SAFETY STANDARDS
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF)
SALES TAX
(See REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF)
SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION TASK FORCE
(See GOVERNOR, OFFICE OF THE)
SCHOOLS
(See EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF)
SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Meetings

MISC

99-01-061

PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
EMER
PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP

99-07-042
99-01-064
99-05-033
99-08-089
99-10-106
99-17-008
99-05-054
99-07-043
99-12-004
99-01-064
99-05-053
99-05-034
99-08-115
99-01-065
99-10-106

PERM
PERM
International student exchange agencies registration EXAD
PERM
Limited liability companies
EXAD
fees
PERM
Limited partnerships
EXAD
fees
PERM
Productivity board
employees' suggestion awards
EMER
PREP
meetings
MISC
teamwork incentive program
EMER
PREP

99-02-047
99-02-048
99-12-009
99-16-066

SECRETARY OF STATE
Elections
absentee ballots
mailing methods
ballots

computer file ofregistered voters
county procedures, review
inactive voters, cancellation notice
logic and accuracy tests
officials, certification
presidential primary
Electronic Authentication Act
implementation
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99-05-039
99-12-007
99-05-038
99-12-008
99-16-012
99-17-112
99-15-018
99-16-013
99-17-113
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Public records
electronic imaging systems for maintenance

PREP

Developmental disabilities, division of
family support opportunity
pilot program
service providers, standards

99-16-117

SECURITIES
(See FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF)

Domestic violence perpetrator program
Domestic violence victim shelters
Economic services administration
assistance programs, division of
errors and omissions corrected

SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT PROVIDER PROGRAM
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)
SHORELINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

SKAGIT VALLEY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC
MISC
MISC

99-01-126
99-07-001
99-12-050

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-02-044
99-07-091
99-12-011
99-13-141

eligibility
emergency assistance

SOCIAL AND HEAL TH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
Aging and adult services administration
adult family homes
PREP 99-03-105
secure environments
EXAD 99-09-052
boarding home licensing
PERM 99-15-067
COPES program
PREP 99-11-083
eligibility
PERM 99-12-072
day health services
PREP 99-15-066
families, children, and adults services
MISC 99-15-076
in-home care providers
PERM 99-03-041
contract qualifications
PREP 99-09-051
long-term care services
nursing facilities
PREP 99-12-029
direct care rates
EMER 99-14-029
PREP 99-01-165
private duty nursing services
PREP 99-11-051
program of all-inclusive care (PACE)
PROP 99-14-066
PREP 99-15-066
senior citizens services
Alcohol and substance abuse, division of
chemical dependency services
PREP 99-06-082
county administration
PROP 99-16-098
PREP 99-10-010
treatment service providers, certification
Child care
PROP 99-08-121
subsidized payment rates
PERM 99-14-023
Child protective services
PREP 99-01-164
investigations, notification and appeal process
Child support, division of
PREP 99-09-003
case closure
EMER 99-09-004
PROP 99-17-010
EMER 99-17-012
MISC 99-17-062
MISC 99-17-060
case transfer
PREP 99-17-056
constituent relations
PREP 99-17-055
day care licensing
MISC 99-11-047
default orders
PROP 99-17-052
employer reporting of new hires
MISC 99-11-048
license suspension
PERM 99-01-057
"most wanted" internet site
MISC 99-03-039
MISC 99-01-030
noncompliance penalties
MISC 99-07-038
prehearing procedures
MISC 99-17-061
records retention
PREP 99-17-054
social services for family
MISC 99-01-031
stepparent liability
MISC 99-11-049
tribal TANF programs
Children's administration
child care facilities
PREP 99-07-039
Iicensing requirements
PREP 99-05-070
child care payment rate
PREP 99-17-053
foster care
foster homes
PREP 99-01-114
payment rates
PERM 99-01-059
safety requirements
PREP 99-01-166
Indian child welfare
MISC 99-17-059
injured spouse claims
Index

exceptions and complaints
general assistance-unemployable
need standards
payment of grants
resource

SSI program
standards of assistance
SSI supplemental security income
payment standard
Food assistance program
eligibility
noncitizens, eligibility
utility allowances

General assistance
pregnant woman
Human research subjects
Juvenile rehabilitation administration
parole revocation
Management services administration
adjudicative proceedings
declaratory orders
language interpretation services and translations
public records disclosure
Medical assistance administration
acute physical medicine and rehabilitation
adult day health services
AIDS
community aids service alternative (CASA)
alien emergency medical services
aliens
children, eligibility
clear writing principles
community options program entry system
(COPES)
community spouse needs and family needs
allowances
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PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
PREP

99-04-071
99-10-063
99-15-043
99-17-057
99-17-058

PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PREP
PROP
EMER
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM

99-07-105
99-12-116
99-12-117
99-12-118
99-12-119
99-12-120
99-12-121
99-13-192
99-16-024
99-17-025
99-02-014
99-01-113
99-11-073
99-14-042
99-14-046
99-08-120
99-04-055
99-01-029
99-04-056
99-02-039
99-03-040
99-06-098
99-06-099
99-09-053
99-09-054

PROP 99-01-027
EMER 99-01-028
PERM 99-04-103
PREP
PROP

99-05-045
99-15-078

PROP
EMER
PERM
PERM
PERM
EMER
PROP
PERM

99-01-111
99-01-112
99-05-074
99-01-058
99-01-069
99-05-046
99-06-088
99-09-055

PROP
PROP
MISC

99-04-!02
99-IO-I05
99-15-021

4

4

PERM 99-03-077
EXAD
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-11-086
99-16-023
99-03-076
99-06-044
99-09-086
99-07-104
99-11-085
99-15-065

PROP 99-14-038
PERM 99-17-111
MISC 99-16-096
PREP
PREP
EXRE
PROP
PERM
PREP

99-13-190
99-10-047
99-15-042
99-13-126
99-17-023
99-05-044

PROP

99-13-096

EMER 99-01-168
PROP 99-06-100
.. EMER 99-08-016

4

-

t

t

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)

dental services
eligibility
estate recovery
federal poverty level

home health services
hospital services

definitions
outpatient payment
payment method - state only programs

rates

infusion, parenteral, and enteral therapies
interpreter services
interview requirements
long-term care
eligibility
managed care
maternity-related services
home birth provider
medical equipment, supplies, prosthetics, and
orthotics
medical services request
medically needy, eligibility

non covered service for clients
occupational therapy
outpatient services
oxygen and respiratory
equipment and services
payment method

physical therapy
physician's related services fees
prescription drug program billing instruction
private duty nursing services
speech/audiology services
SSI eligible clients
premium payments
transportation services
wheelchairs and durable medical equipment

PERM
PROP
PERM
MISC
PROP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
EMER
PROP
EMER
PROP
PERM
MISC
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PREP
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PROP
PREP
MISC
PROP
PERM

99-11-017
99-01-169
99-07-023
99-16-095
99-02-015
99-07-137
99-10-064
99-07-025
99-11-076
99-07-103
99-08-001
99-15-044
99-15-045
99-11-053
99-16-069
99-17-011
99-01-170
99-05-073
99-06-045
99-06-046
99-09-007
99-06-087
99-09-088
99-14-039
99-06-086
99-09-089
99-14-028
99-09-090
99-14-025
99-14-026
99-14-040
99-06-084
99-06-085
99-09-091
99-11-050
99-11-052
99-13-050
99-14-027
99-16-070
99-17-110
99-03-104
99-15-041
99-08-015
99-11-075

PROP
PREP

99-16-067
99-01-167

PREP

99-06-043

PROP
PREP
EMER
PREP
PROP
EMER
PERM
EXRE
PREP
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP

99-08-080
99-08-041
99-01-162
99-01-163
99-08-118
99-08-119
99-11-054
99-15-042
99-08-040
99-03-075
99-11-071
99-16-068
99-12-071

PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PREP
MISC
MISC
MISC
PROP
MISC
PERM

99-08-122
99-13-049
99-06-083
99-09-087
99-11-060
99-13-125
99-11-084
99-15-075
99-04-025
99-16-092
99-11-074
99-15-073
99-16-071

MISC
PREP
MISC

99-16-094
99-13-191
99-16-093

Mental health division
criminally insane
Occupational therapists
bill instruction
Rules agenda
Temporary assistance for needy families (TANF)
community jobs wage subsidy program
five year Iimit
pregnant women
Vocational rehabilitation services
Workfirst
child care
participation requirements

pregnant women and parents of infants
reemploy Washington workers program
support services

PREP

99-14-065

MISC
MISC
MISC

99-15-074
99-04-026
99-15-077

EMER
PROP
PERM
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP

99-02-038
99-04-102
99-08-050
99-10-105
99-14-045
99-06-081
99-12-030

PREP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
PERM
PROP
PREP
EMER
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-17-024
99-01-115
99-05-071
99-05-072
99-07-024
99-08-051
99-10-027
99-14-078
99-14-024
99-14-041
99-11-072
99-14-044
99-16-097
99-10-028
99-14-043

SOUTH PUGET SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
General provisions
PREP
Meetings
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-06-032
99-01-073
99-13-088
99-15-088

SOUTHWEST AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
Sources
PERM 99-07-027
PERM 99-07-028
PERM 99-07-029
PERM 99-07-030
PERM 99-07-032
SPOKANE, COMMUNITY COLLEGES OF
Appointing authority, delegation
Meetings

PROP
PROP
PERM
MISC

99-01-132
99-05-040
99-10-012
99-04-024

SPOKANE COUNTY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AUTHORITY
Burning restrictions
PROP 99-01-063
PERM 99-03-046
Fees
PROP 99-15-064
Oxygenated gasoline
PROP 99-11-046
PERM 99-14-070
Roads, particulate matter control
PERM 99-03-030
SPOKANE INTERCOLLEGIATE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY
INSTITUTE
Meetings
MISC

99-03-020

SPORTS, PROFESSIONAL
(See LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF)
SUPREME COURT, STA TE
Administrative rules
Admission to practice
Appellate procedure
Attorney fees and expenses
Capital cases
filing of briefs
stay of execution
Courts oflimitedjurisdiction procedures
Deferred prosecution
Dispute resolution with clients
House counsel
Immunity
Judicial information system committee
membership
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MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-11-019
99-13-089
99-13-021
99-01-015

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-05-029
99-07-0IO
99-13-024
99-13-025
99-14-071
99-13-091
99-05-028
99-13-090

MISC

99-01-016
Index

Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Juvenile court procedures
Lawyers' fund for client protection
Motions, determination
Suspension from practice
TACOMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Athletic participation, loss of eligibility
Grievance procedure
Meetings
Student rights and responsibilities
TAX APPEALS, BOARD OF
Meetings
Public records

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-13-023
99-11-020
99-01-015
99-13-022

PREP
PREP
MISC
MISC
PREP

99-16-109
99-16-108
99-01-008
99-09-019
99-16-107

TRANSPORTATIO N IMPROVEMENT BOARD
Meetings
MISC 99-03-023
MISC 99-07-011
MISC 99-08-076
MISC 99-11-023
MISC 99-13-040
MISC 99-14-069
MISC 99-15-004
Rules update
PROP 99-03-089
PERM 99-08-021
Transportation Equity Act, implementation
PROP 99-03-088
PERM 99-08-020
TREASURER, OFFICE OF THE STA TE
Loans
interest rate
Public depositaries
Rules Coordinator
Securities
collateral for payment

MISC 99-01-060
PROP 99-08-091
PERM 99-13-098

TAXATION
(See REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF)
THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE
Disciplinary records of student
Parking fees
Shoplifting policy
TOXICOLOGIST, STA TE
Breath alcohol screening test
administration

TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION
Meetings
TRANSPORTATI ON, DEPARTMENT OF
Central and field organization
chain of command
City/county project coordination
Escort vehicle requirements
Farm implements, oversize
Ferries
contractor prequalification
fare schedule
preferential loading
Highway access management
access control
limited access hearings
limited access highways
permits
Highway advertising control
Oversize and overweight permits
escort vehicles

Rail fixed guideway systems
safety program
Rules agenda
State Environmental Policy Act
review and update
Transportation building address
Utility franchises and permits
TRANSPORTATI ON COMMISSION
Meetings
Index

PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PREP

PREP
PROP
MISC

4

99-16-021
99-16-034
99-16-026

PERM 99-03-004

TRUCKS AND TRUCKING
(See FREIGHT MOBILITY STRATEGIC INVESTMENT
BOARD; UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATI ON COMMISSION)

99-05-056
99-08-030
99-12-024
99-17-036
99-05-065

TRUST COMPANIES
(See FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF)
UNEMPLOYMEN T COMPENSATION
(See EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT)

PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM
EMER
EXAD
PROP
EMER

99-10-018
99-10-019
99-17-063
99-17-064

Student records disclosure

MISC

99-01-035

Thomas Burke Museum

EXAD
PERM
PERM
EXRE
PERM
EMER
PREP
PROP

99-02-065
99-07-013
99-01-121
99-04-058
99-07-098
99-10-004
99-10-020
99-14-047

PERM
PROP
PERM
PERM

99-03-025
99-05-035
99-08-066
99-07-059

PERM
PREP
PREP
PERM
PREP

99-06-035
99-10-029
99-10-030
99-06-034
99-17-079

PROP
PERM
EMER
PREP

99-05-006
99-08-025
99-10-004
99-10-020

PREP
PROP
MISC
MISC

99-11-026
99-15-011
99-01-053
99-13-123

PREP
EXAD
PERM
PROP

99-04-042
99-06-004
99-11-007
99-08-082

MISC

99-11-081

99-01-011
99-01-012
99-06-047

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Meetings

99~06-048

Rules agenda

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
PREP
PROP
PERM
EXRE
PERM

99-01-080
99-04-062
99-17-007
99-03-016
99-14-063
99-01-075
99-08-056
99-12-110
99-01-131
99-06-033

4

USURY RATES
(See inside front cover)
UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATIO N COMMISSION
(See also FREIGHT MOBILITY INVESTMENT BOARD)
Adoption by reference rules, update
EXAD 99-14-079
Budgets
rules review
PREP 99-09-028
PROP 99-17-044
Electric companies
PREP 99-08-105
Gas companies
PREP 99-08-052
Low-level radioactive waste disposal rates
PERM 99-05-016
Motor carriers
household goods
PERM 99-01-077
PERM 99-08-026
PROP 99-08-085
Pipeline !iafety
PERM 99-02-036
PERM 99-02-037
Practice and procedure
PERM 99-05-031
Property transfers
PROP 99-03-074
PERM 99-08-055
Railroad company operations
PREP 99-08-053
PROP 99-15-083
Rules agenda
MISC 99-14-037
Securities, liens, affiliated interests,
refunding of notes, and leases
PROP 99-03-073
PERM 99-08-054
Solid waste collection companies
PREP 99-08-012
Telecommunications
carrier-to-carrier service standards
PREP 99-11-068
colocation of competitive local exchange company
facilities
PREP 99-11-069
customer proprietary network information
PERM 99-05-015
PROP 99-07-107
PERM 99-11-070
registration
PROP 99-07-106
PERM 99-13-097
Telecom Act services
fees
PREP 99-15-016
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Subject/Agency Index

(Citation in bold type refer to material in this issue)
Telephones
pay phone and operator services providers, level
of service
prepaid calling card services, standards
rules review

PERM
PERM
PREP
PROP
PERM

99-02-020
99-10-013
99-09-027
99-13-095
99-01-076

PROP
PROP

99-07-053
99-12-112

MISC

99-01-130

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS, BOARD FOR
Pensions
actuarial tables
PREP

99-13-170

subscriber rates, calling areas
Water companies
investor owned companies
VETERANS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF
Rules coordinator

WILDLIFE
(See FISH AND WILDLIFE, DEPARTMENT OF)
WORKER HOUSING, TEMPORARY
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF; LABOR AND
INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF)
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
(See LABOR AND INDUSTRIES, DEPARTMENT OF)
WORKFIRST
(See SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF)
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND EDUCATION COO RD INA TING
BOARD
Meetings
MISC 99-04-101
MISC 99-06-095
MISC 99-09-033
MISC 99-09-042
MISC 99-11-080
MISC 99-16-002
MISC 99-17-035

VETERINARY BOARD OF GOVERNORS
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)

WALLA WALLA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

WASHINGTON STATE LIBRARY
Library commission
meetings

Library council of Washington
meetings
Rules coordinator
WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
Background checks

Buses
warning device exemption
Fire protection policy board
meetings
Motor vehicles
flashing lamps
headlamps
blue tint
ignition interlock breath alcohol devices
impounds
seized vehicles, disposition
tire chain use
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Meetings
WESTERN WASHING TON UNIVERSITY
Bicycle traffic and parking
Organization
Rules coordinator
address
Skateboards and in-I ine skates
WHATCOM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-01-034
99-01-062
99-03-070
99-06-016
99-09-046
99-14-030

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-01-078
99-04-100
99-07-022
99-11-010
99-13-161
99-14-033
99-16-011

MISC
MISC
MISC
MISC

99-15-039
99-15-087
99-05-019
99-11-011

PROP
PROP
PERM
PERM

99-03-080
99-03-081
99-07-050
99-07-051

PREP
PROP

99-09-021
99-13-133

MISC

99-05-066

YAKIMA REGIONAL CLEAN AIR AUTHORITY
Compliance and enforcement
PROP
Permits
PROP
PROP
Public hearings
PROP
PROP

99-01-033
99-01-033
99-06-017
99-03-049
99-06-017

YAKIMA VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
MISC
Public records
PREP
Student rights and responsibilities
PROP
PERM

99-07-048
99-05-041
99-08-019
99-13-140

PERM 99-02-045
PREP
PROP
PERM
PREP
PROP
PREP
EXAD
PERM

99-09-049
99-13-135
99-01-156
99-09-048
99-13-134
99-17-087
99-01-084
99-06-023

MISC

99-09-005

PROP
EMER
PERM
PREP
MISC
MISC
PROP
EMER

99-03-011
99-03-012
99-07-089
99-08-044
99-02-067
99-08-043
99-03-011
99-03-012

MISC
MISC

99-01-127
99-13-154
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